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NOMINATION HEARING TO CONSIDER 
GARY GENSLER TO BE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

CFTC 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY, 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:40 p.m., in room 

SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, Chair
man of lhe Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Conrad, Stahenow, Nelson, Klohuchar, 
Chambliss, Lugar, Roberts, Grassley, and Thune. 

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, 
NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman HAllKIN. The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutri
tion, and Forestry will come to order. I know we just had a vote. 
We are waiting on some Senators to arrive. Senator Chambliss said 
he would be a few minutes late and to go ahead and proceed. 

Good afternoon, and we thank you a11 for joining us today. We 
meet this afternoon to consider 1.he nomination of Mr. Gary Gensler 
to serve as the Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Com
mission. As many of you know, Mr. Gensler is not new to public 
service. He served as Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets, 
and later as Under Secretary for Domestic Finance at the Depart
ment of Treasury. He was at Treasury about 3 years, so he brings 
this experience to 1.his CFTC position. 

This nomination comes at a very challenging time. Since the 
CFTC was created 35 years ago, it has never faced more daunting 
market challenges than those that the next Chairman and Com
missioners will face. Our financial markets are sti11 unstable, and 
the physical commodities of energy, agriculture and metals have 
experienced dramatic price movements and volatility. 

Again and again, actions in our futures markets have caused 
some havoc across our country and economy. I thought about this, 
and in principle are supposed to provide some stability and cer
tainty and not to create havoc. 

One year ago this weekend, we had an experience in the cotton 
market. Speculative funds ran up the prices of the collon futures 
market at a time when there were record surpluses of cotton and 
not very much demand. So there was a ton of money, speculative 
money, going into the futures markets that had absolutely nothing 

(l) 
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to do with supply and demand. It served no constructive economic 
purpose except maybe tu make some people wealthy. 

The markets for other agricultural commodities experienced simi
lar disruptions for wheat, corn, and soybeans. They rose to record 
levels last year. Country elevators that had offered producers for
ward contracts and then hedged their positions on the Chicago 
Board of Trade struggled to find the cash resources to meet margin 
calls. Users of commodities from bakers to pork producers to eth
anol facilities, suddenly realized that the price they would have to 
pay for the most critical inputs was double the price they had paid 
just a couple months before. 

Prices in the enerb')' sector also shot up to unprecedented levels 
last summer. Energy users from airlines tu commuters to farmers 
struggled with higher fuel costs. So in places like my State of Iowa, 
people are wondering; is Washington really asleep at the switch? 
Do we understand the disruption and damage caused by ineffective 
and inadequate oversight and regulation'? 

Last night, President Obama urged Congress to move quickly on 
legislation that will finally reform our outdated regulatory system. 
He called for tough new common-sense rules of the road so that our 
financial market rewards drive innovation and punishes shorl-cuts 
and abuse. So it is our responsibility to rise to the President's chal
lenge. 

This Committee and the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion have a profound responsibility to craft and implement tough
minded regulatory reforms. Last month, I reintroduced the Deriva
tives Trading Integrity Act. "Integrity" is a synonym for honesty. 
The bill would require that all futures contracts trade on a regu
lated exchange, including all derivatives contracts. I came to that 
position after our hearing in October on derivatives. Exchange
traded contracts are subject tu a level of transparency and over
sight that is just not possible in over-the-counter markets. 

The best-intentioned and most brillianUy crafted legislation will 
be only as effective as the regulators who implement it. We must 
have an unflinching determination on the part of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission to restore integrity to these impor
tant markets. 

That is why the position of Chairman of the CFTC is so critical. 
And that is why this Committee must gain assurance that the 
nominee before us is prepared to provide strong leadership at the 
CFTC, to work with this Committee to develop solutions to ensure 
that markets are open, transparent, free of excessive speculation, 
and that all trades dear. We need to know if Mr. Gensler will be 
committed to repairing the damage from abuses and mistakes of 
the past and ensuring that they are never repeated. 

With that, I will hold the record open at this point for a state
ment by Senator Chambliss. I would ask if Senator Lugar or others 
would have opening statements that they would care to make at 
this time. 

Senator Chambliss, for an opening statement. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHA~IBLISS. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
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I will submit my opening statement for the record, and let me 
just echo, Mr. Gensler, we welcome you to the Committee, and we 
welcome your girls to the CommiUee. 

We have had the opportunity to visit and obviously I know your 
background. We look forward to continuing a dialog on the issues 
that we know face this industry and look forward to working with 
you down the road with respect to making sure that we continue 
to provide financial investors in this country the type of regulation 
that is fair, reasonable, and will ensure safety and security in the 
market. 

So thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. 
Senator Lugar. 

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD G. LUGAR, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA 

Senator LUGAR. Mr. Chairman, let me just add that I appreciated 
especially the hearing you conducted in which we participated last 
October. I felt that was an educational experience for us and for 
the American people, and I appreciate the progress that has oc
curred at CFTC subsequent to that hearing. People were able to do 
some things administratively. 

But I would just simply chime in to say that as a very junior 
Senator, Senator Leahy and I sat at the end of the table and were 
assigned by Chairman Herman Talmadge the responsibility of 
oversight of the CFTC, because apparently no one else on the Com
mittee understood what he was doing and no one really wanted to 
find out. So we have had some parental responsibilities in subse
quent years, and I appreciate very much the evolution. But this is 
a pivotal moment today as we take a look at a new chairmanship, 
a new era, the regulatory suggestions you have made and other 
members likewise. And so I look forward to the hearing. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Lugar. 
Senator Nelson? 
Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Unfortunately, I 

have to leave, so I am going to make a couple of statements and 
leave open a question which I hope Mr. Gensler can respond back 
to us in writing. 

You have outlined very clearly and succincUy the problems that 
we face today with the volatility that we have experienced in the 
markets. I hope we have the opportunity to see where the weak
nesses are and what fixes are necessary. Credit derivatives, obvi
ously regular commodities, physical commodities, need to be bound 
by certain rules. But it is important that whatever regulations are 
put in place does not constitute strangulation of the commodities 
in the whole. 

I think the CFTC must preserve the price discovery aspect of the 
markets and risk management hedb>ing benefits that it provides. It 
needs to regulate with a focus on what has become more and more 
important, the system risk, and not just look for bad actors in the 
situation. 

I think the thing that interests me most is the need that the 
CFTC should be proactive and try to anticipate matters that pose 
a threat to systemic risk than always be reacting. I know it is a 
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very challenging thing to be able to predict and tu anticipate with
out some market experience to guide you as to what needs to be 
done. But waiting until the systemic risk is so big or the fire is be
yond the capability of being put out is not a course of action that 
we would like to see happen again. 

The question that I really have of Mr. Gensler, should he be con
firmed, is-we proposed that the CFTC issued-they issued a re
port, and we came back and we asked that the report's rec
ommendation of the review of, quote, whether to eliminate the 
bonafide hedge exemption for swap dealers and replace it with a 
new risk management exemption su~ject to certain conditions that 
we suggested that be done. And my question is do you know wheth
er that has been done or, if it has not, whether it will be done. And 
if you can just gel back to me on that, that certainly will satisfy 
me. 

But thank you very much for your wilhngness to serve, and I 
look forward to my two colleagues giving a great introduction of 
you. Thank you. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Nelson. 
Senator Grassley. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

Obviously, we need to congratulate Mr. Gensler. I think we ought 
to also thank Walt and Michael for their acting chairmanship and 
the hard work that they put into the work of the Commission. I 
think our last year has shown that more aggressive activity on the 
part of the CFTC is really needed. 

This is a year when we are going to have to decide to a greater 
extent the appropriate role of regulation of speculators to a greater 
extent than we have in the past. We are going to have to decide 
if we are serious about giving the CFTC the resources it needs to 
do its job effectively. And that is what new leadership is all about, 
I hope, and, of course, the work of this Committee as well. 

So I am not going to be able to stay around here to ask ques
tions, but I told Mr. Gensler that I would be submitting about eight 
questions for answer in writing. So I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for 
the privilege of making a statement, and I will put my entire state
ment in the record. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley. 
We have a distinguished colleague and a distinguished former 

colleague, and I will recognize them in order for purposes of intro
duction. Senator Mikulski from the great State of Maryland, wel
come tu the Agriculture Committee. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Senator MIKULSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and 
also Senator Cardin, who is currently presiding, will also be joining 
us, and it shows the enthusiastic support that Mr. Gensler enjoys 
from the Maryland delegation. 

First of all, in terms of the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion, we know how important this Commission is. But as Senator 
Lugar so aptly said, it is often little understood or little noted, un
less there is a crisis in the markets. And last summer, also the 
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whole issue of commodities and the futures trading just exploded 
in our community and our media and in our marketplace. 

I had bakers lined up throughout in my office and out in the 
community wondering how they were going to buy rye and wheat 
and so on to keep their small and medium-sized businesses going. 
We were talking about the high price of gasoline. We were talking 
about something called the "London loophole" and how we needed 
to close that. 

So the whole issue of commodities we are seeing not only as 
something that was primarily an Agriculture Committee issue, but 
an American issue and how it affects our community. 

There is grave concern whether there was adequate oversight, 
adequate regulation, and what we needed tu do. We11, I think now 
we are on the path in the right direction. But whatever the rules 
of the road, whatever Congress chooses to do, we need to have the 
right person in charge of the CFTC. That is why I enthusiastically 
endorse and introduce Gary Gensler to the Committee to be the 
Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. We 
know his work when he was in the Senate. We know his work in 
the Clinton administration, and also he is and continues to be a 
community leader in Maryland. 

I know him to be a man of principle and great intelligence. He 
has a deep understanding of finance, both domestic and inter
national, and how to turn that knowledge into workable policies 
that will protect the interests of our country and the interests of 
our consumer. 

During this time of great financial turmoil and uncertainty, we 
need someone with these skills, this background and experience, 
and these values to lead the Commission. So I enthusiastically sup
port him for this important position. 

When you look at his resume, we know that he worked hard at 
Treasury and received the Alexander Hamilton Award, the highest 
award that the Department can give. He worked with our col1eague 
Senator Sarbanes in terms of fashioning a response to not only the 
Enron scandal, but how we could make corporate America more re
sponsible, the Sarbanes-Oxley bill. 

He has worked as a top economic adviser both in our own gov
ernment and on Wall Street. He is also a strong community leader. 
Whether he has been on the board of Johns Hopkins University or 
whether he has helped the Community Enterprise Foundation be 
able to provide affordable housing, Gary has always been someone 
who has given of his own time and, I might add, of his own dime. 

And just speaking as a woman, I watched him and my heart 
went out to him when his own beloved wife, Francesca, struggled 
with breast cancer. He had to be a father; he had to be a mother; 
he had to be a devoted husband. He was always at his wifo's side, 
and at the same time tending to his children. 

Someone who knows what sorrow is and has to go through that, 
and also what it means tu his family, and then while he was doing 
that, to stay civically engaged while at the same time watching the 
marketplace. I think we have someone who brings talent, who 
brings dedication, and who brings values. I think the Committee 
would be well served in approving his nomination. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Mikulski, for 
that very strong supportive statement. 

Now our distinguished former colleague, Senator Sarbanes. Wel
come back. 

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, and I 
appreciate your courtesy in allowing me to appear. It is a risky 
proposition on your part because former Senators do not get much 
of a chance to speak, and there is always a danger they will abuse 
the microphone when 1.he opportunity presents itself. But I know 
you want to move along. 

Actually, I will withhold and defer to Ben and keep it in-I am 
out of office, and they are in office, and I respect the difference very 
much. Do you want to go ahead? 

Senator CARDIN. I usually yield to my constituents, and Senator 
Sarhanes is my constituent. Bui lei me-

fLaughter. l 
Chairman HARKIN. Senator Cardin. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Senator CARDIK. Mr. Chairman, lei me thank you for 1.he cour
tesy of just a few remarks with regard to Gary Gensler. He is a 
friend. He is a person I have known for many years. I deeply re
spect his intellect, his integrity, his financial knowledge, and his 
commitment to public service. And I join Senator Mikulski and 
Senator Sarbanes in recommending him for confirmation. 

Gary has a tremendous depth and breadth of knowledge on fi
nancial issues. He was in the Department of Treasury from 1997 
to 2001, Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets and Under Sec
retary for Domestic Finance. He was a senior adviser to both Sec
retary Rubin and Secretary Summers. 

He received the Treasury Department's highest award, the Alex
ander Hamilton Award. He was an adviser 1.o a very distinguished 
member of the U.S. Senate, Chairman Sarbanes, when Paul 
chaired the Banking Committee and helped Senator Sarbanes 
when we passed the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation, which regulated 
corporate America-very important legislation on corporate respon
sibility-we could use more of that today-and accounting and se
curity laws. 

So Gary is well prepared through his experience to take on this 
very important responsibility as Chair of the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. But I want to tell you just one more thing 
about him. His background in the community, the type of volunteer 
activities that he has committed himself to, in helping educational 
institutions and helping health care institutions and helping those 
who are disadvantaged. It tells you a lot more about him. He is a 
person committed to our community. 

I will tell you one more thing about him. He has participated in 
nine marathons, and if he is confirmed, helping repair our economy 
will be his tenth marathon, and I am sure he will be just as deter
mined 1.o bring us 1.o a successful goal, and I encourage his con
firmation. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Cardin. 
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Now Senator Sarbanes. 

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SARBANES, FORMER U.S. 
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
First of all, I want to just underscore something that both Sen

ator Mikulski and Senator Cardin said, and that is the very sub
stantial, positive contribution that Gary Gensler has made in the 
Baltimore community through his civic involvement. If we 1.alk 
about being a good citizen and sort of participating and meeting 
your responsibilities, this is a prime example of someone who has 
done that. And it has been of enormous benefit to our community, 
and we are all deeply indebted to him for it. 

He has been in a sense a star from the beginning. He was a 
summa cum laude graduate from 1.he Wharton School of Business 
at the University of Pennsylvania, first a BA and then an MBA. 
He then went to work in the financial industry where he had ex
tensive experience, and then he was in the Treasury for, I think, 
close to 4 years. He then wrote a book about mutual funds, and 
then I was fortunate enough-I was then Chairman of the Banking 
Committee, and we were confronted with the Enron situation. 

Enron was the seventh largest company in the country. It was 
reporting record profits in the first part of 2001, first quarter, sec
ond quarter, 20-percent increase in profits each quarter. By Octo
ber, they were restating their earnings. November, they restated 
them again. December, they declared bankruptcy. The largest 
bankruptcy in U.S. history up to that point. It was subsequently 
eclipsed by WorldCom in June of 2002. 

The Committee, which I then chaired, was charged with the re
sponsibility of addressing the situation, and one of the things we 
did which made an enormous difference, as it turned out, was to 
get Gary Gensler to come and work with us as a senior adviser to 
the Chairman. And his contribution was enormous. 

He was integrally involved in shaping the legislation, which, of 
course, dealt with oversight of the accounting industry, the reform 
of corporate governance, and investor protection measures. And let 
me just quickly outline for the Committee the qualities he brought 
to that work, which I think will stand all of us in good stead should 
he he confirmed as Chairman of the CFTC. 

First of all, he thinks comprehensively in terms of what is nec
essary to make the financial system work. So he has a breadth and 
depth of vision which is somewhat rare, but which is extremely im
portant, particularly when you are trying to deal with a situation 
where the system is breaking-seems to be breaking down and it 
needs to he, as it were, restructured and put back 1.ogeiher again. 

He is extremely smart. I indicated his past accomplishments. 
Nowadays, people are around developing more and more complex 
instruments all the time, and you have got to have someone there 
who can not only stay with them every step of the way, but can 
be ahead of them, can anticipate what is coming and seek to ad
dress it. 

He knows the markets well, and he is very committed to ensur
ing that the markets work honestly and fairly. And the markets 
are an important part of the workings of our economic system. But 
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if they do not work honestly and fairly, they wi11 drive the eco
nomic system down, and all of us will pay a very high price for 
that. 

He is very hard-working. He is not ideological. He is pragmatic. 
He is a good Jistener. He seeks practical solutions, seeks tu develop 
constructive and positive approaches. He is firm and fair. And he 
brings excellent judgment and very strong leadership skills. I think 
he wil1 he very effective in heading the agency and imparting a 
sense of mission to the employees in terms of what needs to be 
done. 

I want to say to the members of the Committee, I have absolute 
confidence in his integrity and in his judgment, and I think it is 
an opportunity for the country to put his superior understanding 
of financial markets and his extensive experience to work on behalf 
of the American people. I can assure you he will be a fierce enemy 
of fraud and manipulation, that he wiU find it, root it out, and also 
try to make the systemic changes that wi11 contribute to it not re
curring again, which is, of course, very important. We can go after 
the bad actors, but we want to have a system in place that pre
cludes the had actors from coming along in the first place. 

Gary Gensler has a very, very deep commitment to the public in
terest. I have had occasion to talk to him at length about his feel
ing for the country, his own opportunities in life, and the need to 
make the system work fairly for an. 

And, fina11y, Mr. Chairman, let me just say he appreciates, I 
think, the role of the Congress and the workings of our political 
system. Sometimes you get these people in the executive branch, 
and they have difficulty understanding there is a legislative branch 
that plays a very important role. Gary Gensler I think clearly un
derstands the role of the Congress. I think he is sensitive to it. He 
appreciates it is an important partner. And I want to say to the 
Committee I think he wil1 be an absolutely first-rate partner for 
the Congress as you move to address the economic chal1enges 
which you, Mr. Chairman, and the other members of the Com
mittee outlined at the beginning of this hearing. 

Thank you again for the chance to come and he with you. 
Chairman HARKTI\". WeH, thank you very much, Senator Sar

banes. Good to see you back, and I am sure we do not have any 
questions for all of you, but I just would say for the record that Mr. 
Gensler is indeed very fortunate to have three such well-respected 
and wel1-liked advocates for his position as the two sitting Senators 
and the previous Senator from the State of Maryland. Thank you 
all very much for being here. 

Now I would like to can Mr. Gensler to the witness table. 
Mr. Gensler, before you take your seat, if you would rise, we 

have an oath that we have to administer. 
Mr. Gensler, do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing hut the truth? 
Mr. GRNSLRR. I do, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. And, Mr. Gensler, do you agree that, if con

firmed, you will appear before any duly constituted committee of 
the Conb'l'ess if asked? 

Mr. GENSLER. I do, Mr. Chairman. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. Please 
have a seat. 

Mr. Gensler, welcome to the CommiUee. My congratulations on 
your nomination by the President, and we have your written state
ment. It will be made a part of the record in its entirety, and the 
floor is yours. You may proceed as you so desire. 

TESTIMONY OF GARY GENSLER, NOMINEE TO BE CHAIRMAN 
AND COMMISSIONER OF THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRAD
ING COMMISSION 
Mr. GENSLER. Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, 

members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to ap
pear here before you today. I am honored to be President Obama's 
nominee tu be Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Com
mitment at this critical time in the commodities markets, and for 
our Nation. 

As a champion of the public's interest-for farmers, consumers, 
small businesses-the CFTC plays an essential role in our financial 
regulatory system and affects the lives of all Americans. And I 
firmly believe that strong, intelligent regulation with aggressive 
enforcement is what our economy needs and benefits the public. 

The current economic crisis clearly has shown, though, that our 
financial and regulatory systems have failed the American public 
terribly. Those of us who have spent our time, our professional 
lives, around markets have to approach the current crisis with hu
mility following such broad failures. We have learned the limits of 
our ability to foresee how markets may evolve. We have learned 
the importance of being candid with the American public about the 
risks we face and that we must be unceasingly vigilant to address 
these risks. We have also learned that there is no substitute for 
strong, independent regulation, that we must bring transparency 
and accountability throughout the system, and we must always err 
on the side of protecting the American public. 

These are the lessons I draw from what has transpired this past 
decade. And, if confirmed, I pledge to this Committee and to the 
Conb'l'ess that I will not forget these lessons. 

We must repair our regulatory system by enacting much needed 
reforms that promote transparency, fairness, and safety. 

If confirmed, I will fight hard on four essential priorities for re
forming the commodities markets and our financial system. 

First, the CFTC must vigorously fulfill its mandates: enforcing 
existing laws, promoting market integrity, preventing against fraud 
and manipulation, and guarding against excessive speculation. I 
will work tirelessly to ensure that the Commission leaves no stone 
unturned, ferreting out and putting to a stop activities and prac
tices that hurt the American public. 

I also look forward to working with Congress to provide the ade
quate resources for this agency which I believe currently lacks the 
sufficient funds to du even its current mission, let alone the mis
sions I think it needs to take on. 

Second, I believe that increased speculation in energy and agri
cultural products hurts American farmers and consumers and busi
nesses. I do not have any doubt about that. A transparent and con
sistent playing field for all physical commodity futures should be 
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the foundation of our regulations. Position limits must be applied 
consistently across all markets, across all trading platforms, and 
exemption to them must be limited and well defined. 

Third, we must now urgently develop a broad regulatory regime 
for over-the-counter derivatives. Standardized products need to be 
brought into mandated clearing and mandated exchanges. Beyond 
this, I believe the institutions themselves-the derivative dealers 
that make the markets in derivatives-need to have direct regula
tion under Federal statute, capital rules, business conduct report
ing, and regulations need to be developed for customized swaps and 
for credit default swaps given their unique nature. 

And, fourth, I believe the CFTC must work with Congress and 
other regulators around the globe tu ensure that failures of the reg
ulatory and financial systems, failures that the American people 
public has taken such a toll, never happen again. Now, this will not 
be easy. These are complex financial markets, and markets are ir
reversibly linked. But we will have to work with our global part
ners to make sure that around the world we have the same rules 
that we have here. This is the only way that Americans can really 
be protected. 

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, I am a proud be
liever in financial reform, tough regulation enforcement. I have 
been privileged to have had broad exposure to financial markets, 
here and in Asia, in public service and on Wall Street, as an inves
tor advocate, and as a Government official. 

And my experience has taught me the importance of having a 
strong working relationship wilh Congress. I appreciate Senator 
Sarbanes' comments on that. In these transformational times, I do 
believe we have a unique opportunity working together to bring 
bold and necessary reform forward. We must, though, take this op
portunity to ensure we deliver on the expectations that all Ameri
cans have for us. 

I would like to close by saying how much the support of my fam
ily-my three daughters-means to me, and the great sacrifices 
they will make if I am so honored to serve. My eldest, Anna, is a 
freshman at college and could not be here. My two other daughters, 
Lee and Isabel, if it would be appropriate, I would just like to in
troduce to the Committee. 

Chairman HARKIN. Please introduce lhem. 
Mr. GENSLBH. This is Isabel, my youngest, who is 12, and then 

my daughter Lee, who is 17, who are here with us today. 
Chairman HARKIN. Welcome to the Committee. 
Mr. GEl'\SLF.R. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, mem

bers of the Committee, I look forward to taking your questions. 
fThe prepared statement of Mr. Gensler can be found on page 4;{ 

in the appendix.l 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. 
Mr. Gensler, in confirming nominees and moving their nomina

tions forward, I like to know about their background and history 
and where they are now, their present views and outlook. Obvi
ously, you have had experience, you have served in a previous ad
ministration. I would like to cover some of that with you as a way 
of examining where we were in the late 1990's and where we are 
today regarding issues under CFTCS jurisdiction. 
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On May the 18th, 1999, you testified before the House Agri
culture Committee's Subcommittee covering risk management. In 
response to questioning by our distinguished ranking member, 
when he was a member of the House Agriculture Committee, you 
said you "positively, unambiguously" agreed with Mr. Larry Sum
mers in his testimony to the Senate Agriculture Committee oppos
ing additional regulation of the institutional over-the-counter de
rivatives market. 

You went on to refer to the "vibrancy and importance" of the 
global over-the-counter derivatives market. 

Here is a direct quotation. You said quote, "That large and vi
brant market is part of, I believe, the American success. And we 
should recognize that and put the burden on those who are sug
gesting changes and further regulation, put the burden on them be
fore we tamper on some of the successes of this marketplace for the 
economy." 

Well, that is quite a resounding, unqualified, and categorical 
statement, no second thoughts or ambiguity. 

Ms. Brooksley Born, who was about to leave as the Chairperson 
of the CFTC, had advocated strenuously over the previous few 
years, including before this Committee, that the risk uf these over
the-counter derivatives needed to be evaluated and appropriately 
regulated. 

However, you were part of the team arguing-and you can cor
rect me if I am wrong on that-for a statutory enactment to take 
away all CFTC regulatory power over these over-the-counter de
rivatives. According to the Washington Post of October 15th, 2008, 
this team was really quite dismissive of Ms. Born, to the point of 
it kind of becoming personal at that time. But I du not need tu go 
into that. 

But this team was quite direct in advocating that these be ex
empted from CFTC regulation. 

Mr. Gensler, what was your own personal role in dealing with 
Ms. Born during the time she was chair of the CFTC? Did you at
tend any meetings during that period of time in 1998 or 1999 or 
did you have any telephone calls or communications over that pe
riod of time with her? What was the nature of those interactions, 
and did you have any advice for her at that time? 

Mr. GENSLElt. Mr. Chairman, thank you for your question. 
First, may I say, looking hack now it is clear to me that all of 

us that were involved at the time-and certainly myself-should 
have done more to protect the American public through aggressive 
regulation, comprehensive regulation. We should have fought hard
er for some of the things that we raised with Congress at the time, 
whether that be regulating derivative dealers or keeping the oil 
and metals markets consistently regulated with the corn and wheat 
and soybean markets. These were things we recommended and we 
should have fought harder for. 

I clearly look back un some things outside the jurisdiction of this 
Committee that I should have fought harder for, guarding against 
predatory lending practices. 

I believe there are many things that at the time that we could 
not foresee, or did not see. They were just dots on the landscape, 
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as you, I believe, and other Senators here commented. And we have 
to do a far better job seeing that which is out on the horizon. 

You asked specifically about meetings with Chairman Born and 
I recall working with her, working with her as a slafT member at 
Treasury. I was an Assistant Secretary working on a report on 
long-term capital management and the after effects of the collapse 
of long-term capital management where there was a joint report 
put together in the spring of 1999. 

During those earlier periods of 1998, when there was different 
views of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and the SEC from the 
CFTC, Ms. Born raised very good questions but I, in fact, at the 
time was recused because it did relate to a particular matter of my 
former employer. I had been at the fu11, big set piece President's 
Working Group meetings, as would be customary for the Assistant 
Secretary to attend, along with other staff of Treasury. 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, Mr. Gensler, that is a very straight
forward answer and I appreciate that. So would you say that your 
views and your thoughts on this have evolved and changed over the 
intervening years, looking back at what has happened in the last 
several years? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Mr. Chairman, I very much would say that my 
views have evolved. There is so much that has happened in the 
marketplace as electronic trading facilities, even that our ex
changes now are public and for-profit enterprises and back then 
were nut fur-profit and public. And the financial crisis itself, to me, 
goes to the heart of some of the assumptions that I think collec
tively all of the Federal agencies and even Congress at the time 
grappled with. 

I believe now it is just so important that we bring the whole 
over-the-counter derivatives marketplace on the market, into ex
changes, as you do. I share that goal. And to also bring that over
the-counter derivatives marketplace onto centralized clearing. 

I, frankly, though do not think that is enough. I also think we 
need regulation of the institutions, that Congress would actually 
have a statutory regime for derivative dealers, somewhat like we 
have for banks, where you have capital rules which address the ex
cess leverage, have business conduct rules to make sure there is 
not fraud and manipulation in the sales practices. And then, of 
course, last and very importantly, reporting rules. These dealers
there is about 11) or 20 around the globe that make up 99 percent 
of the market for over-the-counter derivatives. 

So I have come to believe strongly we need both, the market side, 
clearing and exchanges for the standardized products, the deriva
tive dealers clearly regulated, all the information coming in. 

Chairman HARKIN. I am going to fo1low that up in my second 
round because I want to ask about this whole idea of having some 
derivatives that are not on a regulated exchange. I will get to that. 

In my reading, my memory hut also my reading of that period 
of time from 1998 through about 2000, was that the President's 
Working Group was very forceful in their position that these OTC 
derivatives should be exempted from the CFTC. As I said, to the 
point one time where it also got personal with Ms. Born. I remem
ber that. 
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And in my reading of it, about that, from various sources, it ap
pears, of course, that you have some very strong personalities 
there. You have Mr. Greenspan, who was driving this, quite frank
ly. And he is a very forceful personality. He was driving this. 

Then you have Mr. Summers. He is no shrinking violet, as we 
all know. He was driving this, also. 

Then you have Mr. Rubin there, also. So you have a very forceful 
group. 

CFTC was sort of shunted aside. Well, Mr. Gensler, should you 
get this position as the Chairman of the CFTC, you will be on the 
President's Working Group. And I needn't remind you that you will 
not be working for Mr. Geithner. You may be a friend of his; that 
is fine. You wi11 not be working for him. You do not work for Mr. 
Summers. You do not work for Mr. Bernanke. You are the chair
man of an independent regulatory agency. You do not even work 
for the President. You are chairman of an independent regulatory 
agency. 

And as such, your views and your positions that you have should 
be that of a chairman of an independent agency. And one should 
not be reticent in advocating a position even to the extent that 
some of the other forceful personalities may not agree, if you get 
my point. 

I just want some assurances from you that you will be that inde
pendent voice. Like I said, I am not asking you to sever friendships 
or the like. I am saying the mindset, the mindset of the Chairman 
of the CFTC cannot be working for Mr. Summers or Mr. Bemanke 
or Mr. Geithner or anybody else. And that you will bring that inde
pendent mindset to the President's Working Group. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for that question. I 
think being Chairman of the CFTC is an independent regulatory 
agency. The commitment I give this Committee and to the Amer
ican public that I wil1 bring that independence. If I have a concern 
or thought about the regulatory protections that the American pub
lic needs, I will absolutely share it as one of the President's advi
sors, as part of the President's Working Group, with the President 
and senior members of his economic team. 

But if we cannot reach any consensus and I believe something, 
I am going to bring it to this Committee, I am going to bring it to 
the American public. There is a real difference, in my mind, of 
being an Assistant Secretary of Treasury and being the chairman 
of an independent regulator. 

I appreciate that when the President asked me-then President
Elect Obama-to be his nominee in December and we had a chance 
to chat, that was what he understood and that is what I under
stood, that I will certainly be advising the President. It would be 
a great honor to advise him on regulatory reform and all that we 
need. 

But that which is at the core of my beliefs, that we have to bring 
the entire over-the-counter derivatives marketplace into a regu
latory regime, these two pieces that I have talked about, these two 
big pieces I have talked about and the goals that we share, they 
have heard me saying this straight through since December 18th 
and they are going to keep hearing me say it. And I make that 
commitment to you, sir. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. I wil1 re
turn to the issue of derivatives and trading on exchanges during 
the second round. 

With that, I would of course yield to our distinguished ranking 
member, Senator Chambliss. 

Senator CHA~IBLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gensler, in your statement you state, and I quote, "The cur

rent economic crisis clearly has shown that our financial and regu
latory systems have failed the American people terribly." 

I know you are very familiar with the workings of the CFTC. 
Surely you have followed the markets over the last several years 
since your direct involvement at Treasury. Is there anywhere that 
you think, or any particular instance you think where CFTC falls 
into that category of having failed the American people terribly? 

Mr. G.!i:N8LER. Senator Chambliss, I think that the great failures 
are largely beyond the CFTC. But even in this area, the CFTC is, 
by Congress, that Act in 2000 that the Chairman referred to, as
serted that they are an agency that has to look after systemic risk 
as well. And we clearly have had a systemic failure. 

Second, though the CFTC, I do not think, has the tools to look 
after that much, I do believe that we have had speculation that 
contributed and hurt farmers and consumers and all Americans. 

And if confirmed, I would fight hard to make sure that we have 
the resources and that we can bring what is needed to be borne to 
these markets within the current authorities at the CFTC. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. With the current authority that is out there 
and the current resources that you are familiar with, do you think 
there is anything that the CFTC did not do that they should have 
done relative to this systemic risk issue that you are talking about? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, again, when the failure is so broad and com
plete, Senator, I just think all regulators have to look into them
selves and say what could we have done differently? I do that per
sonally, in terms of my own record. 

I think that the CFTC has aggressively fought and tried to en
force fraud and manipulation in other areas. But if confirmed, I 
would certainly want to take a look at all of the individual hedge 
exemptions that are currently in place, some for 20 years or so. I 
think it is time to look back and see whether those exemptions are 
still appropriate, given the current times. 

There are processes that the CFTC uses to allow for markets or 
individuals to take action sometimes that are not brought up to the 
full Commission level, and I think we need to do that, as well. 

So these might sound like they are around the edges of a big fi
nancial calamity, but I think every agency needs to take a look to 
see what can we do better and what can we do more. 

Senator CHAMllLISS. You and I talked about the potential for an 
SEC/CFTC merger that a lot of folks are advocating and have been 
advocating. And I noticed you are quoted, and I hope this is an ac
curate quote, "CFTC performs vital functions and it is critical that 
all of its mandates are preserved, even as the demands on our reg
ulatory agencies expand. A merger makes sense only if it enhances 
our ability to carry out the important task with which the CFTC 
is entrusted. Thus, I would not consider a merger simply for merg
er's sake." 
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I want to say that on the vita] function of the CFTC, certainly 
you and I are very much in accord there. There has been much dis
cussion about merging these two agencies, as well as the creation 
of a new systemic risk regulator lo oversee all Federal financial 
regulators. 

Personally, I have great reservation about bringing these two 
regulatory bodies together, as I expressed to you. For one, the 
SEC's performance in regulating their current portfolio has been 
less than ste11ar. And second, the CFTC uses principle-based regu
lation that has proven an effective approach to regulating com
modity futures. It is difficult for me to see how welding these two 
regulators together will serve Americans we11. 

First, are you a proponent of the CFTC's principle-based regu
latory approach? And if so will you, as Chairman of the CFTC, 
work to preserve this regulatory approach, as regulatory reforms 
and reshuffiing of bureaucratic boxes are contemplated and pro
posed? And second, what problems could you see arising from an 
SEC/CFTC merger'? 

Mr. GENSLBH. Senator Chambliss, I appreciated the time we 
spent in your office. I think we may have la]ked about lhis as well 
at that moment, too. 

As I said, and that was an accurate quote, I think this financial 
crisis brings to bear so many other problems other than, as you 
say, the boxes. The CFTC was formed in 1974, hut rea1ly il was 
formed back in 1922 to protect the interest of-at that time-grain 
merchants and farmers so that they could appropriately and reli
ably hedge their risk in the future about their corn and wheat and 
then later soybean. And of course, we have added many other prod
ucts to it. 

I think that is fundamentally very different than what the SEC 
does. They are both market regulators. They both need to be strong 
on enforcement and anti-fraud and anti-manipulation, and look out 
for the public. 

But at the core, the CFTC's mission about protecting farmers 
and merchants and later oil and metals, and though it has been ex
panded to financial products and il is critical lo gel the over-the
counter derivatives marketplace correct as wel1, is sort of around 
a different set of mission and goal than that which is the SEC. 

I think both very vita1ly important. And as you rightfu1ly point 
out, one of lhem principles-based which, as Chairman of the CFTC, 
I would support and make sure it works. And if it did not work, 
I would be back here readily to work with Congress to see if we 
needed to fix something. And the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion has another approach. 

Senator CHAMRLTSS. The 2000 Modernization Act was a very 
complicated piece of legislation that you were involved with back 
then, as were a number of us. We thought we were doing the right 
thing and I think we did absolutely the right thing by a1lowing the 
market to expand and putting more flexibi1ity out there. As a re
sult we saw these markets grow in a tremendous way. I think all 
of that has been healthy for the economy. 

Obviously, as you alluded to, over the last 10 years-or well, 9 
years we have seen major changes in the industry. We have seen 
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very volatile prices from time to time which can be attributed to 
any number of issues. 

Bui my question to you is looking back at lhe 2000 Act, and 
knowing what you knew then, is there any recommendation that 
you think was made that we did not follow that should have been 
followed that we ought to think about now? Or do you think that 
act worked the way that all of us intended for it to at that time? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Well, I believe, looking back now, knowing what 
we know now, there are two areas that we did raise 1.hen but we 
should have fought harder for, I personally felt-thank you, Sen
ator-should have fought harder for. 

One was the concept of regulating the dealers themselves, the 
brokers, the voice brokers or derivative dealers that are making 
markets. We all know their names. I will not name them here, hut 
the large financial institutions. 

We recommended that. In some cases, they were the affiliates of 
the broker-dealers. But one of the big lessons out of AIG, the insur
ance company that failed, they had an unregulated dealer in the 
derivatives business. And now, in that case, it was $450 billion in 
size. In that case, it was largely credit default swaps. But it was 
also unregulated. There was no, not the New York State Insurance 
Commissioner, nor any Federal regulation about its capital, its 
business conduct, its reporting. I think we need to put that in 
place. 

Second, at the time the President's Working Group did suggest 
and recommend that oil and metals and cotton and wheat all have 
a consistent regulatory regime. We were unable to achieve that, 
working with the various committees in Congress in working that 
through. 

But I think that is a good foundation. I still think that is the 
right foundation, that if something has finite supply and is more 
easily manipulated, that we should think of consistent regulation 
and make sure lhat we get that in. 

Senator CHA.\.1llLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. 
Senator Lugar. 
Senator LUGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
You have just mentioned, Mr. Gensler, the ideal of having the 

agricultural commodities but likewise, a broader group together. 
Certainly in testimony that we heard in October and before many 
advisors, even to pension funds and to college endowment funds, 
suggested a grouping of commodities which included corn and soy
beans but also metals and oil and these combinations of commod
ities that serve those interests well for a period of time. 

Bui il did lead lo an interesting question wilh regard 1.o regula
tion of them, and it is a discussion that we had at the time of the 
reauthorization of CFTC a while back which, without going into 
who was for and against, the problem of the regulation of oil, for 
example, or of various other energy products, was fiercely resisted 
by some Senators, by some witnesses, by some members of the Ad
ministration at the time, as I recall. 

I mention that now because I really want your judgment as to 
what should be the scope of the CFTC? We think about the agricul
tural scene, that seems fairly clear. It has never been quite that 
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clear with regards to other commodities, as they are thought of 
generally. 

What sort of scope do you envision as ideal, in terms of a regu
latory regime? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I thank you for the question and I thank 
you for having-we had a good meeting together on these subjects. 

I think that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission cur
rently has exclusive jurisdiction from Congress to regulate the fu
tures markets. And ii has proven well, as Senator Chambliss said, 
though in the midst of a crisis everybody has to look within. It has 
proven well in regulating over these 35 years the futures markets. 

I believe that if we are able to bring over-the-counter derivatives 
into centralized clearing, into exchanges for these products, that 
the CFTC is best situated with expertise on the derivatives mar
ketplace, if appropriately funded I must add. But I think they are 
best situated amongst the Federal regulators for these authorities. 

Senator LUGAR. Now the appropriately funded point which you 
touched upon in your opening remarks, and which has often been 
touched upon by the leadership of the Commission, just has not 
been occurring. There is not an understanding I think, perhaps, of 
the scope of what this means if you are 1.o take in all of the dif
ferent types of derivative contracts and various other situations. 

From the beginning will you be able to give the Committee and 
work with us in terms of how many people you actually need or 
what sort of facilities are required to achieve something which the 
American people clearly want at this point? 

Mr. G.!i:NSLER.. Senator Lugar, I look forward, if confirmed, work
ing with you and the Committee on that. I know under its current 
authorities the CFTC has just under 500 people. This is the same 
size it was in 1974. 

Senator LUGAR. Yes. 
Mr. GF:NSLF.R. So in 35 years, when the markets have grown 

more 1.han 50-fold-again, markets have grown 50-fold, 1.he agency 
is the same size. That is either efficiency or well, or it is under
funded. And maybe it is some of both, but I think it is under
funded. 

It was 600 people just a few years ago. The enforcement arm had 
150 lawyers, it is now only 110 lawyers, just to enforce the laws 
curren1.ly in place. 

I believe the Agency has put a request in, and I am a private cit
izen but I was able to read this letter in the last few days, to get 
back up to 690 people. That !:,rives you a sense of what they believe 
right now they need. 

Senator LUGAR. I think it is probably incumbent upon us, but 
you if confirmed, 1.o gain greater recognition for what the CFTC 
does. I think it has always remained in the shadows. But no longer. 
We have a financial crisis that still goes on. 

Let me add one further thought, as you are thinking about the 
budgets. I have no idea what the result will be of our debates on 
energy resources, climate change. But let us say that a cap and 
trade system was established in 1.his country in which 1.here was 
really a very conspicuous and very expensive market for carbon. 

I ask sort of in advance what your judgment would be as to 
whether the CFTC should be the agency that regulates huge sums 
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that are likely to be involved if a very serious cap and trade situa
tion involving all of our industries, utility, so forth, was to come 
about? 

Mr. GENSLEl{. Senator Lugar, I believe under the current statu
tory authorities that the CFTC does have that oversight, and there 
is a very small cap and trade market now I am told, reb>ional mar
ket, that they have some oversight. 

Senator LUGAR. Yes. 
Mr. GEN8LER. If thal were lo grow into a national market, he 

listed on an exchange or in other ways, the CFTC, I have been told 
in my early investigation, does have that authority. But I would 
certainly look forward to working with Congress if we need to put 
more of that into statute and address that specifica1ly. 

Senator Lt:GAR. Let me just ask as a personal inquiry, I have be
come a member of lhe Chicago Climate Exchange, largely as a 
demonstration that farmers who have hardwood trees and have 
proper measurement and so forth are sequestering carbon in their 
trees. And each year we have an update of how much more is 
there. 

So on the website of the Chicago Climate Exchange, every day 
there is a quote for their price of a ton of carbon. It is $1.91) today. 
It was up to $7 at one point during the year. 

Similar situations in Europe, however, have had quotes of any
where from $20 to $50 per ton, depending on the Kyoto Protocol 
and how seriously some countries looked at this. 

I mention this because there is, as you say, a modest attempt 
being made hy people in Chicago, who also are working with the 
Europeans in this. And it may come to pass that the Congress de
bates this issue but puts it aside, as was the case last year. 

But if we do not put it aside, this is going to be a very, very large 
set of problems and sums of money and implications fur something 
we11 beyond agriculture or speculators in commodities. And that is 
why I wanted to try to establish who is responsible. And your judg
ment, and I agree with it, is that it is the CFTC. 

But having the personnel, the regulations, the rest of it for this 
is sort of a quantum leap and is the type of thing which hopefully 
we will not look back in a hearing 10 years later and say why did 
we have no vision, no preparation, and no people. 

Mr. GENSLER. Right. And Senator, I think you raise a very good 
point. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission has the best 
experience and background and current authorities regulating the 
futures markets. 

But just as it dues also work with the Department of Agriculture 
that has the best authorities and expertise on agriculture and the 
cash markets and so forth. So there is some shared protection of 
the American public between the Department of Agriculture and 
the CFTC in corn and wheat and other products, where the CFTC 
is focused on the futures. 

There may well be multiple agencies in a cap and trade situation 
where the CFTC brings its expertise to protect the American public 
in the futures markets and other agencies bring their expertise lo 
protect the public in other regards. 

Senator LUGAR. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Lugar. 
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Senator Stabenow. 
Senator STABRNOW. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
First of all, welcome and I look forward to supporting your nomi

nation. 
Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator STABENOW. Is this microphone on? It is not working. 

Well, I am going to move over here, just a second. We will see if 
this one works. 

OK, lhat is working, and I am not Senator Conrad. 
Welcome again, and I will say for the record, with the micro

phone on, I look forward to supporting your nomination on the floor 
and to working with you. 

I wanted to follow up with Senator Lugar, I think, what Senator 
Lugar was speaking about, the engines of cap and trade, which I 
think is such an important new area for us to focus on. President 
Obama spoke about it last night. We know that there is a lot of 
work being done, important work, being done to craft the right 
kind of balance for moving forward to tackle this issue, which I 
hope we will do. 

And some believe this will create the largest derivative market 
in 1.he world. So there are a number of questions that I have in 
terms of how we approach this. It is a real opportunity, I think, to 
design a transparent, efficient, carbon market that builds on the 
practices for market regulation that we have. 

So I am wondering what you believe the lessons are that we have 
learned from other financial markets that would guide us, guide 
Congress and Federal regulators as we design a new carbon mar
ket? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, first let me thank you for the support and 
confidence you have in me in this nomination, and that means a 
great deal to me. 

As I indicated, the carbon markets and the cap and trade mar
kets may grow. The CFTC does have expertise in 1.erms of 1.he fu
tures markets. And though I have not studied these issues in any 
depth, let me just mention a couple of things. 

I think that it is important, just as in other futures markets, to 
make sure that we have a transparent marketplace. So if there is 
a design of a contract, as there is design of contracts in corn and 
wheal and oil and so forth, design of contracts thal there is some 
transparency and there is a marketplace where it trades, there the 
public can see and corporations can see that marketplace and have 
the benefit of that transparency. And that there really are protec
tions, just as there are in other futures, from fraud and manipula
tion. 

Bui 1.here may be things 1.hat are specific lo this market 1.hat I, 
if confirmed, would look forward to working with you and your staff 
and this committee to better understand and better advise you as 
you go forward. 

Senator STABRNOW. Thank you. 
This may be something, as well, that you have not focused on 

specifically regarding carbon. Bui there is another issue related to 
that which relates to bonafide hedgers and what is a bonafide 
hedger in this contact. And I would be interested in knowing if you 
have any thoughts on a definition or what the CFTC and the Con-
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gress should do relative tu this issue when we think about the nas
cent carbon market. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think that all of the markets that the 
CFTC has oversight for, futures markets and hopefully these other 
over-the-counter derivatives, where there is something of finite 
supply, it is susceptible, that underlying product is susceptible to 
both manipulation, corners-what is called corners and squeezes. I 
am old enough to remember when lhe Hunt brothers cornered the 
silver market. I know the lack of hair, but I remember that. 

And I am not familiar enough with the carbon markets, but I 
think that is probably a market that would fall into this category 
which is susceptible to some finite supply. 

And also, the position limits are critical to protect against excess 
speculation. Hedgers need the benefit of speculators on the other 
side. We have had, for 130-plus years, contracts in the futures 
market and hedgers wanl somebody on the other side lo take a 
risk. But there is a burden if it gets so excessive, and we saw that 
volatility in the last several years. 

So I think as it relates to this new market, the lessons of guard
ing against manipulation, guarding against excessive speculation 
would inform me, as Chairman if confirmed, and quite possibly in
form Congress as to thinking about a regime in the carbon market, 
as well. 

Senator STABENOW. Thank you. I look forward lo working wilh 
you un this issue. We have a number of different discussions we 
need to have that relate to regulating carbon, how this is going to 
be done in a transparent way, how there is accountability, how 
we-again, as you indicated, make sure that we are doing every
thing we can to deal with speculation in the marketplace driving 
up costs and so on. 

So I think there is a very important opportunity and role going 
forward for the CFTC in lhis whole discussion, and what I hope 
will end up being a strategy fur us to be able to address the issue 
of carbon and cap and trade. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, if confirmed, I look forward to working 
wilh you on lhat. 

Senator STABRNOW. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Stabenow. 
Mr. Gensler, I had this chart prepared here. No, I am not Sen

ator Conrad. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman HARKIN. He sits right there. That is an inside joke re

ferring to Senator Conrad's use of charts. 
Bul this is the oil market from 1997, here is 2007, and here is 

the price spike uf last year coming back down here tu about $40, 
maybe a little bit less than $40 a barrel right now, somewhere in 
that neighborhood. So the consumers see this and they suspect 
something is wrong wilh lhis big spike. There really wasn't less oil. 
In fact, if anything, we were beginning to see the situation improve 
in Iraq, and Iraq has significant oil reserves. So it really wasn't a 
lack of a supply. 

So if these wild price swings are not a function of normal market 
factors, how is that explained to the public? As Chairman of the 
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CFTC, how would you explain something like this to the public 
that happened last year in oil? How would you explain that? 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, I think that we had an asset bub
ble in the oil markets, an asset bubble even in other commodity 
markets. To the American public, I would say, as we saw-

Chairman HARKIN. Explain that asset bubble as it regards this. 
Mr. Gt<:NSLF.R. Well, similar to in the housing market, but driven 

by different factors, but just as the housing market, housing prices 
went up beyond what one might have said was the underlying cost 
to build the homes and so forth. In this marketplace, I believe that 
we had a great many people come to the conclusion that it is an
other asset class. The stock market is someplace you can invest. 
Maybe the bond market is someplace you can invest. Now the com
modity markets is a third place one might invest to diversify risk, 
and there are great theories of diversification and theories I gen
erally believe in. 

But that risk diversification led some investors to try to invest 
in commodities and I think over this period, just before the run
up, but over the period from 2004 to 2007, that some statistics that 
I saw, that increase of outside investors, and I have said publicly 
and I will say again here I believe that investors that were invest
ing as an asset class, whether they were index investors or hedge 
funds or other financial investors around the globe, not just here, 
had the perception that this price was just going to keep going up 
so that the-they were wrong. They were terribly wrong. But as a 
factor in that, the American public was hurt. I mean, it was ter
ribly hurl by this speculative bubble. 

Chairman HARKlN. So I could substitute speculators for the word 
"investors." You use the word "investors," but they were specu
lators. They were speculating on this market continuing to go up 
all the time. 

Mr. Gt<:NSLF.R. That is true, like some people speculated on home 
values or some people speculated on real estate or other 1.hings. 

Chairman HAHKlN. This is something that I have wrestled with 
since I first came here in 1975 to the House Agriculture Committee 
and that is the role of speculators. The term speculator has a bad 
connotation. So what is the proper role for a speculator in a mar
ket? I don't care whether it is oil, it can be grains, it can be metals. 
What is 1.he proper role? Is ii beneficial? And how do you explain 
to the consuming public, most of whom, if you ask them should 
speculators be driven from the market, would say yes-nine out of 
ten, I bet, would say that-so how do you explain, what is the ben
eficial role of speculators? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. I think at the history and the core of the futures 
markets, going back to the 1870's, in fact, when a farmer wanted 
to have a reliable price for corn or wheat that they might want to 
sell at the end of the harvest and know how much money they 
would have to plant their fields, on the other side of that trans
action, there needed to be somebody who was willing to bear risk, 
almost like writing insurance. 

So for mo years, since futures siarled trading, we have had a 
concept, and I believe it to be the right one, sir, where commercial 
interests, farmers, ranchers, and then later oil producers and nat
ural gas companies and grain elevators and so forth, all wanted to 
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have a reliable price for their product so that they can make busi
ness decisions.21Well, on the other side, then there is somebody in 
essence writing-taking on that risk. It is not an insurance com
pany. In fact, it is somebody we call a speculator, somebody who 
is taking a position on the other side. 

What is at the heart of the CFTC authorities dating back to its 
founding is that that is to be allowed, but we also want to protect 
against excessive speculation and the burdens of excessive specula
tion, and there is a whole regime of position limits to limit that, 
and there is also clearly an important public interest to protect the 
American public against manipulation in markets. And sometimes 
when you see spikes like this, you say it broke down. What was 
happening may have broken down. 

Chairman HARKIN. Could the CFTC have started to do some
thing in here to stop that speculative bubble in oil prices? 

Mr. GEl'\SLER. I believe that all of these products need a con
sistent regime of position limits and those position limits should 
apply around the globe. The CFTC, in working with Conbtress, has 
addressed a number of these features. In the farm bill last year, 
I believe, to the credit of this committee, working with other mem
bers of the Senate and the House, you put in place a way to close 
part of that. There is also things that the CFTC has done subse
quently, working with the regulators in London to try to address 
some limits so there is more transparency and that limits, where 
they are in place, apply to all markets consistently around the 
globe. 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, at least with the oil market, you could 
see it happening. But I would like to turn, if I could, to over-the
counter derivatives, which really is an opaque market and which 
you can't see happening. First of all, would you agree or slightly 
agree or disagree with the statement that derivatives are more like 
futures contracts than just about anything else. Is a derivative a 
futures contract? 

Mr. GENSLER Senator, a future is actually technically a deriva
tive. A derivative is just a broader term, and I believe that all of 
these products have great similarity. So I think that hopefully an
swers the question. And what they have similarities is that they 
derive their value from some other product. A future derives its 
value from the corn or wheat or--

Chairman HARKIN. That is a future. That is right. 
Mr. GENSLER. That is a future, and an over-the-counter deriva

tive derives its value possibly also from com or wheat or oil or it 
might be from underlying interest rates. So they are very similar 
products. They are all forms of financial instruments that derive 
their value from some underlying feature. 

Chairman HAH.Kll'\. OK. And a derivative's value basically de
pends on something happening in the future. A derivative is tied 
to something either happening or not happening in the future. So 
I always think of derivatives trading as a futures market. So, 
therefore, why should they be exempted? Why should they be ex
empted from the CFTC? 

Mr. GEl'\SLER. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the entire over-the
counter derivatives marketplace, we need to bring those standard
ized products onto centralized clearing, and we get a btreat benefit 
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from centralized clearing and we wil1 lower the risk in the system 
and add to transparency. We actually attempted to do some of this 
8 years ago and there was a voluntary clearing mechanism lhat 
was in that bill. I believe now it should be mandated for interest 
rate product, currency product, commodity product, credit default 
swaps, and the equity products, the whole regime. 

I also think the standardized products, we get great benefit from 
the transparency that can come from being on exchanges. There 
are some exchanges for these derivative products, bul we can get 
a great deal more benefit from transparency from bringing those 
standardized products onto exchanges. 

Chairman HARKIN. Help me think through this. I have a concern 
that you keep using the word "standardized," and I saw that in 
your response to questions asked of you by both Senator Cantwell 
and Senator Levin. And you referred lo it a number of times here, 
about the standardized credit default swaps for example, stand
ardize. 

But it seems to me that if someone wanted to trade in an over
the-counter derivative market and not on a regulated exchange, 
they could simply do little things to make the contract customized, 
and you can't, in all your wisdom, define every little thing lhat 
could make it a customized rather than just a standardized swap 
or derivative. So how can you have both a regulated exchange for 
standardized, and then an over-the-counter for customized? How do 
you define what is custom? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Mr. Chairman, I couldn't agree with you more. I 
believe that is why we also need, working with Congress, to come 
up with a regime for the customized product. There is still commer
cial interest, whether they be a grain elevator or it can be an air
line that wants a certain grade of jet fuel delivered on a certain 
day to a certain airport, and those dates and that grade of jet fuel 
and that airport may be different than a particular contract. That 
is customized. 

But at the same time, if we bring reporting to that and required 
reporting, required capital or margin requirements, and we level 
the playing field between that and what might be the standardized 
products, I believe that working together stil1 allows the legitimate 
commercial interest to try to hedge in that little example a par
ticular jet fuel al a particular date at a particular airport. 

Chairman HARKIN. Maybe there is something here I don't under
stand, because I have thought about this a lot and I have read a 
lot about it. But it just seems to me that if you are going to close 
the loophole, you have got to put them all on a regulated change. 
If someone says they have got a custom deal, well, put it on the 
exchange anyway. Then we know whal you are doing. 

Many thousands of contracts would avoid daylight by one little 
custom change. I have said before, if you and I want to swap some
thing, you want to swap your tie for my tie, no one else cares. But 
if you own a whole portfolio of stocks and bonds and you want to 
swap that for my little piece of land someplace that may have ten
ants on it and things like lhat, well, then you see a lol of other 
people are involved in that custom swap. 

And I am thinking, why not just put those on a regulated ex
change? And if you can't do that, well, then you are just-you just 
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outlaw those customized kind of swaps unless they are willing to 
put them on a regulated exchange. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, that is why actually I believe that 
we, in addition to what we are talking about, also bring a full regu
latory regime to the dealers themselves, these large financial actors 
that deal in these markets. My fear, Mr. Chairman, of saying they 
are outlawed entirely is not only that which might hurt, whether 
it is a grain elevator in Iowa or whether it is an airline that wants 
a certain jet fuel on a certain date in a certain city, 1.hat 1.hey will 
find some other way. That is true economics. An airline wants to 
hedge that risk some other way that is then outside of the regime. 

So I think working with Congress, if confirmed, I would look for
ward tu making sure that 100 percent is reported, that it is not 
opaque, that it is all brought in and aggregated into central data 
warehouses, which I know a number of Members of Congress have 
looked at and worked on, that there is no hole in the bottom of the 
boat that it all flows out of, but that the hundreds of products and 
the great majority of the products that are standardized are on ex
changes, and if an exchange accepts it un the exchange, it has got 
to be on the exchange. And if the clearinghouse accepts it in the 
clearinghouse, ii has to be in the clearinghouse. 

But we still-like you said, if we swap ties-and I do like your 
tie-but if we swap ties, Mr. Chairman, that it might well be that 
that has to be reported and we have to have capital charges for it 
but not have that un an exchange. 

Chairman HARKIN. I see Senator Klobuchar is here and I am 
going to yield to her. I have more 1.o go into on the topic in a little 
more depth, but it just seems that once you have an over-the
counter market, derivative market for customized contracts, you 
can just about exempt anything. If I have a futures market that 
says the expiration date is July 20, but then I say, no, I need July 
21, does that make it a custom contract? Does that exempt it from 
exchange trading? Thai is what I mean. 11. jusl seems 1.o me I can 
make any little change and all of a sudden I am exempt and can 
trade the contract over-the-counter. 

Now, you say, well, you report the trading anyway and so forth, 
but I am still not certain that gets to the nub of the benefit of put
ting the trade on that regulated change where every day it is 
transparent. One can know exactly what is happening and you 
don't have these customized things drifting around out in the OTC 
market. I think you just open the door for proliferation of inad
equately regulated OTC trading. 

Mr. GEl'\SLF.R. Mr. Chairman, you and I share exactly the same 
goal, that we bring this whole marketplace into what I believe is 
two regimes. One regime is 1.he centralized clearing in the market
places. The other regime is that the dealers themselves have seri
ous regulation on capital, business conduct, and reporting, and that 
we rely on both to bring a marketplace that is very important and 
large into our economy, but under regulation. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. 
Senator Klobuchar? 
Senator KLOHUCHAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We 

will have to leave the tie swap idea behind because I don't have 
one. 
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Mr. GRNSLRR. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But I wanted to congratulate you on your 

nomination. I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, that this nomination 
hearing was held in such a timely manner, given what we are fac
ing here, how important it is, and that we need a cop on the beat 
to monitor commodity trading and giving us good advice about 
what to do with financial derivatives. 

I jusl noticed lhat lhe President at this very moment is holding 
a press conference on financial regulations and what he thinks 
needs to be done here. I have been just stunned by everything that 
has gone on here. I remember your predecessor, Mr. Lukken, when 
he appeared before our committee, and as a former prosecutor, I 
was giving him some ideas of the things that I thought maybe we 
could give to him as tools to use to improve things. 

We talked about staff improvements, which I think is important, 
or additional staff. Bul lhen we talked about this idea of more tools 
and he actually said, nu, he didn't want that tool. No, he didn't 
want this tool. We talked about the London loophole or would he 
like more ability to go after certain things, and he said that he 
didn't want lhat ability. 

I said, you know, as a prosecutor, you want-if you think a stat
ute will help you with a certain group but you are not sure if you 
are going to use it, you still might want that statute. I just wonder 
how you would respond to lhat, because lhat is what mosl stunned 
me about that hearing. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, thank you for asking the question and 
taking the time at this hearing in your busy schedule. I absolutely 
believe the CFTC needs more tools, unambiguously. I believe it has 
to be a tough cop on the beat and strong on enforcement. We need 
more resources to do that. I mentioned to some others that the en
forcement wing itself has 150 lawyers, was shrunk to 110. This is 
in a period of time thal the futures markets went up sixfold in vol
ume, in the last 8 years. 

But beyond that, I believe that we do, working with Congress, 
have a broad agenda, if I am confirmed, to try to get additional au
thorities to address some of lhe very real issues in the agriculture 
and energy markets and the over-the-counter markets to control 
some of the excesses that we have seen. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Well, one of the things we talked about last 
year was closing the so-called London loophole, to slop traders from 
routing transactions through offshore markets to get around limits 
on speculation. I worked with Senator Dorgan and a lot of others 
on this speculation issue. Do you think that would be helpful? 

Mr. GENHLEH.. Senator, I do. I congratulate your efforts on thaL 
I think that the CFTC has done some things administratively, but 
I think it would be very helpful, working with Congress, if con
firmed, to actually have that in statute. And it is really-the core 
principle I would have is thal markets are so interlinked around 
the globe that if it affects American consumers, that we should 
make sure, even though we might have reciprocal arrangements 
with other regulators around the globe, that fraud and manipula
tion, that position limits and reporting have some consistent re
brime. And so I would look forward to working together on that and 
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I do believe it is important to have these position limits apply to 
various trading platforms around the globe. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. You know, credit default swaps have been 
blamed for helping 1.o accelerate the over-leveraging on Wall Street. 
Do you share this view and do you think that something should be 
done about this'? 

Mr. GEt\SLEH. Senator, I believe a great deal needs to be done 
with regard to the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace, not 
just credit default swaps but, as the Chairman and I were dis
cussing as you came in, to bring the whole over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace into a regulatory regime with centralized clear
ing and exchanges. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Right. 
Mr. GENSLER. But beyond that, I do think credit default swaps 

raise an additional set of unique challenges. In AIG, we saw a book 
of business that wasn't even regulated. The transactions weren't 
and the financial institution wasn't. I am recommending that those 
should be regulated, and the credit default swaps' unique prop
erties, because often they are very much like a corporate bond and 
ii is a corporate bond with a lot of leverage in iL And I believe 1.hat 
regulators need there to work together to find the appropriate con
trols in addition to clearing and exchanges. I think there is appro
priate further regulation in that market that is needed. 

Senator KLo.BUCHJ\R. Good. One last question, following up with 
the last questions that the Chairman was asking with the custom 
issue. Last September, the CFTC issued a report on the over-the
counter markets and it contained some recommendations, and one 
important recommendation was to create enforceable position lim
its by developing limited risk management exemptions for swap 
dealers and requiring dealers to, first of all, report to the CFTC 
about large customer positions, and second, certify that none of the 
non-commercial customers exceeded specific position limits in re
lated exchange trading contracts. 

Do you support this action? Do you think that this is a rec
ommendation, and should that rulemaking activity continue? 

Mr. GEK8LER.. Senator, I do, but even further, as I understand 
it, and again, I look forward to learning more about this, if con
firmed, but these various position limits that are at the heart of 
the framework to comply with the mission of this agency have 
some exemption that have been issued going back nearly 20 years. 
Many of them were issued by staff, "no action" letters. I believe 
that every one of those exemptions needs to be reviewed. As Chair
man, I would be looking forward to working with my fellow Com
missioners, Mike Dunn and Bari Chilton, ,Jill Sommers, Walt 
Lukken, and really take a look at all of these. 

And second, also look at the process of issuing "no action" letters 
themselves. Some should stay at staff level. But others really are 
consequential and 1.hat is why you have Senate-confirmed people in 
the jobs to look at these things. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK Thank you very much. I appreciate it. 
Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Senator. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Klobuchar. 
Senator Chambliss. 
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Senator CHAMBLISS. Thank you. If I could go back to the Chair
man's chart there for a minute, Mr. Gensler, and I want tu see if 
I can ask this question the right way. I don't want to take your lan
guage and interpret it in some way other than exactly what you 
meant. But when you talk about the spikes in the market and you 
talk about speculators causing that huge spike, is it not a fair 
statement tu say that speculators who sought to manipulate the 
market are the ones that may have influenced that spike versus 
speculators per se causing that spike? 

Mr. GENSLEll. I think that what I believe is that there are many 
contributing factors, that we have had in our economy and around 
the globe many imbalances, low savings rates here, very high sav
ings rates, nearly 40 percent saving rate in China. There are great 
global imbalances that have been flooding into markets. 

Within those global imbalances, I believe that commodities start
ed to be viewed as an asset class for investment. And so one of the 
contributing factors-there were other contributing factors, too, but 
one of the contributive factors, I think, is as investors started to 
look at commodities as an asset class, and unfortunately, over the 
globe, risk was underappreciated, terribly underappreciated, and 
when I say that, I mean it was underpriced. 

There were too many investors, and, yes, speculators who 
thought it was more likely that something would go up than down, 
that the demand factors from China and India or the low refining 
capacity would keep pushing these prices up. And that collective 
misjudgment of market participants is what I think you see there, 
but not necessarily-I don't have the facts or figures to say that it 
was manipulation, sir. 

Senator CH.Al\.IBLISS. You made a statement which I think is cor
rect and which I have argued with my colleagues who would like 
to see all speculators eliminated. Are you going to have a market 
that functions properly without speculators? 

Mr. GEK8LER. Senator, again, I think at the heart of the futures 
market since the first contracts, I believe, were put in place in the 
1870's is that for a hedger to have somebody on the other side who 
is willing to bear that risk, we call the person on the other side a 
speculator. We need-the markets need that so that the commer
cial interests, the farmer, the rancher, the grain merchant, has 
somebody on the other side to bear that risk. 

Senator CHAMHLlSS. And you have been on both sides of this. 
You have been on the investment side as well as on the regulatory 
side. You have got extensive experience on both sides. If an inves
tor in the market, somebody who trades in the market regularly, 
is overregulated, including adding position limits, and they have 
the availability of going offshore, what is that person as an investor 
who feels like he is overregulated going to do with respect to the 
American market that CFTC regulates versus trading offshore? 

Mr. GEKSLER. Senator, I believe these markets are completely 
interlinked at this stage. Su I think that it is critical that the U.S. 
regulators work with our global counterparties in Europe and in 
Asia to assure ourselves that there is consistent regulation. And 
where we are unable to get that consistent regulation, to work still 
to protect the American public the best we can as to the trans
actions with the American public, or where there is American prod-
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uct, a product like West Texas intermediate, or products that are 
right here. 

But I agree with you, sir, that paramount is working with the 
global regulators. I believe that we can find thal consensus. But if 
confirmed, I know there will be challenges to hopefully make sure 
it is around the globe. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, if you are an investor, whether you sit 
in Washington or New York or Atlanta, and you want lo buy a con
tract of a product that is sold international1y or on a market that 
is regulated by CFTC and you have got the choice of where to go 
to buy that, as an investor, are you going to look for a market that 
gives you lhe grealesl amount of flexibility and therefore the great
est opportunity and a safe way to ensure a profit, or are you going 
to go to a market that just overregulates you to death? 

Mr. GEt\SLEH. Senator, I think that investors in these markets 
are so interlinked that lhey will find a fungible place to go, and 
that is why, if confirmed, my commitment to you is to, first, to 
raise with you and the rest of the administration what rules I 
think will best protect the American public, but then second to 
work feverishly with international regulators lo try to see if lhey 
agree, and where we agree, hopefully adopt a consistent regime. 
Where there are disagreements, at least come back to this Con
gress and the administration, because those differences will pos
sibly he important. Hopefully, those differences won't he, bul they 
may be really important tu the American public. 

Senator CHA!V1BLISS. Well, I think all of us want to make sure 
that the American public is totally protected and make sure that 
anybody who invests in the market is going lo have the assurance 
that somebody is looking over their shoulder. But the fact is that 
these markets are traded on by individuals who are extremely so
phisticated, and as you said, things have changed so much over the 
lasl 9 years. Gosh, we didn't have electronic trading hack then, and 
now, very few trades probably are nut in some way nut connected 
to the electronic side of it. 

And I know from talking to traders who have told me, look, you 
slarl putting position limits on me, pure and simple, hey, I can 
trade on the London Exchange from Atlanta just like I can trade 
on ICE or CME or New York Exchange, and that is what we will 
do. I just want to make sure that there is a clear understanding 
that we can go too far and we have gol to he careful about that. 

Mr. GENSLER. And I think that, Senator, you and this committee 
and the rest of this Congress worked last year, as I understand, in 
the farm bill to say contracts that look like the contracts here
they are called look-alike conlracts-lhat had a particular rel
evance tu these markets here, those were the ones that position 
limits. 

There may be other contracts overseas that really are on other 
markets involving other products. But where it really was sort of 
almost like twins, those look-alike contracts, it was appropriate to 
have consistent regulation. But I certainly, if confirmed, under
stand it, as you say. I think that my experience both on Wall Street 
and in government provides a certain backb'l'ound to understand, 
exactly as you said, that we have to get this right. 
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Senator CHAMHLTSS. With respect to the standardization of prod
ucts versus the customized products out there, I think if I heard 
you correct, you say that there ought to be a clearinghouse for the 
standardized products. Bui you and I, I 1.hink, agree that we have 
got to be very careful with the customized products because I am 
not sure how you do that, how you are going to have a clearing
house for all customized products. 

I know one lhing 1.hat has concerned some of my colleagues is 
that the way we all know these markets work are that a cus
tomized product may change hands two or three, four, five, ten 
times in one single day, and how in the world we are going to clear 
all of 1.hose in a manner that has a regulator looking over their 
shoulder, I don't know. I am concerned about those types of con
tracts certainly going overseas. 

But am I wrong in my thinking somehow? Is there some way 
that you think 1.hat we can come up with a regulatory process lhat 
nut only is a clearinghouse for the standardized product, but the 
customized product, also? 

Mr. GENSLER. I do, Senator. I know these are very complex mar
kets and these are challenges, hut I do, and I 1.hink that there can 
be a product that changes hands multiple times a day is probably, 
with all respect, more standardized than customized. There has 
been a number of approaches, I know both here in the Senate and 
the House and some draft hills on how to define what might he cus
tomized. 

But centralized clearing adds a great benefit because it means 
that these individual financial institutions, these 15 or 20 large fi
nancial institutions, are no longer exposed 1.o each other. And one 
of the great calamities of this past crisis is that one financial insti
tution couldn't fail because if it failed, it was like interconnected, 
so interwoven that it was going to bring down the whole system. 

One of the big benefits of centralized clearing is that all of these 
trades, rather than with each other, is with a central mechanism, 
and there would be a posting, like on the futures exchanges, a post
ing of collateral on a regular basis. AIG, when it got the call, had 
to post $40 billion of collateral. Well, we know what happened 
then. The U.S. taxpayers stepped in and loaned the money to AIG. 

I believe we really have to work feverishly and urgently to try 
to make sure that doesn't happen again. I think that centralized 
clearing, I think the bias that I am suggesting is toward getting 
those contracts in, and if a clearing mechanism, and there are a 
number of competing clearing mechanisms, but if a clearing mecha
nism would accept a contract, that is certainly one test it should 
he there, and 1.hen Congress can also dictate certain rules. I mean, 
there is a lot that we would need to work together, if confirmed, 
on how to structure this. But I do think it does help lower the risk 
tremendously. 

Senator CHAMBLl88. The "no action" letter, would you support 
elimination uf "no action" letters, or do you support still utilizing 
the "no action" letter process in appropriate situations? 

Mr. GENSLER. As I have come to understand it, all of the major 
regulatory agencies, whether it is the FTC or the SEC, CFTC, has 
a form of "no action" letters. There are some things that are truly 
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administrative and staff writes a letter and says they are nut tak
ing an action. 

What I believe we need to do at the CFTC, working with the 
other Commissioners, is really look at that process and see how is 
that done and which ones are consequential and which should come 
up to the full Commission, a five-member Senate-confirmed Com
mission. So I believe at the end, there would still be some that are 
really truly either administrative or ministerial ur consistent with 
role, but there are consequential ones, I believe looking now in 
hindsight, and hindsight is-I know we are foresight here, but I be
lieve that we need probably to really look at which ones come up 
to the full Commission for their consideration. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Last, let me just say, I think Senator Lugar 
had a really good point. Even in Math 101 at the University of 
Georgia, they taught me that if you can buy something for $1.96 
in the United States and take it to Europe and sell it for $20, that 
is a pretty good deal. 

I can envision 10 years down the road, if we have a true cap on 
trade system, we are going tu see these things traded on a global 
market. So I just say that is something that has got to be in your 
line of thinking here as we go through the next 12 months, 24 
months, whatever it may be, if something does come out of Con
gress in that respect, because, gee whiz, you talk about electronic 
trading being a milestone. This is going to overwhelm us, it would 
look like to me, with this international cap in trade system that we 
potentially have out there. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Chambliss. 
We have been joined by our distinguished colleague from North 

Dakota, Senator Conrad. 
Senator COl\"RAD. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman and Rank

ing Member Chambliss. Thank you, Mr. Gensler, for being here. 
I was here earlier and had to go to-you know how this place 

is-other obligations. I very much apologize for not being here for 
the rest of the hearing. I was so struck by having Senator Mikul
ski, Senator Cardin, and one of my all time favorites, Senator Sar
banes, here, and it reminded me of my favorite story about Senator 
Sarbanes, who was a great baseball player in his youth. 

Mr. GEK8LER.. He was. He was. Not a lot of people know that, 
but it is true. 

Senator CONRAD. Yes, he was a terrific athlete. He was selected 
for the Maryland All-Star Team as a shortstop, and he went to the 
practices and it came time for the game and he was listed as start
ing at second base. And he went to the coach and he said, "Why 
is it that I am at second base? I was chosen as the shortstop." And 
the coach said, "Katine will be playing shortstop." 

LLaughter.J 
Senator CONRAD. That was Al Kaline. And I thought, that is a 

great story, isn't it? 
Mr. GF.NSLF.R. It is terrific. 
Senator CONRAD. Sarbanes had to stand aside for Al Kaline. 
Well, you, in essence, are coming into the big leagues, too, and 

this is a different kind of big leagues. Our country and our world 
are in very serious shape. I just spoke to a b>Toup from back home 
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talking about how we got in the situation we are in, and I believe 
it is a combination of a very loose monetary policy, a very loose fis
cal policy, a very loose trade policy, all coupled with deregulation, 
that created the seed bed for bubbles to form. And we didn't get 
just a housing bubble. We got an energy bubble. We got a com
modity bubble. And when those bubbles burst, it did enormous 
damage. There is a lot of wreckage here. And all of us have respon
sibilities. 

While I fought against what I thought was a very dangerous fis
cal policy and a dangerous trade policy, I, along with others of my 
colleagues, voted for the Modernization Act, which you supported, 
and I look back, while there were many good things in the Mod
ernization Act, I think there was one part of it that was very, very 
wrong, and I regret deeply my own going along with it, although 
I had grave reservations about it, and that is the question of credit 
default swaps and derivatives and whether or not they are regu
lated. You and others told us, don't worry, these are very sophisti
cated players and there will be a self-rebrulation because they are 
better able to monitor those markets than we are. 

Well, the more I have looked into it, the more convinced I have 
become that lhis is one of the great Ponzi schemes of all lime. We 
think about Madoffs Ponzi scheme. That is a $50 billion Ponzi 
scheme. I think derivatives, while probably the vast majority of it 
is completely legitimate, the part that was not was the assessment 
of risk, the assessment of risk. 

Last year, I was with a man who was head of all derivatives 
trading for one of the major global financial firms and I said 1.o 
him, have you ever looked at the formulas these PhDs in math 
have come up with to determine risk in these contracts? He said, 
"Yes." I said, could you understand it? He said, "No." I said, I will 
tell you-and this is the guy who was in charge of all derivatives 
trading. I said, I have got a master's in business. I asked my staff 
to bring me one of lhese formulas. I couldn't make head nor lails 
out of it. And it turns out they didn't have in these risk formulas 
any assessment of housing prices going down. 

Well, to make a long story short, all of us who participated in 
supporting that bear responsibility. There are many other ele
ments, the fiscal policy, monetary policy, other deregulation that 
was done. Bui you, 1.oo, have responsibility, because, you know, at 
least for some small part of that, you gave us bum advice. 

What can you say that would make us comfortable, if we have 
that view, and maybe you have got a different view and I certainly 
respect that, especially in the presence of your daughters, who are 
very patient-what would you say to us who are now deeply con
cerned about the mistakes thal were made? What would you say 
to assure us that you would be part of the solution? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Conrad, I appreciate the question. Look
ing back now, it is clear to me that those of us involved at the time 
should have done more to protect the American public through 
strong, comprehensive, and aggressive regulation. There are some 
things that we raised and looking back now should have fought 
harder for, to regulate the actual institutions, the derivative deal
ers, to keep oil and metals consistently regulated with wheat and 
corn and other products. We should have fought-we did rec-
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ommend that, but in the final bill were unable tu achieve either of 
those. We should have fought harder. 

I think there were also things that were but dots on the land
scape. You raised credit default swaps al the lime of thal legisla
tion. Approximately 97 percent of the market were interest rate de
rivatives and currency derivatives, and the bulk of the remaining 
3 percent was actually equity derivatives and commodity deriva
tives, as small as lhey were back then. And thal market has bur
geoned since then. 

Senator CONRAD. Exploded. 
Mr. GENSLBH. And in very consequential ways, where an AIG 

had a book of business so significant, and I believe thal those credit 
default swaps at AIG were often being misused, and sometimes by 
regulated institutions, banks in Europe that were getting protec
tion and lowering their capital charges with regard to that. 

I think also, Senator, and you raised this in your question, I 
think there was an assumption at the time about whether the reg
ulation of institutions, these large financial institutions, would be 
enough. And I do think in retrospect that assumption was thor
oughly lesled for a couple of reasons. 

One, even where there was broad regulation, at the holding com
pany and of everything, there was no specific regulation of the de
rivatives affiliate. I believe that even now, where the Federal Re
serve might have broad holding company regulation, thal if con
firmed, I would look forward to working with Congress and the 
other regulators to make sure that the dealers themselves have to 
have capital, business conduct, and reporting requirements. But 
capital is lhe shock absorber, so to speak, lo guard against excess 
leverage. I have come firmly to believe that. 

At the same time, I believe that we need to have a full regulatory 
regime for the market so that the centralized clearing, and we 
could get the benefits of centralized clearing as we have in the fu
tures market, and those benefits might sound like back-office 
plumbing, but they are very real because just as in the futures 
markets, you have to post margin on a regular basis and have a 
sort of a daily reckoning of these contracts and al the same time 
have to send in the information and have all the positions and the 
recordkeeping and reporting. 

Exchanges bring transparency to transactions. Where small busi
nesses, small commercial interests right now, I believe, actually 
pay more for even the standardized products, more because they 
don't have that transparency. Now, just one basis point might be 
a little bit, but transparency to an overall market, I think, brings 
further economic prosperity, as well. 

So I do think, looking back now, it is clear to me we should have 
done more. But over time, I believe that some of these weaknesses 
have been sorely tested. The regulatory and financial system com
pletely failed lhe American public in this regard. And I look for
ward, if confirmed, working with you, as I did with Senator Sar
banes, to try to sort of sort through some of that complexity, the 
dust that might be kicked up by opponents, and they will be very 
strong and loud opponents, some of them raising legitimate con
cerns, but trying to find how we can best protect the American pub-
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lie and bring a regulatory regime to a field that hasn't had one to 
this date. 

Senator CONRAD. Well, I appreciate that answer. You know, I 
look back. I have been trying to write an analysis of what has hap
pened here, a broader look at all the factors that contributed, and 
I do very much believe that it is a very unusual combination of a 
loose monetary policy, after 9/11 we had very low interest rates for 
a very extended period of time, a very loose fiscal policy with mas
sive Federal deficits. 

At the time when the economy was strong, we still had a very 
loose fiscal policy, very unusual to have loose monetary policy and 
loose fiscal policy simultaneously, coupled with very loose trade pol
icy with record trade deficits. And then the deregulation that oc
curred and, you know, I will stand up and I will be held account
able. I made a mistake. 

I mean, I will assert there were many good things in that Finan
cial Modernization Act, but I believe there was an Achilles heel 
that some of us were worried about at the time but we thought the 
good things would overcome that weakness. Well, we were wrong 
and we were wrong big time and all of us need to 'fess up about 
mistakes that have been made here. We have got to try to get this 
back on track. 

I thank the Chairman for your patience. 
Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I thank you for that. I agree with your 

assessment, if I could, Mr. Chairman, that there was a great many 
things that were imbalances, and you named those, but also the 
regulation, that if confirmed, I would look forward to working with 
you and this Congress that we really do bring a full regulatory re
gime not only to the institutions, which I think we need to do, but 
also, as the Chairman has laid out in his bill, with the goal to bring 
it to the markets, as well. 

Senator CO!\'RAD. Thank you, Mr. Gensler. Thank you for your 
very honest answers. 

Mr. GENSLEl{. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Conrad. 
Well, Mr. Gensler, this has been a great hearing. I think we have 

gotten great responses and an open and frank discussion. I don't 
mean to belabor it any longer, although in listening to just the last 
two questioners here, Senator Chambliss and Senator Conrad, I 
was just jotting down here CMS, CVOs, CMOs, CMBSs that is 
commercial mortgage-backed securities-CDSs. Now we have got
ten into things like CDO-squared, CDO-cubed, and you just keep 
slicing these tranches of derivatives out there all the time. 

The financial sector has come up with all of these exotic prod
ucts. No one really understands them except maybe a few people 
on Wall Street, and they may not fully. But credit default swaps 
didn't exist before about 1998, not really. 

Mr. GENSLER. That is right, sir. 
Chairman HARKIN. And the world seemed to operate just fine 

without them. The same with collateralized debt obligations or 
collateralized mortgage obligations. All this creativity in new con
tracts happened in the early 1980's, through the late 1980's, and 
then they really boomed in the 1990's, all these different derivative 
contracts and financial products. 
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I asked the question in our October hearing, I said, what market 
forces out there demanded these products? Who was demanding 
this? The answer came, no one. Ii is just that a few of the financial 
institutions had some of these whiz kids and mathematical 
geniuses. Now they have big computers that could slice and dice 
these obligations into all these little tranches, securitize them as 
bonds, and then sell tranches, a highly leveraged tranche, or one 
that is not so highly leveraged, and on and on until finally you get 
this morass out there of instruments that no one really under
stands. 

I asked Secretary Paulson one time when we had one of our 
meetings last fall, before the TARP. I said, why don't we insist, if 
we are going to put this money out, we insist that each one of those 
entities receiving this federal money give us a valuation of each 
one of those instruments that they have and insist on what is the 
value. His response, and we were all in that room together, his re
sponse was, "Well, they don't even know what the value is." Bil
lions of dollars, and they have no idea what the value is. 

Well, I don't know. I just think we have to-and this is not really 
in your bailiwick, hut I just think we in the Congress have to really 
think about whether or not all these financial products and instru
ments are worthy of legitimacy. And they are all off exchanges. 
These aren't on exchanges. We have no idea what is going on out 
there. So I don't know if they are legitimate or not. I tend to think 
in some of these cases they are probably not, especially when you 
get into synthetic derivatives or you get into the naked credit de
fauli swaps. Ii boggles the mind about what people are doing with 
these instruments. 

Now, it would be all right if these investment bankers were 
using their own money to do that. I could care less. But they are 
using my money, your money, my constituents' money that is in 
401(k)s, pension plans, al1 other kinds of devices where they have 
taken money now and are investing it in these and so they are 
playing with our money. 

So I just raise the question, I guess, on markets. We all believe 
in the market, but as you pointed out, I think for a market to real
ly function, you have to have three things. Correct me if I am 
wrong. You have an MBA; I don't. 

fLaughter. l 
Mr. GENSLEl{. But an MBA, sir, doesn't mean-with all respect, 

it doesn't mean that you have--
Chairman HARKIN. I am just kidding you. My daughter has one. 

I keep asking her this. But it seems for a market to function, you 
have tu have many buyers, many sel1ers, and transparency. If you 
mess up one of those, you don't really have a market. You may call 
it a market. Many buyers, many sellers, transparency. Once you 
have few buyers, many sellers, or you have buyers and sellers and 
you don't have transparency, you don't have a market. 

And so when we talk about markets, we have to keep in mind 
just what we are talking about. What kind of markets du we want? 
Very few real markets exist any longer out there. 

Mr. GENSLEl{. Mr. Chairman, I would-I know that you mean 
this, but I would add something else to what is a component of 
markets. We need regulation. We need regulated markets and so 
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that is what I am here tu say, and if confirmed, I would look for
ward to working with you. Senator Conrad had asked me about 
what I had done in the past, and, I mean, I even wrote a book 
called The Great Mutual Fund Trap, and ii wasn't hy mistake 1.hat 
on the cover of the book it has that old three monte game. I mean, 
I just brought it here just because I remember it. But there is a 
reason that the book has that here. 

Chairman HARKIN. I have got 1.o read that. 
Mr. GENSLRR. Well, we will give it-it is all right if you don't 

read it. I am just saying there is a reason that is there. 
Chairman HARK.JI\. But what I say about sellers, buyers, and 

transparency, that is what is called 1.he, quote, "unfettered free 
market." Now, you are right. Do we want an unfettered free mar
ket'? Do we want the free flow of capital'? I hear that all the time. 
I read that we want the free flow of capital. Well, an economist 
who was a1. our hearing in October said, I am not certain we want 
the free flow of capital. We want the efficient flow of capital. 

And he used an analogy which struck home with me. He said, 
well, it is like traffic. If you want the free flow of traffic, get rid 
of all your stop signs. Get rid of the stoplights. Get rid of the speed 
limit signs. Get rid of all the warning signs. You will have the free 
flow of traffic, but you will have a lot of wrecks. What you want 
is the efficient flow of traffic. 

The same is true in financial markets. You want 1.he efficient 
flow. Therefore, you need the stop signs and the caution signs and 
the regulations so that capital is efficient, not just free. 

So anyway, I just wanted to make that point, to say that I think 
we really have 1.o take a look at whether all of these types of in
struments are really necessary and legitimate. If they are, they 
ought to be regulated. That is all I am saying. 

Now, this does get into your bailiwick. Every single one of those 
instruments, I submit, is a future. Every single one of 1.hem is some 
derivative and it is based on something happening or not hap
pening in the future and therefore would come under the purview 
of the CFTC. I don't know if you have any comment about that, but 
if we are going to continue 1.hese kinds of contracts, should they not 
be regulated? 

Mr. GENSLER. Sir, I believe that we do need regulation and many 
of the list, and it was a bit of an alphabet soup for the public, but 
many of them are actually currently even regulated around what 
is called asset securitizations, not by the CFTC, but by the SEC as 
securities. Collateralized debt obligation is actually an asset secu
rity. 

And I believe that part of regulatory reform, as the President has 
called fur and Congress and the President are going to work closely 
together, and if confirmed, I am eager to lend a hand there, is that 
I believe that we really have to look at all asset securitizations, 
whether they are called collateralized debt obligations, asset
backed securities, commercial mortgage-backed securities that you 
mentioned, or even asset-backed securities, uncollateralized debt 
obligations, which because there are two sets of letters there, some
body caused that squared term you called it. That whole world of 
asset securitization needs to be looked at. 
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At the same time, the American public, though, needs the benefit 
of capital to start moving again, to purchase their automobile, to 
have the student loans, to get their credit cards rolled over, and to 
get 1.heir mortgages, and a 101. of 1.hat is done in this securitization 
market, particularly as banks have so constrained their market. 

So we need the rules, just like you said on the road. We need 
that flow of capital to the American homeowner to get the student 
loan, to get the car loan, 1.o gel their mortgage. But al the same 
time, I believe, and if confirmed, I look forward to working with 
you on the additional regulations that are needed even in the world 
of asset securitizations that come under another regulator than the 
CFTC. 

Chairman HARKIN. We need to discuss this further because I had 
a student loan, and I bought a car with a loan long before any of 
these derivatives ever existed. So what was wrong? I don't know 
if these derivatives are necessary for people to gel car loans or stu
dent loans or mortgages or anything else. 

Mr. GENSLER. It worked well in America and it worked well for 
you. As many things were just dots on the landscape eight or 9 
years ago, this market, too, has 1.aken off, and so I believe ii is 1.ime 
to work together as regulators and with Congress to see what addi
tional rules are necessary there. Again, somewhat out of the juris
diction of the CFTC. 

Chairman HARKIN. That is 1.rue, and some of what I described is 
not part of the CFTC's jurisdiction. 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Mr. Chairman? 
Chairman HARKIN. Yes? 
Senator CH./\M.BLI8S. One reason 1.hat I was kind of pursuing a 

line of questioning relative to what may happen with respect to off
shore trading is I think Mr. Gensler is exactly right, that we didn't 
envision 10 years ago what was going to happen in the market
place. You talk about eliminating products. Shoot, 1.here are some 
smart guys out there right now that are thinking about additional 
products. 

Chairman HARKIN. That is true. 
Senator CHA::\1BLIS8. We can't even conceive what they are. 
Chairman HARKIN. That is true. 
Senator CHA!V1BLISS. But the one thing I am impressed with is 

that when you say that we need to think this through and we need 
to make sure 1.hat we regulate these in the right way, we have got 
to look ahead to what type of products there may be out there that 
get us into this same mess again 10 years, 20 years from now if 
we aren't careful. We are never going to be able to anticipate ex
actly what those products are and nobody ever thought about pack
ing mortgages and selling them five or six times a day. 

If you talk about eliminating, I think you really cause problems. 
But if you are talking about making sure that you regulate in the 
right way and you give these guys 1.he 1.ools and the resources, pri
marily, which they don't have now, then I think we will do a better 
service to the consumer out there. 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, Mr. Gensler, thank you very much. I 
thought this was a very enlightening session. I appreciate your 
forthrightness. 
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We have several letters of support, and, I might add, one letter 
in opposition to Mr. Gensler's nomination. I ask unanimous consent 
that these leUers be made a part of 1.he record. 

fThe following information can be found on page 70 in the appen
dix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. I ask unanimous consent that if there are 
materials that other Senators wish to submit for the record, that 
those also be included. 

I will leave the record open until noon tomorrow for any addi
tional written questions that any Senators want to submit to Mr. 
Gensler, and then the record will be closed at noon tomorrow. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, if I 
can thank you both for your hearing and the inquiry. I also want 
to thank Senator Mikulski, Senator Cardin, and Senator Sarbanes 
on the record for their support. If confirmed, I look forward 1.o 
working with you and your staffs on this very significant agenda 
we have forward. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Gensler, may I say that it is great you 
have had two of your daughters here. They probably think it is 
probably the must boring thing that has happened to them in a 
long lime and they deserve 1.o have a nice dinner out tonight. 

fLaughter.l 
Mr. GENSLER. I thank you. I think you are right about that. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much. The committee will 

stand adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 4:56 p.m., the committee was adjourned.] 
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Statement of Senator Thad Cochran 

February 25, 2009 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this nomination hearing. 

This hearing is very timely considering the current economic situation 

and the ongoing review of certain financial instruments. 

The role of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) 

to help protect market participants from fraud and manipulation has 

never been more important. As is the case with any economic downturn, 

consumers often times blame government agencies for their Jack of 

oversight and enforcement. I commend the Commission's employees 

for their tireless work enforcing current ruks and regulations. It is 

critical that this Committee review and move forward with this nominee 

and allow the CFTC to operate with a full slate of Commissioners. 
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As we move forward with a full review of futures markets, it is 

important to keep agriculture producers in mind. Unlike speculators, 

agriculture producers and their lending institutions depend on these 

markets to hedge risks. The price volatility experienced last summer 

brought about challenges for many agricultural market participants, and 

many questions about the real impact of speculators remain open. 

I am pleased that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has 

announced new initiatives to address the concerns which have been 

raised by agriculture industries. 

This past year, the CFTC announced an investigation of the cotton 

futures market. I urge the nominee before us today to allow this 

investigation to move forward and at the appropriate time provide 

updated information to Committee Members. Price volatility in the 

cotton market resulted in significant losses due to increased margin calls. 
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In addition, 1 would like to briefly highlight increased funding 

provided through the fiscal year 2009 omnibus appropriations bill. As 

you may know, the bill provides an increase of over $34 million to hire 

additional staff. This significant increase of funding will allow the 

commission to increase staff positions and improve surveillance and 

enforcement of the laws. 

We should be careful to select well qualified Commissioners and 

give them the resources they need to carry out their responsibilities. 

congratulate Mr. Gensler on his nomination and look forward to 

continuing our review of his qualifications. 
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Sta1ement of Oary Oemler 
Nominee for Chainnao of the Commodity Futures Trading C.Onuni~sion 

Before the United States Senate 
Committee on Agriculture.. Nuttition and ForestJy 

February 2S, 2008 

Chaimian Harkin, Ranlciog Member Chambliss, and members of this Committee, thank you for 
the opportunity 1o appear before you today. Jam honoced to be ~ident Obaraa's nominee for 
Chainmm of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission at this critical time for the 
commodities markets, and for our nation. 

As a champion of the public's interest - for farmers, c:onsumc:ts, small businesses - the CITC 
plays an essential role in our financial regulatory system and affects the lives of all Americans. J 
finnly believe that strong, intelligent regulation with aggressive enforcement benefits our 
economy and the public. 

The curn:nt economic crisis clearly bas shown that our financial and regulatory systems have 
failed the American people terribly. Those of us who have spent our professional lives around 
markets have to approach the current crisis with humility following these broad failures. We 
have leamed the limits of our ability to fOl'CSeC how rn.arkeu may evolve, the importance for 
absolute candor with the public about the risks we face and the need for unceasing vigilance to 
address them. We have learned that there is no substitute for strong independent regulation and 
that transparency and accountability are essential throughout the system. We must always err on 
the side of protecting the American people. 

Those are the lessons that I draw from what bas dramatically transpired over the past decade. If 
confinned by the Senate, J pledge tD this committee that I will not forget these lessons. 

We must now repa.ir our regulatory system by enacting much-needed reforms that promote 
transparency, fairness, and safety. To be effective, these regulations must be able to adapt 
quic.kly to developing technologies, new products, and to changes in our global economy. 

If confirmed, 1 will tackle what I believe are four essential priorities for refonuing the 
commodities markets and the financial system: 

• Strengthen Enforcement 

First, the CFTC must vigorously fulfill its mandates: enforcing existing laws strongly, promoting 
market integrity, preventing fraud and manipulation, and guarding against excessive speculation. 
I will work. tirelessly to ensure the Commission leaves no stone 'UJltumed in ferreting out and 
putting a stop to activities and practices that hurt the American public. We also must work 
together to provide adcquaie funds for this agency which I believe currently lacks sufficient 
resources to fulfill its mission. 
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• Prevent Excessive Speculalion 

Second, I believe increased speculation in energy and agricultural products bas hurt Canners and 
CODS\llllers. A transparent and consistent playing field for all physical commodity futures should 
be the foundation of om regulalions. Position limits must be applied consistently to all markets 
and trading platforms and exemptions to !hem must be limited and well-defmed. 

• Regulate Over-the-Counter Derivatives 

Third, we must urgently develop a broad regulatory [Cgime for over-the-counter derivative!! 
markets. Standardized derivatives should be brought into mandated centralized clearing and 
onto exchanges. Derivatives dealers need direct regulation, including capital, business conduct, 
and reporting rules. Additionally, regulations need to be developed for customized bilateral 
swaps while allowing commercial intereSls the benefit of these hedging tools. Credit default 
swaps, given their unique nature, also will J'UlWrC further regulation. 

• System Wide Reform 

Fourth. I believe that the CFTC must work with Congress, with other regulators, and with our 
global financial parmers to ensure that the failures of oor regulatory and financial systems, 
failures which have already taken a toll on every American, never happen again. 
Today's complex financial market~ are global and irreversibly interlinked. We must eosun: that 
our panners in regulating markets around the world apply the same rigor in enforcing standards 
that we demand of our markets. This is the only way we can be SW'C that Americans are fully 
protected. 

I am a proud believer in fmancial reform, tough regulation and enforcement. I have been 
privileged tD have had broad exposure to financial markets, here and iD Asia. in public service 
and on Wall Street, as an investor advocate and a government official. 

My experiences have taught me the importance ofbaving a strong working relationship with 
Congress. In these transformational times, we have a unique opportunity- working together --to 
bring bold and necessary reform lo our fmancial market regulation. We must make the most of 
the opportunity to ensure that v11e deliver on the clear expectations Americans have set for us. 

I would like to close by saying how much the support of my family and my three daughters -
who will sacrifice much if I am honored with this challenge - means to me. Anna, my eldest, is 
a freshman in college and could not be here. Her sisters, Lee and Isabel, are with me and it gives 
me great pride to introduce them to you. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, and members of this Committee. I look 
forward to answering your questions. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

I. Full name (include any former names used). - Gary Gensler 

2. Date and place of birth. ~ .... (b_)_(6_) ___ __, 

3. Marital Status (include maiden name of wife or husband's name). List spouse's 
occupation, employer's name and business addres~(es). 

I am widowed, having been manicd to Francesca Danieli, who was an artisl. 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or profcs.~ional school you have attended, 
including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 

I graduated summa cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School in 
1978, with a Bachelor of Science in Economics, having matriculated in September 1975. 
l received a Master of l::\usiness Administration from the Wharton School's graduate 
division In 1979, having matriculated in September 1977 

5. Employment Record: List (by year) all business or professional corporations, companies, 
firms. or other enterprises, partnerships, institutions and organizations, nonprofit or 
otherwise, including farms, with which you were connected as an officer, director, 
partner, proprie1or, or employee since graduation from college; include a title and brief 
job description. 

I have had the following employment: 

a) Ernst & Whinney, staff accountant for the summer of 1978 
b) Goldman Sachs Group, 18 years from 1979 to 1997, a partner from 1988 to 1997. 

I joined the Mergers & Acquisitions Department in 1979 and assumed 
responsibility for the firm's efforts in advising media companies in 1984. I 
subsequently joined the Fixed Income Division in the Mongage Department and 
then directed Goldman's Fil1ed Income and Currency trading efforts in Tokyo. 
My last role was Co-head of Finance, responsible for worldwide Controllers and 
Treasury for Goldman Sachs. 

c) Sec question 7 for government ~rvice 

I have had the following associations with for-profit enterprises: 

a) Enterprise Community Investments, Director, 200 I to 2008 
b) New Mountain Capital, Advisory Board member and investor, 2001 to present 
c) Strayer Education, Dircclor, 200 I 10 present 
d) WageWorks, Director, 2006 to present 
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l have had the following associations with non-profit enterprises: 

a) The Baltimore Museum of Art. Trustee, 2001 to 2007 
b) The Bryn MaM School, Trustee. 2002 to 2008 
c) East Baltimore Development, Inc., Director, 2003 to 2007 
d} Enterprise Community Partners., Trustee, 2001 to present 
e) Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth, Advisory Board Member, 2003 to 

present 
f) Maryland Democratic Party, Treasurer, 2003 & 2004 
g) The Park School of Baltimore, Trustee, 2007 to present 
h) Robert F Kennedy Center for Justice and Human Rights, Trustee. 2008 to present 
i) Tilles foundation, Trustee. J 989 to present 
j) University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Advisory Board Member, 2002 to 

2007 
Jc) Washington Hospital Center, Director, 2006 to present 

Though not ever as an employee, I also have had associations with various family entities 
as I havt! indicated to the Office of Government Ethics and the Commodities Futures 
Trading Commission designated agency ethics officials. 

6. Military Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, including 
the dates, branch of service. rimk or rate, serial nwnber and type of discharge received. 

None 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, induding the terms of service grade levels and whether such positions 
were elected or appointed. 

a) US Department of Treasury. Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets. September 
19, 1997 - Confinned by the Senate by Voice Vote. Grade: PAS 

b) US Department of Treasury, Under Secretary for Domestic Finance. April 21, 1999 -
Confinned by the Senate by Voice Vote. Grade: PAS 

c} Senator Paul Sarbanes, Senior Advisor in 2002, on the legislative effort that became 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 

None 

9. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
requires that no more than three members be from the same political party. List your 
current political party registration or affiliation. 
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Democratic Party 

J 0. Other Mc;mberships: List all organizations to which you belong, excluding religious 
organilations. 

a) American Automobile Association 
b) The Baltimore Museum of Art 
c) Maryland Athletic Club 

11. Published Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books, articles, reports, or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. It 
Wl>uld be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published 
material that may not be readily available. Also, to the maximum extent practicable. 
please supply a copy Qf all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on 
issues involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry or commodity futures policy or related 
matters. 

Books - The Great Mutual Fund Trap published by Random House, September 24, 2002; 
Articles - None; Columns - I wrote two columns which appeared in the Baltimore Sun, 
one in May. 2001 about the challenges facing the US Postal Services and the other on 
February 11, 2002 about the State of Maryland's Retirement Pension system. I do not 
have copies of either column. Speeches - None on the enumerated issues. 

12. Health: What is the present state of your health? 

Excellent 
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FINANCIAL DA TA AND CONFLICT Of lNTEREST (PUBLIC) 

I. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers, 
business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 

I will upon confirmation 

2. Lisi sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred incomt: 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts and other future benefits which you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients, or customers. 

As a panicipant in a Goldman Sachs defined benefit pension plan, which was frozen in 
1986. I am 10 receive a single life annuity of $6700 per year upon reaching age 65 in 
2022. 

I have a total of 11041 vested stock options in a private company, Wage Works. (208 
options with a strike price at $3.33 and 10833 options with a strike price at $4.14) In 
addition, I have 26959 unvcsted options that will terminate upon my resignation from the 
board ofWageWorks. 

3. Do you, or docs any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes, please give a brief description including 
location, size and type of operation.) 

No 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an interest, 
ever participated in Feder.ii commodity price support programs? (If yes, provide all 
details including amounts of direct government payments and loans received or forfeited 
by crop and farm, etc. during the past ti ve years.) 

No 

5. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever received a direcc or guaranteed loan from or cosigned a note to the 
Rural Business-Cooperative Service, Rural Housing Service, the Rural Utilities 
Service or their predecessor agencies, the Farmers Home Administration, the 
Rural Development Administration, the Rural Housing and Cooperative 
Development Service or the Rural Electrification Administration? (If yes, give 
details of any such loan activity during the past 5 years.) 

No 
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6. Have you, o.r any partnership or clo~dy held corpwation in which you have an interest, 
ever received payments for crop losses from the Federal Crop Insurance program? (If 
yes, give details.) 

No 

7. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreemenrs to pursue outside 
employment or engage in any business or vocation, with or without compensation, during 
your service with the govemment? (If so, explain.) 

None 

8. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation, or practice with your previous 
employers, business firms, associations, or organizations after completing government 
service? (lf yes, give details.) 

None 

9. Has anyone made a commitment lo employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave goverrunent service? (If yes, please specify.) 

None 

10. Identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships which involve 
potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have been nominated. 

In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of 
Government Ethics and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission's designated 
agency ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of 
interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement that I have 
entered into with the Commission's designated agency ethics official. 

11. Have you ever received a goverrunent guaranteed student loan? If so. has it been repaid? 

None 

12. If confinned, explain how you will resolve any potential conflicl of interest, including 
any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above icems. 

In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of 
Government Ethics and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission's designated 
agency ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of 
interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement that I have 
entered into with the Commission's designated agency ethics official. 
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c,'\A'fJo:s r,, 

f • ·~Office of Government Ethics c u.,;,., '~· 
~,:. {J 1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suicc 500 
'';. ~~ Washingmn, DC 20005·3917 

·-t.\i"1r·:"'"'t" 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chairman 
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, 
and Forestry 

Uni1ed Scates Senate 
Washington. DC 20SW-6000 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

January 22, 2009 

In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure report filed by Gary Gensler, who has been nominated by President Obama 
for the position of Chainnan, Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission concerning any possible conflict in light of its functions and che nominee's 
proposed duties. Also enclosed is a letter dated January 21, 2009. from Mr. Gensler to the 
agency's ethics official, outlining the steps Mr. Gensler will take to avoid conflicts of inter~st. 
Unless a specific dace has been agreed to, the nominee must fully comply within three months of 
his coufirmation date wi1h any action he agreed to take in his ethics agreement. 

Based !hereon, we helicve that Mr. Gensler is in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations governing conflicts of interest. 

Enclosures 

lUfJ-~ 
Rohen I. Cusick 
Director 
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Mr. John P. Dolan 
Counsel and 
Alternate Designated Ethics Official 
Office oftbe General Counstl 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Titree Lafayette Centre 
1155 21" Street. N.W. 
Washiogton, D.C. 20581 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

52 

January 21, 2009 

This Jetter describes the steps I will take to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of interest in the 
event that I am confumed for the position of Chairman for the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission {"CFTC"). 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter that has a direct and predktablc effect on my financial interests or those of any 
other person whose interests are imputed to me, unl~s I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l)orqualify fora regulatory exemption, pursuant co 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). I 
understand that the interesis of the following persons are imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine; any general partner of a pannership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
organiution in which I serve as officer, director, trustee, general partner or employee; and any 
person or organization with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment. 

I was fonnerly employed by Goldman Sachs as a Partner and terminated my position in 1997. I 
am a participant in a Goldman Sachs defined benefit pension plan, which was frozen in 1986 and 
will receive a single life annuity ofS6700 per year upon reaching age 65 in 2022. I will not 
participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable 
effect on the ability or willingne.ss of Goldman Sachs to provide this contractual benefit, WI.less I 
first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 13 U;S.C. § 208(b)(l), or qualify for a regulatory 
exemption, pursuant to IS U.S.C. § 20&(b)(2). 
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Within 90 days of my confirmation, I will divest my interests in the following entities, which 
I hold through Annabel Lee, LLC: New Mountain Affiliated Investors, New Mountain 
Affiliated InvcslotS II, New Mountain Affiliated Jovestors (Cayman), and New Mountain 
Affiliated Investors Jll. With regard to each of these entities, I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial 
interests of the entity \IJltll I have divested it, unless I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), or qualify for a regulatory exemption. pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). 

Upon my conf11J11ation. I will resign from my positions with the following entities: the Par.k 
School of Baltimore; the John Hopkins Center for Talented Youth; lhe Robert F. Kennedy 
Center for Justice and Human Rights; Enterprise Community Partners; Washington Hospital 
Center; and New Mountain Capital. For a period of one year after my resignation from each of 
these entities, I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter involving 
spcx:itic parties, in which that entity is a party or represents a party, unless I am fint authorized to 
participate, pUJSuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(11). 

Upon my confinnation. I will resign from my position on the board of Wage Works. Upon my 
resignation, I will forfeit my unvested stock options in Wage Works. Because I will continue to 
own both stock and vested stock options in Wage Works, I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial 
interests of Wage Works, unless I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 18 U .S.C. § 208(b )(l ), 
or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 20S(b)(2). 

Upon my confirmation, I will resign from my positions on the board of Strayer Education. Upon 
my resi.R11ation and consistent with 1he policy of Strayer Education. Strayer Education will 
accelerate the vesting of my restricted stock. I will continue to hold my stock in Strayer 
Education. I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that has a 
direct and predictable effect on the financial interests of Strayer Education, unless I first obtain a 
written waiver, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(h)(I), or qualify for a regulatory exemption, 
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). 

On June 30, 2008, I terminated my positions with the following entities: the Bryn Mawr School 
and Entetprise Community Investments. For a period of one year after my resignation from each 
of these entities, I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter 
involving specific parties in which that entity is a party or represents a pany, unless l am first 
authoriz.ed to participate, pw-su.ant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.S02(d). 

Upon my con.finnation, I will resign from my position with the Gensler Family Trust. Because I 
will retain a financial interest in this trust, I will comply with the requirements of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 208(a) as to its holdings. 

I have disclosed in my financial disclosure report a financial interest in the New Mountain 
Vantage Fwid, which I hold through Annabel Lee, LLC. However, the fund's manager declined 
to provide me with sufficient info11113tion to enable me to disclose the fund's underlying assets in 
my financial disclosure report. Therefore, I will divest my financial interest in the New 
Mountain Vantage Fund within 90 days of my confinnation. Until I have divested New 
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Mountain V antagc Fund, 1 will not participate personally and suootantially in any panicular 
matter in which to my knowledge 1 have a financial interest, if the particular matter has a direct 
and predictable effect on the financial interests of New Mountain Vantage Fund, or its 
underlying assets, unless [first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), or 
qualify for a regulatOry exemption, pllr$Wlllt to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). 
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SF278 
Schedule D Part 1 

Positions Held Outside US Govenunent 

Page 15of15 

a. Annabel Lee, LLC: Family Investment Company, Managing Member, 
2005 to present 

b. The Baltimore Musewn of Art; Non-Profit Museum, Trustee, 2001 to 
2007 

c. The Bryn Mawr School; Non-Profit Education, Trustee, 2002 to 2008 
d. East Baltimore Development, Inc.; Non-Profit Community Development 

Organization. Director, 2003 to 2007 
e. Enterprise Community Investments; For-Profit Community Development 

Organization, Director, 2001 to 2008 
f. Enterprise Community Partners; Non-Profit Conununity Development 

Organization, Trustee, 2001 to present 
g. Francesca Danieli Revocable Trust; Deceased Spouse's Testamentary 

Trust, Trustee, 2005 to present 
b. Gensler Family Trust; Irrevocable Family trust, Trustee, 2006 to present 
i. Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth; Non-Profit Education, 

Advisory Board Member, 2003 to present 
j. New Mountain Capital; For-Profit Private Equity Firm, Advisory Board 

Member and investor, 2001 to present 
k. The Park School of Baltimore; Non-Profit Education, Trustee, 2007 to 

present 
1. Robert F Kennedy Center for Justice and Human Rights; Non-Profit 

Foundation, Trustee, 2008 to present 
m. Strayer Education; For-Profit, Dh~ctor, 2001 to present 
n. Tilles Foundation; Charitable Foundation, Trustee, 1989 to present 
o. Wage Works; For-Profit. Dire<:tor. 2006 to present 
p. Washington Hospital Center; Non-Profit Health, Director, 2006 to present 
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February 20, 2009 

The Honorable Sa~by Chambliss The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chairman. Committee on Agriculture, 
Nu1rilition and Fon:!stry 

Ranking Member, Committee on Agriculture, 
Nlllrition and Forestry 

United States Senate Unhed States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 Washington, DC 205t O 

Dear Chai,man Harkin and Ranking Member Chambliss: 

The Petroleum Marketers Association 01 America (PMAA) would like to express support for lhe nominalion of Mr. 
Gary Gensler to serve as Chairman of lhe U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTCJ. 

PMAA is a leading r>ational trade association in !he petroleum industry representing 8,000 independenl petroleum 
ma11<eting companies. It is o'ganized as a national federalion of 47 state and regional trade associations wtlo 
represent wholesalers and retailers of gasoline. diesel. heating oil, lubricants and 'eriewable fuels. PMAA 
companies own 60,000 retail luel outlets such as gas stations, convenience stores and truck stops. Additionally, 
these companies supply motor fuels to 40,ooo independently owned retail outlelS and heating oil 10 7 million 
homes a'1d businesses. 

Over the last few years, futures markets have become disconnected from supply and demand fundamentals of 
the physical commodities. PMAA has communicated about this issue for throe roa~ and has testified before 
Congress on multiple occasions. 

Aller a P'oductive dialogue wijf'I Mr. Gensler. PMAA is convinced that he shares our commitment ol reforming 
futures markets by imposing aggregate speculative position limits on energy futures across an con1rac1 markets at 
the con1rol entily level, to prevent excessive speculation and manipulation; closing all loopholes in current law 
including the ·swaps loophole" and the "London loophole;" encouraging mandated clearing ol most over-the· 
counter products; reviewing all bona fide hedge exemptions: and finally, increasing Slaff levels and resources at 
theCFTC. 

PMAA strongly s1.1ppons lhe free exchange Of commodity futures on open, well regulated and transparent 
&•Changes that are subject 10 the rule of law and accountability. Reliable futu,es markets are crucial to !he entire 
petroleum induslry and the American economy. 

We appreciate your consideration, and we hope thal you and your Senate colleagues will act swiftly to confirm Mr. 
Gensler 10 sorve as Chairman ol tne U.S. CFTC. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Gilligan 
PMAA President 

r.•etrole,Jl"'l Mh(<ClCf!'. ~!'.:;~r.~c)UOf\ of Afl',C!ri<:.11, 1<')01 North Ft. M\'<.'I" Driv~ · $llltt> l)Q:;} 4.rlinqu;.ri VA, 222(1!1 
··~I :.1'03~ )5}-80~0 )!'lfo•~'0$1liJa.O((J 
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U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commlsaion 
Three Lefeyelte Centre.1l5S21s.I SUeet, NW, WHhington. DC 20681 

www. cftc.go• 
Michael V. Du11n 
Ac:1in~ Chairm1n 

February 23. 2009 

The Honorabl• Tum Harkin 
Chairman. Commiuce 011 Agrk111iurc. 
Nulririon and Forestry 
United Stales Senarc 
Washing1on. DC 20SIO 

Tiie Honorable Saxby Chambliss 
!tanking Mtmber. Commillec on 
Agricultun:. Nutrition and Forestry 
United Slates Senate 
W:ishing1un, DC 20510 

Dear Chainnan Hnrkin and Ranking Mcnibcr Chambliss: 

(2112Hll·SO?O 
(202Hl8·l072 Focs;milo 

mdu111t@cflc.~ov 

I am pleased 10 write to you in suppon of lhc nomination or Gary Gensler to serve as Chaimian of the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commissiou. 

Since his numinatio11, l have 111ct Mr. Gonsior on sevcml occasions. Mr. Gensler. in n1y opinion, has done 
•n outslandingjob of studying the issues and concerns thal the Commission currently faces, NOi only 
does he hove• good 11nderstandi111,1 nf the issues, he has indicotcd 1hat 111: is ready ro set a course of action 
that will enh~ncc the ability oftl~ Conunission to nddn:ss lhcsc issues, 

Fu1ures industry l"'nicipants. consumer> and Congress have called for the CFTC to providc i;reater 
transparency, accountability and O\•cnight or the commodiry markets. from meetings willt Mr. Gensler 
and reviewing his recent communications with mc111hcn or Congress. I bclie.-c lhat his leadership will 
guide the CFTC 10 •nswcr 1hcsc calls. 

We aN at a criticAl tin1e in financial 1·cgula1ory reform. The new Adn1inistr'1liou is making decisions on 
how best lo craft a RguJatory regime •hoe uddrtucs our curTcns financia~ cr9$iS. It is imperative that the 
CF'TC be a mu fX!rln"r in these deliberations. This can besl be accuinpli•hcd by confirming rresident 
Obama 's ch1>icc for pcrmanenl Chairman of tho Cl'TC as soon as pos.ibk. 

Th'1llk you for )\lllr consideration. 

Sincerely. 

Jrt;,k.Jv.0~, 
Michael V, Dunn 
Acting Chairman, 
Comn1odi1y futures Trading Con1missio11 
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QUfiTIONS SUSMITIEO BY (HAIHMAN TOM HAR.KIN 

Regulation of over-the-counter derivatives 

In your written testimony you addressed the urgent need to develop a broad regulatory regime 

for over·the·counter derivatives, stating that, "Standardized derivatives should be brought into 
mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges." Your testimony suggests that customized 

bilateral swaps would not necessarily need to be centrally cleared or traded on exchanges. I am 

concerned that if we allow commercial interests to continue to enter into bilateral swaps, and 

to avoid e><cnange trading or clearing simply through what might be minor custom features in 
contracts, we will allow a loophole that will seriously jeopardize our efforts to restore 

derivatives trading to tne full scrutiny and integrity of regulated exchange trading and 

centralized clearing. Hence your testimony draws a distinction between standardized 

derivatives and customized bilateral swaps, but that begs tne question how to go about 

distinguishing between those two categories of derivative contracts, since the terms do not 

have obvious, set definitions and the consequences of drawing this distinction are critical. 

Without necessarily prescribing a specific proposed rule, would you please explain what in 

your view are relevant and appropriate considerations, criteria, and approaches which should 

be weighed in drawing the distinction or division between standardized derivatives contracts 
and truly customlled, individualized swaps contracts? 

United States Enrichment Corooration 

I understand that when you served as Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Financial Markets, 

Secretary Rubin delegated to you the responsibility to supervise and approve privatization of 
the United States Enrichment Corporation {USEC). The sale of USEC was supposed to be 

conditioned on specific statutory requirements, most of which proved not to have been met as 
subsequent events unfolded. 

First, the proceeds from privatization were supposed to at least equal the net present value of 

the Corporation. Although the proceeds from the sale may have met this test. when the sales 

proceeds of $1.8 billion were reduced by the $325 million e><penditure to buy Russian uranium 

and the $381 million cost to put the Ohio plant on cold standby, the United States lost money 
from this transaction. 

Second, the sale was not supposed to jeopardize either tne health and safety of the public or 

the common defense and security of the country. In fact, shortly after privatization, the price 
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of uranium collapsed ;md Russi;i suspended shipments of uranium to the United States. Russia's 

continued participation in the nonproliferation of nuclear material agreement was criticill to 

this country's national security. The Department of Energy had to step in and purchase 

uranium from the Russians at above market prices to preserve the nonproliferation agreement. 

Third, the sale was conditioned on a reasonable assurance that adequate enrichment capability 

would remain in the United States to meet the demands of the domestic electric utility industry 

and on the continued operations of the Department of Energy's two gaseous diffusion plants 

through December 31, 2004. In fact, only 25 percent of the nuclear industry's fuel 

requirements are met from domestic sources and USEC closed the Ohio uranium enrichment 

plant in 2001. 

Fourth, privatization was supposed to provide for the long term viability of the enrichment 

corporation. The corporation has a minimal credit rating of CCC. 

Fifth. privatization was supposed to protect the public interest in maintaining a reliable and 

economical domestic source of uranium mining, enrichment, and conversion services and 

industries. When USEC sold off its uranium inventory to raise cash, uranium prices collapsed 

leading to the closure of uranium mines, and U.S. uranium output. Conversion services and 

industries suffered collateral damage from the reduction in U.S. uranium production. 

Please respond to each of these points to justify your recommendation in July of 1998 that 

Treasury approve the 1998 privatization of the United States Enrichment Corporation. 

Divergence between cash and futures prices in agricultural commodities 

For the past two years, the prices of the wheat futures contract on the Chicago Board of Trade 

have failed to converge with cash prices at the expire1tion of the futures contracts. It is not 

entirely clear why this market has not demonstrated reasonable convergence, but it suggests 

that the futures contract is not functioning as it should. This lack of convergence creates 

problems for farmers, grain elevators, grain merchants, and processors who rely on futures 

markets to hedge grain prices. 

What would you see as the CFTC's role in taking corrective action so the situation is not 

prolonged further and cash basis returns to more normal levels? 

Wiii you pledge to follow up if confirmed and devote your personal attention to this problem 

of lack of convergence in futures and cash prices? 
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Role of index funds in futures prices 

Many traditional participants who use the futures markets to hedge their price and inventory 

risk believe that a large influx of investment capital into the futures markets contributed to 

artificially high futures prices. 

As Chairman of the CFTC, what steps would you take to help ensure that futures markets 

work for the Intended users and that the price discovery function is not distorted by 

Investment capital? 

Position limits 

In your statement, you comment that increased speculation in energy and agricultural products 

has hurt farmers and consumers and that position limits must be applied consistently to all 

markets and trading platforms and exemptions to them must be limited and well-defined. 

Under current CFTC practice, swaps dealers and index funds have been allowed to claim 

exemptions from position limits to hedge financial risk. 

Would you support position limits that apply to all traders with the only exemptions for those 

with a bona flde rlslc In the cash market for a physical commodity? If not, why not? 
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Senator Sherrod Brown 
Question for the Record for Gary Gensler 

1. The privati7.ation of United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) raises significant 
questions. USEC was sold despite the fact that most of the conditions for the sale were 
wunet. Today, the company continues to rely on the government. You played an 
integral role in the privatization. Can you explain why the sale took place despite the 
failure to meet the conditions of the sale? 

2. The failure to fulfill promises on the conditions that auached to the sale was not the lasl 
broken promise in connection with USEC. The plant in Piketon Ohio did not remain 
open until 2005, contrary to the agreement, and pensioners have been denied the COLAs 
lhey were promised. All the while, the United States share of the domestic uranium 
market continues to dwindle. 

Was the privatization a mistake'! Would you go about it again knowing what you know 
now? What would you have done differently? 

3. In your role as an Undersecretary at the Treasury Department, you worked on the 1999 
report on Over-the-Counter Derivatives Markets and the Commodity Exchange Act. 
Given the regulatory failures of the past two years, what part of that report would you 
change'! 

4. In your capacity as an Undersecretary at the Treasury Department. what was your 
involvemenl with the enactment of the Commodily Futures Modernization Act of2000'? 
Have your views changed since that time regarding the need for regulation of over-the· 
counter swaps and derivatives by CFTC? 

S. If confinncd as Chairman of the CFTC, would you support some form of mandatory 
clearinghouse for all over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives'! This would allow regulators to 
fully view all OTC transactions, unlike the opaque environment that exists presently, to 
determine if they arc adversely affecting the market's price-discovery function. 

6. In your opinion, what bas been the role of excessive speculation in crealing unwarranted 
fluctuations in commodity prices? Do you support position limits on all traded 
commodities, regardless of where they are executed, to eliminate excessive speculation in 
these markets? If you would not. why not? 
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Senator Bob Casey 
Questions for the Record 

There has been a lot of debate about the impact of speculation and futures contracts 
on the price of oil. What is your view on the excessive speculation contributing to oil 
prices that would not normally be supponed by the market? And what do you think 
the role of the CFTC should be in determining and overseeing speculation that is 
''excessive"? 

CFTC Modernizatio11 
What do you think of proposals to combine the CFTC and the Securities Exchange 
Commission into a combine oversight authority that will regulate derivatives contacts 
and credit default swaps'? 

Public Confidence 
Government has a Jot of work to do in order to rebuild confidence in our ability to 
oversee markets and protect the public interest. What would you do as the chaim1an 
of the CFTC to rebuild that public trust and provide oversight, transparency and 
accountability? 
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Statement or Seuatur Charles E Grassley 
Nomination of Gary S. Gensler 

to be Chairman o( lhe Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) 
February ZS, 2009 

First off, I want to congratulate you Mr. Gensler on your nomination by President Obama to the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The nomination in and of itself is a great honor and I 
welcome you here to the committee. 

I want to start by thanking both Walt Lukken and Michael Dunn for their service as Acting Chainnen. 
I know this bas not been an easy position to fill recently and I want to acknowledge their willin~ess to 
serve in this capacity. 

The last year of events has taken a toll on both our economy and the morale of the American people. 
But that docsn 't mean that changes we 1nake now can't help hetter the situation in the future. 

The CFTC has traditionally played an under the radar role. but I think that is going to change. Just by 
the nature of what's happening in our markets, it's time that this agency has a higncr profile role. 

Clearly there is a lot of disagreement about the level of problems that derivatives and credit default 
swaps have caused on our financial markets. 
And there is going to be even more disagreement about whether regulation is necessary and if so, who 
should be regulating these products. 

This year Congress is also going to have to decide what the appropriate role of speculators is in our 
comn1odity markets. And we are going to have to decide ifwc are serious ahout giving CFTC the 
resources it needs to do ils job eflectively. 

I am anxious to hear your outlook and answers on these important topics. But, I'd also like to learn 
more about how you believe you can separate your many years at Goldman Sachs with what will be 
your new responsibilities at CFTC. 

Again. welcome to the committee and congratulations on your nomination. 

Questions: 

l) Do you believe there is evidence that crude oil prices were being driven by speculators last 
year'? If so, what do you believe is the CFTC's responsibility with regard to limiting the 
amount of institutional speculation'! 

2) Do you think that the CFTC has acted ag1;,11essively enough to determine the i1npact of 
institutional inves1ors and speculators on commodity markets'! 

3) Docs CFTC currently have all the tools necessary to respond to the speculation in commodities 
by hedge funds, investment banks and pension funds? Does Congress need to act lo provide 
additional authority to the CFTC? If so, please provide s11ecitic recom1nendations for 
additional authority. 
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4) When teslifying before the Agricuhure Committee last year, Acting Chainn:m Lukken and 
Commjssioner Chilton discussed several new initiatives to improve trade collection and 
dissemination efforts to bring more transparency in the areas of agriculture and energy 
malkels. Do you think the steps laken by the CFTC in recent months go far enough to bring 
greater transparency and scrutiny in energy and agriculture trades? If not, what suggestions can 
you offer? 

5) Do you believe that further oversight of commodities trading is needed in light of the increased 
pressure on margin calls and market vola1ility that led to local elevators and major grain trading 
companies not being able to offer forward conlracts lo producers last summet'! 

6) In a hearing last year jn the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael Greenberger, a law 
professor at the University of Maryland and former head of the CFTC's Division of Trading & 
Markets, suggested that if the CFTC required all U.S. crude trades to be subject to CFTC 
regulation and trading limits, oil prices would drop by 25% overnight. At the high, the price of 
a barrel of oil was S147 last summer. Now it's under $40. Did all these speculators suddenly 
leave the market? Why without CFTC regulation did the price actually drop to less than a 1/3 
of the original price? 

7) It's been reported that you actually advocated exempting derivatives and credit default swaps 
from regulation when you were in the Clinton Administration at Treasury. Do you still feel the 
same way? 

8) What do you believe is the appropriate oversight of derivatives? Which federal agency should 
have oversight rcsponsihilities of these contracts? 
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Senator Ben Nelson 
Questions for the Record 

Nomination of Gary Gensler, Chair CFTC 
February ZS, 2009 

(I) Last September, CFTC issues a staff report on Commodity Swap Dealers and Index 
Traders. While this report was generally deficient and continuod CFTC's inability or 
unwillingness to see problems in the market, it did contain one very valuable 
recommendation that I would like to ask you to follow-up on. The report 
rcconunended a review of "whether to eliminate the bona fide hedge exemption for 
Swap Dealers and replace it with a new limited risk management exemption" subject 
to certain conditions. Specifically, CFTC staff was instructed to develop an advanced 
notice of proposed rulcmaking for this purpose. Do you know whether that 
reconunendation has been followed and whether the rulemaking will be forthcoming 
(and when)? If it has not been followed, do you have any intention of s~eing that it 
is? 

(2) What arc your views regarding mandatory clearing on an exchange for all over-the
counter (OTC) derivatives particularly the physical commodities including energy, 
energy products, and agriculture'? 

(3) What are your views regarding the imposition of strong position limits on all traded 
physical commodities - including energy and agriculture - for all speculators, 
regardless of where they execute their orders - OTC, on exchange, or elsewhere - to 
eliminate excessive speculation in these markets? 
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Senate Agriculture Committee 
Statement and Questions for the Record 
Nominatio11 Hearing of Mr. Gary Gensler 
CFTC Chairman 
February 25, 2009 
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Mr. Gensler, first, thank you for mecling with me several weeks ago. You travel in good 
company with Senators Sarbanes, Mikulski and Cardin at your side. In reading through 
your statement and subsequent responses to questions not only from members of this 
committee but several of our colleagues in the Senate, I think it's fair to say you have an 
in depth knowledge of the trading instruments used today in the marketplace. 

I don't think you'll find much disagreement lhat based on recent history the CflC and 
our other financial regulators need improvements; be that either investments in resources 
or policy authority. The debate °"'ill be over how much of both. 

I. It is the nature of Congress to over-react. When the marketplace is over-regulated, 
Congress historically loosens the ~too much. When the marketplace 1s under
regulated, Congress pulls the reigns in too tightly. I think it's obvious we are coming 
through a period where those reigns have been 100 loose. 

However; as we move forward on legislative proposals, we will look to you and your 
fellow commissioners to guide us on how to pull those reigns back in at an appropriate 
level without repeating mistakes of the past. How do you suggest we find that 
equilibrium between regulations that protect all market participants, producers, and the 
public with those that provide the flexibility necessary for commerce to grow and evolve? 

2. Some of the talk around here has been whether CFTC and SEC should merge. 
Many of my constituents are fearful tliat such a merger would result in the Joss of 
expertise in the agriculmral market regulators. How do you feel about proposals for a 
merger? 

3. Members nfthis committee know all too well that futures prices fluctuate. This 
fluctuation has encouraged our producers to become not just "'sellers" of their crops but 
0 marketers." Successfully marketing one's crop helps hedge against price fluctuations 
and can bring stability to an operation's bottom line. But this growing practice depends 
upon a sound, transpai·ent market that is free from manipulation. As head of the CFTC. 
what will you do to ensure that our agricuhure producers are both protected and yet able 
to fully utilize the benefits of the futures markets? 

4. Last year, Acting CFTC Chairman Lukken and SEC Chairman Co.x signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding to work cooperatively on outstanding issues. Do you 
plan to honor the process outlined in that MOU? Is there another process which would be 
prcfcrnhle to this MOU process? 
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5. In your statement, you advocate for mandatory clearing of all standardized 
derivatives contracts. You go on to support establishing a regulatory regime for 
customized contracts as well but not mandated clearing. Some legislative proposals being 
debated today would mandate that all Over-The-Counter derivative contracts go through 
a centralized clearinghouse. What concerns if any do you have with this proposal for 
mandatory clearing of all OTC derivatives contracts? 
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Senator Stabenow 
Questions for the Record - Gary Gensler 

February 25, 2009 

We have often heard that one of the problems that occurred during the run up in 
commodities last year was that the CFTC did not have access to enough data 
concerning all market participants. 

• Are you concerned with over-the-counter markets, which the CFTC has 
limited data and oversight over? Do you believe that a window is needed 
into off-exchange markets? 

• Along those lines would you support requiring the CFTC to adopt rules 
defining and classifying index and swap traders for the purpose of data 
reporting? If so, how would you go about doing this and in your opinion 
who would constitute "index traders?" 

The Commodity Futures Modernization Act was passed in 2000, which among 
other things, restricted the ability of the CFTC and the SEC to regulate swaps, 
including credit default swaps which have played a role in our current crisis. 

• Do you support re-regulating over-the-counter derivatives and if so what do 
you think is the appropriate framework for regulation? 

• Do you believe that there should be a requirement to clear or to transact 
on exchange all derivatives--even those that are not standardized and 
liquid? 

• How do we achieve transparency for participants and regulators but not 
eliminate the markets or send them overseas? 
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February 11, 2009 

The Honorable Maria Canlwcll 
United States Senator 
511 Dirk.~n Seaatc Office Buildins 
Wa.o;hingt011. DC 20510 

Dear Senlltor Caalwcll: 

I am writing in response to your series of questiODS regarding my nomination to be 
Chairman or lhe Commodity Futures Trading Co111Jnissiou. 1 appreciale your meeting 
with me on Juuaiy 15 811d your leadership on tbe many issues facing lite Commi.o;.<;lon. 
Please find my .iespo115e.~ attached. 

1 bclicv~ the CJ7l'C must vigon>1.i.<1ly fulfill its mandates: cllforcing existing laws 
ll&GfCsslvely, promoms market inrogrily, preventing fraud and manipulation, <md 
guardiag ag-.timt ezce.o;.<1ive i1peailatlo11. 

w., ab;u are at a ttansfor1J11.tlonal lime that requitts boJd leaden;hip LO ~ngtben our 
n:guhilury sy5tcm. The American public ud our economy bcnelil l'rum strong. 
inl.elligent regulation, We must llpl>ly the hard lell~ns we have learned to rcpali' our 
iegu!Ktory s15rem and to caact fat·lOllCbing rule.<i that promote tta:Bspm-enc.:y, 
accountability, fairne.o;.o;, and safety. 

If confinncd by the Senate, I look forwil.ld to worlcing with you o.n much n~ 
lqJU!atory refonn. I believe we mWll. enhance the CYfC'~ ~i lity to guard again:st 
excessive speculation hi conunoditi<:s mubbs. JCurthermore, I believe we muat urpntly 
move to emct a broad regulatury regime for the over-the-counter derivatives 
marketplace. 

Should you have funhcr qucstiom, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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Please Explain your work at the Treasury Department 

1. ID your capacity as u Undenecretary at the Treasury Department, you 
worked OD the November 1999 Report of the President's Working Group on 
Financial Markets report on Over-the-Counur Derivative Mariets and the 
Commodity Exchange Act. What specific part, if any. of this repert do you 
disagree with today? 

We have learned a great deal in the nearly ten years since the President's Working Group 
on Financial Markets' report was published. Capital markets have been transformed by 
new financial products, the increased use of asset securitiz.ations and 'off balance sheet' 
financings, the development of fully electronic markets, the significant participation of 
index and hedge fund investors in commodity markets, and other financial and technical 
innovations. We also have witnessed the harsh aftennath of Wall Street's excess 
leverage and risk taking, mortgage originators' weak underwriting practices, and rating 
agencies' shoncomings. Our financial system and our regulatory system both have failed 
the American people. 

I believe that we must move swiftly now to apply the hard lessons we have learned. We 
must repair our regulatory system and enact far-reaching rules that promote lransparency, 
accountability, fairness, and safety. To be effective regulations must adapt and stay 
abreast of developing technologies and new products. I firmly believe that the American 
public and our economy benefit from strong, intelligent regulation. 

First, we must ensure that the CFTC is revitalized in order to vigorously enforce existing 
laws and fulfill its mandates: to promote market integrity, to prevent fraud and 
manipulation. and to guard against excessive speculation.. 

Second, we must enhance the CFTC's ability to guard against excessive speculation in 
commodities markets. I believe that all physical commodities futures, including 
agricultural, metals and energy, should have consistent regulation wider the Commodities 
Exchange Act. I also believe we must increase the CFTC's ability to guard against 
excessive speculation by increasing transparency around index and other non-commercial 
investors, reviewing all cwrent exemptions from position limits, and ensuring that 
position limits are applied consistently across all markets and trading platforms. If 
confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve these 
objectives. 

Third. we must urgently mo'Ve to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the·counter 
derivatives .marketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 
If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all 
sWidardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
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fonnuJate appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

Finally, as this crisis has powerfully demonstrated, we must work more closely with our 
international partners on all of these issues. Today's complex financial markets arc 
global, and as we have seen, absolutely and irreversibly interlinked. We need to ensure 
that our par1ners in regulating markets around the world apply the same rigor in enforcing 
standalds of transparency, accountability and safety for investors that we will demand of 
our markets. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Congress and international 
regulators to adrieve these goals. 

2. As an Anistant Setretary and Under Secretary of Treasury in 1998-2001, did 
you oppose the regulation of over-the-counter swaps and derivatives by tb.e 
CFTC? What specific actions did you take in this regard? 

During 1998, l was not involved in these matters, which occurred primarily during the 
spring and summer. Titis was during my first year at the Treasury Department and I had 
been advised by Treasury Department Counsel that I was recused from these panicular 
matters since they might relate directly to my former employer. The subsequent drafting 
and passing of the Commodity Futures Modernization Act (CF.MA) legislation was a 
lengthy and complex process, involving at least four government agencies including the 
Federal Reserve, the SEC, the CFTC and the Treasury Department. Hearings were held 
in front of at least five Congressional Committees. As I was no longer subject to the 
restrictions of recusal in 2000, I was a member of a team that worked with and advised 
then-Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers on Treasury and the Administration's 
positions. 

3. In your capacity as an Undersecretary at the Treasury department, did you 
work to euact the Commodity Futures Modemization Act of 2000 (CFMA) 
wbieb specifically e.1.empted swaps from CFfC regulation? Did you intend 
to exempt credit default swaps from regulation as part of the CFMA? 

I was a member of a team that worked with and advised then-Treasury Secretary 
Summers on Treasury and the Administration's positions. At the time, the vast majority 
of over-the-counter derivative contrdctls were interest rate and cwrency swaps, 
constituting 97% of the market. These swaps made up 29 out of 30 derivative 
transactions in those days. The bulk of those remaining were equity and commodity 
derivatives transactions. Credit default swaps were an insignificant product at the time 
and not a focus during the legislative process. 

4. Do you still support the policy to exempt swaps from regulation by the 
CITC? Has your opinion changed? 
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As J have previously stated, I believe W\l must enact a broad regulatory regime for the 
over-the-cowiter derivatives marketplace that promotes transparency, accountability, and 
safety. If confumed by the Senate, I look forward w working with Congress to bring all 
standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
fonnulate appropriate oversight for bilateral customiz:ed derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

5. To what utent to you believe the enactment of the CFMA contributed to tile 
current financial sector crisis? 

I believe that both our financiaJ system and our regulatory system failed the American 
people. There were many elements that contributed to these failures. To repair and 
refonn the system, we must apply the hard lessons we have learned and tackle a robust 
agenda including modifying regulation of mortgage origination and securitization, credit 
raring agencies, hedge funds, over-the-counter derivatives markets, and capital rules and 
countetparty risk standards. Additionally, we must improve systemic regulation, increase 
transparency, and put new protections in place for investors, consumers, and farmers. 

1 believe we must enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-counter derivatives 
marketplace. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress, the 
Administration, and other regulators to amend the Commodities Exchange Act and create 
regulatory oversight for the over-the-counter derivatives market that best promotes 
transparency, accountability, and safety. 

6. To wbat extent is unregulated trading in credit default swaps responsible for 
the current rmancial crisis? 

I believe that many factors contributed to the current financial crisis. One of the 
significant lessons we have learned is that unregulated derivatives dealers, many ofwhlch 
were affiliates of broker dealers, threatened and in some cases destroyed their parent or 
affiliate, causing global shockwaves. 

This was the case in AIG's failure, for example. AlG, a leading glubal insmance 
company, with many state regulated insurance subsidiaries, had an unregulated capital 
markets and derivatives affiliate, AIG Financial Products. This unregulated affiliate 
developed a significant credit default swap business. By June, 2008, they reported 
having a $447 billion net notional amount of credit default swaps. Approximately two 
thirds of this was written to support regulatory capital of major banks, primarily in 
Europe. The other third was written largely in support of asset securitizations. 
Regulators failed to institute appropriate oversight for this unregulated dealer and others 
like it. Global regulators also failed to keep pace with this new and rapidly growing 
market, and systematically serious consequences resulted. 
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While serving at the Treasury Department as the Under Secretary for Domestic Finance 
in the late 1990's. as part of the Treasury team, I advocated for regulation of the then 
umegulated derivatives dealers affiliated with brokerage houses. I feel even more 
strongly that this is the right course of action today. If confirmed by the Senate, a high 
priority for me will be working with Congress and other regulators on a statutory and 
regulatory framework for all derivatives dealers including appropriate capital 
requirements, business conduct standards, and other rules. 

Furthennore, if confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress on 
considering further regulations for credit default swaps. This would be in addition to 
bringing all standardized over-thC9eounter derivatives into mandated centmlizcd clearing 
and onto exchanges, establishing a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives 
dealers, and fonnulating appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives. 
Credit default swaps have a close relationship to corporate bonds and other securities. 
Credit default swaps also were used by some banks to manage their bank capital 
requirements and to structure asset secmitizations. Given these unique characteristics of 
credit default swaps, I believe multi-agency regulatory review and cooperation will be 
necessary in working with Congress to design possible new federal regulations specific to 
these products. 

7. Do you believe all credit defanlt swaps should be subject to mandatory 
clearing on a prospective basis? Or do you prefer a policy ofvoluntary 
cJeariog? 

I believe that all standardized over-the-counter derivatives, including interest rate, 
currency, equity, commodities and credit default swaps, should be brought into mandated 
centralized clearing. As I have discussed above, I believe that further regulations for 
credit default swaps should be considered in addition to bringing all standardized over
the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, 
establishing a regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, and fonnulating appropriate 
oversight for bilateral customized derivatives. 

8. Should existing credit default swaps he subject to mandatory clearing? 

r believe this is an important issue not only with regard to credit default swaps, but for all 
outstandiDg over-the-counter derivatives. Bringing standardized over-the-counter 
derivatives into mandated centralized clearing could ensure for the daily valuation of 
transactions through mark to market accounting, enhance the soundness of the system by 
requiring the timely posting of collateral, and increase transparency into dealers' total 
aggregate trading positions by underlying commodities. 

Most existing over-the-counter derivatives contracts, however, were entered into on a 
bilateral basis. In addition, a review of publicly available. data suggests that the majority 
of outstanding mark-to-market exposures for derivatives dealers have not been fully 
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collateralized. To do so would require significant additional resources and capital for the 
major banks. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and other regulators 
to consider this import.ant question and bow to best achieve the benefits that mandated 
centralized clearing of existing over-the-counter derivatives could provide. 

9. Which agency should Coagres• designate as the regulator of organizations 
which will clear credit default swai»: the CFI'C, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) or the Federal Reserve? 

The CFTC has a well established record of successfully overseeing and regulating 
derivatives clearing organizations in the US. In my view, this experience makes the 
CFTC best suited for overseeing central counterparty clearing of credit default swaps. 

10. Should credit default swaps be regulated as insurance? If so, should this be 
state based regulation or federal regulation? 

Some credit default swaps have insurance-like characteristics. For example, AIG 
Financial Products, the unregulated affiliate of AlG discussed above, was writing credit 
protection for European banks and asset secwitizations. This shared many characteristics 
with the bond insurance protection being written at the same time by monolinc financial 
guarantee insurers like MBIA and AMBAC. Given this and other unique characteristics 
of credit default swaps, I believe multi-agency regulatory cooperation will be oecessary 
in working with Congress to design possible new federal regulations for these products. 

11. What is the social beoefrt from naked credit default swaps (e.g. the entity 
does not own the propeny that ill covered by the swap bat is simply 
speculating on the failure of an institution or governmental unit)? Should 
"naked" credit default swaps be outlawed altogether? If not, why not? 

Naked credit default swaps, particularly those related to single issuers, have many 
attributes of a short sale of a corporate bond. Approximately half of the cUJTent credit 
default swap marketplace relates to single-issuer credit default swaps. Congress is 
currently considering legislation that would ban naked credit default swaps. lf confirmed 
by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and other regulators to consider 
bow to best protect against manipulation and market abuse that may result from trading in 
naked credit default swaps. 

Please ex.plain oil prices and the CFTC's regulatory response in 2008 
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12. What is your explanation for wby oil priea ine-reased from about $90 per 
barrel iD December 2007 to about $150 per barrel in July 2008, to faH to less 
tho S40 today? To what es.teat was speculation by large banks and lade:1 
investon in swaps or futures responsible for a portion of the nm up? 

I believe that rapid growth in commodity index funds was a contributing factor to a 
bubble in commodities prices that peaked in mid-2008. The expanding number of hedge 
funds and other investors who were increasing asset allocations to commodities within 
their portfolios also put upward pressure on prices. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to take a fresh look 
at the role of speculation in the commodity futures markets. 

13. How would yon have used the regulatory tools available to tbe CFfC 
differently than tbe CFTC did this year to address the unprecedented spike 
in oil prices? 

Guarding against excessive speculation and market manipulation are two core functions 
of the CFTC's oversight responsibility. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to 
working with Congress and my fellow Commissioners to increase the CFTC's ability to 
guard against excessive speculation by increasing transparency around index and other 
non-commerciaJ investors, reviewing all current hedge exemptions from position limits, 
and ensuring that position limits arc applied consistenUy across all markets and trading 
platforms. 

l believe that the CFTC could have been more vigilant in guarding against excessive 
speculation in the commodities futures markets. The CFTC has used no-action letters for 
important regulatory decisions such as allowing foreign boards of trade direct access to 
US customers and granting hedge exemptions. These no-action letters have had 
consequential effects on the Commission's regulatory programs. If confinned by the 
Senate, I would undertake a thorough review of the process and standards for which 
matters come to the Commission and through which no-action letters are issued. 

I also believe that the CFTC should promote greater transparency by providing more 
useful and comprehensive data to the public. For example, the CFTC currently provides 
weekly "Commitments of Traders" reports (COT's). which show large position interests 
in certain commodities subject to CFTC oversight. These published reports are 
segmented into "commercial" and "non-commercial" positions and in some cases, nearly 
90% of reported open interests are held by non-commercial traders. I believe we could 
promote greater transparency and market integrity by providing a further breakdown of 
non-commercial open interests. If confinned by the Senate, I will work with the CFTC 
staff to use the tools at our disposal to protect con.swners, investors, and farmers by 
promoting transparency through more sophisticated data collection and dissemination. 
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The Comm.oditks Futures Modemiz.ali<m Act of 2000 

14. Do you agree that it was prudent to provide "legal certainty" as part of tbe 
CFMA to aempt swaps form CFTC regulation? 

We have learned a great deal since that time. Capital markets have been transfonned and 
we have witnessed the harsh aftennatb of Wall Street's excesses. I firmly believe that the 
American public and our economy benefit from strong, intelligent regulation. To be 
effective, though, regulations must adapt and stay abreast of developing technologies and 
new products. We must move swiftly now to apply the hard lessons we have learned. 
We must better protect investors, consumers, and farmers by refonning our regu)atory 
system and enacting far-reaching rules that promote transparency, accountability, 
fairness, and safety and ensure a crisis of this severity does not happen again. 

I believe we must enact a broad regulatOry regime for the over-the-counter derivatives 
market. If conf11Jned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all 
standardi7.ed over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges. establish a statuto.ry and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
formulate appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

Regarding the 'legal certainty' of over the counter derivatives, this issue had been 
discussed since the establishment of the CFTC in 1974. Since that time, bilateral over
the-counter derivatives entered into between institutional counterparties had not been 
regulated by the CFTC. This was based upon a combination of the statutory language of 
the Commodities Exchange Act setting up the CFTC, subsequent Congressional. actions, 
CFTC faterpretations and policy statements, case Jaw, and regulatory practice. For 
instance, in 1974, Congress incorporated the 'Treasury Amendment,' which exempted 
from CFTC regulation transactions in foreign currencies, government securities, 
mortgage securities, and certain other debt instruments. Later, in 1989 the CFTC Swaps 
Policy Statement was issued, followed in 1992 by the Futures Trading Practices Act and 
subsequently, in 1993, both the CFTC Swaps Exemption and Forward Contract 
Exemption were issued. One of the principal goals oftbe 2000 legislation was to provide 
further legal certainty under the CEA for the then existing regulatory practice. 

IS. Would you support a complete repeal of the CFMA? 
16. lfnot, what specific part of the CFMA would you repeal? 

Answer to 15 & 16 

I believe there are many areas where the Commodities Exchange Act should be amended 
and improved. 
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In particular, I believe we must enhance the CFTC's ability to guard against excessive 
speculation in commodities markets and enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the
couoter derivatives marketplace that promotes transparency, accowttability, and safety. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to increase the 
CFTC's ability to guard against excessive speculation by increasing transparency around 
index and other non-commercial investors, reviewing all current exemptions from 
position limits, and ensuring that position limits are applied consistently across all 
markets and trading platfonns. 

I also believe that all physical commodities, including agricultural, metals and energy, 
should have consistent regulation under the Commodities Exchange Act. If confinned by 
the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve this objective. 

I believe we must also refonn regulation of the over-the-counter derivatives market. If 
con.finned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all 
standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
formulate appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

Bringing all standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing 
could ensure the daily valuation of transactions through mark to market accounting, 
enhance the soundness of the system by requiring the timely posting of collateral, and 
increase transparency into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying 
commodities. 

Bringing standardized derivatives products onto exchanges would promote transparency, 
increase market integrity, enhance the price discovery function, and provide additional 
safeguards for investors. 

I believe we must establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers 
including appropriate capital requirements, business conduct standards, and other rules. 

I also believe we need to consider appropriate regulations for customized bilateral 
derivatives that will allow commercial interests and hedgers to maintain the benefits of 
these contracts, while assuring the transparency, accountability and safety of the system. 

Credit default swaps have a close relationship to corporate bonds and other securities. 
Credit default swaps were used also by some banks to manage their bank capital 
requirements and to structure asset securitizations. Given these factors, I believe multi
agency regulatory cooperation will be necessary in working with Congress to design 
possible new regulations for these products. 

17. What part oftbe economy u bettu off today because of the CFMA? 
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We arc struggling through a time of unprecedented economic tunnoil. The challenges 
cannot be overstAted. I believe that both our financial system and our regulatory structure 
failed the American people. Many elements contributed to these failures and we have 
teamed a great deal. 

I finnly believe that the American public and our economy benefit from strong, 
intelligent regulation. We must apply the hard lessons we have learned to reform and 
amend the Commodities Exchange Act to better protect .investors, consumers, and 
farmers by reforming our regulations and enacting far-reaching rules to ensure a crisis of 
this severity does not happen again. 

Do yo11 support strong reglllalory t1""1oriJy and closing ALL loopholes'! Please answer 
tltefollowing quations yes or no. 

18. Eliminating exemptions and exclusioM: Eliminate the over the counter 
market exemptions by requiring all future transactions, including credit 
default swaps, to not only be subject to clearing, but to be conduded on fully 
regulated exchanges 

I believe that all standardized over-the-counter derivatives, including interest rate, 
cunency, equity, commodities and credit default swaps, should be brought into mandated 
centralized clearing and onto exchanges. I also believe we need to consider appropriate 
regulations for customized bilateral derivatives that will a1low commercial interests and 
hedger.; to maintain the benefits of these contracts, while assuring the transparency, 
accountability and safety of the system. 

Furthermore, I believe that all physical commodities, including agricultural, metals and 
energy, should have consistent regulation uoder the Commodities Exchange Act. If 
confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve these 
objectives. 

19. London Loophole: Require all Foreign Boards of Trade that solicit or accept 
more than a certain level of the bu11iaess volume from the U.S. to register as 
fully regulated domestic e:1changes aad thus be ineligible for "no action" 
letters? 

I !>-upport the CFfC's 2008 actions to close the "London Loophole" and ensure that 
foreign futures exchanges with permanent trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the 
position limitations applied to U.S. exchanges. Furthermore, I believe any foreign futures 
exchanges that have tenninals in the United States to which our investors have access and 
whose rontracts are based on the same underlying commodities should have consistent 
regulation applied, including position limits. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward 
to working with Congress to codify the CFTC' s authority to promulgate regulations 
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regarding look-alike contracts trading on foreign futures exchanges that affect U.S. 
investors. 

20. Enron !Aophole: Eliminate Exempt Commercial Markets as aa eligible 
registratio11 dass and require e:listing Exempt Commercial Markets to 
register as fltlly regulated eiclumges like a De1ignated Contract Market or a 
Designated Transaction Esecution Facility? 

I believe that the "Enron Loophole" should be closed and that uniform standards must be 
applied to contracts for physical commodities that have the same practical pricing effects, 
as called for in the 2008 Farm Bill. As I have stated previously, I believe that all physical 
conunodities, i11eluding agricultural. metals and energy, should have consistent regulation 
under the Commodities Exchange Act. 

21. Aggregou Specu/llJWn Limil8: Set aggregate speculative position limits ob 

energy and agriculture futures across all contract markets at the control or 
ownership level? 

I believe the CFTC should examine ways to set aggregate speculative position limits on 
energy and agriculture futures across all contract markets at the control or ownership 
level. 

22. Manipulation Stand4rd: Strengthen the Commission's anfi.maaipulation 
authority from a "specific: .intent" burden to a "recklessness" burden 
bringing the CITC more .in line with tbe SEC, Federal Energy Regulatory 
comminion (FERC), and the Federal Trade Commission (Fl'C)? 

Currently, because of recent grants of anti-manipulation authority by Congress to the 
FERC and FTC based upon SEC case law, there is the possibility that the same set of 
actions in a market could be subject to different legal standards for manipulation 
depending upon the agency bringing the case. 

Jf confirmed by the Senate, r look forward to working with Congress and other regulators 
to consider how to best utilize and interpret the CFTC's anti-manipulation authority to 
consistendy protect conswners and enhance market integrity. 

Increased Resources for tire Commission 

23. Use,..Fee Model: Adopt a future. transaction-fee model, that FERC ues and 
that the SEC has used !l.inc:e its Inception, to .increase available resources to 
tbeCFTC? 
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I believe the CFTC is significantly underfunded to simply meet its current mandates. The 
CFTC also lacks the necessary technology to monitor today's markets effectively. 
Likewise, I am concerned that the CFTC has not directed enough resources towards 
developing a robust staff of independent economists, whose work is essential to the 
Commission and Congress. 

Today, the staff numbers approximately 490, a decline ofoearly 20% from earlier in the 
decade. Over the same time, exchange trading bas grown exponentially, and the issues 
the CFTC facel! have increased in complexity. Contracts traded or cleared on US futures 
exchanges have gone up nearly six-fold from 2000 to 2008. Thus, the CFTC's current 
resources do not seem appropriate to respond to the challenges we face or the times in 
which we live. 

If Congress acts to expand the CFTC' s mission and authority to better regulate over-the
counter derivatives markets, address excessive speculation, and increase investor 
protection, significant additional resources will be required. 

I believe the critical issue is to find adequate resources to support the important work that 
lies ahead for this Commission. While I have not made an independent determination 
about mer funding, if oonfinned by the Senate, I intend to work with Congress and the 
Office of Management and Budget to find the most effective ways to secure the resources 
necessary for the CFTC to function fully. 

FERC and FTC anti-manipulation authorily-ple11$e answer the following question 
yes or no 

24. Congress specifically modeled the FERC's and FrC's anti-manipulation 
authority to allow the agencies to pursue manipulative activity in the futures 
markets that impact transactions in the cash markets. On the basis of the 
CEA's "esclwive jurisdiction" provision, the CFTC has resisted FERC's 
utilization of this authority when pursuing manipulative attivity which 
origina"d in the futures markets and impacted their jurisdictional cash 
markets, and bas strongly opposed the FrC's rulem.aking that would allow it 
to bring actions which span the physical and rmandal markets. Will you 
support dropping this opposition to the FERC's authority in caurt, and work 
cooperatively with both the FERC and FTC on allowing them to exercise 
their authorities to pursue manipulative conduct which spans the physical 
and rmaacial markets? If not, why not? 

If confirmed by the Senate, I would make it a high priority as Chairman to ensure the 
CFTC works with all other agencies effectively to prevent manipulation, protect 
investors, and enhance integrity in the physical and financial markets. We must ensure 
that we we the fullest grants of authority to pursue a robust enforcement agenda. More 
specifically, if confinned by the Senate, I would meet with the Chainnan of the FERC 
and of the FTC to find the most effective way to work together in furtherance of the 
public interest. 
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Sharinr Answers 

25. May 1 share your answers with interested colleagues? 

I welcome your sharing these answers with interested colleagues and look forward to 
making myself available for meetings for follow up discussions. 
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l'cbtulll')' 11. 2009 

'Ihiok you for your OOn£111lulatiolw Oil my oomin'llioo to seive as Cliairmen of tbc Coinmoclity 
Furore.~ Tradiag CommfS$iun. I appreciate yoiu inlere11t aDd leadctshlp on the mlllly issues 
ii&cillg the Commission. Pltllll!C fiud atiacbtd my tellpOll$CS to your specific quc.~iOJIS. 

I bclicn the CFTC must vlgorollSly fulfill llli m1111datc8: en!Urciog cmtiog lawi; aggt~ivdy, 
ptOlllOtiJJ& market integrity, prevelltillg fraud aoo llWlipuMiuu. and guarding acaimt exce:isivc 
speculation. 

We also aro at a IJ'l"1sfonaatio11al time lhal .req11i~ bold leadc™1ip to sl!OGgtbtln wr regulatory 
system. The Alncrican pub& IJld our ~nomy benefit &om strong. i11telligcllt reglllatioa. We 
snUSt apply lhc hlltd le.uom we hive learned tu repair our regulalOry ~ystem ud IO enact far. 
reaching roles lhat p!'Olllote nansparellC)', &OOOllllt.abilily, falmess. and 11afety. 

1f confirmed by !he Sc:nate. I look forward to workms with you on mudi nccdod n=gu.latmy 
refomt. I bcli~vc we must enhance the CFTC's.abilily Co guard against excessive SJ*ullllionin 
commodiW:s mukc<s. Fl&Jtbennarc, I beli4:ve we mJL~t urgeqtly move In cmact a broad replatory 
regime for the over-lbc-QOunter derivatives mallcetpW:c. 

J look forward In !rilling down with you to d!~CIL~~ my ooaiimliuu and the important work racing 
!he CFl'C. 
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1. Commodity Futures Modemizatien Act. During your tenlln as Uoders«retary of the 
Treuury, Cengreas drafted the CoJDJDodity Futures Modemizatiou Act tbat eliminated 
oversight of electronic markets - tbe Enron Loophole - and statutorily enshrined CITC 
Chairman Wendy Graham's 1992 regulatory decision to exempt all bilateral swap• 
from CfTC oversight. 

• Did you support exempting energy trading on electrvaic markets aad bilateral 
swaps from CFfC ovenigbt? 

I finnly believe that the American public and our economy benefit from strong, intelligent 
regulation. We have learned a gre,at deal in the nearly ten ye,ars since the President's Working 
Group on Financial Markets' Report on derivatives was published. l believe that we must now 
move swiftly to revise the Commodities Exchange Act (CEA) in light of many lessons learned to 
best promote transparency, accountability and safety. 

The President's Working Group's 1999 Report called for swap agreements that "involve a non
financial commodity with a finite supply" to be fully regulated under the CEA without 
exclusions. The subsequent drafting and passing of the legislation was a lengthy process that 
was unable to achieve this recommendation. The legislation also did not incorporate the 
recommendation for enhanced regulation of derivative dealers affiliated with broker dealers. 

I feel even more strongly today that all physical commodities, including agr:ic:ultural, metals and 
energy, should have coosistent regulation under the Commodities Exchange Act. I also believe 
that we must move swiftly to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-co\lJlter 
derivatives marketplace. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to 
achieve these objectives. 

• What role did you play in drafting this legislation, and what was your view of 
these eiemptioas at the time? 

1 was not involved during 1998, when the Treasury, Federal Reserve and SEC articulated 
significant policy positions on these matters. lbis was during my first year at Treasury and I had 
been advised by Treasury Department Counsel that J was recused from these particular matters 
since they might relate clirectly to my Conner employer. The subsequent drafting BJ1d passing of 
the Commodity Futures Modernization Act (CFMA) was a lengthy and complex process, 
involving al least four government agencies including the Federal Reserve, SEC, CFTC and 
Treasury Department. Hearings were held in front of at least five Congressional Committees. 
As I was no longer subject to the restrictions of recusal in 2000, I Wllli a member of a team that 
worked with and advised then· Treasury Secretacy Lawrence Summers on Treasury and the 
Administration's positions. 

• Praident Clinten •s Working Group oa F;nancial Markets recommended 
regulation of derivative and swaps dealers and called for swaps clearing. Did 
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you recommend that P~ident Cliatoa support the final legislation that included 
aeither of these f'maucial safeguards? 

I believe we must urgently move to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-counter 
derivatives market that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. If confirmed by 
the Senate, I look fonvard to working with Congress to bring all standardized over-the-counter 
derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges and to establish a statutory 
and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers. In addition, I would work with Congress to 
fonnuJate appropriate oversight for bilateral customiud derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

While serving as the Under Secretary for Domestic Finance, as part of the Treasury team, I 
advocated for regulation of the then UDI'egulated derivatives dealers affiliated with brokerage 
houses. We were unable to achieve this objective working with Congress on legislation. The 
hard lessons of the financial crisis further highlight that regulating all derivatives dealers is the 
right course of action today. If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with 
Congress and other regulators on a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers 
including appropriate capital requirements, business conduct standards, aod other rules 

One of the Prc!tident's Working Group's recommendations nearly ten years ago was to facilitate 
clearing houses for over-the-counter derivatives. I feel strongly that we roust now bring all 
staridudi~ over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing. l believe that this 
should cover all standardized products, including interest rate, currency, equity, commodities and 
credit default swaps. This step could ensure the daily valuation of transactions through mark to 
market accounting, enhance the soundness of the system by requiring the timely posting of 
collateral, and increase transparency into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying 
commodities. 

• Do you view Cite Commodity Futures Modernization Act as a mistake? 

I believe that both our financial system and oui regulatory system failed the American people. 
There were many elements that conUibutcd to these failures and we have learned a great deal 
since the legislation was enacted. To repair and refonn the system, I believe we must tackle a 
robust agenda including modifying regulation of mortgage origination and securitization, credit 
rating agencies, hedge funds, over-the-cowiter derivatives markets, and capital rules and 
counteipany risk standards. Additionally, we must improve systemic regulation, increase 
transpai:ency, and put new protections in place for consumers, investors, and Canners. 

To be effective, financial regulations must adapt and scay abreast of developing technologies, 
products and markets. I believe that we must now move swiftly to .revise the Commodities 
ElCchange Act (CEA) in light of many lessons learned to best promote transparency, 
accountability and safety. 
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• What specific sectieas of this legislation do you sapport repealing today? 

First, we must enhan~ the CITC's ability to guard against excessive speculation in commodities 
markets. I believe that all physical commodities futures, including agricultural, metals and 
energy, should have consistent reg\llation UQdcr the Commodities Exchange Act. I also believe 
we must increase the CFTC's ability to guard agllinst excessive speculation by increasing 
transparency around index and other non-commercial investors, reviewing all current exemptions 
from position limits, and ensuring that position limits are applied consistently across all markets 
and trading platforms. If confirmed by the Senate, J look forward to working with Congress to 
achieve these objectives. 

Second, we must wgeotly move to enact a broad regulatozy tcgime for the ovcr-the·countcr 
derivatives maiketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 
If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all standardized 
over·thc-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, establish a 
statutozy and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, formulate appropriatx: oversight for 
bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 

2.. Swaps regulation. Much like OTC energy derivative swaps, voice-brokered credit 
default swaps markets operate with no market monitori11g to prevent manipulation, no 
clearinghouse holding collateral to back tnmsactio.ns, and no comprdieusive records or 
who is trading what. Do you support repealing the "swaps loopholq" iD. Section 2 of 
the Commodity Exchange Act? Would you .!IUpport legislation striking subsection (d), 
subsectiou (g) and paragraphs (1) and (2) ofsubsectiou (h) of the Act? 

l believe that we must urgently move to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-(:ounter 
derivatives marketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 

Jr confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all standardized 
over·the-c:ounter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, establish a 
statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, formulate appropriate oversight for 
bilateral cwtomized derivatives, and consider further additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 

J also believe that all physical commodities futures, including agricultural, metals and energy, 
should have consistent regulation under the CEA. 

To achieve these goals, amending each of the referenced subsections of the CEA would be 
required. If confinned, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve these objectives. 

3. Euroa LoopheJe. The :Z007 Farm Bill closed tbe Enron Loophole by requiring 
electronic exchanges to actively monitor trading or s.igniJicant price discovery contracts. 
CFI'C must review electronic contram on an ongoing basis to eosure tbat all 
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siguifiunt price discovery contracts are regulated. What wiU you do to ensure that 
CFI'C's review is thorough IUld eflr:ctive? 

I believe that the "Enron Loophole" should be closed and that uuifonn standards must be applied 
to contracts for physical commodities that have the same practical pricing effects, as called for in 
the Farm Bill. l believe that all physical commodities, including agricultural, metals and energy, 
should have consistent 1egulation under the Commodities Exchange Act. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I am committed to ensuring that the CFTC vigorously fulfills its 
mandates: enforcing existing Jaws aggressively, promoting market integrity, preventing fraud 
and manipulation. and guarding against excessive speculation. I believe a critical issue is finding 
adequate resources to support the important work required of this Commission. The CFTC is 
significantly underfunded to simply meet its current mandates, and its mandates are increasing. 
I intend to work with Congress and the Office of Management and Budget to find the most 
effective ways to secure the resotuee.s necessary for the CFTC to function fully. 

4. Prevent systemk risk through a uew clearinghouse. The Pretideut's Working Group 
o.o Finandal Marketl (PWG) bas signed a memonndum of understanding to guide 
oversight of a credit default swap clearingboue, but both the SEC and the CFl'C have 
atated in testimoay that their ability to regulate a swaps clearinghouse is lilllited by die 
Commodity F11tures Medernizatioo Act. 

• Do yo11 support legislation requiring a credit default swap clearinghouse to be 
registered with CFl'C as a Derivatives Clearing Organization? 

I suppon legislation requiring a credit default swap clearinghouse to be registered with the CFTC 
as a Derivatives Clearing Organization (DCO). 

• CFrC is the federal age.Dey with the most sobstantial history of regulating 
clearing organizations. The Federal Reserve bu the legal power to regulate 
clearing, but Congress bas not specified regulatory principles under which the 
Federal Reserve would perfonn th.ill regulation. Do you believe CFrC should be 
the lead agency overseeing swaps clearing? 

The CFTC has a well established record of successfully overseeing and regulating derivatives 
clearing organizations in the US. In my view, this experience makes the CFTC best suited for 
overseeing central counterparty clearing of credit default swaps. 

• If multiple regulators oversee diffcre.at clearinghouses. would it be difficult to 
ensure that any oue ngu]ator would have a comprehensive market view? 

As this fma.ncial and economic crisis has powemdly demonstrated, regulators must work more 
closely together and with our international partners on all of these issues. Today's complex 
financial markets are global, and as we have seen, absolutely and ilTeversibly interlinked. We 
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need to ensure that our partners in regulating markets both here and around the world apply the 
same rigor in enforcing standards of transparency, accountability and safety for investors. 
Regulaton must have a comprehensive market view in order to fulfill their mission. If 
confumcd by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to ensure we achieve these 
goals. 

• Does the current memonndum of'undentandlng allow clearinghouses to choose 
their regulator based on which agency is least onerous, creating a "race to the 
bottom" effect? 

I believe we need lo work with Congress and intemational regulators to ensure the highest 
standards of customer protection and market integrity by promoting consistent guidelines for 
transparency, accountability, and safety that are established and strictly enforced across all global 
commodities markets. 

S. Require FDIC insured banks to clear aD 1waps in energy and credit. A clearinghouse 
prevents systemic risk only if large bmks use it. Even if the PWG succeeds in 
establishing a clearinghouse, large institutions will be able to es:eeute uncleared trades 
at lower cost. exposing shareholders and the American people to cowzterparty def'auh 
riik and our economy to systemic risk. De you suppon Jegblatiou to require that FDIC 
guaranteed entides must clear all swaps contracts? 

I believe that all standardized over·the-counter derivatives, including interest rate, currency, 
equity, commodities and credit default swaps, should be brought into mandated centralized 
clearing. This would include those entered into by FDIC-guaranteed entities. 

6. Risk Based SWaps Oversight. The swaps loophole allows fiRancial and energy bilateral 
over-the-counter contncu to be traded without guvemment oversight of any kind. 
Wbllt bilateral swaps are private contracts of infinite variation, many have a 
substantive impact en tbe market. Acting CliTC Chairman Walter Lukken advocated 
using a risk-based approach to monitor seledively those swap1 contracts traded in large 
voluma. used as a price reference, staududized, or expose the market to sy1temic risk. 
Tbis approach was adopted in the Farm Bill provisions and in the Over-th~Co11oter 
Swaps Speculation Limit Act that I introduced in Septe111ber. How do you propose to 
reguJate bilateral swaps cootracts to protect the market? 

I believe we must urgently move to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-counter 
derivatives marketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working wilh Congress to bring all standardized 
over-the·counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, establish a 
statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, fonuuJate appropriate oversight fur 
bilateral customized derivatives, and oonsider further additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 
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Bringing all standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated ~ntraliud clearing could 
ensure the daily valuation of transactions through mark to market accounting, enhance the 
soundness of the system by requiring the timely posting of collateta.1, and increase transparency 
into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying commodities. 

Bringing standardized derivatives products onto exchanges would promote tnimparency, 
increase marlcet integrity, eohance the price discovery function, and provide additional 
safeguards fOT investors. 

I believe we must establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivati~s dealers 
including appropriate capital requirements, business conduct standards, and other rules. 

I also believe we need to consider appropriate regulations for customized bilateta.I derivatives 
that will allow commercial interests and hedgers to maintain the benefits of these contracts, 
while assuring the transparency, accountability and safety of the system. 

Credit default swaps have a close relationship to corporate bonds and other securities. Credit 
default swaps were used also by some banks to manage their bank capital requirements and to 
structure asset sccuritizations. Given these factors, I believe multi-a gene y regulatory 
cooperation will be necessary in working with Congress to design possible new regulations for 
these prodUcis. 

7. A Ceatral, Real· Time Trading Database. My attempts to require large trader 
reporting ol bilateral swaps failed in 2002 and 2003. As a result, no centralized source 
of ialormation about voice brokered swapa exisu. According to Te:us Law Profmor 
Beary Ho. "a data clearinghouse may help provide advuce notice to regulators of 
po~slble eotity-speclfic or system-wide problems and early remediadon. Should 
proble111s arise, this data cleariogbome can contribute materially to the informational 
predicate for proper regulatory responses to such problems." 

In e:iamples including Enron, Amaranth, and AIG, regulators failed to anticipate 
market failures of devastating proportion because they did not have a picture of tbe 
marketplace. A data cleariagliouse would enable die regulator to mcicipate problem• 
and adclJ'ffs tbein. 

• Do you support creating central database of 1111 bUatenl swaps positions in both 
finaacial and energy markets beld by any large trader? 

As I have stated, I believe that all standardized over·the·counter derivatives, should be brought 
into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges. I also believe that we need to fonnulate 
appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives. Registration of all derivatives clearing 
houses wi1h the CFTC as DCOs, along with appropriate reporting requirements for customized 
bilateral swaps, could serve the goal of creating a central database of all bilateral derivatives 
positions in both the financial and energy markets. 
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• In 2008, CFTC used its spedal call a11tbority to solicit swaps positions held by 
institutional laveston, b.rt this dataset was incomplete. Will you use CFI'C's 
e:Usting special can authority to establish a central 1waps database f'or large 
traders within 128 days of your confirma•ioa? 

I believe that a broad regulatory regime is needed for over·th~counter derivatives. Moving all 
standardized over·the-couotec derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, fonnulating appropriate oversight of customized derivatives, and regulating 
derivatives dealers, should provide the means to establish and mainiain such a central database 
for large traders. The CFTC also has a special call authority to solicit infunnation from 
institutional investors. If confinned by the Seruue, I look forward to working swiftly with 
Congress to determine the best means of establishing a central swaps database for large traders. 

8. Position Limits. OTC bilateral swapa speculators curnntly may hold unlimited 
positions, even if they do not II.ave exposure to the uaderlying commodity or debt 
obligation. In energy commodities, -limited speculation allews speculative positions to 
drive prices instead of supply and demand, and ln credit default swaps traders even 
speculate on the third party's demise. 

• Do you support imposing position Umirs on speculators in the energy swaps 
market and credit default swapa markets? 

Guarding against excessive speculation and market manipulation are two core .functions of !he 
CFTC's oversight responsibility. If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with 
Congress and my fellow Commissioners to increase the CFTC's ability to guard against 
excessive speculation by increasing transparency around index and other non-commercial 
investors, reviewing all cWTent hedge exemptions from pos.ition limits, and ensuring that position 
limits are applied consistently across all markets and trading platforms. 

• Do you support legislation that would limit speculative positions to ensure 
liquidity while preventing speculaton from domiaaruag the market? 

I believe that the CFTC may exen:ise its authority at its discretion to establish position limits 
over all commodity futures. If confirmed by the Senate, I will ensure that all available resources 
and authorities are deployed to protect investors in the commodities futures markets. If those 
authorities arc insufficient, I will not hesitate to ask Congress for additional statutory authority to 
ensure liquidity and guard against excessive speculation. 

• Do you support imposing aggregate position limits on energy traders, so tbat 
position limits consider position1 in functionally identical prodacts, wbetber tbey 
are held in bilateral swaps, on electronic exchanges, on registered exchanges. or 
oo foreign. boards ohrade? 
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I believe the CFTC should examine ways to set aggregate speculative position limits on energy 
and agriculture futures across all contract markets. If confirm~ by ~ Senate, I look forward to 
working with Congress on legislation to codify the CFTC's authority to promulgate regulations 
regarding look-alike contracts. 

9. Close the London loophole. Closing the Loudon Loophole would prevent U.S. oil and 
fmmcial derivatives from being traded on international excbaqges without robwit 
ovenight. According to CFI'C, U.S. oil futures traders on ICE Futures Europe 
exceeded U.S. speculation 6mits every single week from 2006 to 2008. In J.ane, CFTC 
unou11ced it would limit tbis offshore market speculation and require reeordkeeping. 
Bat legi1lation Is stiU needed to require foreign exchanga with U.S. cmtomen to adopt 
the same speculation trading limits and reporting requirements that apply to United 
States trades - ending the regulatory race to the bottom. Will you eadone legislation to 
close the London loophole, which Senator Levin and I introduced in 2008? 

I support all actions to close the "London Loophole" and eosure that foreign futures ellchanges 
with permanent trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the position limitations and reporting 
requirements that are applied to trades made on U.S. exchanges. Furthermore, 1 believe any 
foreign futw"es exchanges that have terminals in the United States to whlch our investors have 
access and whose contracts are based on the same underlying commodities should have 
consistent regulation applied, including position limits. If con.finned by the Senate, I look 
forward to working with Congress on legislation to codify the CFTC' s authority to promulgate 
regulations regarding look-alike contracts trading on foreign futures exchanges that affect U.S. 
investors. 

JO. U.S. Leadership in an international reform effort. Electronic market•, Ou6d capital 
Oows, and new f"mancial centen ia emergiog markets make the balkanized financial 
regulatory sy9tem inad.quate to meet new challenges. The United States could help 
restore our standing in tile world by calling for and leading ao effort to establish 
minimum international itmidards for market transparency, accountability, and 
oversight. How do you intend to pursue improved international cooperation? 

As this crisis has powerfully demonstrated, we must work more closely with our international 
partners on all of these issues. Today's complex tiD.allcial markets are global, and~ we have 
seen, absolutely and irreversibly interlinked. We need to ensure that our partners in regulating 
marlcets arolU!d the world apply the same rigor in enforcing standards of transparency, 
accountability and safety for investors that we will demand of our markets. If confinned, J look 
forward to working with Congress and international regulators io ensure we achieve these goals. 

11. Improve federal regulatory structure and coordination. Americaa rmaucial markeb 
are ovcneen by seven regulaton: tbe Federal Reserve System, the Securities and 
Enhange Commission, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the Office of tbe 
Comptroller ot' the Currency, the Federal Depo1it ln1uraace Corporation, the Offiee of 
Thrift Supervision, and the National Credit Union Administration. In light of the 
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convenion by Goldmm Sacha and JPMorgan Chase into bauk holding companies ud 
recent acquisitions by other major financial in1titutioos. the jurisdidion of regulatory 
authority bas bee.a blurred. A forward-looking, unified oversight structure shouJd be 
developed to coordinate regulatory efforts and limit fufU"' gaps in oversight. What do 
you believe to be tbe benefits of maintaining CFrC independence, and what do you 
believe would be the beoefits or combining the CFTC with otber regulaton1? 

If confirmed by the Senate, one of my principal goals will be to help reform our regulatory 
system, which has failed to keep Americans out of harm's way. I have a longstanding 
commitment to advocating for investor protection and for progressive reforms. 

To revitalii.e our financial system, I believe we must tllckle a robust agenda including modifying 
reguJation of mortgage origination and securitization, credit rating agencies, hedge funds, over
tbe-counter derivatives markets, and capital ru.les and counterparty risk standards. Additionally, 
we must improve systemic reguJation, increase transparency, and put new protections in place 
for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

I believe accomplishing these objectives must be the primary consideration in any proposed 
agency refonns. The CFTC perfouns vital functions and it is critical that all of its mandates are 
preserved, even as the demands on our regulatory agencies expand. A merger makes sense only 
if it enhances our ability to carry out the important tasks with which the CFTC is entrusted. 
Thus. I would not consider a merger simply for merger's sake. 
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January 26, 2009 

The Honorable Carl Levin 
United States Senator 
269 Russell Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Levin, 
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I am writing to respond to your series of questions regarding my nomination to be Chainnan the 
Commodity }"uturcs Trading Commission. Please find my responses attached. 

I appreciated the opponunity to meet with you on January 14, 2009 to discuss the clear needs to 
strengthen the role of the CFTC. In addition I would like to thank you for your questions to 
further clarify my views on these important issues. I believe we are at a transformational time 
that requires bold leadership to strengthen our regulatory system. 

As Chairman of the Penna.nent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate Committee on 
Homeland Security and Government Affairs, I look forward to working with you should I be 
confirmed by the United States Senate. 

Should you have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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Questions for CFTC Cbairman·Designee Gary Gensh~r 
From Senator Carl Levin (D·MI) 

January 26, 2009 

I. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -· trading or 
investing in commodities by persons who do not. produce or use the commodity 
in order to profit from commodity price changes - can affect the price of 
commodity futures? Can speculation in futures markets affect the actual cash 
price of a commodity? 

I believe that speculative trading or investing by persons who do not produce or use a 
commodity in order to profit from commodity price 1;hanges can affect prices for 
commodity futures as well as for the underlying commodities. I think we have seen this 
demonstrated in the commodity futures markets during the past several years. 

If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and my fellow 
CFTC Commissioners to take a fresh look at the role of speculation in commodity futures 
markets. 

2. Section 4a or the Commodity Exchange Act states: "Excessive speculation in any 
commodity under concracts er sale of such commodity for future delivery made 
on or subject to the rules of contract markets or derivativc.s transaction 
execution facilities causing sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted 
changes in tbe price ofsueh commodity, is an undue and unnecessary burden on 
interstate commerce in such commedity ••.• " Section 4a directs the CFTC to 
establish position limits to prevent such burdens. Do you believe that excessive 
speculation in commodity futures traded on CFTC-regulated exchanges can 
cause "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted changes" in 
commodity prices? 

I believe that excessive speculation in commodity futures can cause sudden or 
unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted changes in commodity prices. If confirmed by 
the Senate, I will ensure that the CFTC fulfills its statutory mission to guard against 
excessive speculation. 

3. The CFTC has used the authority under section 4a to establish position limits to 
prevent traders from acquiring large positions that could be used to manipulate 
the price of commodities traded on fotureJ exchanges and to prevent price 
distorti01t5 at contract expiration. It bas generally not used this authority to 
establish position limits to prevent levels of speculation that, absent proof of 
manipulation. may nonetbeleu significantly affect commodity prices. Do you 
believe that the CFTC should e1Jtablish position limits to ensure that excessive 
levels of speculation, even in the absence of manipulation, are not causing 
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"sudden or unreasonable nuctuations or unwarranted changes .. in (be prices of 
commaditics? 

Guarding against excessive speculation and market manipulation are two core functions 
of the CFTC's oversight responsibility. I believe that the CFTC may exercise its 
authority at its discretion to establish position limits over all physical commodities, 
including agricultural, metals and energy commodities. If confirmed by the Senate, I will 
ensure that all available resources and authorities are deployed to protect investors in the 
commodities markets. 

For example, I believe there is a need to analyze all outstanding exemptions to position 
limits that have been granted previously to non-commercial hedgers ('hedge 
exemptions'). If confirmed by the Senate, I will ask the CFTC staff to undertake a 
review of all outstanding hedge exemptions, to consider the. appropriateness of those 
exemptions, and to evaluate potential practices for instituting regular review and 
increased reporting by exemption-holders 

4. Do you believe that trading in commodiry markets not ttgulatcd by the CFTC, 
such as over-the-counter (OTC) markets or foreign exchanges, can affect the 
prices of commodities in markets or exchanges regulated by the CFTC? 

I believe that trading in over-the-counter derivatives markets or on foreign futures 
exchanges can and does affect the cash prices of conunodities in the spot markets and the 
prices of commodity futures traded on regulated exchanges. 

If continned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and my fellow 
Commissioners in considering greater oversight and consistent regulation, where 
appropriate, for all markets relating to commodities. 

S. Do you support amending the Commodity Exchange Act to provide the CFTC 
with sufficient authority to regulate commodity swaps and other instruments 
traded ;n OTC markets to ensure the integrity and transparency or the price or 
commodities traded ill markets currently regulated by the CFTC? 

I believe lhat both our financial system and our regulatory structure have failed the 
American people. To achieve the reguJatory reform required by our citizens and the 
overall system, I believe we must work to ensure for a far more stable and resilient 
financial system, to better protect market integrity and the price discovery function, and 
to provide increased protection for consumers, borrowers, and investors. If confirmed by 
the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress, the Administration and other 
regulators to create n transparent. open and accountable regulatory oversight structure for 
the over-the-counter derivatives market. 
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I believe that we need to bring standardized product!> into mandated centralized 
clearinghouses and onto exchanges, establish a regulatory framework for derivatives 
dealers and fonnulate appropriate oversight for credit default swaps. 

Bringing standardized derivatives products into mandated centralized clearinghouses 
would ensure the discipline of daily valuation of transactions through mark to market 
accounting. This measure would enhance the safety and soundness of the system by 
requiring timely posting of collateral. Clearinghou5es also would give regulators a direct 
window into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying commodities. 
Likewise, bringing standardized derivatives products onto exchanges would promote 
transparency, increase market integrity, and enhance the price discovery function. 

ff con finned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress as well to consider 
appropriate regulations for customized bilateral over-the-counter derivatives. 

One of the significant lessons of the financial crisis is that l.lill'egulated derivative dealers, 
many of which were affiliates of insurance companies or broker dealers, threatened and 
in some cases destroyed their parent or affiliate, causing global shockwaves. This was 
the case in AIG's failure, for example. 

While serving at the Treasury Department as the Under Secretary for Domestic Finance 
in the late I 990's, J advocated for regulation of the then unregulated derivatives dealers 
affiliated with brokerage houses. I fed even more strongly that this is the right course of 
action today. If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress, my 
fellow Commissioners and other regulators to consider appropriate capital requirements. 
business conduct standards, and other rules for derivatives dealers. 

Finally, if confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress on 
considering possible further regulation of credit default swaps. Given the unique nature 
and close relationship of credit default swaps to corporate bonds and other securities, the 
CFTC, the SEC and other regulators, working in tandem, need to consider possible 
additional regulations to protect the integrity of the markets and investors. 

6. Do you support providing the CFTC with authority to require the reporting of 
large trades in OTC markets in order to prevent manipulation, price distortion, 
or excessive speculation in CITC-regulated rutures markets? 

As I stated in question 4, I believe trading and pricing in over-the-counter derivatives 
markets can and does have a dire<:t effect on regulated futures markets. The initiatives t 
have set forth in question 5 would give the CFTC greater visibility into the over-the
counter derivatives markets if enacted. Furthemtore, if confinned by the Senate, I look 
forward to working with Congress to consider both the appropriateness and the potential 
means of extending position limits to certain of these markets. 
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7. The 2008 Farm Bill provided the CFTC with authority and directed the CFTC 
to promulgate rules to regulate commodity contracts traded on electronic 
trading faciUties that the CFTC finds perform a significant price dbcovery 
function. 

a) Do you believe that the trading of conunodity contracts on electronic trading 
faeilities like the Jnterceatinental Excbnge (ICE) can affect the price of 
similar contracts traded on CFTC-regulate futures exchanges? 

l believe that trading of"look·alike" con!raclS on electronic-trading facilities can and 
does affect the prices of similar contracts traded on regulated futures eKchanges. 

b) What priority would you place, If confirmed, on issuing the regulations called 
for in the Farm Bill for contracts that perform a significant price discovery 
fu nction? 

If confinned, r would place a high priority on closing the "Enron Loophole" and 
promoting uniform standards for contracts that have the same practical pricing effects, as 
called for in the Farm Bill. 

c) Do you agree that under the 2008 Farm Bill the CFTC has unilateral 
a uthority to determine which cootracts perform a significant price discovery 
function and that a formal hearing or rulemaking is not required to make 
th is determination? 

The statute as enacted is clear that the CFTC has unilateral authority to determine 
whether an agreement, contract, or transaction perfom1s a significant price discovery 
function . 

8. What is your view on wbetber and how the growth of commodity (qdex funds 
over the last 5 years has affected commodity prices? 

J believe that rapid growth in commodity index funds was a contributing factor to a 
bubble in commodities prices that peaked in mid-2008. The expanding number of hedge 
funds and other investors who were increasing asset allocations to commodities within 
their portfolios also put upward pressure on prices. Notably, though, no reliable data 
about the size or effect of these two influential investor groups has been readily 
accessible to market participants. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with my fellow Commissioners 
and the Congress to increase transparency around these commodity index funds and 
investors. The CFTC currently provides weekly "Commitments of Traders" repons 
(COT's), which show large position interests in certain commodities subject to CFTC 
oversight. These published reports are segmented into "commercial" and "non· 
commercial" positions and in some cases, nearly 90% of reponed open interests are held 
by non-commercial traders. I believe we could promote greater transparency and market 
integrity by providing a further breakdown of non-commercial open interests. 
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9. If confirmed, would you seek to improve the CFfC's data and public ttporting 
of data to improve the understanding of bow commodity index funds afrfft 
commodity markets? What improvements in data would you like to see? 

As I have stated above in my answer to question 8, if confirmed by the Senate, I plan 10 
reevaluate the CFTC's data collection and production capacity, particularly as it relates to 
the effect of commodity index funds and non-commercial traders on the broader 
commodities markets. The CFTC is likely to require further resources and additional 
technology to accomplish this goal. 

JO. If confirmed, how would you strengthen and improve tbe CFTC's market 
surveillance and oversight? 

Providing market surveillance and oversight is one of the CFTCs core functions. As 
outlined in questions 5 and 6, if confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with 
Congress to address the regulation of over-the-counter derivatives and excessive 
speculation in commodities markets. I believe the CFTC will require increased resources 
to carry out these new initiatives, which will promote market integrity and increase 
transparency, thereby improving the surveillance and oversight functions. lf confinned 
by the Senate, I look forward to working with the Congress to secure the much-needed 
additional resources to undertake these reforms and strengthen this area. 

11. What is your view of the CYrC's enrorccmcnt capabilities'! How would you 
strengthen and improve the CYrC's enforcement capabilities and activities? 

A highly functioning enforcement capability is crilical to an effective CFTC. The 
CFTC's enforcement division has brought some notable recent actions with limited 
current resources. If confirmed by the Senate, I will request more attorneys and 
investigators to detect and prosecute fraud and manipulation in these markets and to 
enforce possible new regulations regarding over-the-counter derivatives and excessive 
speculation in the commodities markets. 

12. Do you agree that the CFfC's budgetary and staff resources have not kept pace 
with the growth in commodity markets over the past decade? Do you agree that 
the CYrC is currently underfunded? If confirmed, how would you seek to 
improve the CFTC's budgetary and staff resources? 

The CFTC is underfunded in tenns of both budget and staff. Today, the staff numbers 
approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. During this time, 
markets have grown exponentially, and the issues the CFTC faces have increased in 
complexity. I am also concerned that the CFTC Jacks the necessary technology to 
monitor today's markets effectively. 
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If Congress acts co expand the CFTC's mission and authority to better regulate over-the
countcr derivatives markets, address excessive speculation, and increase investor 
protection, significant additional resources will be required. 

13. For many years, the President's budget has recommended that Congress impose 
a user fee on commodity market participants to fund part of the CYfC's 
activities. The CFTC is currently the only major U.S. rmancial regulator that is 
not at least partially funded through user fees. Do you support the imposition of 
user fees to fund CFTC activities? 

I believe the critical issue is to find adequate resources lo support the important work chat 
lies ahead for this Commission. The CFTC is significantly underfunded to simply meet 
its current mandates. While J have not made an independent detenninat.ion about user 
funding, I intend to work with Congress and the Office of Management and Budget to 
find the most effective ways to secure the resources necessary for the CFTC to function 
fully. 

14. Currently, the C.FTC permits certain foreign exchanges, such as ICE Furores 
and the Dubai Mercantile Exchange, to install trading terminals in the United 
States so as to permit traders located in the United States to trade various U.S. 
energy commodities on these foreign exchanges as well as on U.S. exchanges. In 
2008, tbc CFTC detcnnined that in order for ICE Futures to continue to operate 
its trading terminals in the United States it would require ICE Futures to impose 
comparable position limits to those of the NY MEX for commodities traded oo 
both exchanges. ICE Futures and the U.K. Financial Services Authorily have 
agreed to these conditions. 

11) Do you support tbc CFTC's actions in 2008 to ensure that foreign exchanges 
that arc operating in the United States impose position limits that are 
comparable to those or the U.S. exchanges that trade the same commodities? 

I support the CFTC's 2008 actions to close the "London Loophole" and ensure that 
foreign futures exchanges with permanent trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the 
position limitations applied to U.S. exchanges. 

b) Ir confirmed, would you impose similar conditions on the Dubai Mercantile 
Exchange and its regulatory authorily, if it has not already agreed te them? 

I believe any foreign futures exchanges that have tenninals in the United States to which 
our investors have access and whose contracts arc based on the same underlying 
commodities should have consistent regulation applied, including position limits. 

c) Would you support legislation to codify the CFfC's authority to require 
such comparable po.11ition limits and reporting requirements in order to 
ensure that all foreign exchanges that seek to operate in the United States 
and trade U.S. commodities arc subje~t to comparable requirements? 
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If confirmed by the Senate, l look forward to working with Congress on legislation to 
codify the CFTC's authority to promulgate regulations regarding look-alike contracts 
trading on foreign futures exchanges· that affect U.S. investors. 

d) Do you believe the CFTC currently has enforcement authority over traders 
in the United States who are trading on a foreign exchange through foreign 
tenninals located in the United States if those trades affect the price.s of 
commodities in the United States? 

I believe that the CFTC has enforcement authority over traders in the U.S. who are 
trading on a foreign exchange through foreign tenninals located in the U.S. when and if 
those trades affect the prices of U.S. commodities. If confirmed by the Senate, l would 
work aggressively with the CFTC's legal scaffto ensure that U.S. interests are protected, 
and I would not hesitate to come back to Congress and osk for further enforcement 
authorization if necessary. 

15. It bas been reported in the press that during the Clinton Administration you 
supported efforts to restrict tbe CFTC's jurisdiction over various types of swaps 
and other derivatives. In 2000, Congress enacted the Commodity Futures 
Modernization Act (CFMA) which restricted both the CFTC's and SEC's 
authority to ~gulate commodity and financial derivatives. 

a) What were your job titles and positions from 1998-2000? 

I was Assistant Secretary of Financial Markets at the Treasury Department from 
September of 1997 through April 1999; thereafter through the end of the administration I 
was Under Secretary for Domestic Finance. 

b) Please describe your role, if any, in the efforts by the SEC, Department of 
Treasury, and Federal Reserve to oppose the CFTC's potential assertion of 
regulatory authority over swaps and derivatives in 1998. 

I was not involved in these matters, which occurred primarily during the spring and 
summer of 1998. This was during my first year at the Treasury Department and l had 
been advised by Treasury Department Counsel thal I was recused from these particular 
matters since they might relate directly to my fonner employer. 

c) Plean describe your role during the negotiations over the CFMA, including 
over provisions in tbe CFMA to lintit SEC and CFTC authority to regulate 
swaps, including interest rate, currency, equity, credit default, and 
commodity swaps. Please also include any role you played during the 
negotiation to limit state authority to regulate these swaps. 

The drafting and passing of the CfMA legislation was a lengthy and complex process, 
involving at least four government agencies including the Federal Reserve, the SEC, the 
CFTC and the Treasury Depanment, as well as hearings in front of at least live 
Congressional Committees. As I was no longer subject to the restrictions of recusal in 
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2000, I was 11 member of a team that worked with and advised then· Treasury Secretary 
Lawrence Swnmers on Treasury's positions. I do not recall participating in any 
negotiations over state regulatory authority. 

16. In 1998, former SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Treasury Secretary Lawrence 
Summers, and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan all opposed the 
CFTC's attempts to examine the OTC swaps market, and then supported the 
2000 statutory restrictions on the SEC's and CFTC's authority over swaps in the 
CFMA. Former Chalnnan Levitt recently stated that be now regrets the 
position he took during those years: "The market was too large, too explosive in 
growth to merely allow pure market forces to suffice as self-regulatory 
mechanisms. I have some regrets about it, clearly." In October 2008, Mr. Levitt 
wrote: "Our nation's financial markets are in the midst of their darkest hour in 
76 years. We are in this situation because of au adherence to a deregulatory 
approach to the explosive growth and expansion of America's major financial 
institutions. Our regulatory system failed to adapt to important, dynamic and 
potentially lethal new financial instruments as the storm clouds gathered." 

a) Do you agree with former Chairman Levitt's statement that our ttgulatory 
system bas failed to adapt to the development of new financial instruments 
and that the positions taken in 1998-2090 to deregulate these markets was, in 
retrospect, a mistake? If so, how would you correct this deficiency? 

b) Would you support ttpealing the statutory prohibitions in the CFMA on 
federal regulation of swaps? If so, should these swaps be regulated as 
commodities or securities'] 

Response to a) and b): 

I believe that both our financial system and our regulatory structure failed 1he American 
people. There were many elements that contributed lo these failures. Certainly one of 
these was regulators' inability to edapt to new financial instruments and technologies. 

It is important now to move swiftly and intelligently to repair the system. If confirmed 
by the Senate, T look forward to bringing my experience in the Executive Branch, in the 
Legislative Branch as a senior advisor to Senator Sarbanes, in the private sector, and as 
an investor advocate, to help bring about far-reaching regulatory reform. 

While I believe markets are central to innovation and growth, I have always advocated 
for sensible regulation. Well-designed financial rules with strong enforcement 
mechanisms are critical to protecting homeowners, investors, farmers and the integrity of 
our markets and economy. I believe wc must create a more stable and resilient financial 
system, ensure market integrity by promoting transparency and accountability, and 
increase protection for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

As out I incd in questions S and 6, if confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working 
with Congress to address the regulation of over·the-counter derivatives and excessive 
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speculation in commodities markets. With respect to over-the-counter derivatives, I look 
forward to working to bring standardized products into mandatory centralized 
clearinghouses and onto exchanges, establish a regulatory framework for derivatives 
dealers, and consider possible further regulation for credit default swaps. 

!7. Former Federal Reserve Chainnan Alan Greenspan testified in October that he, 
too, now believes that the conceptual framework underlying the deregulation of 
swaps in the CFMA was a mistake. Mr. Greenspan testified: "I made a mistake 
in presuming that the self-interests of organizations, spedfically banks and 
others, were such at that they were best capable of protecting their own 
shareholders and their equity in the firms .••• So the problem here is 
something which looked to be a very selid edifice and, indeed, a critical pillar to 
market competition and free markets did break down." 

a) Do you agree with Mr. Greenspan's recent statements that the financial 
collapse or 2008 has demonstrated the errors in the assumptioos underlying 
the deregulatory approach in tbe CFMA? Can we rely on commodity 
market participants and unfettered free market forces to prevent systemic 
risks and unreasonable price fluctuations in U.S. commodity markets? 

b) Do you support stronger regulation of V.S. commodity markets to protect 
market participants and prevent systemic risks and unreasonable price 
fluctuations, and, if so, how? 

Response to a) and b): 

I believe that the American public and our economy benefit from a regulated market system. 
The recent crisis revealed that market participants have failed at their O'Ml risk management 
and in their obligation to protect their customers, their investors' money, their shareholders 
and even their franchises in many cases. 

Our regulatory system also failed to protect investors, savers, borrowers, farmers and 
homeowners. As I mentioned in my previous answer, I believe that we must have additional 
safeguards in place to protectmarkets and investors against the risks we have witnessed in the 
past year. If confumed by the Senate, I look forward lo working with Congress and the 
Administration to meet the responsibilities that lie before us. To refonn the financial system, 
we must establish a regulatory framework that ensures a strong and stable financial 
infrastructure, promotes market integrity and the price discovery function, and provides 
increased protection for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

As I have stated in my previous answers, I support stronger regulation of U.S. commodity 
markets. If ronfinned by the Senate, I look forward to working to bring over-the-counter 
derivatives into mandatory central clearinghouses and onto exchanges, establish a regulatory 
structure for derivatives dealers, and consider possible additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 
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18. What is your view oftbe proposal to merge the SEC and the CFTC? Would you 
support or oppose such a me.-gcr, prefer to retain the CFTC as a separate 
independent agency, or prefer some other approach? 

If confirmed by the Senate, my principal goal will be to help refonn our regulatory 
system, which failed to keep so many Americans out of harm's way. I have a 
longstanding commitment to advocating for investor protection and for progressive 
reforms. To revitalize our financial system, I believe we must tackle a robust agenda 
including modifying regulation of mortgage origination and sec:uritization, credit rating 
agencies, hedge funds, over-the-counter derivatives markets, and capital rules and 
counterpany risk standards. Additionally, we must improve systemic regulation, increase 
transparency, and put new protections in place for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

I believe accomplishing these objectives must be the primary consideration in any 
proposed regulatory refonns. The CFTC perfonns vital functions and it is critical that all 
of its mandates are preserved, even as the demands on our regulatory agencies expand. A 
merger makes sense only if it enhances our ability to carry out the important tasks with 
which lbe CFTC is entrusted. Thus, I would not consider a merger simply for merger's 
sake. 

19. In 2004, Congress enacted legislation imposing a one-year cooling-off period 
before federal bank examiners could take a job with a bank they oversaw. If 
confirmed, would you support a similar cooling-off period ror commodity 
regulators? 

If confinned by the Senate, I would support a similar cooling-off period for commodity 
regulators. 

0 
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Present: Senators Durbin, Tesler, and Collins. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF HON. MARYL. SCHAPIRO, CHAIRMAN 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

Senator Dumnr-:. Good morning. I'm pleased to convene this hear
ing on the fiscal year 2010 funding request for two key Federal reg
ulatory agencies within the jurisdiction of this Appropriations Sub
committee on Financial Services and General Government, the Se
curities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission (CFTC). 

I also want to welcome my friend and my distinguished Ranking 
Member Senator Susan Collins. We have worked together in many 
venues, and I'm glad that we're going to share the responsibilities 
of this subcommittee. 

Joining us today to present testimony on the two budgetary pro
posals are lhe Honorable Mary Schapiro, Chairman of the SEC, 
and the Honorable Gary Gensler, Chairman of the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission. 

Both of these agencies enjoy unique histories, hold specialized 
and independent responsibilities and take different approaches to 
markets that serve different purposes, yet the CFTC and SEC both 
occupy pivotal positions al lhe forefront of stimulating and sus
taining economic growth and prosperity. 

We are enduring an extraordinary set of circumstances in our 
Nation today. We are be!,rinning to slowly emerge from one of the 
greatest economic crises in decades. After years of struggle, count
less families have lost their hard-earned savings, seen their dreams 
deferred and even denied. 

Some may view the subject matter of this hearing as dry as dust, 
how much money to give to two Federal agencies, but if you step 
back for a moment and translate their work into the real world, re-
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alize that their oversight and their regulation literally protects the 
savings and futures of American families and ensures that econo
mies in countries around the world will view our economy and the 
way we run ii with respect to as to whether or not 1.he rule of law 
is going to be followed. 

The unprecedented price volatility of our markets for fiscal com
modities, such as energy and grains, has hurt our economy, in ad
dition 1.o 1.he previous mention I made of some of the problems that 
we've had with savings and the like. 

Now perhaps more than ever, we need our markets to function 
transparently and be insulated from manipulation and unfettered 
excessive speculation. Much remains to be done 1.o stabilize and 
sustain our financial system. 

Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler each bring vast expe
rience tu their new leadership posts in this administration and 
have undoubtedly identified in their brief tenure ways tu improve 
the way we approach re!,rulating securities and futures markets. 

As the subcommittee prepares to make difficult funding deci
sions, I look forward to hearing about the challenges their agencies 
will face. 

In the interest of time, I am going to ask that the remainder of 
my statement be made a part of the record so that we will have 
opportunity for testimony and for questions. 

fThe statement follows: l 

PRF.P!\RF.O STATF.MF.).IT OF SF.).IATOR RICHARD J. DURRTN 

The CFTC and the SEC enjoy unique histories, hold specialized and independent 
re.;ponsibilitie.;, and take different approaches to market.; that serve differing pur
poses. Yet the CFTC and the Sl!:C both occupy pivotal positions at the forefront of 
slimulating and sustaining economic growt.h and prosperity in our country. 

Market wiers, financial investors, and the U.S. economy rely upon vigilant over
sight by these two agencies in today's evolving-and often volatile-global market
place. 

We are enduring an extraordinary set of circumstances in America today. We are 
beginning to slowly emerge from one of the greatest economic crises since the Great 
Depre.;sion. After years of sweat and struggle, countless families have lo.;t their 
hard-earned .;avings . .;eeing their dream.; daunted, deferred, and even denied. 

When a man named Rernard l\fadoff can, over the span of 10 or 20 years. lure 
investors into what has turned out to he a Ponzi scheme, causing many of them to 
lose millions of dollars, and his wrongdoing goes unnoticed by major regulatory 
agencies, it is clear more has to be done. 

When some of the major ratings agencies that gauge whether a company is doing 
well basically ignore their responsibility and fail to make accurate reports. everyone 
lo.;e.; as a result of it. 

The unprecedented price volatility of our market.; for physical commodities, such 
as ener·gy and grains, has hurt. our e<~onomy. Now-perhaps more than ever-we 
need our markets to fonction transparently and insulated from manipulation and 
Ltnfottcrnd excessive speculation. 

The Obama administration recently announced a comprehensive plan to signifi
cantly regulate credit default swaps and other over-the-counter derivatives. Exempt
ing these investments from regulation has proven to be a costly mistake-contrib
uting to the $180 billion taxpayer bailout of AlG, the collapse of Lehman Brothers, 
and the demise of Bear Stearn.;. 

This proposal will require far more lransparen<:y and responsibility from der·iva
tives traders that have long operated in the shadows. 

Things arc still very fragile. Much remains to be done to stabilize, repair, and sus
tain our financial syst.cm on which we all depend. It will take time to redeem the 
lost faith of the American people in the government institutions they expected would 
protect .them. But I believe we are moving forward with resolve toward a brighter 
economic course. 
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I appreciale the focl that Chairmen Schapiro and Gensler have each accepted 
President Obama's call to be part of the economic leadership team to help craft a 
more reliable regulatory framework and guide LIS to a better future. 

l:\oth Chairmen bring vast experience to their new leader>:'hip posts in this admin
istration-and have undoubtedly identified, even in their brief tenures, ways to im
prove the way we approach regulating in the securities and futures markets. 

As the subcommittee prepares to make diflicult funding decisions for the next fis
cal year, I look forward to hearing about the particular challenges their respective 
agencies face in today's tumultuous economic environment. I welcome their input on 
how we can best help to address lhose needs. 

Before hearing from our panelists, I'd like briefly outline the missions of these 
agencies and their budget. proposals: 

Turning first to the SEC, its three-prong mission is to protect investors: maintain 
fair, orderly, and efficient markets; and facilitate capital formation. The SEC is the 
investor's advocate. 

The SEC is responsible for overseeing more than 12,000 (lL1blicly traded compa
nies, over 11,300 investment, nearly 8,000 mutual fund>:' with $9 trillion in assets, 
fund complexes, 5,fiOO broker dealers with over 174,000 branches, 10 credit rating 
agencie>:', and close to $44 trillion worth of trading conducted each year on America'"' 
stock and option exchanges. 

The strength of the i\mer·ican economy and our financial markets depends (HI in
vestors' confidence in the financial disclosures and statements released by publicly 
traded (~Ompanies. Invest.ors expect lhe SEC to be the vigilant "cop (HI t.he beal." Re
grettably. in many respects. we let them down. I have faith in Chairman Schapiro's 
leadership and t.enacit.y t.o turn t.hings around. 

This subcommittee wants to make certain that the SEC has the necessary re
SOL1rces to effectively fulfill its obligatory singular mission: protecting shareholders. 

The SEC's budget request for fhcal year 2010 totals $1.026 billion. an increase 
of $8.8 million, or 8.8 percent over the agency's fiscal vcar 2009 enacted level of 
$943 million. This proposed fiscal year 2010 budget would fund 3,692 !<'TE, just 40 
more than the current year funding permits. 

Crucial to the SEC's effectiveness i>:' its enforcement authority. Each year the SEC 
brings hundreds of civil enforcement actions for violations of the securities laws, 
such as insider trading, (}(~Counting fraud, and providing false or misleading infor
mation. 

Serious, thoughlful quest.ions have been raised about whether the proposed en
forcement budget is adequate to keep pace with the growing demands. 

Second, the CFTC: The CFTC is charged with protecting the public and market 
users from manipulation. fraud, and abusive practices. It is also responsible for pro
moting open, competitive, and financially sound markets for commodity foturcs. 

The CFTC help>:' en>:'ure that the futures markets are equipped to better perform 
their vital function in the U.S. economy-providing a mechanism for price discovery 
and a means of offsetting price risks. 

The C1''TC'"' oversight and enforcement mi>:'sion becomes tangible when you con
sider lhal futures pr·ices impact what we pay for lhe basic necessities of our daily 
lives: our food, clothing, shelter, fuel in our vehicles, and heat in our homes. 

This year-2009-marks the 35th year since the establishment of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission. i\t the time of its inception in 197-1, CFTC's 500 em
ployees were tasked with the mission of ensuring fair practices and honest dealings 
on the commodity exchange>:' of America's then-$500 billion futures industry. 

Today it. is a $22 trillion industry that looks vastly different. Yes. the t.radit.ional 
agricultural products like wheat, corn, soybeans, and the proverbial pork bellies arc 
still part of the picture. Hut the landscape ha>:' been remarkably altered and diversi
fied wit.h novel and complex commodities ... everything from grains t.o gold, cur
rencies to carbon credits. 

In the past decade, trading volume ha>:' increased more than ten-fold-reaching 
well over 3.-1 billion t.rades in 2008, and actively lraded contracls have quinlupled
from 286 in 1998 to 1,521 in 2008. CFTC oversees $5 trillion of trades-daily. 

Adding to this challenge is a significantly transformed globalized, electronic, and 
round-the-clock marketplace. Moreover, the emergence of derivalives and hedge 
funds have altered the regulatory environment. 

Layered on this are new authorities added through the 2008 farm bill, coupled 
with escalating public angst. about. record energy and agr·icullural commodity price 
hikes and fluctuations, and a growing influx of financial funds into the futures mar
ket>:'. 

Further complicating t.he pi(~t.ure are transa(~t.ions t.hal the CFTC currently has no 
power to presently regulate-the vast "shadow" world of over-the·count.cr deriva
tives-like credit default ':\Waps. 
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Surpr·isingly, what hasn't changed is the number· of staff. Despite the phenomenal 
surge in volume and activity, CFTC staffing levels have simply not kept pace. In 
fact. staffing levels have dropped by over 20 percent. C1''TC'!:' workforce-like it!:' 
predecessor over t.hree de<:ades ago in the agency's fledgling years-presently num
bers onlv 500. 

For ffscal year 2010, the Pre!:'ident's budget request funding for the CFTC of 
$160.6 million. This represents an increase of $14.6 million-a 10 pen:ent hike
above the fiscal year 2009 enacted level of Sl46 million. 

Of the $14.6 million in increased funding for next year, $7.4 million is slated for 
inneased compensation and benefit costs for a staff of 572; $0.2 million will be de
voted to increased operating costs for information technology modernization. lease 
of office space, and other services; and $7.8 million will support the salary and ex
penses of :~8 additional full-time staff. 

Last August. I had the oppm·tunity to visit the CFTC's Chicago Regional Office. 
I met with a group of dedicated staff committed to doing outstanding work under 
challenging circumstances. I learned first-hand just how thin the staffing is. 

The CFTC's Chicago market surveillance staff consisted of 10 economists who con
duct daily oversight of each actively traded market and 6 trading specialists who 
process the daily reports detailing traders' a<:t.ual posit.ions in ea<:h market. 

These economists arc responsible for surveillance of over 1,250 different com
modity fotures and option contract!:', of which 325 are active, involving 13 different 
commodity types. The commodities underlying the futures <'.Ont.nu:t.s the staff must 
monitor arc highly diverse-including grains, livestock. lumber. currencies, Treas
ury in!:'truments, equity indexes, !:'ingle stock future, and dairy. More recently, 
weather derivatives, real est.ate indexes, and environmental pr·oducts such as carbon 
credits and emission allowances became part of their portfolio. 

A !:'ingle staff economi!:'t must cover many markets. For example. one staffer i!:' re
sponsible for 10 grains, one for 90 currencies, and one for· the surveillance of over 
500 hundred single stock futures. Aside from supervision by the chief of the Chicago 
surveillance section and Washington, DC supervisory personnel, there is limited re
dundancy built into the system. As a consequence, each one oft.hose e<:onomists is 
critical. 

The six trading !:'pecialists maintain an extensive daily data-gathering and 
ver·ificat.ion syst.em by <:ollect.ing reports from exchanges, fut.ures industry firms, and 
traders. As our energy debate in Washington throughout the last Congress dem
onstrated, this data collection is very important to the Commi!:'sion's oversight and 
to market transparency. 

As I pledged since assuming the Chairmanship of this committee, I am serious 
about addressing the re!:'otuce deficiency facing this agency. 

I will appreciate hearing from both Chairmen their honest appraisals about the 
resources they will require to achieve their missions, keep pace with change, and 
becomes as sophisticated a!:', if not more so, than the entitie!:' they monitor-while 
responsibly managing taxpayer dollars. 

Senator Dt:RBIN. And I now turn it over to my Ranking Repub
lican Member, Senator Cullins. 

STATE::VIENT OF SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS 

Senator COLLlNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Let me begin by saluting you for your leadership on this sub

committee. I am just delighted to be your new ranking member. 
About two decades ago, I spent 5 years in Maine State govern

ment as a financial regulator overseeing the bureau of banking, in
surance, securities administration, and I have a great personal in
terest in this area because I know that the decisions made by the 
SEC and the CFTC do, as you have pointed out, have such an im
pact not only on our economy but on the daily lives of most Amer
ican families. 

So it's a great honor to serve with you as your ranking member 
and I very much look forward to working cooperatively wilh you 
throughout this Congress. 

As we begin to consider the fiscal year 2010 budget requests for 
the SEC and the CFTC, let me also salute the chairman for his 
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leadership in securing significant increases for both of these agen
cies. 

Thanks to the work of this subcommittee and the chairman's 
leadership, the budget for the SEC is now nearly 9 percent above 
the fiscal year 2007 funding level and the budget for the CFTC is 
49 percent above that year. 

These increases are extremely important, given lhat both of 
these agencies were woefully underfunded for years. I personally 
believe that they're still underfunded and that more work needs to 
he done. 

I want to congratulate the two chairmen for appearing before our 
subcommittee today with aggressive agendas for change and re
form. I look forward tu hearing the details about the budget re
quests. 

As the chairman has indicated, the current economic crisis has 
left our markets in turmoil and the loss of trillions of dollars of 
value in these markets has depleted family savings, shuttered 
small businesses and damaged retirement and pension funds. 

I am convinced that we not only need to make sure these two 
agencies have lhe resources necessary bul that we need lo proceed 
with regulatory reform, as well, in order to restore confidence in 
our markets and to prevent the root causes of the current financial 
crisis from springing up once again. 

Mr. Chairman, I am going to follow your lead and submit the re
mainder of my statement, as well, but I am delighted tu be joining 
you to work on these critical issues. 

Thank you. 
fThe statement follows: l 

PRF.PARF.D STATF.MF.l\T OF SF.N/\TOR SUSA:-1 COJ.T.1:-18 

Good morning. i\t lhis firsl hearing of our subcommiltee, 1 wanl to thank you. 
Chairman Durbin, for your leadership. This Subcommittee has jurisdiction over a 
diverse g'roup of agencies. many of which have a profound impact on the financial 
slabilily of our economy and on the lives of mosl Americans. So il is an honor t.o 
serve with you as Ranking Member of this subcommittee, and I look forward to 
working cooperatively with you during this Congre.;s. 

Mr. Chairman, as we begin to consider lhe fiscal year 2010 budget. requests for 
the SEC and the CFTC. I want to salute you for your leadership in securing signifi
cant increa.;e.; for both these agencies during your chairmanship of thi.; sub
commiltee. Thanks to your hard-fought efforts, lhe budget, for the SF.C is now 8.9 
percent above the fiscal year 2007 funding level, and the budget for the CFTC is 
49 percent above the fiscal year 2007 level. The.;e increases were extremely impor
tant., given that. both of these agencies had been woefully under-funded over the 
years. 
· Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler: Congratulations and thank you both 
for appearing before our suhcommiltee today. r look forward to hearing t.he details 
of your fiscal year 2010 budget requests and the key efforts that you plan t-0 under
take this year. You both have crucial roles in our economy: S~C. by protecting the 
publi(~ lhrough enforcement of securities laws, and CFTC, by prolecling market 
users and the public from fraud, manipulation, and abusive practices related t-0 the 
sale of commodity and financial future.; and option.;. 

Prolecling inveslors is more compelling than ever since many firsl-lime inveslors 
have turned to the markets to help secure their retirements, pay for homes, and 
send their children to college. 

Our (~urrent economic crisis has lefl our markets in turmoil. The loss of lrillions 
of dollars in value in these markets has depleted family savings, shuttered small 
busines.;e.;, and damaged retirement and pensions fund.;. 

Chairman Schapiro, r am lroubled by reports lhat an enviromnenl of lax oversight 
and enforcement at the SEC was a contributing factor to the current financial crisis. 
!<'or example, .;ome investment bank>:' were allowed to become over-extended, which 
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led to lhe collapse of several of Wall Street's largest. banks. The Bemard l\fadofT 
ponzi scheme went undetected for decades, resulting in SfiO billion in investor losses. 
So :.Vladam Chairman, I am pleased that you have developed an ambitious agenda 
of management reforms for the Commission, and I am interested in hearing what 
resources you need to accomplish these reforms. 

Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler: You both have challenging tasks in 
front of you. You must improve transparency in our securities markets and uncover 
fraud and deception, while not. over-regulating our markets and hindering our eco
nomic re<~overy. T look forward to working with both of you. and with Chairman 
DL1rbin to ensure that you have the resoL1rces and the tools you need to ensure in
vestors arc protected and that markets arc functioning properly. 

I look forward to your testimony and I thank you for your service to our Country. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator DUR.Bii'.\'. Thanks a lot, Senator Collins. 
Senator Tester, would you like to make an opening statement? 
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Just to welcome Mary and Gary to the subcommittee today. I ap

preciate the work that you have done and I appreciate the work 
you are about to do. I think it's critically important that we have 
good, solid, reasonable enforcement and I think both of you are up 
to that challenge. 

So with that, we'll move on. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DUR.Bii'.\'. Thank you, Senator Tesler. 
Chairman Schapiro, the floor is yours. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Collins, and 

Senator Tester, thank you very much for the opportunity to testify 
today. 

In the short time that I've been at the SEC, we have taken on 
an active agenda, all with the goal of protecting investors, revital
izing the agency, and restoring confidence in the markets. We are 
making great strides, yet recognize that we have quite a distance 
to go. 

In the area of enforcement, we have changed our policies so that 
our investigators do not have to jump over unnecessary hurdles be
fore seeking penalties or launching investigations. We have hired 
a former Federal prosecutor to lead the Enforcement Division, 
someone who is focused on bringing significant cases with a mean
inb>ful impact as quickly as possible and ensuring that the Division 
is appropriately organized to do just that. 

We have begun to update our management systems, to upgrade 
our risk assessment capabilities so that we can heUer detect fraud, 
and we have expanded and improved upon our training so that our 
staff will be able to keep pace with the new financial products and 
strategies created on Wall Street. 

Already we are seeing results. Since the end of January, as com
pared with the same period last year, we have filed nearly three 
times as many temporary restraining order cases, issued more than 
twice as many formal orders and opened over 20 percent more in
vestigations into fraud. 

Although enforcement is central, it is still just one part of our 
agency. As you know, we are tasked with overseeing broker-deal
ers, investment advisors, and mutual funds, and we are taking 
steps to improve our ability to do just that. 

For instance, we are working on a risk-based initiative to im
prove our oversight methods so that we can better identify and 
focus resources on riskier institutions. We also are recruiting senior 
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professionals with new skill sets, such as trading, risk assessment 
and financial analysis, and we have created an Industry and Risk 
Management Fellows Program to bring top talent into the agency. 

SEC'S RULEMAKING AGENDA 

In addition to internal management directives, we also have en
gaged in an active rulemaking agenda. Last month, the SEC pro
posed significant changes to the rules governing investment advi
sors who maintain custody of their clients' assets. 

Should the proposals be adopted, advisors with custody will have 
to undergo a surprise exam by an independent public accountant 
once a year to verify client assets and any custodian affiliated with 
an advisor would also be subject to custody controls reviews by an 
independent accountant. The goal is to expose Ponzi schemes and 
other frauds earlier. 

In the area of short selling, the Commission unanimously voled 
to propose two distinct approaches to limit short selling. One would 
impose a permanent market-wide short sell price test, the other ap
proach would impose temporary short selling reslriclions upon indi
vidual securities during periods of severe price declines. 

Later this month, the SEC will consider proposals to strengthen 
the money market fund regulatory regime. We will focus on tight
ening credit quality, maturity and liquidity standards for money 
market funds. 

We're also exploring whether more fundamental changes are nec
essary, such as converting money market funds to a floating rate 
net asset value lo heller prevent abuses and avoid runs on the 
funds. 

Additionally, I have asked the staff to undertake a comprehen
sive review of rule 12(b)(l) which allows mutual funds to use fund 
assets to compensate broker-dealers and other intermediaries for 
distribution and servicing expenses. 

In the area of proxy access, the Commission already has pro
posed rules that would enhance the ability of shareholders tu nomi
nate company directors and nexl month we will take up a broad 
packet of corporate disclosure improvements around compensation 
policies, the use of compensation consultants, and the interplay be
tween risk-taking and incentive arrangements. 

But there is still more to do in the regulatory arena. We have 
been working closely wilh other Federal agencies lo bring lhe un
regulated world of credit default swaps into the sunlight. 

Operating under the limitations of the current legislative struc
ture, we recently issued temporary orders to facilitate the estab
lishment of central counlerparties for clearing credit default swaps. 

In the coming months, we will also tackle issues related to mu
nicipal market reform, stock lending, trading in non-transparent 
markets or dark pools, and hedge fund oversight. I look forward to 
working with Congress on these issues. 

RESOURCES NEEDED FOR SEC'S MISSION 

The financial crisis has reminded us all jusl how large, complex 
and critical to our economy the securities markets have become. At 
the SEC, our 3, 700-person staff now oversees more than 35,000 
registrants, including about 12,000 public companies, 8,000 mutual 
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funds, 11,000 advisors, and 5,000 broker-dealers, and it is a num
ber that is growing rapidly. 

Nonetheless, during this same period the SEC's resources have 
fallen. Between 2005 and 2007, the agency saw 3 years of flat or 
declining budgets and lost 10 percent of its employees. This has an 
impact. 

With support from this subcommiUee during the last 2 fiscal 
years, the SEC has been able to lift its hiring freeze and begin re
building its workforce, and I am very grateful for that support. 

But even with these important steps, the number of staff re
mains below the levels of only a few years ago. I believe additional 
resources are essential to restoring the SEC as a vigorous and ef
fective regulator. 

The President has requested a total of just over $1 billion for the 
agency in fiscal year 2010, a 7 percent increase over this year's 
level. This budget request would permit us to fully fund an addi
tional 50 staff positions over 2008 levels. These positions would 
help the SEC's Enforcement Program enhance its pursuit of tips 
and complaints and fully fund our new Fellows Program that 
brings in seasoned industry professionals. 

In addition to expanding our workforce, the President's request 
also would enable us to invest more in new technolo!,ry, a budget 
item that has dropped by more than one-half in the last 4 years. 

Mr. Chairman, I came to the SEC to shape public policy in the 
interest of investors and tu strengthen our Enforcement Program. 
The measures I have described today are important to those efforts, 
but what I have also discovered is that we cannot neglect the inter
nal operations of the agency, the processes that guide our work and 
the agency's infrastructure. 

I am committed to a complete review of the internal operations 
to ensure that we meet the highest standards and that we are fully 
supporting the important work of our employees. To ensure that we 
do it right, I intend to bring in a chief operating officer to manage 
that process. 

I want to thank you for your continued strong support of the 
SEC and its critical mission. I believe that by strengthening our 
Enforcement Program, enhancing risk-based oversight, and 
leveraging technology, we can restore investors' confidence in both 
the SEC and in our Nation's securities markets. 

PREPAR.li:U STATEMENT 

I look forward to answering your questions. Thank you. 
Senator DURHII\". Thanks, Chairman Schapiro. 
fThe statement follows: l 

PHEPAUED STATE:VlENT OF MAHY L. SCIIAPIHO 

Chairman Durbin, Hanking Member Collins. Members of the Subcommittee, 
thank you for t.he opportunity to testify t.oday. I sincerely appreciate the support 
this Subcommittee has shown the Securities and Exchange Commission, and I am 
pleased to have the opportunity to discuss with you the Commission's role in helping 
to address the financial (~risis, and to discuss reforms to improve investor protection 
and restore confidence in our markets. 

The last year has been a wrenching time for the investors whom the SEC i.; 
charged with proteding. Trillions of dollars in wealth have been destroyed during 
the economic downturn, and millions of Americans have seen their retirement nest 
eggs and college tuition funds shrink dramatically as a result. The economic crisis 
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has challenged faith in our system of capital formation and allocation-a syst.em 
that has proved over the long term to be the greatest for creating wealth the world 
has seen. 

As an agency charged with protecting investors, maintaining fair. orderly and cfli
cient markets, and facilitating capital formation, we are dedicated to understanding 
and learning from recent events and from the causes that were building in the sys
tem over the years, so that we can do our part to restore market integrity and inves
tor confidence. The SEC must act promptly, decisively, and wit.h resolve. We also 
musl have a renewed commitment t.o protecting invest.ors; they provide the capital 
Ltsed to fond the productive enterprises that create jobs and wealth. While we have 
a tripartite mission at the SEC, investor protection is the foundation upon which 
all our responsibilities arc built. 

To that end. I've already announced several changes at the agency that will rein
force our focus on inve>;tor protection and market integrity and redirect our energies 
toward restoring investor confidence. 

KElNV!GOHATlNG 81!:C ENFOHCEM.1£NT 

One of my very first actions as Chairman was to end the 2-ycar "penalty pilot" 
program, which had rcqL1ired the Enforcement staff to obtain a special set of approv
als from the Commission in cases where the staff sought fines against public compa
nies that violated the law. 8ome enforcement staff had complained that the proce
dures unnecessarily delayed the prosecution of cases, and discouraged the staff from 
either seeking a penalty or seeking an appropriately high penalty. At a time when 
the SEC needs lo send a dear message t.hal (~Orporate wrongdoing will not be t.oler·
ated, and penalt.ies for securities violations will be st.iff, lhe penalt.y pilot progr·am 
was an unnecessary hurdle to more active enforcement. 

Another change 1 implemented to bolster the SEC's Enforcement program was to 
provide for more rapid approval of formal orders of investigation, which allow SEC 
staff to use the power of subpoenas to compel witness testimony and the production 
of documents. In investigations that require the use of subpoena power, time is of 
the e>:'sence; delay can be co>:'tly to an investigation. To ensure that >:'ubpoena power 
is available to t.he staff when needed, the agency has returned to a policy of timely 
consideration of formal orders by the serialim process or·, wher·e appropr-iate, by a 
single Commissioner acting as dL1ty officer. 

In addition, I have hired a new enforcement director, a longtime Federal pros
ecutor who served as Chief of the Southern District of !'\cw York's Securities and 
Commodities Fraud Task Force, charged with focusing our enforcement efforts on 
bringing meaningful, high impact cases quickly. We are working together on man
agement reform>i--including harnes>:'ing technology, improving risk assessment, and 
improving training and supervision for our line law enforcement. personnel-so that 
we can maximize our resources to combat fraud and wrongdoing in our markets. 
OL1r Division of Enforcement has been working diligently. Since the end of ,January, 

-We have filed at least 34 emergency temporary restraining orders. During 
roughly the >:'ame period la>:'t year, we filed 12. 

-We have opened more than :lfi8 investigations. During roughly the same period 
last year, we opened 292. 

-The Commission has i>:'sued at least 188 formal orders. During roughly the 
same period last year, the Commission issued 74. 

Since January, we have brought a number of important and complex cases. For 
example, in the Reserve Fund matter filed in .May, we charged certain operators of 
the Reserve Primary Fund, a $62 billion money market fund whose net asset value 
fell below $1.00 or "broke the buck" last fall. with fraud for failing to provide key 
material facts to investors and trustee>:' about the Fund'>; vulnerability a>:' Lehman 
Brothers Holding, Inc., soL1ght bankruptcy protection. As part of this action, we arc 
seeking to bring about. an expedited. efficient, and equitable pro-rata distribution to 
shareholders of the Fund's remaining a>:'sets. including $3.5 billion originally set 
aside in the Fund's litigation reservc.1 We believe this will help Reserve FL1nd inves
tors recover a larger share of their assets. 

In March, we initiated a case alleging fraud in connection with a kickback scheme 
involving New York's largest pension fond. Namely, we charged New York's former 
Deputy Comptroller and a top political advisor with extracting kickbacks from in
vestment management firms seeking to manage the asset>:' of the I\'ew York State 
Common Retirement Fund. Since March, we have amended the complaint to add ad
ditional defendants, including a former New York State political party leader, a 
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former hedge fund manager, a Dallas-based investment. managemenl firm and one 
of its founding principals, and a Los Angeles-based "finder."" 

As committed as we arc to vigorous enforcement of the sccL1ritics laws, we arc 
also mindful that the complexity 'of 21st century markets, as well as the varied na
ture of frauds and scams, require that the sophistication and tools available to our 
Enforcement and Examination programs keep pace. Important que>:'tion>:' have been 
raised concerning the agency's handling of tips or whistleblower information related 
in particular to the activities of Hernard Madoff. Clearly thi>:' is something we must 
learn from, and I am committed to addressing it. Former Chairman Cox asked the 
SEC Inspedor Gener·al lo look into what happened. what failed t.o happen, and lo 
repm·t back t-0 the Commission. We expect to receive the IC report this summer and 
will prompt.ly take all appropriale actions and address any remaining shorlcomings. 

It is clear that, regardless of any findings of the Inspector General, the agency 
must improve its ability to process and pursue appropriately the hundreds of thou
sands of tips and referrals it receives annually. In February, we retained the Center 
for Enterprise Modernization which began work immediately on a comprehensive re
view of internal procedure>:' to evaluate tips. complaints. and referrals. We are in 
the process of creating a system that will centralize this information so we can track 
it. analyze it and more effectively identify valuable leads for potential enforcement 
action and compliance exams. 

8'l'RJ::NCTHJ::NDIG EXAMINA'l'lON AND OVER81GH'l' 

In addition to these changes, it is essential that we work to improve our risk
based oversight. of broker-dealers, investment advisers and mutual funds. Our Office 
of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIEJ, together with other agency 
staff in the Office of Risk Assessment, arc presently working on an initiative to 
identify the key data point>:' that would facilitate an improved ri>:'k-based oversight 
methodology to allow the staff to idcnti(y and focus on those firms presenting the 
most ri>:'k. OCIE ha>:' improved training and. under a newly authorized program, 268 
examiners arc now participating in the training and certification program offered 
by the A>:'sociation of Certified 1''raud Examiners, to identify the warning signs and 
red flags that indicate evidence of fraud and fraud risk. OCIE is also recruiting ad
ditional individuals with experierH~e in different. facet.s of the industry. su(~h as trad
ing, risk assessment and compliance. These steps taken together will expand the 
knowledge base of our inspections slafT, betler enabling them t.o conduct oversight 
of complex trading strategies and products that exist in our markets today. 

I have also laL1nched an Industry and Markets Fellows Program in our Office of 
Risk Assessment. Through this program, we have begun recruiting fellows with ex
tensive experience in such areas as equity and fixed income securities trading, 
structured products, complex derivatives, financial analysis and valuation, fund 
management, investment banking and financial services operations. 

IMPHOVlNG 'l'RAN8PARENCY AND INVE8'l'OH PHOTl!:CTI0.:-1 

The agency is working hard in other areas as well. In the area of accounting 
slandards, t.he SF:C staff (~Ompleted a congressionally-mandated study of fair value 
accounting. The staff issued guidance to financial institutions so that they can give 
fuller disclosure to invest.ors, parli(~ularly with respect lo hard-lo-value assets. The 
staff has also continued to work closely with the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board to deal wit.h such issues as (~onsolidat.ion of off-balante sheet liabilities. the 
application of fair value standards to inactive markets and the accOL1nting trcatn1cnt 
of bank support for money market funds. FASB recently took steps to clarity treat
ment of off-balance sheet ilems in a manner designed to increase markel trans
parency. 

In the area of combating false rumors and manipulative activity in the market
place. t.he agency inilialed examinations of the effediveness of broker-dealers' and 
investment advisers' controls to prevent the spreading of false information. \\1hcn 
concluded, the results of these examinations will be used by regulators to assist 
firms in crafting and implementing robust poli6es and procedures to prevent lhe 
spreading of false information. 

In the wake of recent Ponzi schemes and other investment adviser abuses, the 
Commission last month proposed signili(~ant changes to lhe custody requirements 
for investment advisers. These proposals focus on the value of an independent public 
accountant serving as another set of eyes to better assure the safokeeping of inves
tor asset.s. One proposal would r·equire all advisers with custody or control of client 

:lSEC v. Hem:y Morris, et al., Lit. Rel. ~o. 2096<1 (March 19. 20091, Lit. Rel. No. l!lUOl iApril 
15, 2009i. Lit .. R«l. N'u. 21018 IApril 30, 2009i: Lit .. R«l. N'u. 210361:\foy 12, 20091. 
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assets to engage an independent puhli(~ <}(~Countant. lo condu(~t. an annual "surprise 
exam" to verify those assets exist. A second proposal would apply only to investment 
advisers whose client assets arc not held by a firm independent of the adviser. In 
such ca.;e.;, the investment adviser would be required to be subject to a review that 
results in a written report-prepared by a PCAOB-registcred and inspected accOL1nt
ing firm-that, among other things, de.;cribes the controls in place relating to custo
dial services, tests the operating effectiveness of those controls and provides the re
sult.; of those te.;ts. These reports are commonly known as SAS-70 reports. The re
ports would include an opinion of an independent public accountant issued in ac
cordance with the slandards of lhe PCAOJI, which will provide an import.anl level 
of quality control over the accountants pcrfonning this review. In addition, advisers 
would be required t.o publicly disclose the name of the ac(~01mlant condu(~t.ing these 
reviews, so that our staff can better monitor compliance and assess adviser compli
ance risks. Accountants also would be required to disclose the reason for any termi
nation or resignation from performing these reviews, which should highlight any 
•·red flags" for regL1lators and investors. 

At my request: our staff is also developing investor-oriented enhancements to the 
municipal securities area. It is time for those who buy the municipal securities that 
are critical to State and local funding initiative.; to have acce.;s to improved quality, 
quantity and timeliness of information. On a related note, so called "pay-to-play" 
pracli(~es by investment. advisers to public pension plans must be curlailed. r have 
asked the staff to revisit the Commission's 1999 proposal to address harmful pay
to-play practices, and I expect that the Commission \~ill consider that proposal this 
summer. 

COMBATING ABUSIVE SHORT-SELLING 

In my brief tenure as Chairman. the issue of short selling has outpaced any other 
in terms of lhe number of inquiries, suggeslions and expressions of (~01H~ern we have 
received. On April 8. 2009, the Commission unanimously voted to propose two dis
tinct approaches to short selling restrictions. One approach would impose a perma
nenl, market-wide short sale price tesl, while t.he olher would impose temporary 
short selling restrictions upon individual securities during periods of severe declines 
in the prices of those securities. Un May 5. 2009, the Commission held a public 
roundlable to soli6t the views of invest.ors. issuers, financial servi(~es firms, self-reg
ulatory organizations and the academic community on key aspects of these pro
posals. The Commission is committed to conducting a thoughtful. deliberative proc
ess lo determine what is in lhe best. interests of investors. including examining a 
variety of trading and market related practices such as securities lending. 

We also recognize that strong rules and vigorous enforcement are needed to curb 
abusive shorl selling and restore confidence in our markels. The Commission has 
been focused on the issue of abusive "naked" short selling since before my arrival 
in late January, and the Commission's regulatory actions have led to a significant 
decline in failures to deliver securities on lime following a short sale. :\foreover, our 
Division of Enforcement has a number of active investigations involving potentially 
abusive short selling in a variety of contexts. 

fiLLDIC RJ::GULATORY GAl'8 

In an effort towards bringing the unregulated world of credit default swaps into 
the sunlight. the Commi.;sion, working in close consultation with the Board of Gov
emo1·s of lhe Federal Reserve System and the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion !"CFTC"l and operating under the limitations of the current legislative struc
ture, recently issued temporary orders to facilitate the establi.;hment of central 
counterparties for clearing (~redit defaull swaps <"CnS"l by LCH.Clearnel Lt.d., ICE 
US '!'rust LLC. and Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. The Commission is com
mitted to increa.;ing investor protection and reducing .;ystemic risk by facilitating 
the development and ove1·sight. of central counterparlies t.o clear ens. 

We have also been working with the CFTC and Treasury Department to fill regu
latory gaps in this area to help increase transparency and minimize risk>:' associated 
with cerlain derivative products, including ens, as well as market. participants 
transacting in these products. I look forward to working with Congl'Css to make the 
necessary legislative changes to ensure that these markets and market participants 
are approp1-iately regulated. 

In addition, we arc closely examining the broker·dcalcr and investment adviser 
regulatory regimes and assessing how they can best be harmonized and improved 
for t.he benefit of investors. Many investors do not recognize the differences in stand
ards of conduct applicable to broker-dealers and investment advisers. It is essential 
that comparable and effective protections be afforded to investor.;, whether they 
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turn t.o a broker-dealer or an investment adviser fc)I' assistance in accessing the se
curities markets. 

Finally, hedge funds and other unregulated private pools of capital have flown 
under the radar for far too long. We are currently examining whether these funds. 
their managers or both shm1ld he subject to SEC registration and oversight, so that 
inve>;tor>:', regulators and the marketplace have more complete and meaningful in
formation about the funds and their market activities. I look forward to working 
with Congre>:'s on this important issue. 

i'iTRF.)IGTHF.)IJNG SH!\RF.HOl.DF.R RIGHTS 

We have launched an agenda of proxy reforms with a proposal approved by lhe 
Commission for public comment that would significantly support shareholders' 
rights to nominate company directors. Next month we will take up a broad package 
of corporate disclosure improvements, all designed to provide shareholders with im
portant information about their company's key policies, procedures and practices, in
cluding compensation policies and incentive arrangements. With this additional in
formation, shareholders will be better able to hold directors accountable for the deci
sions that they make. 1''or example, the Commis>:'ion will consider propo>:'als to en
hance disclosure of director nominee experience, qualifications and skills. so that 
shareholders can make more informed voting decisions. The Commission will also 
consider proposed disclosures to shareholders about why a board has chosen its par
ticular leadership structure (whet.her lhal structure includes an independent chair 
or combines the positions of CEO and chair), so that shareholders can better evalu
ate board performance. Also, shareholders should understand how compensation 
structures and pr·actices drive an execut,ive's risk-taking. The Commission will be 
considering whether gl·eater disclosure is needed about how a company-and the 
company's board in particular-manages risks, both generally and in the context of 
compensation. The Commission will also consider whether· greater disdosure is 
needed about a company's overall compensation approach, beyond decisions with re
spect only to the highest paid officers. as well as about compensation consultant con
n iCtS Of i II tereStS. 

L\lPHOVIKG MONEY MARl<ET AKD MUTUAL Ft:ND REGl'LATIOK 

Later this month, the S~C will consider proposals to strengthen the money mar
ket fund regulatory regime. The proposals will fo<~us on tightening the <~redit quality, 
maturity and liquidity standards for money market funds to better protect investors 
and make money market funds more resilient to ri>:'ks in the short-term securities 
markets. like those t.hat. unfolded last. foll. [n addition, we are exploring whet.her 
more fundamental changes arc necessary, such as converting money market funds 
to a floating rate net asset value. in order to protect inve>;tor>:' from abuses and nms 
011 the funds. 

In addition, on June 18, the SEC and the Department of Labor will hold a joint 
hearing on target date funds. Target date funds and other similar inve>:'tment op
tions are investment products t.hat. allocate their investments among various asset 
classes and automatically shift that allocation to more conservative investments as 
a "target" date approaches. These funds have become quite popular. and growth in 
target date fund asset.s is likely lo continue sin<~e these funds can be default invest
ments in 40l(ki retirement plans under the Pension Protection Act of 2006. How
ever, target date fonds have produced some troubling investment results. The aver
age loss in 2008 among 31 funds wit.h a 2010 retirement. date was alrnosl 25 per
cent. In addition. varying strat.cgics among these funds produced widely varying re
sult>:'. Returns of 2010 target date funds ranged from minus 3.6 percent to minus 
'11 percent. 

These returns cause concern for investors and regulators alike. I can assure you 
that SEC staff is closely reviewing target date funds' disclosure about their asset 
allocat.ions. In addition, in <~ormection with our joinl hearing with the Department 
of Labor, we will consider whether additional measures arc needed to better align 
target date fond>;' asset allocations with investor expectations. Among other issues, 
we will consider whether the use of a part.i<~ular target dat.e in a fund's name may 
be misleading or confusing to investors and whether there arc additional controls 
the SEC >:'hould impose to govern the use of a target date in a fund's name. 

I also have asked lhe staff to prepare a recommendation on rule 12b-1, which per
mits mutual funds to use fund assets t-0 compensate broker-dealers and other inter
mediaries for distribution and servicing expenses. The>:'e fees. with their bureau
cratic sounding name and sometimes unclear purpose. are nol well understood by 
investors. Yet in 2008. rule 12b-l was used to collect over $13 billion in investors' 
funds out of fund a>:'sets. It i>:' essential, therefore, that the S~C engage in a com-
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prehensive re-examinalion of rule 12b-1 and lhe fees collecled pursuant to t.he rule. 
If issL1es relating to these fees undermine investor interests, then we at the SEC 
have an obligation to step in and adjust our regulations. 

In addition to these initiatives, the agency continues to annually review 5,000 cor
porate filings, over 1,000 SRO rules, and nearly 3,000 new investment company 
portfolio disclosure.;. We establish the standard.; for 13 securitie.; exchanges. 4 secu
ritie.; futures product exchange.;, FIN&\ ca national securities association}, the .Mu
ni6pal Securilies Rulemaking Roard, 10 nationally recognized statistical rating or
ganizations. 10 1·egist.ered clearing agencies, approximalely 600 transfer agenls. and 
securities information processors. Despite the extreme volatility and uncertainty in 
the markets over the past year. transactions continue to trade at both record vol
umes and record speed. 

81::C Rl£80URCJ::8 

The financial crisis has reminded us just how large. complex, and critical to our 
economy the securities markets have become in recent years. Whereas the dollar 
value of the average daily trading volume in stocks, exchange-traded oplions and 
security futures was SlO billion a day in February 1989, over the last 20 years it 
has grown to over 25 times that size. reaching approximately $251 billion a day in 
February 2009. i\nd nol only has t.he size of our markels exploded, t.he number and 
size of its participants have jumped as well. For example, since 2005, the number 
of registered inve.;tment advisers ha.; increased by 32 percent, and their a.;sets 
under management have jumped by over 70 percent to reach more than $'10 trillion 
as of the beginning of this fiscal year. Broker-dealer operations have expanded sig
nificantly in size, complexity, and geographical diver.;ity, as exemplified by the 67 
percent rise in the number of broker-dealer branch offices. In all, the SF.C's 3,652 
staff now oversee more than 35,000 registrants, including about 12,000 public com
panie.;, 8.000 mutual funds, 11.300 investment advisers. 5,500 broker dealer.;, and 
600 transfer agent.s. Ry comparison, other financial regulato1·s often have close to 
parity between the number of staff and the number of entities they regulate. For 
additional detail, attached to thi.; testimony is an appendix. "SEC Staff Levels Have 
l'\ot. Kept. Pace wilh Industry Growth." 

Yet at the same time that the securities markets have undergone such tremen
dous growth, the SE:C's resources have fallen further and further behind. Between 
fiscal year 2005 and fiscal year 2007, t.he agency experienced 3 years of flat. or de
clining budgets, losing 10 percent of its employees and severely hampering key 
areas like our enforcement and examination program.;. In the context of rapidly ex
panding markets, I believe these redu(~t.ions in the SF.C's staff seriously limited t.he 
agency's ability to effectively oversee the markets and pursue violations of the secu
ritie.; laws. 

With support from this sub(~ommittee, during the last 2 fiscal years, the SF.C has 
been able to lift its hiring freeze and begin rebuilding its workforce. By increasing 
the SE:C'.; appropriation for this fi.;cal year, approving a reprogramming of addi
tional resources, and jusl recenlly supporting emer·gency supplemental funds for the 
agency, this subcommittee has expressed its strong support for the SEC and its mis
sion. l am very grateful for that support. 

However. even with these import.anl steps, the number· of st.aff with which lhe 
SEC can detect fraud, prosecute wrongdoing, ensure proper disclosure, conduct 
strong oversight of the markets, and take other actions to protect inve.;tor.;, is .;till 
significantly below the levels of only a few years ago. Under the SF.C's current fund
ing level. the agency's workforce still will fall about 200 staff, or about 5 percent, 
short of the fiscal year 2005 level. 

I believe addilional resources are essential if we hope t.o restore the SF.C as a vig
orous and effective regulator of our financial markets. The President is requesting 
a total of $1.026 billion for the agency in fi.;cal year 2010, a 7 percent increase over 
the fis(~al year 2009 funding level. This proposal would permit lhe SEC to fully fund 
an additional 50 staff positions over 2008 levels, enhance our ability to uncover and 
prosecute fraud, and begin to build de.;perately needed technology. 

Specifically, these positions would help the SF.C's Enforcement program enhance 
its pursuit of tips, complaints and other leads, thus increasing the resources the 
SEC can dedicate to frauds that citizens bring to our attention. They would also 
allow us to hire more trial lawyer·s and staff with specialized skills t.hat. will help 
our Enforcement program's efficiency, expertise and success. The Examination pro
gTam would hire market eKperts to .;trengthen risk-based oversight of the invest
ment management. industry and expand its inspedions of nedit raling agencies. 
Our Division of Trading and :Vlarkets would strengthen its oversight of entities that 
play critical role.; in our markets, such a.; broker-dealers, exchanges, clearing cor-
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poralions, and other self-regulalory organizalions. And lhe Presidenl's Rudget 
would allow us to expand our Ollice of Risk Assessment by fully funding our pro
gram to bring in seasoned industry professionals to help uncover hidden risks to in
vestors. 

Althm1gh expanding our workforce is a critically important step, I believe we also 
must give our staff better tools to conduct oversight of vast financial market.;. That 
is why the President's request for fiscal year 2010 also contains funds for additional 
inveo;tmento; in our information syo;tems. Investments in new systems have dropped 
by more than half over the last 4 years. and as a result the SEC has a growing 
list of technology needs t.hal have gone unfunded. With the additional IT funds pro
vided under the President's Budget for fiscal year 2010. I would plan to focus on 
sever·al key projects: 

First and foremost, we would use additional funds to enhance our systems for 
handling tips, complaints and referrals. Although the SEC has a number of different 
processes to track this kind of information, there is no central repository or system 
through which this information comes together to ensure it is handled consistently 
or appropriately. Nor is there any present capability to mine the data to find con· 
ncctions, patterns or trends that would enable us to more intclligcntlv focus OL1r en-
forcement efforts. · • 

The SEC also plans to improve our ability to identify emerging risks to investors. 
We have many internal dala reposit.ories from filings, examinations, investigations, 
economic research and other ongoing activities. But. the SEC needs better tools to 
mine this dala, link il together, and combine it with data sources from outside the 
Commission to determine which lirms or practices raise red tlags and deserve a clos
er look. 

Finally, we would invest in our multi-year efforts to improve the case and exam 
management tools available to our enforcement and examination programs. These 
syo;tems would give our senior managers better information on the mix of cao;eo;, in· 
vcstigations, and examinations, so they can apply resources swiftly to the contin
ually evolving set of iso;ues and problem.; in the markets. In addition, these toob 
will provide better support for line staff in these programs, so they can be more pro· 
ductive and better able to match the sophisticated systems u.;ed by the financial in
dustry. 

I came to the SF.C t.o shape publi(~ policy in the interest of investor·s and lo 
strengthen our enforcement program. The things I have described in this testimony 
are important to those efforts. Rut. whal I have also discovered in the pasl -1 months 
is that much attention needs to be focused on the internal operations of the agency, 
the processes that guide OL1r work, the agency's infrastructure and how we arc orga
nized. I have been disappointed to find that in some areas of our internal oper
ations, we fall short of what the taxpayer has a right to expect of Lis, and what m1r 
employees have a right to expect of a world class organization. 1 am committed to 
a complele review of areas large and small, including FOIA oper·ations. call cent.ers 
operations, records management, and others, to ensure that we meet the highest 
standards and that we are fully supporting the important work of our employees 
in t.hese operations. Doing this will lake time and energy and focus. To ensure that 
we do it well and thoroughly, I intend to bring in a Chief Operating Officer to man
age the proceso;. 1''ederal agencies do not manage themo;elves; we must be actively 
engaged in that process everyday. 

In one area, we have already made progress: we arc moving to build an internal 
compliance program that is second to none. The public appropriately holds the SEC 
to a very high standard for int.egrity and professionalism, and we hold ourselves t.o 
that very high standard as well. That is why I have initiated several steps to guard 
against inappropriate o;ecurities trading by SEC staff as well as to avoid any ap
pearance of inappropriate trading. Among ot.her steps, the agency has drafted new 
internal rules that. would prohibit. staff from trading in the securities of companies 
under SEC investigation, regardless of whether an employee has personal knowl
edge of the invest.igalion, and require predeara.H~e of all trades. The SF.C also is 
contracting with an outside firm to develop a computer compliance system to track. 
audit and oversee employee trades and financial disclosure.; in real time. Finally, 
T consolidated responsibilit.y for lhis area wilhin our F.lhits Office and authorized 
the hiring of a new chief compliance otliccr. To further enhance the SEC's financial 
controls, the agency abo will continue its multi-year efforts to build an automated, 
integr·at.ed financial management system. 

I want to thank you for your continued strong support for the SEC and its critical 
mission. 1 believe the o;tepo; I have outlined here-o;trengthening our enforcement 
progr·am, enhancing risk-based oversight of the markets and leveraging tech
nology-arc essential for restoring investors' confidence in both the SEC and in our 
[\" ation's o;ecurities markets. 
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I would be happy t.o answer any questions you may have. 

1\PPF.NOIX: SF.C: STAFF T.F.VF.LS HAVF. NOT KF.PT PACF. WITH l~Ol.ISTRY GROWTH 

!Tables show (~umulalive growlh relative lo 2003 levels) 

The SEC's slaff of 3,652 FTE <estimate for fiscal year 2009) over·sees more lhan 
35,000 entities. These include: 

-1 I .:~oo investment advisers; 
-5,500 broker-dealers; 
-8,000 mulual funds; 
-About 600 transfer agents; 
-Clearance and set.Uement. systems; 
-11 securities exchanges; 
-12.000 public companies; 
-10 credit rating agencies; 
-FINRA. MSRJI, and PCAOJI. 
The following charts display how various aspects of the markets have grown since 

2003, relalive to the SRC's slaff: 

Cumulati\·e Growth in Securities Trading \'olume 
\S. Total SEC FTE 

-+- ( \1111ul. ( inm th in I radin!:! \'1•l11m.: 

- ( 'tmrnl. (in >\\th in SIT Stall' 

2003 2008 ~lo Actual Fi2ures 
Volume (in trillions) 
SEC Staff (in FTE) 

s·r --' $82 261% 
3.060 3.511 15% 
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Cumulatin Gro,,th in lmestmcnt Ad' ise1 
(IA) lndust~ ,.s. SEC Exam Staff 

100°0 +---------------21'---I 
goo;, ·~------------.1~-----1 

~ Cumul. ( inm th in = oL\JYis~rs 
___,...._ ( ·umul. Gnm th in :\d, is~r :\ss~ts 

~ Cumul. Growth in IA I(· Exam Staff 

2003 ~009 % Actual Figures 
Number of I As 
IA Assets (in trillions) 
Exam Staff (in FTE) * 

7.700 
$21 
399 

I 1.300 
$43 
452 

47%, 
105% 
13% 

* The FTE figures for FY 2009 are esti1nates. 
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Cumulatin Growth in Broker-Dealer 
(BO) Branch Offices \'S. SEC Exam Staff 

2om 200.i 2005 200<> 2001 2oox 20011 

-+-Cumul. ( inm th in BD Bram:h Otfo:cs 

-Cumu\. (inmth in B[) b.am Staff 

Actual Figures 
BD Branch Offices 
BD Exam Staff (in FTE) * 

2003 
92.86 l 

297 

2009 
173.1.28 

376 

BUDGET AND WORKFORCE OF THE SEC 

O/o 

86% 
27% 

Senator DURBIN. We'll have 5-minute rounds here, and I'm sure 
we'll have several questions. 

It seems to me that there are two things we're dealing with here 
just on the surface. First, the number of people working in your 
agency. It appears that over the years, as Senator Collins noted, 
we've allowed the number of professionals working there to decline 
in real terms and certainly decline precipitously in relation to the 
volume of trade that you have to keep an eye on. 

Between 2005 and 2007, the SEC lost 10 percent of its employ
ees, if you can ima!,rine at that moment in time, undermining the 
agency's ability to oversee the markets, and at the same period of 
time, the market ballooned in size and complexity. 

Registered investment advisors grew 32 percent, assets jumped 
by over 70 percent, and so we're seeing the caseload or at least the 
area that needs to be regulated is growing and the number of peo
ple to keep an eye on it is diminishing. 

So there is, in the first instance, the question of the right num
ber of people working at the agency, and the second issue goes to
I don't know how to characterize it-I guess the internal culture 
of the agency. 
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Bernard Madoff was a wake-up call. The fact that this man could 
swindle as many people as he did with impunity for so long to me 
is nothing short of amazing. 

According to SEC data, in fiscal year 2008, the SEC staff han
dled over 600,000 tips sent by individuals to your Enforcement 
Complaint Center. I did a calculation. I think that's more than 
2,000 a day for every business day. People sending in items you 
ought to look at. Well, that to me is an overwhelming number and 
perhaps you could put ii in some kind of perspective. 

Now, some have taken a look inside your agency and asked 
whether the enforcement function within the agency is a healthy 
one. Is there a risk-averse culture within the SEC to step up and 
say, you know, we ought to take a look at this Mr. Madoff or people 
like him? 

So let me ask you al lhe outset, number 1, what would be lhe 
optimal number of people that you believe you need to do an effec
tive job at the SEC in light of the volume of business that you have 
to regulate, and second, do you perceive a cultural problem within 
the agency when it comes to enforcement? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I think you've really summarized very well with respect 1.o the 

staffing pressures on the SEC, the current situation. 
With over 35,000 regulated entities and 3,700 staff, it's a job that 

we really can't do in the way I think the public would like to be
lieve we can do in the sense of routine onsite presence in many reg
ulated entities. That's going to really require that we leverage third 
parties. 

So, for example, in the rules I discussed related to the custody 
of customer assets by investment advisors, a huge problem in the 
Madoff area, we're going to rely on PCAOB-reb>istered accounting 
firms to leverage our capability to ensure the customer assets are 
being protected by the custodians and by the investment advisors, 
and we will look for every opportunity we can to leverage third 
party resources. 

But at the end of the day, we do need significantly more staff, 
I believe, over the next several years to keep up with the growth 
and the complexity of this industry, and if there are additional re
sponsibilities as a result of regulatory reform that accrue to the 
SEC in 1.he context of hedge funds, credit default swaps or other 
areas, that, of course, will require sufficient additional resources 
because we can't stretch any thinner than we already are. 

So I do believe-and if you look at our 2011 budget request, you 
will see we've asked for a significant ramp-up in the number of 
full-time equivalents (FTE), close to 400 FTE and 1,000 new posi
tions, and I believe thal if we're able to achieve thal number in 
2011 or over the course of the next several years, that will go a 
long way toward getting this agency to the appropriate size to han
dle the job that's in front of it. 

I don't think there's any danger that we're about to become too 
big in any event. 

I think, with respect lo your second question, the Madoff fraud 
is a tremendous tragedy. It's really a tragedy of epic proportions 
and I think it really will put the onus on this agency to prove that 
it is capable of manabring the responsibilities that it has been briven 
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under the law and it's really critically important for us to ensure 
that both our culture, our operations, and our procedures, our staff 
and our skill sets are up to the task. 

You pointed oul, for example, lhat we gel somewhere around 
600,000 to, in peak years, 1 % million tips a year. We can't manage 
those that come into the organization through a wide variety of 
entry points. We don't have databases that are connected so that 
we can do a trend analysis of those tips and complaints or connect 
that data to external sources of data to see what might be devel
oping more broadly in the marketplace. 

Right after I started, I brought in the Mitre Corporation's Center 
for Enterprise Modernization to do a complete review of how we 
handle tips and complaints. They've concluded the first round of 
their work and we're now in the implementation phase of some 
short-term and intermediate-term remedies and processes to help 
us manage tips and complaints. 

But it's also about leadership and it's about freeing our Enforce
ment Division to do the kind of job that I know they're capable of 
doing. 

I was al lhe SEC 15 years ago when the agency had a reaUy 
first-class reputation for aggressive enforcement and I know we're 
capable of that again. We have a new Enforcement Director who's 
very committed to bringing large cases in a timely way that have 
the maximum investor protection impact 

It's about enab1ing our enforcement staff through technology and 
the right skill sets to bring those kinds of cases, that when a whis
tleblower presents them with information, as had happened in the 
Madoff case, they have the ability to understand it and pursue iL 
It's about being a little bit humble about the information that 
comes to us and appreciating that there may be real value in 
what's being presented to us. 

We're also going to seek whistleblower legislation to enable us lo 
reward whistleblowers, as the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and 
other agencies do, when they bring us well-formed cases and docu
mentation, a fraud that we can then pursue, and it's about filling 
the regulatory gaps, through such as the custody requirements I 
just spoke of, so that we are sure that the regulatory regime, cou
pled with aggressive enforcement, coupled with the tools and the 
skill sets, combine to create an agency that's absolutely committed 
and focused on investor protection. 

I'm sorry. That's a very long answer. 
Senator DL"RBIN. No. It's a very good answer, and I thank you 

for it, and I'm going to turn to Senator Collins and return in later 
rounds. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Schapiro, you talked about the increased number of positions 

that you have requested as part of the fiscal year 2011 budget, but 
in fact, lhe President's budget for this coming fiscal year does not 
allow you to hire any new positions, is that correct? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. That's correct, Senator. The increase in the 2010 
budget covers the annualized costs of the increases in the fiscal 
year 2009 budget that we were able to have as a result of the ap
proval of our reprogramming requests and taking $17 million of 
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unobhgated funds from prior years, dedicating those to staffing, ad
ditional staffing in 2009. 

The annualized costs of those additional 50 positions that we're 
bringing un this year are the increase in the 2010 budget. 

Senator COLLll\S. Do you need new positions for the upcoming 
fiscal year? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Well, I would say that we're, first of all, extremely 
grateful to the President for the increase in the 2010 budget and 
it's a meaningful increase for this agency, and as I pointed out, 
2011 we sought a much greater increase. 

The opportunity to start to move toward that 2011 budget earlier 
would be a wonderful opportunity for us to bring that number of 
staff on over a 2-year period rather than all in 2011, if Congress 
ultimately approves that number. 

Senator COLLINS. Because I am troubled that the current funding 
level supports a staff that is 5 percent lower than your peak level 
back in fiscal year 2005. 

If you look al the growth of regulated entities and if you look at 
the amount of money involved, if you look at the number of Amer
ican families who now have savings in the stuck market, the fact 
that these staffing levels are below what they were 5 years ago is 
troubling to me. 

Su are you saying that it would be helpful to be able tu ramp up 
those staffing starting in the next fiscal year rather than waiting 
to fiscal year 2011? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Absolutely, it would be helpful. The reprogram
ming request, in addition to allowing us to get a little bit of a jump 
on 2010, enabled us to do some technology investment. 

We need fundamentally more investment in technology at the 
SEC to support our Enforcement and Examination Programs and 
we can use more boots un the ground in Enforcement and Exam
ination, absolutely. 

INVESTOR PROTF.CTION AND F.DUCATION 

Senator COLLINS. Aggressive enforcement is absolutely critical, 
but there's another way that's important for protecting investors, 
particularly smaller investors who may be less sophisticated in 
choosing their investments, and that is through a robust education 
effort. 

You've spoken a lot about the need to protect investors and I 
know that in my State, I've seen thousands of individuals who have 
seen their retirement nest eggs shrink, money set aside for their 
children's college education virtually disappear, and they're won
dering what can be dune about it. They're seeking more informa
tion. 

Several years ago, the SEC used to conduct very valuable edu
cational sessions, town meetings, outreach to seniors groups. 

What are your plans to reach out tu investors, particularly small 
investors or senior citizens, in two ways; one, to help them better 
understand risk and suitability requirements, but, two, to help 
them spot scams? 

Ms. SCHAPUW. It's a wonderful question, and I'm very committed 
and personally quite passionate about investor education and had 
a probtram at my former employer, FINRA, as Senator Tester 
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knows, where we did investor forums which the SEC used to do 
years ago around the country and to great success and with tre
mendous participation all over the country. 

The SEC has a small program that does that now. Commissioner 
Walter in fact did an investor forum just last week with our Boston 
office in the State of Maine. 

My plans would be, given sufficient resources, that we dramati
cally increase that program, that we enable our offices around the 
country to provide local education in senior citizens centers, com
munity centers, local high schools, and that we really take a lead
ership role in the Federal Government in educating investors about 
the kinds of questions they need to ask when they're being offered 
investment products, about the kinds of scams and pitfalls that 
they need to be on the alert to. 

I'm very concerned, given the current environment and the 
amount of money people have lost in their retirement plans and in 
their other investments, that they will be reaching to try to make 
that money back through some particularly risky investments. I 
have nu doubt that the scam artists have already figured this out 
and are beginning to prey on people's real fears about their finan
cial futures. 

I think the SEC can play a critical role here, bringing together 
other agencies of the Federal Government hut also on its own, 
reaching out very directly as well as through the development of 
content put on websites and in investor forums. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Glad to hear it. 
Senator DURBIN. Senator Tester. 
Senator TF.STF.R. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman Schapiro, you come into an agency, the SEC, that has 

been around about 75 years and to be honest, from my perspective, 
probably come into it at a time when it's hit an all-time low as far 
as both morale and effectiveness. So you've got to rebuild this agen
cy, I think, maybe not from the ground up but from the foundation 
up. 

We've talked about manpower levels. If you have the technology 
that you spoke about, do you have a figure in mind about what the 
right number of people are for this agency, considering the massive 
workload? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think it's very hard to give an exact number. As 
I said, our 2011 budget request seeks 1,000 additional positions 
which would take us to just under 5,000. That would still be small
er, for example, than the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) which regulates about 5,000 to 6,000 banks. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. I do think there's also practical limitation on how 

many people you can just bring on board and train--
Senator TESTER. Right. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO LcontinuingJ. At any given time. The faster that we 

can move toward a substantial increase like that I think the better. 
Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. It also depends largely on our ability of effectively 

utilized technology to save on human resources. 
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Senator TESTF.R. Right on. Consumer confidence is one of the 
things lhat everybody's concerned about. Nobody-you know, we've 
lost a bunch of money. People's confidence is shaken. 

RESTORING INVESTOR CONFIDENCE 

What do you see as being two or three of the major things that 
you have to do in your agency to have consumer confidence back 
al a level that's reasonable, and, quite honestly, what do you see 
we need to do, the two or three things that we need to do to help 
re-establish consumer confidence with the groups that you regu
late? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think it's a great question. I think enforcement 
is just a part of what we do, but it's a very visible part, and I think 
it's really critical for investors to see that there is a cop on the beat 
who's trying to ensure that the playing field is level, that the insid
ers aren't laking advantage of the rest of lhe participants in the 
marketplace. 

So we need to have a very timely enforcement response tu the 
problems lhat arise in the marketplace and short of doing that, I 
think people won't have confidence. We can write all the rules we 
want, but if nobody's enforcing them, we're not going to restore in
vestor confidence. 

I think investors also need to have complete confidence in the 
transparency of corporate disclosure. They need to believe that the 
companies in whose stock they are buying are getting then the ac
curate numbers and the accurate disclosure and information about 
that company's prospects so they can make informed decisions 
about where to put their money. 

And I think we have to have a focus on consumers issues, on mu
tual funds sales, on sales practices generally, on the issues around 
fees and fee structures and disclosures that investors really care 
about at the end of the day. 

We'll he announcing later lhis week the creation of an Investor 
Advisory Committee for the first time in many, many years at the 
SEC that will give investors a regular way to interact with the 
Commission on policy issues that are of interest to them. 

I think we have to reorient everything we do toward rebuilding 
the investor confidence in both the agency and in the fairness of 
our markets. 

Senator TESTER. What do we need to do, Congress? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think supporting the agency, quite honestly, as 

the appropriators with sufficient resources to accomplish what we 
need to do and hold our feet to the fire that we're delivering on the 
commitments that we're making to the American public. 

Senator TESTER. Have you been able-I mean, there's been lalk 
about the future roles of the SEC, the CFTC that we'll hear from 
shortly, after a regulatory modernization has been done. 

Assuming that that goes forward, can you talk about the chal
lenges, opportunities, possible consequences of merging your two 
agencies? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Sure. And, you know, I have the unique position 
of having been Chairman of the CFTC and now Chairman of the 
SEC. So in honesty, I can tell you I've argued both for and against 
merger over the years. 
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I think it's obviously a decision that's ultimately for the Congress 
about whether or not to combine the two agencies. Short of that, 
I believe that with Gary as Chairman of the CFTC that we can 
have an incredibly positive and constructive working relationship, 
to ensure that products and practices don't fall between the cracks 
of the two agencies and that we don't leave large swaths of the fi
nancial markets unregulated and unaccountable to the American 
public--

Senator TF.STER. Do you think that would be-excuse me. Do you 
think that would be done heller if you were combined? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think-in my personal view, there is a logic and 
an efficiency that can be achieved from the merger of the two agen
cies, but short of that, I also think that the two agencies can do 
a better job of working together to ensure the protection of inves
tors. 

Senator TESTER. My time is up, but we'll be back. 
Senator DURBIN. I was just advised by my colleague that there's 

a vole on and I'm going to 1.ry lo continue asking until someone re
turns, but I ask the indulgence of our witness and those in the au
dience as we try to balance a few things here. 

ADDRESSING RF.SOURCF. CONSTRAINTS 

The numbers of investigative attorneys at the SEC decreased 
11.5 percent between fiscal years 2004-2008 and some believe that 
that's resulted in delayed cases, reducing the number that can be 
brought to trial and potentially undermining the quality of cases 
that are pursued. 

How have resource constraints impacted the effectiveness of the 
SEC? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. There's no question but that-and there's a recent 
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report that suggests this, 
as well, that the resource constraints have hindered the ability of 
the Enforcement Division to pursue as many cases in as timely a 
way as I would like to see. 

In addition, there are some procedural difficulties placed in the 
path of the Enforcement Division over the last several years that 
slowed cases down and discouraged, if not explicitly, implicitly 
seeking penalties from corporate issuers in certain kinds of cases, 
and we've eliminated those hurdles and cases can be started much 
more quickly now. Investigations can be pursued with the approval 
of one commissioner, not the foll Commission sitting in a meeting. 

We've eliminated what was called the Penalty Pilot Program 
completely and we are reorganizing the Enforcement Division 
under the leadership of our new Director in a way that we hope 
will eliminate some layers of management and some of the 
stovepiping that's existed over the years and allow us to be more 
nimble and more aggressive, pursuing much larger cases, particu
larly those arising out of the financial crisis. 

Senator DURRIN. On another issue, there was a mindset for a 
lung period of time that as lung as the economy was expanding and 
weallh was being created, we didn't dwell and ask a lot of embar
rassing questions, but with the downturn in the economy, down
turn in the fortunes of many families and the investment of our 
Federal Government into many of the largest businesses in Amer-
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ica, there appears tu be an awakening on the part of the average 
person about how many corporations are being managed and par
ticularly in the area of executive compensation. 

COHPOHATE GOVERNANCE 

I won't go into chapter and verse about bonuses given to execu
tives who have nothing to show for it, other than failure, but let 
me ask you, what is the SEC currently doing to improve the ac
countability of corporate directors and enhanced disclosure of exec
utive compensation? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Mr. Chairman, I've made corporate governance 
one of my highest priorities in the last 4 months. We are engaged 
in a couple of things. 

First of all, in May we approved for comment a proposal that will 
facilitate the ability of shareholders to nominate on the company's 
proxy directors to serve on the corporate-on the company's board 
and it's out for comment now. It will be highly controversial, but 
if ultimately approved and not challenged in court, it will b'l'eatly 
facilitate the abilities of shareholders to elect nominees to corporate 
boards and thereby hold directors more accountable for their over
sight of the corporation. 

With respect to compensation in particular, as you know, we al
ready require disclosure of all plan and non-plan compensation by 
the senior-most officers of a company. 

Next month we will be considering amendments to the com
pensation disclosure rules that will simplify something called the 
summary compensation disclosure table to provide more informa
tion there about compensation. 

It will require disclosure about the overall compensation ap
proach within the company. There will be enhanced disclosure 
about the use uf compensation consultants who are sometimes in 
a conflicted position in advising both the compensation committee 
and the company's management, and we're going to require disclo
sure about the linkage between compensation plans and risk-taking 
by executives, traders and others within the company, so that in
vestors will be able to understand how risk-taking which was such 
an important component of the financial crisis has been potentially 
incentivized in some companies. 

CREDIT RATING AGENCIES 

Senator DURBII'\. On another issue, in late 2006 the Credit Rat
ing Agency Reform Act gave the SEC exclusive authority over rat
ing agency registration and qualification. In the less than 3 years 
since enactment the SEC has undertaken no fewer than five 
rulemakings to implement the law. These rules, which are all still 
relatively new, extend from registration and recordkeeping to dis
closure and managing conflicts uf interest. 

Yet, even though the credit rating agencies were under SEC's 
purview, rating agency performance in the area of mortgage-backed 
securities backed by residential subprime loans and the 
collateralized debt obligations linked to such securities has shaken 
investor confidence to the core. 
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It used to be that credit ratings were kind of like the gold stand
ard in terms of whether you could trust a business to be in solid 
financial shape. Well, I think a lot of questions have been raised. 

What are you doing at the SEC now to restore consumer and in
vestor confidence, and what improvements are needed in the way 
that you monitor credit rating agencies? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. There's no question but that credit rating agen
cies played a significant rule in facilitating, I guess, in some ways 
the financial crisis. 

The agency has engaged, as you point out, in many rulemakings, 
most recently the rule in 2008 which required a series of disclo
sures about performance statistics, the different kinds of models 
that were used for initial ratings versus surveillance ratings, docu
mentation, disclosure of conflicts and so forth. 

The Credit Rating Agency Reform Act, which Congress passed in 
2006, specifically does not allow the agency to regulate the sub
stance or the procedures or the methodologies of the rating agen
cies and something we're looking at is whether we need to ask Con
gress to reopen that legislation to provide greater authority. 

Senator DURHII'\. Who dues? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Nobody. But nonetheless, despite the limitations 

in the law, we are looking at doing a couple of things. 
One is my perhaps my greatest concern in this area is something 

called ratings shopping which allows the creator of a structured 
product to get preliminary ratings from multiple rating agencies 
and then select the one they want to rate the product, presumably 
that being the highest rating they've gotten. 

Senator Dum.nN. Wish I could have had that for my report card 
in grade school. 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Don't we all? 
Senator DURHII'\. Shopping teachers. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Exactly. If you'll give me an A, I'll take your class 

is what it amounts to. 
So we're looking at what we can do with respect to rating shop

ping. Removing references potentially to ratings in the Federal se
curities laws and regulations which !:,rives an air of credibility and 
respectability to ratings that perhaps they don't entirely deserve, 
looking at whether we should require different symbols for rating 
structured products versus rating plain vanilla corporate debt, and 
we're looking at more detailed disclosure about how ratings have 
performed over time. 

So there's some things the SEC clearly can do and we are doing. 
We held a roundtable with rating agencies just about 1 month ago 
to explore some of the failures of the different business models and 
some of the-not the failures of the different business models but 
the different business models, some of the other failures that have 
become clear over the last year. 

We're moving ahead with what we can do and we will come back 
to Congress if we believe at the end of the day we need more au
thority. 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you. I'm going to ask that the sub
committee stand in recess for just a few moments and as soon as 
Senator Collins returns, I'm going to ask her to resume the hear
ing. I apologize, but it just so happens we have a rollcall vote. 
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The subcommittee will stand in recess. 
Senator COLLINS lpresidingJ. The hearing will reconvene. 
In Senator Durbin's absence, he's permitting me to continue the 

hearing. I'm certain he'll be back very soon. He's just voting. 
Ms. Schapiro, last September the SEC's inspector general issued 

a report on its investigation of the Consolidated Supervised Entity 
Program, the CSE Program, through which the SEC monitored the 
five major investment hanks. 

This inspector general report found that the SEC has severely 
understaffed its CSE Program and thus could not effectively man
age its responsibilities to monitor or question these investment 
hanks. 

As you know, I'm particularly concerned that an investment 
bank like BearStearns was allowed to have a leverage ratio of 30:1, 
truly astonishing, and yet it appears that there was not a system 
in place, other than a very loose voluntary system that the SEC 
had, to monitor these banks, and in many ways this report was 
truly prescient since just a few months after it was issued none of 
these investment banks existed anymore. They all had either 
failed, been acquired or merged into bank holding companies. 

HBGULATIO!'\ OF LARGE INVES'l'.l\11.ENT BANKS 

Let me ask you a number of questions about this. First, does the 
SEC have the right mix of staffs to conduct the kind of oversight 
of a large investment bank? A lot of the SEC's employees are allor
neys which is obviously very useful and helpful on the enforcement 
side, but does it need more auditors, more economists to have the 
expertise to analyze complex financial data and risk models? So the 
first question is the mix of expertise. 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I believe that we haven't historically had enough 
financial analysis experience, experience with structured products 
and complex derivative products. 

In the last couple of months that's been an area of focus for re
cruitment, not just in the Enforcement Program but also in the 
Trading and Markets Division which has responsibility for broker
dealer risk oversight. So that even though the CSE Program is dis
continued, there are still a large number of-not maybe a large 
number but a number of large investment banks and broker-deal
ers for whom the SEC still has responsibility. 

That's an area that we are building and increasing our capability 
in in a very conscientious and sort of directed way and have been 
working on over the last couple of months. 11.'s really important for 
us to have that capability. 

Even with the presence ultimately of a systemic risk regulator, 
that's the result of regulatory reform, it will be important for the 
SEC, as the day to day regulator of over 5,000 broker-dealers, to 
have the capability to really understand the financial and oper
ational status and condition of those brokerage firms. 

Senator COT.LINS. Second, how should-I realize these large in
vestment banks don't exist any more but they could reappear. How 
should they be regulated for safety and soundness'? 

I cannot imagine a federally or State-chartered bank being al
lowed to have a leverage ratio of 30: 1. 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think the answer is they need to be regulated 
on a consolidated basis. So thal, as you know, the securities laws 
are generally geared toward the protection of customer assets with
in the broker-dealer, but there are affiliates of the broker-dealer, 
there's a holding company structure, there are a lot of other enti
ties where significant risk can be taking place, and it's important 
that the regulator of the entire entity have a view into what's going 
on in all of the related parts of the operation, so not just in the 
broker-dealer but also in the holding company affiliates and sub
sidiaries. 

It is that consolidated view that will allow our regulator to make 
a judgment about whether leverage is excessive, capital is suffi
cient, the quality of management across the enterprise is up to the 
task. 

Senator COLLINS. Another reform lhat we need is the ability lo 
identify and prevent what I refer to as regulatory black holes, and 
the emergence of credit default swaps or other exotic and poorly 
disclosed derivatives certainly indicates lhat the current system 
has not been sufficient to prevent gaps in regulation of products or 
practices that can have conse<1uences for the entire financial sys
tem. That's why I support having a council of regulators to look at 
systemic risk. 

ROLE OF A 8Y8TEMIC RI8K Rli:CaJLATOR 

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of a 
council approach versus vesting in the Federal Reserve the author
ity lo he the systemic risk regulator? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Well, I'm very much in agreement that the exist
ing regulatory regime is riddled with holes and that there are large 
parts of the financial marketplace that were really not under the 
regulatory umbrella at all or in any meaningful way and credit de
fault swaps is an example. Hedge funds and some other private 
pools of pooled funds would fall into that category, as well. 

As you know, I like the concept of a council, whether it's a stand
alone council or in conjunction with a systemic risk regulator, be
cause it brings a diversity of perspective that I think is really im
portant to identifying where gaps may be arising, where new prod
ucts may be being created in the intricacies between regulatory au
thorities, so lhat we can avoid those potentially harming the sys
tem. 

And when you have a council of regulators, where you've got se
curities regulators, for example, which is very much focused on in
vestor protection and transparency and bank regulators very much 
focused on prudential standards and safety and soundness, and in
surance regulators wilh yel another perspective, I think you have 
a better chance of capturing the entire financial landscape and the 
potential places where those new products are arising, where those 
new gaps are being created. 

At the same time I think there needs to be the ability, whether 
it's a council or a single system risk regulator or a combination, to 
slep in and raise standards when necessary, where the functional 
regulator may not he aggressive enough in requiring higher capital 
standards or reining in leverage, that there he the ability ulti
mately to protect the system, to force those kind of changes. 
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Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Senator Tester. It's nice being tem
porarily chairman. 

Senator TBSTEl{. Thank you. Thank you, Senator Collins, and 
you're doing a fine job, I might add. 

Et\.FORCEMEN'l' OF THE SECUHIT!ES LAWS 

Secretary Schapiro, I'm sure you read the article yesterday in the 
Washington Post that dealt with enforcement actions of the SEC 
over the past few years. If that article's true, it is more 1.han just 
a little bit distressing. 

You have stated the imperative to take the handcuffs off the En
forcement Division. That article yesterday would imply to me that 
I don't care how much money we put at the agency, if people on 
top are making arbitrary decisions about how tu not do their job 
appropriately, no amount of money is going to make it work cor
rectly. 

You're not going to do that, I know that. I've met you and long 
before when you were in FINRA, as you stated in your opening 
statement, in Montana and did a fine job education-wise and you 
have done a fine job in this position. 

Bui could you just give me a lillle hit of insight on how this 
budget would help you accomplish the goal of taking the handcuffs 
off the Enforcement Division'? 

Ms. SCHAPIHO. I'd be happy to. I should say that in my 4 months 
al the agency, I talk a 101. about enforcement. I've done some town 
halls with the staff. I e-mail with the staff. 

I will tell you that the response has been tremendous eagerness 
and enthusiasm on the part of employees to get back to what we 
do and what we can do so well and--

Senator TESTER. Good. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO lcontinuingJ. Particularly in the enforcement con

text. 
I think what the budget will enable us to do is have more people 

to bring the cases that need to be brought. We are not in danger 
of running out of cases. So on a very simplistic level, more people 
will enable us to do that. 

Bringing in the right skill sets so that we're not risk averse, so 
that we're not afraid to tackle the most complex trading strategies 
or the most complex products or the most complex frauds will be 
important. So we need to train our people helter in more sophisti
cated methodologies. We need to bring in the right kinds of skill 
sets, as well, and we need lo support our people with technology. 

The amount of data that comes into the agency that is unman
ageable, even in the course of one major litigation, is extraordinary 
and we have our people wasting their times archiving e-mails and 
dealing with mi1lions and millions of records when we should be 
able to rely almost solely on technology to do that. 

We need technology to help us sort out the tips and complaints 
that we get, as I spoke about earlier. 

Senator TESTER. The ranking member talked about potentially 
inadequacies uf this budget. In a previous line uf questions, you 
said you can't bring un everybody you need because it's simply im
possible to manage that influx of people. 
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Is the budget adequate to get to where you need to go? I'm sure 
you have goals, either written or mental, where you want this 
agency to go. Is this budget adequate to get you where you need 
to be a year from now? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. As I said, we are genuinely grateful to the Presi
dent for the increase the 2010 budget represents over 2008 and 
2009. We've asked for a very significant increase in 2011 and the 
ability lo get to that number sooner, we could handle, and I think 
it would make a difference in our ability to do our job. 

REGlJLATIOI\' OF 8HORT SELLIN(~ 

Senator TESTER. Okay. Uptick rule. Can you discuss the Com
mission's effort to reinstate lhe Uptick rule, what's lhe likelihood, 
timing and opposition to that? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I would be happy to do that. This is an issue of 
enormous, enormous public interest, and it's an issue of investor 
confidence, as well. 

As you know, the SEC took the Uptick rule off a couple years ago 
aner careful study and evaluation. In some ways it was a model 
rulemaking to eliminate it. 

Nonetheless, lhat coincided wilh dramatic increases in volatility 
in the marketplace and investors have been clamoring for us tu re
visit this issue. In April, the Commission voted unanimously to 
seek public comment on two different approaches to short selling. 

One is essentially the reinstatement of the Uptick rule as we 
used to know it, with some variations. The other is a short sale cir
cuit-breaker that would be kicked into effect if the price of a stock 
declined by, say, 10 percent in a day, no short selling thereafter for 
a period of time. 

We've already gotten 3,000 comment letters. The comment period 
closes in about 2 weeks, and then we will wade through those com
ment letters and hopefully bring back to the Commission a pro
posal for consideration. 

At the same time we're looking at a couple of other issues. 
There's a rule, it's a temporary rule that expires in July that's had 
a very, very positive effect on eliminating or diminishing the fails 
to deliver in securities and short sales, requiring them to be closed 
out the next day. I expect the Commission will make that a perma
nent rule this summer, and we're looking at some other issues, like 
the potential for pre-borrow requirement. 

So we are actively focused on short selling and will continue to 
do so. 

Senator TESTER. Do you anlicipale lhat lhe proposal you're going 
to take hack to lhe Commission will he voted on when? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think we're looking at August for a vote. The 
comment period closes toward the end of June. With 3,000 com
ment letters at this point, I expect significantly more and we'll 
have to evaluate those, so some time this summer. 

Senator TF.STF.R. After the Commission votes on the rule, is it 
typically an immediate effective date? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Generally not, if it requires technolobry changes at 
either exchanges or brokerage firms. 

Senator TESTER. Would this? 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. Yes, the reinstatement of the Uptick rule requires 
significanUy more technology work than the circuit-breaker would. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. So it could be quite dependent upon which of the 

two approaches. 
Senator TESTER. One last and it has to do with this. Who's op

posing the Uptick rule from going back into effect? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. I haven't been through the comment letters, to be 

honest, but I would say historically there's certain kinds of algo
rithmic traders, some kinds of hedge funds that are large short 
sellers that oppose it. There are--

Senator TESTER. That are for the most part unregulated at this 
point in time, right? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. That might be right. 
Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. There are others who believe that short selling 

plays a very legitimate role in the marketplace in terms of adding 
liquidity. It has impacts on options market-makers and others. So 
there is opposition to reinstatement. 

I think the pure weight of the comment letters will tell us that 
there is much more support for doing something, whether it's the 
Uptick rule or the circuit-breaker. 

Senator TESTER. Thank you. 

l".KE COLLBC'l'lONS llY A!\D FUt\DlNG OF THE SEC 

Senator DURBIN [presiding]. Thank you. Chairman Schapiro, just 
for some perspective here, the SEC is fairly unique in that it col
lects a lot of money in fees and if I'm not mistaken, that number 
is somewhere a little north of or around $1.4 billion, is that cor
rect? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. The 2009 expectation is, yes, about $1.35 billion. 
Senator DURRTN. Okay. And the appropriation for your agency is 

around $1 billion, a little over $1 billion. 
Ms. SCHAPlHO. Yes, 2009 $916 billion, including the reprogram-

ming request. 
Senator DURBIN. So you are a cash generator-
Ms. SCHAPIRO. We are. 
Senator DURBIN [continuing]. In terms of the revenues into the 

Treasury. 
Ms. SCHAPlHO. And historically a very significant cash generator. 
Senator DL"RBIN. And if the argument can be made that the in

dustry is paying your agency to do its job and we've started this 
testimony here today arguing that you needed more people tu do 
your job, it might be fair for those who are being regulated saying 
we're doing our part, in fact we're sending you about 40 percent 
more than you're actually spending in this agency. 

Would that be a fair comment'? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. It might be. 
Senator DURBIN. Okay. Well, this concerns me because if we 

were going in the other direction, we'd be arguing, well, we need 
to come up with some revenue source here to provide the regu
latory structure to make sure that the Government's doing its job, 
but in fact the marketplace that you regulate is creating the rev
enue opportunity. 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. That's correct, and actual1y that doesn't include 
penalties and fines that are paid into the Treasury in those in
stances where we don't create a fair fund to distribute back to in
vestors. So there's actually additional funding over the fee genera
tion. 

Senator DL'RBIN. Okay. Let me go to a few more specific ques
tions. 

Broker-dealers who sell stocks and bonds on commissions and in
vestment advisors who offer advice are regulated under different 
Federal laws. The key difference is the rules governing their stand
ard of conduct. Investment advisors held to a fiduciary standard 
which requires them to make investment decisions in the best in
terests of their clients. Brokers, in contrast, are held to something 
called a suitability standard under which they can sell securities 
as long as they are suitable to their clients. 

Interesting little distinction there, but the variations between 
brokers and advisors has been blurring in recent years and it's 
raised concern among some regulators that customers won't be able 
to tell the difference. 

I understand that you're taking a look at this. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Absolutely. There's really no good reason for peo

ple not to get the same fiduciary protection and the same standard 
quality of regulation from people who are essentially giving them 
the same service but are called by different names. 

Senator Dt:RRIN. Let me ask you a question. First, let me preface 
it by saying I asked my staff this. I said, now is this for Chairman 
Schapiro or Chairman Gensler. They said, well, you better ask her. 
So here's a hedge fund issue for you. 

The Pension Protection Act of 2006. Would this be your jurisdic
tion? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. The Pension Protection Act is largely adminis
tered by the Department of Labor, but there are elements that 
intersect with the SEC. 

Senator DURBIN. Okay. Let me give you the situation. You tell 
me if this is something that you think falls in your jurisdiction. 

This Pension Protection Act made it easier for hedge funds to 
take pension money without registering it as an ERISA fiduciary, 
meaning they don't have disclosure and other requirements of 
other pension plan managers. Is this your field? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. This is the Department of Labor, I believe. 
Senator DL'RBIN. Okay. Let me stop at that point and save this 

for the Department of Labor then. 

REGULATION OF DERIVATIVES 

Derivatives, contracts between two investors, betting on whether 
a stock, bond or other security will go up and down in value have 
ballooned into one of the world's largest trading markets, estimated 
to be tens of trillions of dollars, yet it's largely outside the regu
latory umbrella. Losses, as we know, at AIG have led to a Govern
ment bailout of $170 billion or $180 billion. 

On May rn, President Obama unveiled a plan to regulate this 
market which had four stated goals. 

What do you consider to be the role of the SEC in this regula
tion? 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. This is such an important area for both the SEC 
and the CFTC and, as you point out, the Treasury letter of May 
13 lays out some requirements that we hope will be embodied in 
legislation with respect to credit default swaps and other standard
ized over-the-counter derivatives. 

It will be very important to have standardized clearing mecha
nisms, potentially exchange trading of standardized contracts, pro
mote transparency, have adequate margin and collateral require
ments in place for these transactions and subject the dealers in 
these instruments to regulation. 

Exactly where the lines between the SEC and the CFTC fall, I 
think, are something we'll be discussing certainly over the next 
several weeks, but it is clearly my view, and I believe Chairman 
Gensler's view and the Treasury's view, that we need to work to
gether to ensure that we bring credit default swaps and other OTC 
derivatives firmly under the Federal regulatory umbrella and how 
we exactly draw those lines will be something we'll be discussing 
and obviously Congress will have a deep interest in, as well. 

Senator Dum.HN. I'll ask a question that relates to last week it 
was reported that two attorneys from SEC's Enforcement Division 
engaged in suspicious trading in stocks uf companies under SEC in
vestigation, according to a March 3 report by the SEC Inspector 
General David Kotz. 

Mr. Kotz concluded that the SEC previously had essentially no 
compliance system in place tu ensure that its employees did not en
gage in insider trading themselves. On May 22, the SEC issued a 
press release outlining how the agency would increase account
ability. 

How will this new process impact the current SEC workload? 
Will it require additional resources or staff to implement? 

Ms. SCHAPHW. Thank you for asking that question. It's really an 
important area. 

When I learned about this inspector general report in March, I 
immediately set in motion-and some things were already under
way, I should say-a number of changes to our process which was 
acceptable under the Office of Government Ethics rules but clearly 
nut sufficient in my view. 

We now require all trades by employees to be pre-cleared. We've 
created a restricted list that prohibits an employee from trading in 
any stock of a company that's under investigation by the SEC, 
whether they know anything about the investigation or its exist
ence or not. 

We prohibit any ownership in stocks of broker-dealers, invest
ment advisors, publicly traded exchanges, and we're requiring em
ployees to authorize that their brokers in duplicate trade confirma
tion statements to the SEC where they will be incorporated into a 
computerized system that will make monitoring compliance with 
all of these new rules much more effective, and we'll be hiring a 
chief compliance officer. I expect we'll sign the contract for the new 
system in the next several days and it should be operational in 1 
to 3 months. 

The new rules requiring pre-clearance of all trades by the Ethics 
Office and the creation of the prohibited list and so forth are pend-
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ing at the Office of Government Ethics and have been there fur 
about a week. We jumped on this immediately. 

Senator Dum.ul\. Thank you very much. 
Senator Collins. 
Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CON8l7~1ER PROTECTION 

Ms. Schapiro, there is an idea that is being discussed to consoli
date the consumer protection functions of a variety of regulators 
under a single entity and one such proposal would result in the 
SEC losing its consumer protection responsibilities. 

I personally don't think this makes any sense at all because to 
me, the whole reason we have an SEC is to act to protect consumer 
investors. 

What are your views on creating a single consumer protection en
tity that would include the SEC's responsibilities? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think that it certainly is one of the ideas that's 
being bandied about and there are many, and I think discussions 
continue to be very vigorous and ongoing throughout the regulatory 
community about the right approach here. 

I think the one thing everybody agrees on is that we must have 
a reorientation toward consumer and investor protection among all 
of our financial regulatory agencies. So whether we have the cre
ation ultimately of a single entity or we just reheighten and refocus 
within the bank regulatory agencies and the SEC on the protection 
of the end users of financial products, we, I think, all agree that 
we have to go down that path. 

My view is that, and it's been reported that, I don't want to cre
ate new gaps in the regulatory system and I fear that moving mu
tual fund regulation out of the SEC and into a new agency has the 
potential to do that. 

Mutual fund-investor protection and the mutual fund concepts, 
it's about more than the end product of the sale to the investor. It's 
really about what's the governance of the mutual fund. What's the 
quality of execution that the mutual fund is getting when it's buy
ing stocks for its portfolio? What's the quality of the disclosure of 
those companies that the mutual fund is buying? What's the qual
ity of the disclosure that the mutual fund itself is making? 

These are all a piece. They're all woven together to create the 
fabric of investor protection in the mutual fund space and so I want 
to be sure we don't damage that fabric. 

That said, whatever Congress in its wisdom and the administra
tion working together to create that will protect investors better 
and consumers beUer, we intend to, you know, play as strong a role 
as we can. 

Senator COT.LINS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I'm just going to 
ask one final question, if I may, and that has to do with the credit 
rating agencies. I understand you, too, brought this issue up, but, 
unfortunately, I wasn't here. I was voting when you did. Su I apolo
gize if this is redundant. 

I'm very concerned about the role that was played by credit rat
ing agencies in this crisis as far as their ratings of subprime mort
gages of mortgage-backed securities. 
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It seems to me that the current system has so many inherent 
conflicts of interest built into it, not the least of which is 1.hat the 
credit rating agencies are being paid by the firms that are mar
keting the securities. 

What are you looking at to improve the integrity of the credit 
ratings process? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. You very correctly highlight that in the issuer 
paid model where I create a security and then I ask you to rate 
it and I pay you for that rating and I pay you on an ongoing basis 
for future ratings, if I'm happy, has profound conflicts of interest 
and we are looking in particular, as we discussed earlier, at the 
rating shopping phenomenon which allows me to select the ratings 
agency that provides or promises to give the highest rating and 
we're also looking at more robust disclosure about fees that are 
paid and the conflicts of interest that exist in 1.he issuer paid 
model. 

We held a roundtable about I month ago. We brought in all dif
ferent kinds of rating agencies to talk about their different busi
ness models and the pros and cons of each and we've gotten a lot 
of very good ideas from that process and we're hoping this summer 
to pursue some additional rulemaking in this area. 

We will focus on rating shopping. We will focus on disclosure. We 
will also look at whether we need to eliminate references in SEC 
rules which creates a market for rating agencies and gives a cer
tain amount of credibility and stature to ratings that perhaps they 
don't always deserve. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DURBIK. Senator Tester. 
Senator TESTER. Yeah. I just do want to get to the CFTC Chair

man, but I just want to just close by saying thank you. Thank you 
for what you've done, thank you for what you're going to do. 

I would ask that, you know, as these budgets come forward, 2001) 
to 2007 budgets were visited about here on a couple different occa
sions, somebody dropped the ball. Congress probably had a part to 
do with it. Your predecessor may have had a part to do with it. 

But it ended up in a disaster and we need to make sure that you 
have the resources, no more, no less, but just the resources you 
need 1.o do your joh, and I think that, as a friend of mine pointed 
out last week, we need to quit thinking in Government in silos, we 
need to start thinking about the consumer and whoever is con
suming that product, whether it's in education or housing or in this 
case securities, and make sure that Government works for the bet
terment of everybody. 

Bui I really want to thank you for 1.he work you've done so far. 
It's very impressive, and I look forward to working with you in the 
future. 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you very much. 
Senator DURHII\". Thank you very much, Senator Tester. 
Chairman Schapiro, thank you for your testimony. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ADDITIOl\"AL COM:vJITTF.F. QURSTIOl\"S 

Senator DURBIN. We'll be working closely with you and your 
agency as we put together the appropriation bill. 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you. 
fThe following questions were not asked at 1.he hearing, hut were 

submitted to the Commission for response subsequent to the hear
ing:] 

QUF.STJOl\"S SUR:-Vl!ITF.n RY SF.NATOR RrCHARn ,J. DURRTN 

STAYl).IG ON THF. Cl.:TITJl:G F.DGF. OF TF.C:Hl\"OLOGV 

Qiiestion. Wit.h rapid acceleration of electronic innovalions in the se<~urilies mar
kets. the Securities and Exchange Commission faces the challenge of keeping 
abreast of advancements. In the face of aggressive efforts of trading firms to invest 
in new technology. it i1; critical that SEC Investigators understand the nuances of 
modern trading operations. 

Does the SEC have sufficient resources to hire the best and brighte1;t financial 
technologists? 

Have you identified specific gaps in SEC's workforce experti1;e when it come!:' to 
electronic trading'f 

Answer. As you may know, the SF.C has launched a new initiative with existing 
resources to broaden the skill sets within its workforce, ranging from financial anal
ysis to complex trading strategies. J\s part of this effort, the SRC is recruiting sea
soned industry professionals into our enforcement. examination. and risk assess
ment programs, through efforts such as the Industry and Market Fellows and the 
Senior Specialized Examiner programs. The SEC is also implementing enhance
ments to the SRC's existing training programs, in areas such as the examination 
prngram which is enhancing staff expertise in topics such as fraud detection, com
plex financial products, and trading and where more than a third of the staff have 
signed up for lraining lo become Certified Fraud Rxaminers. If Congr·ess were lo 
approve additional resources for the SEC. then the agency would look to expand 
these recruiting and training efforts very significantly. 

A key repository at lhe SEC for expertise on trading syslems is the Automated 
Review Pl·ogram within the Division of Trading and Markets. The program conducts 
examinations of the trading systems of markets and clearing agencies, to assess the 
dat.a's confidentiality, integrity. and availability. The pr·ogram has been able to st.ay 
on top of this rapidly evolving field, through effm·ts such as the CYBER CORPS pro
gram. which has served as a great resource for identi(ying talented IT professionals, 
and through the NSA, which has pr·ovided non-commercial software and le<~hnital 
training. Over the past few years, the progrnm has increased its expertise in IT se
curity and launched new initiatives in the areas of cyber security, auditing inter
mediaries in nedit defoull swaps, and international markets. The Division now 
plans to implement new som·ce code review of trading systems and more sophisti
cated penetration testing, to the extent resources are available. 

l!:XPIWTTING t'Allt l'CND8 DI81!UR8J::Mt::Xl'8 

Question. Under the "Fair Funds for Investors" provision (Section 308(al of Sar
banes-OxleyJ, the Securitie1; and Exchange Commis1;ion i1; required to return money 
to investors victimized by securities fraud. Previously. disgorgements and penallies 
were deposited into a U.S. Treasury General Fund. 

Answer. The Fair l<'unds provision!:' of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 gave the 
Commission authority to increase the amount of money rel.urned lo injured inves
tors by allowing civil penalties to be included in Fair Fund distributions. Pl·ior to 
Sarbanes-Oxley, only disgorgement could be returned to investors. 

Qiiestion. What improvements have been realized so far from the cr·eation of a 
specialized oflice on "Fair Funds" disbursement'f 

Answer. The Commi1;sion established the Office of Collection!:' and Distributions 
<OCD> to, among ot.her things, expedite t.he distribution of Commission recoveries 
to injured investors. The Oflice is responsible for overseeing the distribution of 
funds to investors who have been injured by securities law violations. implementing 
the F.nfortemenl Division's collections and distributions programs. and conducling 
litigation to collect disgorgement and penalties imposed in certain Enforcement ac
tions. In addition, the Office track!:', records, and provides financial management as
sislance with respecl t.o the funds and provides overall case management services 
for the Division. 

The Office has helped streamline the di1;tributions proce1;s and enhance it1; inter
nal conlrols. and il has overseen the distribution of approximalely $3.2 billion t.o in
jured investors to date. Among the Oflice's recent initiatives has been to issue 
standardized. step-by-step guidance to enforcement staff on developing and imple-
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me11ti11g distribulion plans in bolh 6vil aclions and administrative proceedings. In 
addition, the Office has consolidated collections and distributions information onto 
the enforcement program's internal website so that is more accessible to staff na
tionwide. In collaboration with other SEC ollices, OCD has created templates to 
standardize the reporting of periodic and final accountings for distributions of 
disgorgement funds and Fair Fund.;, as well as to facilitate the examination of ad
ministrative expenses. In order to manage receivership expenses, the Office also de
veloped billing instru(:t.ions for receivers. OCD conducls training for t.he slaff on the 
use of bolh t.he standardized reporls and t.he billing instru(:t.ions. 

Que.~lion. SEC's financial tracking system <Phoenix) was established to improve 
management of distribution of Fair Funds to victims of securities law violations. Is 
the "Phoenix" system fully functional at this time? What remains to be done to im
prove its capabilities'! 

Answer. To date, the Phoenix sy.;tem has only been partially deployed. Under the 
functionalities that are already operational, Phoeniic assists with tracking and re
cording the disgorgement. and penallies ordered in Enforcement actions. However, 
the Phoenix syslem does not. yel track and record dislribution information. This 
function is currently performed in a limited way within CATS '.WOO, the SEC's case 
tracking system. which is itself slated to be replaced. 

To that end, the agency is developing business requirements for a new module 
that would record and monitor distribution-related information. including informa
tion reported on the newly developed standardized accounting report.;. Once fully 
built, this module would enable the Sl!:C to track a distribution fund'.; current .;ta
tus or phase in lhe distribution process, enh~m(:e reporting and internal controls 
over lhe accuracy and integrily of distribution data. and provide belt.er information 
about the investment of Commission funds with the Department of the Treasury's 
Bureau of Public Debt. This effort also will support integration with the agency's 
core financial management system. 

The 8EC eicpects to finalize and deploy the distributions module in fiscal year 
2010, depending on the availability of sufficient fonding. 

Question. I note that S~C is currently reviewing its performance measure of the 
percentage of Fair Funds and disgorgement dollars designated for distribution t.o 
viclims wit.hin a year. What are the challenges? What. is hampering SEC's ability 
to track the timeliness of the fond distributions and maintain accurate data? 

Answer. As noted in the Commission's fiscal year 2010 budget justification, this 
measure is currently under review and may be adjusted in the future. One of the 
primary challenges with respect to such a measure has been the SEC's inadequate 
sy.;tems to collect, analyze, and report on distributions (described above), which 
have hampered the Commission's ability to track the timeline.;s of the fund distribu
tions and maintain ;}(:curate data. 

Qiiestion.. What porlion of lhis year's budget <fis(:al year 20091 and lhe proposed 
needs for fiscal year 2010 will be devoted to the Fail' Funds distribution projcct'f 

Answer. The first major expense a.;sociated with Fair l<'unds distributions is infor
mation le(:hnology, most. notably lhe Phoenix system. [n fiscal year 200~1. t.he SEC 
expects to obligate approximately $0.1 million in ongoing maintenance and support 
related to Phoeniic. For fiscal year 2010, the agency estimates that di.;tributions-re
lated projeds will ('.OSI. approximalely $3.2 million. These projects include efforls lo 
develop new collections and distributions tracking functionalities, enhance the cur
rent Phoeniic system, integrate Phoenix with the enforcement program's new Ht..:B 
tracking system and t.he core financial system, and conduct ongoing syslem mainte
nance. 

A second component of the SEC's distributions-related costs is the expense a.;soci
ated with t.he Office of Collections and Dislributions. OCD's cost.s amount lo ap
proximately $6.0 million in fiscal year 2009 and S6.2 million in fiscal year 2010. 
However, it is important to note that the Office performs a variety of functions in 
addilion to distribut.ions. induding assisting wit.h collection of delinquent. debt.s and 
maintenance of internal controls. 

The final element is the substantial .;taff time spent on di.;tributions functions 
within olher parts of lhe SEC. For example, within the enforcement program (oul
side of OCD), attorneys spend considerable time on the development. oversight, and 
implementation of distribution plan actions. while support staff perform data input 
for all cases. [n addition, the SEC's Office of Financial ~fanagement aids wilh funds 
investment and disbursement, as well as internal controls; the Office of the General 
Coun.;el review.; and comments on distribution-related documents: and the Office of 
Economi(: Analysis evaluales the melhodologies for measuring investor loss. Al
though the staff time involved is significant, the SEC docs not currently track costs 
at this level. 
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Qr:F.STIO~ SUR~IITTF,O RY SF.NATOR RF.N NF.I.SO~ 

Rl!LF. lalA, IS8IJF.D .TAl\!JARY 16, 2009 

Que.~lion. On .Jnm1ary !()th of this year, the Commission issued a new rule regard
ing indexed annuities and certain other insurance contracts. This rule takes effect 
on January 12, 2011. 

What level of resource.; will the SEC devote in fiscal year 2010 to preparing to 
implement this rulc'f Can you calculate the cost to the Commission of the work nec
essary to fully implement. t.his rule so lhal it can be operalional on ,January 12, 
201H 

Looking ahead t.o the next. fiscal year <fiscal year 2011 ), in taking on this addi
tional regulatory responsibility, will additional staff be required'! What will addi
tional staff needs and additional regL1latory responsibility mean for the Commis
sion's budget'! 

Answer. The release adopting this rule <Ruic lfilA) articulated the Commission's 
determination that inve.;tor.; in certain indexed annuity contracts are entitled to the 
protections of the federal securities laws. The rule includes a new definition of "an
nuity contract" that, on a prospective basis, will define a class of indexed annuities 
that arc outside the scope of Section 3!ai(8) of the Securities Act, which provides 
an exemption under the Securities Act for (~erlain insurance contracls. These in
dexed annuities will, on a prospective basis, be required to register under the Sccu
rilies Act. Wilh few ex(~eplions, indexed annuilies historically have not. been reg
istered as securities. The new definition will apply to indexed annuities that are 
issued on or after the January 12, 2011, the effective date of the rule. 

The staff is currently considering how to tailor disclosure requirements for in
dexed annuities. As with any other rulcmaking, if the staff determines to rec
ommend that the Commis.;ion propose new disclo.;ure requirements, resource.; will 
be applied to develop a proposal, analyze public comments on the proposal, deter
mine whether to recommend adoption of the propo.;al and consider whether and how 
it. should be modified to reflect commcntcrs' concerns. 

In addition, the Commis.;ion encouraged insurance companie.;, sellers of indexed 
annuities, and other affected parties to submit specific requests for guidance regard
ing lhe implementation of the rule. We anticipate that any responses t.o such re
quests will require staff resources. 

The Division oflnvestment. Management. also anticipates reviewing filings for ap
proximately 400 new indexed annuity contracts in the first year. 

In all, the Division of Investment Management believes the implementation of 
Rule 151A will require an allocation of seven staff positions during the first year, 
with that number likely to decrease in the years following the initial implementa
tion. The estimated cost of these seven positions is Sl.6 million for fiscal year 2011. 
As discussed above. these staff will perform forther rulemaking as appropriate, pro
vide interprelive advice. and review disclosure filings. 

QUESTIONS Sl'K\UTTED HY SE)IATOH SL:SAN COLLINS 

Question. Chairman Schapiro, recently many news outlet.; have is.;ued stories 
about t.he administration's proposal to move some (~onsumer-proledion powers out
side of the SEC. Reports state that that you arc opposed to such a proposal. A May 
20th Wall Street Journal article quotes you as saying that such a plan would 
" ... be hugely expensive and highly ineffi6enl ... " Would you discuss your ob
jections? 

Answer. I did not believe that investors would be better protected by separating 
some securities produ(~t.s from olhers. potentially creating gaps in the regulatory and 
enforcement regime. Securities products arc different from consumer credit prod
ucts: generally they are not guaranteed and include a number of inherent risks, in
cluding t.he loss of principal. The administralion's white paper outlining it.s con
sumer protection plan appears to recognize this, and I do not o~jcct to that ap
proach. 

Qiiestion. Secretary Geithner recently laid out. a framework for overseeing t.he de
rivatives market including rigorous reporting requirements. Such a proposal would 
give the SEC and CFTC new authorities to regulate derivatives. What are your 
thoughts on the plan and t.he role of lhe SEC in the regulation of derivatives? 

Answer. I agree with the Secretary's approach. Both the SEC and CFTC have a 
role in regulating derivatives products. We continue to work together and make 
progress on how such a regime might work to best fill gaps in t.he regulatory frame
work and prevent regulatory arbitrage. I look forward to working with Congress to 
make the nece.;sary legislative changes. 
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Qim;tion. Two veteran enfor·cemenl lawyers at. the SRC are currently under inves
tigation for insider trading. A May 16 a Wall Street Journal article quotes a report 
by the SEC Im;pector General saying that ·'the SEC has 'essentially no compliance 
sy>:'tem' to detect potential insider trading." As a result of the investigation into the 
trading activities of the two attorneys', the SEC has proposed the imposition of new 
rules on employee trades. How does this investigation affect your confidence in the 
ability of the SEC staff! In your estimation, do the recent troubles at the SEC sig
nify fundamental problem>:' within the organization, and if so how do you propo>:'e 
to rectify the issues? 

Answer. I have lhe utmost (~onfidence in the ability oft.he SEC's sta!T and lheir 
unflagging dedication to the protection of investors. Time and time again, I have 
been impressed by the staff's talenl, integrity, and enthusiasm for lhe agerH~y·s mis
sion. However, it became clear to me soon after joining the agency that the SEC's 
system for ensL1ring compliance with employee trading rules was not sufficient. The 
report by the agency's Inspector General concerning trading activity by certain em
ployees reinforced my belief that the SEC should have a trading compliance system 
that is second to none. 

I know the agency's staff shares my belief that, in light of the SEC's mission, it 
is vital that we conduct ourselves according to the highest >:'tandards of ethical con
duct when it comes to our own financial holdings and transactions. To that end, we 
have t.aken sever·al significant steps lo strenglhen t.he SEC's compliance syst.em and 
reduce the potential for even the appearance of inappropriate securities trading: 

-We have proposed new rules concer-ning employee trading. These rules will. 
among other things: 
-Require the pre-clearance of all lrades. 
-Prohibit all trading in the securities of a company under SEC investigation, 

regardless of whether the employee is aware of the investigation. 
-Require all employees to authorize their brokers to provide duplicate trade 

confirmation statements to the agency. 
-Prohibit the ownership of >:'ecurities in publicly-traded exchange>:' and transfer 

agents, in addition to existing prohibitions against owning securities in other 
firms directly regulated by the Commission. 

-Require employees to certify that they do not have any non-public information 
about the company whose securities they are trading. 
These rules were submitted to the Oflice of Government Ethics <"OGE"i on 

:\fay 22, 2009, and we await. OGE's comments. 
-We recently retained an outside firm specializing in automated compliance sys

tems to develop a new compL1ter compliance system for the agency, which will 
automate and simplify the transaction reporting process and make it easier to 
vcri~y and monitor emplovee trading. 

-We are creating a new Chief Compliance Officer position, and have already re
ceived applications from a number of ex(~ellent (~andidat.es for the new posilion. 

-I have consolidated responsibility for the oversight of employee securities trans
actions within the SEC's Ethics Office and devoted additional staff resource>:' to 
monitor, r·eview, and spot.-check these transa(~t.ions. 

These measures will bolster and modernize the agency's compliance program, and 
help the talented and committed >:'taff do its critical work of protecting investors 
without distraction. 

Question. The fiscal year 2010 budget request docs not include an increase for the 
SEC Inspector General. Con>:'idering the likelihood of an increased workload at the 
TG's office. as lhe SEC increases surveillance and moniloring of employee lrading, 
do you think that the IG will need additional funds'! 

Answer. The Inspector General submitted a request for three additional po>:'itions 
only a few days before the publication of lhe SEC's Congressional ,Justificalion for 
fiscal year 2010, and therefore these additional positions were not reflected in the 
document. However, l have since approved the addition of these personnel, which 
would br·ing t.he OfG to a lotal of 19 positions. \.\Then these new sta!T are (~ombined 
with the two positions approved for DIG in January 2009, the Office will have 
grown by a total of 73 percent within thi>:' calendar year, which is the highest 
growlh rates of any SRC office during t.his timeframe. 

Question. Please provide a breakdown of the tips and complaints the SEC received 
in fiscal year 2007 and fiscal year 2008, to help explain the large decline in that 
year. 

Answer. As you mentioned, the number of tips and complaints received by the 
SEC's Office of Internet Enforcement declined significantly between 2007 and 2008, 
from about 1.586,000 lo about 615.000 in 2008. Unfortunately, the SEC has not had 
a tracking system that can break down those figures int-0 their component parts or 
support rigorou>:' analy>:'i>:' of underlying trends. 
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The SF.C's initiative to bolst.er it,s systems for tracking tips and (~Omplainls. work
ing with the Center for Enterprise :Modernization, will help the agency perform 
much belt.er analyses in lhe fulure. Su(~h analyses will help lhe SF.C understand 
the overall statistics on tips and complaints and identi(y trends among specific firms 
or· praclices t.hat. can provide valuable informal.ion for polenlial enforcement. action 
and compliance exams. The SEC also is working to streamline and standardize the 
agency's handling of lips and complaints, so lhey can be addressed more consist
ently and eflectively. Nevertheless, for the 2007-2008 period, the SEC is reliant on 
anecdotal evidence to explain t.he decline in t.ips and complainls during that time
frame. 

In general, lhe number of complaints lhe agency sees is related lo the volume of 
spam and commercial email trallic received by investors. A number of factors likely 
affected this volume during lhe 2007-2008 limeframe. First., t.he SF.C's init.iat.ive 
starting in 2007 to combat spam-driven stock manipulations was reported to have 
been a major conlributor lo reducing the amount. of spam. I Under this init.iat.ive. 
the SEC suspended trading in the securities of dozens of companies that had been 
the subjecl of spam st.ock promotions and inilialed sever·al spam-related enforce
ment actions. According to a private-sector Internet security report, a 30 percent de
crease in slock markel spam "was lriggered by (}(~I.ions taken by lhe U.S. Securit.ies 
and Exchange Commission, which limited the profitability of this type of 
spam ... " 2 

Another major factor is the growing use and sophistication of commercial-grade 
spam email fillers, blacklisls. and experimenlal ''dat.a mines," which radically dimin
ish the number of mass investment solicitations received by the average investor. 
Addilionally, tough stat.e and federal anti-spam laws, and high-profile proseculions 
under those laws, likely helped to deter spammers.:< 

General market. conditions also likely played a role in the decline in lips and com
plaints. Email stock promoters' activities lend themselves best to the promotion of 
obscure, thinly-traded stocks, such as the t.ech stocks lhal nourished during the lale 
1990s market "bubble." Since the collapse of that bubble. it seems fewer investors 
have been interesled in lhese microcap slo(~k promolions. 

It is important to note that, while the number of tips and complaints went down 
significantly in 2008, the figure is slill 1-16 percent higher lhan il was 5 years pre
viously. By comparison. the number of foll-time equivalents in the SEC's enforce
ment program increased by only 23 percent during that period. Also, while t.he 
quantity of complaints the SEC received decreased between 2007 and 2008, the SEC 
believes lhat lhe qualit.y of complaints has increased dramatically. Thus, the agen
cy's workload from these complaints has actually become greater over the past year, 
despile t.he reduced number of complainls relaling to spam. 

ADnITTONAL SURMTTTF.D STATF.MF.l\"T 

LCLERK'S NOTE.-The subcommittee has received a statement 
from the Investment Company Institute which will be inserted into 
the record at this point. l 

1 ""81':C make8 inroad8 against financial .-.pam; Crackdown pay~ oft' a8 e-mail campaigns slow," 
by Malt Kranl:t.. l:SA Today, Oct. 5. :200i a~ p. 7A. 

:l http:/ieval.symantec.comimktginfoienterpriseiwhite papersient-
whikp;ll)(!l' int.erne\. security thn:;lt. report xii 09 2007.e1H1s.pdf'. Copyright 2007 
Symantec Corporation. i\11 right8 reserved. Symantec. the Symantec Logo, Butrraq. Symantet· 
Hrigbtmail Anti8pam. and Symantec DeepSigbt are trademark8 or registered trademarks of 
Symimkc Corpora~ion or its toffilialcs in t.hc l: nilctl Sla~cs aml olhcr t'.Otmtri<·s. Apple, !\foe OS, 
and ctuickTime are trademarkR of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other coun
t.ric~. Safari is a lrndcmark of Appk· Inc. Microsoft.. ActivcX. Windows, tmd Windows Media arc 
either regi,;;tered trademark,;; 01· trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United StateE and/ 
or oUtel' count.l'ics.. Son. ,Java, and Solaris arc tradt.~mr1rks en· n~gistt.~rcd trad<!1nru·ks of Son 
Microsy8tems, Im'. in the United State8 and other t'otmtries. 

"8ee http:iiwww. m.-.nhc.msn .comiidil l\!l!i:i 1 liiif atre~t of H.obert Alan Soloway 1; http:!! 
www .~ophos.eorn!pn·ssoffin·/ncws!artidcs/2008/02~japan-spam.html lY uki Shiina >; hl~p;// 
spamkingE.oreilly.com/archiveE/2006/0:~istock Epammers ,;;tung by secret.html ("gOOdfellas" 
spam gang). 
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PRF.PARF.O ST1\TF.MF.).IT OF THF. f).IVF.STMF.N'T COMP1\l\'Y f).IST!Tl.:TF. 

The Investment Company Institute I appreciates this opportunity to SL1hmit testi
mony to the Subcommittee in support of the administration's fiscal year 2010 appro
priations reqL1est for the Securities and Exchange Commission CSECL We commend 
the subcommittee for its con1;i1;tent pa1;t effort!:' to assure adequate resources for the 
SEC. For the reasons expressed below. we urge Congress to provide appropriations 
at least. at the funding level requested by the President .. 

As SEC Chairman Mary Schapiro not.cd in her testimony, the recent financial cri
sis has se .. ved as a reminder of the importance and inte .. connectedness oft.he secul'i
ties markets to our nation's economy and the financial health of millions of Ameri
cans. The crisis also demonstrated lhal the current "egulatory system is not. up to 
the challenges posed by modern financial markets and needs to be significantly 
strengthened and modernized. It has led to broad support for reform of the U.S. sys
tem of financial services regulation, including numerou1; call!:' for Congress to close 
regulatory and disclm;urc gaps to ensure appropriate oversight with regard to hedge 
funds, derivatives. and municipal 1;ecurities. Toward these ends, it is critically im
portant to provide the SEC with the resources necessary to assure its ability to 
soundly and effectively regulate 1;ecurities offering!:', market participants, and the 
markets themselves. And, to the extent that the scope of the agency's responsibil
ities is expanded wit.h respect to hedge funds, del'ivatives. and/OT' municipal securi
ties, it will be imperative that it have sufficient staffing and resources to effectively 
perform all of its over1;ight functions. 

More generally, the ongoing policy discussions about regL1latory reform have high
lighted why adcquat.c funding for the SEC should continue to be a Congressional 
priority. Unlike other financial regulators, the S~C is 1;pecifically charged with pro
tecting investors. The agency seeks to fulfill this mission in many different ways, 
including through the disclosure and substantive rules it adopts and administers, 
through examinations of regulated entities, and through its enforcement program, 
to name a fow. In the wake of the financial crisis, it is essential to provide the SEC 
with the resources it needs to successfully pursue its investor protect.ion mission. 

Mutual funds and other registered inve1;tment companie1; have a strong stake and 
vested interest in having a well-funded and effective SEC. Registered investment 
companies arc an integral part of our economy. They represent, as a whole. the larg
est group of investors in U.S. companies, holding 27 percent of the outstanding stock 
in U.S. companies at year-end z008. Registered investment companies also held the 
largest share of U.S. commercial paper-an important source of short·t.crm funding 
for major U.S. and foreign corporations. In addition. they continue to be one of 
America's primary savings and investment vehicles for middle-income Americans. 
Today. over 93 million investors in more than li3 million l;.S. households own 
shares of registered investment companies; the median household income of the1;e 
investors is $80,000. And, since 1990, the percentage of U.S. retirement assets held 
in mutual funds and other registered investment companies has more than quad
rupled. These millions of Americans continue to recognize that mutual fund1; are the 
best means of achieving their long-term financial goals. They deserve and benefit 
from continued vigilant regulatory oversight of mutual funds and other registered 
inve1;tment companies. 

The administration's fiscal year 2010 hL1dget proposes SEC funding at a level that 
represents a 7 percent increase over fiscal year 2009. Chairman Schapiro explained 
in her testimony that this would permit the s~c to fully fund an additional 50 staff 
positions over 2008 levels, enhance its ability to Llllcover and prosecute fraud, and 
allow it to begin to build desperately needed t.cchnology. :\'lore specifically, Chair
man Schapiro stated that the additional funding would allow the SEC to hire sea
soned industry professionals and market experts to strengthen and expand the 
SEC's Oflice of Risk Assessment., improve its examination program, and bolster its 
oversight of the investment management and broker-dealer industries. We have 
strongly supported precisely these types of measures.:.! It is essential that the agency 

I The Inwslmenl Company Ins~iluk is lhe nalional association of l:.S. invcslmenl eompanies. 
including mutual funds, closed·end fund~. exchange-traded fund~ 1l::Tr'.-.1. and unit inve~tment 
h·ust;; !UIT;;l, IC! 8eek8 to eucourage adhel'enre to high ethical ;;tandard8, promote public 1111der· 
sl;rn<ling, fmd otherwi8« ;1<lvfmCe thl~ i11ten:1;t8 of' li.orid1;, theit shfu-ehol<l<!r'E;, direcl•>rs, ;111d ;i<lvis· 
ers. Memher5 of ICI manage total a,;;5ets of $!0.18 trillion and serve over 9:i million share
holders. 

"8ee Lettet to The Hon. Ma1·y L. Schapiro from Paul 8chott Stevens dated r'ehruary Ill. 2009 
(a\.tm·hin:,: rl'eomm<·ndations for SEC priorities under Chi1irmim Schapiro's leadership). Sec also 
Jo'i1w11 .. illl Sn·vi<'<~.< H1~gulair>ry H1~/im11: Dis•~Us.•i<>ll mui Hr~<'<>mmr~n<lalir>rrn. which is availahle at 
http:llwww.ici.org/pdf/pp1· 09 reg l'l!fol'm.pdf. Cbaimrnu Schapiro al;;o uoted in her testimouy 
tlH•t she intl~11d8 to improve \.he overoll mariageme11t. or \.he SEC, includi11g hy hiring ;1 Chid' 
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have gr·eater abilit.y <and resources) t.o atlract and relain professional slafT having 
significant prior industry experience. Their practical perspectives would enhance the 
agency's ability to keep current with market and industry developments and better 
under·st.and lhe impa(~t. of such developmenls on regulat.ory policy. The new lnduslry 
and ~Iarkct Fellows Program is an encouraging step in the right direction, but we 
also believe that the agency should build strong economic research and analytical 
capabilit.ies and should consider having e(~Onomist.s resident. in e;u~h division. 

We arc particularly pleased that a key strategic priority for the SEC's Division 
of Investment Management will be to strengthen and improve the money market 
fund regulatory regime. Last. November, we convened a high level indust.ry working 
group to study the money markets. In March, the group made a series of com
prehensive recommendation.; that responded directly to weaknesse.; in current 
money market. fund regulation, identified addilional reforms that will improve lhe 
safety and oversight of money market funds and position responsible government 
agencie.; to oversee the orderly functioning of the money market more effectively." 
We look forward t.o working wit.h lhe SEC on this nit.ically important issue. 

In conclusion. the SEC and the fund industry share a common objective of assur
ing that mutual funds remain a vibrant. competitive and co.;t effective way for aver
age Americans to access t.he securities markels and realize I.heir long-t.erm finan6al 
goals. Future regulatory and oversight actions by the SEC will play a key part in 
this proce.;s. It is therefore critically important that the S~C have sufficient re
sources t.o adequat.ely fund I.he st.affing of the agency and to take ot.her st.eps t.o ful
fill its mission of protecting the nation's investors, including the over 93 million 
American.; who own mutual funds. Accordingly. we urge Congress to provide appro
priat.ions at least. at the funding level requested by I.he President .. 

We appreciate your consideration of our views. 

Opel'ating Officer to manage the organization. We also supporU!d this irlea in both OU/' February 
18. 2009 lclkr lo Chairman Sl'hapiro and Finaru:ial S<'l'vices Rcg11/at01:y R<'form white pap<·r. 

"8ee Hc~pc>rl CJ/ l.lw f'v1c>rwy ,-i,1cir1u~I Wc>rking (;rmtJ>. ~ubmitterl to the Hoal'rl of' Governors of the 
lnve8tment Company Institute on March 17, 2009, available at http://www.ici.org/pdf/ 
pl)r 09 mmwg.µdl'. 
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COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN 

Senator DURBIN. I'd like to invite Chairman Gensler from the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission to come forward. 

This year, 2009, marks the 35th year since the establishment of 
this agency. Ai 1.his time of its inception in 1974, CFTC's 500 em
ployees were tasked with ensuring fair practices and honest deal
ings on the commodity exchanges of America's then $500 billion in
dustry in 1974. 

Today, it is a $22 trillion industry and it looks a lot different. 
The traditional agricultural products are still there, but the land
scape has been diversified with novel and complex commodities, 
from grains to gold, currencies to carbon credits. 

In the past decade trading volume has increased more 1.han ten
fold, reaching over 3.4 billion trades in 2008. Actively traded con
tracts have quintupled from 286 in 1998 to 1,521 in 2008. 

CFTC oversees $5 trillion of trades every single day. So we don't 
want you to stay at the table too long. We want you to get back 
and keep an eye on those trades, but we invite you, Chairman 
Gensler, to give your testimony at this point. 

Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member 
Collins, and members of 1.he subcommittee, Senator Tester. 

I'm pleased to be here today to discuss our budget and especially 
pleased to learn that Senator Durbin recently visited our Chicago 
office which very encouraged the staff and I thank you fur it. 

I'm also grateful to each of you for your individual support on my 
recent confirmation. It's an honor to serve the country in this ca
pacity. 

I come before you having served as Chairman just 6 calendar 
days, but with full knowledge of the failures of our regulatory sys
tem, failures that affected all Americans, failures that we must en
sure do not happen again, and as Chairman, I will use every au
thority available to protect the American people from fraud, manip
ulation, and excessive speculation. 

I will also work with Congress on new authorities to bring much
needed transparency and regulation to the over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace. 

I am grateful on behalf of the agency for 1.he $146 million re
cently appropriated for this Commission. This boost has allowed us 
to get back to beginning to address the alarmingly low staffing lev
els there are at the agency. Our size, however, is still roughly 
equivalent to the Commission that was established 35 years ago. 

Today, the futures market is dramatically different, as Chairman 
Durbin just outlined, being some 45 times larger 1.han it was 85 
years ago, and much more complex as well. 

Just 10 years ago the CFTC was near its peak staffing levels, 
near 580 full-time equivalents. It's shrunk over 20 percent in the 
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past years, but with your help the fiscal 2009 funding will permit 
us to get back lo where we were in 1999. 

Since 1999, however, volumes have gone up fivefold, the number 
of contracts have gone up sixfold. The complexity, of course, I don't 
need lo lell you, has gone up dramatically. We've gone from open 
outcry pits to electronic trading which is in some cases harder to 
monitor. We've also lived through the worst financial crisis in 80 
years and seen the results of an asset bubble in commodity prices. 

In short, the Commission remains an underfunded agency and 
we're very grateful to the President's budget of $160.6 million in 
recognition of some of these needs. If I could just share wilh you 
some of the things that have been highlighted to me in my first 6 
days. I think we still need to ensure that our enforcement effort is 
larger lo ensure robust enforcement of our laws. CurrenUy, we 
have about 141 attorneys in our Enforcement Division. I believe 
this is still quite lower than what's required, given the financial 
turmoil we've lived through. 

We must ensure greater transparency. I believe that commodity 
index funds did contribute to the asset bubble that we've just lived 
through. To bring greater transparency will require more econo
mists. It's going to require announcements in our weekly commit
ments in traders' reports. We'll also need to upgrade our systems 
as well. 

We must ensure that position limits consistently applying across 
the board, and that we're reviewing hedge exemptions and no ac
tion processes in thal regard. 

Our information technology (IT) systems and particularly our 
mission critical systems on positions and transactions have not 
been upgraded for quite some lime and I've looked forward lo work
ing with this subcommittee on getting funds to try to upgrade these 
mission critical systems. 

And also, we need to ensure timely review of new products and 
rule change filings. This has lagged a great deal and just last year 
with the new farm bill, the review of significant price discovery 
contracts will he important moving forward. 

These are only a few of the funding priorities, but I wanted to 
give the subcommittee a tangible sense of some of the things that 
we're grappling with and struggling wilh. 

With that in context, the $14.6 million of additional funding, 
about one-half of that is to stay at current services and one-half of 
that in lhe President's budget, fortunately, is for 38 new full-time 
equivalents to bring us back just above where we were 10 years 
ago, to about 610 full-time equivalents. These positions are essen
tial. The increase, however, still won't allow us lo fully address 
these complex markets and what we need to do. 

Before I close, I would like to highlight that the additional fund
ing needs will also accompany much-needed regulatory reform. I, 
along with other regulators, and the administration feel we need 
to broaden reforms in the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace 
and bring it all under the regulatory umbrella. I look forward to 
working wilh this suhcommiUee and Congress for funding those 
new authorities to make sure they're properly implemented. 
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PRRPARRO STATEMF.NT 

And with that, I thank you very much and I look forward to an-
swering your questions. 

I hope my written testimony can be entered into the record. 
Senator DURHII\". Of course. It will be. 
fThe statement follows: l 

PRF.PARF.O 8TATF.MF.)IT OF GARY GF.K81.F.R 

Thank you, Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Collins, and other members of 
the Subcommittee. I am pleased to be here to te.;tify on behalf of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission. and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss issues re
lated to the Commission's 2010 Rudgel. Tam also gr·at.eful to have had each of your 
individual support for my recent confirmation. It is a gl'Cat honor to serve my coun
try in this capacily. 

I come before you today having only served as CFTC Chairman for 6 calendar 
days, but with the full knowledge of the failures of our financial regulatory system: 
failures that aflected all Americans and failures that we must ensure never occur 
again. 

·The last decade. and particularly the last 21 months, ha.; taught us much about 
the new realities of our financial markets. We have learned the limits of foresight 
and the need for candor about the ri.;ks we face. We have learned that tran.;parency 
and accountability al'C essential and that only through strong, intelligent regulation 
can we folly protect the American people and keep our economy strong. 

As Chairman of the CFTC, I will use every tool and authority available to protect 
the American people from fraud. manipulation and excessive speculation. r also look 
forward to working with Congress to establish new authorities to close the gaps in 
our laws and br·ing much-needed transparency and regulalion t.o lhe over-the
counter derivatives market. I firmly believe that doing so will strengthen market 
integrity, lower risks, protect investors, promote transparency and begin to repair 
shattered confidence in our financial markets. 

I would like to thank the Committee for the $146 million recently appropriated 
for the CFTC for the 2009 fiscal year and special thanks to Chairman Durbin for 
visiting our Chicago office last year. As a result oft.his much needed boosl in fund
ing, the Commission has begun to address our alarming staffing levels; levels that 
recently reached historic lows. 

Al presenl, lhe Commission employs aboul 500 career staff-roughly equivalent 
to when the Commission was created in 1971i. Three decades later. the futures mar
ket has changed in every way: with respect to volume, complexity, risk and locality. 
What. was once a group of regional domestic markels trading a few hours 5 days 
a week is now a global market trading 24/7, and what was once just a $500 billion 
busines.; has exploded to a $22 trillion annual industry. 

Ten years ago, t.he CFTC was near ils peak staffing level at 567 employees, but 
shrunk by 20 percent over the subsequent 8 years bcfol'C hitting a historic low of 
437. 

With the increase in fiscal year 2009 funding the CFTC can reach 572 employees. 
While this is a start, I believe that merely raising our staffing levels to the same 

as a decade ago will not be enough to adequately fulfill all of the agency's mis.;ions. 
Tn the last 10 years, trading volume went. up over live fold. The number of actively 
traded futures and options contracts went up over six fold, and many of these arc 
considerably more complex in nature. We also moved from an environment with 
open-outcry pit trading lo highly sophisticated eleclronic markets. 

In addition to the dramatic evolution of the futures industry, we have experienced 
the worst financial crisis in 80 years. We also experienced, in my view, an asset 
bubble in commodity prices. The st.aff oft.he CFTC is a talented and dedicated group 
of public servants, but the significant increase in trade volume and market com
plexity, as well as rapid globalization, commands additional re.;ources to effectively 
protect American laxpayers. 

For all of these reasons, I feel it is appropriate for our staf1ing levels and our tech
nology to be further bolstered to more closely match the new financial realities of 
the day. 

In short, despite the recent increase in funding, the Commission remains an un
derfunded agency. The Pre.;ident'.; Budget recommendation of $160.6 million is rec
ognilion oft.his need. Specili(~ally, the Commission needs more resources to hire and 
retain professional staff and develop and maintain technological capabilities as so
phisticated as the markets we reg11late. 
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I'd like lo identify some of my priorilies and provide some illustrations of how re
sm1rce limitations have constrained the Commission. Among my priorities will be to: 

-Ensure robust enforcement of our laws. Currently, the Commission's enforce
ment program consists of 122 employees-the lowest level since 1984. Though 
fiscal year 2009 funding will get us back to 141 enforcement employees, this is 
still below the agency'.; peak of 167 and well below what we need given the cur
rent financial turmoil. Any financial downturn reveal>:' schemes that could only 
stay anoat. during periods of rising asset. values. Our (~urrent. and much larger, 
downturn is exposing more leads than the Commission can thoroughly and ef
fectively investigate. This is true both as it relates to fraud and Ponzi schemes 
as well as staff intensive manipulation investigations. The regulations we enact 
to protect the American people arc meaningless if we do not have the resources 
to enforce them; 

-En.;ure greater transparency of the marketplace. Abo. I believe that commodity 
index funds and other financial investors participated in the commodity asset 
bubble. l'\otably, though, no reliable data about. t.he size or effect of t.hese influ
ential investor groups has been readily accessible to market participants. The 
CFTC could promote greater transparency and market integrity by providing 
further breakdowns of non-commercial open interests on weekly "Commitments 
of Traders" reports. The American public deserves a better depiction of the mar
ketplace. The temporary relief from higher prices does not negate this need, es
pecially given that a rebounding of the overall economy could lead to higher 
commodity price.;: 

-Rnsure position limits are consistently applied. The CFTC has begun a review 
of all outslanding hedge exemptions to posilion limits. This review will consider· 
the appropriateness of these exemptions and look for ways to institute regular 
review and increased reporting by exemption-holders. The Commission also has 
begun a review of the process and standards through which no-action letters arc 
issued. As part of these reviews, CFTC staff will consider the extent to which 
swap dealers .;hould continue to be granted exemption.; from position limits; 

-En.;ure the Commi.;sion has the tools to fully monitor the markets. We must 
upgrade lhe Commission's mission critical TT systems for t.he surveilhm(~e of po
sitions and trading praclices. Neither is robusl enough nor have they been up
graded to reflect the vast increase in voh1me and complexity. Our systems must 
begin to produce the surveillance reports needed to meet the analytical needs 
of our professional staff and the transparency needs of the public; and finally 

-Ensure timely reviews of the many new products and rule change tilings of the 
futures market.;. These have lagged due to the growth and complexity of mar
kets and the added responsibilities extended to the Commission in the 2008 
Farm Bill. The Farm Bill requires staff t.o review all conlracts !isled on Rxempt 
Commercial Markels !RCMs) to determine if they are significanl price discover·y 
contracts-if they arc, then any EC:l\:I that lists such a contract must also be 
reviewed to determine compliance with a stringent set of core principles under 
the Commodity F.xchange Act. 

Other examples that I believe arc illustrative of the difficult tradcoffs caused by 
re.;ource constraints are: 

-The Commission does not (~Onduct annual compli<HH~e audit.s of every Designated 
Contract Market (DCl\:IJ-rathcr only periodic reviews on average, every 3 
vears· 

-The Commission does not conduct annual compliance audits of every Deriva
tives Clearing Organization (DCO)-rathcr periodic reviews arc conduct.cd of se
lected core principles that are rotated and completed every 3 year.;: and 

-The Commission does not. conducl routine examinations of Commodily Pool Op
erators. Commodity 'I'radc Advisors. and Futures Commission Merchants-a 
function currently performed by Self Regulatory Organization.;. If the Commis
sion were t.o perform direct periodi(~ audits our staff would better understand 
the operations of brokers and managed funds and could better assess compli
ance with the law and regulations. 

These are only a few of our imporlanl funding prior·it.ies and the workload chal
lenges imposed by resource limitations. There arc. of course, others. I hope that this 
helps the Committee to understand, in a tangible way, the challenges the Commis
sion faces in regulating the fulures markets lhe way t.he Nation requires. 

Although the work of the Commission can be highly technical in nature, the mis
sion of the agency i.; quite straightforward. The C1''TC is charged with: 

-Protecting the public and market user·s from manipulalion. fraud, and abusive 
practices and 

-Promoting open, competitive and financially sound futures markets. 
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With that context, I would like t.o address the specifics of the fiscal year 2010 
BL1dget request. The fiscal year 2010 Budget proposes an increase of $14.6 million. 
Approximatdy half of the increase is needed to maintain our fiscal year 2009 level 
of operations into fiscal year 2010. The balance would fund an additional 38 posi
tions. 

Twenty-six of the 38 staff would be allocated to principal program areas. Specifi
cally, we would allocate 11 positions to Enforcement, 8 to Market Oversight, 6 to 
Clearing and lnter·mediary Oversight, and 1 lo t.he Chief Economist.'s office. The re
maining 12 positions will provide critical mission support in lhe areas of legal anal
ysii:; and counsel, technology support, international coordination, legislative and pub
lic outreach, and human capital and management support. 

The additional 38 positions arc essential to addressing some of the limitations I 
mentioned earlier. This increase, however. will not provide the Commission with the 
critical ma!:'s of professional and technical expertise needed to ensure that the grow
ing markets remain free of manipulation and fraud. 

For example, our enforcement staff needs lo be significantly expanded lo: 
-Rn sure lhal crimes are punished to the fullest extent oft.he law; 
-Develop strategics aimed at qL1ickly identi(ying and eradicating fraudulent 

schemes, such as Ponzi and foreign exchange "boiler rooms"; and 
-Importantly, pursue resource-intensive investigations and litigations involving 

manipulation. including energy-related market abuses, so wrongdoers will not 
believe they are immune from enforcement simply due to the complexity of an 
enforcement action. 

Insufficient resources in lhe enforcement. division fon~e it t.o be too selective in the 
matters it invesligales. 

Our market oversight operation needs additional highly-skilled economisti:;, inves
tigators, attorneys and statisticians to: 

-Analyze trading reports quickly and thoroughly. identify potential market prob
lems or trader violations promptly, and avoid market disruptions and pricing 
anomalies; 

-Conduct timely and complete review!:' of regulated entitie!:' to ensure compliance 
wilh all core prin6ples; 

-Examine exchange self-regulatory programs on an on-going and rout.ine basis 
with regard to trade practice and market i:;urveillance; and 

-Ensure their compliance with disciplinary, audit trail, record-keeping and gov
ernance obligations. 

Our clearing and intermediary oversight program needs additional auditors, ana
lysts, and attorneys. Thi!:' would allow us to: 

-En!:'ure clearing sy!:'tems protect against a !:'ingle market becoming a systemic 
crisis; 

-Protect investors' funds from being misused or exposed to inappropriate risks 
of loss; and 

-Guard again!:'t abu!:'ive sale!:' practices that harm customers and undermine 
market int.egr·it.y. 

Our economic research program needs more economists to review and analyze 
new market structures and off-exchange derivative instruments, especially in light 
of novel and complex products and practices that call for slate-of-the-art economic 
analysis. Further, additional resources would enhance our economic and statistical 
analysis. improving transparency of markets and better supporting the Commis
sion's enforcement and surveillance programs. 

We also need to transform the current legacy information technology systems into 
robust systems capable of efficiently receiving and managing mas!:'ive amount!:' of 
raw data as well as transforming them in to useful analyli(~al and resean~h t.ools. 

The Commission has made a substantial investment in technology over the past 
2 years-focusing first on upgrading obsolete computer hardware to industry stand
ar·ds. We need technology, however, that is as modern and dynami(~ as t.he tech
nology-driven markets we arc charged with overseeing. Our investment in tech
nology mu!:'t be more than just periodic equipment upgrade!:' and maintenance. The 
Commission must leverage resources by employing 21sl century t.echnology lo pro
tect the American people. 

A!:' the Commission informed this Committee in 1''ebruary of this year, the agency 
believes it needs $177. 7 million for fiscal year 2010 to perform ils present duties. 
I look forward to working with this Committee to secure the funding necessary to 
meet our current regulatory re!:'ponsibilities. 

Refore T close, T would like to briefly highlight funding needs that might go along 
with much needed regulatory reform. The CFTC along with the administration and 
other financial regulators i!:' committed to working with Congre!:'s on broad regu-
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latory reform. This is particularly true for the markets that the CFTC currently reg
Ltlates and the markets that may soon come Linder our regulation. 

Specifically, we must urgently regulat.c the over-the-counter derivatives market 
and address excessive speculation through aggregated position limits. 

President Obama has called for action by the end of this year to strengthen mar
ket integrity. lower risks, and protect investors. The future of the economy and the 
welfare of the American people depend on a vibrant Commission to assist in leading 
the regulatory reform ahead. Additional funding will be necessary t.o properly imple
ment these reforms. 

I look forward to working with the Members here today and others in Congress 
to accomplish this goal. 

Thank you very much. I would be happy answer any questions you may have. 

STAFFING 

Senator DumnN. Chairman Gensler, thank you for being here 
and we're glad that you're on the job, and it strikes me that if we 
look at your recent arrival and the recent arrival of a lot of money 
into your agency, that you're really going to be tested quickly in 
terms of whether or not you can gather together the professional 
staff to do your joh and the added responsibilities that you men
tioned in the farm bill. I don't know if you have had a chance to 
look at the inspector general's report on your agency but that was, 
I think, one of the major points made hy that report, as to whether 
or not you would have the human capital necessary to monitor the 
complex situations that you face. 

Now, there's been some problems in the past at CFTC when it 
comes to Federal pay parity, where the Government basical1y said 
let's start treating all the professionals in our agencies alike and 
CFTC seemed to be lagging in the past in bringing the income lev
els up to meet the pay parity standard. 

You mentioned my visit to the office in Chicago and I'm glad I 
did it. I don't know how many other Congressmen or Senators have 
been there, but it's an eye-opener. It's a small staff but it's an 
amazing staff and I was very impressed. There are some people we 
have working for our Government in that office who do such excep
tional work. 

One man they introduced me to, I've forgotten his name unfortu
nately, and they told me what his responsibility was each day and 
they said he is the go-to guy. He watches all of these transactions 
going and he's the one who monitors them and if he weren't here, 
you know, I'm not sure how good a job we'd do. 11. would take a 
lot more people to try to do what he does every day. I said, "Does 
this man take a vacation?" They said, "Yes, he does and we try to 
hang on until he gets back." 

It's that kind of person and that kind of responsibility which 
leads me to ask, now that we've sent you a substantial amount of 
money in this year's fiscal year bill, in the omnibus hill, and now 
that we've told you you need more professional people and now that 
you're looking at this pay parity issue, how are you trying to fit 
these pieces together into some coherent way of expanding your 
agency in a manner that is consistent with rewarding the good per
formance of people there and bringing onboard the kind of folks 
that you need to meet these new electronic markets? 

Mr. GENSLEI{. Senator, I think you're right in these are impor
tant challenges. Just being in the job for 6 days, what I see are tal
ented staff facing significant challenges ahead. 
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Senator DURBIN. Incidenta1ly, you're new to this, but it's always 
great to slarl your answer with Senator, you're right. Please pro
ceed. 

Mr. GENSLF.R. Senator, you're right. As I understand it, the agen
cy's been able to fulfill all of the job postings-about 95 job post
ings. There's confidence, at least within the staff, as to what might 
he achieved hy September 30. We all know 1.here's a summer and 
August and so forth, but all the postings are up. Some of the re
cruiting has already occurred and people have been coming in. 

Bui I also agree with Chairman Durbin 1.hat this agency, which 
was so sorely underfunded and actually shrank over 20 percent in 
the face of this complexity during the last 8 years, has too many 
jobs that are being done by one person or not enough. As an exam
ple, when I asked, well, how large is the group that oversees clear
ing, this really important function in futures. I was told that there 
is a nine-person staff out in Chicago, which is part of that larger 
staff, I said, "Is that enough?" We11, you know, everybody said, 
"Well, that's what we have. We've had 1.o make lough choices." 

So I think that's very important. I'm committed to make sure 
that taxpayer dollars are put to work most appropriately and effi
ciently, but I do have confidence in what I've seen in 6 days, that 
there's a plan of action for these hires. 

Senator DURBII'\. What about the pay parity issue? 
Mr. GENSLER. On pay parity, as I understand it, we've been able 

to bring up to a figure of about $4 to $4.5 million. 
Senator Dim.BI!'\. I might say 1.hat there--
Mr. G.ENSLBH. I'm sorry Senator, let me just correct this. There 

is $1.4 million in the fiscal 2010 budget specifically with regard to 
that. 

STUDBNT LOAN llliPAYMBNT 

Senator Dt:RRIN. One obscure little thing which I accomplished 
when Senator Collins was chairing the Governmental Affairs Com
mittee. 

Senator COLLINS. Governmental Affairs. 
Senator DURBIN. Governmental Affairs Committee, when it start

ed, was the whole <1uestion of student loan repayment as an incen
tive to bring in professionals to Federal agencies. 

The SEC is one of the best agencies in Government on this front, 
385 of their staff, 181 of whom are attorneys have used the student 
loan repayment, and I believe this brings them into Federal Gov
ernment where their services are very valuable. Otherwise they 
might not be able to consider it. 

CFTC has not instituted such a program, probably for lack of 
money, and I'm wondering if you expect 1.o he able to provide 1.hat 
benefit as part of recruitment in the future. 

Mr. GENSLER. The answer is yes, sir, I think that we tried to 
do-I think it was just a small amount this year, $200,000 in this 
fiscal year. 

Senator DURHIK. I see. 
Mr. GENSL.li:R. In fiscal 2009, actually. 
Senator Dum.ul\. Well, I think it can be a major part of attracting 

really talented college graduates who otherwise would be lured to 
something that may pay a little more just to defray their costs. 
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Mr. GRNSLRR. The agency shares that view. 
Senator DlJR.BIK. Thank you. 
Senator Collins. 

t:NDERFUNDIKG 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gensler, Senator Lieberman and I, as the chairman and 

ranking member of 1.he Homeland Security and Governmental Af
fairs Committee, held three hearings last year looking at specula
tion in the commodities markets, and I want to talk about some of 
our findings as a result of 1.hose hearings. 

The first we've already discussed at some length and that is that 
the CFTC has been woefully understaffed. We were told by the 
Commission that there were more than 3 billion futures and op
tions contracts that were traded last year, I guess it would have 
been the year before last, and that was up from ;{7 million in 1976 
when the Commission was first created, so 37 million to 3 billion 
contracts, and yet the Commission was operating with fewer em
ployees than it had;{() years ago. Just an untenable situation. 

Now, the Acting Chairman of the Commission in February wrote 
to the Office of Management and Budget COMB) Director in protest 
of the budget that had been handed down by OMB of having a 
budget of $160.6 million and he described it as perilously inad
equate. He went on to say 1.hat ii would not allow the Commission 
to implement all of its responsibilities. That is the budget that 
we're talking about today. 

Do you disagree with 1.he leUer that was written by 1.he Acting 
Chairman or do you share his concerns'? 

Mr. GF.KSLF.R. I share the concerns that this agency is both un
derfunded, as you and Senator Lieberman's panel determined last 
year. I think, as the Acting Chairman Mike Dunn did an excellent 
job these past 4 months laying out 1.hat this agency needs more. 
We're very appreciative of the President's budget and the 38 addi
tional employees, but I don't think it's really yet up to the task that 
the American people expect or how we're going to protect against 
fraud, manipulation, and, as your hearings looked at, the burdens 
of excess speculation in these markets. 

SPECULATIO!'\ 

Senator COLLINS. Let me turn to the speculation issue. As a re
sult of the hearings 1.hat we held, Senator Lieberman and I intro
duced a hill that directed the CFTC to establish position limits that 
would apply to an investor's total interests in a commodity, regard
less of whether they originate on a regulated exchange, the over
the-counter market or on foreign boards of trade that deal in U.S. 
commodities. 

Do you support establishing position limits, having the Commis
sion do it rather than the exchanges? 

Mr. GRNSLF.R. I think, Senator, that it's important that we bring 
a broader view of this even than was being discussed then, that we 
have the over-1.he-counter derivatives marketplace under regula
tion, hut, in addition, that the position limits that are set-for in
stance, if it was for crude oil, that it would look across markets and 
aggregate not only internationally, as you were discussing, but also 
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with the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. There may be 
contracts that are really quite similar, as you addressed in the 
farm hill, hut more broadly as we work with Congress later this 
year and try to get aggregate position limit authority for Federal 
regulators to look across markets and across futures and swaps. 

INDEX TRJ\Dli:RS 

Senator COLLINS. What our hearings demonstrated was that 
speculation in the commodities markets by noncommercial inves
tors, not individuals or entities that are actually taking possession 
of the commodity at some point, hut entities, like pension funds, 
university endowments and other institutional investors, has 
grown enormously from 200;{ to 2008. 

In just that 5-year period the total value of their futures contract 
and commodity index funds investments soared from $13 billion to 
$260 billion. So you have this influx of money from speculators. 
There's always been speculation in the commodities futures mar
kets. 

I understand that and I understand that speculation is useful for 
hedging risk, hut we're talking now about speculation from individ
uals who are not lhe traditional buyers and sellers of the com
modity, and I understand that those investors' intention is to pro
vide good returns as a hedge against inflation, asset diversification, 
hut the effect of that activity cumulatively appears to drive up the 
price for some of the traditional users of the commodity markets. 

Just a week ago Maine's fuel dealers were in my office saying 
that they believe excessive speculation by noncommercial players is 
once again driving up the cost of oil. That's a tremendous issue in 
a State where 80 percent of the families use home healing oil lo 
stay warm. 

So two questions. First, what is your general opinion on whether 
the influx of funds from nontraditional players is putting artificial 
price inflation or causing prices to go up beyond what they other
wise would, and second, what, if anything, should we do about it? 

Mr. GENSLER Two excellent questions. I do think that, looking 
back, in that period that you named and when oil prices peaked 
last summer, that a contributing factor, not the only factor because 
there were many factors, but a contributing factor to the com
modity asset bubble was index investors and other financial inves
tors. 

We have also lived through other asset bubbles in housing, un
forlunalely, in the stock market in the late 1990s and then again 
maybe lasl year. So in a similar way, I think financial actors con
tributed to this but were not the only cause. 

I do think that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, at 
its core and has been for 70 plus years, one of its missions is to 
make sure that markets' integrity is sound, that there's not manip
ulation and fraud but also that the burdens of excessive specula
tion be guarded against through position limit authority. 

So in terms of that mission, the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission is not a price-setting agency, but it is an agency that 
has to guard to make sure that the markets are operating free of 
manipulation, free of fraud, and that through the position limit au-
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thority the Congress first granted back in the 1930s, that there's 
some limit to the actors within the marketplace. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. 
Senator DURHII'\. Senator Tester. 
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for 

those questions, Senator Collins. 
I've just got a follow-up that goes right under her question and 

that is, do you think the marketplace right now is being impacted 
by-I'm talking about the oil marketplace is being impacted by 
trading of nontraditional 1.raders? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Tester, again I've only just been in the job 
for 6 days and mostly been preparing for this Appropriations hear
ing and a hearing for Thursday on other matters, so I haven't 
formed a view. 

I do think that, just as the asset bubble broke last year with this 
financial crisis, that part of what we're seeing is with some con
fidence coming back in the stuck market and in other investment 
markets, just as Senator Collins mentioned, some investments of 
firms and others are having more confidence in the value in the 
commodities marketplace. 

But again, I've only been there 6 days and haven't, you know, 
been able to meet with economists and sort through the specifics 
of this market. 

It is likely that, as economy-if we're able to get out of this reces
sion and get away from the financial crisis, the commodity prices 
will move and I'm nol saying where, but a lot will change in the 
economy, as well. 

Senator TESTER. Being a farmer, I don't mind having commodity 
prices go up. I can tell you that the price of gasoline at the pump 
in Montana over the last 6 weeks has probably went up a buck a 
gallon. I don't see that kind of increase at the barrel level. I can 
still hear about ships floating around out in the ocean full of oil. 

I can't make any sense of what's going on and what further frus
trates me is that last year, during the last Congress, we had people 
in, and you're right, it was a multifaceted thing, but very, very few 
people would step up to the plate last year and say part of this
a good part of this is caused by speculation in the marketplace. 

It was all supply and demand, supply and demand, supply and 
demand, and that was part of it, but I think a good part of it was 
just flat speculation and greed. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Tester, as I just mentioned to Senator Col
lins before you arrived, I believe that index investors, hedge funds, 
and other pension and financial investors were a contributing fac
tor in this asset bubble of last year. I just haven't been able to 
tease out exactly what's happened in my first 6 days. 

Senator TESTER. I look forward to further communication, either 
in committee or outside the committee, on that issue because I 
think it's really important. I think it's really important that we 
make sure that we have honest markets here. 

Mr. GEN8Lli:R. I fully agree with that. 

MRRGRR 

Senator TESTER. Okay. I asked a question to Secretary Schapiro 
about the discussions of future roles of your agency and the SEC 
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as we conduct a regulatory modernization effort, if they were com
bined, if CFTC were combined with SEC. 

Can you just tell me some of the challenges, opportunities, pos-
sible consequences? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. You said if. 
Senator TESTER. That's right. 
Mr. GENSLEH. Well, thank you for your question, Senator. I think 

whether it's in Government or in commerce, it's important to con
sider that a merger just for merger's sake is probably nut much 
reason to do that, whether it's in Government or in commerce. 

Senator TESTER. Yeah. 
Mr. GENSLER. I think some of the challenge is that each of these 

agencies, agencies that date back to the 1930s, have a mission to 
protect against fraud manipulation but with different missions. 

At the CFTC, its core was around farmers and ranchers, which 
you know a great deal about, to protect their markets so they can 
hedge a risk, buy the seed and plant a crop knowing that the mar
ket pricing mechanism is honest. 

That's at the core of the CFTC and if, for any reason, Congress 
and the President working together wanted to merge these agen
cies, which again I'm saying merger for merger's sake probably 
isn't it, we'd have to really protect that root mission, that we're 
protecting the pricing mechanism for farmers, ranchers, commer
cial users, all the users of the futures and derivatives marketplaces 
that the CFTC oversees. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. If the President's working group rec
ommends combining the two agencies, if again, and you believe 
that they should be separated, would you support the working 
group's regulatory modernization proposal? 

Mr. GENSLER. I chair an independent regulatory agency. My re
sponsibility, I think, to the American public would be to tell you 
what I believed at that time. So I think I would speak out openly 
and share with this subcommittee and the rest of the Congress 
what I thought. 

DERIVATIVF.S RF.GULATION 

Senator TES'l'EH. All right. Good. Derivatives. You've been in
volved in a conversation on regulating or deregulating derivatives 
for over a decade in past positions that you've held. 

Could you give me a quick synopsis, because I'm already out of 
time, on how your opinion of derivatives and the regulation has 
evolved over the last 5 to 10 years? 

Mr. GENSLER. It has evolved, Senator. I think now that we must 
bring under regulation the over-the-counter derivatives market
place through two complementary schemes. 

One is the dealers or institutions that actually deal in these 
swaps, if I may call them, and that's nearly 100 percent of the mar
ket, probably in 20 or 25 big institutions. We know their names 
and you're familiar with them. 

We should police for fraud manipulation. We should get 100 per
cent of the record, both for standardized and customized swaps and 
set capital standards at the Federal level and margin requirements 
through the dealer side. 
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But, in addition, in an additive way, also regulate the markets 
and then we can lower risk, we can lower risk if we have standard 
products go through central clearing and we can promote trans
parency and this is critical that we promote transparency through 
having regulated exchanges, as well. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DUH.lllN. Chairman Gensler, as you look at the volume 

of work that you're faced with, the new responsibilities, what do 
you think is the-let me state it this way. 

What would you recommend as the optimal number of people 
that you need in your agency to do that job effectively? 

Mr. GENSLER. Under the current authorities, because, of course, 
we'll work together with Congress and with the rest of the adminis
tration on new authorities,-thank you, Senator Tester. 

Under the current authorities, the agency put forward, as Sen
ator Collins said, an appeal letter in February that was speaking 
to-I think it was about 650 full-time people under that $177 mil
lion. 

I don't know yet, again through just 6 days, whether that's going 
to allow us to fully cover, bul I agree wilh Acting Chairman Dunn 
that it's more toward that number of people and it may be as high 
as some figures I've seen inside that are a little higher than that, 
closer to the 700-person figure. 

ENFORCEMENT PENALTIES: AMOUNT, RECOVERY AND DETERRENCE 

Senator DURRIN. When Chairman Schapiro was here, I noted 
that the fees collected by her agency within the marketplace gen
erated about 40 percent more than the annual appropriation for 
her agency. 

Similarly, in your situation, the penalties that have been as
sessed for wrong-doing and the amounts collected, I've seen varying 
estimates of this amount, but they appear to be over the last 8 
years somewhere between $1.5 and $2 billion your annual appro
priation, for last year $146 million, in comparison there. 

So could you say to me, I mean, or could we say to those who 
are observing this hearing that when your agency does its job and 
ends up with a trustworthy marketplace, it also is engaged in en
forcement actions which bring in more revenue than the actual 
budget of the agency? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, Mr. Chairman, lhat the agenc,Y-we could 
say lo those looking at this is a sound investment of a $160 million 
for lhe nexl year of taxpayer money because in helping police these 
markets, enforcing these markets, bringing integrity to lhe mar
kets, making sure that they're fairly priced in the marketplace is 
the crucial thing. 

But in addition, you're right, there are enforcement actions that 
have penalties. The penalties are at least greater than the budget. 
The collections tend to be a little less than that, as you know. 

Senator DURBIN. How well is the CFTC able to measure the de
terrent impact of these enforcement actions? 

Mr. GENSLER. It's a challenge to measure the results, but we be
lieve that the stronger we are in enforcement, just as Chairman 
Schapiro said, in finding some of those cases that you can really 
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bring the wrong-doers to bear is critical to make sure that the mar
kets operate better. 

Senator DURBIN. What is your recovery rate? 
Mr. GRNSLF.R. As I understand it, the collections un the large ma

nipulation cases are very high. The collection on the Ponzi schemes 
and fraud cases, unfortunately, is very low because so often those 
individuals behind those cases don't have any money, hut I believe 
it's somewhere in the 30 to 40 percent when you average out high 
recoveries on complex manipulations and low recoveries un these 
Ponzi schemes. 

Senator DURBIN. I'd like your thoughts, and maybe you can share 
them with me in separate communication, about whether the cur
rent penalty structure is in fact at a level consistent with creating 
a deterrent and what additional remedies or instruments you may 
need for that recovery rate to improve, and I understand that, as 
you said, some recovery is going to be extremely difficult. 

But if you would take a step back and look at those two aspects, 
the deterrence and recovery, and give us your thoughts on that, I 
would appreciate that very much. 

Mr. GRNSLRR. We will follow up with you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator Dum.ul\. Thank you. 
Senator Collins. 

DERIVATIVE8 REGULATION 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Just two final questions from me. Senator Levin and I have in

troduced a bill that would repeal the language that prohibits the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission from regulating deriva
tives, and I understand that the administration's new proposal 
would give both the SEC and the CFTC new authority to regulate 
derivatives. 

What are your thoughts on this plan and the role of the CFTC 
in the regulation of derivatives? 

Mr. GENSLER I wish to applaud you and Senator Levin on that 
bill. I believe that we have to have, working with Congress, signifi
cant amendments to the Commodities and Exchange Act and seek
ing the same goal, tu bring all the over-the-counter derivatives 
marketplace under regulation. 

I think the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has the 
lead expertise on derivatives. Futures are a form of derivatives and 
these things that are now called over-the-counter swaps are an
other form of derivatives. 

Working with Chair Schapiro, I'm hopeful that we can present a 
unified front and, as she said, you know, there's the boundary 
issues are important. 

I think it's critical that we not have any gaps in regulation, but 
we believe at the CFTC and I believe interest rate swaps, currency 
swaps, commodity swaps, equity swaps, credit default swaps and 
any swaps invented in the future that are just a blip un the radar 
need to come under this regulatory regime. 

There may he areas where a swap is more security-like, like a 
single issuer credit default swap, where, of course, we need multi
agency work, insider trading and SEC, you would want very much 
involved in things like that. 
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Senator COLLINS. Actually, I would argue that the credit default 
swaps were more like an insurance product and yet they were not 
regulated by State insurance agencies either. 

Mr. GENSLER. They had many insurance attributes. There were 
many lessons, unfortunately, out of this crisis. You were earlier 
asking Chair Schapiro, but I think one of the great lessons of AIG 
was that there was unregulated institutions. That's why I am for 
regulating all derivative dealers, whether they're affiliated with 
banks or not. 

But then these products, as you say, credit default swaps, have 
attributes of insurance, like monoline insurance. They have at
tributes of securities. 

Senator COLLINS. Exactly. 
Mr. GENSLER. They have attributes of derivatives that the CFTC 

is the expert on. 
Senator CoLLIK8. Which is why we need this council of regu

lators approach because the problem now is the marketplace is al
ways going to be innovating and we want it to be innovative and 
producing new kinds of products and we need a system where just 
because a product is new does not mean that it falls into a regu
latory black hole and no regulator ends up having responsibility 
and no regulator or regulators is looking at the impact across the 
financial system. 

When you think of a credit default swaps situation, here we have 
a new product that grows into the trillions of dollars, jeopardizes 
the entire financial market, and yet it doesn't fall under securities, 
it doesn't fall under insurance, it doesn't fall under the Consumer 
Product Safety-I mean the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion. So clearly, we need to resolve that. 

Let me just turn to another loophole that our hearings took a 
look at and that's the so-called swaps loophole that allows financial 
institutions to evade position limits on commodity contracts that 
regulators are using to prevent unwarranted price swings or at
tempts at manipulation. 

What should be done to close that loophole? 
Mr. GENSLBH. I think that explicit authority should be given to 

the Federal regulators, with the CFTC taking the lead on position 
limits, to bring the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace under 
a regulatory regime: that we regulate all of the dealers to make 
sure that they are not manipulating, that we're policing fraud, that 
we're policing position limits, aggregate position limits, as I re
ferred to earlier, that we, amongst the regulators, have an enor
mous opportunity to see 100 percent of the transactions. 

INTERNATIONAL 

Senator COIHNS. Finally, do you have sufficient funds to pursue 
your international responsibilities? 

What I'm thinking of is there is a problem with foreign ex
changes and what rules they're going to play by, particularly if 
they're dealing with U.S. commodities which they are, and particu
larly when they have a presence in the United States. 

I don't know whether that's an issue you've looked at yet, but the 
SEC seems to be far more active in that area than the CFTC is. 
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Mr. GENSLER. Well, Senator, you're right that we've had to make 
as an agency tough trade-offs, an agency that shrunk 20 percent 
in the last years, but thankfully with this year we'll start to move 
back. 

There's a small Office of International Effort but it's very small, 
I think four or five people at the CFTC. We do share your concern 
and share the view that we have to make sure that foreign boards 
of trades that are influencing these markets and are in our mar
kets have consistent regulation, come under the position limits and 
other authorities here. 

Though the CFTC has moved forward in this regard, we do think 
that it's important to work with Congress to embed in statutes 
some additional authorities with regard to foreign boards of trade. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator Dum.ul\. Thank you, Senator Collins. 

ADDITIONAL COM~IITTEE QUESTIONS 

Chairman Gensler, thanks for your testimony. We're going to 
keep the hearing record open until next Wednesday, .June 10, at 12 
noon for subcommittee members to submit statements and/or ques
tions, and we ask that the information we requested you do your 
best tu comply with at a convenient time. 

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were 
submitted to the Commission for response subsequent to the hear
ing:] 

QU.1£8TJON8 Su1n11TI1m l!Y SJ£NA'l'OR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

MOST ilF.RlOUS M!\~AGF.MF.NT C:HALLF.NGF.il TnF.~TIFll::O RV INSPF.CTOR GF.N'F.RAL 

Question. The Report.; Con.;olidation Act of 2000 requires the Inspector General 
to summarize the "most serious" management and performance challenge.; facing 
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission <CFTCi. Tn t.he Inspedor General's as
sessment report of November 14, 2008, the Inspector General identified two man
agement challenges for fiscal year 200!:1. 

The first concern is with the :.\:Jodernization of Electronic Market Surveillance. 
The Inspector General explains that while market surveillance has always been an 
integral part of CFTC operations. the past years have witnesses the transformation 
of futures trading from an open outcry trading floor based sy.;tem to an electronic 
sy.;tem. In fact, in 2008. electronic trading accounted for 84 percent of total ex
change t.raded derivalives. 

The second area is the Efficient Acquisition and Integration of Skilled Human 
Capital. The In~pector General cites the fact that recent economic turbulence has 
simulated an interest in applying the historically successful centralized clearing 
mechanism to the bilateral and complex swap markets. The Inspector General ex
pressed skepticism that the CFTC currently has the human capital to monitor these 
complex markets and that situation may demand review of existing hiring proce
dures. 

Chairman Gensler, have you had an opportunit.y lo 1·eview the Inspedor General's 
analvsis? 

What is your reaction? 
What is your plan for prioritizing these two key itcms in your management agen

da'! 
Answer. Yes, certainly the need to modernize electronic market surveillance will 

require additional technological capabilitie.;. It is also apparent that if the Congress 
ant.rusts the Commission wit.h significant addilional responsibilit.ies, I.he Commis
sion will need to expand its staff and pay particular attention to needed skill sets. 
The Congres.; provided the Commi.;sion with substantial additional funds for fiscal 
year 2009. Al this point we have almost completed hiring t.he new staff funded for 
this year. I asked the staff to provide the following information on the moderniza
tion of electronic market .;urveillance: 
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In late 2008, lhe CFTC contracted with the Promontory Group lo review lhe mar
ket surveillance program. Commission staff is finalizing its assessment of the Prom
ontory report and preparing recommendations for the Commission. The objective is 
to ensure that the CFTC has an effective approach to surveillance, from both a pro
grammatic and operational perspective. 

The CFTC also i.; in the proces.; of modernizing its trade surveillance system in 
order to perform it.; .;tatutorily mandated oversight function.; and to keep pace with 
the explosive growth in electronic trading. In 2007, the CFTC's Division of Market 
Oversighl ("'DMO") and Office of Information and Technology Servi(~es ('"OTTS") em
barked on a multi-year plan to develop a new trade surveillance system !"'TSS"), to 
replace the Commission's antiquated system. TSS is designed as a database of ex
change data maintained by the Commission which can be evaluated with ofl~the
shelf alert and analysis lools. A contract was awarded lo Aclimize in 2008 lo deliver 
such a product. OITS expects to have all of the exchanges connected to the Actimize 
tool by the end of the first quarter 2010. 

A challenge to the Commission in implemenling TSS has been a lack of data uni
formity. To resolve this problem, in May 2007, DMO formed a subcommittee 
through the Joint Compliance Committee to discuss and formulate a plan for using 
"FTXML" as a standardized format for· trade data submitted to lhe Commission and 
to formulate a FIXML transition plan. In December of 2008, a schedule was pre
sented to all exchanges for submission of trade data in FIXML by the end of 2009. 

The Commission has also been working lo better link its trade surveillance and 
market surveillance syst.cms. Currently, the Commission is unable to connect ac
counts identified by large traders with their intra-day transactions. To resolve this 
problem, the Commission has issued an advanced notice of proposed rulernaking to 
solicit comments on the collection of account ownership and control information from 
exchanges. Such information would be used to improve DMO surveillance by serving 
as an adjunct to the CFTC's TSS !large lrader position datal and TSS databases. 

ADEQUACY OF FL:NDl::-IG TO PERMIT PAY PARITY 

Question. In response to the 1980.; banking crisis. Congress passed the Financial 
Tnslitutions Reform, Recovery, and F.nforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) !Public Law 
101-73i which provided for pay parity among federal financial regulatory agencies. 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission was granted comparable pay au
thorily <Public Law 107-171l with olher financial agencies to level the playing field 
with a goal of attracting the best and brightest talent. Despite the authorization, 
the CFTC has not been fully funded to the level of comparable agencie.; covered 
under the law. 

During recent years, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission's budget situa
tion has re.;ulted in hiring freezes and has not permitted a meaningful review by 
the JG to delerrnine its effed on employee relenlion and whether new hires are ap
preciably more experienced or better qualified. 

Chairman Gensler, what ha.; been the practical impact of the C!<'TC'.; not having 
sufficient annual budget authorily lo accomplish pay parity for your workforce? 

Answer. The Commission is currently near pay parity with the other FIRREA 
agencie.; with regard to pay. having implemented merit pay and new pay ranges. 
There are several areas where we need lo align the Commission with lhe FTRREA 
agencies; these include personnel benefits and possibly some job reclassification. 

The implementation of pay parity without suflkient budget authority has had the 
same praclical effect as meeting all other resources (~hallenges withoul sufficient 
budget authority-the Commission froze and/or restricted hiring and defcn-ed in
vestment in Information Technology. The.;e steps were taken after exhausting all 
other· savings from administralive efficiencies. 

Question. To what extent has the CFTC's inability to compensate staff at com
parable levels led to departures of experienced per.;onnel to positions in other l<'ed
er·a I financial regulatory agencies? 

Answer. Since the Commission is currently comparable with other FIRREA agen
cies with regard to pay, and nearly comparable with regard to benefits, the Commis
sion is no longer losing, as it once did, a significanl number of staff lo olher finan
cial regulatory agencies as a result of inadequate compensation. However, those 
past los.;e.; tell us it i.; important that the Commission maintain comparability with 
these agencies. 

Question. What funding level would permit the CFTC to move toward providing 
pay parity'~ 

Answer. The fiscal year 2010 budget includes approximately $1.-1 million that 
would permit the Commission increased contribution to personnel benefits package 
thereby making it more comparable to FlRR~A agencies. 1''unding would also permit 
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the Commission to reclassify selected positions if an ongoing review concludes that 
is appropriate to support parity and to improve recruitment and retention. 

Qiiestion. /\s CFTC Chairman, whal are your goals in lhis area? 
Answer. As a new Chairman I look forward to reviewing the findings and rec

ommendations of the Commission Pay Parity Gover-nance Committee before advanc
ing any new goals of my own. However, I am committed to ensuring that the Com
mission re<:eives adequate funding lo slay comparable with our fellow financial regu
latory agencies. 

Qiiestion. When does the CFTC plan to institute a student loan repayment pro
gram as a recruitment and retention tool'! 

Answer. Our goal is to implement a student loan repayment program by lhe end 
of the year. 

Qiiestion. What resources would lhat require? 
Answer. We have initially set aside $200.000 for the implementation of this pro

gram. 

DF.RIV!\TIVF.:'l MARKF.T RF.GT.:LATORV RF.FORM 

Que.~lion. Derivatives--contracts between two investors betting on whether a 
stock, bond, or other security will go up or down in value-has ballooned into the 
world's largest trading market, estimated to be in the tens of trillions of dollars. 
Much of the activity is. not currently under a regulatory apparatus. 

This market has also helped catalyze the current economic crisis. Losses on one 
type of derivative known as credit-default swaps helped topple American Inter
national Group <AIGi, prompting a government bailout that has grown to $180 bil
lion. 

On May l:l, President Obama unveiled a plan to regulate the derivatives market. 
This proposal includes new rules to restrict banks, hedge funds, and other investors, 
and has four goals: (1) force the trade of most derivatives thrOL1gh a rcgL1lated clear
inghouse and ·require traders to report activities and hold a minimal level of capital 
to cover losses; ('.l) improve oversight by ensuring clearinghouses and firms dealing 
in derivatives provide copious information to regulators about their trades; (3J em
power regulators to force traders to submit detailed information and pursue cases 
of fraud and manipulation: and <4J prevent derivatives from being marketed to 
groups that may not understand their complexities. 

How would expanded derivatives regulation impact the CFTC workload'! What 
budgetary considerations need to be considered? 

Answer. We must establish a comprehensive regulatory regime to cover the entire 
over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. This will help the American public by: (1) 
lowering systemic risk; l2) providing transparency and efficiency in markets: (3) en
suring market integrity by preventing fraud, manipulation, and other abuses; and 
l4) protecting the retail public. I envision this will require two complementary re
gimes-one for rcgL1lation of the dealers and one for regulation of the market func
tions. 

The Department of the Treasury, on behalf of the Administration, has submitted 
legislation to Congress to regulate the over-the-counter (OTCl markets. Although 
some improvements arc appropriate to ensure that we best meet the goals stated 
above, the Administration's comprehensive proposal is consistent with regulatory re
forms that the CFTC has proposed in testimony to Congress. The Administration's 
proposal will lower risk by requiring capital and margin on dealers and mandatory 
clearing of all standardized products. It will enhance market integrity by protecting 
against fraud. manipulation. and other abuses and establishing new authorities to 
set aggregate position limits. It will promote transparency and market dTiciency by 
requiring recordkeeping and reporting for all derivatives and requiring that stand
ardized derivatives be traded on transparent trading platforms. 

Of course there would be a need for some additional resources at the CFTC to 
handle this expanded rcgL1latory obligation. Until the nature and scope of the regu
lation of OTC derivatives markets is determined by the Congress, the resources nec
essary for implementation cannot be predicted with certainty. 

Whatever the cost of regulation, it will pale in comparison to the cost of doing 
nothing. If the current financial crisis has taL1ght us anything, it is that that the 
derivatives trading activities of a single firm can threaten the entire financial sys
tem. The costs to the public from the failure of these firms has been staggering, 
$180 billion of American taxpayer financial support for AIG alone. The AIG sub
sidiary that dealt in derivatives was not subject to any effective federal regulation. 
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MF.MORANOU:\'! OF UN'OF.RST!\).IO!NG RF.TWF.F.).I CFTC 1\N'O SF.C 

Que.~lion. Lai:;t year <March 11, 2008i, then-Commodity FL1tures Trading Commis
sion ICJ:<'TCi Acting Chairman Walter Lukken and then-Securities and Exchange 
Commisi:;ion !SEC) Chairman Christopher Cox entered into a formal "Memorandum 
of Understanding" (.MOL:i setting forth .;everal principles designed to guide inter
agency collaboration. The premise of this agreement was to seal some of the regu
latory gaps and better accommodate new producls that blur lhe lines belween the 
futures and the securities worlds. 

The MOC establishes a permanent. regulatory liaison between the CFTC and 
SEC; requires quarterly joint meetings of staff; sets up a framework for extensive 
informal.ion sharing and exchange confirms exisling enforcement policies; (~real.es 
guidelines for new financial products that combine elements of securities, futures, 
or options; and addresses jurisdictional overlapi:;. 

Chairman Gensler, can you describe some of the benefits to the C1''TC since enter
ing into the ~me with the SEC in March 2008? 

Answer. The .MOU has provided a formal mechanism to as.;ure dialogue among 
senior staff of the two agencies regarding the treatment of novel derivative products 
and other issues of mutual regulatory intere.;t. In addition, following on the MOU, 
the CFTC and SEC Divisions of Enforcement undertook efforts to improve com·dina
tion and (~ooper·ation. Specifically, in lhe summer of 2008, lhe CFTC and SF.C Divi
sions of Enforcement appointed senior staff to serve as liaisons for their respective 
agencies, and also established quarlerly meetings t.o discuss issues relaled to inves
tigation and litigation dockets for matters of common concern. The enhanced co
operation between the CFTC and SEC Divisioni:; of Enforcement is ali:;o reflected in 
the May 2009 joint training session for enforcement staff in which experts from both 
agencies discussed i:;trategics regarding the agcncici:;' coordination, investigation and 
prosecution of several recent Ponzi fraud matters. 

Que.~lion. What impediments hinder CFTC's ability to oversee and rcgL1late new 
products that have mixed characteristics of future.; and securities? 

Answer. Neither the CFTC nor the SEC currently has regulatory jurisdiction with 
respecl t.o OTC derivatives transactions, some of which are relevant. to both the fu
tures and the securities markets. In areas where jurisdiction docs exist, further en
hanced communication between lhe CFTC and SF.C staff-specifically. ongoing (~Om
munications regarding whether activity detected by one agency implicates the juris
diction of the olher agency-will improve the CFTC's abilily to oversee and regulate 
such new products. 

Que.~lion. How do intend to collaborate with SEC Chairman Schapiro in advancing 
the goals of this MOL:'~ 

Answer. In addition to direct communications with Chairman Schapiro, as we 
have done in discussing regulatory reform with re.;pect to OTC derivatives, I antici
pate that Chairman Schapiro and I will actively direct and guide our respective 
staffs to folfill the objectives of the MOU. We will work cooperatively and collabo
ralively to remove unne(:essary duplication and ot.her regulatory roadblocks t.o inno
vative market developments, while assuring that there arc no regulatory gaps that 
endanger the public interest. The agencies' focus on this goal is currently reflected 
in our joinl harmonization proje(~I., including t.he unpre(:edented joint meetings re
cently held by our two Commissions. 

Question. Do you envision the need for any modifications to the agreement to 
slr·engthen t.he curr·ent inleragen(~y relalionship? 

Answer. The MOU was intended to be a "living" document. Just as the agencies 
have entered into an Addendum to the MOU with respect to novel derivative prod
ucls. additional Addenda may be considered as the agencies address new issues and 
harmonization on a going-forward basis. 

F.N'FORCF.MF.NT ACT!0).18 TO PRF.8F.RVF. :\'[ARl{F.T ll'\TF.GR!TY A).ID PROTF.CT :\'[ARKF.T {~SF.RS 

Qiiestion.. Detecling and deterring against. illegitimate market. fortes requires 
CFTC's steady vigilance and swift response. Over the past 8 years, CFTC has as
sessed over $2 billion in civil penalties against perpetrator.; of various fraud 
schemes. For instance: 

-To address manipulation. attempted manipulation. and false reporting in the 
energy arena. the C1''TC filed 43 enforcement actions against 73 entities or indi
viduals in the December 2001 to September 2008 period r·esulting in $445.5 mil
lion in assessed civil penalties. 

-To address misconduct in connection with commodity pools and hedge funds by 
unsnupulous and unregistered operators and advisors, from October 2000 and 
September 2008, the CFTC filed 73 enforcement actions against 24 entities, 
with $564.13 million in penalties assessed. 
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-To combat the problem of foreign currency (forex) fraud, between December· 
2000 and September 2008, on behalf of nearly 26.000 affocted customers, the 
CFTC has filed 98 enforcement actions, charging :·174 entities or persons, culmi
nating in over $562 million in civil monetary penalties and $454 million in res
titution. 

How well is the C!<'TC able to measure the deterrent effect of these enforcement 
actions? 

Answer. Measuring the deterrence effect of enforcement actions remain.; a chal
lenge to the CFTC and other law enforcement agencies. The CFTC has undertaken 
a number of actions to incr·ease deterrence as noted below bv staff: 

-The CFTC maximizes the deterrent effect of its enforcement progrnm through: 
the filing of enforcement. actions, cooperative enfon~emenl, publi(~ outreach and 
investor education. In cases of ongoing fraud, the CFTC's objective is to bring 
its enforcement action as quickly as practicable in order to stop the fraud, freeze 
assets, and preserve books and records. The CFTC also leverages the impact of 
its enforcement actions by working cooperatively with federal and state criminal 
and civil authorities who often bring their own actions based upon the conduct 
that violates the Commodity Exchange Act and CFTC Regulations. Whenever 
the C1''TC files an enforcement action and obtains a final judgment in one of 
its enforcement actions. it publicizes these events through press releases and 
media interviews. To alert market users and the public to the dangers of fraud, 
the CFTC has issued a number of Consumer Advisories warning the investing 
public of potential risks and scams, and has posted these Advisories on its 
website. The CFTC also seeks to maximize the deterrent elfoct of its enforce
ment program by tracking industry trends. For example, the CFTC's Aeling Di
rector of Enforcement gave Congressional testimony in June 2009 regarding the 
observed uptick in fraud involving solicitation of retail customers for purported 
off-exchange transactions in precious metal.;, and certain energy and agricul
tural products. The fraudsters appear to have drafted CL1stomer agreements to 
make them appear to be .;pot contracts out.;ide of CFTC jurisdiction and not fu
tures contracts covered by the Commodity Exchange Act. 

-The C1''TC remains committed to developing improved performance measures to 
reflect the deterrence effect of its enforcement program. For example, the CFTC 
has requested funds every year since the fiscal year 2007 OMR budget request. 
thru fiscal year 2010. to study the performance measurement issue, however, 
funds, lo dat.e, have nol been approved. 

Question. How rapidly are you able to collect restitution, disgorgement of ill-got
ten gains, and civil monetary penalties imposed against violations of the federal 
commodities laws'' 

Answer. When the CFTC files enforcement actions that include allegations of 
fraud, its general practice is to seek a .;tatutory re.;training order to im.mediately 
freeze the defendants' known assets, including trading and bank accounts, homes 
and other real property and cars. The.;e a.;sets are then preserved for purpo.;e.; of 
customer restitution or disgorgement at the conclusion of a successfol prosecution. 
The CFTC Division of Enforcement may also request t.hal the federal district court 
order defendants to make an accounting. which assists the CFTC in tracking money 
nows and identi~ying additional assets for recovery. The CFTC also names as relief 
defondants in its enforcement actions persons known to have received funds derived 
from the fraud and to which lhey have no legitimate daim, and seeks to freeze and 
recover these funds for return to customers as well. At the conclusion of litigation, 
and in the event of a remaining jL1dgment, the Commission follows an established 
protocol to ensure that matters are appropriately referred to the Department of .Jus
tice and Department of the Treasury for collection. 

Question. What i.; the annual recovery rate? 
Answer. Staff has supplied the following information: 
Below is a table that sets out the CFTC's annual recovery rate for civil monetary 

penalties assessed for fiscal years 1992 through 2008. 

CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 1 

[Fiscal yP.ar 199?-facal y .. ar ~008] 

f1sca year 

1992 ......................................................................................................... .. 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 ......................................................................................................... .. 

Penalties ir1posed P-erati-es co l~teel 

$3207.277 
3.313,100 
4.11?,407 

I 1201.100 
1335.000 

$2.285,6611 
3,514,715 
3, 134,?66 
9.430.239 
1526,000 
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2001 
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2003 
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?008 
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CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 1-Continued 
[Fiscal year 1992-fiscal year 2008] 

Pr:naltir:s innos.r.d P~rab~s c:o lr.-<:tr.rl 

4532,000 
m.623,756 
85.863,311 

J 79.811,!J6? 
16.876.335 
9.942.382 

110.26'1932 
302.049.939 

76.672.758 
192.921.794 
345.614, 139 
?34.835,m 

1,752,636 
125.803,781 
22.165,368 
3)99,36? 
3170,252 
5.922,387 

87 699,077 
122468,925 
3tl63,077 
12 364,509 
l~.137,848 

140.745,?5? 

L Tl'e discrepanc~· ~etween u·e amo•Jllt or ci·;il 'enalties irn,c.sed and u·e amo•Jn: collected is accoLnted tor by the rc.llowing fcictc.rs. O:· 
•\'hr.n rnurts. nrdr.r thr: dr.fond;,nts. t~ both pay r~s'.itutmn to •;ichms and il r.iv1 morr:tar/ pr.n:i t·f to thr. Gm.•r.rnn~n'., ~stilblistr:rl r.~mm ssiar 
po ic~· di1ects a•1ai dbl£- 1unds 10 SdtiSf) 1esti~u:io1· O~liiati\11'S 1irst. (2:· in 1rdud actiC.11$. t is not •JllCOnl111111 tha: tl'e 'roceeds ar ~he fraud 
ha1m -~~r d1ssi:tilfr:rl ilrrl/or thi:tt the pr.ni:t ty far r.xcr.r.rls thr: dr:fonrl:m'.f rr.;ar.sr:n~r:rl f nan<:1al ab lity to pay: ·:3) d~hn11m:nc1r:s assc~sr:rl in 
de1a•Jlt proceedings against res~~nden:s .,,1·0 are no l~nger n business and who cann~t ~ locdted or are ir·carterdted. ;~j pena ties impased 
in on~ 'f.!.lr mw not br.rnmr. d1.r. ard payabl~ until th~ nr.x'. yr:ar: (fi:• a pr.na t'f mtt'f br. stayr.d b•1 .:t('lpr.al· (f,) som~ pr.nalt r.s <:a I for install-
111ent payments Iha: r1a~ span r1~re than I year: ;Jj penalt es l·a·,e been referred :a :he ktorney General for coll~c1iar·. and (8i c~llection 
may still .1r: 1n pra<:c~~. 

Qim;tion. \.\That has been lhe impact of more sophist.i(~ated informalion technology 
to monitor and detect fraud more readily? 

Answer. In the enforcement arena for fraud cases. information technology assists 
in asset lracing, account. reconstruction, and ele(~t.ronic dala recovery of financial 
records. Improvements in information technology have improved the CFTC's search 
capability for evidence of illegal activity involving Internet websites, instant mes
sages, e-mail and audio. 

In the regulatory arena, as discussed above, the CFTC is currently implementing 
its new trade practice surveillance system (T88l. T88 is designed as a database of 
exchange trade dala maintained by t.he Commission upon which off-lhe-shelf alert 
and analysis tools can be connected. A contract was awarded to Actimizc in 2008 
to deliver an alert and analysis tool that has the capability to perform sophisticated 
pat.tern recognition and dala mining t.o automate basic lrade pracli(~e surveillance, 
and to detect novel and complex abusive practices. TSS also will fill a vacL1um in 
inter-market surveillance which only the Commission can address, e.g.. where 
J\'Y).1EX and NYSE Liffe both list melals contracts. 

Que.~lion. Arc there any statutory or administrative impediments that prevent the 
CFTC from doing more to combat fraud'' 

Answer. As noled above. the CFTC has observed an upswing in retail customer· 
complaints regarding potential fraud involving off-exchange transactions in precious 
metals, energy products and agricultural commodities. It appears that fraudsters 
are drawing upon t.he adverse precedent of a line of cases under CFTC v. Zele11er, 
:in F.ad 861 (7th Cir. 2004), in which the Seventh Circuit held that certain con
tracts were spot transactions beyond the jurisdiction of the CFTC. Congress ad
dressed lhis problem in the CFTC Reauthor·ization legislation included in lhe 2008 
Farm Bill with respect to Zclcner-type foreign currency transactions. A similar fix 
is needed if the CFTC is to effectively prosecute boiler rooms otlering Zelener-type 
contracts in metal, energy. and ot.her commodily contracls t.o retail (~ust.omers (and 
is included in the Administration's proposed OTC derivatives reform legislation). 

In addition, in the wake of the decision in CFTC v. Wilshire, 531 F.3d 1339 lllth 
Cir. 2008), defendants in fraud cases increasingly are asserling lhat federal courts 
lack authority under the Commodity Exchange Act to award restitution based on 
customer losses sulfored as a result of the fraud. Wilshire held that the proper 
measure of restitution is the gain t.o the wrongdoer, rather· than t.he losses su!Ter·ed 
by customers. In cases where the fraudster retains only a small portion of the mon
ies fraudulently induced from customers, this limit on restitution threatens the 
CFTC's ability to obtain make-whole relief for defrauded customer·s. 

Staff advises that additional statL1tory measL1res that may increase the CFTC's 
ability to combat fraud include, among others, the following: 

-Amendmenl of lhe Privacy Act to clarify that. CFTC invest.igat.ors may seek pro
motional material and verbal sales solicitations without identi(ying themselves 
as CFTC employees or providing personal information as to their true identity. 
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-In Section -in oft.he Commodily Exchange Act, provide authority to require ac
countants to maint.ain records of audit activity conceming commodity pools that 
would be available for inspection by lhe CFTC. 

-Clarify that the CFTC need not show criminal intent in actions based on con
version under Section 9(a)(1) of the Commodity ~xchange Act. 

Question. ls the current penalty structure designed to serve as an eflective deter
rent'! 

Answer. Yes. Commission staff supplies the following background: 
-Section 6(eJ of the Act, 7 U.S.C. ~ 13a-l<d), instructs the Commission to impose 

a civil monetary penalty that is appropriate to the gravity of the violation. Com
mission precedent has long recognized the importance of deterrence in pre
venting violations, most recently in In re DiPlacido [Current Tram;for Binder.] 
Comm. Fut.. L. Rep. <CCHi •J[:~o.~170 <CFTC Nov. 5, 2008) !"rg]iven the gravit.y 
of DiPlacido's offenses and polenlial maximum fine, lhe focus of the Commis
sion's analysis shifts lo assessing a specific penalty appropriale t.o t.he level of 
gravity and suitable to deter foture violations"}. Indeed, the Commission sig
naled the paramount role that deterrence plays when it emphasized that "liln 
imposing monetary sanctions, the primary focus of the Commission's analysis 
has been deterrence." In re Murlas, ll987-1990 Transfer Binderl Comm. Fut. 
L. Rep. \CCHJ '1(24,440 at 35,929 \CFTC Apr. 24, 1989J (emphasis added). 

-Also, in last year's CFTC Reauthorization legislation, Congress increased the 
maximum civil monetary penalty for manipulation, attempted manipulation, 
and false reporting to Sl million per violation. Sec Title XIII of the Food, Con
servation and Energy Act of 2008, PL1h. L. l'\o. 110-24(), 122 Stat. Hl24 «Tune 
18. 20081; 7 U.S.C. li 1:~(a). 

Qiiestion.. What additional 1·emedies or authorit.ies might be useful t.o boost. your 
recovery rate? 

Answer. Slaff has advised t.hal additional slatutory measures that could poten
tially booi:;t the CFTC'i:; recovery rate include, among others, the following: 

-Similar to provii:;ion for non-payment of penaltici:; imposed in CFTC administra
tive enforcement actions (sec Section 6(c)(2J of the Commodity Exchange Actl, 
provide that a defendant's non-payment of civil monetary penalties imposed in 
enforcement actions in federal court shall result in the non-paying defondant 
automatically being prohibited from trading and automatically suspending any 
applicable 1·egistration until t.he defendant pays lhe full amount. of the penally, 
wilh interest to lhe date oft.he payment. 

-Provide that collection of judgmenti:; and orders in fraud actions shall not be 
SL1hjcct to State homestead exemptions or other State or local impediments to 
collection. 

-Provide that disgorgement and restitution awarded in CFTC enforcement ac
tions are non-dischargeable in bankruptcy. 

-Add di>:'gorgement as an available sanction in admini>:'trative enforcement pro
ceedings. 

l'.1£1U"OltMANC.1£ GOAL:,;/M.1£A:,;1..mtNG OIJTCOM.1£::l 

Que.~lion. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission <CFTC)'s performancc
bascd budget for fiscal year 2010 delineates four specific goals tied to the agency's 
overall mission. For each of the goals, several outcomes are specified. 

First Goal.-Uf the $160.6 million in appropriations requested for fiscal year 
2010, the CFTC would de>:'ignate $48.2 million (or 30 percent of the total fundingJ 
and 185 FTE to meet the first goal-to ensure the economic vitality of commodity 
fulures and opt.ions markets. 

The outcomci:; to be achieved as a result of the investment made related to this 
goal arc marketi:; that accurately reflect the forces of supply and demand for the un
derlying commodity, arc free of disruptive activity, and arc effectively and cflicicntly 
monitored t-0 ensure early warning of potential problems or issues. 

How does (or will) the CFTC measure whether and how well these outcomes are 
achieved') 

Answer. The Commis>:'ion has developed nine performance measures intended to 
measure progress in achieving t.he stat.ed outcome objective. The performance re
sults along with an annual performance analysis and review arc included in pagci:; 
46-55 of the Fii:;cal Year 2008 Performance and Accmmtahility Report available on 
the CFTC website at: www.cftc.gov/aboutthccftc/cftcrcports. 

Question. How docs the CFTC intend to meet a performance goal of "no price ma
nipulations or other disruptive activities that would cause loss of confidence or nega
tively affect price discovery or ri>:'k >:'hifting'") 
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Answer. This goal is fundamentally t.ied to the Commission's mission and is a pri
ority of the Commission market surveillance and enforcement efforts as noted by 
staff below: 

-Continuous monitoring of market activity is the principal way the Commission 
seeks to protect the economic function of the markets. Effective market surveil
lance requires >:'ufficient staff with experti>:'e in each of the diverse market>:' 
under the Commission's jurisdiction. The Commission takes preventive meas
ures to en>:'ure that market prices accurately reflect fundamental supply and de
mand conditions, including the routine daily monitoring of large trader posi
tions, futures and cash prices, price relationships, and supply and demand fac
tors in order to detect threats of price manipulation. 

-As discussed above, the CFTC maximizes t.he deterrent. effect of its enforcement 
program through: the filing of enforcement actions. cooperative enforcement, 
public outreach and investor edL1cation. The CFTC also leverages the deterrent 
impact of its enforcement actions by working cooperatively with other foderal 
criminal authorities who often bring their own actions based upon the conduct 
that violates the Act and C1''TC Reg11lations. 

Que.~lion. When it comes to a performance goal of "improving effectiveness and ef
ficiency of market surveillance' what indicators will l>e used to determine if you 
have indeed reached this goal and how well? What is the baseline from which 
progress is to he measured'? 

Answer. A strategic priority of the Commission is to enhance the Commission's 
technological capability, improve data standards, and enhance in-house human ana
lytical and decisionmaking capability-each in order to recognize, understand and 
adapt t.o market. changes early 011. Tndicat.ors of success will be progress in achieving 
the following tasks: upgrading 188 to get more timely market position information 
and to integrate trading data with position data; developing capability to provide 
real-time margin and >:'ettlement information; promoting data standard>:' throughout 
the industry; developing and implementing sophisticated trade surveillance systems; 
developing automated capability to analyze and integrate off-exchange data a>:' it re
lates to surveillance and investigations; developing a recruitment plan to address 
required >:'kills; identifying needed competencies and developing a training plan that 
empowers employees to react quickly in understanding and resolving regulatory 
matters. Rach of these tasks represents a strategic need of the Commission that is 
not currently being met adequately. 

Qim;tion.. Second Goa.l.-Of the $160.6 million in appropriations requested for fis
cal year 2010, the CFTC would designate $42.9 million (or 27 percent of the total 
funding) and 160 FTE to meet the second goal-to protect market users and the 
public. The three outcomes to be achieved as a result of the investment made re
lated to this goal arc better detection and prevention of violations of commodities 
laws, high standards for professionals. and expeditions handling of cu>:'tomer com
plaints. 

How docs the CFTC plan to increase the probability of violators being detected 
and sanctioned? 

Ts this readilv measurable? 
What is the baseline against which future performance will be gauged'f 
Answer. Having >:'ufficient resources to pursue violations is key to increasing the 

probability of violators being detected and sanctions. The Commission has developed 
four performance measures to assess progress in detecting violators. The perform
ance results along with an annual performance analysis and review are included in 
pages 58-63 of the Fiscal Year 2008 Performa.H~e and Accountabilit.y Report avail
able of the CFTC Web-site at: www.cftc.gov/aboutthecftc/cftcreports. 

Like all enforcement programs. we face a challenge in establishing overall per
formance measures that indicate the percentage of violative a(~t.ivity deterred, since 
no way has yet been devised to measure the total universe of violative activity that 
exist>:'. The Commission keep>; exten>:'ive records on the number of investigations 
opened and cases filed during the year, the number and amount of sanctions ob
tained, as well as the number of cases filed by criminal and civil law enforcement 
authorities that included cooperative a>:'sistance from the Commis>:'ion. However, 
these statist.its do not measure complexity of the matters opened and filed. For ex
ample. the Commission met its performance target in fiscal year 2008 with regard 
to the number of enforcement investigations opened. However, commencing in 2002, 
the complexity of Commission investigations has increased substantially over prior 
years !including the Commission's investigation of alleged energy market manipula
tion). A>:' a result of these investigation>:', the complexity of the Commi>:'sion's cases 
filed and lit.igat.ed also has increased subst.ant.ially since 2002. The Commission's 
performance target tries to take into account both of these factors but they cannot 
be predicated with precision. 
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Qim;tion. How will t.he CFTC ensure there are "zero unregister·ed, untested. or 
unlicensed commodity professionals <unless they are exempt from registration)"'! 

Answer. Them arc several complementary aspects to the Commission's program 
that ensure compliance with regi>:'tration requirements as summarized by staff 
below: 

-Registration and NFA Membership.-1..:nder Section 17 of the Commodity Ex
change Act ("CEA"). the National Futures Association !"NFA"i performs reg
i>:'tration functions on behalf of the CFTC. NJt'A regi>:'ters members through its 
Online Registration System ("ORS") a web-based registration and membership 
filing and processing system. Wit.h certain ex(~ept.ions, all persons and organiza
tions that intend to do business as futures prnfcssionals must register under the 
CR/\. The primary purposes of regist.rat.ion are lo S(~reen an applicant's fitness 
to engage in business as a fotures professional and to identify those individuals 
and organizations whose activities arc subject to fodcral regulation. 

In addition, all individuals and firms that wish to conduct futures-related 
business with the public must apply for NFA membership or associate statL1s . 
.Mandatory membership serves an important function: Nl<'A Hylaw 1101 pro
hibits members from conducting customer business with non-NFA members. 

-1'esting.-lndividual"' who are applying for NJt'A membership as a sole propri
etor FC:.VI, IB, CPO, CTA or for registration as an AP of any of these categm·ics 
must salis~y proficiency requirements. Applicants generally must have passed 
the National Commodity Futures Examination (NCFE or Series 3) within the 
2 years preceding I.heir application. 

-Ethics Training.-The CFTC Statement of Acceptable Practices <see Appendix 
R to Part :~ of the Commission's regulations) for et.hies 1,raining allows flexi
bility, permitting firms to tailor their training programs to best suit their par
ticular operations. In an Interpretive Notice to its Compliance Rule 2-!:I, NFA 
state>:' that good business practice dictates that employee>:' receive periodic train
ing to keep them cognizant of new developments in technology, commercial 
practices and regulations, and their ethical implications. 

-Oversight.-NFA conducts ongoing audits of its registrants for compliance with 
N1''A rules. In turn, Commis>:'ion staff pursues formal and ongoing oversight of 
NFA's compliance and registration programs. Formal oversight activities involve 
periodic r·eviews of NFA programs and inspection of re(~Ords and interviews with 
NFA staff. 

!'\FA pursues st.alutory disqualificaLion and other· disciplinary matters 
through Registration, Compliance & Legal Committee <"RCLC") cases. On a 
quarterly basis, Commission staff meets with NFA to provide guidance on reg
istration issues generally, and to review the past quarter's RCLC cases. 

These oversight activities arc designed to protect market participants and the 
public interest by ensuring that person>:' who deal with customer>:' and those who 
handle customer orders and funds meet, the standards for fitness and integrity es
tablished under the Commodity Exchange Act. 

Question. What type of tracking system i>:' in place to demonstrate that this out
come has been achieved? 

Answer. Currently, there arc more than 67,000 individuals and companies reg
istered with the CFTC in some capacity. Although it would be impos>:'ible to track 
the negat,ive (i.e., lhal there are unregistered individuals conducting business), 
through its oversight of NF A's registration program, the Commission ensures both 
that qualified applicants are properly regi>:'tered, and that unqualified applicants (or 
regislrantsl are denied registrat,ion (or have their registration revoked). Through lhe 
quarterly meetings of the Registration Working Group involving CFTC and NFA 
staff. the Commission en>:'ures that standards for such actions are applied consist
enUy, and gives guidance when quest.ions arise. 

Question. With regard to meeting timeframcs for resolution of customer com
plaints. how does the CFTC track disposition of complaints, proceedings, and ap
peals in order to show that the targets are a(~hieved in the (~aseload? 

Answer. The various Divisions at the CFTC <Enforcement. Clearing and Inter
mediary Oversight, Market Oversight, and General Counsel's Office) each operate 
an "ofli(~er of the day program" t.o receive, and address or refer-, inquiries (including 
complaints) from members of the public. The Office of Proceedings handles and 
tracks the disposition of adjudicatory matter>:' at the hearing level. With respect to 
adjudicator·y appeals to the Commission, pending cases are maintained wilh lhe 
Secretariat, with monthly status reports issued by the Oflicc of General Counsel. 

Question. Third Goal.-Of the $160.6 million in appropriations reque>:'ted for fiscal 
year 2010, t.he CFTC would designate $a8 million (or 24 percent. of t,he lolal fund
ingl and 144 FTE to meet the third goal-to ensure market integrity in order to 
foster open. competitive, and financially sound market>:' 
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The oukomes to he achieved as a result of t.he invest.menl made relaled lo this 
goal are that clearing organizations and lirms holding customer funds have sound 
financial practices, commodity futL1rcs and options markets arc effectively self-regu
lated, markets are free of trade practice abuses, and the reg11latory environment is 
flexible and responsive to evolving market conditions. 

How will the C1'vl'C work to ensure zero loss of customer funds as a result of 
firms' failure to adhere to regulations and ensure that no customers arc prevented 
from transferring fund.; from failing firms to sound firms? 

What mechanisms docs the CFTC have to monitor sclf~regulatory organizations 
to ensure that. no funds are losl as a resull of the failure of SRPs lo comply wit.h 
their rulcs'f 

Answer. Again, the Commission has several complementary programs t.hal ad
dress the protection of customer funds held by FCMsJ and derivatives clearing orga
nizations ("DCOs"). They arc SL1mmarized hy staff below: 

-Protection of' Customer Funds-Statute and Regulations.-The Commodity Ex
change Act and Commission regulations require each FCM to segregate from its 
own asset.; all money, securities or property deposited by customers to margin 
or sccL1rc foturcs and option on futures positions traded on designated contract 
markets or funds that accrue to customers from these open positions. Each 1''CM 
also must set aside in accounts <i.e., "secured accounts"!, separate from its pro
prietary a(~Count.s, sufficient funds deposited by customers lrading on non
United States futures markets to meet its obligations to customers trading on 
foreign markels. 

-Noti/lcatio11.-Commission regulations also require each FCM to perform daily 
calculalions demonst.rat.ing compli<HH~e wit.h the segregalion and secured 
amount requirements. Any FCM that does not maintain suflicient funds in seg
regated accounts or in secured accoL1nts, as applicable, to meet its obligations 
to its customers (i.e., is ''under segregated"} is required to provide immediate 
telephone notice, confirmed immediately in writing, to the Commission and to 
the FCM's self-reg11latory organization c"SRO"J that conducts financial surveil
lance over the firm. 

-Commission and SRO Responsive Action (Direct Examinatio11s).-Upon receipt 
of a notice, Commission staff work with the applicable SRO to determine the 
facls and t.o assess whelher the situation is a t.empor·ary under segregation that 
can be immediately rectified by the FCM infusing additional funds into seg
regated or secured a(~Count.s, or indicative of a more serious issue t.hat. may re
quire prompt SRO or Commission action to protect customer funds. In certain 
situations, Commission and/or SRO staff may conduct an immediate onsitc ex
amination of the firm's books and records to assess the FCM's compliance with 
its financial requirements. 

-SRO Oi,ersight.-The Commission conduct.; periodic reviews of SRO.;' financial 
surveillance programs. The SROs' financial surveillarH~e programs include rou
tine examinations of FCMs to assess their compliance with Commission and 
SRO minimum financial requirements and related reporting requirements, in
cluding minimum capital requirements and compliance wilh t.he segregation 
and secured amount requirements. The Commission and SROs also may con
duct an examination of an FC.M on an exigent basi.; in response to an 1''CM fil
ing a nolice lhal it is not in compliance wit.h lhe (~uslomer funds segregation 
or secured amount requirements. Experience has demonstrated that if the Com
mission and SHOs can react promptly at the initial signs of weakness in the 
financial condilion of an FC::\-1. it. is more certain lhat customer funds will be 
protected. In this regard. open futures and options on futures positions may be 
expeditiou.;ly transferred to another 1''CM if the !<'CM that i.; experiencing finan
cial difficulties has properly segr·egated and secured cuslomer funds. 

-Communication With SROs.-Commission staff hold periodic meetings with the 
financial surveillance .;taff of the SROs for the purpose of discussing emerging 
issues and to coordinale examinalion procedures and policies. This includes an 
annual review of the detailed SRO audit programs, which arc submitt.cd to the 
Commi.;sion for review. 

The resources requesled by lhe Commission for t.he protection of cuslomer 
funds would allow Commission staff to conduct more frequent assessment of the 
SROs' execution of their financial surveillance programs. Additional resources 
would also allow lhe Commission t.o conduct more frequenl direct, examinalions 
of FCMs for compliance with financial and other requirements, including the 
segregation of customer funds. 

-Risk Surveillance Program.-The Commission's risk surveillance and OCO re
view programs also serve to protect customer funds by (il identifying traders 
that po.;e risks to firms and firms that pose ri.;ks to DCO.;, and <ii) taking .;tep.; 
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to miligale t.hose risks lhereby decreasing t.he likelihood of default.. Additional 
resources would allow the Commission t.o enhance these programs. 

Qim;tion.. \.\That are the advanlages and disadvant.ages of "regulatory reslruc
turing" from the perspective of the CFTC? 

Answer. Exchange traded futures and options contracts are derivatives relied 
upon by the nation's businesses for price discovery and risk management. The 
CFTC's mission is to protect market users and the public from fraud, manipulation, 
and abusive practices related to the sale of commodity and financial foturcs and op
tions, and to foster open. competitive, and financially sound futures and option mar
kets. Like exchange traded futures, OTC swaps and similar transactions arc deriva
tives. Like futures, OTC derivatives arc wicd for risk shifting purposes. In recent 
years the OTC market has grown to far exceed the exchange traded market in size. 
Bringing OTC dealers and markets under CFTC regulatory oversight. will greatly 
enhance lhe abilily of the Commission to fulfill its mission and lo prot.ecl t.he pr·ice 
dis(~overy and risk shifting fmH~t.ions of derivat.ives market.s. Additionally, bringing 
the OTC dealers and market.; under federal regulation will significantly improve fi
nancial integrity and transparency, qualities that were lacking in the collapse of 
lirms like AIG and Lehman Brothers. 

Question. Fourth Goal.-Of the $160.6 million in appropriations requested for fis
cal year 2010, the CFTC would designate $31.5 million (or 19 percent of the total 
funding) and 121 FTE to meet the first goal-t-0 facilitate agency performance 
through organizational and managerial cxccllcncc, cflicicnt use of resources. and ef
fective mission support. 

Among the outcomes to be achieved as a result of the investment made related 
to this goal are a product.ive, le(~hni(~ally compelenl, compelit.ively compensaled and 
diverse workforce, a modern and secure informal.ion system. and an organizational 
infrast.n1(~t.ure that effe(~t.ively and efficiently responds t.o and ant.i6pates both t.he 
routine and emergency business need.; of the agency. 

How does the C.1''TC intend to meao;ure progress and the extent to which theo;e 
outcomes have been achieved'! 

Answer. The Commission has developed 18 performance measures intended to 
measure progress in achieving the stated outcome objective. Of the 18 measures 11 
results were determined to be effective, one was determined t-0 be moderately effec
tive, and six were determined to be adequate. The performance results along with 
an annual performance analysis and review arc included in pages 91-110 of the Fis
cal Year 2008 Performance and AccOL1ntability Report available of the CFTC Web
site al: www.cflc.gov/aboutlhecft.ctcftneport.s. 

QHF.8TJON Sc~RMITTF.o RY SF.NATOR SusA-:-i Cou.1-:-is 

Question. Excessive speculation in the commodities market is prohibited under 
CFTC's statutes. However. determining what constitutes excessive speculation is a 
thorny question. Last year, as oil and other commodities skyrocketed on the futures 
market. many in Congl"Css became concerned that these market prices were more 
reflective of the activity of speculators than commercial interests in the underlying 
product. Last year, under the leadership of Chairman Lukkcn, the CFTC stated that 
despite the rapid increase in prices, the data did not reflect manipulation by spccu
lat.ors. Crilics, however, conlend that in I.his arena, t.he CFTC is simply out.rnat.(~hed. 
Tt. lacks the manpower and resources to effectively (~ollect. the large volume of data 
in lhe commodit.ies markets and t.o effectively analyze that dala. Do you believe lhe 
C.1''TC needs more resources to gather relevant data and effectively analyze it to bet
ter understand the role and the effects of speculator.;? 

Answer. The Commission examines markets by studying the behavior of commer
cial and non-commercial traders. In determining the status of traders, the Commis
sion has traditionally accepted their sclf~classification. The Commission has begun 
to examine trader patterns to ascertain the general accuracy of these classifications. 
Commission assessments of the self-classifications are staff intensive and in order 
to accomplish them expeditiously and on a sustained basis, additional reo;ources will 
be required. 

On another front the Commission relics on market positions information that is 
Ltpdatcd daily. WithoL1t intraday position information, the Commission cannot exam
ine any price cffoct occurring on the same day as a position change. This problem 
could be addressed were position information available throughout the trading day. 
Obtaining and processing such information will require additional resources for both 
staff and data proceo;sing capacity. 
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St:HCOM:vJIT'I'F.F. RF.CF.SS 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much for coming in. 
Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Col-

lins. Thank you so much. 
Senator DURHII'\. Thank you very much. 
The subcommittee hearing is hereby recessed. 
fWhereupon, at 12:27 p.m., Tuesday, June 2, the subcommittee 

was recessed, to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.J 
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REGULATORY REFORM AND 
THE DERIVATIVES MARKET 

Thursday, June 4, 2009 

U.S. SRNATR, 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURF., NUTRITIOI'\, ANO FORRSTRY, 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 

SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, Chair
man of the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Nelson, Casey, Klobuchar, Gillibrand, 
Bennet, Chambliss, Thune, and Johanns. 

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON AGRI
CULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman HARKIN. The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutri
tion, and Forestry will come to order regarding a hearing on regu
latory reform in the derivatives markets. 

Although we see hope in the strung economic recovery steps we 
have taken, we are still struggling through a grave economic down
turn. The lack of sufficient regulatory authority and oversight re
garding the financial markets is widely acknowledged as a key fac
tor in the global economic crisis. It is not credible to assert that the 
markets and present reb>Ulatory system have worked. When the 
Federal Government has had tu inject some $4 tri11ion-$4 tril
lion-into the system to stave off a total col1apse of the economy. 

Recent problems indicate the need for fundamental reform. Fun
damental reform. The 2008 run-up in oil prices left our economy 
bruised, our Nation keenly aware of not only its dependence on for
eign oil but the struggle with speculation in the markets. Volatile 
agricultural commodity prices, high input costs, and problems with 
the wheat and cotton markets have exposed vulnerabilities in our 
agriculture futures markets. Bui possibly the most problematic, our 
national economy has been held hostage by poorly regulated finan
cial markets and the irresponsible behavior of some market partici
pants, particularly when it comes to financial derivative products 
like credit default swaps and other over-the-counter derivatives. 

I think it has become obvious that we must restore proper regu
latory oversight if we are going 1.o get this economy built on a solid 
foundation. Simply put, the derivatives markets must work prop
erly and in the open. Agriculture futures markets are fundamental 
to the functioning of every aspect of our agriculture economy. 

(l) 
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Financial services now account for about as much as 20 percent 
of our economy, and if those markets are not healthy or properly 
regulated, I think the evidence is clear our economy suffers. 

Now, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission plays a vital 
role in providing oversight in keeping these players honest. If we 
do not invest in the regulators and the enforces to expand that 
oversight to the over-the-counter markets, I think we are going to 
continue to pay a heavy price. 

It is imperative lhat we pass strong financial regulatory reform 
in this body and not just piecemeal, patchwork reform, but com
prehensive and fundamental reform that brings full transportation 
and accountability back to the markets. Earlier this year, I intro
duced the Derivatives Trading Integrity Act; I think one I also in
troduced last year. The bil1 would require all futures contracts to 
trade on regulated exchanges. Why do I want that? Because ex
change-traded contracts are subject to a level of transparency and 
oversight that is jut not possible in over-the-counter markets. 

For many years, derivative contracts have traded very efficiently 
and openly on regulated exchanges. But we have seen the damage 
done by moves to circumvent properly regulated derivatives trad
ing. 

I would also say it is not sufficient to assert, as many swap deal
ers do, that the market for credit default swaps function properly 
and has experienced no major problems during the current crisis. 
As conceived by derivatives traders in the mid-1990's at JPMorgan 
Chase-well, it was JP Morgan then-the CDS was designed tu as
sist in the smooth functioning of the credit market and presumably 
to make it easier to raise capital by issuing corporate bonds to fund 
investment in the production of goods and services, which is what 
we want the financial sector to do. What is the end means of our 
financial services sector? That is for the production of goods and 
services to add tu our GDP. Otherwise, you are just in a gambling 
game. 

So the fact is it was going to make it easier to raise capital by 
issuing corporate bonds to fund investment in the production of 
goods and services. But the facts belie that claim. While the total 
face value uf CDS contracts more than tripled-tripled-between 
2005 and 2008, the share of gross private domestic investment in 
U.S. GDP stagnated and then fell by more than rn percent. That 
is at the end of 2008. 

I have a chart. I wanted to see what it looked like, so I have a 
chart. So you see here the share of investment in U.S. GDP, and 
then here you have got un the red line the notional value of the 
CDSs. 

Now, for a while, they seemed to 1.rack prelty well, but right here 
in about 2005, investment goes down and the value of the CDSs 
go up. So I think you can safely say they were not adding anything 
to the value of the goods and services of our country at some point 
in time. 

Nor du I agree with those who assert that more rigorous regula
tion of these markets will discourage innovation or hamper our 
economy. Well, if financial innovation improves the ability of com
panies to hedge their risks or improves the functioning of the mar
ket, then the incentive for creativity will be there. But if the prime 
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motivation for innovation is to speculate, to avoid taxes, or assume 
reckless risks, the public has an interest in regulating that sort of 
"creativity." 

I have often asked, Where was the market demand for credit de
fault swaps'? Where was the market demand for collateralized debt 
obligations'? Where was the market demand for collateralized mort
gage obligations? It was just sort of thought up. 

You know, I have to digress here a second. I was just looking at 
the last issue of Newsweek magazine thal has got Oprah on the 
front. I guess that sells the magazine. But it is called "The Revenge 
of the Nerd," and it is about the quants. How many people in this 
country know what a quant is and what they did in terms of specu
lation, through these mathematical geniuses that came from var
ious and sundry place, how they devised these financial instru
ments lo slice and dice and make money on things that really were 
not adding to the goods and services value of this country. It is a 
great article. I would recommend your reading it. 

As I said, if that creativity is there just to add for speculation 
purposes and for sort of gambling and for high rollers and people 
making a lot of money in a short span of time, but not really add
ing lo the sound investment in our country, then, quite frankly, I 
think the public has a big interest in regulating that kind of cre
ativity. 

So we must protect consumers and lower systemic risk and en
hance the price discovery function of the markets, reduce excessive 
speculation, give the regulators the authority and information they 
need lo keep the markets free of fraud and manipulation. In doing 
so, we will maximize the economic value of the derivatives markets 
by making sure they are structured to manage risk rather than to 
magnify it and b'llarantee that bad actors are held accountable. 

So we have a lot of work to do on legislative reform. It is impera
tive that we all work together to come up with a solution that will 
bring transparency, accountability, and stability to our derivatives 
markets. So I welcome this hearing and this testimony. I thank 
each of the witnesses for coming here today, and I look forward to 
hearing their thoughts. I cannot think of anything that-well, this 
Committee has to do-we have to reauthorize the child nutrition 
bill later this year. We are going to work on that. But we have got 
to do lhis. This has got to be done this year. 

I have talked with my colleague, my counterpart in the House, 
Chairman Peterson. He feels the same way. So I just do not think 
that we can push this off any longer. We have got to strenbrthen 
the hand of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. We have 
got to give them the authority, and I am going to be asking the 
new Chairman about thal and about any resources thal lhey need. 
But we have got to get the CFTC the authority and the resources 
they need to do this kind of regulation and oversight. 

With that, I will yield to my distinguished Ranking Member, my 
good friend, Saxby Chambliss. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, A U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, 
and you and I agree 100 percent that this is a critical issue, and 
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it is an issue that we have gut to address and an issue that cer
tainly calls for more regulatory measures, but I think regulatory 
measures that are not too intrusive to destroy markets rather than 
to continue to create and innovate in the markets. I know you had 
a conflict last night and were not able to be there, but we had a 
very good meeting with Secretary Geithner last night, along with 
our Senate Banking colleagues as well as our House Agriculture 
and Financial Services folks. We fully expect lhat the Secretary is 
going to come forward, I am sure with consultation of the new 
Chairman, with some recommendations in the next couple of 
weeks. We talked about some ideas that we have as policymakers 
there last night that are going to help influence, obviously, in a 
very strong way the direction in which the administration wants to 
go. 

I am very confident that we are going to be able to come together 
with a very strong proposal lhat does make certain modifications 
that are not overburdensome, hut yet at the same time will provide 
that protection that you referred to for all consumers as well as 
making sure that we have stability in the markets. 

I do strongly believe that lhe Senate Agriculture Committee and 
the CFTC must be engaged in the development of any legislation 
addressing financial regulatory reform. This Committee has a re
sponsibility to ensure proper oversight of the CFTC, and we must 
do more to fulfill lhis duty. 

Today's hearing covers a wide range of issues: speculative trad
ing in the commodities markets, changes to regulation of the over
the-counter derivatives, and the CFTC's authority over retail off-ex
change transactions. Those are all worlhy individually of hearings, 
and they are very complex issues that we are going to have to be 
dealing with in the legislative proposal that you alluded to and 
that I agree is going to have to come forward. 

Among the most complex instruments, we have recently heard a 
great deal about credit default swaps, ur CDS, which permit one 
party to transfer the credit risk of bonds or syndicated bank loans 
to another party. Given that AIG was heavily involved in CDS, it 
seems simple enough jusl lo blame swaps in general for the current 
financial crisis. But, of course, it is much more complicated than 
that. Failing to distinguish between credit default swaps and the 
actual mortgage-related debt securities that these swaps were ref
erencing has resulted in an oversimplification of lhe problem and 
subsequently an oversimplification of the proposed solutions. 

Simply banning the use of all over-the-counter derivatives or 
forcing such contracts onto an exchange is unrealistic and unlikely 
to even address the underlying problem; that is, is this really a 
chance we are willing to take in these uncertain times, a chance 
that we would make things worse, dry up more capital, and force 
the cost of doing business higher? 

Speaking of business functionally, curbing speculation is the 
physical commodity markets-speaking functionally, curbing specu
lation in the physical commodity markets is another area that we 
must approach very carefully. This is also not a simple topic. De
termining how much speculation is necessary and how much specu
lation is excessive is an enormous challenge and something that we 
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will be talking with the Chairman as well as our other witnesses 
about this morning. 

Some seem lo have decided thal all speculation is bad, bul I 
would like to remind folks that without speculators in the market
place, our farmers, ranchers, and energy users would find very lit
tle liquidity in these markets and would thereby not be able to uti
lize them effectively. Those individuals and businesses hedging 
risks and physical commodities, the parties that some claim they 
are trying lo protect by running speculators from the market, are 
the ones who are likely to be hurt the most if speculative money 
dries up. I fear that this is another example in which over
simplification may be leading us to solutions of vast unintended 
consequences. 

We must remember that during the past 18 months of bank
ruptcies, bailouts, and Government-assumed ownerships, lhe Na
tion's futures markets have functioned quite well. Price discovery 
has occurred, consumer fonds have been protected, and there has 
not been a single bankruptcy of any clearing organization. 

Does this mean there is not room for improvement? Of course 
nut. Do I think the volatility in some markets over this lifetime 
warrants extensive analysis and possibly regulatory changes? Abso
lutely. While I may have concerns with some of the proposals that 
have been discussed relative to regulating both the use of over-the
counter derivatives and speculative trading, I am absolutely con
vinced that the market volatility and financial meltdown of the re
cent past make the case for more market transparency. 

How can we in Congress gamble on the outcome of sweeping re
forms without first properly identifying the cause of these prob
lems? How can we identify the cause of the problem without au
thorizing and/or requiring more transparency through the collection 
of necessary data? 

Yes, I have seen all the press accounts claiming the evils of in
dexed investments, swap dealers, and speculators, hut whal statis
tical data is used to support these claims? From what I can tell, 
many assumptions in the analysis to date are assumptions that 
may very well be accurate. But how do we verify this accuracy 
without access to the facts? Assumptions are simply not good 
enough when it comes to the responsibility Congress has tu protect 
the integrity of these markets-integrity lhat would he com
promised by lack of market liquidity or by increasing the cost of 
risk management or by forcing a migration of these markets over
seas. 

While I want to understand the causes that led us here, I do not 
believe anyone in this room-or anywhere else, frankly-has all the 
answers lo what exactly went wrong. I am nol willing lo believe 
everything reported in the press unless the claims can be backed 
up with hard, verifiable data. To do otherwise is reckless. In fact, 
the data we have seen so far actually contradicts some of the 
claims people are so quick to believe and ultimately to blame fur 
causing this mess that we are facing today. 

Beyond requiring more transparency, I also believe this Com
mittee should explore how most effectively to regulate swaps, some 
of which are statutorily excluded from CFTC regulation and over
sight. We should review the manner in which hedge exemptions 
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from position limits are granted, and we need tu determine how 
best 1.o encourage the clearing of certain derivative products with
out jeopardizing either the use of these risk management tools or 
the sustainability of our clearinghouses. 

If Congress is truly interested in addressing the problem as op
posed to politicizing a solution, we can no longer ignore the com
plexities of these markets. We must devote time to understanding 
these instruments and 1.heir implications. We must seek to under
stand the legitimate purposes these complex instruments serve for 
large and small businesses in each of our States. That is why hear
ings such as this are absolutely essential. The last thing we should 
be doing is contributing a whole host of new, unappealing con
sequences in an already volatile marketplace. 

Mr. Chairman, I particularly look forward today to hearing some 
of the practical aspects of utilization of these products that are on 
the market today, and I fully expect our witnesses to be able to tell 
us, No. 1, how they utilize them from the standpoint of making the 
economy of this country stronger by making their businesses 
stronger, and also how they think we can move in the direction of 
further regulation to ensure that confidence on the consumer side 
as well as stability and liquidity in the marketplace. 

So, again, I thank you for bringing this matter forward. I know 
ii will be the beginning of a dialog that fully recognizes 1.he role of 
the CFTC but also that of the Agriculture Committee. I am very 
pleased that we have our new Chairman that we now have in place 
here 1.o kick off this hearing 1.his morning. Mr. Chairman, I say 
publicly congratulations and we are excited about you being where 
you are, and we look forward to working with you and hearing your 
testimony 1.his morning. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Chambliss. 
Now we wil1 move tu our witnesses, and first is our new Chair

man of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Mr. Gary 
Gensler was sworn in as Chairman of the CFTC on May 26, 2009. 
Chairman Gensler previously served at the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury as Under Secretary of Domestic Finance and as Assistant 
Secretary for Financial Markets, subsequently served as a senior 
adviser to the Chairman uf the U.S. Senate Banking Committee on 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act reforming corporate responsibility, account
ing, and securities laws. Chairman Gensler is the co-author of a 
book, "The Great Mutual Fund Trap"-which I just mentioned to 
him in private I have been reading parts of ii, and I recommend 
it highly-which presents common-sense investment advice for 
middle-income Americans. 

Mr. Gensler is a summa cum laude graduate from the University 
of Pennsylvania's Wharton School, with a Bachelor of Science in 
Economics, received a Master's uf Business Administration from 
the Wharton School's graduate division in 1979. 

Mr. Gensler, welcome back to the Committee. Congratulations 
again un your assumption of the chairmanship of the CFTC. Your 
statement will be made a parl of the record in its entirety, and 
please proceed as you so desire. 
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STATEMENT OF GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN, COMMODITY 
FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, mem
bers of the Committee, thank you for your unanimous support in 
my recent confirmation, and thank you for inviting me here today 
to talk about this critical issue to the Nation's economy. 

I believe that we must urgently enact broad reforms to regulate 
the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. Such reforms must 
comprehensively regulate both the derivative dealers-those insti
tutions that make markets in these products-as well as the mar
kets themselves. I think that it is very important fur the future of 
our economy and the welfare of the American people, and I pledge 
to work with this Committee and Congress to try to restore con
fidence in the financial regulatory system. 

Many of these reforms will require statutory changes, of course, 
hut, Senators, please also know that I have already directed the 
Commission stafT to present all options under our current and ex
isting authorities to protect market integrity and consumers from 
price volatility-that price volatility that may accompany a re
bound in this overall economy as well, as we move forward. This 
is particularly the case within the physical commodities, whether 
it is wheat, grain, or energy markets. 

A comprehensive regulatory framework governing the over-the
counter derivatives markets and over-the-counter derivatives deal
ers should apply to all dealers and all derivatives, and I believe 
that it should not matter what type of derivative is traded. That 
would include interest rate products, currency products, commodity 
products, equities, as well as credit default swaps, or that which 
cannot be foreseen yet, and any other swap or derivative product 
coming in the future. 

Furthermore, it should apply to dealers in derivatives no matter 
whether they are trading in standardized products or in customized 
products. In my written testimony, I go further into that. But let 
me mention the four key objectives that I think we would wish to 
achieve here. 

One is to lower systemic risk. We have to make sure that there 
is less risk in the overall system. Two is promoting transparency 
and efficiency in markets. Three is promoting market integrity and 
preventing fraud, manipulation and other abuses, setting position 
limits where appropriate. Fourth, protecting the retail public. 

To achieve this, I foresee working with Congress on two com
plementary regimes: through the dealers that hold themselves out 
to the public in these products, we should set capital standards to 
lower risk margin requirements as they conduct business directly 
with other commercial enterprises; business conduct standards, 
which I want to return to; and recordkeeping and reporting. This 
would be for all derivatives, whether customized or standardized, 
whether they be interest rate product or credit default swaps. 

On the dealer community, there are really just 20 or 30 large 
dealers, the business conduct standards would protect against 
fraud, manipulation, and other abuses. The recordkeeping and re
porting, importantly, would allow the reb>Ulators to see a complete 
picture and aggregate this picture. 
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In addition, I do believe, though, we need to regulate the mar
kets as well. This is a complementary regime to bring the stand
ardized products, those products lhat can he brought into clearing 
and brought onto exchanges, further lowers risk. Clearing has the 
attribute that no longer would the financial system be so inter
connected. Individual firms, rather than having exposures to each 
other, would have the clearinghouse that has to have the discipline 
of daily mark-tu-market and daily posting of collateral. 

Regulated exchanges and transparent regulated trading facilities 
or trading platforms bring additional transparency, and what we 
are proposing-and I believe the administration letter also spoke to 
this-is that there would be a real-time reporting of those trans
actions of the standardized products. So the full market could see 
on a real-time basis, as they do in the corporate bond market and 
they do in lhe securities market, the pricing of lhe products as 
clearly as they can. 

Before I close this oral part, I want to say there are two other 
things, I think, that we need tu work together on beyond regulating 
the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace and fully bringing 
this under regulation. 

I believe that we will need to work together on lhe appropriate 
authorities to put in place aggregate position limits over the mar
ketplace, particularly as it relates to physical commodity products, 
but also that we need to address some abuses in the retail area. 
Last year's fix with regard tu foreign exchange trading, I think that 
we will need to extend that to other physical commodities. We 
thank you for some of those helps in Congress. Furthermore, to 
have clearer authority for the CFTC to make sure that foreign 
boards of trade comply with our transparency and position limit 
authorities here, effectively in statute to close what is called "the 
London loophole." 

With that quick summary of a very complex subject, I look for
ward lo working wilh this Committee and taking your questions 
today. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Gensler can be found on page 80 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Chairman Gensler, 
and as I said, I read your testimony thoroughly last evening, and 
I just found it very enlightening, and like I said, I think I agree 
with most of everything you have put in there. I have some ques
tions I will ask about a couple of parts of it here. But as you know, 
I have expressed to you privately and I have expressed publicly 
that I appreciate, first of all, that this is the unanimous position 
of the Commission, as I understand. Is that right? 

Mr. GENSLER. Thal is correct. I am pleased to report the testi
mony represents a Commission document. 

Chairman HARKIN. I would be remiss if I did not recognize one 
uf your Commissioners who is here, Michael Dunn, and to thank 
him for serving as the Interim Chairman of the CFTC during this 
period of time. I want to thank you very much, Commissioner 
Dunn, for doing thal yeoman's work in thal interim chairmanship. 

You and I, Mr. Gensler, I think, agree on the need to enact sig
nificant regulatory reform-significant regulatory reform-of the 
derivatives market. I do not know if this is a divergence or not in 
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our approach, but it has to du with over-the-counter derivatives 
and whether they should be allowed tu continue. 

If we do allow over-the-counter trading, then I think the require
ments that you have proposed would be at least the minimum, I 
think, of what we should be doing in terms of ensuring the integ
rity of those markets. But I just want tu explore with you again 
on the record in public whether we might move all of this activity 
to a regulated exchange or an electronic trading system. 

So I want to discuss lhat with you, hut, again, I also want to get 
into what resources you might need also. I will not get into that 
in detail, but at some point we have got to think about what kind 
of resources you might need. 

But you propose establishing criteria for determining whether a 
derivative is standardized or not. Now, I wrote these down: wheth
er a contract is accepted for clearing hy a regulated clearinghouse, 
the volume, the look alike nature of the contract, evaluating wheth
er the difference between the OTC contract and the exchange con
tract are significant economically, or if the contract terms are dis
seminated to third parties. A lot of details are left out of that. 

I still ask the question, I ask you as I asked it of Mr. Geithner, 
not before us but in a meeting in lhe Capitol: Define a "customized 
swap." What is a "customized swap" that cannot be traded on a 
regulated exchange'? I still am wrestling with that. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, I think that we share your concern 
that we need to bring a regulatory regime to the entire market, 
those standardized and those tailored products, and that is why we 
are proposing to regulate the dealer community and be able to get 
the full picture, the full recordkeeping and reporting, even with an 
audit trail, so that we can police and enforce anti-fraud and anti
manipulation provisions, enforce position limit authority. 

In terms of your question, we believe that there are tens of thou
sands of commercial interests in this country that promote their 
business needs hy hedging within the futures marketplace and 
hedging within the swaps or over-the-counter derivatives market
place. We need to bring regulation to that marketplace. 

Individual commercial interests and municipalities sometimes 
wait to tailor a product-it might be a specific product that hedges 
their risk in the interest rate markets, but it might be on a dif
ferent day, it might be a different month than a standard product. 
Or it may be in the physical commodity market where it is an air
line that wants a certain grade of jet fuel delivered at a certain lo
cation on a certain date. It is so specific and commercially even 
confidential that there is nu liquidity, there are not four other par
ties that would du that exact contract. 

So what we are proposing is that would still be regulated, it 
would still be regulated with regard to this first regime, where the 
dealers that are transacting this business have to comply with 
anti-fraud, anti-manipulation, that have tu report and record all of 
this. The regulators would see a picture of the entire marketplace 
and be able to police that entire marketplace. 

That commercial enterprise would get the benefit of transparency 
because the standardized products-over half the market, though 
it is hard to estimate exact figures, but a significant part of the 
market is standardized-would be brought into exchanges and re-
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ported on a real-time basis, so the commercial enterprises get the 
benefit. But they may still want to tailor some features to a specific 
date or location in my little example that I gave. 

Chairman HARKIN. I am still going 1.o continue 1.o press this 
issue, and I will with the other witnesses who come up. Give me 
an example of a customized, over-the-counter derivative contract 
that is so customized that it cannot be put on a regulated ex
change. 

Now, I understand that it may cost a Jittle bit more for them to 
do that. But I think to me, the cost of that may eat into their prof
its a little bit. But to me, the need for the public to know that and 
for others to know it, for price discovery and transparency, it may 
be for a specific jet fuel, but that may have repercussions on other 
aspects of the oil market that could happen, depending upon how 
big that contract is. 

So when you do that, I just have a hard time understanding 
what is so customized that it cannot be put out there in that mar
ket. 

Mr. GE!\SLEK Mr. Chairman, the same reason that you are sug
gesting is why we think that even the tailored or customized prod
ucts should be reported to the regulators so that the regulators can 
report the aggregate positions and see even the customized, in this 
case the example of the jet fuel. An exchange generally needs par
ties on both sides to come with bids and offers, and so really the 
key here is how much interest in a tailored product might there be. 

So we believe we have to bring regulation to the entire market
place, including these tailored products, and that we must have 
regulation of the dealer side so 1.hat we can also allow for commer
cial enterprises to sti11 hedge their very specific and unique risks. 
At the same time, the commercial enterprises would be protected 
against fraud and manipulation. Market integrity would be pro
tected by aggregate position limits across the markets. The regu
lators would be able to po1ice these markets with seeing a real 
audit trail and a record of tailored and standard products. 

Chairman HARKll\. On page 4 of your testimony-and I marked 
ii last night-it says, "These standards"-regarding over-the
counter contracts-"also should require adherence to position Jimits 
established by the CFTC on OTC derivatives that perform or affect 
a significant price discovery function with respect to regulated mar
kets." But if these contracts 1.hen are needed for price discovery, if 
you need price discovery, as you say right there, that "affect a sig
nificant price discovery function," wouldn't the public interest re
quire this price discovery to be on an open, properly regulated ex
change and not on the over-the-counter exchange? 

Mr. GRNSLRR. Our proposal is that anything that could get onto 
clearing, anything a clearinghouse would accept for clearing would 
be presumptively standard. So if a clearinghouse accepts it, it 
would be considered standard. We will have to have rules of gov
ernance for these clearinghouses, and we have cal1ed for these to 
be fully regulated clearinghouses. But anything that was accepted 
should be out there and be exactly what you say, Mr. Chairman, 
fully transparent to the public and also on exchanges and on these 
trading platforms. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Well, there is some concern about the c1ear
inghouses are run basically by the banks and others. This is not 
an open exchange. So I am concerned about what your regulation 
would mean and how we find out, again, whether these over-the
counter derivatives are being regulated. 

Mr. GENSLER. I think the Chairman raises a very good point. 
Right now the c1earinghouses, of course, have come into being
and, fortunately, they have come into being. There are a number 
of them that have started ouL But 1.hey are on a voluntary basis. 
So we are talking about working with this Committee and Con
gress on having mandatory and statutory provisions. Working to
gether we should find the right balance on governance as well with 
regard to these clearinghouses so we do not have, as you highlight, 
some of the conflicts that may exist. We would want to guard 
against those in 1.he governance features. 

Chairman HARKll'\. Well, we will follow up on that. That is pretty 
interesting. 

I am sorry. I took almost 10 minutes, so I will recognize other 
people for 10 minutes rather than 5-minute rounds. This is a very 
intricate subject, and it takes a little time to develop. 

Senator Chambliss. 
Senator CHAMllLlSS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and you are 

right, it is certainly above my brain's capacity to understand all the 
complexities of this industry. While you raise a good issue relative 
to customized swaps and derivatives, I think we are going to have 
some testimony from some folks today that actually use them, and 
they can dwell on the details. But I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, 
that you recognize that there is going to be a need for some custom 
items and products as we move forward. 

We talked about this last night with Secretary Geithner, too, and 
he is of the same belief. It is the folks that are in the business 
every day that have the understanding of this rather than those 
who deal with so many other 1.hings on a daily basis. 

Mr. Chairman, I sent a letter to-and let me compliment Former 
Acting Chairman Dunn for his great work, now Commissioner 
Dunn. We are pleased that obviously you were where you were and 
you are where you are, because it is folks like you and the current 
Chairman that understand these issues. 

Bui I sent a letter hack in April regarding several different 
issues, and you handed me the response this morning, so I am kind 
of going off what you just handed me here. But, basically, when we 
talk about costs, there are obviously issues on the trade side rel
ative to costs, and we will talk more about that. But there are 
going to be significant costs on your side from the standpoint of 
whatever legislation we come up with, making further demands on 
you. 

One thing I appreciate you going into detail about is if we are 
going to establish position limits and if we are going to make it 
mandatory upon the Commission to oversee and regulate items 
such as position limits, you have said that given the substantial in
crease in the number of commodities that would he required 1.o 
have Federal speculative position limits, staff estimates that at 
least 20 full-time equivalent positions would be necessary to review 
the expanded scope of Federal position limits, grant hedge exemp-
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tiuns, collect reports from persons granted hedge exemptions, and 
monitor for violations. 

In addition, you go on to respond 1.o my letter by 1.alking about 
the further extension and regulation of speculative limits to OTC 
contracts and that also would be very significant and would require 
at least 60 additional staff, plus we would need tu upgrade the sys
tems that you have in place today to be able to handle that. Ball
park, du you have any idea what kind of additional funding we are 
looking for your budget 1.o try to do just 1.hese things, which I 1.hink 
there is general agreement that we have got to move in this direc
tion'? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Chambliss, I thank you for the letter that 
was sent to my predecessor and that I was able to deliver the esti
mates. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission, I believe, 
even with the generous support of this Committee and Congress is 
still sorely underresourced. We are in total at about 510 people. We 
just got authority to move up to 572, which just brings us back to 
the staffing levels that were in place in 1999, 10 years ago. 

The futures markets that we regulate have gone up five-fold. The 
complexity has gone up significantly. We have six times more con
tracts today. Bui it is not just the number of contracts. It is global. 
We have gone from open outcry to electronic trading. So hopefully 
we will be working together with you and the appropriators in try
ing to find a way tu address these very real resource needs. 

If we do go further, as your letter asked about sitting more posi
tion limits, we made estimates of 20 or 60 people; you had two al
ternatives. Rather 1.han speaking off 1.he cuff, if we can get back 1.o 
you on an exact sort of dollar figure that assigns to those two num
bers, we would be glad to do that as follow-up. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Sure. Well, I think there is going tu be gen
eral agreement that we have got to make some changes, and we 
agree here that you are underresourced now. But we are not going 
to put additional obligations on you without providing you addi
tional funding. We are simply going to have to do that. Irrespective 
of what amount of money we are talking about, if, in fact, CDS or 
whatever part uf the commodities market contributed tu the finan
cial collapse last year, it is going to be a lot cheaper to fund you 
to regulate than it will be tu go through another situation that we 
are trying to recover from now. 

Mr. GEl'\SLEK Senator, I fully agree with you on that, that it 
would be a good investment of taxpayer dollars to guard against 
these risks. 

Senator CHAMRLTSS. One thing that has been of real concern to 
me from the standpoint of putting additional regulations in place 
is the fact 1.hat we might stymie, No. 1, innovation on 1.he part of 
bright minds in the marketplace that are thinking of additional 
products, not just for the sake of making money on the end of sell
ing them but providing a real service tu businesses across our coun
try and allowing them to utilize the marketplace, again, tu offset 
risk. 

If we, No. 1, take all the risk out of 1.hat, 1.hen I think we are 
going to be hampering the markets more so than helping them. 
Second, if we put in overburdensome regulations, then there is 
going to be the tendency of those folks, whether they are in my 
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hometown of Moultrie, Georgia, or Atlanta ur New York, to simply 
go overseas and carry out the same transaction, but yet on another 
market that may not he regulated in the way we are talking about. 

One thing that came up in our discussion last night-and I will 
nut expect you to be able to talk in depth, but I would like your 
comment about this-is that if we re going to make changes to our 
markets in order to make sure that the same protections are in 
place for American consumers on overseas markets, lhen we need 
to go to our overseas markets, and we need to tell the Europeans 
that these are the changes we are going to make, and we hope you 
would look at the same type of regulatory process to try to coordi
nate and let us do nol be overburdensome, but yet make the nec
essary changes so that our customers-or, excuse me, U.S. firm 
customers do not immediately go overseas and we lose that busi
ness and that ability to regulate those markets. 

Any comments you have on the potential for that? 
Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Senator, I think it is absolutely critical that we co

ordinate internationally with other regulators around the globe. 
Just yesterday, I actually met with the head of the European Com
mission on Internal Market and Services, Charlie McGreevy, on 
these matters. It was fortunate he was in town. But I know that 
Secretary Geithner and others are doing this. Commissioner Dunn 
is actually going overseas next week to take on some of this as 
well. 

We need to coordinate and make sure there is nut a race tu the 
bottom somewhere else. I am encouraged by my meeting yesterday 
on that. I do think that we also have to really think about how we 
protect the American public and make sure thal we get lhe right 
things in place there. 

We need to not only allow hut foster innovation so that the econ
omy can grow hut protect against risks, and the risks that we are 
talking about protecting against are lhe risk of fraud, the risk of 
manipulation, the risk that sometimes from speculation that be
comes excessive speculation there may he burdens in terms of the 
volatility of markets. We are talking about protecting against the 
risk of unregulated actors like the affiliate of AIG, AIG Financial 
Products, that did not have any effective Federal regulation grow
ing so large and being so excessively leveraged. 

So while this is a complex proposal, regulating the dealers to 
lower risk, thal means there is some capital. That means there is 
more cushion in the business that they have in their business 
model. That more capital may, as you suggest, lead to some more 
cost, hut still allow for innovation, still allow fully for innovation, 
hut lower lhe leverage in the system. I lhink one of the great les
sons uf the crisis of last year is the system overall, the financial 
system, got highly leveraged and too leveraged. Almost all the sta
tistics will point to that. 

So capital regimes and margin regimes lower risk; business con
duct regimes lower the risk of fraud, manipulation, and the bur
dens of excessive speculation, but while still fostering innovation, 
fostering, as we have said in this approach, the allowance of tai
lored or customized products. So commercial interests can still 
hedge their risks. 
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Senator CHAMBLISS. I agree with you that certainly posting more 
capital is going tu lower the risk, and I will not get you to go into 
any more detail than lhat because lhe other witnesses I expect will 
be able to give us some more information relative to that. But I 
want to make sure that we do not require too much in the way of 
reduction of risk that we just suck too much capital out of the mar
ketplace and that we make sure that these folks that are utilizing 
whether it is over-the-counter or non-regulated today, that they 
still have lhe capital lo operate their businesses in the way lhat 
they need to be operated. 

I thank you, and I have got some more questions, but, Mr. Chair
man, I will wait until the next round. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Chambliss. 
The principle here we go on is time of arrival. Senator Casey was 

next, but he is not here right now. Then we will turn lo Senator 
Johanns. 

Senator JOHANNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
If I could maybe start out and do a little self-education here, be

cause it is a hugely complicated topic we are talking about. But as 
I understand where you are kind of getting to here is, on the one 
hand, there is a sel of regulations or an approach thal you would 
like to be empowered to take relative to people or the companies 
that actually do business here. As I read the four items that you 
have mentioned, that really would deal with those dealers. Are we 
on the same page so far? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Yes, the dealers of which there are internationally 
maybe 20 or :-JO large ones, lhey are out in the public domain, and 
by and large we know the names of those big financial institutions. 

Senator JOHANNS. Pretty straightforward working with them and 
laying out what the standards are going to be and the transparency 
and the capital that you have mentioned. Su that for me is fairly 
understandable and fairly straightforward. 

The second piece of lhis, though, I think il is really complicated, 
and that deals with regulation of products. How are you going to 
handle that, and what kind of authority do you want? 

The first question I need to try to get an understanding about 
is as we look back over the last 8 to 10 to 12 months, if you were 
to identify the products that really were at the heart of the prob
lem relative to the financial crisis, the AIGs, el cetera, whal would 
those products have been? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think that there are many factors that 
led to this economic and financial crisis, and only some of that was 
related to the products, because I do believe a great deal had to do 
with the excess leverage and excess borrowing and imbalances in 
the system overall. But in terms of specific products, I believe lhat 
the over-the-counter derivatives markets was a contributing factor, 
particularly with regard to credit default swaps explicitly. I think 
other products, if I can speak more expansively also, mortgage 
products specifically, the sales practices, and I think many home
owners and the retail public, often was misled, and even fraud in 
terms of the sale of those products, usually in lhe suhprime mar
ket, but not always. 

I think the securitized products, whether it is, as the Chairman 
mentioned, things called collateralized debt obligations and other 
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very sophisticated products there that are not specific discussions 
of this hearing today, because those are actually securities, and 
those are actually already regulated by the SEC. 

I do believe the second regime is about bringing regulation to the 
markets, if I can use a term, rather than products. So it is bringing 
centralized clearing and a benefit of lowering risk that all of these 
derivatives or swaps come into a central counterparty and no 
longer is this interconnected web, but we try to have institutions 
use that central counterparty. 

Some people say that we have had a system of too big to fail, but 
actually we have grown into a system that is also too inter
connected to fail. So the central clearing is trying to make these 
counterparties less interconnected. You can think of it being less 
caught in a spider's web. The American public was caught in a spi
der's web of interconnected relationships last fall, and we should 
try to lower that as far as possible as we go and bring transparency 
to the exchanges. 

Senator JOHANNS. As I look at some of what happened-and you 
are right, gosh, picking out one thing is just not going to get you 
to an accurate viewpoint of what happened. But if I look at this
and hindsight is also 20/20. The amount of had judgment exercised 
by people paid enormous amounts of money in salaries and bonuses 
is kind of breathtaking to me. How will what you are proposing 
protect the public from the exercise of that bad judgment? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Senator, I concur with you that there is a lot of 
bad judgment that went around. I think that at the heart, the way 
we protect the American public is having strict ability and clear, 
independent ability to protect the public against fraud and manipu
lation and the burdens that can come from excess speculation but 
also by putting in place this very real risk reduction, the capital 
and margin requirements both of the dealers and of the markets. 

The American public should not be so at risk-they were terribly 
exposed by unregulated companies. AIG Financial Products basi
cally was not regulated at the Federal level. Lehman Brothers and 
Bear Stearns derivative affiliates, basically lightly regulated at all 
at the Federal level. So we have to protect the American public. I 
believe this program, if enacted by Congress, would significantly do 
that with regard to over-the-counter derivatives. Certainly we need 
to do more about mortgage sales and some of these other areas 
that we talked about. 

Senator JOHANNS. Using AIG as an example, because what has 
happened to them is so very, very public, it was shocking to me to 
find out that they had this enormous risk exposure and basically 
no protect. If this thing started to implode, it was going to risk the 
viability of that entire company. You would have thought somebody 
would have paid attention. 

If what you want to achieve here is accomplished, we give you 
the authorities that you are seeking, how would that have changed 
the situation with AIG, or would it have? 

Mr. GF.NSLRR. Well, I think that if these authorities were in 
place, and not just for this agency, the CFTC, but broadly, because 
of some of these authorities would be whether they be in a systemic 
regulator or elsewhere, to set capital, for instance-then AIG's Fi
nancial Products affiliate that did have, as you said-it was about 
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$480 billion of credit default swaps. They would have had to have 
set capital to the side. They would have had to on a daily basis put 
aside margin and value those contracts. So as those contracts were 
going the other way, they would have been regulated. 

I also think that while we have not studied it at the CFTC be
cause we do not have any authorities over those products right 
now, but if you really look how the products were used and mar
keted, there is really in my mind some significant question about 
how they were marketed. They were largely marketed to lower cap
ital standards in Europe and to be related to the products the 
Chairman talked about earlier, these collateralized debt obliga
tions. 

I think the credit default swaps have such unique features-a lit
tle bit like monoline insurance, a little bit like securities, they are 
certainly derivatives-that we are going to have to work together 
as regulators and with Congress to find some clear authorities on 
the trade practices with regard to credit default swaps. 

Senator JOHANNS. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Johanns. That 

was an excellent question. That last one was great. 
Senator Thune. 
Senator THUNK Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks for holding 

the hearing. Chairman Gensler, thank you for being here. You are 
at the center of this storm and the historic run-up in commodity 
prices and oil prices last year that sort of caught everybody looking 
at how do we solve this, how do we prevent this in the future. It 
seems to me that the question is there clearly needs to he some 
kind of reform of the regulatory system that we have in this coun
try with respect to a lot of these financial products that were sort 
of outside the realm of regulation. I guess the question is; how do 
we do this, what is the smart regulation? I am not someone who 
advocates regulation for regulation's sake. I think we have to think 
about how do we do this in a smart way, and it comes down to the 
fundamental question, in my view; how do we constrain risk? 

It seems to me there are a number of ways that you could do 
that. You could have an exchange where there is more trans
parency and more accountability and where more of these trans
actions occur in the light of day. I think what happened was there 
was a lot of stuff that was going on in the dark. 

Second, maybe it is in the form of margin requirements or capital 
standards, some of the things that you have alluded to, but I think 
we have to figure out how do we do that in a way that is respon
sible, that is smart, that gets at the heart of this problem, hut does 
nut push a lot uf that capital to foreign exchanges, that does not 
create such an economic burden for a lot of the folks who are mak
ing markets in this country that they decide to go somewhere else 
to do it. 

I think in order to make this work, it is critical, back to Senator 
Chambliss' questions, that we have international cooperation. So I 
guess my question is; how do we ensure that foreign exchanges are 
going to follow suit with the additional oversight and transparency 
regulations, specifically how do we go about doing that? 
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Mr. GENSLRR. Senator, I share your view that this is about lim
iting risk, as you say, both in terms of the excess risk that you can 
limit through the capital and margin regimes, but also risks to the 
American public through protecting against fraud, manipulation, 
and other abuses. 

I also share your view that we are going to need to and want to 
work with international regulators to see that there is not an arbi
trage, meaning that people would go somewhere else rather than 
in these markets to avoid regulation. 

I am encouraged by some of the initial conversations that I have 
had in my 8 days on the job. But I think that working with, the 
Chairman of the Federal Reserve and the Secretary of the Treas
ury, we are really going to have to work actively with our inter
national colleagues to see that we can bring these reforms globally, 
and where there may be differences-because inevitably they have 
different political processes and legislative processes and regulatory 
processes-that we guard against those differences, not doing ex
actly what you said. 

Senator THUl'\R. You have said throughout your testimony, you 
stressed the importance of protecting market participants from ex
cessive speculation. I guess I am curious to sort of know how you 
define "excessive speculation." We talked about the need for pro
ducers in States like Iowa and South Dakota to manage their risk. 
They use these markets for that purpose. But obviously speculation 
plays a role and did play a role, I think, in the problems that we 
encountered a year ago. 

How do you define that, how do you get your arms around exces
sive speculation versus legitimate speculation? 

Mr. GENSLER. The Senator asks a very good question. I share 
your view that financial investors, index funds, contributed and 
participated in the asset bubble of last year. I am concerned that 
as the good news of an economy that rebounds-and we hope, we 
all want this economy to rebound, that we might see a resurgence 
of these commodity prices. That is why I have already directed 
staff to really lay out for me as Chairman and for the Commission 
all the options that are available under current authorities to 
guard against this. 

You know, Congress in the 1930's, I believe, when they set up 
our predecessor, really best defined that. They said that there could 
be burdens to interstate commerce that come from excessive specu
lation, and Congress wrote into our statute that this could be un
reasonable price fluctuations or the volatility that do not bear-I 
cannot remember the exact statutory words, but resemblance to the 
fundamentals. 

Then Congress gave the Commission authorities to set position 
limits, and so it is through position limits that we try to guard 
against this, and we have actively used it over this time period. 

Senator THUNE. Some have suggested that the CFTC and SEC 
ought to be merged into one regulatory body. What is your view on 
that? 

Mr. G.KK'8LER.. Senator, I think whether we could have a debate 
here for a few days on what was the lead cause of this financial 
crisis, and I do not think any of us would put on the list that is 
near-I think we really have to focus for the American public on 
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lessons learned from this crisis, whether it is selling this product 
or this risk. So a merger for merger said to me while I think it will 
always he out there in the ether and he debated and discussed is 
not appropriate. I think we have a heavy agenda here working with 
Congress. Now, if somebody laid out why-if Congress and the 
President laid out why that would really help the American public, 
we would all want to work with that. But I do not see it really in 
the lead here of the reasons, and I do not think it is going to ac
complish much for the American public today. 

Senator THL:NE. You got into a discussion earlier with the Chair
man-and I think maybe with Senator Chambliss, too-about this 
distinction between standardized derivatives, customized deriva
tives, tailored derivatives, and the importance of having the ability 
for participants who enter into some sort of a customized associa
tion, that there would be a different way of regulating those. I 
guess the question comes back to is there a way of creating an ex
change where these transactions could all be sort of managed in a 
way that is open and that is transparent and that allows for the 
public to be able to know what the pricing is and everything else. 

What I heard you say was that you think it would be difficult 
to have that kind of a standardized-to create the sort of standard
ization of these products that would allow for them to be traded on 
some sort of an exchange, did I hear you correctly? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, Senator, I think that we can bring regula
tion-and it would be the identical regulation-to both tailored 
products and standardized products, identical regulation about pro
tecting against fraud and manipulation, identical in terms of the 
capital charges of the dealer community, and we can even apply 
margin to both tailored products and standardized. The standard
ized products could have the margin through clearinghouses, and 
the tailored products could have it through the dealer community. 

So I think actually it is a broad and very full regulatory regime
in fact, the same for tailored and standardized. What we need to 
encourage is much of the standardized product to be on centralized 
clearing because that continues to lower risk, and as much as pos
sible onto exchanges or trading platforms, because that is an addi
tional level of transparency, in addition to the transparency that 
the regulators will see it on, will aggregate it for the public, but 
additionally the standardized product, then you can see the real
time pricing. 

It is a challenge. It is just a practical challenge. If it is tailored, 
you could put it on an exchange, and there would not be another 
party on the other side maybe. There might not be what is called 
a bid and an offer. So it is just a challenge. If we could do it, that 
additional transparency is helpful. 

Senator T11ur-:E. Well, I guess the bottom line is the transparency 
issue and price discovery, however those are regulated going into 
the future, that those elements be a part of any solution. So we 
look forward to working with you on this. Obviously, this is-it is 
a complex subject and one that many of us are trying to wrap our 
brains and arms around, and we appreciate your being here today 
and look forward to the testimony. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I thank you, and I look forward to work
ing with you because I know these things are critical to your con-
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stituents. We have to get everything to work in the wheat markets 
and the grain markets as well, and I know that has been a chal
lenge, too, and we have got to focus on that. 

Senator THUNE. I appreciate it. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Thune. 
Senator Bennet. 
Senator BENNET. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very 

much for holding this hearing and for your persistence on all of 
these issues. 

Mr. Chairman, welcome. It is nice to see you. I enjoyed reading 
your testimony. I wanted to focus on something that you have 
touched on lightly in some of your responses to the panel, because 
I think that the issues of the products, the issues of fraud, trans
parency, and all of that are important, and we need to make sure 
that we are doing a good job with these tough issues. 

If you look hack at where we are today and the cause of where 
we are, I think it is impossible to avoid coming to the conclusion 
that what ailed us most was the amount of leverage in our system. 
From the consumer level, if you look at credit card debt and home 
mortgage loans, to the Federal Government which doubled its na
tional debt, to financial institutions on Wall Street that went from 
being 12 times levered to being 30 times levered over a period of 
time, you cannot sustain that unless you assume that you are going 
to have a hockey stick of growth for the rest of our lives-which 
is not going to happen. 

I was struck in Lynn Stout's testimony-Professor Stout is 
here-when she wrote that her research indicated that the only 
time a significant U.S. derivatives market has not been subject to 
regulation was during the 8 years following the passage of the 
Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000. I was struck by 
that because I wondered as I read it how much that deregulation 
was a cause of the sheer volume of leverage in the market, because 
people were able to go out and create instruments, or whether they 
are unrelated. I wonder if you had a view on that. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think you are correct that leverage in 
the American economy is one of the big causes of the crisis. If you 
just look at the overall statistics, it is remarkable, and I will just 
use it to summarize ii. But through much of all of our lives, the 
economy has had a debt of about 1-112 to 2 times its economy. So 
it is like a household that might have a $50,000 income and have 
$75,000 to $100,000 of debt. 

We got up to about four times, about 4 to 1, and coincidentally, 
the last time we did that was in the late 1920's, the last time we 
got to that. These are the slatislics published by the Federal Re
serve on a quarterly basis. 

I think that over-the-counter derivatives were a way that finan
cial institutions-not the homeowners, but the financial institu
tions-add to their leverage as well, and that the capital and so 
forth were not charged there, and though I believe-looking back 
now it is clear to me that those of us involved earlier-and I served 
earlier-should have done more to protect the American public. 
Over-the-counter derivatives actually were not regulated even be
fore that act passed in any way, for capital or for business conduct. 
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So what we are really talking about today, and working with 
Congress, is a full shift, because just as in the 1930's when Presi
dent Roosevelt came lo Congress and said we had lo regulate the 
commodities markets and the securities markets for the first time, 
we are talking about-the CFTC, and I believe this is consistent 
with the administration, is talking about now coming and let's do 
this in a thoughtful but in a full way to regulate this market. 

Senator BF.l'\NF.T. As you think about the systemic risk question, 
moving from a world where all of our regulation-that may be an 
overstatement-much of our regulation and all of our deregulation 
was, in effect, procyclical, was pushing us farther and farther and 
farther along this curve. How do imagine what you are proposing 
here will work with some of the suggestions that have been made 
by the administration, by the Fed, about where tu locate the regu
lator of systemic risk? How will all these pieces fit together-your 
work, the Fed, the FDIC, the SEC? Because I think only if we have 
some way of looking at how these pieces fit together will we ever 
get the big picture. We can do it product by product by product, but 
really there is this big fundamental piece of nut wanting to put our
selves in a position again where we simply have too much leverage 
on the economy and then have lo go through an incredibly agoniz
ing contraction, which is where we are today. 

Mr. GENSLER. Right, right. I think that you are absolutely right, 
that we have had a lot of failures in our financial regulatory sys
tem; it failed the American public in the biggest test in 80 years. 
We have to address far more than just this over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace, and part of thal, as you say, Senator, is to have 
a systemic regulator, to have some ability for those largest system
ically relevant institutions, those institutions that could make the 
public hurt so much, to have additional oversight. 

I know that there are various approaches tu it. What I would as
sociate at least myself-I am not speaking fur the Commission now, 
hut just as Chair-is thal we absolutely need this in working wilh 
Congress to make sure that it has clear authorities on those most 
systemically relevant. Those authorities might just be additional 
authorities. 

So, for instance, where the CFTC is regulating markets and reg
ulating clearing institutions and so forth, as a market regulator, I 
think in lhis country, again, since President Roosevelt and Con
gress worked together in the 1930's, market regulators have had 
their mandate, both the SEC and the CFTC, and that was a really 
important mandate, protecting the public, protecting the inteb>Tity 
of these markets, but then we would have a systemic regulator of 
some sort that we would have tu coordinate. 

Senator BBNKBT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HAHKIN. Thank you, Senator Bennet. 
Now we go to Senator Nelson. 
Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for hold

ing this hearing. 
Mr. Chairman, it is nice to have you before us. I enjoyed our con

versation earlier lhis year. I am interested in how we can find a 
way to regulate leverage, because leverage seems to be the opera
tive word when you look at what happened with AIG. There was 
not a lack of leverage in their insurance operating subsidiaries be-
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cause they are required by law and practice to put up reserves or 
capital against the commitments 1.hey made. But through the de
regulation of 1988, I believe, with the decline of Glass-Steagall, 
with Gramm-Leach-Bliley, there was an effort then to be able to do 
as you chose al the lop outside of the insurance operating subsidi
aries. 

Would you agree with that generally? 
Mr. GENSLER. Senator Nelson, I believe with regard lo AIG, they 

were regulated at the State level as an insurance company. 
Senator NELSON. Exactly. 
Mr. GENSLER. This has been a challenge, I know, for decades ac

tually, and the Congress will probably want to take up in thinking 
about those systemically relevant firms, what if they are insurance 
companies and the relationship of Federal regulation to State regu
lation of insurance companies. 

So I believe that AIG was sort of a case where there was an un
regulated affiliate of an insurance company that was regulated at 
the State level. That unregulated affiliate, then it was sort of 
"Katy, bar the door." 

Senator NELSON. Yes, and, in fact, the deregulation permitted 
this operation that was not regulated to do whatever it chose to do 
without setting aside capital to support the obligations it incurred. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I 1.hink that as il relates to AIG, which 
was not under any-in the 1980's, as you referred, not under, I be
lieve back then, any Federal oversight. Later there was some, I 
would say, ineffective Federal oversight by 1.he thrift supervisor. So 
I do not-I think really that it was an unregulated affiliate of an 
insurance company, and we have to make sure that going forward 
we regulate these derivative dealers, whether they are affiliated 
with an insurance company, whether they are affiliated with a 
hedge fund, affiliated with anything, if we are able to work with 
Congress and get this through. 

Senator NELSON. Right, but that does not extend that somehow 
the Federal Government has to begin the process of regulating the 
insurance operating subsidiaries that are currently regulated by 
the States. 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Not in this testimony or in my view. It is about 
trying 1.o make sure that the derivative dealers come under a con
sistent regulatory oversight. 

Senator NF.LSON. If they had the set-aside capital actuarially or 
in some fashion 1.o support 1.he obligations they were incurring, this 
would have been less likely to have happened the way that it has 
happened throughout the industry. Is that fair? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think that is correct, Senator. 
Senator NELSON. So establishing a way to require that capital 

will reduce the leverage that exists not only today but in the future 
as well. Is that fair, loo? 

Mr. GENSLER. I believe that is correct. I think to lower the lever
age is setting 1.hose capital standards for the dealers, but also hav
ing margin posted, just as it is on a futures exchange. This has 
worked for decades in the futures exchange. There are problems 
even in regulated futures, but not about the capital and mari,,rining. 
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Senator NRLSON. This was not related necessarily in every case 
to fraud, but in almost every instance you could say there certainly 
was some greed. 

Mr. GEl'\SLER. Well, I think that was the case broadly in this eco
nomic crisis. 

Senator NELSON. I hope, as you look to regulate the tailored 
products as well as the standardized products, that there will be 
a system established to figure out the ratio for leverage against the 
obligations that are made. Do you believe you will he able to deter
mine what the obligation is under tailored products? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, Senator, you raise a very good question, 
because one of the things about tailored products is they tend to 
be less liquid. They are sometimes harder to value. 

Senator NELSON. There may or may not be much of a market for 
them. 

Mr. GENSLBH. There may not be much of a market, as the Chair
man was talking about. I do think it is appropriate to take into 
consideration as regulators that if they are less liquid and they are 
tailored, that might lead to higher capital charges, just as any 
product that is less liquid and harder to value, because capital is 
meant to be a cushion against the risk if a firm fails or there are 
problems in the system. 

So liquidity is a key, and just as the Chairman was talking ear
lier about whether the tailored products would be regulated, they 
would be consistently regulated; but if they are less liquid, it may 
be appropriate that the regulators say, well, you have to put a little 
hit more cushion aside on that. 

Senator NBLSOI'\. Would you do this in the same way, let us say, 
that the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, which 
I used to head in a previous life, the way they do it through the 
Securities Valuation Office in New York that is part of the NAIC? 

Mr. GENSLRR. Senator, I dare say you are far more familiar with 
how that works. I am not familiar with the specifics there. 

Senator NELSON. Well, they do value securities that do not have 
a market value based on one of the markets; in other words, pri
vate placements and the like. So tailored securities probably as 
much as standardized securities would fit into that sort of a cat
egory, where analysts would work their way through establishing 
what the leverage is, and then establishing capital requirements 
for that leverage. 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, though I am not familiar with the specifics 
of that, I think that there should be consistently applied capital 
rules for the over-the-counter derivatives. Those that are on mar
kets and those that are liquid, just like other products, the more 
liquid a product is, then--

Senator NELSON. The easier to value. 
Mr. GENSLER. Easier to value, and it may necessitate a little less 

cushion, a little less maq,rin. Certainly even in the futures markets 
right now there are different margins depending upon the volatility 
and liquidity. 

I think one of the great lessons of this crisis is I believe that our 
overall capital regimes-and this is not within the CFTC, but our 
overall capital regimes let the American public down, and that we 
need to take, as Federal regulators, a closer look at those capital 
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regimes and make sure that they take into consideration particu
larly the less liquid instruments like collateralized debt obligations 
or structured product. Maybe they should have higher cushions or 
higher capital, and those that are easier to value, that are liquid 
instruments--

Senator NELSON. But you will have to have some mechanism, 
some way of-an analysis of establishing those values in an objec
tive fashion, and I suppose you are going to he bothered by those 
that turn over too quickly to value them for any length of time, be
cause you had them, they are gone, they have been sold. I just hope 
that you will find a way to consistently do that so that there is 
some ol~jectivity and some reliability for establishing what the le
verage requirements would be. 

Mr. GENSLER. Right. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. GEN8Lli:R. I thank you for your support. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Nelson. 
Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator GILLillI<Ar\D. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this 

hearing, and thank you, Chairman Gensler, for being here and for 
testifying. These are very important issues. Few, if any, cities in 
the country have really felt the effects of the economic collapse 
more acutely than New York, New York City, the State that I rep
resent. I want to talk to you a bit about how we can move forward 
so that we can create confidence in our markets and create a regu
latory framework that will ensure success not only with the U.S. 
financial services industry but our economy overall, because we 
really do need to address the 8.5-percent employment rate nation
wide, and we have to make sure our small businesses have the re
sources they need to grow and create jobs. 

As we work to sustain the companies that form the backbone of 
our financial industry, we must ensure that the structures and the 
regulatory framework institute proper oversight and capital re
quirements while still promoting significant growth and expansion. 

There has been a tremendous focus on the extraordinary losses 
that have resulted from the unregulated derivatives market, in 
particular the credit default swap markets, and rightly so. How
ever, there also needs to be now significant attention paid to the 
regulation of these financial instruments, which have become an 
integral part of our financial system. We have to ensure that cap
ital reporting requirements will allow derivatives to exist for legiti
mate participants, but discourage excessive speculation and protect 
our investors. 

It is essential that we fully understand the implications on the 
end users, such as industrial companies who rely on derivatives to 
hedge commodity prices, interest rates, and foreign exchange rates. 
We must have an efficient and effective regulatory structure to en
sure a vibrant economy, economic growth, adequate liquidity, and 
appropriate oversight and accountability. 

So I first want to talk about what do you think and how do we 
allow legitimate participants versus those who are trying to game 
the system, and what sort of capital reporting requirements would 
allow custom derivatives to exist for leb>itimate purposes and par-
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ticipants, but would discourage the excessive speculation and still 
be able to protect our investors. 

Mr. GEN8LER. Senator, if I might first start with thanking you 
for your support of my recent confirmation, and it is good to meet 
you. I lived in New York for 15 years. My three daughters were 
born in New York. Though I live in Maryland now, I have great 
affection and affinity for your State. 

I think it is important to bring, as you say, greater regulation to 
this whole over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. I 1.hink we 
should best do that in two complementary regimes that would ad
dress, as you say, the legitimate interest of commercial parties to 
hedge their risks, but also have capital standards to lower the risk. 

One is to have a regulatory regime of the dealer community
many that are in your great State-but of the dealer community 
so 1.hat 1.hose dealers have 1.o have the capital to lower risk, 1.o set 
margin, but also have business conduct standards to protect 
against fraud and manipulation. That regime covering the dealers 
would cover both standardized and tailored product. Tailored prod
uct or customized product would be allowed, but it would cover 
both of these as well. 

I think lhat ii is important, as you say, that commercial users 
have legitimate needs to do that, but we would want to bring as 
much of this product into centralized clearing and regulate the 
markets as well for that centralized clearing, because additionally 
that lowers risk. If we can lower risk through centralized clearing, 
that frees up capital in the dealer community, because if they can 
move product over to centralized clearing, 1.hat is a way to lower 
risk. 

It also helps raise transparency to put that on exchanges where 
it is standardized product, and we would want to work with Con
gress to get this. So the presumption was if it could be on a central
ized clearing, it could be on an exchange, we would do that. 

Senator GILLIBRAND. What do you see at 1.he upsides or 
downsides for actually requiring it to be on an exchange as opposed 
to just having it go through clearing? 

Mr. GENSLER. We think that there are real benefits to also hav
ing it on an exchange. Of course, one of the features of our market 
system here in the U.S. is transparency, and the transparency of 
markets promotes economic efficiency. So we would have trans
parency by having information on 100 percent of the product, both 
tailored and standardized, available to the regulators. Making 
transactions available to the public lowers, we believe, some of the 
cost to the end users that you spoke about. 

So bringing the standardized product onto exchanges means that 
any commercial user can see, Aha, 15 minutes ago, lhis is where
it might just be an interest rate swap, a standard product to hedge 
an interest rate for 5 years. They can see where that was. If you 
are a small hospital or municipality, you can say, Aha, that is 
where the pricing is and we should do the same. 

Senator Gn.LTRRAND. But if you do require exchange trading, 
then you are really not going 1.o have an opportunity for customized 
derivatives. So do you think you are going to lose enormous mar
kets to overseas markets because you cannot accommodate that 
here? 
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Mr. GENSLER. Senator, we actually foresee that this approach 
would allow for, as you call it, customized or tailored product. 
Much of the derivatives marketplace right now is standardized, hut 
there is still a very real need for end users to tailor their products. 

So what we are calling for is 100 percent of the product, tailored 
and customized would be regulated through reb>Ulating the dealers. 
The product that could be brought onto exchanges would benefit 
because it would add transparency, but we would still foresee that 
end users would he allowed to tailor their needs. They might have 
a risk. I used earlier an example; it could be an airline that has 
a risk around a particular jet fuel to be delivered on a particular 
date in a particular location, that we would still allow for that, but 
still regulate and protect against fraud and manipulation and that 
the regulators would see it aggregated and publicly report the ag
gregated data. 

Senator GlLLll.mANU. I would like to turn specifically to one in
dustry area, the trading of carbon permits, and the derivative prod
ucts that may be based on them, and this may obviously become 
a major growth center for these markets. 

How would these proposals affect the shape and the nature of 
carbon trading markets? Does the potential market for carbon de
rivatives have unique needs from other derivative products? What 
unique skills might the CFTC or another regulator need to effec
tively regulate this market? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Senator, I think that the CFTC has over many 
years developed a skill set and has a mission to oversee the deriva
tives marketplace, which we have called the "futures marketplace" 
for these years. In fact, there is already a small market in these 
permits or similar markets in Chicago called the Chicago Climate 
Exchange. There was a similar market that came up, oh, I think 
it is over 20 years ago now, out of some of the permits that came 
out of acid rain legislation of Congress. 

As Congress moves forward and possibly further develops this, I 
would look forward to working with you and the Congress on how 
to get this right. But I think it would be important to protect 
against the same thing we protect against in the futures markets
fraud and manipulation. We should have the authority to set posi
tion limits, because these would be physically limited, these con
tracts would have a limited supply. So, again, hopefully bringing 
the same transparency and protections that we have currently to 
the futures markets. 

Senator GTLLIBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Gillibrand. 
Now we will turn to Senator Klobuchar. 
Senator KLoBUCHAR. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Gensler, you have had a long morning. It looks like I am the 

last one here for you. I just wanted to thank you again, and I am 
glad that you are joining us. I think I expressed my frustration last 
time at your predecessor when I asked about more tools that he 
could have in his job. He did not seem interested, and yet we saw 
at the time oil prices going up, due in part to speculation and other 
problems with the regulation of the market. I do believe-I appre
ciate what you said about transparency and that we need to also 
take steps to minimize speculation when it is done not to benefit 
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consumers or the market, but instead to benefit a certain small 
segment of those that are doing the trading. 

We need an effective CFTC, and then we also need to do some
thing about some of these inslrumenls, financial instruments lhat 
cause some of this problem. Specifically, when I talked with you 
during your confirmation hearing, we talked about credit default 
swaps. Now that it is a little calmer here, I wondered if you could 
talk about what you think needs lo be done to helter regulate cred
it default swaps. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, again, thank you for your support in my 
confirmation process. 

I believe lhat we need to bring regulation to lhe entire over-the
counter derivatives marketplace, so credit default swaps but also 
the interest rate product, currency swaps, commodity swaps that 
this Committee certainly has talked a lot about in the last 2 years, 
and equity products. 

I believe that we can best do that, as I was just saying with the 
Senator from New York, that we have a regime to regulate the 
dealers. There are internationally maybe 20 or 30 major dealers. I 
do nol mean lo limit them, but thal work in these products. Many 
of regulated for other reasons, but we need to explicitly regulate 
them for business conduct, capital, margin, and reporting for credit 
default swaps and the products for tailored and standardized prod
ucts. 

I think second we need a regime that brings as much of the prod
uct as possible, the standardized product, into centralized clearing 
to lower risk. There are some voluntary features of that now, but 
we also need greater transparency through exchanges, while still 
recognizing there will be tailored and customized products that 
would be fully regulated in the first regime, but might not get the 
added risk reduction in the second regime and the added trans
parency in the second regime. 

I think credit default swaps might have some unique features. In 
addition to what we have laid out in testimony today, I think the 
regulators, certainly the CFTC and the SEC working together, real
ly have to consider additional features even wilh regard to credit 
default swaps, because they perform so many functions like securi
ties. 

Senator KLOBUCHAH. You mentioned the systemic risks. What do 
you think of this idea of having some kind of systemic risk regu
lator at the Federal Reserve or someplace that looked at the mar
ket as a whole'? 

Mr. GENSLBH. Senator, I think that there are many lessons out 
of lhis crisis lhat developed in lhe last several years, but I think 
one of the lessons is that we need at the Federal level some clear 
authorities and mandates from Congress as to when a regulator 
can step in to protect against systemic risk. 

All of lhe regulators, lhe CFTC included, primarily were pul in 
place not to protect against systemic risk but to protect against 
very important risks to the public, but other risks. I think if Con
gress, working with the administration, moves forward, we should 
have a party or a mechanism such that the most relevant firms 
that could lead to crises might have additional standards and addi-
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tiuna1 risk limitations to be less interconnected to protect the 
American public. 

Senator KLoBlJCHAR. As we head into the summer now-a Jot of 
my constituents have cabins; this one is for them-they start to see 
the oil prices going up again. Why do you think oil is going up, 
what do you think we can best do tu protect ourselves? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. I think at the core uf the mission of the Com
modity Futures Trading Commission is to make sure that the mar
kets are fair and orderly and that there is integrity. In 1.he energy 
markets, I do believe that in the past asset run-up that financial 
institutions participated in that asset bubble. I think as this econ
omy starts to recover-and we all hope for and are working hard 
for it to recover-that we wil1 see some movement in commodity 
prices. 

Bui I have said to the staff already-I have been there 8 days
that we have to look at every available option within our current 
authorities to see how we can protect the public and assure that 
there are not-as is our mandate, to make sure that there are not 
burdens from excessive speculation. And though it is not we11 de
fined in statute, it is a key mission of ours. I have asked for every 
option to be on the 1.able, and I appreciate 1.hat as 1.he summer 
moves forward, we might see more movement in these prices. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Gensler, thank you very much fur being 

here today and for your very open and frank discussion of these 
issues. It is very refreshing to have that kind uf openness and just 
frank responses and answers. I appreciate ii very, very much. 

As we move ahead in this, we will be taking action this year, as 
I said at the beginning. We need your input to us on authority, 
which you just mentioned here; if there is additional authority that 
you need to carry out your mission, we need to know that, and 
what additional resources that you need to carry out some new re
sponsibilities 1.hat I 1.hink that we may be giving you at the CFTC, 
charging you with. So we need to know that. 

I know budgets are tight. I do not want to promise the sun, the 
moon, and the stars and everything like that. But I think the pub
lic is aware of the need for better regulation and whatever sma11 
amount uf cost that might be I think wi11 be more than outweighed 
by 1.he public benefits that come through a better regulatory re
gime. 

So we need to keep our lines of communication open on those two 
things-authority and resources. And I would yield to Senator 
Chambliss. 

Senator CHA~RLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I think al1 
of my questions have been answered. I did want 1.o make just one 
comment, though. 

The Chairman as well as Secretary Geithner have both ex
pressed, as we have talked about, this customized versus standard
ized transactions, that a transaction should be deemed standard
ized if a clearinghouse is wi11ing to accept it for clearing, and we 
talked about there are some clearinghouses out 1.here now that are 
voluntarily accepting some of these transactions. 

There was an interesting article in the Financial Times yester
day where three of these voluntary exchanges-the New York Ex-
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change, the ICE Exchange, and the London Exchange-were warn
ing Congress to be careful about this and careful about mandating 
and forcing too much of the over-the-counter derivatives into the 
clearinghouses, particularly because these tailored OTC derivatives 
being forced into clearinghouses that are ill equipped will really 
create a problem. And I would simply like to ask that a copy of that 
article be inserted into the record. 

Chairman HARKIN. Without objection. 
fThe fo1lowing information can be found on page 188 in the ap

pendix. l 
Chairman HARKIN. I could get into that, hut we would probably 

get into a debate, and I do not mean to engender that right now. 
But I would say that I sat here in 1999 and 2000-1 was not Chair
man then, but I sat here and listened tu a11 the reasons why we 
could not regulate. And I have the record. The question I asked of 
Mr. Greenspan when he sat here-not in this room-about the ex
posure and the regulation of these and what would happen if we 
did not do that. I am proud of the fact I am one of nine Members 
of the Senate who voted against deregulation of G1ass-Steaga11. 

But I asked him that on the record, and I remember his answer. 
It is on the record. I have got it. He said do not worry-and I am 
paraphrasing. He said not to worry. He said these are smart peo
ple, and they will self-regulate because it is in everybody's interest 
to make sure that nobody else cheats. 

Well, fooled once, your mistake. Fooled twice, my mistake. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler, for being here. 
Mr. GEN8LER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Ranking 

Member Chambliss and members of the Committee. I look forward 
to working with you on this very important agenda for the Amer
ican public. 

Chairman HARKTI\". I appreciate that very much, Mr. Gensler, 
and I want tu thank the members of the Committee that showed 
up. I think this is one of the most important hearings that we are 
going to have this year. I thank the members of the Committee 
that showed up. I know everyone is busy around here, hut I just 
cannot think of anything more vitally important that we are going 
to do this year than to address this issue. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. Congratulations again. 
We wil1 call our second panel up; Ms. Lynn Stout, Professor at 

UCLA School of Law in Los Angeles, California; Mr. Mark 
Lenczowski-I hope I pronounced that right-Managing Director at 
JPMorgan Chase & Company; Dr. Richard Bookstaber, from New 
York; Mr. David Dines, President of Cargi11 Risk Management, and 
I wi11 yield tu Senator Klobuchar for purposes of introduction there; 
Mr. Michael Masters-oh, I understand he was traveling and evi
dently his connecting flight was canceled due to weather problems. 
He is on his way? OK. 

Now Mr. Daniel Driscoll, Executive Vice President and Chief Op
erating Officer of the National Futures Association in Chicago. 

If you wil1 all take your seats, and, again, I would yield to Sen
ator Klohuchar for the purposes of an introduction. 

Senator KLouuCilAR. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I am just here to welcome Mr. Dines to the panel. He is from the 
Caq,ri.ll Company, which is a very successful company located in 
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Minnesota, the biggest private company in the country. He was 
named President of Cargil1 Risk Management in April 1999. Cargill 
Risk Management is responsible for providing risk management 
products to producers, consumers, and investors in the agriculture 
and energy areas. He joined Cargill's Financial Markets Division in 
1992, and in May 1994, he was asked to help start Cargill Risk 
Management, which is a new business venture for Cargill. And so 
we look forward tu his words today. 

Welcome to Washington. 
Mr. DINES. Thank you, Senator Klobuchar. It is very nice to be 

here today. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Well, we thank you all for being here. I know 

you have heard our interchange with Chairman Gensler. At the 
outset, I wi11 say that al1 your statements wil1 be made a part of 
the record in their entirety. I would like to ask if you could perhaps 
sum it up in 5 minutes, maybe, so we can have a round of ques
tioning from the Senators. 

I will just start in the order in which I introduced everyone, so 
we wi11 start with Dr. Stout, and then we wil1 move across the 
panel. Dr. Stout, please proceed. Welcome. 

STATEMENT OF LYNN A. STOUT, PAUL HASTINGS PROFESSOR 
OF CORPORATE AND SECURITIES LAW, UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

Ms. STot:T. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank you, members, fur 
inviting me to testify today. My name is Lynn Stout. I am the Paul 
Hastings Professor of Corporate and Securities Law at the Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles. My scholarly expertise actually 
includes the theory and the history of derivatives regulation. I also 
serve as an independent trustee of a large mutual fund that uses 
derivatives, su I have practical experience with the derivatives 
markets. And I have actua1ly published several rather lengthy and, 
at the time lo many people, I am sure, boring articles on deriva
tives regulation. 

Please allow me to note that in these articles, which I published 
in the 1990's, I predicted that dereb>Ulating financial derivatives 
was 1ike1y to result in increased market risk, reduced investor re
turns, and price distortions and bubbles. I am as distressed as any
one that these predictions proved lo be correct. However, I made 
the predictions because if you study the history and the theory of 
derivatives markets, you will inevitably reach four basic conclu
sions. 

The first conclusion is that, despite industry claims-the indus
try seems to have a very short memory-derivatives are nut new 
and they are not particularly innovative. There were derivative 
markets in the United States in the 19th century. Derivatives, of 
course, frequently go by many different names. The jargon that 
surrounds them is unnecessarily complicated. In the 19th century, 
however, they were cal1ed "difference contracts," they were regu
lated by contract Jaw. 

I can cite to you the 1884 Supreme Court case of Irwin v. Williar, 
llO U.S. 499, which essentially held that off-exchange derivatives 
were legally unenforceable unless the party entering the deriva
tives trade could prove they had a bonafide economic risk that they 
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were hedging against. So this is not a new issue, and the regula
tion of derivatives is not new. 

Second, I can testify from my study of the history of derivatives 
that healthy economies regulate derivatives markets. This was true 
in Japan in the 15th century. It was true in the United States all 
the way up until the passage of the Commodities Futures Mod
ernization Act of the year 2000. 

Third, studying the theory of derivatives, it is lrue that deriva
tives trading can provide some economic benefits to the economy. 
Let me make a note. Clearly, derivatives trading can provide bene
fits to individual derivatives traders, just as gambling can provide 
benefits to individual gamblers. My focus-and I suspect the Com
mittee's focus-is on the public good. And from the public's perspec
tive, the primary economic benefit that you can get from deriva
tives trading is from risk hedging. 

However, although the industry routinely claims that there are 
enormous risks hedging benefits, not to mention some offhand li
quidity and price discovery benefits from derivatives trading, my 
research was unable to uncover any significant empirical evidence 
of the magnitude of these benefits. This is a claim I have been see
ing be made by the industry for 20 years now. I thought I would 
update my research for this hearing. 

They still have not generated any empirical evidence, any statis
tical evidence that demonstrates that the economic scope of these 
benefits is worth the costs that go along with them. And history 
teaches us that unregulated derivatives markets carry some very 
significant economic costs, including a very strong historical asso
ciation with asset price bubbles, a very strong historical association 
with increased market risk and the failure of institutions. This 
goes back 500 years. We do not need to just focus on Orange Coun
ty, Barings Bank, Long Term Capital, Enron, AIG, and Bear 
Stearns. 

Third, derivatives regulation has historically been justified in 
part on the theory that encouraging speculation actually reduces 
economic productivity by diverting valuable resources, especially 
human creativity, time, and energy, away from more productive in
dustries that contribute more to social welfare. 

Fourth, derivatives trading is very clearly associate with in
creased levels of fraud and manipulation in the underlying mar
kets. 

Finally, the last lesson that the history of derivatives regulation 
can teach us is that successful derivatives trading regulation is 
possible and has been done. Generally, it has been accomplished 
quite successfully through a web of complex procedural rules that 
include reporting requirements, listing requirements, margin re
quirements, position limits-which I think are very important-in
surable interest requirements, and limits on enforceability. 

The joy of these rules is that they can be put in place ex ante 
so that derivatives traders know what is and is not required of 
them and can make plans. It does not call for excessive discretion 
on the part of an omniscient government regulator, and the rules 
are very time tested. They have done historically a very good job 
of permitting legitimate, socially beneficial derivatives trading for 
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risk hedging purposes while weeding out excessive speculation, ex
cessive risk, and excessive manipulation. 

If you will indulge me just briefly, I do think one thing that is 
really worth saying is people frequently discuss how complicated 
this issue is, and in the weeds, it is complicated. But the basic 
problem that we face from a policy perspective is actually quite 
simple. Although Wall Street surrounds derivatives with jargon, 
they are essentially one thing; they are a bet or a gamble on some
thing that is going to happen in the future. And when I bel on a 
horse to win a race, my race ticket is my derivative contract. When 
I bet on the creditworthiness of a corporate borrower, my credit de
fault swap is my derivative contract. 

Betting can obviously be used to hedge against risk, so if I actu
ally own a corporate bond and then I purchase a credit default 
swap, I have reduced my risk because if my bond goes down in 
value, my credit default swap goes up. But it is very important to 
recognize that derivatives can also be used and are especially at
tractive purely for speculative purposes. There actually is a clear 
economic definition of "speculation." It is trying to make money not 
by producing something or by providing investment funds to some
one who is producing something, but instead by trying to predict 
the future better than someone else can. 

As a practical matter, it can be difficult to establish that a par
ticular derivatives trade is speculative in nature simply because 
traders are really good at making up alleged risks that they are 
supposedly hedging against. However, for 200 years, regulators 
have succeeded in coming up wilh ways to weed out true risk hedg
ing from speculation, and this can be done, for example, at the 
macro level. I simply want to cite to you we may not know with 
exactitude which credit default swaps were exact hedges and which 
ones were speculation. 

We can be quite certain by 2008 the CDS market was over
whelmed by speculation. We know lhis because the notional value 
of credit default swaps in 2008 was approximately $67 trillion; 
whereas, the notional value of the bonds, both mortgage-backed 
bonds and corporate issue bonds that the credit default swaps were 
being written on, was less than one-fourth that size. It was $15 
trillion. When the derivatives markets if 4-1/2 times the size of the 
market for the underlying thing you are supposedly hedging the 
risk of, you know the market has been swamped by speculation 
with, I would say, sadly predictable results that we are now trying 
to sort through today. 

So I think that is probably a good enough start. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Stout can be found on page 131 

in the appendix. l 
Chairman HAHKlN. That is a great start. OK. Thank you, Dr. 

Stout. 
We now turn to Mr. Lenczowski, Managing Director of JPMorgan 

Chase. Mr. Lenczowski. 

STATEMENT OF MARK LENCZOWSKI, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
JPMORGAN CHASE & CO., WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Thank you, Chairman Harkin, Ranking Mem
ber Chambliss, and members of the Committee. My name is Mark 
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Lenczowski, and I am a Managing Director and Assistant General 
Counsel at JPMorgan Chase & Co. Thank you for inviting me to 
testify at today's hearing. 

For the past 30 years, American companies have used OTC de
rivatives to manage interest rate, currency, and commodity risk. 
Increasingly, many companies incur risk outside their core oper
ations that, left unmanaged, would negatively affect their financial 
performance and possibly even their viability. In response to mar
ketplace demand, financial products, such as futures contracts and 
OTC derivatives, were developed to enable companies to manage 
risk. 

OTC derivatives have become a vital part of our economy. Ac
cording to the most recent data, 92 percent of the largest American 
companies and over 50 percent of mid-sized companies use OTC 
products to hedge risk. 

JPMorgan's role in the OTC derivatives market is to act as a fi
nancial intermediary. In much the same way financial institutions 
act as a go-between with investors seeking returns and borrowers 
seeking capital, we work with companies looking to manage their 
risks and with entities looking to take on those risks. Recently, cli
ents, such as Chesapeake and Medtronic, have expressed great con
cern about the unintended consequences of recent policy proposals, 
particularly at a time when our economy remains fragile. In our 
view, the effect of forcing such companies to face an exchange or 
a clearinghouse would Jimit their ability to manage the risks they 
incur in operating their businesses and have negative financial con
sequences for them via increased collateral posting. These unin
tended consequences have the potential to harm an economic recov
ery. 

Let me first discuss some of the benefits of OTC derivatives. 
Companies today demand customized solutions for risk manage
ment, and the OTC market provides them. Customization does not 
necessarily mean complexity. Rather, it means the ability to tailor 
every aspect of the transaction to the company's needs to ensure 
that the company is able to match its risks exactly. 

For example, a typical OTC derivative transaction might involve 
a company that is borrowing in the loan market at a floating inter
est rate. To protect itself against the risk that interests rate will 
rise, the company will enter into an interest rate swap. These 
transactions generally enable the company to pay an amount tied 
to a fixed interest rate, and the financial institution will pay an 
amount tied to the floating rate of the loan. If rates rise steeply, 
they have some protection and can focus on their core operations. 

OTC derivatives are used in a similar manner by a wide variety 
of companies seeking to manage volatile commodity prices and for
eign exchange fluctuations. 

In addition to customization, the other main benefit of OTC de
rivatives is flexibility with respect to the collateral that supports a 
derivative transaction. In the interest rate swap example, the fi
nancial institution may ask the company to provide credit support 
to mitigate the credit risk that it faces in entering into this trans
action. Most often, that credit support comes in the same form as 
the collateral provided for the loan agreement. Thus, if the loan 
agreement is secured by property or equipment, that same collat-
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eral would also be used to secure the interest rate swap. This col
lateral is high quality. It is the basis for the extension of credit in 
the loan agreement. As a result, the company does not have to 
incur additional costs in obtaining and administering credit sup
port for the interest rate swap. This is a very significant benefit 
and without it, many companies will choose not to hedge their risks 
because they cannot afford tu. 

It is important to note that although derivatives currently are of
fered on U.S. exchanges, few companies use these exchange-traded 
contracts for two main reasons. Exchange-traded products are, by 
necessity, highly standardized and not customized. As a result, 
companies are unable to match the products that are offered on ex
changes to their unique risks. Second, clearinghouse collateral re
quirements are onerous, and necessarily so. Clearinghouses require 
that participants pledge only liquid collateral such as cash or short
term Government securities to support their positions. However, 
companies need their most liquid assets for their working capital 
and investment purposes. 

While we believe that exchanges play a valuable role in risk 
management, not all companies can or want to trade on an ex
change. Currenily, companies have the choice of entering into their 
hedging transactions on an exchange or in the OTC market. For 
most companies, OTC derivatives are critical to their risk manage
ment, and risk management is critical to their operations in vola
tile times. We believe that companies should continue to be allowed 
to have the choice to use these products. 

This discussion of the benefits of OTC derivatives is not to deny 
that there have been problems with their use, and it is essential 
that policymakers examine the causes of the financial crisis to en
sure it is never repeated. We have noticed reports in the press that 
derivatives dealers are working to avoid regulation. This is abso
lutely wrong. The efforts that have been reported on are part of a 
4-year effort with regulators to enhance practice in the OTC de
rivatives market. The latest letter is just the last quarterly submis
sion outlining our efforts to enhance market practice. 

To that end, we propose the following, which is consistent with 
the administration's position and Chairman Gensler's testimony 
today. 

First, financial regulation should be considered on the basis of 
function not form. 

Second, a systemic risk regulator should oversee all systemically 
sib'llificant financial institutions and their activities. 

Third, all standardized OTC derivatives transactions between 
major market participants should be cleared through a regulated 
clearinghouse. 

Lastly, enhanced reporting requirements should apply to all OTC 
derivatives transactions. 

JPMorgan is committed to working with Congress, regulators, 
and other industry participants to ensure that an appropriate regu
latory framework for derivatives is implemented. I appreciate the 
opportunity to testify, and I look forward to your questions. Thank 
you. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Lenczowski can be found on page 
95 in the appendix.J 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lenczowski. 
Now we turn to Dr. Richard Bookstaber. Dr. Bookstaber. 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD BOOKSTABER, NEW YORK, NEW 
YORK 

Mr. BOOKSTABER. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, 
I thank you for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Rich
ard Bookstaber. During my career I have worked extensively in 
risk management, and I was also one of the pioneers in the devel
opment of derivative products on Wall Street. I am the author of 
the book "A Demon of Our Own Design; Markets, Hedge Funds, 
and the Perils of Financial Innovation." That book, published in 
April of 2007, warned of the potential for financial crisis from de
rivatives and other innovative products. Although I have had ex
tensive experience in both investment banks and hedge funds, I 
come before the Committee in an unaffiliated capacity and rep
resent no industry interests. 

My testimony will focus on reducing complexity and increasing 
transparency in the derivatives markets through standardization 
and exchange trading. Derivative instruments-and I use the term 
to include options, swaps, and structured products-can improve fi
nancial markets. They can allow investors to mold returns to meet 
their investment objectives, to more precisely meet the contin
gencies of the markets. They can isolate and package risks to facili
tate risk sharing. 

However, derivatives also can be used for far less lofty purposes, 
like allowing firms to lever when they are not supposed to lever; 
take exposure in markets where they are not supposed to take ex
posure; and avoid taxes that they are supposed to pay. In short, de
rivatives are the weapon of choice for gaming the system. These ob
jectives are best accomplished by designing derivatives that are 
complex and, thus, opaque so that the gaming will not be readily 
apparent. 

Such complexity, as I point out in my book, makes the financial 
markets crisis prone. Complexity hides risks and creates unex
pected linkages between markets. Because derivatives are the pri
mary source of this complexity, to reduce the risk of crisis we must 
address the derivatives markets. We need a flight to simplicity. 

The proposed centralized clearing corporation, while a welcome 
step, is not sufficient to do this. It may address counterparty con
cerns, but it will not sufficiently address issues related to standard
ization, transparency, price discovery, and liquidity. To do that, we 
need to have standardized derivative products and have those prod
ucts traded on an exchange. Standardization will address the com
plexity of derivatives. Exchange trading will he a major improve
ment in transparency and efficiency, and it will foster liquidity by 
drawing in a wider range of speculators and liquidity suppliers. 
These steps will shore up the market against the structural flaws 
that derivatives-induced complexity creates. 

Now, one stated objection to standardization and exchange trad
ing is that having some products out in the light of day will only 
increase the demand for the more shadowy and opaque products. 
Another objection is that the push toward standardization will re
duce innovation. These concerns lead to demands by some to abol-
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ish all OTC derivatives and by others to shrink from exchange 
trading. There is no need to move toward either of these two ex
tremes. We can have a combination of standardized exchange-trad
ed instruments along with the continued development of cus
tomized OTC instruments. 

Abolishing OTC derivatives is not wise. There will be legitimate 
reasons for customized derivatives and no doubt innovations will 
emerge with broad value to the financial markets. The point is not 
to stifle innovation but to assure it is directed toward an economic 
rather than a gaming end. 

Standardized exchange-traded derivatives will create a hurdle for 
any nonstandard over-the-counter product. The over-the-counter 
product will have worse counterparty characteristics, be less liquid, 
have a higher spread, and have inferior price discovery. To over
come these disadvantages, the nonstandard OTC product will have 
to demonstrate substantial improvements in meeting investment 
needs compared to the standardized product. Also, and impor
tantly, stricter controls can be placed on nonstandard OTC deriva
tives. For example, the regulator may mandate the disclosure of 
OTC positions and require a demonstration of why they are being 
used instead of a standard product. 

While there will still be the opportunity for innovation and for 
the application of the more complex derivatives, I believe that for 
most legitimate purposes the standardized products will be found 
to be adequate. 

Now, financial institutions might have to be pulled Jess than 
willingly into any initiative to standardize derivatives or to move 
derivatives from over-the-counter onto an exchange. They have an 
incentive to keep derivatives over-the-counter and not standard
ized. For the bank, the more complex the instrument, the btreater 
the chance the bank can price in a profit for the simple reason that 
investors will not be able to readily determine the fair value. And 
if the hank creates a customized product, then it can charge a high
er spread when an investor comes back to trade out of the product. 

For the trader, the more complex the instrument, the more lee
way he has because it will be harder for the bank to measure his 
risk and price his book. And for the buyer, the more complex the 
instrument, the easier it is to obfuscate everything from the risk 
and leverage of their positions to the non-economic gaming objec
tives they might have in mind. 

In conclusion, we should move toward standardization and ex
change trading of derivatives. And we should do this because it is 
the reasonable direction to go, not as a reaction to the current cri
sis and not predicated on whether derivatives were the vil1ains of 
this crisis or merely innocent bystanders. 

The argument for standardization and exchange trading of de
rivatives is compelling. But there remains much we do not know. 
Therefore, it is important to move slowly, learning by doing rather 
than pushing for quick, wholesale solutions. 

There are markets that are beyond the purview of the CFTC, in
deed that are beyond our borders, so the natural pace will be a 
gradual one. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony, and I 
look forward to your questions. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Boukstaber can be found on page 
64 in the appendix.] 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bookstaber. 
Now we turn to Mr. David Dines, President of Cargill Risk Man

agement. Mr. Dines, welcome. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID DINES, PRESIDENT, CARGILL RISK 
MANAGEMENT, HOPKINS, MINNESOTA 

Mr. DIN.EH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is David Dines, 
President of Cargill Risk Management. I am testifying on behalf of 
Cargill, Incorporated, and I want to thank you for the opportunity 
to be here today. 

Cargill is an extensive end user of derivatives and relies heavily 
upon efficient, competitive, and well-functioning futures and over
the-counter markets. One of 1.he major challenges for policymakers 
and regulators is that the term "over-the-counter" covers a vast 
array of products across a number of markets. This broad definition 
highlights why it is extremely difficult to seek a one-size-fits-all 
regulatory or legislative solution that still allows all interested par
ties tu manage or hedge their genuine economic risks. 

One major concern wilh lhe recent proposal by lhe Treasury De
partment is that it appears to seek a regulatory solution for all 
OTC products in response to systemic risk posed by one particular 
market; credit default swaps. 

It is important to note that while we have witnessed the greatest 
economic crisis in 80 years, OTC contracts in the agriculture, en
ergy, and foreign exchange markets performed well, did nol create 
systemic risks, and, in fact, helped many end users manage and 
hedge their risks during this very difficult time. 

In today's hearing, we will focus our comments on three of the 
four objectives of the recent Treasury proposal. We support the 
stated objectives and believe that steps could be taken tu meet 
these goals, without denying end users' access lo an effective and 
competitive market. 

The Treasury Department's first objective is to prevent activities 
in the OTC markets from posing risk to the financial system. The 
outline seeks to apply mandatory clearing of all standardized prod
ucts and impose robust margin requirements to meet this objective. 

The imposition of mandatory clearing and mandatory margining 
of tailored hedges will have a significant drain on working capital. 
Mandatory margining will have the unintended consequence of ac
tually increasing financial risks as companies choose not to hedge 
due to working capital requirements. 

The potential magnitude of this drain on working capital should 
be carefully weighed by all policymakers. I would like 1.o submit for 
the record a letter from the National Association of Manufacturers 
as well as a recent letter from Chesapeake Energy, an Oklahoma
based end user of OTC derivatives and the largest independent 
producer of natural gas. The Chesapeake Energy letter provides an 
excellent example of how imposing mandatory margining could se
verely drain capital lhat could otherwise be invested to grow a 
business. 

LThe following information can be found on page 139 in the ap
pendix.J 
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Mr. DINES. In the one example provided here, over $6 billion 
would have been taken away from running and expanding a job
creating business, and instead be left idle in a margin account until 
the maturation of the OTC contract-a contract which had already 
been secured with collateral. Expand this example across all busi
nesses that use OTC products and the amount of capital diverted 
from growing the U.S. economy would be severe, unless companies 
reduced their hedging and risk management. 

There is a misconception thal OTC products do not have credit 
provisions and are never collateralized or margined. A significant 
number of OTC transactions are collateralized, margined, or make 
use of credit agreements to secure the contract with collateral 
being moved daily tu adjust for the change in market value. 

With regard to mandatory clearing of standardized products, de
fining which products are "standard" and which products are "cus
tomized" is a complex issue that must be thoroughly examined by 
the appropriate Federal regulator to avoid disrupting market seg
ments that continue to perform well. 

The loss of tailored hedging tools will also greatly impact the 
ability of companies to comply with current accounting standards. 
The Treasury Department outline also indicates lhat substantial 
capital requirements could be placed on all OTC dealers. 

There is a concern that the new regulatory framework could be 
developed such that only financial institutions could remain active 
dealers. The agriculture and energy hedging sectors have active 
nun-financial institution OTC dealers who offer healthy competition 
in the market, and il would he inappropriate lo eliminate these 
competitors from the OTC market through legislative or regulatory 
action. 

To meet the Treasury Department's first objective of protecting 
the financial system, regulatory requirements should be risk based 
and not one size fits all. Additional monitoring and transparency 
is warranted; however, restricting working capital through major 
increases in mandatory margining in these markets is counter
productive. 

Objective 2: The Treasury Department's outline seeks to impose 
more recordkeeping and force trades onto regulated exchanges to 
promote efficiency and transparency within the OTC markets. We 
recommend more recordkeeping and better disclosure, although the 
regulator should be directed to focus on areas with the greatest 
risks. As previously mentioned, mandatory movement of activities 
from the OTC market to an exchange-traded market does not seem 
warranted in those markets that have nut created systemic risks 
to the financial system. 

Objective 3: The Treasury Department's outline seeks clear au
thority to police fraud and market manipulation and the authority 
to set position limits on OTC derivatives. Cargill recently filed com
ments with the CFTC on a proposed rulemaking that addresses 
this objective where we support position limits fur non-commer
cials, much greater transparency and reporting for over-the-counter 
markets, and we offered detailed suggestions for implementation. 

In summary, Cargill recommends that additional legislative and 
regulatory actions in the OTC market are risk based and not treat 
all products identically; seek to add minimal costs and disruptions 
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to those products that have not posed systemic risk to the financial 
system. 

Two, mandatory clearing and margining would severely reduce 
hedging activity, would greatly restrict working capital at a time 
when it is in very short supply, and is not warranted for OTC prod
ucts that have not created systemic risk. 

Third, the CFTC, through its existing rulemaking, is proposing 
much needed steps and should continue to work on ensuring the 
enforcement of position limits in related exchange-traded markets, 
principally agriculture and energy products, and improving trans
parency and reporting of OTC products. 

We appreciate the opportunity to testify today and look forward 
to working with the members of the Senate Agriculture Committee 
and other policymakers as this issue develops. Thank you. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Dines can be found on page 71 
in the appendix.l 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dines. 
Now we will turn to Mr. Michael Masters. You did show up. 
Mr. MASTRRS. Coming from the West Coast. 
Chairman HARKIN. I understand you took an overnight flight. 
Mr. MA81'ER8. Yes, I had a little trouble gelling here wilh the 

thunderstorms last night. 
Chairman HARKIN. Welcome, Mr. Masters, of Masters Capital 

Management, and as I said earlier, your statements will be made 
a part of the record in their entirety, and please, if you would take 
5 to 7 minutes or something like that, I would appreciate it very 
much. 

Mr. MASTEl{S. Sure. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Masters. 

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL W. MASTERS, MANAGING MEMBER/ 
PORTFOLIO MANAGER, MASTERS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, 
LLC, ST. CROIX, U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 

Mr. MASTERS. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Harkin and 
members of this Committee. The derivatives markets present Con
gress with two very critical and very distinct problems; systemic 
risk and excessive speculation. 

Last fall, the world financial system teetered on the brink of col
lapse. This near-meltdown had a catastrophic effect on our Nation's 
economy, causing the loss of trillions of dollars in retirement sav
ings and millions of American jobs. At the peak in 2008, the no
tional amount of over-the-counter derivatives outstanding totaled 
over two-thirds of a quadrillion dollars. These positions formed an 
interlocking spider web of enormous exposures amongst the 20 to 
;{() largest swaps dealers and represented an extreme amount of le
verage since very little margin collateral backed up these huge 
bets. 

This unre!,rulated shadow banking system was effectively de
stroyed in the fall of 2008. It threatened to destroy the regulated 
financial system with it. However, regulators pumped trillions of 
dollars inlo the shadow hanking system lo allow OTC derivatives 
dealers to make each other whole on their bets. This was necessary 
to prevent a domino effect of dealer collapses that would have de
stroyed the world's financial system. 
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Congress owes it to the American people tu ensure that this 
never happens again. The risk of a financial system collapse must 
be eliminated, not regulated. Everyone agrees that clearing needs 
to take place in order to increase the transparency of these mar
kets. But not all c1earing is created equal. This clearing process 
must include two important provisions. 

First, clearing must involve novation wherein the derivatives 
clearing organization becomes the central counterparly to both 
sides of the trade. This will eliminate the interlocking spider web 
of exposures among swaps dealers because every dealer's exposure 
will be to the central counterparty and not to each other. 

Secondly, clearing must involve daily margin where every day 
the central counterparty collects margin payments from those deal
ers whose bets are going against them. This ensures we never have 
another AIG. 

If this syslem had been in place in 2008, then it would have been 
virtually impossible for the financial system to melt down. 

Wall Street will seek to block mandatory exchange clearing by 
arguing that swaps are highly customized and cannot clear. This 
is false. The standard that regulators should adopt is not one of 
standardization versus customization, but one of clearable versus 
non-clearable. Chairman Gensler said during his confirmation 
hearing that if an OTC derivative can clear, then it should clear. 
Treasury Secretary Geithner said if an OTC derivative is accepted 
for clearing by one or more fully regulated CCPs, it should create 
a presumption that it is a standardized contract and, thus, re
quired to be cleared. This is the right standard and will result in 
a vast majority of swaps clearing through an exchange. Exchange 
c1earing will lead tu price transparency, tighter bid-ask spreads, 
and greatly reduced cost for end users of the swap markets. There 
will also be greater liquidity due to lower trading cost and reduced 
emphasis on credit concerns. 

Now let us look at excessive speculation. America experienced a 
bubble in food and energy prices during 2008. This was caused by 
excessive speculation in the derivatives market for these commod
ities. These markets have become dominated by speculators, and 
prices nu longer reflect supply and demand. 

Now, in 2009, the problem is once again raising its ugly head. 
Today, the supply of crude oil in the U.S. is near a 20-year high, 
while the demand is near a 10-year low, according to lhe IEA. Yet 
the price of oil has risen an amazing 85 percent this year, from the 
mid-30's to the mid-60's. There has been a chorus of voices from 
oil market participants, economists, and even OPEC squarely pin
ning the blame on speculators for unjuslifiahly driving oil prices 
higher. If Congress allows this to continue, then high oil prices 
threaten to throw our economy back into the double-dip recession 
and potentially ruin the Obama stimulus. 

Your constituents are flat on their hacks financially and will not 
tolerate gasoline prices rising to $3 or $4 again. The excessive spec
ulation problem can be eliminated by imposing agb'l'egate specula
tive position limits. These limits must cover all trading venues 
which will require closing all the existing loopholes to ensure that 
every venue in regulated equally. 
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The swaps loophole is an exemption granted by the CFTC which 
gives swaps dealers free rein to buy and sen commodity futures in 
unlimited quantities. The best way to close it is to mandate that 
a11 OTC commodity derivatives clear through an exchange. This 
needs to happen to eliminate systemic risk, but it also needs to 
happen so that regulators can actually apply position limits. When 
a swap clears, the exchange breaks that transaction into compo
nent parts and becomes the center counterparty to both sides of the 
trade. This enables regulators to see both sides and enforce aggre
gate speculative position Jimits. 

The London loophole occurs when foreign hoards of trade are per
mitted to trade contracts that are virtually identical to U.S. futures 
contracts. The solution is simple, foreign exchanges must be re
quired to supply an the same data that designated contract mar
kets provide to the CFTC, and they must enforce speculative posi
tion Jimits. 

Right now, the possibility for cross-border regulatory coordina
tion is at an all-time high. G-8 Ministers issued a statement last 
week along with OPEC ca1ling for greater regulation to crack down 
on excessive speculation in the energy markets. 

The CFTC must set the limits for all consumable commodities, 
nut the exchanges. Speculative position limits should be set fur the 
commodity as a whole rather than one particular grade or delivery 
or location, for instance, crude oil, not just West Texas Inter
mediate. Speculative position Emits need to be aggregated across 
trading venues. 

In summary, the best way to eliminate the risk of another finan
cial system co1lapse is to mandate that a11 OTC derivatives clear 
through an exchange with a novation and daily margin. And the 
best way to prevent another bubble of excessive speculation is to 
make aggregate speculative position limits apply across a11 trading 
venues. 

The CFTC has 70-plus years of experience regulating exchange 
c1earing and policing markets for excessive speculation. The SEC 
and Federal Reserve have little to no experience in these two key 
areas. In fact, the SEC has allowed passive commodity investments 
in ETFs, ETNs, and commodity mutual funds. 

They have signed off on double-leveraged crude oil EFTs like the 
DXO that allow any investor to make leveraged speculative bets in 
crude oil within their retirement accounts. This does not show good 
judgment from a consumer protection or a market proleciion stand
point. For these reasons, the CFTC is the best and most appro
priate regulator for the job. 

Thank you. I look forward to your questions. 
LThe prepared statement of Mr. Masters can be found on page 

101 in the appendix.] 
Chairman HARKIN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Masters, for 

summarizing a very extensive statement you had here, which I 
read lasl night, which I found extremely interesting. 

Now we turn to our final person here. This is Mr. Daniel Dris
coll, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of the 
National Futures Association. Mr. Driscoll, welcome. 
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL A. DRISCOLL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI
DENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, NATIONAL FU
TURES ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Thank you very much, Chairman Harkin, Rank
ing Member Chambliss, and all the members of the Committee for 
allowing us to participate here and to ask you to c1ose a loophole 
where fraudsters are able to offer over-the-counter derivative con
tracts to the retail public. 

NFA is the industry-wide self-regulatory organization for the 
U.S. futures industry, and we also regulate over-the-counter retail 
forex products. NF A is first and foremost a customer protection or
ganization, and we take that mandate very seriously. 

Now, the other witnesses today have talked primarily about OTC 
derivative products that are offered to and traded by large, sophis
ticated institutions. But I am here to tell you that there is also a 
growing aspect of the OTC derivatives markets that is directed to
ward the retail public, and those customers are being victimized in 
a totally unregulated environment. 

Now, for many years, retail participants in the futures markets 
have enjoyed all of lhe benefits of the Commodity Exchange Act. 
Their contracts were traded on regulated exchanges and cleared by 
regulated clearing organizations. Their brokers had to meet the fit
ness standards of the Act and were regulated by the CFTC and 
NFA. However, today, there are too many customers that do not re
ceive any of the benefits of regulation, and we need to do some
thing about that. 

The main problem stems from a court case often referred to as 
the Zelener case, which was a Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
Case involving a CFTC enforcement case alleging forex fraud. In 
that case, the district court ruled that the customers were, in fact, 
defrauded but that the CFTC did not have jurisdiction because the 
contracts were not futures contracts. 

In that particular case, lhe coniracls were offered to the retail 
public for speculative purposes. They were rolled over and over 
again so that delivery never took place. Basically they were the 
functional equivalent of a futures contract. 

Unfortunately, the Seventh Circuit ignored those characteristics 
and ruled that the written contract itself should determine the na
ture of the coniracl, and because the contract did not guarantee a 
right of offset, they ruled that they were not futures contracts, and 
the CFTC lost that particular case. There were other courts that 
followed the Zelener decision and came up with similar rulings over 
the next several years. 

Last year, Congress closed the forex loophole but, unfortunately, 
the loophole is nol limited to forex so that customers dealing in 
other OTC products, such as gold and silver, are still in a regu
latory mine field, and we need to bring regulatory protections to 
those customers as well. 

Back in 2007, NFA predicted that if Congress plugged the 
Zelener loophole for forex but left it open for other products, the 
fraudsters would simply move over to Zelener-lype coniracls in 
other commodities, and that is exactly what has happened. Now, 
we cannot quantify the exact numbers of that fraud because these 
firms are not rebrulated and are not registered. But we are aware 
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of dozens of firms that offer Zelener contracts in metals and en
ergy. 

RecenUy, we received a call from a man who lost over $600,000, 
substantially all of his savings, investing with one of these firms. 
We have seen a sharp increase in customer complaints and mount
ing customer losses involving these products since Congress closed 
the loophole for forex. 

NF A and the exchanges have previously proposed a fix which 
would close 1.he Zelener loophole for these non-forex products. Our 
proposal codifies the approach the Ninth Circuit took in CFTC v. 
Co-Petro, which was the accepted state of the law until Zelener. In 
particular, our approach would create a statutory presumption that 
leveraged or margined transactions offered to retail customers are 
futures contracts unless delivery is made within 7 days or the re
tail customer has a commercial use for the commodity. This pre
sumption is flexible and could be overcome by showing that deliv
ery actually occurred or that the transactions were not primarily 
marketed to retail customers or were not marketed to those cus
tomers as a way to speculate on price movements. 

This statutory presumption would not cover securities and bank
ing products, ii would not interfere with inter-bank currency mar
kets, and it would not cover the retail forex contracts that are al
ready covered or exempt under Section 2(c). I would also say that 
our proposal would not invalidate a 1985 interpretive letter issued 
by the CFTC, which Monex and other similar firms currently rely 
on to sell gold and silver tu their clients. Essentially, that letter set 
forth a factual pattern which culminated in the aclual delivery of 
the precious metals within 7 days and title to those metals going 
over to the retail customer so that it would not be covered under 
our statutory proposal. 

In conclusion, while we support Congress' efforts to deal with 
systemic risk and create greater transparency in the OTC markets, 
Congress should not forget 1.hat there is a very real risk to the re
tail public participating in another segment of these markets. The 
Committee can play a leading role in protecting customers from the 
unregulated boiler rooms that are currently taking advantage of 
the Zelener loophole for metals and energy products. We look for
ward to further reviewing our proposal with Committee members 
and staff and working with you on 1.his important maUer. 

Thank you. 
LThe prepared statement of Mr. Driscoll can be found on page 77 

in the appendix.J 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Driscoll. Thank 

you all fur your testimony. I cannot help, Mr. Driscoll, but tu com
ment upon your slatemenL I offered an amendment on lhe last 
farm bill to close Zelener. We passed it in the Senate. 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Yes, thank you very much. 
Chairman HARKIN. Well, we did it, and we went to conference 

and lost it in conference. All we were able to keep out of that was 
just the furex contracts that you are talking about. Again, I think 
that was a mistake, and I said so at 1.he 1.ime. But it did not have 
the votes. So I am glad to hear your testimony again today calling 
for a broader closure of the Zelener loophole that the Seventh Cir
cuit opened up for everybody. It went beyond currency, and they 
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applied it to everything else. So I appreciate your comments today, 
and hopefully maybe if we move some legislation this year, we can 
also finally close that loophole. 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Thank you, Senator Harkin. 
Chairman HARKIN. I just could not help but comment on that. 
It seems like everyone here is basically saying that there is a le

gitimate need for derivatives trading, I think, if I am not mistaken, 
but that it would be well regulated, transparent, but there is some 
need for some liquidity in the marketplace that might he provided 
by that. I am reminded of what one person said to me, a Congress
man said to me, a former Congressman said to me one time about 
liquidity. He said, "You know, liquidity is good, but too much li
quidity can be bad." He said, "It is like I take an aspirin every day. 
My doctor says I should take an aspirin every day for liquidity. But 
if I took a whole boUle every day, it might be kind of dangerous 
to my health." So I have often thought about that kind of analogy. 

I also think about the analogy that Dr. Bill Black testified to last 
fall when we had our first hearing on this. Someone had com
mented upon, well, we do not want to stifle the free flow of capital, 
to which Dr. Black responded, "Well, I do not know," he said, "if 
we really want the free flow of capital; maybe we want the more 
efficient flow of capital." And he used the analogy of traffic flow. 

He said, "You know, if we want the free flow of traffic, do away 
with all the stop lights. Do away with the stop signs. Do away with 
the speed limit signs. You will have a very free flow of traffic. But 
you are going to have a lot of wrecks." And he analogized that to 
the financial markets, that we need regulation, we need the stop 
lights and the slow-down signs and the danger signs and things 
like that, not so much for the free flow of capital, but for the more 
efficient flow of capital. 

Now, with that as a backdrop, I understand the need for liquid
ity. I also appreciate, Dr. Stout, your testimony. A lot of this gets 
clouded in jargon. We say, oh, this is complex and all that. But it 
kind of boils down to certain essentials all the time. And I will 
start here with what Mr. Lenczowski testified to, and that is that 
many banks relied on credit default swaps instead of fully meeting 
capital requirements. 

So we have heard a lot of discussion here about, well, we should 
not have to come up with capital requirements too much. I think 
maybe Mr. Dines maybe testified to that; I think maybe somebody 
else did, that requiring too much capital requirements might stifle 
the transactions and the more open flow of capital and hed!:,ring. 
But many banks relied on these credit default swaps instead of 
meeting the capital requirements under the Basel II rules-I had 
to learn this, too, what Basel II was-thus contributing to the 
buildup of excessive leverage and risk. 

So I guess a question for all of you basically is this; how do we 
control the risk to the financial system and our broader economy 
when institutions rely on derivatives too much and we do not have 
as much capital coming forward? So that is really what we are try
ing to wrestle with here. 

Now, again, I will make another statement as sort of a backdrop 
to what I am getting at here. There have been a couple of articles 
in the Wall Street Journal and New York Times recently, and they 
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concluded that the banks and other over-the-counter swaps dealers 
oppose certain reforms for the basic reason that the greater trans
parency and disclosure involved in exchange trading would impair 
their ability to make profits. That is, if the parties on the other 
side of transactions had a better idea of what prevailing prices are 
for swaps, then the banks and swap dealers would not be able to 
charge as much as they can if they kept them off the exchange, in 
the dark and out of sight. 

I want to state emphatically I am not opposed lo the financial 
sector making profits. They have done very well in the last few 
years, I might note, but I think there is also a countervailing tre
mendous public interest at stake here. When we have to come up 
with $4 trillion tu rescue the economy, a bill that we will be paying 
and our kids and our grandkids will be paying for some time, then 
I 1.hink ii argues that we have 1.o balance this desire for making 
profits, which is fine, with the countervailing balance of the public 
interest here. 

So I do not see this as a really complex issue. What it basically 
is, on the one hand we have the public interest in protecting the 
economy from these risks; on the other hand, the quest of the fi
nancial sector to make maximum profits. And to me that is just 
how I see it. It is not much more complex than that. And as I 
delved more into derivatives and credit default swaps, I then found 
out that all these things, whether they are credit default swaps, 
collateralized debt obligations, collateralized mortgage obligations, 
all these things, hardly any of those existed before 1990. Most of 
them came up in the 1990's. 

I keep asking the question; where was the demand? Where was 
the demand for these products? I found out there really was not 
any, just that these quants that I referred to earlier came up with 
ingenious ways of slicing and dicing all these little derivatives, 
these tranches, and no one really knew what the value of them 
was. 

I have often said jokingly that I never knew when I was growing 
up that someday I would need Honey Nut Cheerios. I thought 
Cheerios was just fine. But all of a sudden, I found out I need 
Honey Nut Cheerios. Well, that is OK. I do nut mind that. That 
is an innovation. They were able to sell that, no one is hurt, that 
is fine. But if innovation in 1.his financial sector does not pertain 
to some underlying value or benefit to the goods and services of the 
GDP, then it just seems to me to beg for more regulation and over
sight. 

I did not mean to go on so long on that, but if I had a basic ques
tion fur all of you, and I wil1 just go down the line; how do we bal
ance this off? How do we provide for liquidity, the aspirin a day 
but not a bottle a day? How do we provide for innovation that 
might pertain to underlying value, but not innovation that just al
lows someone to gamble and make a lot of money, and keep our 
markets regulated in the public interest, how do we balance those 
off? 

Dr. Stout. 
Ms. STOUT. I think that history gives us some very good guide

lines because we actually did that pretty well be 1933 and 1934 
and the mid-1990's. And I think the legislation that you are pro-
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posing, which in many ways reinstates some of those old-fashioned, 
time-tested, highly successful strategies, is a very good start. 

I want to just point oul, it is interesting, Simon .Johnson of the 
MIT Sloan School has estimated that between 1973 and 1985, the 
finance sector of the U.S. economy accounted for 16 percent of cor
porate profits, and that in the last decade that has increased to 41 
percent of all corporate profits were earned by the finance industry. 

Although I do not have the exact breakdown, I suspect that 
many of those profits were actually trading profits earned by hedge 
funds and by the proprietary divisions of investment banks. Where 
did they come from? I will simply point out that hedge funds were 
earning between 10 and 20 percent annual returns over the last 
decade. Average investors, who are my investors-I am a trustee 
of a mutual fund; that is the Moms and the Pops who buy our mu
tual fund interests-they got a to 4 percent a year. I do not think 
that you can assume that is a coincidence. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Lenczowski, how do we balance these'? 
Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Well, first, thank you, again, Chairman, for al

lowing me to testi~y. I think first I would to state that at JPMorgan 
we broadly support the initiatives of the administration and of 
Chairman Gensler to undertake regulatory reform. 

Chairman HARKIN. By the way, I would be remiss if I did not 
compliment JPMorgan because you are the ones back in the 1990's 
that did not get involved in that credit default swap mess. And I 
think you were very prescient on that, so I would be remiss if I did 
not compliment you on that. 

Mr. LENCZOW8KL On behalf of our institution, thank you. 
But to go back to the points you were making, Chairman Harkin, 

the first thing on capital, and I think just to state as a bank we 
are subject to very stringent capital requirements already, and I 
think, if I might, the capital that Mr. Dines was referring to and 
perhaps Senator Chambliss referred to earlier, we are talking 
about capital lhat is coming oul of non-hanks, out of 1.he end users, 
the companies in our country that create jobs. And if they were to 
trade on exchange-which they currently have the right to do, but 
if they were to be forced to trade on an exchange, they would have 
to take capital out of their corporations and pledge it to the ex
change. That is the way the exchange operates. 

So when we talk about a drain on capital, it is not our capital. 
It is the capital of companies like Cargill, Chesapeake, and they 
told you how much that would be. It is billions of dollars. 

The other point I would make, Chairman Harkin, on demand, 
the history of the over-the-counter business has been one that has 
grown in response to customer demand from the relaxation or the 
dropping of lhe gold standard in the 1970's and responses lo oil 
price shocks and inflation led to unprecedented volatility in cur
rency rates, in interest rates. This is what led to the interest rate 
and currency markets to b'l'ow, to serve customer needs. These are 
markets that exist to serve customers, and we serve as a financial 
intermediary. 

You mentioned CDOs. In lhe early parl of lhis decade, we had 
a time of very, very low interest rates, of investors looking for en
hanced yield and willing to take on extra risk. And the CDO mar
ket, the CMO market, and many other structured markets arose in 
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response to the investor demand for higher yield with higher risk. 
We have seen what has happened as a result of the collapse in real 
estate prices. 

Last, I would just close, this part at least, by saying that, again, 
we support clearing. It is an important tool that we currently use. 
We derive great benefits from it, from credit risk reduction and an 
operational standpoint, but we think it would be a mistake to im
pose that kind of a one-size-fits-all requirement on our economy. 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. BOOKSTAHEH.. I would disagree to some extent with the last 

statement. I believe that there is a component of the development 
of "innovative products" that is very much along the lines of what 
you, Mr. Chairman, depicted, where the banks or investment banks 
realize that if they can differentiate themselves, that if they are 
selling something lhat other people are not selling, and if il is suffi
ciently complex, they can price it in a way that people will have 
difficulty understanding if it is fairly priced or not, and they will 
be able to trade it with a higher spread because the client does not 
have many other avenues for trading. So liquidity basically is a 
negative aspect and complexity is a positive aspect when it comes 
to profit for the hank or lhe investment bank. 

On the other side, as I think you also pointed out, part of the 
investor demand that has come for some innovative products has 
occurred along the "Hey, I got a problem" sort of approach; that is, 
somebody is trying to say, "You know, I want tu lever but I am not 
allowed to lever. Can you help me out here?" And on that basis, 
you get new innovations lhat are helping for these gaming pur
poses. 

I believe that there is a need for innovation, that we can have 
innovation, but reb'lllators need to, No. 1, find a means to have in
novation that is directed toward economic purposes as opposed to 
gaming purposes. And I du not know the proper method fur doing 
that. I think thal it is clear thal we need to have capital, margin, 
haircuts, whatever sort of method is used, to back derivatives and 
other exposures rather than having them be off balance sheet with
out sufficient capital background. 

I agree also with one point that Mr. Dines said, that it is reason
able to have a distinction between different types of products, 
though not on lhe basis of what caused a problem in the past 
versus what did not, because we do not want to drive through the 
rearview mirror. But there are some products in some markets that 
inherently are more systemic by nature. Interest rates and cur
rencies are just by nature going to be more systemic than corn, 
wheat, and commodities of that type. So we more urgently need to 
have lhe ability in those markets to control and lo aggregate so 
that we can detect patterns of crowding that may move us from 
having an issue where it becomes systemic because many firms are 
all on the same side of the boat. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. Dines. 
Mr. DINES. Thank you. I guess I would slarl by just confirming 

what was said by the other panelists, and what I said in my testi
mony is that we, again, do not believe that you can take a one-size
fits-all approach to solving this. The regulatory changes that apply 
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to credit default swaps may not be and I do not think are appro
priate for the energy and agricultural markets. We believe that 
there should be greater transparency and reporting to the regu
lators, and we have said lhat we think lhat there should be posi
tion limits for non-commercials. 

We believe that this will go a long ways toward solving the 
issues. We do not think that mandatory margining and clearing is 
necessary, and we think thal will have unintended consequences of 
reducing people's hedging, companies' hedging, and that will cause 
significant risks. 

Chairman IIAHKlN. Unless I misinterpreted what you said, Mr. 
Dines, you are basically proposing lhat we separate financials out 
from commodities. 

Mr. DINES. I am saying that we need to take a different approach 
to these different segments, and what might be appropriate for 
credit default swaps may not he appropriate for the energy and ag
riculture markets. I think some do have more systemic type risks 
than others. 

Chairman HARKIN. Yes, I understand. 
Mr. DINES. OK. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Masters. 
Mr. MASTERS. Thank you, Senator. I think there are two parts 

to the question. One is liquidity and one is innovation. 
First of all, let us jusl gel out the word "innovation." Innovation 

is a word that Wall Street uses to talk about anything they do in 
the financial markets. Innovation by itself has sort of a positive 
connotation when people think about innovation. But innovation is 
not always good. You know, Ford had lhe Edsel. There have been 
many, many products developed in our economy over the last few 
hundred years that were not good products. Why is it that every
thing that Wall Street creates is a good product? There are a lot 
of bad products. So I would just like to gel thal out to begin wilh. 

In fact, I would argue that since many of these innovative prod
ucts affect consumers in a very direct and a very real way, includ
ing loss of jobs, savings, and so forth, where is the financial FDA 
for this? You know, who is looking at what the aftereffects of these 
products are? Because it is certainly not Wall Street. They are just 
looking at their bottom line. 

With regard to innovation itself, the exchanges themselves have 
produced plenty of innovation as well. It has not jusl come from the 
over-the-counter market. 

So, at any rate, I would just like to get that out, but with regard 
to liquidity, one of the things that some of the folks that have testi
fied have mentioned is lhe whole issue on financing cost for cor
porations, and what many may not realize is that those financing 
costs are borne by someone. When you buy a swap from someone, 
the other side of that swap, if it is a large investment bank, those 
funds are not free. 

So all that financing cost that people say, oh, we are going to 
have financing cost and marbrin and so forth, you are already pay
ing that if you are an over-the-counter customer to a bank. You 
just may not see it. In addition, you are paying other things that 
you may not see, notably, profit marbrins. 
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So the issue that we argue with regard tu mandatory clearing fur 
standardized derivatives is-I think you would actually lower the 
costs because you would have more people that would be able to 
trade with each other with regard to swaps. You would increase 
the liquidity. You would certainly lower the bid and offer. And so 
I actually think that, contrary tu raising costs fur corporations, you 
would actually lower costs for corporations ultimately. 

We had that experiment with the New York Stock Exchange 
when bid ofTers went from eighths to quarters and halfs to deci
mals, and volume has tripled and liquidity has tripled. So I think 
you look at that example and you have a better idea of really what 
the future could be, and you have many, many more participants 
in the market, not just investment banks, that are allowing liquid
ity. 

Chairman HARKIN. Excellent point. Thank you. 
Mr. Driscoll. 
Mr. DRISCOLL. Chairman Harkin, I have been a futures regulator 

for almost 40 years, and I can tell you that when I first started 
out-this is sort of the flip side of the innovation angle-there were 
nu such things as interest rate products in the futures markets; 
there were no stock index products. The whole panoply of products 
out there that I think everyone, without exception, agrees are very 
valuable, not only to the futures markets but to the participants in 
the futures markets and to the American and the worldwide econo
mies. So there obviously is a plus side to innovation. 

From the regulatory standpoint, I believe that it is key that all 
of these markets be su~ject to a prudent level of regulation. It does 
not mean that every market has to have exactly the same regula
tions. Equity securities and futures do not have exactly the same 
types of regulations. And I think the focus on systemic risk and 
transparency by Congress, the administration, and the CFTC is ex
actly the right one. 

I am a big proponent of clearing organizations and exchange
traded markets. That is primarily what we regulate. So anything 
that can be done to encourage moving as much business as feasible 
onto regulated markets and to have those instruments cleared 
would be a positive thing, recognizing that I am-and I am not the 
biggest expert in that area-that I am sure that there are any 
number of more non-standardized products that would be difficult 
to put on an exchange. 

Thank you. 
Chairman HARKll\". Thank you all very much. I took an inordi

nate amount of time with that, but I yield tu my friend Senator 
Chambliss. 

Senator CHA::\1BLIS8. Lel me start with you, Mr. Lenczowski. You 
mentioned in your written testimony that the industry is seeking 
to clear more credit default swaps. Would you expand on other on
going efforts to curb systemwide risks relative to CDS in addition 
to the clearing? 

Mr. LF.NC7.0WSKJ. Yes, thank you, Senator. Over the past 4 years, 
the dealers have been working with investors to come up with mar
ket improvements for the credit default swap market, and several 
of those improvements have been made. First, the amount of un
documented trades has been drastically reduced. There have been 
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protocols agreed as to the way to treat novations or transfers of 
trades. There has been a huge improvement in the amount of 
trades that are electronically confirmed, which significantly de
creases operational cost. 

Then just recently, there has been a major change and restruc
turing of the way that the market operates so as to standardize 
cash settlement as the form of settlement of credit derivatives and 
to standardize all economic terms, essentially, fur credit default 
swaps. 

The result is that the product has become standardized to the 
point where we think that more and more over-the-counter credit 
default swaps will be cleared. The ICE U.S. Trust Clearinghouse 
started operation earlier this year already clears over $800 billion 
of CDS transactions. That number is going to grow. Old trades are 
being backlogged into the system to further increase the pervasive
ness of clearing. So the entire progression of the market has been 
toward increasing clearing, increasing transparency, additional rec
ordkeeping and transparency from the standpoint of pricing, prices 
are now available on the Internet, freely accessible for the largest 
entities that are traded. 

So it has been a steady progress working between dealers and in-
vestors, working with the regulators to improve the market. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Does your firm use the ICE OTC clearing? 
Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Yes, we do. 
Senator CHA~RLISS. How is that working from a practical stand

point? 
Mr. LEKCZOWSKI. It has been working very well. Again, clearing 

is distinctly in our interest to do. When the transactions are stand
ardized and when counterparties to our transactions are able to 
clear, we derive great benefits from clearing. And we have used the 
ICE clearinghouse fur credit default swap clearing, and we also use 
other clearinghouses for other asset classes. So, for example, in the 
interest rate swap market, we use the London clearinghouse called 
LCH Clearnet, which clears a huge volume of interest rate deriva
tive transactions. Something like 50 percent currently of the deal
er-to-dealer swaps are cleared. And in the commodity markets, we 
are clearing through facilities operated both by ICE and by the 
CME group called ClearPort. 

So all this evidence is a move toward clearing. We think it is
amongst the dealers, it is definitely in the interest of everyone to 
reduce risk, to increase transparency. 

Senator CHArvIBLISS. There seems to be a perception out there 
that the only derivatives that need to be customized are the very 
complex and most complex products. Are there not simple foreign 
currency or interest rates swaps that still need to he customized for 
your clients? 

Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Yes, absolutely. And actually Chairman 
Gensler earlier described one of those transactions, a simple inter
est rate swap which has been around now for almost 30 years, is 
very well understood, nut a complicated transaction at all. But it 
is extremely customized as to every economic term, and that is to 
give the end user, the company that is entering into that swap, the 
maximum hedge for its risks, and also to get the best accounting 
treatment. An entire accounting framework has brrown up around 
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derivative transactions and hedging transactions, and over-the
counter instiuments are the best way for companies to take advan
tage of that accounting framework. 

There is another example I could cite. Chairman Harkin was 
looking for examples of why something has to be done over the 
counter. In the natural gas markets, at this point dozens of public 
utilities engage in long-term natural gas purchase contracts where 
they are able lo procure natural gas at prices below the prevailing 
market price on a monthly basis for the next 15 to 20 years. These 
are very long term purchase contracts, and they are able to do that 
through the use of over-the-counter natural gas and interest rate 
derivatives. These are contracts that ultimately benefit millions of 
consumers of natural gas, customers of these utilities. They are 
well understood. They are approved through the Tax Code amend
ments passed in 2005, and they serve an incredible benefit to com
munities throughout the U.S. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. There has been a lot of conversation and cri
tique of the markets over the past year with respect to what is 
called "excessive speculation," and that speculators drove up the 
physical commodities to record high prices. Now, you deal in the 
market on a daily basis, I assume sometimes as a speculator, some
times not. Explain what you see with respect to speculation, why 
it is necessary and what is happening with regard to this issue of 
excessive speculation. 

Mr. LF:l\'CZOWSKI. Yes, Senator. And I might preface it by first 
saying that we strongly support efforts to combat and prosecute 
manipulation. Market manipulation is in no one's interest, and cer
tainly from a market participant standpoint, it is extremely detri
mental to all of our activities. And--

Senator CHA1\-1BLISS. Obviously, there is a difference between ma
nipulation and speculation. 

Mr. LEKCZOWSKI. Yes, and speculation is necessary for markets 
to perform. To take a very basic example, the farmers of this coun
try, when they farm grain, will need to sell it ultimately to bak
eries, for example. The baker and the farmer need to match up, one 
to sell grain, the other to purchase grain. The chances of them 
matching exactly for all of their purchases are extremely low. Spec
ulators expand each side of that market. They buy and they sell. 
And they provide the liquidity that is necessary for markets to op
erate. So all markets require some degree of speculation. Excessive 
speculation certainly is something to be combated, and we would 
support that. 

Senator CJlAMBLJSS. Mr. Dines, you deal in the markets every 
day with respect to risk management tools that you use in your 
business. I would like for you to give us a practical example of one 
of these customized contracts that you use. And if those customized 
contracts were not available to you at Cargill, what effect would 
that have on your business? 

Mr. DINES. Happy to do so. Thank you. 
Everyone here knows that Carb>ill is a processor of corn, and we 

are in the markets buying corn every day. In essence, we are buy
ing corn at the average price over a b>iven period since we are in 
buying it every day. 
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The best hedge fur us if we wanted to protect against prices 
going higher would be a product against the average, not a product 
against a discrete point in time, which is what you can get on the 
exchange. 

We can go into the OTC markets and buy what is known as an 
average price option. An average price option comes at a 30-to 40-
percent discount to what is available on the exchange. It is a more 
precise hedge for what we need because ii is against 1.he average. 
It is real cost savings up front, and this cost savings might be the 
difference between what gets us to hedge and what does not get us 
to hedge. So that is a real example. 

Now, we cannot go in and buy that product on 1.he exchanges. 
Average price options do not exist. Furthermore, in the OTC mar
kets, we can tailor that product to give us the exact level of protec
tion that we want and for the exact end date that we want. Let 
us say that we wanted 1.o do ii on new crop corn, but we only want
ed to go through the pollination period of July. If we went to the 
exchange, we would have to buy a product that ends in November. 
We could tailor this product to end in July. We are saving our
selves 4 months of time value of extra cost that goes into that prod
uct. 

So those are real examples of the types of things that you can 
do in the over-the-counter market that you cannot do on an ex
change-1.raded type market. 

Senator CHAMHLISS. What if that were not available to you? 
What would be the effect of that unavailability? 

Mr. DINES. It would be a far less precise hedge and a more costly 
hedge, and I know you would find market participants doing less 
hedging because of the costs. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. We talked earlier about position limits and 
increased margins and what-not, and I think you used the phrase 
that this could create-would create a real drain on working cap
ital. 

From the standpoint of Cargill, do you have any idea of what 
kind of conceivable working capital drain you would be looking at 
for the volume that you do business in every day? 

Mr. DINES. I think at times it could be significant. I guess maybe 
I would take you back to last March when we and other grain com
panies actually had to stop buying deferred grain from farmers, be
cause of the run-up in grain prices and the demands on working 
capital to cover margins calls. Luckily, we were able to move some 
of our hedges to the OTC markets where we were able to put in 
place alternative credit arrangements and become reopened for 
business. And I think 1.he important point here is that we would 
like to have the flexibility. 

We do plenty of hedging on the exchanges. We do lots of hedging 
in the over-the-counter markets. The idea for us is that we like to 
have 1.he flexibility, and that is very, very important for Cargill, hut 
I do not have a number in mind, but I could tell you it would be 
sib'llificant. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Masters, you have conducted an anal
ysis in which you extrapolated data from CFTC's commitment of 
trader report to determine speculative activity in the crude oil mar-
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ket. Your analysis seems to assign values based upon index fund 
portfolios. 

Now, do you assume 1.hat speculative activity was primarily oc
curring only in the index funds as opposed to the single-name com
modities? 

Mr. MASTERS. Thank you, Senator. We are assuming that the 
index funds were a primary participant last year with regard to 
commodities. There were also speculators in single-name commod
ities as well. We looked a1. the index fund data 1.hat was provided 
from the CFTC. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, what data is used to support your as
sessment that oil prices should have been falling last year when 
most expectations and market analyses showed prices continually 
increasing throughout the year due to geopolitical uncertainties, 
record OPEC stocks, a devalued dollar, and the increase in demand 
during the summer last year? 

Mr. MASTERS. That is a good question. The issue with regard to 
prices in the futures market has to do with the supply and demand 
of futures. In the grains and the oil markets, the futures price is 
the price that determines spot, unlike other derivatives, unlike 
many other markets. You know, Platts, who is the largest spot 
pricing service, says in part, "We price off futures markets." Many 
spot market participants we talked to said, "We almost entirely 
price off futures markets off some basis." 

So I think that what we did was we looked at the money flows 
going in and the money flows going out, and our sense was based 
on the data 1.hat there was an enormous amount of money going 
into the crude oil markets over the time, and after Congress looked 
at this issue and I think started really complaining about it to a 
certain extent, I think it led a great deal of money to come out of 
those markets, none of which had much to do with actual supply 
and demand. They amplified the price on the way up, and they 
greatly amplified the price on 1.he way down. 

Senator CHAMllLISS. Mr. Bookstaber, we talked with Chairman 
Gensler about the responsibility for determining whether or not a 
product is standardized or customized, and we talked about the 
clearinghouse that is going tu clear it being the determinant of 
that. 

What is your 1.hough1. about 1.hat, are 1.hey 1.he proper ones 1.o de
termine whether something is customized or standard? 

Mr. BOOKSTABER. The notion of standardization is a fairly loose 
one. The key is whether you can construct sufficient tagging for the 
product so that many other products can be put into the same bas
ket and traded in a similar way. You know, ultimately the decision 
for standardization will be if ii is on an exchange, is it sufficien1.ly 
different from other products that people gravitate toward it as an 
item to trade? I do not know who the authority would be to say, 
oh, this is standard versus this is customized. It is something that 
still has to be defined. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. OK Mr. Driscoll, in talking about the 
Zelener fix, as the Chairman says, we had a very significant discus
sion on this issue last year during the farm bill debate, and we ad
dressed the concerns of the lookalike forex contracts, and I am not 
sure in your statement that you made earlier, where you said that 
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there has been an increase in the number of complaints since Con
gress closed the loophole, whether you are talking about since the 
farm bill was enacted last year or are you referring to some pre
vious date where a loophole was closed? 

Mr. DRISCOLL. I was referring to last year in the farm bill. We 
have seen a large increase since a year ago today. 

Chairman HAHKIN. You mentioned gold and silver as commod
i1:ies where there is the potential for fraudulent lransaclions. Any 
other commodities that need to be considered in that same respect? 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Precious metals are by far the largest product 
that is being used in these non-forex Zelener type of contracts, but 
we have also seen energy type of products as well. And our view 
is that essentially you have to close the loophole for all commod
ities that are traded in futures markets because if you close off the 
ones that are currently existing, then next year we will be coming 
hack and saying lhe fraudsters have now gone lo other markets, 
because the people that trade these sorts of contracts and run these 
sorts of schemes are ones that are looking for a regulatory vacuum, 
and they have made careers of doing this. So we believe the loop
hole has lo be closed for all commodities. 

Senator CHA~Rr.rss. Ms. Stout, do you feel that all OTC markets 
create a systemic risk? 

Ms. STOUT. No, probably not. I think something-that is actually 
a question thal is not even necessarily something we have lo ad
dress. I think a proper system of regulation of derivatives trading 
would prevent systemic risk from arising in any particular market. 
And I personally tend to favor what I think of as automatic circuit 
breaker rules of lhis sort rather lhan regulation that takes the 
form of creating some omniscient entity, some omniscient Govern
ment oversee who is supposed to investigate things on an ad hoc 
basis and look for potential problems. 

I think with the right set of circuit breakers, lhe sorts lhat have 
been mentioned today-listing requirements, margin requirements, 
position limits-we do not have to worry about looking out for the 
development of systemic risk in particular markets because the 
system would look oul for us. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Do you agree that some risk in markets is 
a good thing'? 

Ms. STOUT. Pardon me while I put on my pointy headed cor
porate finance professor hat No, risk is never good. However, 
sometimes risk is inevitable if you want to accomplish something 
useful, like curing cancer or building a company that builds air
planes. But, no, risk itself is never good. We would like to get rid 
of all of it, if we could, and lhe real trick, I think, is to eliminate 
all the unnecessary risks while not throwing the baby out with the 
bath water and eliminating risk in productive areas and with re
gard to productive endeavors that we want people to undertake. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, having been in business myself, I have 
never made any money without taking a risk, and I just think it 
is extremely difficult and would be extremely expensive if we tried 
to take the risk out of it. 

Mr. Chairman, I think that may be-I think that is all I had. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much. 
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Mr. Masters, in your summary, you said, "What I have outlined 
in my testimony are not brand-new solutions; one, exchange clear
ing with novation and margin and, two, speculative position limits 
have proven effective over many decades uf experience. In many 
ways, what we need to do is turn hack the clock on several of the 
deregulatory measures that were undertaken in the last 15 years. 
The unintended consequences uf those deregulatory decisions have 
been devastating for America." I agree. 

Now off of that, I want to challenge you, Mr. Dines, on what you 
just outlined on this average price uptiun. You say it is not offered 
by the exchanges. Well, why is it not offered hy the exchanges? We 
have a chicken-and-egg thing here. See, now, I have said we ought 
to put all these on exchanges, you see. Well, if you are allowed to 
have them on over-the-counter markets, that is where they are. 
But who is to say that this average price option could not be devel
oped as a product on a regulated exchange? That way you have 
more transparency, you would have more people involved, you 
would have more liquidity because you would have more people in 
that game. But as lung as we have it in the over-the-counter mar
ket, with some opaqueness, lack of transparency, of course, the ex
change is not going to offer it. 

I had Mr. Duffy here last fall when we discussed this very thing, 
and I asked him that pointed question. I said in terms of my legis
lation, to put them on a regulated exchange, I asked him very 
pointedly. I said could your exchange-could the regulated ex
change, not just his hut the regulated exchanges handle this, and 
his answer was yes. 

So, again, I have always asked, I keep asking this question-I 
asked two questions. One, define a customized swap. I still have 
not had one real defined yet, what is customized that does not have 
some impact someplace in the economy. If you have a customized 
swap on an interest rate or something like that, it may he between 
two individuals, but it may have other effects on a lot of other in
vestors in other places. The same way with your hedging un the 
corn market. ll could have a lot of effects. 

I would submit that if you have it on a regulated exchange with 
more transparency and people know about it, quite frankly, I think 
your business will do better. I, quite frankly, think it will, and I 
think that the sellers will also do better, too, because it will be 
open and aboveboard. And we can call for margin requirements. 
Now, you had this problem with capital requirements. But that can 
be set. We can temper that, I think, through regulation on not hav
ing onerous capital requirements, but having some capital require
ments, pulling some skin in that game. 

So, again, I want to challenge you on why you cannot do this on 
a regulated exchange. 

Mr. DINES. Well, you could put average price options on ex
changes. That could very well happen. But the degree of 
customization goes beyond that, and it goes to protection periods, 
it goes to protection levels, it goes to maybe how the average is de
termined. And the issue is that you can have multiple, multiple dif
ferent variations of an average price option. 
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I want to be very careful. It does not mean that they are more 
complex. It means that they are tailored to precisely meet that 
hedger's needs. 

I think it is impossible for the clearinghouses and the exchanges 
to do this. I do not think they can handle multiple forms, and the 
OTC market does it. We do it every single day. Our customers will 
say I want it to expire this particular day, I want it with this pro
tection level, I want the averaging period to start here and end 
here. And to pul that on an exchange will require standardization. 

You go into the exchanges today, you can pick from a certain set 
of end dates. You can pick from a certain level set of protection lev
els. But you do not have the degree of customization you cannot 
customize. They just are not set up to do it. 

So that I think is the primary difference. It is the ability tu really 
work wilh customers to customize the product. 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. BOOKSTABER. I think a good example of the distinction-the 

gray area between standardized and customized is the equities op
tion market. The CBOE is, as exchange traded. In that market you 
cannot get an exercise price of, say, 51.3. 

Chairman HARKIN. Say lhat again? You cannot--
Mr. BOOKSTAHBH. The exercise prices for the options are in incre

ments, maybe 5-or 10-point increments. 
Chairman HARKIN. OK. 
Mr. BooKSTAHF.R. So somebody could argue, wait a minute, this 

is not fulfilling my objective because I do not want an exercise price 
of 50 and I do not wanl an exercise price of 55; I want 52.23. 

Well, of course, if you go to customized, the standardization is 
going to limit things to some extent, but the challenge is to go to 
Caq,rill, to go to the clients of JPMorgan, and to say let us look at 
the whole layout of the customizations that you do. Can we find a 
reasonable set of standard securities that get close enough tu what 
people wanl lhat in lhe majority of cases they are fairly satisfied? 
Maybe somebody wants a time to maturity of 11.l months, and an
other wants it of 10.9 months; 11 months might do the job for 
them. 

So it is true that you cannot get standardization tu meet every 
of the infinite possible numbers of times tu maturity and the infi
nite number of possible exercise prices. But once you gel lo fine 
enough differentiation, that may be sufficient to deal with the large 
majority of what people demand. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Lenczowski. 
Mr. LF.NC?:OWSKI. Thank you, Chairman. I would agree with Dr. 

Bookstaber that there could be a degree of standardization that is 
achievable. Bul even wilh lhat standardization, the company lhat 
is looking to hedge its risk will still have to post the margin to the 
clearinghouse. And you mentioned, Chairman, that we could maybe 
regulatorily affect that marb>in. It is actually incredibly important 
that that margin be what the clearinghouse says it is because the 
clearinghouse has to act as the ultimate credit support to everyone. 
So it sets ils margin requirements based on what it feels through 
its risk models the risk of a particular transaction is. 

So the clearinghouse sets that margin requirement, and then it 
requires the most liquid form of collateral, because as soon as a de-
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fault occurs, the clearinghouse has to instantaneously apply that 
collateral against the defaulted position. There is no ability to wait 
and sell some property or land. It has to happen instantaneously. 
Again, lhat preserves the clearinghouse's stability. 

So while, again, I agree that there could be standardization and 
it could actually suit certain customers' needs, many customers just 
do not have that liquidity, that cash right now, and that is why, 
among other reasons lhey use lhe OTC market. 

I think there was a mention that the OTC market is not 
collateralized or that it has-that the customers pay for that mar
gin somehow. In fact, many times when these customers go to the 
OTC market, the collateral that they pledge is the exact same col
lateral that they have pledged to secure their loan obligations. 
Many customers borrow on a secured basis. They pledge land or 
equipment, fixtures, receivables, even intellectual property. That is 
all good collateral. H is very good. Thal supports our lending agree
ment, our money we lend to them. 

It serves both as credit support for the loan and also for the de
rivative, and that is the efficiency and the flexibility that OTC de
rivatives provide to corporate America. And lhat is why we think 
corporate America chooses the OTC markets instead of the ex
change markets. It is not because there is anything wrong with the 
exchange markets. It is just that the OTC markets are more flexi
ble and are able to address exactly the risks lhat lhe company 
wants to hedge. 

Chairman HARKIN. Did you have any observation on this at all, 
Dr. Stout. 

Ms. STOUT. No, nol on lhis. 
Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. BOOKSTABER. If I can just indulge on this, I think this 

point-of course, it is better if you can post illiquid collateral. Of 
course, all of us would like to have lhat. But there is a problem 
if the instrument is highly liquid and can be liquidated very quick
ly, and what you have as collateral is very illiquid. This is what 
leads to liquidity crisis cycles. I have $800 million that I have as 
collateral at a bank. I am in a market thal for some exogenous rea
son drops by 10 percent. The bank says, "Come up with more cap
ital, or we will start to liquidate." And suddenly they say, "Oh, but 
it is land. We cannot liquidate it in the same timeframe as this in
strument." 

So it is painful and, of course, we do not want to have it be the 
case, but I think if you have liquid securities, you have to have liq
uid collateral on the other side. 

Mr. LENCZOW8KL If I could, Chairman, jusl lo respond. 
Chairman HARKIN. Sure. 
Mr. LENCZOWSKI. The size of our loan book at JPMorgan is 

roughly IO times the size of our derivatives exposure, and much of 
that loan book is supported by this collateral thal Dr. Bookstaber 
mentioned. It is relatively illiquid, but it is excellent quality collat
eral. We lend on that basis. 

So what we allow our customers to do is to use that same collat
eral to support their derivative transactions. That is useful for 
them. It is not an unsafe and unsound banking practice. In fact, 
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our examiners who are onsite would be all over us if it was any
where close to that. 

So I would like to just clarify that this is very good collateral 
that we are receiving from our customer base and that it is a very 
big part of what makes these transactions happen for companies. 

Chairman HARKIN. Let me ask that, Mr. Lenczowski. So you 
admit it is not liquid, and how much can that he leveraged? How 
much can you leverage something that is illiquid that is an asset 
or land or whatever, how much can you leverage that? 

I think I can understand it if it is capital, hut I do not know that 
I can understand it if it something else. 

Mr. LENCZOWSKL That is an excellent point, Chairman Harkin. 
Our credit officers make that exact determination. We have statis
tical models and other means of assessing what our probable expo
sure could he. We use many forms to do that, hut we are able to 
decide from a credit standpoint how much we could do. Again, 
these determinations are reviewable by our regulators and we en
sure that are done within safe hanking practices. 

Mr. DINES. Chairman Harkin, could I just add to that point for 
a second? We have probably 250 to 300 institutional type cus
tomers that we are providing products to. We margin with about 
80 percent of those customers today. We are moving collateral hack 
and forth with them. We are sending them daily position reports 
so they know what the value of their derivatives are. Again, they 
know the value. They are moving the collateral back and forth. 

They are giving us liquid cash as collateral, or we are giving 
them liquid cash as collateral. The difference is that we do not 
think that a highly rated food or industrial company should he held 
to the same margining terms as a lower-quality, more leveraged 
company. And so we are flexible in our credit terms for them, so 
we may not make them post initial margin. We may give them a 
million-dollar threshold before they need to post margin. But we 
are still applying very strict credit standards. We are margining 
with them. But we are flexible in the way that we do that, and that 
is very, very important. A million dollars to a company today 
means a lot from an investment standpoint. 

So that is the way that we are managing it. That is the benefit 
of the OTC market versus a standardized exchange, because if you 
think about the standardized exchange, it has to go for the lowest 
common denominator, because it is dealing with all sorts of compa
nies all different levels of credit quality. So it has to build its risk, 
its margining on the worst possible credits that might be part of 
that clearinghouse or exchange, where in the OTC market you do 
not have to do that. 

Chairman HARKIN. Ms. Stout. 
Ms. STOUT. I think the last comment is very helpful for helping 

keep a perspective on what we are discussing here. You referred 
to a million-dollar savings today for Cargill. We are dealing with 
a crisis that I believe the figure that you mentioned this morning, 
Mr. Chairman, was $4 trillion. I do not think anyone would dispute 
that for some businesses at some times, some forms of derivatives 
are definitely beneficial. I think the critical question has got to be 
how do we measure the benefits against the harms. 
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I am very sympathetic. I wish I could ensure that Cargill could 
always have the perfect hedge. But if maybe you have to inconven
ience yourself a little hit and deal with a suboptimal hedge some
times, and the social benefit we get is that we do not get another 
Lehman Brothers, another Bear Stearns, another AIG. Well, some
times you have to put with a little bit of difficulty. 

We are at a watershed moment, Mr. Chairman, I think, that is 
comparable to the situation we faced in the 1930's. Over the past 
decade, I think we can argue that the finance sector of our economy 
came close to cannibalizing the real economy. Derivatives were 
definitely part-not the only part, but one of the larger parts of 
that cannibalization process. 

It is clear that we cannot sustainably go doing things the way 
we have done them for the last 10 years. You know, the definition 
of "insanity," doing the same thing and expecting different results. 
Every time in history in my research that we have attempted to 
deregulate derivatives, we have gotten the same results. 

So on the theory that the perfect is the enemy of the good, any 
regulatory development that can begin to bring back the exposure 
that we have today, the exposure to systemic risk, to reduced eco
nomic productivity, to price bubbles, to fraud and manipulation, 
anything that can begin to ratchet that back would be a very good 
thing. 

Chairman HARKIN. Anyone else? Yes, Mr. Masters. 
Mr. MASTF:RS. I just want to make a couple points. With regard 

to the whole notion of multiple prices, volume-weight average 
prices, in the equities business we have probably in excess of 100 
different ways on listed exchanges of trading those various kinds 
of orders. We can do algorithms that do all sorts of things that can 
literally wait every 2 minutes for an order and then only take the 
offer or sit on the bid all day, or hide or bob or weave or whatever. 
All those things are possible on listed exchanges. We do them every 
day in our own business. 

Second, I would like to make this point because I think it is im
portant. With regard to the notion of options at different strikes 
and so forth, we are one of the largest option traders in the United 
States, listed options, and one of the issues with regard to options 
is when you trade in over-the-counter option, there is someone on 
the other side that knows your position. That is a huge issue. I do 
not want them to know my position because if they know my posi
tion and it is just me and him, if something goes wrong I have got 
a problem, and he knows exactly what my problem is. And that 
goes on every day. 

So there is a huge competitive advantage to a bank or a swaps 
dealer to have that position on with a customer because they are 
able to reverse engineer the customer's knowledge and flows. So 
having that liquidity, having an exchange being able to trade with 
perfect-being able to hide, if you will, I can trade on these options 
exchange, and people do not know who I am. And I can trade using 
various different orders. That is a great benefit, and it would be 
a great benefit to many other customers once they understand that 
little dynamic that goes around on Wall Street. 

Chairman HARKIN. Pretty interesting. 
Yes, Mr. Lenczowski? Then we will have to call this off 
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Mr. LF.NCZOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a couple of 
points. 

First, the exchanges have been trading equity options for quite 
a while now, and they are free for anyone who can open an account 
there. Certainly we have no desire in monopolizing the equity mar
ket in the over-the-counter business, and any customer who feels 
they will do better on an exchange should trade there and should 
feel free to trade there. What we do not want is to eliminate that 
choice from the customer. There are some customers who might 
choose facing an exchange-traded exact same product to trade in 
the over-the-counter market. And to that extent, that kind of a 
choice should be continued to be allowed. 

Then, second, just to confirm, there is a straw man argument or 
some example that the banks are against regulatory reform or 
swap dealers are against regulatory reform. Thai is absolutely un
true. We support broadly the initiatives that the administration 
has announced and Chairman Gensler described today. I have out
lined them in our written submission, and I would just like to re
assert again that we do agree completely that something has to be 
done. We just want it done in the right way for the economy. 

Chairman HARKIN. Any last words? I thought 1.his was a very en
lightening session. We could probably go on for some time. As a 
matter of fact, I have got Secretary Vilsack over in the Appropria
tions Committee that I have got to go over and listen to his testi
mony on his budget. 

But as you know, we are wrestling with this, but I guess I end 
where I started. We cannot continue to do what we have been 
doing. We have got to make some changes, and there have got to 
be, I think, some fundamental changes in the way we do this. 

Now, I have taken the position, you all know my bill, what I at
tempted to do in that legislation. However, I am always willing to 
look at other sides of that issue. But I guess from my own personal 
s1.andpoin1., I still come down to 1.he more open we are, the more 
transparent we are, the more information that people have out 
there in a regulatory framework, the better off we are all going to 
be. And somehow we have got to, as Mr. Masters said, I think, get 
back to where we were before in some kind of a regulatory frame
work. And that is what we are going to have to wrestle with, ex
acUy how we do thaL No one wants 1.o stifle innovation, as I said, 
but we have got to ask what that innovation is for. 

Second, no one wants to get rid of speculation. We need specu
lators, but we do not want that bottle of aspirin every day. We just 
need maybe one. So we have to figure out how we provide that kind 
of liquidity in some kind of a regulated manner also. 

So these are the things we are wrestling with. I lhink this panel 
added greatly to our thoughts on this and our pursuit of trying to 
figure out what we can do. I just would say to all of you that as 
we proceed on this, any other thoughts and suggestions you may 
have, please let us know, and we will be developing this legislation 
some time this year, probably not until this fall. We have the 
health care bill, and we have go1. a lot of other things we have 1.o 
do, and we have to do the child nutrition reauthorization, too, this 
year. But this is something we have got to attend to, and I have 
talked to Mr. Peterson on the House side, and he wants to move 
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something this year, too. So I invite your constant input and con
sideration of what we are doing here. 

Again, I thank you all very much for being here today. As I said, 
it was a great panel. I appreciate it very much, thank you; the 
Committee will stand adjourned. 

L Whereupon, at I :29 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.J 
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Statement of Senator Thad Cochran 

Senate Committee on AgricuJture, Nutrition and Forestry 

June 4, 2009 

Mr. Chainnan, thank you for holding this hearing to review the 

current structure of futures market oversight and considering testimony 

about how best to improve transparency. It is critical that these markets 

remain a viable option for fanners and business operations choosing to 

hedge risks. 

This is a subject that attracted our attention foHowing last year's 

experience with such a volatile commodity market. This hearing will 

allow us the opportunity to hear from the Chairman of the Commodity 

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and other experts to learn more 

about options for increasing market transparency and oversight. 

WhiJe I agree that more transparency is needed, we must avoid 

overreaching and eJiminating the opportunity for participants to enter 
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contracts. Production agriculture utilizes these markets to maximize 

profitability, and I urge the CFTC to use their current authority to 

address concerns as Congress continues to consider additional legislative 

action. 

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses. 
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Testimony of Richard Bookstaber 

Submitted to the Senate of the United States, 
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

For the Hearing: "Regulatory Reform and the Derivatives Markets" 
June 4, 2009 

Mr. Chainnan and members of the Committee, I thank you for the opportunity to testify 

today. My name is Richard Bookstabcr. During my career I have worked extensively in 

.risk management. Jn the J990's I was in charge of market 1isk management at Morgan 

Stanley and then oversaw finn-wide risk at Salomon Brothers, continuing in that capacity 

for a short time after it was absorbed by Citigroup. Following that, I oversaw risk at two 

buy-side firms, Moore Capital Management and ZilTBrolhers Investments, and ran an 

equity hedge fund at FrontPoint Partners. Most recently I worked at Bridgewater 

Associatei:, a large hedge fund headquartered in Westport, Connecticut. [ left Bridgewater 

at the end of 2008. 

Before working in risk management, I was one of the pioneers in the development of 

derivative products on Wall Street. Moving from academics to Morgan Stanley in 1984, I 

designed, priced and hedged derivatives, and had experience with derivatives in the 

equity, fixed income, commodity and foreign exchange markets. I wrote one of the first 

books on derivatives, Option Pricing and Srrmegies i11 lnves1ing, (J\ddison-Wcsley, 

198 1). 

I am the author of A Demon of Our Own Design - Markels, //edge Funds, nnd the Perils 

of Fi11n11cia/ ln11ovatio11. Published in April, 2007, this book warned of the potential for 

financial crisis from the explosion of derivatives and other innovative producrs. 

Although J have had extensive experience on both the buy-side and sell-side, r come 

before the Committee in an unaffiliated capaci ty, and represent no industry interests. 
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My testimony will focus on the need for reduced complexity and increased transparency 

in the derivatives markets. This can be accomplished by standardization of derivative 

instruments and ultimately by having derivatives trade on the exchange. Many of the 

issuers and user:,; of derivatives have incentives for derivatives to remain complex and 

opaque, but these incentives are related to flawed ohjectives. 

Complexity: The Problem with Derivatives 

Derivative instruments - and I use the teml broadly to include the swath of what are often 

h:rmed 'innovative products' such as options, swaps and structured products - can 

improve the financial markets. They can allow investors to mold returns to better meet 

their investment objectives, to more precisely meet the contingencies of the market. They 

can break apart and package risks to facilitate risk sharing. In the parlance of academic 

finance, they allow investors to better span the space of the states of nature. These 

objectives were the focus in the nascent years of derivatives, in the decade or so after the 

development of the Black-Scholes-Merton option pricing methodology and the 

establishment of the Chicago Board Options Exchange. 

As time progressed, however, derivatives found use for less lofty purposes. Derivatives 

have been used to solve various non-economic problems, basically helping institutions 

game the system in order to: 

• Avoid laxes. For example, investors use total return swaps to take positions in UK 

stocks in order to avoid transactions taxes. 

• Take exposures that arc not pennittcd in a particular investment charter. For 

example, index amonizing swaps were used by insurance companies to take 

mortgage risk. 

• Speculate. For example, the main use of credit default swaps is to allow traders to 

take shon positions on corporate bonds and place bets on the failure of a 

company. 

• Hide risk-taking activity. For example, derivatives provide a means for obtaining 

a leveraged position without explicit financing or capital outlay and for taking risk 

off-balance sheet, where it is not as readily observed and monitored. Derivatives 
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also can be used to structure complex risk-return tradeoffa that arc difficult to 

dissect. 

These non-economic objectives are best accomplished by designing derivatives that are 

complex and opaque, so that the gaming of the system is not readily apparent. 1 

Viewed in an uncharitable light, derivatives and swaps can be thought of as vehicles for 

gambling; they are, after all, side bets on the market. But these side bets can pose risks 

that extend beyond losses to the person making the bet. There are a number of ways the 

swaps and derivatives end up affecting the market: 

• Those who create thei;e products need to hedge in the market, so their creation 

leads to a direct affect on the market underlying the derivative. 

• Those who buy these instruments have other market exposures, so that if they are 

adversely affected by the swaps or derivatives. they might be forced to liquidate 

other positions, thereby transmitting a dislocation from one market into another. 

• The market price of some derivatives can have real effec1s for a company. For 

example. the credit default swaps arc used as the basis for triggering debt 

covenants, so if the swap spread for a company's debt rises above a critical level, 

it can have an adverse effect on the company. Indeed, a dislocation in the credit 

default swap market can have a more immediate and severe effect on a company 

than will a dislocation in its stock price, because the credit default swap spread 

has an impact on the ability of the company to ohtain financing.2 

1 For example. the last point, hiding risk-laking activicy. is facilita1cd by the opacity of rhc risk-rc1um lradeoff for 
derivatives. Any derivatives trader worth his salr ca11 construct a derivatives position that will seemingly print money. 
in all likelihood generate cash flow month afler month. hut will get lhar casli now by raking un a suhtlc risk which will 
rarely be realized. bu! when n:ali1.cd will have a profound negative effect. Withoul proper moJcling, 1his risk will not 
Ii. manifest until it is too late. This means that derivatives •re the .vcapon of choice for investors who are faced wirh a 
need 10 book immediate gains. 

II also means dcm·a1nu arc a quick sale lo naive im•estors. There is no need 10 look hack IO P&G or Orange County 
for examples of this. I recemly gave a talk to a group of central bankers from small eoumries. a number vf whom had 
been plied with detivafivcs called dual cum:ncy swaps. though the~e were really options thal gave tlie countries a 
rayout in the worse pcr(onning of two currencies. In exchange for taking this relative currency risk. the counlries 
receiveJ an incremenllll relum of a few basis roims. I did not do !he calculation, but my bet is that this incre-nlal 
return lell a substanual buffer for the banks lhat sold the swaps. And that lhc countries enl<rcd into the sw~ps wi1ho111 
recognizing the level of risk !hey were taking on. 
~ For this reason. there needs to be strict oversight of credit default swaps to guard against manipulation. Such 
ovcrsighl is far easier for if d1ty are !TadCtl on an •~change. 
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• Derivatives can change the behavior of the market. For example, when various 

bonds are packaged into Collateralized Debt Obligations, they become linked in a 

way that they might not be absent this packaging. As a result, the diversification 

potential within the market can be lower and the potential for contagion between 

market segments can increase. 

• Those who are writing OTC derivatives are in effect providing insurance to the 

buyers, but without any regulatory requirements on minimum capital. Those 

writing these instruments may not be in a well-capitalized position to pay out in 

the event that the option goes into the money. 

Regulation of Derivalives 

Standardization and Exchange Trading 

As I point out in A Demon of Our Own Design, complexity is one of the demons that 

makes our financial markets crisis prone. Complexity hides risks and creates unexpected 

linkages between markets. Derivatives are the primary source of this complexity, so to 

reduce the risk of crisis we must address the derivatives markets. We need a flight to 

simplicity. 

The proposal for a centralized clearing corporation, while a welcome step, is not 

sufficient to do this. It may reduce counterparty concerns. but it will not provide the 

necessary level of standardization, transparency, price discovery and liquidity. To do that, 

we need to have standardized derivative products. and have those products traded on an 

exchange. Standardization will address the complexity of derivatives. Exchange trading 

will be a major improvement in the transparency and efficiency, and will foster liquidity 

by drawing in a wider range of speculators and liquidity suppliers. These steps will shore 

up the matket against the structural tlaws that derivative-induced complexity have 

created. 

Nonstandard OTC Derivatives and Innovation 

One stated objection to standardization and exchange trading is that if a door remains 

open for complex OTC derivatives, then having the standardized productS out in the light 
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of day will only accentuate the demand for the more shadowy and opaque products. An 

opposing objection is that the push toward standardization will squelch innovation in the 

financial markets. These concerns lead to demands by some to abolish all OTC 

derivatives, and by others to shrink from exchange trading. There is no need to move 

toward either of these two extremes. 

Abolishing OTC derivatives is not a wise direction for regulation. There will be 

legitimate reasons for customized derivatives, and no doubt innovations will emerge with 

broad value to the financial markets. The point is not to stifle innovation, but to assure it 

is directed toward an economic rather than gaming end. Nor need exchange trading move 

activity into the shadows. Properly executed, we can have a combination of standardized 

exchange-traded instruments along with the continued development of customized OTC 

instruments. 

Standardized exchange-traded derivatives will create high hurdles for any nonstandard 

OTC product a bank wants to push into the market. The OTC producl will have worse 

counterparty characleristics, he less liquid, have a higher spread, and have inferior price 

discovery. To overcome these disadvantages. the nonstandard OTC product will have to 

demonstrate substantia~ improvement in meeting the needs of the investor compared to 

the standardized product. 

In addition, stricter control and disclosure can he placed on nonstandard OTC derivalivcs 

both through investor demand and by regulatory mandate. Investors may demand that 

derivatives taken on their behalf be of the standardized exchange-traded fonn, or may 

require that ifa nonstandard altemative is employed, it first be approved by the finn's 

risk manager. The regulator may mandate tht: disclosure of such derivatives positions and 

require a demonstralion of how these instruments are being used and why they are being 

used in place of the standard instruments.3 11le disclosure might be public - investment 

l The argument here is not for case-by-case approval of non~undard produci.s, nor for a regulator to dictate wboch 
derivatives can be traded OTC. The regulator docs not have to make a detcnninalion rhat any one derivative is being 
employed for bona fide hedging PUll'OSCS, or tha1 the use of an OTC deriva1i.,.e is in some ""'1SC legitimate. By having 
on-going disc.losure and jus1if1ca1ion, the ir.vcstors and the regulators can sec emerging patterns of Jbusc. Thctc will he 
a point where a linn's use of the nonstandard producls will move beyond 1hc nonn and will sian 10 draw questions. 
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finns could justifiably balk at such disclosure now, but that justification is lessened if the 

fimls have the choice of employing exchange-ttaded derivatives to avoid the disclosure -

or, alternatively, the disclosure can be restricted only to the regulator.4 

Even with these hurdles, there will still be the opportunity for innovation and for the 

application of the more complex derivatives where their value is compelling. But I 

believe we will not find many instances where a complex OTC derivative is pushed 

forward, because for most legitimate purposes the standardized products will be found to 

be adequate. 

Incentives for Creating Complex OTC Derivatives 

The current proposal for moving derivatives onto an exchange reminds me of a similar 

effort I made shortly after I arrived at Morgan Stanley twenty-five years ago. I proposed a 

simplified structure that would have allowed the inlerest rate swaps that were traded at 

the time to be replaced by a handfo I of standardized instruments. I met with the head of 

the swap desk and others running the Fixed Income Division to propose that this structure 

be put forward to allow exchange trading of swaps. I thought the proposal, which would 

have made the markets more transparent, liquid and efficient, would be greeted wam1ly, 

even enthusiastically. Was I wrong. I had yet to appreciate the incentives the industry has 

to make derivatives as complex and 'one-off as possible. 

For the bank, the more complex and custom-made the instrument, the greater the chance 

the bank can price in a profit, for the simple reason that investors will not be able to 

readily determine its fair value. And if the bank creates a customized product, then it can 

also charge a higher spread when an investor comes back to trade out of the product. For 

The disc:\()Sllr~ could include standardized tagging of positions lhat will facilitate aggregation and analysis. Jn this 
regard. ~e "Mappi11g the Market Genome", hlln:i'ri.i;kll.<!9.l\a•.~.!!8"£.'l!'i2009i(l2iin~rkup-lan•uage$·•nd·mal.'1ti.u.i:: 
markct.hln1l. 
• Disclosur~ of exposures in a fomt that allows •gi;rct,-..tion across firms is crilir.al for systemic risk regulation. As il 
stands now. we do not have the ability to sor1 thn)ugh 1hc web of counte'l'•TIY risk or the extent of leverage and 
crowding in markels. ·11,c required data is readily accessible by the regulator for exchange-1radcd positions. but more 
aggressive disclosure is required lo obtain these data for OTC positions. On the ucal for disc: Insure for systemic risk 
management, sec Te!li111n11y of/Ur.hard Rookm1ber. Submirred 10 tire Senate oflh<! (Jnited States. Se11aw Oankitrg. 
I fo1ui11g and Urhun Affair.• Suhcommillee on Sec11ri1ie.r. '1Lt1<1'll>1<"<' uml lnv.stment. Ji"' th• Heuring: "Risk 
Mm1'1genw11.,,u/11• fmplicarions fur Syxtemmic Risk", .lime / 9, ]()08. 
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the trader, the more complex the instrument, the more leeway he has in his operation, 

because it will be harder for the bank to measure his risk and price his book, 5 And for the 

buyer, the more complex the instrument, the easier it is to obfuscate everything from the 

risk and leverage of their positions to the non-economic objectives they might have in 

mind. 

These incentives explain why there is an ongoing anns race in innovative products and 

why the financial institutions might have to be pulled less than willingly into any 

initiative to standardize derivatives or to move derivatives from over-the-counter onto an 

exchange. 

Conclusion: The Pace of New Regulation 

We should move toward standardization and exchange trading of derivatives. We should 

do this because it is the reasonable direction to take, not as a reaction to the current cri,sis, 

and not predicated oi:i whether derivatives did or did not behave in any particular way, or 

whether they were villains or innocent bystanders. The role played by the current crisis is 

to provide the impetus for action, for making impl'ovements to the derivatives market 

independent of the final verdict that history passes down with respect to these recent, 

tumultuous years. 

The arguments for standardization and exchange trading of derivatives are compelling. 

But there remains much we do not know. Therefore it is important to move slowly, one 

market at a time: learning by doing rather than pushing for quick, wholesale solutions. 

Because there arc markets that arc beyond the purview of the CFTC, indeed beyond our 

borders, the natural pace will be a gradual one. 

5 This sng~esls compensalion should be wirhhcld unril a derivatives position is closed oul and the profi1 is realized. 
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!Vly name is David Dines, President of Cargill Risk Manai;cment. I am testifying on behalf of Cargill, 
lncorporatc..1 and have been in the hedging and 1isk management services industry for 1 S yC.'lr:>. 

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify today. 

Cargill is an international provider of food. agricultural, and risk management products and services. As a 
n1crchandiscr and processor of commodities. lhc company relics heavily U(l<)n cfficicnl. compclilive, and 
well-functioning futures markets and ov.:-r-thc-counlcr (OTC) markets. 

C'argill is an extensive end-user of derivatives produces. and is also active in offering risk management 
products and services to commercial customers and producers in the agriculture and energy markets. 

One of the major challenges for policymakers and regulators is thal the tcnn "over-the-counter market'' 
covers a \'as! array of products across a number of markets. 

This broad definition highlights why it is extremely diffkult to seek a one siie fils all regulatory or 
legislative solutio111hat still allows all imcrcsted parries lo manage their genuine economic risks. 

• One mlljor ('Oncern with the recent proposal by the US Treasury Departmeot is that it 
appear.• to stek a regulatory solution for all OTC products in response 10 systemic risk posed 
by one particular markel: (redit default swaps. 

ll is imporram 10 note that while we have witnessed 1he greatest economic crisi8 in SO yC3rs, and perhaps 
the mos1 vola1ilc commodity market Cargill has ever seen, OTC contracts i11 lhe agricullurc, energy, and 
foreign exchange m~rkets performed welt, did not create systemic risks, ,ind in fact helped many end-users 
manage and hedge their risks during lhi~ very di mcull time. 

for lite purposes of our testimony loday relative to the US Treasury proposal, we will focus our oomments 
on 1wo eatcgo1ics of OTC products where Cargill is an active market pa1ticipan1: 

Agriculture and energy products 
Foreign exchange products 

The Treasury proposal seeks lo achieve four broad objectives: 

I. Prcvem Ac1iviries Within the OTC Markets from Posing Risk lo lite Financial System 
2. Prom(lting Efficiency and Transparency Wi1hi11 the OTC Markels 
3. Prcvenlini; Market Manipulation, l'raud, a11d Oiiier Market Abuses 
4. Ensuring Thi•! OTC Derivatives Arc Not Marketed Inappropriately To linsophisti<.:atcd Parries 

We suppon rhese stated obje~rivcs and b"licvc that steps can he raken to meet these goals, without denying 
end-users· access to an effeclivc and cornperitive market. White we have not seen the specific details of the 
Treasury Department's proposal. we offer these observations based on the information available under each 
oflhc sp~citic objectives. 

Objective 1: Prtveol ActMtics Within the OTC Markets from Po~ing Risk to the Financial System 
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The Treasury Dcpanmcnt's outline seeks lo apply mandatory clearing of all standardiicd conlr.scts, impose 
robust margin requirement&, including inirial margin requirements for both standardized and cus1omiilcd 
conlracl$. 

The imposition of mandatory ckaring and mandatory margining of tailored hedges will have a 
signific•nl drain on working capital"' a time when capital is highly constrained and credit is in 
short supply. There will be a liquidity drain on lhosc companies who have taken conservative 
business approach.::; and choose to prudently hedge their economic risks. Mandatory margining 
will have the unintended consequence of actually increasing linancial risks as companies choose no! 
to hedge due to working capital requirements. 

The potential magnitude of this drain on wo1·king capital should be carefully weighed by all 
policymakers. Cargill is a member of the ~ational Association of Manufacturers (NAM} am! has 
workw closdy with a coalition of NAM members concerned about the ability of end-users to 
efficiently access the OTC market. 

I would like to submit for the record a lcucr from the NAM on this issue, as well as a recent letter 
from Chesapeake Energy, an Oklahoma·bas~d end user of OTC derivative.~ and the largest 
ind ... -pcndcnt producer of US natural g;is. 

'rltc Chesapeake Energy letter provides a11 excellent example of how restricting acco:ss to credit by 
imposing mandamry margining could sever<!ly drain capital that could otherwise be invested to 
grow a business. In the one example provided here, over S6 billion would haw been taken away 
from running and expanding a job·crcating business, and iustcad he left idle in a margin acco1mt 
unlil ll1e maturation of the OTC contracl. While not posting cash, Chesapeake had pledged 
eolla1eral valued at more than $11 billion to secure their derivative countcrparties. 

Expand chis example across all of che businesses that use OTC products and the amount of capital 
diverted from growi11g the US economy would be severe. unless companies reduced cheir hedging 
and risk managcm~nl. 

• There is a misconception that OTC products do no1 have credit provisions, and arc never 
collateralized or margined. A significam numb~r nfOTC transactions are col\a1crnlizt'd or 
margined with crillalcrJI being moved daily to adjust for 1he change in market value. With futures, 
margining terms are standardized across all panicipants, while in the OTC markel~ credit and 
eollateral t•'TTllS vary and arc set according to !he credit quality of the hedger. 

With regard to mandatory clearing of standardized producr.q, defining which products arc "standard" 
and which products arc "cuscomi7.cd" is a complex issue that 111ust be thoroughly examined by the 
appropriate federdl n:gulator to avoid disrupting market segments that continue to perfom1 well. 

The loss of tailored hedging tool~ will greatly impact the ability of companies to comply wilh 
cuM'cnt accounting standards (Financial Acoounting Standard 133). 'Ibis accounting policy requires 
h(di;:cs to precisely ma1ch the underlying risk in order to reduce income vola!ili1y. 
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The Treasury D•·partmcnl outline also inr.licato:s that subslantial capiral requirements could be placed 011 all 
OTC dealers. 

While some level of capital requirements might be appropriate, there is a concern that 1hc new 
regulatory framework could be developed such that only financial institutions could remain active 
dealers. The agriculture and energy hedging sectors both have active non-financial institution OTC:: 
dealers who offer healthy competition in th1.1 market. No non-financial institution dealer.; hal!c 
required any taxpayer-based financial assistance from the Federal govemmenl. II would be 
inappropriate to eliminate these competitors from the OTC' market through legislative or reb'Ulatory 
action. 

Rl!commtmdation: Regularory reqttiremt'nts should be bast'd 011 risk to tlle finunrial .vy.>tem and not ont'
.<i:e-jits-alt, 

Add/flrmal monitoring and tra11spare11cy in tile OTC markets (agriculture, e1>ergy,foreig1' e:ccl1a11ge, 
a..,/ interest rates) is warra11ted and Cargill .<upp11rtS these eff"rts, but resfricting working capittsl 
tlirough major i11creast's i11 mandatorJ' margining i11 these markets is counrerproductive. 

Improved mt1ni1oring and tra11Sparenq• accomplisl1es rhe goals for 1l1e objective, without 1/te increa.<ed 
expe11se tsird capital dema11ds of clearing_ 

Objedlve 2: Promoting Efficiency and Transparency Withio the OTC Markets 

The Treasury Dcpanment · s outline seeks to irnposc more record keeping and force trade;; on to regulated 
exchange~. 

Recomnttmdalion: More rerord keeping a11d better disclosure >o·ould be l1elpful, a/1hougl1 the regulator 
should be dire<'ted lo foc1ts on areas wi1/1 1/1e t:reatest risks. 

,fs previously mmtio11ed, mattdatory moveme111 of acti••itie.< from tile OTC market to an excha11ge-traded 
market does not seem '"arra11ted i11 tllose markett 1/1at ha1•e not created ~ys1e111ic risks 10 the jina11cial 
.~rstem. 

Objecli\'e 3: Preveoling Market Manipulation, t'raud, and Other Market Ab11~es 

The Trea~ury Department's outline seeks clear authority to police fraud_ market manipulation. and other 
market abuses and the authority to set position limits on OTC derivatives tbat affect a significaot price 
di&covcry function with r~spcct to forures market.~. 

Reconr111~11Jation: We stipport the CFTC having clear a111horlty to police fraud, manip11lation a11d other 
abuses.. 

The Conunodity Future.< Tradil1g Commission i< alretsdy using ifs exivting authoril)• and is receiving 
public comment 011 a11 Adva11ce Notice of Pmpl).<ed Rulemakittfl to address the enf<>rccme11t of po.vitioll 
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limits, address concerns about excess speculation, and help mai11taill tf1e inugricy of price discovery i11 
the futures markets. 

Cargill filed public comments with lhc CFTC on this proposal. In our commtnls, we support: 
Position limits for non-commercials 

• Much greater transparency and reponing for over-the-counter markets. 

A graphical summary. including rite highlighrs of the comments. is included ai the end of today's testimony 
as Apptndix A. The entire comments are on tile with the cvrc. and wc would be happy to distribute them 
to 1ncmbers of the Senate Agriculrurc Commiuce. 

Objedive 4: Ensuring That OTC Derivative.~ Are Not Marketed Inappropriately To Unsophisticated 
Parties 

Recomme111/atfo11: Products sf1ould be marketed and co11ti11ue to be availubl.e to tltose parties K'ho meet 
tire c:lfrrent reg11/atory parameters as eligible market panicipams. 

Summary: 

l. Derivativ~s play an imponant role in helping companies manage risks. E.:changc-traded dcriva1ivcs 
an: c:ssential in price discovery and help facilitate basic risk management, while over-the-counter 
derivatives are essC11tial to hedgc:rs becaus~ they can be cu.>tomized to fit a company's speci fie risk 
managen1c111 needs. 

2. Additional legislative and regulatory acrions in 1hc OTC market should: 
a. Be risk-based, and not treat all products 1Jentically 
b. Improve ttansparency and reponing 
c. s~ek to add minimal cosis and disruptions to those products that have not posed systemic 

risks to the financial system 

3. Maudatory clearing and margining: 
a. Would severely reduce hedging activity 
b. Would greatly restrict working capital at a time when ii is in very shon supply 
c. Is not 1va1r•ntcd for OTC p1·oduct• thal haw not created sy~temic risk 

4. The CFTC. through ils existing rule-making. is proposing much-needed steps and should continue 
lo work on: 

a. Ensuring the enforcement of posilion limits in related exchange-traded markets. principally 
agriculture and energy products 

h. Improving the transpan:ncy and reporting of OTC products 

We appn-ciate the opportu11ity to te~tify today and look IOn•ard to working with the Members of the Senate 
Agriculture Commincc and olher policyn1akers as this issue develops. 
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Appendix A: 

CFTC Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 
Whether to Eliminate the Booa Fide Hedge Exemption for Certain Swap Dealers and 
Create a New Limited Risk Management Exemption from Speculative Position Limits 

Highlights of Carxill's Suggesled Changes as Outlined in Comments on CITC Concept Release: 

1. OTC dealer reponing to the CFTC once clients reach a significant size 
linsurcs compliance with exchange-related position limits 

2. End user rep<>ning to the C'l-T(' once lheir activity reaches a significant size 
Greater transparency 
Ensures that if multiple dealers arc used, the regulator knows the activity 

• Similar to Large Trader Position Reporting requircme111 

3. /Jona Fide hedge delinition limited to those physically involved with underlying commodity 

4. OTC exemption chat allow$ OTC dealers lo facili1a1c customer tnmsaclions. A speculalivc position 
limit would apply if a deakr is tr.1ding on its o"n behalf: and nor addressing client risk. 

Graphical Summary of Recommended Changes: 

Regulated E~change: 
CME/CBOT/ 

NYMEX/ 
ICE/etc. 

Bold <ll1.11e1 Lines ltulicate New Reporti11g!Compliat1ce 
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TESTIMONY OF DANIEL A. DRISCOLL 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

NATIONAL FUTURES ASSOCIATION 

BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION & FORESTRY 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

JUNE 4, 2009 

My name is Daniel Driscoll, and I am Executive Vice President and Chief 
Operating Officer of National Futures Association. Thank you Chairman Harkin and 
members of the Committee for this opportunity to appear here today to present our 
views on closing a regulatory gap that allows fraudsters to sell unregulated OTC 
derivatives to retail customers. 

Since 1982, NFA has been the industry-wide self-regulatory organization 
for the U.S. futures industry. and in 2002 it extended its regulatory programs to include 
retail over-the-counter forex contracts. NFA is first and foremost a customer protection 
organization, and we take our mission very seriously. 

Congress is currently expending significant time and resources to deal 
with systemic risk and to create greater transparency in the OTC derivatives markets. 
Those are important economic issues, and we support Congress' efforts to address 
them. Understandably, most of the debate centers around instruments offered to and 
traded by large, sophisticated institutions. However, there is a burgeoning OTC 
derivatives market aimed at unsophisticated retail customers, who are being victimized 
in a completely unregulated environment. 

For years, retail customers that invested in futures had all of the regulatory 
protections of the Commodity Exchange Act. Their trades were executed on 
transparent exchanges and cleared by centralized clearing organizations, their brokers 
had to meet the fitness standards set forth in the Act. and their brokers were regulated 
by the CFTC and NFA. Today, for too many customers, none of those protections 
apply. A number of bad court decisions have created loopholes a mile wide, and retail 
customers are on their own in unregulated. non-transparent OTC futures-type markets. 

The main problem stems from a Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals decision 
in a forex fraud case brought by the CFTC. In the Zelener case, the District court found 
that retail customers had, in fact, been defrauded butthat the CFTC had no jurisdiction 
because the contracts at issue were not futures, and the Seventh Circuit affirmed that 
decision. The "rolling spot" contracts in Ze/enerwere marketed to retail customers for 
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purposes of speculation; they were sold on margin; they were routinely rolled over and 
over and held for long periods of time; and they were regularly offset so that delivery 
rarely, if ever, occurred. In Zelener. though, the Seventh Circuit ignored these 
characteristics and based its decision on the terms of the written contract between the 
dealer and its customers. Because the written contract in Zefenerdid not include a 
guaranteed right of offset, the Seventh Circuit ruled that the contracts at issue were not 
futures. As a result. the CFTC was unable to stop the fraud. 

Zelener created the distinct possibility that, through clever draftsmanship, 
completely unregulated finns and individuals could sell retail customers forex contracts 
that looked like futures. acted like futures, and were sold like futures and could do so 
outside the CFTC's jurisdiction. For a short period of time, Zefener was just a single 
case addressing this issue. Since 2004, however, various Courts have continued to 
follow the Seventh Circuit's approach in Zefener, which caused the CFTC to lose 
enforcement cases relating to forex fraud. 

A year ago, Congress closed the loophole for forex contracts. 
Unfortunately, the rationale of the Zefener decision is not limite<l to foreign currency 
products. Customers trading other commodities-such as gold and silver-are still 
stuck in an unregulated mine field. It's time to restore regulatory protections to all retail 
customers. 

Back in 2007, NFA predicted that if Congress plugged the Zelener 
loophole for forex but left it open for other products, the fraudsters would simply move to 
Ze/ener-type contracts in other commodities. That's just what has happened. We 
cannot give you exact numbers, of course, because these firms are not registered. 
Nobody knows how widespread the fraud is, but we are aware of dozens of firms that 
offer Zelener contracts in metals or energy. Recently, we received a call from a man 
who had lost over $600.000. substantially all of his savings, investing with one of these 
firms. We have seen a sharp increase in customer complaints and mounting customer 
losses involving these products since Congress closed the loophole for forex. 

NFA and the exchanges have previously proposed a fix that would close 
the Zelener loophole for these non-forex products. Our proposal codifies the approach 
the Ninth Circuit took in CFTC v. Co-Petro, which was the accepted and workable state 
of the law until Zelener. In particular, our approach would create a statutory 
presumption that leveraged or margined transactions offered to retail customers are 
futures contracts unless delivery is made within seven days or the retail customer has a 
commercial use for the commodity. This presumption is flexible and could be overcome 
by showing that delivery actually occurred or that the transactions were not primarily 
marketed to retail customers or were not marketed to those customers as a way to 
speculate on price movements in the underlying commodity. 

This statutory presumption would not affect the interbank currency market 
dominated by institutional players, nor would it affect regulated instruments like 
securities and banking products. It would also not apply to those retail forex contracts 
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that are already covered (or exempt) under Section 2(c). It would, however, effectively 
prohibit leveraged non-forex OTC contracts with retail customers when those contracts 
are used for price speculation and do not result in delivery. 

I should note that NFA's proposal does not invalidate the 1985 interpretive 
letter issued by the CFTC's Office of General Counsel, which Monex International and 
similar entities rely on when selling gold and silver to their customers. That letter 
responded to a factual situation where the dealer purchased the physical metals from 
an unaffiliated bank for the full purchase price and left the metals in the bank's vault. 
The dealer then turned around and sold the gold or silver to a customer, who financed 
the purchase by borrowing money from the bank. Within two to seven days the dealer 
received the full purchase price and the customer received title to the metals. In these 
circumstances the metals were actually delivered within seven days, so the transactions 
would not be futures contracts under NFA's proposal. 

In conclusion, while NFA supports Congress' efforts to deal with systemic 
risk and create greater transparency in the OTC markets. Congress should not lose 
sight of the very real threat to retail customers participating in another segment of these 
markets. This Committee can play a leading role in protecting customers from the 
unregulated boiler rooms that are currently taking advantage of the Zefener loophole for 
metals and energy products. We look forward to further reviewing our proposal with 
Committee members and staff and working with you in this important endeavor. 
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STATEMENT OF GARY GENSLER 

CHAIRMAN, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

BEFORE nm 

SENA TE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION AND FORESTRY 

June4, 2009 

Good morning Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, and Members of the 

Committee. Thank you for your unanimous vote of confidence on my recent confirmation and 

for inviting me to testify. l am here today testifying on behalf of the Commission. 

The topic of this hearing is of utmost importance during this crucial time for our 

economy. We must urgently enact broad reforms to regulate over-the-count.er (OTC) 

derivatives. Such reforms must comprehensively regulate both derivative dealers and the 

markets in wh.ich derivatives trade. This is vitally important for the future of our economy and 

the welfare of the American people. I pledge to work closely with this Committee and the 

Congress on these reforms to build and restore confidence in our finMcial regulatory system. 

In addition to working toward this much needed reform, I also will work to ensure that 

the Conunodity Futures Trading Commi9sion (Cf:TC) continues to fulfi ll its basic mission wider 

the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) to protect the integrity of the futures markets. I look 

forward to working with you to improve the capabilities and authorities of the CFTC to ensure 

that both our fu~ markets and the OTC derivatives markets are transparent and free from 

fraud, ma11ipulation and other abuses. 
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Comprehensive Regulatory Framework 

A comprehensive regulatory framework governing OTC derivative dealers and OTC 

derivative markets should apply to all dealers and a11 derivatives, no matter what type of 

derivative is traded or marketed. It should include interest rate swaps, currency swaps, 

commodity swaps, credit default swaps, and equity swaps. Further, it should apply to the dealers 

and derivatives no matter what type of swaps or other derivatives may be invented in the future. 

This framework should apply regardless of whether the derivatives arc standardized or 

customized. 

A new regulatory framework for OTC derivatives markets should be designed to achieve 

four key objectives: 

• Lower systemic risks; 

• Promote the transparency and efficiency of markets; 

• ?romute market integrity by preventing fraud, manipulation, and .other market abuses, 

and by setting position limits; and 

• Protect the public from improper marketing practices. 

To best achieve these objectives, we must implement two complementary regulatory 

regimes: one focused on the dealers that make the markels in derivatives and one focused on 1he 

markets themselves - including regulated exchanges, electronic trading systems and clearing 

houses. Only with these two complementary regimes will we ensure that federal regulators have 

fuU authority to bring transparency to the OTC derivatives world and to prevent fraud, 

manipula1ion, other types of market abuses, as well as to impose position limits to prevent the 
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burdens of excessive speculation. These two regimes should apply no matter which type of tirm, 

melhod of trading or type of derivative or swap is involved. 

Regulating Derivatives Dealers 

I believe that we must explicitly regulate the institutions that deal in derivatives. In 

addition, regulations should cover any other firms whose activities in these market~ can create 

large exposures to counterparties. 

The current financial crisis has taught us that the derivatives trading activities of a single 

firm can threaten the entin: financial system and that all such firms should be subject to robust 

federal regulation. The AIG subsidiary that dealt in derivatives-AlG Financial Products- for 

example, was not subject to any effective regulation. The derivatives dealers affiliated with 

Lehman Brothers, Benr Steams, and other investment banks were not subject to mandatory 

regulation either. 

By fully regulating the institutions that trade or hold themselves out to the public as 

derivative dealers we can oversee and regulate the entire derivatives market. I believe that the 

Commodity Exchange Act should he amended to provide for the registration and regulation of all 

derivative dealers. 

The full, mandatory regulation of all derivatives dealers would represent a dramatic 

change from the current system in which some dealers can operate with limited or no effective 

oversight. Specifically, all derivative dealers should be subject to capital requirements, initial 

margining requirements, business conduct rules and reporting and recordkeeping requirements. 

Standards that already apply to some dealers, such as banking entities, should be strengthened 

and made consistent, regardless of the legal entity where the trading takes place. 
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Capital and Margin Requirements. The Congress should explicitly require regulators 

to promulgate capital requirements for all derivatives dealers. Imposing prudent and 

conservative capital requirements, and initial margin requirements, on all transactions by these 

dealers will help prnvent the types of syslemic risks that AJG created. No longer would 

derivatives dealers or counterparties be able to amass large or highly leveraged risks outside the 

oversight and prudential safeguards of regulators. 

Business Conduct and Transparency Requirements. Business conduct standards 

should include measures to both protect the integrity of the market and lower the risk (both 

coun!erparty and operating) from OTC derivatives transactions. 

To promote market in~grily, the busim:ss conduct standards should include prohibitions 

on fraud, manipulation and other abusive practices. These standards al_so should require 

adherence to position limits established by the CFTC on OTC derivatives that perform or affect a 

significant price discovery function \\ith respect to regulated markets. 

Business conduct standards should ensure the timely and accurate confinnation, 

processing, netting, documentation, and valuation of all transactions. These standards for "back 

office" functions will help reduce risks by ensuring derivative dealers, their trading 

counterpartics and regulators have complete, accurate and current knowledge of their outstanding 

risks. 

Derivatives dealers also should be subject to rccordkeeping and reporting requirements 

for all of their OTC deri valives positions and transactions. These requirements should include 

retaining a complete audit trail and mandated reporting of any trades that are not centrally 

cleared to a regulated trade repository. Trade repositories complement central clearing by 
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providing a location where trades that are not centrally cleared can be recorded in a manner that 

allows the positions, transactions, and risks associated with those uades to be reported to 

regulators. To provide transparency of the entire OTC derivatives market, this information 

should be available to all relevant federal financial regulators. Additionally, there should be 

clear authority for regulating and setting standards for trade repositories and clearinghouses to 

en!\urc that the information recorded meets regulalOry needs and that the repositories have strong 

business conduct practices. 

The application of these business conduct standards and the transparency requirements 

will enable regulators to have timely and accurate knowledge of the risks and positions created 

by the dealers. It will provide authorities with the information and evidentiary record needed to 

take any appropriate action to address such risks and to protect and police market integrity. In 

this regard, the CFTC should have clear, unimpeded oversight and enforcement authority to 

prevent and pw1ish fraud, ma11ipulation and other market abuses. 

Millket transparency should be further enhanced by requiring that aggregated infonnation 

on positions and trades be made available to the public. No longer should the public be in the 

dark about the extensive positions and trading in these markets. This public information will 

improve the price discovery process and market efficiency. 

Regulating Derivatives Markets 

In addition to the significant benefits to be gained from broad regulation of derivatives 

dealers, I believe that additional safety and transparency mu:<1t be afforded by regulating the 

derivative market functions as well. We should require that all derivatives that can be moved 
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into central clearing be required to he cleared through regulated central clearing houses and 

brought onto regulated exchanges or regulated transparent electronic trading systems. 

Requiring clearing and trading on exchange5 or through regulated electronic trading 

systems will promote transparency and market integrity and lower systemic risks. To fully 

achieve these objectives, we must enact both of these complementary regimes. Regulating both 

the traders and the trades wil I ensure that we cover both the actors and the actions that may 

1.:reate significant risks. 

Exchange-trading and central clearing are the two key and related components ofwell

functioning markets. Ever since President Roosevelt called for the regulation of the commodities 

and securities markets in the early 1930s, the CFTC (and its predecessor) and the SEC have each 

regulated the clearing functions for the exchanges under their respective jurisdiction. This well

established practice of having the agency which regulates an exchange or trade execution facility 

also regulate the clearing houses for that market should continue as we extend regulations to 

cover the OTC derivatives market. In implementing these responsibilities it may be appropriate 

as well to consider possible additional information and other requirements of any systemic risk 

regulator that may be established by Congress. 

Central Clearing. Central clearing should help reduce systemic risks in addition to the 

benefits derived from comprehensive regulation of derivatives dealers. 

Clearing reduces risks by facilitating tht: netting of transactions and by mutualizing credit 

risks. Currently, most of the contracts entered into in the OTC derivatives market are not 

cleared, and remain as bilateral contracts between individual buyers and st:llers. In contrast, 

when a contract between a buyer and sel (er is submitted to a clearinghou:;e for clearing, the 
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contract is "novated" to the clearinghouse. This means that the clearinghouse is substituted as 

the couritcrparty to the contract and then stands betwet:n the buyer and the seller. 

Clearinghouses then guarantee the perfom1ance of each trade that is submitted for 

clearing. Clearinghouses use a variety of risk management practices to assure the fulfillment of 

this guarantee function. foremost, derivatives clearinghouses would lower risk through the daily 

discipline of marking lo market the value of each transaction. They also require the daily posting 

of margin to cover the daily changes in the value of positions and collect initial margin as extra 

protection against potential market changes that arc not covered by the daily mark-to-market. 

These practices are similar to the way clearinghouses for futures exchanges operate. 

The regulations applicable to clearing should require that clearinghouses establish aud 

maintain robust margin standards and other necessary risk controls and measures. ll is important 

that we incorporate the lessons from the current crisis as well as the best practices reflected in 

international standards. Working with Congress, we should consider possible amendments to the 

CEA to expand and deepen the core principles that registered derivatives clearing organizations 

must meet to achieve these goals to both strengthen these syst~s and to reduce the possibility of 

regulatory arbitrage. Clearinghouses should have traru>parent governance arrangements that 

incorporate a broad range of viewpoints from members and other market participants. 

Central counterpartics should also be required to have fair and open access criteria that 

allow any finn that meets objective, prudent standards to panicipate regardless of whether it is a 

dealer or a trading firm. Additionally, central clearinghouses should implement rules that allow 

indirect participation in central clearing. By novating contracts to a central clearinghouse 
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coupled with effective risk management practices, the failure of a single trader, like AIG, would 

no longer jeopardize all of the counterpartie~ to its trades. 

One of the lessons that eme~ed from this recent crisis was that institutions were not just 

"too big to fail," but rather too interconnected as well. By mandating the use of central 

clearinghouses, institutions would become much Jess interconnected, mitigating risk and 

increasing tninsparency. Throughout this entire financial crisis, trades that were carried out 

through regulated exchanges and clearinghouses continued to he cleared and settled. 

Exchange-trading. Beyond the significant transparency afforded the regulators and the 

public through the record keeping and reporting requirements of derivatives dealeJS, market 

transparency and efficiency would be further improved by moving the standardized part of the 

OTC markets onto regulated exchanges and regulated transparent electronic trading systems. 

ftlrlhcrmorc, a system for the timely reporting of trades and prompt dissemination of prices and 

other trade information to the public should be required. Both regulated exchanges and regulated 

transparent trading systems should allow market participants to see all of the bids and offers. A 

complete audit trail of all transactions on the exchanges or trade execution systems should be 

available to the regulators. Through a trade reporting system there should be timely public 

posting of the price, volume and key terms of completed transactions. This system might h;c 

similar to the Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) system currently required for 

timely reporting in the OTC corporate bond market. 

The CFTC also should have authority to impose recordkeeping and reporting 

requirements and to police tl1e operations of all exchanges and electronic trading systems to 

prevent fraud, manipulation and other abuses. 
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Jn contrast to long established on-exchange futures markets, there is a need to encourage 

the further development of exchanges and electronic trading systems for OTC derivatives. In 

order to promote this goal and achieve market efficiency through competition, there should be 

sufficient product standardization so OTC derivative trades and open positions are fungible and 

can be transferred between one exchange or electronic trading system lo another. 

Position Limit.~. Position limits must he applied consistently across all markets, across 

all trading platfonns, and exemptions to them must be limited and well defined. The CFTC 

should have the ability to impose position limits, including aggregate limits, on all persons 

trading OTC derivatives that perform or affecl a significant price discovery function with respect 

to regulated markets. Such position limi~ authority should clearly empower the CFTC to 

establish aggregate position limiL'I across markets in order to ensure that traders arc not iible to 

avoid position limilS in a market by 1noving to a related exchange or market. 

Over the past few years, price spikes and unprecedented volatility in the commodity 

markets have hurt farmers, consumer~ and businesses. Record-high prices have not only 

inflicted costs upon American conswners and businesses, but record-high volatility has impaired 

the ability of many farmers and other businesses to use the futures markets to manage their price 

risks. As Chairman, I intend to ensure that the CFTC vigorously protects the integrity ofthc 

price discovery process in the futures markets and protects the public against fraud, manipulation 

and other abuses. l intend to ensure the agency does all ·it can to prevent excessive speculation 

from causing an undue burden on interstate commerce. 

Standardized and Customized Derivatives 
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It is important that tailored or customized swaps that are not able lo be cleared or traded 

on an exchange be sufficiently regulated. Regulations should also ensure that customized 

derivatives arc not used solely as a means to avoid the clearing requirement. We will accomplish 

this in two ways. First, regulators should be given full authority to prevent fraud, manipulation 

and other abuses and to impose recordkeeping and transparency requirements with respect to the 

IIading of all swaps, including customi:r.cd si.o.aps. Second, we must ensure that dealers and 

traders cannot change just a few minor tcnns of a standardized swap to avoid clearing and the 

added transparency of exchanges and electronic trading systems. 

One way to ensure this would be to establish objective criteria for regulators to determine 

whether, in fact, a swap is standardized. For example, there should be a preswnption that if an 

instrument is accepted for clearing by a fully regulated clearinghouse, then it should be required 

to be cleared. Additional potential. criteria for consideration in detennining whether a contract 

should be considered to be a standardized swap contract could include: 

• The volume of transactions in the contract; 

• The similarity of the terms in the contract to terms in standardized contracts; 

• Whether any differences in terms from a standardized contract are of economic 

significance; and 

• The extent to which any of the tenns in the contract, including price, are 

disseminated to third parties. 

Criteria such as these could be helpful in ensuring that panics are not able to avoid the 

requirements applicable to standardized contracts by tweaking the terms of such contracts and 

then labeling them "customized." 
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Regardless of whether an instrument is standardized or customized, or traded on an 

exchange or on a transparent electronic trade execution .~ystem, the CFTC should have clear, 

wiimpeded authority to impose recor<lkeeping and reporting requirements, impose margin 

requirements, and prevent and pWlish fraud, manipulation and other market abuses. No matter 

how the instrument is traded, the CFTC also should have clear, unimpeded authority to impose 

position limits, including aggregate limits, to prevent excessive speculation. A full audit trail . 

should be available to the CFTC and other Federal regulators. 

Authority 

To achieve these goals, the Conunodity Exchange Act should he amended to provide the 

CFTC with positive new authority to regulate OTC derivatives. The term "OTC derivative" 

should be defined, and the CFTC should he given clear authority over all such instruments. To 

the extent that specific types of OTC derivatives might best be regulated by other regulatory 

agencies, care must be taken to avoid unnecessary duplication and overlap. 

As we enact new laws and regulations, we should be careful not to call into question the 

enforceability of existing OTC derivatives contracts. New legislation and regulations should not 

provide excuses for traders to avoid performance under pre-existing, valid agreements or to 

nullify pre-existing contractual obligations. 

Achieving the Four Key Objectives 

Overall, l believe the complimentary regimes of dealer and market regulation would best 

achieve the four objectives outlined earlier. As a swnmary, let me review how this would 

accomplish the measures applied to hoth the derivative dealers and the derivative markets. 
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Lower Systemic Risk. This dual regime would lower systemic risk through the 

following four measures: 

• Setting capital requirements for derivative dealers; 

• Creating initial margin requirements for derivative dealers (whether dealing in 

standardized or customized swaps); 

• Requiring centralized clearing of s(andardized swaps; and 

• Requiring business conduct standards for dealers. 

Promote Market Tnnsparency and Efficiency. This complementary regime would 

promote market transparency and efficiency by: 

• Requiring that all OTC transactions, both standardized and customized, be reported to 

a regulated trade repository or central clearinghouses; 

• Requiring clearinghouses and trade repos~tories to make aggregate data on open 

positions and trading volumes available to the public; 

• Requiring clearinghouses and trade repositories to make data on any individual 

counterparty's trades and positions available on a confidential basis to the CFTC and 

other regulators; 

• Requiring centralized clearing of standardized swaps; 

• Moving standardized products onto regulated exchanges and regulated, transparent 

trade execution systems; and 
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• Requiring the timely reporting of trades and prompt dissemination of prices and other 

trade information; 

Promote Market Integrity. It would promote market integrity by: 

• Providing CFTC with clear, unimpeded aulhoricy to impose reporting requirement~ 

and to prevent fraud, manipulation and other types of market abuses; 

• Providing ci-·rc with authority to set position limits, including aggregate position 

limits; 

• Moving standardized products onto regulated exchanges and regulated, lranspareut 

trade execution systems; and 

• Requiring business conduct standards for dealers. 

Protect Against Improper Marketing Practices. It would ensure protection of the 

public from improper marketing practices by: 

• Business conduct standards applied to derivatives dealers regardless of the type of 

inslrumenl involved; and 

• Amending the limitations on participating in the OTC derivatives market in 

current law 10 tighten them or to impose additional disclosure requirements, or 

standards of care (e.g. suitability or know your customer requirements) with 

respect to marketing of derivatives to insti1ution~ that infrequently trade in 

derivatives, such as small municipalities. 

Beyond the need to bring broad refonn to OTC derivatives dealers and markets, I would like to 

raise with the Committee two olher important matters. 
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Retail fraud. In the 2008 Fann Ilill the Congress clarified the CFTC'.s jurisdiction over 

fraud in retail foreign currency transactions. Since the passage of the Farm Bill, unscrupulous 

firms have been offering the same type of fraudulent "rolling spot" commodity contracts that 

were prohibited in the Farm Bill, but in other commodities that were not covered by the bill. 

Since the enactment of the Farm Bill, the CFTC has received more than 50 complaints from the 

public relating to potential fraud from such contracts. The regulatory reform package should 

include a provision to expand the CFTC's jurisdiction over this type of retail fraud to all types of 

commodities. 

Foreign Boards of Trade. As part of regulatory reform legislation, the Congre~s should 

also provide the CFTC with clear statutory authority to ensure that traders that are trading on a 

foreign board of trade through trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the same U.S. position 

limits and reporting requirements when trading a foreign contract that settles against any price of 

a contract traded on a U.S. exchange. Foreign boards of trade should not be pennined to operate 

in the U .S. unless they impose and enforce comparable position limits on these contracts and 

provide comparable trading data to the CFTC as is regularly provided by the U.S. exchanges. 

This is often referred to as "closing the London loophole.". Traders in the U.S. should not be 

able to avoid u_s. pos.ition limits or reporting requirements by moving their trades onto a foreign 

exchange. 

Conclusion 

The ne.ed for refonn of our financial system today has many similarities to the situation 

facing the country in the 1930s. In 1934. President Roosevelt boldly proposed to the Congress 

"the cnacunent of legislation providing for tht: rt:gulation by the Federal Government of the 
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operation of exchange~ dealing in securities and commodities for the protection of investors, for 

the safeguarding of values, and so far as it may be possible, for the elimination ofwmecessary, 

unwise, and destructive speculation." The Congress swiftly responded to the clear need for 

reform by enacting the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Two years later it passed the 

Commodity. Exchange Act of 1936. 

It is clear that we need the same type of comprehensive regulatory reform today. Today's 

regulatory refom1 package should cover all types of OTC derivatives dealers and markets. It 

should provide the CFTC and other federal agencies with full authority regarding OTC 

derivatives to lower risk; promote transparency, efficiency, and market integrity and to protect 

the American public. 

Today's complex financial markets arc global and irreversibly interlinked. We must 

work with our partners in regulating markets around the world to promote consistent rigor in 

enforcing standards that we demand of our markets to prevent regulatory arbitrage. 

These policies are consistent with what I laid out to this committee in February and the 

·Administration's objectives. I look forward to working with this Committee, and others in 

Con&-ress, to accomplish these goals. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee today. 

look forward to answering any questions. 
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Testimony of Mark Lenczowski 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPMC) 
Senate Agriculture committee 

June 4,2009 

Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, and Members of the Committee, mv name is 
Mark Lenczowski, and I am a Managing Director and Assistant General Counsel at JPMorgan 
Chase & Co. I provide legal advice to our over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives businesses, 
primarily with respect to interest rate, foreign exchange and commodity transactions. Thank you 

for inviting me to testify at today's hearing. 

Benefits of OTC Derivatives to Our Economy 

For the past 30 years, American companies have used OTC derivatives to manage interest rate, 
currency, and commodity risk. Beginning in the early 1970s. global economic forces began to 
affect American companies, regardless of business type or scope of operations, and two key 
events are especia I ly noteworthy: 

{l) the United States dropped the gold standard in 1971, which led to floating exchange 
rates; 

(2) severe oil price shocks led to increased volatility in commodity prices and interest rates. 

These events presented complex financial risk management challenges that, left unmanaged, 
would have negatively affected many companies' financial performance and possibly even their 
viability. In response to marketplace demand, financial products, such as futures contracts and 
OTC derivatives, were developed to provide companies with tailored and flexible risk 
management toob. 

Since their inception, OTC derivatives have been used by companies that are exposed to risks in 
the course of their day-to-day operations that they are unable to manage themselves. As a 
result, interest rate, currency and commodities derivatives became important and 
commonplace tools for these companies in 1980s and 1990s. Credit derivatives were developed 

over the past 10-12 years and -when used responsibly -- have served a similar, useful role in 
managing credit risk. Since then. OTC derivatives have become a vltal part of our economy. 
According to the most recent data, 92% of the hirgest American companies and over 50% of 
mid-sized companies use OTC products to hedge risk. 

The role of entities li~e J.P. Morgan in the OTC derivatives market is to act as financial 
intermediaries. In much the same way financial institutions act as a go-between with investors 
seeking returns and borrowers seeking capital in the OTC derivatives market, we work with 
companies and other end-users looking to mange their risk with entities looking to take on 
those risks. 

In this role, we work with many American and global companies and help them manage 
their risks. Recently, many of our clients have expressed great concern on the affects of the 
proposed legislative and regulatory changes on their businesses. Clients such as BP. 
Chesapeake, Constellation and Cargill are very worried about the unintended consequences of 
these policy proposiJls, particuliJrly at a time when our economy remains fragile. In our view, 
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the effec.t of forcing such companies to fac.e an exchange or a clearinghouse would limit their 
etbility to manage the risks they intur in operating their business and have negative financial 
consequences for them via increased collateral and margin posting. These unintended 
repercussions have the potential to harm an economic recovery. We welcome the opportunity 
to discuss these issues today. 

Let me first discuss in detail some of the benefits of OTC derivatives. 

(1) Tallored Risk Management 

Companies today demand customized solutions for risk management, and the OTC market 

provides them. 

Interest rates 

As an example, a typical OTC derivative transaction might involve a company that is borrowing 
in th!! loan market at a floating interest rate. This product is similar to a variable rate home 
mortgage. To protect themselves against the risk that interests rate will rise, the company will 
enter into an interest rate swap. These swaps generally enable the company to pay an amount 
tied to a fixed interest rate, and the financial institution will pay an amount tied to the floating 
rate of the loan. Similar to the homeowner in a variable rate mortgage, if ratesrise steeply, they 
have some protection. Every aspect ofthe swap can be tailored to the company's needs to 
ensure that the company is able to match its risks exactly. It is that customization that makes 
OTC derivatives so useful to companies. 

Currencies and commodities 

OTC transactions are used in a similar manner by a wide variety of companies seeking to 
manage volatile commodity prices and foreign exchange fluctuations. 

For example, a company may be importing raw materials into the United States to manufacture 
a product that is sold all around the world - such as aircraft. That American company will want 
to protect themselves and their shareholders from bearing undue risk if the price of the dollar 
fluctuates against the currencies it uses to buy raw materials. With no change to its business 
model, it could find itself in a situation where the price to produce the planes is higher than the 
profit it makes from selling those planes, simply due to exchange fluctuations outside its 
control. It could also find itself exposed to changing prices in commodity raw materials, such as 
steel or fuel. Any responsible company would act to prevent putting itself in this kind of 
jeopardy and its employees, clients and shareholders at great risk. 

In this example, the aircraft company will purchase a currency derivative in the OTC foreign 
exchange market that allows it to lock in the e><change rate for each of the currencies that it is 
e1<posed to. The company would also likely purchase a commodity derivative that will lock in 
the price of the raw materials. These transactions allow the aircraft company to focus on its core 
competency·· building planes·· rather than fearing foreign exchange or commodity price risk. 

ft is important to note that illthough interest rate C1nd currency derivatives currently are offered 
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on us exchanges, few corporations use these exchange-traded contracts for two main reasons: 

• Exchange-traded products are, by necessity, highly standardized and not customized. As 
a result, companies are unable to match their unique risks to the products that are 
offered on exchanges; and 

• Exchange/clearinghouse collateral requirements are onerous. Clearinghouses (including 
those that support exchanges} require that participants pledge only liquid collateral, 
such as cash or short-term government securities, to support their positions in the 
market without regard to the credit quality of the company. However, companies need 
their most liquid assets for their working capital and investment purposes. Requiring a 
company to post cash as collateral means taking that cash out of the company's core 
business, which hurts the company and its employees. 

(2) Collateral 

In addition to customization, the other main benefit of OTC derivatives is flexibility with respect 
to its ability to provide collateral to support its derivative transaction. In the interest rate swap 
example, the financial institution may ask the company to provide credit support to mitigate the 
credit risk that it faces in entering into this transaction. Most often, that credit support comes in 
the same form as the collateral provided for the loan agreement. Thus, if the loan agreement is 
secured by property, fixtures and/or receivables, that same collateral would also be used to 
secure the interest rate swap. As a result, the company does not have to incur add itiona I costs 
in obtaining and administering credit support for the interest rate swap. 

The flexibility of the credit support arrangement provided by OTC products is best highlighted by 
contrasting it to the posting requirements the company would have faced had it el<ecuted its 
interest rate swap transaction on an exchange. The CME Group and its predecessor institutions 
pioneered risk management products and currently trade a wide variety of interest rate futures 
and options contracts, including interest rate swap futures, and all companies are free to enter 
into these contracts. (In fact, JPMC is one of the biggest users of these exchange· traded risk 
management contracts). However, the exchange requires a high degree of standardization in 
the contracts it trades, and requires that transacting entities post cash or cash-equivalent 
collateral to support their trades. In addition, collateral calls may be made up to twice daily, to 
account for market fluctuations. This requirement of readily marketable collateral is necessary 
to ensure the clearinghouse is protected from risk; the clearinghouse or clearing member must 
instantaneously apply that collateral in the event of a participant default. 

A clearinghouse is a very highly collateraliied central counterparty that becomes the buyer to 
every seller and the seller to every buyer. In order for the clearinghouse to perform its credit risk 
mitigating role in the financial system, it is essential for the clearinghouse to be able to calculate 
accurately how much collateral it needs from a participant to secure the transactions on which it 
faces that participant. This can only be done for derivatives that are sufficiently standardized 
and liquid to enable the clearinghouse to obtain prices quickly so that it can calculate how much 
collateral is needed. This cannot be done with illiquid or non-standard transactions. 

Thus, in the ex<imple ;ibove, if the company had executed its hedge on the exchange, it would 
have had to post cash or readily marketable collateral upfront and up to twice daily thereafter. 
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Sy entering into the transaction in the OTC market, the company is able to use the same 
collateral that it already posted to secure its loan, with no additional liquidity demands or 
administrative burdens. This collateral is high quality, being the basis for the extension of credit 
in the loan agreement, but posting it does not affect the company's operations or liquidity. This 
flexibility to use various forms of credit support significantly benefits companies. 

(3) Basis Risk 

Another benefit to companies is that unlike exchange-traded derivatives, OTC derivatives match 
very closely the actual risks that companies need to manage. Without this fit, companies are 
exposed to so-called "basis risk"·· that is, the difference between the risk that is incurred and 
the benefit of the hedge. To the extent that there is misalignment of the risk and the hedge, 
companies will bear the risk of the difference, which could be significant, depending upon the 
volatility of prices and the level of standardization of the hedge. In fact, the precision of the "fit" 
determines whether companies qualify for hedge accounting, delineated in FAS 133, which has 
been developed to address the accou riting for hedging transactions. Beca1.1se of the tailored 
solutions available through the OTC market, using OTC derivatives is the easiest and most 
effective way for companies to achieve hedge accounting. Without hedge accounting, 
companies will see significant volatility in their financial reporting, obscuring the true value of 
their business. 

While we believe that eKchanges play an invaluable role, not all entities can or want to trade on 
exchange. Currently, end-users have the choice of entering into their hedging transactions on an 
exchange or in the OTC market. For most end-users. OTC derivatives are critical to their ri$k 
management, and risk management is critical to their operations in volatile times. We believe 
th at end-use rs should continue to be allowed to have the choice to use these products. 

Problems with use of OTC Derivative! 

The discussion of the benefits of OTC derivatives is not to deny th at there have been problems 
with their use, and it is essential that policymakers examine the causes of the financial crisis to 
ensure it is never repeated. While JPMC does not believe that OTC derivatives were the cause of 
the financial crisis, it is clear that AIG's near·failure and the consequent investment by US 
taxpayers involved a subset of credit default sw<1ps as well as poor risk management by its 
counterparties. In addition, the regulatory framework did not subject AIG to a thorough, 
comprehensive revlew··the kind of regulatory oversight to which a national or state bank's 
derivatives activities are currently subject. 

Despite the failures at AIG, it is critical to point out that the markets in these products have 
continued to be available for end-users, and defaults have been processed as the market 
infrastructure envisioned.1 Nonetheless, we believe there is an urgent need for reform to 

1 For example, Lehman Brothers had a portfolio of OTC interest rate derivatives transactions that had an 
aggregate notional va luc of $9 trillion and that was cleared through LCH Cleamet, a cltaringhouse that 
clears the majonty of OTC interest rate swap transactions entered into between financial mtennediaries. 
Upnn Lehman's b~nknsptcy, the clearirlghouse auctioned the iionfolio, pursuant to its rules, and eliminated 
the market ri~k without having to tap its guaranty fund. In addition, Lehman's bankruptcy lriggcred 
settlement of credit default swaps that referenced Lehman. It is estimated that there was up to $400 billion 
of such transactions outstanding, in t,'Toss notional terms, but at settlement, after nelting all positions. the 
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address systemic risks that have been revealed by the financial crisis and that reform should 
encompass OTC derivatives. 

Proposals 

JPMC believes it is imperative that the root causes of the fina ncia I crisis be addressed and that 
regulatory reform address systemic risk while preserving the benefits of OTC derivatives for end· 
users. To that end, we propose the following: 

• Financial regulation should be considered on the basis of function not form. That is, 

the appropriate regulatory framework should be determined on the basis of what an 
entity does rather than what legal entity form it takes. 

• A systemic risk regulator should oversee all systemically significant financial 
institutions and activities. We believe it is necessary to establish a systemic risk 
regulator charged with the responsibility to oversee all systemically significant financial 
institutions and that th is regulator should have the ca pab Hity to impose capita I 
requirements on these institutions, to oversee their transactions with each other and 
with their customers, and to impose conditions on those transactions, such as collateral 
requirements. 

• All standardized OTC derivatives transactions between systemically signiflcant 
financial institutions or professional intermediaries should be cleared through a 
regulated clearinghouse. The standardization requirement is necessary because. as 
discussed above, only transactions with a degree of standardization are capable of 
being risk-managed by the clearinghouse and thus be eligible for clearing. 

• Enhanced reporting requirements should apply to all OTC derivatives transactions. 
For cleared transactions. the clearinghouse would have data on aggregate trading 
volumes and positions as well as specific counterparty information. Non-cleared 
transactions should be reported to a trade repository on a frequent basis, and the 
repository should publish aggregate market data. The systemic risk regulator as well as 
market regulators such as the CFTC or SEC should have access to the trade-specific 
data, and regulators should also have the ability to request more detailed information 
as required. 

lndustrv Actions 

In addition to these proposals for federal legislative action, we believe that financial 
intermediaries can and should act in concert with regulators to begin to provide a more 
effective framework for the clearing of OTC derivatives products. Clearing of clearing-eligible 
transactions provides additional stability to the American financial system. By way of e><ample, 
in the.interest rate swap market, we clear 70% of new transactions. A significant portion of 
credit default swaps ICDS) have become standardized over time, and we have worked since 

total paymems owed were between S6 and $8 billion dollars. The calculation and payment process 
occumd in an or<lcrl y manner with no reported problems. 
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2005 with other financial institutions and the Federal Reserve to establish a central 
counterparty (CCP) to clear standardized CDS. The ICE Trust clearinghouse launched on March 
91" and has begun clearing COS. We anticipate that a significant majority of dealer-to dealer CDS 
trading volume will ultimately be cleared as products are migrated to the clearinghouse. In the 
commodity derivatives market, we dear a significant amount of our inter-dealer OTC derivatives 

as well. 

cos Clearing 

As the ICE Trust clears more clearing eligible CDS contracts, we anticipate that in the near future 
the large majority of dealer to dealer clearing eligible COS contracts will be cleared as a matter 
of routine. Clearing is a highly transparent process, and anyone with access to the internet can 
view data free of charge. The data relates to daily volume traded, as well as the price used by 
the clearinghouse for calculating how much collateral the clearinghouse will require from each 
dealer. The Ii nks to the websites showing that data: 

ht tps ://www. the ice. com/ma rketdata/reportcenter/ reports. h tm ?re portld=98 
http://www.markit.com/information/products/cds/cds-page.html 

Interest Rates Clearing 

Currently this market clears using the London-based LCH SwapClear service. For outstanding 
trades as at the close of 2008, SwapClear clears approximately $160 trillion in notional, which 
equate~ to roughly 50% of inter-dealer swap trades globally. 

Commodities Clearing 

During the three month period ending in February 2009, OTC commodity derivatives dealers 
cleared on average approximately 40% of their OTC energy derivatives transactions and 35% of 
other commodity derivatives (excluding metals and agricultural products). We anticipate these 
percentages will increase over time. 

FX Clearing 

Clearing has not been an industry practice because FX/currency OTC contracts tend to have 
shorter maturities. which generally decreases cou11terparty risk, and counterparty risk is the 
primary driver for the development of cleari11ghouses. However, discussions on this have begun 
among dealers and regulators. 

JPMC is committed to working with Congress, regulators and other industry participants to 
ensure that an appropriate regulatory framework for derivatives is implemented. I appreciate 
the opportunity to testify and look forward to your questions. 
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Good morning, Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss and Members of 
this Committee. I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today and testify 
on the very important topic of derivatives regulation. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The derivatives markets present Congress, financial regulators and the Obama 
Administration with two very critical and very distinct problems. The first problem 
involves systemic risk, the risk of the world's financial system crashing, as we 
nearly experienced in the last four months of 2008. The second problem involves 
excessive speculation, whereby price bubbles occur in consumable commodity 
derivatives markets, pumping up the prices that Americans pay to feed their 
families, fuel their cars and heat their homes. While excessive speculation is not 
new, it has given rise to the very serious issue of passive "Investment" in 
derivatives on consumable commodities. 

The systemic risk problem can be virtually eliminated by mandatory exchange 
clearing with novation and daily margin posting. Nearly all over-the-counter 
(OTC) derivatives can clear through a Designated Clearing Organization (DCO). 
My testimony will detail exactly what elements of clearing are required to 
eliminate the risk to the financial system as a whole. 

The excessive speculation problem can be eliminated by imposing aggregate 
speculative position limits. These limits must cover all trading venues and apply 
at the control entity level. Fifteen years ago almost all derivatives trading for 
consumable commodities such as crude oil, copper and corn took place on fully 
regulated futures exchanges where each commodity had a single liquid contract 
with strict speculative position limits in place. Today, derivatives trading on 
consumable commodities takes place across multiple venues. In order to 
effectively impose aggregate speculative position limits, all of those venues must 
be regulated equally. which will require closing all of the loopholes that have 
been opened up over the last 15 years. 

To address the problem of passive "investment" in derivatives on consumable 
commodities, policymakers must first understand the critical distinction between 
financial derivatives and derivatives on consumable commodities. Once that is 
understood, it will become clear that the solution to the passive investment 
problem is the severe restriction of such damaging buy-and-hold "investment" 
strategies. 
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CURRENT BACKDROP 

Near Collapse of the World Financial System 

The world financial system, with Wall Street at its core, teetered on the brink of 
collapse during the last four months of 2008. This near meltdown had a 
catastrophic effect on our nation's economy, causing the loss of trillions of dollars 
in retirement savings and millions ol American jobs, and requiring trillions of 
dollars in taxpayer money to flow to Wall Street to avoid a complete collapse. 

The sums of money that have flowed to Wall Street during this crisis are almost 
beyond comprehension. The United States has doled out more money to fix Wall 
Street than we spent to fight all the wars in our nation's history, including World 
War I, World War II and the War in Iraq. 

Many, including President Obama, have referred to this as the greatest economic 
crisis since the Great Depression. Congress owes it to the American people to 
understand and eliminate the existing weaknesses in our financial system in 
order to ensure that Wall Street never inflicts this kind of pain upon Main Street 
again. 

The 2008 Bubble in Food and Energy Prices 

The rapid deterioration of credit markets, which pushed our financial system to 
the brink, was greatly exacerbated by the meteoric and unjustilied rise in food 
and energy prices during 2008. I testified extensively last year on the role of 
speculation in driving up the prices of life's basic necessities and the damaging 
effects that this had on our nation's economy. Time does not permit me to share 
all those facts and figures this morning, but I would refer you to my previous 
testimonies and the three reports that I have co-authored on the subject. 1 

' 

At this time, however, I would like to share a few key observations related 
specifically to the price of oil. According to the National Bureau of Economic 

'May 20, 2008- Testimony before Senate Homeland Security Committee 
June 23. 2008 - Testimony before House Energy Subcommittee 
June 24, 2008 - Testimony before Senate Homeland Security Committee 
July 31. 2008 - Report entitled ''The Accidental Hunt Brothers: How Institutional Investors Are 
Driving Up Food and Energy Prices" 
September 10, 2008 - Report entitled "The Accidental Hunt Brothers -Act 2: Index Speculators 
Have Been a Major Cause of the Recent Drop in Oil Prices" 
September 16, 2008 - Testimony before Senate Energy Subcommittee 
February 4. 2009 - Report entitled "The 2008 Commodities Bubble: Assessing the Damage lo the 
United States and Its Citizens" · 
February 4, 2009 - Testimony before House Agriculture Committee 
All three reports can be downloaded from www.accidentalhuntbrothers.com. 
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Research (NBER), the United States entered an economic recession in 
December of 2007.2 So U.S. economic output was dropping during the first six 
months of 2008. During that time, the worldwide supply of oil was increasing and 
the worldwide demand for oil was decreasing.3 With the world's largest oil 
consumer in an economic recession and with supply rising and demand falling, 
the price of oil should have been falling. Instead, oil defied the economic 
recession and defied the laws of supply and demand and rose an astronomical 
$50 per barrel from the mid-$90s to a peak of $147 per barrel in just six months. 

Beginning in mid-July, the oil bubble popped and the price of oil tumbled over 
$110 per barrel from the mid·$140s to a low of $33 per barrel in less than six 
months. Never before in history has the price of oil fallen so far or so fast. Tim 
Evans, who is an energy analyst with Citigroup, summed it up the best, saying, 
"This is a market that is basically returning to the price level of a year ago, which 
it arguably should never have left, ... We pumped up a big bubble, expanded it 
to an impressive dimension, and now it is popped and we have bubble gum in 
our hair.n4 

As I have documented eXlensively in my reports and previous testimonies, I 
believe the major factor behind this bubble in oil prices was the flow of 
speculative money into and out of the oil futures market. 

The Potential 2009 Bubble in Oil Prices 

While the threat of Congressional action in the summer of 2008 might have been 
a major catalyst for popping last year's speculative bubble in oil, nothing was 
actually done by Congress to put an end to the problem of excessive speculation_ 
As a result, there is nothing to prevent another bubble in oil prices in 2009. In 
fact, signs of another possible bubble are already beginning to appear. 

According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), the available supply of 
crude oil in the United States is at a 20-year high, while the demand for crude oil 
is at a 10-year low.s The International Energy Agency (IEA) sees a similarly 
bleak supply and demand outlook for the world as a whole.6 And yet, despite this 
glut of unwanted oil, the price has risen an amazing 85% per barrel from the mid
$30s to mid-$60s. In fact, oil prices increased more in the month of May than in 

~ "Determination of the December 2007 Peak in Economic Activity." Business Cycle Dating 
Committee. National Bureau of Economic Research. November 11, 2008. 
http :/lwww .nber.org/cycles/dec2008.html 
3 "World Oil Balance 2004-2008," Energy lnfonnalion Association· United States Depanment of 
Energy, April 13. 2oog. http:llwww.eia.doe.gov/emeutipsr/121.xls 
•"The Official Demise Of The Oil Bubble." David Gaflen. Wall Street Journal, October 10, 2008. 
5 "Are Wall Street speculators driving up gasoline prices?" Kevin G. Hall. McClatchy Newspapers. 
May 20. 2009. 
8 "Investor Hopes for Rising Oil Demand Aren't Borne Out by Reality." Ben Casselman, Wall 
Street Journal. June 1, 2009. 
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any other month for the last 10 years. How is this possible, given our current 
economic woes and the tremendously negative supply and demand picture? 

There has been a chorus of voices from market participants, economists and 
even OPEC, squarely pinning the blame on speculators for unjustifiably driving oil 
prices higher.7 Today, the price of oil is determined not primarily by the familiar 
laws of supply and demand, but largely by the trading desks of large Wall Street 
institutions. 

If Congress allows this to continue, then once again oil prices threaten to throw 
our economy back into a double-dip recession, squashing all of the Obama 
Administration's attempts to revive our economy. Your constituents are flat on 
their backs financially and will not tolerate gasoline prices rising to $3 or $4 per 
gallon. High energy prices pose a threat to the things this Congress is trying to 
achieve - climate change, health care, et cetera - because all of those initiatives 
will be deemed too expensive. 

Something must be done. Congress must act now before the U.S. economy is 
once again brought to its knees. 

PROBLEM ONE: SYSTEMIC RISK 

There were many factors that led to the rapid deterioration in credit markets and 
large losses on Wall Street during 2008. There was, however, one single factor 
that threatened to bring down the financial system as a whole. That was the 
interlocking web of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives exposures amongst the 
biggest Wall Street swaps dealers. Many financial institutions might have gone 
bankrupt or suffered severe losses, but the system as a whole would not have 
been imperiled were it not for these completely unregulated dark markets. 

OTC derivatives are bilateral contracts entered into between swaps dealers and 
their customers and between swaps dealers and each other. These contracts 
are agreements to pay one another certain amounts of money based on the 
direction of some price series that the contract references. OTC derivatives can 
encompass interest rates, credit spreads, equities. foreign exchange. 
commodities and even things as intangible as the weather. 

Embedded in every OTC derivative is a credit exposure between the two 
counterparties based on the likelihood that each counterparty will be able to pay 
if their bets turn sour. This credit component is a major concern, because often 
little or no margin collateral is required to be posted to enter into these 
transactions. For this reason. the major money center banks with the best credit 

'"OPEC Calls tor Curbing Oil Speculation, Blames Funds (Update2)," Maher Chmaytelli, 
Bloomberg, January 28, 2009. 
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ratings are also the largest swaps dealers, because they are the most sought
after counterparties. 

The larger a swap dealer is, the more 
exposures they have to various 
counterparties and the larger the size of 
those individual exposures. Since there is· a 
great deal of trading amongst swaps dealers, 
there is an interlocking web of very large 
exposures amongst the 20-30 largest swaps 
dealers. 

At the peak in 2008 the notional amount of 
OTC derivatives contracts outstanding 
totaled over $684 trillion. e These positions 
represented an extreme amount of leverage, 
as very little margin collateral backed up 
these huge bets. 

Graphical Illustration of 
Interlocking Web of Exposures 

When Lehman Brothers went bankrupt, many of the major swaps dealers, as well 
as Lehman Brothers' swaps customers, immediately lost large sums of money 
that they were owed. At that point, every swaps dealer radically reevaluated the 
creditworthiness of their counterparties and questioned who might be the next to 
tail. 

While swaps dealers knew the extent of their own exposures, they did not know 
the extent of anyone else's exposure. They did not know if one of their 
counterparties lost so much money to Lehman Brothers that they, too, might be 
forced to file bankruptcy. Not knowing this information, their self-preservation 
instinct forced them to reduce all their counterparty exposures as much as 
possible, since they did not know who was viable and who was bankrupt. This 
phenomenon was multiplied as all of the swaps dealers' customers took the 
same actions to limit their exposures. The net effect was to force the OTC 
derivatives market to come to a grinding halt. 

This unregulated shadow banking system, as it has been called, was effectively 
destroyed, which threatened to destroy the regulated financial system with it. At 
this point, regulators were forced to pump trillions of dollars into the shadow 
banking system to allow OTC derivatives dealers to make each other whole on 
their bets. This was necessary to prevent a domino effect of dealer collapses 
that would have destroyed the world's financial system. 

8 Bank for International Settlements, "Semiannual OTC Derivatives Statistics." June 2006. 
!:ll!Q.'lf!!..'l.L~~9(91StatjstiCSl"M~l~bJm. 
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The most notorious of these dealers has been AIG. AIG is not even a bank, but 
the Federal Reserve was forced to bail them out because if the Fed had allowed 
AIG to go under. they would have dragged the whole financial system with them. 

SOLUTION: MANDATORY EXCHANGE CLEARING 

The risk of a financial system collapse must be elimin~ not regulated. 

The U.S. does not need a Systemic Risk Regulator. We need regulation that 
eliminates the risk to the system. A fundamental premise of finance is that return 
follows risk. Wall Street swaps dealers should not be allowed to earn an outsized 
return by putting our financial system at risk. 

The problems inherent in the shadow financial system were two-fold: 

( l} The interlocking web of very large exposures between the major swaps 
dealers created the potential for a domino effect, wherein the failure of one dealer 
could lead to the failure of all dealers. 

(2) Losses did not have to be very high in order to force the first domino to fall. 
due to the extreme leverage that characterized those positions. This leverage 
was the result of requiring little or no margin collateral to be posted to insure 
those bets. 

Everyone agrees that clearing needs to take place in order to increase the 
transparency of OTC derivatives markets. But no! all clearing is created equal, 
and Congress must mandate that all OTC derivatives clear through a Designated 
Clearing Organization (DCO). 

This clearing process must include two important 
provisions in order to counteract the two inherent 
problems in the shadow financial system. First, 
clearing must involve novation, wherein the DCO 
becomes the Central Counterparty (CCP) to both 
sides of the trade. And second, clearing must 
involve daily margin posting wherein the DCO/CCP 
collects daily margin variation payments from those 
dealers whose bets are going against them. 

As an example, if Bank A enters into an interest 
rate swap with Bank B, then once that swap 
agreement clears, with novation, through the CCP, 
then the CCP becomes the counterparty to both 

Graphical Illustration of 
Novation Process 
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Bank A and Bank B. The result is that Bank A and 
Bank Bare no longer counterparties to each other. 

By insisting upon novation. the interlocking web of 
exposures amongst swaps dealers is eliminated, 
because every dealer's exposure is to the 
DCO/CCP. Another swaps dealer can go bankrupt 
and it will not affect any of the other dealers 
because they only have one counterparty - the 
Central Counterparty. 

To protect itself, the CCP will require .that margin 
collateral be posted with the initial trade. The CCP 
will further require that additional margin collateral 

Graphlcal Illustration of 
Swaps Market with 

Central Counterparty (CCP) 

be posted on a daily basis as market prices fluctuate and those bets result in 
profits or losses. 

As an example, on a $100 million interest rate swap, each counterparty might 
have to post $8 million (the actual amount will be determined by the riskiness of 
the swaps contract). Then, if at the end of any day, one counterparty is 
approaching an $8 million loss on their position, the Central Counterparty will 
require them to post another $8 million in order to continually ensure that they 
have the money to cover their bets. 

If this system had been in place last year, then AIG would never have been 
forced to the brink of bankruptcy. AIG had been putting aside very little margin 
with which to pay its bets. When AIG's credit rating was downgraded and it was 
forced to post margin, it did not have the cash to do it. This liquidity squeeze 
could have been completely avoided if AIG's OTC derivatives trades had cleared 
with novation through a DCO that required them to post daily margin. 

Wall Street Will Oppose These Steps 

Recently, the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal have featured articles 
about what Wall Street is trying to do right now to block efforts at derivatives 
legislation which, if passed, will cut into their profitable swaps dealing business. 9 

There are three reasons why Wall Street does not like the idea of mandatory 
exchange clearing of all OTC derivatives. 

First, though they express a desire for transparency and got burned last year by 
the lack of transparency, they know that with greater the transparency comes 

9 "In Crisis. Banks Dig In for Fight Against Rules," Gretchen Morgensen and Don Van Natta, New 
York nmes. May 31, 2009. 
"Banks Seek Role in Bid to Overhaul Derivatives." Serena Ng, Wall Street Journal, May 29, 2009 
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narrower bid·ask spreads. As long as they can keep their clients in the dark as 
to what the true prices are for swaps, the longer they can charge their clients a 
substantial premium for entering and exiting trades. 

Second, once all OTC derivatives are mandated to clear with novation (so that 
the DCO also becomes the CCP), their credit ratings will no longer be a 
competitive advantage. They will lose oligopoly pricing power because any two 
counterparties can trade, regardless of their respective credit ratings, since the 
CCP becomes the ultimate counterparty to all trades. 

Third, they will lose access to unlimited leverage, and leverage ratios will have to 
come down from 30x or more to something closer to 12x. This means additional 
financing costs for each trade, which will cut into profitability. 

Appropriate Standards for What Must Clear 

Wall Street will seek to block mandatory exchange clearing by arguing that 
swaps are highly customized and that the vast majority of swaps cannot clear. 
While swaps might have certain elements of customization, they are, by their 
very nature, more standardized than Wall Street wants to admit. 

Almost every OTC derivatives agreement references some published third party 
pricing service. As an example, tor interest rate swaps it is often the London 
Interbank Offered Rate published by the British Bankers Association. This 
makes a swap based on LIBOR largely fungible with another swap that 
references LIBOR. After all, if these swaps were all unique then they could never 
be traded back and forth between swaps dealers. 

For that reason, the standard that regulators should adopt for determining 
whether or not OTC derivatives should clear is not one of standardization versus 
customization but rather one of clearable versus non-clearable. 

This standard was presented very clearly and forcefully by Chairman Gensler of 
the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) during his confirmation 
hearing in front of this committee.10 He said repeatedly that if an OTC derivative 
can clear, then it should clear. This standard was reiterated by Treasury 
Secretary Geithner in his letter to Congress outlining the Administration's plans 
for derivatives regulation, where he said "if an OTC derivative is accepted for 
clearing by one or more fully regulated CCPs, it should create a presumption that 
it is a standardized contract and thus required to be cleared."11 

'
0 Senate Agriculture Hearing, February 25. 2009 
" Letter to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid from Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, May 
13, 2009. www.financialstability.gov/docs/OTCletter.pdl 
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Derivatives Clearing Organizations regulated by the CFTC have a more than 
140-year history of serving as a Central Counterparty. They know which OTC 
derivatives are standardized and clearable compared with those that are 
customized and unclearable. As the CCP, they will not clear anything that they 
cannot value or assess the risk upon. DCOs can be trusted to not clear anything 
that is customized to the point that it should not clear. Congress will find that the 
vast majority of OTC derivatives can clear with novation through DCOs. 

For the highly customized OTC derivatives that cannot clear, there is a very 
strong question as to their utility and their social value. Why would someone 
need to enter into a swap agreement that is so esoteric and inscrutable that a 
DCO is not willing to touch it? Given the extreme risk associated with such exotic 
(I would even say toxic) derivatives, banking regulators should require that those 
derivatives carry capital charges of 50% or more. Then, if a bank enters into a 
$100 million exotic unclearable swap, they would be required to set aside $50 
million in capital to cover any potential losses arising from that bet. 

Wall Street will try to shift the debate to standardized vs. customized in order to 
avoid clearing. Congress has the responsibility to make clearable vs. non
clearable the right standard. 

CRITICAL DISTINCTION: FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES VERSUS 

DERIVATIVES ON CONSUMABLE COMMODITIES 

Financial instruments are things like stocks and bonds that investors hold in 
order to receive dividends, interest, cash flows, etc. Because of these associated 
cash flows these instruments have intrinsic value as investments. Financial 
instruments are designed to be held (often for the long term) by investors in a 
portfolio. Stocks, bonds and other financial instruments are issued in the capital 
markets by corporations for the purposes of funding daily operations and making 
large project investments for future growth. 

Commodities are things like crude oil, copper and com that are produced from 
the earth or produced from things that are produced from the earth. The value 
that human beings derive from commodities comes from their ability to be 
consumed. Commodities are essential to our economy (like energy) or essential 
to life itself (like food). Modern society cannot survive without the ability to 
consume commodities. 

Derivatives are financial contracts that derive their value from an underlying 
asset. Derivatives exist on financial instruments as well as on consumable 
commodities. The U.S. derivatives markets on consumable commodities date 
back to 1865; derivatives markets on financial instruments were established over 
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100 years later when the first foreign currency contracts began trading in the 
early 1970s. 

Financial derivatives quickly came to dwarf derivatives on consumable 
commodities. In fact, in June of 2008 when there were $684 trillion in 
outstanding OTC derivatives contracts, only $12.6 trillion was on.consumable 
commodities (less than 2%). 12 With this proliferation, market participants and 
regulators have lost sight of the critical differences between financial derivatives 
and derivatives on consumable commodities. 

In the financial derivatives markets, every participant is a speculator. Therefore. 
there is no such thing as "excessive speculation" in financial derivatives. 
Investors can use financial derivatives to hedge price risk related to underlying 
financial instruments in their portfolios. An example would be an equity mutual 
fund manager who might sell S&P 500 futures to reduce his exposure to market 
risk. Investors can also use financial derivatives to take on price risk. That same 
equity mutual fund manager might buy S&P 500 futures when he receives an 
influx of investor cash to maintain market exposure while he is working into the 
individual stock positions. 

In the derivatives market for consumable commodities, in contrast, there are two 
completely distinct classes of market participants: bona fide hedgers and 
speculators. Bona fide hedgers are the actual producers and consumers of the 
physical commodities. They come to the commodities derivatives markets with 
inherent price risk from their underlying businesses. which they seek to reduce or 
eliminate. This is achieved when a producer who needs to sell enters into a 
contract with a consumer who needs to buy. This way both the producer and 
consumer agree to a future price and thereby eliminate their price risk. 

Unlike bona fide physical hedgers, speculators in the derivatives market for 
consumable commodities have no business in the underlying commodity and 
therefore no price risk to hedge. If they do not want to assume price risk then 
their choice is simple, they simply do not transact in these markets. Speculators 
can always avoid price risk by simply not transacting. 

Bona fide physical hedgers do not have that luxury. They provide a vital service 
to the worldwide economy by producing the essential commodities that the world 
needs to consume to survive. 

In 1936, recognizing that the derivatives market for consumable commodities 
was created solely for the benefit of bona fide physical hedgers, Congress 
enacted the Commodity Exchange Act. This legislation allowed for regulators to 

12 
Bank for International Settlements, "Semiannual OTC Derivatives Statistics," June 2008. 

!::tl11L:fL.V!.1i..\YJ~i_s~Q[gl.:1,ta_~~lfil§,h\m. Please note these figures do not include gold or other 
precious metals. 
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police the commodities futures markets for fraud, manipulation and excessive 
speculation. 

Congress might have banned speculators from the commodities futures markets 
completely, but it was believed that a limited amount of speculation in the 
markets was necessary. Speculators were needed on the floor of the 
commodities futures exchanges so that when sell orders were transmitted via 
telegraph to the exchange floor, if they did not match up immediately with a 
comparable buy order (or vice versa) then the crowd of locals could fill those 
orders, buying and selling and balancing out the needs of producers and 
consumers. The locals in the pits acted essentially like middlemen or market
makers. similar to the way specialists operated on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 

Perhaps I impute too much wisdom and forethought to Congress at the time but it 
seems like they were fully aware that buy orders and sell orders are what 
determine prices and that buying and selling - no matter who is doing it - will 
determine prices. For that reason, Congress put limits on speculators to ensure 
that bona fide physical hedgers were dominant in the price discovery process. 

It was (and still is) essential that bona fide physical hedgers remain the dominant 
force in the commodities futures markets for four reasons: 

1. The commodities futures markets exist tor the benefit of bona fide 
physical hedgers, to provide a way to reduce risk and ensure the 
continued production of the essential commodities that our economy and 
citizens rely on every day for our existence. 

2. Bona fide physical hedgers trade to reduce risk, not to take on more 
risk. Their primary business is producing and consuming, so their 
derivatives trading decisions are based on input and output, not emotion. 

3. Physical commodity producers and consumers trade based upon 
the actual physical supply and demand conditions that they are 
experiencing in their underlying businesses. A farmer does not sell 
more wheat contracts than he actually intends to produce. A miller does 
not buy more wheat contracts than he actually intends to turn into flour. 

4. Speculative markets are susceptible to price bubbles. Speculators 
throughout history have been famous for manias, panics and crashes. As 
an example. every significant capital market has had a major price bubble 
in the last ten years (emerging markets bubble, internet/tech bubble, 
housing bubble, etc). It is common for speculators, when they see prices 
rising, to pour money into a market, which causes the price to rise even 
more and attract even more speculators. This self-reinforcing cycle is 
what leads to price bubbles in excessively speculative markets. 
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PROBLEM Two: EXCESSIVE SPECULATION 

Excessive speculation is a condition of the derivatives markets for consumable 
commodities where speculators become more dominant in the marketplace than 
physical commodity producers and consumers. When excessive speculation is 
accompanied by speculative euphoria, completely unnatural bubbles occur in the 
prices for consumable commodities. 

I label price bubbles in consumable commodities as unnatural because 
commodity prices naturally seek an equilibrium point equal to the marginal cost o1 
production. As an example, if wheat prices fall below a level where the wheat 
farmer can cover his costs, then he will not plant any more wheat, which will 
result in reduced production and reduced supply, which will lead to higher prices 
in the future. If wheat prices rise to a level where the wheat farmer is making a 
dramatic profit above his costs. then he will plant as much wheat as he possibly 
can, which will increase production and increase supply and lead to lower prices 
in the future. 

The decisions of physical commodity consumers also contribute to the 
stabilization of prices toward long-term equilibrium. When prices rise they 
demand less, which leads to excess supply and a falling price. When prices fall 
then they consume more, which leads to reduced supply and a rising price. So 
under normal conditions, commodities naturally stabilize around a long-term 
equilibrium level. 

When speculators become dominant in the market for derivatives on consumable 
commodities, the supply- and demand-based trading of physical commodity 
producers and consumers takes a back seat to the high stakes trading of 
speculators as they attempt to out-trade each other to maximize their profits. 

If speculators are dominant in a marketplace and a general sense of speculative 
euphoria takes hold, then a self-reinforcing cycle can set in where speculative 
inflows of money drive prices up and rising prices attract the inflow of more 
speculative money. This force can become powertul enough, given the 
tremendous amount of money that institutional investors have at their disposal, 
that commodity prices can become elevated well above long-term equilibrium 
prices over long periods of time. 

When bubbles occur in the capital markets, those people left holding the 
securities at inflated prices suffer when the bubble pops. When bubbles occur in 
the derivatives market for consumable commodities, it is potentially devastating 
for every person on the planet. 

Americans do not eat a bowl of stocks for breakfast. They don't fill their gas 
tanks with bonds. Bubbles in the capital markets typically do not hurt the 
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average American as they are expanding. But when speculators drive up food 
and energy prices, it inflicts tremendous pain on innocent bystanders. 

SOLUTION: AGGREGATE SPECULATIVE POSITION LIMITS 

Price bubbles have become possible in the commodities derivatives markets 
because of the proliferation of loopholes and the general dismantling of 
speculative position limits. In recent years, the United States government (at the 
behest of Wall Street) has effectively dismantled the system of speculative 
position limits that protected our commodities derivatives markets for more than 
50 years. The result has been an unleashing of excessive speculation upon the 
American consumer. 

In order to effectively put the genie back in the bottle, we must close all of the 
existing loopholes that were signed into law by the Commodities Futures 
Modernization Act of 2000 (CFMA) and apply aggregate speculative position 
limits across all trading venues. The rest of this section is dedicated to 
discussing exactly how to do that. 

A speculative position limit is a limit on the size of positions that speculators can 
hold. Take, for example, Wheat on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). A 
speculator cannot control more than 6,500 contracts (either long or short). The 
purpose of these limits is to prevent speculators, individually and collectively, 
from exercising too much influence over prices. 

Problem 2(A): The Swaps Loophole 

Prior to the CFMA, the Commodities Exchange Act (CEA) forbade the idea of 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives on consumable commodities, and required 
that all derivatives trading occur on a regulated futures exchange. After the 
CFMA was signed into law in 2000, OTC derivatives on consumable commodities 
were allowed to proliferate, and they did, rising from a notional value of $389 
billion in December 2000 to a notional value of $12.389 billion in June 2008 (a 
greater than 3000% increase). 13 

Because some bona fide physical hedgers have chosen to use the OTC swaps 
market to hedge their physical commodity exposures, the CFTC has granted a 
blanket exemption to swaps dealers, giving them virtually free reign to buy and 

'
3 Bank !or International Settlements, "Semiannual OTC Derivatives Statistics." June 2008. 

http://www.bis.org/statistics/derstats.hlm. Please note these figures do not include gold and other 
precious melals. 
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sell enormous quantities of futures contracts without being subject to position 
limits. 14 

This is the swaps loophole: since swaps dealers have free reign to buy and sell 
in unlimited quantities, a hedge fund looking to speculate in a commodity like 
wheat (which still has position limits) can enter into a swap of unlimited size with 
a swaps dealer who can then access the wheat futures market, buying or selling 
wheat futures far in excess of position limits. 

The CFTC justified this practice by saying that the swaps dealer is hedging risk 
like a bona fide hedger. But they failed to make the critical distinction that wheat 
farmers incur price risk while producing a valuable commodity used to teed the 
world, while swaps dealers incur price risk as they try to enrich themselves by 
serving as a conduit for speculators to avoid position ~mits. 

To their credit, the CFTC has announced their intention to re-examine the swaps 
loophole and to look for ways to put more restrictions on swaps dealers' access 
to the futures markets. 

Solution 2(A): Mandatory Exchange Clearing tor Deriva1ives on 
Consumable Commodities Makes Aggregate Speculative Position 
Limits Simple to Implement 

The best way to close the swaps loophole is to mandate that all OTC derivatives 
on consumable commodities clear through an exchange with novation and daily 
margin . As outlined ear1ier, mandatory exchange clearing needs to happen for all 
OTC derivatives in order to eliminate systemic risk. lt especially important for 
OTC commodity derivatives, because that will enable regulators to effectively 
close the swaps loophole by looking through the swaps transaction to the 
ultimate counterparty. 

When an OTC derivative such as a swap clears through an exchange, the 
exchange breaks that transaction into its component parts and becomes the 
central counterparty to both sides of the trade. When this happens, both the 
swaps dealer and their counterparty become counterparties to the exchange. 
This enables regulators to see both sides of the OTC derivatives transaction. 
Currently, regulators only see the futures trades that the swaps dealer makes in 
order to hedge their OTC derivatives transaction. 

•• Please note that while some regulated commodities futures markets still have stated position 
limits, many do not. On NY MEX for instance. position limits have been replaced by position 
·accountability" limits. which are really not limits at all. 
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Example of How a Swap Would Clear 

Swaps are generally composed of a futures-equivalent position and one or more 
basis positions. Commodity futures are designed to have broad-based appeal in 
order to attract the most liquidity. For that reason they typically choose the most 
popular grade(s) of the commodity, the most popular delivery point(s) and the 
most popular delivery time(s). Futures contracts also have a standard number ot 
units (bushel. barrels, etc). 

Swaps and other OTC derivatives allow for changes to one or more of these 
factors. Those differences between the futures contract and the swap contract 
are called basis. Heating oil and jet fuel, for instance, are both closely related 
middle distillates produced from crude oil. They trade closely to one another but 
not identically. You have to adjust tor those basis differences when you go to 
hedge or clear a swap. 

Let 's use a simple example of a commercial airline that wants to hedge its 
consumption of jet fuel through a monthly swap that extends for 24 months (2 
years). Keeping it simple, let's assume this swap is for 420,000 gallons of New 
York Jet fuel each month. A futures contract is for 42,000 gallons so this is the 
equivalent of 10 futures contracts. 

Therefore once the swaps dealer enters into this swap with the commercial 
airline, he will buy 10 NY Heating Oil contracts in each of the next 24 months to 
hedge himself. This will cover most of his risk but not 100% of his risk. If the 
swaps dealer wants to be fully hedged then he can also enter into a NY Heating 
Oil for NY Jet Fuel basis swap. This basis swap is a product that trades through 
NYMEX. 

Example of Swap Components 

New York Jet Fuel 
Swap 

New York Heating Oil 
Futures 

+ 
NY Heating Oil for NY Jet 

Fuel Basis Swap 

If the airline and the swaps dealer take their swap to NYMEX for clearing then 
NYMEX will break the trade down into its two parts. The airline will be tong 10 
NY Heating Oil contracts in each of the next 24 months plus long a NY Jet Fuel 
for NY Heating Oil swap in those same months. The swaps dealer will be short 
1 O NY Heating Oil contracts in each of the next 24 months plus short a NY Jet 
Fuel for NY Heating Oil swap in those same months. 

When the swaps dealer's cleared swap position (short 10 contracts x 24 months) 
is matched with the NY Heating Oil futures that he purchased in order to hedge 
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{long 10 contracts x 24 months) then the two will cancel each other out and he 
will have eliminated all his futures-equivalent risk. 

The swaps dealer will only be left with the basis risk from the NY Jet Fuel for NY 
Heating Oil position. If he wants to totally eliminate his risk he can enter into a 
basis swap in the OTC markets or through NYMEX. Once he does this then 
those trades will also clear and at that point the swaps dealer will have no 
position. 

In the meantime, the commercial airline has the exact position that it wanted to 
have, which is long 420,000 gallons of New York Jet Fuel each month for the 
next 24 months. Its position just happens to be NY Heating Oil futures plus a NY 
Jet Fuel for NY Heating Oil basis swap. And now the airline's counterparty is no 
longer the swaps dealer but NYMEX. 

The Costs of Clearing for Bona Fide Physical Hedgers Is Outweighed By 
The Benefits 

Experts agree that once virtually all over-the-counter derivatives begin clearing 
through an exchange, then bid-ask spreads will narrow substantially due to 
heightened transparency. This will substantially reduce the costs of entering and 
exiting positions, and the relatively modest cost of clearing will easily be offset by 
the change in spreads. When swaps dealers lose their oligopoly pricing power, 
their customers will win in terms of better pricing. 

Bona fide physical hedgers will be required to post margin collateral with the 
Central Counterparty (CCP), but that collateral will earn interest. So physical 
hedgers will only be financing the spread between their borrowing rate and the 
interest they earn on collateral. Every swaps dealer includes a cost of capital 
and a credit charge in their swaps pricing. This is partially due to the fact that 
swaps dealers have to post margin when they access the futures markets to 
hedge. Physical hedgers have been paying this cost in the OTC markets all 
along; they just have not been explicitly aware of it. 

Once spreads narrow, then liquidity in the OTC markets will most likely increase. 
This is what we observed in the stock market's switch to decimal prices. Bid-ask 
spreads quickly collapsed from a quarter (25 cents) or an eighth (12.5 cents) 
down to one or two pennies routinely. This led to more trading and therefore 
more liquidity. 

In addition because of the existence of a CCP, anyone can trade with anyone 
else. The fact that everybody's counterparty is the CCP means that credit risk is 
no longer a consideration and counterparties are not limited to trading with large 
money center banks. Electronic trading will make it possible for producers to 
trade directly with consumers with no swaps dealer as a middleman. 
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Finally, the biggest benefit of mandatory exchange clearing for consumable 
commodities is that clearing enables the markets to be protected against 
excessive speculation. The best method for applying aggregate speculative 
position limits is to require OTC derivatives to clear first. Without substantially all 
OTC derivatives clearing it becomes very difficult for the CFTC to make those 
position limits apply. The costs of another speculative bubble are orders of 
magnitude greater than any costs brought on by exchange clearing. 

This Solution Allows CFTC to Leverage the Computational Processing 
Power of the DCO 

Mandating that all OTC derivatives transactions in consumable commodities 
clear through an exchange solves the problem of how to apply aggregate 
speculative position limits in the OTC markets. Once the transactions clear, they 
are broken into their nearest futures contracts equivalents plus a minor basis 
position. When all OTC derivatives transactions in consumable commodities can 
be seen by regulators. then it becomes simple to apply aggregate position limits 
to speculators' positions. 

It also means that swaps dealers' swap positions net out with the futures hedges 
that they have executed against those swaps positions. This means that swaps 
dealers will only face position limits when they are unhedged, since an unhedged 
position is the same thing as a proprietary trading position. This is the exact 
effect that regulators should be looking for. 

Under this system, the DCO does all the computational "heavy-lifting" for the 
CFTC in terms of breaking down OTC derivatives transactions into their 
component futures equivalents and then netting exposures to arrive at a net 
position. If OTC derivatives transactions are not forced to clear, then the CFTC 
must perform all these computational tasks themselves (instead of the OCO) to 
be in a position to effectively look through swaps transactions and place position 
limits on speculators in the OTC derivatives markets. The CFTC will, in essence, 
be forced to assume many of the roles of a DCO. 

Problem 2(8): The London Loophole 

Some Foreign Boards of Trade (FBOT) trade contracts that are virtually identical 
to the futures contracts being traded on U.S.·regulated futures exchanges. As an 
example the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), which is an Atlanta, GA-based 
company, has a London-based subsidiary (the former International Petroleum 
Exchange), which is currently regulated by the U.K.'s Financial Services Authority 
(FSA). ICE trades a WTI contract that actually cash-settles based on the 
NYMEX WTI crude oil settlement price. 

This is called the "London Loophole" because the ICE WTI contract is essentially 
fungible with the NYMEX WTI contract. The ICE WTI contracts have no 
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speculative position limits and they are currently not subject to CFTC regulation. 
But because the two contracts are virtually identical, they are tightly bound by 
arbitrage trading. 

The CFTC allows this regulatory arbitrage to continue, even though it is certainly 
within their power to regulate a commodity contract with a U.S. commodity (West 
Texas crude) and a U.S. parent company. In fact, any FBOT that wants to have 
trading terminals in the Unites States must get the permission of the CFTC to do 
so and that permission can be conditional on meeting any requirements that the 
CFTC deems necessary. Likewise, the CFTC has to sign off on any contracts 
that are to be traded by U.S.-based traders. 

Solution 2(8): Require Foreign Boards of Trade to Submit 
Comparable Data and to Take Comparable Remedial Action for 
Violations 

The solution to the London Loophole is simple. Foreign Boards of Trade must be 
required to supply all the same data that Designated Contract Markets (OCMs) 
provide to the CFTC, and they must be prepared to enforce speculative position 
limits by forcing speculators to reduce over-limit positions. 

Anyone trading in U.S.-regulated derivatives markets, whether that is on a DCM 
or OTC should be required to obtain a Large Trader Identification Number 
(L TIN).15 In addition, that trader should be required by law to provide their LTIN 
to any FBOTs that they trade upon. If speculators want to trade in our markets 
then they should agree to provide their LTIN to any FBOTs that they trade upon. 
Any traders that fail to provide their L TINs when trading abroad should be 
banned from trading in the United States. 

As a condition for allowing FBOTs to place their terminals in the United States 
and to trade with American citizens and corporations, they must agree to share 
large trader reporting data (including l TIN numbers) with the CFTC on a dally 
basis. If the CFTC determines that a trader is over their speculative position 
limits, then the FBOT must agree to take appropriate actions to remedy the 
situation. 

Righi now the possibility for cross-border regulatory coordination is at an all-time 
high. GB energy ministers just issued a statement this week along with OPEC 
calling for greater regulation to crack down on excessive speculation in the 
energy markets.16 The United Nations and Asian energy ministers have made 
similar calls as well. 17 It could be possible to establish a global large trader 

15 I discuss L TINs in depth later in this testimony. 
16 "GS ministers lay course on energy security, efficiency." Silvia Marchetti, Xinhua, May 25, 2009 
17 "OPEC, Asia May Can for Curbs on Speculation In Oil (Updale2)," Shigeru Sato and Yuji 
Okada, Bloomberg, April 26, 2009. 
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reporting system given the current desire for greater global coordination and 
regulation. The CFTC should be authorized to share similar information on large 
traders with other foreign regulatory authorities that want to establish similar 
systems to monitor aggregate speculative position limits. 

Problem 2(C): The Enron Loophole 

The Commodities Futures Modernization Act of 2000 (CFMA) arbitrarily created a 
new category of commodities called "exempt commodities." CFMA allowed 
exempt commodities to be traded on Exempt Commercial Markets (ECM), free 
from speculative position limits and most all of the CFTC requirements of 
Designated Commercial Markets (DCM). 

The flawed belief was that there were some consumable commodities (such as 
crude oil) that had such large deliverable supplies that they were not susceptible 
to manipulation. This is a grave error tor two reasons. 

First, a commodity that has a large supply but a similarly large demand is 
balanced so tightly that it does not take a great amount of effort to manipulate the 
market for that commodity. Second, as I have already detailed, derivatives 
markets for consumable commodities are not just subject to manipulation, but to 
excessive speculation as well. This flawed concept completely ignores the 
critical element of excessive speculation, whereby prices can be dramatically 
affected even if there is no specific intent to manipulate. 

Solution 2(C): Require Exempt Commercial Markets to Become 
Designated Commercial Markets 

Enron pushed hard for the inclusion of exempt commodities and ECMs in the 
CFMA, which is why this is called the Enron Loophole. They used this loophole 
to create Enron Online and then they reportedly used Enron Online to manipulate 
electricity markets on the West Coast of the United States. 

With Enron bankrupt and discredited and the flawed concept of ECMs exposed, i~ 
makes sense to simply do away with the ECM designation. All ECMs should be 
required to convert to Designated Commercial Markets or shut down operations. 

Gold and Silver Can Remain Exempt Commodities 

Exempt commodities should be defined within the Commodity Exchange Act as 
gold and possibly silver. While gold and silver are commodities consumed in 
industrial applications, they historically have been recognized as stores of value, 
and have been used as currency for thousands of years. Therefore, they are 
considered by most to be more like investments than other consumable 
commodities. 
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Gold and silver have historically represented valid investment vehicles, and 
therefore do not need to be protected from excessive speculation by position 
limits. 16 It a bubble were to occur in the price of gold, it would not have the 
devastating impact to someone's health or the health of the economy the way 
bubbles in food and energy prices do. 

CFTC Must Set Aggregate Speculative Position Limits for All 
Derivatives on Consumable Commodities 

Fifteen years ago, when there was only one trading venue for consumable 
commodities and, in most cases, only one futures contract for each basic 
commodity, it was very simple to apply speculative position limits. Today, 
because there are multiple trading venues and multiple variations on each basic 
commodity, it has become necessary to develop a system of aggregating those 
positions together in order to apply an overall speculative position limit. 

The goal with aggregate speculative position limits is simply to treat speculators 
equally regardless of which trading venue they select to trade in. The playing 
field needs to be leveled so that speculators are not given the incentive to 
engage in regulatory arbitrage and move their trading from one (more transparent 
or more regulated) venue to another. 

The CFTC must set the aggregate speculative position limits for all consumable 
commodities in order to protect those derivatives markets against excessive 
speculation. Exchanges can continue to set position limits for financial futures to 
protect against manipulation (where their interest is aligned with the public 
interest) but they should not be allowed to set aggregate speculative position 
limits for consumable commodities. There are two primary reasons for this: 

1. The futures exchanges (like CME group). which have become for-profit 
public companies. have a duty to shareholders to maximize profits. There 
is an inherent conflict of interest between their shareholders' interest and 
the public interest as a whole. The public interest would dictate that 
speculative trading be limited as much as possible while still maintaining 
sufficient liquidity. Since the futures exchanges profit based on the level of 
volume, their shareholders would like to see no speculative position limits 
at all. 

2. Because futures exchanges are no longer the sole venue for trading 
derivatives on consumable commodities, they are not able to form a 
comprehensive speculative position limit that covers their competitors in 
addition to themselves. 

The CFTC needs to identify speculative position limits for the nearest to 
expiration contract period, all other contract periods, and an overall limit for all 

'
6 Like financial futures. gold and silver still need to be protected from fraud and manipulation. 
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positions combined. As an example, in crude oil, perhaps speculators should be 
limited to holding no more than 1 ,000,000 barrels in the prompt month, 3,000,000 
barrels in any other single month, and no more than 5,000,000 barrels in total. 
Speculative position limits should be expressed in the underlying units (barrels 
and bushels), rather than the number of contracts, since OTC derivatives 
positions will be included for determining the aggregate limits. 

A distinction is drawn tor the nearest to expiration contract period because it 
needs additional protection to prevent manipulation as the derivatives enter the 
delivery period. A limit is imposed upon each individual contract period in order 
to prevent a speculator from concentrating all its trading in one period. And the 
overall limit is imposed to prevent a situation of excessive speculation in the 
commodity as a whole. 

A speculator that violates position limits by holding larger positions than the limits 
would allow must be prevented from adding to these positions. This means that 
those positions become "liquidation only" and they can be reduced but not added 
to. A speculator that repeatedly violates position limits can face stiff monetary 
penalties and the CFTC can for~ them to liquidate their positions (on a pro rata 
share across trading venues) until they fall back below the limits. 

Issue All Large Traders an Identification Number at the Control Entity Level 

When large traders fill out CFTC Form 40, they should be issued a Large Trader 
Identification Number (L TIN). This L TIN must then be associated with every 
trade that clears. whether that trade originated on a DCM, DTEF, FBOT or OTC. 
At the end of every trading day, every clearing organization (including foreign 
clearing organizations) must report the positions of all large traders according to 
their L TIN. This accomplishes two things. First and foremost, the positions can 
be compiled by L TIN to see if any speculators are exceeding position limits. It 
also allows for the Commitments of Traders data to be collected daily instead of 
weekly. 

Large Trader Identification Numbers (L TIN) must be issued at the control entity 
level. For instance one hedge fund gets one LTIN. Speculators cannot be 
allowed to create multiple shell subsidiaries in order to obtain multiple L TINs. 

Bona fide physical hedgers who fill out Form 40 should also be issued LTINs. As 
part of Form 40, they should be required to indicate (under penalty of perjury) the 
size of their physical commodity business and whether they are selling 
commodities, buying commodities or both (middlemen). The LTIN can then be 
used to make sure that these physical hedgers are in fact hedging and not just 
speculating in the markets. For instance, an oil producer (who is long the price of 
oil to begin with) should not be allowed to establish a net long position in futures 
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contracts. Nor should they be allowed to establish a net short position that 
exceeds the size of their underlying business. 

Positions Should Be Aggregated for the Basic Commodity 

Any time there is a strong relationship between substantially similar commodities 
then those commodities should receive one aggregate position limit for the 
purpose of limiting excessive speculation. As an example. wheat is wheat, 
whether it's soft or hard, spring or winter, it's still wheat. Crude oil is crude oil, 
whether it's heavy or light, sweet or sour, it's still crude oil. If the price of light 
sweet crude skyrockets then that is going to have a substantial impact on the 
price of heavy sour crude. If the price of soft red winter wheat crashes, then that 
is going to have a substantial impact on the price of hard red spring wheat. 

This is not to say that there are no differences between these commodities, but 
rather that the differences are extremely well-known and that is why there is a 
great deal of basis trading and arbitrage trading that takes place between 
substantially similar commodities. Any time there is arbitrage or basis trading 
there is a strong price discovery relationship. These basis and arbitrage trades 
are what "enforce" the relationship between these commodities and it is tor this 
reason that they should be aggregated together under one speculative position 
limit. 

As an extreme example, if a speculator wanted to buy 1 billion barrels worth of 
NYMEX Wfl crude oil futures contracts, but was prevented from doing so by 
speculative position limits, and they purchased 1 billion barrels worth of ICE 
Brent crude oil futures contracts instead, then that would push up the price of ICE 
Brent. But it would also push up the price of all other crude oil contracts around 
the world, because a large fraction of the people selling those 1 billion barrels 
worth of ICE Brent would be arbitrageurs and basis traders who would be selling 
ICE Brent and simultaneously buying WTI, Dubai Sour, et cetera. Having 
speculative position limits on the NYMEX would go a long way to blunt the impact 
of this arbitrageur/basis trader buying (as long as those traders were not given 
exemptions from speculative position limits). But even with speculative limits. 
there are enough of these types of traders that it would be impossible for large 
magnitude price moves in ICE Brent not to have a significant effect on NYMEX 
WTI prices. 

For this reason, the speculative position limits should be set for the commodity as 
a whole (crude oil) rather than for one particular grade or delivery location. One 
practical benefit of this approach is that exemptions for basis trading and 
arbitrage are not necessary because both legs of their trades fall under the same 
umbrella speculative position limit and therefore net each other out. 
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The 2008 Farm Bill introduced the concept of "significant price discovery" 
contracts. This gives the impression that it is somehow possible for two 
contracts on the same commodity to not have a significant impact on each other. 
However. this is not possible whenever arbitrage trading is occurring. The 
arbitrage and basis relationships between substantially similar commodities 
ensure that they always significantly affect one another from a price discovery 
standpoint. 

Positions Should Be Aggregated Across Trading Venues 

In our above example dealing with NYMEX WTI and ICE Brent, we talked about 
how two venues trading different grades of crude oil would still have a strong 
price discovery relationship binding them together. This relationship would be 
even stronger (virtually one for one) if we are talking about NYMEX WTI and ICE 
WTI where the deliverable grades are identical and one contract cash-settles 
against the other. Right now there are no hard and fast speculative position 
limits in either contract (except for the last 3 days on the NYMEX) so those two 
contracts are bound at the hip by arbitrage. 

We gave another example earlier of an airline that approaches a swaps dealer 
about hedging their jet fuel exposure by entering a swap for 420,000 gallons of 
jet fuel per month for the next 24 months. To hedge this swap, the swaps dealer 
has two options: (1) they can go to the NYMEX and buy 10 heating oil contracts 
in the each of the next 24 months or (2) they can find a refiner that wants to 
hedge their jet fuel (or heating oil) production by entering into a swap to sell 
420,000 gallons of jet fuel per month for the next 24 months. 

In either case this swap has a direct price discovery impact on the futures market 
resulting in either 10 more heating oil contracts on the long side (if the swaps 
dealer hedges directly on the futures exchange) or 10 fewer heating oil contracts 
on the sell side (if the refiner hedges in the OTC markets rather than on the 
futures exchange).19 So it is clear from these two examples that the derivatives 
market for consumable commodities has multiple venues that are really just 
extensions of one another. 

Because the trading venue does not matter in terms of the overall price effect on 
the market as a whole, speculative position limits need to be aggregated across 
trading venues. The objective is to simply level the playing field and treat all 
speculators equally regardless of whether they trade on a DCM, DTEF, FBOT or 
OTC. 

19 Please note that ii one swaps dealer trades with another swaps dealer, then the first dealer has 
simply passed along the problem of how to hedge to the second dealer. 
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Congress Should Define Excessive Speculation and Charge the 
CFTC w ith Enforcing an Overall Limit on the Amount of Speculation 
Present in the Derivatives Markets for Each Basic Commodity 

The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) does not clearly define the concept of 
excessive speculation. Perhaps Congress believed that the term was self
explanatory, simply meaning "too much speculation." But since the concept was 
not clearly defined, swaps dealers and the futures exchanges .have been able to 
redefine It to mean something more akin to manipulation. 

For that reason, I would propose that Congress amend the GEA to clearly state 
that excessive speculation is a condition of the derivatives markets for 
consumable commodities wherein speculators are a more dominant force in price 
discovery than bona fide physical hedgers. And when a state of excessive 
speculation exists, it is possible for speculative price bubbles to form, 

Since a speculative price bubble in consumable commodities is potentially 
devastating to humanity, I believe Congress should mandate a percentage of 
open interest calculation to ensure that the positions held by speculators ~ 
exceed the positions held by bona fide physical hedgers {50% of the market). 
Then Congress should instruct the CFTC to adjust the individual speculative 
position limits so that the overall speculation percentage of the markets lies in the 
range of 15% • 35%. 

Please note that the average consumable commodity futures market was about 
25% speculative ten years ago.20 It rs only in the last ten years that we have 
seen a surge in speculation to the point where speculators now dramatically 
outnumber bona fide physical hedgers in many markets. With that surge in 
speculation has come a surge in the volatility of commodity prices - last year's 
bubble in crude oil prices being the primary example. We need sufficient liquidity 
in these markets, but we don't need excessive liquidity because that leads to 
excessive speculation and excessive price volatility. 

With the proliferation of the Internet and electronic trading facilities, it is much 
easier tor physical producers and consumers to transact amongst themselves 
without the need for speculators' liquidity. That is why 25% might be more than 
enough speculation to provide the markets with sufficient liquidity. 

If there is too much speculation in the overall derivatives market for a 
consumable commodity (say 40%), then the individual speculative position limits 
must be adjusted downward to reduce the overall level of speculation. This can 
be accomplished through a series of "circuit breakers" which would be designed 
to keep overall speculation within a targeted range. 

20 These calcula1ions can be found on pages 33-34 of our report ''The Accidental Hunt Brothers• 
www.accidentalhunlbrothers.com 
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CFTC Should Semi-Annually Convene a Hearing of Physical 
Commodity Producers and Consumers to Recommend Aggregate 
Speculative Position Limits and an Overall Market Percentage for 
Speculation 

To recognize the foundational fact that derivatives markets for consumable 
commodities exist solely to enable bona fide physical producers and consumers 
to hedge their price risk, Congress should mandate that the CFTC semi-annually 
convene a hearing of physical producers and consumers. These producers and 
consumers (for whom these markets exist) know whether or not the markets are 
working for them and whether or not they need more liquidity or less speculation. 
They are therefore in the best position to recommend aggregate speculative 
position limits for each commodity and also a target for an overall speculation 
percentage in that commodity derivatives market. The CFTC should adopt those 
recommendations or provide a detailed formal response to Congress as to why 
they are rejecting the proposals. 

Congress Should Give the CFTC Explicit Power to Police OTC 
Commodities Derivatives Markets for Fraud and Manipulation 

If OTC derivatives are allowed to trade off-exchange then the CFTC must be 
given explicit powers to police the consumable commodities OTC derivatives 
markets for fraud and manipulation. Commodities futures are fully regulated by 
the CFTC against fraud and manipulation. The physical energy markets are 
regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) for fraud and manipulation in natural gas/electricity and 
oil respectively. Therefore it makes sense that the OTC markets be regulated for 
fraud and manipulation as well. In the end, all regulatory arbitrage of this sort 
should be eliminated. 

Passive "Investment" In Derivatives on Consumable Commodities is 
a New and Very Damaging Threat to the Markets 

As mentioned earlier, the distinctions between financial derivatives and 
derivatives on consumable commodities have been blurred. Wall Street has 
pulled the wool over institutional investors' eyes and convinced them that 
derivatives on consumable commodities are a legitimate uasset class" and that it 
is possible to "invest" in commodities futures. 

Derivatives have no value in and of themselves. All their value is derived from 
the underlying asset. In the case of consumable commodities, what is underlying 
these contracts are not securities or capital markets instruments, but the food 
and energy that Americans need to consume in order to survive and thrive. 
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I hope that the U.S. government would not allow investors to buy up actual food 
or actual crude oil and hoard them because they are deluded into thinking they 
are making a good investment. We need those commodities to feed ourselves 
and fuel our economy. If investors, therefore, cannot "buy and hoard" the 
underlying commodities, then they should not be allowed to "buy and hold" the 
derivatives on those commodities. 

Derivatives on consumable commodities do not pay interest, dividends or rents, 
and they have no associated cash flows because the underlying commodities 
have none of these things. In fact, in many cases consumable commodities have 
transportation and storage costs and decay over time, which means the "yield" 
from holding these commodities is negative. 

Speculators are permitted in the derivatives markets for consumable 
commodities only because they provide liquidity. If someone attempts to "buy 
and hold" a position in commodity futures by continuously rolling it then that 
speculator is consuming liquidity. They have bought that contract perhaps from a 
bona fide physical producer and then rather than selling it to a bona fide physical 
consumer they hold onto it for "the long term." 

Because these passive investors are almost always buying, their buying pressure 
pushes prices up. And since they are holding for the long term, it could be years 
and years before they sell. In the meantime, if enough people buy and hold, 
prices will increase and remain elevated for a long period of time. 

Commodity index investment is an especially damaging form of passive 
investment that entails the buying and holding of a large basket (index) of 
consumable commodities derivatives. These investors do not trade on the basis 
of supply and demand. Instead, they blindly allocate money to crude oil, copper, 
corn, et cetera, which all have vastly different supply and demand dynamics. 

Every barrel or bushel traded for reasons other than supply and demand is a 
barrel or bushel that distorts the price discovery function of the consumable 
commodities derivatives markets. Someone who buys one or more consumable 
commodities derivatives with the express intention of "hedging against inflation" 
damages the price discovery function of those markets by investing without 
regard for the underlying supply and demand conditions. In buying commodities 
futures, that misguided investor is actually causing inflation by pumping up 
commodity prices. 

Passive "Investment" in Consumable Commodities Should Be 
Severely Restricted 

For the reasons I just detailed, passive investment in these markets should be 
severely restricted. It is simple to define what constitutes passive investment. It 
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is a trading strategy that calls for maintaining a continuously long (or short) 
position in a consumable commodity. 

Passive investors should face aggregate speculative position limits that are 10% 
or less than the limits faced by actively trading speculators. So, as an example. ii 
the aggregate speculative position limit is 5,000,000 barrels for crude oil, then 
passive investors should only be allowed to buy and hold a maximum of 500,000 
barrels of crude oil derivatives. 

This also means that the levels for what constitutes a reportable position, for 
large trader reporting and identification purposes. should be reduced by a 
commensurate amount. So, as another example, if any speculator over 250,000 
barrels typically needs to report their position then any passive investor over 
25,000 barrels should be forced to report. 

This regime of much tighter aggregate speculative position limits needs to apply 
to exchange traded funds (ETFs), exchange traded notes (ETNs), any other 
hybrid securities. as well as to commodity-based mutual funds. Any individual 
who wants to buy ETFs, ETNs or mutual funds that represent a passive 
investment in consumable commodities should be required to fill out Form 40 and 
obtain a Large Trader Identification Number (l TIN) before they can place their 
order. 

The Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Has the Experience 
and Skills to Implement these Recommendations and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) and Federal Reserve (Fed) Do Not 

In order to eliminate systemic risk and effectively implement a system of 
mandatory exchange clearing with novation and margin, we need regulators who 
are intimately familiar with the novation and margin processes. Futures 
exchanges have been novating contracts and assessing margin tor over 140 
years. The CFTC and its predecessors have been regulating these processes 
for over 70 years. 

In contrast, the clearing processes for securities simply involve the transfer of 
money in exchange for the securities themselves. They do not involve novation 
or daily margin posting. Therefore, the SEC lacks the experience necessary to 
effectively regulate these areas. So does the Federal Reserve, who allowed the 
shadow financial system to proliferate under their watch and only intervened after 
the system began to crumble. 

In addition. the CFTC and its predecessors have been imposing speculative 
position limits for over 70 years. They are the only regulator who has ever been 
charged with guarding the markets against excessive speculation. 
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The SEC presides over the capital markets where everyone is a speculator. 
They are unfamiliar with the concept of excessive speculation and have little 
experience with setting and enforcing position limits. 

In fact in a gross example of regulatory arbitrage, the SEC has allowed passive 
commodity investments in ETFs, ETNs and commodity mutual funds. They have 
signed off on double-leveraged crude oil ETFs (like DXO) that allow any investor 
to make leveraged speculative investments in crude oil within their retirement 
accounts. This does not show good judgment from a consumer protection or a 
market protection standpoint. 

The Federal Reserve has little experience in regulating commodities markets and 
setting speculative position limits. Most banks are forbidden to participate in the 
physical commodities markets, athough the Federal Reserve has granted 
exemptions for the big commodities swaps dealers like Goldman Sachs, Morgan 
Stanley and J.P. Morgan. Since all banks would naturally be characterized as 
speculators in the commodities derivatives markets, the Federal Reserve seems 
like an illogical choice for guarding these markets against excessive speculation. 

For these reasons, the CFTC is the best regulator to police the consumable 
commodities derivatives markets. They also are the best choice for overseeing 
the mandatory exchange clearing of the OTC derivatives markets as a whole 
because of their experience with novation and daily margin posting. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, let me say that the solutions I have outlined in my testimony are not 
brand new solutions. (1) Exchange clearing with novation and margin, and (2) 
speculative position limits have been proven effective over many decades of 
experience. In many ways, what we need to do is turn back the clock on several 
of the deregulatory measures that were undertaken in the last 15 years. The 
unintended consequences of those deregulatory decisions have been 
devastating for America. 

I applaud you, Senator Harkin, for what you are trying to do with your recently 
introduced legislation. It appears that your legislation effectively slams the door 
shut on the loopholes that the Commodities Futures Modernization Act of 2000 
opened up. There is no doubt that your legislation. because it requires 
mandatory exchange trading and therefore mandatory exchange clearing, would 
protect the financial system and eliminate the chance of another systemic 
meltdown. Likewise with all speculators trading on an exchange it would be 
simple for the CFTC to impose speculative position limits that treated them all the 
same. 
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I believe the solutions that I have proposed in my testimony today would 
accomplish the same primary objectives as your legislation, while allowing the 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets to survive. I applaud you for your 
leadership on this issue and I look forward to working with you and your staff to 
ensure that America does not have to suffer through another financial meltdown 
or another speculative bubble in food and energy prices. 
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Thank you for inviting me to testify today. My name is Lynn Stout. and I am the Paul !lastings 
Profoss.w of Corporate and Securities Law at the University of California at Los Angeles. :vly scholarly 
expertise includes the theory and history of deriv111ives regula1ion. I also serve as an independent director 
of a larg" mulUal fund. giving n1e practical experience in the derivatives market. I have also published 
scver-dl academic articles on the topic of derivatives rcgulalion.1 Please allow me to note lhat my anicles 
on dcri\'atives, which I published in lhe 1990s, predicted 1hal deregulating financial derivatives was likely 
lo result in increased market risk. reduced investor retums, and price dislortions and bubbles.? Tho&e 
predictions, unfortunately. ha\'e proven con·ect. 

Studying the history and theory llf derivatil•cs regulation inevital:>ly leads to four basic conclusion$. 
First, dc.~pi1e mdus1ry claims, derivative con1racts are not new and are not panicularly innovat1•e. 
Although derivatives have gllne by n1any different names, derivatives trading in the t:nited Stares dates 
hack at least to 1he early 1800s, and in other nations. centuries earlier. The 1884 Suprcn1c Court case of 
/1wi11 "· Witlitlr. for example, describes 1hc conrrac1 law rul~s that applied to derivatives contracls in the 
19th century. (They were 1hen called "diffcn-nce conn-eels. "l~ 

Sec<md. derivatives traJing may provide some bcndits to the overall economy. It is important to note, 
however. 1hat while th~ industry routinely claims the socml benefits from derivatives trading a1·c 
substantial, 1hcre is no empirical evidence that supports this claim or cslllbhshcs the magnitude of the 
supposed social benefits. At the same 1in1e. !hroughout ftis101y. unregula!ed derivatives markets have been 
associak'<i with at least four distinct economic dangers. First. unregulated trading hss been as~ociarcd wirh 
asscr price bubbles. Second, ii has been associated wich increased risk. Third, derivatives sp.,culatiOll has 
been criliciz.ed for reducing real economic productivity by divening valuable resources. especially human 
time and creativity. away rrom industries and activities rhat contribute more to sustainable economic 

; Sec t.8,. lynn A. Stout. Bt'lli••g 1lu.• Hank: How D~,.fralfrcs Trading Uml~r CtmJ;r;ons <1fU1J<'Ct'ftumyCan Increase., Risks 
(md Emd,· Rc1m·11s ;,, Ft·nanct·ttJ Afa,./w1 .... ·• 21 J. ~orp. I .. 53 ( 1995 J~ 1 .ynn A, Stout. /nsurau<·e <Jr Garnbliftg? Derfrntfre,t 
Trodi"IJ irr /1 World affl.i<k a1<d U11c•,,aint}', 1996 lirookmg• Rev. 39 (Winter); tynn A. Stout. 11'/1}' Tlie law Hat~.• 
Spec:.,fa1m-.f: R.eg1,/a1;01r and P1·iw1c1! Ordering in 1/11: A1arlotr .fiJr Or<..: IJt~rimti~s. 48 Duke L. J. 701 ( 1999). 
' See. e.g .. Stout. Wit)' Tire law H1ir•.r Sp«ulator.<. 48 L>uke L. J. 769-77 I (~rguing 1hat cnakin& over-the· counter '-OTC" 
financial Ccri\.·ativcs. exempt from ihe Commodities. Exchange Acr mly erode avera~c-rcturns, tncn:ase markelnsk. and 
kad tCI pnce dislorUons and market bubb!es). 
' 110 U.S. J99 (18&4). 
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i,>rowth and 10 social welfare. Fourth, dcrivativeo trading has been associated with increa$<:d levels of fraud 
and manipulation in underlying markets. 

I\ third basic conclusion that can be drawn from studying the history of derivatives is that h~althy 
economics regulate derivatives trading, My research indicates that the only tim~ a significant US 
derivatives market has not been subject to regulation was during the eight years following the passage of 
the Commodity Futures Modernization /\ct of 2000 (CMFA). Although it was not widely appreciated at 
the time. the CFMA eliminated more than a century of legal restraints on derivatives trnding by declaring 
that ovcr-ihc-coumer (OTC) fi11ancial derivatives were not subject to traditional contract law rules and were 
nut subj.:ct to the Commodities Exchange Act (CEA) or the oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFT('). 

Fourth. history teaches that successful derivatives regulation generally does not take the fonn of either 
a hea vy-handcd ban on all derivatives trading, or di rec! monitoring by some omniscient government 
O\'Crsccr. Traditionally. derivatives markets have been successfully regulated through a web of procedural 
rules that include reporting requirements. listing requirements. margin requirements, position limits. 
insurahle intere~t requirements, and limits on enforceability. These sorts of rules can be put in place ex 
ante. reducing the need for government to exercise discretion and giving derivatives traders certainty about 
what is and is not required of them. The rules also have the advantage of operating Jarsely as automatic 
"circuit breakers" Uiat make it unnecessary for regulators to have either imtiative or omniscience. Finally. 
these traditional rules have a long track record of success (dating back decades and in some cases centuries) 
in permit1ing beneficial forms of derivatives trading while weeding out excessive risk, speculation. and 
manipulation. The most obvious recent example is the notable success that the CFTC has had since 1974 in 
prc\'cnting excessive speculation in the markets for commodities derivatives. 

An lnrroductiQn to Deri~atives 

Let me beg.in by explaining that, although Wall Street often surrounds derivativt's contracts with 
jargon that makes them seem complex and difficult to understand, derivatives are quite simple. A 
derivative contract is nothing more than a bet or gamble on whal is going to happen in !he future. Just as 
you might place a bet on the horse you expect to win a horserace (your bening ticket is your dcriva1ive 
contract). you can bet on future inrcrest rates by en!ering an interest rate swap contact, or bet on a 
company's future creditworthiness by entering a credit default swap contract. 

Until the 19th ccnrury. most derivative contracts were bets on the future prices of agricultural 
commodities. such as the nee derivatives traded in Japan in the 15th cenlllry and the commodities futun:s 
and options traded under the O\'ersight of the CFTC today. To use the language of derivatives traders. the 
"underlying"-that is, lhe thing being bet upon--was the price of rice, wheat, or com. 

Financial deriva1ives. which became common in the U.S. in the 1800s. are simply derivative bets 
where 1he "underlying" is an interest rate. currency <.'»Change rate, credit rating. or se<:u1·ities price. rather 
than wheat or com. The first financial derivatives in the U.S. appear to have been stock options and 
futures. essentially derivative bets on the future prices of corporate stocks. The 1990s have seen an 
ex1ilosiou in other forms of derivatives contracts. including dt't'ivative contracts 011 interest rates (interest 
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rate swaps). credit ratings (credit defoult swaps), Hnd even weather derivatives. Contrary to indu~try 
claims. the development of large markets in financial dcrivacives was not the result of some new idea or 
""innovacion.'" Rather, it was the result of the steady dcregula1ion of financial derivatives trading. 

Usi11g Derivativ.-s: I/edging or Speculatio11? 

Derivatives trading can provide economic benefits. Most importantly, deri•-ative bets can, at least in 
theory, be used as a lonn of insurance 10 hedge against risk. For example, if you own a corporate hond and 
you are worried the bond might decline in value, you can purchase a credit default swap het that off.5et.~ 
your risk, because the swap will increase in value if the bond decreases in value. This is lrlle hedging. and 
ii serws a useful purpose by reducing risk. 

But ii is essential to recognize that derivative bets arc also ideally suited for pure speculation. The 
economic literature defines speculation as the altcmpt 10 profit not by producing something or by providing 
investment funds lo someone who is producing something, but by predicting the future bcttcr than others 
predict the future.'1 Just as you can make money from predicting the outcome of a horse race without 
acrually owning a horse, you can make money betting on the fate of a company by buying credit default 
swaps (CDS) without ever buying stocks or bonds that would actually provide investment funds to lhe 
company. In both cases. you are not conn·ibuting anything either to the welfare of the horse, or to the 
\velf31'e of the company. And in both cases. you a1·e increa~ing your risk level by making the bet, just as a 
gambler increases her risk level when she goes to 1he track. 

Derivatives speculation may provide modest social benefits by increasing liquidity for the underlying 
and by marginally improving the accuracy of the market price for the underlying ("price discovery"). 
Again, however, while the industry routinely claims these benefits arc substantial. no empirical evidence 
exists to suppon this claim. Without doubt, d~'Tivativcs speculation can also provide very large financial 
benelits for individual traders (offset by some countcrparty"s loss),just as gambling can provide large 
benefits for individual gamblers (offset by some other gambler's loss). These speculative trading gains are 
purely private benefits. however. that come at other mvestors' expense. Meanwhile. unrestrained 
derivatives ~peculation has historically been linked to a host of very serious economic ills. including price 
bubbles and crashes. increased Ti$k. reduced real economic growth. and increased fraud and manipulation. 

This is probably why virtually every derivatives trader claims that he or she is using financial 
derivatives for hedging, not for spcculation.5 This is also why hedge funds call lhemselvc~ hedge funds, so 
as to create an impression they arc not speculators trying to profit at the expense of average investors. [n 
fact. it can he difficult to prove with ccnainty that ~ny panicular derivati,·cs crade is not a hedge, because 
traders are usually clever enough to hypothesize some und(lrlying risk they arc supposedly exposed to that 

' Sec Lynn A. Stout, lrro1i1mol F..rpec1a1iu11s. J Leg•l lheory 22i (1997)(discussing 1heories of specula11on). 
' In some <:<JS.Cs> dcri\'ativcs traders cJaim they arc .. hedging·· when fn fact they arc using deri\•ari,·cs to offse1 some of the 
risk associated wi1h laking a specularivc posiiion 1hey would not have taken bu1 for !he availability of denvau•cs. This is 
:he equivalent to a racetrack samblcr cla1m1ng she is '"hedging" whm. 1n addition IC> bcmng on a horse w win. she also 
h1'ys • 1icke1 for win·place-<how. Jn other c3ses. derwat1ve< 11'8ders m•y have mislakcnly lhought they were hedging 
bcca"•c they relied too much on •he sup11<>Sed ac~uracy of some "risk man•gemcnt" model. 
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the derivative supposedly offsets. Nevertheless. it is clear that by 2008_. the market for CDS, for example. 
was primanly a speculative market. 

We know this with mathematical ccrrainty because by 2008. the notional value of the CDS market 
(that is. the dollar value of the bonds on which CDS bets had been written) had reached $67 trillion.6 At !he 
same time, the total market value of the underlying bonds issued by lJ .S. companies oumanding was only 
$15 trillion.' When the notional value of a derivatives market is more than four times larger than the size 
of the market for the underlying. it is a math~'111atical certainty that most derivatives trading is speculation, 
not hedging. And both economic theory and business hi$tOry associate speculative markets with serious 
negative economic consequences. 

Eco11omic Problem.• Associated Wit/1 Excessive Speculation 

In particular, when a derivatives market becomes overwhchned by speculation. we can expect to see 
several bad things happen. Fmt, we can expect to sec asset price bubbles and crashes. In effect, 
expectations m the speculative market, where derivati,·es g~mblcrs can make very large bets using very 
small amounts of money, come to infect prices in the underlying market. An early example of this was the 
famous Dutch tulip bulb bubble of 1637, in which trntling in ncwly·invcnt.cd tulip bulb derivatives 
triggered a sudden increase and equally sutldcn crash in tulip bulb priccs.8 

Second. excessive speculation adds to systemic risk. because individual speculators lose or gain large 
amounrs of money unexpectedly. The best recent example of this is the case of AIG, where speculation in 
CDS on the pan of AIG ttader.; who believed they could predict the future creditwonhiness of corporate 
borrowers led to large and unexpected derivatives trading losses which threatened AIG · s economic health, 
in tum threatening the health of Al G's trading parmers. The resull was a .. domino effect" that threatened 
the stability of the banking system. 

Third, excessive speculation reduces overall economic pcrfom1ance by draining valuable resources. 
including valuable human capital. away from more productive uses. Professor Simon JQhnson of MIT's 
Sloan School of Management estimates that between 1973 and 1985. !he financial sector of the US 
economy never earned more than 16 percent of U.S. domesti~ corporate profit. During the pa~t decade, 
however, the finance sector took in as much as 41 percent of ~II ~rpomtc profit.9 Much of this profit 
reflects trading gains reaped by hedge funds and proprietary trading divisions of invcsttncnl banl<s. which 
enjoyed these gains at the expense of average investors. Put differently. while derivatives speculation can 
be very profitable for individual speculators. from a social perspective it is a 7-<:ro·sum game lhHI consumes 
valuabk social resources while making little or no contribution to social welfare or average investor 
re1urns. 

•Bank for lntemarionol Se!tlements. Quartt•r/y Re.vit'»' Sw1is1ir~I Amre.t at A I 03 Table 19. (Amounts Outstanding of Over· 
Th<~CL>unter (OTC) Dcri•ativc.) (December 2008) 
7 Id. at A97, T•blc 168 (Domestic Dobt S~urities). 
• Sec l'cicr M. Garbor, Tu/ipmania, 97 J, f'e>I, l:;ce>n. 5.l5 (1989) . 
. , S:mon Juhnson, Th.- Qurct Ct>up. Tho Atlantic (May 2009). 
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Fourth. lhe opportunity to o:ade freely in derivatives encourages fraud and price manipulation in lhc 
market for the underlying. To see why, assume a derivatives trader can easily buy $100 million in CDS on 
a public company with ~20 million in outstanding stock. By spending just over $10 million to buy a 
majority of the company's shares, then using its shareholder position to cause the company to pursue 
strategics that destroy value, the derivatives trader can reap an cnonnous profit on its $I 00 million CDS 
trade which more than offsets the decline in the value of i1s $10 million equity investment. 

Regulating Derivative$; The Lessons of 1':..'tpfrience 

The economic dangers of derivatives first captured public attention in 1994. when Proctor & Gamble 
Co. announced an unexpected $15 7 million dollar Joss from speculative trading in interest rate swaps. Of 
course. Proctor & Gamble's Joss was soon followed by much larger derivati vcs tratling losses, including 
those that led to the collapse of Orange County's pension fund and ofBarings Bank in th~ 1990s; 10 the 
near-collapse of Long Term Capital Management in 1998; lo Enron's bankruptcy in 2001; and most 
r~ently. to the collapse of Bear Steams and A JG in 2008. 

Why did these losses occur? As we have seen, derivatives trading was not new. Whal was new, 
however. was that beginning in the early 1990s, 1rading in financial denvativcs was increasingly made free 
from any sort of regulation. For example. in the 1990s. the CFTC granted a regulatory exemption from lhc 
Commodities Exchange Act for ccr1ain fonn$ of financial derivatives, especially inlcrcst swaps. When the 
CFTC subsequently attempted to extend its jurisdiction to other types of financial derivatives, u was 
rebuffod by Congressional passage of the CMF A of 2000. The CMFA not only exempted most OTC 
financial derivatives from CFTC oversight, it a !so reversed, for the first time in American legal history. 
long-standing common law rules limiting their legal enforceability. 

The unfortunate results of this deregulation are now obvious. How should lawmakers respond'! 

History leaches thal !here arc a wide variety of well-developed. sophisticated. time-tested regulatory 
tools that can be brought to bear on lhe problem of r.:gulating financial derivatives. These tools can protect 
the legitimate use of derivatives for hedging purposes. while discouraging excessive speculation. They do 
not require us either to han all derivatives lrllding. or to attempt to subject derivatives markets to the 
oversight of a cenrrali:r.ed. all-powerful regulator tasked with intervening on an ad hoc, discrclionary ba~is. 
To the contrary. derivatives markets can be successfully regulated through a variety of regulatory 
requirements that do nm prohihit derivatives trading hut do sul:\j.:ct trading to various reporting 
requirements. listing requirements, margin requirements. position limits, insurable interest n:quircmcnts. 
and limits on en forccabilily. The obvious prototyp.; for this regulatory approach is the succe~sful 
regulation of commodities derivatives by the CFTC under th~ authority of the CEA. -Ibis approach has a 
number of advantages. including its emphasis on ex an1e rules that provide certainty for traders: its rel iancc 
on automatic "circuit breakers" rather than agcm:y discretion; and its time-tested success. 

\\'hen ii comes to regulating financial deriva1ives, there is no need to re-invent the regulatory wheel. 
The economic problems associated with financial derivatives are neither novel nor unique. They ei1 ist in 
any market prone to speculation. Similarly. the challenges associated with regulating speculation in 
financial derivatives. including the challenges of protecting legitimate hedging tran~actions and preventing 
speculative trading from migrating to other jurisdictions. are not unique. I .ogic and his1ory suggest they 
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can be successfully addressed by the same sorts of regulatory rules we have employed, to great effect, i11 
other markels prone to e.,cessi vc speculation. 

Lynn A. Slout 
Paul Hastings Professor of Corporate Law and Securities Regula1ion 
UCLA School of Law. 
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Exchanges Warn On OTC Clearing 
Financial Times - June J 2009 18:0 I 

By Jeren1y Grant io Loodoo 

Three of1he world's Jargesl exchanges have warned regulators and lawmakers not to for.:e too much of 
the over-lhc-countcr derivati.,.cs 1narkets into clearing houses. saying that market p1111icipants should have 
a role in deciding how far such product& are shifted away fmm the opaque privately negotiated markets. 

The comments on Wednesday. by exel·utives at NYSE Liffe. Jn1crcontinental Ex-change and London 
Stock Exchange. come from businesses that are likely to be lhe main beneficiaries of a push by the 
Obama administration to ensure more OTC derivatives arc cleared and traded on exchanges and other 
regulated trading platforms. 

Tim Ocithncr. l;S Treasury secretary, has called for more OTC derivatives to be processed through 
clearing houses to reduce the countcrparty risks associated with defaults. and for •·standardised" OTC 
cmmacts 10 be traded on-exchange. 

But exchangc:s, many of which own their own clearer.;. arc concemt'd that legislation written by the LlS 
Congress should not go so far as to force the more complex. tai lorcd OTC derivatives into clearing houses 
that an~ ill-equipped to deal with the rish associated with them. 

In particular. 1hey are concerned about how the unwindiog of positions would be handled with such 
products, many of which are illiquid compared with standardised products. 

Mark Ibbotson. chief operating officer al NYSE l.ifle, the fotures ann of NYSE Euronext, said: "The plea 
we'd have is mandates arc kept 10 a minimum. Is it right !hat eve1-y (OTC del'iva1ivcs) product should be 
put in a s1rai1jackc1 on an exchange? 

"It could damage the security uf a clearing house to force products on to a clearing house that shouldn't 
be there. We don't wanl mandated solutions. let's have us workiog with the market," Mr Ibbotson said at 
the Mondo Visione Exchanges Porum. 

David Pcniket. chief operations olliccr of ICF. Europe. pa11 of the US-based lnterconlinental Exchange. 
said ii was important to i nvolvc mukct partic ipams in how far clearing is extended to rhc OTC markets. 

He cited the gradua 1 adop1ion by market partici1xmts of clearing in OTC energy markets after Enron· s 
collapse. 

ICE started ofT<'ring clt:aring of OTC energy products in the early 2000s. The New York Mercantile 
Exchange. now owned by CME. launched Clearport, a similar .~erv ice. in 2002. 

"Rei:ulators will i:ertainly have markets that they want to encourage into clearing but I 1hink it's very 
important to let mark els develop their solutions." he told the Financial Times. "There i$ ~·ertainly a 
concern around mandatory solutions. that you dama~e liquidi1y. ·• 

Adam Kinsley. head of regulation at I.SE. said: ''The onus is on exchanges to develop commercial 
offerings that people want tc• use. and I clon 't think it's the right way for regulators to force inappropriate 
produc1s on-exchange ... 

Page 9 of64 
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May 28, 2009 

Mr. Timothy F. Geithner 
Secretary of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20220 

Dear Secretary Geithner: 

139 

Jennifer M. Grig~by 
Senior v;,. l'rtsid•nt. 

'li-Mswrer and Corporafl: Secretllry 

Chesapeake Energy Corporation, the nation's largest independent producer of clean-burning, 
American natural gas, would like to thank the Administration for striving to achieve worthy goats. 
of transparency, accountability and market efficiency in the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives 
market. Following your recent proposals and those of federal lawmakers, we appreciate the 
opportunity to offer the following comments and proposals. 

In your May 13, 2009, letter to Capitol Hill, you outlined the objectives for government regulation 
of the OTC derivatives markets following consultations with the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC). the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and other federal 
regulators. The goals were the following: (1) preventing activities in those markets from posing 
risk to the financial system; (2) promoting the efficiency and transparency of those markets; (3) 
preventing market manipulation, fraud, and other mal'Ket abuses; and (4) ensuring that OTC 
derivatives are not marketed inappropriately to unsophisticated parties. As a company that 
extensively utilizes OTC commodity derivatives as a vital risk-management tool, we also 
strongly support transparency, accountablllty, and market integrity. 

However. the letter goes on to say that "to contain systemic risks, the CEA (Commodity 
Exchange Act) and the securities laws should be amended to require clearing o1 all 
standardized OTC derivatives through regulated central counterparties (CCPsr with "robust 
margin requirements and other necessary risk controls and to ensure that customized OTC 
derivatives are not used solely as a means to avoid using a CCP. For example. if an OTC 
derivative is accepted for clearing by one or more fully regulated CCP, it should create a 
presumption that it is a standardized contract and thus required to be cleared: 

Subsequent to reviewing the above proposal and others outlined in your fetter, as well as 
legislation introduced in both the House and Senate (specifically, H.R. 977 by House Agriculture 
Committee Chairman Peterson and S. 272 by Senate Agriculture Chairman Tom Harkin), we 
have serious concerns about the impact these proposals would have on responsible, credit
worthy non-speculating end-user companies like Chesapeake Energy that hedge only the 
physical products we produce. Yet we also have areas where we support responsible refonn to 
achieve the goals. 

Chesapeake energy Corporation Concerns 
To begin, I would like to clarify several important points based on misconceptions we have 
heard. 

Chesapeake F.ncrgy Ccrporacion 
P.O. !lox IS..-96 • Okl:ihoma Cicy, OI< 73154·0496 • 6100 N. We>tcm Avenue• Oklahoma City, OK 7.l118 

40.S.879.n2S •fax 405.37,,!1576 • jennilcr.gripby@chk.oom 
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(1) First, it must be understood that the cash requirements of clearing OTC derivatives on 
an exchange would prove to be a significant liquidity drain on American companies that 
are using these contracts for prudent risk-management purposes. Al a time when the 
U.S. economy needs more free-floating capital, posting cash margin on an exchange 
would prove to have the opposite effect, in tact, risking a more serious liquidity crisis. 
Chesapeake Energy invests more than 100 percent of our free cash flow into finding and 
producing clean-burning, American natural gas. The primary objective of our risk
management policy is to provide for cash-flow certainty and stability so we can 
responsibly plan and execute our future business strategy. A requirement lo post cash 
would inject cash uncertainty into our business model and, thus, reduce our ability to 
explore for and produce natural gas. 

For example, on June 30, 2008, our negative "mark-lo-market," or what we owed our 
counterparties for natural gas hedging transactions. which were outstanding but not yet 
matured. was about $6.3 billion. If our company had been forced to immediately fund 
such an enormous cash margin requirement, our company, which officially discovered 
what is known as the Haynesville Shale that same year. potentially the most signiftcant 
natural gas field ever discovered in North America, would not have had the liquidity to 
invest in this new play. Additionally, by December 31, 2008, the natural gas market had 
reversed and our $6.3 billion negative mark-to-market became a positive $1.3 billion 
marl<-to-market. In short. requiring cash to be posted on an exchange defeats the 
purpose of using OTC derivatives, which is to provide cash certainty for investing in the 
future. 

(2) Furthermore, we understand another significant concern about the OTC derivative 
market is that this market is unsecured. This is not the case for most end-users of these 
contracts. For example, on June 30, 2008, when Chesapeake owed about $6.3 billion 
under our OTC derivative contracts. we had pledged collateral valued at more than $11 
billion to our derivative counterparties. The collateral we pledged included both letters of 
credit and mortgages on our oil and gas properties - our underlying business assets. 
While the security is not always in cash, our counterparties were and continue to be well
secured. This is how most end-users utilize this market and,, as a result, help alleviate 
systemic risk. 

(3) Finally, there is a misconception that most OTC contracts are "standard" and can be 
easily housed on an exchange. However, an important feature of most OTC contracts is 
their abllity to be •customized." Exchange-traded derivatives would not be able lo be 
customized to offset our risks, therefore. the derivative would not precisely match the 
economics of the underlying risk being hedged. While OTC derivatives are not 
inherently complex products, their exact terms and conditions must be specifically 
customized to meet our needs, most importantly with respect to the accounting 
treatment governing our derivative contracts. C/ealing requires standardization, and 
mandated clearing elimlnates this essential ability to customize. Outside of the lack of 
economic offset, a standardized OTC contract would not meet stringent accounting 
rules, thus increasing near-term income statement volatility because of prudent longer
lerm risk-management policies. This "mis-match" could cause investors to be confused 
about financial results. 

In short, as evidenced above, a company like Chesapeake Energy is merely an end-user of 
OTC derivatives. Companies like ours do not make the market, and we believe that forced 
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clearing ultimately will result in less end-user risk management and more volatility passed on to 
the consumer. 

What We Support 
There are important measures that Chesapeake supports. For instance, based on the proposals 
in your letter, we suppot1 the following initiatives and would be happy to discuss further: 

(1) First, Chesapeake believes 11tandarcRzed trades between institutioos (dealers, 
hedge funds, etc.) can be cleared, addressing concerns about transparency and 
systemic risk without creating onerous, and at times unachievable, obstacles for end
users. We also believe determining what is "clearable· should be left to regulators, not 
cfealinghouses. 

(2) Second, given concems that the OTC derivatives market is uncollateralized or 
unsecured, we recommend clear •lllc:eptions for clearing for end-usens that protect 
their counterpartles with ample and firm collateral, such as - in our case - liens on 
our oH and natural gas properties. 

(3) We also suppott counterparty reporting, but not on a real-t.irne basis, which is onerous 
and unne<:essary to achieve the objectives of transparency. Additionally, we support 
reporting information to the general public on a regular basis. 

(4} Finally, we support requirements to st.ore all market information within a 
centtal~ed warehouse to facilitate access to information for regulators from a single 
source. Again, transparency and information-sharing are worthy goals, and we support 
both. 

Thank you very much for your consideration, and we would be happy lo expand further on any 
of the points in the letter and be a resource to you as a responSible end-user of OTC 
derivatives_ Please contact Elliot Chambers at (405) 935-6119 or Sarah Gainer at (405) 935-
4686 with any questions. 

Best regards, 

(jz-tft~ 
CC; 
The Honorable Harry Reid 
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 
The Honorable Mitch McConnell 
The Honorable John Boehner 
The Honorable Christopher Dodd 
The Honorable Tom Harkin 
The Honorable Saxby Chambliss 
The Honorable Barney Frank 
The Honorable Spencer Bachus 
The Honorable Colin Peterson 
The Honorable Frank Lucas 
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The Role of Sp1:culation in the Recent Commodity Price Boom (and Bust) 

by 

Scott H. Irwin. Dwight R. Sanders, and Robert P. Mcrrin° 

Written testimony submitlcd 10 the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry -
.lum: 4. 2009 

• Scott H. hwin is 1he Laurence J. Norton Chair of Agricullural Mark~•ing in rhc Department of Agricultural and 
Cunsum•r EcuQ~1mics al the t:niversity of Illinois at Urbana.Champaign. Dwighl R. Sanders is an Associate 
Professor in the Dcpartmcnr of Agribusiness Economic~ at Southern Illinois University. Carb<mdale. Illinois. Robe11 
f>. Mertin is a Ph.D. student in 1hc Department of Financ~ a11Jnive11>iteit Maastricht. Netherlands. 
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The Role of Speculation in the Recent Commodity Price Boom (and Bust) 

lntroduclion 

Led by crude oil. commodity prices reached dia:ying heights during mid-2008 and then 

subsequently declined with breathtaking speed (sec figure 1). The impact of speculation, 

principally by Jong-only index funds. on the boom and bust in commodity prices ha~ been hotly 

debated. 1 It is commonly asserted that speculative buying hy index funds in commodity futures 

and over-the- counter (OTC) derivatives markets created a "bubble,'' with the result that 

commodity prices. and crude oil prices. in particular. far exceeded fundamental values at the 

peak (e.g., Ghcit. 2008; Ma~ters 2008; Masters and White, 2008). The main thrust of bubble 

arguments is that: i) a large amount of speculative money was invested in different types of 

commodity derivatives over the last several years. ii) this •titanic' wave of money resulted in 

significant and unwanantcd upward pressure on commot.lity prices, and iii) when the now of 

speculative money reversed the bubble burst. Based on the bubble argument. a number of bills 

have hc.;n introdut·cd in the li.S. Congress with the purpose of prohibiting or limiting index fund 

speculation in cl1mmodity foturcs and OTC derivative markets. 

The 1nupose of this paper is to show that the bubhk argument .~imply docs not withstand 

ck1.~e scrutiny. Four main points are explored. First, the arguments of bubble proponents arc 

conccptm1lly flawed ant.I reflect fnndamcntal and basic misunderstandings of how commodity 

futures markets actually work. Second. a number of facts abollt the cmrelll sintation in 

commodity markets arc inconsistent with the existence of a substantial buhble in commodity 

prices. Third. available statistical evidence docs not indicate that positions for any group in 

commodity fun1rcs markets, including Jong-only index funds, consistently lead futures price 
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changes. Fourth. there is a historical pattern of attacks upon spc:<:ulation during periods of 

extreme market volatility. 

Conceptual Errors 

As noted in the introduction, bubble proponents argue that large investment flows. through 

index-type in111:stmcnts. n:sultcd in unjustified upward pressure on commodity prices. Not only 

was th1: prc~surc unjustified according to bubble proponents. but it also caused very large over-

valuations of commodities. For example. Fadel Ghcit. Managing Director and Senior Oil 

Analyst for Oppcnhl·imcr & Co. Inc .• made the following statement while testifying before the 

U.S. I louse of Reprcst'lllativcs in June 2008: 

"'I firmly bclirve that the currenl record oil price in excess of$ I 35 per barrel is inflated. 
believe. ha~cd on supply and demand fundamentals. crude oil prices should not be above 
$60 per barrel ... There were no unexpected changes in industry fund<1mcntals in the last 
12 months, when crude oil prices were below $65 per barrel. 1 cannot think of any reason 
that explains lhc nm-up in crude oil price, beside excessive speculation:· (Cihcit. 2008). 

While bubble arguments may seem sensible on the surface, they contain conceptual errors that 

rt:Occt a fun<lamental and basic misunderstanding of how commodity futures and OTC derivative 

markets actually work. 

The first and most fundamental error is to equate money flows into futures and 

derivatives markets with demand. al least as economists define the tenn. Investment dollars 

llowing into dthcr the long or short side of futures or derivative markets is not the same thing as 

demand for physical commodities. Our i;ostccmcd predeccs$Or at the University of Illinois. Tom 

Hieronymus, put it this way." ... for every long there is a short, for everyone who thinks the price 

is going up there is someone who thinks it is going down, and for everyone who ttades with the 

flow of the market, there is someone ltading againsl it." (Hieronymus, l 977. pp. 302} These arc 
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zero-sum markels where all money !lows must by definition net to zero. II makes as much 

lo~ical sense 10 call the long positions of imkx funds new "demaud" as it does to call rhe 

positions on the short side of the same contracts new "supply." 

An importanl and related point is that a very large number of futures and derivative 

contracts can he created at a given price level. In theory, there is no limit. This is another way 

of saying that flows of money. m• maltcr how large. do not necessarily affect the futures price of 

n commodity at a given point in time. Prices will change if new informarion emerges 1ha1 cause.~ 

m:irkcl participants to revise their estimates of physical supply and/or demand. Note that a 

contemporaneous correlation can exist between money flows (position changes} and price 

changes if information on fu11damcntals is changing al the same time. Simply observing that 

large investment has tlowc<l into the lo11g side or commodity futures markets at the same time 

that prices have risen substantially (or the reverse) docs not necessarily prove a11ything. This is 

more than likdy the classical statistical mistake of confusing correlation with causation. One 

needs a test that accounts for changes in money now and fundamentals hcforc a conclusion can 

be reached about the impact of sp.-culation. 

It should be said that the previous argument assumes all market participants are equally 

informed. When this is not the case, it is rational for participa111s to condition demands on both 

their own infonrnition and in formation about other partic ipams' demands that can be inferred 

("inverted"} from the faturcs price (Grossman. 1986}. The trades of uninformed participanrs can 

impact prices in this more complex model if informed traders mistakenly believe that trades by 

uninformed participa111s rcllcct valuable infonnation. An argument along these lines can be 

applied to the rise of index funds in commodity markets. It is possible that traders interprclcd the 

large order flow of index funds on the Jong side of the market as a rcflcclion of valuable private 
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infmmation about commodity price prospects. which would have had the effect of driving price 

higher as these trade~ subsequently revised their own demands upward. Given the publicity that 

accompanied index fond entl'y in10 commodity fu!ures markct5 and the transparency of their 

trading methods, it.is highly doubtful that this happened on a wide enough scale in recent years 

to consistently drive price movements {more on this in a later discussion of noise trading). 

The second conccprual error is to argue that index fimd invesiors artificially raise both 

futures and cash commodity prices when they only participate in iuturcs and related derivatives 

markets. In the short-nm, from minutes to a frw days, commodity prices typically arc 

discovered in lb1urcs markets and 1>ricc changes arc passed from run1res to cash marki:ts (e.g., 

Garbade and Silber. 1983). This is scnsihlc because trading can be conducted more quickly and 

cheaply in future;; compared to cash markets. However, longcr-tcnn equilibrium prices arc 

uhimatcly dclcm1incd in cash markets where buying and selling of physical commodities must 

reflect fundamental supply and demand forces. This is precisely why all commodity futures 

contracts have some lype of dcli,'cry or cash seltlcment system to lie futures and cash markcl 

prices together. or course, delivery systems do not always work as well as one would hope 

(Irwin ~t al., 2008). 

It is crncial to understand lhal lhere is no i:hangc of ownership (title) of physical 

quantities until delivery occurs at or jus1 before cxpirmion of a commodity futures contract. 

These contracts arc financial transactions that only rarely involve the actual delivery of physical 

commodities. In order to impact the equilibrium price of commoditii.:s in the cash market. index 

inveslors would have to take delivery and/or buy quantities in the cash market and hold these 

inventoric~ off1hc markcl. There is absolutely no evidence of index fund investors taking 

delivery and owning stocks of commodities. Furthermore. the scale of this effort would have 
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had to been immense to manipulate a world-wide cash market as large as lhe crude oil market, 

and there simply is no evidence that index funds w~·rc engaged in th.: necessary cash market 

activilics. 

This discussion should make ii clear Iha! it is wrong to draw a parallel (e.g .. Master$ and 

White. 2008) between index fund positions and past efforts lo "comer" commodity markets, such 

as rhe Hunt brothcr·s effort to manipulate the silver market in 1979-80. The Hunt brolhcrs spent 

tens of millions of dollar~ buying silver in the c<ish market, as well as accumulating and 

financing huge positions in the silver fumrcs market (Williams, 1995). All attempts at such 

corners eventually have to buy larg<!, and usually increasing, quantities in the cash market. As 

Tom Hieronymus noted so colorfully, there is always a corpse (inventory) that has to be disposed 

of eventually. Since then: is no evidence that index funds had any participation in the delivery 

process of commodity futures market$ or the cash mark el in gcnt,ral. there is no obvious reason 

lo expect their trading to have impacted equilibrium cash prices. 

A third conceptual error made by many bubble proponents, and unfortunately, many 

other observers of foturcs and dcrivativi;:s markets, i.~ an unrealistic understanding of the trading 

activitie.~ of hedgers and speculators. In lhe standard story, hedgers arc benign 1·isk-avoidcrs and 

spcculalors arc active risk-seekers. This ignores nearly a cenmry or n:search by Holbrook 

Working. Roger Gray. Tom 1-licronymus, Lester Tclscr, Anne Peck. and others. showing thal the 

behavior of hedgers and speculators is actually better described as a continuum between pure risk 

avoidance and pure speculation. Nearly all commercial foms labeled as ''hedgers" spcculalc on 

price direction andior relative price movements. some frequently, others not as frequently. In the 

parlance of modem financial economics, this is described as hedgers "taking a view on the 

market" (e.g., Stub:, 19°96). Apparently. there is also some contamirnilion in the non-commercial 
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category. with .. speculators" engaged in hedging activities. This problem is highlight.:d in the 

recent Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) report on swap dealers and index 

tradel's, which includ~d the stat.imcnt that. "The current <lat<1 rc~·cived by the CFTC classifies 

positions by entity (commercial versus noncommercial) and not by trading activity (speculation 

versus hedging). These trader classifications have grown less precise over time, as both groups 

may be engaging in hedging and speculative activity ... (CFTC. 2008b, p. 2) 

What all this means is that the entry of index funds into commodity forurcs markets did 

not disturb a sterile textbook equilibrium of pure risk-avoiding hedgers and pure ri~k-sccking 

speculators. but instead the funds cntcrc-d a dynamil: and ever changing .. game'' between 

commen:ial finns and speculators with various motivations and strategics. Since large 

commercial fim1s can lake advantage ot' information gleaned from 1hcir far-nung cash market 

operations, ii is not unreasonable to expect that 1hese !Inns hav~ a trading advaniage compared ro 

a II bul a few very large speculators.~ The following passage from a recent article on Cargi II, 

Inc. (Davis, 2009) corroborates lhis view oi the operation of commodity futures markets: 

Wearing multiple hats gives Cargill an unusually dc1ailcd view of th<! industries it bets 
on. as well as the abili1y to trade on its knowledge in ways icw others can macch. Cargill 
freely acknowledges it s1rives to profit from that infonnation. "When we do a good job of 
assimila1ing all those seemingly unrelated facts." says Greg Page, Ciirgill's chief 
executive, in a rare inlcrvicw, "it providc:s us an opportunity to make money ... wi1hout 
necessarily having to make dir~ctional trades. i.e .. outguess th.: weather. ou1gue~s 
individual govemmcnrs." 

This sheds an entirely difforenl light on the entry of large index fund speculators into commodiry 

furures and derivatives market~. Large hedgers arc no innoccnls in this game and their economic 

interests arc not easily harmed by new entrants. 
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Inconsistent Facts 

Jn addi1ion to logical errors. a number or facts about the situation in commodity markets are 

inconsistent with the arguments of bubble propoucnts. To begin. if speculation drove fo1urcs 

prices consistently above fundamental values, the available data indicates it was not obvious in 

the relative level of speculation to hedging. The statistics on long-only index fond leading 

reported in 1hc media and discussed at Congressional hearings tend to view speculation in a 

vacuum-focusing on absolute position size and activity. As llrst pointed out by Working 

( 1960), an objective analysis of futures mill'ket activity must consider the balance between 

speculators and commercial firms hedging market risks. A key insight from this framework is 

that speculation can only be considered ·excessive' relative to the level of hedging activity in the 

market.' 

Weekly Commitments ofTraders (COT) data provided hy the CFTC arc enlightening in 

this regard. Table 1 shows the division of open intercsl for nine commodity futures markets, 

averaged for the lirst three months of 2006 and 2008.J The four basic hedging and spe1:ulativc 

positions arc: HL = Hedging Long= Commercial Long Positions; !IS= Hedging Short= 

Commercial Short Positions; SL= Speculation Long= Non-Commercial Long+ Index Trader 

Long Positions; SS= Speculation Short= Non-Commercial Short+ Index Trader Short 

Positions. Note that index fund tr.adcrs arc allocated almost exclusively to the SL category in 

Table I and that HL - SL= HS + SS.l 

As expected, Table I reveals that long spccula1io11--drivcn by index fonds-increased 

sharply in all hut one of the nine commodity !Uturcs markets over January 2006 through April 

2008.6 In four of the eight markets with an increase in long speculation ((.;Om. soybeans, 

soybean oil, and cotton), the increase in short hedging actually exceeded the increase in long 
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speculation. Corn provide~ a pcr1ine111 <:xamplc. Speculative buying in com, which includes 

commodity index funds for this analysis. im.:reased hy nearly 250.000 contracts; but, selling by 

commercial firms involved in the production and processing of com increas~-d by an even greater 

amount, around 500.000 coruracts. What this means is lhal long speculators {as a group) must 

have been trading with short hedgers. Working ( 1960) argued that this was beneficial to overall 

mark cl perfom1ancc since speculators provide liquidity and risk-bearing capacity for hedgers. 

In th~ other four markets with an increase in long speculation (CBOT wheat, live cattle, 

feeder cattle, and lean hogs), the im:reasc in short hedging was less than the increase in Jong 

speculation. Live caute provides a pertinent example here. Speculative buying in canle. again 

including commodity index funds. increased by nearly 70.000 contracts; whert!as selling by 

commercial finns increased by only aboul 16,000 contracts. In this situalion the bulk of the 

increase in Jong speculation had to be absorb.:d by an increase in short speculation. Working 

( 1960. p. 210) argued that trading hctwccn speculators generally was "unneeded" and rcflcc1cd 

either. "entry into the market of a considerable group of inexpert or ill-infom1ed speculators .. or 

"recognition by one group of speculators of significant economic conditions or prospects thal are 

currently being ignored by other, equally expert and generally well-informed. sp1:culaton;" 

Either case could result in a deterioration ot' market performance. I lowcvcr. Sanders. Irwin. and 

Mcrrin (2008a) show that the observed increase in speculation for these markels was still well 

within historical hounds for commodity futures markets. Even higher levels of speculation have 

b.?cn observed in the pa;;t without adverse consequences for market performance. 

In sum, obst!rved spe1:ulative levels in commodity futures markets since early 2006, even 

after accounting for index trader positions, either did not exceed the hedging needs of 
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commcn;ial firms or did not exceed historical nonns for the level of spe1.:ulation relative to 

hedging nec1ls. Simply put, there is no compelling evidene.: that srcculation wa~ 'excessive.· 

The second inconsistent fact is that price movcmenis in fumres markets with substantial 

index fond investment wcr<." not unifom1ly upward lhrough the spring of 2008. Panel A in Table 

2 shows the increase in commodity fonucs prices over January 2006---April 2008 for the same 

nine markets as in Table I. The spectacular price increases were concentrated in grain and 

oilseed markets, while price~ in other markets either increased moderately or declined. It is 

especially interesting to nott! that prices .:ithcr dropped or rose only slightly in the markets with 

the highest level of .~peculation relative to hedging (Tabli: I: live cattle, feeder cattk. and lean 

hogs). figure 2 reveal~ the same pattern in a difiercnt fonn. Here the position of commodity 

index traders over time is plotted as a pcrccnlag~ of total market open interest. The highest 

concentration of index fund positions was ofl~n in liveslock markets, the very markels without 

large price increases through the spring of21108. It is difficult to rationalize why index fund 

~peculation would have little or no impact in commodity futures markets with the highest 

concentration of index positions. relative to either hedging positions or total open interest. yet 

have a large impact in th~ markets with the lowest concentration. 

The 1hird inconsistent fact is thal high prices were also observed in commodity markets 

not 1:onnected to index fund investment. Panels Band C in Table 2 provide four examples.; 

Rough rice ftuurcs and fluid milk futures arc not included in popular commodity indices tracked 

by index funds, but prices in these two markets increased 162% and 37%. respectively. over 

January 2006-April 2008. Apples for fresh use and edible beans do not have flllurcs markets, 

and thus nu indc>1 fund invc.~tment. yet prices in these markets increased 58% and 78%. 

respectively. over the same time interval. If index fund speculation caused a bubble in 
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commodity prices. why lhC"11 di<I prices increase substantially in commodity markets without any 

iml1:x fund aclivity? 

A fourth inconsistent fact has to do with inventories for storable commodities. Following 

Kmgman (2008), Figure 3 illustr.ites market equilibrium for a storable commodity with and 

without a price bubble. The standard equilibrium occurs at the intersection of the supply and 

demand curves and results in a price of P~:. Now assume there is a bubble in the market that 

pushes price above equilibrium to P6 . Ac this inflated price the quantity ~upplicd exceeds 

quantity demanded and the excess shows up as a rise in inventories. We should lhereforc 

observe an inc1·easc in inventories when a bubble is present in storable commodity markets. In 

fact. inventorit:s for com. wheat. and ~oybcans fell sharply over the last three years. Inventories 

of other commodities, such as cmdc oil, stayed relatively !lat or declined modestly until very 

recently. The lack of a notabk buildup in commodity inventories is one more reason 10 be 

skeptical that a large bubble developed in commodity fun1res prices. 

A fifth inconsistent fact is the nalurt' of commodity index trading. The literature on 

"noise traders•· shows that a group of uninformed traders can consistently push prices away from 

fundamental value only if their market opinious arc unpredictable. with the unpredictability 

serving as a deterrent to arbitrage (e.g., De Long ct al.. 1990). This notion seems unlikely given 

the ease with which other large traders can trade against index fond positions. Index funds do 

not attempt to hide their current position or their next move. Generally, funds that track a 

popular commodity index (e.g .. Goldman Sachs Commodity Jndex) publish their mechanical 

procedures for rolling to new contract months. ~oreovcr, they usually indicate desired market 

weightings when the index is re-balanced. So, the main uncertainty in their trading patterns 
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usu;11ly stems from ovemll in-tlow or out-flows of mouie~ assoeiale<I wilh the underlying 

investment vehicle. 

The problems created by 1he mcchanica I trading of index funds is well-illus1rated by a 

recent story (Meyer and Cui. 2009) 011 problems experienced by the U.S. Oil Fund L.P., the 

largest exchange-traded crude oil index fund. when rolling positions from one nearby contract to 

1hc next: 

''It's like taking candy from a baby." said Nauman Barakat. senior vice president at 
Macquarie Futures USA in New York. Thal candy comes out oflhe returns of investors 
in the fund. Take Feb. 6, when U.S. Oil moved its 80,000 contracts from March to April 
at the end of the trading day, selling the March contract and buying April. Because U.S. 
Oil publishes the dates uf it& roll in advance, traders knew the swilch was coming. Al 2 
p.m., 30 minutes before closing. trading in New York Mercantile Exchange oil contracts 
soared. and the price of the April contract narrowed to S4 more than the March contract. 
Within minutes, that gap had widened and clos~d at $5.98, according to trading records. 
As the fund's 1\lanagers were :.1bout to roll 1heir contracts, "suddenly came the awfolly 
extreme move," said one manager. Some said the move is a sign that big trades were 
placed ahead of U.S. Oil's roll. The price move instantly made it more expensive for U.S. 
Oil lo roll i1110 the April ct>ntract and cost the fund about S 120 million more than it would 
have a day earlier." 

As the above passage so amply highlights, it is highly unlikely that other well-capitalized 

speculators. such as commodity trading advisors, hedge funds. and large tloor traders, would 

allow index funds to push flllures prices away from fondamental valtics when index trades arc so 

easily anticipated. 

A related point is that large and long-lasting bubblc8 arc less likely in markets where 

dcvialions from fundamental value can he readily arbitraged away (easily "'poached" in rhc 

1cnninology of Parcl. Zeckhauser, and Hendricks ( 1991)). There arc few limitations to arbitrage 

in commodity funues markets because the cost of trading is relatively low. trades can be 

executed literally by the minute. and gains and losses are marked-to-the-market daily. Moreover. 

the finite horizon of fnrures contracts funhcr diminishes the likelihood that speculative arbitrage 
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is limited (Shleifcr and Summers, 1990). This stands in conlrast to markcls wh~re arbitrage is 

more difficult, such as residential housing. The low likelihood of bubbles is also supported by 

numerous empirical ~luclics on the ctlicicncy ofpri1:c discovery in commodity futures markets 

(e.g., Zulauf and Irwin. 1998). Where pricing problems have been documented. they arc 

typically associated with the delivery period of particular commodity futures contracts. 

J lowevcr. as noted by the CFTC' in a rcccnl background memorandum on the application of its 

emergency powers. even this type of problem has only risen lo an "emergency" level 1hrcc times 

since the Commission was founded in 1974 (CFTC. :!008a). 

Empirical Tests 

The preceding discussion focuses on empirical facts that arc inconsistent with substantial bubbles 

in commodity fumrcs prices. When considered as a whole. lhcsc facts build a pc-r~uasivc case 

against bubbles. However, the facts arc largely circumstantial, since Ibey tend to rely on indirect 

evidence. Bubble proponents can then argue that ''this lime is different'' even if lhc links 

between commodity money flows and bubbles are not fully undcmood. This is an especially 

di fficull argument to sett le because the one variable that can provide dcfi nitivc evidence about 

the level of commodity priccs-li.mdamental value-is unobservable. It is like politics. everyone 

has an ~lpinion. 

While fundamental value is unobservable, all is not lost. It is still possible to conduct 

empirical tests of the hypothesis that money !lows from index funds aided and abetted the recent 

boom and bust in commodity prices. This can be done by running standard Granger causality 

tests between fumres price changes and position changes in commodity foturcs markets. These 

tests establish whether lagged position changes help to forcca~t current futures price ~·hanges. • 
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Sanders, Boris, and Manfrc<lo (2004). Bryant, Bessler, and Haigh (2006). Gorton. Hayashi, and 

Rouwenhorsl (2007), and Sanders. Irwin. and Merrin (2008b) conduct Grdngcrcausality lcsts 

using publica\ly available data on posi1ions of commercial. non-commercial, and non-reporting 

trader groups from the weekly COT report published by the CFTC.'' A typical set of results. 

drawn from Sanders, Irwin. and Merrin (2008b), is presented in Table .3. A statistically 

significant relationship between the movement of commodity futures prices and measures of 

position change is found in only 5 out of 30 cases. In other words. position change., by COT 

trader groups helps forecast futures price movements in only I 6'Vo of the cases, hardly more than 

what one would expect based on pure randomness. And the evidence is even slimmer if results 

arc limited to non·commercial traders (speculators). 

The previously cited studies cast considerable doubt on the value of position changes for 

any group in consistently forecasting futures price 111ovements. However. these studies also use 

publically-reported COT data. which is aggregated across all contracts and rcpor!ed only on a 

weekly or monthly basis. This may limit the power or Granger causality 1c~ts hccausc positions 

cannot be matched precisely lo contract maturity months and positions cannot be tracked over 

daily intervals. Some have argued that if speculator positions do impact returns it is most likely 

overtime horizons shorter than a week (Streeter an<l Tomek, 1992). 

The lntcragen..:y Task Force on Commodity Markets led by the CFTC recently conducted 

thorough Granger causality tests for the crude oil futures market using non-public data on the 

daily po~itions of commercial and non-commercial traders (ITFCM. 2001<). Daily price changes 

and position changes for commcn:ial and non-commercial traders. as well as various sub-groups 

of traders. were examined over January 2003-Junc 2008. Consistent with 1he findings in other 

studic.s, there was no evidence that daily position changes by any of the trader sub-categories 
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syslcmalically led crude oil futures price changes over the full sample period. This rci;ult held 

for all calcgorics of speculators tracked by the CFTC: non-commercial lraders in total. hedge 

funds, swap dealers. and non-commercial traders combined with swap dealers. At least in the 

crude oil fotures markets. Grnngcr causality test results are unaffected by the use of daily versus 

weekly data or position changes for sub-groups of traders. This bolsters the findings from other 

studies rhat did not have access to such detailed data on trader positions. 

Bubble proponents can sti II point out that none of the above referenced st\1dics tested 

specifically whether commodity index trader positions help to l"orccast price mowments over 1he 

last several years. In forthcoming work. Au Jerich and Irwin (2009) provide just this type of 

evidence for 12 commodi1y futures markets. They conduct Granger causality tests using non

public dala from the CFTC on the daily positions of commodi1y index traders over January 2000 

through July 2008. A uni<1uc foatun: of lhis study i.s that the aulhors were able lo extend the 

series on commodity intlcx positions back through the entire sample under study for each of the 

12 markets. Aulerich and Irwin found only a few cases where indclC trader position changes 

helped to forccasl price changes in commodity liilurcs markets. When signilic:mce was found 

the size of the estimated price impact was small. These lindings a \so held when lhc sample was 

broken into sub-periods. 

While it is always possible to dither over the power of Granger causality tests or whether 

specifications adequately control for changing fundamentals. the evidence to date leads to a high 

degree of skepticism that positions for any group in comrnodiry fmures markers, including index 

traders, consistently forecast futmes price changes (this will not be true for skilled individual 

traders within a groi1p ). 
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Lessons from History 

A pervasive rhemc nmning through the history of U.S. futures markers is skepticism or out-and

out hostility towards speculator~ (Jacks. 2007). w Rapidly increasing or decreasing commodity 

prices at various times over the last 125 years have been accompanied by assorted attempts to 

curtail speculation or control prices. For example. just after World War 11, soaring grain futures 

prices, especially for wheat, attr.1etcd political auention. President Truman proclaimed that. "the 

cost orliving in this country must not be a football to be kicked around by grain gamblers.'' and 

ordered the Commodity Exchange Authority (precursor to today's Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission) to rc<1uirc futures exchanges to raise margins to 33% on all speculative positions. a 

truly extraordinary level. In a $tatcmen1 that cchoc.~ those being made today. President Truman 

added, "lfthc grain exchanges refuse, the government may find it necessary to limit the amount 

of trading."11 

In the boldest move against speculators in U.S. commodity fu1urcs. trade in onion futures 

was banned by the U.S. Cong1'l':SS in 1958. The ban, actually still in place, was due to the 

widespread belief that speculative activity created ex<:cssive price variation (Working. 1963). 

Again. in language very similar to that hcar<l today. a C{lngressional report stated that 

"speculative activity in the future~ markets causes such severe and unwarranted lluctuations in 

the price of cash onions as lo require complete prohibition of onion futures trading in ord~·r to 

assure the orderly now of onions in interstate commerce.'';! 

The experience of the last time period with a comparable levd of structural change in 

commodity markets. 1972-1975, is particularly instructive. U.S. and international commodity 

markets experienced a period of rapid price increases from 1972-1975, setting new all-time highs 

across a broad range of markets. These price increases were often blamed on speculative 
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behavior as~ociatcd with the " ... tremendous expansion of1rading in li1tures in a wide range of 

commodities" (Cooper and Lawrence. 1975. p. 702).IJ Following these price increases. public 

and political pressure to curb speculation resulted in a number or regulatory proposals and the 

upward adjllstment or futures margin rcquirem~nis (Hieronymus, 1977: Rainbolt. 1977; Tomek, 

1985). These changes were accompanied hy even more drastic mcasurcs--such as federal price 

controls and an embargo against soybean cxpons-aimed at lowering 1:ommodity price levels. 

The actions used to reign in supposedly damaging speculation in the past run the gamut 

from requiring futures exchanges to raise margins to an outright bau on futures trading. The 

historical evidence is thin. at best. that measure.~ to limit the impact of spccula1ion had the 

desired effect on market prices. For instance, there is no historical evidence that directives to 

increase futures margins were effective at lowering overall price lcvch. The only consistently 

documented impact of the higher margin requirements is a decline in fotures trading volume due 

to the increaser.I cost or trading (Fishe and Goldberg, 1986: Peck and Rudge. 19!<7; Haradouvclis 

and Kim, 1996). 

Finally, it is important to note the historical pattern of attack.~ upon speculation. Petzel 

( 1981, p. 117) commc111cd that. ··in periods of rising prices (e.g., the early 1920s. the Korean 

War, intlation, and the 1970s) grain speculators have been accused or increasing the prices of 

agricultural commodities artificially. During the early 1930s when agriculn1ral prices were low. 

grain speculators were accused of depressing prices.•· Ma1·kct cycles seem to be accompanied by 

a predictable pattern of speculative complaints: when prices arc exceptionally low, natural sellers 

in the market, such as formers. complain that speculators arc the problem and when prices are 

exceptionally high. nan1rnl buyers in the market - consumers and processors - complain about 

speculators. While his focus was a relatively obscure episode in the 1925 wheat market, the 
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..:onclusion reached by Pcl:tcl ( 1981, p. 126) applies with equal force today," ... it is all too easy 

after suffering an economic loss to look for 1hc villain in the piece. In 1925 the public found its 

villains and conspirators in the la1·gc spcculacors." 

Conclusions 

There is lilllc evidence thal thll recent boom and hust in commodity prices was driven by a 

speculative bubble. If speculation by long-only index funds did impact commodity futures 

prices. it is not evident in the empirical evidenc.: available lo dat.i. Economic fundamentals. as 

usual. provide a beuer explanation for the movements in commodity prices. The main factors 

driving prices up in the energy markets included strong demand li'om China. India, and other 

dcvdoping nations, a leveling out of crndc oil production. a decrease in \he responsiveness or 

consumers to price increases. and ll.S. monetary policy (llamilton, 2008). In 1he grain markets, 

factors driving up prices also included dt~mand growth from devdoping nations and U.S. 

monetary policy. 11s well as the div~rsion of row .:rops 10 bio-fucl prodt1ction and weather-related 

production shmifalls (Trostle. 2008). The favorable demand foctors were reversed in quick order 

due to the rccclll financial market meltdown and burgeoning world-wide rcccs~ion, k<1ding to 

large price drops a.:ross-thc-board in commodity foturcs markets (Good and Irwin. 2008). The 

complex interplay between these factors and how rhey impact commodity prices is often difficult 

to grasp in real-time and speculators have historically provided a convenient scapegoat for 

frustraiion with rapidly rising and falling priccs. 14 

Legislative proposals cun·cntly being .:onsidcred may in fact curtail speculation-through 

reduced volume oftradc-bul thc initicttiv.:s 1:ould severely compron1isc the ability of 

commodity markets to accommodate the needs of fim1s 10 manage price risks. In particular, 

limiting the participation of index fonJ invcswrs would roh the markets of an irnponant source 
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of liquidity and risk-bearing capacity at a time when both are in high demand. The net result is 

that commodity futures markets will become less efficient mechanisms for transferring risk liom 

parties who don't want to bear it to those that do, creating added 1:o~ts that ultimately get passed 

back to prnduccrs in the fon11 oflower prices and hack to consumers as higher prices. 

The recent atlacks on speculation in commodity m;trkcts harkc11s back to an earlier era. 

for most of the past 30 years a consensus seemed to have been reached among policy-makers 

that spcculation played a valuable and important role in commodity futures markets. Writing in 

the 1970s, Tom Hieronymus had this 10 say about the matti:r; 

·'For many years the anti-fotures trading arguments tended to prevail so that speculation 
was treated as" necessary evil that accompanied the desirable hedging process. During 
the last decade the halancc appears to have shitted so that a favorable view is more 
widely held. It is doubtful th<1t lhc fovorablc view is yet in the majority hut it is generally 
held by students of foturcs markets and increasingly held by members of Congress and 
the CFTC." (Hieronymus, 1977, p. 298) 

Much 10 the surprise of agricultural economists. there is I ittle doubt a fl er the political uproar of 

the last year that a majority of the public still docs not hold a favorable view of speculation. It is 

yet 10 be dctcnnincd whcth~r members of the ll.S. Congress hold the same view and whether thi~ 

portends a return to the anti-futures trading cnvironmi:nt of an earlier .:ra. 
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Endnoh:s 

1 In reality, a varil!ty of investment instnum:nts ~n: l111llped under the heading "commodity index 

fund:· Individuals may enter din::ctly into over-the-counter (OTC) contracts wilh swap dcalcrs to 

gain the desired exposure to returns from a panicular index of commodity prices. Some firms 

also offer investment fl.Inds whose returns arc tied tu a commodity index. Exchange-traded funds 

(ETFs) and structured note~ (ETNs) have also n;ccntly been developed lo make it even easier to 

gain commodity cxpo.~urc. ETFs and ETNs trade on securities exchanges in the same manner as 

stocks 011 individual comp;mics. See Engelke and Yuen (2008) and CFTC (2008b) for further 

details. 

2 llicrnnymus ( 1977) argued that large commercial firms dominated eommodi1y futures markets 

and specularnrs tended to be at a disadvantage. Based on his theoretical analysis. Grossman 

( 1986. p. S 140) asserted." ... it should come as no ~urprisc if a study of trading profit linds that 

traders rcpl'c~cnting large firms involved in the spot commodity (i.e .. commercial tradcl's) make 

large trading profirs on future.~ markets:· In the classic empirical study on this subject. 

1-hirtzmark (I 9S7i showed that J:irgc commercial !inns in six of seven ru1urcs markets make 

substantia 1 pro fits on 1heir futures trades. 

3 Peck ( 1979-80, p. 339) pro,•ides a succim:t rc-~tatcment of Working's argument. "Taken 

together. these analyses n:affirm thc fond::urn:ntal imporlancc of hedging to futures markets and 

dependence ol' total <1ctivi1y upon hedging needs. The resulls also lend support to the Working 

definition of an appropriate measure ofht:dgcr demands upon a market. Net hedging is not the 

most u~efol view <•fthc demands commercial users make on a market. Speculation is needed to 

offset both long hedging and short hedging. Only coincidentally arc long and short hedgers 
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sull'icicntly alike in date and amount to be offo:ning. although im:n;;is~d balanc.: incn:ascs the 

probability of such correspondence and differences in sca~onal needs between long and shor1 

hedgers decreases this probability. The appropriure mcagurc of minimum requil'cd speculation 

must at least begin with total hedging demand:· 

' Note that toml open interest consists of futures opt)n interest and delta-adjusted options open 

interest. 

~ Non-repmting tia<lcr positions arc allocated to the commercial. non-commercial. and inde~ 

lradcr categories in the same propor1ion as that which is observed for reporting traders (sec 

Silmlcrs, Irwin. and Merrin. 2008a). 

"There is an iinportant omission from Table 1--cmde oil futures. As the CFTC noted when it 

llrst began publishing data on index fond positions. it is difficult to separate out index fund 

trnnsactions in energy markets becau~l! of the degree to which many fim1s in these markets 

engage in multiple trading activities that fall into diffcrcnl d~ssificarions and the degree to which 

firms engage in imcrnal netting of these activities. The special swap dealer survey (CFTC, 

2008bJ docs provid.: an estimate of index tr;1dcr positions in the cmde oil futun:s market; 

however. the data arc limited to a six-month period l'rnm December JI, 2007 to June 30. 200$ 

and reported only on a net long basis. Computations for cmde oil 1hat parallel those reported in 

Table I can b~ made only by assuming that short position~ for index funds arc zero. 

The fom markets were not selected a1 random, but instead represent m;1rkcts that generally have 

low-cross price elasticities relative to the nine markers in Panel A. If the selected markets had 

high <:ross-pricc c\aslicilies, then observctl price increases could have been due tn linkages with 
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the mark<!ts in !'and A (and possibly hubblc effects in these markets) rnlhcr than futHlamcntal 

factors specific to the sclcctc<l markets or fond<1mcntal factors common to all the markets. 

~Granger causality test~ rcncct the basic idea that ifcvcnt X causes event Y, then event X sholtld 

precede event Yin time. These tcslsrequirc careful interpretation if the null hypothesis of no 

causality (no statistical prediction) isrcjcclcd illamilton. 1994). A statistical correlation rnay he 

observed between X and Ywhen in reality an omitted variable l is the tme cause of both X and !'. 

Hamilton ( 1994, p. 301\) suggests it is better to describe "Granger causality" tests between X and 

Y as tests of whi:thcr X helps forecast Y rather than whether X causes Y. He notes that the tests 

may haw implications for causality in the conventional sense, but only in conjunction with other 

assumptions. 

q In a work well ahead of its time. Petzel ( 1981) conducted Granger causality tests be1wecn the 

daily position changes of\hrec groups of speculators and price changes for the May 1925 wheat 

liuures contract a1 the Chicago Board ofTrndc. Fon.~shadowing later results. he did not find any 

evidence that lagged ~1osi1ion changes hdpcd to forecast current price changes. 

111 Sec Stout ( 1999) for an in-depth discussion of the leg.al and rcgula!Ory history of opposition to 

speculation in the I LS. 

'' Quoted in Peek and Budge (I 98 7. p. I 72 ). 

1 ~ Quoted in Wnrking ( 1963. p. l !!). 

1.111 is fa.~cinating 10 observe the similarity of the current public debate about spccula1ion and the 

one that followed the mid-70s commodity boom. For in~tance, Labys and Thomas (I 975. p. 

287) motivate their paper with word~ that could have hcc-n written in 2008 instead of 1975, "This 

paper analyses the instability of primary commodity prices during the recent period of economic 
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upheaval, and determines the cxt<:nt to which th is instability was amplified hy the subs1amial 

i ncrea~c in fotures speculation which also uc:currcd. Ofpanicular interest is the degree to which 

this speculat ion rose and fell with the switch of speculative funds away from traditional asset 

placements and towards commodity futures contnicts ." 

" The origin of the word "scapegoat" is of more than passing inlcresting in the present context. 

In ancient Israel, lhe high priest confcs~cd all the sins of the children oflsracl on the Day of 

Atoncm.:nt over the head ofa live goat. As a symbol ofrhcir sins, lhc goat was then scm into the 

wilderness to perish. 
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Table I. Speculative and Hedging Positions (number of contracts) 
in Agricultural Futures Markets, First Quarter of 2006 and 2008 

:VI ark et HL HS SL SS __ , ..... - ........ -~-
Corn 

2006 328,362 654,461 558,600 208,043 
2008 598,790 1,179.932 792.368 182,291 

Change 270.428 525,471 233.768 -25,752 
Soybeans 

2006 .126,832 192.218 183,105 107,221 
2008 175,973 440.793 351,379 74,844 

Change 49J41 248,575 168,274 -32,377 
Soybean Oil 

2006 66,636 124, 134 92,515 35,599 
2008 121,196 228,515 128,546 25,844 

Change 54,560 104.381 36,032 -9,755 
CBOT Wheat 

2006 57,942 213.278 251.926 92,148 
2008 70,084 240.864 300,880 121,578 

Change 12,141 27.585 48,954 29,430 
KCBTWheat 

2006 43,993 110.601 80,158 13,560 
2008 46,459 96,556 67,827 15,767 

Change 2,466 -14.045 -12,330 2,207 
Cotton 

2006 41,582 108,085 86,777 21,824 
2008 107,826 296,434 200,773 18,918 

Change 66,244 188.349 113,995 -2.906 
Live Cattle 

2006 54,549 128,951 129,786 45,305 
2008 34,970 144.549 198.211 80,303 

Change -19,579 15.599 68.425 34.998 
Feeder Cattle 

2006 10,707 17.725 20,769 10,632 
2008 6,310 13.435 28,284 18,111 

Change -4,397 -4,290 7,515 7.479 
Lean Hogs 

2006 15,949 65,438 93,522 40,036 
2008 36,825 113,971 149,415 69,055 

Change 20,876 48,533 55,893 29,019 
Notes: HL = Hedging, Long; HS "" Hedging, Short; SL= Speculating, 
Long; SS :::. Speculating, Short. The data reflect average positions in the 
first calendar quarter of 2006 and 2008, respectively. Open interest is 
aggregated across futures and options, with options open interest delta-
adjusted to a futures equivalent basis. 

Source: Sanders, Irwin, and Mcrrin (2008a) 
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Table 2. Change in Commodit'.'' Prices, .January 3, 2006-April 15, 2008 

Commodity Januarv 2006 April 2008 ~h~ng~-----··-·· 
Panel A. Futures Markets 
Included in Popular Indexes 

Com $2.20/bu. $6.06/bu. 175% 

Soybeans $6.28ibu. $13.80ibu. 120% 

Soybean Oil 22.96¢/lb. 62.52¢ilb. 172% 

CBOT Wheat $3.46/bu. $8.96/bu. 159% 

KCBOTWhcat S3.90/bu. $9.50/bu. 136% 

Cotton 55.24¢/lb. 75.23¢/lb. 36% 

Live Cattle $96.37/cwt. $91.57/cwt. -5% 

Feeder Cattle $114.00/cwt. $103.95/cwt. -9% 

Lean Hogs S64.65/cwt. $71.65/cwt. 11% 

Panel B. Futures Markets not 
Included in Popular Indexes 

Rough Rice $8.27ilb. $22.17/lb. 168% 

Fluid Milk $12.65/cwt. Sl7.29icwt. 37% 

Panel C. No Futures :\llarkets 

Apples Fresh Use $0.26/lb. $0.41/lb. 58% 

Edible Beans $19.30/cwt. $34.40/cwt. 78% 

Notes: All prices refer to the relevant nearby futures price except apples and edible 
beans, which arc monthly prices received by farmers. 
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Table 3. Granger Causality Test Results for CFTC Trader Categories, 
Positions Do Not Lead Returns, 1995-2006. 

,,j IJ 

R, =a,+ LY;R,; +Ifl;PNL, '+e., 
i•I /•I 

P-values for Hvpothcsis Test:[3i=O, 'Vj 
Market Commercials Non-Commercials Non-Reporting 

------------------··-·-- ·-----

WhcatCBOT 

WbeatKCBOT 

Wheat MGE 

Corn 

Soybeans 

Soybean Oil 

Soybean Meal 

Lean Hogs 

Live Cattle 

Feeder Cattle 

0.01 0.18 0.54 

0.03 0.24 0.71 

0.63 0.15 0.76 

0.35 0.79 0.33 

0.83 0.05 0.78 

0.24 0.30 0.94 

0.70 0.93 0.61 

0.05 0.34 0.08 

0.75 0.83 0.48 

0.10 0.16 0.23 

Notes: R is the weekly return for nearby futures in the given market and PNL is the 
net long position of the trader group in percentage terms. 

Source: Sanders, Irwin, and Men-in (2008b) 
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Panel A: Monthly Average Price of Crudtt OJI, 
Cushing, OK 
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Figure I. Selected Examples of the Movement of Monthly Commodity Prices,.January 
2000-Deccmber 2008 
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Nole: Total open intcro::st is aggregated across future~ and options markers. 
with options open interest delta·acljust~d to a futures equivalent basis. 

Source: Sanders, Irwin, and Mcrrin (2008a) 

Figure 2. Proportion of Open Interest Held by Commodity Index Traders (CITs) in Guin 
and Livestock Fu lures Markets, January 2006---.func 2008 
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Figure 3. Theoretical Impact of a Price Bubble in a Storable Commodity Market 
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June 11, 2009 

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition aAd Forestry 
United States Senate 
328A Russell Senate Office Building 
Wastiington. DC 20510 

Dear Chairman Ha11<in and Ranking Member Chambliss: 

177 

The Association 101 Financial Professionals (AFP) applauds the Chairman and Ranking Member of the Senate Commiltee 
on Agricullure, Nutrilion, and Forestry for convening a thought·provoking hearing on the critical issue of regulations 
pertaining to derivative products. As lhe global daily resource and advocate for over 16,()()() finance and treasury 
professiooals in Ille United Stales, AFP maintains lllat derivative products are essential risk management tools lhal 
financial prolessiona!s rely on to help slabilize prices and mitigate risk. Our members support !he enactment of legislation 
that encourages secure and transparent markets. However, AFP members have expressed concerns about tne 
unintended consequences of proposals 1hal require mandatory clearing of derivatives and futures products. We are 
ooncemed lhat regulations mandating the clearing of derivatives might negatively impact members· ability 10 enter Into 
custom interest raie and foreign currency exchange swaps. 

AFP members manage and safeguard the financial assets of more than 5.000 U.S. organizations. Our members are 
responsible for issuing short-and long-term debt and for managing corporate cash, 401 (k) plans, and pension assets of 
their organiiatfons. Many Af P members use interest rate and foreign exchange swaps in their daily business to rnijigate 
risk lor their organiza~ons. We are concerned that inflexible regulation of the over-the-coonter (OTC) derivatives marker 
might negatively impact lhe sound and prudent practices of inlerest rare, foreign exchange swaps and ultimately make ii 
impractical ti:> use these producls. 

Specifically. many of AFP's financial accoun~n9 professionals have voiced concern over lhe possible oonflicts belween 
derivatives regulation, which may lead to the standardized contracls, and Ille strict hedge accounting rules imposed by 
the Financial Accounting Standard Board. Financial Alloou11ting Standard 133 (FAS 133) requires a strict demonstration 
of tne effec1iveness of a given hedge, which would be impossible ii customized oontracts became prohibitively expensive 
or unavailable. With standaroiza~on, !he abil~y to comply with the requirements of F,4.S 133 for applying hedge 
accounting treatment to swap transactions would become difficult, if ool impossible. The nel result of this change would 
be less hedging and more risks being borne by companies in an environmenl already mai1<ed by significant wlalility. 

Derivatives legislation is of great interest to AFP members for a variety of reasons important to the profession. Recently, 
AFP surveyed our members lo assess the integration of ris~ managemenl practices wilhin !heir corporate culture and 
governance frameW1Jl1<. Of all of the instruments used lo manage financial risk. our research indicates that the vasr 
majority of companies use over·the·counter forwards and swaps lo mitigate thal risk. 68% of the companies suiveyed 
use interest rate swaps and 77% of tile companies use foreign exchange swaps. 

We a:so asked how the regulation of certain swap agreements would impact their use. rn one example, a large health 
care company revealed that ii relies on the abilily lo swap interest rates from Qoating lo fixed in order 10 hedge inlerest 
rate risk. According to ·a senior lreasury professional, if dor.e correctly, ·one can achieve hedge accounting treatment and 
all changes due lo interest rate volatil~y will run through lhe balance sheet ra1her than income stalemenl. Tllis takes 
\'Olalilily out ot the income sla!emerit and presumably out of the share prioe. • 

Another example revealed that a utilijy company uses swap agreements to hedge its expecled future energy usage. A 
senior treasury executive shared lhal the company may purchase a contract to lock in the plice of its lulure ene'9y 
purchases. Under Ille short cul mettiod, FAS 133 requires them to exactly match the lenns and the dates of delivery and, 
if lhey do not malch, !he hedge is rendered ineffecti~e. from an accounling perspective. Simply stated, ii any aspect of 
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lhe contract varies from the future purchase of ene19y, tha1 variance would have to be reported on the income s1atemenl, 
which could cause sigr.iflcant volatility in the earnings of Ille company. 

AFP applauds the efforts of the Senate Agriculture, Nu1rilion and Forestry Commitlee to bring transparency and stability 
lo the OTC derivatives market, prevent excessive speculation, and secure derivatives ma1kets. Our membership. expert:> 
on r.nancial risk management for businesses across the U11tted Slates, need interest rate swaps and foreign exchange 
swaps as essential tools for prudent risk management. Common practices already have banks playing a role similar to 
that of a clearinghouse. makiog these safe and secure 1ransac1ions. As the Committee considers legislation on this issue 
we urge you lo ensure lhal safeguards agains1 abuse in the derivatives marke1s do not oome al the cos1 of proven risk 
managemeot lools that are critical lo the slabi!ily of American businesses. 

We 1hank lhe Committee and its members for its hard work and consideration of AFP's views on this matter. Please do 
not hesi1ale 10 contact AFP's Director of Finance Practice, Brian Kalish, al 301.961.6564 or bkalish@afponline.org. if 
you have further questions on AFP or our members' practices. 

Sincerely, 

James A. Kailz 
Presidenl and CEO 
Associafon for Financial Professionals 

Cc: Ttle Honorable Harry Reid, Senate Majority Leader 
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, Senate Republican Leader 
Members of lhe Senate Banking. Housing. and Urban Affairs Commijtee 

4520 Ea,t•Wtlt tiighway Suite 750 ' Belh.,d>. MD 20814 T: +I 301.907.286~ F: •I 301.907.1864 www.AFPonliM.org 
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COMMODITY MARKETS OVERSIGHT COALITION 

The HDnar1blc Noncy Poll)Q 
Spe..olter oftll• HO\lao 
U.S. House ofReprcs.,.t&liv•s 
H•23Z C.pit<>I Building 
W11.1hins1<m. DC lOSU 

Th" Huncrablc H:.n')' Reid 
Majoril')' L•d• 
Uniled State• S-=tti: 
S·l21 C&pilol Building 
WA&hiagla<J., DC 20SIO 

Dear Congrcuional Leaders: 

Jun .. J , 2.009 

TheHoncroblc Johe Boohn« 
Minari ly L .. dcr 
U.S. Hou•• ofRcpreacnraclvu 
H·Z04 Capit<>I Buildiai 
Wasbfogton, DC 20S IS 

The Honorablo Mitcl! McCllMcll 
Mu-iiyl.cad.,. 
Uait•d Stat .. s ........ 
S-230 C.pi lol Bllilding 
w uliinsrcm. DC 20510 

Mon1bcr• of Olio coalilion ronWn concctncd t!IOI in•doqualo ovm-.ight of d1c commodiries ruaritei. Uld 
cxccuivc speculotioo will cc11 ti nuc to erode public confidence in !be ~billty of lhuc 111atlcc1J to ••labll•h 
fair pri.:u l\K CDCtl)', ogriaalNRI ~ ud Diller C-OQUl\ocUlitt lh•t ... rcilc:Mc of m lldcot 
!llndammcal•. We ~ Caner- to ect 1kdlllVtJ:1 to bnng ftJJl tnJupU'Ut<)' lo all Ind.Ina: 
1:J1.'1otJ-11 1111d plalfanna, to Jlft"Cllf u:ceutvc apccul•liOll, and Co cloH lhe doo~ to polc:ndal 
tnahlpul .u ..... 

200& •aw Ibo mo" tlnmatic: ri•• in cww11oJiti .. !"; • .,. in bi'"ory, 1""11lting in inJlaicd costs tar ..,.,.IY 
aod canAlll\cr 1ooda JQ lh* Uni.led Sl&l¢s. lntcmalionally. miUions of people were Nddcnly 11111ble lo 
tecll lbc:msalvc1 d11• Co ri1U11 IOod commodit)I co1ta. Conercuiooal bc:11iaga 11Z1d ropex11 novc:;iicd lb:>t 
inod.quol• or ~on-c:illmf oV•tis/11 of oft:..bote ud oYv-lhOoCOWlliOt (OTC) mulccU, i.ndfective. 
ov.niglll of C11....xdlon¥• parti.;panto and 1.i::tivity, md 1111 und.r•tw.dcd und 1111J.,,.st&ITctl Conunollily 
Fullllw Trading Comminion (CF'TC) bad t>ponc.S.~dolll' '" oxccssi"<' 1pcwlation 1111d opaquo 1nldin1 
aolivity. Additiarui!ly, Dl""1W& ot'diit coalitioo voiced lfOwiA& ..,.,cl:l"ll lhal pa.uivd)"'ft\Uloged ind« 
fund•, cxchang .. lradcd iVnds and &.etivcly !faded hcd1c funds. aw..pa ond derh•41ivcf were turning our 
o:ominodlty niarkc<ts inw a billl!y volntilc "a•sct clci..'' 

We I.pin urge the C~· to pa11 1tranc """ l<&lll•llan to notate out' conjldcncc In lhue 
muk•t. u a .Uk muac-nt aNI prtcc dl•c~ry tuol rur bOIUl-jltk ..-.add pbycni. 

cu.,,..... hu 1'1km some )IUlilivc ml" in lhe ri&ht directioa, including lut y-·• CFTC 
Rct.ulhoriu.lion Act, \>bich rclum1 Co Che CFTC iOSUO authority ova exempt con1111C1"ciol mari<cll it had 
Ju;t undC11· Iha '"Enl'on 1.oDpholc" in 2000. Apprupriuhin hav. ateadily inorcallOll CFTC lilnding levels in 
recent ye..,. lo .UIC>W 10.. rnucl .. aeodod •141t; ra1>1J.n;e" ond .. thnology inve•lmcnll and - coznmond 
the Pmidettl'• FY2010 budaet request of $161 mlUICft. We 'O<Qmcnd the Senalc for tMJl 
<:<Jnsiclcratioa of CFTC nominec1, including tho 1·..,.,utly-<iQ11timicd Cb:iinn11A G .. y Ocnslct. Wo """ 
al'o pleued ch~t en May 13, 2009. Pu&idenl Obuna a.naounccd hi• •upporl for tbll D'~porcncy. 
u:C<>UJ11l&bilil)' :ind Oll.a'&idit in ii. OTC nwltiict. 

, .•. , ... 
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C..litiM Ce .. llCt 

Ill COIWI, New l_,.M loM L\tdhilt 
1mc.~,.••••·u"" •t C2NI s .. -ouo 

But ab11111t strong oad awaoplng 1-ofoun, 'Ml will cantinH to witnOS) oxtrcmii pl'ico volutility 1111d 
a.'<e&1uiv" $P""Ultclon. Tra.ding will 1:oatinu• 10 grow in "dark" ur unri:platcd markata 11nd invelln\r:nl 
1pccul11or1 will canrinuo to elude fedenl oversight, dllta rcoorrin,; r<:q11iren1cnts md position limits. 
Pmrit;,.., businu1ca, farm•• &DAI l•botcH al home and abroad will canlinuo lo " pa.!' Iha price .. in m.ny 
\WY., i"1uding 'Nl&tilc :ind unprc:dicl4bl• ...,...gy, food and ro.w maecri..Js )lli cd; impediilg ••=<>nonli.: 
growth, dcvelopmQlr, invutmcnl. and job creation. 

Therefore, wo w·ga Congrcu to woiit swillly nnd approve lcgi.to.lion dial will: 

• Addra.e ~ actl'°'ty for all commodlti•. including energy. agriculture, livc$!Ock and mclals: 

• Flllly doN lh• "EBRn Loophul•" by roq11iring that large over-th~countcr 1radu comply with data. 
reporting 1-.qui1'«11M11t1 and 11rr: mado w bjGOt to apeoulalive polition limita; 

• CoH the au-caDld " F1>rclgn Marbta Loopbol•" or "London Loophole" by requiring the l'l'"c::ncc 
uf foreign rogulacur1 wid1 ~ornparubl• uv.,,sight in w-dcr fur an 11tf·lhoi'• c:o1clu.ag~ tu 11b1ain 
n:gul11.tory exemption' {i.e., ne>-action le lier&); 

• ClUH th" "Swap$ Luophub:" by limiting hKdfing ..xaomptiun' tu lxma:fid• cumm .. ·cilll p:uti<:iP411t~ 
aad rcq11irin1 1l1llt nwp ~era, indc:t lilnd1 urul inatillltion;il invc~tora comply with all CF"TC 
•peculation Ii mi la and d;ata rcportinc 1·equirancnt&; 

• L!Jdt exch.n&c tndc4 ftmd invosllncnl• in pbyQcal commoditic1 and their derivatives; 

• Rcquii-t actott-lhMoard aepe&ate tpcculadOb Unlit. to ptCVc:ftl 1radu1 from taJW.1 & 

conlrolling poaition in a commodity by lllcing l1111c po1ition1 on multiple platfonu; 

• Rc11ulr. the CFTC to J'CYl.pi al CUJTcnt !'cgulatury .xcmpttona ;ind uquir• Coauni11iona'j to 
wi1!1draw tbQJl at appropiio.t.I oc in accurthncc will! mating Ill' new au1horiti•• granted by Con~s; 

• Reqlli&-e • tl101•oudl rniCl'J or all new aa4 Cldltln& '1llat and regubUoiu cl~li111ed 10 prot"t 
marbt lleer& a11d the public 6-om fraud, manipolatioo Uld ..xceuive cpeclllatiou, illcl!ldihg pocitiaa 
limits, m:irgin requirt:m•tr.t&, do.ti. r1rpo11ing n:quira11o:n11, 11nd public a\lll.ilability of ilata; and 

• IW(ul1·c a tMt-ough re\'tcW of dN:l'f.lng cnYlluuncnhil rnariu:ra, cmiuio11s tredinl 31ld uh11ed 
Wall Street products md iMtrumcnla, including dcriv11ivc;1, indc-x filad5 md ex.chqe lradcd fund•. 

Th• ability to cl~.-ruin• \\ Wf ptic• for col!Ulloditiu bued on m:irker lbndai:nmrals j5 viW lo ~11 
auccc•1 of recent cffOl'tJ lo llddru• cneriY security. climate change, a.nd the nuda of lhc pcor. low 
inl:Omo and 11C1«11pl<l)'ed. It is e" e11tial tu the -lliare of farmers, truclc.cn , laborcn and mi-11 
buiinu.1e&. lo ncW j ab growth 111\d to lb• ovcrall recovery of"" o:conomy lhal hu biocn wounded by 
in:Rlfticic:nl t>:unspian:n<:y :md owni&ht ufthc fin:uu:ial 1crvic•• indu•try. 

In rc:ccst -olca, mera..v cammodiliec l11cluding nalll.nl gu, crud. oil and rofwrd ... trol<IUOI producla 
have been trading a11b1tu1tially hi&hct dC1pitc rccunl invcntori.a ond luw ikmllllil. Tnternntionlilly, al>l'llc 
prcdiol a tight food oommodiry mllkct in the )":&r ahead , According to a recent Barol•YI Capital aurvcy, 
79 percent of invc:.to.'11 pl1111 lo in«eaac1 huldin11 in thHo 111wot1. Cunsi·eu m"" do ill pu't to hdp 
pcvcnl molhrr 1pccula1«-drivcn run-up in cnuSY, agticultun, 1111d olher vilal commoditiu . 
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CIH!liition COflCl<1: 
Jll'I\ C.I!'"• Htw lltf!.tM '-"1 IAM\At 
Jlmc•INrl•Hfbotl\or(JOaJ ,.,.~UO> 

In both i:hlllllb11t-. of Con~'" scvcrll bill• h11v11 bc:m introduec:d to IMlchws the: i.9'9uc:3 disc:uu.:d in this 
lor:ttc:r. lt is U\ll' h'opc 1hat m~1bcn i;an wm·k out thc:it ditf«~cc:s wid, woiking. with membC111 ot' this 
eo~itioa, move forwaa·d to pass stroog and eomprc:hensive logislcation. put an aid to c:xee$$ivo 
&puulaliou and "dark mukc:I" ll'ading, and roctorc: eonticlmec in DW' c:ammodity mukel&. 

Thank you for your contida-all.on. 

Sincerely, 

.~~IUlal Missione, Inc. 
ApiNltuml Rotailcus .Aasocia.tion 
• .\ir Transpoot All•o.:ialim 
American Aa•ocialion of O-Op lacurc:n: 
Am.utcan Cotcm, Exporters Auocialion 
Ame.riGAD ColloQ Sbippa"& AeoooWion 
Ainari<i..a Public Ou Aaeoeiation 
Amc!Witn Ti"d<iag AHoci11tioiu 
Albns:u Oil Ma.i<:.rttll'I .A.•ociation 
• .\lbntic Cottoo. M•ociaticn 
Calitomia Black Fumm .nd Agri~nvalistl Au~iation 
Caney Fork HGM!w.ron Allocialion 
Cul"'1ldo Wyoming Peb•oicum Morl<olcn .'\ssociatiun 
Culumb11n Cc:atcr fol' • .\d,·o~&cy and Oulru<:b 
Congogittion Dt' Holy Crva. 
C'.<l!Ullmw' Fodonltiun uf Amcii..a 
c:mwu.ner Watcbdoa 
CUmbcrland C01111ti11N1 for Peace l!l. Justice 
Family Fann Detimdcn 
Florido Paoloum Muluitera a.nd Conv.Wcrnc• Stons AHoclation 
Food & Water Watah 
Fri•nda of1ho Earth US 
Fud Mcrdi.anis Asaacia&ion of New Jmcy 
Gacolmc .t Au1omotivc Scr11icc: Dealer'• of Amcri<:1i 
<lr•m>otll lnlcmaliollGI 
Holy ~oH lnlcm..ri""AI Ju.licc: Ofticc: 
Wmou ~ociidion Gt' C1>nvmimcc Store11 
Jllilll>i• P~ulcwn M1dcctcn .4'.Noi;:iatiwi 
!ndU£1rial EnuaY Coasumcn of America 
hldcpcndQut Oil Malbku1 A$~ociation ot'N.:w England 
lmtitulo for Africul!Urc .cl Tn@ Poli.:y 
Iu..ticc and Witocu ~tinl11rice, Unltt.d 0-o:!i of Chri.t 
LoW.iana. Oil ~-11 & Convenimoe Stol'I .4Nn. 
Ma.inc: Oil D~tn Al•oci&tion 
M111~all Office ful' Olobal Coac.:ma 
Maasaohmcttl Oilh..at Council 
Mid-Al!antic PelrolcWD Dialrib11toni Association 
Miefionuy Socio!)' o! St. Columl>Gn 
,.,. ... , 
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Con1MOdaty Ml>rltMm OwirW~ CoolfJ0it 
LM\tr"tC•11 ... ••1H•l\fa4t" 
JWl•l,loot 

.Monlana Pebvlcian Marbwa Aaaoeiation 
Nwimal .'\1Hoeiation of Conv..Ncnoo Storu 
N.ciullolll Ma0Qi11tfon of Oil HM Scz'Vi•11 M..nag•<» 
Nalional Auociaiion o!Tl'\lek Slop Opcnators 
N8'ioaal Cacholie Rini U!e C<mfcrencc 
National Family Farm Coalition 
Naeionol FannGl'I Union 
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Nali...W Utino FamtQ'll .it Rllnchcr11 Trude Aasod.U<1n 
Nabt'Uk& PctNlcllD\ Milrbtm .It Convenience Stora l\Saoci11tion 

c.ti-uo111 CoMJct: 
Jt!lt (•IU" New ht$1~tf fou•ll"•t1M• 
llnltol""'~""'"°"'., (J01J ,.,-01eo 

NdWDrk for Invironmental & P.~onomi~ Rcsp-il>iliW, UW:tod Chlll'l:h of Qui~ 
Nc;w England Fuol lnSliMo 
Now Jaccy Citizen A.:tion Oil Group 
Now M.oxiao Pctrolo:wtt Madc•ton Aaociation 
New Rul11 tbr Global Finance 
NlllW Yoii< Oil Healing Aaociation 
Ohiol Ptstrolaum Maolcat11t1" ~ Convenimoa Stare AMocialion 
Oil IUat COWl<lit ot'N.w Hampchir• 
Oil Hc.s INtitutc of~ ll1:111d 
Oil Hut wliNtc of Rhode J.land 
Pclroloum Mukatcn Aa5ociidion ot· Amoii•• 
Pclfolcum 111111 COllVcaicace Madt.,lcr-. of Ala'111m11 
P~l•WU Mlllk~ 411J Convc:nioncc Ston: Mo~Alion ofK&naM 
Pccroloum Mlllketen Md Cm1vmimcc Stomos ot'lowa 
Plat:fonn ABC (Earth. F-. c.-umcr). Netlwlancb 
Public Cili%ca 
Quixou.Cemu . 
R .. nchi11•.C.ttlemen Lesa! Aetion Fund I R-CAU' USA 
Rural Coalliion/Coalici.6n Rw-al 
Si•wn ot' the Huly C.,,a• Congre3ation Justi,,., Committ.,., 
Sis&cn of Noire Dame de N.-mlll' JU.Oec and Peace Nctwodc 
Society oflnclcpcnclml GNolinc Muk.,1= of America 
Soulllcm Cotton M•oeilllioa 
Toxa Cotton Auociat)o11 
United Egg .~ciation 
Uni111d Egg Produt< .. 11 

Utah P•b'oleum M:asbi.. and llotailo1111 A.l•ociation 
v .. mont Fuel Dcala-s AstoriAtiDl\ 
Wul Vir!Pnia Oil Maibt.Gnl and Gro<>era Auooimon 
Wo11•C... Cotton Shippon .Auociatimi 
w •• 1m,. p.,mut Grvwon .Alaooiation 
Wia11onaio C..op Pl-udu•-tion Aileoci.Won 
WurlJ Cottun El."p11rtcf9 All•oci11\ion 

cc: All mcmbcu of1hc United States HOU$e ofR.,pi'ehlllaltivcs IUld tbc Unitri Stanr:I So:atllt°' 
The HonOtRblo Oaiy Gcms1c:r, Chailman, C0111n1odi1y Fulllrcs Trading ComllUa•ion 
The Hanonblo Michul Dwin., Commiuiaoer. Commodily FlllllHr. Trading CommissiM 
TIMs Hwiorablc Wa!tv I.ukkd, Cummitsioocr, Commodity Flllllros Trading Cummi•llion 
The HC1tonible Jill E. Smmnc:re. Commisriuner, Commodity Futw'll~ Trading Commission 
The HOllonblc Bart Chilron, CommiHionct, Cammadiry Fu11n, Trading Ccmunission ,.,. . .,, 
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/#f ffffi'MOllJ 

£r<'fu:11.,· Hu /'rt'.$•di''ll 

The Honorable Timothy F. Geithner 
Secrcl<liy of the Treasury 
U.S. D.-µartment of lhe Treasury 
1 ~00 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20220 

r>car Mr. Secretary: 

JuncJ. 2009 

The National Association of Manufactu~ (NAM), the nation's largest industrial trade 
asso~iation, appreciates and suppon.~ the Administration's elfons to improve transparency. 
accountability and stability in the derivatives market. At the sante time. we have some concerns 
about the proposed regulatory framework for c.-cr-th•~counter(OTC') derivatives. rckased by the 
Treasury Department on May 1 J. 2009. 

Manufacturers of all sizes use OTC derivatives to manage the cost of borrowing or other 
risks of operating their businesses. including fluctuating currency exchange. int•-rcst rates and 
commodity prices. The ability of commcrci<1l users to continue to us~ OTC derivatives is critical 
for mitigating risk and limiting damage to the balance sheets of American businesses, 
pa11icularly during these unprcccdell!cd market conditions. 

While we suppon initiatives to prevent excessive speculation and improve transparency 
and stability in the derivatives market. it is critical that policy makers preserve the :tbility of 
responsible companies to access critical OTC d~rivativc products. Consequently, w~ are 
concerned about the following issues in lhe Treasury proposal: 

• Staudardiiatlon: A key benefit of OTC derivatives to commercial users is the ability of 
compani~~ to customize derivatives to their specific risk management n•"<:ds. Provisions 
that rcquir~ th~ clearing of OTC' derivatives would lead to Ille slamlardization of 1hesc 
cools. impeding the ability of companies to accurately h~dgc risks and comply with the 
requirements ofFinancial Accounting Standard 133 (!'AS 133). Wilhout the ability to 
hedge specific risks, companies would be forced 10 shoulder greater risks in an 
environment already marked by high volatility. 

Cost of "Cl~aring": Exo:hangcs insulate commercial panicipants from credit exposure 
by requiring the value of the derivative contract (mark 10 m~rket) to be posted in ca&h or 
Treasury securities and fl>r markcl mov's twice a day. The etliciency of clearing rcli~s 
on high volumes of standardized producls, characteristics 1hat do not exist in the 
individual hedging transactions of the OTC market. Hedging in the OTC market is 
customi7.ed 10 fit the actual underlying risk on the value of the goods shipped and 
produced. The margin rcquircm~nts associated with clearing would cro:alo: an additional 

,\.f11nu/ac1111riRg Mok~$ Am,,ica Stnmg 

H.H l'c:Jms»l .. ·11111ia "''Cnue. fliW • \\.'ashingcon. DC .20004-17'>0 • (202) fi,\1-)04~ • Foax (202) 6H·Jl82 • jtinunon~:n3m.o~ • v.w·w .flam l.)f'j 
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administrative and liquidity burden for commercial users, resulting in additional 
financing and administrative costs. 

• Limited Dealers: NAM members also are concerned about the potentially unintended 
consequence of reduced competition in the provision of OTC commodity derivative 
products, which would have a negative impact on end users. Any reform proposal should 
not creale a monopoly in the OTC derivatives market for a certain group of dealers at the 
expense of the manufacturers who need to manage their risk. This would only increase 
prices, reduce transparency, and increase systemic risk. 

On a broader note, the NAM agrees with the Administration that the current financial 
crisis has exposed some areas in our financial regulatory system that should be addressed. Not 
all OTC derivatives, however, pose a risk to the financial system. We welcome the opportunity 
to work with policy makers to identify where increased, targeted oversight is warranted. 

Similarly, while we understand the need for adequate reporting and record keeping, 
corporations already provide reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and 
other government agencies. We would like to work with policy makers on ways to set up a trade 
repository to enhance further transparency by pulling together information already required 
under existing reporting requirements. 

In sum, NAM members believe strongly that any reform effort should ensure companies' 
continued access to OTC derivatives, providing them with greater financial certainty and 
alk1wing lhem to allocate resources to core business activities. Thank you in advance for 
considering our concerns. As this proposal moves through the legislative process, we look 
forward to working with you and members of Congress on legislation that encourages 
transparency and stability in the derivatives markets without sacrificing the ability of 
corporations to use these necessary tools. 

With all best wishes, I remain, 

JT/gjj 
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Chambliss for Chairman Gensler 

I. You state in your testimony that swap dealers should be required 10 post capital and he 
subject to margin requirements. Jn his written testimony, Mr. Dines from Cargill states 
that "there is a concern that the new regulatory framework could be developed such that 
only financial instilutions could remain active dealers." He goes on to discuss the 
inappropriateness of eliminating non-financial institutions as competitors. Do you feel 
that the regulatory regime you have outlined today for the regulation of dealers would in 
fact result in only financial institutions remaining as sell-side swap participants? 

2. What information would CFTC find useful in a mandatory reporting regime? Would 
mandatory reporting for all nansactions create more information than would be useful for 
regulatory analytical purposes? How would you strucmre mandatory reporting·> Does 
the CFTC hav~ the resources to analyze such a vast amount of data? Who do you feel 
should regulate the trade repositories you mention in your testimony, and do you envision 
one entity taking on this responsibility for all OTC transactions? 

3. I gather from your testimony that you and I agree that the need for customil.cd 
transactions requires us to find a way lo make sure businesses can still use these vital risk 
management tools under this new regulatory regime. In your testimony, as Secretary 
Gcithner did in his leucr to the Congress last month, you state that a transaction should be 
deemed standardized if a clearinghouse is willing to accept it for clearing. Do you feel 
that the clearinghouses are the most appropriate entity to dctennine if a contract is 
standardized? 

4. You have proposed product standardi;>;ation so that "OTC derivative trades and open 
positions are fungible and can be transferred between one exchange or electronic trading 
system to another." Are you proposing that the best capitalized clearing houses with the 
strongest creditworthiness be forced lo accept the credit and risk of dealing with 
potentially weaker clearing houses? 

5. Given the fact that the vast majority of global futures and options markets do not pennit 
fongibility and that existing OTC clearing facilities here and outside the D.S. also do not 
p~m1it fungibility, how does your proposal ensure a level competitive playing field that 
allows U.S. clearing houses and exchanges the ability to compete? 
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Senator Pat Roberts 
Senate Committee on Agrlculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Questions for the Record 
June4, 2009 

To Chairman Gensler: 

1 . What is your definition of "systemic risk?" How has this definition been applied to the 
financial bailouts? Do you believe every OTC participant or product creates "systemic risk" to our 
national economy? If so why? If not, then why propose treating all participants and products as if 
they do create a "systemic risk?" 

2. The recent proposal by the Treasury Department for a systemic risk regulator calls for the 
imposition of capital requirements for participants in the OTC derivatives markets. Some view 
this as creating a significant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non-financial 
companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to leave only a few large 
market participants. wouldn't that enhance the possibility of systemic risk, rather than lessen ii? 

3. How do you envision a systemic risk regulator will function in today's financial markets? 
What will be their primary role relative to the other regulatory agencies? Do you envision a 
regulator that would assume some of the duties of agencies such as OTS. SEC. and CFTC. and 
how do these authorities differ from the ones each currently possess independently? 

To Mr. Dines: 

1. How would the imposition of capital requirements for all dealers of OTC derivatives, as 
suggested by the Treasury Department's systemic ri~k regulator proposal. affect the OTC and 
derivatives markets and market participants? Would imposing such capital and licensing 
requirements drive non-financial intermediaries out of the derivatives market and if so what would 
be the economic effect of forcing manufacturers and other non-bank entities out of the 
commodilies markets? 
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Senate Commitwc on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Regulatory Refonn and the Derivatives Markets 

Questions for the record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

.lunc4, 2009 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

I) You state in your testimony that swap dealers should be required to post capital and be 
subject to margin requirements. In his wriuen lestimony, Mr. Dines from Cargill states 
that "there is a concern that the new regulatory framework could be developed such that 
only financial institutions could remain active dealers:· He goes on to discuss the 
inappropriateness of eliminating non-financial institutions as competitors. Do you feel 
that the regulatory regime you have outlined today for the regulation of dealers would in 
fact result in only financial institutions remaining as sell-side swap participants? 

No11-fi11a11cialfirms should be eligible to sen•e as swap dealers so long as they meei 
appropriate capirnl. margin, business conduct and reporting standards. 

2) What infonnation would CFTC find useful in a mandatory reporting regime? Would 
mandatory reporting for all transactions create more information than would be useful for 
regulatory analytical purposes? How would you structure mandatory reporting? Does 
the CFTC have the resources to analyze such a vast amount of data? Who do you reel 
should regulate the trade repositories you mention in your testimony, and do you envision 
one entity laking on this responsibility for all OTC transactions? 

It is importalll tlrat regulators be ahle to see both a particular trader's on- a11d off
exchange deriltntives posi1io11s. Thus. derivatives dealers should be s11bjec1 to 
recordkeeping am/ reporting requirements for all of their OTC derivatives positions and 
1ra11sactio11s. 171ese reqlliremems should i11cl11de recai11i11g a complete audit trail a11d 
mandated reporting of a11.v trades rhar are 11ot ce111rally cleared to 11 regulated trade 
repository. Trade reposifol'ies would complemem central clearing by providi11g a 
location where trades that are 1101 cemm/~\' cleured ca11 be recorded in" 111un11er 1hat 
allows rhe positions. 1rut1S(ICtio11s am/ risks associated with those trades lo be reponed lo 
reg11luto,.s. To provide tru11spare11c.v of the entire. OTC derivatives market, this 
it!formation should be available to all relevant federal ji11a11cia/ regula10rs. Additionally, 
1/Jere should he clear au1hority for reg11/a1i11g and setti11g standards for trade repositories 
and cle11ringho11ses to ensure tlwt the recorded i11form11tio11 meets reg11/a1mv needs a11d 
thm the repositories ha1•e slrong business conduct practice.~. Tr(lde repositories should 
collect and mai11tai111fle same da1a elements a.~ 1he data collected/or rrades that are 
cleared. Bused on the increased volume of information that would be /'eceh-ed. the 
Commissim1 would 11eed to increase its resources devoted 10 the analysis am/ reporting of 
informatio11. 
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3) I gather from your testimony that you and I agree that lhe need for customized 
transactions requires us to find a way to make sure businesses can still use these vital risk 
management tools under lhis new regulatory regime. In your testimony, as Secretary 
Gcithner did in his leuer to the Congress last month, you state that a transaction should be 
deemed standardized if a clearinghouse is willing to accept it for clearing. Do you feel 
that the clearinghouses arc the most appropriate entity to determine if a contract is 
standardized? 

The determi11ation of what is sra11dardized should be made b>• regulators purs11a11110 
criteria esrab/ished by Congre.ss. U.'hethe1· a clearinghouse will accept a pmduct. 
however, is an appropriate factor thar should he included among such criteria. 

4) You have proposed product standardization so that ''OTC derivative trades and open 
positions arc fungible and can be transferred between one exchange or electronic trading 
system to another." Aie you proposing that the best capitalized clearing houses wilh the 
strongest creditworthiness be forced to accept the credit and risk of dealing with 
po1enlially weaker clearing houses'? 

.4rra11geme111s xho11ltl he estafl/ished that facilitate open access 10 dearingho11ses a111/ 
fosrer comperilio11 amongsr exclra11ges and rrading platforms. Such armngeme111s slio11/d 
mandate that clearinghouses lta••e rigorous risk ma11agement standards. 

5) Given the fact that the vast majority of global futures and options markets do nol permit 
fungibility and that existing OTC clearing facilities here and outside the l.J.S. also do not 
permit fungibility, how does your proposal ensure a level competitive playing lield that 
allows U.S. clearing houses and exchanges the ability to compete? 

A11y fimgibility arrangements should he designed to promote competition amongst 
c/e11ringho11ses am/ exchanges. 

Senator Pal Roberts 

I) What is your definition of"systcmic risk? .. How has thi!: definition been applied 10 the 
financial bailouts? Do you believe every OTC participant or product creates "systemic 
risk" to our national economy? lfso why'' If not. then why propose treating all 
participants and products as if they do create a "systemic risk?" 

Systemic 1·isk is the da11ge1· that financial problems or fai/11re at a jinn will have serious 
reperc11ssio11.1 across fimmda/ markets mul rlie eco110111y. I believe that we m11.1t enact 
comprehensive regularion cow~ring OTC de1'ivati\>es dealers a11d markets to help lesse11 
s11ch risk a111i promote market m111.vpare11cy. Capital. margi11 and b11si11ess conduct 
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standards as well as mandated celllra/ clearing will help lower risk to the economy and 
American public. 

2) The recent proposal by the Treasury Department for a systemic risk regulator calls for the 
imposition or capital requirements for participants in the OTC derivatives markets. Some 
view this as creating a significant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non
financial companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to leave 
only a few large market participants, wouldn't that enhance the possibility of systemic 
risk, rather than lessen it? 

Capital req11ireme11ts for OTC dealers would lower risk to the financial system and 
eco110111y. Dealers with less risk exposure would have lower capital requirements. Both 
ji11a11cial a11d 11011-ji11a11cial companies could register as OTC dealers. Em/ users of OTC 
derivatives would not have capital requirements, but wo11/d he required 10 post some type 
of collateral. 

3) How do you envision a systemic risk regulator will function in today's financial 
markets? What will be their primary rule relative to the other regulatory agencies? Do 
you envision a regulator that would assume some of the duties of agencies such as OTS, 
SEC, and CFTC, and how do chese authorities differ from the ones each currently possess 
independently? 

Though Congress may designate a regulator to oversee large fina11cial i11stitutio11s posi11g 
risk to the broad economy. I belfr:ve that responsibili!J' for co11ducti11g market oversight 
would remain with the marke1 reglllators s11ch as the CFTC or SEC. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Regulatory Refonn and the Derivatives Markets 

Questions for the reconl 
Mr. David Oines 

June 4, 2009 

Senator Pat Roberts 

I) How would the i~position of capital requirements for all dealers of OTC derivatives. as 
suggested by the Treasury Department's systemic risk regulator proposal, affect the OTC 
and derivatives markers and market pa11icipants? Would imposing such capital and 
licensing requirements drive non-financial intem1ediaries out of the derivatives market 
and if so what would be the economic effect of forcing manufacturers and other non-bank 
entities out or the commodities markets? 

• This is a very important question. Certainly, some level of capitalization seems 
appropriate, but it should be activity and risk-based. Non-financial dealers have an 
important role in the markets. and have managed their businesses such as not to 
require any tax payer assistance. More importantly, the markets with non-financial 
dealers, primarily the agricultural and energy markets, did not create systemic risk 
during the recent financial crisis. 

• We need to snike the right balance between having the right levels of capital and 
licensing requircmenrs, and allowing these f!On-financial dealers to be able to 
continue to operate. 

• Removing non-financial bank intennediaries offers no advancement in reducing 
system risk. lessens competition and will likely result in more expensive risk 
management opportunities. 

0 
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GLOBAL WARMING LEGISLATION: 
CARBON MARKETS AND PRODUCER GROUPS 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 

U.S. SRNATR, 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURF., NUTRITIOI'\, ANO FORRSTRY, 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SH-

216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, Chairman of 
the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Conrad, Lincoln, Stabenow, Casey, 
Klobuchar, Gillibrand, Chambliss, Lugar, Johanns, Grassley, and 
Thune. 

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, 
NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman HARKIN. Goud morning, and welcome tu this hearing 
of the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry on pro
posals fur global warming legislation. 

Senator Chambliss is on his way. We have to get started because 
we are up against kind of a time crunch here. This hearing will ad
journ promptly at-no later than 12:30. 

Our witnesses today will help us examine issues in structuring 
and regulating markets for greenhouse gas emission allowances. 
They will share the views of a cross-section of agricultural pro
ducers regarding the pending legislation. 

Let me starl hy reiterating 1.he urgency and importance of ad
dressing global warming. I had a chart here that I keep using, if 
I can have it here again. I do not know if you can see it from the 
back. But as this chart shows, the concentration of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere has increased by about 50 percent over the last 
150 years. We are now seeing the effects of that in rising global av
erage 1.emperalures. You can jusl see how rapidly it is going up in
creasingly from about 1980 on up at an ever increasing rate. And 
the ten warmest years on record, all occurred in the past 12 years. 
And just last week, Science magazine reported that temperatures 
in the Arctic are at the highest levels in the past 2,000 years. 

In plain words, we humans are changing the Earth's climate. 
And while we do not know precisely all the consequences of our 
current climate trends, we do know they are likely to include more 
severe storms, more frequent and severe heat waves, in addition to 
rising seas and higher temperatures. 

(l) 
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I agree with the majority of Americans who say that we must act 
to mitigate these effects. We must not simply leave future genera
tions to cope with a hoUer and more dangerous climate. 

Our Committee began to consider the role of agriculture and for
estry in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the consequences 
of cap-and-trade at our first hearing in July. Today we will exam
ine these issues at the farm level. We will hear from a corn and 
soybean farmer, a rice farmer, a grape grower and vintner, and a 
dairyman. In addition, we are obviously going to hear from the 
Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission at the 
outset to talk about the aspect of how these markets might be reg
ulated by the CFTC. 

Now, while we could not include representatives of every type of 
agriculture, I trust the testimony and discussions uf these wit
nesses will begin to provide us with a better sense of on-the-ground 
effects that our agriculture sector is likely to see under global 
warming and under mitigation strategies. 

We will hear from farmers and ranchers how they might benefit 
through actions such as the installation uf digesters to reduce 
methane emissions from livestock production and other forms of 
methane emissions; cropping practices such as no-Lill farming or 
applications of biochar that increase carbon contents of soils; in
creased demand for renewable energy resources such as biofuels 
and wind power. 

As the Committee with the responsibility for legislation gov
erning commodity futures markets, the Senate is looking fur our 
guidance on how to structure and regulate markets, and our first 
two panels will provide testimony on that issue. 

If we are serious about a cap-and-trade system, we must get the 
trading part right, and that means effective, practical regulation 
and oversight so the markets work. The benefits of a cap-and-trade 
approach have been clearly stated: use the market system to reach 
the least expensive path to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. But 
the potential costs if these carbon markets blow up cannot be over
stated. Markets that are not properly and carefully regulated will 
blow up, and the economy and environmental goals of the program 
will blow up with it. This market has the potential to be a very big 
and very complicated part with a lot of money at stake, and we 
have seen what can happen when there is not sufficient trans
parency, accountability, or limits on risky behavior in markets. 

We should not put too much faith in the markets alone to deliver 
results. Do we want to repeat the adverse impacts of excessive 
speculation in the crude oil market last year for carbon? Do we 
want tu replicate for allowances and offsets the free-wheeling de
rivatives market that helped bring down our economy? 

We must avoid the dangers of excessive speculation or price vola
tility or so-called innovation that turns out to be all about short
term profit and simply creates b'l'eater risk instead of just man
aging the risk. 

Some of the ideology and recklessness that helped drive our econ
omy and our markets over the cliff are now surfacing in discussion 
of a cap-and-trade system. I find this troubling. We have learned 
a lot from years of both regulating commodities and previous cap
and-trade efforts from both regional and international carbon mar-
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kets, and it is imperative that we incorporate those lessons into a 
properly regulated new carbon-trading regime. 

In closing, I want to thank Senator Chambliss, thank you and all 
of your staff for the support in planning this hearing. I look for
ward to working with you as we outline the appropriate represen
tation of agriculture and forestry as we provide b>Uidance for the 
structure and regulation of greenhouse gas emissions allowances 
markets. 

I would now turn to Senator Chambliss for opening comments. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHA~RLISS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks 
for holding this second hearing on cap-and-trade and its effects on 
agriculture. In spite of the news I saw on TV this morning, I hope 
you are going to be holding many, many more agriculture hearings. 
Things do happen in politics, but you have been a great friend on 
this as well as every other issue involving agriculture. 

I suspect that you and our colleagues on this Committee heard 
from many constituents, nut just those involved in agriculture, over 
the August recess on cap-and-trade and climate legislation. I cer
tainly did. It was clear to me that they want the Senate to very 
carefully consider all aspects of this issue and not rush to pass leg
islation. 

I look forward to hearing from CFTC Chairman Gensler who has 
certainly jumped into the fray un a number uf issues, and, Mr. 
Chairman, we appreciate your great leadership, your involvement, 
plus your continued dialog with the Hill. You committed to do that 
during your confirmation process, and I thank you for doing exactly 
what you said you were going to do. 

Additionally, we will hear directly from those that will be regu
lated under a cap-and-trade system. Exelon, as an energy gener
ator, will be required to purchase allowances and, therefore, de
serves a workable risk management system within any newly cre
ated market. And CME Group, with its pending Green Exchange 
venture, will be subject to CFTC reb>Ulation as a designated con
tract market. 

I expect any domestic carbon market would work much like ex
isting commodity markets, though with a few notable differences. 
As the Committee with jurisdiction over commodity pricing and 
trading, we need to ensure we are fulfilling our responsibilities and 
weighing in with our colleagues on the issue of reb>Ulating any such 
carbon commodity market. 

The issue of market regulation has not received the careful con
sideration that it justly deserves. To date, this Committee has fo
cused its discussions on the impact on farmers and ranchers, and 
I am pleased that we will continue to hear about that important 
topic today. 

As many of you know, the Texas A&M University's Agriculture 
and Food Policy Center recently released a report using its Rep
resentative Farms Data base to model the effects of the House cli
mate bill on the farm level. For those of you here today who are 
not familiar with representative farm studies, they are commonly 
used in agriculture to model the effects of proposed legislation on 
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the micro level or at the individual farm level. The AFPC has been 
doing this type of work for Congress for more than 25 years. While 
the macroeconomic studies help Congress understand the effects of 
proposed legislation on agriculture as an industry, it is the rep
resentative farms that provide the ground truth of these proposals. 

The ground truth that this study shows is very serious. The 
study says that 71 out of 98 farms will be worse off under the 
House cap-and-trade plan, even in the early years of the program. 
Most concerning, the 27 farms that benefit do so only because other 
producers go out of business. Not one rice farm or cattle ranch ben
efits, while only one cotton operation and one dairy benefit, mainly 
due to the fact that lhey both grow a significant amount of feed 
grains. 

While intuitively we knew that there would be winners and los
ers in cap-and-trade, we did not know that the benefits and costs 
would be so disproportionate and regionally perverse. How can we 
as members of the Agriculture Committee endorse a policy that dis
proportionately favors certain commodities and, thus, only one part 
of the country at the expense of all others? 

Mr. Chairman, I know you are very proud of your corn and soy
bean farmers in Iowa. You should be. But how can I reasonably 
support a bill that will put farmers in Georgia in a worse position 
or farms in California or farms in the Southwest, while transfer
ring the benefits to the Corn Bell through attrition? 

I look forward to hearing from the producer panel today with 
their thoughts on the House bill and the likely effects it will have 
on producers as reflected in this study. Given the complexities of 
the market issues and lhe negative effects likely to he fell hy pro
ducers, Mr. Chairman, I think you were wise to plan for additional 
hearings. I hope our staffs can get together during this week and 
plan for the next hearing, and I thank you again and appreciate 
your leadership and your work on this issue. 

Chairman HARKII'\. Well, thank you very much, Senator Cham
bliss. Again, you are correct, we have to make sure that agriculture 
is treated fairly and equitably in this cap-and-trade legislation. I 
am committed to lhat. And we have to be cognizant of ils varied 
impacts, depending upon what type of agriculture you are in and 
what part of the country you live in. And, hopefully, we will be able 
to address those and work those out as we move ahead on that. Ob
viously, we do not have jurisdiction over all that, hut we will have 
jurisdiction over at least making our intents known to the Environ
ment and Public Works Committee, I guess it is, before they start 
marking up. 

We have a full panel today. As I announced earlier, we have lo 
adjourn here by no later than 12:30. I am going to ask that each 
witness take 6 minutes. I am going to be-I have never been very 
strict on the gavel before, allowing people to go over, but I think 
we are going lo have a lot of people who want to ask questions here 
today. So I am going to ask each of our panelists no more than 6 
minutes at the maximum to discuss your papers. That will give us 
54 minutes, and that will leave us about an hour and a half for 
questions. And I am going to ask for 5-minute rounds on questions 
also. 
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So we will start off with the Honorable Gary Gensler, Chairman 
of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Your state
ment will he made a part of the record in its entirety, as will al1 
statements-and I read most of them last night-be made part of 
the record in their entirety. I would ask you just to sum up, as I 
said, in no more than 6 minutes. 

Mr. Gensler, welcome again tu the Committee, and please pro
ceed. 

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN, U.S. COM
MODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member 
Chamb1iss. It is good to be back together with you and members 
of the Committee. My testimony wil1 focus on the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission's experience regulating emissions trad
ing markets and how we can apply those experiences to trading in 
government-issued greenhouse gas allowances and offset credits. I 
am testifying on behalf of the full Commission, our four Commis
sioners, as I was glad to do the last time I was with you as we11. 

We believe that effective regulation of carbon a1lowance trading 
will require cooperation on the parls of several regulators. There 
are five components that I believe should be considered: first, the 
standard setting and allocation, and, of course, the environmental 
compliance that goes along with that; second is recordkeeping, 
maintaining a registry for the al1owances and offsets; third, over
seeing trade execution systems; fourth, overseeing c1earing of 
trades; and, fifth, protecting against fraud, manipulation, and other 
abuses. 

Now, in terms of these first two components, those fall within the 
expertise of other agencies other than the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. In other words, there are others better 
equipped tu regulate the "cap" part of cap-and-trade. 

EPA, for example, currenily issues allowances on sulfur dioxide 
and nitrogen oxide as mandated under the Acid Rain and Clean Air 
Market Acts. On a smaller scale, a group of ten States from Mary
land up to Maine has the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and 
issues al1owances on greenhouse gas emissions. And in each of 
those cases, other entities issue the al1owances, do the environ
mental compliance, and maintain the registry. The constant, how
ever, in all of these markets is the CFTC currently regulates the 
emissions futures trading markets. In other words, the CFTC has 
a great deal of experience regulating the "trade" part of cap-and
trade. 

We have broad experience in the latter three components uf car
bon trading: regulating the trade execution systems and clearing of 
trades and protecting against fraud, manipulation, and other 
abuses. The Commission already oversees this trading and clearing 
of emissions futures and options contracts of the New York Mer
cantile Exchange and the Chicago Climate Futures Exchange. Ad
ditiona11y, just last month, under direction from Congress in last 
year's farm hill, the Commission began looking into if the Carbon 
Financial Instrument spot contract traded on what is called the 
Chicago Climate Exchange, a sister exchange to the futures ex
change, is actually a significant price discovery contract. So the 
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Commission has abundant experience in the regulation of central
ized marketplaces, and should Congress seek to regulate cash mar
kets for emission instruments, lhe Commission is well suited to 
carry out that function as well. 

The Commission has thorough processes to ensure that ex
changes and clearinghouses are in place to protect market partici
pants and ensure fair and orderly markets, and that trading in 
these exchanges comply with the law and regulations. Our surveil
lance staff keeps a close eye on the signs of manipulation and con
gestion and determines how to best address, and we have the au
thority to set position limits as well within these markets. 

The CFTC also has wide-ran!,ring transparency initiatives, and it 
is designed to provide as much information tu the American public 
as possible. So should you go forward with the cap-and-trade legis
lation, the CFTC would work with other regulators and market 
users to make sure that the transactions that occur-transactions 
that would have to be recorded on a registry kept by the EPA or 
USDA or others-that that re!,ristry be updated on a very real-time 
basis so that there would be market transparency. 

The CFTC, however, if you were tu move forward, would need ad
ditional resources. I fear lhat I keep saying lhis, hut lhe staff and 
technology to effectively regulate the expanded carbon markets. We 
have the expertise. We would probably need some additional re
sources. 

We also would want to work with Congress and look forward to 
working with Congress to enact broad, comprehensive reform of the 
over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. This reform musl also in
clude an oversight of the emissions and allowance markets if they 
were to develop in the over-the-counter space as well. 

As Congress moves forward and possibly regulated cap-and-trade 
legislation, I look forward to working with this Committee to en
sure that the new markets are comprehensively and effectively reg
ulated. I believe the CFTC does have the expertise and experience 
necessary to help regulate the growth in carbon markets, and we 
must protect against the same hazards in the carbon markets that 
we currently guard against in other commodity futures markets, 
particularly fraud, manipulation, and other abuses. 

I thank you fur inviting me here today. I look forward to your 
questions. I did il in 4 minutes. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Gensler can be found on page 74 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. That is perfect. Thank you very much, Chair
man Gensler, and I will say that we will have just 5-minute 
rounds. Again, I hope that we will respect each other's time on that 
and lry to limit it lo I) minutes, and I will start off and start my 
clock at 5 minutes. 

Chairman Gensler, two things I want to ask. If we have a cap
and-trade system for greenhouse gas emissions, is there really a 
need for an over-the-counter market? And, second, I am concerned 
about derivatives. If we allow trading of derivatives on greenhouse 
gas offsets and allowances, would il make sense lo require al the 
end date of a future or other derivative contract that there be a 
transfer of the actual offset or allowance, not simply a cash settle
ment? 
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I ask both those questions because of my concern about deriva
tives on offsets or allowances and then derivatives on those deriva
tives and derivatives on those derivatives, and we are right back 
where we started before. And so I repeat: Is there a need for an 
over-the-counter market? And, second, should there at some point 
near the settlement date be some delivery of the actual offset or 
allowance and not simply a cash settlement? 

Mr. GEN8LER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your question. It con
tinues a dialog we have had before in these hearing rooms. I be
lieve that all futures on these carbon markets should be on ex
changes, just as we have all futures for corn and wheat and oil and 
natural gas on regulated exchanges, and we are equipped to do 
that. I believe working with Congress, we need to make sure that 
any-what is currently called over-the-counter derivatives or swaps 
on these are brought under regulation, that the dealers in carbon 
markets, just like 1.he dealers in oil or in wheat markets, should 
be fully regulated for capital and so forth; and that the standard 
contract should also be brought on exchange rates, standard swap 
contracts for these carbon allowances. 

Bui I do believe that 1.here are going to be times where 1.here is 
going to be tailored product that cannot readily be brought onto a 
centralized clearing. An example might be that if you wanted to 
build a utility in Iowa or in Georgia or in any one of your States, 
and that utility wants 1.o bring on a financing for 10 years or even 
20 years, you might want to lock in-that utility might want to 
lock in the price of the carbon emissions out 10 and 20 years, and 
that might not be readily available on a market. 

I do believe, 1.hough, working with Congress, that contract 1.oo 
should be under regulation by making sure that the dealer who is 
transacting that has to have the capital, has to report it to the reg
ulators, the EPA and possibly other regulators regulating the cap 
side, and also to 1.he regulators regulating 1.he trading side as well. 

Chairman HARKIN. How do we control the possible proliferation 
of derivatives on greenhouse gas emissions and the speculation 
thereon? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I think as we are working with Congress 1.o 
bring the whole over-the-counter derivatives marketplace under 
regulation, we must do that here as well; that the dealers in these 
contracts must be regulated for transparency, 100 percent of their 
transactions, whether 1.hey be tailored or standardized; but also if 
you were to move forward and ask the CFTC to regulate that, that 
we be able to set aggregate position limits across those traded in 
the futures market as well as those in what might be in this tai
lored or still bilateral market. 

Chairman HARKIN. One last thing. I hope that you and the other 
Commissioners and your staffs will continue to monitor what is 
being done here-not here, but in the Congress-so that at the ap
propriate time, when 1.his legislation looks like ii is mature and is 
ready to go to the floor, that we could get from you what resources 
you would need to carry out the provisions of the bill in order to 
provide adequate oversight and regulation. 

Mr. GENSLER. We will do that, Mr. Chairman, and I commit to 
work with you and the appropriators to share that with you. 
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Chairman HARKIN. I just want to make sure they just du not 
dump on your lap all this stuff without the resources that you 
would need to regulate and have this oversight. 

Mr. GENSL~l{. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Chair

man Gensler. 
Senator Chambliss? 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And let me just 

echo that, Mr. Chairman, because you and I have talked before 
about the fact that I think you are underresourced right now for 
what you have been charged to do; and I think you are finding that 
out every day you go to the office. So we need to make sure as we 
go through the whole financial overhaul, restructuring that we do 
nut load you up with something else that would prevent you from 
being able to do your current job. 

I want to continue along that same line. I understand what you 
are saying about seeking to regulate all of these contracts and put 
them all on exchanges, but we know that today where the only cap
and-trade market that is functioning is in Europe, about 75 percent 
of contracts are traded over the counter. If they have been at this 
for a while and they are trading that high a percentage over the 
counter, what are we going to do different to try to bring those con
tracts onto the exchange? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I believe that you are right to look-Eu
rope does give us some guidelines as to what might happen here. 
There are actually three marketplaces. There is the futures mar
ketplace, where actually in Europe that market is all on exchange, 
the futures. There is a cash marketplace, and I think that is what 
you refer to. Some of that is off-exchange, of course. 

If I could say it here, if a farmer in Iowa wanted to transact and 
sell an offset to another farmer in Iowa or maybe in Georgia, they 
might do that over the counter. 

Third, there is the swaps or derivatives marketplace. I believe 
that we have to have 100 percent of the futures marketplace regu
lated, just as we do in corn and wheat and oil. I believe that we 
have to have the standard derivatives contracts onto exchanges, as 
we are trying tu do with Congress in other contracts as well, and 
that leaves the question on the cash markets. Can one farmer 
transact with another farmer? And I think that is probably appro
priate. But if a centralized market comes together, I think we have 
to regulate that centralized market to protect against fraud and 
manipulation. These election trading platforms should have over
sight and regulation, I believe. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Does the proposal by the administration 
that has come forward from Treasury, and while it is not firm yet 
by any means-and I know you have some issues with it. We have 
some issues with it. But the proposal that is out there, does that, 
do you think, !,rive you the appropriate power to regulate the carbon 
contracts also? Or are we going to have tu make some changes in 
that? 

Mr. G.KK'8LER.. I believe that the administration sent up to Con
gress a very strong package and that that package actually, to your 
question, does cover in the definitions of swaps contracts on emis
sions, allowances, and offsets. If it does not, we will have to tweak 
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it, along with Congress, but the intent was, working with Treasury, 
that it did cover that. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Let us talk for a minute about lhis issue of 
standardized versus specialized contract, and we have got the same 
issue, obviously, out there today with a number of other commod
ities. But is there going to be any difference in trying to say that 
a contract on a carbon emission is a standardized contract if it dues 
so-and-so versus an interest rate contract that is standardized if it 
does so-and-so? Where are we going to come down on this? And 
how are we going to define "standardized"? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think it is very similar. What the administration 
put forward, and I support, is that the biases toward bringing more 
transparency and lowering risk that standardized products are on 
exchanges or trading platforms and centralized clearing, if a clear
inghouse accepted a carbon allowance swap to be cleared, then the 
presumption would be that it would be standardized. 

That still might be the case that if somebody has to finance a 10-
or 20-year utility plant, they could do that. But most likely the 1-
year, the 2-year, or the 3-year carbon allowance trading would be 
largely standardized-maybe nut entirely, but largely standardized. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. OK. Just in addition to slaying in touch 
with us relative to the resources, I think this issue is going to be 
critical with respect to the markets you have jurisdiction over now 
as well as any carbon contracts. And it is another reason I think 
we better be careful as we move ahead with cap-and-trade tu make 
sure we get it right, and that if we are going to clear all of these 
contracts, with few exceptions-and I agree wilh you, I hope we 
can do that-we need to make sure that the traders out there on 
both sides of these contracts really have some direction. And I 
think we have got to be very careful that we give them the right 
kind of language to know what it is they are going to be dealing 
with. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I agree, and I also think you have high
lighted the intersection of Congress' work between cap-and-trade 
and over-the-counter derivatives reform. These two legislative ini
tiatives might be timed a little differently and through different 
committees at times, but they very much relate in the regards you 
just said. 

Senator CHA::\1BLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HAl{KlN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. Senator Klo

buchar was next, she is not here. Then we turn to Senator Grass
ley, Senator Grassley? 

Senator GRASSLF.Y. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. 
Gensler. 

In your testimony, you state thal emissions contract markets op
erate no differently than other commodity markets that CFTC reg
ulates. However, there are members of the following panel that say 
these markets are quite different because the market is mandated 
by a Government-imposed cap and the market is ever reducing 
supply. Su would you please reconcile these two points of view that 
the market really is different, but should be regulated in a uniform 
way as other commodities? 

Mr. GENSLER. There are many similarities, like in the agricul
tural products this Committee oversees and their futures in com 
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and wheat. There is an annual crop in a sense. There is an annual 
crop of allowances that are issued. It may be reducing instead of 
growing. Hopefully we think of corn and wheat growing, and this 
might he reducing. 

It has some similarities to even Treasury bonds. Treasuries are 
issued by the Government. These are issued. Again, we would like 
to think that there would be fewer treasuries, but, unfortunately, 
there seems to he more every year. So there are many similarities. 

Where the similarities depart-I would certainly look forward to 
working with this Committee and Congress to see if there is addi
tional oversight we would need. But I think in terms of overseeing 
a trading market, there are far more similarities than there are 
differences to all the other products that are overseen, whether it 
be the agricultural, the energy, or the financial products that are 
currently overseen in the futures markets. 

Senator GR.A88LBY. Next, you mention briefly in your testimony 
about the recent public hearings that CFTC held on whether to set 
position limits on energy markets like we do in agriculture mar
kets. Expand for me and the Committee on your findings at the 
hearings. 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. We had three hearings where we had 23 wit
nesses, and we had over 400 comment letters that came in. What 
we are looking at is Congress really directed in our statute that the 
CFTC set position limits-this was hack in the 1980's-and we did 
so in agricultural products and stm do so. We did in energy prod
ucts with the help of the exchanges through June of 2001. And, in 
fact, it was just 8 years ago that we sort of backed away from that, 
and the exchanges now have what is called accountability levels 
rather than hard limits. 

So we are taking a very close look as a Commission at this, all 
the comments, the thought really being that markets-how do we 
best promote a market, the fair and orderly market that no one 
party is so highly concentrated in that market that actually by 
being so large in the market, it sort of distorts a market and limits 
liquidity and limits the market function rather than adds to the 
market? 

It is a lot to move forward, but if we were to move forward-and 
I say "if" because we have a Commission process-we are looking 
to do that in the fall with proposed rules. We would take more pub
lic comment through the usual means that we do that. 

Senator GRASSLF.Y. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. OK. Thank you. 
Senator Klobuchar? 
Senator KLOBt:CHAR. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chair

man. 
Over 25 years ago, Minnesota was the first State in the Nation 

to adopt legislation to address acid rain, and since then, as you 
know, President George H.W. Bush in 1990 created the Acid Rain 
Emissions Trading Program. And so our country has had some ex
perience with this, and I know this is an emissions program that 
is regulated by the EPA. However, the CFTC has oversight of emis
sions trading. Could you comment about how that is working and 
any analob>ies you can draw with the proposals before us? 
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Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Senator, I thank you. I did not know it was your 
home State that started that. 

I think ii has worked well. It is a small market, and much small
er than these anticipated markets. But under the Acid Rain and 
Clean Air Act, two products-sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
are limited, and that is all done by the EPA. There is no offset pro
gram. It is more an allowance program. But then there are futures 
trading on these various contracts, and they are traded on some
thing called the Chicago Climate Futures Exchange, and then also 
there is, I will call it NYMEX, or New York Mercantile Exchange, 
has-and I think you have a witness later today about that. 

Those futures trade. They are under our cmTent regulatory re
gime. So far there has not been any issues that are not similar to 
the other things that we oversee to protect against fraud manipula
tion. We oversee 1.he clearing and the exchanges on 1.hese. 

Senator KLouuCHAl{. And do you think it has been a success, the 
trading on that'? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think that the trading-I am not going to speak 
to the environmental side, which I have read a lot about, but it is 
other expertise. I think the trading has brought greater price dis
covery, that those participants in the market who want 1.o trans
action, have a broad national market; that natural hedgers, just 
like in corn and wheat and oil, have somebody on the other side 
who might take the other side, who is a speculator but is setting 
a price with them to ensure that outcome. 

So I think in that regard, yes, it has been a success. It is still 
a very small market, of course. 

Senator KLouuCHAl{. OK. So you think you could draw some 
knowledge and wisdom from that, but that this would be a much 
bigger project to tackle? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. I think that is right. 
Senator KLOHt:CHAR. OK. And how does it compare with what is 

happening with the EU and how 1.he EU has handled it? 
Mr. GENSLER. Well, in Europe, you are right to mention that 

they, too, have gone forward, but they have a greenhouse gas ini
tiative. They have two contracts, two trading-one is on the allow
ances, the EU allowances, and one is on emissions reductions or 
what we here call "offsets." And those two contracts trade very ac
tively on the European Climate Exchange and on something called 
Bluenext, two different exchanges. One is regulated by a French fi
nancial regulator, the other by the U.K. regulator. 

The open interest there, interestingly, is about the size-I just 
looked at it last night-about half a million contracts on the Euro
pean Climate Exchange, which is about the size in open interest in 
corn or wheat, which are about 800,000 or 400,000 contracts. It is 
about a third of the size of WTI oil, which is about a million and 
a half open interest, just to give you a sense of the size of that mar
ket. 

Senator KLOHUCHAR. OK. Since you have mentioned wheat a few 
times-and this is a little different topic-in January, the GAO 
issued a report in response to House Ag Committee Chairman 
Collin Peterson, who is a Minnesota Congressman, and he asked 
the GAO to examine issues surrounding the regulation of futures 
trading, as you know. And once noteworthy aspect of the report 
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was the conclusion that eight empirical studies generally found 
limited statistical evidence of a causal relationship between specu
lation in the futures market and changes in commodity prices. A 
recent report hy Homeland Security revealed that speculation was, 
in fact, one of the major causes behind the recent fluctuations in 
wheat. 

So could you comment on these reports and the connection be
tween speculation and volatility of commodity prices? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLRR. We have recently-I think it was just last week
promoted greater transparency in these markets by disaggregating 
our weekly reports. We now also break out the index investors in 
the market. I think thal the best role for the CFTC is to help pro
mote transparency so market analysts can best answer the Sen
ator's question. 

I do think as it relates to wheat specifically, if I can narrow that, 
I do think thal index investing in the wheal contract in Chicago
and it is a very narrow topic-probably did contribute to what is 
called a lack of convergence in the wheat market. That is, the price 
of futures and cash in the wheat market has not come together. 
And so I think a little bit over half of lhat marketplace in lhe Chi
cago wheat market is index investors, and I think that is one of 
the contributing-not the only factors, but contributing factors to 
the lack of wheat convergence. 

Senator KLoBUCHAR. Thank you very much. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you. 
Now Senator Stabenow. 
Senator STAll~NOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and welcome, 

Chairman Gensler. 
Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Good to be back in front of you. 
Senator STABENOW. It is good to see you. Just as one member, 

I would indicate, and speaking to our appropriations leaders, that 
if we move forward on cap-and-trade, we certainly need to address 
resources to make sure the CFTC is able to fully address all of the 
issues involved in this, which are incredibly important. 

I wanted to follow up more on the over-the-counter issue, which 
I think is a very important piece of all of this, and not only as we 
look at reforms that we are addressing here in this country, hut in 
the House bill they would allow U.S.-covered entities to use inter
national carbon instruments by the EU, the emissions trading sys
tem, or the UN's Clean Development mechanism lo meel our do
mestic compliance purposes. 

So given that approximately 75 percent of all the emission trad
ing in Europe takes place over the counter, how do you see 
commonizing international carbon instrument compliance if the 
U.S. legislation were to restrict such instruments for compliance 
purposes to those traded on regulatory markets? 

A second question would be, as a follow-up: Has the CFTC con
ducted an analysis of whal impacts, if any, the administration's 
Over-the-Counter Derivatives Markets Act of 2009 would have on 
the domestic and international carbon markets? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, in the first question, I think that inter
national cooperation is critical. I do not know where Congress will 
come out in terms of whether those allowances or offset allowances 
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over in Europe will be allowed here. But even if they are nut, there 
is going to be some relationship of these two marketplaces. 

I believe that we have to have full transparency even into the 
over-the-counter market. The over-the-counter swap market may 
still be allowed, but it should be fully regulated. We should have 
the transparency. Any dealer in those markets should be reg
istered, and we should have 100 percent transparency into that, 
and we should report the aggregate positions. 

In terms of the second question about the over-the-counter re
form that has been proposed by the administration, it does include 
oversight of the carbon allowance markets. We have not had a sep
arate study of that because it is such a small part, it is a small 
market in nitrogen oxide and in sulfur dioxide. There is a small 
market also between ten States, in New England down tu my home 
State, Maryland, called the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. 
But, again, it is small. We have not had an independent study yet. 

But I do think that if we move forward, we must cover carbon 
allowances in what is being considered in the over-the-counter de
rivatives legislation that the administration sent up. 

Senator KLOHUCHAR. So, just to recap, you are not seeing a prob
lem in between what is happening internationally and at least at 
this point what the House hill has said in terms of using-allowing 
the international emissions standards versus what we are doing 
here? I mean, harmonizing that, would you have any recommenda
tions as it relates to that? 

Mr. GEl'\SLF.R. My recommendation would be is if an allowance or 
an offset there is fungible into a U.S. system, if the Congress de
cides that it is fungible, then we want to make sure, just as oil is 
fungible worldwide, that we are looking at the aggregate markets, 
that we would have to be working even more closely with the FSA 
currently overseas and then there is a French financial regulator 
that oversees those trading markets over there. So fungibility puts 
a greater burden-this fungibility is a global fungihility of offsets. 
It puts a greater burden on the regulators to have a coordinated 
approach. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. And do you feel confident that you can 
achieve that? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. I think we can, but it is a greater challenge be
cause sometimes they have a different point of view than we do on 
how to regulate these markets. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Stabenow. 
Now Senator Casey. 
Senator CASEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, and, Chair

man Gensler, thank you for your appearance again. You have ap
peared in front of many Senate committees, and we are grateful 
you are here again. 

I am going to give you a little commercial in a moment, but I 
wanted to, first of all-that is because of your Pennsylvania con
nections, by the way, but I also want to commend your work. But 
we are here today to talk about a challenge that faces not just our 
country hut the world, and the basic challenge is how to slow, stop, 
and reverse global warming. Obviously, there is legislation that is 
in the House, and the Senate is working on this as well. As we do 
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that, we have tu be able to balance and take into serious consider
ation and implement strategies within the legislation to make sure 
that our farm families are not adversely impacted. I believe, 
though, by as much as it is a challenge, it is an opportunity. It is 
an opportunity not just to stop global warming and keep our envi
ronment clean, but it is also a jobs opportunity, to create jobs and 
also to enhance our national security. 

We know that rural America, the families in rural America have 
been hammered by 1.his recession. In fact, some of 1.hem were ad
versely impacted long before the recession with the high energy 
costs. Senator Gillibrand and I were just talking about our dairy 
farmers, all across States like Pennsylvania and New York and so 
many others, that have been adversely impacted. 

We are grateful today that you are here. We are grateful for your 
work in restoring confidence and giving a sense of strategy and a 
sense of purpose to the work that you do as a regulatory body that 
needs, as I realize, more resources. 

I know that later today we will hear from, among others, Luke 
Brubaker from Pennsylvania, and he was kind enough tu provide 
some Pennsylvania crop insurance advertising. We are grateful fur 
that, and we are grateful it was on 1.he top of 1.he pile of our papers. 
I want to thank him on behalf of the people of Pennsylvania. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Would you like one? 
Senator CASEY. Senator Klobuchar is passing out extra copies. 
But that all leads back to you because I know you are a Wharton 

graduate. We are pretty proud of you, and we hope you come back 
to Pennsylvania and live and pay 1.axes and do all that. 

fLaughter.l 
Senator CASEY. But in the meantime, you have got a lot of work 

to do here in W ashinb>ton. 
I was especially impressed by and happy about the fact that in 

your testimony you said-I am looking at page 2. You said, and I 
quote, "As Congress moves forward with... cap-and-trade legisla
tion, I believe it should ensure that there is a comprehensive regu
latory framework over the expanded carbon markets ... " I think 
those are very important words, "comprehensive regulatory frame
work." And then later, on page 6, you emphasized ensuring that 
"all transactions in both the carbon futures and cash markets are 
promptly reported and that a central registry is updated at least 
on a daily basis." And all of the concerns that you have raised 
about how we do this to get it right and to be able to regulate it. 

I will ask in the very limited time that I have left, because I 
know I have talked fur a couple of minutes here as a preface, but 
in terms of your resources, both human, staff resources as well as 
technology, 1.ell us about what you need to do your job generally, 
but also in particular, if legislation is passed to give you this addi
tional assignment, so to speak. What would you need specifically 
or as best you can guess in terms of people and resources? And on 
the technology part of it, is it both hardware, software, and other 
aspects of technologies? 

I know ii is a broad question, but you have all of a minute to 
answer. 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I thank you, and I appreciate the advertise
ment. If there is anything you like in what I do, you can credit it 
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to my University of Pennsylvania education. Anything that you do 
not like, you could credit to my wayward days elsewhere. 

fLaughter.l 
Mr. GEN8LBR. But in terms of needed resources, with Congress' 

help we have just gotten back to the size we were in 1999, about 
570 people. We are going to submit, the Office of Management and 
Budget, to Congress in, I think, a week's time a much larger num
ber, but it is going to be what we really believe we need to do our 
current duties. In technology, it is mostly software upgrades. We 
need to take our position and trading surveillance systems, prob
ably spend on the order of $11 or $12 million, but we do not 
know-it is probably a multi-year project-to upgrade that to 21st 
century surveillance rather than right now it is too much aft.er-the
fact surveillance. 

Senator CASEY. Well, thank you very much, and, Mr. Chairman, 
both Chairman Gensler and I have been very careful on our time, 
so I will stop right here. Thank you. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Casey. 
Senator Johanns? 
Senator ,JOHANNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me, if I might, 

start my questions with maybe a little bit of context. In our last 
hearing with the Agriculture Committee, I asked a question of one 
of the panelists, Lisa Jackson. If we do what the House bill wants 
us to do, what will the environmental benefit be? Will tempera
tures come down? Will we reduce C02 emissions in the world? And 
the answer was no. You know, going it alone is not going to change 
much. Then soon after that, India and China weighed in, and they 
basically said, "We are not interested in capping emissions." So we 
are asking our farmers and ranchers to bear the burden of this 
when, quite honestly, I would find it very hard to make a claim to 
them that we are going to see really any environmental benefit. 

Second, although there is some debate about the nature and ex
tent of this, it is a given that they are going tu have higher input 
costs. Now, like I said, we can have a great debate as to whether 
diesel fuel is going to go up X versus Y and this and that, but I 
think it is a given that they will pay higher input costs. 

Now, I put that together with this notion that we have had in 
agriculture, especially as a result of the 2002 farm bill, that really 
what we are trying to do with agriculture is take some of the vola
tility out of it. We talked about the safety net and the loan defi
ciency program, the marketing loan program, the countercyclical 
program, the ACRE program. All of those are designed to kick in 
at a point where we take some of the volatility out of it. 

You know, farming is one of those businesses: They cannot pick 
their price; they cannot predict the weather; they cannot predict 
what kind of pests they are going to deal with, and on and on. So 
it is a very, very difficult situation anyway. 

Here is what worries me about your piece of this puzzle. I do not 
think there is anything that we could du that would guarantee that 
in the trading here that is going to occur that there is not going 
to be volatility. We might be able to define, to some extent, what 
the parameters of that are going to be. But it just seems the nature 
of this that there is going to be volatility. 
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Now, I think the Ranking Member made some excellent points. 
As I read the Texas A&M study, there are more losers than win
ners on this in agriculture. And even in the two farms from Ne
braska that they analyzed, those are dryland farmers, and in Ne
braska we irrigate. I think they would have been on the losing side 
of the equation because of higher electricity costs. 

So my question to you is: How much should farmers and ranch
ers be worried about the volatility, the additional volatility that 
this cap-and-trade legislation is going to put into their lives? And 
how much does this bill prevent that from happening? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think that you are right, as you said, 
that farmers and ranchers cannot pick the price, cannot predict the 
weather, and so forth. I think that what we can do moving forward 
with Congress is make sure that if you move forward, the trading 
side is most transparent so the farmers and ranchers can see that 
pricing; that if they want to hedge it, they can hedge it out a long 
time; and that the price that they get is created in a market that 
is free of manipulation and it is fair and orderly. That is our remit 
at the CFTC, is to make sure that price discovery is fair and or
derly, it is transparent, and the farmer can hopefully hedge their 
risk out, you know, on a yearly or multi-year basis. 

Senator JOJlANNS. Here is the difficulty of that if you are a farm
er, and I will use the turkey industry as a good example. When 
corn went to $6.50, $7, it wiped out the turkey industry in Ne
braska. Just wiped them out. So if you have higher prices and you 
end up with that kind of situation with higher input costs, it will 
he zero consolation to that farmer when I call them and say, "I am 
sorry you went broke because of this thing, but it was transparent." 
Do you see what I am saying'? 

Mr. GENSLER. No, I mean, I see what you are saying. I am just 
addressing what we do well as a market regulator is assuring that 
there are markets that are not only transparent, but the price dis
covery function-and this is also for farmers or ranchers that 
would be having offsets and they wanted to sell those offsets, too, 
and get the benefit of a price that way as well, as a revenue, that 
that market is free from manipulation on the trading side of cap
and-trade. 

Senator JOHANNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKJN. Thank you, Senator Johanns. 
Let us see. Senator Conrad was next. Senator Gillibrand? 
Senator GILLIBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gensler, thank you so much for being here. We are ex

tremely grateful for your testimony and your leadership on these 
issues. I have basically three areas of inquiry that I hope you can 
address. 

The first is about the regulatory structure. I want to know your 
opinion on whether we should develop a regulatory structure for 
carbon trading that is distinct from other commodities, or would 
that, in fact, be more detrimental to the goal of providing effective 
market regulation and make it more difficult for the CFTC to do 
their job-enforce position limits, protect against fraud, and other 
regulatory objectives? So, basically, I would like your opinion on 
which regulatory structure you think is best and would be most ef
fective? 
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Second, I want you tu address a little bit more specifica1ly about 
the c1earing process. Equity and equity options are handled 
through an open format, and the multiple exchanges competing for 
business generally can bring down costs for both clearing and set
tlement, and it has had that effect over recent years. 

Clearing for commodities remains a closed system that lacks any 
competitive dynamic, and as a result, the costs are higher associ
ated compared to equity and equity options contracts. 

So, in your opinion, is it better to create a new model utilizing 
a noncompetitive model? Or would you prefer to do a more open 
competition, open access market? Which do you think is more effec
tive, and why? 

Then the third issue is a little bit about over-the-counter and 
customized markets, what you would recommend? If we did have 
a customized market, an over-the-counter market, what would you 
recommend for that? And, in particular, do you believe it is appro
priate to exempt anyone, particularly end users with bona fide 
hedges, from the mandate of everything having to go through clear
ing or an exchange? And do you think it would be appropriate and 
enforceable to exempt firms with inherent carbon risk-for exam
ple, utilities producers-from such a mandate? 

So, essentially, do you imagine or would you recommend any 
trading of customized markets for the carbon exchange that would 
not necessarily have to go through clearing or not through an ex
change rate, depending on what we choose? And then, second, if 
you do imagine an exception, what kind of regulatory oversight 
would you imagine? Because, clearly, you would want to have 
transparency and the regulators would need to know volume. But 
what would you imagine for the regulatory aspect of that piece? 

Mr. GENSLER. Let me see if I can try to address all three of your 
questions and some of the subparts. It is good tu be back with you, 
Senator. 

In terms of regulatory structure, I think that the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission does have the expertise and experience, 
does currently oversee the futures markets, albeit small, in emis
sions for these out of the acid rain program and even the regional 
a1liance that I think both of our home States are in. So I think that 
is a good structure. We have two market regulators in this country. 
I am not sure we need a third market regulator. There is enough 
that we can harmonize between the SEC and the CFTC. 

I think that in terms of clearing you raise a very good point. We 
have actually recommended for over-the-counter derivatives that 
we have an open model for clearing. We think that that will pro
mote greater competition amongst exchanges and exchange plat
forms, and certainly I think it is worthy to think about that in 
terms of the carbon markets. We would certainly recommend that 
for the carbon over-the-counter derivatives marketplace, but you 
raise a question about carbon futures, which is a worthy question. 
Right now it is a more dosed approach on the Chicago Climate Ex
change, I believe, but I might be mistaken on that. 

Now in terms of over-the-counter markets, I think that it is im
portant to bring as much of the over-the-counter market into cen
tralized clearing and onto exchanges as possible. Some will not be 
able to be standardized, of course. You raise a second question as 
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to whether, if there was a hedge that is entered into fur accounting 
purposes, it is a bona fide hedge-I think, if I read into your ques
tion, might that be treated a little differently? The administration 
proposal was to grant the SEC and CFTC some rule-writing au
thority in that regard to allow some of that to be exempted. 

I do have a concern that the more we exempt, the more that we 
might be years from now looking back at 2009's Enron loophole or 
something. So I think we have to be very careful in each of these 
categories in terms of exemptions, because we want end users to 
manage their risk appropriately, these tens of thousands of end 
users, but I think society also needs to lower the overall risk by 
bringing as much into central clearing as possible. 

Senator GILLIRRAND. So if there is a customized market left, 
what would you have it look like? And who would be eligible--

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I think there will be a customized market, 
both in carbon markets as well as interest rate products and else
where. But I think the dealers in those markets have to be fully 
regulated so that the customized transactions and the standard 
transactions, the dealers would have to have capital; there would 
be business conduct to protect against fraud and manipulation so 
we could police the markets along with the SEC on the other prod
ucts. These products would probably be more ours, oversight, and 
then the transparency, that not only as regulators we saw it, but 
we could aggregate the data and put it out to the public. 

Senator GtLLIHRAND. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator Lincoln? 
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks for 

holding the hearing today. Welcome, Chairman Gensler. We are 
glad you are back. 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Good tu see you again. 
Senator Lil\"COLN. I would like tu associate my comments with 

the Senator from Pennsylvania, Senator Casey, in terms of the 
challenges that we face, but the opportunities that we can find 
there. And I think there are great opportunities here. 

I also want to associate my comments with him in terms of mak
ing sure that as we do move forward, we do not do so putting a 
disproportionate burden on our hard-working farm families and our 
agricultural communities across this country. They do a tremen
dous job providing food and fiber for the world, and I hope that as 
we look at what we are trying to do, we will keep that in mind al
ways. 

While it is not necessarily my preference to move on cap-and
trade legislation in the Senate this year, if the Senate is going to 
move on climate change legislation in the future, certainly the reg
ulation of carbon markets is something that we have to get right. 
And we are certainly going to need you all at CFTC to help us do 
that, Mr. Chairman. 

Under the cap-and-trade legislation, we are venturing to create 
kind of a whole new commodities market which presents, I think, 
a number of these challenges that we talk about and issues for 
Congress. And we thank you for your hard work in this area and 
the research you have already done in working to try and come up 
with those solutions. 
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Just a couple of questions for the Chairman. Obviously, CFTC 
could play such a large role, as you have mentioned, and has the 
capability 1.o do 1.hat in regulating carbon markets under a cap-and
trade system. What would you say is probably the most important 
thing that you have learned or that we, all of America, should have 
learned or could have learned from the EU experience in regulating 
the carbon market? 

Mr. GF.NSLER. I think that what we have learned from the Euro
pean experience is these markets are going to be likely sizable, that 
we have to bring transparency to these markets, that they need to 
be regulated. They do not yet regulate the over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace, and I cannot point to a problem there, but I 
think enough problems have been in our markets that we should 
include the carbon markets in what Congress is moving forward in 
over-the-counter derivatives for sure. Bui I 1.hink transparency and 
to make sure that we bring it under market regulation, any cen
tralized cash market, any centralized futures market, and also this 
over-the-counter market. 

Senator LTl\"COLN. Will you continue to, I think, certainly re-em
phasize the fact that what we have done in the past hear in similar 
situations has been on a much, much smaller scale when we talk 
about-you have mentioned the S02 and the SOX and the NOX 
and what we have dealt with there. Do you think what we are 
dealing with here is too large to deal with, with this type of an ap
proach? 

Mr. GF.NSLER. No, I do not. I think it is just a larger scale. The 
size of it makes ii even more incumbent upon us that we have an 
oversight function, that the price discovery function is free of ma
nipulation, and that it is transparent; that a national registry, even 
if it is kept by EPA, is updated on a very reb>Ular, real-time basis
not at the end of the month, not at the end of the quarter, but it 
is really updated on a very regular basis and so forth. 

Senator LI!\"COLN. Well, I have some real concerns about the vola
tility or the possible volatility in these new markets, carbon mar
kets. And I guess the two questions I would have to you on that 
would be if you believe that the Waxman-Markey approach is the 
correct approach to helping prevent carbon markets from wildly 
fluctuating, what do we see in the possibility of the ramifications 
of that volatility, 1.hat possible volatility, particularly 1.o consumers? 

I know Senator Johanns brings up his turkey farmers. I have got 
a lot of poultry farmers and catfish farmers and others that exactly 
what happens, cattlemen as well, when the price of that feed goes 
up, they are out of business. And when they do, then the price of 
those products, those foods in the grocery stores go up. There is 
concern all around. 

What about that volatility? Do you think the Waxman-Markey 
approach has enough in it to deal with that volatility? And how do 
you think that volatility could affect our consumers? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. I think that as Congress tries to address itself to 
how to lower the emission of greenhouse gases, the trading piece 
of 1.his, it is mosl important 1.o make sure there is transparency. 
Like other markets, there will be some volatility, but the way one 
addresses that volatility is to make sure that people can hedge 
their risk for long periods of time, that they are not subject to the 
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whims of a current weather pattern or some weekly pattern and 
they can hedge it; they can see that national pricing, they are not 
subject just to some dark market; and that you have a strong regu
lator who is going 1.o enforce manipulation standards and aggregate 
position limits as we seek to do in other markets. 

But you are right, and both Senators are right. I mean, there will 
be some volatility in this marketplace, but I think transparency, 
anti-manipulation, a national market rather 1.han smaller regional 
markets, and aggregate position limits are a part of the puzzle 
here. 

Senator LI!\COLN. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Lincoln. 
Again, Chairman Gensler, thank you very much for your testi

mony and for your leadership at the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission. I listened as intently as I could to a Joi of the ques
tions. Some of those were kind of policy questions and things like 
that, but we just need to have you keep in close contact with us 
on resources that are needed and how we structure the oversight 
and regulatory regime for this so that it functions well. 

I leave you with where I started and, that is, my concerns again 
about speculation on derivatives and how that might artificially 
jack up the prices on these allowances and offsets and not in ac
cordance with really what 1.hey should he worth. I asked that ques
tion at the beginning, and I still have concerns about it, but this 
would be an ongoing dialog and discussion, I am sure. 

Mr. GE!\SLEK Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Com
mittee, and we are available to be of help ai any time. 

Chairman HARKIN. I appreciate it very much. Thank you very 
much, Chairman Gensler. 

Mr. GENSLEK Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. We will call our next panel up: Mr. Timothy 

Profeta, Director of the Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy 
Solutions at Duke University; Mr. Joseph R. Glace, I believe-I 
hope I pronounced that right-Vice President for Risk Management 
and Chief Risk Officer, Exelon Corporation; Dr. Dave Miller, Chief 
Science Officer, AgraGate, and Research & Commodity Services Di
rector for the Iowa Farm Bureau; and Ms. Julie Winkler, Managing 
Director, Research and Product Development, CME Group, and 
Member of the Board of Directors of 1.he Green Exchange Venture. 

Mr. Glace, did I pronounce your name correctly? 
Mr. GLACE. Yes, sir. 
Chairman HA]{KIN. OK, good. 
Senator CASEY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Glace also has Pennsylvania 

educational roots. Am I correct? 
Mr. GLACE. Yes, sir. 
Chairman HA]{KJ!\. What is this, Pennsylvania Day here? Or 

what is going on here? 
Senator CASRY. We are just going to keep that commercial going. 

Thank you. 
LLaughter.J 
Chairman HARKIN. We have Pennsylvania on the next panel, too. 

Pennsylvania Day here. 
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Well, welcome to all of you again. You can tell from Mr. Gensler's 
testimony and our questions that there is a lot of interest in this 
Committee on how 1.his is not only structured, but how ii is regu
lated. This panel basically will continue our discussion on how we 
regulate carbon markets in a cap-and-trade system. Our next panel 
will be from the producer group perspectives, but I understand that 
a lot of this stuff flows back and forth, and we might get into some 
producer things also here on the regulatory panel. 

As I said in the beginning, your statements will be made parl of 
the record in their entirety. I would ask you to sum up in 6 min
utes or less what your main point is so we can get to discussions 
with you on those points. 

I would start first with Mr. Timothy Profeta, Director of the 
Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions, and not a 
stranger here 1.o the U.S. Senate. 

STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY PROFETA, DIRECTOR, NICHOLAS IN
STITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY SOLUTIONS, DUKE 
UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 

Mr. PROFRTA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chair
man and Members of the Committee, for the opportunity 1.o testify 
today. Right now I wish I went to school in Pennsylvania, but it 
is an honor to be here. 

My testimony today is focused on the issues and concerns regard
ing the design of the carbon market. Given the financial market 
failures in recent years, however, it is understandable that a mar
ket approach should not be viewed as a foregone conclusion. How
ever, I want to submit at the outset that, in our institute's evalua
tion of a number of policy options, the market remains the best 
means to achieve the environmental goals at the lowest cost. 

Almost by definition, private actors with a market incentive will 
find a lower, less costly alternative to reduce greenhouse gas emis
sions than 1.he Government could determine by fiat. And cosl, in 
the end, is the determining factor. No sector is more aware of this 
than the agricultural sector. And as one more aside, let me note 
that the institute this week released a report co-authored by our 
colleagues at Texas A&M and Oregon State and EPRI to try and 
put an end to the "he said, she said" debate over agricultural im
pacts. At bottom, our study found that 1.he net flow of greenhouse 
gas revenue and indirect commodity market revenues for farmers 
still outweighed the increased operating costs that we did see from 
the climate program. 

Much of the market's cost-reducing benefits, however, could be 
weakened if the market does not operate transparently and effi
ciently. We know all too well that imperfect markets occur. Recent 
market failures provide a number of lessons, however, that you can 
apply to the creation of a new carbon market, including the impor
tance of market transparency, vigilant regulators with adequate re
sources and jurisdiction, and effective risk management. 

But before I recommend how these lessons should apply to the 
carbon market, lei me first point out its uniqueness. Carbon will 
be unlike other commodity markets. It is an especially important 
point right now as the question of a carbon market is becoming 
complicated for fear that it will be a proxy for greater commodities 
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regulation. I would like to point out a few distinguishing aspects 
of the market. 

First, unlike other commodities markets, the entire carbon mar
ket is created by the Government to achieve a societal goal. De
mand for the product, and the product itself, is created by Govern
ment action, and thus the Government has a special duty to ensure 
that the market operates effectively. 

Second, entities covered by the legislation will have no choice hut 
to participate in the market, and it is a market with an ever reduc
ing supply. 

Third, the carbon market is likely to be driven heavily by deriva
tives, underscoring the need lo design an appropriate regulatory 
structure. In particular, climate legislation will likely create a long
term, 38-year obligation for regulated entities, and these entities 
will need access to financial instruments to hedge their exposure 
through derivatives-a necessary element to securing investment 
for new, low-carbon-emitting energy technologies. 

I would like to leave you today with four principles for an effec
tive carbon market based on the lessons of the past decade: one, 
real-lime transparency; two, adequate risk management and settle
ment; three, a vigilant and well-funded regulator; and, four, trans
parent data and strong quality controls on the allowances traded. 

First, transparency. To the extent that instruments are traded on 
registered exchanges, the exchange member's activity will be 
"printed" on the exchange providing for the needed transparent in
formation. If OTC transactions are to take place in the carbon mar
ket, the legislation will need to ensure that the regulator, market 
participants, and the general public have sufficient data to oversee 
and evaluate trading activity. 

Finally, Congress will need to balance the public's access to time
ly market information with the legitimate concern that covered en
tities may need to protect their confidential business information. 
In addition to the information made available to the general public, 
regulators should have access to the full range of market activity 
in real time in order to prevent and punish market abuses, includ
ing fraud and manipulation. The obligation should lie wilh the 
market participant to provide the information to the regulator, not 
the other way around. 

Current market participants also need to know that the allow
ance purchased on the spot, forward, and futures markets, which 
are held to maturity, will be delivered. In regulated financial mar
kets, counterparty risk is generally managed by clearing the trans
actions. If the Committee wants to minimize the risk from 
counterparly failure, as much 1.rading should occur on exchanges, 
or at least be cleared centrally, as is feasible. 

Many will contend that clearing of long-term structural contracts 
will be difficult, as such transactions are unique and not liquid, 
and that parties will be required to post the collateral, or margin, 
necessary to participate in the market. These are non-trivial issues 
and pose a choice between mitigating systemic risk and creating 
the additional cost of posting margin. 

It is important to note that market participants pay for the risk 
or risk management somehow, either through the posting of mar-
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gin or through the pricing of OTC instruments. It will be your role 
to evaluate that tradeuff. 

In the case that Congress provides exceptions to cleared or ex
change-traded transactions, transparency for the counterparties 
and the regulator is even more important. 

Access tu market data should be coupled with sufficient resources 
to process and analyze the information, broad jurisdiction that al
lows the regulator to oversee any trading that involves al1owance
hased financial instruments, and appropriate enforcement author
ity. If Congress will ask the CFTC to take on the oversight of this 
new market, then more resources will be required to build the team 
of regulators needed. 

Finally, the Government must ensure that the information re
garding emissions is transparent, predictable and reliable. It must 
predictably produce information about the Nation's emissions to 
allow the market to evaluate the demand. A good example of an 
effective program has been the U.S. Acid Rain cap-and-trade pro
gram. 

The Government also must provide the market with adequate as
surances that the products traded in the carbon market are what 
they claim to he. With regard to the emissions allowances, the Gov
ernment will create, serialize and track the Government-issued 
right to emit. 

With regard to offset credits, however, the Government's role is 
to provide adequate protocols and procedures tu ensure the market 
that any carbon offset project is real and verified. 

The market is a powerful tool, by which environmental objectives 
may be achieved at historically low costs. Concerns about market 
abuses have, nonetheless, led some to conclude that now is not the 
time to create a new market. Let me posit that the exact opposite 
is true. If you choose to create a market, now is the best time to 
create a transparent, effective market that prevents excessive spec
ulation and manipulation. The lessons are clear, and the public is 
attuned to the needs. If it wants to do so, Congress has the tools 
it needs to create a well-functioning marketplace. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your questions. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Profeta can be found on page 106 

in the appendix.] 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Profeta. 
Now we will turn to Joseph Glace, Vice President for Risk Man

agement, Exelon Corporation. Welcome, Mr. Glace. 

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH R. GLACE, VICE PRESIDENT FOR RISK 
MANAGEMENT AND CHIEF RISK OFFICER, EXELON COR
PORATION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Mr. GLACK Good morning and thank you for inviting me to tes
tify this morning. It is truly an honor to be here today. 

My name is Joe Glace, Vice President and Chief Risk Officer of 
Exelon Corporation. Exelon is a pubhc utility holding company 
headquartered in Chicago. Our 1oca1 retail distribution utilities, 
ComEd and PECO, serve 5.4 million customers, or about 12 million 
people-more than any other company in the United States. We 
have fossil, hydro, nuclear, and renewable generation facilities. Our 
nuclear fleet is the largest in the Nation and the third largest in 
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the world. I have worked in the energy field for over 29 years. At 
Exelon, I am responsible fur leading the risk management function, 
induding the idenlificalion, assessment, and monitoring of market, 
credit, and operational risks. 

In my testimony today I would like to highlight the following: 
Exelon's support for comprehensive climate legislation; Exelon's op
position to requiring al1 trading, derivatives, and hedging activities 
to be conducted on exchanges; Exelun's support fur expanding the 
CFTC's jurisdiction to the new market for carbon allowances, in
duding the over-the-counter market; and Exelon's support for the 
reporting requirements for OTC transactions in the carbon mar
kets. 

Exelon was an early and vocal advocate of c1imate change legisla
tion. Our CEO, John Rowe, first testified in favor of addressing c1i
mate change by means of a carbon tax in 1992. We are pleased 
that the House has passed a comprehensive climate and energy bill 
and look forward to working with the Committee and the Senate 
to pass comprehensive, cap-and-trade legislation this year. 

Exelon supports a bil1 with realistic targets and an effective cost 
containment mechanism, such as a cost col1ar, and al1ocating al1ow
ances to regulated local utilities with a requirement thal lhe value 
represented by those allowances be used to provide benefits to cus
tomers. 

I think it is important to explain briefly Exelon's overall ap
proach to commodities trading. We are nut speculators. We use 
commodities trading primarily to reduce price risk from spot mar
ket power prices. Our business model is lo lock in, or hedge, the 
price we are paid for the electricity we generate. 

We do this by buying and selling energy products in the markets 
that are available. For example, we might sell electricity at an 
agreed-to price for a11 hours in the summer months of June 
through September. We also might transact in the over-the-counter 
market for coal to lock in our fuel cost. 

Our customers benefit from this hedging and trading activity. We 
are in a position to agree to longer-term power sales contracts with 
both wholesale and retail customers. It is our experience that retail 
customers, in particular, want stable power prices. Without hedg
ing and trading, that simply would nut be possible. 

One of the principal concerns many have expressed with adopt
ing a carbon control regime is how it will affect our fragile econ
omy. Simply put, a properly regulated, robust trading program, 
plus liquid trading markets, will help control the overall cost of the 
program. 

It is important to view the issues before this Committee from the 
customer's perspective. What steps should the Congress take lo 
regulate carbon trading emissions without imposing undue costs on 
consumers'? Our strongly held view is that any regulatory reform 
of the commodities markets should ensure that the products which 
we use to hedge our risks remain available to us and at a cost that 
is comparable to the costs we face today. We be1ieve it would be 
a mistake to force mosl, if nol all, derivative hedging activities to 
exchange-traded platforms. 

Today, a substantial component of our derivatives hedging pro
gram is in the OTC market without clearing. Transacting on ex-
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changes is much more expensive than in the over-the-counter mar
kets because it requires posting of substantial amounts of cash as 
collateral. This is one reason we do not-in fact, cannot-conduct 
all of our hedging activity on exchanges. Moving all our hedging to 
exchanges would require substantially larger cash outlays. This in 
turn would mean our customers would have to pay substantially 
more for electricity. 

Another drawback of limiting hedging activity lo exchanges is 
that these entities only offer a standardized set of products. Exelon 
often enters into customized transactions that mitigate the par
ticular risk we are trying to hedge than would one of the exchange
traded standard products. To draw the obvious conclusion, power 
prices will be higher, meaning consumers will ultimately pay more 
than they would otherwise, if companies like Exelon are forced to 
do all of their hedging on exchanges. 

I will now turn to the question al hand: what 1.o do about the 
coming market for carbon emissions allowances. The cost of carbon 
allowances will be a cost of doing business for generators. It will 
be just like the cost of natural gas, oil, or coal-an input that is 
necessary to enable us to make and sell our product. Exelon will 
need to hedge the price risk associated with that product. Exelon 
will want to have both exchange-traded and over-the-counter offer
ings that now exist to manage these risks. 

We recognize, however, that there is a need for fair and balanced 
regulation. No one wants another crisis that could pose systemic 
risk, or a market structure with continuing regulatory gaps. That 
is why we support the expansion of the CFTC's jurisdiction to the 
new market for carbon allowances, including the over-the-counter 
market. This should allay any concern that any trader could artifi
cially drive prices up. 

The Commodity Exchange Act already contains strong anti-ma
nipulation provisions 1.hat should be made applicable to lhe OTC 
markets and perhaps revised and refined to ensure that they pro
vide to the CFTC the tools it needs to prevent manipulation. 

For the same reason, Exelon also supports the adoption of new 
reporting requirements for OTC transactions in 1.he market for car
bon allowances. The CFTC has to have access to information about 
transactions to enable it to fulfill its regulatory oversight and en
forcement function. Also, the obligation to report, as such, will be 
a powerful deterrent to would-be manipulators. 

I appreciate the Committee's invitation to testify today. This is 
a complicated subject area. I hope that I have provided you with 
a sense of why it is important to ensure that there is effective over
sight of the emerging carbon markets while at 1.he same lime 
guarding against over-regulation that would result in higher costs 
for companies like Exelon and in turn for our customers. 

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have this 
morning. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Glace can be found on page 81 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Glace. 
Now we will turn to Mr. Dave Miller, Chief Science Officer for 

AgraGate, and Iowa Farm Bureau. Welcome, Dr. Miller. 
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STATEMENT OF DAVID MILLER, CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER. 
AGRAGATE, AND RESEARCH & COMMODITY SERVICES DI
RECTOR, IOWA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, WEST DES 
MOINES, IOWA 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for lhis opportunity to discuss 

issues regarding market structure and market performance as it 
pertains to carbon markets. My name is David Mil1er, and in addi
tion tu the activities and services working with the Iowa Farm Bu
reau and AgraGate, I also farm. On our 400-acre farm in southern 
Iowa, we converted to continuous no-till in order to quali(y to earn 
carbon credits under CCX rules. I am one of thousands of U.S. 
farmers who work more than 16 million acres that have been paid 
for providing environmental services through the CCX enrollment 
and carbon services. While I have served for over 6 years on var
ious governing committees at CCX, I am speaking today on behalf 
of AgraGate and the Iowa Farm Bureau. 

Occasionally, we have been asked why all of the credit registra
tions we have done through AgraGate have been on the Chicago 
Climate Exchange, and the simple answer is that the CCX has the 
only protocols that are workable for production agriculture and pri
vate forestry. Market design and structure matter and are critical 
to market performance. Some of the items that I would like to dis
cuss today include market transparency, offset protocol standards, 
and the critical need for fungibility of compliance offsets. And I 
apologize to lhe Committee for getting down inlo the weeds on 
some of these things, but as a farmer, I know if I do nol lake care 
of the weeds, there is no crop. 

Market transparency is critical to smooth operation of a carbon 
market. Transparency means thal nol only must there be a clear 
enumeration of what criteria are used to define offsets, but that 
there must be a mechanism in place so that prices-bids, offers, 
and sales transactions-are public1y reported and readily available. 
The only market in the offset market that currently offers that 
transparency is the Chicago Climate Exchange. Unfortunately, that 
pricing transparency has been sharply curtailed. Under the provi
sions of H.R. 2454, there is lanb>Uage that suggests that domestic 
off sets from current registries may be exchanged or recognized in 
the Federal reb>Ulatory program, but not allowances or inter
national offsets. This has resulted in all offset transactions moving 
to the bilateral, privately negotiated trades where the buyer can be 
assured that they will receive offsets rather than the other compli
ance instrument as might be the case on the electronic platform. 

To improve transparency, CCX rules have been updated to re
quire that all these privately negotiated trades be reported. But the 
bid-ask spread has widened significantly, and the market has frag
mented. This has increased the transaction costs associated with 
carbon marketing and has reduced the net returns to the actual 
offset providers. 

Regulatory uncertainty is now harming the thousands of farmers 
and companies who have taken the lead in building these rules
based carbon markets, and it is extremely important that we pro
vide a smooth transition for those who are making emissions reduc
tions today in CCX and other verified programs. 
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With regard to fungibility, the fungibility of compliance offsets is 
extremely important, where a registered offset credit equals a reg
istered offset credit regardless of the source of the credit. It is a 
market design characteristic that is essential if the transaction 
costs of the carbon market are to be minimized. 

"Term Credits," as delineated in H.R. 2454, are not fungible com
pliance instruments. They only delay compliance obligations. They 
do not satisfy them. They are an inferior product, and based on the 
experience of temporary credits under the European trading sys
tem, they will have little or no value. It is extremely problematic 
that H.R. 2454 has relegated all soil sequestration offsets, by de
sign, to the class of term credits. It is neither necessary nor desir
able from a market design perspective to address the issue of per
manence in this manner. 

Design criteria for offset protocols can make or break the viabil
ity of agricultural and forestry offsets as real tools in the efforts to 
reduce atmospheric carbon. To be viable, offsets must be designed 
for "working lands." And to be a workable part of the solution, the 
carbon offset protocols must work within the framework of existing 
agricultural markets. Length of contract matters. In Iowa, more 
than 60 percent of the farmland is rented by the operator with the 
vast majority of that land on 1-year renewable leases. In our expe
rience of working with farmers on carbon offsets, the No. 1 reason 
why a farmer would not participate in a carbon offset program is 
the length of contract. 

We have looked at the proposed protocols of other registries. 
Some of these protocols have single-term length commitments any
where from 20 years to 199 years. Our experience is that farmers 
and private forestry landowners are very reluctant to sign con
tracts that extend that long. 

Generalized quantification methodologies are a very effective and 
low-cost way to quantify soil sequestration offsets. But do not be 
fooled by the "illusion of accuracy" that some would say exists 
when credits are granted based uponsite-specific soil sampling. And 
there is more in my statement about that, but for time, I will leave 
that to the written. 

I would like to address some of the market regulatory frame
work. As is being demonstrated by the early action programs, car
bon can and is becoming a commodity that can and will be traded 
just like other commodities. The experience of the Chicago Climate 
Exchange is proving that markets for carbon can and do work. The 
actual registry and retirement of allowances and offsets should be 
done on regulated, open, transparent markets with specific stand
ards for price reporting that include date of transaction, vintage, 
quantity, and price information. 

The CFTC should continue in its role as the regulator of deriva
tives, futures, and options contracts associated with carbon trading, 
and Farm Bureau opposes the efforts to combine CFTC and the Se
curities and Exchange Commission and supports regulation of the 
commodity futures business by CFTC. Derivatives, futures, and op
tions on carbon contracts are not fundamentally different than 
other derivatives, futures, or other markets. The oversight provided 
by the CFTC can be adequate for those markets. 
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In my written testimony, I also talk about some of the capital 
and margin requirements. Leverage is important, and I think we 
need to pay attention to those. 

I would finish by saying that USDA has a distinct and unique 
role as part of the administration of offsets, and that is a unique 
part of also the regulatory structure. 

I thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this, and I stand 
ready for any questions. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Miller can be found on page 90 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Miller, thank you very much for your 
statement, both here and the written statement. 

Now Ms. Julie Winkler, Managing Director, Research and Prod
uct Development for the CME Group, and member of the Board of 
Directors of the Green Exchange Venture, and since everybody is 
bragging about Pennsylvania, I am told you really came from Wa
terloo, Iowa. I want to state that for the record. 

Ms. WIKKLER. That is correct. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you. Ms. Winkler, please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF JULIE WINKLER, MANAGING DIRECTOR, RE
SEARCH AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, CME GROUP, AND 
MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, GREEN EXCHANGE VEN
TURE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Ms. WINKLER. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am 
Julie Winkler, Managing Director of Research and Product Devel
opment of CME Group Inc. and a member of the Board of Directors 
of the Green Exchange LLC. Thank you fur the opportunity to ap
pear before the Committee today and provide our views regarding 
the regulation of a U.S. carbon market. 

The Green Exchange Venture believes that cap-and-trade is the 
preferred solution for guaranteeing emissions reductions at the 
lowest possible cost to the economy. In order for the promise of a 
cap-and-trade program to be met, it must be built on certain design 
principles. 

First, we strongly support providing compliance entities with a 
choice of utilizing exchange-traded derivatives and OTC instru
ments to meet their environmental obligations. Also, in order to 
provide these customers with effective risk management tools and 
liquidity, the U.S. carbon markets must allow for broad market 
participation. We further believe that the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission is best suited as the regulator of the U.S. car
bon marketplace. Last, to ensure the creation of a transparent U.S. 
carbon market with the necessary liquidity and price discovery 
they provide, regulatory proposals should not include a transaction 
tax. 

CME Group is one of six founding members of the Green Ex
change Venture, which is currently comprised of 13 partner firms 
from the energy, environment, and financial sectors. CME Group 
currently provides the electronic trading platform, central 
counterparty clearing services, and other exchange services. Our 
partners are currently major participants in the European carbon 
markets as well as reb>ional environmental markets. 
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We strongly believe that a cap-and-trade program offers the best 
opportunity to minimize the cost of mandatory reductions in green
house gas emissions. Emissions trading systems are already oper
ating or planned in over 35 countries, and they have proven that 
cap-and-trade programs can successfully cut emissions with effi
ciency and cost-effectiveness. 

There are several design features that are critical to a wel1-func
tiuning cap-and-trade system and related derivatives markets. 
Based on our extensive market development experience, we strong
ly believe that a cap-and-trade system must include participation 
beyond compliance entities. 

Futures markets perform two essential functions: they create a 
transparent venue for price discovery, and they permit low-cost 
hedging of risk And tu be effective, futures markets depend on a 
broad universe of market participants with both short-and long
term expectations to make markets and provide liquidity. 

We also believe that imposed price floors or ceilings should be 
avoided if a carbon market is to create meaningful price discovery. 
Price caps reflect factors extraneous tu the fundamental factors 
that drive prices and, thus, are not connected to actual supply and 
demand. 

While it may seem that artificially constraining prices with a 
ceiling will reduce price volatility or market manipulation, the op
posite is likely to result. 

We ful1y understand the motivation to protect American con
sumers from dramatic increases in the cost of carbon. However, we 
believe this can be facilitated through strong market oversight and 
not through price floors and ceilings. 

By offering electronic trading of exchange-traded carbon deriva
tives, coupled with a comprehensive clearing solution, we will en
hance price discovery, contribute significantly to liquidity, and re
duce risk and uncertainty for market participants. CME Clearing 
is one of the largest central counterparly clearing services in the 
world and has provided clearing services for the futures industry 
for over a century without a single customer default. 

Electronic trading and clearing solutions also provide a trust
worthy and timely audit trail to effectively identify anyone who en
gages in misconduct. We believe that because of the CFTC's estab
lished expertise and coordination with the global derivatives indus
try, it is in the best position to provide strong regulatory oversight 
to the carbon markets. 

We applaud the efforts of this Committee and the administration 
to ensure that a mandatory U.S. cap-and-trade program will en
hance transparency, integrity, efficiency, and fairness in the mar
kets. As beneficial as exchanges and clearinghouses will he in a 
U.S. carbon market, they will not meet all the needs of customers. 
Although the Green Exchange Venture and other emissions trading 
platforms would likely be the presumed beneficiaries if all trans
actions were required to be executed on electronic trading plat
forms, we du not believe this would be in the best interest of a U.S. 
cap-and-trade program. 

Exchange-traded and OTC derivatives markets are essential to 
the efficient functioning of a U.S. carbon market. Together, these 
markets can provide compliance entities with the ability to increase 
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their certainty in their future cash-flows by protecting against price 
risk and effectively managing their capital, thereby increasing their 
ahilily to meel compliance obligations al lhe lowest possible cost. 

The OTC market is complementary to standardized exchange
traded products by providing products customized to a regulated 
entity's emissions and their time horizon. While some types of cus
tomized transactions must be conducted OTC, the remainder of car
bon transactions that we envision will likely lend themselves to ex
change-traded products. 

While OTC transactions should be present for a cap-and-trade 
program to be fully successful, the OTC carbon market must pro
vide a greater level of transparency than what is currently present 
in other OTC markets. As part of its special call reporting, the 
CFTC already requires extensive reporting of OTC commodity de
rivative positions. This reporting framework can be leveraged and 
extended to include new carbon derivatives. Entities such as the 
Green Exchange Venture will provide capped entities and other 
market participants with the venue to safely and securely manage 
their carbon price risks. 

Regulated exchanges, clearing solutions, and the CFTC will en
sure a high level of transparency to the U.S. carbon markets. This 
strong regulatory structure combined with added transparency in 
the OTC market will enable compliance entities to meet their envi
ronmental obligations and allow ab>Ticultural and forestry offset de
velopers to fully participate in a wel1-functioning U.S. carbon mar
ket. 

I appreciate this opportunity lo offer these comments lo the Com
mittee and will be pleased to respond to any questions. 

l The prepared statement of Ms. Winkler can be found on page 
121 in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Ms. Winkler, for your 
testimony. Thank you to our entire pane1. 

Mr. Profeta, are there any reasons why lhe success of a cap-and
trade approach in reducing sulfur dioxide emissions under the 
Clean Air Act cannot be replicated here for reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions? What have we learned from the European market? 
And why can't we just replicate that here? Is that something that 
we could do? 

Mr. PR01''ETA. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the first foremost les
son is yes, both of those experiences have taught us that the mar
ket does work. The acid rain trading program somewhat famously 
came in at about 20 to 30 percent of the cost estimated, what was 
estimated when the legislation was passed. We found in the EU 
that the market works as wel1. 

There are distinctions here in terms of lhis greenhouse gas mar
ket that might be created by Congress and those markets that 
have-I think the universal opinion on this panel would be that 
there might be greater oversight and need a comprehensive regu
latory program at the outset. 

The acid rain program is a different scope and scale and not 
nearly as driven, likely to he driven to the derivatives as lhis long
term market would. And the EU market as well, the cost was 
somewhat mitigated by some of the distinctive features in the EU 
market and has actually started to gravitate toward exchanges. 
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Now about 50 percent are on an exchange, and, of course, the EU 
market also, being short term, does not have the long-term require
ment of the emitters that this would have. 

So both those teach us a lesson that the markets can work and 
also there can be distinguishes not in need of regulatory oversight 
as this one. 

Chairman HAl{KlN. I also want to note that in your written testi
mony, you mentioned as an aside the study that was co-authored 
by several leading agricultural economists. You said it found that 
"the net flow of greenhouse gas revenue and indirect commodity 
market revenues for farmers far outweigh the increased operating 
costs." It says "benefits to crop and livestock producers far out
weigh these economic losses"-to consumers and agricultural proc
essors-"signaling gains to the sector as a whole. If done the right 
way, agriculture can be made a winner in climate legislation." 

I assume, though, that there are some sectors within agricullure 
that will do better than others. Is that right? 

Mr. PROFETA. Absolutely true. There will be ebbs and flows in 
the system, and some sectors and some farmers will do better than 
others. I think in general we have found there were higher input 
costs but higher output costs as well, a modest consumer response, 
increased bioenergy supply, and offset income opportunities. And 
the key feature, the main benefit to the farmers that really come 
through in these modeling runs come through indirect commodity 
market shifts that drive up crop prices and revenues. So that is not 
seen in some of the other studies, and I should note that in doing 
that we reached out to our colleagues at places like Texas A&M 
and Oregon State lo try and bring together a team that could get 
aft.er the "he said, she said" that has been happening in terms of 
the agricultural economics of climate. 

Chairman HARKlt\. Mr. Glace, do you believe a price collar a floor 
and ceiling would bring about desired certainly in terms of control
ling risks and volatility? How do you feel genera1ly about a price 
collar'? 

Mr. GLAm:. Exelon advocates the use of a price collar. The main 
reason is to protect customers from higher prices in the early tran
sition period for this program, if you will. We think that it is very 
important to protect customers from being impacted by higher 
prices, and we think that is the primary use of the collar. In any 
risk management situation, if you are afraid of volatility and un
certainty, it is nice to have options. Collars and floors help band 
in some of the risk, and these are the tools in the bag that we all 
use routinely to manage risks. 

Chairman HARKIN. I want to turn now lo Dr. Miller and Ms. 
Winkler. I have only got a minute left here, but back to the issue 
of derivatives and swaps and the over-the-counter market, Ms. 
Winkler is basically praising and is in favor of that. Dr. Miller, you 
raised some questions about ii. 

As I understand, Ms. Winkler, you are saying that we need this 
to get financing for offset projects. Well, that may be one way, but 
aren't there other ways such as forward contracting, traditional 
bank lending, or guaranteed USDA loans that could also ensure 
offset projects get financed rather than just through a derivatives? 
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I am concerned about this view that we must have 
customization, especially when compliance obligations are meas
ured in standard government-issued allowances due each April lsL 
Given that do we really need customization? I am still searching 
for that answer. Ms. Winkler'? 

Ms. WINKLER. Yes, Chairman, I think the best example would be 
my fel1ow panelist Joe Glace talking about the needs for him to 
have the flexibility to have both customized transactions in the 
over-the-counter market in addition to the standardized exchange
traded products that he uses. So while financing is certainly one 
reason why people would use over-the-counter instruments, it is 
not the only reason. You know, some of the other things is that it 
can help an emitter specify the actual emissions that they are off
setting against and hedging against, and also being able to cus
tomize it to the time horizon that they are most concerned abouL 

Also, as Joe pointed out, you know, for some entities it becomes 
more difficult to be able to post that collateral with the exchange 
in terms of the margin requirements, and with the role of an ex
change and a clearinghouse, we are providing mark-to-market and 
settlement values on a daily basis, which could at times, with price 
movements, require substantial dollars lo be moved in and out of 
the clearinghouse. 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Miller, do you have any observations'? My 
time is--

Mr. MtLLRR. Yes, I think one of the great issues is transparency 
of the over-the-counter market, and you can gather and get addi
tional transparency with reporting. We do reporting of the cash 
grain markets. We do not report every individual transaction, and 
we do not report who was at the transactions, but we do report the 
prices and we do report where those things were happening. And 
that gives sufficient transparency to that system that it functions 
well, and that is partly what is missing in the current over-the
counter markets. 

Chairman HAHKIN. Got it. Thank you. 
Senator Chambliss? 
Senator CHAMBLISS. So, Dr. Miller, if we went to a system where 

there was complete transparency and the reporting of those con
tracts that were traded over the counter, would that address the 
concerns that you have about OTC? 

Mr. MILLEK To a large degree, I think it would, particularly as 
it would apply to the compliance instrument itself. The actual off
sets or allowances are going to be registered products that are 
standard products because they are a compliance instrument. And 
right now in the voluntary market, the only exchange that is doing 
broad-based price reporting is Chicago. The other exchanges, I 
went out and looked, and I cannot find reported prices for the Cli
mate Action Registry. I cannot find reported prices. I can for the 
futures markets that are regulated, but for the spot markets on a 
number of these other projects and CDM projects, there is no price 
reporting. There is no transparency. 

The associated issue that is connected with that, though, is lever
age, and one of the problems that was part of the debacle, if we 
would say, that occurred in the financial markets with regard to 
credit default swaps, et cetera, was not only a transparency issue 
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but a leverage issue. And, yes, there is cost tu doing margining and 
things on exchanges, but the exchanges did not have any defaults, 
the exchanges did not have those problems because there were lim
its to the amount of leverage that could he put to those type of de
rivatives. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, Ms. Winkler, if we develop a system 
that requires transparency of all trades, whether they are stand
ardized trades or whether they are more tailored transactions, 
which I assume we could devise some system to do that, would that 
interrupt the market in any way, in your opinion? 

Ms. WI!\KLER. Senator, we are very much in support of full trans
parency of the marketplace, and, you know, our goal as operating 
an exchange and a clearinghouse is being able to serve as the price 
discovery vehicle for what carbon is in the U.S. And I believe 
through our existing infrastructure and also the audit trail that 
our electronic 1.rading system and our clearing system can provide, 
in the close coordination we have with the CFTC, we are going to 
be able to easily accommodate that additional transparency that is 
going to be needed. 

Senator CHAMBL188. Mr. Glace, would your ability to enter into 
financially settled swaps for electricity such as the example out
lined in your testimony be hindered or become more expensive 
under the recent proposal put forward by the administration for 
regulating over-the-counter derivatives? 

Mr. Gr.ACF.. Yes, sir. We believe that, again, a lot of the forcing 
to organize the exchanges would seriously reduce the amount of 
hedging that would be able to be done in the marketplace because 
of the fact of all the initial cash that has lo be put up to support 
the transactions. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. And who is going to pay for that ultimately? 
Mr. GLACE. Ultimately, consumers pay for this additional-any 

additional cost that enters the system ultimately finds its way into 
the price to the consumer. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Yes. Well, in talking about the transparency 
issue, which I think is going to be the focus of the debate when we 
get lo this financial system overhaul issue, I assume you have no 
issue with transparency. 

Mr. GLACE. No, sir. 
Senator CHAMllLISS. You are not trying to hide anything or do 

any secret deal out there. So is there a way, in your mind, that we 
could develop a system that would provide full transparency and 
allow you to operate in the market with tailored transactions like 
you sometimes do today? 

Mr. GLAC.li:. Absolutely. Exelon supports expanding the CFTC's 
jurisdiction and expanding the CFTC's ability to gather reporting 
and transactional information to assess positions. And we believe 
in rigorous oversight in the markets and full transparency. 

Senator CHAMBLI88. Mr. Profeta, let me ask you lo comment on 
that same question. You encourage, obviously, the clearing of all 
transactions "as is feasible," I think is the way you put it in your 
testimony. I think that has been stated an awful lot and with dif
ferent wording by different experts in this field. But is there a way 
to take tailored transactions, in your opinion, and whether you call 
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them standardized or not, effect total transparency in the market
place? 

Mr. PROFETA. I think the most important 1.hing is to make it 
transparent to the regulator, and I think it is possible to do that 
in much the way my co-panelists have described here. The best 
way to control for the risk is to build it into the system so you do 
not get to the point where to regulate it is to see it. But there are 
distinct, long-term structured deals that it appears cannot be 
standardized and put-cleared. And if it is open and apparent to 
the regulator, I think we can control for a lot of the risk that way. 

Senator CHA.\.fBLISS. What do you think would be the biggest hur
dle in having a tailored product transparent to the regulator? Or 
is there a hurdle out there? 

Mr. PROFF.TA. I think it is just a matter of establishing the cor
rect authority for 1.he regulator to receive 1.hat information. As I 
suggested in my testimony, it may be appropriate to put the obliga
tion on the transacting parties to give the information to the regu
lator rather than putting the obligation on the regulator to make 
sure that the data gets to the CFTC. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Chairman, I know I am over my time, 
hut lei me follow up. Mr. Glace, is there a problem from your 
standpoint as a participant in these contracts in the marketplace 
in providing the regulator with full disclosure of what the trans
action that you have entered into from the hedge standpoint is all 
about? 

Mr. Gr.ACF.. No, sir. Full disclosure is not a problem. 
Senator CHA::\1BLI88. OK. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. 
Let us see now. Senator Johanns'? 
Senator JOHANNS. Mr. Profeta, let me get started with you. I 

think in response to some questions, you have acknowledged that 
for farmers there is going to be higher input costs, and I think vir
tually every study shows that. Is that something we agree upon, 
input costs will go up? 

Mr. PROFETA. Yes, input costs will go up. Fertilizer costs may be 
controlled by provisions to help that industry, but input costs will 
go up, yes. 

Senator JOHANl'\S. And I think the fertilizer business would de
bate you on that one. They seem to believe their costs are going 
to go up also. 

Mr. PROFETA. I have said the word "may" cautiously because I 
have no idea what the Senate's policy will be on that and how it 
will be affecting the industry. But there are efforts at least to try 
and hold that sector of the industry harmless. 

Senator JOHANK8. Now, as I understand the Texas A&M study
and, again, by inference from your testimony, it appears that you 
are reaching much the same conclusion-it is not the credits or al
lowances or whatever that is really going to help the farmer out 
to deal with those input costs. It is your belief that they will get 
a higher price for their products, right? 

Mr. PROFETA. Yes. This is 1.he study that we released. I am 
happy to bring the authors who are intimately familiar with it to 
meet with you, Senator. But, yes, their findings were that the key 
benefit to the farmers comes from the indirect commodity market 
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shifts that drive up the crop prices and their revenues. They do 
have some benefits from the offsets, from tillage practices, manure 
management, et cetera, but that is not the driver. The driver is the 
crop price. 

Senator JOHANNS. Now, if you are on the buying end of that, 
though, if you are in the dairy industry-which is absolutely going 
broke at the moment, if you are in the pork industry and one pork 
producer said to me recently, he said, "Mike, we are 30 days from 
being bankrupt." If you are in the cattle industry that has not 
made money for 2 years, this is pretty much a disaster for them, 
isn't it'? 

Mr. PROFETA. I would like to go through the numbers with you. 
I do nut think that the input cost projections that came out of the 
study are in the realm of disaster, particularly compared to the 
fluctuations we have had in those input costs in the past year. 
They far exceed what would be projected out of this legislation. 

Senator JOHANNS. Well, if you are the one going broke-and, be
lieve me, dairy is not making any money at the moment, quite the 
opposite. Pork is really getting hammered. Beef has not been good 
for a couple of years. Call it what you want. This is not a good situ
ation. 

Mr. PHOFE'l'A. Senator, I would agree, and let me be clear. The 
intent of the study was try and get after, you know, the assump
tions and lay them there and let you as a Senator to make a judg
ment as to-I am from the State of North Carolina. I work with 
the pork industry a lot. I know how they are suffering. And I am 
certainly not advocating for any legislation that would cause the 
kind of pain that you feel. 

I think there are ways to balance these societal objectives, not 
hurting the industry and also addressing climate change, and what 
we are trying to du is give you the data that helps you get to that 
place. 

Senator JOHANC\"8. Now, let me, if I might, kind of pivot off of 
your comments to Mr. Glace. Mr. Glace, you are, as I have de
scribed, a big guy-not in stature. In business is what I am refer
ring to. How big are you? What would your revenues be in a year? 

Mr. GT.ACK Approximately $15 billion. 
Senator JOHA!\'NS. $15 billion. Now, if we do something up here 

that impacts your hoUom line, you are just going to pass it on to 
the consumer, right? You are not going to go broke. 

Mr. GLACE. Exelon believes that all costs to manufacture and in
puts to make electricity ultimately get into the power price, and 
that does, in fact, get to the consumer. 

Senator JOHANNS. Yes. And if you are the irrigator and you are 
buying electricity, they are going to pay more, right? 

Mr. GLACE. Yes, sir. 
Senator JOHANNS. One of the concerns I had with the study, the 

Texas A&M study, is the two farms they looked at in Nebraska 
were dryland, and about 60 percent of our row crops are actually 
irrigated. So those irrigators are going to pay more for electricity 
if, in fact, the Government raises the cost of doing business. 

Mr. GLACE. We believe that power prices will increase, yes. 
Senator JOHANNS. Now, you can hedge your risk just simply be

cause you are going to notify somebody in an electric bill that they 
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are paying more. But where the farmer does not set the price, how 
do they possibly compete with you? I mean, you are such a big en
terprise. You can control your prices. The poor farmer out there 
just is going to get what they get, and if it causes them to go broke, 
they will go broke, won't they? 

Mr. GLACE. Again, I cannot speak for the farmers' economics 
very specifica1ly, but we du believe that all-Exelon believes in 
markets, and markets set prices. And whatever the buildup of the 
ultimate market inputs are lhat determine lhe market price, the 
market clears and the market sets a price. And Exelon believes 
that markets produce the least efficient-the most efficient, excuse 
me, possible outcome for the consumer, and that a market-based 
solution is always going to be the least cost or most effective solu
tion. 

Senator JOHANN8. See, here is the problem wilh that in agri
culture. The fat cattle guy cannot go to Tyson's and say, "Boy, you 
know, I just got a higher electric bill, and I got this and I got that. 
Instead of selling these fat cattle for $100, I need $110." Because 
you know what? Tyson's is going to go, "So what?" I mean, it is the 
reality of the marketplace fur farmers. Du you agree with me there? 

Mr. GLAC!i:. I do nol pretend lo know lhe farmer realities and the 
farmer marketplaces, but I do know that if a market sets a price 
for clearing that the farmer will get a bill that is commensurate 
with that market price. 

Senator JOHANNS. They cannot pass it along. 
Mr. Gr.ACF.. I will take your word for it. 
Senator ,JOHANNS. Yes. Well, thal is lhe way it works. 
Mr. GLACE. Absolutely. 
Senator JOHANNS. Thank you. 
Mr. GLACE. Thank you, sir. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator. 
Now Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator GILLTBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to go 

over some of the issues that Ms. Winkler raised and some of the 
questions that you asked, Mr. Chairman. 

One of the issues was about why do we need a customized mar
ket, and there were a couple of areas that I wanted you to perhaps 
provide-anyone on the panel who has information and wants to 
provide more detail, that would he helpful. 

On the question of whether it will provide offset projects financed 
under the bill, will be able to provide the financing, one of the rea
sons is that financing for projects is often contingent on a firm 
being able to predict their future carbon risk through a derivative 
contract, for example, and if you just have exchange-traded, you 
have no more than 5-year-out contract. 

So could you please elaborate more on that financing perspective, 
because the Chairman brought up, well, why can't you just get a 
loan? What is the difference with that access to capital, then the 
liquidity that the derivatives market would provide, if any, to fur
ther answer that <1uestion? 

Ms. WINKLER. Thank you, Senator. One of the main differences 
is just because of the customized nature of that instrument and the 
financing needs for those particular projects that need to be devel
oped. It is in their best interest to be able to deal with a 
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counterparty that is able to, you know, lend to them and also that 
they are able to contribute toward the financing of that the phys
ical assets that they have. And in the cases of many of these 
project developers, these projects take anywhere from 7 to 10 years 
and, especial1y in terms of the offset projects, need to be verified 
and approved along the way. So there is a substantial amount of 
risk that is outstanding. A typical lender is going to find that pret
ty difficult to he able to stand behind that at a reasonable rate. 

Senator GtLLTRRANn. Su you are saying that the lending market 
may not be readily available because of the outstanding risk, and 
so that you really need a derivative to hedge that risk specifically 
for the amount of time that that project may well take to come to 
fruition. 

Ms. WIL\"KLER. That is correct. 
Senator GlLLlllHAND. Now, is that your experience, Mr. Glace? 
Mr. GLAC!i:. Yes. 
Senator GtLLIHRAND. OK. Second, you said in your testimony, 

Ms. Winkler, that if you were going to have-if you were not going 
to have a customized market, it would leave out certain players 
who need access to these markets because of the capital require
ments. But one of the things we talked about earlier that the 
Ranking Member brought up was that we would actually want cap
ital requirements. And, in fact, not only do we want complete 
transparency for what the trade is going to he, but that we actually 
might even have higher capital requirements because of the in
creased risk. So that does not address your-that would undermine 
your argument that certain players would, therefore, be excluded 
from the market. 

Ms. WINKLER. I think the way to describe it is that an exchange
traded market, we believe, relies on broad market participation, 
and that is kind of central to being able to have the market deter
mine what that carbon price is going to be. 

There are many differences in terms of the over-the-counter mar
ket and the level of sophistication of the people that interact in 
that market, and typically they are eligible contract market partici
pants. And so I think there are pretty significant differences just 
between who we would anticipate dealing in that customized mar
ket versus what we would expect in the exchange-traded market. 
And it is certainly our hope and our intention that both markets 
have to have increased transparency over what lhey have today. 

Senator Gn.LTRRAND. And capital requirements. I want to get to 
your argument that you thought the reason why we needed to have 
an OTC market was because there would be no capital require
ments. And what I think the Ranking Member was getting at is 
if we create this over-the-counter market and al1ow fur it, it is 
going to need increased transparency and significant capital re
quirements, which would undermine your argument. 

Ms. WTNKL!i:R. The capital requirements is certainly something 
that is under review by the administration as part of their larger 
over-the-counter and financial regulatory reform. So we would view 
that anything that would need to be done in carbon over-the
counter ets would be in line with those broader goals of the admin
istration. 
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Senator GrLLIRRAND. And then the third issue that addresses 
this is the question of foreign carbon allowances to be purchased 
and used for domestic appliance. It is allowed in the Waxman-Mar
key bill right now. However, the issue of mandated standardization 
and exchange trading is impacted because 75 percent of the Euro
pean market right now is over the counter. So how do you see that 
impacting the harmonization efforts that we are trying to make 
and participation-if the EU, for example, has a 75-percent over
the-counter market and the U.S. has none, how will that affect us 
in terms of competitiveness or access to capital or liquidity or vola
tility or any of the issues that you brought up? 

Ms. WIKKLER. I think the biggest concern, Senator, is that if 
there is nut an over-the-counter market that is al1owed in the U.S., 
we believe that that activity is going to take place--

Senator GILLlllHAND. Go overseas. 
Ms. WINKL~R rcontinuingl. And it is going to go overseas to less 

transparent environments and areas where our regulators do not 
have as direct authority as they do here in the United States. 
While we certainly still see, you know, some transactions taking 
place in the over-the-counter market, we have been seeing a trend 
in the EU ETS toward clearing. And that has been a positive trend, 
and it kind of speaks to how over-the-counter markets develop over 
time, and they do become more standardized, they do become more 
liquid. And now kind of the predominant number of the instru
ments are being cleared, and we would view that being as much 
of the same development that we will see here in the U.S. But our 
primary concern is that if we do not allow over-the-counter trans
actions, people are going to need those customized tools, and they 
are going to lend themselves to less transparent environments that 
we do not have the authority to regulate properly. 

Senator GILLlllHAND. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thanks, Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator Lugar? 
Senator LUGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
In our last comprehensive hearing on this subject, the testimony 

of Secretary Vilsack was that all farms would benefit from a cap
and-trade situation similar to the House bill. Senator Chambliss, 
in releasing the Texas A&M study, which has been cited several 
times in the hearing, indicated that 71 farms would not prosper, 
27 would, and so that is quite a disparity. And the reasons were 
varied, but the farms that came out best were farms such as my 
farm in Indiana that produces corn and soybeans. 

I take the privilege of these personal references because I want 
to ask you, Dr. Miller, about a situation on my farm or maybe at 
yours. We have about a third of our acreage in corn, a third in soy
beans, and a third in trees. About 22 years ago, my son and I start
ed planting black walnuts in rows, some other trees subsequently, 
and in due course, the Chicago Climate Exchange approached us 
and said, "Would you like to be a partner in this exchange?" They 
wanted some farm in Indiana at least to have that situation going, 
but they could measure only most recently planted trees because 
the idea was that if you have trees already on the farm, why, those 
were already there. The incentive was to plant more. 
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So, as a result, they measured some uf our trees, and I have been 
accumulating credits. I go to the website of CCX and find that I 
have no several thousand tons of carbon sequestered in those 1.rees 
on the farm. 

My problem is that the price of that carbon per ton has been 
plunbring. It was as high one time as $7 a ton. It is now 25 cents 
a tun as you go to the website today. 

Now, there is something wrung with the market there, as we are 
all busy paUing about climate change, and yet the markets are not 
reflecting that much is going to happen there. 

Now, CFTC, in a very bold move, has taken CCX apparently 
under its wing and at least is hoping that this may be established 
as a market uf sorts. 

I gu through all this detail to say that it is not at all clear, even 
if you were on a farm in which you wanted lo put paslureland into 
trees or, as the Texas A&M study points out, most of the gain for 
the corn farmers comes from the fact that fewer acres apparently 
are planted. Therefore, supply and demand raises the price uf cum, 
and that has all kinds of implications in terms of the American 
food system, quite apart from the worldwide food system in which 
our whole emphasis is on more acreage and more production with 
the population of the world growing. 

These are all contradictory problems but relevant, I think, to the 
ordinary farmer who might contemplate. How do you, in fact, stay 
alive? Do you plant trees? Is there going to be a similar market for 
nu-till planting? We have had celebrations at the Farmers Union, 
people here in our Committee. 

I ask all of this simply to raise a question that maybe you can 
help answer. How established is it that there is going to be any 
market for my trees or any trees I should plant? How about the 
trees that are already there if I promise not to harvest them? You 
say a contract period of 5 years or 10 years. Du I get credit for 
that? Or is that in the past? Give me some inclination, if you can, 
from this practical example. 

Mr. MILLER. The market is in its infancy, and in its infancy it 
will have more variation and gyration than it will in a mature mar
ket. But regulations matter, and one uf the challenges that the cur
rent Chicago market has is that part of its tradable compliance in
struments were deemed basically worthless by the future regula
tions. Therefore, that piece of the market is trending toward zero. 

The offsets are not trading at zero, but they have had to move 
to the over-the-counter market to find value. And so when we sell 
offsets such as from forestry or soils right now, we are trading at 
4 times, 5 times, 6 times what that listed exchange price is that 
is trading allowances that 241)4 did not recognize. 

So it is the same problem Europe had when they did not allow 
banking forward of a market that was long offsets in the current 
term or long allowances in the current term. They went to zero, 
and that is what markets do when you have an excess supply of 
something that has no carry-forward. 

Relative to the ability for farmers to participate, we are at, 
again, the infancy of what all these solutions can be from the agri
cultural and forestry sectors in our markets. The CCX, which has 
the only broad-based set of workable protocols, is an incomplete 
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set. There is a real role for USDA to help set and develop addi
tional protocols. Nitrous oxide management is one that possibly al
most all farmers could participate in. But we have no standard pro
tocol for thal yeL It is a more expensive protocol lo probably do. 
It is more difficult. It has got some scientific challenges. 

At CCX, we took the ones that had the best science around them 
at the time we did them and started with those, and we have 
added protocols. 

In the Texas A&M study, their ranches did not have any offset 
income in the Texas A&M study, and I am quite familiar with that. 
Partly, when they did their panels, the CCX rangeland offset re
quires management of the stocking rates, and those particular 
ranches in those representative panels could not economically do 
what is required of the CCX offsets in order to get offset credits. 
We have ranches that are complying with that-us, Farmers 
Union, various different aggregators-but il is not something that 
every ranch is going to be able to do and remain economically via
ble. And I think that is one of the things we have to be aware of. 
While it might be technically feasible for the individual resources 
that are available, it may not be economically viable lo do lhe 
things that are required in order to earn offsets. 

Senator LUGAR. I ran over my time, Mr. Chairman. I would just 
underline the importance for our Committee, if we are to adopt a 
cap-and-trade situation, to go well beyond the House bill and lo get 
into the weeds, so to speak, of this because, otherwise, this is going 
to be a fiction that somehow there are allowances here, or credits 
or even a market, without somebody going into the details Dr. Mil
ler has just illuslraled in brief. And I think lhis is critical, or we 
are going to leave farmers absolutely without defense in this situa
tion, I think zapped all across the board. 

Chairman HARKIN. Senator Lugar raises a good point. I thought 
about this at that previous panel lhat, you know, you have a stand 
of trees, we had a forest, a private forest. Now, because he is not 
adding anything additional, therefore, he gets no offsets. But if he 
cut down his trees and planted new ones, well, then he would be 
OK. This is that same old thing thal we have been through so 
many years on this Committee on conservation and other things. 
If you tear out what you have got and plant something else, well, 
then you will get the benefits. But if you just keep your conserving 
practices or what you have done lo your land, lhen you do not get 
anything, and that just does not make sense to people. It does not 
make sense to me either. So we have got to address that also on 
this. 

Well, thank you all very much, and we will call our next panel. 
Thank you very much. 

Our next panel, our producer group perspectives, we have Mr. 
Andy Beckstoffer, and he will be introduced by our colleague. Come 
over here, Mike. Then Mr. Frank Rehermann, Chairman of USA 
Rice Producers' Group from California; Mr. Luke Brubaker from 
Brubaker Farms in-I had a wrong address here on it-Pennsyl
vania. Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. Mr. Fred Yoder, Past President of 
the National Corn Growers Association from Ohio. We will ask you 
all to take your seats there. 
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We are graced with the presence of a long-time friend of mine, 
our colleague from the House side, Representative Mike Thompson, 
and I am going to turn to him for the purpose of introduction be
cause I know he has to get back to the House. But in my way of 
introducing the introducer, I will just say that Congressman 
Thompson was first elected to represent California's 1st District in 
1998. It includes all of Napa, Lake, Mendocino, Humboldt, and Del 
Norte counties. I do not know what else you have added. Sonoma 
County, too? 

Mr. TH0.:\-1PSON. Part of Sonoma. 
Chairman HARKII\". Part of Sonoma County, and Yolo, also. Prior 

to serving in Congress, Representative Thompson represented Cali
fornia's 2nd District in the California Staie Senate, where he 
chaired the Budget CommiUee. So, again, not a stranger 1.o us at 
all, and a great friend and colleague from the House side. I will 
turn to Congressman Mike Thompson for purposes of introduction. 

STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE THOMPSON, U.S. 
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Mr. TH0.'.\1PSON. Well, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, Mr. 
Vice Chairman, thank you also fur allowing me to do this. I have 
got a couple friends testifying today, but I have been asked and am 
honored to introduce one that I represent at home, and that is my 
good friend Andy Beckstoffer. 

Andy is the founder and the Chairman and the owner of 
Beckstoffer Vineyards, which farms over 3,000 acres of vineyard in 
Napa, Mendocino, and Lake counties of California. He is the larg
est non-winery b>Tape b>Tower in Napa Valley and along California's 
north coast. He is also the largest seller of premium winegrapes in 
Napa and on the north coast area, and he provides grapes to over 
80 premium wineries. 

Since 1970, Beckstoffer Vineyards has been a leader in devel
oping and implementing new vineyard technologies in the Cali
fornia premium north coast area, and Andy has been recognized 
around the world for these efforts. And I hope he gets a chance to 
talk about this, but he is doing some great stuff now, a whole 
bunch of new organic plantings in Mendocino County and Lake 
County, and something that he might not think is exciting, and 
maybe you will not either, hut being a vineyard owner myself, we 
have to rip our land before we plant vineyards, and Andy now in 
his new plantings, he is only ripping the area specific as to where 
the grapes will he planted, not disturbing the rest of the ground, 
which I 1.hink is preUy cutting edge. 

In 1975, he was a founding director of the Napa Valley Grape 
Growers Association. In 1976, he became a member of the Napa 
County Planting Commission and in 1983 a director of the 
Winegrape Growers of California. He is also a member of the World 
Presidents Organization, a director of the Wine Market Council, 
the California Association of Winegrape Growers, and the Land 
Trust of Napa County. And he is an accomplished conservationist. 
As a farmer and businessman, he understands that investing in 
the conservation of our land is an investment in our future. His 
leadership in helping build national support for increased tax in-
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centives tu put property into conservation easements wil1 be felt fur 
generations to come. 

I carried that bill in the House. It has tremendous support over 
here in the Senate, and he was really the catalyst for that, helped 
put it together, and he not only talks the talk, but he walks the 
walk. After that bill was passed, he was the first landowner across 
the country to put his land into a conservation easement, and it is 
really significant because it is a historic vineyard in the Napa Val
ley. And if I told you the property values of a vineyard like that, 
most people in agriculture would not believe that they would draw 
that kind of money. 

So he has been on the cutting edge. He has worked to restore the 
Napa River throughout the Napa Valley, and he is a lifetime expert 
in specialty crop farming. And as everybody in this room knows, 
specialty crops represent about 50 percent of the entire plant crop 
economy, and they contribute mightily to our Nation's nutrition. 

He has a hands-on knowledge of how not only climate change is 
affecting winegrapes, but also the benefits that specialty crops pro
vide in helping our country meet the challenges of climate change. 

I want to thank you all for allowing me to do this, and I want 
to thank you in advance for listening to his comments. And I am 
just proud to be the one tu have brought Andy to the Senate. 

Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mike. You are wel

come to stay if you would like. I know you have probably got-
Mr. THOMPSON. We are working on this thing called "health care 

reform" over there. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman HARKIN. I have heard of it. I have heard of ii. All 

right. Well, thank you very much, Mike. 
Mr. THO~PSON. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. I really appreciate it very, very much. 
Then we will start with you, Mr. Beckstoffer, and we will work 

from right to left in this regard. Mike was mentioning something 
about ripping grapes and stuff. I turned to Saxby, I said, "ls that 
like minimum tillage that we know about?" It sounds a little bit 
like that. 

Also, I want you to know something else. In 2000, in my State 
of Iowa, we had a total of 100 acres of grapes in Iowa. We now 
have over 1,000. So look out, here we come. 

fLaughter.l 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Chairman, let me just say, too, that 

Mike happens to be the Chairman of the Wine Caucus over on the 
House side, and as a former Member of the House and a consumer, 
Mr. Beckstoffer, we appreciate you sending a little bit up here 
every now and then of your fermented product that we can make 
sure we test every now and then. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Beckstoffer, welcome, and please proceed. 
Again, I am going tu ask you tu summarize. As you probably have 
heard, all your statements will be made part of the record in their 
entirety. If you could sum it up in 6 minutes, please. 
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STATEMENT OF W. ANDY BECKSTOFFER, CHAIRMAN AND 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BECKSTOFFER VINEYARDS, 
RUTHERFORD, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. BECKSTOFFER. Thank you very much. I live in St. Helena, 
which is a small agricultural town in the Napa Valley of California, 
and my family grows winegrapes, as you said, and that in your 
terms is a specialty crop. 

We are small farmers, but grapes are a big business. There are 
over 24,000 grape growers in the Nation, and the full economic im
pact of wine and grape products is estimated at over $162 billion. 
Grapes are grown in over 40 States today, and grapes are a signifi
cant part of the specialty crop segment of the U.S. agricultural 
economy. Specialty crops, as Mike says, represent approximately 50 
percent of the farm gate value of total plant agricultural produc
tion. 

We in the winegrape and wine business are very proud of the 
fact that most medical people believe that wine is good for your 
heart. I truly believe and hope that that is true. 

Chairman HARKIN. I believe. 
Mr. BECK8TOFFER. But, for sure, grapes and peaches and pears 

and carrots and lettuce and tomatoes and all fruits and vegetables 
are specialty crops that provide essential nutrition to the American 
people. That is where their real importance is. 

Where I live in the Napa Valley, it is a very well known pre
mium winegrape-growing region. What is not so well known is that 
while some 9 percent of Napa County's land mass is devoted to 
vineyards, over 10 percent of the county's land is protected by some 
sort of open space or agricultural conservation arrangement. Con
servation and environmental sensitivity are hallmarks of our lives 
in the wine country. The increased tax incentives on conservation 
easements which were legislated in 2006 have made a major con
tribution to our abi1ity to conserve these agricultural lands. In our 
smaU va1ley, over 1,650 acres have been put under conservation 
easements since 1960, and over 300 of that has been our lands. 

Senator Baucus here in the Senate and Congressman Thompson 
in the House are now sponsoring legislation to make those incen
tives permanent. These incentives are crucial to ]and conservation. 
They are crucial to keeping small farmers on the farm and ulti
mately crucial for positive climate change. 

In considering my testimony, in the limited time I want to em
phasize three major concerns. 

First, specialty crop b>Towers are generally relatively small farm
ers. Our family is the largest vineyard owner in the Napa Valley 
and the north coast. But on any statistic involving all farms, we 
are very small farmers. This is the case with most specialty crop 
farmers. We are scattered politically and geographically and do not 
have the organization or capacity to compete with the large pro
gram crops for adequate consideration in major legislation, such as 
that involving c1imate change. Without your special indulgence and 
careful consideration, much of the Nation's nutrition engine will 
suffer. 

Second, it has been widely reported that many car dealers have 
opted out of the Cash for Clunkers program because of the heavy 
documentation requirement on their limited staffs. We have simi-
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larly limited staffs. I would hope that the reporting requirements 
of any climate change program would be held to the minimum. 

Third, 1.he USDA's Economic Research Service reports that be
tween the years 1997 and 2002 over 8 million acres of American 
farmland have been lost to agriculture due in good part to urban
ization and economic pressures. In California, our population is es
timated to double in the next 25 years. 

In the Napa Val1ey, some 60 miles from San Francisco, there is 
tremendous urban pressure. 11. is my view that winegrape vine
yards here are the long-term highest and best economic use of the 
land. And for this reason, we have been able to preserve the vine
yards with that urban pressure. This is true in varying degrees in 
a11 agricultural lands near urban areas. These lands in many cases 
are relatively sma11 specialty crop lands. It is widely anticipated 
that Federal and Staie carbon reduction programs will increase 
costs for energy, fertilizer, pest management tools, and other inputs 
such as transportation. If winegrape growers and agriculture are 
not excluded from any carbon emissions cap while being able to re
ceive credits for offsets provided, these unaddressed increased costs 
will result in the loss of an additional increment of agricultural 
lands. 

Further, it is my understanding that agriculture, through plant 
and soil sequestration, has been identified as a priority area for 
cap-and-trade offsets. If the profitability of agriculture is further 
reduced through increased costs and competition from foreign 
wines made with cheap labor with Government supports, that wi11 
serve to limit the availability and expansion of agriculiure as an 
important component of any cap-and-trade program. 

The winegrape quality and standards in the Napa Valley are in 
no immediate danger or short-term danger from climate control ac
tivity. There are some things that are changing, however. For ex
ample, we are experiencing more heat spikes. General1y speaking, 
heat and sunlight bring beneficial effects to grape ripening and ma
turity. We prepare our trellises and canopy management to accept 
and accentuate this. When heat spikes occur, they damage the 
grapes and thus we must prepare our trellises to avoid sunlight 
and heat-in direct contradiction to our major objective of heat and 
sunlight accumulation. 

The nights are geUing warmer. The secret of producing great 
winegrapes involves achieving a chemical balance between sugar, 
acid, and pH. Sugar is accumulated during the day, acid in the cool 
nighttime temperatures, and pH at both times. Climate change is 
increasing our nighttime temperatures, and at this time we have 
no way of knowing the effect on grape balance and quality. We 
greatly need research to show these effects. I understand 1.hat most 
of the carbon sequestration research has been done on annual 
crops. Our vines with a 20- to 40-year life span have a signifi
cantly different carbon footprint, and their relationship to annual 
crops should be analyzed. 

Another area where c1imate change is beginning to affect us is 
pest infestation. The disruption in the ecosystem is producing new 
pests and mutations and vine diseases that we just do not under
stand. This could have a major effect on our ability to limit pes
ticides. 
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Fur reasons of economics, fruit quality, and soil and water con
servation, we have over the past many years drastically reduced 
our tractor usage in the vineyards. We limit irrigation practices for 
reasons of fruit quality, and when we do irrigate, we use effective 
drip irrigation. We make extensive use of cover crops to host bene
ficial insects and limit pesticides as well as reduce tillage to limit 
soil moisture. We--

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Beckstoffer, could you summarize? 
Mr. BECK8TOFFER. OK. We in the grape business have been prac

ticing for a long time, and we just hope that these early practices 
will be recognized in any potential carbon market or offset pro
gram. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beckstoffer can be found on page 

61) in the appendix. l 
Chairman HARKlN. Thank you very much, Mr. Beckstoffer. I am 

sorry. We are just running out of time. 
Next, Mr. Frank Rehermann, Chairman of USA Rice Producers' 

Group, also from California. Welcome, Mr. Rehermann. Please pro
ceed. 

STATEMENT OF FRANK REHERMANN, CHAIRMAN, USA RICE 
PRODUCERS' GROUP, LIVE OAK, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. REHERMANN. Good afternoon, Chairman Harkin, Ranking 
Member Chambliss, and members of the Committee. My name is 
Frank Rehermann, and I am a rice producer from Live Oak, Cali
fornia. Since 1972, my wife and I have produced rice in a family 
partnership which now includes our two sons. I currently serve as 
Chair of the USA Rice Producers' Group, one of four organizations 
which comprise the USA Rice Federation. And, incidentally, Chair
man Harkin, I am proud to say that all 850 acres I farm are en
rolled in the CSP program. 

Chairman HARKIN. Good for you. Thank you. 
Mr. RimEHMANN. The USA Rice Federation is the global advocate 

for all segments of the rice industry. Our multi-billion-dollar indus
try provides jobs and income for a broad and diverse array of peo
ple in the value chain. Beyond our obvious economic and nutri
tional benefits is the fact that we provide winter-flooded habitat fur 
important species of migratory waterfowl and other species. That 
habitat is critical to their very survival. 

Our objections with climate change legislation as recently passed 
by the House lie in the area of increased production costs. Hope
fully, our own Congress will nut approve legislation that will have, 
may have the unfortunate, albeit unintended, consequence of shift
ing rice production to our foreign competitors because we can no 
longer compete. 

The U.S. rice industry is already faced with the importation of 
some 750,000 tons of rice per year from foreign origins, and, there
fore, competing in our own markets has become more difficult. And 
as that happens, the natural consequence uf that would have an ef
fect on the Nation's ability to provide food security. That would be 
placed at further disadvantage. 

We currently have few, if any, opportunities in rice production to 
further sequester or reduce greenhouse gases. However, on a 
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proactive basis, work is newly underway in California to develop 
computer modeling techniques to quantify greenhouse gas emis
sions and, accordingly, to estimate emission responses to possible 
changes in cultural practices. All factors will be evaluated to deter
mine their feasibility. 

However, as of now, we cannot identify a way to offset the in
creases in production costs of rice attributed to H.R. 2454. More
over, the much discussed sludy by Texas A&M demonstrates lhat 
on all rice farms sampled, production costs will go up significantly, 
and that causes our bottom line to reduce significantly and ulti
mately has an effect on equity. 

The American Farm Bureau Federation estimates that just the 
increase in rice production cost per acre could reach as high as 
$153 per acre. Within that margin lies any ability we have to show 
a profit. 

Additionally, we consider il highly unlikely that rice-producing 
countries with whom we compete will impose onerous regulatory 
burdens, as evidenced by historical evaluation. Therefore, we re
spectfully urge the members of this Committee to fully evaluate al
ternative approaches to curbing greenhouse gas emissions and to 
oppose pending or similar climate change legislation. 

We have some suggestions that we would like to make today, but 
in the event that legislation similar to H.R. 2454 is considered in 
this body, we believe lhere are several key provisions which must 
be clearly and explicitly included in the bill to help ensure U.S. ag
riculture is not irreparably injured in the process. 

One, a specific exemption should be included for the agriculture 
sector from the greenhouse gas emission reduclion requirements of 
climate change legislation and the underlying Clean Air Act. 

Second, a definition of "agriculture sector" for the purposes of 
this exemption should be clarified to include production as the path 
from the field through the stage of processing necessary for the 
commodity to be marketed in commercial channels. 

We will need additional funding to accomplish more research by 
USDA and the land grant university system. We need the estab
lishment of a program using the funds and authorities of CCC to 
compensate producers fur their increased input costs. We would 
like to see the establishment of a robust agricultural offset program 
that is flexible and run entirely by the USDA. 

In conclusion, I urge this Commillee lo work and the Senate lo 
postpone consideration of climate change legislation until such time 
that alternative legislative approaches for curbing greenhouse gas 
emissions are developed which do not injure American agriculture. 
If this effort, however, is unsuccessful, we request that this Com
mittee work with other committees of jurisdiction and your Senate 
colleagues to ensure that our recommendations are included in any 
climate change legislation enacted into law. We believe that these 
provisions in the current approach to climate change would he very 
detrimental to the U.S. rice industry. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to present our views. I will 
be glad to answer any questions. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Rehermann can be found on page 
116 in the appendix.J 
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Chairman HARKIN. Wel1, thank you, Mr. Rehermann, for being 
here and thank you for your testimony. 

Now we lurn to Mr. Luke Brubaker of Brubaker Farms of-is it 
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania? 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Mount Joy, right. 
Chairman HARKIN. Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. Welcome, Mr. Bru

baker. Please proceed. I am sorry. I was looking at your folder 
here. 

STATEMENT OF LUKE BRUBAKER, BRUBAKER FARMS, MOUNT 
JOY, PENNSYLVANIA 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Thank you, Chairman Harkin and Ranking 
Member. And I am so disappointed my Pennsylvania Senator just 
left me earlier, and all the rest of the members, I was going to ad
dress lhem, but they have gone. 

Chairman HARKIN. That is all right. 
Mr. BRUBAKER. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to 

speak before you today about the issue of global warming. I do not 
come here today as an expert on global warming, but to tel1 you 
some of the great things that happen on Brubaker Farms, and I 
believe thal we can have an impact on lhe atmosphere and on glob
al warming. 

To begin, I would like to speak with you about Brubaker Farms 
Dairy and dairies in general and how they can profit from the 
product-manure-which, in some cases, is thought of as a liability 
rather than an asset. 

I like to think of myself not just as an environmentalist, bul also 
as a business leader where I can lead in the local community and 
represent dairy farmers on State and national issues. Please refer 
to my short bio which I believe you received. 

Brubaker Farms of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, is owned by my 
wife and myself, in partnership with our two sons, Mike and Tony 
Brubaker. My father purchased lhe farm in 1929 and started the 
operation with eight cows. My brother and I purchased the farm 
in the early 1960's, and at that time it was an animal operation 
that consisted of 18 cows. In the early 1990's, my sons graduated 
from col1ege and wanted to come back to the farm to be a part of 
that operation. At that time, my brother sold his interest in the 
farm to me and my sons, and we entered in lo a formal partnership 
to manage Brubaker Farms. At the time the partnership was 
formed, the Brubaker animal operation consisted of 200 cows. The 
farm now consists of over 800 cows, 600 young stock, and also a 
250,000 bird broiler chicken operation per year. These expansions 
to the operation allow it to provide the necessary income to sustain 
the three families thal now rely on it for their economic well-being. 

We have developed an operation that is both financially stable 
and is an important part of the local economy. We have taken ac
tions to ensure that the site is maintained as a working farm in 
the future through participation in the Pennsylvania Farmland 
Preservation Program. In order to address farm commodity price 
issues, farm expenses, and family financial needs, we are ready lo 
make the necessary business decisions to ensure that the farm will 
continue to be viable into the future. The farm is a family business, 
and the economic viability of the operation is critical in order to 
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allow it to continue to be an effective business well into the future, 
and for it to be an economically sustainable family enterprise. 

The most recent project we have completed is a manure digester. 
We are excited about what this new addition means to our farm 
and to the energy security of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and 
neighboring communities. At the present time, our digester is gen
erating approximately 4 to 5 megawatts of electricity a day. Most 
of the electricity that we generate is sold back to the local electric 
utility company, PP&L. We have the capacity of producing enough 
electricity to supply approximately 150 to 200 homes a day, and 
most of that is closer to 200 homes a day now. 

Key to the methane production is the cows and heifers. The ma
nure flows by push and gravity to a recovery pit where it is 
pumped into a large lagoon of approximately 700,000 gallons and 
where bacteria in the lagoon converts volatile solids in the manure 
into biogas or methane gas. The lagoon is completely covered and 
insulated. The gas flows underground into the generation building 
which houses a large Guascor engine and generator capable of pro
ducing 225 kilowatts. 

Now I would like to speak to some of the advantages of a meth
ane digester: reduces the strain on the PP&L grid; reduces the 
need for electricity produced from fossil fuel power plants; reduces 
pathogens in the digested manure; separates the solids from liquid 
and recycles the solids for bedding; reduces the odor by 75 to 90 
percent after digested; fly larvae are killed by the digester, result
ing in less flies; reduces methane and other greenhouse gases into 
the atmosphere; weed seeds killed in digested manure which in 
turn can reduce chemical use; selling electricity to the local power 
company as renewable energy. 

We are permitted to add food by-products that can be metered 
to the manure which makes extra electricity; possibility of 
partnering with cafeterias to use food scraps added to manure rath
er than land filling which also makes electricity. In turn, this can 
result in a profit to the farmer. 

Methane is one of the potent greenhouse gases. It is 20 to 23 
times more powerful in trapping heat in the atmosphere than car
bon dioxide. We make a profit from the sale of carbon credits to in
dustry or individuals who need or want to offset emissions. 

As a greenhouse gas, methane differs from carbon dioxide in an 
important way. Methane remains a climate change threat in the 
atmosphere for a number of years. 

The reduction in the methane from our digester can lead to a 
slowing of climate change. Use of the manure after it goes through 
the digester is readily available to plants for plant food, which in 
turn helps prevent leaching and a chance for run-off. 

As you know, in this critical time, the dairy farmer has some fi
nancial difficulty. Some of the things we talked about today could 
help the dairy producer. And as a side note, I would be happy to 
offer suggestions or ideas that could help correct the dairy situa
tion. 

I believe that over the next 10 years, environmental and renew
able energy issues are going to be some of the biggest challenges 
for agriculture and farmers. Using State and Federal funding and 
loan assistance for this project and our new solar project to produce 
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electricity fur about 150 homes on the roof of our new heifer barn 
helps Brubaker Farms make our goals a reality. 

I believe investing in projects like 1.hese is good for the future of 
the dairy farmer industry and livestock industry, the economy, the 
environment, and the whole world. 

I will be glad to answer any questions that you might have, and 
thank you again for the opportunity to speak today. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brubaker can be found on page 
71 in the appendix. l 

Chairman HARKlt\. Well, Mr. Brubaker, thank you very much. 
Very stimulating. Very stimulating. 

Now we turn to Mr. Fred Yoder, Past President of the National 
Corn Growers Association, from Plain City, Ohio. Welcome, Mr. 
Yoder. Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF FRED YODER, PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL 
CORN GROWERS ASSOCIATION, PLAIN CITY, OHIO 

Mr. YODER. Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, it is 
a pleasure to be here. Unfortunately, somebody has tu be last, and 
I guess today I was the last one. I guess I am just lucky. 

Again, my name is Fred Yoder. I grow corn, soybeans and wheat 
near Plain City, Ohio, and I have been an active participant in cli
mate change discussions for many years. In December, I had the 
opportunity to attend and participate in the United Nations World 
Climate Conference in Poland where I was able to discuss the role 
of agriculture in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Also, in addi
tion to being part of NCGA's efforts, I serve on the hoards of nu
merous ad hoc groups, including the 25x25 Carbon Working Group 
and the Ag Carbon Market Working Group here in D.C. 

I feel strongly that agriculture needs to be considered a signifi
cant part of the broader solution as we evaluate ways to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Our Nation's farmers can play a major 
role in the market-based cap-and-trade system through seques
tering carbon on agricultural lands. In fact, numerous economic 
analyses have indicated that a robust offset program will signifi
cantly reduce the costs of a cap-and-trade program for consumers. 

In the near term, greenhouse gas reductions from livestock and 
agricultural conservation practices are the easiest and most readily 
available means of achieving reductions on a meaningful scale. The 
EPA estimates that ag and forestry lands alone can sequester at 
least 20 percent of all annual greenhouse gas emissions in the 
United States. 

Further, agricultural producers have the potential to benefit from 
a properly crafted cap-and-trade system. Given these opportunities, 
ii is critical that any climate change legislation seeks to maximize 
agriculture's participation and ensure greenhouse gas reductions 
while also sustaining a strong farm economy. 

For years, corn growers have adopted conservation practices such 
as no-till or reduced tillage which result in a net benefit of carbon 
stored in the soil. In fact, un my farm, I engage in both no-till and 
reduced tillage. Also, for the past 5 years, I have worked with my 
State association, the Ohio Corn Growers, on a research project 
with Dr. Rattan Lal of the Ohio State University on soil carbon se
questration research. As part of our research, we have on-farm 
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plots at six different locations to study various soils and their car
bon capture capabilities. I have been actively engaged from the be
ginning in defining the research protocols, and this is just one ex
ample of the proactive steps our industry has taken. 

NCGA was pleased with the inclusion of a number of agricultural 
offset provisions during the House negotiations on H.R. 2454. How
ever, we currently have a neutral position on the legislation until 
we finish conducting an economic analysis of the House bill. We ex
pect lo have preliminary results of our study coming in the next 
few weeks, which will better explain the potential cost increases 
and income opportunities for corn production under the American 
Clean Energy and Security Act. We must get this nailed down. 

Perhaps one of the largest unresolved issues in H.R. 2454 is the 
treatment of early actors and the definition of "additionality." Pro
ducers who have taken steps to sequester carbon or other green
house gases should not be at a competitive disadvantage by being 
excluded from selling credits for future offsets that occur as a re
sult of ongoing efforts. The House bill acknowledges this by allow
ing the generation of new carbon credits for producers who initi
ated sequestration practices as early as 2001; however, NCGA does 
not believe that this language is inclusive enough. 

Planting and tillage decisions are made each and every year, and 
there is no guarantee that a producer will decide to continue the 
same practice as the previous season. Each and every crop we grow 
sequesters additional carbon, and Congress should not establish 
policies that offer perverse incentives to producers to discontinue 
their conservation practices. 

To that end, NCGA supports the development of an "avoided 
abandonment" offset credit so that no-till producers can participate 
in a carbon market for their ongoing sequestration activities re
gardless of when that practice began. 

As an aside, the House-passed version of H.R. 2454 also includes 
an important provision related to the Renewable Fuels Standards. 
The House bill prohibits EPA from considering indirect land use 
change when conducting their life cycle analysis for corn-based eth
anol until a peer-reviewed study can be conducted to verify the sci
entific accuracy of the model. 

NCGA disputes recent data that would suggest direct correlation 
between domestic ethanol production and international deforest
ation. The language in the House bill is a step in the right direc
tion toward sound science and a more rational life cycle analysis. 
We would urge that the Senate include the same provision in its 
version of the climate bill. 

In conclusion, it is our hope that we can continue tu work with 
the Senate Agriculture CommiUee to ensure Congress chooses the 
best path for agriculture and rural America. I thank the Committee 
for its time, and I do look forward to your questions. Thank you. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Yoder can be found on page 132 
in the appendix.] 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Yoder. 
Thank you all. 

I will just start with you, Mr. Yoder, on what you just kind of 
closed on. The whole idea of stackability is one that we have looked 
at, and we will be making, obviously, strong recommendations on 
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that so that a farmer might be able to get CSP-type payments and 
do other things and still get to be able to get offsets for carbon se
questration. That is a li1.Ue hit easier than the early actors. 

Now, the early actors, as you point out, was under 2001, I think 
it is in the House bill. 

Mr. YODER. That is what was in the House bill. 
Chairman HARKIN. But what about the case of the forester we 

had here in an earlier panel we had in July, where he is the third 
generation-I forget. They had 1,000 acres of timber or something 
like that, but they do other kinds of farming, too. Obviously, it has 
been in their family a long time. Obviously, they are sequestering 
carbon. If he cuts down all those trees and plants new ones, he gets 
to sell offsets. If he does not, he gets nothing. So I think that whole 
thing has to be addressed because that is a pretty permanent prac
tice lo have timber like Senator Lugar has on his farm. So both of 
those, you raise those issues, and they are very important issues 
to us. 

Mr. Brubaker, very stimulating, what you are doing there. I 
guess the <1uestion I would have is: How have your neighbors in 
Lancaster County who also raise livestock, how have they reacted 
to the addition of a methane digester to your operation? There are 
other dairy farmers around you. 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Right. There are many dairy farmers. If Lan
caster County was a State, we would be, I think, about number 11, 
maybe number 12 now. If just Lancaster County was a State, for 
the number of dairy cows, we would be about number 11 in the 
United States. So, yes, there are a lot of dairy farmers around, and 
we are getting a lot of interest in building methane digesters. They 
are coming from Vermont. They are coming from Minnesota. They 
are coming to look at our digester. And we are not the only digester 
in the United States. Do not misunderstand me. I think there are 
about llO digesters, give or take, in the United States. But we just 
built this probably about 2 years ago-well, about a year and a half 
ago we built it. We started thinking of this in about 2006. I guess 
that was when milk prices were a little weak then, and we 
thought, "We have got to find another profit." And we decided it 
would be a profit coming from the back end of the cow, and so we 
decided to build a methane digester, which we are getting so much 
interest in. Our power company in Pennsylvania is paying us a 
good price for electricity, and that is what I hear around the coun
try, that power companies are not paying a good price for elec
tricity. They are paying us a good price for electricity, and we are 
selling carbon credits, and it is a win-win situation. 

So that answers some of your question. 
Chairman HARKIN. I assume you are just running the methane 

through, what, kind of an engine or something that is turning, a 
generator? Is that the way you are doing it'? 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Yes. If you look on the back side of the paper 
that I-that is actually the picture of the digester right there. And 
from that digester there, you will see over there at the far left, 
there is some piping that runs about a 6-inch pipe over into an en
gine room, which runs a big, almost a 400-horsepower Guascor en
gine, which runs a generator, which we are selling the electricity 
right onto the grid. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Is this economically viable to do something 
like this? Can you actually make money on something like this? 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Well, yes, we are making money on il, and lhat 
is why people are looking at it. We did have-in about 2006, Gov
ernor Rendell was out to the farm for a meeting, myself and my 
two sons and the two Secretaries of Agriculture. We took a little 
trip after the talk, and we sat him beside the manure pit, and we 
told him what we want to do. He did some writing and said he 
wants to look into this situation. ll was nol 1.oo long until Pennsyl
vania had a Harvest grant. We got a Harvest grant, and we also 
got a grant from USDA which made it work for us to take the risk 
to build a digester, which it cost about a million and a quarter to 
do. But if everything goes well, the way we are producing, we are 
way above expectations on producing electricity, and we should pay 
ii off in a lo 4 years. And if we would not have had the grants, 
I believe we could have paid it off-could pay it off in, to be con
servative, 8 to 10 years. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Rehermann, again, one of the benefits of 
having you here is, again, to high light the fact that different parts 
of agriculture do not fare as well under the proposed legislation, 
and one of 1.hose thal has come lo our attention are the rice farm
ers. 

I have heard mention of methods to reduce methane emissions 
from rice farming. I guess that comes from the straw or something? 
I do not understand that. But are there any kind of practices like 
that that would be viable as an offset practice for rice farmers? 

Mr. R.!i:HERMANK. For approximately, Mr. Chairman, 1.he lasl ;{() 
years, we have investigated methods by which we can rid ourselves 
of our straw, which yields about 3 ton per acre, a good rice crop. 
We have sought alternative uses, and to date, we have no feasible, 
large-scale alternative use for rice straw. And so most of it is incor
porated into the soil. Certainly that leads to methane gas produc
tion. 

We continue that plight. We continue to search, but we have no 
real evidence that we are going to be able to sequester or reduce 
the emissions any more than we do. 

We irrigate. We are under constant irrigation. We use a fairly 
high amount of nitrogen. We ti11 the soil. Our soils are heavy clay 
and not well drained. All those things lead to lhe emission. 

Chairman HAl{KlN. Again, it is a balancing here that we are try
ing to do here. There have been, obviously, a lot-well, I have gone 
over my time. I am sorry. I was not paying attention to the clock. 
I will finish there, and if I have a follow-up, I wiH follow up later. 

Senator Chambliss? 
Senator CHAMBLI88. Well, gentlemen, thanks for your testimony 

here today. Mr. Yoder, always good to see you. 
We have talked about the study that Texas A&M did that has 

just been released in which there is a very distinct difference in 
farmers who would prosper from this versus farmers who would 
struggle from it. We heard some of that from you folks here. 

We have gol 1.o develop a policy lhat hopefully will benefit all 
farmers and ranchers across America and not just a policy that is 
going to-in this case, as the Texas A&M study showed, would par
ticularly benefit Midwest farmers and corn and soybean farmers. 
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Do you have any advance understanding of what your study is 
going to show with respect to this particular piece of legislation 
and its effect on corn that may be grown in Georgia or North Caro
lina versus corn that may be grown in the Midwest? 

Mr. YODER. Well, I cannot really say for sure what the study that 
we are doing right now will say, but I will say this: With our work 
in Ohio with Dr. Lal from Ohio State, there is a definite difference 
in soil's ability to sequester carbon. Su there will be some dif
ferences across the country. It is not going to he one size fits all. 
In fact, if Senator Johanns was here, in the sandy soils of Ne
braska it would be virtually impossible to generate a credit from 
soil sequestration because of the sandy soil, the lack of organic 
matter. 

However, the study that you are referring to from Texas A&M 
really only looked at two types of offsets, and that was no-till se
questration and also methane digesters. And so it was really kind 
of narrow in scope. 

The other thing, too, that we have to consider is that in the Wax
man-Markey bill there were 13 different projects that they listed 
as projects for agriculture tu participate, and it is much broader 
than just no-till sequestration or methane digesters. For instance, 
raising a cover crop or reducing the amount of water that you irri
gate with, with maybe some varieties that take less water, reduc
ing nitrogen use and things like that. 

So I think the thing we have to do in order to make this work 
for all of agriculture is to come up with scientifically based 
verifiable pr~jects that we can do clear across the United States 
and not put one part, like Georgia, at a disadvantage compared to 
an Iowa or something like that. I think we have the science to do 
this, but I think it is important for your Committee to really work 
on broadening this and making sure that we have some science
based projects that everyone can participate in and not just a few. 

Senator CHJ\MBLI88. All of the testimony thus far that we have 
heard indicates very strongly that we are going to see a rise in 
input costs. Apparently, nobody is in disagreement with that, 
whether it is nitrogen or petroleum or whatever it may be. So in 
order to continue to generate a profit from a corn-growing stand
point, obviously you are going tu have to get a higher price for it, 
which we all assume that would be a likely scenario. Otherwise, as 
the Texas A&M study showed, the only way you are going to see 
corn and soybeans prosper is for acreage to come out of production, 
which means farmers going out of business. 

Mr. Brubaker, if that scenario does play out and we see a signifi
cant increase in corn prices-we have heard testimony that we are 
going to have an increase in electric prices, we are going to have 
an increase in the other feedstuffs that you use in your production. 
With the dairy market in very tough times right now, what is that 
going to do to your operation? 

Mr. BRURAKF.R. Well, maybe we are in a better position than 
some, but I want to try tu look at it as the whole picture of dairy 
and livestock producers. Maybe one thing you could do would be if 
a farmer participates in the carbon sequence in one way or an
other, that you would offset his expenses, his fuel expenses or 
something like that, if that is going to raise fuel and electric costs. 
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I am just trying to think of something that would offset it. Exempt 
that farmer if he participates in the program, offset his fuel prices, 
electric prices, or doing something like that. Maybe that is an op
poriunily, or maybe thal is an encouragement. 

Senator CHAMRLTSS. Well, we are in an atmosphere, unfortu
nately, that rather than increasing subsidies, we keep getting shot 
at from the standpoint of decreasing subsidies. And it makes it 
preUy difficult. 

Frank, good to see you as always, too. Thanks for being here. The 
Texas A&M study as well as other studies have shown that rice 
farmers are not going to fare too well for the reasons that you enu
merated. Whal is this going to do lo you and lhe international mar
ket? If the United States forges ahead with a cap-and-trade pro
gram, where are rice growers in this country going to be from a 
global market standpoint? 

Mr. R.!i:HERMANN. Senator Chambliss, we cannot help bul he se
verely disadvantaged by that if we lose our ability to compete in 
that global marketplace, and we are constantly being reminded 
that in order to effectively compete, we have to be a lower-cost pro
ducer than trending higher. We have had the same impacts on our 
input costs, the energy-related input costs that every other busi
ness in the United States has had. The principal difference, as you 
know, is that we cannot pass those costs along to the consumer. 

So I peril to think of the disadvantage we are going to be in the 
export market. We are having a more and more difficult time, as 
I mentioned, competing against imports into this country. 

Senator CHAMllLlSS. Well, and I know some of the difficulties you 
are experiencing now. The lasl couple of years have been pretty 
tough years in the rice industry from a global competition stand
point. And if we are looking at increasing your input costs without 
seeing a collateral increase in prices, are we going to see more and 
more rice growers go by the wayside? 

Mr. R1mRRMANI\". I fear that in this country you will. I think that 
the people who will benefit will be the growers in the countries 
that do not implement such onerous regulations, our competing na
tions-Vietnam, Thailand, Burma. If China and India export, we 
have big trouble there. I du not look for them tu lead the way in 
climate change initiatives. 

Senator CHAMllLISS. Mr. Beckstoffer, I am particularly interested 
in how a small California winegrape grower can provide offsets 
under this cap-and-trade program. Can you tell us what emission 
reduction or carbon sequestration activities winegrape growers are 
doing now and what they can do under an offset program? And I 
apologize. We jusl do nol grow a lol of grapes over our way. A lot 
of muscadines, but not grapes, are used extensively in the manu
facture of wines. So educate us a little bit about what you are doing 
and what can be done. 

Mr. BEC.K."'lTOI<'1''ER. We do nol plant grapes bul once every 40 
years, so that we do nut do new things that often. Su as many of 
the people on this panel have said, if our early practices where we 
sequester carbon every year based on what is already in the btround 
is not give credits, we are not going to get many credits, because 
we simply do not do that. 
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What we do fur reasons of grape quality, if you will, and soil con
servation is that we-we are very worried about compaction and 
things of 1.hat sort, so we do not drive tractors thal much. We are 
worried about pesticides, so we grow cover crops so we can host 
beneficial insects and things of that sort. We use drip irrigation so 
we do not use a lot of enerb')' to irrigate. But all of those are prac
tices that we do every year, and so somehow or another, we must 
get credit for the photosynthesis and for the carbon sequestration 
we do wilh our normal business practices, and lhat for plants 1.hat 
are planted every 40 years, as Mike Thompson was saying, we do 
this precision ripping, and that cuts down on tractor usage. It cuts 
down on carbon because you are actively-you are turning the soil. 

But we started that because the rocks were really big and it cost 
a lot of money tu move those rocks. But most of the things we du 
for wine quality and for soil conservation are things 1.hat would 
help climate control, plant and carbon sequestration. But you have 
got to give us credit for what we do every year, or we are not going 
to get much benefit. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. All right. Mr. Chairman, I think that is all 
I have right now. Thank you very much, gentlemen. 

Chairman HARKIK. I have another one to ask Mr. Becksioffer, 
and that is, it seems to me that you are in a unique position. Your 
vines are long-term type, carbon sequestration, 30, 40 years on 
some of these vines. Do I assume that you also-do you do any 
kind of cover crop in between your vines and stuff like that? 

Mr. BF.CKSTOFFF.R. Yes, we do, and we do that-what we do is 
we do it to dry oul the soil. We plant lhe kind of crops thal would 
dry the soil in the spring and then would go away when the plant 
needs the soil in the rest of the summer, because in California we 
get rain from November to March and not any time in between 
that. But our vineyards are-there is a cover crop between the 
rows that we mow and we du nut turn the soil anymore. We mow 
ii, and we mow it only, say, once a year because the kind of crops 
we do die in the summertime because we do not want to use the 
soil-we do not want them taking up our soil moisture. 

But if you would look at a vineyard, you would see-we plant 
over 1,000, 1,200 vines per acre, so that is very intense in terms 
of the green foliage there, which is the photosynthesis. But the 
ground much of the year is green as well. 

Chairman HAI{KIN. Well, thank you all very much. I just have to 
respond to my friend from Georgia here on this issue of the in
creased input costs and the increased price for feed for our dairy 
farmers or hog farmers or cattle farmers. 

Senator Thune and I just had a hearing out in Sioux City here 
a week or so ago on energy, basically hiofuels, and il was staled 
there by not only growers but some of the representatives of our 
big seed manufacturers that 300 bushels per acre of corn is not too 
far in the distance. In fact, I think it was-let me see. It was Du
Pont or the other one, Monsanto-I forget which one-which they 
predict that by 2020-they did not predict. They said it is certain 
that we will have a 40-percent increase in lhe productivity of corn 
per acre in this country. And that is not even taking into account 
some of the genetic research that is going on now, in corn espe
cially. I am probably particular to corn because of Iowa, but corn 
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where they are developing strains of corn that use less water, that 
can grow in different parts of the world with less water. Some of 
ii may even he hrackish-1.ype water 1.hat 1.he plant can utilized 
like-I always point out there are some plants that produce fruit 
or something that use sea water, but they have a gene in there 
that says, "Salt, you stay here, and we will take the fresh water." 
And they are finding that-like coconuts being, of course, the most 
obvious one. So if you can find those kinds of genes that we could 
help introduce, then we could grow corn in a lot of different areas 
that we are not growing it now. 

So we are going to have-I am told it was Monsanto who said 
that we will have 300 bushels by 2030. Pioneer said we would have 
a 40-percent increase in 10 years, so that is basically equivalent 
from both of them. So there is a lot of-we are going to produce 
a lot more corn per acre in the future. And that is good. That is 
very good for all of us. So I do not think we have reached the limits 
of our research yet on those areas. 

Well, thank you all very much; this has been very helpful to us, 
all your testimony. Rest assured we are trying to figure out how 
we can give the best information possible to the other committees 
when they bring this up-sometime, I do not know when, maybe 
this fall. 

Thank you all very much, the Committee will stand adjourned. 
L Whereupon, at 1:06 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.J 
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S~NATf COMMll"TH ON AGRICUlTUR[, NUTRITiON & FOR~~TRY 
Global Warming legislation; Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading Regulation Under a Cap and 
Trade System 
Wednesday, September9, 2009 - lO:OOa.m. 
216 Hart Senate Office Building 
Opening Statement-Senator Kirsten Gillibrand 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and thank you for holding this important hearing. 

Thank you also to the witnesses here today to help us understand the market we will be creating under 
this bill. Understanding how this legislation will impact, manufacturers, farmers, and energy producers 
who wilt depend on this market is critical for ensuring its success. 

I would also like to particularly thank Chairman Gensler for his work and attention on this issue. He 
brings a wealth of experience to this issue and has been coMistently generous with his time and energy 
in helping to analyze this new market. 

I believe that reducing the emissions that ca use global warming is a critical goal for environmental and 
national security reasons. But I also believe that a cap and trade system, setting our country clearly on a 
path awav from fossil fuels, provides our country and the State of New York with strong economic 
opportunities. If we move swiftly to seize them. we can foel our economy for decades 10 come. 

Today. and over the weeks and months to come, I am going to continue to listen carefully 10 concerns 
from farmers and businesses and work to ensure I hat all New York industries thrive under a new cap 
and trade system. 

In recent months, New York has suffered with the traumatic repercussions of last fall's financial crisis. 
As the global home of finance, New York has lost tens of thousands of jobs and billions in income as a 
result of financial collapse. 

A cap and trade system arid the well-regulated trading and financing of carbon and carbon offsets offer 
a much-needed growth opportunity for New York's financial sector. 

According to some estimates. carbon is expected to rapidly become the world's largest commodities 
market ii the United States enacts cap and trade legislation and, like 1>ther commodities users, 
companies using carbon permits will depend on ttie financial sector to provide liquidity in the market 
and manage risk. 

The finanda I sector will also play a critical role in financing clean energy investments and fueling 
innovation. firms looking to reduce their carbon footprint will depend on the financial sector to pro~ide 

them the nE.'cessary capital. farmers looking 10 sell carbon offsets will also depend on 1he finaricial 
sector to fund the new practices tllat can sequester carbon and reduce global warming. 

Our success in combating climate change will in large part depend on our ability to fund carbon 
reduction projects. To be successful. we must create a quality regulalory regime for carbon that instills 
confidence in potential investors around the globe and protects American farmers and corisumers. 
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We need to empower regulators to take action to control t-xcessive speculation and market 
manipulation to prevent unnt-cessary spikes in the price of carbon permits. We must require 
transparency in the marketplace and provide regulators the tools to take <1cticm to ensure a smooth
functioning market. 

At the same time we need to create a regulatorv regime witn sufficient flexibility to allow businesses to 
develop new technologies and make long term investments. 

Firms looking to make these types of investments need to be able to manage their carbon risk over the 
long-term in a way that standardiled products may not allow. Similarly, the offaet projects that we must 
encourage our nations farmers to embark on may require highly customized finandal products. 

To achieve both these goals we must also bring real regulation to the market for customized products. 
This will mean creating new transparency requirements, so regulators and the public can monitor risks 
being taken. arid pricing such transactions to reflect their higher risk. 

We should also work to integrate our efforts into broader reforms of the derivatives market. to ensure a 
fair playing field and prevent opportunities for market manipulation or arbitrage. In doing so we need 
to take advantage of new arid innovative techniques that will reduce the costs of trading and improve 
the ability of compliance entities to manage their risk. 

Finally, we must act quickly to sei2e this opportunity. Across the globe, other countries have begun to 
take steps towards establishing a robust carbon market. The European Union has established a market 
worth more than $90 billion. Other countries - including China - have taken significant steps towards 
building the infrastructure to take advantage of carbon trading. · 

To ensure the ecoriomic and environmental success of cap and trade, we must harness the resources of 
the firoancial sector to help make the investments we need to ensure a clean energy future. 

The financial sector is just one important sector of New York's economy that wm benefit from a cap and 
trade regime. New York is also one of the nation's teadirig agriculture and forestry states with a diverse 
output ranging from wine grapes and dairy products to maple syr1.1p, timber ;md apples. 

~ailur" to i>ct on dimate change could le.ld to devastating rt>sults for New York's farmers, who produce 
billions of dollars worth of products that nourish our families and construct our homes. 

A change ill temperature of even a few degrees will greatly impact the temperamental crop of New 
York's grape producers. The e~panding geographical range of invasive species such as the Emerald Ash 
Borer poses unprecedented risks for New York's 18.5 million acres of forestland. Our coastal regions are 
under threat of increased flooding and our water-rich inland regions could very welt see drought. 

In addition to protecting the long-term viability of the agriculture industry in New York State and 
throughout the nation, this legislation also promises the opportunity to realize a new revenue stream to 

help our farmers. This is especially important in a state like New York, where small, family-owned, 
specialty crop producers do not typically receive the same level of public support as farmers in other 
parts of the country. 
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Investments in methane digestcrs, non-food based biofuels and other methods of alternative energy 
generation promise to provide a new direction of growth for New York's agriculture and forestry 
i::iroducers and their communities. In addition to reducing our reliance on foreign oil and cutting US 
greenhouse gas emissions, a growth in the clean energy sectors will provide thousands of good jobs to 
ensure the continuing viability of our rural communities. 

I will conti11ue to work with my colleagues to ensure that New York's specialty crop producers and small 
forest owners are included in any discussions about offset programs. Many of the producers have been 
participating in voluntary initiatives and other good land management practices for many years. These 
i !ldividuals are irmovators and pioneers, who should not be forgotten when we begin discussing 
incentives. 

I would Ollte again like to thank the panelists for taking the time today to come and discuss these very 
important issues with the committee today. I look forward to working with you as !his legislation moves 
forward. 
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Semttor Churk Grassley 
Statement 

Global Warming L.cglsl11tion: Agricullural Producer Perspectives and Trading 
Regulation Under a Cap and Trade Sysrem 

Septf'mber 9, 2009; lO:OOam 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member Chambliss for calling this second hearing of the 
Commitlce on climate change. I think it's critical tha1 all views and facts get reviewed by this 
Committee before we move forward on any legislation. 

l also want to make a special welcome to David Miller of the Iowa Farm Bureau who will be on 
the panel following Mr. Gensler. Thank you for being with us today. 

It's especially imponanl that we hear directly from producers at the grass roots. Just last week 
we saw the positive impression 1hat can he left on federal officials when the EPA accepted my 
invitation and visited Iowa. 

The EPA officials heard straight from the mouths of fanners the impact that rules and regulations 
made by the agency can have on families and their livelihoods. 

The stakeholders shared wagonloads of information, stalistics, and real life examples that helped 
the group understand and learn the issues at the fam1 level. The EPA asked a lot of questions, 
appeared to take the message from our family farmers to heart, and promised further dialogue 
with our producers and stakeholders. 

I hop~ this same process resonates with our committee members and the producers today. I like 
to think of fanners and ranchers a.~ the original environmentalist~ of our country. 

Farmers know that if they don't take care of our natural resources, their land and livestock will 
not be productive and their greatest resource will be destroyed. 

I think farmers would be the tirsl to endorse a realistic approach to concerns about the climate. 

Ilut if we ask our fanncrs to take on overly burdensome expenses. for an exercise that doesn't 
include an international agreement, we would he asking them to put themselves at an economic 
disadvantage to the resl of the world for no real envirorunental gain. 

I look forward to heating from all of our witnesses today about the benefits to farmers in climate 
change legislation, but also the real and serious challenges it poses for rural America and your 
recommendations to address those i5sues 11s the Senate moves forward on climate change 
legislation. 
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SENATOR THUNE'S OPENING STATEMENT: 

I would like to thank the Chairman and Ranking Member 
for holding today's hearing. I'd also like to thank the 
panels of witnesses for their thoughtful testimony. 

Over the coming months, the United States Senate will 
likely consider legislation aimed at curbing greenhouse 
gas emissions, primarily carbon dioxide. 

Such a biU will have a dramatic impact on virtually every 
part of our economy. 

In particular, agriculture, which is an energy intensive 
industry, will be greatly impacted by this legislation. 

It is the responsibility of this committee to determine if 
America's farmers and ranchers will experience a net gain 
or net cost under a future cap and trade system. 

Without question, ALL producers wi11 experience 
increased input costs. The cost of diesel fuel, gasoline, 
electricity, and fertilizer will increase at time when our 
agriculture producers can least afford it. 

However, some producers may be able to benefit from 
planting trees or practicing conservation management 
activities. 
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Who will bear the costs and who will reap the benefits are 
all but settled questions this committee must address. 

Additionally, the Senate Agriculture Committee must 
ensure that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
is prepared to take on the additional burden of regulating 
what some are predicting to be a multi-tri11ion carbon 
market. 

What responsibilities should be assigned to the CFTC? 
What have we learned from the recent financial crisis in 
the derivatives market? Will the CFTC be prepared for 
such a historic task in just a few short years? 

These are all answers that must be addressed by this 
committee the near future. 

Additionally, I am hopeful that this conunittee will take 
this opportunity to address other issues impacting our 
agriculture producers and our renewable fuels industry; 

I believe Congress must act this year to expand the 
definition of renewable biomass to include federal 
forestlands and additional private forestlands. 
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I also believe we should work to address the troubling 
consequences of indirect land use change calculations in 
the expanded renewable fuels standard. This was a failed 
experiment that should be eliminated as soon as possible. 
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Testimony of W. Andrew Bec:kstoffer before the 

Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition and Forestry 

September 9, 2009 

My name is Andrew Beckstoffer. I live in St. Heler1a. a small agricultural town in the N;ipa Valley of 

California. Our family farms winegrapes, a spedalty crop. Thank you so very much for the opportunity 

to IE.'stify before this distinguished Committee of the United States Ser1ate regarding climate charige. 

Tnere are almost 24,000 grapE.' growers in the United'States. The full economic impact of US wine, 

grapes, and grape products on the American economy is estimated at $162 billion. Grapes are the 

highest value fruit crop in the nation and the sixth largest crop overall. Grapes are grown in more than 

40 states, and they account for about 30% of the value of all fruits grown in the United States. Grapes 

are a significant part of the Specialty Crop segment of the U.S. Agricultural economy. Specialty Crops 

represent approximately 50% of the farm gate value of total plant agricultural productioo while 

occupying only about 3% of the nation's harvested cropland. 

It is widely documented by medical journals that wine is good for your neart. I truly hope that is so. 

For sure. grapes. peaches. pears. carrots, lettuce, tomatoes, and all fruits and vegetables are specialty 

crops that provide essential nutrition to the American people. That is where their real importance lies. 

The Napa Valley is widely known as a premium winegrape growing region. What is not so widely 

known is while some 9% of Napa Courttv's land rnass is devoted to vineyards. over 10% of the county's 

land is protected by some sort of open space conservation arrangement. Conservation and 

envirortmental sensitivity are hallmarks of our lives in the wine region. Tile increased tax incentives on 

conservation easements that Congress provided in the 2006 legislation has made a major contribution 

to our ability to conserve agricultural lands. In our small valley, over 1,650 acres have bee-n placed 

under Conservation Easements since 2006, including 330 of our own. These are major incentives 

which expire this year. I hope that you will extend them beyond 2009. 

'NAe 9/'$/C9 
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Something else beyond nutrition and conservation is important to me. President John l<ennedy said 

that any generation will be less known for the wars they won than for their contribution to the cultural 

heritage. Over the past 30 years California's fine wines have equaled in quality and often e~ceeded th~ 

finest wines of Europe in critical tastings. The world must now consider the American contribution to 

this cultural arena along with our technical, economic and military might. Winegrapes are a Specialty 

Crop with unique national significance. 

In considering my testimony before you today I was struck by four major concerns. 

FIRST, in the most recent National Farm Bill, Specialty Crop concerns received S3 billion, just one 

percent of the $289 billion approval. Specialty crops represent the most agricultural worker jobs, and 

produce much of America's nutrition. Somehow, considering the vast economic and nutritional value 

of specialty crops, I do not feel that they got a fair share in the Farm Bill. My point here is not to revisit 

the Farm Bill but to urge that Specialty Crops receive fair consideration as you enact Climate Change 

legislation. 

SECOND, Specially Crops growers are generally relatively small farmers. Our family is the largest family 

vineyard owner in th.e Napa Valley and on the North Coast of California. In tot<1I acreage we list behind 

only two large international wineries. On any statistic involving all farms, however. we are small 

farmers. That is the case with most Specialty Crop producers. We are scattered politically and 

geographically and do not have the organization or capacity to compete with the large program crops 

for adeqvatc consideration in major IP.gislation, such as that involving Climate Change. Without your 

special indulgence and careful consideration, much of this nation's nutrition engine will suffer. 

THIRD, it has been widely reported that many car dealers have opted out of the "Cash for Clunkers" 

program because of the heavy documentation requirement on their limited staffs. We have a similarly 

limited staff. I would hope that the reporting requirements of any Climate change program would be 

held to the minimum . 

• ,.89/9/09 
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FOURTH, USDA's Economic Research Service reports that between the years 1997 and 2002 some 8 

million acres of America's farmland have been lost to agriculture due in good part to urbanization and 

economic pressures. In California, our population of 3 7 million is estimated to double in 15 years to 70 

million people. This is nearly Z5% ofthe entire population of our country today! In that short period of 

time, it is reported that California could lose as much land to development as we did from the gold 

wsh of 1849 to the year 2000! 

In the beautilllf Napa Valley, some 60 miles from San Francisco, there is tremendous urban pressure. It 

is my view that winegrape vineyards here are the long-term highest and best economic use of the land. 

For that reason we have been able to preserve our vineyard lands. This is true in varying degrees in all 

agricultural lands near urban areas. These lands in many cases are relatively small Specialty Crop 

lands. It is widely anticipated that state and federal carbon reduction programs will increase costs for 

energy. feriilizer, pest management tools and other inputs as well as transportation. If winegrape 

growers and agriculture are not excluded from any carbo11 emissions cap while being able to receive 

credits for offsets provided, these unaddressed increased costs will result in the loss of an additio11al 

increment of agricultural rands. 

Further, it is my understanding that agriculture, through plant and soil sequestration, has been 

identified as a priority area for "cap and trade" offsets. lf the profitability of agriculture is further 

decreased through increased costs and competition from foreign wines made with cheap labor and 

government supports, that will serve to limit the availability and expansion of agriculture as an 

important component of any "cap and trade" program. 

Tile winegrape quality and standards in tile Napa valley are in no immediate or short-term danger 

from Climate Control activity. Certainly regional statistics on average degree days do not tell the Napa 

Valley story. For example, 1988 and 2005 were two of the warmest years on record in California. 

Because of the influence of the fog brought on by our proximity to the San francis'o Bay and the coast, 

these were two of the coolest growing seasons in the Napa Valley. This does not mean that we are 

not being affected or that there will be no long·term effect. We deal in vintage years, each of which 
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seems to be different. However, something is ch;mging overall. 

For example, we are experiencing more heat spikes. Generally ~peaking, heat and sunlight bring 

beneficial effects to grape ripening and maturity. We prepare our trellises and canopy management to 

accept and accentuate this. When heat spikes occur, they damage the grapes, and thus we must 

prepare our trellises to avoid sunlight and heat-in direct contradiction to our main objective of heat 

and sunlight accumulation. 

The nights are getting warmer. The secret of producing great winegrapes involves achieving a chemical 

balance between sugar, acid, and pH. Sugar is accumulated during the sunlight hours, acid by the cool 

nighttime temperatures, and pH at both times. Climate change is increasing our nighttime 

temperatures, which at this time has an unknown effect on grape balance and quality. We need 

research to show these effects and the interaction of our different vineyard management systems. 

understand that much of the carbon sequestration research has been done on annual crops. Our vines 

with a 20 to 40 year lifespan have a significantly diFferent carbon footprint, and their relationship to 

annual crops should be analyzed. 

Another area where Climate change is beginning to affect us is pest infestation. The disruption in the 

ecosystem is producing new pests and mutations and vine diseases that we do not yet understand. 

This could have a major effect on our ability to limit pesticides. 

For reasons of economics, fruit quality. and soil and water conservation. we have. over the past many 

years, drastically reduced our tractor usage in the vineyards. In the 1980s Napa Valley vineyards were 

infested with a devastating root disease. In the 1990s we replanted almost the entire valley with new 

vines and techniques designed to improve grape quality, reduce vine and soil manipulation, and 

improve conservation of natural resources. At Beckstoffer Vineyards we use only about 50 pounds per 

acre of nitrogen fertilizer per year. This is far less than most crops. We limit our irrigation practices 

for reasons of fruit quality and use efficient drip irrigation when we do irrigate. We make eitensive 

use of cover crops to host beneficial insects and limit pesticides as well as reduce tillage to limit 

WAB fJ/?/C9 
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moisture evaporation. We in the winegrape business he1ve for many years been adapting practices that 

sequester carbon. l-lopefully. these early practices will be recognized in any potential carbon market or 

offset program. 

Most of what we have been doing and currently do to reduce greenhouse gases is done to achieve fruit 

ciu;ility, to improve soil and water conservation. and for economic reasons. Only a very foolish rarmer, 

without consideration of future generations, would not seek to save his soil and his water. As concem 

for Climate Change intensifies, our adhererices to those practites and our rnriosity about how to 

improve them increases. 

California winegrape growers are national leaders in utilizing and promoting sustainable practices. 

We at Beckstofler Vineyards have participated along with 1,500 other growers representing 68.3% of 

the total 523,000 California winegrape acres in the California Sustainable Winegrowing program. This 

program provides self assessment of sustainable practices that are environmentally sound. socially 

acceptable and economically feasible, and offers concrete suggestions of how to improve. We are also 

in the process of converting two-thirds of our vineyard acreage to Certified Organic status. 

Finally, it is my belief that we as Americ;ins made great progress in the 20'" Century. Amazing things 

were done in the fields of transportation, communications, armament. technology and agriculture. We 

should be congratulated! But in doing so, in many cases, we dried up or polluted our water. eroded 

our soils, and fouled our air. 

Your hearings today are an obvious recognition of these facts. In the 21" Century we must continue to 

make progress, but preservation, conservation and environmental sensitivity must be a new 

requirement. We in the winegrape business are anxious to play under those rules. Given our scattered 

political voice and historic small share of economic and policy incentives. however, we do need your 

careful consideration and indulgence as you prepare a policy for Climate Change. I thank you again for 
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allowing me to testify today, and for your interest in the winegrape industry. I look forward to your 

help in allowing us to sustain our contribution to the national health and welfore. 

w.,. 919/09 
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PRODUCER PERSPECTIVES 
AS THEY RELATE TO DAIRY FAR'\tS 

A!liD 
GLOBAL WARMING 

Chairma11 Harkin, Senator Casey and Agriculture Committee Members: 

I want to thank you for the opportunity to speak before you today about the issue of 

global wanning. I do not come here today as an experi on global wanning, but to tell you some 

of the great things that happen on Brubaker Fanns, and that I believe we can have an impact on 

the atmosphere and global wanning. 

To begin, I would like to speak with you about Rrubaker fanns Dairy and dairies in 

general and how they can profit from the product (manure), which, in some cases. is thought of 

as a liability rather than an asset. 

I like to think of myself not just as an environmentalist. hut also as a business leader 

where l can lead in lhe local community and rcprt:8tmt dairy fam1ers on state a11d national issues. 

Please refer to rny shon bio which I believe you received. 

Brubaker Fam1s of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, is owned by my wife and me, in 

partnership with our two sons, Mike and Tony. My father purchased the fann in 1929 and 

staricd the operation with eight (8) cows. My brother and I purchased the farm from our father 

in the early 60's. at which time the animal operation consisted of 18 cows. In the early 90's, my 

two sons graduated from college and wanted to come back to the farm lo be a part of the 

operation. At that time, my brother sold his interest in the farm to me and my son.~. and we 

entered in to a fonnal partne~hip to manage Brubaker Farms. At the time the partnership was 

fonncd. the Brubaker animal operalion consisted of200 cows. The fann now has over 800 

cow.s, 600 young stock. and abo a 250,000 birJ broiler chicken operation per year. These 

expansions to lhe operation allow it to provide the necessary income to sustain !he three fann 

familic~ that now rely on it for their economic well-being. 

We have developed an operation that is both financially stable and is an important part of 

the local economy. We have taken actions to ensure that the site is maintained as a working fann 

in the future through panicipation in the Pennsylvania Fannland Pn:servation Program. In order 

to address fann commodity ptice issues. fam1 expenses, and family financial needs, we are ready 
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to make the necessary business decisions to ensure that lhe farm will continue to be 

economically viable in the future. The farm is our family business and the economic viability of 

the operation is critical in order to allow it to continue to be an clTcctive business well in the 

future, and for it to be an economically sustainable family enterprise. 

The most recent projecl we have completed is a manure digester. We arc excited about 

what this new addition means to our farm and to the energy security of Lancaster County, 

Pennsylvania and neighboring community. At the present time, our digester is generating 

approximately 4-5 mw (megawatts) of electricity a day. Most oflhe electricity that we generate 

is being sold back to the local elccltic utility company, PPL We have the capability of 

producing enough electricity to supply approximately 150-200 homes a day. 

Key to the methane production is the cows and heifers. The manure flows by push and 

gravity to a recovery pit where it is pumped into a large lagoon of approximately 700 thousand 

gallons and where bacteria in the lagoon converts volatile solids in the manure into biogas or 

methane gas. The lagoon is completely covered and insulated. The gas flows underground into 

the generation building which houses a large Guascor engine and gencr.1tor capable of producing 

225 kw (kilowatts). 

Now, I would like to speak co some of the advantages of a methane digester: 

Reduces the strain on the PPL grid 

Reduces the need for electricity produced from fossil fuel power plants 

Reduces pathogens in the digested manure 

Separates the solids from liquid and recycles the solids for bedding 

• Reduces the odor by 75 to 90% after digested 

Fly larvae arc killed by the digester, resulting in less flies 

Reduces methane and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere 

Weed 8eeds killed in digested manure which in tum can reduce chemical use 

Selling electricity to the local power company as renewable energy 

• We an: permined to add food by-products that can be metered to the manure 

which makes extra electricity. 

• Possibility of partnering with cafeterias to use food scraps added to manure rather 

than land filling which makes electricity. In tum, this can result in a pm lit to the 
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tanner. 

Methane is one of the potent greenhouse gases. It is 20 to 23 times more 

powerful in trapping heat in the annosphere than carbon dioxide. 

We make a profit from the sale of carbon credits to industry or individuals who 

need or want to offaet emissions. 

As a greenhouse gas, methane differs from carbon dioxide in an impor1ant way. 

Methane remains a climate-change threat in the atmosphere for a number of years. 

• The reduction in the methane from our digester can lead to a slowing of dimate 

change. 

Use of the manure after it goes through the digester is readily available lo plants 

for plant food, which, in turn helps prevent leaching and a chance for run-off. 

As we all know, in this critical time. the dairy fanner has some financial difficulty. Some 

of the thing.~ we talked about today could help lhc dairy-livestock producer. As a side note, I 

would be happy to ofler suggcstio11s or idea& that could help correct the dairy situation. 

I believe that, over the next !en ( 10) years, environmental and renewable energy issues 

are going to be some of the biggest challenges for agriculture and fanncrs. Using stale and 

federal funding and loan assistance for this projoct and our new solar project to produce 

clcctricity for 1.50 homes on the roof of our new heifer barn helps Brubaker Farms make our 

goals a reality. 

l believe investing in projects like these is good for the future of the dairy industry's 

economy, en\•ironment, and the entire world. 

l will be glad to answer any questions you might have. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak 1oday. 

'-••• Br1tba1<tr 
Sepicnober. 200'1 
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ST AT~MENT OF GARY GF.~SI.ER 

CHAIRMAN, COM:\10DITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

BEFORF. THE 

t:.s. SF.NATE COM'.\-HTTEE ON AGRICULTt.:RE, NUTRITION Al'l'D FORJo:STRY 

September 9, 2009 

Good morning Chainnan Harkin, Ranking ~1cmbcr Chambliss and members of the 

Committee. Thank you for inviting me to testily 1oday regarding cap-and-lradc legislation 

before Congress. My testimony will focus on the Commission's experience regulating emissions 

trading markets and how we can apply lhal experience to trading in government-issued 

gn:enhouse gas allowances and offset credits. In the event that Congress passes cap-and-trade 

kgi~Ja1ion, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has the neccs.~ary expertise ro regulate 

trading in the expanded carbon markets. 

Before I tum to the carbon markets, I am pleased to report to you that the CFTC has been 

very active sin.:c the last lime I testified before this Committee. Since then. we have held three 

hearings into whether or not to set position limits in the energy markets like we do in the 

agriculture markets. We have worked with the Treasury Department to deliver legislative 

language to the Congress that would regulate (lver-the-counter derivative markets. We have 

revised a no ac1ion letter and reached an agreement with the Cnited Kingdom Financial Services 

Authority to enhance our oversight ofa foreign board of trade. We have withdrawn two 

additional "no action"' letters that pem1it1ed !raders to exceed position limits in some of the 

agriculture markets.' We have improved our transparency efforts hy disaggregating the data in 
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our weekly Commitments of Traders rcpons. And ju~t last week, we held unprcccdcnlcd 

meetings with the Securities and Exchange Commission on how we can belter harmoni;i:e out 

regulatory structures to most benefit the American public. 

Over the pa.~I year, we have witnessed the consequences that regulatory gaps and 

inconsistencies can have on our financial sy~tem. the economy and the American people. As 

Congress moves forward with potential cap-and-trade legislation, l believe it should cn~urc that 

there is a comprehensive regulatory framework over lhe expanded carbon markets - both the 

futures market and the cash market · without exception. 

Proposed cap-and-trade initiatives would impose a ceiling on the total amount of 

greenhouse gasses that covered entities can emit and expand the market for pollution rights, 

which arc known as "allowances.'' An allowance is a limited authorization by the government 10 

cmii a quantity of carbon dioxide equivalent. The allowance could be traded. used hy regulated 

parties to comply with emissions caps or potentially banked. Along with allowances, cap-and

tradc programs foe greenhouse gases utilize "offsc:t credits" -credits given for activities that 

reduce, trap or sequester carbon. 

II is crucial to ensure that the carbon market functions smoothly, efficiently and 

transparently. Effective regulation of .:arhon allowam;e trading will require cooperation on the 

parts of several regulators. ·1ncrc arc five regulatory components of carbon markets that r 

believe shou Id be considered: 
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I. Standard setting and allocation; 

2. Recordkecping (maintaining a registry); 

J. Overseeing trade execution system: 

4. Overseeing clearing of trades; and 

5. Protecting against fraud, manipulation anJ other abuses. 

The first two components - the actual allocation of allowances and offset credits, and 

recordkccping (other than rccordkeeping of the trades) - fall within the expenisc of other 

agencies. In other words, others are better equipped to regulate the "cap'' part of .. cap-and· 

trade." 

For example. the EPA currently issues allowani::cs on sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide as 

mand3tcd under the Acid Rain, NOx Budget Trading and Clean Air Market Prngrams. On a 

smaller scale, a conglomeration often slates in the northea~t and mid-Atlantic form the Regional 

Greenhouse Gas Initiative and issue allow~nces on greenhouse gas emissions. In each case. 

other entities issue allowances and maintain the registry. The constant, however, is that the 

CFTC' regulates the emissions futures trading markets. In other words, the CFTC has a great 

deal uf experitmcc n:gulaling the "trade'' part of .. cap-am.I-trade.'' 

Specifically, we have broad experience in the latter three components of carbon trading: 

regulating trade execution systems and clearing of trades and guarding against fraud, 

manipulation and other abuses. The Commission already oversees trading and clearing of 

futures and options contracts bas~d on sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carhon dioxide 
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allowances and nffsel~ li~led on the New York Mercantile Exchange and the Chicago Climate 

Futures Exchange. Additionally, just last month, under tlirectio11 from Congress in last year's 

Fam1 Bill, the Commission put out a proposed detennination tor public comment to classify the 

Carbon Financial lnstrnment contract traded on the Chicago Climate Exchange as a significant 

price discovery contract. This would give the C'FTC full oversight authority over the contract, 

giving us additional experience regulating cash emissions contracts. The Commission has 

abundant experience in the regulation of centralized marketplaces, and should Congress seek to 

regulate cash markers for emission ins1rumenrs, the Commission is well-suited to carry out that 

function. 

In most respects, emissions conh·act markets operate no difforently than the other 

commodity markets the CFTC regulates. While each con1ract - such as sulfur dioxide, soybeans, 

lreasury bills or natural gas - presents its own unique challenges, the regulatory scheme is 

essenlially rhc same. Carbon markets have similarities to several different markets that fall 

within our regulatory authority. For example. carbon allowances and offsets arc similar to 

agriculture commodities in that there is a yearly "crop" and important programmatic regulations 

governing the nature of the product. At the same time, carbon contracts ha\'c similarities to 

financial products. For example, government-issued allowance.~ and offset credits would tie 

similar to Treasury-issued debt instrumomts. Futures contracts on Treasury debt are among the 

most actively traded CFTC-regulatcd products. 
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The emissions 1rading markets that the CFTC' currently regulate arc small relative ro the 

expected growth or the carbon market as a result of cap-and-trade legislation. Still, the agency 

has the exper1isc to apply the same oversight to the much larger, national and mandatory market. 

The Commission has thorough processes to ensure that exchanges havc procedures in 

place to protect market participants and ensure fair and orderly trading, that products arc 

designed to minimize potential manipulation and thal exchanges cvmply with the law an<l 

regulations. The Commission's compliance staff actively monitor~ operations to ensure that 

exchanges arc enforcing their mies and that customers arc protected from abusive practices. The 

ovcr.o;ight of clearing is an integral part of the CFTC's regulatvry structure. The Commission has 

extensive experience and a well-esrahlished program to ensure derivatives clearing organi7.ations 

and clearing lirms have safeguards ro ensure orderly clearing and settlemenl of transactions and 

~afckccping of customer funds. Our surveillance staff keeps a dose eye for signs of 

manipulation or congestion and detem1ines how to best address market threats. We have the 

authority ro set and enforce position 1 imits, and our enforcement Slaff is actively prosecuting 

cases. In the past year, the CFTC has expanded the scope of its existing energy advisory 

committee to cl'earc the Energy and Environmental Markers Committee, which signifa:antly 

enhances the Cl·TC's ability to anticipate and address the full panoply of regulatory issues 

pertaining lo emis~ions ITading markets. 

The CFTC has wide-ranging transparency efforts designed to provide as much 

information to the American public as possible. Specifically, lhe Commission publishes weekly 

Commitments of Traders reports, which, starting last week. include disaggregaced data to more 
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accurately depict the makeup of the funires and options markets. The Commission abo 

publishes quanerly data on index investment, a "'lliis :-..ionlh in Futures Markets" report and 

annual financial data for future.'> commissions merchants and futures industry registrants. 

Should Congre.~s pass cap-and-trade legislation. the ("FTC would work with other 

regulators and market useri; to ensure that all transactions in hoth the carbon futures and cash 

markets are promptly reported and that a central registry is updated at least on a daily basis. 

With immediate registry of trades, it will be easier for regulators to identify manipulation in the 

markets. 

The CFTC, however, would need additional resources fornew staff and technology to 

effectively regulate the expanded carbon markcls. The Commission is just this year getting back 

to the stafling lcvel.s that it had in the late 1990s. Since then, the markets grew five-fold and the 

number of conttact~ grew six-fold. but the agency's staff was cut by more than 20 percent. To 

lake on additional oversight responsibilities, we will continue to work with this Committee and 

the Appropriations Commiuecs to secure additional resources. 

As Congress moves forward and possibly enacts cap-and-trnde legislation. I look forward 

In working wilh this Committee to ensu1-c that the new markets arc comprehensively and 

effectively regulated. The CFTC is the exclusive regulator of futures markets. I believe that we 

have the expertise and experience necessary to help regulate the growth in carbon !Utures and 

cash markets that will occur if cap-and-trade becomes law. We must protect against the same 
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hazard~ in the carbon markets that we currently guard against in other commodity futures 

markets; fraud, manipulation and other abuses. 

Thank you for inviting me to testify today, and I look forward to your questions. 
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Testimony of Joseph R. Glace 
Vice President and Chief Risk Officer, Exelon Corporation 

Before the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 
United States Senate 
September 9. 2009 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Joe Glace, Vice President and Chief Risk Officer of 
Exelon Corporation. Exelon is a public utility holding company 
headquartered in Chicago. Our local retail distribution utilities, 
ComEd, which serves northern Illinois including the city of Chicago, 
and PECO Energy, which serves southeastern Pennsylvania 
including the city of Philadelphia, together serve 5.4 million 
customers, or about 12 million people - more than any other 
company in the United States. We have fossil, hydro, nuclear and 
renewable generation facilities. Our nuclear fleet is the largest in the 
nation and the third largest in the world. I have worked in the energy 
field for 29 years. At Exelon, I am responsible for leading our risk 
management function, including the identification, assessment and 
monitoring of market, credit, and operational risks. 

In my testimony today I want to highlight Exelon's: 

• Support for comprehensive climate legislation; 
• Opposition to requiring all trading, derivatives, and 

hedging activities to be conducted on exchanges; 
• Support for expanding the CFTC's jurisdiction to the new 

market for carbon allowances, including the over-the
counter (OTC) market; and 

• Support for reporting requirements for OTC transactions 
in the carbon markets 

Exelon was an early and vocal advocate of climate change 
legislation. We have testified in favor of passage on several 
occasions. Our CEO, John W. Rowe, first testified in favor of 
addressing climate change by means of a carbon tax in 1992. We 
are pleased that the House has passed a comprehensive climate and 
energy bill and look forward to working with this Committee and the 
Senate to pass comprehensive. cap-and-trade legislation this year. 
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Exelon supports an economy-wide bill with realistic targets and 
timetables, an effective cost containment mechanism. such as a cost 
collar, and allocating electric sector allowances to regulated local 
electric utilities with a requirement that the value represented by the 
allowances is used to provide benefits to customers. 

To better understand Exelon's views regarding regulation of the 
carbon market and the concerns that are the intended focus of this 
hearing, I think it is important to explain briefly Exelon's overall 
approach to commodities trading. We are not speculators. We use 
commodities trading to reduce the price risk we face as an electric 
generation company. That is, our primary objective is to reduce the 
risk to our revenues that we would face if we were completely subject 
to the sometimes sharp fluctuations in short-term, spot market power 
prices. 

Let me delve into this a bit further. A substantial majority of our 
generation fleet is located in the geographic footprint of what are 
known as "regional transmission organizations" or RTOs. RTOs are 
regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or FERG. 
RTOs operate competitive markets for wholesale energy and 
capacity. Accordingly, unless Exelon does something about it, 
Exelon is completely exposed to the ups and downs of the short-term, 
spot market energy prices in those markets. That is, we could make a 
lot of money if the spot prices turn out to be high, or lose a lot of 
money if they turn out to be low. Because we are not speculators, 
however, we are not willing to take that gamble. Instead, our 
business model is to lock in, or hedge, the price we are paid for the 
electricity we generate. 

We do this by buying and selling energy products that are 
available in the commodities markets. For example, we might sell an 
amount of electricity for one agreed price for all hours in the summer 
months of June through September. We will then know that we will 
always get that price for that amount of electricity during those four 
months. We forego the prospect of getting higher prices absent the 
sale, but, and more importantly, we avoid the risk that prices will fall 
below the fixed price we are paid by the buyer of the electricity. We 
also can do the same thing with respect to the fuel we buy to run our 
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plants. We might transact in the OTC market for coal to lock in our 
fuel cost for our coal plants. 

An increasingly large percentage of our hedging transactional 
activity is in the markets for purely financially-settled swaps and 
options, or derivatives, where the underlying reference commodity is 
usually electricity, natural gas, oil, or coal. For example, we might 
enter into a swap pursuant to which a counterparty pays us $25 per 
megawatt for 50 megawatts of electricity per hour for every hour in 
the month of July. and we pay the counterparty the spot market price 
that we are paid by the RTO for the electricity we have actually 
generated. The result for us is that we are guaranteed that we will be 
paid $25 per megawatt of electricity - no more and no less. The 
counterparty makes money if the spot prices we pay it turn out to be 
higher than $25 per MW, and loses money if the spot prices are lower 
than $25 per MW. No physical electricity actually changes hands; 
rather, only an exchange of revenue streams happens, based on an 
underlying variable commodity price (the spot market price of power). 
Exelon gets a fixed revenue stream and the counterparty gets, and 
takes the risk associated with, a variable revenue stream determined 
by the spot market price of power - a risk that Exelon would 
otherwise take but for the transaction. 

Our customers benefit from this hedging and trading activity. 
We are in a position to agree to longer term power sales contracts 
with both wholesale and retail customers; the price terms under those 
contracts are in large part possible because of the relative price 
stability hedging provides to our portfolio. It is our experience that 
retail customers in particular want prices for power sales to be stable 
rather than subject to the fluctuations of the spot market. Without 
hedging and trading we simply would not be able to do that. 

One of the principal concerns many have expressed with 
adopting a carbon control regime is how it will affect our fragile 
economy. We at Exelon believe that the economic impact of a 
comprehensive program will be manageable if the legislation includes 
the elements outlined above and if it provides the mechanisms 
necessary for a robust allowance trading program, including 
derivative products derived from those allowances. Simply put, a 
properly regulated, robust trading program, plus liquid trading 
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markets, will help control the overall cost of the program. That is why 
it is important to view the issues before this Committee, which are the 
topic of today's hearing, from the customer's perspective. What steps 
should the Congress take to effectively regulate and ensure the 
integrity of carbon trading markets without imposing undue costs on 
consumers? 

Our strongly held view is that any regulatory reform of the 
commodities markets should ensure that the products which we use 
to prudently hedge our business risks remain available to us and at a 
cost that is comparable to the costs we face today. This means that 
we believe it would be a mistake to force most. if not all, derivative 
hedging transactions like the ones I just described to exchange
traded platforms such as the New York Mercantile Exchange 
(NYMEX), or to require that all bilateral or OTC derivative 
transactions be cleared through exchanges like the NYMEX. We 
enter into futures contracts on the NYMEX, and also clear some 
transactions with NYMEX and other clearing platforms. but a 
substantial component of our derivatives hedging program is in the 
OTC market without clearing. 

Transacting on exchanges is much more expensive than in the 
OTC markets because it requires posting of substantial amounts of 
cash as collateral. This is one reason we do not- in fact cannot -
conduct all of our hedging activity on exchanges. The OTC market 
enables us to transact with creditworthy counterparties without having 
to post potentially huge amounts of cash collateral but also without 
taking on any materially greater amount of default risk. We can more 
efficiently husband our cash by using other forms of payment security 
and collateral to secure some of our risks bilaterally in the OTC 
markets, including letters of credit, payment guarantees, and pre
payment arrangements. Were we to have to move all of our hedging 
to exchanges. any move in price could require additional cash outlays 
in the hundreds of millions of dollars range, and possibly even in the 
billions. This, in turn, would mean that we would have to charge 
substantially more for our product - electricity-which means our 
customers would have to pay substantially more for this vital 
commodity. 
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The same is true, albeit indirectly, of any requirement to clear 
OTC derivatives. Counterparties will be loathe to clear materially 
larger volumes than they do currently, because once cleared, their 
counterparty becomes the exchange, and the more costly posting 
requirements applicable to exchange-traded transactions would then 
kick in. 

Another drawback of limiting hedging activity to exchanges and 
clearing platforms is that these entities will only offer futures for, or 
provide a clearing platform for, a standardized set of products. 
Exelon enters into customized transactions that get us a lot closer to 
completely eliminating the particular price risk we are trying to hedge 
than would one of the standard products that would regularly trade on 
exchanges. 1 

To draw the obvious conclusion - power prices will be higher, 
meaning that consumers will ultimately pay more than they would 
otherwise, if companies like Exelon are forced to do all of their 
hedging on exchanges and clearing platforms. 

Exelon is not alone in its opposition to requiring all transactions 
to go through exchanges. I want to draw your attention to a recent 
letter sent to all senators by a large group of trade associations 
representing the energy sector, rural electric cooperatives, and 
consumer groups, a copy of which is attached to this testimony. It 
raises the same concerns about the increased costs of dealing 
primarily through exchanges and clearing platforms that I have 
explained, and therefore shows that there is a broad consensus 
among energy suppliers and consumer associations that forced 
exchange trading and mandatory clearing is not the way we should 
address the concerns that this committee is tackling. 

1 As noted in a recent briefing paper published by the Pew Economic Policy Department, 
''(e )conomic efficiency is harmed if those with commercial needs for hedging are forced entirely 
into standard derivatives positions that are relatively poor hedges. or if derivatives markets are 
unable to innovate along with changes in the economy." Darrell Duffie Dean Witter 
Distinguished Professor of Finance at Stanford University's Graduate School of Business. 
(2009), "How should we regulate derivatives markets?," Pew Briefing Paper# 5. Pew 
Economic Policy Department. p. 18. See 
hrt>1:11www.~ewfr.org/adrninltask force reportslfdesiPew Duffie Derivalives.pdf 
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Exelon believes there are better ways to protect commodity 
markets from the risk that some entities may try to manipulate them, 
and from the more fundamentally systemic risk that the country faced 
as a result of the unregulated and frenzied speculative trading that 
went on in the credit default swap markets. To explain what we think 
would make the most sense, I now turn to the question at hand
what to do about the coming market for carbon emissions 
allowances. 

The carbon cap and trade proposal that Exelon supports. and 
that is contemplated in the legislation passed by the House, will 
immediately result in a large, new market for carbon allowances. 
One of the critical electricity consumer-protection features of the 
House-passed bill is the provision that would require allocation of 
30% of the allowances - which recipients would receive at no cost - to 
regulated local distribution utilities. This proposal has very broad 
support, ranging from investor-owned utilities, electric cooperatives, 
and municipals, to state regulators and consumer advocates. The 
local distribution utilities are not "covered entities," to borrow a term of 
art from the House bill; that means they will have no compliance 
obligation, and therefore will not "need" the allowances they receive 
for compliance purposes. The utilities, however, would be required to 
ensure that the benefit of those allowances goes to their customers. 
Every state, and the District of Columbia, has a public utility 
commission, or PUC. The PUCs regulate the local utilities and have 
authority to ensure that the customers do, indeed, benefit from the 
allowances. In the case of Exelon, our distribution utilities, PECO 
and Com Ed, will sell the allowances, and then the Pennsylvania and 
Illinois PU Cs will oversee the use of the proceeds to ensure that they 
will benefit customers. One way they will consider to accomplish this 
result will be to use the revenues to reduce customer rates. They 
could also require the revenues to be used for financial assistance to 
customers who need it or energy efficiency programs. 

Generation-owning entities like Exelon, as well as other 
emitters, will need to procure allowances to comply with carbon 
emissions caps; we and other generators will be covered entities. In 
this regime, the cost of carbon allowances will be a cost of doing 
business tor generators. It will be just like the cost of gas, oil, or coal 
- an input that is necessary to enable us to make and sell our 
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product. And Exelon will need to hedge the price risk associated with 
that product. That will mean that Exelon will want to have as wide a 
range of options as it currently does to hedge its fuel price and power 
price risks, meaning the full array of both exchange-traded and OTC 
offerings that now exist. 

We recognize, however, that in this new market as in others, 
there is a need for fair and balanced regulation. No one wants 
another crisis that could pose systemic risk, or a market structure with 
continuing regulatory gaps that can tempt unscrupulous traders to 
manipulate markets and force prices above appropriate market 
levels. 

That is why we support the expansion of the CFTC's jurisdiction 
to the new market for carbon allowances, including the OTC market 
that will certainly develop. This should allay any concern that 
speculators could artificially drive up the price of both the derivatives 
used to hedge the cost of carbon allowances in OTC markets, and 
the price of the allowances as such. The Commodity Exchange Act 
already contains strong anti-manipulation provisions that should be 
made applicable to OTC markets, and perhaps revised and refined to 
ensure that they provide to the CFTC the tools it needs to prevent 
manipulation. 

For the same reason, Exelon also supports the adoption of new 
reporting requirements for OTC transactions in the market for carbon 
allowances. The CFTC has to have access to information about 
transactions to enable it to fulfill its regulatory oversight and 
enforcement function. Also, the obligation to report, as such, will be a 
powerful deterrent to would-be manipulators. 

In addition, Exelon appreciates the critical nature of the 
country's need to prevent. for all time, the kind of crisis we faced last 
year, which revealed to all that unbridled trading activity could pose 
potentially catastrophic systemic risk. Accordingly, in addition to 
comprehensive transaction reporting requirements, Exelon supports 
the development and establishment of rules and guidelines that the 
CFTC would use to "stress test" the riskiness of the portfolios of 
major swap dealers and participants active in the carbon markets, 
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and in particular of those whose primary business, unlike Exelon's, is 
to make markets and trade derivatives for their own account. 

I appreciate the Committee's invitation to testify today. You are 
dealing with an extraordinarily complicated subject area. I hope that I 
have provided you with a sense of why it is important to ensure that 
there is effective oversight of the emerging carbon markets while at 
the same time guarding against over-regulation that would result in 
higher costs for companies like Exelon and in turn for our customers. 
I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have. 
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Joint Association Letter Regarding the OTC Derivatives Issue 

July 10, 2009 

Dear Sena1or: 

The undersigned energy supplier and consumer associations represent au the major segments of the 
electric power and natural gas industries serving virtually all of tile consumers in the United States. We 
are writing to express our concerri with certain aspeclS of proposals to address oversight and 
transparency of over-the-counter (OTC) energy marke1s. While we support !he goals of the 
Admiriistra1ion and the Congress to improve transparency and stability in OTC derivatives markets and to 
prevent excessive speculation. it is essential that policy makers preserve the ability of companies lo 
access critical OTC energy derivatives products and OTC energy commodities markets. We rely on 
these products al'ld markels to manage risks to help stabilize and keep energy costs low for consumers. 

The members of the associations represented on this letter use the OTC markets to hedge a variety of 
risks associated with energy production and fuel costs. We use OTC contracts to help insulate our 
business and customers from excessive price volatility. 

Specifically, we are concerned wilh proposals lo impose mandatory clearing of all OTC transactioris. as 
well as requirements to force OTC derivative transactions to be moved onto an exchange. We believe 
that such proposals would signifteantly increase costs for companies seeking to hedge tisks lhrough OTC 
products, as wen as greatly limit, or eliminate altogether. needed customized products used for risk 
management for the following reasons: 

The high cash margin requirements of a clearinghouse or an exchange would significantly 
increase transaction costs, and 6e up needed cash at a time when the cost of capital is high, 
access to capital markets is uncenain. and our industries need to invest billions in new energy 
infrastructure. 

Al the same lime. since clearinghouses and exchanges require a high level of standardization 
and liquidity in the derivatives and commodities products traded. we believe that such proposals 
would greatly reduce the ability of companies to find the customized derivative products they 
need to manage their risks. For example. in the case of electricity. the prerequisites for 
standardized and centralized clearing are missing, since its unique physical nature precludes 
significant storage and requires that it be consumed when genera1ed in hundreds of physical 
markets. 

Ultimarely these increased costs and risks will be bome by all consumers. We believe that there are far 
better ways to accomplish the goals of greater transparency a11d effective tegularory oversight of OTC 
energy derivatives and commodities markets without mandatory clearing or forcing these products to be 
moved onto ari exchange. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss these issues with you. 

List of supporting associations: 
American Gas Association 
America's Natural Gas Alliance 
American Exploration & Production Council 
American Public Gas Association 
American Public Power Association 
Edison Electric Institute 
Electric Power Supply Association 
Independent Petroleum Association of America 

Interstate Natural Gas Association of America 
Large Public Power Council 
National Association of Manufacturers 
Natural Gas Supply Association 
National Ru<al Electric Cooperative Association 
US Cnamber of Commerce 
us Oil & Gas Association 
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Presented by 
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Thank you very much for this opportunity lo prt•scnt testimony and discuss i~sues regarding 
markcl structure and market pcrforman~·c as ii pcnains to carbon markets. My name is David 
Miller and I am the director of research and commodily services for the Iowa Farm Rureau and 
the Chief Science officer for AgraGatc Climate Credils Corporation, an affiliated company of lhc 
Iowa Farm Bureau. AgraGate is one of the leading aggregators of carbon credits from U.S. 
agricultural and forestry lands under the existing protocols of the Chicago Climare Exchange. 
We pmvidc the means for thousands of farmers and landowners across more than 30 Sl<ltes to 
access the existing voluntary carbon markets. We help them enroll, quanlify and verify their 
potential carhon offset credils so lhat they can be registered and marketed to entities that have a 
need for ~uch. 

I also farm. On our 400 acre farm in southern Iowa we converted to cominuou.s no-till in order 
10 qt1alify to earn carbon credit~ under CCX rules. I am one of thousands of U.S farmers. 
forester and ranchers. who work more than 16 million acre.~. that have been paid for providing 
environmental ~erviccs through the CCX enrollment. verification and carbon credit sale~ process. 
~See Figure I) Our credits can he sold 10 any ofthe400 plus legally-approved members of CCX, 
including companies, governments and univecsities that legally commit to reduce their 
emissions. as well as in\'estors and others. While I have served for over six years on various 
governing committees al CCX (There have been more than 300 commiuec/subcommittce 
meetings in the past 6 years - the CCX .~y~tcm is 1101 "set it and forget it."), I am speaking today 
on behalf of AgraGate and Iowa Farm Bureau. 

Occasionally. we have been asked why all of the credit registrations we have done have been on 
the Chicago Climate Exchange. The .~imple answer to that is that CCX has the only pmlocols 
that are ''workable" for production agriculture and private foresl lands. Various aspects of the 
protocols of other regi.~uies have design elements !hat limit their acceptance by offset providers. 

Market design and structure matter and are critical to market performance. Some of the items 
chat I woul<l like lo discuss today include market transparency, offset protocol standards and the 
critical need for fungihility of compliance offsets. 

Pricing Transparency 

Market transparency is critical to smooth operation of a carbon market. Transparency means that 
m>t only must there be a clear enumeration of what criteria are used to define offsets. but thal 
there must he mechanisms in place so that prices (bids. offers and sales transactions) are 
publically rcponed and readily available. The only markel that currently offers that transparem;y 
is the Chicago Climate Exchange. The electronic trading platform was very transparenc about 
bids. offers and actual transaction prices. On lhe exchange. all of the compliance insuumcnts 
were equal and fully fungihle. Under that condition, the members of the CCX that needed 
compliance credits could huy execs~ allowances or any type of offset that was registered with the 
exchange and know that rhcir compliance commitment would be met, Unfortunately, char 
pricing transparency has been sharply curtailed. Under the provisions of H.R. 2454 (The 
American Clean Energy Act of 2009), !here is language thm suggests that domestic offsets from 
current registries may be exchanged or recognized in the federal regulatory program, hut it does 
nm provide specific indication that allowances from CCX will be recognized. This 
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diffen:nliation has resulted in all omet transactions moving to bi· lateral, privately negotiated 
trades where the buyer can be assured th<1t they will receive offset~ rather limn any CCX 
compliance instru1T1cnt as might he the case on the electronic platfonn. 

To improve transparency. CCX rules have been updated lo require that all privately negotiated 
trades be reported to the ex('hangc and they post the~e trades daily. Hut, the hid-ask spread has 
widened significantly and the market ha~ fragmented such that the offsets from soil are valued 
differently than the offsets from forestry which an: valued differently that the offsets from 
methane destruction. etc. In fact. there is even dilforentiation of value based on !he geographic 
Jocatio11 of the offset project. This has increased the trnnsaclion costs associated with marketing 
carbon offsets and has reduced the net returns to the actual offset project owner. 

Regulatory uncertainty is now hanning the thousands of U.S. farmers and companic~ who have 
taken the lead in building rule.~-based carbon markets. It is extremely important to provide a 
smooth transition for tho~c who arc making emissions reductions in CCX and other verified 
programs so that .:ontinued progress on their part can be made to reduce emissions. 

Other carbon registries have Ii Ille or no pricing transparency. There is no public record of the 
bids. oflers or transaction values of offsets registered and retired on the Climate Action Reserve, 
the APX-Volumary Carbon Standard or CDM projects. The lack of market pricing transparency 
means there is much less information available to market participams and tends to shift undue 
market power lo large traders to the detriment of projc<.:t owners and smaller participants. 

t'ungibility of Compliance Offsets 

Fungibility of compliance offsets, where a registered offset credit equals a registered offset credit 
regardless of the source of the credit. is a mark.et design characteristic that is essential if the 
transaction costs of the carhon market are to be minimized. Fungibility of offsets will foster 
efficient market operations and enables transparency since it is conducive to trading of the 
compliance instn1ment~ on electronic exchanges with full pricing transparency. 

"Term Credits" as delineated in II.R. 2454 arc not fungible compliance instruments. They only 
delay compliance obligations. They do not satisfy compliance ohligations. They are an interior 
product and ba~cd on the experience of temporary credits under the European lrading system. 
they will have little or no value. fl is extremely problematic that H.R. 2454 has relegated all soil 
sequestration offsets, by design, to the cla.\s of term credits. It is neither necessary nor desirable 
from a market design perspective to address the issue of permanence in this manner. There are 
belier ways to address that is~ue and a discussion of a better approach is contained in our written 
comments. In our analysis, we believe term credits will be highly discounted by the 
marketplace. especially if the expectation is that credit prices in the future will be higher. 
Relegating soil offsets to term credits will minimii.e the participalion of working farmlands in 
carbon offset markets. 

Offset Design Criteria 
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According to the EPA analysis, biological scquesu·ation represents upwards of 90 percent of the 
expected Iola! offsets during all timcframcs outlined in the ACES legislation. Thu~ from a macro 
rcrspcctive, biological .~equeslration is the linchpin of an effective domestic nffsels pwgr.im for 
the agriculture and forestry sections. Bio-sequestration offsets are the only means by which 
domestic offsets can deliver low cost, near term and high volume GHG reductions, all critical 
requircm.:nts in allowing the uncapped se1:tors of the economy to facilitate the capped sectors' 
transition to a low-carbon future. 

Offset sources need clear. simple. protocols, or rules. which define eligible practices and 
associated record keeping. The co.~t of perfect infonm1tion is usually too high. So, reasonable 
compromises, including conservative carbon accumulation rules. must be employed 

Design criteria for offset protocols can "make m break" the viability of agricultural and forestry 
offsets as real tools in the effon 10 reduce atmospheric carbon. To he viable. oll~ets must he 
designed for "working lands." It is the active growing of crops. grass, and trees 1hat will take the 
carbon from the atmosphere in the first place. The income from these production activities is 
cs.~cnlial lo the susLainability of the carbon·se<1ues1ering activity. Private farmlands and forest~ 
ar~ not prc.~crvc.~ - and we don't want them to be if we wanl to have affordable food. tihcr and 
fuel. Income from carbon off.~ct credits is quite likely to be the im:remental incentive that will 
tmtice panicipants to take on 1hc costs and liabilities that compliance with multi-year offset 
protocols will require. But the carbon offset income in highly unlikely to be sufficient, by itself, 
lo sustain 1he dedication of the land to the.~e carbon sequestering activities. No-tilling crops like 
com, soybeans. barley or wheat will not only sequester carbon in the soiL enhancing that 
resource for generations to come. but also helps the world by producing food on the most 
productive lands in the world rather than having fragile lands degraded by subsistence 
agriculture. 

But, to bi: a workable part of the solu1ion, carhon offset protocols must work within the 
framework of exi~ting agricultural market~. Length of contract matters. In Jowa. more than 60 
percent of the farmland is rented by the operator with the vast majority of lhat land on one-year 
renewable leases. In our experience of working with farmers on carbon offsets. the number om: 
reason why a farmer would NOT participate in a carbon offset program is the length of conuact. 
Even lht! 5-year contract that we use in connection with the CCX protocol is long enough that 
many farmers hclicve ir adds enough liability Iha! they t:annot partkiparc. it is difficult to 
commit to being fully liable for rever~als that can create backward looking liability for 5 years 
when the lease agreement that governs control of the land is for a shorter period of time. And it i~ 
unlihly that the emergence of a carbon market will result in a wholesale change in \andlonl· 
1enant relatinnships and the structure of land leases. We have looked at the proposed protocols 
of some other registries. Some of lhesi: protocols have single tenn length of commitmem from 
W years to 199 years. Our experience is that farmers and private forestry landowners are wry 
reluc1ant to sign contracts that extend that long. We believe that 5-year contracts for soil 
~equestration (with the ortion of renewing rhe contracts) are wotkable, bul even minimum 
contract length of 5-ycars will significantly reduce participation by active farmer~. 

The 15-ycar contract length for managed forests is of sufficient length that it is a major deterrem 
to pai1icipation by private landowners. Sure there are some forest preserves and special cases 
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where JOO-year contracts can be entered into. But our ellperience is thal very few private 
landowner~ are willing lo do so·· and the vasl majority of the carhon-sequestering opponunitic~ 
an:~ on private lands. We have looki:d at the proposed protocol~ of some other registries. Some 
C>f these protocols have single term lcngtll of commitment from 20 yea1-s to WO years. Our 
experiem;e is that farmers and private forestry landowners are very reluctant lo sign contracts 
th ill ex tend that long. We believe that 5· year contracts for soil sequestr.dion (with the option of 
renewing the contracts) arc workable, but even minimum contract length of 5-years will 
~ignificamly reduce panicipation by active farmers. 

Generali;i;ed quantification me1hodologies arc a very effective and low-cost way to quantify soil 
sequestration offsets. (This is the methodology comaincd in the CCX soil and rangeland 
protocoh.) Soil sequestration re~ults from the carrying out of specific practices in conjunction 
with crop prodLJction. While the exact quanlity of carbon that is sequesten:d varies across the 
landscape due to variations in soil characteristics. plant growth, climatic conditions. etc .. across a 
large number of acres the actual amount of carbon seque~tered will be the average of the area 
times the number of acres carrying out the appropriate prac1ices. There is substantial data from a 
number of highly controlled research plots that provide great insight into what the average rate of 
sequestration is for land n:source regions. Granting offsets at the average rate for a defined 
region (adjusted for the perrmmence reserve) guarantees statistically that the number of credits 
granted were a true representation of the actual ~cquestration that has occurred. Under this 
approach, any individual acre may actually sequester more or Jc.~s carbon than the rate that is 
used in the generalized approach. Jn fact, it is quite likely that 1hc distribution of a large number 
of acres will have the characteristics of a nom1al distribution with equal likelihood of actual 
se(1ucstrat.ion rates that are above and below the average. 

Don't be fooled by the ''illusion of accuracy" that exists when credit.~ are granted based on site· 
~pccific soil sampling. Generalization of site-specific soil samples and granting crcdils based on 
the result~ of such samples introduces much error and variation into the crediting process. The 
reality is that there is likely to he as much variation within a11 80 acre field as there may be across 
a region. Using a generalized quantification approach with widc·.~pread participation eliminates 
the po1ential for selective sampling anti skewing of the results based on sampling procedure. 
Plus, the use of a generalized quantification approach allows for use of satellite technology for 
compliance verification which can greal.ly reduce the costs of verifying compliance. Is there a 
role for soil sampling? Yes, for general monitming of the overall effectiveness of the soil 
protocol, hut not for granting of individual offset credits. USDA should do systematic soil 
sampling to monitor the progress of the soil offset protocol and to periodically adjust the 
generalized ci·editing rate. Over time, the more data points that exist, the more localized lhe 
differentiation of the crediting rate that can be established with stacistical confidence. 

Permanence versus 011ralion 

While biological processes are not permanent, they do have substantial duralion and the lack of 
permanence should not be used as a reason to restrict or limit the use of biological sequestration 
as carbon ofhets. Attached in our written testimony is a briefing document about how an 
implicit "p~rmanence reserve" can be incorporated into sequestration offset design which allows 
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the regis1ered credits from sequestralion activities to have Che charac1eristics oi permanence and 
he full)' fungi hie with other offsets. 

Credit Integrity and Offset Reversals 

In order to maintain market intcgrily, it is essential that registered. serially·numhcr<.'d offsets not 
be subject to de-listing due lo a reversal event of a specific project. A buyer of a regi&tcred offset 
credil must be assun.:d that the credit, once registered, represents a viahle compliance unit and 
will not be disqualified after regislered or purchased. 

Offset providers should be fully accountable for reversals during the period of active crediting. 
We support the concept of a compliance reserve for biological sequestration offsets in which a 
specified percentage of the rcgislcrcd credits are held in a not-avail<1ble for trading compliance 
reserve un1il the tenn of the crediting period is completed. The credits held in this reserve should 
be used co cover any reversals that may occur under a sequestration project. However. a reversal 
should not result in a de-listing of a registered credit. A reversal during the active crediting 
period should n:sult in a requirement that the reserve accounl be reduced by the amount of any 
reversal. One.: the acti vc crediting period is completed. reserve credits should be released as 
available for sale. Any reversal that might occur after the aclive crediting period would be 
covered by the implicit pl'rmancnce reserve that was deducted at the time of credit 
quantification. This assures thal all registered credits have mel the pemianence criteria. 

Market Regulatory Framework 

!"arm Bureau policy states, "The integrity of all U.S. commodity futures and option~ exchanges 
as a pricing mechanism mu~t be maintained by the members of the exchanges and their 
nv~rseeing governing bodies. Commodity futures and options trading serves a useful purpo~e for 
a number of commodi1ics by pnwiding a means 10 tran~fer certain types of risk. Other 
commndilies _,hould be included where need exists and research shows futures and options 
lrading would be beneficial. We urge thal regulatory law~ be suicrly enforced. We support the 
use of off-exchange agricultural lrade option contracts in commodity marketing, which would 
include complete risk disclosure, vendor inregrily and the opportunity for ca~h sculement of 1he 
option.'' 

As is being demonstrated by the early ac1ion program.~. carbon can and is becoming a commodity 
thal 1:an and will be traded just a~ other commodities. The experieni:e of lhe Chicago Climate 
Exchange is proving that markets for carl:ion can and do work. (Sec Figures 2 & 3) While the 
CCX market i.~ currently operaling ilS an Exempt Commercial Market under rhe Commodity 
Exchange Acl, its regulatory status may change as 1he CFTC is now assessing whether CCX 
perfonns a "Significant Price Discovery Function".1 Based on the requirements of 1he regulated 
carbon market. conlracts and services arc being developed to supply projects and products that 

: CCX also operates 1he Chi1.:ago Climate Futures exchange, a CFTC-rcgulated Designated 
Conlract Market that is the only active marketplace for fulures and options contracts on USEPA 
S02. and NOx allowances, as well as carbon dioxide emission allowances in Regional 
Greenhou~e Gas Jnitia1ivc. 
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mc.:t market requirements. However. the actual registry and retirement of allowances and offset~ 
should be done on regulated, open. transparent markets wi1h specified Mandards for price 
n;portini; that would include dale of transaction, vintage, quantity and pricing infonnation. 

CJTC Regulation 

The CFTC should continue in it~ role as the regulator of derivative~. future~ and options 
contracts associated with carbon trading. Farm Bureau opposes efforts to combine Ci"TC and the 
Securities Exchange Commission and supports regulation of the commodity futures business by 
CFTC. Derivatives. future~ and options on carbon contracts <1re not fundamentally different than 
other derivatives. futures or options contracts. The oversight and regulation provided by the 
CFTC is adequate for these markets. However, we urge CFTC 10 be dili~cnl in its oversight of 
fu1u1es exchanges and floor traders 10 ensure that integrity of these markets is maintained and to 
curb p.-actices that could result in manipulation or artificial price swings. 

The CFfC should establish speculative position limits for carbon futures and option market with 
appropriate exemptions for hona fide hedgers and end-users of carbon credits. Jnves!lnent and 
index funds should be subject to speculative position limits. To minimize the potential market 
distortions and/or manipulations, carbon market derivatives should be required to clear on 
regulated. public: exchanges with full price reporting. 

Similar to com. soybeans and other agricultural commodities. the cash mar.ket tr.msiictions 
hctween farmers. ra111.:hers, forest landowners and project developers and aggrcga1ors should he 
exempt from direct regulation by the CFrC. There is suflicienl state contra('( and business law 
10 govern these transactions. 

Capital and Margin Requirement~ 

Leverage is an issue in the financial markets. One of the major contributors to defaulls of credit 
default swaps and mortgage-backed securitie~ was leverage, particularly in the derivatives of 
these products. High degrees of leverage set the stage for small swings in market condi lions 10 
cause financial stress. It is important to note that throughout the stress in the financial markets of 
the past year, no defaults occurred on the reg1.1lated futures exchanges. The market structure and 
dhcipline that is imposed on these markets helped them pcrrorm while the over-the-counter 
market was al times in a state of disarray. Farm Bureau policy suppo11s 1he governing body of 
the commodity exchanges 10 con1inue lo establish predct.cnnincd. publicized limits for margins 
at variou$ market price lcvefa for each commodity. We believe the leverage levels of derivatives 
traded by major market participants should be examined and brought under greater regulatory 
scrutiny by the appropriate regulatory agency. Margin and capital requirements that create a 
strong incentive for dealers and user~ of derivatives to trade them on regulated exchanges or 
regulated electronic platforms should he developed. 

USDA Administration of Offset" 

As part of the regulatory structure for carbon. USDA should be charged with unique 
responsibilities regarding offsets. USDA should develop a set of agency-approved offset 
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standards and protocols for biological sequestrnliun from agricuilure and forestry and methane 
dcstruclion tha1 woultl be us.:tl the manJatury carhon market and c<>uld he used by voluntary 
carbi:in markets. USDA should provide the administrative ~upport and oversight of omet 
s1andards dcvclopmc::nt. review. and update and should be actively engaged in coordinating the 
linkage of lJ . .S domestic offsets with international offset markets. The agency oversees 
standards for grains, livestock and other agricultural markets and should be the agency in charge 
of selling stimdards for carhon market offsets. 

Thank you for the opportunity co provide input and information to the Committee. 

Included as part of our written comments is a summary of Fann Bureau policy regarding carbon 
regulation. carbon markets and commodity futures and options markets. 
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How Chicago Climate Exchange Contracts Create Carbon 
Ot'fset<; that Represent .. Permanent Reductions" 

l) Al lhe Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX}. contracts for omet credits cover a 5-year period 
for cropping practil'Cs and a I 5-year period for forestry practices. 

2) Under a CCX contract. an offset provider agrees to initiate and maintain a set of practicc(s) 
that, for the contract period. n:duces C02 equivalent emissions by a ~pecified amount. CCX 
uti\i1.ed a scientific panel to inform the CCX offset committee regarding the appropriale rate 
of carbon sequestration that would occur under various practices. The actual crediting rates 
utilized by CCX represetll a 20% reduction from the "scientific" rate recommended by the 
scicntill1.: panel. 

3} Once offset practices have been implemented and verified. lhe first year's tradable offset 
credhs are i~sued to the provider. Additional offset credits are issued annually for each year 
of the contract; under a five-year contract, a producer would receive five years of off~et 
credits. The credits are considered lo be "permanent'' reductions in C02 equivalent 
emissions.~ (llow this works. in practice. is explained below.) 

4) At the end of the contract period. the producer is under no further obligation to maintain the 
offset practices. Using a crop example. the producer has provided fi vc years of offset services 
and, in rclum. has received live years of tractable offset credits. How then, can five years of 
offset practices and offset credits be considered permanent reductions'? 

5) The mechanism which causes offsets to be considered permanent reductions is !hat producer~ 
receive only 80% of the C02 equivalent reductions that !he CCX calculates they have 
actually made. This 20% discount, in effect, provides a "Permanence Reserve'' of actual 
offsets that have occurred but have not been credited. As long as rhe amount of any 
reduction leakage caused by producers who discontinue offset practices after their contracts 
e1'pire is. in aggregate. less than the offsets in the Pcnnancncc Reserve. then, in practice, the 
reductions can be considered to be permanent. In other words, CCX considers that the offact 
reductions are permanent for the systt'm but not for each individual contracl. 

6) The Pennanence Reserve only applies 10 "reversals" after the end of the contract period. All 
offset providers are responsible for meeting the contract provisions on which cheir soil 
~equestration credits are based during their con1r.1ct period. Any action~ taken by an offset 
provider that results in a rever~al while "under contract" would require a complete recovery 
or replacement by the offset provider of the "reversed" offsets covered by the contract. 
Therefore. there is full accountability by individual offset providers during !he period of 

'Consider a fi\'e-year CCX contract wherfby a producer agrees rouse no-till practices to gmw his com and 
$1>yb~ans t-.:ginning with 1h.: 2009 ~·mp year. If th~ "a,·1ual" C02 equivalent reduction as determined l>y the CCX is 
one metric ton per aco·e per year. the pwducer receives an offset credit of O.R tons for 2009. ~n offset credit of 0.8 
tons for 2010. an oftset credit of 0.8 tons for 2011. an offset credit of 0.8 rans for 2012. and an offset credit of 0.8 
t<ln~ for 2013. Over the five- year cuntract period, the "ac1ual" reduction is 5 tons but rhc credited reduction is 4 
tun!'. 
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active contracting and the systemic accountability by the Permanence Reserve for re\'crsals 
that may occur aflcr the contract period. 

7) Note that the Pcnnancnce Reserve operates. in a .~ense, through a sort of"invisiblc hand." 
Individual contracts are nol tracked for pennanence and offset credits are not deposited into 
or withdn1wn fmm the reserve. A key question i5 how big does the invisible hand need IO 
be'? We believe that USDA could conduct periodic surveys to infonn the system about how 
large of a reserve is really needed. Based on survey results of actual reversals, the discount 
rate could be adjusted every 5 years lo reflect the true risk of post-contract reversals. In 
addition. incentives for contract renewal, which maintains full accountability for reversals. 
could be incorporntcd lo further reduce potential post-contract reversals. 

8) CCX believes that the 20% discount reserve is more that sufficient to offset pcrmancnlly the 
leakage that occurs if some producers discontinue offset practices after their contracts expire. 
First, producers can renew a contract, continue the practices. and continue to receive credits.~ 
Second. if ~ome producers stopped contracted practices after the end of the conlrnct. the most 
likely practices tliat would replace !hem likely would he carbon neutrat•-i.e .. not 
sequestering additional carbon but nol, on net. emitting additional carbon. either. Third, 
practices such as no-till have a propensity for continuance for many producers once they 
have gotten over the initial hurdles of adoption and the producer becomes comfortable with 
all a>pects of the practice. Continuation of the practice is further enhanced because of the 
capital commitments already made in implementing the practice, and because of potential 
future savings associated with the reduction in energy use from fewer trips across fields and 
reduced labor requirements assodated with continuing the practice. 

9) The CCX originally used a 30% discount from calculated actual reductions in determining 
t.he number of offset credits to issue but eventually concluded that 30% was too high. Some 
analysts hclicve that the discount percentage needed for the Permanence Re.~crve 10 work i~ 
in the 2% to 3% range. Annual USDA surveys of tillage practices to determine the level.~ of 
reversal activity on previously no-tilled lands would provide a good indicator of whelh.:r the 
Permanence Reserve provid.:d by a 20% disctlunt factor is 100 high or too low. 

10) Approaching the permanence issue indirectly in a systemic way-rather than requiring 
permanence for individual contracts-is needed because of the structure of U.S. fam1ing. 
Much land is rt:nled out and farms arc sold. Producers of particular tracts change over time. 
Dave Miller of the Iowa Farm Bureau, an expert on the CCX, note.~ rhat five-year contract~ 
are about as far as contracts can be st1-etched and still get participation by fanncrs. "We need 
10 trust the system to. on average, establish pcnnanence for offsets. Without some approach 
like the CCX discounted credits and the 'Permanence Reserve' they create. a broader offset 
system for agriculture will never gel off che gl'Ound." 

' While there is a saturation point where no additional cart-on can be ~eque.<tered so a<1Ji1ional contracts would not 
wor~. the two following points indica1e reasons why already sequestered carbon wilt not necessarily be rckascd in 
large amounts-which is the condition rhal inusl be m~t for the CCX offset structure to he considered as providing 
permanent off<e<s. 
'Re.<earch oy Ors. Alan Franztuebb~r. Jerry Hatfield, Ch<orle~ Rice, etc. 
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11) All soil st:qucstration credits "share the burden" of potential loss of permanence. This 
method actively recognizes that there is a positive probability thal 8ome sequestralion 
reversal activity could take place afterthe end date of the contract and that some portion of 
tht: sequestered carlmn could be released to the atmosphere. However, it also recognizes that 
the exact timing, inten~ity and location of that reversal or carbon releasing a~:tivily is not 
known at the time of crediting for any ~oil sequestration activity. therefore all soil 
sequestration credits share the risk of a post-contract reversal by having a portion of theil
credit~ from current sequestration activities reduced by committing some prc-detc1mined 
fraction of the actual sequestration rate to the implicit Permanence Reserve. thus redudng lhe 
actual amount of credits 10 that which now have the characteristics of "permanence". This 
<1pproach removes the significant administrative burden of post-contract lracking of offsets 
and allows credited offsets to he fully fungihlc within the compliance. regime. Post contract 
monitoring can be achieved by the survey methods previously listed and ongoing aqjustments 
10 the program and crcdil ing rates. as appropriate. 

12) Acruss a large lands~·ape (~uch as production agriculture) the law of large numbers applies 
and the law.~ of probability apply. If all of the oftSets from I hat class of offsets shan: the 
probability of Joss of permanence and have that probability of loss quantified into the 
crediting rate. 1hen the resulting "credited" offsets will only rctlcct the portion of offsets lhat 
are permanent. 
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Figure I. U.S. Fanner and Landowner Participation in CCX Offset Programs 
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Figure 3. Chicago Climate Exchange Carhon Financial Instrument 
Spot ancl Derivatives volume 2004-2008 
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American Farm Bureau t'ederatiou policy on Carbon and l~nvironmcntal Credit lncenli"cs 

W c oppose the imposi1ion of carbon emission related rnxcs or fees on horsepower of vchidc$ and 
equipment used for agricultural produc1ion. 

We suppon r<?s.::m:h that identifies the advan1agcs and <lisadvan1agcs of carbon credits as it rcla1cs 10 

carbon sequestration; 

Wcoppo~c: 

(I) ~fanda1ory air quali1y siandards for ozone and paniculalC malter on farmers and agricul1ural 
businesses: 
(2) Air p.;rmits ror agricullural operation~ that arc not science based: and 
(3) Any cffons by the EPA 10 implement pcrmi11ing foes and/or protocol or take regularory acrion 
regarding greenhOU$e gas emissions for production agriculture. 

Environmental Cn'<lit Incentives 
Markct·ba5ed incentives, ~uch ~s pollutant credit trading, are preferable to government mandates. 
We support: 
(I) The development of a practical volun1ary market-based carhon credit trading system. To 
encourage this new market. we also support a USDA pilot carbon credit trading project to 
develop trading ,·riteria. ~tandar<ls and guidelines: 
(2) Fanncrs being comp.:nsated for planting crops or farming practices that keep carbon in the 
~oil; 

(3) Seeking alternative energy sources, which will minimize atmospheric pollution; 
(4) Providing incentives to industries seeking to become more energy efficient or reduce 
emissions of identifiable atmospheric pollution and the means of preventing it; 
\5) Providing incentive.~ to individuals seeking to reforest fragile lands that are currently in 
agricultural production: 
(6) Emission offsets that sequester carhon through agricultural practices should be fully 
recogni1.ed in any cap and trade system and should nOI be limited to a percentage of total offsets; 
<7) Panicipation in climate discussions to erihance and maximize agriculture's ability to capture 
economic benefits from an emerging carbon market; and 
(8J Market-based solutions, rather than fe.deral or state emission limits, being u~cd to achieve a 
reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from mobile sources. 

We oppose: 
(I) Mandatory restrictions to achieve reduced agricultural greenhouse gas emi~sion~: 
(2) Mandates relating to GHG policies, that would adversely impact agriculture; 
(3) Any al!empl to regulate methane emissions from ruminant animals under the Clean Air Act 
or any other legislative vehicle; 
(4) Emi~sion control rules for fanning practices, farm equipment, couon gins, grain handling 
facilities. etc .. and urge EPA to re·e\'aluatc the imposition of standards on farm and ranch 
equipment and other non-highway use machinery: 
(5) Unilateral mandatory state or federal GHG emission reduction rcquircmenrs; and 
(6) Including the carbon impacts resulting from indirect land use changes in other countries in 
the carbon life cycle analysis of biofuels. 
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American Farm Bureau Federation Policy on Commodity f'utures and Options 

The in1egrily of all U.S. commodity futures and options exchanges as a pric:ing mechanism mu~I 
be maintained by !he members of the exchanges and their overseeing governing bodies. 
Commodity futures and options tr.1ding serves a useful purpose for a number of commodities by 
pro"iding a means lo tr.msfer certain types of risk. Other commodities should be included where 
need exists and research shows futures and options trading would be beneficial. We urge !hat 
regulatory laws be strictly enforced. We support the use of off-exchange agricultural lrade oplion 
contrar.:ts in commodity marketing, which would include complete risk di~closure. vendor 
integrity and the opportunity for cash settlemenl of the option. We should provide educational 
programs for producers lo learn about lhis risk management tool and work with commodity 
buyers 10 offer agricultural trade oplion contract~. 

We will: 
(I) Aggressive! y work lo mai n1ain agricultural representation on Commodity Furnre~ Trading 
Commission tCFrC); 
(2) Oppose efforts by CFTC 10 rcgulalc cash grain; 
(3) Encourage CFrC to require additional delivery points and as.~ure an adequate delivery 
system; 
(4) Continue to work with stare Farm Bureaus and their affiliated marketing agencie.~ to 
encourage lhc expansion of forward pricing services based on futures and vplions and to 
strengthen currenl programs; 
(5) Enrnurage worldwide electronic lrading al U.S. commodity exchanges; 
(6) Support expanded use of mini-futures contract~ on all commodily exchanges; 
(7) Support changes in cunenl fulures conlracts if research shows that they will result in 
maintaining or increasing liquidity of the market; 
(8) Oppose efforts to combine Cf-TC and the Securities Exchange Commission and support 
regulation of the c:ommodily fulures busine.ss by CFrC; 
!9l Urge CITC 10 increase oversight of futures c.~changes and floor traders to ensure that 
integrity of these markels is maintained and to curb practices thal result in manipulation or 
artificial price swings; 
(IO) Review price-setting mechanisms and make recommendations for the most effective price 
discovery ~ystem..; for identily-prcserved grains: 
(I I) Urge the governing body of the ~·om1t1odity exchanges to cominue to establish 
predetermined, publicized limits for margins ac various market price levels for each ~omrnodi1y; 
( 12) Oppose cffons by the commodity exchanges to chaTge a fee for delayed market quotes: 
( 13) Conduct a review and actively participate in the reauthoriza1ion of the Commodities 
Exchange Ac1. Thal review will seek to minimize price manipulation and ensure the markets are 
effective as a price discovery mechanism given the increasing level~ of contract production; 
(14) Encourage commodity exchanges 10 have an active an<l viable agricuhure advisory 
committcc: and 
( 15) Support regular and thorough review of the CFTC and commodity markets. 

We encourage the use of marketing tools or other marketing alternatives. We support hcdge-to
arrive contrncu being honored when used as a marketing tool thal ensures delivery of the 
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commodity on the contracl and has a se t delivery date. Those entering into these agreement or 
.:onlral.'IS &hould he held liable for their own actions. 
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Chaim1an Harkin, Senator Chambliss. and members of lhe committee, thank you for 
1he opponuni1y to 1es1ify before the Commiucc 1oday. It is an honor 10 be here. 

Four years ago. I left Washing1on to found the Nicholas lns1i1111c for F.nvil'Onmcntal Policy 
Solutions al Duke Univer.;ity. The lnstimte is intended to be a two·way !>ridge between the 
knowledge and convening power of Puke and dccision-mak.':rs such as yourselves. The lnMilUle 
has focused its resoul'ce.s on tile key environment~! challenges facing our plane[. and no topic has 
demanded gr~ater anemiou than global climate change. 

One ar.:a in whi<:h thl' lnslitutc has recently focused is designing the financial market that would 
he created by a cap· and-trade system for greenhouse gases. It is clear that the success of this 
policy app1Nch hinges. ;ubstaruivcly and politically. on whether the market will operate in a 
way lhat is fail'. efficient and responsive to the lessons learned from the current financial crisi~. 
The Jnslilllte staffh~~ worked with our Vi•iting fc:llow Jon 1\nda 10 lmmch our Carbon Marl<~t 
Initiative, engaging with a numbe .. of faculty from Dul:e Univcr~ity'.~ Fuqu" St"hool of Business 
and Law School to assess lhe key clements of a successful carbon market - frolll financial 
market design. to acco<1nting. to aut'tion design. Three papers are due to be published in 
October, Jed by Profe~sors Vish Viswanathan. L!sli~· Marx and Katherine Schipper, 1hat will 
more deeply im·cstigate all of 1hose topics. 

The Rent'lilS of a Market-Ba.~ed Climatt' Polky 

As I noted, this 1estimony is focused on 1hc issues and concerns regarding the design of the 
greenhou~c ga~ marke1. Given 1hc fin:mcial market failures in recem years, ii is undcrstandal:ile 
tha1 a market appto:tt'h should not be viewed as a foregone conclusion. However, I would 
sul:imit that. i.;iven the Nicholas ln~titute's evaluation of the numerous policy <:1p1ions proposed 10 
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addn:~s climate change, I believe the market approach l'Cmains an effective means to achieve the 
environmental gvals of ~··eeuhouse gas emission n:ductions at the lowc•t co.•t. 

Cost. in the end. is the dcrcm1ining factor. No sector of the economy is more attuned to these 
issues than the agricultural producers who arc rhe constituents of this commiltcc. As an aside. let 
me note that the Nicholas Institute this week rekased a report co-authored by several leading 
agcicultural economists assessing the impact of a carbon market on farm incomes. The study 
found that net flow of UHG revenue and indirect commodity market revenue~ for farmers for 
outwei£h increa~ed operating costs. Th" study also forccaM some lo&ses in economic welfare to 
consumers and agricultural processors. However, benefits to crop and livestock producers far 
oulwcigh these Cl'.On<•mic losses, signaling gains to the sector as a whole. If dun~ the right way, 
agciculture can he made a winner in climate legislation. 

But no matter what the models ~how. no one would dispute that we should adopt the policy that 
achi~vcs our goals at the lowest pos&ible cost. History demonstrate~ that the market is the best 
means to accomplish this objective. In th.: most famous example, Congress mandated in the 
1990 Clean Air Act that utilities engage in what was chcn called ''emis~ions trading" to reduce 
sulfur dioxide pollution - a major rnntributor to acid min. The 1990 Clean Air Act amendments, 
which launched the program, arn a resounding success-achieving the environmental goals at 20 
to 30 pcrcenc of the predicted cost. 

Mark~t-basi!d system~ to address environmental concerns allow both the federal government ~nd 
private enterprise to take advantage of their respective strength~. The U.S. govemment is in the 
best posi1iofl to sel and enforce a "cap", or limit. on national GHG emissions. Capped entities 
determine for thcmselve~ the least-cost manner of complying with the emissions limits. 

Under a cap-and-trade prognun. a GHG "allowance" is created for each ton of cappe.d emissions. 
The allowances are fungible and can be traded among market participants. At the end of each 
compliance period. regulated firms surrender allowances to the government equivalent lo their 
emissions. The program gives firms Hexibility, either to reduce their own emissions or to buy 
allowances from another firm. This process minimi 1.cs the overall economic cost of the program. 
as ii provides an incentive for firms with the lowest marginal cost of ahatemcnt to make the 
cheapest reductions first. Cap-and-trade systems are at the heart of the major legislative 
proposals to address climate change, including the American Clean Enccgy and Security Act 
pa5scd tiy the U.S. House of Representatives earlier thi~ year and the Climate Security Act that 
was before lhe Senate in June of 200!!. 

Without a market mechanism, the government must have perfect foresight of the co~ts of 
emission reductions and the circumstance~ that will affect those costs (such as when technologies 
will be available) in order to deploy resources most efficiently. Providing covered enlicies with 
flcxibiliry in how they trade allowances among themselves may be especially important in this 
circumstance, as long·term compliance with the declining cap will depend on the emergence of 
new lcchnologies. 
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L~ssons Learned from Recent Market Failures 

Much of the market's cost-reducing benefits. however. could he weakened if the market docs not 
operate transparently and efficiently. thereby creating a sizeable gap between the price of 
greenhouse ga~ abatement and the price in the market. Americans know all too well that such 
imperfect markets occur, a~ the debate on climate change legislation takes pl<tce in the shadow of 
glaring examples of market failures over the past year and a half. These failures. however. can 
also provide imponanl lessons that Congress can apply to the creation of a carbon market. 

I . Petroleum price spikes - The ~pikes in the petroleum markets during the summer of 2008 
highlight the impo11ance of market transparency and adc4uate regulatory jurisdiction. No federal 
agency has comprehensive aLlthority lo regulate offshore petroleum market~ and there was 
insufficient infom1ation to monitor potentially manipulative activity adequately. As a result. 
11overnment officials and the general public were unable to determine the deg1'Cc 10 which the 
price spikes were caused by excessive ~peculation, markel manipulation. or normal market 
reactions to supply and dcm;md. Recent regulatory changes give regulators this power. an 
imporl ant aspect of a successful rcgulalory process. 

2. Credit Defoull Swaps -The economic crisis caused t>y failures of credit default swaps 
highlight the importance of a system for settling countcrparly risk. In the CDS market. lhc 
settlement practice was inadequate, and the regulalor was nol aware of the vulnerable posi1ions 
taken by major market players. The e.~perience has underlined the need for transparency a11d 
adcqualc risk management. There is widespread acknowledgment thal lhe CDS markcl would 
have benefited from (a) more government oversight to ensun: lhe underlying value and inlegrity 
of the financial ins1ruments and (b) more infonnation to allow markcl paiticipams .to evaluate the 
risk oi 1he parties with whom !hey were conlrncting. 

:l. The Madoff Affair- The Ponzi scheme orchcstralcd by Bernie Madoff highlights a 
sc::parnte issue-the imponance of a vigilam regulator with adequate oversighl authority and 
resource~. In the Madoff siluation. as the rccenl SEC inspecror general's report indicales, the 
data needed to unearth the scheme were. readily available; the cops were simply not walking 1hc 
beat. 

The le~sons learned from these recent experiences arc really quile clear, and if they are applied to 
the carbon market. should avoid repeats of the prior failures. In fac1, the mechanisms to address 
these concerns already e.xist, and are im:luded in many of the broader market refo1m proposals 
currently under con~ideration, including increased oversight, mandatory clearing of slandardized 
products, real-time pricing and volume transparency, and expanded agency jurisdiction 10 cover 
the full scope of activity in a marketplace. These reforms. if passed by Cnngre!(s, may apply 
across U.S. financial market8, iiwluding a new carbon market. 
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Unique Aspects uf the U.S. Carbon .Market 

Many will claim that the carbon marke1 should be treated just like any 01her commodi1y market 
But it would not be like any other markeL- ii will b1: ~omcwhat unique. There are three 
distinguishing ;1~pe\:ls of lhe market 

Pirsl. unlike markets in physical commodities. Lhe entire carbon market system is created by the 
government to achieve a socie!al goal. Demand for the product. and the product itself. is crea1cd 
by government action, and thus the go.vcmmen1 has a special duly to ensure that its market 
operales effel·tively. Confidence in the product i.~ also essential: in this way, the governmenl's 
role in providing an accura1e and transparent regis1ry of em i~sioos and in creating the protncoh 
to e11sure that offse1s are real and verified are e~senlial to keeping confidence in 1he market. 

Second. enlilies covered by 1he lt:gislation will have no choice but to participate in the market. 
and it is a market with an ever· reducing supply. Por example. if the American Clean Energy and 
Seeuri1y Act bceamc the law of 1he land. a pool of 5.5 billion allowances in 2016 would decline 
lo 5.1 billion in 20:20 and 3.5 billion in 2030. Unlike traditional commodity marke1s, options for 
increasing supply in the C\'ent of allowan\:e shortages will be limited to the amount of credits 
allowed from offset projects that operate out~ide of the c;overed sectors. 

Third. the carbon market is likely to be driven heavily by derivative instruments (i.e .. futures and 
options), underscoring the need to design an appropriate regulatory structure from lhe out~cl. 
Legislation will likely result in the existem:e of two major markets: (I) a cash market that will 
trad~ allowances fmm the currenl year; and (2) a derivatives market. that will allow the parties to 
purchase futures, options, and other instruments aimed at creating futme righrs 10 allowance~. 

Recau~e of the design of di mate legislation, the derivatives market will likely dominate. In 
particular, climate legislation will likdy create a long-term obligation for regulated entities and 
those entities will need access to financial instmments to hedge their eltposurc-a necessary 
element to securing investment for new. low emilting energy lcchnologies. The American Clean 
Enccgy and Sccucity Act, for example, would distribute 132 billion allowances from 2012 
lhrough 2050. Y el, Jess than 5 million allowances will be issued in the first year of the program. 
This small initial ·•float" of allowances will likely drive demand for derivatives that offer future 
protection against price changes. Looked at ano1her way. we arc asking eminers lo take on 38 
years of abatement with potentially as ii Ille as I year of allowan\:es available to manage risk. 

From that perspective. it is entirely appropriate that we arc here today, as the Commodities 
Futures Trading Commission is the naLural entity to regulate the derivatives markcl expec1ed 10 
arise under these circumstances. Effective regula1ion of 1he.~e marke1s is critical tl' ensuring a 
stable market that provides covered entities with the financial product8 nccessacy to meet their 
complian\:e obligations in an efficient manner. 

At bottom, we must develop this market cle nm·o. Financial markets typically evolve over time 
as they grow, and re2ulato1y changes often follow the development of new financial prnducts 01· 
rc:spond lo failures in the market syMem. Because Congress would create a new carbon market 
via legislation. lawmakers have the opportunity to design a transparent. efficient mm·ket at 1he 
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outset that build& on the be.st practices for market regulation and lessons learned from recent 
ma .. ket failures. 

Four Principles for the Carbon Market 

I would like to leave you with four principles for an effective carbon market based on the lessons 
of the past decade: (l) real .. time lransparency; (2) adequate risk management and sclllemcnr: (3) 
a vi!,!ilant and well-fonded n:gulator; and (4) transparent data and strong quality controls on the 
allowances traded. 

I. Real-Time Transparency 

F.leclronic markets for Mocks and bonds have demonstrated that real-lime transparency has made 
market~ more efficient. F.leclronic markel.~ also facilitate real-time market oversight - making it 
better, faster. and cheaper. Real-time access to information about market activity is the 
cornerstone to managing risk. reducing market volatility. and empowering market participants 
and watchdog organizations to monitor the market for manipulation, excessive speculation, and 
other illegal activity. Accurate, real-lime information about p1ices and trade "olume allows 
market panicipants to make more accurate bids and offers. This. in turn, helps to ensure that 
allowance prices more accurately reflect the. marginal cosl of abating emissions. 

Transparency al.~o can help maintain puhlic confidence in the fairness and stability of lhe 
market-an clement that may be essential to the long-term success of the cap-and-trade 
prognnn's ability to reduce emissions in a cost effective manner. Real-time mat·ket infom1ation 
allows the public to monitor the effectiveness of the regulator as well as the behavior of market 
participants. Market data collected from multiple sources could al.~o help assure public investors 
that their asscs~mcnls of price, market direction, and counter·pany risk are based on accurate 
data. In addition, disclosure requirements for publicly-held companies and financial institutions 
allow inve~lors to verify the accuracy of financial reports. 

In general, publicly-available information should include: 

• The instruments that are trading; 
• Prices; 
• The volume of trading activity: 
• Where trading i~ taking pl11ce 
• The entities that are trading and the positions lhcy hold: and 
• The positions held by ma1·ket panicipants. 

To the extent that carbon instruments arc traded on registered exchanges, the exchange member'5 
activity will be "plinted" on the exchange as the trade occurs. This would apply to allowances, 
futures. options, and possibly swaps. If OTC lrnn~actions take pla,·e in the carbon market, the 
legislation will need to ensure that the regulator, market participants, and the. general public have 
sufficient. data to oversee and evaluate trading activity. 
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Congress will need to balance the public's access to timdy market information with the 
lesitimalc concern that "'ovcrcd cntilie~ may need ro protccl confidenlial bu~im:ss information. le 
is imponant to note that the default real-time transparency as to "who" is trading is limited to the 
registered e:>lchangc member. In some cases this may be an cmiucr, but in many cases it will be 
an inlennediary. Emitters. just like large mutual funds in the equity markets, could report tht•ir 
positions at a later date so that their activity cannot be "front-run" by (1thers. Emillcr reporting 
could be monthly or even quarterly along with their financials. 

In addition to the information made available to the general public. regulators should have acces~ 
to the full range of market activity in real-time in order to prevent and punish market abuses, 
including fraud and manipulation. The more detailed information an oversight body receives 
concerning trade prices. volume. positions, and trends, the beller its ~·<1pacity to detect trading 
irregularities and incoru;islencies. With each of these elements in place, regutat(lrs can respond 
quickly lo uneltplaincd spikes in market price or trade volume to ahate excessive s~culation and 
ensure that prices reflect supply and demand. 

2. Adequate Risk Management and Settlement 

Carbon market participants <1lso need to know that allowances purchased on the spot. forward 
and futures markets. which are held to maturity. will be delivered. The collapse of the mortgage
backed se,·urities and credit default swaps markets in the fall of 2008 highlights 1he importance 
of managing 1he level~ of risk 1ha1 market participan1s may undertake. 

In regulalcd financial markcls. coun1erpany risk is generally managed by .. clearing" transactions. 
Cl.:aring consists of 1he confinnation, settlement. and delivery of transaction.~. Clearing houses 
~ervc as a central countcrparty in a transaction in order to protect opposing p!llties from a default 
by the other. Clearing houses also compute the adjusted value of open positions on futures 
contracts (how much is owed or collectible) based on changes in contract prices - and use this 
information to adjust margin 10 ensure integrity on the marketplace. In addition. the clearing 
organi<1.ation may verify the transactions between parties to discover and resolve any 
discrepancies 4uiddy. 

In the carbon market. a capped entity cannot run the risk lhat a comract co purchase a\lowan.:cs 
will 1101 be fulfilled. This is the e lcmelll of a compliance market that differs from a financial 
market. One can imagine financial remedies for non-performance of a carbon allowance. 
contract. However, the capped entity that has not had its purchase filled with a physical delivery 
cannot submit to the EPA a linanci al settlement-it muM submit allowances. Monitoring of the 
spot. futures and forward markets to assure that market participants arc able to make ddivcry on 
their contractual agreements will be an importanl piirt of the regulators role in the carb(ltl 
markels. 

As much trading should occur on exchanges, or at Jea~t be cleared centrally. as is.feasible. The 
sy~t~m that you arc huilding for this market 1-eally has three goals: (I) price discovery. (2) 
transparency. and (3) risk management through clearing. An exchange re4uircment would 
achieve all three goals; a requirement to prim and clear all trades, even those occurring over the 
counter, will achieve the latter two. And in face, a~ Jong as ~ome significant volume occurs 
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across the exdiangcs, 1here will be discovery of prices that can he used lo inform the OTC 
trans;ictions it~ well. 

Many will contend that clellring of long·tcm1 su11ctural contracts will be difficult, as such 
transaction~ are uni4ue and n<>t liquid. and thal panics will be required to post the colla~ral. or 
margin, necessary lo par1icipa1c in the market. These are nontrivial issues. and pose a choice 
between mitigating ~ystcmic risk and creating the additional cost of posting margin for entities. 
It will he your role to evaluate the trarJcoff between these priorities. 

In the case t!Jal Congress provide~ any exceptions to cleared or exchange-traded transactions. 
transparency for the counlerpanies and the n:gulacor is even more essential so that the 
countcrpany risk can bt' effectively evaluatcd. 1 Such exceptions should only occur if regulators 
know the cxt~nl of the obi i gations of lh.:: various counterpartie~ in the carbon allowance and 
allowance derivative markers so as 10 en~ure thal such OTC markets remain properly regulaled. 

3. Vigila111 and Well-Funded Regulator 

Ac:cess to markc.1 data should he coupled with ~ufficient resources lo process and analyze the 
infom1ation. broad jurisdiction that allows the regulalor 10 oversee any trading thal involves 
allowance-based financial instruments. and appropriate enforcement to address market abuses 
when and where rhcy may oc~'ur. If Congress will ask the CFrC lo take on the oversight of this 
new market with the degree of detail that is suggested here or in the current proposal from 
Senator~ F(instein and Snowi:, lhcn more rcsouocc.~ will he required to build the team of 
regulators needed Some would fond this rhrough a fee applied lo trades. l would suggest that 
anorhcr alternative exists in tapping the value from aucliont:d allowances. Eirher way, the 
lcgi.~lation ha5 the means to create the funds needed. 

With respect lo the regulator'~ vigilance, il is a challenge that this Commiuec can uniquely 
aMwcr. Tiglu Congressional oversight will help ensure that the ·•cops remain on the bear." And 
some forethought might further benefit that ovcrsighl, as the Committee might ask for <law about 
the market to be provided regularly so that it too can moni!or the market. 

4. Transparent data and strong quality controls 

Finally. the government must ensure that the information regarding the allowances rraded in lhe 
market is transparent. predictable and reliable. lnfonnation, in the end. is whar enables you to 
tum emissions into a lradablc item. h gives the market apples-to-apples confidence in the 
product&, particularly ~ince greenhouse gas emissions are not as tangible a commodity as oil or 
pork bellies. 

1 What exceptions should there be for non-standard instruments to be transacted OTC? One suggestion d~vcloJXd 
by Prnfo~Sl)f y;,h Viswanathan at ruqo• School of Rosiness and 1ha1 will be published in his October paper is lo USC 

the po~t-1radc rcp1)ning of non-stamfard ios1rum•n1s to detmnine when volume is sufficient to require the contract 
to be ·'primed and cleared" on an exchange. For example. of thcr" was a larg4' vlllume of swaps for, say. carlx1n 
vt'r>Us l .it•or. then ~uch contracts could be required to move to listed trading. 
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t-"irst, the government must regularly and predictably produce information about the nation's 
emission~ to allow for the n1arkcl 10 evaluate demand. A good example of an effoclivc program 
in thi.~ regard is the U.S. Acid Rain cap-and -trade program administered by the EPA. That 
program focuses the majority of ii~ enforcement efforts on the accurate tracking (If emissions and 
alluwanl·es. EPA handles vast amounts of information; it proces~es information for compliance 
purpose.~ and makes emi.~sion and allowance data accessible to facilitate an efficienl allowanc.e 
market which builds public credibility in the emission~ lra<ling progr.1m. The key is that the ARP 
relies on a common measurement metric through rigorous continuou~ emissions monitoring 
systems (CEMS) with quanerly reporting of hourly emissions. 

An example of how the puor pwvision of government data temporarily undennined a market ,.im 
be found in the European Union. In the E.U. Emissions Trading System, most emissions were 
not measured directly; they were determined by calculation based on fuel consumption, specified 
emission factors and the thermal efficiencies for combustion units and on output and 01hcr 
chemical and engineering estimates for process emissions. During the 3 year experimental phase 
in the EU ETS (2005-2007) a 8ignificant price decline occurred in Aptil 2006 following lhe 
reponing of 2005 emissions data by severnl member states in amounts that we1'C significantly 
le~s than expecteJ. 

The government also mus1 provide the market with adequate assurances that the products traded 
in the cmbon market are what they claim to be. With regard to the emi~sions allowanc.:s, this is 
simple and straightforward. The government will create, serialize and track the government
issued right to emit. 

With regard to offset credits, however, !he government's role is to provide adequate protocols 
and procedures to ensure the market that any carbon ort:.et project is real and verified. In 
particular, for offsets markets lo be ~ucce~sful and to contribute to emi~sion mitigalion goals, 
I here must be confidence that omet reductions do in fact occur, that they can be pl'Operly 
quan1ified, lhat they are additional to what would have occum~d without the project, and that any 
rc--emission later (reversal) or induced uncontrolled emissions in other locations (leakage) are 
properly iiccou11ted. In doing so, the government must balance the need to provide quality 
as5urancc with the need 10 keep the costs of verification and monitoring low enough to attract 
invc-stmcnt in !he projects. 

Fortunately. I believe such a balance can be struck. In our work at the Nicholas Institute, we 
have engaged wi1h producer groups, markel pm1icipants, environmental advocates, and emitters 
to design policy that can provide environmentally valuable offsets al lower transaction costs. 
These efforts, firsl published in our report Designi11g Offsets Policy for the U.S., continue as we 
strive to find the correct balance. 

I also now serve on the board of the Climate Action Reserve, a national organization focused on 
providing rcgula1ory-quality standardized protocols for the development, quantification and 
verification of greenhouse gas emissions reduction projects in North America: issuing carbon 
offse! credits known as Climate Re~erve Tonnes (CRT) generated from such projects; and 
tracking the transaction of credits over time in a transparent. publicly·accessihlc system. For 1he 
project types already approved by the Climate Action Reserve. I believe that che pmtocols have 
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struck thi~ balance, for al lca.'l some project !ypes. as evidenced by the strong investor inleresl in 
offacts p1ujc<.:I~ u•ing their program. 

Om~ final note - Acwunting 

While time docs not pe1mit a fulsome discu~sion of this issue. I would like to dmw your altcntion 
to a short line in the U.S. Climate Action Pann.:rship blueprint highlighling the need for "rational 
acc-ounting" ff a utili1y needs a future~ contract as a bridge to a new low-carhon power plan! -
and their intention is co take delivery of the allowance at expiration lo submit for compliance -
should that utility have to mark the conuact to market each quarter'! Such a requirement should 
not be imposed lighlly. since doing so would only encourage OTC hedging, or les& risk 
management overall. 

Conclusion 

The market is very powerful tool. by which environmental objectives may be achieved at 
hi~torically low cosls. llu! the market also can fail, particularly if it docs not have adequate 
provisions to ensure that transactions are fair and lransparenl. As I have teslified. I believe the 
mechani~ms exisl 10 avoid such a failure. 

Concerns abour market abuses have nonetheless led some to conclude that now is not the ti1ne. to 
create <1 new market. ut me posit !hat the exact opposite is true.. If you choose to create a 
market. now is lhe best time to create a transparent, effective market that prevents excessive 
spe.·ulation and manipulation while allowing individual business leaders the flexibility to decide 
how m comply. The lcs;;ons from pa.st market failures arc fresh in our minds, and th.: public is 
attuned to the needs. If it want~ to do so. Congress has all the tools it needs to create a well
functioning m::uketplacc. 
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Introduction 

Chainnan Harkin, Senator Chambli.~s. and members of the Committee, th<ink you fur holding this 
hearing on climah: chaTige legislation and carbon market issues. We appreciate lhe opportunity 
lo offer testimony before the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and forestry concerning rice 
industry views on climate change legislation. 

My name is Frank Rehcrmann and I ofter this testimony on behalf of the USA Rice Federation. 
I currently serve as chairman of the USA Rice Producers' Group and vice chainnan of the USA 
Rice Federation and am a rice fam1er from Live Oak, California. My wife and I operate our Cann 
as a family partnership growing 800 acres of rice in the Sa•ramenlo Valley. I have been farming 
since 1972. 

U.S. Rice Industry Overview 

The USA Rice Federation is the global advocate for all segments of the United States rice 
industry with a mission to promote and protect the interests of rice producers, millers, merchants. 
and other allied businesses that comprise much of the rnultibillion dollar li.S. rice industry. The 
US Rice Producers Association represents rice producers in all 6 of our major rice producing 
slates. Together, USA Rice and the US Rice Producers Associa1io11 represent virtually the 
entirety of the U.S. rice indu~try- from farmers to proccs.~ors to marketers to exporters. The rice 
industry provides jobs and income for not only producers and processors of rice, but for all of 
these parties in the value chain. 

Rice is planted on about 3 million acres in six states, including Arkansas, California, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Missouri, and Texas. The U.S. rice industry is unique in its ability to produce all 
type~ of rice, from long grain, medium grain, and short grain, to aromatic and spcc.ialty varieties. 
Last year, C.S. Canners produced a rice crop of nearly $3.4 billion in Cann gate value. 

Today, about 81 percent of all the tice that is consumed in the U.S. is produced here al home. 
And, despite U.S and foreign trade barriers to l!.S. rice exports, the U.S. remains the largest 
non-Asian exporter of rice and the third largest exporter worldwide. On average, between 40 to 
50 percent of the lJ .S. annual crop is exported as either rough or milled rice. 

The l;nitcd States' top export markets for rice include Mexico. Japan, Iraq, Haiti, Canada. and 
most of Central America. In 2008 we exported over $2.2 billion in rice lo markets around the 
world. 

American.~ consume 25 pounds of rice per pen;on per year. Of the rice produced by our Canners 
that remains in the domestic market, 53% is bound for direct human food use and 16% dedicated 
to proces~ed foods, 15% for ~er, 14% for pet food. and the remaining for industrial uses. 

The 2005 Dietary Guidelines and MyPyramid recommendation, published jointly by the 
Departments of Agriculture and Health and Human Services, call for 5 to HI servings of grains 
daily, with half the servings coming from whole grains, such as brown rice, and 45 10 65 percent 
of calories coming from complex carbohydrates, such as rice. Rice is a wholesome source of 
nutrition, with no sodium, no cholesterol, no glut~m. and no trans or saturated fats. 
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Bcvond the substantial economic and nutrition bcndits of rice is the cnvironmcnlal dividend 
fro~1 winter-flooded rice fields that provide critical habitat for migratory waterfowl and other 
wetland-dcpcm.lant species. All the major rice-production an:as in !he U.S. correspond with 
imponant areas of waterfowl activity during winter months. Rice-growing areas provide 
surrogate habitats for hundreds of wildlife species that rely on wetland conditions for species 
survival, some of which are cumntly or could he threatened if not for the wetland environments 
provided by flooded rice fields. Without rice fanning, wetland habitats in the U.S. would be 
vastly reduced. A loss of this magnitude would have a disastrous effect on waterfowl, shore 
birds, and a host of other wetland-dependant ~pccie~. 

Rice Industry Concerns wilh Climate Change 

The climate change legislation pending before Congress is not supported by the U.S. rice 
industry. With respect to the American Clean Energy and Security Act (H.R. 2454) that 
narrowly passed the U.S. House of Representatives earlier this summer, we supported the efforts 
of House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin C Peterson and other Members of the House 
who worked to mitigate the bill's adverse impacts on agriculture. Hut nei1her of our 
organilations supported passage of the bill as amended. 

l:nfortunately. despite these efforts, the costs of this legislation still heavily outweigh any 
potential bendits, leaving us no choice but to strongly oppose the legislation. Simply puc. at a 
time when America's rice fa1mers are already facing significant production costs and are forced 
to compete on an uneven global playing field, clima1e change legislation would add insult to 
injury. 

One of the key areas of focus in our analysis of the legislation has been the impact on rice 
production costs as a result of higher costs for major inputs such as fuel, electricity, fertilizer, 
natural gas, and propane. Rice is flood irrigalcd, requiring energy to pump either ground or 
surface water. ln addition, rice is a high yielding crop utilizing nitrogen fertiliZt..T which, in tum, 
is made using natural gas. Funhennore, all rice must be dried before it can be stored. Finally, 
beyond the increased costs of tie Id produc1ion, U.S. rice must also be milled before it can be 
consumed 01 utilized in products. All of these already significant costs are cxpeclcd lo 
substantially im;n:asc, both in the shorl and Jong term, under climate change legislation and this 
does not take into account inerea.~ed transportation costs and other costs due to rise as a resull of 
this legislation. 

Increased inpu1 costs will make us less competitive vis-a-vis our major global competitors. such 
as Vietnam, Thailand, Pakistan, and India, who already benefit from heavy government 
involvement in their rice production. Congre~$ should not approve legisla1ion that will have the 
effect of shifting rice production overseas to foreign eompctitors that an:: made the lower cost 
producer solely because of the policies of our own government. Such a move would result in the 
loss of thousands of American jobs in the rural areas of the Mississippi Delta. the Louisiana and 
Texas Gulf Coast. and the Sacramento Val\eyofCalifomia. These areas rely, to a large extent, 
on the lJ.S. rice industry ro support their local economies and jobs. Shif\ing our agriculture 
production overseas and becoming dependant on other countries for food production will only 
threaten our nation's food security. 
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Regarding the roh: lhal U.S. agriwltur<: •an play in reducing ~'!'eenhousc ga~ <.:mission~, while, in 
the net aggregate, U.S. agricuhurc sequesters more greenhouse gases than it emits, there arc 
currently few, if any. opportunities for rice production to forther sequester or reduce greenhouse 
gases. 

That is not to say that due diligence is not being done to investigate ways in which rice might 
meaningfully contribute to greenhouse ga~ sequestration or reduction in the future. In fact. work 
is currently uudcrway in California to develop .:omputcr-modeling techniques lo quantify 
greenhouse gas emissions. Once complete, this model will also predict the greenhouse emissions 
response to certain changes in cultural practices. Current pilot-scale activities arc being. 
implemented to evaluate potentially beneficial activities. Both implementation challenges and 
impacts on yield and production costs will be evaluated to sec ir any ideas are ultimately deen•ed 
foasiblc. 

If t:fforts in California arc successful, greenhouse gas sequestration and reduction would he 
added to lhe long list of con1ributions to conservation already provided by rice producers 
inclmling the provision of wctlamh liir hundreds of wildlife species as well as migratory birds in 
the ;...fississippi, (' cntral. and Paci lie flyways. W c are simply not there yet on sequestration. 

So, we are confronted with no econolllic upside under pending climate change legislation and 
plenty of economic downside. For instance, a recent analysis by the Agricultural and Food 
Policy Center at Texas A&M University estimates that due to the increase in input costs for rice 
and 1he likelihood of no oppommity to pa11icipate in a1i offaet credil program al 1his time. all 14 
reprcscnlati ve rice fom1s analyzed wou Id experience lower average annual net cash farm income 
ranging from $30,000 to S 170.000 in reductions per operation. Annual costs for these farms 
increase from $20,000 to $120,000 during the 2010 to 2016 period. And while the commodity 
pric~ is expected to increase slightly it is not enough to mal:e up for the significant cost 
increases. The American Farm Bureau Federation also estimates that the i11crcase in rice 
production costs per acre could reach as high as $153.00. That's not the difference between a 
larg~ profit and a Jean profit. That's lhe diITcrcncc between break even and broke. 

At a time when U.S. farm income is already pro,jcctcd to be down 38% from last year and giv.:n 
the condition of the \.5.:S. economy overall. we arc deeply concerned abom where 1his legislation 
would position us in tho:: global economy, particularly since it is highly unlikely that our key 
global competitors will impose an equally rigorous regulatory regime on their own industries if 
our past trade agreements arc any indication. In fact, recent reports that some in 1hc dt:\'Cloping 
world are calling on developed nations to make sharp reductions in greenhouse gas emissions 
while insisting that they not be bound to any specific level of reductions is ominously familiar lo 
those of us closely oh.<erving WTO Doha Round discussions. 

As such. we would strnngly urge the Members of this Committee to fully evaluate alternative 
approaches to curbing greenhouse gas emissions and to oppose pending or similar climate 
change legislation. In this vein, we wish to express our gratitude lo the Members of this 
Committee who have urged that the cap and trade provisions of climate change legislation be 
dropped entirely. To be sure, there are ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce our 
dependence on oil-exporting countri~~ withl)Ul crippling the U.S. economy. Focusing on energy 
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c!licicncy measures and additional renewable and clean energy development arc just a few of 
these avenues. 

Recommendations to Improve Climate Change Legislation 

If. however, pending or similar climalt: change lcgi.~lation is ultimately considered in the Senate, 
we believe there arc several key provisions that must be clearly and explicitly included in the bill 
to help ensure U.S. agriculture is not irreparably injured in the process. These key provisions 
include: 

• An express exemption should be provided for the agricullurc sector from the greenhouse 
gas emission reduction requirements of the climate change legislation and the underlying 
Clean Air Act. 

• The definition of "agriculture sector" for purposes of this exemption should be clarified 
to inr:lude production thruugh the stage of processing ordinarily necessary for the· 
commodity to be widely marketed in commercial channels. 

• Increased funding should be provided for research programs and activities by USDA and 
the land grant university system to develop improved production and management 
practices and technologies to help agriculture sequester greenhouse gas emissions. with a 
panicular focus on research for those crops that currently have little or no oppnnunity in 
this regard. 

• Establishment of a program using the funds and authorities of the Commodity Credit 
Corporation to compensate producers for increased input co.~ts. 

• Establishment of a robust agricullural omet program that is flexible and run entirely by 
USDA, not the EPA 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, on behalf of the U.S. rice industry, I strongly urge this Commit!ee to work with 
the Senate leadership to postpone considerati(ln of dimate change legislation until such time that 
alternative legislative approaches to curbing greenhouse gas emissions are developed which do 
not injure American agriculture or the U.S. economy, generally. If this effort is unsuccessful, 
then we respectfully request that this Committee work with the other committees of jurisdiction 
and your Senate colleagues to ensure that the provisions provided above are included in any 
climate change legislation that is enacted into law. We believe that, without these provisions, the 
current approach to climate change would be catastrophic to American agriculture. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our views. I would be happy to respond any questions. 
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Statement of 
Julie Winkler, 

Member of the Board of Directors, Green Exchange Venture 
Before the 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Hearing on Regulating Carbon Markets 

in a Cap-and-Trade System 

September 9, 2009 

I am Julie Winkler, Managing Director of Research and Product Development of 
CME Group Inc. ("CME Group") and Member of the Board of Directors of the Green 
Exchange LLC. The Green Exchange Venture appreciates the opportunity to provide its 
views to the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry regarding the 
design and regulation ofa U.S. carbon market. 

We believe that cap-and-trade is the preferred solution for guaranteeing emissions 
reductions at the lowest possible cost to the economy. We strongly support providing 
compliance entities with a choice of utilizing exchange traded derivatives and over-the
.:ounter ("OTC") instruments with additional transparency to meet their environmental 
obligations. Also to provide these customers with effective risk management tools and 
liquidity, the U.S. carbon markets must allow for broad market participation. We believe 
that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") is best suited as the 
regulator of the U.S. carbon market and they will ensure a transparent and effectively 
regulated carbon market. Lastly, lo ensure the use of transparent markets and central 
clearing services and the necessary liquidity and price discovery they provide, regulatory 
proposal~ should not include a transaction tax on carbon derivative exchanges. 

Green Exchange Venture 

CME Group is a founding member of the Green Exchange Venture along with 
Evolution Markets, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, and Morgan Stanley. The 
founding members are joined by partner firms from across the energy. environment, and 
financial sectors: Constellation Energy, ICAP, RNK Capital LLC. Spectron, TFS, Tudor 
Investment Corp. CME Group currently provides the electronic trading platfom1, Central 
Counterpany Clearinghouse ("CCP") services, market data distribution, and regulatory 
services to the Green Exchange Venture. CME Group is the world"s largest and most 
diverse derivatives marketplace and through its subsidiaries operates four separate 
Exchanges: Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc: ("CME"), the Board of Trade of the City 
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ol'Chicago, Inc. ("CBOT"), the New York Mercantik Exchange, Inc. ("NY MEX") and 
the Commodi1y Exchange, Inc. ("COMEX").1 

CME also operates CME Clearing. one of the largest central countcrparty clearing 
services in the world, which provides clearing and settlement services for exchange
tradcd contracts, as well as for OTC derivatives contracts through CME ClearPort®. 
CME ClearPort provides clearing services to eligible participants, mitigates counterparty 
risk and brings OTC transactions within the regulatory over~ight of the CFTC. 

While the Green Exchange Venture was fonnally launched as a standalone entity 
this year, CME Group and the other Green Exchange Venture partners bring more than a 
century of experience in building markets to meet the risk management needs of 
commercial and financial participants.2 The Green Exchange Venture member fim1s 
have been actively involved in designing and participating in all major environmental 
markets around the world, including U.S. emissions cap-and-trade programs for sulfur 
dioxide (''SO/') and nitrogen oxide ("NO."), the global renewable energy trading 
markets, the European Union ("EU") Emissions Trading System ("ETS"), and the global 
carbon offset market. 

Following CFTC review and approval of our application for contract market 
designation3

, the Green Exchange product slate will include futures and options on 
European Union Allowances (''EUA"), Certified Emission Reductions, S02 Allowances. 
NO, Allowances, and Northeastern Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative Allowances 
(RGGI). Tbcse environmental contracis are highly flexible financial instruments useful 
to qualified market participants to meet their risk management needs. As an example, our 
EUA futures contract represents one-thousand ElJA allowances, equaling one ton of 
emissions. Our product slate will al8o be expanded to include derivatives based on a t.:.S. 
cap-and-trade program if such legislation is approved. Until the contract market 
designation is obtained by Green Exchange, environmental futures and options products 
are trading on the NY MEX through the CME Globcx® electronic trading platform and 
listed for clearing on CME ClearPort. 

1 The C!vlE 0l'Oup fa changes offer the wide•! range of benchmark products available across all major assec 
cla.~ses. includin~ futures and options on fucures based 011 in1erest rates, equity indexes. fonoij,'11 exchange, 
energy, mec:.ls. ab'Ticultural commodities, and alternative investment produ<.:ts. 
'The CBOT became involved in the U.S. emissions market in 1993 when it was chosen by the 
Envfronmcntal Protection Agency (EPA) to administer the S02 auction~. After an objective selection 
process, the CDOT wa~ chosen to run the auctions because of its demonstrated ability in handling and 
processing financial instruments and using transactional infonnation systems. The CBOT was not 
compen~aled for these services by EPA and administered this innova1ivc auction in partnership with the 
EPA for 12 years. 
'Upon approval as a Designated Contract Markel (OCM). the Green Exchange Venture will become a self
regulatol)' organization (SRO) wrth frontline market and trade practice surveillance responsibilities. subject 
to ovcrsighc by the CFTC. As an SRO, the Green Exchange Venture will be required to adopc and enforce 
rules to effec1ua1e 18 core principles. II will be required to monitor trading 3Ctivity, enforce rules, lake 
appropriate disciplinary action, monitor dcl ivcrablc supplies, detect and deter manipulation, among other 
things 10 ensure the intt'grity of the marke1s. 
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Lastly, we are actively engaged in discussing the U.S. climate policy; the CME 
Group was recently invited to join the Pew Center on Global Climate Changc's Business 
and Environmental l.eadcrship Council .. a partnership of 45 companies including 
Fortune 500 energy, manufacturing, and other companies. We bdieve that our insights 
from other markets and our understanding of the policy debate surrounding the creation 
and oversight of environmental markets, provides a crucial perspective on the carbon 
market policy discussion. 

Reducing Emissions through a Cap-and-Trade System 

Scientists believe that climate change is a global threat that requires a response to 
bring ahout substantial reductions in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas (''GHG") 
emissions. According to the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change ("IPCC") 
report, the global average temperature could rise by 2.4-6.4°C by the end of this century 
if no corrective action is taken.4 This would lead to serious consequences from both an 
environmental and economic perspective for developed and developing countries. 

A market-based solution, such as a cap-and-trade program, offers the best 
opportunity to minimize the cost of mandatory rcduelions in GHG emissions. The U.S. 
Climate Action Partnership (''USCAP"), an alliance of major businesses and leading 
climate and environmental groups, has stated that "cap-and-trade is essential" and 
"allows the economy-wide emission reduction target to be achieved at the lowest possible 
cost. ·•5 In a cap-and-trade system, one allowance would be created for each ton of GHG 
emissions allowed under the declining economy-wide emission reduction targets (the 
"cap"). Those emitters who can reduce their emissions at the lowest cost would have to 
buy fewer allowances and may have extra allowances to sell to remaining emitters for 
whom purchasing allowances is their most cost-effective way of meeting their 
compliance obligalion. Like USCAP, leading environmental and nature resource groups 
such as the Natural Resource Defense Council, Environmental Defense Fund and the Pew 
Center on Global Climate Change are supporting U.S. cap-and-trade.6 Additionally, 
agriculture organizations such as National Farmers Union also view cap-and-trade as the 
preferred approach for reducing cmissions.7 

Cap-and-trade in the U.S. is not a new mechanism as the U.S. was the global 
leader in utilizing a market-based solution to establish the Acid Rain Program under the 
1990 U.S. Clean Air Act Amendments. The S02 trading system has been regarded as an 
innovative solution, which is achieving its stated goals of reducing overall atmospheric 

'IPCC. .. Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report." Published by the IPCC on Climate Change. 2008. 
5 USCAP. "A Call to Ac1ion. Consensus Principles and Recommendations from USCAP: A Business and 
NGO Partnership.'' 2009. 
6 Environmemal Defense Fund. "The Case for Cap-and-Trade." July 23, 2009. 
'Testimony of Roger Johnson, President, ?-lational Farmers Umon ... Concerning the Role of Agricultut1: 
and Forcstiy in Global Wanning Legislation" before the Senate Committee on Agricultul'c. Nutrition and 
Forestry on July 22, 2009. 
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lt:veb of S02 and N0,.8 The EPA also estimates that by 2010, the overall compliance 
costs to busincssc::1 and consumers will be $ I -2bn per year, one quarter of the original one 
qua11er of the originally predicted cost.9 

In January 2009, fen Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic States launched the first 
mandatory. market-based effort in the United States to reduce GIIG emissions called the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGJ). This program aims to reduce capped C02 
emissions from the power sector and will require a 10 percent reduction in these 
emissions by 2018. Alongside the allowances and offsets trading in the RGGI program, 
there are both derivative and OTC contracts being traded by market participants. 

In the EU, the ETS is the largest cap-and-tTade program in the world currently 
covering more than 12,000 installations in the energy and industrial sectors, which 
account for approximately 40% of the ElJ's emissions ofC02 and other GHGs. Since 
2005 when the first trad ing period fo r ETS began, transaction volumes have grown by 
almost ten times. 10 With respect to carbon emissions, initial evidence from the EU ETS 
demonstrates that leading companies subject to the caps are utilizing the carbon markets 
to effectively reduce emissions. According to a July 2009 Global Carbon Trading Study, 
it is estimated that globa I carbon trading could reduce the cost of emissions reductions by 
up to 70% in 2020 compared to a carbon cap without a trading component. 11 

Cap-and-trade programs are proving that they can successfully cut emissions with 
efficiency and cost effectiveness. Emissions trading systems are already operating or 
planned in over 35 countries in the developed world. 12 Clearly, the global carbon trading 
is expanding rapidly and the U.S. would not want to miss the opportunity to play a 
defining role in this market's growth. 

Cap-and-Trade Design Features 

There are several design features that are critical to a well-functioning cap-and
trade system such as establishing an accurc1te emissions baseline, detennining how 
allowances arc to be auctioned or distributed, and collecting and disseminating market 
data. Based on our extensive market development experience, the Green Exchange 
Venture partners also strongly believe that a cap-and-trade system must include broad 
market participation and not be constrained by artificially created carbon price 
constraints. 

'Between 1990 and 2007, S02 emissions d~reascd by 43% and the 2010 emissions target was reached 
three vears carlv. 
• Ell~ian. A. Denny and Paul L. Joskow. "The Euro~an Union's Emissions Trading Sys1cm in 
Perspe.:1.ivc." Prepared for the Pew Center on Global Chmale Change. May 2008. 
'
0 Ellcnn~n. A. Denny and Paul L. Joskow. "The European Union's Emissions Trnding Sysrem i11 

Perspective." Prepared for the Pew Center Otl Global Climale Change. May 2008. 
11 Lazarnwicz.. Mark. ''Global Carhon Tradiug - A Framework for Reducing Emissions." Prepared ror the 
l:ni1ed Kingdom Prime Minist"1'. July 2009. 
i: Curr~'ll t ETSs in production and under development in other countries plan to result in 17-35% reducttons 
in g.lohal cmi$Sions b~mg covered under these programs by 20 I 5. 
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For a cap-and-trade sy.slcm lo work cffoclivcly, tbc carbon market must have 
participation beyond compliance entities. A market that includes liquidity providers such 
as financial intenncdiarics and offset aggregators from the onset will ensure that buying 
and selling occurs on a routine basis as various market participants express different 
views on the market. These types of participants also provide essential market services lo 
their clients, compliance entities, by assisting in managing price risk, providing financing 
for emissions reduction activities, and in general engaging in large-scale capital 
deployment which can reduce compliance costs. 

Government imposed price floors or ceilings should be avoided if a carbon market 
is to play its role in creating mcaningtid price discovery. Price caps reflect factors 
extraneous to the fundamental factors that drive prices, and thus arc not connected to 
actual supply and demand. While it may seem that artificially constraining prices with a 
ceiling will reduce price volatility or market manipulation, the opposite is likely to rt:suh. 
With a ceiling derived from non-market based factors lying idle above a market price, the 
free flow of buying and selling can be overshadowed by the knowledge that there is a 
flood of allowances to be unleashed at the ceiling price. The reverse could take place at 
price levels close to a floor, where demand automatically and arbitrarily surges. 

A price cap would not only interfere with the generation of a meaningful market 
price for carbon, it would also discourage low-carbon energy and agricultural offset 
investors from participation in the market since they would be unable to benefit from 
increased prices for offset credits. Lastly, a price cap would interfere with the maturing 
of a global carbon market since if implemented in one jurisdiction and not others, it will 
distort pricing relationships. 

We fully understand the motivation to protect American consumers from dramatic 
increases in the cost of carbon, however, the dynamics associated with price floors and 
ceilings would undermine the overarching intent Qf a cap-and-trade program. 

The Functions of Cash and Derivatives Markets for Carbon Trading 

If a federal cap-and-trade program is enacted by Congress, a price on carbon will 
become a new input cost for the energy and industrial sector and a new revenue source 
for agricultural offaet providers who supply carbon offsets into the market. 11te carbon 
price will fluctuate as market participants' perceptions of the supply and demand balance 
of allowances, as well as the cost of compliance alternatives, evolve over time. The two 
primary markets created will be: I) a cash market to allow for the trading of allowances 
and omet credits; and 2) the derivatives market to allow for the trading of allowance and 
offset derivatives. 

Allowance supply is determined by the government imposed cap and therefore is 
unlike most commodities. This is unlike existing and more mature commodity markets 
where supply is determined from various entities and external factors. Confidence in 
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market integrity is crucial both to effective functioning of the market and ongoing 
:;uppor1 of a market approach among both policy makers and the general public. 
Therefore, an essential component of the cash carbon market will be a robust registry 
system to track creation, ownership and retirement of allowances and offsets credits. 
Registries play an important role in ensuring market integrity, tracking progress toward 
environmental goals, and facilitating delivery for environmental commodities 

As a complement to the cash market, allowance derivatives contracts such as 
futures offered by the Green Exchange Venture will enable capped entities io manage 
U.S. carbon price movements and deploy capital for new energy projects with a greater 
level of cenainty. For example, a risk manager working for a compliance entity, who 
knows she will need to purchase allowances for compliance at a specific time in the 
future, can lock in a price by purchasing the appropriate number of carbon futures 
contracts on the exchange. If the price rises, the manager will pay a higher price for the 
actual allowances in the cash market, but will cam a corresponding and omening profit 
on the futures position. 

In addition, buyers of futures contracts can. if they choose to, take delivery of the 
cash allowances by holding the position until contract expiration. In this case, the buyer 
may be able to contract for a future supply of allowances at a lower price than what might 
be available upon eventual delivery, thereby lowering compliance costs. These deliveries 
are managed by the clearinghouse, which maintains an account with the emission registry 
involved in the deli,,ery process. 1J 

A compliance entity who anticipates having an excess of cash allowances as a 
result of the firm's efficiency in reducing emissions below its cap, can lock in a price in 
advance by selling futures contracts in the appropriate amount. A seller of the futures 
contract also can maintain their short position and deliver allowances against the contract. 

The Role of Futures Exchanges, CCP Solutioos and Regulators in a U.S. Carbon 
Market 

Futures marke1s perform two essential functions--thcy create a transparent venue 
for price discovery and they permit low cost hedging of risk. Futures markets depend on 
a broad universe of market participants with both short and long term expectations to 
make markets and provide liquidity for hedgers. By offering trading of U.S. emission 
derivatives on electronic trading platfom1s, we believe exchanges will enhance price 
transparency. speed execucion, and eliminate many classes of errors and mismatched 
trades, contribute significantly to liquidity, and will generally be beneficial to the market. 

Electronic trading of exchange traded emission derivatives coupled with a 
comprehensive CCP solution such as the one offered by CME Clearing and ulilized by 
the Green Exchange Venture, will reduce risk and uncertainty for carbon market 
participants. CME Clearing has provided clearing services for the futures industry for 

11 The clearinghouse also guardntees the integrity and completion of delivery of the allowances. 
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over a century without a single default and has an industry-leading financial safeguards 
package of over $7 billion that is designed for the benefit and protection of both clearing 
members and their customers.1• 

Electronic trading and CCP solutions will also provide a trustworthy and timely 
audit trail for regulatory purposes. In providing market and trade surveillance services to 
the Green Exchange Venture, the CME's dedicated and highly trained regulatory staff 
will implement audit and compliance programs to monitor existing markets for fraud and 
manipulation. Through advanced technology tools, we have an audit trail that allows us 
to effectively identify anyone who engages in misconduct. CME also has a reliable 
means to provide transaction data to the CFTC and these arc divided into five broad 
categories: trade data, time and sales, order data, volume and open interest data and 
reference data. CME currently reports cleared trade data (pit, electronic, and ex-pit 
transactions) on a daily basis lo the CFTC. 

Over the past year, CME worked closely with the CFTC and other exchanges to 
transition to standardized lrade data reporting to the CFTC. 15 These data tiles provide 
critical and timely data to the CFTC and the Green Exchange Venture is committed to 
continuing this practice for trading activity in our emissions products. Additionally, the 
CFTC receives large trader positions directly from each clearing finn on a daily basis to 
monitor activity and prevent market manipulation. 

The CFTC assures the economic utility of the futures markets by encouraging 
competitiveness, protecting market participants against fraud, manipulation, and abusive 
trading practices, and by ensuring the financial integrity of the clearing process. Through 
effective oversight, the CFTC enables the futures markets to serve the important 
functions of price discovery and hedging price risk. To ensure the adequacy of exchange 
SRO programs, the CFTC conducts routine rule enforcement reviews of each futures 
exchange. In the context of the rule enforcement reviews, the CFTC reviews the 
exchanges' trade practice and market surveillance programs, disciplinary programs and 
audit trail. These reviews are comprehensive and the findings and recommendations are 
public documents. 

We believe that because of the CFTC's established expc11ise and coordination within 
the global derivatives industry, it is in the best position to provide strong regulatory 
oversight to a mandatory U.S. t:ap-and-trade market. We applaud the efforts of this 
Committee and the Administration to ensure that a mandatory U.S. GHG cap-and-trade 
program will enhance transparency, integrity, efficiency and faimess in the markets. 

" The CME Clearinghouse currently holds more than $I 00 billion of collateral on deposit and routinely 
moves more than $5 hillion per day among the CME Cleannghouse and its clearing !inns. It conducts real
time monitoring of market positions and aggregate risk exposures, twice-daily llnancial settlement cycles, 
advanced portfolio-based risk calculations, monitors large account pn~itions. a11d performs daily stress 
testing. 
'~ Earher this year. the CME. and CBOT became the first exchanges to begin reponing irade data using the 
PIXML Trade Capture Report fonnat to the CFTC. 
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Price Transparency and Market Data Distribution 

Another important aspect to an effective cap-and-trade program is acccs~ to price 
data for market participants, emitters, regulators, and the general public. Our real-time 
futures price data is disseminated to approximately 400,000 real-time data subscribers 
through 40 directly connected quote vendors and an additional 200 licensed vendors 16

. 

The technology employed allows for real-time market data to be disseminated in 5-10 
milliseconds from the time it leaves our electronic trading system. Additionally through 
www.cme;mmp.com, we provide free, delayed price quotes for all of our futures 
products.17 We strongly believe that the existing market data infrastructure, standard 
FIX/F /\ST formats, and reliability of our quote distribution technology, can provide the 
price transparency required to support the U.S. carbon market. This data feed can also 
facilitate the real-time transfer of price data to regulators with very little additional effort 
or cost. In our view, creating a new infrastructure for this purpose for the carbon market 
would be complex and costly for federal government and participants alike, which could 
be ultimately detrimental to establishing U.S. leadership in addressing global 
environmental challenges. 

OTC Transactions 

As beneficial as exchanges and clearinghou~es will be to the formation of an 
t:ffective IJ.S. carhon market, they will not meet all of the needs of companies seeking to 
meet their compliance targets. Although the Green Exchange Venture and other 
emissions trading platforms would likely he the presumed beneficiaries if all transactions 
were required to he executed on electronic trading platforms, we do not believe such a 
requirement would be in the best interest for a U.S. cap-and-trade program to meet its 
goal of cost-effectively reducing emissions. 

We believe that both exchange-traded and OTC derivatives markets are essential 
to the efficient limctioning of a li.S. carbon market. Together, these markets can provide 
compliance entities with the ability to increase the certainty in their future cash flows by 
protecting against price risks and effectively managing their capital, thereby increasing 
their confidence and ability to act and reducing their overall cost of compliance. Given 
the multimde of unique contracts traded in the OTC market and the specialized customer 
needs, we strongly believe that customers must be given the ability to access hoth 
exchange traded derivatives and OTC markets, if they are to effectively manage their 
prict: risk. A government mandate for exchange trading of standardized contracts as a 
replacemt:nt for this bespoke market will increase costs for entities with compliance 
obligations. and impede the ability of developers of both projects and new technologies to 
obtain financing on reasonable temis. 

1
• This data is sent on behalf of1hc four exchanges operated by CME Group. which include CME, CBOT, 

NY MEX and COM EX. CME also handles mark~t data distribution and licensing administra1ion services 
forthe Green Exchange Venture. 
"In August 2009, www.cmcgroup.com received approximately 9.2 million hits per day and 43'% of these 
hits viewed quo1e pages for commodity products. 
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lbc OTC market compkmcnts 11tamlardi:t.cd exchange tradt:d products by 
providing products customized to a regulated entity's emissions and time horizon. Such 
customi:t.ation is necessary for successful financing of carbon off.~et projects, and for 
structuring long-tenn hedging transactions that underpin investments in emissions 
reduction or clean energy technologies1R. OTC arrangements are particularly crucial for 
financing carbon offset projects and the sale in the first instance of the created carbon 
offsets. Primary otlSct creation contracts provide the supply of offsets necessary to help 
contain the costs of a climate program for American consumers. Each of these carbon 
offset creation contracts is unique, and their customized nature lends itself to the OTC 
market, not exchanges. 

Another example of a vital customized transaction for U.S. carbon markets would 
be long-term structured transactions. 'lllese transactions hedge price risk associated with 
investments in emissions reduction and clean energy technologies_ Companies financing 
such investments base the repayment of loans, in part, on the cost of carbon allowances 
or offsets. This leaves such financing vulnerable to swings in carbon prices, which is a 
risk that must be hedged for financing tn take place. Again, such transactions arc specific 
to each investment and are often of such long duration that they cannot be effectively 
traded on an exchange. 

Finally, OTC markets support the healthy functioning of exchanges themselves. 
Historically, products that arc today traded on exchanges have started as OTC products. 
lt is only after an OTC product achieves a degree of standardization and attains a critical 
mass of acceptance that it meets the qualifications for listing on an exchange. Eliminating 
OTC transactions could cause damage and disruption to the evolution of standardized 
exchange traded products. 

While some types of customized transactions must be conducted OTC, the natural 
tendency of the majority of trades will be to gravitate to exchanges, and to utilization of 
clearing services, with or without any legal requirement to do so. Carbon market 
participants will be attracted to trading platforms that provide the highest level of 
liquidity and transparency, the best risk management opportunities, and highest level of 
financial assurance. This is currently being seen in the functioning carbon market in the 
EU. Carbon trading in the EU ETS began with transactions taking place exclusively 
OTC. In relatively short order, exchange-traded products developed. Over the last two 
years a distinct trend has emerged with increased liquidity on carbon exchanges and 
enhanced use ofCCPs. According to market participants, it is estimated that over 40% of 
ETS EUA futures contracts are exchange traded and a predominance of OTC transactions 
are cleared through CCPs. All of this is occurring without any legal or regulatory 
requirement to do so. lbe EU example demonstrates not only the importance of 

" Exchange cleared transacnons require posting of collaieral so for some entities, the OTC market can 
provide more flexible financmg arrangements that provide netded financial securiiy without requiring ca~h. 
An easy to understand example would he taking a lien. or "mortgage" againsl the physical assels of a 
counteqiany. This "cashless" fonn of collateral can be of great benefit to a project devdoper, a 
manufacturer developing a new technology, or even an eslabhshed business needing 10 conserve cash. 
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exchanges in carbon market trading, hut also the vital role that OTC markets play in the 
market's initial development - and its continued importance for customized transactions. 

Improved Transparency in OTC Carbon Markets 

Our view is that efficiently functioning derivative markets are essential to risk 
management, and that it is entirely appropriate to focus on how to improve the efficiency 
and security of the OTC derivative market. CME Group and the Green Exchange 
Venture are strong proponents of the benefits of centralized clearing of OTC derivatives 
as an effective means of reducing systemic risk while at the same time collecting and 
providing timely information to regulatori;. Our view derives from considerable 
experience acting as a central clearing party for exchange traded deri\.·atives, and more 
recent experience acting in the same role for OTC derivatives based on energy and 
agricultural commodities. 

While OTC transactions must be present in a carbon market for cap-and-trade to 
be fully successfully, the OTC carbon market must provide a greater level of 
transparency than what is cun·cntly present in some other OTC markets. We supp<.nt 
position reporting for carbon-related OTC transactions to provide enhanced transparency. 
Indeed, as part of its special call reporting; the CFTC already requires extensive reporting 
of OTC commodity derivative positions. This fr.imework can be leveraged and extended 
to include new carbon de1ivatives. We also recognize that this Committee, the 
Administration, and others are evaluating regulatory changes to the broader OTC 
derivatives market. We believe that any regulatory framework created for the U.S. 
carbon market should be crafted to be consistent with regulatory changes that may be 
made to the broader OTC derivatives markets. 

Ensuring the Cost Effectiveness of Carbon Trading and Clearing 

In effectively regulating a potentially large carbon market, the CfTC may need 
additional resources. However, the Committee should resist any proposal to add a 
transaction tax to carbon derivatives transactions. A transaction tax. would directly 
increase the cost of doing business for the compliance entities and essential liquidity 
provider.~ that will use carbon derivatives. This tax will expose them to the choice of 
trading on the exchange at a profit level that is unjustified for the risks assumed and 
likely result in them trading elsewhere. The exit of market participants will mean 
decreased efficiency of the futures markets, more price volatility and less opportunity for 
other market participants co make effective use of futures markets. Moreover, futures 
markets provide significant benefits to market users and to persons seeking meaningful 
information on future pricing in order to guide their decision making on clean energy 
investment and offset development. More depth and liquidity in a carbon futures market 
will lead to better price discovery. Any impainnent of liquidity lessens the value of the 
information and the functioning of our markets. 
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A transaction tax will also discourage the use of centralized clearing. At a time 
when the markets are searching for increased transparency and safeguards. a transaction 
tax applied to the settlement of derivative contracts cleared by a Derivatives Clearing 
Organization (DCO), would essentially penalize those using a regulated U.S. DCO and 
discourage the growing use of CCP solutions. This is in direct conflict with the 
Administration's goal of improving the role ofregulators in monitoring systematic risk. 

We recognize the need to ensure that CFTC has adequate resources to effectively 
oversee a potentially sizable carbon market, but we strongly believe that a transaction fee 
on derivatives will discourage the use of the risk management tools available on 
transparent exchanges which will ultimately drive up the costs of a cap-and-trade 
program through diminished liquidity and decreased price signals. 

Conclusion 

Cap-and-trade is the most efficient approach to significantly reducing emissions. 
Entities such as the Green Exchange Venture will provide capped entities and other 
market participants with the venue to safely and securely manage their carbon price risks. 
Such exchanges and CCPs should be unimpaired from transaction taxes that could 
damage liquidity and discourage their use. Regulated exchanges, CCP solutions, and the 
CFTC, will provide a high level oftranspan:ncy to the U.S. carbon markets. This 
existing transparency combined with added transparency to the OTC market will ensure a 
well-functioning carbon market that will enable compliance entities to meet their 
environmental obligations and agricullural and foresny offset developers to fully 
participate in the carhon market. 
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Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss and distinguished members of the 
Committee, thank you for the oppor1unity to testify tvday on behalf of the National Com 
Growers Association (NCGA) regarding carbon markets. I applaud the committee's 
efforts to focus attention un the important role the agriculture industry has in the area of 
climate change and the issues facing rural America. 

The ;..lational Com Growers Association represents more than 35,000 com fanners from 
48 states as well as more than 300,000 fanners who contribute to corn check off 
programs and 26 affiliated state corn organizations across the country. The mission of 
NCGA is to create and increase opportunities for com growers and to enhance corn's 
profitability and use. 

:vty name is Fred Yoder, and I am a past president ofNCGA. I grow com, soybeans and 
wheat near Plain City, Ohio and have been an active panicipant in climate change 
discussions for many years. In December, I had the opportunity to anend and participate 
in the United Nations World Climate Conference in Poland where I was able to discuss 
the role of agriculture in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to being pan of 
;..!CGJ\ 's efforts, I serve on the boards of numerous ad hoc groups, including the 25x25 
Carbon Working Group and the Ag Carbon Market Working Group. 

We are pleased that the Senate Agriculture Committee is actively involved in the climate 
change negotiations in Congress. Agriculture should be considered a significant part of 
the broader solution as we evaluate ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Our 
nation· s com growers should have the opportunity to make significant contributions 
under a market based cap and trade system through sequestering carbon on agriculture 
lands. In fact, numerous economic analyses have indicated that a robust off.set program 
will significantly reduce the costs of a cap and trade prnb'Tam for CQnsumers. 

In the near term, greenhouse gas reductions from livestock and agricultural conservation 
practices arc the easiest and most readily available means of reducing greenhlmse gas on 
a meaningful scale. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
estimates that agricultural and forestry lands can sequester at least 20% of all annual 
gn:enhouse gas emissions in the United States. 

Further, agricultural producers have the potential to benefit from a properly crafted cap 
and trade program. Given these opportunities, it is critical that any climate change 
legislation seeks to maximize agriculture's participation and ensure greenhouse gas 
reductions while also sustaining a strong farm economy. 

For years, com growers along with the rest of the agriculture indu~try have adopted 
consctvation practices such as no till or reduced tillage, which result in a net benefit of 
carbon stored in the soil. In fact, on my fam1, I engage in both no till and reduced tillage. 
Aho, for the past five years, I have worked with my state association, the Ohio Com 
Growers, on a research project with Dr. Rattan Lal of Ohio State University on soil 
carbon sequestratio. As part of our efforts, we have on-farm research plots at six 
different locations to study various soils and their carbon capture capabilities. I have 
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been actively engaged from the beginning in defining the research protocol!!. This is only 
one example of the groundbreaking work our industry is undenaking. 

NCGA has identified several priorities which I believe are critical elements to the 
agricultural sector within cap-and-trade legislation. We have worked closely with others 
in the industry to identify key principles which have been embraced by a broad cross
section of the agriculture community. A number of these priorities were addressed in the 
final House passed version of H.R. 2454. NCGA currently has a neutral position on the 
legislation while we conduct an economic analysis of the House passed bill. We expect 
to have preliminary results of our study in the coming weeks, which will better explain 
the potential cost increases and income opportunities for com production under a cap
and-trade system. 

First, NCGA supports the decision by the House of Representatives to exclude 
agriculture from an emissions cap, and we urge the Senate to maintain this important 
exemption. Any efforts to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from America's two 
million farms and ranches would be costly and burdensome, resulting in limited reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions. Our industry accounts for only 7% of emissions in the 
overall economy. Therefore, it would seem unreasonable to concentrate on regulations 
for such a small and diffuse industry. 

Howi:ver, tremi:ndous environmental benefit can be achieved by allowing producers to 
provide low-cost, real and verifiable carbon offsets. Congress should fully recognize the 
wide range of carbon mitigation or sequestration benefits that agriculture can provide. 
This could include sequestration of carbon on agricultural lands, reduction of emissions 
from livestock through dietary improvements and manure management, introduction of 
nitrogen and other fertilizer etliciency technologies and a variety of other practices. 

In addition, agricultural offsets have the ability to significantly lower the cost of a cap
and-trade system while achieving real greenhouse gas emissions. Corn growers and other 
producers can provide the offsets needed to allow changes in energy production 
tt:chnolugies as wdl as invi:stments in capital and infrastructure to occur, while providing 
market liquidity and low-cost emissions reduction8 to help the market function properly. 
Furthermore. agricultural offsets could also spur ancillary environmental benefits in the 
fonn of clean water, air and better wildlife habitat, while at the same time enhancing the 
fertility and productivity of the soil resource needed to provide food, feed, foci and fihcr. 
farmers have always and will continue to respond enthusiastically 10 market incentives. 

Of course, NCGA is closely monitoring the macro-economic impacts of cap-and-trade 
legislation to ensure that new policies do not create an unnecessary burden for the 
nation's agriculture sector. We fully anticipate that the cost of fertilizer, fuel, machinery 
and other inputs to increase under a cap-and-trade system. Corn growers are subject co 
the volatility of the commodity markets with little ability to recoup costs associated with 
escalated input prices. Therefore, to ensure a vibrant U.S. agricultural economy in the 
long-term and an abundant domestic food supply, Congress should structure a cap·and-
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trade system that delivers an off.o;cts program where the value exceeds the cost to fam1crs 
and ranchers. 

We believe it is important to provide an initial list of project types that are considered eligible 
agricultural offsets. Both the regulated community and agricultural sector need assurances 
that agricultural offsets will be available. The regulated community should have confidence 
that a sufficient quantity of offsets will he available for purchase in order to comply with a 
mandatol'y cap. The agricultural sector also needs to have clear direction on project types 
Coni,.'!'ess considers to be eligible in order to assess the full impact of cap-and-trade 
legislation on our industry. An initial, non-exhaustive list of project types in the legislation is 
critical to addressing these concerns. Shifting the burden of decision-making to an entity 
other than Congress generates uncertainty that should be avoided. The House version 
includes such a project list, and NCGA is generally supportive of these provisions even if 
some modification of the list is necessary in the Senate. 

Another top priority of our industry under a cap-and-trade system includes the role of the 
C.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). NCGA feels that USDA should play a 
prominent role in developing standards and administering the program for agricultural 
offset~. The Department has the institutional resources and technical expertise necessary 
to oversee a program that has the potential to be massive in scope. USDA has a proven 
record of working with fanners, in addition to studying, modeling and measuring 
conservation as well as production practices that sequester significant amounts of carbon. 
USDA should be given adequate flexibility to implement an offset program which allows 
them to account for new technologies and practices that emerge. This will in tum result 
in emission reductions from agricultural sources. NCGA is supportive of the respective 
roles for liSDA and EPA as spelled out in the House version of the bill, which assigns all 
rulemaking and implementation authority to USDA and provides EPA with a limited 
administrative function in the program. 

NC'GA also believes that an important component of creating a successful cap-ami-trade 
system is ensuring that domestic offsets are not artificially limited. 11.R. 2454 calls for 
two billion tons of offsets, half of which are domestic. While the legislation establishes a 
fairly robust offset market, current estimates predict that agricultural and forestry lands 
can help to reduce at least 20% of greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S. on an annual 
basis. Therefore, we believe it is unwise and would distort the market if this one billion 
1on artificial cap on domestic offsets remains in the bill. The goal should be to remove as 
much greenhouse gas from the atmosphere as possible. Artificial caps could prevent 
legitimate carbon sequestration, livestock methane capture, and manure gasification 
projects from occurring. 

Furthermore, NCGA focls that carbon sequestration and greenhouse gas mitigation rates 
should be based on sound science. There is a large body of scientific data which 
demonstrates that agricultural soils have the ability to sequester carbon, and technologies 
are available to effectively measure soil carbon content. In fact, the 2008 Fann Bill 
included a provision that din:cts the USDA to develop guidelines and protocols for 
fanners lo participate in a greenhouse gas offsets market. USDA has begun developing a 
properly constructed, science based model that includes sta1istically relevant random field 
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measurements to help maximize agriculture's ability to participate in an offaets markcl. 
Any new policies should include provisions for the development of future off8ef 
standards and revision of existing standards to account for changing technology and 
information. 

It is also important that USDA establish measurement rates for various off.~et practices at 
the national or regional level. NCGA believes in a standards-based approach rathcrthan 
a project-based approach for measuring offsets. Real, verifiable credits can be achieved 
without direct measurement of each individual offset project; however. third-party 
auditing can be employed to ensure the credibility of the system. Meanwhile, a project
based approach would be cost-prohibitive, particularly for smaller farming operations and 
would prevent many producers from participating in the offsets market. We believe that 
an acceptable level of accuracy is achievable under a standards-based approach with prc
calculated values based on sound science. This should not preclude the development of 
new technologies or innovative practices that would require initial field testing or project 
measuring; however, even these new types of credits should eventually transition to 
~tandard protocols and values for case of adoption. 

Concerning the question of permanence, it is important to emphasize the concept of 
contract duration rather than a literal definition of"permanencc." The value of the 
carbon credit would likely have a strong correlation to the length of the contract. For 
instance, longer contract periods imply more risk for the seller and should result in a 
higher price. H.R. 2454 allows for contract periods of five, ten and twenty years, which 
provide realistic, workable options for agricultural producers. Policies to address 
reversals, both intentional and unintentional, will also need to be established. Intentional 
reversals should be considered a breach of contract and the seller would be held 
responsible based on the tenns of the contact. Unintentional reversals, such as instances 
of natural disasten> or other unforeseen circumstances, could be handled through a 
n~serve pool or perhaps a mechanism similar to crop insurance. The bottom line is that 
risk must be managed appropriately for both the offset buyer and seller, and in most 
cast:s, the emphasis should be placed on contract duration rather than permanence. 

An issue that continues to be of utmost importance to NCGA is the treatment of early 
actors and addilionality in a cap-and-trade system. The agriculture industry is constantly 
evolving. As technologies and practices improve, farmers arc converting to alternative 
tillage practices such as no-till or ridge-till. They are reducing fertilizer application rates 
and enhancing crop uptake of fertilizer nutrients. Some livestock producers arc able to 
use methane digesters and invest in covers for manure storage or treatment facilities 
while others are able to reduce cnteric emissions with dietary modifications. Producers 
who have taken these steps should not be placed at a competitive disadvantage by being 
excluded from compensation for future offsets that occur as a result of these ongoing 
efforts. H.R. 2454 acknowledges this issue by allowing carbon credits for producers who 
initiated sequestration practices as early as 200 I; however, NCGA does not believe this 
language is inclusive enough. 

For example, some of our members have recently begun panicipated in the Chicago 
Climate Exchange (CCX) while other:s have been sequestering carbon through 
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conservation practices outside of a trading market for many years. These early actors 
should not be penalized for being pioneers in the area of no-till or low-cill agriculrure. 
Planting and tillage decisions are made each year, and there is no guarantee that a 
producer will decide to continue the same practice as the previous season. It is imprudent 
to eliminate these early actors from the offset market based on this flawed assumption. In 
fact, even continuous no-till fanns, which represent a small percentage of all U.S. 
acreage, have the capacity to continue to sequester additional carbon for many years in a 
row. The bottom line ii; that each and every crop we grow sequesters additional carbon, 
and policies should recogni'.le this fact. In addition, Congress should not establish 
policies that offer perverse incentives to producers that have heretofore been sequestering 
caroon in the soil. To that end, NCGA supports the developmt:nt of an "avoided 
abandonment" offset credit so that no-till producers can receive compensation for their 
ongoing sequestration activities regardless of when that practice began. The treatment of 
early actors, particularly those who initiated their efforts prior to 200 I, is one major 
deficiency in the House bill. 

It is important to note that many practices undertaken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
will provide additional public benefits, such as clean water, wildlife habitat, and reduced 
soil erosion. Eligible projects in a greenhouse gas offset market should not be excluded 
from also participating in fam1 Bill conservation programs other markets for 
environmental services that currently exist or may arise in the future. Allowing 
producers to "stack" credits will maximize the economic viability of carbon sequestration 
and manure management projects, ensuring more projects are undenaken and synergies 
with other environmental priorities are developed. 

Lastly, the House passed version of H.R. 2454 also includes an important provision 
related to the Renewable Fuels Standards. The House bill prohibits EPA from 
considering indirect land use change when conducting their life cycle analysis for com 
based ethanol until a peer reviewed study can be conducted to verify the scientific 
accuracy of the current modeling. NCGA has criticized recently published data that 
would suggest a direct correlation between domestic ethanol production and international 
deforestation. The language in the House bill is a step in the right direction towards 
sound science a more rational life cycle analysis. We would urge the Senate to include 
the same provision in ils version oftht: climate bill. 

In conclusion, it is our hope that we can continue to work with the Senate Agriculture 
Committee to ensure Congress chooses the best path for agriculture and rural America. 
Finally, com growers will continue to meet the growing demands of food. feed and fuel 
in an economical and environmentally responsible manner. 

I thank the Committee for its time and look fotward to any questions you may have. 
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TESTIMONY OF C. ROSS HAMILTON, PH. D. 

VICE. PRESIDENT OF GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AND TECHNOLOGY 

DARLING INTERNATIONAL INC. 

TO THE 

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRrTlON AND 

FORESTRY 

September 15, 2009 

Darling International Inc. ("Darling")1 would like to thank the U.S. 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry ("The Committee''} 

for the opportuni1y to submit written testimony to the Committee's hearing 

entitled "Global Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and 

Trading Regulation under a Cap and Trade System:· The rendering of animal 

byproducts and mortalities is an important carbon capture/greenhouse gas 

avoidance technology, the benefits of which may equal or exceed the 

environmental benefits derived from many other important agricultural and 

forestry practices, such as reduced or no-tillage farming and re-forestation. As 

with these other conservation practices, the use of rendering services for the 

disposal of animal byproducts and mortalities should be encouraged. Darling 

therefore, urges the Committee to recognize rendering and similar technologies 

that avoid greenhouse gas emissions by capturing and using carbon and 

nilrogcn from waste products as eligible domestic agricultural and forestry 

offset practices. 

1 Darling is publicly traded, which limits information that can be disclosed. Industry data will 
be used instead where appropriate. Darling'~ public filings and other information about the 
company are on its website www.d;irlingi1.com. 
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Darling lntenlacionaJ Inc. Comment~ to V .S. Scnah: Comminee on :\t(riculrurc, ~utritton and Flin.~•()' 

De . .-cripti1111 "/Darling J11temalitlnul In<'. 

Darling. the largest and only publicly traded independent rendering company in the l!nilcd 

States, is one of America's leading pnwiders ,)f rendering. recycling and recovery solutions to the 

nation's l'ood industry. Rendering companies. such as Darling, collect the remains of animals that 

die outside of the food chain (i.e. on the farm) and materials that would otherwise he discarded, 

such as meat and slaL1ghtcr byproducts and used cooking l1il from the restaurant industl'}'. and 

proce5~ these inedible wastes to make useable products such as animal fats. recycled cooking oil 

and animal proteins. These finished products arc used as animal feed ingredients. by the oleo-

1:hcmical industry and to make biofuel, as previ1)USly described for Congress by the Congressional 

Research Service~. Darling is a U.S. agricultural-based 1:ompa11y that employs more than 1850 

people to operate !!3 registered facilities located in 24 states. This infrastnKture is used to provide 

services in more than 3J states to approximately 116,000 fanm:rs, ranchers, "utchcr shops. 

independent meat and poultry proce.~sors, grocery s1ores and food service establishments. In 

addition to i1s collection. blending and manufa1:turing facilities, Darling·s ht!adquam:rs arc located 

in Irving. Texas. Darling recognizes its responsibilities in areas such as environmental prntection. 

3nimal feed/pet food safety and animal health and has a long history of public policy engagement 

in these and other areas at the state and federal levd. Darling includes reasonable solutions to 

rcgulatury problems when commenting on relevant rulemaking lo rngulatory agimcies. such as the 

Food and Drug Administration (FD/\), services within the United Staks Department of 

Agriculture (USDA). U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and th<! California Air 

Resources Board (CARB). 

Rendering .rer .. ices are essential to the .ru.<tainahility of animul 11griculture 

Typically, the agricultural practices considered a~ eligible source.~ of offsets arc agronomic 

practices such as changing cropping pauerns. reduced tillage, forest/grassland conservation. 

rcduc.:d dcfOl'csration and others that sequester carbon in plants and/or the soil to delay the rdease 

of gr~~nhousc ga~es. Without diminishing the importance ot' carbon sequestration. practices that 

prevent greenhouse gas production may provide a more permanent way to reduce climate change. 

2 CRS Report for Congress RS21771, Animal Rendering: Economics and Policy, 2004. This report was prepared for 
Congress after bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSEI was detected in the U.S. Since C~S issued this report, fats 
from rend.,ring have become more impottant as a biofuel and as a feedstock for biodiesel and renewable (green) 
dieiel. 
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Darling lnlemational Jnc. Comtl1cnls to U.S. Sen ah.· Comn11lCl.!t' on Agrkullun:, !\. utntiou and Fon:stry 

Such grcenh<>usc gas avoidance strategics considered in H.R. 2454 that arc availahlc to animal 

agriculture. include dietary modifications to reduce methane production in can le and rnanur~ 

management to either reduce or capture methane for use as a fuel. Rendering is alst) an d'foctivc 

techrl(llogy for capturing and recycling carbon and should be treated comparably to these other 

agricultural practices as the Committee dtvelops its list of cligihle offaet pr.icticc types. Darling 

and other rendering ce>mpanies are important agri-busincsscs that provide essential services to 

animal producers. as well as meat packers. meat proces~ors. and others in the food industry. 

Without sud1 services, it would be difficult for the animal production and meat industries to 

remain environmentally sustainable. 

USDA eslimated that in 2008 more than four million caul~ and calves und nine million 

pigs died on farms or prior to slaughter'. Commercial and on-farm slaughter of cattle. pigs an<l 

l;unbs resulted in another 26 billion pounds of inedible animal byproducts.• The poultry industry 

also gcnerat.'s large volume.• of poultry 1norta\itii:s and byproducts each year. Without rendering, 

anin1al producer~ and meat processors would have to /ind alternative methods for the disposal of 

their ,tea<l ani111al remains and animal byproducts. These arc putrescible materials that will 1·eadily 

incubate diseases. pollute the environment an<l release greenhouse gases. if 1101 properly handled. 

Only rendering can address all of these issues. Rendering is the most cificicnt an<l 

cnviro111nc111ally sound di~posal alternative for the disposal of these animal remains. Despite its 

efficacy frw g1·eenhouse gas avoidance, how•·vcr, ren<lering was omiued from the Agricultural and 

Forestry Related Offsets Title of H.R. 2454. Rendering. and related practices that cap1ure and 

recycle the carbon from animal, as well as. plant remains should be included as eligible omcts in 

thi;; or a new Title. 

Ju.ftijicati<m for rendering a.fan f!ligihle 1iff.~et practice or project 

Title V, Subtitle A of H.R. 2454, covers the Offset Credit Program from domestic 

agriculture and forestry sources. Key t.:m1s. such as ojfsel credit, o.tJ.~et practice and offre1 pro;ect 

arc defined in §50 I (a). Darling believes that the process of rendering should satisfy the definition 

for either an o(fw:f practice or an offset project and that 1hc rendering of animal remains should 

satisfy the definition for of!st·I credits. The carbon and nitrogen in animal remains is capturc<l by 

'USDA National Agricultur~I Statistic Service, Meat Animal Procluction, Disposal ancl Income 2008 Summary. 

'USDA National Agrkultural Statistic Servke, Livestock Slaughter 2008 Summary. Total inedible byproducts 
calculated from red meat production and nvmber of head and aver~ge weight at slaughter. 
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rendering and recycled into uscable products, thus avoiding their conversion lo carb(lll dio.~idc 

(COz}. m.:thane (Cll.) and nitrous oxide (NiO) gases. Based on grcc11nousc gas production 

measured as anirnal remains decompose~. one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO.)<'), 

which should qualify for issuance of one offset credit. will be avoided for each 1.065 pounds of 

animal remains m:ycled by rendering. Recognition of the rendering process as an eligible offset 

practice or pr~iect would therefore, allow a farmer or a rendering company to rccei •·c one o!Ect 

cn:dit for trade or to use. whenever the remains of a mid-8ized cow is rendered. This would 

ultimately benclit lhe fanner either directly when he trades the credit, or indirectly when a 

rl?ndt,ring company applies the value of the cn:dit against the cost. of rendering an animal"~ 

remains. The value of the benefit would depend on the market value of the credit under a federal 

..:ap and trade system. 

Section 502 inslructs the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a governance program to 

ensure ttlat ccnain minimum standards arc mcl in order to generate offset credits from domcsl ic 

agrirnlture and forestry sources. Darling agrees tha1 the Secretary of Agriculture should 

administer agricultural derived offsets under a federal cap and trade system. Darling also agrees 

that offs<'t credits must be verifiable and issued only when activities result in permanent reductions 

of atmospheric greenhouse gases. Darling disagrees however, that ofTsct credits can 011111 

represent additional greenhouse gas emission reductions for agriculture. This additionality 

requin:menl may be applicable for !'educing greenhouse gases from combustion emissions. a major 

contributor to increasing levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases. Additionality may not he 

appropriate for agriculture which has Eraditionally U8ed practices that reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions hy either sequestering carbon (such as reduced tillage or converting crop land to grass) 

or capturing and recycling carbon (such as recycling of plant and animal byproducts). Therefore. 

additionality should be used judiciously and not broadly applied for agricultural offset practices, 

pro.jcc1s or credits. In conlrast to methods for decreasing industrial combustion emissions. which 

may he accomplished by applying engineering solutions or using capital to upgratlc facilities. 

agriculture is based on complex biological systems which may not respond predictably to n~w 

engineering or capital. Indeed. basing the eligibility of a practice on a calendar date will 

inccntivize the adoption of new practices and discourage the u~e of established practices that may 

he more effective. The goal should b" 10 obtain a mea.$ureable net rcduclion in atmClspheric 

'S. Xu, X. Hao, K. Stanford, T. McAllister and F. Larney. "Greenhouse Gas Emissions during CO·Compos:ing of Ca!tle 
Mortalities w·11h Manure", Nulrient Cycling in Agroetosystems. Vol. 78. 2007. pp. 177· 18?. 
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greenhouse gas levels. This will not be achieved if the net result of replacing an established 

practice with a new one is an incrca~ in grccnhousc gas emi~sions. Such unintended 

consequences arc illu~trnlrd in the following examples: 

• Scenario 1. Converting land used for crop production to grassland might be an 

cligil>le practice if it was converted after January l, 1999. but not if the grass was 

established prior to this dale. A fam1er interested in offset credits might be 

encouraged to convert a block of land seeded in grass prior to 1999 back to crop 

production. To gain the offact credit. the farmer may then ~ither seed a new block 

of land 10 grass or seed grass on the original block after raising crops on it for a 

n:quisite period of time. In this scenario, lh~ fam1er might receive offset credits 

rrom a net increa~ in greenhouse gases emitted when the grassland was I ill ed. 

which released carbon sequestered in the plants and soil, and from the farm 

machinery used for tilling and reseeding. 

• s,·enario 2. Recycling practices in agriculture are particularly vulnerable to 

unintended consequences caused by additionality. Capturing rnetham: in landfills 

and flaring it off or using it as a fuel will likely be an eligible offset practic..:. 

Animal and plant remains would be excellent sources of methane gas in a lantllill. 

If the rendering of animal remains (or recycling plant remains) is not also an 

digihle offse1 practice. the value of offaet credits may encour.1ge the diversion of 

animal remains from rendering ro landfills. ln this scenario. the landfill would 

rc~civc offset credits for capturing greenhouse gases which had been av<)ided bv 

rendering before the material was diverted to the landfill. A net increase in 

greenhouse gas emissions would result from flaring the methane or burning ii to 

make electricity. 

In order to prevent such unintended con~equcnces and to assure that offse1 crcd ic~ are 

issued only for prac1ices that can be verified to pemianently and actually reduce atmospheric 

greenhouse gases, the Committee is urged to avoid making additionality a basic requircmcm for 

eligible agricultural and forestry pra~tices. 

In addition to giving the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to develop a li~t of domestic 

agriculture and forestry practices eligible to generate offset credits, §SOJ Jisis minimum practices 
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10 he included. Neither rendering nor any other carbon capture/recycling practice is included as 

one of these minimum practice types. Darling encourages 1hc Committee to recognize th~ 

grccnhou~c gas reduction potential of rendering and similar practices l:>y including rendering in 

this list of minimum practices. Rendering may be included either direc1ly as a named eligible 

carbon offset practice or through a genernl statement that acknowledges recycling effort~ in 

agrkulture and lists rendering as an example. Possible language the Committee may consider i~: 

"Practices that cap!llre and recycle carbon from agricultural materials to avoid greenhouse gas 

release into 1he atmosphere. such as rendering, shall be con$idcrcd as eligible offset prac!ices". 

The Rafe of Re11dering i11 Greenhou.~e Gu.~ A i•oidancc 

Each y~ar. the U.S. rendering industry processes 60 billion pounds of animal mortaliti~s 

and animal byproducts'. Unless stabilized by rendering or a comparable process. these matcriab 

decompose rapidly, with the rate being innuenced by ~nvironmental conditions. Because animal 

remains consist primarily of water, carbon and nitrogen, greenhouse gases such as COi. methane 

and nitwus oxide arc produced and released as the remains decompose. Essentially all of rhe 

rnrbon will be con\'crtcd to C02 or methane. depending on !he availability of oxygen during 

decomposition. If oxygen is readily available, as in properly composted material, CO~ will be the 

primary gas produced. Limiting oxygen during dec(>mposition. as may occur in a landlill. will 

shift gas production to favor more methane and less CU2. Almost 5 million metric tons of carbon 

and 500,000 mt:1ric tons of nitrogen arc captured annually by rcn<lcring.7 This amount of carbon is 

enough to lorm 17.5 million metric tons of C01. Rendering has a very positive carbon footprint~. 

A typical rendering plant captures and recycles more than seven times more CO~e than it emits. 

when all emissions associated "'ith collection. transportation and processing anintal r~mains arc 

considered. Based on greenhouse gas production measured when can le rf'mains were composted,'' 

composting all of the material th.at is rendered in the U.S . .:ach year would release 39 million 

metric tons of CO;e. Placing these saine materials into landfills could result in 120 million metric 

tons of CO:e being produced each year, assuming landfill gas is 50% methane and 50% C02. ;·~ 

Burial of carcasses is restricted or prohibited in many areas of the U.S. due to the potential for 

' Nationat Renderers Association website ww\\' .nation.)lr~1'd~r,~r'>.CH g. 
'National Renderers Asso~iation Issue Paper, "Rendering and Its Role in Capturing Carbon Emissions," June 2009. 
a National Renderers Association. http.//nationalra."nd"·rcrs.ors/cm,;~fonmental 
'J<u. loc. cit. 
'
0 f PA Office of Air and Radiation. ··~rt>qu~ntly Mked Questions About landfill Gas and How It Affects Public Healttl. 

Safety and the Environment ... June. 2008. 
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ground and surface water contamination. Whi:n animal remains arc buried however, greenhouse 

gasc~. sul·h as CO= and methane, arc pmduccd as the remain~ decompose underground. 1' These 

gases will escape into the atmosphere if lhc site is disturbed or gas pressure builds as ga~es 

accumulate (as in multiple carcasses in the same burial site) until the gases erupt through the 

surface. 

Facilities that concentrate cattli: in large numbers on a single site. ~uch as dairies and 

frcdlots are the most dependent on rendering because of carcass disposal and animal health 

concerns. A 2005 rendering industry study concluded that 45% of the remains of all caule that die 

prior to slaughter in the U.S. each year are rendered. il Rendering the remains ofall of the~e cattle 

avoids thl? producti.in of more than one million metric tons of CO:e per year. Emissions from 

rendering a 1400 pound cow will total appl'oximately 0.0? metric tons of CO,'e, but the formation 

of 1..32 metric tons of CU2e will be avoided, resulting in a net greenhouse gas avoidance of 1.23 

metric tons of CO;c:0
. Rendering is also important to other sectors of animal production. such as 

pork production. The remains of 67% of all pigs that die prior to slaughter in the U.S. ant 

rendered. hased on results of another industry smdy .14 

Changes thr FDA has recently made to its regulations for animal feed and pet food could 

decrease the number of cattle mortalities that are rendered from 2005 levels. On April 26, 2009, 

FDA strengthened existing feed safoguards that were put in place in 1997 (21 CFR §589.2000) to 

prevent the ~pread of bovine spongifonn encephalopathy (BSE: ''Mad Cow Diseas~") among 

cattle and other ruminant animals in the t;.s. Enforcement of the.se new regulations (21 CFR 

§589.2000 and 200 I) will begin on October 26. 200? and prohibit the inclusion of brain and 8pinal 

cord from cattle JO months of age or older in f~cd or food for any animal. These tissues were 

already prohibited, along wi{h others. from human food. s.o the rule will have a small impact on 

the rendering of waste materials from cattle inspected by inspectors from USDA 's Food Safety 

and Inspection Service (FSIS) or state meal inspection services and pas~ed for use in human tt.)od. 

Huwt'ver, fN caule nol inspected and passed. such as cattle that die prior to slaughter. the ~ntirc 

cal'cass will be considered to be prohibited IOr u~c in any animal feed. if che hrain and spinal cord 

"II. Nutsch and M. Spire. ·aurial", in Carcass Disposal: A. Comprehensive Re~iew, ed. by National Animal Biosecurity 
Conso1tium. August 2004. pp 43·44. 
"Jnfofma Economics. "Economic Impacts of Proposed Changes to Livestock ~eed Regulations·. Decembe• 2005. 
" Based on carbon footprint detetminations by Darling International Inc. for rendering facilities and gre<?nhouse gas 
production during composting by Xu. loc. cit. 
1
• Sp~rks CompaniP.s Inc .• ·livestock Mortalities: Methods of Disposal and Theit potential Costs'", March 2002. 
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ar<' not removed prior to rendering. Removal of the brain and spinal cord from the remains or 

dead cattle will he labor intensive for renderers bccaus<' rendering fa.:ilitics arc nut <l"signcd lo 

handle cattle carcasses the same way that beef pachrs do. In addition, soft tissues such as the 

brain and spinal cord decompose rapidly. especially during the summer, which makes them 

ditlicult to remove effectively during certain seasons or if the remains arc not rccciwd hy th.: 

renderer soon after death. These decomposition issues combined with the higher labor· and 

disposal costs rt'ndercrs will incur in order 10 comply with the new feed regulations arc expected 

lO reduc~ the number or can le mortalities that will be rendered under thl' new feed regulations. 

The rendering indu~try estimates FDA 's new feed regulations will decrease the number of ~attic 

m(>rtalities rendered by 66.7°!.P. 

The proportion (55%) of cattle that die in the U.S., but are not rendered today, may 

contribute approximately 1.5 million metric tons of CO,e per year to the atmosphere (a~suming 

gas pr<>duced during dccomposit ion is similar to rates obscr~cd for C•lmposting 1\ The anticipat.::d 

diversion of callle mortalities away from rendering and to other disposal options under th<' new 

FDA fo<!d regulations. may further increase greenhouse gas production to 2.2 million metric tons 

of CO;it. pC'r year. In addition. diverting animal remains away from rendering can damage the 

cm•ironment in other ways. such as contributing to nitrogen and phosphorus loading of soil and 

surface/ground water a., well as threaten animal and human health. 

The primary economic value for animal protein meals is as a focd ingredienl. If the 

remains or dead cattle that are 30 months of age and older are rendered without first removing the 

brain and spinal .::ord, the animal protein meal that is produced will be prohibited for use in the 

lh·d ,,. fund c•f any animal by the FOA. under it$ new feed regulations. Furthcrmor~. renderers 

must keep these prohibited materials separate from material that is free of the prohibited material. 

Therefore, in order to render cattle remains without removing the hrain and spinal cord. th¢ 

renderer would have to charge the farm.:r enough to recover the value of the prt>tt'in meal that 

must be disposed of because it cannot be sold for use in feed. Most cattle pR•ducers will not pay 

these additional charges, which is why renderers have been unable to justify dedicating a separate 

pro~.:ssing line or facility for use as a disposal rendering operation. Including rendering as an 

eligible agricultural '>ff set practice so that the rendering of cattle r.:mains could qualify for offs~t 

" lnforma Economic~. toe. cit. 
u xu. loc. dt. 
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credits may make disposal rendering feasible (depending on the value of the offset credit) and 

cncoura!;lC rendering as a m<.:aJ'IS for disposing of all cattle remains. Encoura!_!ing the use of 

rendering as a disposal method would reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. as well as reduce tht· 

release of inlcctious bacteria and viruses and other potentially hannfol agents into the 

environment. Cattle producers potentially benefit because iiithcr they would receive carbon offsets 

that can be trad.:d to pay the additional service fees renderers will charge for di~pnsal rend~ring or 

renderers may n<>l han: to raise their .~ervice fees. 

Even if additional ity remain.~ as a basic requ ircmcnt for agricultural offset practices. 

rendering should sti\l l:>e an eligible offset practice. It has already been poimed out that 55% of the 

cattle and 33% of 1hc pigs that die in the U.S. each year are not being rendered today. With the 

new FDA fo~d regulations pending in a fow wcch, this number will likely increase. Cndi:!r a 

federal cap and trade system. rendering the remains of approximately 75% of thc cattle that die 

each year should he digible for offset credit~. lncenring farmers to dispose of their animal 

remains through rendering would have a measurable impact on reducing !_!rccnhousc gas 

emissions. Renderers would also be encouraged to dedicate processing lines or farilitirs for 

disposal processing. 

Th,, relative importance of the greenhouse gas avoidance potential of rendering to 

agriculture can l:>e made by comparing it to the carbon sequestration potential of land enrolled in 

the Conservation Re.serve Program (CRP). Land in the CRP has already heen considered eligible 

as a ~arbon offset for trade on the Chicago Climate Exchange. The CRP is administered by the 

Farm Service Agency of the USUA. According to USDA. there arc approximatt'l)I 35 million 

acres of land previously used for crop production that have been seeded in g.rass. shrubs and tre~s 

and arc currently enrolled in the CRP17. Some aggregators validating carbon credits fortrading on 

the Chicago Climate Exchange have offered up to 0.75 metric tons of carbon rrcdit5 per acre1
&. If 

this rate is applied to all CRP enrolled acres. it would rcpn•scnl appro.~imatcly 26 million metric 

tons of CO:e as being sequestered per year. Although it is important for agriculture to consider 

both CRP and rendering as important greenhouse gas reduction strategies. rendering cun-cnlly 

avoids the production of 1.7 times more greenhouse gases than CRP, when the annual impact of 

"USOA. "USOA Issues Sl.8 Billion in Conservation Reserve Program Rental PaymP.nts" News Release. October 1. 
1008 .Release No. 02~1.08 
"Nebra•ka Farmer.s Llnion. "Nebraska Farmers Union Announces Carbon Credit Program for All Nebraska Counties 
& New Rangelam:I Management Program," April 19. 2007. News Letter. {h!t!J:l/nebraskdfarmt:r•.cuni{ln or.). 
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CRP is compared to the greenhouse gases avoided (39 million metric tun.~ of C(he) \\-hen material 

is rendered as opposed to composting. 

Verifying the amounts of carbon and nitrogen captured for recycling can lie easily 

documented. Darling already possesses much of the infonnation necessary to verity the car!ion 

and nitrogen content of the marerials it recycles as well as rernrds needed tn identify farmers, 

ranchers. meat proi:essors and others that send animal remains to Darling for rendering. The 

ch.,mical composition of the animal protein meals and animal fats derived from rendering is casil}' 

done using validated procedures. Darling routinely collects samples of all of its finished products 

w monitor product composition. In addition. all of Darling's recycling facilities arc individually 

rcgi~tercd with the FDA pursuant to § 41 S of the Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act and 21 

CFR Pan I. Subpart II. All Darling rendering fadlities are abo rcgistem.1 with FSIS/USDA as 

required under 9 CFR § 320.S. Darling also cornplies with FDA regulations (2 l CFR §589.2000 

and 2001: 21 CFR Par1 1, Subpart J; Section 417 of the food, Drug and Cosmc1ic Act) !hat require 

that records be kept of all incoming materials for processing, including the nam~ and address of 

the source and weight of the material and all outbound materials, including the name and address 

of the buyer/consignee and weight of the material Such records arc to facilitate traceability onc

step backward and one-step forward in the supply chain. 

Cmlf:lu~ion 

Rendering is an etlective method for collecting, processing and recycling the remains of 

dead animals and 111eat processing \lillstes. These materials are highly putresciblc and rclcas.: 

gretmhouse gases as th.:y decompose. Designating rendering as an .:ligible offset prattice in 

dimate change legislation approved by the Senate will promote the responsible disposal of!ht:sc 

animal remains and avoid unnecessary C02. methane and nitrous oxide emissions. Including 

rendering as an eligible offset practice will provide an important measureablc offset ro the 

agricultural community. 
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National Milk Producers Federation 

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member and members of the committee: thank you for the 
opportunity to submit agriculture's views on climate change legislation. My name is 

Jerry Koiak and I am the President/CEOP for the National Milk Producers 
Federation (NMPF). NMPF develops and carries out policies that advance the well being 
of dairy producers and the cooperatives they own. The members of NMPF's 31 
cooperatives produce the majority of the U.S. milk supply, making NMPF the voice of 
more than 40,000 dairy producers on Capitol Hill and with government agencies. 

The Hou!>e of Representatives passed H.R. 2454, our organization appreciates the 
fact that the bill's authors did not regulate agriculture under the cap-and-trade 
system they propose in the bill. NMPF supports the concept of cap-and-trade as 
long as agriculture is not a caped industry. However, NMPF remained neutral on the 
overall bill passage because it is still unclear what impact will be felt on the dairy 
industry. This is why it is critical that before this bill becomes law, Congress must 
address a number of concerns. My testimony today will focus on the specific context 
of offsets and allowances from which we view this bill and climate change policies 
overall and the changes we would like to see the Senate correct starting from H.R. 
2454. 

The Dairy Farm Economic Crisis 
It has been ;i very difficult year for dairy farmers. And we have greatly appreciated 
all of your help and support as farm level milk prices headed sharply lower creating 
tremendous economic stress and pressures in the dairy farming community. The 
price that farmers were receiving for bottled milk was down nearly 50% from last 
winter. Current prices received by farmers do not even cover the cost of feed. The 
reason farm prices have declined so drastically is due to the slowdown in the US and 
global economy with the end result of a precipitously drop in U.S. exports. The 
problems in the global economy and the effects on consumers' buying habits are 
adding to that downward pressure. 

Dah:y farmer's GHG Commjbnent 
Despite these severe economic challenges. dairy farmers and their cooperatives have 
maintained their deep commitment to reducing their GI I G emissions on farm and 
throughout the dairy chain. Our industry has voluntarily committed to an action plan to 
reduce the carbon footprint of fluid milk by an additional 25% by 2020. Work is 
underway throughout the dairy industry to help achieve this goal. We are looking at 
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rarm practices ranging from dairy feed systems, efforts to reduce enteric methane 
production, to farm energy audits. and addressing barriers to methane digesters. /\t the 
processing level, practices being examined include items like non-thermal UV 
technology as an alternative to heat-based pasteurization, increased energy efficiencies 
in dairy plants. improved transportation systems, as well as product packaging and 
delivery systems. 

One of the primary challenges standing in the way of wider adoption of these 
opportunities is the significant cost entailed. We are hopeful that an offsets market 
could make many of these GHG reduction practices and processes more affordable and 
widespread in our industry. 

Dajsy Sector's Strooa: GHG Perfonoance Hjstorka!Jy and Today 
There have been inaccurate perceptions that animal agriculture is a significant 
contributor to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. In fact, the modern dairy sector has 
improved its performance on GHG emissions dramatically over the last 60 years and any 
effort to return to the production systems that prevailed in the 1940s would have a 

disastrous effect on our industry's GHG performance. 

EPA has rcpo1ted that animal agriculture is responsible for approximately 2.5% of US 
GHG emissions, about half of which is entericfermentation (1.7% ortotal).1 As these 
statistics show, modern US livestock agriculture is a very small portion of US emissions. 
Manure methane and nitrous oxide emissions from dairy cows, as reported in the EPA 
Inventory, are only about 0.3% of total US emissions of all GHGs on a C02 equivalent 
b<isis. The emissions from all livestock are only about 0.8%. 2 

Research conducted recently at Cornell University and published in the Journal of 
Animal Science explores these questions and finds that the most efficient and 
environmentally friendly way to raise dairy cows and produce milk is definitely not the 
use of the dairy farm systems that prevailed before the advent of modern commercial 
rarming. The article, entitled 'The environmental impact of dairy production: 1944 
compared to 2007," found that: 

Modern dairy practices require considerably fewer resources than dairying in 
1944 with 21 % of animals, 2 3% offeedstuffs. 35% of the water, and only 10% of 
the land required to produce the s;ime 1 billion kg of milk. Waste outputs were 
similarly reduced, with modern dairy systems producing 24% of the manure. 
43% of CH4, and 56% of N20 per billion kg of milk compared with equivalent 

1 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2.008. "Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Sinks: 1990·2006. EPA, Washington, DC. Calculated from statistics provided in tables ES·2 and 6· l. 
i The other .2% of emissions associated with livestock production comes from nitrous oxide. 
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milk from historical dairying. The carbon footprint per billion kilograms of milk 
produced in 2007 was 37% of equivalent milk production in 1944." 

Not surprisingly, the dairy sector's total carbon footprint has also been dramatically 
reduced. Total GHG emissions for the dairy sector in 1944 was 194 million metric tons 
in C02 equivalents. By 2007 this had been reduced by 41 %. to 114 million metric tons. 
The article closes with. "Contrary to the negative image often associated with 'factory 
farms,' fulfilling the requirement for dairy products of the US population while 
improving environmental stewardship can only be achieved by using modern 
agriculture techniques.'' Modern US dairy farming is a tremendous example of how the 
world can produce the goods and services needed by people, in this case the very food 
we eat. and doing so while producing Jess GHGs per calorie of food. 

Dairy producers and the entire dairy chain are committed to meeting these goals. It 
is from our dairy sector's commitment to continuing this record of GHG performance 
while helping feed the US and the world and helping our businesses thrive that we offer 
the following comments on H.R. 2454. 

1. The bill must maintain a strong role for USDA. H.R. 2454 recognized the 
importance of USDA to establish, audit and implement all the offsets 
standards and protocols for the agricultural offsets program. USDA has the 
technical understanding of the various practices that can generate offsets and 
has done research on how to measure GHG reductions or sequestrations 
coming from these practices. USDA also has the relationships with ranchers 
and farmers to facilitate the implementation of the program. USDA has the 
infrastructure to manage such a program - with county extension offices 
across much of the country. We understand that there is a necessary role for 
EPA to play in overseeing the environmental integrity of the offsets program, 
and feel that EPA and USDA should work jointly together to ensure that the 
agricultural offsets assist in the overall goal of the climate change program. 

USDA is best positioned to create technical standards and protocols for GHG 
emissions reductions and sequestration from the agricultural and forestry 
sectors. Nearly all of the scientific data and documentation behind existing 
agricultural and forestry standards used by carbon registries is grounded in 
work conducted by USDA scientists or their land grant university partners. 
Thirteen of USDA's Forest Service scientists shared in the Nobel Peace priie 
for the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report connected to 
their forestry work. USDA's Natural Resource Conservation Service, 
Cooperative State Research, Education, Farm Service Agency and Extension 
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Service, Economic Research Service and Agricultural Research Service have 
done similar work for agricultural practices that reduce GHG emissions and 
sequester carbon, such as methane capture and conservation tillage. USDA 
also has the institutional resources. administrative structure, and established 

relationships in place to engage farmers and ranchers across the country. 
USDA has tens of thousands of employees working with agricultural 
producers on various conservation issues. The relationships that USDA has 
with farmers and ranchers allow it to have the trust necessary to create. 

administer as well as drive higher levels of participation in the offset 
program. Indeed, their field assets, technical expertise and the level of trust 
that USDA has developed make it uniquely positioned. For these reasons§ 
2709 of the 2008 Farm Bill gave USDA the authority to create technical 

standards to facilitate participation in emerging carbon, water or other 
ecosystem service markets. 

Since EPA will be charged with adl'!1inistering the overarching cap-and-trade 
system, we would expect EPA to review the integrity of the offset program. In 
that regard, EPA can periodically review the standards, protocols and 
verifications systems established by USDA to ensure that they are being 
successfully implemented into the larger cap and trade system, 

2. The bill's requirement for additional "performance standards" must be 
clarified so that CAFOs are not included in "back-door" climate 
regulation. Section 811 of H.R. 2454 tasks EPA to set standards for 
regulatory compliance measures that would be required of some uncapped 
sectors. The criteria listed for this section could include some of the larger 
CAFOs in the livestock industry and would therefore remove these 
operations from being able to provide offsets and would instead require 
measures such as digesters to reduce their emissions as part of the 
performance standard for their category. While enteric emissions from 
animals are not counted, nothing is mentioned about methane or nitrous 
oxide emi.ssions from manure or from combustion processes. It needs to be 
made clear that emissions from all agricultural and livestock activities are 
not regulated - either directly by the climate emissions cap, or indirectly by 

the performance standards. This clarity would retlect the promises that 
lawmakers sponsoring all climate change bills have long made to the 
agriculture industry that the sector shall not be regulated. 

Methane digesters arc a tested and proven technology however, the costs for 
installation, maintenance with limited return, prohibit many farms from 
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taking the leap to install them. Cost could range from $2 to $5 million to 
install a digester on a dairy farm. Through a cap-and-trade market, more 
farms will install digesters because it will become economically viable for 

additional producers to take the next step. However, if all producers were 
required to install methane digesters with no economic compensation 
through these performance standards, it would drive a significant number of 

them out or business. 

The potential problem for the livestock industry comes if they are 

determined to have emitted at least 10% of the uncapped methane emissions 
in 2005 and/or were deemed to be responsible for emitting at least 20% 
annually of the uncapped GHG emissions. These triggers could mean that 
performance standards which are not detailed in the House passed version, 
could be applied to the livestock industry. Even if regulations are not 
imposed. if the 10,000 ton emission level is met. GHG reporting would likely 
be required. 

Another area of concern comes from the fact that the performance standards 
themselves remain unknown. That is, this section requires the EPA 

administrator to come up with regulations, but does not specify exactly what 
will result from this process - leaving a big unknown for the industry and an 

unintended situation. 

3. The bill should shorten the time allowed for setting up offsets program 
standards. Section 732{a) of the Waxman-Markey bill creates an offset 
program via regulation "Not later than 2 years after the date of enactment of 

this title". As written, it is probable that regulations establishing an offset 
program will not be in place when the cap-and-trade system takes effect. 
Having regulations in place early will allow the necessary infrastructure to 
develop to establish a carbon market that can complete transactions and 
trades. Agricultural and forestry offset projects are currently being created 

across the country and in other countries under voluntary private and State 
or regional carbon markets. The Clean Development Mechanism {COM) in 
the Kyoto Protocol, the Chicago Climate Exchange {CCX), the Regional 

Greenhouse Gas lnitiativc(RGGI), and California's Climate Action Review 

Board (CARB} all are examples of systems with existing carbon protocols and 
markets, providing ample precedent from which a federal program can he 

cra~ed. Further, under the 2008 Farm Bill USDA has been charged with 
establishing protocols for carbon and other ecosystem service markets. The 
government of Canada is establishing a carbon offset program (to include 
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agricultural and forestry offsets) in 2010, and the carbon trading program in 
2012. to ensure the availability of offsets at the start of the system. 

4. The bill must recognize and reward the avoided emissions efforts 
undertaken by agricultural leaders to reduce GHG emissions and/or 
sequester carbon. Significant numbers of agricultural and forestry 
landowners have already undertaken actions that reduce GHG emissions or 
sequester carbon. These early actors should be eligible for compensation for 
the avoided emissions. The reason this is so important is because the 
greenhouse gas reductions and sequestration performed by early actors is 
not required by law and can be undone if the current bill's perverse incentive 
is not corrected. In order to maintain these avoided emissions - or emissions 
that could otherwise be emitted, there must be compensation. The House bill 
has a very limited recognition of early actors and the Senate bill should 
correct this issue. 

Congress must recognize and reward the early efforts undertaken by 
agricultural leaders to reduce GHG emissions and/or sequester carbon. 
Significant numbers of agricultural and forestry landowners have already 
undertaken actions that reduce GHG emissions or sequester carbon. Changes 
in management taken by these early actors include, but are not limited to. 
switching to or maintaining zero tillage ("no-till"), using new technology to 
capture methane for improved animal waste management, and afforesting or 
reforesting buffers or larger ecosystem landscapes. These early actors should 
be eligible for compensation for the on-going GHG emissions reductions or 
carbon sequestration that they achieve within the offset program, if they 
qualify under all other offset protocols 

The treatment of early actors is vital to agriculture's participaCion in a 
climate change system. Produces across the American landscape have been 
engaged in innovative efforts to sequester carbon using a variety of 
techniques. These producers should be allowed to participate in the offset 
program being created by Congress under a cap-and-trade regime. The 
central purpose of any offset program is to encourage the widespread 
adoption of conservation or other practices that reduce GHG emissions or 
sequester carbon and which in turn reduces, and potentially reverses global 
warming impacts, as well as provides cost containment for the entire 
cap-and-trade system. Agricultural producers who have already begun to 
experiment with GllG emissions reductions and carbon sequestration 
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practices, techniques and projects arc critical emi~saries to promote ;ind 
ensure widespread adoption of these practices. In fact. these early 
actors often are the leaders of agricultural organizations and their leadership 
is needed to constructively engage their organizations and their membership 
on climate change policy. Thus, by rewarding early actors we support 
constructive political engagement by agriculture and we create a core group 
of emissaries who will encourage offset projects. 

Allowing early actors' projects to be eligible does NOT automatically result in 
offset credits being issued for previous reduction activities. Early actor 
projects, like any other project, would have to comply with all other offset 
protocols for the practice, technique or project type that they are engaged in. 
Thus even if a producer adopted a practice in 2002, if that producer does not 
meet other offset protocols he will not be eligible to provide offset credits. 
Further, early actors will not be paid for GHG emissions reductions or carbon 
sequestered retroactively. Instead, they will be paid for future GHG 
emissions reductions or carbon sequestration. As an example, if a producer 
began no till in 2002 and his soil is projected to reach saturation in 25 years 
then that producer will only be paid for carbon sequestered between the date 
any cap-and-trade system starts and 2027. 

5. The agricultural sector should be provided with an allocation of 
allowances, or a portion of allowance auction revenues. While climate 
change legislation will impose higher input costs (such as fuel and fertilizer) 
for agriculture as a sector, producers have an extremely limited ability to pass 
higher costs along to downstream purchasers. Agricultural producers are 
typically price takers in economic terms and in such a situation an allowance 
allocation, or the proceeds of an allowance auction, could serve to smooth the 
transition for producers, especially those that are not in a pusition to capture 
potential offset credit benefits. Small producers for example are less likely to 
be in a position to generate offset credits-it may be a simple matter of the 
amount of credits that they could generate not warranting the cost of changing 
the practice or the cost of compliance to verify the offset credits themselves. 
Allowance set asides, or the proceeds from an allowance auction. should be 
used by USDA to smooth the transition for at-risk agricultural producers as we 
establish a new carbon reduction system. 

The agricultural sector faces unique challenges in dealing with the impacts of 
climate change as it begins to impact our nation and world. Agricultural 
producers experience and are impacted by climate and weather changes 
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perhaps more than any other sector; for most farmers and ranchers changes in 
moisture, temperature, and alterations in the growing season directly impact 
the ability to produce the food and fiber our nation and world need. /\s such. 

allocating allowances or allowance revenues for research into adaptation is 
vital. New seeds, new technologies and new techniques will be needed for the 
farmer and rancher of the future to produce the same vast quantities of food 

that we enjoy today. As global populations continue to expand, the American 
producer will be called upon to produce even more, and government aided 
research efforts into adaptation can help achieve that objective 

Farmers and ranchers are creative and innovative. As carbon markets 

develop, new techniques, practices and technologies for reducing GHG 

emissions and for sequestering carbon will be developed, yet funtling could be 
vital to bridge the development phase for producers. Allowance allocations, or 

the proceeds of an allowance auction, could serve to encourage the 
development of these yet to be discovered carbon sequestration or emissions 

reduction methods-allowances could in effect serve as a bridge as data is 
collected and verified. Eventually, after an appropriate developmental phase, 
.some of these techniques could be certified as accredited offsets, and thus 
would no longer require allowance funding. 

6. Offset eligibility and compensation should be based on whether a project, 
technique, or practice sequesters carbon, or otherwise reduces 
greenhouse gases (GHG) from a date certain. Use of the BAU methodology 

in the Waxman/Markey bill will limit the amount of GHG emissions reductions 
or carbon sequestration by agriculture and forestry. The central purpose of the 

legislation is to reduce or eliminate as much C02 as possible, yet by using a 
BAU methodology to determine project eligibility limits the amount of low cost 
off:;ets that will be provided. Section 734(a)(l) requires that offset projects 

conform to a standard methodology that will determine whether the offset 
project is BAU for an industry. The text further provides that the government 
can change baselines, perhaps significantly, on a regular basis. This 
unnecessarily creates a high level of uncertainty for agricultural producers and 
investors regarding whether offset projects they are undertaking or about to 
undertake will qualify for offset credits. Uncertainty in turn will dampen the 

level and scale of participation in an offset program, and hence the success of 
the offset program, which is an important component of cost-containment in a 

cap-and-trade system. 
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By applying this type of updated BAU test for additionality the draft also 
ensures that the "hardest" or le;ist likely projects or producers (i.e., those least 
likely to participate at modest prices and early stages of a program) will never 
participate. Rather than actively ignoring or omitting the "hardest" 
projects/least environmentally sensitive producers, an offset program should 
specifically strive to reach this population. Further, the logic of this type of 
BAU methodology devalues carbon emission reductions overtime. Projects 
th;it produce real, verifiable GHG reductions should receive credit. 

To give one example: currently there are approximately 125 methane digester 
systems across the country, accounting for less than 1 % of all dairy, hog, and 
beef cattle operations. Congress should enact a statute that incentivii.es the 
installation of more digesters - striving for 100% penetration, for instance·· 
rather than deciding that at 50% market penetration the practice is considered 
BAU and will no longer receive offset credits. Thus digesters in~talled when 
market penetration is at 45% are just as valuable to GBG impacts as digesters 
installed at 95% market penetration (and perhaps more so, if early reductions 
have already been achieved, and we are seeking the latter. "harder" 
reductions); each ofthese digesters should receive just compensation for the 
emissions reductions delivered-actual tons of GHG destroyed-and not be 
dependent on when they were built in relation to each other. 

The Waxman/Markey bill changes baselines over time unfairly moving the 
goal posts and limiting project investments. Rather than recurrently changing 
baselines as established in the bill, producers and investors need a static 
baseline to make production and investment decisions. USDA should be 
charged with determining the normal activity baseline for each offset project 
type using a historical or temporal baseline. Once USDA sets that baseline, 
offset projects can be judged against the baseline to determine whether 11 

proposed action is additional vis-a-vis the temporal baseline. Such a baseline 
system will ensure certainty to producers (offset providers) and buyers. 

7. Global Implementation of Climate Change Legislation. It is critical that 
the United States negotiates quickly a comprehensive implementation of GHG 
reductions around the world. Although we support the concept of cap·and
trade we remain concerned about the potential costs to the economy from 
unilateral action by the United States. There are a number of important 
agricultural exporters around the world that could gain competitive 
advantage ifcareful consideration is not given to the application of these 
reductions throughout the world. 
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These are the dairy industry's top recommendations for fully reali:t.ing the ag offset 
potential in the climate change legislation. We urge this committee to take on the 
role of champion for the agriculture industry in this matter as it has so often in other 
ag-relatcd legislation. Our industry is concerned that should this bill pass through 
the Senate without these important corrections, there will not be a workable offsets 
title for America's livestock and farming sectors. 

We cannot emphasize enough how important it is for this committee to make their 
stamp on the legislation that will come out of the Senate Environment and Public 
Works Committee. There are some who would advise standing on the sidelines and 
opposing this effort entirely. We believe that this is a huge risk for the livestock and 
row crop producers of America and we see great opportunities for our industry with 
properly crated legislation. 

We urge this committee to proactively engage in drafting the Senate version of 
climate change bill better for agriculture. 
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S~mate C'ommillcc on Agriculture, Nutrition & J:'ore~try 
Glohal Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspccti,·cs and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Mr. Andy Bcckstoffcr 

September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

You mentioned this briefly in your \~Tilten testimony, but I want lo spend a little bit more time 
discussing the impact thal climate change is already having on your crops. I think this is an 
important topic 10 address hccausc it illustrates the fact that there is a cost to doing nothing when 
it comes to climate change, For example, you mentioned more heat spikes, higher nighttime 
temperatures, and new pests and diseases as challenges ·that arc beginning to emerge for your 
industry. 

Even if we do not yet fully understand how all of these things will impact your husincss as a 
wincgrape grower. surely these are challenges that concern you. 

I. As a winegrapc producer with over 30 years of experience in agriculture, could you talk a 
bit more about the tiusincss risks that climate change presents lo your operation now and 
in the foturc? 

On page.fi\!e ~(my iestimo11y 1 discms more frequent heat spikes to whieh we have 
a</justed by i11s1al/i11g trellises tltat we ca11 alter on short notice lo deal with heat 
spikes. We can adapt with proper \•itic11li11ral practices at co11.•itlerable etpense. but it 
is m!cessmy to maintain ihe quali~r of our premium wi11egrapes. There have been 
limi1e1I studies to assist the wine communi~y in understa11di11g the p01e111ial impacts of 
dimate change to tire quality and prmluctivity ofwinegrape 1·ineyards. Howei·er, the 
data we c:o/Jecrfrom vintage lo vi11tage shows that we can adapt and that the 
maximum temperature.:; haven '1 cha11ged so much - but that the 111i11i111um 
temperillures ha1·e risen. and that is something for which •re must conti11ualf.i· make 
acljustmem. It is the o.rreme heat inl'idents a"'t temp.:rature changes, 1101 rhr: 
averages. that repre.{ent the most risk. 

11iere is no doubl in my mind that much m111·e neetl.~ to be do11e lo itle11tify s11ita/lle 
rootslo,·ks a11d conduct 11ew rootstock hreedi11g programs 10.facilitate our adaptation. 
Of course. 1hat is a years long··· if 1101 decades long - pro<'e.<., and one that must be 
co11cl11c1ed in the context of changing consumer tu"te p•·ojiles am/ e.xpectatio11s. There 
i~· a jiw!-year de/ay.fi·om the lime 1pla11111 l'i11ey11r1/ 10 the time ii reat:hl's the. 
conwmer in " bollh'. North Co<1st developmenr costs for u new \•ineyard ftm from 
$25,000 lo $40.000. 011r capit11l investment is made for at least a 25 year period. 
11wt is why we invesl so heat>ily in <.·11t1illg-edge 1·iticultural practices to adapt to 
things lik~ changing temperat11res. 
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Irrigation is critical lo adaplalion. 711e lower s11ow pack forecast by the e.{perfs and 
changing rainfall pallerns present a ve1y real risk to our businesses. Our q1mfi~v. our 
productil'ily, and our profitability are depe11denl upon adequate watl!r which we 
manage preci.~ely with the mnst advanced technology in plant monitnring and water 
application. 

The Cal{fim1ia Sustainable Wi11egrowing Program is an imegrated whole.farm 
approach to decision making rhat helps participants better understand and e~·aluare 
rhe trade-offs and impacts of each practice. It is in an important toolffir helping us 
adapt to changing re.~011rce and regulatmy co11cems. 

111e uncertainties presented h_r climate change and the scarce allocation of resources 
like warer underscore the most important i11vestmelll government can make: funding 
agricul111ral research and extension to a.~sure that farmers and rancher.~ have the 
ahili~y to cnnti1111e adapting to meet the food and fiber needs of the world's 1·apidly 
expanding pupulution. 

2. Do you have any suggestions on how we could better educate fa1mers in other parts of 
the country about the implications to their livelihoods if nothing is done to address 
climate change over the decades to come? 

Senator. this is surely 1101 my area of expertise! However, the Commirtee might 
conside,. conducting field hearings in d{ffere11t regio11s of the country1• It should also 
comii.KI hearings for researchers a11d extension personnel to pmvide information 
aho11t the potential impacts nf climate change 10 fi1rmer and rancher lfrelihoods. 

Senator Chuck Grasslcy 

I) ·111e EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offaets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if thcr.: arc ways to overcome 
them? 

While considerahle research and demo11stratio11 of the advantages 0/110-till am/ 
minimum tillage practice.~ has been done. not nearly enough research has been done 
to q11antify the beneflr.t of other practices and dornme11t their value as measurable. 
•·erijiable carbon and CHG offie:ts. Just a few nf the ag practices that have the 
potemial to produce significant off5ets include <"over crops; modified.fertilizer 
techniques; crop and residue waste management schemes: biochar; and the role<?( 
perennial crops ·- vineyard.~; orchards: liar: and dedicatedfi1e/ crops. 
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111is is why it is critical that USDA with irs technical and scient(fic expertise of 
agric11ltural and.farming practices ha"e rlre primary role in developing ag GllC 
reduction or sequestration parameters for ca1·bon ojJset protocols. 

We plant our vineyards for a11 economic life of 20 year.~. Unless we are give11 credit 
for pa.~t and ongoing carhon sequestration, this legislation is of ve0· little value to 
winegmpe growers. 

2) fam1ers' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I bdieve that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder, Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, hut not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Farmers a11d ranchers mmt not be put al a competitiw disaclvantuge in international 
trade. Cal(fomia winegrape growers face vigorous competition from other wine 
producing co11ntries with lower costs'~( production. 

Senator John Thune 

I) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what 1ypes of offset practices do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

11wse practices for which research ha.5 already been completed and protocols 
appmvcd are p!ilnting trees (forestry) a11d conservation tillage. Therefore they are 
best positioned/or measurable a11d verifiable ofj.~et credits. There i.~ great potential 
fol' other ag practices to product' .~ig11iflcant offsets and other environmental benefits 
ji'om co1w crops; modified.fertilizer rech11iques; crop and residue waste management 
schemes: bioc/1ar: and ilte role c!(pere11niul trops - vineyards; orchard5; hay; and 
dedicated jiud ,·rop.<. 

It is very' important that winegrapes and other perennial crops be given credit J<>r 
carbon sequestration ofpas1 and continuing practices. We plant 011r 1•ineyards for an 
economic life cf 20 years. Thus. if credit is gfren only for 111tw pla111i11gs, rite 
legislarion wo11ld be of liltle help to winegrape growers . 

.:?) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offaets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offsets be capped'? 

Domestic ojj!.-ets should not be c11pped. 
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Senate Committee on Ag .. i.;u\turc, Xutrition & Forestry 
Global Wanning Legislation: Agricultural l'roduccr Pcrspective.s and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for rhc record 

Mr. Luke Bmbaker 
Septemb.:r 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

ln your testimony you mentioned hcing able to sell carbon credits for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions through the use of your digester. 

I) fan you tell us more about the economics of that project, please? 

a. What was the total project cost and whal is the annual income. 

Total project cost was Sl.25 million dollars. 

• This year's income will be approximately $200,000.00 for the 
sale of electric. 

We derive a saving.~ of approximately $40,000 as a result of not needing 
to buy bedding for the cows. We separate the solids from the liquid and use it 
to bed the cows instead of buying wood shavings or saw dust. 

We sell separated solids to other farme~. $10,000 was derived from the 
sale of solids. 

Sale of credits sold: about one-half sold for 20 years. What we sold equals 
over $100,000 which whtm in\'ested for 20 years approximately doubles the money. 

b. How many credits docs your system generate, how do you sell the credits, and at 
what price'.' 

• KW =tons of carbon to sell taken out of the air. 

• Sold to a trading company. 

• TI1c market fluctuate~. 

We sold at a good timc--S3.00 to $4.00 a ton. 

I believe the market is a lot less now. 
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c. How does the income from the credits compare with the income from selling the 
cl ectricity? 

• A lot less for the sale of credit:> than sale of electricity. 

• With a good cap and trade bill, it could mean a lot more money 
for the credits. 
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Senator Pat Rohc11s 

I) I low many head of cattle docs it take lo make a methane/manure digester functional and 
economical'? 

A good number would be 500 head or more. 

2·1 What is the annual operation and maintenance cost for a methane digester? 

• SJ0,000 to $25.000: this depends on the amount of repairs. 

3) Does the functionality of a digester change with head count, feed content. or seasonal 
change? If so, how docs this affect normal day to day operations and management 
ability? 

• Yes. In the summer, if then: is more waler in the manun:, because of cooling lhe 
cows, it takes more volume of manure to make the same amount of clcciricity. 

Adding ocher food products make extra electricity. 

• A little more setup on the computer syscem 10 add other teed or food by-products. 

4) no you believe a digester would work on a cow-calf operation, feeder cattle operation or 
for a small feedlot? 

• Jf the manure is in a liquid form that the manure can flow. it could work. 

Getting the manure to the digester as quickly as possible is the key before it 
leoscs the gases inio the air. 
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Senalor Chuck Grass Icy 

I) The Ef>A analysis of the HQusc-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed lh<tt the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the ohstades 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

I believe agriculture has a great opportunity with the use of conservation 
practices: no-till. cover crops, and methane digesters. 

• The bill must more lhan offset any higher cost the farmer would incur. 

• I do believe planting trees and fore~t management would be a big part of 
the program, but 1 am not sure ifwoukl benefit most of agriculture. 

2) Farmers' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricullural trade. I believe that moving unilaleral\y on a 
climale change bill, wilhout an international agreement; will put all l:.s. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that farmer's offsels will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the intemalional economic conse<1uences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

I think your statement is very true. 

If a hill is wrincn wrong, it would be devastating co agriculture. 

Imports may have a tendency to come into the country like fertilizer, dairy 
products aml fruits, etc. if U.S. products are p1iced out of the market. 
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Senator John Thune 

I) Jn the early years of a cap and trade syslem, whal types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first'' Planting trees? Conservation tillage'! 

• In order: Planting trees, grasslands, no-till, cover crops, and methane digesters. 

2) As many of you know, agrieullure or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offaets be capped? 

My farming operation put forth a significant capital investment in order to install 
the methane digester. which is a clean, e!licient and an American source of 
renewable energy. I do not think it would be a good idea to cap domestic 
agricultur.11 off-sets as proposed in the U.S. House version of the Climate 
Change legislation. There docs not seem to be any sound policy rationale for 
placing a cap on such otlscts, like those produced by my forming operation, that 
supply clean and efficient domestic energy and provide a valuable environmental 
benefit. 

There may, however, he appropriate reasons for considering caps on international 
offsets for two reasons. First, many people argue that this legislation would drive 
American jobs off-shore. Without a cap on foreign oft~scts, the purchase of such 
off-sets may also be driven ofl~shore, where there is little regulation and these off
sets would be feasibly cheaper than the same type of oft~sets in the United Slates. 
Secondly, I would call it bad policy to offer the same countries the ability to sell 
"off-sets" when they hil\"C not adopted any caps on emissions. Such an approach 
would trnly put the American farmer and busines~rnan at a competitive 
disadvantage. 

My recommendation to the Committee would he to allow international off-sets to 
be considered for pun:hasc, only after a certain level of domestic oft~st:ts have 
been utilized, set at a sufficiently high level to assure that all agricultural 
producers have the opponunity to bi.:ncfit from such a program. This approach 
shows a true investment in the American economy (at this much needed time) and 
docs not totally create a trade barrier with other nations. 

J) As you know, many dairy and hog producers are going through a historic economic 
downturn in their respective industries. Several hog and dairy producers are tens of 
thousands of dollars of equity wilh each passing week. Any analysis that shows 3 

positive impact on these producers assumes that operations of a certain size will install an 
anaerobic digester to benclit from carbon offsets. Considering the high costs of this 
equipment and the fact that the climate change legislation would start in 2012, do you 
bcliev.: that most producers would be able to finance this type of equipment in the next 
12 to 18 months? 
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• Thank you foT being aware of this. I am a dairy fanner and I know. 

• I don't have any analysis that shows a positive impact. 

• There is a very easy way to capture carbon offsets. 

• You can cover any size manure pit and lagoon and flare off the gases. 

• if there is a good price for credit; this would be a very reasonable way to 
capture credits. 

• Maybe a small grant to help cover lagoons would help in these low commodicy 
prices for hog and dairy farmers. 
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Senate Committtit: on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Global Wanning Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Chairman Gary Gensler 

September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) As Congress considers reforms of the Commodity Exchange Act, what mQdifications 
would be necessary lo provide the authority for CFTC to effectively regulate trading in 
both the cash and futures markets for emission allowances and offsets? 

Senator John Thune 

I) H.R. 2454 allows third parties, such as investment banks or foreign nations to participate 
in the carbon market. In other words, third parties that arc not directly associated with 
carbon offsets would be able to purchase these credits on an exchange. Docs this leave 
the carbon market open to undue influence or manipulation? Under this s1:enario, would 
a third party or a group of third parties be able to drive up the price of carbon by 
purchasing large amounts of carbon allowances or availahlc carbon credits? 

\\'hat role will speculators play in the carbon market? How will you define a speculator·~ 
How will you define excessive speculation? 

2) A~ you know, the House cap and trade bill gives jurisdiction over the carbon-based 
derivatives to the CFTC, with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission overseeing 
cash transactions in the allowances themselves. Standalone legislation has been 
introduced in the Senate that would give the CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives 
and cash transactions of the carbon market. Would you compare and contrast the benefits 
or drawbacks of giving tho: CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives and cash 
transactions of the carbon market? 

3) We have heard estimates that the future carbon market under a mandatory cap-and-trade 
proposals will total several billions of dollars up to two trillion - according to CFTC 
Commissioner Bart Chilton. What is your estimate for the carbon futures market? \\'hat 
it your estimate for the carbon cash market? Y,.'hat is the size of these markets today? 

4) As you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passe.d cap and 
trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? Why or 
why not? Should international offsets be capped? 
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5) How will the CFTC work with EPA to determine when or if carbon allowance reserves 
should he tapped? Arc these reserve thresholds adequate to keep carbon cost5 steady? 
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Senate Committee on Ai,'liculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Reb'Ulation t:nder a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Joseph R. Glace 
September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

I) Can you break down the costs of the over-the-counter transaction for me? How much 
does it cost to conduct business on exchange versus off-exchange? What arc the indirect 
costs associated with wider bid-ask spreads in the over-the counter markets compared to 
exchange trading? How much more would electricity cost your customers if you could 
only hedge on regulated markets with stricter margin and capital requirements? 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

I) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged fmm a few of the statements. 
This theme is that customers of power costs will in1,,Tease if OTC contracts are 
standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However, OTC contracts arc so new, 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these markets transparent if not in the same way that traditional CFTC markels are 
required to display transparency'? 

Senator John Thune 

I) Can you provide an example of why two market participants would need to use the Over 
the Counter (OTC) market for a transaction in the carbon market place? 

In your testimony, you mentioned that forcing these unique transactions onto an 
exchange would dramatically drive up costs. Could you provide this committee with a 
better perception of why this requirement would increase costs, and how much would 
costs increase on account of such a requirement? With regards to these transactions, 
what specific types of infonnation should be reported to ensure transparency while still 
maintaining the confidential infonnation of the emitter and trader'! 
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Senate Committee on A1;.'Ticulture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Dr. Dave Miller 
September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

l) In your written testimony, you discussed the challenges of establishing standards for 
offsets. You also mentioned the costs associated with assuring the value of offset activity 
and that the cost could become prohibitive. Given your discussion of complicated design 
protocols and uncertainty about valuing offsets, would you support discounts on otlSets 
as a mechanism to address some of the valuation and verification problems inherent in an 
offset program'! If so. should the onsets be discounted by a standard percentage or 
should the discount reflect expected leakage or nonpcrfonnance'? 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

l) Do you believe that it is possible for the average tanner, in Iowa or elsewhere, to recover 
his increased input costs, in terms of higher fuel and fertilizer prices for example, that 
would be caused by a cap and trade system like in the Waxman· Markey Bill, by selling 
offsets'! 

2) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman·Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there an: ways to overcome 
them? 

J) Of the sources of ag offsets. one of the most frequently mentioned is shifting to no-till. 
but the EPA analysis admits that "agricultural soil sequestration does not show significant 
supply." Another option is reducing fertilizer use. but the EPA model showed what any 
farmer could tell you that this results in a decline in yields. Another often discussed 
offset possibility would be for farmers to install an anaerobic digester, but those can cost 
hundreds of thousands of dollars and a federal AgST AR program report found that 
anaerobic digesters arc feasible for only what amounts to about I percent of Iowa farms. 
How would a typical farmer in Iowa be able to receive any significant benefit from 
selling carbon offsets? 

4) In order for farmers to gel paid for sequestering carbon dioxide in the soil, they would 
have to switch to no·till, but many farmers have already been using no.till for many years 
where it's possible to do so. Any famter that was using no·till before the date we 
establish in law would not be eligible for payments. This could result in two neighboring 
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fanncrs using no-till where the one who had switched over years ago would not sec a 
dimr: and tht: Johnny-come-lately would receive a cht:ck for doing the exact same thing 
that his neighbor had hc..-cn doing all along. This would surely strike most farmers as 
fundamentally unfair. What can be done to address the fairness issut:? 

5) We've heard a lot about opportunities for farmers to sell offsets, but it's not always clr:ar 
how exactly that would work in practice. Since the farmer would actually be selling on a 
carbon market and offsets would need to be verified and registered, I imagine the process 
would be a little different from signing up for a FSA program for instance. Could you 
walk me through the process a fanner wuuld undertake to receive payment of an oftset 
through let's say USDA, for sake of discussion'? 

6) \Vhile reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a few of the statements. 
This theme is that customt:rs of power costs will increase if OTC contracts are 
standardizt:d and required to trade on an exchange. However, OTC contracts arc so new, 
only developed in thr: last I 0 years. And carbon OTC contacts art: even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

7) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
t:ffectiveness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has foi::used on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples ofhow to 
make these markets transparent if not in the same way that traditional CFTC markets arc 
required to display transparency'! 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wa1111i11g Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and leading 

Regulation Und<.T a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

M1·. Timothy Profeta 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) You said in your testimony that there is a fundamental trade-off between "Mitigating 
systemic risk and creating additional cost of posting margin." It seems that a lot of our 
legislative choices come down to this type of calculation, over-the-counter tr.msactions 
where businesses don'l need to put up a lot ofeash to do business and exchanges where 
they expect you 10 put up some money to back your bets. But if the regulatory system 
docs not deal effectively with systemic risk, such as that posed by OTC trading. arc there 
not costs to that'? I'm referring to the costs of using intermediaries like dealer-banks, or 
volatility. or economic downturns, or taxpayer-funded bailouts. 

There arc costs embedded in over-the-counter instruments. Cost comparisons typically compare 
the cash requiced to post margin for an exchange trade with the fact that OTC contracts may 
allow purchasen; to pledge physical assets as collateral rather than posting cash margin or 
perhaps not require any col1<1teral at all. By not re<1uiring cash margin, OTC instruments may 
allow entities to use their cash flows for other purposes. OTC instruments may have transaction 
costs embedded in the price of the contracts. however. 

F.vcnl.• over the pasl year make ii clear that large markets failures can affect broad sections of 1he 
economy. Excessive risk-taking in the credit default swap markets, for example, has resulted in 
significant costs to society, not only through taxpayer-funded bailouts, but also through restricted 
credit mackets and significant loss of value across securities markets. In tenns of a carbon 
market, the ~ost of large scale market failures could include undem1ining the nation's approach 
lo addressing climate change. Congress can take steps to avoid these types of failures in the 
carbon market by ensuring that market participants properly capitalize financial risks. Reduced 
leverage, larger .:apital requirements and prudent margin requirements are all necessary part~ of 
lhe solution. However, the elimination ofregulatory arbitrage is also a key to a stable market, 
with regulators having suflicicnt information to evaluate the risks to which market participants 
are exposed. 

As Congress moves forward with climate change legislation, it will have to balance the risks and 
costs posed by OTC instruments with the flexibility and lower cash requirements that these 
instruments provide for market participants. 
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Senator Chuck lirassley 

I) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a !Cw of the .statements. 
This themt: is that customers of power costs will increase if OTC contracts arc 
standardized and requin:d to trade on an exchange. However. OTC contracts are so new. 
only dt:velopcd in the last JO years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low. 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

The evolution of the OTC market over the last ten years is highlighted by the increase in "exotic"' 
derivatives. Plain-vanilla OTC derivatives, such as interest-rate swaps, have been around for 
approximately thirty years. 

There are two arguments for how OTC instmmcnts keep costs low. The first argument is that 
OTC contracts provide entities with the flexibility to delennine the most cost effective means of 
hedging risk. Entities may choose OTC' instruments because 1hc instruments arc not available on 
c:xchanges. such as long-dated contracts, or they need an instmmenl that is specifically tailored to 
their business needs. The second argument is that OTC contacts may allow companies to avoid 
tying up their cash resetvcs by posting margin. Exchange-traded products require initial margin 
and variation margin posted on a daily basis in cash (or near cash, such as govemmcnt 
se.::urities). A customi;r,ed OTC concract can have ~pccific parameters written into it that allows 
changes in the frequency for variation margin to be posted (i.e., nor daily). OTC contracts may 
also allow companies to assign non-cash collateral as initial margin or, in ~omc circumstances, 
not post collateral at all. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that thi.~ will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness oftisk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today ha~ focused on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specifo.: examples of how t<l 
make these markels transparent if nor in lhc same way lhal traditional CFTC markets arc 
required to display transparency? 

There are different levels of transparency in the current commodities markets regulated by the 
C'FTC depending on the type of commodity and where the commodity trades. \\'hile broader 
market refonns currently under consideration may increase transparency in commodities 
markets, these efforts are still underway and ii is impossible to predict what the final 
requirements will be. Rccause Congres~ would be creating the carbon market de novo. the 
legislation could ensure that the market regulator has jurisdiction over lhe entire marketpla1:e and 
can track all transactions involving carbon allowances or associated derivative instrument.~, 
regardless of who is involwd in the trade and where the trades occur. 

Unlike traditional commodities, emission allowances issued pursuant to federal climate 
legislation will likely have unique serial numbers, allowing regulators to track ownership of the 
allowances with the proper reporling requirements. The legi~lation or implementing regulations 
could achieve transparency in the derivatives markets by n:quiring reporting from exchanges, 
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clearing organizations. trade repositories, and intennediaries such as brokers and dealers. If 
over-thc-<:ounlcr ins1rumcnl5 arc allowed in the carbon market, the rules could also require 
reporting directly to the regulator if the transactions are not o.:lcared or reported 10 trade 
repositories. 

Senator John Thune 

I) Relative to olher commodity markets, how large will the carbon market be? ls it 
possible to establish unique regulations that will result in efficiency and tn1nsparency of 
such a large carbon market within two years? 

The Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act would create a substantial new carbon market 
but would not be larger than many existing commodity markets. Economic modeling conducted 
by the ES. EPA suggests that the price of emission allowances would likely be around $13 per 
allowance in 2015. Jusl over five billion allowances would be issued lhat year, resulting in an 
allowance market worth approximately $65 billion. As a general tulc, corrunoditics trade 
hetwcen 6 and 9 times their underlying vallle in lhc futures market. Thi~ suggest~ that the 
derivatives markets could exceed $390 billion in the early years. In comparison, the value of 
global crude c>il markets traded on the lntcrcontim:nlal Exchange (ICE) and NYMEX exceeded 
S 17 trillion in 2008. Global futures for cotton and sugar trading on ICE reached $154 billion and 
$543 billion in 2008, rcspcclivcly. 

lt is possible to create an efficient and transparent regulatory system to oversee trading in the 
carbon market. The major legislative proposals for regulating the carbon market, including the 
American Clean Energy and Security Act that passed the U.S. House of Representatives in June 
of this year and the Carbon Market Oversight Act of 2009, introduced by Senators Diane 
Feinstein and Olympia Snowe, arc founded upon the existing CFTC regulatory model. Both bills 
adopt many aspects of the Commodity Exchange Act and add specific requirements tn addrc~s 
the unique aspects of the carbon market, including some best practices ftom exi8ting securities 
regulations. The CFTC would build upon its existing expertise rather than creating an emircly 
new regulatory system. 

2) As you stat<:d in your testimony, it cap and trade scheme will create two markets, a cash 
market tbal will trade allowances from lhe current y~ar; and a derivatives market, that 
will allow lhe parties to purchase futures, options, and other instruments aimed at 
creating future rights to allowances. Shou Id ho th markets be regulated by the CfTC? If 
$0, whal are the pote11tial pitfalls of splitting the regulatory responsibility with another 
age11cy? If not, what additional resources will the CFTC need to carry out this 
responsibility within the next couple of years? 

The CFTC' is well-positioned to regulate both the spot and derivative markets for carbon 
allowances. The cash and derivativ~ markets will be highly correlated and it would be most 
efficient ro have one regulator with its eyes on the entire carbon market complex, including OTC 
derivatives. The recent failures in the credit default swaps markets highlight the problems 
caused l:>y relying on multiple regulators to oversee various aspects of the same market. 
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Addi1ional pitfalls for splitting regulatory authority include the potential for turf wars and a 
history of poor cooperation between variou~ government agencies. 

Generally, the (:J·T C will need sufficient resources to oversee the carbon market; the key to good 
rcgulalion is a w1:1l-funded and vigilant regulator. I am not in a p1>sition to estimate 1bc 
additional resources that will be necessary. Cha irman Genskr and his staff may be able to 
prov id~ you wi th a specific answer. 
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Senate Committee on Agricuhurc, Nutrition & Forestry 
(jlobal Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer l'erspectivcs and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Mr. Frank Rchcnnann 

September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I am concerned that global warming's impacts - longer droughts and beat waves, increased pests, 
and increased disease may well be the biggest threat to farmers' abilities to make a profit. 

1) Have you considered the potential drawbacks of inaction? How global wanning will 
directly impact your induslry'! 

The USA Ri.:c Federation docs not oppose responsible efforts to curb greenhouse gas 
emissions or climate change. including approaches such as increased use of renewable 
energy wurccs, nuclear energy. conservation, enhanced efficiencies, and other approaches 
that would not harm the U.S. economy or cost American jobs. We are deeply concerned that 
the cap and trade bill emanating from the !louse and similar approaches would be especially 
harmfol to family farm oper.itions like mine. The pending cap and trade proposal would 
substantially increase production costs and lower net income, threatening the economic 
viability of the fann. Meanwhile. I have little confidence that our trading partners will bind 
their farms and industry to equa II y rigorous emission reduction requirement.~. if any at all. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

I) You mention the AFPC study by Texas A&M. The representative rice farms experience 
lower average annual net cash income and at the same time an increase in annual costs. 
How does this study affect a producer's relationship with his or her lender'! Credit is 
certainly tight alre:idy. Do you expect it to become even tighter if cap and trade 
legislation were to pass? How docs this affect beginning fam1ers and ranchers? 

The impact of pending cap and trade legislation range~ from even tighter margins for some to 
negative cash flow for others. The effect is to erode a producer's equity position, ~omcthing 
lenders look unfavorably on when making lending decisions. For producers in the latter end 
of the range and especially for small and beginning farmers. the impact of cap and trade 
legislation could prove decisive in a lender's decision, while producers in the former range 
a1·e on the bubble. This is why. in our testimony, we urge Congress to authorize the 
Commodity Credit Corporation to cover any increased production costs. 

2) If H.R. 2454 were to become law, how would a rice fatmcr overcome the higher input 
costs'! Would one 'good' year be enough to cover current costs plus addilion direct and 
indirect coses a$sociated with climate change? 
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We arc r.oncemed that some producers simply would not be able: to oven:ome the higher 
costs and our concern is predicated on a normal or good production year as yield fluctuation 
from year to year is not as great as it is with respect to many other crops. Production co~t~ 
and price are principle determinants on how a rice producer fares in a given crop year and the 
first factor is going to be greatly influenced hy this legislation. Note that this is only the 
production side of the equation. Unlike most other commodities, rice must ordinarily be 
processed (i.e. milled) before it can be widely marketed in commerce, meaning there will 
also be increased co.~ts home by the producer in putting the commodity in the fom1 necessary 
to market the crop. In fact, generally, rice famters participating in cooperatives can expect to 
face a whole other hit in the form of lower patronage refunds, or dividends, <m account of the 
coopcrative's increased cost of doing business. And, all of this is predicated on the uncapped 
treatment oflhe agricultural sector precluding EPA-imposed performance standards or other 
prescriptions that the Agency could still impose under other provisions of the bill or the 
underlying Clean Air Act There is no effective exemption for production agriculture and 
necessary processing is not even covered under the definition of agriculture sector. If cap 
and trade is to go forward, at minimum, there needs to be a clear exemption for agriculture: 
production, including necessary processing. 

Senator Cfluck Gras.~ley 

I) I agree with your testimony that farmers can expect to sec the cost of fcrtili7.er, fud, 
machinery and other inputs to increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. What types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offset these increased costs? 

Senator, as a farm~'T. you can appreciate that if there is a clear and responsible way to cut 
production costs, a farmer will do it. Few stones have been left unturned in this respect. You 
also know that we are price takers, so we cannot increase the price on the market. One way 
to offset im;rcased costs associated with cap and trade is through the sequestration or 
reduction of carbon. However, as I noted in my written and verbal testimony, today that is 
not an economically viable and proven option for rice famters. The only choice we are left 
with is to absorb the increased costs and hope to still make ends meet. 

2) The EPA analysis of lhc House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed thal the vast 
majority of domestic oflSets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

In rice, we see no economically viable opportunity at present to avail ourselves of the offset 
program being discussed. We are working to develop some possibilities but we are simply 
not there yet. The primary objection to the forestation option is that farmers and ranchers are 
not foresters. Beyond that, even if we were to attempt to go that route, it would seem to me 
that it would involve an enom1ous upfront investment without the possibility for any real pay 
off till years down the road when the trees mature. This is a possibility for large pulp and 
paper companies but not to fam1 and ranch families. 
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3) Farrn\_,'f"S · livelihoods d\_,-pend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international abrreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that farmer's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Senator, we appreciate your leadership in rejecting what was on the table in the Doha 
Round negotiations late last year because the ab'Tecmcnt meant deep and, in our 
estimation, unsustainable cuts to U.S. domestic support in exchange for what amounts 10 

illusory concessions from our trading partners. We have no doubt that a similar tact is 
being taken with respect lo global climate change and the curbing of greenhouse gas 
emissions, as evidenced by recent media reports of comments made by Indian officials. 
The combination of Doha Round and climate change legislation could \'Cry well result in 
the kind of severe hemorrhaging of American agriculture and the jobs that go with it that 
we experienced in the manufacturing sector earlier this decade. So, we appreciate the 
tough stance that you, Chairwoman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss, and others 
have taken in both regards. 

Senator John Thune 

I) In the early years of a cap and tr.1de system, what types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

As noted in our response lo earlier questions, we are unaware of any proven viable 
opportunities for rice producers to generate and market omcts in the near future. 

In a world of6.7 billion hungry people, the great majority of whom do not have the 
means or disposable incomes that we Americans do, we strongly reject the notion that 
there is greater societal or global benefit to planting trees on our rice-fields than farming 
them. Ours are some oflhe most productive acres in the world, and we would rather 
i:ontinue to pursue the more noble purpose of feeding the world as long as we can stay in 
business. 

2) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offacts arc capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

1\Uhough rice is unable to participate in the agricultural offset program, we believe that 
l:.S. agricultural offset opportunities should not be capped. With respect to international 
otlSets, among other things, it would seem that there would be enforcement issues that 
could undcnnine the integrity of the program. so the larger the international program the 
greater the uncertainty may be relative to the program's effectiveness. However, since 
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rice farmers arc not able to effectively participate in the offset program, we have not 
closely examined the implications of capping international offsets. We believe the 
program should be structured such as to increase demand for U.S. offsets and therefore 
increase the value of such offsets, rather than disadvantage U.S. offsets relative to those 
in the international market. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Ms. Julie Winkler 
September 9. 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) One of the mon: frequent complaints we hear about central cuunterparty clearing is that 
the costs associatt:d with clearing are too expensive and that it would tie up capital that 
could be better invested. Could CME Clearport accept illiquid assets such as real estate 
or stocks and count that towards margin or capital requirements? Could you net cash and 
fotun:s positions in a market where the cash and futures nansactions are executed on the 
same platfonn? What other options are there tu mitigate cost conccms of margin and 
capital requirements without compromising the integrity of the clearinghouse? 

A:'liSWER: Collateral that is readily com'ertihle to cash is a11 essemial element of the 
sqfety of a Co!lltrcil counterparty clearing sysiem and the on~i· means to avoid the creation 
1~fsptemic risk. The ce11tral co1mterprmy (CCP) must hold s11jficie11t liquid collateral to 
enable it to immediate(v meet the obligations of a cleari11g memher--···cu.yromer which 
defa11lts, since the CCP must immediately fulfill the ohligatio11.~ o_fthe defaulting clearing 
member w each co1111te1par1y. There is no way to do this, without adding debt to the 
:>ystem, ~f 1/ie clearing house is holding illiquid assets, such as real estate. as collateral. 
The Green Exchange Ve111ure currently uses CAIE ClearinR as its CCP. CME Clearing 
has never experienced a default in its 110 year-plus histmy. CME Clearing does accept 
readi(v marketable securities, but discounts their value ill a manner appropriate to 
recognize any likely illiq11idity al the ritm' that they mu.YI be sold to cover a fuss. 

CCP's are not i11 the business C!(lendillg to customers. That would simply magnifY the 
risk of operating a CCP and defeat the purpose of centralized clearing. ~fa customer 
with real estate assets needs ro collateralize a cleared position, she mar secure a loan 
from a hank a11d use the proceeds of the loan ro purchase interest hearing securities. 
which may he used to collateralize her ohligatio11s to the CCP. 

Ir is possible, in certain circ11m.~tances. to u.~e a physical allowa11ce to collateralize a 
derii·ative position. For example, a trader who is .flWrt an allowa11ce f11tures contract 
ma:1• he ahle to collateralize his position, in whole or in part. with allowa11ces of similar 
mallirity. 
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2} If legislation establishing greenhouse gas emission allowances and offsets, required that 
all trading of the allowances. offsets and their derivatives take place on regulated 
exchanges, and if there is sufficient market interest for allowances 5, 10 or even 20 years 
in the future. would an exchange Ile able to offer futures contracts of longer duration? 
What arc the practical considerations that would affect the decision to develop longcr
term contracts? 

ANSWER: Some futures contract.~ are long-dated anti havt• adequate liquidity. For 
example, NYMEX's Natural Gas futures co111racl e.xlends out 12 years and CME'.t 
Eurodollar fillures contract extends out 10 rears. llowever. e;cdmnge traded derivative 
contracts of these d11ratio11s are the exception, 11ot the rule. Price integrity is the critical 
compone11110 o.fli?.ring long-dared futures comracts a.\' the ch•arillglwuse must be able to 
determine adequate performance bond co1•e1·11ge fur the cotl/racts and protect against 
de.fault. J::ach co111rac1 month /isled ill a /011g·dated.fi1tures contmct thac has open 
interest will require a daily settlement J>YOL'e.ts to employ the daily mark-to-market 
functions of the CCP. (flegis/ation crecited a cap-a11d trade p1·ogram i11 which 
al/aw1111ces were u,ted for complia11ce over 5, 10, or 20 year periods then long-dated 
emissions cu/l/racts could he designed a11d offered by exchanges such a.v the Green 
E.tchange Venture. 

Howewr, there could be challenge.~ i11 ge11e1·a1int; sujficielll liquidity for the long-dared 
insuwnents on 1111 exchange. Cap-and-tradl! participa111s may be.focused 011 slwrter-t1;rm 
complianct• ohligati<ms i11vo/villg near-term compliance deadlines that cw1 be satisfied 
using actual ollowance.v and ojj.~et credits that are i11 their po,~sessio11 or in cirmlation. 
171e cap-and-rrade program could address this by e.nsuring that there are /011ger-t1trm 
1•i11tages <?f'allowances distributed and i11 circulation. This would prm'ide market 
participa111s with a greater certainty about the physical supply of allowances in fi1ture 
yec11·s. Tit is may result in greater hedgi11g interest and trading actil'ity in 5, I 0 or 20 year 
carbon fut11re.t conrracts. Without such certainty of the physical supp~v of ulluwances i11 
future yt•ars. ii is 1111/ikely that adequate liquidity will e,tist for long-dated exchange
trculed contrac1s. 

3) I see you are opposed to a transactiQn fee, such as we've seen in the House-passed 
climate change legislation. lfwe were to propose a user fee on these transactions to fund 
regulatory agencies. what would be the best way to structure it - for example, per 
exchange member, per transaction, per month, per year? 

ANSWER: Fu11dingfor market oversight should be generated from more appropriate 
so11rces. Most cap-and-trade legislative proposals contemplate an auction for some 
portion of the allowa11ces. For example, it would wke less than one percent of the 
expected rei:enues from the auction proposed ill the Home's American Clean Energy 
Sec11rity Acr to fimd CFTC's c11rrelll budge1. By tying the funding of 011ersigh1 resources 
to allowance auction revenues 1·ather 1lta11 exchange tm11se1ctio11s. all re/e11ant agencit!S 
(e.g., USDA, CFTC. EPA) will have ,.eso11,.ces for all of the elements that are necessa1J' 

ji>1· effcclil'e emissions markec oversight. 
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J-:xchange users pay trading fees which are used to fund exchange operations a11d the 
exchangl! 's self regulatory oversight to ensure and compliance with statutmy and 
regulalory requireme!lls. Any additional userfee, based on tra11.rac1ions or 1arge11td at 
only members of exchanges. will add lmnsaction costs a11d make less or unregulated 
trading venues more auractfre compared 10 regulared exchanges. This will impail' 
liquidity and 1/efeat efforrs to encourage tramparent, regulated tmding markets. 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

I) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a 11 .• 'W of the statements. 
This theme is that customers of power costs will increase if OTC contracts are 
standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However, OTC contracts are so new, 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent lhan 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

ANSWER: First, tht~re seems lo be a mistaken impression rega1·ding rhc length of the 
exis1e11Ct' of ore contracts. Such contracts hai·e actual(v been utilized for more rhan 20 
years in energy commodities. Second, the 1·eason such contracts came into existence is 
pn,cise/y because they provided i11nova1ive, lower costs ways to finance i11vestme111s; 
indeed. in some cases. 1ltey enabled projects w get financed that otherwise could 1101 lim'e 
gottenji1U111ced at all. Funhermore, they will be tire most vital in tire early days ofa11,v 
new industr)' or new industry phase, which will clearly be the SCtmario ill place upon 
passagl! of emissions control legislation. This is be,·ause the sec10r will esse111ia//y be 
"irwenti11g"itself---that is. ramping up from a state of de minimis investment in 
demonstration projects to a full scale commilmf!ll/ lo transform the entire socit,tal e11ergy 
infrnstr11cture. No one yet knows how this will most efficient/)' he accomplished. so thi?.re 
will be 110 way to accurately swndardize the 11ecessary trnnsactio11s. 

As was .~lated in 1~r written 11:.s1imm1y, the OTC market complements sta11d11rdized 
exchange traded product.~ by pmviding products customi;;ed to a regulated entity's 
emissions and time horizon. Such customizati<m is necessary for .rnccessfiil financing of 
carbon oj).~et projects. and/or str11cruri11g long-term hedging transactions tliat 11nderpi11 
im·estments i11 emis.<ions red11c1io11 or clean energy tec:linologies. If s11clt OTC conrracis 
are required to l!;(ficiently finance such pl'Ojects, forcing all trading onto exchange-based 
pla~fonns is likely to increase costs to utility customers. 

~xchange cleared transactions require posting of liquid collateral; sume entities may be 
able. to secure more flexible terms for collateralizing their obligations in the OTC market. 
For e.xample, a customer in the OTC market may he allowed to collareralize its 
obliga1io11s on an OTC contract by granting a lien on a physical asset. The abilil}' to 
collateralize obligations to co1111terparties by means of liens on plt,vsical assets may 
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b1m~fit power producers or agricultural off.~et project developers. Lowerfinanci11g costs 
for OTC hedging transactions may trm1.~latc i11to lower power costs to consumers. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the;: soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for both investors and produ..:crs. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markel:i versus traditional 
agri1.:ullurnl and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these markets transparent if not in the same way that traditional Cf-TC markets arc 
required to display transparency? 

ANSWER: We believe that greater tra11spare11cy should be required of the OTC carhon 
market and that all carbon-related OTC positions should be reported to the CfTC. This 
reporting combined with the high /f!wd of transparency available thro11Kh the G1·ee11 
l:.:tclia11ge Venrure h'ill provide the additional tra11spare11cy that is needed for oversight of 
a U.S. carbon market. 

As wa.~ stared in my writte11 tes1imo11y. CMF. Group will provide the market and t1·ade 
s11n·eilla11a ser,•ices ro the Gree11 Exchange Venture. CME·.~ highly 1rained regulatory> 
sta_lj»1-ill implement audit and compliance programs to monitor existi11g markets.for fraud 
and manipulatio11. Green Ewlumge Venlu1·e also has a reliable means to provide 
transaction dala to 1he CFTC and these are divided into jfre broad categories: trnde 
data, time and sales. order data, i·olume a11d ope11 illtffest datu and reference dma. On 
behalf of the Green Exchange Venture. C!vfE curre111ly reports cleared trade dara (pit, 
electronic, and ex-pit 1ran.mctions) on a daily basis to the CFTC. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Glohal Wanning Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Fred Yoder 
Scplembcr 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

You've indicated that you think those farmers who have already engaged in practices that reduce 
greenhouse i;as emissions should be rewarded for their early actions. 

I) Let's take the example of a corn farmer who started to use no-till practices in 2006. How 
should those practices over the past few ye<1rs be treated in global warming legislation':' 
And, docs it make a difference whether the farmer sold carbon sequestration credits 
derived from those practices on the Chicago Climate Exchange'? 

Senator Pat Roberts 

I) In your testimony. you mention "economic analyses have indicated that a robust otTuet 
program will significantly reduce the costs of a cap and trade program." Since analysis 
shows both significant agriculture produdion i.:ost increases and increased conunodity 
prices due to a reduction in farm land acreage even with an offset program, won't 
consumers still feel the effects of these higher oosts and prices? 

Senator Chuck Grasslcy 

J) I ngree with your testimony that fanners can expect to sec the cost of fertilizer, fuel, 
machinery and other inputs to increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. What types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offset these increased costs? 

2) You mention that treatment of early actors, especially those who have adopted 
conservation tillage practices prior to 2001, should not be penalizw in the carbon offset 
program developed. Do you have recommendations on how to addre~s this issue, in 
particular for the earliest adaptors as you have highlighted'? 

3) EPA numbers suggest very hii;h cost increases to us.: coal. Since the Com Belt primarily 
uses coal to provide our energy m~cds, do you believe that fuel switching wi II occur'! To 
which types of fuels? \Vhat does thi~ mean for our rural communities? 
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4) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go towurd agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways lo overcome 
them'? 

5) farmers' livelihoods depend on lhcir competitiveness in a world economy. \\lhile the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Senator John Thune 

I) If under a cap and trade system. ag producers are asked to sign a long-tenn contract, but 
only receive benefits of carbon sequestration for a fow years or until the soil is saturated 
with carbon, do you think your members arc likely to participa1e? 

2) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first':' Plan1ing trees? Conservation tillage? 

3) Do you believe fertilizer prices will increase under a cap and trade system? If so, how 
high may fertili1.er prices increase? Do you bdieve we will have a greater reliance on 
foreign sources of fortilizer? 

In the later years of the House-passed cap and trade bill, "energy intensive lrade exposed" 
industries including the fertilizer industry, no long receive free allowances. \\!'hat impact 
will that have on the fortilizer indu~try and lhc price of fertilizer? If most early acres of 
conS\:r\'alion tillage arc saturated with carbon at this point. what impact will these two 
scenarios have on the cost-benefit analysis for feed grain farmers in the ~idwes1? 

4) How should Congress treat the early actors of conservation practices? For example, 
South Dakota already had 2.8 million acres in no-till, which would not receive credit 
under the House-passed climate change bill since these acres were in no-till before 2001. 
Should these producers be able to participate in the carbon market? If so, how should 
these acres be treated? 

5) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should inlemational offsets be capped? 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutri1ivn & Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricuhural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation t.:ndcr a Cap and Trade Sy~ll:m 
Question$ for the record 
Mr. Andy Beckstotfcr 

September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

You mentioned this briefly in your wrinen te.~timony, hut I want to spend a little bit more time 
discussing the impact that climate change is already having on your crops. I think this is an 
important topic lo address because it illustrates the ract that there is a cost to doing nothing when 
it come$ to climate change. For example, you mentioned more heat spikes, higher nighttime 
temperatures, and new pests and diseases as challenges that are beginning to emerge for your 
industry. 

Even if we do not yet fully understand how all of these things will impact your husiness as a 
winegrape grower, surely these are challenges that concern you. 

I. As a winegrape producer with over 30 years or experience in agriculture, could you talk a 
bit more about the business risks that climate change presents to your operation now and 
in the future? 

On pa?,e jive of my testimony I discuss more frequent heat spikes to which we have 
adjusted by insralling trellises that 1>'e can alter on shon norice 10 deal with heat 
spikes. We can adapt with proper viticulturul practices at ,·onsiderable expense, but ii 
is necessary ro mainrain the quality of our premium winegrapes. There hm•e been 
limited studies 10 assist the wine community in understanding the potential impacts of 
dimate change to the quality and productivity of winegrape l'ineyurd~. Howe\·er, the 
data we collect from \•intage lo vintage shows that we can adapt and thar the 
maximum ll!mpr:ru/Ure.~ haven't changed so mu,·h - but that the minimum 
1empera111res have risen, and tha1 is something/or which we must cominually make 
acljustnu:nt. /1 is the e.<rn:m.: hem incidents and temperatur<: changes. not the 
cn•erages, rhul represent the most risk. 

There is no doubt in my mind that much more needs to be done to idenr(/j' s11i1ab/e 
roowocks and conduct new rootstock breeding programs to facilitate our adaptation. 
Of course. that is a years long- if not decades long-proces.v and one thar must be 
conducted in the context of changing consumer taste profiles and expec1a1ion.1. There 
is a jive~rear delarfrom the time I plant" ''ineyard 10 the time ii reaches the 
consumer in a boule. Nonll Coast development costs for a new 1•ine.1•ard rlirlfrom 
$25.000 10 $40,000. Our capital investment is made.for at least a 25 year period 
That is why we invest so heavily in cut1i11g-edge 11itic11/1Ural practic~·s to adupl to 
things like changing temperatures. 
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Irrigation is critical In adaptation. The lower snow pack forecast by the experts and 
changing rainfall patterns present" very real risk to our bu.finesses. Our quality. our 
producth•iry. and our profitability are dependent upon adequate wat1tr which we. 
manage precisely with the most advanced technology in plant monitoring and water 
application. 

The California Smtainahle Winegrowing Program is an integraled whole farm 
approach to decision making that helps panicipanls heller understand and evaluate 
the trade-offi and impacts of each prnctice. Ir is in an import an/ tool.for helping us 
adapt to changing reso1m:e. and regulatmy concerns. 

J11c 1111certaintie.t presented by climate change and the scarce allocation of resources 
like water underscore the most important investment government can make: funding 
agricultural research and extension to assure that farmers and ranchers have the 
ahiliry to c.onlinue adapting to meet the food and fiber needs of the world's ra11idly 
expanding population. 

2. Do you have any suggestions on how we could be1ter educate fanners in other parts of 
the country about the implications to their livelihoods if nothing is done to address 
climate change over the decades to come? 

Senator, this is sure~v no1 my area of expertise.' Howeve1·, the Committee migh1 
consider conducting field hearings in different regions of the coumry. It should also 
conduct hearings for re.~earchers and extension per.wnne/ to provide information 
abau1 the pmential impac1s of climo1e change to farmer and rancher livelihoods. 

Senator Chuck Grasslev 

I) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the ohstaclcs 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there arc ways to overcome 
them? 

While considerable research and demonstration of the adwmtages of no-rill and 
minimum lillage practices has been done. not nearly enough research has been done 
10 quantify the benefits of of her pra(:tic·es and document their value as measurable. 
ver(fiable carbon and GllG off.vets. Jusl a few o.fthe ag practi~s that hm;e the 
potential 10 produce significant offsets include cover crops; modified fertilizer 
techniques; crop and residue waste management schemes: biochar; and the role of 
perennial crops -- vineyards; orchards; hay: and dedicatedfi1el crops. 
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This i.5 why ii is crilica/ that (JSDA with its /echnica/ and scientific e.xperlise uf 
agric11lwral and.farming practices hm•e the primary role in develuping ug GHG 
reduclion or sequestration purameterJfor carbon offset protocols. 

We plant our l'ineyard~ fur an economic life of 20 )'ears Unless we are given credit 
for past and ongoing carbon sequestration. thi.5 legislation is of very1 liulc value to 
winegrape growers. 

2) Farmers' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. Vv'hile tht: 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade. I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fam1cr's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would em:ounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United Stales, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Farmers and ranchers must not be put at a competitive di:sadi•antage in international 
trade. California winegrape growers face vigorous competition.from other wine 
producing coumrie.s with lower costs of production 

Senator John Thune 

I) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices. do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

Those prac1icesfor which research has already been completed and protocols 
approved are plaming trees (forestry) and consen:atio11 tillage. There.fore they are 
best positioned/or measurable and verifiable o.ffse1 uedits. 1'here is great potential 
for other ag practices to produce significant offsets and other em·ironmental benefits 
.from co11e.r crops; modijiedfenilfr:cr techniques; crop and residue waste management 
schemes; biochar; and the role of perennial crop11 - vineyards: orchards; hay; and 
dedicated file/ crops. 

It is very important that winegrapes and other perennial crops be given ,·redit for 
carbon sequestration of past and c:<lntinuing pra,·tke.~. We plant our i·ineyards for"'' 
economic life of 20 year.5. Thus. if credit is given only for new plantings. the 
legislation would be o/fillle help to winegrape grower.5. 

2} As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets arc capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets b~ capped under a truly market-bast:d system? 
Wby or why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

Domestic off.Yets sho11ld not be capped. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading. 

Regulation Under a Cap aml Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Luke Brubaker 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tum Harkin 

In your testimony you mentioned being able to sell carbon credits for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions through the use <>f your digester. 

l) Can you tell us more about the economics of that project please? 

a. What was the total project cost and what is the annual incC1me. 

Total project co~t was S 1.25 million dollars. 

• This year's income wi ll be approximately $200,000.00 for the 
sale of electric. 

We derive a savings of approximately $40.000 as a result of not needing 
to buy bedding for the cows. We ~eparate the solids from the liquid and use it 
to bed the cows instead of buying wood shavings or saw dust. 

We sell separated sol ids to other farmers. $10,000 was derived from the 
sale of solids. 

Sale of credits sold: about one•half sold for 20 years. \\.'hat we sold equals 
over$ I 00.000 which when inveSttld for 20 years approximately doubles the m1iney. 

b. How many credits does your system generate. how do you sell the credits, and at 
what price? 

• KW = tons of carbon to sell taken out of the air. 

Sold to a trading company. 

The market fluctuates. 

We sold at a good time--$3.00 to $4.0Q a ton: 

• I believe the market is a lot less now. 
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c. How docs the income from the credits compare with the income from selling the 
electricity? 

• A lot less for the sale of credits than sale of electricity. 

• With a good cap and trade bill, it could mean a lot more money 
for the credits. 
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Senator Pat Roberts 

l) How many head of cattle docs it take to make a methanefmanure digester functional and 
economical'? 

A good number would be 500 head or more. 

2} What is the annual operation and maintenance cost for a methane digester? 

• SI0.000 to $25,000; this depends on the amount of repairs. 

3} Does the functionality of a digester change with head count, feed content, or seasonal 
change? If so, how does this affect nonnal day to day operations and management 
ability'! 

• Yes. In the summer, if there is more water in the manure, because of cooling the 
cows, it takes more volume of manure to make the same amount of electricity. 

• Adding other food products make extra electricity. 

• A little more setup on the computer sy.~tcm to add other feed or food by-products. 

4} Do you believe a digester would work on a cow-calf operation, feeder canle operation or 
for a small feedlot? 

• If the manure is in a liquid form that the manure can flow, it could work. 

Getting the manure to the digester as quickly as possible is the key before it 
loses the gases into the air. 
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Senator Chuck Grassley 

I) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

I believe agriculture has a great opportunity with the use of conservation 
practices: no-till. cover crops. and methane digesters. 

• The bill must more than offset any higher cost the fanner would incur. 

• I do believe planting trees and forest management would be a big pan of 
the program. but I am not sure if would benefit most of agriculture. 

2) Farmers· livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all l!. S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

I think your statement is very true. 

• If a bill is written wrong, it would be devastating to agriculture. 

• Imports may have a tendency to come into the country like fertilizer. dairy 
products and fruits, etc. if U.S. products are priced out of the market. 
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Senator John Thune 

I) ln the early years of a cap and trade system. what types of offst:t practices do you think 
will be used first'? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

In order: Planting trees, grasslands, no-till, cover crops, and metham: digesters. 

2) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped underthe House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system'! 
Wily or why not? Should international omets be capped? 

My farming operation put forth a significant capital investment in order to install 
the methane digester. which is a clean, cfticient and an American source of 
renewable energy. l do not think it would be a good idea to cap domestic 
agricultural off-sets as proposed in the U.S. House version of the Climate 
Change legislation. There does not seem to be any sound policy rationale for 
placing a cap on such offsets, like those produced by my farming operation, that 
supply clean and efficient domestic energy and provide a valuable environmental 
benefit. 

There may, however, be appropriate reasons for considering caps on international 
offsets for two reasons. First, many people argue that this legislation would drive 
American jobs off-shore. Without a cap on foreign ofl~sets, the purchase of such 
off-sets may also be driven off-shore, where there is little regulation and these off
sets would be feasibly cheaper than the same type of off-sets in the United States. 
Secondly, l would call it bad policy lo offer the same countries lhe ability to sell 
·'off-sets"' when they have not adopted any caps on emissions. Such an approach 
would truly put the American farmer and businessman at a competitive 
disadvantage. 

My recommendation to the Committee would be 10 allow international off-sets to 
be considered for purchase. only after a certain level of domestic off-sets have 
been utilized, set at a sufficiently high level to assure that all agricultural 
produc.ers have the opportunity to benefit from ~uch a program. Thi~ approach 
shows a true investment in the American economy (at this much needed time) and 
does not totally create a trade barrier with other nations. 

3) As you know, many dairy and hog producers are going through a historic economic 
downturn in their respective industries. Several hog and dairy producers are tens of 
thousands of dollars of equity with each passing week. Any analysis that shows a 
positive impact on these producers assumes that operations of a certain size will install an 
anaerobic digester to benefit from carbon offset5. Considering the high costs of this 
equipment and the fact that the climate change legislation would start in 2012, do you 
believe that most producers would be able to finance this rype of equipment in the next 
12 to I 8 months? 
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• Thank you for being aware of this. I am a dairy farmer and I know. 

• I don "t have any analysis that shows a positive impact. 

• There is a very easy way to capture carbon offsets. 

• You can cover any size manure pit and lagoon and flare off the gases. 

• if there is a good price for credit: this would be a very reasonable way to 
capture credits. 

• Maybe a small grant to help cover lagoons would help in these low commodity 
prices for hog and dairy farmers. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Global Warming Legislation; Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

I) As Congress considers reforms of the Commodity Exchange Act, what modifications 
would be necessary to provide the authority for CFTC to effectively regulate trading in 
both the cash and futures markets for emission allowances and offsets? 

A. Currently, the CFTC has exclusive jurisdiction over futures contracts, options on 
futures contracts, and option:; for emission allowances and offsets traded on a 
Designated Contract Market (DCM) or Derivaiives Transaction Execution Facility 
(DTEF). The CFTC has only limited enforcement authorities over cash market 
transactions. 

If Congress chose to have the CFTC regulate cash market transactions in emission 
allowances and offsets, the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) would need to be 
amended to create such authority. 

Depending on whether contracts for emission allowances and offsets fit the definition 
of excluded or exempt conunodity under the CEA, futures, options on futures, and 
options for allowances and offset could be conducted bilaterally and be largely 
excluded from the CFTC's authority. To avoid this, Congress would have to provide 
the CFTC with explicit authority over carbon emission allowance and offset swaps. 

Senator John Thune 

1) I LR. 2454 allows third parties, such as investment banks or foreign nations to participate 
in the carbon market. In other words, third parties that are not directly associated with 
carbon offsets would be able to purcha<ie these credits on an exchange. Does this leave 
the carbon market open to undue influence or manipulation? Under this scenario, would 
a third party or a group of third parties be able to drive up the price of carbon by 
purchasing large amounts of carbon allowances or available carbon credits? 

What role will speculators play in the carbon market? How will you define a speculator? 
How will you define excessive speculation'? 

A: A primary indicator of the ability to effect a manipulation of commodity markets is 
the ability to exert market power. Past enforcement cases brought by the CFTC have 
involved hoth speculators and commercial hedgers who accumulated and sought to exert 
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market power. Any party or groups of parties acting in concert could conceivably 
attempt to comer or squeeze a market independent of whether there are commercials or 
speculators. 

The role that speculators .,.,;11 play in a carbon market will ultimately be dependent upon 
whether Congress enacts any changes to existing law. Under current law, speculators are 
free to participate in emissions derivative markets. 

The CFTC has not defined what constitutes excessive speculation. 

2) As you know, the House cap and trade bill gives jurisdiction over the carbon-based 
derivatives to the CFTC, with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission overseeing 
cash transactions in lhe allowances themselves. Standalone legislation has been 
introduced in the Senate that would give the CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives 
and cash transactions of the carbon market. Would you compare and contrast the benefits 
or drawbacks of giving the CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives and ca~h 
transactions of the carbon market'! 

A. The CFTC docs not currently regulate any cash market. However. the agency has 
extensive experience in regulating centralized derivatives markets. The benefit of 
giving the CFTC oversight of cash carbon markets is that cash carbon trading would 
be occurring under federal oversight and conceivably be subject to regulation 
ensuring transparency, opelUless and fair and orderly markels--dcpending on what 
authorities Congress sought to provide. 

lhe CFTC is not aware of any drawbacks to such an approach beyond the fact that 
such an approach would require significant additional resources. 

3) We have heard estimates that the future carbon market under a mandatory cap-and-trade 
proposal will total several billions of dollars up to two trillion - according to CFTC 
Conunissioner Bart Chilton. \\/hat is your estimate for the carbon futures market? What 
it your estimate for the carbon cash market? What is the size: of these markets today? 

The CFTC has no estimates of the expected size of the carbon futures markets under HR 
2454. However, there arc some estimates available for the expected size of the carbon 
ca~h market based on the cap-and-tr-dde regime under the Waxman-Markey legislation. 

These estimates arc 
$60 billion in value in 2012 (Congressional Budget Office) 
$72 billion in value in 2012 (Energy Infonnation Administration) 
$76 billion in value in 2020 (Environmental Protection Agency). 

Currently futures and options contracts on the carbon emission (greenhouse gases) are 
traded on two futun:s exchanges: Chicago Climate Futures Exchange (subsidiary of 
the Chicago Climate Exchange) and NYMEX. 
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Products traded arc 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) C02 allowance futures and options 
contracts; 
Carbon Financial Instrument (CFI) futures and options contracts; 
Climate Action Reserve offsets futures and options contracts; 
Certified Emission Reduction (European) futures and options contracts; 
European Union Allowance (European) futures and options contracts. 

The notional value for the subject contracts for the 2009 calendar year was 

'I Total val11e: $232,258,536.19 
Total NYMEX: $171,429,033.0S 
Total CCFE: $130,633.411.50 

... ·-------
Over-the-counter transactions are neither regulated nor transparent so there are no 
reliable statistics for carbon emissions related over-the-counter transactions. 

4) As you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed cap and 
trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? Why or 
why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

A. The CFTC does not have a vie\.\'POint on whether or how caps should be 
implemented. As the CFTC understands it, caps are intended to achieve particular 
policy objectives related to ensuring an overall reduction in carbon emissions and as a 
cost containment mechanism. Such caps could clearly have an impact on market 
structure as they have the potential to impact the available supply of carbon 
instruments, but what that impact might be is difficult to predict until more is knOl.'.'11 
about how carbon markets will be structured. 

S) How will the CFTC work with EPA to determine when or if carbon allowance reserves 
should be tapped? Are these reserve thresholds adequate to keep carbon costs steady? 

A. The C.FTC is not currently a price setting agency. It regulates to ensure fair and 
orderly markets, not to achieve panicular price objectives. The CFTC has not 
conducted any economic analysis of potential carbon reserve proposals. 

If the CFTC were directed to oversee a carbon reserve program the CFTC would 
implement the statutory directives and work with other agency partners that would 
also have an interest in carbon markets. The CFTC has broad authority to share data 
and information with other federal and state regulatory authorities and would use this 
authority appropriately to achieve the objectives set out in the statute. 
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Joseph R. Glace 
Vice President and Chief Risk Officer 

Exelon Corporation 
Responses to Questions for the Hearing Record 

November 6, 2009 

Questions from Chairman Tom Harkin 

1. a.) Can you break down the costs of the over-the-counter transaction for 
me? 

The costs vary by transaction. In an over·the-counter (OTC} transaction, the 
costs are typically far less than the cost of trading on an exchange, particularly 
for creditworthy companies like Exelon. Exelon's credit rating enables its 
counterpartles to extend to it some amount of unsecured credit. Exelon can also 
use standby letters of credit or cross-commodity netting through master netting 
arrangements to provide collateral or minimize a counterparty's exposure to it. 
Although Exelon typically does not do so, others sometimes offer liens on assets 
to enable hedging transactions. All of these measures can yield the same level 
of payment security at a much lower cost than the cost of posting margin on an 
exchange for a comparable exchange·traded product. 

Consider the following example. Assume that in 2009 an electric power supplier 
wanted to enter into a fixed price power supply agreement with a utility for 300 
megawatts of power in 2012 to hedge against the price volatility in the short term 
or spot market for power and lock in its income stream. Assume further that the 
market price the supplier gets from the utility is $50 per megawatt hour. Al the 
power supplier's current credit rating, ii is typically extended an unsecured line of 
credit of about $20 milllon. Given the power supplier's unsecured line of credit, it 
would not have to post any collateral at the time of the dears execution. It would 
only have to post when the counterparty's exposure increases above the $20 
million threshold. 

In contrast, as is demonstrated in the example below in response lo the next 
question, doing the same transaction on an exchange through a futures contract 
or through a bilateral transaction that clears on an exchange, could cost the 
power supplier millions of dollars in up front collateral, even though at the time of 
the trade, the position creates no exposure for the exchange. 

b.) How much does It cost to conduct business on exchange versus off
_ exchange? 

The primary cost of conducting business on an exchange, as compared to off
exchange, is the substantial margin requirements mandated for clearing or 
trading futures contracts on exchanges. Typically an exchange will require an 
initial margin in the range of live to fifteen percent of the total notional value of 
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the transaction (the total quantity times the price). If a transaction were required 
to be cleared on an exchange, the exchange would determine the market value 
of the position on a daily basis. If the position becomes more valuable (from the 
exchange's perspective) because market prices have changed since the date of 
the transaction, the exchange will require the posting of additional "variation" 
cash margin. In addition to these margin costs, parties trading on an exchange 
also incur additional costs associated with establishing a credit facility, such as a 
loan or letter of credit, for the transaction and the interest costs of the required 
margin. 

The following hypothetical attempts lo provide a more specific sense of the cosls 
of transacting business on an exchange. Like the example provided in response 
to question 1(a), assume that in 2009 an electric power supplier seeks to enter 
into a fixed price power supply agreement with a utility for 300 megawatts of 
power in 2012 to hedge against the price volatility in the short term or spot 
market for power and lock in its income stream. Transacting such a deal on an 
exchange would be costly because the credil line required to do business on the 
exchange is substantial. The power supplier would first have to meet a 5% Initial 
margin for its hedges on the exchange. Assuming a $50 per megawatt-hour 
market price, the power supplier would have to put up $6.6 million dollars of initial 
margin and would have to set aside another $66 million dollars for potential 
variation margin. Assuming the power supplier has a BBB credit rating, the 
interest expense on the $6.6 million could be about 5% annually. The power 
supplier could thus incur over $1 million in interest expense on the initial margin. 
The supplier might also incur about $1.1 million more in expense to set up a 
credit facility for the $72.6 million needed to meet the margin requirement for the 
deal. These two expenses could add over $0.80 per megawatt hour in 
transaction costs. More importantly, if prices moved adversely against the 
position after the utility entered into the hedge, the margin requirements could 
increase as would the Interest expense. If the adverse price move was 50% 
during 2009, an additional $8 million in interest expense could be incurred 
through 2012, adding another $3.10 per megawatt hour to the cost of providing 
the power. So the power supplier ultimately faces a potential of $3.95 per 
megawatt hour, or roughly $10 million, in interest expenses to hedge the deal, 
which represents about an 8% increase in power costs. In the normal course of 
business those costs would be passed along to the utility and its customers. 
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c.) What are the Indirect costs associated with wider bid-ask spreads in the 
over-the counter markets compared to exchange trading? 

The indirect costs associated with OTC transactions as compared to exchange 
traded transactions would be negligible. There are some legal costs associated 
with negotiating the agreements and addressing potential disputes that could 
arise. Additionally, administrative and bookkeeping needs associated with 
managing multiple counterparties would add some cost, but none of these costs 
are substantial. 

d.) How much more would electricity cost your customers if you could only 
hedge on regulated markets with stricter margin and capital requirements? 

In Exelon's view, it is very possible that a requirement that virtually all trading 
activity occur on organized exchanges, either through clearing or futures 
contracts, could increase the power prices we charge utilities and other 
customers we serve by anywhere from five to fifteen percent. 

Questions from Senator Chuck Grassley 

1. While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a few of the 
statements. This theme is that customers of power costs wlll increase if OTC 
contracts are standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However, 
OTC contracts are so new, only developed In the last 10 years. And carbon 
OTC contracts are even more recent than that. Can you ei<plain how an OTC 
carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, when up until a few years 
ago, it didn't even exist? 

First, with respect to the age of OTC markets, Exelon notes that OTC derivative 
transactions have been widely used for well over a quarter of a century. Their use 
was already so widespread by the early 1980s that the predecessor to the current 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association tirst developed its standard trading 
master agreement for them at that time. Currency swaps were among the first types 
of derivatives used to hedge risk - in that case, the risk associated with changes in 
the relative value of currencies. Following the abandonment of the Bratton Woods 
system for monetary management in the early 1970s, companies doing business 
internationally needed a way to hedge the risk that the value of transactions would 
be adversely affected if denominated in foreign currency. 

Second, we believe that OTC markets will help keep the cost of compliance with 
carbon emissions restrictions lower than it would be without them because the cost 
of over-the-counter instruments will be lower than exchange traded instruments. 
Margin requirements will be lower, interest expense will be less, and there will be 
relatively more market liquidity than there otherwise would be. 
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2. Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new 
market for carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the 
soundness and effectiveness of risk management for both investors and 
producers. Some of the testimony today has focused on the differences In 
carbon markets versus traditional agricultural and energy markets. Can 
anyone give me some specific examples of how to make these markets 
transparent if not In the same way that traditional CFTC markets are required 
to display transparency? 

An equivalent level of transparency can be achieved through the establishment of a 
simple mechanism for the reporting of actual over-the-counter transactions at regular 
intervals. Exelon and many other energy companies currently report all of their 
transactions ot certain types to industry publicalions that publish indices, and in 
many cases, we do this daily. We have systems in place that enable us to do this. 
The CFTC could impose a requirement for companies to develop an on-line system 
to enable such reporting. The details need not be included in final legislation; the 
reporting requirement could be included in the statute and the CFTC could be 
directed to conduct a rulemaking to determine the appropriate level of reporting, the 
frequency of reporting, and the measures to be taken to ensure confidentiality. 

In our view, this would have a substantial deterrent effect on would·be manipulators. 
Exelon has endorsed extending the CFTC's existing anti·manipulation authority to 
over-toe-counter derivative transactions. An electronic reporting system would be 
necessary if that proposal were adopted. The CFTC would need to have access to 
information about transactions to enable it to fulfill an expanded regulatory oversight 
and enforcement function. 

Questions from Senator John Thune 

1. a.) Can you provide an example of why two market participants would need 
to use the Over the Counter (OTC) market for a transaction In the carbon 
market place? 

Assuming cap and trade legislation becomes the law of the land, emitters will 
either be allotted, or will naed to acquire, an allowance for each ton of 
greenhouse gas emitted from sources that are subject to the law's limitations. 
Emitters will be subject to a compliance obligation, which they will be able to 
meet either through allowances they are allotted, allowances they buy, or through 
reductions in actual greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to buying additional 
allowances, however, a market for derivatives will likely develop, which marl<at 
emitters will be able to tap as a means to hedge their longer·term financial risks 
associated with compliance. The particulars of these hedges will be a function of 
the details of the cap and trade plan that Is ultimately adopted. 
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These hedges will be developed only if an over-the-counter market for them is 
permitted to exist and grow. Once such a market develops and evolves, it may 
be that certain of its products could be traded or cleared on exchanges. just as 
some products used by the energy industry are now traded or cleared on 
exchanges. Accordingly, emitters might not absolutely need to use over-the
counter derivatives. They would however, benefit greatly from the reduced 
payment security costs associated with trading on exchanges. We have 
attempted to detail the additional costs that would be incurred from trading or 
clearing on exchanges in our answer to question 1 (b) from Chairman Harkin 
above. 

b.) In your testimony, you mentioned that forcing these unique transactions 
onto an exchange would dramatically drive up costs. Could you provide 
this committee with a better perception of why this requirement would 
Increase costs, and how much would costs increase on account of such a 
requirement? 

Please see our answer to questions 1 (b) and 1(d) from Chairman Harkin above. 

c.) With regards to these transactions, what specific types of Information 
should be reported to ensure transparency while still maintaining the 
confldenttal Information of the emitter and trader? 

Please see our answer to question 2 from Senator Grassley. In addition, we note 
that the information that would likely need to be reported would be the basic 
terms of each transaction. such as the fixed price, the floating price, the quantity 
swapped, and the term of the transaction. There would undoubtedly be concerns 
about the confidentiality of the information reported because it would expose 
each reporting entity's market and trading strategies and other business sensitive 
information. The CFTC would have to provide a means to ensure that such 
information is kept confidential, at least for a period of time while it is still 
sensitive. To ensure confidentiality, rules could provide that only the CFTC and 
its enforcement staff would have access to the information, and perhaps that the 
information provided would not be subject to the Freedom of Information Act's 
(FOIA) disclosure requirements because it would qualify under FOIA Exemption 
41 that excludes trade secrets and other confidential business information from 
disclosure. This is !he case with information provided to other agencies with 
enforcement obligations and authority (for example, information provided to the 
Justice Department pursuant to a Second Request response under the Hart· 
Scott-Rodino antitrust statute). 

1 5 u.s.c. § 552(b)(4) (2006). 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. :-lutrition & Forestry 
Global Warming Legi~lation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Dr. Dave Miller 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) In your written testimony, you discussed the challenges of establishing standards for 
offsets. You also mentioned the costs associated with assuring the value of offset activity 
and that the cost could become prohibitive. Given your discussion of complicated design 
protocols and uncertainty about valuing offsets, would you support discoums on offsets 
as a mechanism to address some of the valuation and verification problems inherent in an 
offset program? If so, should the offsets be discounted by a standard percentage or 
should 1he discount reflecl expected leakage or nonperformance'! 

Response: Discounts thal are applied to the scientifically-detennined crediting rate are an 
effective and efficient means of addressing uncenainties involved with quantification of 
agric:uhural and forestry offacts. The use or a discount factor can also adjust for systemic offset 
risk factors such as posH:ontract reversal risk and non-project spedfic leakage. Use of a 
discount i11 this man11cr has everyone "paying into" a risk pool that the administrator would 
manage to cover any unintentional reversals or to make sure the agricultural and forestry offsets 
are de Ii vering at least the environmental benefits that are being credited. 

We would recommend that during the initial crediting period of an offset program that a standard 
percentage discount be set for each type or cla-;s of offsets (i.e. soil sequestration offsets. 
afforestation offsets. managed forest offsets. etc.) that takes into account these estimated risks. 
We would recommend that during the initial crediting period that USDA undertake activities to 
specifically document and quamify the actual risks of contract reversals. leakage and other 
factors and then adjust the discount factor during the second crediting period based on these 
findings. 

Based on the experience of AgraGate Climate Credits as an aggregator of soil offsets under the 
protocol of the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX). we believe the 20% discount factor applied 
by the CCX is more than sufficient to account for potential post-contract reversals and 
quantification uncertaimie~. 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

1) Do you believe that it is pos~ihle for the average farmer. in Iowa or elsewhere, to recover 
his increased input cos1s. in 1crm~ of higher foel and fertilizer prices for example, that 
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would be caused by a cap and trade sy~ti:m like in tl1e Waxman-Markey Bill, by selling 
offsets? 

The Wax.man-Markey Bill has provisions that would make sequestration offsets from agriculture 
(and possibly forestry) "term credits:· If that is the case. then we think it would he highly 
unlikely that farmers in Iowa or elsewhere would receive income from carbon otfaets. In our 
opinion, term credits will be so highly discounti:d by the market since they are not fungibh: 
compliance inmuments that rhey will have linle value and few, if any farmers would accept 
participate in a program where what they do is not fully recognized. Waxman-Markey will result 
in the imposition of significa.rn costs on farmers - higher fertilizer costs, higher fuel costs. and 
likely higher costs for most of their other inputs due to cost pass-through from manufacturers. 

lf however. the offset provisions arc modified similarto those used hy CCX, then we believe that 
most crop farmer& in Iowa and in the primary com, soybean and wheat growing areas could 
adopt practices that could gener.1.te caibon offsets under such protocols However. adoption of 
the pr.ictice may be insufficiem 10 generate carbon offsets if the farmer has to make 
commitments exceeding 5 years and assume liability for reversals that could occur after the 
farmer no longer controls the land. As the period of commitment required for panicipation in an 
offset program is lengthened. the ability of producers to panicipate in the program will he 
lessened. At a carbon price of $10-$20 per ton C02, we expect 10- 30 percent of farmers in 
Iowa to panicipate in the offset program. If 1:arbon prices increase toward S30 per ton, 
panicipation rates could increase towards 50 percent of producer~. We believe it will take 
carbon prices in excess of $50 per ton to stimulate panicipation by more than 50 percent of 
producers in carbon offset progn1ms. 

Sev¢ral studies have been conducted regarding the e1:onomic consequences for agriculture of a 
cap and trade system like the Waxman-Markey Bill, although nearly all of the analyses have 
assumed offset proto1:ols for agrkulture sim.ilar 10 those used by CCX, and not "term credits:·. 
Analysis by Texas A&M University; found that the representative farms in the Midwest 
(especially com-soybeans farms) were more likely to see increased revenues from the sale of 
carbon credits from activities such as no-till fanning, adoption of energy efficiency proc·tices and 
other offset protocols that are likely lO he developed than other pans of the country. But even in 
the Midwest. most of the gain reported in the analyses comes from the expectation that higher 
commodity prices will materialize if production is reduced due to higher input co't~ and shifting 
of productive farm land to forestry or other m.m-food or feed uses. We believe there is 
subs1anrial unccnainty about the expectations for higher commodity prices. Unilateral land 
idling policies of the Unitc:d States during the 1980s did not result in higher commodity prices as 
nearly every acre of foregone production in the U.S. was replaced by increased production in 
other countries such as Br.ii.ii and Argentina. Unilateral adop1ion of policies i11 the U.S. that 
would result in land-use shifting may have similar results where U.S. fann production declines, 
but world prices do not respond since the "lost" production is produced elsewhere in the world. 

An analysis by the University of Tennessee'; indicates thal revenue frum carbon offsets alone 
will he insufficient to fully compensate for in1:rt:ased input costs, but if increases in crop price~ 
are incorporated into the analysis, major feedgrain. oilseed and grain producers will see net 
gains. in aggregate. from a carbon cap and trade program. Livestock producers are less likely to 
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~ee carbon-related income that offsets increased production costs unless there are significant 
reductions in livestock production. The Tennessee analy~is indicates that a cap & trade program 
like Waxman-Markey may result in a 13 percent reduction in beef production. Clearly the 
farmers and ranchers who are being fol'C'ed out of the business due to economic stress will not 
gamer enough income from a carbon program to compensate them for the increased costs. 
Survivors may eventually be better off. but that assumes consumers will be willing to pay 
significantly higher prices for meat. milk and other livestock products. Currently. there is no 
evidence that that is the case. 

Participation in carbon offset programs by producers of peanuts. potatoes, cotton, rice, and many 
other vegetable crops, as well as livestock producers, will be Jess likely to generate sufficient 
carbon offset income or increased crop revenues to overcome the increased production cost~ that 
they are likely to face. 

2) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill show~d that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
10 agricullure becoming a major source of offsets and if there arc ways to overcome 
them? 

Two primary obstacles for agricullure becoming a major source of offsets are the length of 
contracts that would be required and the potential for liability for reversals after the end of a 
carbon contract. In Iowa and Illinois, more than 60 percent of crop land is fanned on one-year 
renewable leases. Tiie non-continuous nature of such leases create a significant obstacle for farm 
operators who lease land to participate in carbon offset programs that are likely 10 require multi
year contracts (some suggesting contract lengths of 5 to JO years for soil sequestration). The 
second major obstacle is potential liability for reversals that might occur after a fanner no longer 
controls the land on which the qualifying practice was undertaken. If this liability i~ open-ended 
or deemed to be excessive. then there is likely to be less participation by farmers who renc land 
in the carbon offset program. EPA has expres;ed concern that offsets from biological 
sequestration may not be permanent and thus may not meet the standards that the administrator 
of the carbon offset program might impose. Given these obstacles. it can be under.;tood why 
EPA analysis showed thal the vast majority of offsets would come from afforcstalion as tree~ are 
planted on existing pasture lands and crop lands and that very few offsets would come from 
production agriculture involved in row-crop production. 

Imposition of "tenn offset" status on credits from agriculture would be a significant obstacle to 
agriculture becoming a major source of offacts since the likely value of such offsets would be 
highly discount~d in che marketplace and would create little incentive for farmers to panicipate. 
Agriculture has great potential to pro,·ide carbon credits if the policy is written in a way that is 
compatible with the operation of commercial farms. But that potential could go unfulfilled if the 
policy fails to recognile the unique attributes of agriculture and relies on unattainable absolutes. 

3) Of the sources of ag offsets. one of the most frequently mentioned is shifting to no-till, 
but the EPA analysis admits that "agricultural soil se4uestration does not show significant 
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supply." Another op1ion is reducing fonili:ter use, but the EPA model showed what any 
farmer could tell you 1hat this results in a decline in yields. Another often discussed 
offset possibility would be for farmers to install an anaerobic digester, but those can cosl 
hundreds of thousands of dollars and a federal AgST AR program repon found that 
anaerobic digesters are fea~ible for only what amounts to about I perccm of Iowa farms. 
How would a typical farmer in lowa be able to receive any significant benefit from 
selling carbon offsets? 

USDA analysis indicates that soil scquestrntion on agricultural Jami has the potential ro remove 
and ~equester between IO to 15 pen:ent of all U.S. carbon emissions. If the rules for carbon 
offsets require stricl permanence, rather than recognizing !hat soil ~cquemation. while less than 
eternal, may have significant duration. then there will be little opponunity for fanners to realiLe 
income from offsets. However, if the rules of offsets are structured so that the full potential of 
~oil and forestry sequestration is recognized by lhe program, then farmers could generate 
significam income from offsets. The ~oil offset protocol of the CCX should be a guide for 
devdopmcnt of workable protocols for agricultural soils and forestry. 

4) Jn order for farmers to get paid for seque~tcring carbon dioxide in the soil, they would 
have to switch to no-till, but many farmers have already been using no-till for many years 
where it's possible to do so. Any fanner that was using no-till before the dace we 
establish in law would not be eligible for payments. This could result in two neighboring 
farmers using no-till where the one who had switched over years ago would not see a 
dime and the Johnny-come-lately would receive a check for doing the ell.act same thing 
that his neighbor had been doing all along. This would surely strike most farmers as 
fundamcnrnlly unfair. What can be done 10 address <he fairness issue? 

A couple of points in regards to this questions. First, while a lot of farmers use no-till on 
soybean~. they may do minimum tillage. rather than no-till, on com. Our experience would 
suggest that less than 10 percent of farmers do continuous no-till. Secondly. no·lill can sequester 
carbon for decades. J11s1 because a farmer is already doing no-till. unless they are under a 
contractual commitment to do continuous no-till for multi-year period~. they could revert to 
some level of tillage in order to qualify in the future for carbon offsets. We believe tha1 in order 
to avoid perverne incemives, the legislation should scipulate that for agricuhural practices the 
commencement date of the qualifying practice is the calendar year in which emission 
sequestration activities are first quantified and verified. Continuation of the no-till ac1ivi1y will 
prevent the release of carbon that is already sequestered and the recognition of e.arl y actions 
without penalizing the early actor is likely to stimulate even more participation in the emis~ion 
reduction programs iri the future a11d generate better results for 1.hc atmosphere 1han would 
otherwise be achieved by denying participation to these early actors. 

5) We've heard a lot about opportunities for fanners to sell offsets, but it's nor alwayi; clear 
how exactly that would work in practice. Since the fanner would actually be selling on a 
carbon market and offsets wuuld need to be verified and registered. I imagine the process 
would be a little different from signing up for a FSA program for instance. Could you 
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w<1lk me through 1he process a farmer would undenakc to receive paymenl or an vff~<!t 
through let's say USDA, for sake or discussion? 

Assuming for 1his question that USDA is the carbon offset program operator. a likely process for 
farmers to panicipa1e might be as follows: 

I) USDA establishes a protocol (rules) that defines the activity or ae1ivitics that would qualify 
for carbon offsets. 

2} A farmer would sign a contract to do the practice(s) or activities that qualify. 
3) This enrollment process would likely include a designation of the land that is being 

enrolled. and evidence of ownership of the carbon rights 
4) Either the farmer (or ;u1 aggrcgaror representing him) would make! arrang~ments for a 

USDA-approved third-pany verifier to verify 1hat the producer has carried our the 
compliant practice or activity according to the USDA prmocol. (It is possible that this 
verification could be a statistically-valid, random sample of a pool of participant~ combined 
with an annual cenification document 1hat the producer would file with USDA. 

5) USDA would review the certificalion and verification documents and upon approval. 
register the offsets in the official registry. 

6) The registry operator (which might be lJSDA) would issue a certificate to the producer 
indicaring the quantity and vintage of the issued offset credits. 

7) The farmer would then either directly market the offset certificate to a regulated emiuer 
who needs offsets, or more likely, would contact a broker or aggregator who would put 
together larger pools of ccr1ifica1cs which would be markeled to those needing offsets 
(likely on an electronic exchange, for market transparency). 

The above description is purely speculative though since nearly all of the details regarding how 
carbon offsets from agricuhural processes would be handled under Waxman-Markey are left up 
to the administrator or the Secretary to develop and define. Our '·omments reflecr a process that 
would be based to a degree on the processes now employed by the Chicago Climate Exchange 
and other voluntary markets. 

6) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a few of the statemenL~. 
This theme is that customers of power costs will increase if OTC contracts are 
standardized and required to trade on an exch11nge. However, OTC contracls arc so new, 
only developed in the laM 10 y~ars. And carbon OTC contacls are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is ~o critical to keeping cosrs low, 
when up until a tew years ago, it didn't even exist'? 

We believe that market transparency is critical to smooth operation of the carbon offset market 
and that most. if not all. registered offsets should trade on standardized contracts on regulated 
exchanges. We believe that OTC contracts that are based on (or reference) standardized, 
exchange contract~ would be u~eful for locking in forward commitments. and 10 facilitate 
financing of dedicated, specific project~ where the contract specifies actual delivery of the offset 
righis. We believer that there should be substan1ial price and quantity reporting requirements for 
OTC contracts similar to reponing requiremcn1s for prices and quantities in agricultural markels. 
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7) ~1any of you have staled lhc need for addi1ional 1ranspan:ncy in the new market for 
carhon allowa11ces and I <igree that thi~ will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for hoth investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carhon markets versus traditional 
agri,·uhural and energy market~. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these marJ.:cts transparent if not in the ~ame way that traditional CFTC markets are 
required to display transparency'! 

We suppl>rl using the tr.ulitional CFTC regulatory mechanisms and requirements tO assure 
transparen,·y in the carbon markets a~ well as requiring price reporting and transparency for OTC 
carbon marh'ts. 

'AFPC Research Paper09-2. Economic Implication~ ofche EPA Analysis of the CAP and Trade 
Provisions of 11.R. 2454 for U.S. Representative Farms, August 2009, Dcp .. nm.:m of Agricultural 
Econontil·s. Tt::\;1s A&M llni"<'rsity. College Station. Tl'Xa~ 
;, Some Es1imate'd Impacts Qf Climate Charige Legislation to the Agricultural Sector. A 25x25 sponsored 
webinar. Bunon F..nglish. Daniel De la Torre Ugarte. Chad Hellwindk.el. Tris West (ORNL), Kim Jensen. 
and Christopher Clark. l.lnive.rsity ofTe1messec. Knox"illc. TN 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. !';u1rition & .Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Timothy Profeta 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) You said in your testimony that there is a fundamental trade-off between ·'Mitigating 
~ystemic risk and creating additional cost of posting margin." ll seems that a lot (lf our 
legislative choices come down to this type of calculation, over-the-counter transactions 
where businesses don't need to put up a lot of cash to do business and exchanges where 
they expect you to put up some money to back your bets. But irthe regulat<•ry system 
does not deal effectively with systemic risk. such as that posed by OTC trading, are there 
not costs to that? I'm referring to the costs of using intermediaries like dealer-banks. or 
volatiliiy. or economic downturns. or taxpayer-funded hailouts. 

There are costs embedded in over-the-counter instruments. Cost comparisons typically compare 
the cash required rn post margin for an exchange trade with the fact that OTC contracts may 
allow purchasers to pledge physical assets as collateral rather than posting cash margin or 
perhaps not require any collateral at all. By not requiring cash margin. OTC instruments may 
allow entities to use their cash tlows for other purposes. OTC instruments may have transaction 
costs embedded in the price of the contracts. however. 

Events (wcr the past year make it clear that large markets failures can afft'ct broad sections of the 
economy. Excessive risk-taking in the credit default swap markets, for example. has resulted in 
significant costs to society, not only through taxpayer-funded bailouts. but also through restricted 
credit markets and significant loss of value across se~urities markets. Jn tenns of a carbon 
market, the cost of large scale market failures could include undermining the nation's approach 
to addressing c limatc change. Congress can take steps to avoid these types of failures in the 
carbon market by ensuring that market participants properly capitalize financial risks. Reduced 
leverage, larger capital requirements and prudent margin requirements are all ncces$ary parts of 
the solution. However. the elimination of regulatory arbitrage is also a key to a stable market. 
with regulators having sufficient information to evaluate the risks to which market participants 
are exposed. 

As Congress moves forward with climate change legislation, it will have to balance the risks and 
costs posed by OTC instruments wi1h the flexibility and lower cash requirements that these 
instruments provide for market panicipanls. 
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Senator Chuck (jrasslcv 

l J While reviewing rhc paners testimony, a theme emerged from a fow of the statements. 
This theme is chat customers of power cosrs will increase if OTC contracts arc 
standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However. OTC contracts arc so new, 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago. it didn't even exist? 

The evolution of the OTC market over the last ten years is highlighted by the increase in "exotic" 
derivatives. Plain-vanilla OTC derivatives, such as interest-rah~ swaps. have been ar<•und for 
approximatt'ly thirty years. 

There arc two arguments for how OTC instruments keep costs low. The first argument is that 
OTC contra<.:ts provide entities with the llexibility to detem1ine the most cost ellecti\'e means of 
hedging risk. En!ities may choose OTC instruments because the instruments arc not available on 
exchanges, such as long-dated comracts., or they need an instrument that is specifically tailored to 
their business needs. The second argument is that OTC contacts may allow companies to avoid 
tying up their cash reser\'es by posting margin. E"change-traded products require initial margin 
and variation margin posted on a daily basis in cash (or near cash, such as go,·emment 
securities). A customized OTC contract can have specific parameters written into it that allows 
changes in the frequency for variation margin to be posted (i.e .. not daily). OTC C<)ntracts may 
al st• allow companies to assign non-c.ash collateral as initial margin or. in some circumstances, 
not post collateral at all. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will b.: critical to ensure the soundness and 
cffec1ivcness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markets versus tradi1ional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some sped fie examples of how to 
make these markets 1ranspare111 if not in the same way that traditional CFTC markets are 
required to display transparency? 

There arc different levels of transparency in the current commodities markets regulated hy the 
CFTC, dt:pending on the 1ype of commodity and where the commodity trades. While broader 
market reforms currently under consideration may increase transparency in commodities 
markets, these efforts are still underway and it is impossihle to predict what the final 
requirements will be. Because Congress would be creating the carbon market de 110\'0, the 
legislation could ensure that the market regulator has jurisdiction O\'er the entire marke!placc and 
can track all transactions involving carbon allowances or associated derivative instruments, 
regardless of who is ill\·olved in the trade and where the trades occur. 

Unlike traditional commodities. emission allowances issued pursuant to federal climate 
lt:gislation will likely have unique serial numbers. allowing regulators to uack ownership of the 
allowances with the proper reporting requirements. The legislation or impkmenting regulations 
could achieve transparency in the derivativt:s markets by requiring reponing from exchanges, 
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clearing organii.ations. trade repositories. and intennediarics such as brokers and dealers. If 
over-the-counter instruments are allowed in the carbon market. the rules could also require 
reporting directly to the regulator if the transactions are not cleared or reported to trade 
repositories. 

Senator John Thune 

\) Relative to other commodity markets. tiow large will the carbon market be? Is it 
possible to est ab I ish unique regulations that will result in efficiency and transparency of 
su1:h a large carbon market within two years? 

The Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act would create a substantial new carbon market 
but would not be larger than many existing commodity market~. Economic modeling conducted 
by the U.S. EPA suggests that the price of emission allowances would likely be around $13 per 
allowance in 2015. Just over five billion allowances would be issued that year, resuhing in an 
allowance market wonh approxim:uely $65 billion. As a general rule, commodities trade 
between 6 and 9 times their underlying value in the futures market. This suggests that the 
dcrivati\·es markets could exceed $390 billion i11 thc early years. Jn comparison, the value of 
global crude oil markets traded on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) and NY MEX exceeded 
S 17 trillion in 2008. Gklbal futures for cotton and sugar trading on ICE reached $154 billion and 
S543 billion in 2008. respectively. 

It is possible to create an efficient and transparent regulatory system to over~ee tr.iding in the 
carbon market. The major legislative proposals for reg.ulating the carbon market, including the 
American Clean Energy and Securiiy Act that passed the U.S. House of Representatives in June 
of this year and the Carbon Market Oversight Act of 2009. introduced by Scnattirs Diane 
Feinstein and Olympia Snowc, are founded upon the existing CFJ'C regulatory model. Both bills 
adopt many aspects of the Commodity Exchange Act and add specific requirements to address 
the unique aspects of tho:? carbon market. including some best practices from existing securities 
regulations. The CFTC would build upon its e.xbting expenise rather than creating an entirely 
new regulatory system. 

2) l\s you stated in your testimony, a cap and trade scheme will create two markets. a cash 
market that will trade allowances from the current year; and it derivatives market. that 
will allow the parties tt• purcha$e futures, options, and otht:r instruments aimed at 
creating future rights to allowances. Should both markets be regulated by the CFTC? If 
so. what arc the potential pitfalls of spl ining the regulatory rcsponsibil ity with another 
agency? If not, what additional resources will the CFTC need to carry ouc this 
responsibility within the n~xt couple of years? 

The CFTC is well-positioned to regulate both the spot and derivative markets for carbon 
allowances. The cash and derivative markets will be highly correlated and it would be most 
dlicient to have one regulator \vith its eyes on the entire carbon market complex. including OTC 
dcri\•atives. The recent failures in the credit default swaps markets highlight the problems 
caused by relying on multiple regulators to oversee various aspects of the same market. 
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Additional pitfalls for ;plitting regulatory a111hority include the potential for turf wars and a 
history of P•lOr cooperation bclwccn various govemmenl agencies. 

Generally. the CITC will need sullicienl resources to oversee the carbon market: the key to good 
regulat ion is a well-funded and vigilant regulator. I am not in a posit ion to estimate the 
addil ional resources that will be necessary. Chainnan Gensler and his staff may be able to 
provide you with a specific answer. 
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Senate Commiltee on Agricullure, ~utrition & Forestry 
(llobal Wanning Legislation: Agricullural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Mr. Frank Rehermann 

September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

I am concerned that global wanning's impacts- longer droughts and heat waves, increased pests, 
and increased disease may well be the biggest threat to farmers· abilities 10 make a profit. 

I) Have you considered the potential drawbacks of inaction? How global warming will 
directly impact your industry'? 

The USA Rice Federation does not oppose responsible efforts to curb gn."Cnhouse gas 
emissions or climate change. including approaches such as increased use ofrem:wable 
energy sources, nuclear energy, con~ervation, enhanced efficiencies. and other approaches 
that would not harm the U.S. economy or cost American jobs. We are deeply concerned that 
the cap and trade bill emanating from the Hou.o;e and similar approaches would be especially 
harmful to family farm operations like mine. The pending cap and trade proposal would 
substantially increase production costs and lower net income, threatening the economic 
viability of the farm. Meanwhile, I have little confidence that our trading partners will bind 
their forms and industry to equally rigorous emission reduction requirements. if any at all. 

Senawr Pat Roberts 

I) You mention the AFPC study by Texas A&M. The representative rice fom1s experience 
lower average annual net cash income and at the same time an increase in annual costs. 
How does this study affect a producer's relationship with his or her lender? Credit is 
certainly tight al read)" Do you expect it to become even tighter if c:ip and trade 
legislation were to pass? How does this affect beginning litrmers and rancht>rs? 

The impact of pending cap and trade legislation ranges from C\'en tighter margins for some to 
negative cash flow for others. The ctlcct is to erode a producer's equity position, something 
lenders look unfavorably on when making lending decisions. For producers in the latter end 
of the range and especially for small and beginning farmers. the impact of cap and trade 
l~gislation could prove decisive in a lender's decision. while producers in lhe fom1er range 
are on the bubble. This is why, in our testimony. we urge Congress to authorize the 
Commodity Credit Corporation to cover any increased production costs. 

2) lfH.R. 2454 were to become law, how would a rice farmer overcome the higher input 
.:osts? Would one 'good' year be enough to cover current costs plus addition direct and 
indirect costs associated with .:limate change·~ 
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We are concerned that some producers simply would not be ahle to overcome the higher 
costs and our concern is predicated on a nonnal or good production year as yield lluctuation 
from year to year is not as great as it is with respect to many other crops. Production costs 
and price arc principle determinants on how a rice producer fares in a given crop year and the 
first factor is going to be greatly influenced by this legislation. ;\ote that this is only the 
production side of the equation. Unlike most other commodities, rice must c>rdinarily be 
processed (i.e. milled) before it can be widely marketed in commen:e. meaning chere will 
al.~o he increased costs borne by the producer in putting the commodity in the fonn necessary 
to market the crop. In fact. generally, rice farmers participating in cooperatives can expect to 
face a whole other hit in the form of lower patronage re!Unds, or dividends. on account of the 
cooperative· s increased cost of doing busi ncss. And. all of th is is predicated on the uncapped 
treatment of the agricultural sector precluding EPA-imposed perfonnance standards or ocher 
prescriptions that the Agency could still impose under other provisions of the bill or the 
underlying Clean Air Act. There is no etlectivc exemption for production agriculture and 
necessary processing is not even covered under rhe definition of agriculture sector. If cap 
and trade is to go forward. at minimum. there needs to be a dear exemption for agriculture 
production. including necessary processing. 

Senator Chuck Grasslev 

I) I agree with your testimony that fanncrs can expect to see the cost of fertilizer, fuel, 
machinery and other inputs co increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. \\'hat types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offaet these increased costs? 

Senator, as a farmer, you can appreciate that if there is a clear and responsible way to cut 
production costs. a farmer will do it. few stones have been left unturned in this respect. You 
also know rhat we are price takers. so we cannot increase the price on the market. One way 
to offset increased costs associated with cap and cradc is through the sequestration or 
r~duction of carbon. However, as I noted in my wrilten and verbal testimony. today that is 
not an economically viable and proven option for rice fanners. The only choice we are left 
with is to absorb the increased costs and hope to still make ends meet. 

2) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed thar the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obscacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of omets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

In rice, we see no economically viable opportunity at present to avail ourselves of the offset 
program being discussed. We are working to develop some possibilities but we arc simply 
not there yet. The primary objection to the forestation option is that fanners and ranchers arc 
not foresters. Beyond that. even if we were to attempt to go that route, it would seem to me 
that it would involve an enormous upfront inveMment without the possibility for any real pay 
off till years down the road when the trees mature. This is a possibility for large pulp and 
paper companies but not to farm and ranch families. 
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3) Farmers· livelihoods depend on their competitivenes~ in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade. I bdieve that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement: will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now. we have no guaranlees that fanner's offsets will 
e11ceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States. but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Senator, we appreciate your leadership in rejecting what was on the table in the Doha 
Round negotiations late last year because the agn:ement meant deep and, in our 
estimation, unsustainable cuts to U.S. domestic support in e.'l:change for what amounts to 
illusory concessions from our trading partners. We have no doubt that a similar tact is 
being taken with respect to global climate change and the curbing of greenhouse gas 
emission&, as evidenced by recent media reports of comments made by Indian oflicials. 
The combination of Doha Round and climate change legislation could very well result in 
the kind of severe hemorrhaging of American agriculture and the jobs that go with it 1hat 
we experienced in the manufacturing sector earlier this decade. So. we appreciate the 
cough stance that you, Chairwoman Lincoln. Ranking Member Chambliss. and others 
have taken in both regards. 

Senator John Thune 

l) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage'? 

As noted in our response to earlier questions, we arc unaware of any proven viable 
opportunities for rice producers to generate and market offsets in the near fature. 

In a world of 6. 7 billion hungry people. the great majority of whom do not have the 
means or disposable incomes that we Americans do. we strongly reject the notion that 
there is greater societal or global benefit to planting trees on our rice-fields than fam1ing 
them. Ours are some of the most pmductive acres i11 the world, and we would rather 
continue to pursue the more noble purpose of feeding the world as long as we can stay in 
business. 

2) As many of you know. agriculture or domestic offsets arc capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade hill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

A \though rice is unable to participate in the agricultural offset program, we believe that 
U.S. agricultural offset opportunities should not be capped. With respect to international 
offsets, among other things. it would seem that there would be enforcement issues that 
could undenninc the integrity of the program, so the larger the international program the 
greater the uncertainty may be relative to the program's effectiveness. However. since 
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rice farn1ers an: not able to effectively participare in the offset program, we have not 
dosely examined the implications of capping international offsets. We believe the 
program should be structured such as to increase demand for U.S. offsets and therefore 
increase the value of such off.o;cts, rather than di~advantage U.S. offsets relative to those 
in the international market. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wanning Legislation: /\gricu[tural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Ms. Julie Winkler 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) One of the more frequent complaints we hear about central counterparty clearing is that 
the 1:osts associated with clearing are too expensive and that it would tie up capital that 
could~ bette-r invested. Could CME Clearport accept illiquid assets such as real estate 
or stocks and count that towards margin or capital requirements'? Could you net cash and 
futures positions in a market where the cash and futures transactions an: executed on the 
same platform? What other options arc tnere to mitigate cost concerns of margin and 
1:apital requirements without compromising the integrity of the clearinghouse'! 

ANSWER: Col/111era/ that is reudi{i: c:om·ertible to ,·ush is ane8.wmtial element (!(the 
safety of a ce.ntml co1mterparty clearing system and the 011/y means lo al'Oid the creation 
of systemic risk. The central coumerparty rCCPj must hold sujficiem liquid collateral lo 

e11ahle it to immedimt>6' meet 1he ohli>rations of a dearinK member-<:us10mer which 
defaults. since the CCP mmt immediatelyfu(fill the obligations '!(the defaulting clearing 
member w each counterp,lrf.i'. There i.~ no w~v 10 do this. without adding debt 10 the 
system. tfthe clearing house is holding illiquid assets, s11ch as real estate. as colfuteni/. 
The Green Exchange Venture c11rrent£v uses CME Clearing as its CCP. CME Clearing 
has m:i-er experien,·ed a default in its I lO yea1·-plus ltistmy. CME Clearing doe.~ accept 
readily marketable securities. b11t disco1111Ts their i-ulue in a manner (lpprf.)priutt· 10 

recognize any like~i· illiq11idity at the lime that they must be sold to cowr a loss. 

CCP 's are not in the business (!flending 10 cuswmers. That would simp£v magn([v the 
risk of operating a CCP and de.feat the purpose of centralized clearing. If a customer 
with real e.~late as~·ets nee(/.~ to collaterulize a cleared position. she "'"Y si~cure a loan 
from a bunk and use the prO<-'t:t:<I.~ uftht: loan 10 pw~:hasc inwrest bearing so<curiti<:s, 
which may be used to collarerali=e her obligations to the CCP. 

lt is possihle. in certain circ11mswnces, to use a phrsical allowance to collaterali::e a 
derivative posiTion. For example. a trader who is short an al/11wancef11tures c<mlracr 
nu~v be able to col/aterali=i! his position. in whole or in pan. with allowances of similar 
maturit_y. 
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2) If lt:gislation establishing greenhouse gas emission allowances and offsets, required that 
all trading of the allowances, offsets and their derivatives take place on regulated 
exchanges. and if there is sufficient market interest for allowance~ 5, 10 or even 20 years 
in the future, would an exchange be able to offer futures contrctets of longer durarion? 
What arc the pract ical considerations that would aJTect the decision to develop longer· 
term contracts? 

Al\SWER: Some.futures contraas are long-dated and have adequate liquidity. For 
example, NYlvftlC'.t Natural Gas juwres contract extrnds out I 2 years and CME 's 
£11rodollar.fut11re8 contract extend~ out I 0 year.r. However. exchange /roded deri1·a1h·e 
co11trac1s nf these d11ratiom are the exception, no1 the rule. I' rice inlegrif)• is the critical 
component to offering long-da1edf11tures contracls as 1he clearinghouse must he able to 
determine adequate performance bond coverage for the contracls and protect agains1 
default. Each contracl month listed in a long-dated futures contract that has ope11 
inlere.>t will require a dai~v seulemtml process to ff.mp/OJ' 1he daily mark-tn-marki:t 
functions of the CCP. ~flegislmion cre.01ed a cap-and trade program in which 
allowances were used for compliance o"er 5. I 0. or 20 year periods then long-dated 
emi.fsio1is co111rac1.~ could be designed and qffered by exchanges such as the Green 
Etchtmge Vimlure. 

However. there could be challenges in gene roting sufficient liquidity.for the long-dated 
imtrume.nts on an exchange. Cap-and-trade participants may be focused on shorter-term 
c<1mplia11ce ohligatiom invo/vinx near-lerm compliance deadlines that can be smi.~fied 
using actual allowances and o_tf.fet credils that are in their possession or in circulation. 
The cap-and-trade program could addre.u !his h.i· ensurinR rhat there are longfr-ten11 
\•image.~ of allowances distributed and in circu/ution. This would pro,,ide market 
participant~· with a gremer certain~)' about the physical suppZ1: <~f allowances infilfure 
years. This may result in greater hedging interest and trading activity i11 5, I 0 or 20 >'Car 
carbon f utures contracts. l'Vithm1t such certainty nf the physical supply· uf allowance.r i11 
future yeurs, if iJ unlikely that adequate liquidity will exist.for long-dated excltange
trnded c<mlracts. 

3) I !\ee you are opposed to a rransaction fee. such as we've seen in the House-passed 
climat~ change legislation. lfwe wc:re tn propose a user fee on these transactions to fund 
regulatory agencies, what would be the best way lo structure it - for example. per 
exchan@.c member, per transaction. per month, per year? 

ANSWER: Funding.far 111arke1 oversigh1 should be generated from more appropriate 
sources. Mc1s1 cap-and-trade /e~isfatiw proposals comemplate an auction for some 
por1io11 of the allowances. For example. it w(luld take less than one percent of the 
e:<f>ected re~·enues.from the auction pmposed in 1he House 's American Clean F.nergy 
Security .4c1 10 fund CFTC's currenl budget. By t,1'it1g the fimding of m·ersight resources 
to al/01rance auction revenues rather than fxchan?,e 1ramactions, all relevam age11,·ie.v 
(e.?, .. USDA . CFTC. EPAj will have resources for all of the elements that are necessury 
for ~tlcctiw emissions market owrsighr. 
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Exchange use.rs pay tradingfeeJ which are u.~ed lo fund C!Xchange npe.raliuns and !he 
exchange '.f se(f rl!gulatory oversighr /() em ure. and complicmce with sta/l//nry and 
regulatory requirementt. Any adclitional u.~erfee. based on transactions ar targeted al 
only members of exchanges, will add tran.~aclion costs and malce !cu or 11nregu/n1ed 
trading venues more attractive compared 10 regulaled exchanges. This will impair 
liq11 idil)' and d1tfeat e,fforts to em·ourc1ge transparent. regulated tradin~ markets. 

Senator Chuck Grnssley 

1) While reviewing the panel's testimony. a theme emerged from a few of the statements. 
This 1heme is that cus1omers of power costs wi 11 increase if OTC contracts arc 
standardized and required lo trade on an exchange. However. OTC c-0ntracts arc so new. 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critic.al to keeping costs low. 
when up until a few years ago. it didn't even exist'? 

ANSWER: First. there seems to be a misruken impression regarding the leng1h of the 
existence of OTC contracts. Such comract.t have act11ally been u1ilizedfor more lhan 20 
years in em:r!?J' commodities. Second, the reuson such contracts came inlo exi.~tence fa 
preci.tely because !hey provided innovatiw:. lower costs wa}'S 10 finance invt1stments: 
indeed, in some ca.n's. they enabled projects to get financed that otherwise could noi have 
go11en.fi11anced al all. F11r1hermore, they will be the mast vital in the early days of any 
new ind11st1J• or new industry phase, which will clearly be the scenario in place upon 
passage of emissions control legislation. This is because ihe sector will ess1mtial~v he 
"in»enting .. itse(f--that is. ramping up from a state of de minimis inve.Hml'nt in 
demonstration p1-ojects to a fall scale commitmE'nt to transfonn the entire sodetol energy 
itfras1ructure. No one yet knows how this will most efficiently he accomplished. so there 
will be n<1way 10 accurale.(v standardize the necessary transaclions. 

As was slated in my wri11e111esti111ony, the OTC market compl11ments standardized 
exchange traded prod11cls by providing products cus10111i=ed to a regulawd 1:11ti~1: ·s 
emissions and lime hori::m1. Such rnsmml:::mion i.v necessary.for s11cces4ul financing of 
carbon 11fJ.vel pro;eas. and/or stnicturing long-le rm hedging transactions thal underpin 
inwstmems in emissions re.dui:tion or clean energi: technologies. ~f such OTC comracts 
are required 10 efficie111~vfinance such pm;'<·as. forcing all rroding onto exchange-based 
pla[fi1rn1)· is lilce~J' 10 increase. costs to utilily cusrom1trs. 

Exchange cleared transactions require posting of liquid collateral: some entitles may be 
able to secure more flexible terms for col/a1era/izing their obligafiom· in the OTC market. 
For example. a customer in the OTC mark.!t may be a/lawed w co!larerali::e its 
obligations 011 an OTC comract by granting a lien on a physical asset. The ability to 
collaterali:::e obligations 10 co1111terpartieJ hy means of liens on physical assets may 
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benefit power producers or a1t.ricultural off•et projeC't dewlopers. l.ower financing co.tis 
.fi1r OTC hedginl! tnm.wiction.~ may translatt· into lower power c·osts to consumers. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that th is will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these markets tran~parent if not in the sam~ way that traditiomli CFTC markets are 
required to display transparency? 

ANSWER: We befie,·e that greater transparency should be nq11ired of the OTC carbon 
markl!t and that all carbon-relali!d OTC positions should be reported lo the CFTC. Thi.< 
reporting combined with the high /e1>el of transparency available through the Green 
Exchange Venture will prm·ide 1he addi1ional 1ra11sparency 1har i~ needed.for oversight<~( 
a U.S. carbon markt'I. 

As was s1a1ed in mv wriuen Jestinumy. CME Group lt'il/ pl'ovide the market and trade 
Sl/Yl'ei/lance sen·ices to the Green Exchange Venture. CME 's highfv trained regulatOI)' 
.Hq{f wi/I implemen1 audit and compliance programs lo monitor existing marke1sfi)r fraud 
and manipulation. Green Exchange Venture also has a 1·eliahle means 10 pnwide 
transaction data 10 the CFTC and these are divided imo.flw bmad <.·utegorie.~: 1rade 
data, time and sales, order data. vo/u111e and open interest data and reference daw. On 
heha(f of 1he Gr<'en Exchange Vi!nture. CME current~y rpports cleared rrade data (pit. 
elec1rnnic. and ex-pit transactions) on a daily hasis to the CFTC. 
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Senate Conunittee l>n Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Glohal Wanning l.1,:gislation: Agricuhural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the re1.:ord 

Mr. Fred Yoder 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

You've indicated that you think those farmers who have already engaged in practices that reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions should be rewarded for their early actions. 

l) Let'~ take the example of a corn farmer v;ho started to use no-till practices in 2006. How 
should those practices over the past few years be treated in global wanning legislation'? 
And. does it make a difference whether che tanner sold carbon sequestrati(>n credits 
deri\·cd from those practices on the Chicago Climate Exchange'! 

By rewarding early actors, we mean allowing them to participate in a carbon market 
moving forward, regardless of when those practices began --· perhaps through an 
·'a\'oidcd abandonment" carbon credit. For instance. if a grower has used continuous no
till since 2006, he or she should not be disqualified from selling foture offsets in a cap 
and trade system. Congress should avoid establishing policies that encourage growers to 
till up land for the sole purpose of qualifying for a carbon market. This does not mean 
receiving compensation for past sequestration. An individual should only be paid for the 
future offaets that occur as a result (lfthcsc ongoing actions and nm for off.~ets that 
occurred in the past. Al the same time. if growers had previously participated in CCX or 
other trading regimes. they would be bound by the existing contract specifications until 
maturity. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

In your testimony. you mention "cccmomic analyses have indicated that a robust offset 
program will signifo;antly reduce the cos\$ ofa cap and trade program.'' Since analysis 
shows both significam agriculture production cost increases and increased commodity 
price.~ due to a reduction in farm land acreage even with an olf.~et program, won ·r 
consumers still foci the effects of these higher costs and prices'? 

I 'l daril~ 1h.: tt"'.it i11w11'. :1 rnbu~1 .,ff.,,,1 nwr~o:t 11 ill ~ignili..:a111ly ri:duci: 11;,~ ,.,,;1; ,~f ..-ap 
~ind lr:11..t~ pj·{\~rain tn :\n1~ri~~11l l~tnH~I':.-. b~ pr1:>\ iding aJdiLiL'n:ll re:\ ~nu~·- an;J it \q'lu!J 

;1["' ro:Jw.:.: iii.· irnpa,·t ,,f tit<' prc•gram h'r tlK 1.n .:r:ill ;;~,11111111~ b~ pr<'I id in;; :1 k'" ..:•1;.1 

111cd1;111ism tl>r uril it~ ~· •mp~mi<:> :u1d th.: l:irg,·r -·~1ppcd '<.:~h.lr t\> 1n-·~r rh.:ir <.:mi~,;k111' 
cars.:1,_ :\t th.: ,:1111.: tilll('. (>Lit' :111;11~ ,i, indicates lh:tt :·11 I forn1~r, :md '''I'll pn1<..lu.:o:r~ in 
parti~ul:tr. ''ill Lie;: hi;;ll>:r <.:l»sl:i of p1Y>du..:1i,1n 1i·,~m in.:l'<'il'<:d c·no:rg~ .:u-i,. In a;lditi<>ll 
C\> th.: diri:ct i:11i:r~~ .:'''t' b rhc inJirwt imp:1ct ,,f hi~ll<-r fi:rtili1.o:r price,_ :\gri.:ultur<.: ;, 
u1ti'-111-: in tl1:11 fonn.:r' :ir-: "pri.:c t:tk<'r> .. :md 1' ill IK11o:1<.:r~ limikJ ~bilit~ h• 1.K•<~ thi:'~ 
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cost im;rcases nn l<> consum..:rs. Scn;-1·al othl'r analy>es ha\'e indicated that thcr<.' is a risk 
of acreage di\wsit>ns within an oftscts pn•gra1n if it i~ not structured pr<>p.:rly. I lighcr 
sc<iueslration rati:-s associated with afforestation or planting ofpl·rcnnial grass('!:' could 
lead t<i higbcr payments for these offsets thereby diverting crop ground and pa$ture out of 
acti,·c production. 'lltese acn:agc ;;hifts would reduce agricultural production. incro;-a~ing 
prices for C(>mmndity puri:hasers :md ultimately be pa,;scd on to ct>nsumers as higher 
food prices. Congress and lJSDA should provide a robust set of offset projects that 
virtually all producers rnul.i find some way to participate on working form land. It is a 
rnisrakc to focus all of our research and protocol development 0n tillage practices when 
other \'aluable proje.::t typcs could be incorporated for row crop agriculture. Polky 
choices and baseline assumplions in ;m t)ffsets market wi 11 determine how much i11cc111iv.;
exist~ for cwpland and r'Jngda1ld 10 be planted in trees. Dramatically increasing crop 
yield trends may also mitigate cn1wersion except for on marginal acre~. 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

l agree with your testimony that fanners can expect to see the cost of fertilizer, fuel, 
machinery and other inputs to increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. What types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offset these increased costs? 

I believe if "e are going to go down this road of 0ffsets. it is essential to look at .::urrent 
production methods and examine wa~ s we can reduce costs if the agriculrnrc industry is 
g0ing to ..:ontinue to thri,e. In looking at typical greenhouse gases such as carb,)n 
di,,xide. methane (28 times more potent than C02). and nitrous oxide (JOO times more 
potent than co2·1. it seems I<) me we need to be looking :u how we can reduce nitrOu$ 
oxide emis~ions and create an offset credit for doing this. Agronomists tell us ''e lose :ii 
least JO% of all nitr0gen applied tn soils for gro\\ ing corn. \>,'lien 1\ c realize that 
prc1 enting jus1 half of thC>se losses would equate t01hc equivalent of1he mitigation of 7 
tons otT02 per acre. surely ll'e can develop a science-hased and 1·erifiahle pwrncol lo 

establi~h the creation of an offset credit for virtually all .::orn pmduccrs across the country 
to parti.:ipate in. The other concern about our farmers being competiti1·e in a world 
cco11,,my is right on. Unless the rest ofthe world's agricultural pwducers are required lo 
follo\\ similar rules 14.n producing feed. food. fuel. and lll>cr. 11e will be put in an 
enormou~ly unfair position of competing. Thar is 1\hy the intcrnation:il process is so 
critical. We must continue tt> "ork "ith other agriculture grt>up~ mound !hi:: "orld to 
gamo;-r thdr a•ceptancl' and paniripation in climate mitigation. 

You mention that treatment of early actors, especially those who have adopted conservation 
tillage practices prior to 200 I, should not be penalized in the carbon o!Tset prOl,'lllm 
developed. Do you have recommendations on how to address this issue, in particular for 
the earliest adaptors as you have highlighted? 

The fact of the mtitlcr is that each and e1·cry crop gwwn sequesters ne\\i carbon. By 
penalizing the c-itrly adap1ors ,,f wnservatiou cillage- practices. it 11 ill encourage 
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~ignifo;;mt rt:»t'r:.al ofth•)"e sy~1c111s 1ha1 haH' noi only !".<:quc~tcrcd co11sidcrablc .:aronn 
b111 also saved counllcss lons i>ftopsl•il and nutrienl runoff. This is basically a policy 
dcC'ision which can easily be addressed hy including an (>ffsct credit for .. avoided 
abandonment"" as mentioned in the Stabenow·Bauc:us language. This wunld dfoctivcly 
grandfather all early adopters for tillage pn11:tic:cs without a .:utoff date. 

EPA numbers suggest very high CQSt increases to use coal. Since the Com Belt primarily 
uses coal to provide our energy needs. do you believe that foe! switching will occur? To 
which types of fuels? What does this mean for our rural communities? 

lt"s undcnial:>Je 1h;i1 the ca1> on c:-;isting coal·lirc power plants '~ill raise elcctrici1y rates 
fo1 c:unsumcrs. Rc:searc:h i~ umlerway w determine the feasibility of switching fuels at 
th~se plants. to i11cludc the po~sibility of including bi(>mass. However, this goes beyC1nd 
the simple t'conomics of the cost ofrdrofining the plant. farm level collection and 
prc>cessing. and tran5-por1 to the plant. The use l>f existing crop residue (corn ston·r. 
wheal shaw. etc.) has to bt' held to a sustainable level !hat does nol reduce soil tilth. 
Likewise the intwducric>n of new cncrg) crops (perennial grasses. forestry) will likely 
comp.:te for existing crop grnuml reducing crop production and increasing food prices for 
consumers. At lhc sam.:- ti111e. it is essential for power plants 10 haw a.:cc~s to a plt'ntiful 
suppl) of h>" cost carbo11 olbc:ts in order to rnntinue to use coal in the electricil'.1-
gcneration pl'ocess. In fact. the energy sector has included the cri.":llion of a robust offsets 
market as one of their m~jor plllicy ,)hjectives in dimate legislation. Agriculture omcts 
can reduce: grcmhousc gas emissions while .~imultancousl~· mitigating in.:r~ased energ~ 
costs for .:onsumcrs. 

The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast majority 
of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and only a 
small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles to 
agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome them'? 

Fi 1st of all. 1 t>clic\'c the EP/\ analysis and the underlying F /\SOM model 10 be 
fundanielltall) l1;iwed. F.PA dl>es mil use cum:nt yield data for corn and also emplo~ s a 
na"ed baseline for soil scqucslration. Due to these incorrec1 a~sumprions. the FAS0\-1 
model points 10 only a minimal opportunity for generating carbon crcdils on acti,·e 
fannland. It should also be noted thal com·crtin~ land from r0w cr0p t<) forestry requires 
i1s own sct 0f investment< and infrastrucrnr~. so land use decisions will nnt be based 
exdu,;i\ cly on the price carbon. Nonetheless. most of the research conducted co date 
shows that affon:station or perennial grasse!. scqLtcsrers more carbon than most t)f tile 
propo~c:d agricultural onsets like eontinUllUS no·till or increased fertilizer efficiency. For 
example if afforestation ha;. a SR of 2 :VH ol C02 per acre and continuous no-till is 0.6 
\1T. a lando"·ncr wnuld receive 3 Ji3 times more payment for plantiug trees. At the 
game time. there are C:l)~t$ barriers lo enl1y in the offset marke1 for row crop agriculmre. 
Our arrnlysi.~ sh(m s 1hat farmers c.,pcricnc.: ~·osts for adopting a 11e11· prac1ice like 
com i nuous mHi 11. There " ill be n.-w equipment to pure hasc and in many areas there w i 11 
be a tempol'ary yi~ld drag with no-till. These costs i:a11 be ~pre:id out O\·er the lite of the 
cq u ipment and research ; nd icates 1 bat the ) i.:- Id drag diminishes as farmers O\ er come the 
learning curve: hO\\C\cr. there are still areas where .:ontinuous no-till is not a viable 
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pr.>du..:ti''" op1ion. 'lhis i~ one (•fthe rca~ons why enahling fanncrs to stack credits is ;o 
critical. It simply allows g_r(mcrs tu gain a laTger share t>fthe olhet payment \\hilc 
keeping land in agricultural production. These producer~ will still han: the oppnrlunity 
tn adopt oth1.:r om.et practices. many of "hi ch have a significantly lower SR than 
ct)l\tinuous no-rill. Then it h1.:c1>mc~ a question of at a lov.cr SR is the oflsel payment 
suflicic111 tn cm·1.:r other cntr~ Cl>;;1~ such a~ verification and ,·ali<l:ition. 

Fanncrs' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the U.S. 
remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Lad; of an intcr11ational agreement. and more impo11antl) a verifiable international 
agreement \\·ould !'le detrimental for U.S. agriculture. Farmers in other parts of the world 
could con.:civahl) capture 1narkc1 share if we adopted legislation that puts our producers 
at a 1:ompeticive disadqmt<1ge. One policy llptic:>n is an .. (>n-ramp .. l11a1 delays 
implementation of dimat<7 11.'gislmion until other major cnuntric~ have adopted similar 
rules. 

Senator John Thune 

If under a cap and trade system. ag producers are asked to sign a long-tenn contract, but only 
receive benefits of carbon sequestration for a few years or until the soil is saturated with 
carbon, do you think your members are likely to participate? 

Both length of co11tracts 01nd carbon saturation arc htltn key i;;sues that need to be 
addressed in i:ither legislation or the final rule making process. One issue that cannot be 
overlooked regarding contract length is the fact that a majority of a formers ground is 
acmally lea~ed from the land-owner. Although it is not uneommon for the same farmer 
to farm a piece of grNind for many years. it is rarely done on a multi-~car contract. In 
addition_ carbon ~aturation needs additional research. If the sa1ura1io11 time frame is set 
too ll)W it i,; fc.)rcsccable tlmt land used a~ offsets \\·ill be forced out of the program just as 
tho: large~t impacts from rn~t of production incre0tses are being felt. The ahemati\ c under 
thb scenario is limited farmer p11rtidpatio11 in lhe early) c;irs. 

In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices do you think will 
be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage'? 

In the early years. no-till and conscr\'ation tillage practices \~ill probably be the first lo be 
considered on working farmland. l·IO\\'CYCr. in arca5 where there is co1Hinuous corn 
gro\\'n or "·here soil lt:mpcratures are CO<)ler. \\·idesprcad no-till may not be practical. 
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That is why ii is imperali\'e we l.:l•nti111.u: It) investigate methods to reduce nitrou~ o,,iJc in 
raising corn. "hie h mu Id generate offset crcd its regardless of' geography or ti I l;igc 
practice. Virtually every producer could participate in reducing. the )()SS of nitrogen. 
"hich is estimated at 30%. by adopting new application technologies and using new 
~tahilizers to kl'CP nitrogen in place. and even rcdu.::c the amount m:eJed to apply. Seed 
companies" ill sm)n intrndtu:e nt>w bk)tcchnolog} varieties that can utili1.c nitrogen much 
more cfliciently and thus reduce amounts applied. Other of!Set practices such as using 
co,·er crnps. and applying bio-~·har would also be attractive for fonners to use in offset 
projccls. If policies ulli:r a lm•ad rang.: l>f offset practice t) pc~. we will sec grca1cr 
acceptance frnm thc: agriculture sector and a greatc:r willingness to par1icipa1e. 

Do you believe fertilizer prices will increase under a cap and trade system? If so, how high 
may fertilizer prices increase? Do you believe we will have a greater reliance on foreign 
wurces of fertilizer? 

Assuming the fertilizer manufacturers receive sufficient allowances tu co\'er their 
increased cost5. and 1hc~· pass the~e cost savings along 10 gro"'i:rs in lo\\ er cust fertilizer 
there should he minimal impacts in the early years. Howc\'er. beginning in :!025 and 
extended throogh the remainder of our analysis (2035) we e11.pec1 significant increases in 
the cost ,)f fcnilizc-r. Our anal~ sis shows if the price of a MT of C02e is S 16 7 16 in 2035 
(Et\). corn gro" ers "ould see a $35/aci·e increase in fertilizer costs. Increased reliance 
c•n imported fertilizers" ill largely depend on l\\O factors. First ho'' many allo" ances 
will domeslic manufacturers receive and what will 1hey do" i1h them. Second, how \\ii l 
the lJ .S. treat impor1s from .:<iuntrics that do not have similar climate change legislalion. 
The U.S. is cuJTently importin£ a majority of our Nitrogen fertilizer needs. In 2009, 
approx imatel; I 13 of the imports came from Canada. which would be assumed 10 

implcm.:nt similar legislation. The remaining 213 of imports comes largely from 
countries like Trinidad and Tobago. and 1he !vliddle Eas1. As an a~idc. there may be 
uppe>rtunities for ,;e>1Tic d1>mestk ulilit)' cc•mpanies to offer new sources of fC..tilizer as a 
refined b:product of coal ~crubbi11g if tlte!;c practices are incenti\ ized with alk)w:1111:es. 
Recent discu,;~io11s with .i majl'r electricity provider indll:ated their willingness to 
deh~ dr:itc their waste water and pn)ducc a 20'l·ii nitrogen solution that could be sold to 
local formers. This could ~upplcmcnt our dt>mcstic fertili7.er production in the future. 

Jn the later years of the House-passed cap and trade bill, "energy intensive trade exposed" 
industries including the fertilizer industry, no long receive free allowance~. What impact 
will that have on the fertilizer industry and the price of fertilizer? If most early acres of 
conservation tillage are saturated with carbon at this point, what impact will these two 
scenarios have on the cost-benefit analysis for feed grain fanmers in the Midwest? 

Our anal~ sis sho'' s that all fonm:rs "ill experit>nce co51 <•I' production incr.:ascs (fuel. 
clcctri.:ity. nmural gasipr~>pa11e. fortili:ter}. Tbe~e cost increases\\ ill begin as soo11 as cap 
and trade legislation is impli:men1cd and grow O\'Cr tirne. Our !<tud) induJes 1hc 
assumpti(m that the fortilizer allowances will moderate the;;e cost increases until they 
phase out beginning in 202.5. The Ii.Lii impact of !Crtililcr increase~ will C()mc into effect 
s1aning arot1nd 2032 and i.'Ontinm: inlo th~ foturc. Thesl' factors point to the need tor a 
robust offset,; and allo\\';1111;c ~lool 1hat i~ bc11cfo:ial lo agricuhun:. II°!' importanl 10 
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emphasize tha1 the program must be broader than jus1 crcdi1s for no· I ill. Our analysis 
looked primarily at continuous no-till and dch:rrnined that lhe ability <>f farmers 10 adopt 
this tillage pradil·e is nnt llnivcrsal. Farmers in C<'rtain areas particularly northern 
portions <>fth(.' Cnrnbelt. "ill hav.: lower adoption rates than other growers. Protocols for 
other ~cqucstrarion practice lypes should be developed I:>)' USDA to offer opportunities to 
all !!rowrr~ regardless of ge11graf'hy. Our anal)· sis did not include as~umpti~)ns 
concerning carh<•n saturatinn. hul a.:conling lo rcsci1rch from Dr. Ratan Lal of the Ohin 
Slate Univcrsit). lhen~ is gN•d reason to qucstil>n some of the published data on 
satur111ion level~. His studies in<lic:itc soils can hold ..:1msiderabl~ m(>re carbon than 
prcviousl) indicared. I le has seen c>;a1nples of ~ontinuvus no·till for 111any cnnsecuti\'e 
years" here sequestration is still tal.ing plac:~. 

How should Congress treat the early actors of conservation practices? For example, South 
Dakota already had 2.8 million acres in no-till, which would not receive credit under the 
Hou$e-passed climate change bill since these acres were in no-till before 2001. Should 
these producers be able to participate in the carbon market? If so, how should these acres 
be treated? 

The foct of the matter is t!iat each and e\·ery .::rop gro"'n seques1ers new <.:arbon. Uy 
pl'naliling the ~arl~ adapwrs of consl·rvarion tillage pmc1ico:s. ii will encourage 
~igni1icant reversal ofllll)SC systems tha1 ha\c ncit only sequestered considerable carbcin 
l:>ut al~o sa"ed countless tons (lrtopsoil and nuuient run,)ff, This is basicall: a policy 
dc~i,ion '' hich ~an easily be addre!>scd by induding an offs.:t credit f(lr "a\·oidcd 
abandomncrit"· as mentioned in the Stabcnow·Baucu> l;;inguagc. This would effectively 
grandfather all ~arly adopters for conseT\·ati(ln 1illag.c.- practic.:s without a cuwff date. At 
the same rime. th~s~ gro\\ers \\·ould presumably ~till be able to panicipate in other offset 
pra,·til·c~ in addition to nt1-1i1I and stack the~c ~rcdits (fcnilizcr cfllci.:nc;v. i.-rigati(ln 
cflicicncy. diminatir•n of follow. cte.). 

As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed cap 
and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? Why or why 
not? Should international offsets be capped? 

By artificially limiting panicipation or acceoss to dewlop credits. 1he effecti\·encss a11d 
cflicicncics of an (>pen-market product will be skewed. If off~eh arc cappl·d too km· the 
price will be 3rtificially high and wi II drive up en~rgy nish f(.ir all consumers. I luwevcr. 
under I IR 2-t54 1hcrc is a robust domcsti• offs<:"ts pciol with a cap of I billion 1011s as 11 ell 
a~ an irucrnational cap of 1 billion ton~. There would be considerable ditfo:ulty t<> 
pmduce mor~ than" c "ould be allm' .:d under this SCt'narit» ht fact. the industry would 
need access\(' th,,sc i11tcrna1ional credits t0 keep 1hc markers comJl"litive and t(I ~duc.-e 
the C(>St~ c-f the cap-and·lrade program for 1he O\'erall .:ccinomy. The larger concern with 
intematil•JJal oflscts is nN l'apping their l~.-cls. but wrifka1ion. Th.:rc must be an 
international melh•xl to \·eri!~ that rhe rurchaseJ tllhets abr(•ad are truly s.:quest.:ring 
carbon. Without th<:se assurance;.. offset pri~~s will foll depriving U.S. pwducers of a 
fair market return and pt>ssibl) f;i\ ing our glol'>al agriculture .:ompecitors and unfair 
adYantag~. 
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CFTC, USDA FARM CREDIT 
NOMINATIONS HEARING 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 

U.S. SENATE, 
COM:.\:IITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION AND FORESTRY 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:50 a.m., in room 

328A, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Blanche Lincoln, chair
man of the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Lincoln, Harkin, Leahy, Klobuchar, Nelson, 
Chambliss, Lugar, Cochran and Thune. 

Senator HARKIN. First I would just like to say that this is a kind 
of a bittersweet moment for me. I have been honored to chair this 
Committee and I have been honored to be on it for 25 years now 
and then 10 in the House. It has just been a great pleasure and 
honor lo he able to he the chair of this wonderful CommiUee and 
I want to thank all of the members of the Committee for the great 
cooperation that you have given me in the past and for especially 
in the development of the last Farm Bill. 

I especially want to think Saxby Chambliss for a great working 
relationship, both personally and among our staff, and I cannot 
thank you enough for all that we did together to work logelher to 
get a really great Farm Bill through and I want to thank you for 
that. 

However, I must say that my sadness in leaving the chairman
ship is more than compensated by the knowledge that the person 
taking over the chair is someone that is devoted, devoted to the 
well-being of our family farmers, is devoted to the economic vitality 
of our rural communities and, of course, to the nutrition of our chil
dren. 

And so I am honored to be able to turn over the gavel this morn
ing to Senator Lincoln. I am cognizant of the fact that this is in
deed an historic moment. No woman has ever chaired this Com
mittee and this will also he the first Arkansan lo ever chair lhe Ag
riculture Committee. 

So it is with great pleasure and great pride to be able to give the 
gavel now to you, Senator Lincoln of Arkansas, and we are proud 
to call you our chairman. 

[Applause.] 
Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. Thank you all so much for such 

an incredible warm welcome to this chairmanship. I am enor
mously grateful to all of my colleagues for their confidence that 
they placed in me in the ability to run this Committee and I am 

(l) 
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so indebted to each and every one of them for the unbelievable de
votion that they give to this Committee. 

I know with that kind of devotion, hard work and friendship, we 
are going to do great things in the Senate Agriculture Committee. 
So thank you so much, Chairman Harkin, and to all the former 
chairmen who are here, which are a lot. So I am very grateful and 
thanks to all of you all for participating in my first hearing, which 
I am delighted to be a part of. 

Senator CHAMBLI8S. Madam Chairman, before you take off on 
your first official business, let me say first of all to my good friend 
Tom Harkin, I appreciate those kind comments. It has been a real 
pleasure to work with you, Tom. We have had a great working re
lationship and as you say, our staffs have worked extremely well 
together and we have been through some difficult times together 
trying to look after American farmers and ranchers. 

Under your leadership, I think we have accomplished an awful 
lot. We will still call you Mr. Chairman, but it will just be in a lit
tle different capacity there. But we look fonvard to having you con
tinue on this Committee and you are exactly right that handing off 
the gavel to Blanche Lincoln has tu be a pleasure for you and cer
tainly a pleasure for me. 

Blanche and I worked on so many issues together, both on the 
Ag Committee and off the Ag Committee. When I sit down with 
her, I do not need an interpreter. We seem to both speak slowly 
enough that we can understand each other, coming from the same 
part of the world. She, obviously having grown up on a family 
farm, knows and understands and has a great appreciation for the 
difficulties that farmers and ranchers are going through right now. 

Her leadership is going to pick up right where you left off, Tom, 
and we are not going to miss a beat. She is such a great friend, 
a great leader. It is going to be a lot of fun to have a chance to 
work with you Blanche, so congratulations to you. Your colleagues 
on the Democratic side have made a wise choice in bringing you 
forward. 

Gosh, we are going to have to get a wide angle lens, sure enough, 
to get all of these former chairmen that are in this room now and 
on this Committee in any photograph. I think that speaks well fur 
the Committee. 

Chairman LINCOLK. It does. 
Senator CilA.\.1ilLISS. We look forward to your leadership. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. 
Senator CHA~IBLISS. Congratulations. 
Senator LF.AHY. Madam Chairman. 
Chairman LINCOLI'\. Absolutely. 
Senator LEAHY. If I could just make-as one who has served on 

this Committee now for 35 years, I am delighted to see you here. 
You are a true daughter of rural America and for those of us who 
were born and raised in rural America, it means a lot. It is more 
than just particular commodities, but it is what it means for all of 
rural America and the need for us to have you here. 

I do want to commend both Tom Harkin and Saxby Chambliss 
for the way they have switched hats back and forth and the way 
they have run this Committee in a bipartisan, often non-partisan 
fashion, and that means a lot. Dick Lugar and I did that. As both 
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chairman and ranking member, we had the opportunity, both of us, 
to serve in both capacities and be able to work out most things. I 
think it is because we were ahle-1 wish we could do lhat in all 
committees. Not thinking of any one in particular, but the fact that 
we were able to work things out and you have that ability. 

Thad Cochran, the same way, has chaired this Committee. 
Maybe we should have a special chairman pin or former chairman 
pin, because we are all here. 

Chairman LINCOLI\'. We will work on that. 
Senator LEAHY. I will tell one very quick story, which Senator 

Lugar knows. When we were both brand new members and sitting 
way, way down at the end, and former chairman, Herman Tal
madge, and Jim Eastland were sitting up here and Senator East
land brought up some little old amendment, it was about this thick, 
and just hands it lo Talmadge and says, Talmadge says, well with
out objections, it is accepted. 

And I said, wait a minute, could I ask what is in that? The two 
of them pulled their cigars out of their mouth, looked way down 
where Lugar and I are sitting. Dick and I are there. They were try
ing to figure out whether it was Dick Lugar said it or I said it. Ei
ther way, they did not know who lhe heck either one of us were. 
Talmadge just says, we are adjourned. 

LLaughter.J 
Senator LEAHY. You will be a different type of chair. 
Chairman LINCOLI'\. I promise. 
Senator LF.AHY. Thank you and I will go down to Judiciary. 
Chairman LINCOLK. Well, thank you, Senator Leahy. 
Senator LL:GAH. Madam Chairman, if I am just a moment 

spurred on by Senator Leahy's comments about the two of us sit
ting at the end of the table, the table then extended almost all the 
way to the door. As I recall, those who are now sitting in the chairs 
in the way were on the sidelines in some fashion. 

There was mention of smoke. As a matter of fact, lhe chairman 
and Senator Eastland were engulfed in smoke so that we could 
hardly see their faces in the midst, a change in culture during the 
period of this thing. 

Chairman LINCOLI'\. We are growing and changing. 
Senator LUGAR. Yes. We appreciate your coming tu the chairman-

ship very much. 
Chairman LtNCOLl\. Thank you. 
Senator LUGAR. We look forward to working with you. 
Chairman LINCOL!'\. Absolutely. We do. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Madam Chair? 
Chairman LINCOLI'\. Yes? 
Senator KLoBUCHAR. If I could jusl on behalf of lhe women in the 

Senate, we are so excited about you taking this new position. I was 
thinking of all those girls in 4-H showing up at our state fair and 
all those farming women out there. You have really set a new 
standard and a new mentor for people who farm and women who 
farm. 

So I wanted to just say lhat, and I will miss making Iowa jokes 
to the chairman. I can't. You know, Minnesota, we like to do that. 

Chairman LINCOL!'\. But Arkansas is so much more colorful. 
LLaughter.J 
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Senator KLORUCHAR. Yeah, I am sure there are no Arkansas 
jokes that I can come up with. I do know Minnesota, Arkansas are 
No. I and 1.hree for turkeys in 1.he country. 

Chairman LtNCOLl\. There you go. 
Senator KLOBL'CHAR. No one should make turkey jokes. But con

gratulations again and thank you for your chairmanship, Senator 
Harkin. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BLANCHE L. LINCOLN, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF ARKANSAS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE 
ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman LINCOLN. Well thank you all and I am going to call the 
Committee to order here. The Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition 
and Forestry will come to order. 

Just a special thanks to all of you all and would hope you would 
allow me to begin on a personal note since this is my first oppor
tunity to officially chair the Committee. It is a tremendous honor 
to serve as chairman of this Committee and I will endeavor to be 
the type of steward of this position that the American people and 
the people of Arkansas deserve. With all of your help, I know I can 
accomplish that. 

As all of you know, the Senate Agriculture Committee does have 
a well earned and a time-honored reputation for bipartisanship and 
for working together to promote policies that are born not out of 
partisanship, but out of consensus as to what policies are proven 
to work. I could not ask for a better partner than my ranking mem
ber here, Saxby Chambliss. 

I have the privilege and benefit of serving beside five previous 
chairmen of this Committee and one previous chairman of the 
House Agriculture Committee-I will not forget my good buddy Pat 
Roberts who I had to beg to get on the House Ag Committee and 
he finally let me on-each of whom have served with great distinc
tion and from whom we have learned a tremendous amount. 

Also among our Committee's membership, I count four chairmen, 
three ranking members of our very important Senate committees, 
as well as a former secretary of Agriculture and the Senate Repub
lican leader, each of whom adds to the collective experience, 
strength and wisdom of this great panel. 

So let me always say that I 1.ruly appreciate the regional diver
sity that is reflected on this Committee and the unique areas of ex
pertise and interest possessed by each of our members on the Ag 
Committee. Despite sib'llificant policy challenges that we have faced 
over the years, and even differences of opinion now and again, this 
Committee has always pulled together and risen to the occasion. 

In short, I am very, very proud of each member's contribution to 
this Committee and I appreciate what each of you all will bring to 
the table as we move forward on so many critical issues. I am real
ly looking forward to working with each of you all. We have a lot 
of things on our plate and promoting economic opportunity and jobs 
in rural America in these economic times, we have great oppor
tunity. 

My dad always said, when you have tremendous challenges, look 
hard because you will find the opportunities. We have opportuni
ties in meeting the nutritious needs of our school children and el-
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derly and low-income families, again, particularly in these eco
nomic times and continuing to build our successful resource con
servation efforts, which we know and many of us have experienced 
and realized whether ii is on our farms or without a doubt in work
ing with your farmers and ranchers across the country. 

We have the opportunity of enhancing America's energy inde
pendence and ensuring that the men and women who have clothed 
and fed 1.his nation in a manner that is unrivaled in history con
tinue to do what they do best, and that we can reinforce them and 
we can empower them to continue to do that and I look forward 
to it. 

In 1.his last regard, I would like 1.o quote our late President John 
F. Kennedy who said, our farmers deserve praise, not condemna
tion and their efficiency should be cause for gratitude, not some
thing for which they are penalized. With 6.8 billion people sharing 
this world that we live in 1.oday, compared to the roughly three mil
lion in 1960, President Kennedy's words ring truer today than ever 
before. 

I know and you all know that sometimes the Ag Committee is 
not the most glamorous committee on Capitol Hill, hut we have a 
tremendous responsibility and opportunity to really reflect to the 
American people and the world the hard working men and women, 
their families, across this great country that do such a tremendous 
joh. 

So whether you are from Iowa or Arkansas, Georgia or Vermont, 
California or Idaho, if you work to feed and clothe this nation and 
those around the world, all across the globe, this chairman and this 
Committee are firmly on your side. And I know 1.hat the ranking 
member of the Committee, my good friend, Saxby Chambliss, 
shares these goals and sentiments and I could not have a greater 
friend or a more respected Senate colleague than my partner on 
this Committee and I am grateful to you, Senator Chambliss, for 
everything you and your staff do. I look forward to so much moving 
forward and getting started on the business of the Committee. 

We are going to have a good time. We will work hard. We will 
play hard and we will get things accomplished and I am grateful 
to you for your friendship and help. 

So now, moving on to the purpose of this hearing. We have all 
had a great stroll down memory lane and we are going to allow the 
chairman to move lo his new chairmanship. 

Senator HARKII\". Madam Chairman, this also is my first day to 
chair my new committee, so I beg your leave. I have to leave to go 
chair my committee. 

Chairman LIKCOLN. Well good luck 1.o you and thank you again, 
Mr. Chairman. 

Senator HARKIN. Congratulations. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Absolutely. So now we will move on to the 

purpose, as we say our good byes here, to 1.he hearing ai hand. 
Today the Committee is meeting to consider six nominations to 

the USDA, the CFTC, the Farm Credit Administration, and specifi
cally, we consider two nominees for the U.S. Department of Agri
culture, Mr. Harris Sherman and Mr. Edward Avalos. Sorry, got to 
get that one right. 
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Mr. Sherman has served as executive director of the Colorado 
Department of Natural Resources for Gov. Bill Ritter and Richard 
Lamm. In this capacity, Mr. Sherman gained experience working 
on policies that he would be responsible for if confirmed as the 
under secretary for Natural Resources and Environment, including 
management of the Forest Service and the Natural Resources Con
servation Service. 

Mr. Avalos-help me with that-Avalos has been nominated to 
serve as the under secretary of Marketing and Regulatory Pro
grams. If confirmed, his mission would touch upon virtually all of 
American agriculture. The three agencies under his jurisdiction, 
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, the Grain Inspec
tion Packers and Stockyards Administration, and the Agricultural 
Marketing Service have broad ranging and important responsibil
ities within the department. 

Mr. Avalos was raised on a family farm in New Mexico, where 
a variety of specialty crops are grown, including chili peppers, pe
cans, onions, as well as staple crops like cotton and wheat. His ca
reer in agriculture includes 29 years of service at the New Mexico 
Department of Agriculture, where he successfully worked to imple
ment trade and promotion initiatives aimed at increasing U.S. farm 
exports. Mr. Sherman and Mr. Avalos are also nominated to serve 
as members of the board of directors of the Commodity Credit Cor
poration. 

We also meet to consider three nominees tu the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission, Bart Chilton, Jill Summers and Scott 
O'Malia. The CFTC is tasked with regulating commodities futures 
and options markets dealing with everything from cotton futures to 
financial derivatives. 

CFTC polices the markets that affect everything from the food 
we eat to the gas that we put in our car to the loans we borrow 
at our local banks. The CFTC protects market participation from 
fraud, manipulation and other abuses while making certain that 
the markets are fully functioning. 

Congress, and in particular, this Committee, will soon consider 
financial reb>Ulatory reform and the CFTC will have a front and 
center role in this effort. In light of this, I am pleased that the 
Committee is moving as expeditiously as possible to consider these 
three nominees who bring years of experience, knowledge and di
verse perspectives to the Commission. 

The Commission and the staff at the CFTC face significant chal
lenges and a heavy workload in the coming months, so it is vital 
to have this highly qualified team on the job. 

Finally, we consider the nomination of Kenneth Spearman fur 
the Farm Credit Administration Board. The Farm Credit Adminis
tration is responsible for regulating and examining the banks, the 
associations and related entities of the Farm Credit System and 
Farmer Mac. In 2007, Farm Credit System held about 34 percent 
of the farm sector's total debt, as much-such who serve on that 
board play an extremely important role in ensuring the continued 
availability of stable and adequate credit in farm country all across 
the nation. 

Mr. Spearman brings a wealth of experience to the Farm Credit 
Administration Board. His work in cooperative banking and on fi-
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nancial policy issues over the last 28 years will be an invaluable 
asset to the Farm Credit Administration. Mr. Spearman is nomi
nated for a term lhat expires next year and for a full 6-year term 
that expires in May of 2016. 

I look forward to the statements of the nominees and their an
swers to the questions that members of this Committee may have. 
I would now like to yield to the ranking member, Senator Cham
bliss, for any statement that he may have and then we will have 
introductions from other senators. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHAMHLISS. Well thank you very much, Madam Chair
man, and boy, it has a great ring to it, Madam Chairman. Again, 
I want to congralulale you on laking the gavel, jusl lo let you know 
that you have great friends on this side of the table, and as Sen
ator Leahy said, we have always had a bipartisan committee that 
is going to get even stronger as we go through the final implemen
tation of the current Farm Bill and look forward to working on the 
next one as we are already approaching that. 

I think we would he a little remiss if on this side we did nol rec
ognize the great work that the staff of Senator Harkin has done. 
And to Mark and Susan, thank you all for your great work, your 
great cooperation and your commitment to agriculture across the 
country, and Madam Chairman, to you for bringing Robert 
Holifield back to the Committee. We are very pleased to have him 
hack, having worked very closely with Robert on lhe Farm Bill last 
year. He brings a great wealth of knowledge not just there, but I 
just saw Chairman Gensler a minute ago, who has come to show 
his generous support for these nominees. 

I know he hates to lose Robert at CFTC, but if we move forward 
to financial reform, this Committee is going to play an integral role 
there and Robert has a very strong background lhat he can bring 
to the table now to help us. So Robert, we are pleased to have you 
here as a staff director under Chairman Lincoln. It has a great 
ring. 

Madam Chairman, thank you for holding this important hearing 
and to consider these nominations pending before the Ag Com
mittee. As we seek to reform our financial system, address the on
going credit crisis, and have the recently enacted Farm Bill prop
erly implemented, it is vital that we have good leadership in place 
at the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, the Department 
of Agriculture, and the Farm Credit Administration. 

Commissioners Jill Sommers and Bart Chilton are no strangers 
to lhe Ag Committee. Both were previously nominated by President 
George W. Bush and confirmed by the Senate. President Obama 
recognized their commitment to ensuring that our commodity mar
kets function properly and the need to keep them in the trenches 
during this critical time. 

I would also like to welcome Scott O'Malia to the Committee. It 
has been far too long since the Commission was fully seated and 
Senate confirmed. We must seek to have all three of these nomi
nees confirmed in a timely manner so that all five commissioners 
can get to work on the important task that the American public ex-
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pects them to tackle. The chairman and I were visiting earlier. I 
am not sure when was the last time we had five foll-fledged Senate 
confirmed commissioners, so this will be an important historical 
monumental achievement here. 

Speaking of tasks, the Food Conservation Energy Act of 2008 
was an enormous undertaking by Congress and was enacted over 
a year ago. It expires in 2012 and yet there are a number of provi
sions yet to be implemented. The Marketing and Regulatory Pro
grams' mission area at USDA covers many of these provisions. Mr. 
Avalos, as under secretary, you will oversee a very diverse portfolio 
at USDA, including plant and animal hea11.h, marketing programs 
and commodity procurement, enforcement of grain standards and 
fair practices in our meat and livestock industry. 

While each of these missions is distinct, they are important to 
protecting our producers and expanding markets for their products. 
I trust your long experience with both the Texas and New Mexico 
Departments of Agriculture will make you a true asset in this role. 

Mr. Sherman, you will have a very big job managing our national 
forests and grasslands, but you will also oversee USDA's programs 
and activities that promote private land stewardship and conserva
tion. These are the probtrams that help producers help the land. I 
look fonvard to working with you to see that the Farm Bill con
servation probtrams are implemented as Congress intended and are 
working for producers. 

Though there is a pain in agriculture, it generally has not suf
fered as much as other parts of our economy over the past year. 
I believe this was due in large part to the sound financial manage
ment adopted by producers and their lenders, including the Farm 
Credit System, over the past 20 years. I hope and expect that will 
continue into the future and Mr. Spearman, in your role, when con
firmed as a member of the board of the Farm Credit Administra
tion, it will be your job to help see that this happens. With your 
experience in agriculture, accounting and finance, President 
Obama has found an excellent candidate for the board of the Farm 
Credit Administration. I am pleased that you have agreed to serve 
in that position. 

Again, I want to thank Chairman Lincoln for making these nomi
nations her first priority and I look forward to a speedy hearing 
and confirmation of all of these nominees. Thank you. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\". Thank you, Senator Chambliss. We have 
some guests that are here to introduce some of our nominees and 
Senator Bennet, I would like tu tum to you first since you are here 
to introduce Mr. Sherman. We are going to do all the introductions 
first and then we will bring everybody up, because I know that the 
other senators have other places to go. 

Senator BENNETT. Is it you? 

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL BENNET, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF COLORADO 

Senator BENNET. It is me, unless you know Harris Sherman too, 
in which case, it is better with one T. 

Well Madam Chair, let me just say first, congratulations on as
suming the chairmanship. I had the good sense, as you know, my 
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colleagues, you may not know, to marry a woman from Eastern Ar
kansas, from--

Chairman LINCOLK. That is 1.rue. 
Senator BE!\NET f continuingl. The next town over from you. She 

sounds a lot like you, but she is not the chairman of the Agri
culture Committee. But I will say--

Chairman LTNCOL!\". She is chairman at home though, isn't she? 
Senator BF.l\"NF.T. She is. She is, particularly because we have 

three daughters. Bui I know how proud everybody hack home must 
feel about that. I know how proud Susan and her folks are of this 
and so from them, let me say congratulations. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. 
Senator BRNNF.T. It is my pleasure today to introduce Harris 

Sherman and speak in support of his nomination to be under sec
retary of Natural Resources and Environment ai 1.he department. 
I would also like to welcome his daughter Jessa, who is here today, 
his sister Barbara Kailey, his brother David Sherman and his niece 
Shawn Kailey Reagan, who are all here today. 

I have known Sherman since 2003, when he was serving as a 
commissioner on the Denver Water Board. Today Harris serves as 
executive director of the Colorado Department of Natural Re
sources and is a member of Governor Ritter's cabinet. As director, 
he oversees Colorado's energy, water, wildlife, parks and state 
lands programs. Through the years, I can tell you that Harris has 
demonstrated an ability to solve difficult problems and balance 
competing interests regardless of the politics. 

If confirmed, his experience making hard decisions as chairman 
of the Colorado Water Quality Control Commission, chair of the 
Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board and chair of the Denver 
Regional Air Quality Council-There is not much left in Colorado 
by the way-as well as his work with several non-profit land orga
nizations will prove important as the Nation faces some of the most 
challenging natural resource issues in decades. 

I also want to note that Harris will be charged with overseeing 
the U.S. Forest Service and the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service. We know that forest and agriculture are particularly vul
nerable to the hazards of climate change and we have seen it in 
Colorado. In Harris, I know Congress will have a willing partner 
as we move forward with a pragmatic agenda for protecting our 
forests and agricultural sector from this severe threat. 

Harris has been an invaluable asset to Colorado and made con
tributions to our state we will never forget. We are glad to share 
his talents with the rest of the country and I proudly introduce him 
to the Committee. Thank you, Madam Chair. 

Chairman LINCOLI\". Thank you, Senator Bennet. 
Senator BEN!\ET. Congratulations, Harris. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Now the other Senator Bennett, from Utah, 

as a guest here. I think you wanted to introduce Mr. O'Malia. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB BENNETT, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF UTAH 

Senator BE!\NETT. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman, and 
we go from one T to two. Whether that is progress or not, I do 
not-unlike those who talk about a long experience with the person 
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they are introducing, my relationship with Scott has been relatively 
brief. We became acquainted just a year ago. 

He was nominated for this position in the previous administra
tion and his nomination was blocked by a senator who had a prob
lem not with him, but another problem, and used his nomination 
as the way to express distress over what the administration was 
doing. As a consequence of that, when I took over Senator Domen
ici's slot as the ranking member on the Energy and Water Sub
committee of Appropriations, I inherited Scott. 

I am thinking of putting a hold on this nomination myself in an 
effort lo hang on to him because I have found that this young man 
has an intelleclual capacity to grasp a problem, understand it, and 
then just as importanlly, explain it to someone who is a litlle less 
qualified to understand the particulars, like myself. He has been 
an absolutely invaluable member of lhe slafT at the Energy and 
Water Subcommittee, understanding all uf these issues tremen
dously, high level of energy and activity. There is nothing you can 
ask him to do that he does nut dig into very, very vigorously and 
very, very well. 

I think he will do a superb job at the Commodity Futures Trad
ing Commission. But I will reluctantly give him up to recognize 
that there comes a time in everybody's career when they need to 
move forward. I can recommend him absolutely without any res
ervation as a dedicated public servant with intelligence, inteb'l"ity 
and energy that will do a superb job wherever it is he goes. 

So I am honored that he has asked me to make this rec
ommendation and I assure the Committee that voting for Scott, 
and will assure the Senate, that voting for Scott for this assign
ment is something that we will look back on with great pride and 
sense of satisfaction as he proves his capacity in whatever assign
ment he might ultimately get. He has my unqualified endorsement. 

Chairman LI!'\COLN. Thank you Senator Bennett. Senator Coch
ran, did you--

Senator COCIIHAN. Madam Chairman, thank you very much. I 
have a statement supporting the nomination of Scott O'Malia, 
which I would ask to he printed in the record. I enthusiastically, 
as Senator Bennelt did, endorse his nomination and urge the Sen
ate to confirm him at the earliest possible time. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Thank you. Without o~jection, we will 
enter that in the record. 

[The prepared statement uf Hon. Thad Cochran can be found on 
page 44 in the appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLI'\. Senator Nelson is going to join you all over 
on this side. It is OK Wherever. We are une big happy family over 
here. 

STATEMENT OF HON. E. BENJAMIN NELSON, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA 

Senator NELSOI'\. Thank you, Madam Chair, and I want to intro
duce Ken Spearman. Where is he? I just walked in. There he is. 

Chairman LINCOL!'\. He is in the back. 
Senator NELSON. He is the president's nominee to the Farm 

Credit Administration Board and his wife, Maria is here. Where is 
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Maria? Over here. They live in Winter Haven, Florida and that is 
right in the heart of Florida's citrus belt. 

The Farm Credit Administration is obviously vital to your agri
culture in this country and it is the largest source of credit to farm
ers and its effective functioning is crucial to our economic health. 
You all know this. Given his unique background and experience, he 
is especially suited for this position. He has been a 28-year veteran 
of the citrus industry and he serves as a director on the AgFirst 
Farm Credit Bank, so he is very well versed in hanking and fi
nance policy issues. 

I think we ought to point out that he is a veteran. He is a Viet
nam veteran. He served in Vietnam. Clearly Ken has been involved 
in a lot of civic and social programs, including tutoring in an adult 
literacy program, and has been chairman of the board of the Lake 
Wales Medical Center. I just want 1.o bring all of this to the atten
tion-obviously this is going to be unanimous by acclamation, but 
I wanted to say my two bits for him, and Madam Chairman, I am 
going back to the committee meeting that you are missing right 
now. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman LINCOLI\". I'm hearing regularly from 1.hem. Thank you, 

Senator Nelson. We appreciate it. Appreciate all the members here 
in support of our nominees. 

To beb>in this, now we address at hand the business of the day, 
and if I may, I would like to ask all of you all if you would stand 
to take an oath. 

Raise your right hand. Do you swear lo tell the lrulh, the whole 
truth and nothing but the truth? 

Mr. CHILTON. I do. 
Mr. O'MALIA. I do. 
Ms. SOMMERS. I do. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Again, a mandatory question for you 

all, do you agree that if confirmed, you will appear before any duly 
constituted committee of the Congress if asked? 

Mr. CHILTON. I will. 
Mr. O'MALIA. I will. 
Ms. SOMMERS. I will. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Thank you. And I would just say to 

all of our nominees, if you do have family in the room and you 
would like to introduce them, please do so. Our families are a big 
part of all of our lives and it is important. 

Mine are off in many different places, but I know my sweet dad 
is looking down on me right now. He was a rice farmer in Arkansas 
and a salt of the earth man and he is looking down on me today 
as I take over the Senate Ag Committee, so I hope you all will lake 
that opportunity. 

Commissioner Chilton, we would like to hear your statement and 
we will go through and have questions after that. 

STATEMENT OF BARTHOLOMEW CHILTON, NOMINEE TO BE A 
COMMISSIONER, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMIS
SION 
Mr. CHILTON. It is a pleasure to be the first person to say thank 

you, Madam Chair, and thank you to the members of the Com-
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mittee, particularly the former chairs, who have spent so much 
time on the futures industry, more than you may have wanted, but 
we appreciate it. 

The industry has changed dramatically over time. Agriculture, 
while it remains critically important not just to me, but to all the 
members of the Committee, is really only 7 percent of the futures 
industry right now, as I say, an important part. Euro dollars are 
the No. 1 traded contract. On the physical side, crude oil is the No. 
1 physically 1.raded contract. 

The markets are now-even last year I was here, it was 80 per
cent traded electronically. Now it is 90 percent, so the pits are sort 
of on their way out. The futures industry just in this decade has 
increased fivefold and $200 billion has come in from what I term 
as new speculators, and these are different market participants. 
These are university endowments, hedge funds, pension funds from 
state and local government, electronically traded funds, index 
funds, et cetera. 

They have a different modus operandi from the traditional com
mercial participants who have been in these markets, like farmers 
and ranchers and processors. They are different in really two pri
mary ways. First of all, they do not have an interest in the under
lying physical commodity, whether or not it is wheat, corn, cotton, 
soybeans, or crude oil, et cetera. 

Second, their trading stratebry is different in that they are not 
concerned about the daily ups and downs or supply and demand. 
We term them sometimes price insensitive and I am talking generi
cally about them. Everybody has a litile bit different strategy. But 
what that means is they are concerned with a longer time horizon 
in trading. They are concerned with, for example, if crude oil will 
be worth more in 5 years than say it is today, but not so much in 
the daily stuff. 

And so there is a question about whether or not these new specu
lators have had an impact that may have been unintended on mar
kets, creating an artificial price. Rice University recently said that 
they were. The Petersen Institute earlier this week, or maybe last 
week, said that they were. But in fairness, there are lots of studies 
that say that they are not having an impact. 

So as a regulator, what do you do? My view is they are having 
some impact. Two hundred billion dollars, I think, has an effect. 
Now I am not suggesting they are driving prices or I think the fun
damentals of supply and demand are well intact, but they are hav
ing an impact. 

But even if you just suggest that it is possible that these new 
speculators here are having an impact, it is uneconomic, and by 
that I mean divorced from supply and demand. Even ifihey are ar
tificially having an impact on prices or have the possibility of it, 
the Commodity Exchange Act says that we are to deter that. So 
what appropriate mechanisms do we use that you all have given 
us through the act to try and ensure that there is no fraud, abuse 
or manipulation? One of the things we are looking at is putting a 
limit on positions for 1.raders. 

This has worked pretty well with some hiccups, significant hic
cups in the last couple of years actually, but it has worked fairly 
well in the Ag complex. But we do not have it in the ener!,ry com-
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plex. We do not have position limits in the back months and we du 
nut have them in the metals complex either. 

So I think some reasonable level may he appropriate. We have 
never been about saying to a trader, you are not tall enough to 
ride, you cannot participate in these markets. But it seems to me 
that if it is impacting the risk that commercial producers are using, 
that we certainly need to consider it. But we need to look at all of 
the markets, not just the regulated markets, and that means the 
over-the-counter markets, which are currently unregulated. 

In that regard, there are three things that I would like you all 
to consider on this Committee and in Congress that I hope will be 
included as part of what you do on regulatory reform. First of all, 
I would like to ensure that we get this OTC authority to look at 
the OTC markets and to regulate it when it is going tu impact 
price, the price that people pay for gas and putting it in their cars 
or food on their table. 

Second, our manipulation authority needs to be, though stand
ard, needs to be lowered. People have a hard time believing this. 
In the 35 years that the CFTC has almost been around, we have 
only had one, one successful manipulation prosecution and that one 
is under appeal. So clearly the standard needs to he lowered. 

And the third thing is criminal authority. I would like to get 
more of these financial felons and financial fraudsters put in jail. 
If they do the financial crime, they should do the time, something 
similar to what Beretta used to say. Now they just pay the civil 
monetary fine. It does not quite have the same zip to it, does it? 
And it does not have a deterrent effect either. 

And the final thing, and this is something I think we can do hack 
at the ranch at the CFTC, not for you all, hut I want you to know 
that we are on the case, and that is dealing with consumers. All 
of these market participants, there is a lot of new retail partici
pants, a lot of individuals who are trading and they are in their 
basements and offices, et cetera, and we do not have anybody right 
now at the CFTC whose mission, mandate and mantra is consumer 
literacy, helping them understand what is going on and how these 
markets work. 

If you look at what has been going on with all the Ponzi cases, 
there is rampant Punzimonian going on, not just in the U.S., but 
around the world, and we need to do a better job. A lot of folks that 
have good hearts and limited incomes are being taken advantage 
from fraudsters and I am hopeful that with the people dedicated 
to consumer education and consumer affairs at the CFTC that we 
will du a lot better job in the future. 

Thanks. Congratulations again, and I look forward to taking any 
questions at the appropriate point. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Chilton can be found on page 50 
in the appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Commissioner. I also would like 
to-as we are looking to fill the seats here at the CFTC and bring 
good help over there, Chairman Genzler, where is-there he is 
right there. He is hiding. I did not see him at first. 

Chairman please stand up and let us thank you for the job that 
you do. 

Mr. CHILTON. Commissioner Dunn is also here with us. 
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[Applause.] 
Chairman LINCOLN. And Mike? I saw Mike when he was coming 

in and waved at him. Mike Dunn as well as commissioner. So 
thank both of you gentlemen. We appreciate your being here. 

LApplause.J 
Chairman LINCOL!'\. Mr. O'Malia. 

STATEMENT OF SCOTT 0' MALIA. NOMINEE TO BE A COMMIS
SIONER, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

Mr. O'MALIA. Madam Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss 
and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to 
testify today. Madam Chairman, I would like to congratulate you 
on your accepting the chairmanship of this Committee. As a father 
of three daughters, we are always looking fur positive role models, 
and today is a very good teaching lesson. 

I am grateful to appear before you as President Obama's nomi
nee to serve as commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission. I would like to thank Senator Bennett for his support 
and willingness to introduce me to the Committee. As a Michigan 
native, I would also like tu thank Senator Stabenuw for her support 
as well. 

Before I begin, I would take you up on your offer to introduce my 
family. I am joined by my wife, Marissa, three daughters, Kelsey, 
Claire and Macey, and I am joined by my parents, John and Bev 
O'Malia. I appreciate their--

Chairman LINCOLN. Why doesn't everybody stand up so we can 
greet you as well? 

fApplause.l 
Mr. O'MALIA. I am honored to be nominated by the president to 

serve on the CFTC. Given the fact that this country has experi
enced the worst financial meltdown since the Great Depression, I 
recognize the enormous responsibility of this office. Like everyone 
in this nation, I too have lost value in my home, retirement and 
college savings. I am sensitized to the hardship this crisis has 
caused families across the country. 

This experience reinforces my strong belief that our nation's fi
nancial regulators must be vigilant in their oversight responsibil
ities to ensure transparency and accountability in our markets. 
Furthermore, regulators must recognize the inherent risk associ
ated with trading products which have contributed to the crisis and 
they must commit to doing all they can to maintain stability and 
security of these markets. 

I believe the oversight of our financial institutions must be 
strengthened. I am committed to exposing the underlying risks and 
trading practices that might further destabilize our economy. For 
the past 6 years, I have worked in the Senate serving in the Senate 
Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the Senate Appro
priations Committee. During this time, I have focused my work on 
energy policy with the goal of reducing our nation's dependency on 
foreign energy resources and expanding U.S. investments in clean 
energy technologies. 

Over the past 3 years, the Senate Energy and Water Sub
committee has authorized and appropriated over $50 billion worth 
of self-financed loan b'llarantees. It has invested tens of billions of 
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dollars into research and development to support the deployment 
of clean energy technology. Transformation of our energy sector is 
more than Federal research assistance. It requires billions of dol
lars in new investment 1.hat will only occur if investors believe that 
markets are stable, provide reliable price transparency and offer 
the opportunity to hedge their commercial risks. 

Prior to joining the Senate Energy Committee, I spent 2 years in 
the electricity sector. This experience provided an invaluable edu
cation regarding the devastating impacts of flawed market design 
and illegal trading behavior can have on consumers. As a result of 
this experience, I am resolved to prevent this catastrophe from 
being repeated. 

I joined Mirant in February 2001 as the director of Federal af
fairs, focused on Federal energy policy. I did not work for a trading 
desk or for a business unit that managed generation assets. By the 
time I arrived, it was already apparent the California electricity 
market was dysfunctional. California had experienced a difficult 
summer with record energy prices and a blackout in June of 2000. 

By November of 2000, FERC had determined that the California 
market was flawed and making ii possible for manipulative trading 
behavior tu cause an imbalance in supply and demand and made 
the determination that electricity rates were unjust and unreason
able. 

In response to 1.he trading behavior uncovered in 2001, I worked 
with Mirant's chief risk officer and five other energy companies to 
establish the Committee of Chief Risk Officers. This organization 
was created to prevent and avoid the trading abuses used by some 
in the industry to manipulate California and western energy mar
kets. 

The CCRO established industry wide trading protocols, improved 
price disclosure, encouraged clearing and standardized contracts 
and established a corporate 1.rading code of conduct. These stand
ards would give regulators, consumers and investors a better view 
of the business and operations of these companies. I do recognize 
that many of the same reforms implemented by the chief risk offi
cers are now embodied in the financial overhaul proposed by the 
administration, but on a larger scale. 

Both efforts seek to improve transparency of over-the- counter 
markets, reduce systemic risk and set trading standards to reduce 
opportunities for excessive manipulation and speculation. A key 
component of both efforts has been the utilization of clearing tu re
duce counterparty risks and allocate capital more efficiently. 

My experience reaffirms my strong belief that regulators are crit
ical to ensuring that markets operate in a fair and transparent 
manner. To achieve this, regulators must be provided with the ap
propriate authority and tools to respond to the constant evolution, 
market behavior and products. 

As I stated in the beginning, I am sensitive 1.o the impacts the 
financial crisis has had on all families. I understand the con
sequences to all of us if the markets are manipulated and expose 
our financial system to greater peril. Drawing on my extensive en
ergy background, I believe I can make a significant contribution to 
the Commission. 
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If confirmed, I will work with the other commissioners to ensure 
markets continue to offer consumers and producers a cost-effective 
hedge to their commercial risk. I will work to ensure the CFTC 
uses all the legal authorities to curb excessive speculation and pre
vent abusive trading practices, including fraud and manipulation. 

I would like to thank the Committee for holding this hearing and 
considering my nomination. It would be an honor and privilege for 
me to serve on the Commission. Thank you. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. O'Malia can be found on page 56 
in the appendix.l 

Chairman LINCOLI\". Thank you, Mr. O'Malia. 
Commissioner Sommers, welcome to the Committee. 

STATEMENT OF JILL SOMMERS, NOMINEE TO BE A 
COMMISSIONER, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISION 

Ms. SOMMERS. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and congratula
tions to you on this historic day for you. I would like to take this 
opportunity to introduce my husband, Mike Sommers, who is here 
with me today. I appreciate his support in being here. 

Chairman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss and other distin
guished members of the Agriculture Committee, I am honored to 
be nominated by President Obama for another term as commis
sioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. I have been 
in this position since August of 2007 and it has been a true pri vi
lege to serve the American public as a regulator of U.S. commodity 
futures and options markets. 

During my career, I have had the opportunity to work on agricul
tural issues for Senator Bob Dole, for a regulated derivatives ex
change, as well as for the trade association representing partici
pants in the privately negotiated derivatives industry. I believe this 
unique experience gives me a diverse view of risk management 
issues and the knowledge to help implement our core mission at 
the CFTC. 

The Commission applies a strong regulatory oversight program 
that includes market surveillance to detect and prevent manipula
tion, as well as ensuring the financial integrity of the clearing proc
ess. This risk tailored approach to regulation is complimented by 
strong enforcement, as evidenced by over $2.8 billion worth of pen
alties and restitution assessed in actions brought by the CFTC 
since the year 2002. 

This regulatory regime has enabled the futures industry to expe
rience enormous growth over the past decade. In 2000, the U.S. ex
change 1.raded volume was a lit1.le over 500 million contracts. In 
2009, the volume has increased 180 percent to almost 3 billion con
tracts. Even with that growth, the regulated futures industry did 
nut endure the loss of any customer funds during the current eco
nomic turmoil due to the failure of a futures commission merchant. 

Although the regulated futures exchanges and FCMs have per
formed well throughout the financial crisis, there is widespread be
lief that the CFTC's regulatory authority should be extended to 
cover the trading of over-the-counter derivatives. There is broad 
consensus that more transparency must be brought to these mar
kets. 
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The current commission is unified in support of comprehensive 
regulatory reforms, including full regulation of over-the-counter 
markets. This regulatory framework would cover both the OTC de
rivatives dealers and the OTC derivatives markets in which they 
trade. 

I believe that we need to enhance transparency and close gaps 
to improve the regulatory structure. The CFTC has undertaken a 
number of initiatives over the past year to strengthen our regu
latory oversight and enhance public confidence in the markets we 
regulate. 

Under the leadership of Chairman Gary Genzler, we have held 
hearings to review the application of and exemptions from position 
limits. We have convened unprecedented joint meetings with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission to discuss issues of regula
tion, harmonization and finally, we have implemented two new 
transparency measures by further disaggregating our Commit
ments of Traders report and publishing an updated report, Index 
Investment Data, based on the information we have been receiving 
through our special call authority. 

It is a very challenging time for the Commission and the ques
tions surrounding all of these issues are enormously complex and 
require thoughtful resolutions. As a commissioner at the CFTC, I 
believe there is a historic opportunity to reshape the regulatory 
oversight of financial markets. 

If confirmed by this Committee and the U.S. Senate, I will work 
hard to ensure that the CFTC continues its role of protecting the 
integrity of the markets while addressing the concerns about the 
regulatory structure. U is the responsibility of the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission to defend the crucial risk management 
and price discovery functions for American farmers, ranchers, end 
users and all market participants around the globe. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Sommers can be found on page 

61 in the appendix.J 
Chairman LI!'\COLN. Thank you, Commissioner. We will start our 

5-minute round of questioning and I will kick that off and then 
kick it over to my colleague, Senator Chambliss. 

But first of all, Mr. Chilton, you have been an outspoken pro
ponent for changes to our current regulatory system. Do you be
lieve that the Treasury proposal regarding the OTC or the over
the-counter derivatives is sufficient to address these regulatory 
gaps, and if not, what needs to be done to improve upon the Treas
ury's white papers? 

Mr. CHILTON. Thank you, Madam Chair. Yes, I do believe the 
Treasury proposal is a good proposal. Right now we can't see a 
whole segment of the market and it does impact price on the regu
lated exchange, so we are sort of operating with one eye closed. 

My view used to be that I wanted to get the information from 
OTC and then make a determination as to whether or not it was 
price discovery and we should reb>Ulate it. Now I think it needs reg
ulation. Contrary to some of my colleagues and to some senators, 
I am not 100 percent sure that we need to look at every individual 
bilateral trade. 
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Should I care as a regulator about a relationship between a con
tract, for example, between a farmer and a co-op? I guess if we had 
unlimited staff that might be interesting, but I am more concerned 
wilh lhe large trades thal can impact price and for me, it is really 
important that whatever we do, if we du something on position lim
its, that we keep that in mind. 

I am not suggesting that we need to get the regulatory authority 
to oversee the OTC market before we act on position limits, hut we 
definitely need to be thinking about it in a panoptic fashion to en
sure that we are making the right balanced and appropriate calls. 

Chairman LINCOLN. If the Treasury proposal were to pass this 
year, whal would he lhe greatest challenges for the Commission? 

Mr. CHILTON. Well we gut a big staffing challenge in general and 
I do want to thank the Congress, particularly those that are appro
priators also, for helping us out a lot. The SEC has about 3,500 
folks. We have about 500 folks. 

The market capitalization, the CME group, is larger than the 
New York Stock Exchange, so we are doing a lot with a little. You 
know how things work in Congress; you get the authority then you 
gel the people to do it. So there is always that gap 8 months after 
you pass something, then we are up here explaining why we have 
not implemented it yet. 

So I think the biggest challenge will be actually getting the bod
ies on lhe ground to do the work. Bul I am confident we can do 
it. We have a great leader in Chairman Genzler and I am sure we 
can make steadfast progress. 

Chairman LI!'\COLN. Ms. Sommers, Commissioner Sommers, I 
want lo thank you for lhe work that you have done on the Commis
sion as well. You might, if there is any uf those two questions that 
you would like to comment on in terms of the Treasury's proposal 
and what you all need most over at CFTC, and then also you might 
just touch on the career you have had working with both the Chi
cago Mercantile and the International Swaps and Derivatives. Any 
of the roles that you had there both with CME and ISDA, how that 
experience really informed you or informed how you approached 
the work you do as a regulator. 

Ms. SOMMERS. Thank you, Madam Chair. I agree with Bart and 
believe that the Treasury proposal includes much needed regu
latory reform for our financial markets. Two of the main issues in
cluded in lhe Treasury proposal would give lhe CFTC jurisdiction 
over the OTC derivatives dealers and markets, along with other 
regulators, would bring regulation to those markets. It also in
cludes encouragement for central counterparty clearing, which is 
very important. It brings market discipline and lhe daily market 
to market tu those transactions. 

So I think both the clearing and that jurisdiction is important for 
us. My experience from both the regulated exchange environment, 
as well as lhe experience I have had with the swaps industry, I 
think is especially important right now. I do support the Treasury 
proposal's inclusion of jurisdiction over those OTC markets, and I 
believe for the CFTC tu be able to bring transparency to the public 
about the markets that we regulate we need the transparency from 
those markets. 
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Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Mr. O'Malia, just briefly, you did 
spend, and you mentioned in your opening statement that you 
spent part of your career working with Mirant Corporation, of 
course, at a very difficult time in California, and I know there have 
been recent news articles describing Mirant as an energy supplier 
and trading outfit that may have contributed to some of those prob
lems that plagued California; would really like to just hear from 
you. 

I think you have great-I believe that you have valuable experi
ence and great experience to be able to bring to the Commission. 
Would like to ask you to-maybe you would give us an opportunity 
to discuss the commitment to the Commission and the mission of 
the Commission in protecting these markets. 

Mr. O'MALIA. Absolutely. The California experience, my time at 
Mirant, was an important lesson. It was a painful lesson for obvi
ously Western energy markets and consumers of California. Many 
companies were-went into bankruptcy as a result of the markets 
and it was clear that manipulative trading behavior was employed 
to take advantage of those markets. 

The rules were not right and that exposed the weakness to it. 
There was not adequate oversight and there was not adequate reg
ulation. I bring that experience to this position and with my eyes 
wide open and vow never to allow those type of behaviors to begin 
or occur in those markets and any of the markets. 

I think the discussion about the financial overhaul is consistent 
with many of the reforms the industry tried to make when it was 
clear that changes had to be made. There was lack of confidence. 
There was manipulative behavior and they had to put a stop to 
that. We need to continue those and strongly enforce those. 

There is no room for manipulative behavior in any of our mar
kets and I will ensure that I will be very effective and enforceful 
of those efforts. The Treasury proposal would expand oversight of 
OTC markets where there was no oversight and we should encour
age the use of clearing houses. As both commissioners, it brings a 
spotlight on it. It reduces systemic risk and everybody has a clear 
picture of what is going on in those markets and that is very im
portant to see what is going on in those markets. 

Chairman LINCOL!\'. Great. Thank you. Senator Chambliss. 
Senator CHAMHL188. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and I would 

first like to ask that three letters in support of Mr. O'Malia's nomi
nations from Senators Murray, Bingaman and Dorgan to you and 
I be submitted into the record. 

Chairman LINCOL!\'. Without objection. 
[The information referred tu can be found on pages 213-215 in 

the appendix. l 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Chilton, I appreciate your comments rel

ative to position limits and as you know, I have had a serious con
cern about what a change in position limits will do relative to not 
just our domestic market, but the reaction that we might have 
overseas. 

I understand that Chairman Genzler was in Europe last week 
discussing the need to harmonize a new structure for over-the
counter derivatives trading, but unfortunately, I have seen little 
coverage of the European regulators' interest in enforcing more 
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stringent position limits and I know we wil1 talk more about this 
later. But in fact to the contrary, I note that Commissioner Dunn 
recently expressed concern that other regulators abroad may not 
see the need to tighten position limits. 

Meanwhile, just the rumor that CFTC is considering tighter posi
tion limits and hedge exemption requirements for our own ex
change transactions has already lead a large exchange traded fund 
to seek larger positions in the over-the-counter arena rather than 
conduct business on exchange. Certainly lhat is not the intended 
outcome. 

You have suggested that we ought to apply aggregate position 
limits across OTC in exchange traded positions. But the proof now 
exists that large market participants faced with limitations will 
seek creative alternatives and I am concerned it might force them 
off to exchanges in Europe or elsewhere. 

I mean, we may even see other countries develop mechanisms for 
trading over the counter. How do you propose that the U.S. respon
sibly apply position limits so as to avoid a mib>Tation of markets 
abroad? 

Mr. CHILTOI'\. Well let me say I agree with you 100 percent, Sen
ator, lhat we need to he very careful how we do lhis. That is why 
I say that whatever we do, we need to do it in light of the OTC 
legislation or the regulatory reform legislation that I hope Congress 
will consider. It could have the effect, if we are overzealous regu
lators of moving it to less transparent markets or moving it over
seas, that would be a perverse impact to what I think some of us 
think we need to do. 

We have reached the right balance on the ags. As I say, by and 
large, they have worked pretty well. I know there are some issues 
that both of us share with regard to some of the specific Ag com
modity markets, but by and large, these position limits have 
worked well for the ags and I think as long as we go into this in 
a balanced and reasoned way, we can do it so it will nol move busi
ness off. 

That is certainly not something I am interested in. With regard 
to the Europeans, I think you are right, they perhaps have not 
been as strong, hut I can tell you one thing, Gary Genzler is not 
a shrinking violet and I know that he has had some pretty explicit 
conversations with lhem. I look forward lo seeing something public 
from the Europeans. 

But I think in general, as regulators, we sort of need to move in 
this direction. But we need to be careful, you are absolutely right, 
about how we go forward. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Both Chairman Genzler and Secretary 
Geithner and I have had conversations about the fact lhat we need 
to bring the Europeans on board. There needs to be some sort of 
international standard here and whatever we do with respect to 
the proposed changes in the lebrislation, obviously, we need to keep 
that in mind. You guys do not toot your horn enough, but I think 
it is an absolutely correct statement to say that because of the 
work in part that you all have done at the Commission from an 
oversight standpoint, as well as what is going on at the SEC, even 
though we have had some mistakes that have been made, the mar
kets that you folks regulate did not fail. The markets worked and 
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Lord knows what would have happened in these tough economic 
times a year ago if we had seen the markets fail. 

Bui you all did a good job in providing the necessary oversight 
to ensure that there was no failure and you need to be commended 
for that. 

Mr. O'Malia, over the course of the past few months, we wit
nessed a breakdown in the financial system and we have heard a 
great deal about systemic risks. While there are certainly a number 
of factors that contributed 1.o this situation, many have blamed the 
lack of regulation applied to the over-the-counter derivatives and 
some have suggested that regulators of securities and futures need 
to be authorized to do more. 

Obviously we are now tasked with determining what additional 
authorities are necessary? Rather than tasking various regulatory 
agencies with duplicative functions and confusing market partici
pants, we should seek to ensure an efficient coordination among 
regulators. If confirmed, how do you intend to work with other reg
ulators, such as the SEC, to harmonize your respective functions? 

Mr. O'MALTA. Buth the SEC and the FERC are two agencies that 
deal with products before the CFTC. I am committed, obviously, to 
work with those agencies to harmonize the regs lo the extent we 
can. The Treasury proposal did have a joint regulation on mixed 
swaps. 

I think Chairman Genzler did get it right and said we ought to 
divide those along the lines of expertise and I would support his 
position on that to ensure that we du not have two regulators try
ing 1.o solve one problem. Tasking those along 1.he lines of experi
ence makes sense to me. 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Chairman Sommers, you currently chair the 
CFTC's Global Markets Advisory Committee and you have wit
nessed technological advances leading to a more global market
place. Some have criticized this evolution in which foreign boards 
of trade now have greater access to U.S. 1.raders and our U.S. ex
changes have greater access to traders abroad. 

Could you briefly explain how the CFTC and various foreign reg
ulators coordinate in order to ensure appropriate oversights of the 
markets across oceans and the borders? I was a little more specific 
with Commissioner Chilton regarding position limits and how we 
are going to deal in this arena with our overseas 1.raders and you 
can expand on that, if you will, please. 

Ms. SOMMERS. Thank you, Senator. As you know, foreign boards 
of trade that wish to offer their products to either U.S. members 
of their exchange or other U.S. customers must come to the CFTC 
to get relief in order to offer those products to U.S. customers. 

We, in considering 1.his relief for foreign boards of 1.rade, we look 
at the home country regulator and we look to see if the regulation 
applied to that foreign board of trade is comparable to what we 
apply in the United States. We also look to memorandums of un
derstanding that we have signed with their home country regu
lator. The CFTC is a member of the International Organization of 
Securities Commissions and we sign a worldwide multi-lateral 
memorandum of understanding that creates standards and we use 
that MMOU as a basis for approving those foreign boards of trade 
as well. 
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And I think as we look forward un the issue of considering either 
imposing position limits on our specifically energy and metals com
plex or 1.he exemptions from 1.hose position limits, 1.hat ii is an 
issue of concern that we continue to work with our global counter
parties to make sure that those are also issues that they are con
sidering, because I do share your concern. If we impose those limits 
without having our global counterparties in lock step with us, we 
may have the perverse effect of driving business to other markets 
globally and making our U.S. regulated exchanges less competitive. 

Senator CHAMllLlSS. My time is up, but there is one other critical 
follow-up question I would like to ask you. I know we have a cur
rent relationship with the London Exchange on the trading, par
ticularly for oil contracts, where they voluntarily provide us with 
certain information. 

Let me address this 1.o you and Commissioner Chilton. Are you 
folks satisfied with the information that you are getting from the 
London Exchange on these contracts'? 

Ms. SOMMERS. I think, Senator, that that is a perfect example of 
how well our foreign board uf trade regime has worked. This year, 
we have made significant modifications tu our memorandum uf un
derstanding with the UK FSA in order to address that linked con
tract that is listed on a foreign hoard of trade that is priced off a 
U.S. contract or settles to that U.S. contract. 

We have made modifications to that memorandum information 
sharing, as well as with the enforcement authorities, so we do get 
large trader data on a daily basis from that exchange, as well as 
have other information sharing agreements and enforcement avail
ability with that agreement. 

Mr. CHILTON. Yeah, I would echo what Commissioner Sommers 
said. I am satisfied. We get it on a daily basis. It is in real time. 
It is in the same format. We actually print it in our Commitment 
of Traders report, so it is very helpful. 

It would not bother me if it is codified. Now ii is 1.his thing we 
call a no-action process and it is a little convoluted. As Commis
sioner Sommers said, we have worked it out and I think everything 
is fine now. But I would not mind having-if we are doing-if you 
all are doing regulatory reform, having it codified by a statute. But 
it is working well now, Senator. 

Senator CHA::\1BLI88. Thank you. 
Chairman LtNCOLl\. Senator Lugar. 
Senator LUGAR. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Commissioner 

Chilton, I think you were present perhaps about a year ago when 
we had a hearing of this Committee. On that occasion, we had a 
witness that tried to describe to the Committee what was occurring 
in the financial crisis.21Anecdotally, you went through the situa
tion where the local banker was out there trying to get a lot of the 
mortgages on the hooks. Having collected all these, these were 
packaged. It was sent on to another bank, sometimes sold, and 
folks were out uf it altogether locally, packaged again and moved 
on somewhere else. 

Now finally, ai a level of some bank or institution, ii had a lot 
of these packages. It was explained you go to a place like AIG to 
get insurance and you get insurance through derivatives, let's say. 
So then we, as amateurs, sort of press, what kind of derivatives are 
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these? Well some look fairly straightforward. This is an insurance 
derivative. But then one witness add, but you could also express 
opinions. 

And so he said, is this like an opinion poll in addition to an in
surance policy'? He said, well not exactly, but for example, you 
might bet on the fact that the banking system of Pakistan was 
going to fail and as a result, even though it has nothing to do nec
essarily with what the flow had been thus far, if it failed. You 
might get a payoff, or as some of the other insurance situations, 
it might not work out, including maybe AIG being able to pay you. 

This came as a surprise to many members as to what kind of 
statement or ink on paper, and so we got into this situation that 
these derivative functions are not all ones in which you know the 
parties, the party or the counterparty, or as a matter of fact, we 
then had, some of us, visits from bankers who said, now as you 
begin to think about regulation, do not pin this down. We need to 
have a lot of creative space to write these situations. They are not 
all the same. 

We are talking about clearing not identical contracts, very dif
ferent. This is not very reassuring to those of us who are citizen 
amateurs of this quite apart, I think, from the financial commu
nity, and we are still, as you pointed out, although CFTC always 
was thought of by many as having agriculture commodities, the fi
nancial instruments became very large in your situation quite 
apart from the energy situation, which in the last reauthorization 
of CFTC somehow got omitted or had not the same weight. 

This is all the beginning of a question. What in the current 
CFTC proposals or laws that Treasury is offering, or anybody is of
fering, finally brings us into some clearing function of counterpar
ties where we actually have, even complex as it is, something that 
is relatively uniform as opposed to totally creative in ways that
once again creative bankers, financial people and so forth, in a 
search, in our American free enterprise system for wealth, blow the 
whole thing out; can you give us some reassurance? 

Mr. CHILTON. I can give you some, Senator, although I am not 
going to vouch for that entire situation you described, because I 
had some of the very same concerns. It was the Commodity Fu
tures Modernization Act, which codified that we would not be regu
lating swaps and these credit default swaps that you are talking 
about really metastasized throughout the banking and the trading 
community. It would have been difficult to follow even if you re 
regulating them, but certainly unregulated they lead to many of 
the problems that you describe, in particular AIG. 

It is all hindsight now, but I venture to say that if credit default 
swaps were regulated, that may not have happened. And so I think 
it is one of the things that you described, Senator Lugar, that was 
probably a mistake in CFMA. In my view, there are many good 
things in CFMA. It has allowed the free market to flourish, to be 
innovative and look around the corner and be competitive. But that 
is one of the things that I think was an inadvertent policy. 

The administration has called for regulation of these types of 
swaps. It has sort of left the door open. 

to who would regulate them, whether or not it would be the 
CFTC or the SEC. In my view, as a CFTC regulator, it would be 
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easy to just say well we should have it. But to be honest with you, 
I just care that it is regulated. I just want to make sure that some
body is looking at this. 

We can do iL Again, we need staff to do iL And we can do a com
petent job, but I think for American consumers, it is just important 
that somebody who comes before you all, or another committee who 
is responsible for this type of thing, looks at it very hard and care
fully and always has in the back of their mind, how are we pro
tecting consumers? How are we protecting markets? 

Senator LL"GAR. Well this begs then my second question and that 
is, perhaps you do not have control of this now or oversight. Maybe 
you will. You certainly do have all of the energy situations and the 
Ag is a very small part, as you have said. 

Now last year at this same time, the complaint was made that 
the staff problems at CFTC, even with what you had, were totally 
inadequate in terms of number of people. There were senators pil
ing un about speculation and all the difficulties and you and the 
chairman, what have you, were saying well, give us some people. 

Now you intimate you do not have the people yet. I am trying 
to sort of fathom where in the system you get the people. Have you 
requested them? Are they in somebody's appropriation authoriza
tion bill or anyone in the stream at this point? 

Mr. CrnLTON. Yes, sir. We have-I cannot give you the specific 
numbers, hul I said we were at 500 in my oral remarks. I 1.hink 
we are going to actually be closer to 600 like today, maybe 599, and 
we have a request in for more. I cannot give you the exact amount, 
but we are moving forward. We are now at the Financial Services 
Ag-or 1.he Financial Services Appropriations SuhcommiUee. 

But with the support over the years, we have done a lot better. 
But as I say, we have a big workload out there and depending upon 
what happens with some other issues, for example, carbon trading, 
if that ends up passing and we have 1.hat, thal could he 1.he largest 
commodity market, physical commodity market in the world. 

And so I appreciate the question and appreciate the support, 
Senator, and we are going to continue to need it as we go through 
the appropriation cycle. Bui we have requested it so far and I 1.hink 
we are moving in the right direction. 

Senator LUGAR. Thank you. Thank you. 
Chairman LtNCOLt\. Senator Cochran. 
Senator COCHRAN. It occurs to me, Mr. Chillon, listening to your 

testimony and expression of concerns about the inadequacy of the 
power or authority of the CFTC, that you are making an argument 
for additional definitive powers and responsibilities that would be 
defined by Congress and enacted so that you could do the things 
that you are saying ought tu be done. 

ls there an issue now between this agency and other agencies or 
departments of the government where they are also seeking that 
kind of definitive acknowledgement of power and responsibility? 
What is the state uf play in the definition of legal authority? 

Mr. CHILTON. Well with regard to what Senator Lugar was ask
ing with regard to clearing and swaps, particularly credit default 
swaps that were $55 to $60 trillion, I mean just a monstrous num
ber, the SEC is also interested in that and really I think the ad-
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ministration deserves to be commended by coming out with such a 
strong proposal and doing it fairly on. 

But in all candor, they punted on the question of whether or not 
ii was going 1.o be the jurisdiction of 1.his Commi1.1.ee or the Banking 
Committee and again, it would be easy to say turfs, that we should 
do it here, but as long as it is done. And so I will leave those im
portant decisions to you and other senators. 

Senator COCHRAN. Thal is reassuring, and lhat you are nol about 
to go out and start regulating and start bringing in people and 
start finding violations of the law as a commission, as an adminis
trative body, without the color of that authority. 

Mr. CHILTON. Yes. 
Senator COCHRAN. You du not have that in your background as 

an inevitable conflict that you are going to have if you are--
Mr. CmLTON. No, I do not, Senator. I mean, I think there are 

some things we can do through lhe rulemaking authority with re
gard tu position limits and hedge exemptions, but again, we need 
to do that with a view toward the unregulated markets and we 
need to do it, as I was discussing with Senator Chambliss, in a way 
that does not send markets-it does not send current regulated 
traders to unregulated markets or does not send them overseas. 

So we need to be very careful about this, but my colleagues are 
smart folks. We are going to get this right. We are going to do the 
same types of things that you all do every day and make sure lhat 
we are not losing markets and make sure that we are protecting 
consumers. 

Senator Coc1mAN. Well, do not use us as a role model. 
Mr. CHILTON. I know you too well, Senator. You have done a lot 

of good work over the--
Senator COCHRAK Individual senators are different from the 

body as a whole. 
fLaughler.l 
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for agreeing to serve in 

these positions. This is going to be a very challenging period, I 
think. I think the Committee will do well to follow very closely how 
all 1.his plays out. Thank you. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Be assured, Senator Cochran, we will be, as 
a Committee, following very closely in terms of what the respon
sibilities-and you are right, it is a tall order at this juncture in 
our economy and in the world economy, so we will definitely be fol
lowing closely. 

Senator Thune. 
Senator THUNK Thank you, Madam Chair, and congratulations 

to you on your historic accomplishment, first woman and first Ar
kansan as the chairman of this great Committee. Your style and 
approach to dealing with issues will serve this Committee and its 
members and the entire Senate very well, so congratulations and 
just do not forget about us northerners up there. We will bring you 
up to South Dakota to give you a chance to visit somewhere soon. 

Senator COCHRAN. We learned our lesson. 
LLaughter.J 
Senator THUNE. All right. On a more serious note-
LLaughter.J 
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Senator THUNE. Let me, if I might, just pose a question to whom
ever, maybe tu Commissioner Chilton to start with. But if the Con
gress were lo require mandatory reporting for all OTC trans
actions, what additional resources would the CFTC need to manage 
such a large amount of data'? And maybe Commissioner Sommers 
could answer. 

Mr. CHILTON. I do not have an exact number, Senator Thune, but 
it seems to me that, as I said, 3,500 or thereabouts with the SEC, 
500, 600 al lhe CFTC. I would like lo see us up in the 700 full
time equivalent positions in the not too distant future, and that is 
without anything with regard to carbon. 

So we could use another 100 people sort of pdq and I think we 
need to continue tu request more and ramp up. You know, there 
is a limit to how large we should get certainly. We do not want to 
he overly bureaucratic, bul righl now, as Senator Lugar described, 
we have a lot of challenges that we just are not up to, and it is 
not because we do not have dedicated and resourceful and profes
sional staff; we do. 

Senator THUNF.. Anything to add? 
Ms. so~MRRS. Senator Thune, I think we have to continue to 

consider that the OTC markets are large and they are very com
plex and they are markets that the CFTC does not have experience 
in regulating. So it is something that will be an enormous task for 
us. 

But as Commissioner Chilton noted, we have hired, I think, al
most 100 people over the last year and if things progress the way 
that we hope wilh the hudgel lhis year, we will he able lo do lhe 
same next year, and that will be very helpful for us, not only with 
actual bodies on the job, but with advances in technology to help 
us survey all those markets as well. 

Mr. O'MALTA. Senator, if I may, the people are important. Work
ing in the appropriations, we have had the opportunity to work 
wilh our national labs and see what technology can do for us, spe
cifically world class computing. It seems to me we also-there is a 
technology element that we have to stay ahead of the markets, or 
at least keep up with them. The investment in that category has 
been woefully inadequate. 

We really need to focus on taking advantage of the high speed 
global nature of these markets and avail ourselves to lhe tech
nology. If confirmed, I would be happy to take that effort on to find 
out what opportunities we can do to keep up. Keeping up would be 
a good start. 

Senator THUNE. One of the-if climate change legislation were to 
pass, it would allow third parties like banks and foreign nations to 
parlicipale in the carbon market. In olher words, you would have 
third parties that are not directly associated with carbon. Offsets 
would be able to purchase these credits on an exchange. 

In your opinion, does that leave the carbon market open to undue 
influence or manipulation and is it possible under a scenario like 
that that a third party investor ur group of third parties would be 
able lo drive up the price of carbon hy purchasing large amounts 
of allowances or available carbon credits? 

Mr. CHILTON. It is a concern that has been raised particularly re
cently in the last several months that I have heard. You know, we 
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have, like I say, professional staffs. I think we can do the regula
tion of this, as long as we have the authority. 

Some have argued that the smaller the markets, the easier it is 
to regulate and while that is true, I would rather have deep liquid 
markets with lots of trading and you go back and forth between 
people at the agency center. Some will say it is just another con
tract. It is just like crude oil. 

It has its distinct difference in that lhe government would, under 
the legislation proposed, actually control the allocation. And so that 
is different. But by and large, I am not worried about the size of 
it as long as we have the resources to police it. I think we can do 
a good job. And as I say, I think il can have an enormous benefit 
not just for whatever it can do for the environment, but I think it 
can add to the economic engine of our democracy, and that is not 
a bad thing. 

Senator THUNE. Whal role would you see speculators playing in 
a carbon market and how would you define a speculator? How 
would you define excessive speculation? 

Mr. CrnL'l'ON. Right. 
Senator THUNE. I mean how would you go about--
Mr. CHILTON. I like speculators. Too often I think speculators get 

branded as sort of a dirty word. We are going to need people in
volved in these markets to ensure that they work and I think if you 
only have commercial participants, the markets will nol function as 
efficiently or as effectively as a lot of us would like. 

But we will need to be careful to ensure that there may be-it 
may be appropriate for example, to put certain limits. Just like we 
were discussing position limits in lhe energy and metals complex, 
I think that is probably appropriate for carbon, to avoid the very 
things you are asking about. 

Senator THUNK Mr. O'Malia, you are the new guy. What do you 
think about derivative products being forced onlo regulated ex
change? 

Mr. O'MALIA. We do-the administration has put out a very com
prehensive proposal and I believe the transparency and reporting 
requirements to move more of these products into regulated mar
kets is an important move. Increase, avail ourselves to clearing 
would be critical, but we do not want to shift everything-stand
ardize everything for the sake of standardization. 

We need to make sure that these actually pose a risk of manipu
lation or threat and that they could impact the overall pricing of 
commodities. And I agree with those principles. More trading on 
regulated markets would be helpful. We will be able to see it. We 
will have clear-it will he priced lo the market. They will under
stand it better and it will be more useful. 

Clearing reduces risk and that is helpful. We do not want to 
make this too costly, however, to make sure the people-everybody 
who has commercial risk cannot use these. They have lo he avail
able. 

Senator THUNE. Commissioner Chilton, Commissioner Sommers, 
what reaction have any of you received from market participants 
about the administration's proposal to impose capital requirements 
on dealers of OTC derivatives? 
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Ms. SOMMRRS. Senator, I think that the capital requirements 
provisions that is in the Treasury proposal is consistent with the 
capital requirements that we look al in lhe futures markets. We 
are also moving forward in the futures markets to impose addi
tional capital requirements on the FCMs in our markets to make 
sure that is part of our job, to make sure that that risk surveillance 
and part of what an FCM has in the clearing process is adequate 
and it is something that we are very mindful uf. I have not heard 
any of the dealers or market users express any concerns about lhis. 

Mr. CrnLTON. I agree with Commissioner Sommers and only echo 
what some of the other senators said and that is that these mar
kets really were not at the heart of the credit crisis and the reces
sion, and you al1 should take great pride in that. 

I mean, we have worked pretty well. This is just a good time for 
us to think about other sideboards thal we may need to put on lhe 
law and rules and regulations where appropriate to make sure we 
continue down that path. 

Senator THt:NE. Madam Chairman, thank you and I would like 
to be able tu be here fur our next panel. I want to hear Mr. Avalos 
te11 us how he is going to get the Ag community united on animal 
I. d., bul I probably will not he able to be around for that. 

So thank you all for your willingness to serve, of all of our nomi
nees today, and thank you, Madam Chair. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Senator Thune. Do any of you 
all have additional questions for this panel? 

Well before I dismiss them, I would like to-une last item for the 
nominees. As you know, Senator Cantwell has played a leadership 
role in the Senate with regard to commodities futures regulation 
and has some questions that I will be submitting for the record. 

I know all of us look forward to your responses there and you 
wil1 have ample time to be able to respond to that and to Senator 
Cantwel1's <1uestions. So thank you again. I echo the words of my 
colleagues. Thank you for offering yourself in terms of public serv
ice. We have a lot of challenges ahead of us. 

We are going to be looking to the CFTC for great guidance and 
opportunities to really grow our economy, but do so in a way that 
minimizes risk and certainly ensure confidence in the American 
public. Su we appreciate your being here today and we appreciate 
your willingness to serve. 

We will excuse this panel and we may ask the-invite the second 
panel to come before us. 

Senator CHA~IBLISS. Madam Chairman, while this panel is com
ing up, let me just recognize one uf my staff that you know well 
whose probably last hearing is going to be today. Vernie Hubert 
has been a member of my staff the whole time I have been here 
in the U.S. Senate and I first got to know Vernie when he worked 
for a Democratic congressman--

Chairman LINCOLN. I did too. 
Senator CHAMHLISS.-Charlie Stenholm, who was such a great 

advocate of agriculture. I had the pleasure of working with Vernie 
on both lhe 1996 Farm Bill and lhe 2002 Farm Bill and lhen obvi
ously this past year over here. Vernie has just been such a great 
asset to the Committee for so many reasons and a particular asset 
to my staff because of his knowledge of agriculture, his commit-
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ment to ensuring that we do the right thing for farmers and ranch
ers. 

He is a guy that we are truly going to miss here. I did not want 
to let today go by. We have encouraged him and drug him back 
over here. I would not let him go home last year as soon as the 
Farm Bill was completed and he has graciously agreed to stay on 
here this past year. I just want to recognize Vernie as a true asset 
both to me and to the Committee and particularly publicly to thank 
him for his service. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Well, Senator Chambliss, I would like to join 
you in that and I too first met Vernie when I was in the House. 
I would say that his leaving at this juncture is subject to the dis
cretion of the chair. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman LINCOLN. So I do not know, but if I am going to exert 

any powers, this might be the place to do it. 
Mr. HL"BERT. Can I have you talk to my chairman? 
LLaughter.J 
Chairman LTl\"COLN. Well we du appreciate the incredible work 

that Vernie has put forward on behalf of American agriculture and 
he has done a tremendous joh. All I can say is, please do not go. 
But we are grateful to him, and grateful to him and grateful to 
you, Senator Chambliss, for having him on board. He was an enor
mous part of the negotiations that we had on the Farm Bill and 
was a real calming effort there and did a tremendous job of pulling 
people together and we appreciate it. 

So I am still going to reserve my right as chairman to have a say 
in that, but anyway, I know your chairman and I know she will 
trump me, so nonetheless. 

If I can ask this panel to please stand. I am not sure if we all 
got the swearing in, but I am not going to mess it up on my first 
watch, that is for sure. Ifyuu will raise your right hand. 

Do you swear to lell the truth, the whole truth and nothing hut 
the truth? 

Mr. AVALOS. I do. 
Mr. SHERMAN. I do. 
Mr. SPRARMAN. I do. 
Chairman LTNCOLI\". Great. Our mandatory question, do you 

agree also that if confirmed you will appear before any duly con
stituted committee of the Congress if asked? 

Mr. AVALOS. Yes. 
Mr. SHERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SPRARMAN. Yes. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Thank you. Thank you, gentlemen, 

for joining us today. We appreciate it and appreciate your willing
ness to also serve. We would like to begin by your statements, if 
we may, and then we will enter into our questioning. 

Mr. Avalos. 

STATEMENT OF EDWARD M. AVALOS, NOMINEE TO BE UNDER 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE FOR MARKETING AND REGU
LATORY PROGRAMS AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DI
RECTORS, COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 

Mr. AVALOS. Chairwoman Lincoln and ranking member. 
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Chambliss, members of the Senate Committee on Agriculture, 
Nutrition & Forestry, thank you for the opportunity to appear be
fore you today. 

Chairwoman Lincoln, I also would like to congratulate you on 
your new assignment to chair this Committee. I know that the 
folks back in Arkansas are really proud of you. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\". Thank you. 
Mr. AVALOS. And also, this being your first hearing for this Com

mittee where you are in lhe leadership, I am honored to be a part 
of this historic event. I am extremely grateful to President Obama 
for nominating me and Secretary Vilsack for his support. 

If I can, Madam Chair, I would like to introduce members of my 
family. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\". Please do. 
Mr. AVALOS. I think I am going to read it, and then they can 

just-anyway, I have my better half, Anna Bee, from Mesilla, New 
Mexico; my daughter Alexandra and her fiance, Tom. They are 
from Long Beach, California. My daughter Megan and her fiance, 
Mark, from Phoenix, Arizona; and of course, my son, he is my fish
ing and hunting buddy, Russell, from Las Cruces, Mexico. I also 
have quite a few friends that came all the way from Las Cruces, 
well actually from all over New Mexico, to be here with us. 

Chairman LINCOLN. That is wonderful. Please stand so we can 
welcome you to the Committee. 

[Applause.] 
Chairman LTNCOL!\". That is quite a cheering squad. 
Mr. AVAL08. I almost have a basketball team. 
Chairman LtNCOLl\. That is right. 
Mr. AVALOS. Madam Chair, members of the Committee, it really 

is an honor to be nominated to serve as the under secretary for 
marketing and regulatory programs at the U.S. Department of Ag
riculture. The mission includes the Agricultural Marketing Service, 
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and the Grain In
spection Packers and Stockyards Administration. 

Each of these agencies are extremely important and contributes 
to benefit the agricultural industry all the way from the producer 
through the shipper, the processor, the retailer and on to the con
sumer. 

I grew up on a family farm in the Mesilla Valley in Southern 
New Mexico. At an early age, my parents, Adolfo and Eva Avalos, 
they instilled a very strong work ethic which I have followed 
through my entire career. My 30-plus years of experience in agri
cultural marketing have prepared me for my role as the under sec
retary. I have worked with the agricultural industry to address reg
ulatory, marketing, production and other issues and challenges in 
both the national and international arenas. 

I am a firm believer that the U.S. agricultural sector has been 
and continues to be the backbone of this country, providing food 
and fiber to consumers and end users in the U.S. and also in mar
kets all over the world. During my career, I gained considerable ex
perience in both the international and domestic arena. I have 
worked to support the production and marketing of livestock, spe
cialty crops, value added products to the implementation of trade 
missions, dialog and promotion. 
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Also I have worked with diverse stakeholders tu develop and es
tablish and maintain markets for sheep, cattle, goats and numer
ous fruits and vegetables in Mexico, onions and processed foods to 
Canada, and most recently, the pecan growers' success in creating 
an export market in China. 

In the domestic arena, I have been very successful in estab
lishing markets for chili peppers, onions, potatoes, watermelons, 
pumpkins, pecans, beans and alfalfa. I have worked closely with 
producers to support the production of crops that the industry de
mands. I worked with the distributors for timely delivery of goods 
and with retailers to showcase, promote, sell, educate and inform 
the consumer utilizing brochures, recipes and other promotional 
and educational tools. 

In addition, I have worked tu advance Indian agriculture, includ
ing working closely with the Navajo Agricultural Products Indus
try. This is an 85,000-acre farming enterprise located on the Nav
ajo Nation in the four corners area of New Mexico and with some 
of the Indian pueblos in Northern New Mexico to bring back tradi
tional agriculture to their tribes. 

I believe it is important to create an atmosphere of collaboration 
and foster good communication through agriculture production. I 
am enthusiastic about opportunities to promote fresh and local 
availability of products, more farmers markets, trade organizations 
and better connecting the American public with their food supply. 

As a result, I have established an effective and informative net
work of growers, shippers, trade organizations and other stake
holders throughout the country. I have worked closely with the 
North American Agricultural Marketing officials, the National As
sociation of State Departments of Agriculture and the Western 
United States Ab>Ticultural Trade Association. This network pro
vides me with needed input on issues and trends within the food, 
agricultural and livestock industries. 

If confirmed as the under secretary for marketing and regulatory 
programs, I will emphasize providing oversight of the three agen
cies and addressing the concerns of agricultural boards and com
missions. If confirmed, I look forward with enthusiasm to stimu
lating employee morale and working with the many fine public 
servants which are assigned to my area, as well as the other agen
cies within USDA. 

I am strongly committed to civil rights at the department and 
will work hard to ensure USDA's employment practices will not tol
erate any form of discrimination, but instead will create a positive 
environment that celebrates and draws upon the strength of 
USDA's diverse workforce and consumer base. 

If confirmed, I am committed and dedicated to working with Sec
retary Vilsack and this Committee to address and resolve the many 
concerns and difficult issues that are facing the food, agriculture 
and livestock sectors of this country. Building on my experience 
with the farmers, with the ranchers, dairymen, with the shippers 
and brokers, the food processors, the distributors, retailers and con
sumers, I will provide the leadership and guidance needed to im
plement the Farm Bill and carry out the mission of USDA. 

Thank you for your consideration and I am happy to respond to 
any questions. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Avalos can be found on page 48 
in the appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLK. Thank you, Mr. Avalos. 
Mr. Sherman. 

STATEMENT OF HARRIS D. SHERMAN, NOMINEE TO BE UNDER 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND ENVIRONMENT AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DI· 
RECTORS, COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 
Mr. S11.EH..lVIAf\. Thank you, Madam Chairman. It is a great honor 

to be here before this Committee today considering my nomination 
for the position of under secretary for Natural Resources and the 
Environment. Let me add, Madam Chairman, tu the chorus of con
gratulations to you. I very much look forward tu working with you 
and all of the members of the CommiUee. 

I want to thank my senator, Senator Bennet, for his very kind 
words of introduction. He is doing a wonderful job with our na
tional forests and our conservation programs, so I appreciate his 
kind words. And although I brought a somewhat smaller cheering 
section for me, I wonder if I could introduce my family. 

My daughter, Jessa Sherman, from Los Angeles; my brother, 
David Sherman, from Denver; my sister Barbara Kailey, from Den· 
ver; and my niece, Shawn Kailey Reagan, from Los Angeles. If you 
could all stand up. 

[Applause.] 
Mr. SHERMAN. Several weeks ago when I received the news that 

President Obama had nominated me, I was deeply humbled by the 
honor, but also by the degree of responsibility that accompanies the 
position. I fully realize that the challenges ahead will not be easy, 
but it is an extraordinary opportunity to do good for our country. 

If confirmed, I promise to use my strengths, energy, commitment 
and good judgment to advance the conservation and public land 
programs lhat will fall under my jurisdiction and I promise to work 
closely with you and the other committees of Congress as we go for· 
ward. 

My interest in overseeing the Forest Service and NRCS stems 
from a lifetime of experiences with public lands and conservation 
programs. As a child, my parents took me to the mountains outside 
of Denver where we would camp, hike, fish, ski and jeep. These ex
periences left an indelible impression on me of the grandeur and 
the importance of our national forests. 

Later I have twice had the privilege of serving under two Colo
rado Governors, Governor Richard Lamm and Governor Bill Ritter, 
as the director of the Colorado Department of Natural Resources 
and I have had lhe opportunity of working on a daily basis with 
the Forest Service and other Federal land management agencies on 
very interesting, complex resource issues. Between these two stints 
as DNR director, I have represented as an attorney both public and 
private sector clients in their dealings with Federal land manage
ment agencies. 

These experiences, combined with earlier work I did wilh the 
State Soil Conservation Service, and my later work with many land 
trust conversation organizations, have given me a background that 
I believe will serve me well in this new job. Looking forward, there 
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are tremendous cha1lenges regarding our forests, both Federal and 
private, and the conservation programs associated with farms and 
ranches throughout the country. 

On the forestry side, many forests are in trouble due to past fire 
suppression, increase in fuel loads and changes to our climate. As 
a result, many forests are far more vulnerable to catastrophic fire, 
disease and invasive species, often in epidemic proportions, such as 
the situation that we face in Colorado where we have several mil
lion acres of dead trees due to Pine Beetle kill. 

We are witnessing far more frequent, intense fires. Combining 
these factors with a growing human population influx within or ad
jacent to our public and private forests, it is clear that we have a 
very chal1enging situation ahead. How we protect our growing com
munities from fire danger, how we protect the watersheds within 
our forests that supply drinking water to much of our population, 
how we protect wildlife species that rely centra1ly on these forests, 
and how we ensure that our forests play a critical role as carbon 
sinks is a herculean responsibility. 

I believe that Secretary Vilsack's emphasis on restoration of our 
forests, both Federal and non-Federal, in a manner that addresses 
climate change, environmental protection, identifies new markets 
for wood products, creates jobs and sustains rural communities, 
provides an excellent framework for moving forward. 

It is also important that we take a holistic approach to land con
servation. On the NRCS side of the ledger, I have much to learn, 
hut I am very excited by the mission and the scope of the agency's 
charge. Conservation of private working lands plays a significant 
role in protecting water resources and wildlife habitat, creating 
jobs and providing economic opportunities for rural America. 

NRCS's watershed protection program helps communities from 
floods like those that we have just seen in Georgia. With these 
comprehensive programs, on the ground expertise and powerful 
technical tools, NRCS is well positioned to help private landowners 
play a significant role in addressing a variety of the nation's con
servation challenges. 

So in closing, let me just say, together the Forest Service and 
NRCS can make a major difference. Never before have agriculture 
and forestry been more at the forefront of current national policy 
issues. This is an urgent time to make progress. I am excited by 
the prospect of devoting my energies to these tasks. 

I promise you that if confirmed, I wi1l undertake col1aborative ef
forts involving appropriate stakeholders to find common sense solu
tions and to come up with answers that wil1 withstand the test of 
time, becoming durable, long standing and reliable programs. 
Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sherman can be found on page 
59 in the appendix. l 

Chairman LINCOLK. Thank you, Mr. Sherman. 
Mr. Spearman. 
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STATEMENT OF KENNETH ALBERT SPEARMAN, NOMINEE TO 
BE MEMBER OF THE FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 
BOARD, FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. SPEARMAN. Thank you, Madam Chairman Lincoln and Rank
ing Member Chambliss and the distinguished members of the Com
mittee. Senator Lincoln, congratulations on assuming the chair
manship of the Committee. I look forward to your leadership and 
working with you and Senator Chambliss and this Committee for 
the betterment of American agriculture. 

I also want to thank Senator Nelson for his kind and generous 
introduction. He serves my home state of Florida in the U.S. Sen
ate with honor and distinction. If confirmed, I will keep the 1.rust 
of his example of public service to our country. 

It is a privilege tu appear before you today as President Obama's 
choice to serve as a board member of the Farm Credit Administra
tion. This is a special honor for me and I am honored that my fam
ily also is here to share it with me. We all achieve success in life 
with the help of others. I am no exception, so I especially want to 
acknowledge my wife, Maria, my twin daughters, Michelle Springs 
of Orlando, and her sister, Rochelle Puccia, of Los Angeles, and my 
son, Dr. Kenneth Spearman, of Long Branch, New Jersey. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\'. Please stand so we can greet you. 
fApplause.l 
Mr. SPEARMAN. It is indeed an honor to be nominated to this 

prestigious position. I would like to share my background and tell 
you about the skills and experience I would bring to the Farm 
Credit Administration Board should the Committee confirm my 
nomination. 

As an accountant, I was involved with the development of a pub
lic accounting firm in Chicago, Illinois and later worked as an ac
countant for a major accounting firm. From 1980 to 1991, I served 
as controller of the Citrus Central, Inc., where I was responsible 
for the financial management and reporting for this $100 million 
agricultural cooperative. 

Until recently, I was director of internal audit for Florida's Nat
ural Growers, Inc. There I was responsible for the design and im
plementation of the annual plan, which was used to appraise the 
soundness and adequacy and application of accounting, financial 
and internal operational controls. 

I currently serve as an independently appointed outside director 
on the board of AgFirst Farm Credit Bank, a position I have held 
since January 2006. As you can see, my professional history, most 
of my career has been spent working for agricultural cooperatives. 
During my 28 years in the citrus industry, I gained a deep appre
ciation for agriculiural producers and production agriculture. 

As the members of the Committee are well aware, production ag
riculture, particularly Florida's citrus industry, is capital intensive 
and heavily reliant on access to a competitive credit. Add in the 
variables of the marketplace, world events, weather and many 
other unforeseen factors, and one can see that agriculture is a risky 
business. 

Americans, and for that matter, people around the world should 
be thankful for the men and women who produce the food and fiber 
that we enjoy daily and without which we could not survive. As I 
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said, production agriculture is very capital intensive. Land costs, 
labor, equipment and fertilizer require long-term and short-term fi
nancing. It takes a variety of lenders to meet the credit needs of 
agricultural producers and their cooperatives. 

The Farm Credit System, which is regulated by the Farm Credit 
Administration, is a very important part of that coalition of lenders 
required to finance American agriculture. Serving as an outside di
rector of the AgFirst Farm Credit Bank hoard has given me a new 
and greater appreciation fur the complexity and importance of agri
cultural and rural finance. 

I believe my 28 years of financial experience working for agricul
tural cooperatives will serve me well as a member of the board of 
the Farm Credit Administration. I would utilize that expertise to 
ensure the safety and soundness of the Farm Credit System so that 
it continues to serve the credit needs of America's farmers, ranch
ers and their cooperatives. 

In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for the important 
role it plays in the oversight and authorization of the Farm Credit 
System and its mission to meet the credit and related services 
needs of America's farmers and rancher. 

That concludes my statement and I will welcome any of your 
questions. Thank you. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Spearman can be found on page 
63 in the appendix. l 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Spearman. I also note that 
we have another of the FCA board members here with us today, 
Nancy Pellett. Hey Nancy, welcome to the Committee. We look for
ward to working with you. 

Just a few questions for this panel, if I may. Mr. Sherman, this 
administration is committed to reducing our dependence on im
ported oil and natural gas, coal-fired power plants in this country 
for our energy. Biomass can be converted into energy and fuel, re
ducing our dependence on fossil fuels and certainly our carbon foot
print. 

What role do you see USDA and the Forest Service playing in 
this new initiative, and as under secretary, how will you expedite 
the decisiunmaking and the other processes necessary tu get the ex
pected results in a timely manner? 

Mr. SH.EHMAN. Senator, I think both the Forest Service and 
NRCS have a very important role in exploring the possibilities of 
biomass tu deal with the country's energy security. Obviously our 
forest products are potentially a form of energy that can be used 
to provide for heating materials, potentially for electricity, for fuels 
and I think the Forest Service clearly owes it to itself and the con
stituencies it works with to actively explore how we can use these 
materials to provide for potential future energy resources for the 
country. 

And I think the same goes for NRCS. Clearly, there are all kinds 
of opportunities with our private forest lands and with the crops 
that we are growing in this country to address potential markets 
and opportunities. These are btreat for conservation. I think they 
are terrific opportunities for jobs and for rural development. If I am 
confirmed, I will work very diligently in this effort. 
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Chairman LINCOLN. I appreciate that and I hope that you will 
continue to share your vision of how NRCS and the Forest Service 
can work together to really provide the kind of-private forest 
landowners with the assistance they need in managing their lands 
and certainly in terms of the decisionmaking. I know it-often 
times it definitely takes time, but sometimes expediting that can 
really be a big help. 

I am also from a rural slate and a primary concern of mine is 
the state of rural forested counties. In 2008, we reauthorized the 
Secure Rural Schools in Communities Act, which helped provide 
critical funding for schools, roads and forest management that con
tributed to strengthening the economies of these rural commu
nities. 

If authorization expires at the end of 2011, the funds for schools 
and counties will drop by more than 50 percent, which could be 
devastating. We had here, well a group meeting yesterday of rural 
educators basically, but the foresight of that would just be dev
astating to many of our rural schools across the country. This 
would be a huge blow to those communities. 

Are you familiar, Mr. Sherman, with 1.he SRS and do you support 
its reauthorization? 

Mr. SHERMAN. Madam Chairman, I am not familiar with this 
program yet, but I promise you that I will become familiar. If I am 
confirmed I will look into ii actively and I will get hack 1.o you on 
that. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Please do. There is a disproportionate share 
of our children in this country that do attend rural schools and cer
tainly 1.hat combination of what the Forest Service and others do 
in those counties and how it affects those schools and the ability 
to educate our children in rural areas of the Nation is really, really 
critical. 

Last, just maybe you might share with us your experience in Col
orado developing the state's roadless rule and how that might af
fect your handling with that issue nationally'? 

Mr. Sm:IU·1Ar\. Well first of all, let me just reemphasize my per
sonal commitment to protection of the country's roadless areas. 
This is an extremely important asset to our current generations 
and to future generations in the United States. As a personal mat
ter, I believe very deeply in the importance of this resource going 
forward. 

I do want to say that because I was involved in the preparation 
of a Colorado roadless petition under the Administrative Procedure 
Act, in my discussions with USDA officials, I think it is appropriate 
for me to take myself out of consideration of reviewing and rule 
that I helped to prepare. 

So I am sure that the secretary will designate someone else in 
the department to review the Colorado petition as it comes for
ward. But 1.he president has stated his very clear desire to protect 
roadless areas in this country. Secretary Vilsack has as well. I am 
anxious to sit down with the secretary and his staff to review what 
strategies and what approaches they will be using going forward. 

I have not yet had that opportunity, but I am looking forward to 
that and if this Committee wishes to talk further about that after 
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I have had these briefing opportunities, I would be happy to come 
back and discuss it with you. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. We look forward to many discus
sions. Obviously, as under secretary of agriculture for Natural Re
sources and Environment, there is a multitude of issues that are 
covered there that particularly affect our rural states and they are 
important. Things that-I will be honest with you, and I do not 
know how my colleague feels, hut I get hit with them every time 
I go home, which are questions in regard to everything from wet
lands and wetlands reserve programs, as well as the rural schools 
initiatives and other things like that. So those are important issues 
to our constituents and you will definitely hear from us a great 
deal in terms of many questions that we will have. 

I know my time is running out. I just wanted to touch briefly 
with Mr. Spearman. As our nation is recovering from financial cri
sis, there has been much discussion about regulatory reform. We 
heard it from the previous panel and oversight of the financial in
stitutions. 

I certainly strongly believe that the Farm Credit Administration 
Board needs qualified individuals who can be independent and ob
jective regulators and we look forward to that. If you could share 
with us your qualifications and capabilities that you would bring 
to the job to be an independent, objective and conscious regulator 
of the Farm Credit System and Farmer Mac. 

Mr. SPF.ARMAN. Thank you, Madam Chairman. My experience 
aft.er graduating from Indiana University was to work for a public 
accounting firm and as an auditor in a public accounting firm we 
learned extensively how to actually go into a company, a company 
that was actually paying you for that job, and to act as an inde
pendent auditor. 

Following that experience, I moved on to an internal audit posi
tion ultimately with Florida's Natural Growers, where I actually 
worked for Florida's Natural Growers, hut my job was to actually 
put myself outside of the management of the company and to ob
serve the operations, both financially and operationally, as an inde
pendent objective auditor. 

And moving on to the AgFirst Farm Credit Bank after my retire
ment from Florida's Natural Growers, I was actually brought on 
that hoard as an independent outside director. I do not have farm
ing experience, if you will, other than the experience that I have 
gotten visiting farms nationally from farmers who have invited my 
wife and I to experience what actual farm life is like. 

So as a result of that, I have-I believe that I can kind of put 
myself outside and observe the system and act as an effective regu
lator. 

Chairman L1r-:COLN. I just think it is important to give you the 
opportunity because as an appointed director-hut you did qualify 
as an independent appointed director on the board? 

Mr. SPRARMAN. That is correct. 
Chairman LTl\"COLN [continuing]. Of the AgFirst Farm Credit 

Bank-to give you an opportunity to really visit about your ability 
to he impartial in that. 

I know our auditors here, whether it is CBO or the JCT and oth
ers, as auditors they are non-partisan and certainly not partial. 
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They just count the beans and tell us how the cow ate the cabbage 
is basically what they do for us. But it is important as we create 
legislation to have 1.hat and certainly I think ii is important to 
have that independence. 

Senator Chambliss. 
Senator CHAMBLlSS. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Mr. Avalos, 

as under secretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs, you 
are going to be responsible for regulatory decisions, obviously in a 
very broad arena, including biotech approvals and import stand
ards for agriculture products, such as chickens and other meat 
products. While sanitary and fido sanitary standards are vital to 
protect our country from foreign pests and diseases, many of our 
trading partners use these standards as barriers from time tu time 
to stop our exports. 

The hiotech issue, GMO issue with our European friends is al
ways a continuing issue and I have had significant debates with 
the Russians over their, I think, faults presentation relative to fido 
sanitary issues on import of chicken products, for example. We 
must ensure that our regulatory system produces decisions that are 
timely and science based and I simply would like a commitment 
from you 1.o adhere to science-based decisions and not insert polit
ical, social or economic considerations into the regulatory process. 

Mr. AVALOS. Madam Chair, Senator, that is a good question. I 
have spent considerable time in my career working in international 
trade and I know exactly what you are talking about. I remember 
back in my early career in New Mexico exporting sheep into Mexico 
I ran into 1.he same situation, so I can understand where you are 
coming from. 

If confirmed as the under secretary, I will work with Secretary 
Vilsack and this Committee to look at how we can address these 
issues with our foreign markets. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Will you commit to using science-based tech
nology to implement regulations? 

Mr. AVALOS. Senator, absolutely. 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Since Senator Thune is not here to ask it, 

I will ask you about that non-controversial issue of animal I.D. that 
I think was first initiated before I was elected to the House 15 
years ago, 16 years ago. 

What are your 1.houghis relative to the implementation of the 
animal I.d. program, since it looks like we have finally come to a 
conclusion of the legislative process'? 

Mr. AVALOS. Senator Chambliss, I had a hint that question was 
coming and I appreciate you asking the question because it is of 
tremendous interest to me and of tremendous interest to the live
stock industry in lhis country. 

Animal I.d. is driven really by the need to trace animal disease. 
I want to applaud Secretary Vilsack for conducting listening ses
sions all over the country. I think this was critical, extremely im
portant, to allow stakeholders to come in and provide input, pro
vide their concerns, provide solutions. 

Coming from New Mexico, we are a brand state and we have 
probably one of the toughest brand laws in the country. In New 
Mexico, we have the ability to quickly and efficiently trace a dis
ease outbreak, so in establishing the disease traceability program, 
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if you will, I feel that brand states-and uf course, comment and 
input from stakeholders should be considered as important. 

If confirmed, I would look forward to reviewing the comments 
from the listening sessions and look forward to working with Sec
retary Vilsack and the stakeholders to move forward with this 
issue. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. It is a significant concern to all of our live
stock producers and the implementation process is not going to be 
easy, bul I am sure you are up to thal challenge. As I have said 
on numerous occasions before, I am quick to criticize USDA when 
I think they have not acted properly. But often times, we do not 
compliment them when they do and both Secretary Venneman and 
Secretary Johanns had a BSE issue tu deal with during their ten
ure as secretary uf Agriculture and the department did not get the 
credit thal it really deserves for lhe way lhey handled that. H was 
done quickly, professionally and did not interrupt our markets. 

We are still paying a price on some export markets, but it was 
not due to the fault or the way that USDA handled that. So this 
ought to give us an additional tool to work with tu try to make the 
current system, which works well, even better. So we look forward 
to working wilh you with respect to that. 

Mr. Sherman, I have received about 10 letters and e-mails from 
Georgians about your appointment and they raise concerns about 
your approach to managing Federal, state and private lands. I am 
nut going tu read those this morning. I would simply like a commit
ment from you to let me get those e-mails and letters tu you and 
have you address those collectively so lhat I can respond lo those 
constituents of mine who have raised a concern. 

As under secretary for Natural Resources and Environment, you 
are going to have one of the most-you are going to find that most 
of your time be spent on dealing with U.S. forest issues and I think 
you have already addressed that. However, there is another very 
important part of your job and that is lo oversee USDA's work wilh 
producers conserving private lands. 

American taxpayers invest substantial resources in helping pro
ducers help the land each year. By and large, USDA does a good 
job to provide the NRCS-excuse me, to provide the technical and 
financial support to do that. But the NRCS is under strain and it 
is under resourced. Farm Service Agency, which is nol under your 
jurisdiction, has exactly the same problem. 

We need to find a way to address the infrastructure needs of the 
agencies that interact with producers on a daily basis. I would like 
to know what your thoughts are on recruiting, retaining and sup
porting NRCS' field staff and meeting the agency's technology 
needs. 

Mr. SHEH.MAN. Thank you, Senator. Let me just say at the outset, 
I am very, very excited about the mission of NRCS and I am very 
impressed by the scope of its work. It is truly remarkable all of the 
areas, the conservation areas, that this agency is now working in. 
I have been advised that the agency has some 2,500 offices 
throughout the United Slates lhat are on lhe ground providing 
services to ranchers, farms and private landowners. 

So I am excited by their mission. I think we need to provide 
them with the resources they need to get the job done properly. I 
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met with Chief White the other day fur the first time and we had 
an excellent conversation. So we are going to work very, very hard 
to continue this effort. 

There is some wonderful new opportunities out there for NRCS 
working with ranches and farms. So I simply give you my commit
ment that I will work very hard at this. I hope we can have an ac
tive dialog with each other about this issue and with this Com
mittee and I am anxious to get on with the job if confirmed. 

Senator CHAMBLlHS. One other issue that you are going to be 
faced with right out of the box is an issue that while I represent 
Georgia is of great concern to me, and that is the issue regarding 
the plight of the farmers out in San Joaquin Valley in California. 
It is an issue that certainly involves ESA, which means Secretary 
Salazar and the Department of Interior may have some primary ju
risdiction over part of ii. Bui it does involve farmers in that part 
of the country. 

They have a real significant issue that they have to deal with 
and I would simply ask that when this does hit your desk, and it 
will be there the day you are sworn in, that you give immediate 
attention tu that and work very closely with the Department of In
terior 1.o let us see if we cannot provide some assistance 1.o 1.hose 
farmers out there who truly are suffering. When you look at the 
percentage of produce that is delivered to our farmers markets and 
grocery stores around the country that come from the San Joaquin 
Valley, it is significant, which means that U.S. agriculture is suf
fering as a result of that issue. 

Mr. SHER.:VIAl':. I know Senator Salazar, Secretary Salazar very 
well and I will look forward to talking to him about that issue. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Spearman, your nomination to this posi
tion at Farm Credit is coming at a critical time in the financial 
community that both Farm Credit, as well as other financial insti
tutions around the country, deal with. Agriculture, the challenge by 
the turmoil in 1.he economy, has weathered 1.he storm fairly well. 

With your experience with an agriculture cooperative, you have 
seen ups and downs in agriculture firsthand. How would you com
pare last year's troubles to past experience? What challenges and 
opportunities du you see ahead fur agriculture and what rule do you 
see the Farm Credit System play in providing financing to pro
ducers as they face 1.hose current challenges and opportunities? 

Mr. SPEAKMAN. Thank you for that question, Senator Chambliss. 
Of course I was not around and working with cooperatives during 
the eighties, but I have heard a lot of conversation there about the 
troubles with land prices that the farmers had and the drying up 
of credit for a lot of those folks who ended up losing their farms 
and losing their properties. 

I think the controls that were put in at that time-the Federal 
Government did step in and briefly help the Farm Credit System, 
by which the Farm Credit System has paid all of that money back. 
I do think that the GSE designation for the Farm Credit System 
has worked adequately. I think that there is stresses in the indus
try currently, particularly in 1.he dairy and in the poultry and in 
some of the livestock industries. 

I think the system has procedures and practices in place that is 
effectively dealing with the problem. Agriculture tends to lag the 
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commercial industry. I believe that there is adequate capital out 
there for sound loans to be made and I just think that the industry 
and the system is postured to continue to have credit for 1.he ranch
ers and farmers into the future. 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. Just to 

touch real quickly and there may be others in the Committee that 
would like to submit questions for the record, so just to give you 
all a heads up on 1.hat and I may actually join 1.hem with a couple. 

But Mr. Avalos, Senator Chambliss brought up the biotechnology 
and the importance of implementing a timely and science-based ap
proval process and working through some of those things. I just 
would stress the timeliness on that. My understanding, that cur
rently the average length of time for agency decisions, making peti
tions for regulatory approval of agricultural hiotech products, has 
steadily increased and it is alarming to me, I do not know if you 
mentioned those numbers, but from approximately 150 days in 
1996 to almost 700 days at present. 

Our hope is, I do not know if you are aware of that big of an in
crease in terms of delay, but hopefully there will be plans to reduce 
the current lengthy petition process as ii exists. We are going 1.o 
need to be more competitive than ever in this growing-as we re
build our economy and the global economy and I think that effi
ciency is going to be a critical part of how we do that. 

So would just like to bring that to your attention and hopefully 
you can play a role in improving upon that. 

Mr. AVALOS. Thank you, Madam Chair. I acknowledge your con
cerns and if confirmed, I definitely will follow up on this. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Well 700 days is an awful long time to go 
through a process. I do have a few other questions, actually one 
more just to bring to your attention, Mr. Avalos. There has been 
a recent, from the USDA, the Animal Plant and Health Inspection 
Service, APHIS, they are delaying right now for ;{() days 1.he imple
mentation of a recently increased-announcement of an increase in 
fees charged for certain agricultural quarantine and inspection 
services. 

I would like to visit with you more on that hopefully in the fu
ture. I think the 30 days may be adequate, but I am not sure that 
ii is going to he adequate in order to make sure that all of those 
that are participating, whether it is passengers or airlines or oth
ers, are going to be able to put that into place as quickly as that 
may be. So as much as we do not want to delay, we also want to 
make sure there is adequate time to implement, and so we may be 
following up with you on that at a later date. 

The Committee has also received various letters of support for 
one or more of our nominees here today and Senator Chambliss, if 
there is no objection, I would like to make those letters a part of 
our record. So without objection, that would be so ordered. 

[The information referred to can be found on page 216-224 in the 
appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLN. If 1.here is no other matters that we need to 
discuss, I have one last housekeeping item. Senators do have until 
close of business tomorrow to submit any further questions and the 
record will remain open for five business days in order to b>ive you, 
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the nominees, the sufficient time you need to respond and we hope 
that you will be respective of that as we try to move forward on 
your nominations. We do need lhe response to those questions in 
a timely way. 

I want to thank all of you all for appearing before us today and 
your willingness to serve our government in these capacities. I 
would also like to take this opportunity to say that we are only as 
strong as the team that we play on and the Agriculture Committee 
staff is a phenomenal learn. Both the Majority staff and the Minor
ity staff do a tremendous job and I want to personally thank them 
for helping to make my first hearing a success, in my estimates, 
and I hope in others'. But they work tirelessly and do a tremendous 
job on behalf of the Committee. 

As I said, it may not be the most glamorous of committees, but 
il is one lhat has an unbelievable diversity in terms of lhe breadth 
of issues that it covers and the expertise within the staff on the 
Majority and Minority side are a tremendous asset to the country 
and I am grateful to all of them for the hard work that they do. 

I am still holding out on you, Vernie, but appreciate all of you 
all fur a very historic day fur me and one that is very meaningful 
and I thank you all for participating in it. We appreciate you in of
fering yourself for service. And a special thanks to my colleague 
and friend, Senator Chambliss. 

With that, the Committee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.] 
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Statement of Senator Thad Cochran 

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

September 30, 2009 

Madame Chainnan, I congratulate you on ascending to the 

chainnanship of this important Committee. Your successful work 

on behalf of farmers and ranchers is well known and appreciated. I 

look forward to working with you to review and improve the 

programs under the jurisdiction of this Committee. 

I am pleased to introduce to the Committee Mr. Scott 

O'Malia who has been nominated by the President to serve as a 

Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. I 

have known Scott and worked with him for a number of years, and 

I believe he is very well qualified for this important position. 
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Since 2004, Scott has served as a staff member of the Senate 

Appropriations Committee. Currently, he is the Minority Clerk of 

the Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development. As Clerk, 

Scott leads the effort to develop the annual appropriations bills for 

the Department of Energy, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and 

the Bureau of Reclamation. 

Prior to joining the staff of the Appropriations Committee, 

Scott served as Professional Staff on the Senate Energy and 

Natural Resources Committee. His responsibilities included 

oversight of both energy trading markets and oil and gas 

production. His previous experience will give him valuable insight 

into the work of the Commission and other regulatory agencies. 
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Scott has also gained valuable private sector experience 

related to corporate risk management. From 2001 - 2003, he 

worked to establish rules and standards for energy trading among 

various wholesale power producers. 

His experience with energy related policies and activities will 

provide the CFTC with valuable insight when reviewing energy 

related financial instruments and regulatory proposals. Scott's 

knowledge of the Senate and its responsibilities will prove helpful 

also as we work to exercise oversight of government agencies 

under the Committee's jurisdiction. · 

I enthusiastically support the nomination of Scott O'Malia to 

serve as a Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission. 
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Senate Agriculture, Nutrition. and Forestry Committee 
September 29, 2009 

Madam Chairman, I want to convey my strong support for the nomination of Jill 
Sommers to a second term on the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

Jill is a native Kansan and a graduate of the University of Kansas. She's actually 
from the picturesque town of Fort Scott, home to the Ft. Scott National Historic 
Site and National Cemetery. 

She is well qualified for this position. Having served on the staff of Senator Bob 
Dole and worked in several positions in the futures industry, she has the 
background and understanding necessary to address the difficult issues she will 
face as a CFTC Commissioner. 

More importantly, being from Kansas she understands agriculture and the 
significant role the CFTC plays in regulating our agriculture markets. 

Madam Chairman, the CFTC fac.es several challenges in bringing additional 
transparency and accounjability to the marketplace while at the same time 
providing opportunities for producers to better manage their risks. 

Thankfully we have high caliber folks like Jill and others who are more than up to 
the task. 

I am proud to support Jill's nomination as a fellow Kansan. 
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD M. AVALOS 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, ANO FORESTRY 

Ct1airman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss, and Members of the Senate Committee on 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. 
Also, I would like to thank Senator Bingaman for his kinii words and for his efforts in representing 

the State of 
New Mexico. Also, I am extremely grateful to President Obama for nominating me and Secretary 
Viback for his support. With me today is my better half Anna Bee from Mesilla, NM, my 
daughter Ale)(andra and her fiance Tom from Long Beach, California; my daughter Megan and her 
fiance Mark, from Phoenix, Arizona; and my son a,nd fishing and hunting buddy, Russell from Las 
Cruces, New Mexico. 

Madam Chair, Members of the Committee, it is an honor to be nominated to serve as the 
Undersecretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs at the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA). The mission areas include the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS), Animal 
and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) and Grain Inspection Packers and Stockyards 
Administration (GIPSA). Each of these agencies is extremely important and contributes to benefit 
the agricultural industry all the way from the producer, through the shipper, processor, retailer, 
and on to the consumer. 

I grew up on a family farm in the Mesilla Valley of Southern New Mexico. At an early age, my 
parents, Adolfo and Eva Avalos, instilled a strong work ethic which I have followed throughout 
my professional life. My 30-plus years of eJ<perience in agricultural marketing have prepared me 
for my role as the Undersecretary. I have worked with the agriculture industry to address 
regulatory, marketing, production, and other issues and challenges in both the national and 
international arenas. I am a firm believer that the United States {U.S.) agricultural sector has 
been and continues t.o be the backbone of this country providing food and fiber to consumers 
and end users in the U.S. and also to' markets all over the world. 

During my career, I gained considerable experience in both the international and domestic arena. 
I have worked to support the production and marketing of livestock, specialty crops, and value

added products through the implementation of trade missions, dialog,· and trade promotion. 

Also, I've worked with diverse stakeholders to develop, establlsh and maintain markets for sheep, 
cattle, goats, and numerous fruits and vegetables in Mexico; onions and processed foods to 
Canada; and most recently, the pecan grower's success in creating an export market in China. 

In the domestic arena, I have been successful in establishing markets for chile, onions, potatoes, 
watermelons, pumpkins, pecans, beans, and alfalfa. I have worked closely with producers to 
support the production of crops that the industry demands, with distributors for timely delivery 
of goods and with retailers to showcase, promote, sell, educate, and inform the consumer 
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utilizing brochures, recipes, and other promotional and educational tools. 

In addition, I have worked to advance Indian agriculture. including working closely with the 
Navajo Agricultural Products Industry-an 85,000 acre farming enterprise located on the Navajo 
Nation in the four corners area of New Me1<ico and with some of the pueblos in Northern New 
Me1<ico to bring back traditional agriculture to their tribes. 

I believe it is important to create an atmosphere of collaboration and foster good communication 
throughout agriculture production. I am enthusiastic about opportunities to promote fresh and 
local availability of products, more farmers markets, and better connecting the American public 
with their food supply. 
As a result, I have established an effective and informative network of growers, shippers, trade 
organizations, and other stakeholders throughout the country. I've worked closely with the 
North American Agricultural Marketing Officials, National Association of State Departments of 
A8riculture, and the Western United States Agricultural Trade Association. This network provides 
much needed input on issues and trends within the food, agricultural, and livestock industries. 

If confirmed as undersecretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs, I will emphasize 
providing oversight for the three agencies and addressing the concerns of agriculture boards and 
commissions. If confirmed, I look forward with enthusiasm to stimulating employee morale and 
working with the many fine public servants assigned to my area as well as with the other 
agencies at USDA. I am strongly committed to Civil Rights at the Department and will work hard 
to ensure USDA's employment practices will not tolerate any form of discrimination, but instead 
will create a positive environment that celebrates and draws upon the strength of USDA's diverse 
workforce and customer base. 

If confirmed, I am committed and dedicated to working with Secretary Vilsack and this 
Committee to address and resolve the many concerns and difficult issues facing the food, 
agriculture, and livestock sectors in this country. Building on my experience with farmers, 
ranchers, dairymen, shippers, brokers, processors, distributors, retailers, and consumers. I will 
provide the leadership and guidance needed to Implement the farm bill and carry out our mission 
at USDA. 

Thank you for your consideration and 1. look forward to responding to your questions. 
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Testimony of Commissioner Bart Chilton 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

Before the 

United States Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

September 30, 2009 

Madame Chair, Senator Chambliss and members of the Committee, thank you for the 
opportunity to be before you, yet again. It's a particular honor to be here today as one of the first 
witnesses, at the first hearing to be gaveled by the hand of the first woman chair of this 
Committee iii its illustrious 184-year histoiy. There have been 48 chairmen of the Committee 
since 1825, and some great ones at that-including some Senators who still serve. However, 
there has never been a woman or an Arkansan as Chair, and I feel very privileged to be here at 
this moment in history. 

I have testified before the Committee each of the last two years. Last year, I gave what I 
called a "repon" on my first year at the CFTC. I'd like to do that now, and like last year, I'll be 
brief 

The futures industry was riot at ground zero of the "crecession"···-that is, the credit crisis 
and the recession. The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and th~ amendments thereto have 
worked fairly well-as have these markets for most of their more than 150-year history. That 
said, this is not only an opportune time to look at what we can and should do better, but it is also 
a propitious time to review how we are moving forward to continue to ensure that these markets 
are efficient and effective and that we do all we can to avoid fraud, abuse and manipulation. 

New Speculators 

First, there is still debate about what impact new speculative activity has had in these 
markets, particularly as we saw a commodity bubble last year. Some say a lot, some say none, 
some say a little. Here is what I know: approximately $200 billion went into these markets in 
the last fe\v years from a new asset class of non-traditional investors. Many of them arc what 
I've called the "new speculators," that is, pension funds, university endowments, state and local 
governments and index traders who generally take and hold long positions indefinitely. These 
new speculators are a different phenomenon in the futures markets, which have traditionally been 
populated by commercial traders-those with a business interest in the underlying physical 
commodity-and traditional speculators-those who go in and out of the markets, providing 
liquidity for hedgers, based on their judgments of price movemenlli. The new speculators have a 
different modus operandi. They get iri the markets, by and large, and stay there-most of the · 
time regardless of price. They are passive long traders who are betting that the price ofa 
commodity will he worth more in a time certain--say five years-than it is today. They don't 
aher their trading strategy on daily prices or other infonnation coming into the market~-this is 
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sometimes referred to ;u being "price insensitive." As regulators, we need to be aware of the 
potential effects and activities of these new participants in the markets, and what thei1 impact 
may be on traditional market user.; and the primary functions of the futures markets, that is, price 
discovery and risk management. 

My take on this is that the new speculators have had an impact. That impact was likely 
divorced from the fundamentals of supply and demand, and has effected farmers putting seed in 
the ground, consumers and businesses putting gas in their cars and trucks, and families .putting 
food on their tables. l 'rn not suggesting that the new speculators arc necessarily the primary 
"drivers" of commodity prices, but I think they have had an impacl So, what do we do, as 
regulators, with that? 

Under the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) Section 3, a fundamental mission of the 
CFIC is to guard against fraud, abuse and manipulation. That means taking some precautions. 
In my mind, we need to do this in a way that doesn't roil markets and that doesn't send ttading to 
less regulated venues or to overseas trading platforms. 

Position Limits/Hedge E:temptioos 

Given the amount of volatility we've seen over the last two years in commodity prices, it 
makes sense for us to review limits on the amount of positions that traders can hold and also to 
look at exemptions to those limirs. We have had position limits in the agricultiue commodities 
since the 1940s, and they seem to have worked pretty well (although we have certainly seen 
some significant hiccups in the last two years). I don't know why appropriate position limits 
wouldn't make sense in the other physical commodity markets, specifically, energy and metals. 
That's one of the benefits of principles-based regulation: it allows us to innovate, bring 
something new and needed to markets as we see it's required. We certainly need to strike the 
right balance, but since our obligation under the law is to guard against, among other things, 
manipulation, this seems like an appropriate course to pursue. 

The Commission is currently considering what appropriate action(s) we can take in this 
regard and I commend CFTC Chairman Gensler for holding a series of hearings this summer on 
these specific topics. 

Whatever we do, or don't do for that matter, we need to account for the markers we don't 
observe. The CFTC does not have a full-landscape view of the derivatives markets and as a 
result, we cannot protect consumers as we should. The over-the-counter (OTC) markets are 
comprised of billions upon billions of dollars of unregulated trading. This is where credit default 
swaps began trading, metastasized among traders, and then played such a significant part in the 
crecession. All ofrhese trades were done out of the view of regulators. I do care about larger 
OTC trading that could have an impact upon the currently regulated exchanges, or upon price. [ 
care about OTC look-alike contracts traded on exempt platforms-just as I care about look-alike 
contracts on Foreign Boards of Trade (FBOTs). I dM't know that as a regulator, however, just. 
how much I should care about insignificant bilateral trades between say, a grain elevator and a 
large producer, if that transaction doesn't affect commodity prices or extend beyond local 
commerce. But as I say, I'd like more of a pan optic view of all markets, and that means looking 
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at OTC trades in some significant fashion. It also means having regulatory and enforcement 
authority over these currently unregulated markets. 

1be Commission is currently considering what we can do, in appropriate fashion through 
our rulemaking, on position limits and hedge exemption. Whatever we do, assuming we do 
anything, we need to do that with an eye toward the OTC markets. Some have suggested that if 
we impose position limits on the regulated exchanges that the trading will simply move to the 
OTC markets or overseas. That is a good point, and whatever we do needs to be done in light of 
what the Congress may do with regard to OTC trading as part ofa regulatory reform measure. 
While I do not think that the CFTC muse wait on Congress to act on regulatory refonn, I do 
believe wc need to be cognizant of the entire envirorunent in which we are operating and ensure 
that whatever we do doesn't have a perverse impact on markets, traders, or most importantly, 
upon consumers. 

Manipulation 

The issues I've addressed have been the subject of many hearings and written about in 
the news media, but they are important so I wanted to mention them once again. There are, 
however, three other issues I wanted to raise that have not 1eceived as much attention. 

First, I think Congress-and specifically this Committee-should seriously consider 
changing our manipulation standard. It's an opportune time to address this, inasmuch as you 
have the issue of financial regulacory refonn on your agenda. Just a few weeks ago, we had two 
days of hearings with the Securities and Exchange Commissioner (SEC}. These were historic in 
that !he Commissioners of the two agencies had never met in a public setting before. They were 
long overdue given the myriad issues of mutual interest between the two agencies. One issue 
that I highlighted (and our Chairman also raised questions on this point), is the varying 
manipulation standards. lfyou compare the agencies' manipulation standards, the SEC has an 
easier legal hurdle to jump. and I.think this may be a great opportunity 10 adjust our standard to· 
be more in line with theirs, particularly in light of the Administration's call that our agencies 
harmonize our rules and regulations. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC} and 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have standards similar to the SEC's manipulation 
standard. 

To be more specific, under applicable case I.aw the CFTC is required to prove "specific 
intent" to manipulate. That is a very difficult standard to reach, not to mention that it leaves a lot 
of wiggle room for mischief that is clearly prohibited by the Act, yet not categorically outlawed. 
It would be extraordinarily unlikely that any individual, for example, would explicitly write in an 
e-mail that he or she specili~lly intends to manipulate prices. But that's what our law currently 
requires. Jn fact, this standard is so high that in the CFTC's 35-year history, while we have 
settled numerous manipulation cases, we have only successfully prosecuted and won one single 
case of manipulation in the futures markets! Only one. And that case, the DiPlacido matter, is 
currently on appeal in federal court. 

In addition, our case law r_equires that we prove an artificial price exists, that the 
defendant had market power to move the price, and the he or she actually did cause the artificial 
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price. Particularly in today's complex markets, proving "artificial price" can be a daunting task, 
which more often than not comes down lo a "battle of the experts" in court. Because these 
requirements are so onerous, we often end up moving to a lesser charge of"attempted 
manipulation," which requires only proving intent and some act showing that intent. This is still 
a high standard, but is much easier than proving up a full manipulation case. Again, we've been 
very successful over the years, particularly in the energy arena, in obtaining significant 
settlements in attempted manipulation cases, but we've not had success in litigated cases because 
of our very difficult manipulation standard. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), on the other hand, under its "I Ob-S 
rule" has a different, easier-to-prove manipulation standard. Basically, they are not required to 
prove specific intent, as we are, they just must prove that the defendant acted "recklessly." I'm 
not saying that the answer is wholesale adoption of the SEC manipulation standard, but clearly, 
as Senator Cantwell and others have recently noted, we need to do something different at the 
CFTC. The status quo simply isn·1 good enough. 

A recent federal court case in Texas exemplifies the need to amend our manipulation 
standard. In 2007, the CFTC settled the BP manipulation case for an unprecedented amount of 
$303 million-the largest settlement in the histol)' of the CFTC. The Department of Justice 
(DOJ) followed that case by bringing a criminal case against four of the participants in the 
scheme. Two weeks ago, the Texas judge in that case had to throw out the manipulation charge 
against those four, because (although he made it clear he didn't condone their behavior) he said 
that, in essence, the CFTC manipulation standard simply could not 1'e met. Clearly, the current 
standard is not working. 

I would point out that, in looking at other jurisdictions around .the world, virtually all 
nations have rules prohibiting this type of conduct, and it is a criminal offense in many of those 
jurisdictions, entailing significant sanctions. In this colintry, our current standard in the futures 
arena is ineffectual. It is not sufficient to fully prosecute and deter abuses in the markets, and 
I'm hopeful that in working with Congress, we can all move forward on figuring this out. 

Criminal Authority 

Another issue that I think deserves more attention-related to our manipulation standa~d 
and enforcement effons--is criminal authority. Neither the CFTC nor the SEC, the two 
principal federal financial regulators responsible for policing the exchange trading markets in the 
United States, has legal authority to put bad guys in jail. Both have authority to bring ca~es in 
federal court against fraudsters and scam artists, but the only penalties in their regulatory 
arsenals are civil-monetary fines, for example. The Federal responsibility for putting people 
behind bars is reserved, currently, for DOJ. And the reality, unfortunately, is this: it is becoming 
tougher and tougher to incarcerate felons because ofa lack oflegal authority-criminal 
authority-for financial regulators, 

Violations of commodities and securities laws often involve highly technical and 
complicated trading schemes. To prosecute these violations effectively, attorneys and 
investigators must be experts in the complex functioning of these markets. SEC and CFTC 
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enforcement personnel are specially trained to handle these matters, unlike DOJ prosecutors who 
are more likely to be unfamiliar with the mechanics of financial trading and the interstices of 
federal financial laws and regulations. That doesn't mean that there aren't very qualified DOJ 
attorneys who understand futures law. There are some, but not enough. While DOJ attorneys do 
an e1(ccllent job in their prosecutorial functions, it is simply asking too much to expect them to 
be expert in the types of complexities that commodities and securities professionals deal with on 
a daily basis. It is perhaps understandable why it is difficult to get them to commit scarce 
resources to prosecute complicated financial fraud and manipulation cases . 

. Since 2002, the CITC has referred over 109 cases to DOI and other criminal authorities 
(such as state and local law enforcement bodies). Unfortunately, two-thirds of those criminal 
refenals have been rejected. One might think that we arcn 't sending them good criminal cases, 
but that's not the situation. In fact, in 100 percent of those matters, the CITC moves forward 
and we reach a favorable outcome for the government. 

The bottom line is that folks who do the crime often only pay the fine and don't do the 
time. Other financial regulators around the world-in the United Kingdom, Australia, Hong 
Kong, and Japan, for example-already have such criminal authorities. Chairman Peterson of 
the House Agriculture Committee has taken a leadership role on this issue, resulting in passage 
by his Committee of a provision that would grant the CFTC such authority. I understand ihat 
this raises jurisdictional issucs--both in Congress and with DOJ. Perhaps there are good reasons 
that this should not be done. So far, I haven't heard those reasons. I have heard that, "It has 
never been done." 1 have also heard that, "Only DOJ should handle such cases since they are the 
Executive Branch." But, what are we? The CFTC is part of the Executive Branch. Granted we 
are an independent agency, and perhaps that raises issues that cause some concern. Again, 
however, I haven't heard a good argument against this proposal. Certainly, I'm hopeful that 
congress wilt consider this change. 

Consumers 

Finally, I think the Commission needs to revitalize its commitment to educating, 
protecting and advocating for the investing public. The fotures markets of today are not the 
same as they were even three years ago, and that is, in part, due to new participants. With the 
advent of new and novel products, and the crecession, the investing public are now moving their 
assets into the futures markets with exponential momentum, and they are sometimes doing so 
without full and complete understanding of the nature of the investments or strategies. 

The CEA specifically empowers the CFTC to engage in education and outreach efforts to 
protect market participants from fraudulent and other abusive sales practices, and I am 
committed to a renewed effort to provide consumers with infomiation they need and want 
regarding financial investing. We need to become a more user-friendly public resource for 
investors and prospective investors. Only through increased financial literacy will the investing 
public be better able to navigate the investment choices currently before them. I'm oonunitted to 
providing this resource to American consumers to provide the protections and information they 
need and deserve. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to be with you today. I'd be pleased to answer any 
questions at the appropriate point. 
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STATEMENT OF SCOTT D. O'MALIA 
Before the 

United States Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
September 301h, 2009 

Madame Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss and members of the Committee thank 
you for the opportunity to testify today. Madame Chairman. I would like to 
congratulate you on becoming Chairman of this Committee. 

I am grateful to appear before you as President Obama's nominee to serve as a 
Commissioner to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTq. I would like to 
thank Senator Bennett for his support an_d willingness to introduce me to the 
Committee. As a Michigan native, I would also like to thank Senator Stabenow for her 
support as well.. 

Before, I begin l would like to introduce my family. I am joined by my wife, Marissa and 
three daughters Kelsey, Claire and Macey. I would also like thank my parents, John and 
Bev O'Malia, for joining me here today. l would not have this opportunity today if it 
were not for the support of my wonderful family. 

I am honored to be nominated by the Presid'ent to serve as a Commissioner to the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Given the fact that this country has 
experienced the worst financial meltdown since the great depression, I recognize the 
enormous responsibility of this office. 

like everyone in this nation, I too have lost value in my home, retirement and college 
savings. I am sensitized to the hardship this crisis has caused families across the 
country. This experience reinforces my strong belief that our nation's financial 

regulators must be vigilant in their oversight responsibilities to ensure transparency and 
accountability in our markets. Furthermore, regulators must recognize the inherent risk 
associated with the trading products which have contributed to this crisis and they must 
commit to doing all they can to maintain stability and security of our financial markets. 

I believe the oversight of our financial institutions and markets must be strengthened. I 
am committed to exposing the underlying risk and trading practices that might further 
destabilize our economy with serious impacts on our financial. energy and agriculture 
markets. The stability of our futures and commodities markets require that trading 

occur among reliable parties with as much information as possible. I am also concerned 
that extensive leverage and uncertain collateral values could destabilize these markets. 
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Madam Chairman, for the past six years, I have worked in the Senate serving on the 
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. During this time, I have focused my work on energy policy with the goal of 
reducing our nation's dependence on foreign energy resources and expanding U.S. 
investment in clean energy technologies, including improving the effectiveness of the 
Department of Energy's Loan Guarantee program. 

Over the past three years, the Energy and Water Subcommittee has authorized and 
appropriated over $50 billion worth of self-financed loan guarantees and invested tens 
of billions of dollars into research and development to support the deployment of clean 
energy technology. 

Transforrnat~on of our energy sector requires more than federal research assistance. It 
requires billions of dollars in new investments that will occur only if investors believe 
energy markets are stable, provide reliable price transparency and offer the opportunity 
to hedge their commercial risk. 

Prior to joining the Senate Energy Committee, I spent two years in the electricity sector. 
This experience provided an invaluable education regarding the devastating impacts a 
flawed market design and illegal trading behavior can have on consumers. As a result of 

this ellperience, I am .resolved to prevent this catastrophe from being repeated. 

I joined Mirant in February 2001, as a director of federal affairs focused on federal 
energy policy. I did not work for a trading desk or for a business unit that managed 
generation assets: By the time I arrived, it was already apparent the California 
electricity market was dysfunctional. California had ellperienced a difficult summer with 
record energy prices and blackouts in June, 2000. By November 2000, FERC had 
determined that the California market was flawed, making it possible for manipulative 
trading behavior to cause an imbalance in supply and demand that made electricity 
rates unjust and unreasonable. 

In response to the trading behavior uncovered in 20()1, I worked with Mirant's Chief Risk 
Officer and five other energy companies to establish the Committee of Chief Risk 
Officers (CCRO). This organization was created to prevent and avoid the trading abuses 
used by some in the industry to manipulate the California and Western energy markets. 

The CCRO established industry wide trading protocols, improved price disclosure, 

required clearing and standardized contracts and imposed a corporate trading code of 
conduct. These standards would give regulators, consumers and investors a better view 
into the business and operations of these companies. 
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I do recognize that many of the some reforms implemented by the Committee of Chief 
Risk Officers are now embodied in the financial overhaul proposed by the 
Administration, but on a larger scale. Both efforts seek to improve transparency of 

Over-the-Counter markets, reduce systemic risk and set trading standards to reduce 
opportunities for excessive speculation and manipulation. A key component of both 

efforts has been the utilization of clearing to reduce counterparty risk and allocate 
capital more efficiently. 

My experience reaffirms my strong belief that regulators are critical in ensuring that 
markets operate in a fair and transparent manner. To achieve this, regulators must be 
provided with the appropriate authority and tools to respond to the constant evolution 
of market behavior and products. 

As I stated in the beginning, I am sensitive to the impacts the financial crisis has had on 
families across the country. I also understand the consequences to all of us if markets, 
which are designed to offer protection from risk, are manipulated and thereby expose 
our financial system to greater peril. 

Drawing on my extensive energy background, I believe I can make a significant 
contribution to the Commission. If confirmed, I will work with the other Commissioners 
to ensure markets continue to offer consumers and producers the opportunity to cost· 
effectively hedge their commercial risk and facilitate the dissemination of timely and 
accurate market price data. I will work to ensure the CFTC uses all of its legal authorities 
to curb excessive speculation and prevent abusive trading practices, including fraud and 
manipulation. 

I would like to thank the Committee for holdinc this hearing and considering my 
nomination. It would be an honor and a privilege for me to serve as a Commissioner to 
theCFTC. 

Madam Chairman. I would be pleased to answer any questions. 

Thank you. 
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Opening Statement for Harris Sherman, Nominee for Undersecretary for Natural Resources 

and the Environment, United States Department of Agriculture 

Thank vou Madame Chairman. It is a great honor to appear before this Committee regarding 

my nomination for the position of Undersecretary for Natural Resources and the Environment 

at USDA. 

And Madame Chairman, it is also a great honor to be present today at this historic proceeding 

where you assume the Chairmanship of this crucial Committee. If confirmed, I very much look 

forward to working with you in your new capacity and with au the members of this Committee. 

Several weeks ago when I received the news that President Obama had nominated me for this 

position, I was deeply humbled by the honor but a tso by the degree of responsibilitv that 

accompanies tl'le position. I fully realize that the challenges ahead will not be easy but it is an 

extraordinary opportunity to do good things for our country. If confirmed, I promise to use my 

strengths, energy, commitment, and good judgment to advance the conservation and public 

land programs that will fall under my jurisdic;tion. And I promise to work closely with you and 

the other committees of Congress as we go forward. 

My interest in overseeing the Forest Service and NRCS stems from a lifetime of experiences 

with public lands and conservation programs. As a child, my parents took me to the mountains 

outside Denver where we would camp, hike, fish, ski, and je~p. These experiences left an 

indelible impression on me about the grandeur and importance of our national forests. Later, I 

twice have had the privilege of serving as Colorado's Director of Natural Resources for two 

~ifferent governors where I have worked on a daily basis with the forest Service and other 

federal agencies on complex. challenging resource issues. And between these two stints as 

DNR director I have represented as an attorney both public and private sector clients in their 

dealings wit.h federal land management agencies. These experiences, combined with my earlier 

work with the State Soil Conservation Service and my later work with many land trust 

conserva.tion organizations, have given me a background that t believe will serve me well in 

meeting the Forest Service's mission. 

Looking forward, there are tremendous challenges regarding our forests, both federal and 

private, and the conservation programs associated with farms and ranches throushout the 

country. On the forestry side. many forests are in trouble due to past fire 'suppression, 

increasing fuel loads and changes to our climate. As a result, many forests are far. more 

vulnerable to catastrophic fire, disease and invasive species, often in epidemic proportions. We 

are witnessing far more frequent, intense fires than we have seen in the past. Combining these 

factors with a growing human pop~lation influ11 within or adjacent to our public and private 
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forests, it is clear that we have a very challenging situation ahead. How we protect our growing 

communities from fire danger; protect the watersheds within our forests that supply drinking 

water to much of our population; protect wildlife species that rely centrally on' these· forests; 

and insure that our forests play ii critical role as carbon sinks is a herculean responsibility. I 

believe that Secretary Vilsack's emphasis on restoration of our forests, both federal and non

federal, in a manner that addresses climate change, environmental protection, identifies new 

markets for wood products, creates jobs, and sustains rural communities provides an e><cellent 

framework for moving forward. 

1t is also important that we take a holistic approach to land conservation issues and fully 

integrate our approach to both public and private working lands. On the NRCS side of the 

ledger, I have much to learn but I am excited by the mission arid scope of the Agency's charge. 

Conservation on private working lands plays a significant role in protecting water resources and 

wildlife habitat, creating jobs through market-based conservation opportunities and providing 

economic opportunities for rural America. NRCS's watershed protection programs help protect 

communities from floods-like those we just saw in Georgia. With its comprehensive 

programs, on-the-ground eKpertise and powerful technical tools, NRCS is well positioned to 

help private landowners play a significant role in addressing a variety of the nation's 

conservation challenges. 

Togetherthe Forest Service and NRCS can make a major difference. Never before have 

agriculture and forestry been more at the forefront of current national policy issues- This is an 

urgent time to make progress. I am excited by the prospect of devoting my energies to these 

tasks. I promise you that, if confirmed, I will undertake collaborative efforts involving 

appropriate stakeholders to find common sense solutions and to come up with answers that 

will withstand the test of time, becoming durable, longstanding, reliable programs. 

Thank you. 
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Statement of Commissioner JiH E. Sommers 
Before the United States Senate 

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
September 30, 2009 

Chairman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss and other members of the Agriculture 
Committee, I am honored to be nominated by President Obama for another term as a 
Commissioner at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). I have been in 
this position since August of 2007, and it has been a true privilege to serve the 
American public as a regulator of the U.S. commodity futures and options markets. 

During my career, I have had the opportunity to work on Capitol Hill for Senator Bob 
Dole, for a regulated derivatives exchange, as well as for the trade association 
representing participants in the privately negotiated derivatives industry. I believe this 
unique experience gives me a diverse view of risk management issues and the 
knowledge to help implement our core mission at the CFTC. 

Since 1974, that mission has been to protect market users and the public from fraud, 
manipulation. and abusive trading practices related to the sale of physical and financial 
futures and options, and to foster open, competitive, and financially sound markets. 
The agency endeavors to ensure the fairness, efficiency, and e<:onomic utility of the 
markets through a strong regulatory oversight program that includes market surveillance 
to detect and prevent manipulation and other market disruptions as well as ensuring the 
financial integrity of the dearing process. This risk-tailored approach to regulation is 
also complemented by strong enforcement as evidenced by over $2.8 billion worth of 
penalties and restitution assessed in actions brought by the CFTC since the year 2002. 

Through effective oversight, we facilitate the important hedging and price discovery 
functions that the futures markets were designed to serve. This regulatory regime has 
enabled the futures industry to experience enonnous growth over the past decade. In 
FY 2000, the U.S. exchange traded volume was 580 million contracts. In FY 2009, the 
volume is 2.8 billion contracts, which is a 383% increase. Even with that growth, the 
regulated futures industry did not endure the loss of any customer funds during the 
current economic turmoil due to the default or failure of a futures commission merchant 
(FCM). 

Although the regulated futures exchanges and FCMs have performed well throughout 
the financial crisis, there is a widespread belief that the CFTC's regulatory authority 
should be extended to cover the trading of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives. There is 
broad consensus that more transparency must be brought to these markets. The 
current Commission is unified in support of comprehensive regulatory reforms includlng 
full regulation of the over-the-counter markets (OTC). This regulatory framework would 
cover both OTC derivative dealers and the OTC derivative markets in which they trade. 

I believe we need to enhance transparency and close regulatory gaps to achieve 
improvements in the regulatory structure. To that end, the CFTC has undertaken a 
number of initiatives over the past year to strengthen our regulatory oversight and 
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thereby enhance public confidence in the markets we regulate. There is no doubt that 
public confidence in the markets is cwcial. Unless the public is assured that the markets 
are operating efficiently and are free from abuse, commercial producers and users of 
the commodities underlying futures transactions will be reluctant to use the mali<ets to 
hedge their price risks, and the information they would otherwise bring to the markets
which is essential to discovering accurate prices-will be Jost. We must strive to bolster 
that confidence and strengthen market integrity. As decision makers, it is our job to 
implement prudent government solutions. The CFTC has a responsibility to achieve 
these objectives, and if reconfirmed, I look forward to continuing to ensure this 
responsibility is met. 

Under the leadership of Chairman Gary Gensler we have taken several steps recently 
to fulfill those objectives. First, the Commission held three days of hearings in July and 
August to review the application of and exemptions from position limits for futures 
contracts involving physical commodities, with a particular focus on energy 
commodities. We heard from almost thirty witnesses with very diverse points of view. 
Second, together with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the CFTC held two 
days of joint public meetings the first week of September to discuss issues of regulation 
harmonization. The two agencies have been asked by the Administration to identify 
conflicts In how we regulate similar financial products and to either explain why those 
differences further important policy goals, or make recommendations for resolving 
differences where they do not. And finally, on September 4. we implemenled two new 
transparency measures by further disaggregating our Commitments of Traders (COT} 
report and publishing an updated report, Index Investment Data, based on the 
information we have been receiving since June of 2008 through our special call 
authority. 

The questions surrounding these issues are enormously complex and require thoughtful 
resolutions. Our staff is working verj hard to provide recommendations on these as 
well as a number of other important initiatives. I want to take this opportunity to salute 
the dedicated men and women at the CFTC who serve the American public and the 
futures industry with great distinction. I am very proud of their work and know they will 
do an outstanding job implementing any recommendations for enhancing and 
harmonizing the regulatory framework. 

Not since the Commodity Exchange Act and the securities laws were passed in the 
1930s has there been a time when events have coalesced, as they have over the past 
year, to bring into such sharp focus the need for harmonizing regulation and closing 
regulatory gaps. As a commissioner at the CFTC, I believe there is a historic 
opportunity to reshape the regulatory oversight of financial markets. It is a very 
challenging time for the Commission and I am committed to strengthening regulation 
where needed and eliminating inefficiencies where possible. If confirmed by this 
Committee and the United States Senate, I will work hard to ensure that the CFTC 
continues its role of protecting tile integrity of the markets while addressing concerns 
about the regulatory structure. It is the responsibility of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission to defend the crucial risk management and price discovery functions 
provided by our commodity futures and options markets. 
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Testimony of 

Kenneth A. Spearman 
Before the 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 
September 30, 2009 

Thank you, Chairman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss, and the 

distinguished members of the committee. Senator Lincoln, congratulations on 

assuming the Chairmanship of the Committee. I look forward to your leadership 

and to working with you, Senator Chambliss, and this committee for the 

betterment of American agriculture. 

I also want to thank Senator Nelson for his kind and generous introduction. 

He serves my home state of Florida in the United States Senate with honor and 

distinction. If confirmed, I will keep the trust of his example of public service to 

our Country. 

It is a privilege to appear before you today as President Obama's choice to 

serve as Board Member of the Farm Credit Administration. This is a special day 

for me and I am honored that my family is here to share it with me. We all 

achieve success in life with the help of others. I'm no exception, so I especially 

want to acknowledge my wife, Maria, my twin daughters, Michelle Springs and 

Rochelle Puccia, and my son, Dr. Kenneth Spearman. 

It is indeed an honor to be nominated to this prestigious position. I would 

like to share my background and tell you about the skills and experience I would 

bring to the Farm Credit Administration Board, should the committee confirm my 

nomination. 

As an accountant, I was involved with the development of a public 

accounting firm in Chicago, lllin9is, and later worked as an accountan.t for a major 

accounting firm. From 1980 to 1991, I served as Controller of Citrus Central, Inc., 

where I was responsible for financial management and reporting for this $100 

million agricultural cooperative. Until recently, I was the Director of Internal 
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Audit for Florida's Natural Growers, Inc. There I was responsible for the design 

and implementation of the annual plan, which was used to appraise the 

soundness, adequacy, and application of accounting, financial and other internal 

operational controls. I currently serve as an independently appointed, outside 

Director on the Board of AgFirst Farm Credit Bank, a position I've held since 

January 2006. 

As you can see by my professional history, most of my career has been 

spent working for agricultural cooperatives. During my 28 years in the citrus 

industry, I gained a deep appreciation for agricultural producers and production 

agriculture. 

As the members of the committee are well aware, production agriculture, 

particularly Florida's citrus industry, is capital intensive and heavily reliant on 

access to competitive credit. Add.in variables of the marketplace, world events, 

weather, and many other unforeseen factors and one can see that agriculture is a 

risky business. Americans and, for that matter, people around the world should 

be thankful for the men and women who produce the food and fiber that we · 

enjoy daily and without which we could not survive. 

As I said, production agriculture is very capital intensive. Land costs, labor, 

equipment, and fertilizer require long-term and short-term financing. It takes a 

variety of lenders to meet the credit needs of agricultural producers and their 

cooperatives. The Farm Credit System, which is regulated by the Farm Credit 

Administration, is a very important part of the coalition of lenders required to 

finance American agriculture. 

Serving as an outside Director of the AgFirst Farm Credit Bank Board has 

given me a new and greater appreciation for the complexity and importance of 

agricultural and rural finance. I believe my 28 years of financial experience 

working for agricultural cooperatives would serve me well as a member of the 

board of the Farm Cr.edit Administration. I would utilize that expertise to ~nsure 

the safety and soundness of the Farm Credit System so that it continues to serve 

the credit·needs of America's farmers, ranchers, and their cooperatives. 
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In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for the important role it 

plays in the oversight and authorization of the Farm Credit System and its mission 

to meet the credit and related services needs of American farmers and ranchers. 

That concludes my statement. I welcome your questions. 

Thank you. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). Edward Mesa Avalos 

2. Date and place of birth. November 8, 1951 ; Dinuba, CA 

3. Marital Status: If married. list spouse's name (include any former names used), 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). Divorced 

4. Education: list each college and graduate or professional school you have 
attended, including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees 
were granted. 

New Mexico State University, College of Agriculture 1970-1974 
B.S. Agronomy 1974; S.S. Horticulture 1975; 

New Mexico State University, College of Agriculture 1995-1996 
M.A. Agriculture 1996. 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or 
professional corporations, companies, firms, or other enterprises. partnerships, 
institutions and organizations. nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, 
with which you were connected as an officer, director, partner, proprietor, or 
employee since graduation from college; include a title and brief job description. 

Texas Department of Agriculture, 1975-1980 
Amarillo, Texas 
Marketing Specialist 

New Mexico Department of Agriculture, 1980-present 
las Cruces. New Mexico 
Director of Marketing 
Ag Marketing, Sales, and Promotion 

Eddards Construction. Inc. 1987-present 
las Cruces, New Mexico 
Residential Construction-Construct 2-5 houses per year. 

6. Military Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, 
including the dates, branch of service, rank or rate, serial number and type of 
discharge received. 

None 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public 
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offices you have held, including the terms of service grade levels and whether 
such positions were elected or appointed. 

None 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, and 
honorary society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest 
to the Committee. 

Best Ag Marketing Project 2007-New Me)Cico Green Chile, North American 
Agriculture Marketing Officials (NAMO) 

9. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during 
the past 10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other 
leadership position and describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 

New Mexico State University Aggie Athletic Fund 
SeNed as a board member from 2006-2007 
Purpose was to raise support and funding for Aggie Athletics 

Advisory Board, New Mexico State Land Office 
Hav.e been on the board since 2006. I will resign when confirmed. My role on 
the advisory board was to represent beneficiaries and relay their concerns, if any, 
to the Land Office. 

Fraternal Order of Eagles. Member 

New Mexico Cattle Growers Association, Associate Member 

1 O. Published Writings: List the tit/es. publishers, and dates of books, articles, 
reports. or other published materials (including published speeches) you have 
written. Please include on this list published materials on which you are listed as 
the principal editor. It would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one 
copy of all published material that may not be readily available. Also, to the 
maximum extent practicable, please supply a copy of all unpublished speeches 
you made during the past five years on issues involving ag<iculture, nutrition, 
forestry or any other matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee and the 
Department of Agriculture. 

None 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector 
employers, business finns. associations. and/or organizations? 

Yes 

2. list sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred income 
artangements, stock options. uncompleted contracts and other future benefits 
which you expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional 
services, firm memberships, former employers, clients. or customers. 

None 

3. Do you, or does any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes, please give a brief description 
including location, size and type of operation.) 

No 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever participated in federal commodity income and price support 
programs? (If yes, provide all details including amounts of government payments 
and loans received or forfeited by crop and farm, et cetera during the past five 
years.) 

No 

5. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you 
have an interest, ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan 
from or guaranteed by any current or previously existing agency of the 
Department of Agriculture, including through any of !he farm or rural 
development lending programs? (If yes, please state the current status 
and details of such loans, whether they have been fully repaid. and all 
details of any such loan activity.) 

No 

6. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, received payments for crop losses from the federal crop insurance 
program in the past 5 years? (If yes, give details.) 

No 

7. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has it 
been repaid? 
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No 

8. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commilments, or agreements to pursue 
outside employment or engage in any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so. explain.) 

No, If confirmed, I will resign as president of Eddards Construction, Inc. My son. 
Russell Avalos. will operate and manage the small construction company. 

9. Do you have any plans to resume employment. affiliation. or practice with your 
previous employers, business firms, associations. or organizations after 
completing government service? (If yes, give details.) 

No 

10. Has anyone made a commilmenl to employ you or retain your seivices in any 
capacity after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 

No 

11. Describe all matters and all employers, clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Department of Agriculture or any 
of its agencies, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Departmenl of Agriculture. 

None 

12. If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above 
items. In particular, identify all investments. obligations. liabilities. or other 
relationships which involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the 
position for which you have been nominated and what actions you will take to 
resolve lhese actual or potential conflicts of interest if confirmed. 

I do not see any actual or potential conflicts of interest. In connection with the 
nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of Govemment Ethics and 
the Department of Agriculture's designated agency ethics official to identify 
potential conflicts of interest Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in 
accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement that I have entered into with 
the Department's designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to 
this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

13. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect 
to any type of interest, which you have made or will make to resolve actual or 
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potential conflicts of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which 
you are nominated. 

In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of 
Government Ethics and the Department of Agriculture's designated agency 
ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of 
interest will be resolved in accordance with the tenns of an ethics agreement that 
I have entered into with the Department's designated agency ethics official and 
that has been provided to this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential 
connicts of interest. 
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~~'11'.S~ 

~ ~ Office of Government Ethics a'"';"'"-' 'O ,p 1201 New York Avenue, NW, Sui1e 500 
'('~ ~.,+ Washington, DC 20005-3917 

';,.,JtN1 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chainuan 
Commince on Agriculture, Nutrition. 
and Foresiry 

Uni1cd States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 IO 

Dear Mr. Chainnan: 

Jul1 7, 2009 

In accordance v.1th the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a wpy of the 
financial disclosure repon filed by Edward M. Avalos, who has been nominated hy Presidcn1 
Obama for the posilion of Undersecre1ary for Marketing and Regulatory Affairs, Depanmenl of 
Agriculrure. 

We have reviewed the repon and have also obtained advice from lbc: agency concerning 
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's ptoposcd dutie.;. Also enclosed 
is an ethics agreemenl outlining the actions that the nominee will undertake to avoid conflictS of 
interest. l:nless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics agreemeot. the nomine.l must 
folly comply within three monlhs of oonfinnation with any action specified in the clhic$ 
agreement. 

Based thereon, we believe thal this nominee is in compli"1lcc with 11pplicahle Jaws and 
regulations govemiog conflicts of interest. 

Enclosures 

OGE- 106 
A.cw< 1992 
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June 24. 2009 

Mr. Raymond J. Sheehan, Director 
USDA Office of Ethics 
1400 Independeru:e Avenue, SW 
Rm 347-W J. L. \Vhinen Building 
STOP0122 
Washington, DC 20250-0122 

Dear Mr. Sheehan: 

74 

The pwpose of this letter is to explain the steps that I will take to avoid any actual or apparent 
conflict of interest in the event that I am confinned for the position of Under Secretuy for 
Marketing and Regulatory Programs, U.S. Department of Agriculture. As Under Secretary of 
Agriculture for Marketing and Regu}at0ry Programs, I may also hold a general membership on 
the Board of Directors of the Commodity Credit Corporation. The steps detailed below take into 
account any potential conflicts or appearances thereof associated with the Commodity Credit 
Corporation position also. 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on my .financial interests or those of any 
other person whose interests are imputed to me, unless I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 
section 208(b )( 1 ), or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to section 208(b )(2). I further 
understand that the interests of the following persons are imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine, any general partner of a partnership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
entity in which l serve as officer, director, trustee, general partner, or employee; and any person 
or entity with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning prospective 
employment. 

Upon confirmation, I will resign from my position as Director, Marketing and Development 
Division, New Mexico Department of Agriculture. For one year after my resignation, I will not 
participate personally and substantially in any particular matter involving specific parties in 
which the New Mexico Department of Agriculture is a party or represents a party, unless I am 
first authorized to participate, p~uant to 5 C.F.R. 
§ 2635.502(d). 

As an employee of the State of New Mexico Department of Agriculture, I currently participate in 
a defined benefit retirement plan operated by the New Mexico Educational Retirement Board. 
Upon termination of my employment relationship, my employer will cease making contributions 
to this plan. Under this plan, I am to receive $4,692 per month beginning at age 57. I will not 
participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that ha.s a direct and predictable 
effect on the ability or willingness of New Mexico Educational Retirement Board to provide this 
employment benefit, unless I first obtain a written waiver pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (b)(l) or 
qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2011 (b)(2). 
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I also am owner and President of Eddards Co~tio11, Inc., of Las Cruces, New Mexico. Upon 
confumation, I will resign my position as President of the company. I will continue to have a 
financial interest in this entity, but I will not manage it or provide any other services to it. 
Instead, I will receive only passive investment income from it. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (a), I 
will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that will have a direct 
and predictable effect on the financial interests of Eddards Consttuctioo, Inc. 

I also own four rental residential properties and one parcel of undeveloped land. all located in 
Las Cruces, NM. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (a), I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter that will have a direct and predictable effect on the value of 
these properties. Additionally, the rental properties are subject to mortgages and the 
undeveloped lot is subject to a repayment of a personal loan from the following entities, all 
located in Las Cruces, New Mexico: 

• Sun Trust Mortgage 
• Bank 34 
• Bank of the Rio Grande 

Pursuant to S C.F.R. § 2635.502, I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter involving specific parties in which any of these entities is a party or represents a 
party, unless I am authorized to participate. 

k; part of my duties as a New Mexico State employee, I also serve as Vice Chairman of the 
New Mexico State Land Office Advisory Board (Board). Upon confirmation, I will resign from 
the Board. For a period of one year after my resignation, I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter involving specific parties in which the Board is a party or 
represents a party, unless I am first authorized to participate pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.S02(d). 

Finally, I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order 
No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirements and restrictions therein in addition to the 
commitments I have made in this and any other ethics agreement. 

Edward M. Avalos 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). 

Bart Hamilton Chilton, Bartholomew Chilton 

2. Date and place of birth . 

.... l<b_)_(6_) __ __.lwilmington, Delaware, USA 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name (include any former names used), 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). 

Spouse: 
Occupation: 

Sherry Chilton (formerly, Sherry Daggett, Sherry Hayes) 
Management Executive (retired from Ernst and Young LLP) 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or professional school you have 
attended, including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees 
were granted. 

Purdue University 1979-1982 

5. Employment and Self-Emplovment Record: List (by year) all business or 
professional corporations, companies. firms, or other enterprises, partnerships, 
institutions and organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, 
with which you were connected as an officer. director, partner, proprietor, or 
employee since graduation from college; include a title and brief job description. 

1983 
1983-84 
1985-86 
1987-89 
1989-94 
1995 
1995-1999 
1999-2001 
2001 
2001-05 
2005-06 
2006-07 
2006-07 
2006-07 
2007-09 

City of Fort Wayne, Indiana Aide to the Mayor 
Mondale for President Field Organizer 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Terry Bruce Legislative Assistant 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Jim Jontz Legislative Director 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Ho11. Jill Long Legislative Director 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Earl Pomeroy Legislative Director 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Policy Dir. Rural Dev. 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Deputy Chief of Staff 
Bion Environmental Technologies Vice President 
U.S. Senate Hon. Tom Daschle Sen. Policy Advisor 
U.S. Farm Credit Administration Assistant to the Board 
National Fanners Union Chief of Staff/VP Govt. 
Association of Family Farms Director /Treasurer 
Bion Environmental Technologies Board Member 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Commissioner 
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6. Military Service: Have you had any military service? If so. give particulars, 
including the dates, branch of service. rank or rate, serial number and type of 
discharge received. 

No. 

7. Government SeNice: State (chronologically) your government service or public 
offices you have held, including the terms of service grade levels and whether 
such positions were elected or appointed. 

1985-86 
1987-89 
1989-94 
1995 
1995-1999 
1999-2001 
2001-05 
2005-06 
2007-09 

U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Terry Bruce Salaried Employee 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Jim Jantz Salaried Employee 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Jill Long Salaried Employee 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Earl Pomeroy Salaried Employee 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Schedule C (GS-15) 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Senior Exec. Service 
U.S. Senate Hon. Tom Daschle Salaried Employee 
U.S. Farm Credit Administration Schedule C 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Commissioner 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, and 
honorary society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest 
to the Committee. 

None. 

9. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission requires that no more than three memtiers be from the same 
political party. List your current political party registration or affiliation. 

Democrat. 

10. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during 
the past 10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other 
leadership position and describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 

Board Member for the following: 
-Columbia Beach Citizens Improvement Association (volunteer position) 
-Association of Family Farms (volunteer position) 

11. Published Writings: List the titles. publishers, and dates of books. articles, 
reports, or other published materials (including published speeches) you have 
written. Please include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the 
principal editor. It would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy 
of all published material that may not be readily available. Also. to the maximum 
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extent practicable, please supply a copy of all unpublished speeches you made 
during the past five years on issues involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry or any 
other matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee and the Department of 
Agriculture. 

All of the speeches, remarks and statements may be found at cftc.gov 

September 21, 2009 Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding the CFI'C 
Investigation of Silver Markets. Commodity Futures Trading CommiSsion 

September 15, 2009 ~h of Commissioner Bart Chilton. "Moment of/nertia". 
Institutional Investors Carbon Forum 

September 4, 2009 Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on CFfC's New 
Transparency Initiatives. Commodity Futures Trading CommiSsion 

September 2, 2009 Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton. Joint Meetings on 
Harmonization of Regulation 

August 11, 20098tatement by CommiSsioner Bart Chilton. "The Right Road to Reform". 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

August 4, 2009Speech of Commissioner Bart Chilton. "Sense of Balance", American 
Public Gas Association Annual Meeting 

July 28, 2009, Statement bu Commissjoner Bart Chilton. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

July 7, 2009 Statement of CFfC Commissioner Bart Chilton on Speculative Limit 
Hearinos and Increased Tra!JWarenw. CFI'C 

June24, 2009 Speech of Commissioner Bart Chilton. "Picture Puzzles". Third Annual 
International Commodity Markets, Manipulation Enforcement Conference 

June 18, 2009 Statement ofCommiSsioner Bart Chilton on the Administration's Plan 
for Financial Regulatoru Reform. C1'TC 

June 11, 2009 Speech of CFTC Commissioner Bart Chilton. ·areen CAT" Markets: Y 04 
QQrrg_Show Some Guts. Chicago Climate Exchange & Chicago Climate Futures 
Exchange, Sixth Annual Meeting May 20, 2009, Statement of Commissioner Bart 
Chilton Regarding CFTC Commissioners, Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

May i3, 2009, Statement of Commissioner BartChilton on Regulatory Reforms for 
OTC Mar:.klfil. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
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April 29, 2009, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton to the New York Regional 
Office: 'The Luckier We Get". Commodity Futures n-ading Commission 

March 20, 2009, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton to the American Bar 
Association: "Ponzimonium". Commodity Futures n-ading Commission 

February 10, 2009, Remarks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "The Commodity 
Coaster", Washington Agricultural Roundtable, Brookings Institution 

February 4, 2009, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding House 
Agriculture Committee Futures Industry Oversight Hearings and Consideration of 
Legislation to Im9rove Regulation of Futures gnd Derivatives Markets. Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission 

January 28, 2009, Speech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Years That Answer", 
International Quality Productivity Center, 3rd Carbon Trading Conference 

December 18, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding the 
Nomination of Gary Gensler. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

December 12, 2008, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Driving on Ice". 
European Union Agriculture and Financial Mtrrket Attaches, French Embassy 

November 19, 2008, Speech bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Banquet of 
Consequences", Environmental Markets Association 12th Annual Fall Conference 

November 14, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding Central 
Counteroarties for Credit Default Swaps. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

November 11, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission 

October 28, 2008, Statement ofCommissioner Bart Chilton Regarding CFTC/SEC 
Merger. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

October 8, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on Regulation of Credit 
Default Swaps. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

September 17, 2008, Opening Remarks by Commoditu fUtures Trading Commission 
Commissioner Bart Chilton, CFI'C Cooperative Enforcement Conference 

August 14, 2008, Remarks ofCommissioner Bart Chilton: "A Photooranher's Eue". 
Michigan Agri-Business Association · 
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July 29, 2008, Opening Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Our Progressive 
Discoveru~, Agricultural Advisory Committee, Ccmmodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

July 15, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding Global Markets 
Advjsoni Committee. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

June 25, 2008, Sveech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "The Most Important Thing". 
Finance IQ, Second Carbon Trading Conference 

June 13, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on the Increasing 
Transparencu and Accountability in Oil Markets Act. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

June 10, 2008, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton. Energy Markets Advisory 
Committee, Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

April 29, 2008, Speech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Wicked Awesome" Financial 
Regulation. National Futures Association 

April 22, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Heartburn in the 
Heartland~. Agricultural Markets Roundtabk, Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

April 21, 2008, Sveech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "The Ancient Art of 
Glassmakinq", Future and Options Association, London, England 

April 16, 2008, Statement by Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding the President's 
Remarks on Climate Change. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

April 15, 2008, Remarks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "We Can Do Better". 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

April IO, 2008, R~>marks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "It's Not Easy Being Green ... 
Markets. in the US", Carbon Roundtable 

March 30, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on Treasury Blueprint. 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

March 28, 2008, ,Statement o(Commissioner Bart Chilton regarding Secretaru 
Paulson s Treasucy Department Blueprint 011 Regulatory Refonn. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission 

March 17, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding NYMEK. 
Emissions Trading. Commodity FUtures Trading Commission 
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March 11, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding CEIJ:-SEC 
Cooperation. U.S. Securities and E:cchange Commission 

February 27, 2008, Remarks bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: "froperties QfBamboo ", 
Futures Industry Association of Asia, Hong Kong 

February 8, 2008, Speech bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: CFJ'C's '.American Idols': 
Reality Regulation. Commodity Markets Council 

December 6, 2007, Remgrks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: ''.A Time for Everu 
Pumose". Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting, Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

November 29, 2007, Remarks by C.Qmmissioner Bart Chilton: ''.A Better 
Understanding: Current Issues with SEC; Exempt Commercial Market Regulation". 
Futures Industry Association Expo Coriference, Washington Regulators' Panel 

November I3, 2007, Speech by Commissione1' Bart Chilton: "Let's Not 'Dial M for 
Merger': CFTC's Principles-Based Regulation -A Success Storn''. Futures Industry 
Association, Law and Compliance Luncheon 

November 6, 2007, Sveech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "CFTC and Energy 
Markets: The Cop on the Beat - Protecting Consumers", American Public Gas 
Association 

October 16, 2007, Speech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Not Your Father's 
Regulator". Futures Industry Association, Law and C-Ompliance Luncheon 

September 18, 2007, Remarks bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Dark Markets." 
Hearing to Examine Trading on Regulated Exchanges and Exempt Commercial 
Markets. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector 
employers, business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 

Yes. 

2. List sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred income 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts and other future benefits 
which you expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional 
services, firm memberships. former employers, clients, or customers. 

None. 

3. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has it 
been repaid? 

Yes. It has been paid in full. 

4. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue 
outside employment or engage in any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so, explain.) 

No. 

5. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation. or practice with your 
previous employers, business firms, associations, or organizations after 
completing government service? (If yes, give details.) 

No. 

6. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any 
capacity after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 

No. 

7. Describe all matters and all employers, clients. organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of thls 
Committee or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

None. 

8. If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest. including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above 
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items. In particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other 
relationships which involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the 
position fo< which you have been nominated and what actions you will take to 
resolve these actual or potential conflicts of interest if confirmed. 

There are no such conflicts or potential conflicts. Should such a conflict or 
potential conflict arise, I will coruult with the designated agency ethics officer 
and take any steps necessary to resolve it. 

9. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect 
to any type of interest, which you have made or will make to resolve actual or 
potential conflicts of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which 
you are nominated. 

None. 
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"'\~1'28 o:..,., 

·~""'"''~ . l: · ~ Office of Government Ethics 
~ ~ 1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500 

"41i' <-~ Washington, DC 20005-3917 
Jlift."'1' 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chairman 
Committee on Agricultnre, Nuuition, 

and Forestry 
United S1ate.-; Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6000 

Dear M1. Chainnan: 

!'!ay 26. 2009 

In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure report filed by Bart H. Chilton. who has been nominated by President Obama 
for lhe posirjon of Commissioner. Commodity Furures Trading Commission. 

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the agency concerning 
any pos~ible conflict in light of its functions anti the 11omince·s proposed duties. Also enclosed 
is an ethics agreemc.."nt ou!lining lhe actions that the nominee will undertake 10 avoid conflicts of 
intereSt. Unless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics agreement. the nominee must 
fully comply within three months of confirmation with any action specified in tbe etbics 
agreement. 

Based thereon. we believe that this nominee i.s in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulacions governing c'Ooflicls of int<.TCst. 

Enclosures 

Roben l Cu~ick 
Dire<-'tor 
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U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lefayelle Centre.1155 21 ~t Street. tom. Wa$hlnglon. DC 20581 

www.cttc.go~ 

BanChillon 
Commissioner 

Mr. John P. Dolan 

April I, 2009 

Cowisel and Alternate Designated Ethics Official 
Office of the General Cotmsel 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
l'hree Lafayette Centre 
115; 21st Street. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20S81 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

(202) 413·S060 
(202) 418-5620 Facs;m;lc 

bch;Jron@cflc.gov 

This letter describes the steps I will take to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of interest in the 
event that ram con finned for the position of Commissioner for the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC"). 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a}, I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter that has a direct and predielable effect on my financial interests or those of any 
other person whose interests are imputed to me, unless l first obtain a written waiver pursuant to 
section 208(b )(I) or qualify for a regulatory exemption pursuant to section 208(b )(2). l 
understand that the interests of the following persons are imputed to me: my spouse and minor 
children; any general partner; 1111y organization in which r serve as officer, director, trustee, 
general partner or employee; and any person or organization with which I am negotiating or have 
an arrangement concerning prospective employment. 
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Finally, I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order 
No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirements and restrictions therein in addition to the 
comrnitmenlS I have made in this and any other ethics agreement. 

~ 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). 
Scott Douglas O'Malla 

2. Date and place of birth. 
l(b)(6) pouth Bend. IN 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name (include any former names used). 
occupation, employer's name and business address{ es). 
Married 
Marissa Reyes O'Malia, fomierly Marissa Jane Reyes 
Doctor of Chiropractic 
Dr. Marissa R. O'Malla, P.C. 
2440 M Street, NW #807, Washington, D.C. 20037 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or professional school you have attended, 
including dates of attendance. degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 
9185·12186 Lansing Community College, Kyoto Education Center Japan 
1/87·5190 University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, BALSA 5/4190 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or professional 
corporations, companies. firms. or other enterprises. partnerships, institutions and 
organizations. nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, with which you were 
connected as an officer. director, partner. proprietor. or employee since graduation from 
college; include a title and brief job description. 

Public Securities Association --1990-1991 
Assistant Political Manager 
Managed PSA PAC activities that included fundraising, correspondence, Federal Election 
Commission filing, and special events. Drafted weekly updates on political events for 
industry newsletter. 

Senator McConnell -1991-2001 
Legislative Staff 
Responsible for appropriations as well as energy, environment. education. tax policy. and 
commercial policy issues. 

Mirant - 2001 - 2003 
Director 
Developed a policy organization within Mirant and financial trade associations to bring 
together commercial interests, investor relations and legal staff to review federal 
legislative initiatives and develop the appropriate policy response. Also worked with 
international business units regarding merger activity and terrorism insurance. 
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U.S. Senate Energy Committee -- 2003-2004 
Professional Staff 
Developed policies related to oil and natural gas markets including conducting 
congressional hearings and drafting legislative initiatives. 

Energy and Water Development Subcommittee, Committee on Appropriations -
2004-Present 
Clerk 
Responsibilities include drafting and passage of the Energy and Water Development 
appropriation legislation providing funding to the Department of Energy ($26 billion 
budget), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers($ 5.3 billion budget), and Bureau of Reclamation 
($1 billion budget). 

6. Mi1itarv Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, including the 
dates. branch of service. rank or rate. and type of discharge received. 
No Military Service 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of service. grade levels, and whether such positions 
were elected or appointed. 
U.S. Senator McConnell 
U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources 
U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 
Worker Health Protection Program Award 2006 - For assistance to Department of 
Energy Defense Nuclear Workers 

9. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
requires that no more than three members be from the same political party. List your 
current political party registration or affiliation. 
Republican 

10. Other Memberships: lf not covered above, list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other leadership position and 
describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 
Key School PTA. Arlington VA 
Gunston Middle School PTA, Arlington, VA 
Stennis Fellows, Washington, D.C. 

11. Published Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books. articles. reports. or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
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include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. It 
would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published material 
that may not be readily available. Also, to the maximum extent practicable, please supply 
a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on issues 
involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry or any other matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee and the Department of Agriculture. 
NIA 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers, 
business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 
Yes 

2 List sources, amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts, and other future benefits which you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients, or customers. 
Mirant warrants provided on 113106. Qty; 119 Warrants - $1768 valua, 
Mirant stock Qty: 37 shares - $661 value 
Attachment: Conflict of Interest letter 

3. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has ii been 
repaid? 
No 

4. If confirmed. do you have any plans. commitments, or agreements to pursue or continue 
outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so, explain.) 
No 

5. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation, or practice with your previous 
employers. business firms, associations. or organizations after completing government 
service? (If yes. give details.) 
No 

6. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 
No 

7. Describe all matters and all employers. clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 
or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee or the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
No 

8. ff confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of interest, 
including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above questions. In 
particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships that 
involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the position for which you have 
been nominated and what actions you will take to resolve these actual or potential 
conflicts of interest if confirmed. 
Attachment: Conflict of Interest Letter 
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9. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect to any 
type of interest. which you have made or will make to resolve actual or potential conflicts 
of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which you are nominated. 
Attachment: Conflict of Interest Letter 
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~'\l'TK.s' ~ 

! a Office of Government Ethics c "''""'"~ 
~ p 1201 New York Avtnue, Nw., Suire 500 
'~t l(> Washingron, DC 20005-3917 

"'At" ... " 

The Honordble Blanche L. Lincoln 
Chairman 
Commiltee on Agriculture. Nu1rilioo. 
andForesuy 

United States Senate 
Washington. DC 20510 

Dear Chainnao: 

September 18, 2009 

1n accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure repon filed by Scoa D. O'Malia. who has been nominated by Pre.sident 
Obama for the position of Conunissioner. Commodity futures Tralling Commssioo. 

We have reviewed the report and ha,,.e also obtained advice from the agency concerning 
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed 
is an ethics agreement outlining the actio11s that the nominee will undet1ake to avoid conflim ol 
interest. Unless a date for compliance is indicatro in the ethics agreement. the nominee muu 
fully comply within three months of confinnation with any action specifioo in the ethics 
agreement. 

Based thereon, we believe that this nominee is in oompliance with applicable Jaws and 
regulations governing conflicts of interest. 

Enclosure~ 

Sincerely.iJ LJ 
14,,7 J_. -k-
Robcn I. Cusick 
Director 
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August 31, 2009 

Mr. John P. Dolan 
Counsel and Alternate Designated 
Agency Ethics Official 
Conunodity Futures Trading Conunission 
Three Lafayette Centre 
1155 21st Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20581 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

In regard to your review of my public financial disclosure report ("SF 278") and in 
anticipation of my nomination by President Obama, I wish to advise you of the steps I will take 
to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of interest in the event that I am confinned as 
Conunissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

As required by 18 U.S.C. 208 (a), l will not participate personally or substantially in any 
particular matter that bas a direct and predictable effect on my financial interest or those of any 
person whose interests are imputed to me, unless 1 first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 18 
U.S.C. 208 (b)(I), or qualify for a regulatory exemption pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 208 (bX2). l 
widerstand that the interests of the following person are imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine; any general partner of a partnership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
organization in which I serve as officer, director, trustee, gener.tl partner or empluyee; any 
person or organization with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment. 

I own warrants for shares of Mirant Corporation common stock. Within 90 days of 
confirmation, I will divest my warrants in the Mirant Cotporation because ownership of this 
security is a prohibited interest pllfsuant to CFTC's Regulation Concerning Conduct of Members 
and Employees and Former Members and Employees of the Commission at 17 C.F .R. § 140. 73 5-
2a(b )(2). !fl divest lhe warrants by exercising them, J will also divest the resulting !ltock within 
90 days of my confinnation. Until this divestirure has been completed. I will not participate 
personally and substantially in any panicular matter that will have a direct and predictable effect 
on the financial interests of Mirant Corporation. 
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Finally I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. 
Order No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirements and restrictions therein in 
addition to commitments I have made in this and any other ethics agreement. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used}: 

Harris Da niel Sherman 

2. Date and place of birth: 

l(b)(6) loenver, Colorado 

3. Marital Status: If married. list spouse's name (include any fonner names used), 
occupation. employer's name, and business address(es}. 

Divorced . 

4. Education: List eactl college and graduate or professional schoot you have attended, 
including dates of attendance. degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 

Colorado College, 1960-1964, B.A. (History), 1964. 

Columbia University Law School, 1964·1967, LLB, 1967 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or professional 
corporations, companies. firms, or other enterprises, partnerships, institutions and 
organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including fanns or ranches. with which you were 
connected as an officer, director, partner, proprietor, or employee since graduation from 
college. Please include a title and brief job description for each. 

VISTA, Attorney (working with community organizations in Chicago)-1967-1968. 

Chicago Public Schools, Teacher (51h Grade)-1968-1969. 

Sherman, Sherman, & Morgan, Attorney (general law practice in Denver, Co.)-
1969-1974. 

Environmental Defense Fund, Attorney {environmental law practice in Denver, 
Co.)-1973-1975. 

Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director (appointed by 
Governor Richard Lamm to oversee Colorado's energy, wildllfe, water, parks, and 
state land programs)-1975-1980. 

Arn old & Porter, Partner (specializing in natural resources, environmental, public 
lands, water, and American Indian lay.i in Denver, Co.)-1980·2007. 
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Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director (appointed by 
Governor Bill Ritter to oversee Colorado's energy, wildlife, water, parks, forestry, 
and state lands programs)-2007-Present. 

6. Military Service: Have You served in the military? If so. please give particulars, including 
the dates, branch of service. rank or rate, and type of discharge received. 

No. 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of service. grade levels, and whether such positions 
were elected or appointed. 

VISTA Attorney-1967-1968. 

Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director, 1975-1980 
(Appointed). 

Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director, 2007-Present 
(Appointed). 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 

Phi Beta Kappa 

Pi Gamma Mu 

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship (Honorable Mention). 

Honorary Doctorate of Laws, Colorado College 

Thorne Ecological Institute, Environmental Award 

American Bar Association, Fellow 

9. Other Memberships: lf not covered above; list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official, board member. or other leadership position and 
describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 
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The Boettcher Foundation, Trustee, 2004· Present 

Colorado College, Trustee, 1998-2005 

Denver Water Board, Commissioner, 2005-2007 

Color.ido Forum, Member, 1986 • 2007 

Trust For Public Land (National Advisory Council), 1990-2007 

Trust For Public Land (Chair, Colorado Advisory Councll), 1996-2007 

Denver Regional Air Quality Council, Chair 

Wirth Chair, University of Colorado, Trustee, 2004·2007 

A & P Realty Associates, General Partnership, 1982.Present 

10. Pubfished Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books, articles, reports. or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include in this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. It 
would be helpful to the Committee if you would provide one copy of all published material 
that may not be readily available. Also, to the maximum extent practicable. please supply 
a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on issues 
involving agriculture, nutrition. forestry, or any other matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Department of Agriculture. 

See Attachment A 

I do not use prepared text for my speeches, but I have Included a list of my public 
speaking events. 

FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers, 
business firms. partnerships, associations, or other organizations? (If no. provide full 
details.) 

Yes. Please note that while I have severed all ties wi.th my previous law firm, 
Arnold & Porter, l receive monthly payments from Arnold & Porter under lts 
retirement plan. This Is described in greater detatl in response to Question #2 
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below. 

2. Lisi sources. amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements. stock options. uncompleted contracts. and other future benefits that you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships. professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients. or customers. 

Arnold & Porter Retirement Plan (unfunded retirement benefits arising from the 
Firm's Partnership Agreement). 2009 annual anticipated receipts will be 
approximately $194,000. 

State of Colol'ildo PERA (upon leaving State employment, I will receive $350 a 
month). 

3. Do you. or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which you have 
an interest. own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes. provide a brief description including 
location, size. and type of operation.) 

Since 1981, I have owned a one-third interest in a 450 acre ranch in Summit 
County, Colorado. Two other famllle's own the remaining two-thirds interest. The 
entire ranch Is subject to a conservation easement held by the American Farmland 
Trust. Under the terms of the conservation easement, the property cannot be 
developed beyond the existing home sites. Limited grazlng of horses and cattle 
occur through a lease with the adjacent rancher. We receive no income under the 
lease although we have a l'e(;iprocal arrangement whereby we can reaeate on the 
adjacent ranchers property and he agrees to maintain our d itches and headgates. 
The property is not held for investment purposes. 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which you have 
an interest, ever participated in federal commodity income and price support, disaster, 
conservation, or related programs? (If yes, provide full details, including description.s and 
amounts of payments and loans received or forfeited relating to each commodity, crop. 
farm. and ranch involved during the past five years.) 

No. 

5. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which 
you have an Interest, received payments for crop or livestock losses from the 
federal crop insurance program in the past five years? (If yes, provide full details 
and amounts.) 

No. 

6. Have you ever received a student loan or loans? If so, has all indebtedness been 
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fully repaid? (If no, provide full details.) 

No. 

7. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which you have 
an interest. ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan from or guaranteed 
by any department or agency of the federal government (other than a student loan), 
including, for example, through the farm or rural development lending programs of the 
Department of Agriculture or through the Small Business Administration? (If yes, provide 
the current status and details of such loan or loans. whether the indebtedness has been 
fully repaid, and all details of any such loan activity.) 

No. 

8. If confirmed, do you have any plans. commitments. or agreements lo pursue or continue 
outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so. explain fully.) 

No. 

9. Do you have any plans to resume employment. affiliation. or practice with any of your 
previous employers, business firms, partnerships. associations, or other organizations 
after completing government service? (If yes. provide fuH details.) 

No. 

10. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave government service? (If yes, provide full details.) 

No. 

11. Describe fully all matters and all employers. clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Department of Agriculture or any of its 
agencies. or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee 
or the Department of Agriculture. 

See Attachment B. 

12. Explain in detail how you will resolve and avoid any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above questions. 
In particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships that 
involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relating to the position for which you have 
been nominated and what actions you will take to resolve and avoid these actual or 
potential conflicts of interest. 
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Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of 
an ethics agreement that I have entered into with the Department of Agriculture's 
designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this Committee. 

13. Fully describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements of any nature with respect to 
any type of interest that you have made or will make to resolve and avoid actual or 
potential conflicts of interest relating to the position for which you have been nominated. 

Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of 
an ethics agreement that I have entered Into with the Department of Agriculture's 
designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this Committee. 
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Attachment B 

Describe fully all matters and all employers, clients. organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Department of Agriculture or any of 
its agencies, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Department of Agriculture. 

From September, 2004 until February, 2007 while practicing law at Arnold & 

Porter, I represented the following entities before the Forest Service and USDA. 

1. On behalf of Vail Resorts Management 

a. Review of the Breckenridge Ski Area Peak 8 lift expansion 

b. On behalf of Vail Resorts, appeal of the White River Forest Plan 

c. Submission of comments concerning certain White River Forest Plan 

revisions. 

2. On behalf of CNL Real Estate Investment Trust 

a. Negotiation with the Forest Service, Booth Creek, and CNL regarding 

Forest Service reissuance of ski resort permits for resulting from sale 

of resorts. 

3. On behalf of Copper Mountain Ski Resort 

a. Resolution of third party timber patent claims within the Copper 

Mountain Ski Area boundaries. 

b. Resolution of snowmaking proposals accompanying a Copper 

Mountain master development plan. 

From February, 2007 until the present, while serving as Director of the Colorado 

Department of Natural Resources, I have periodically met with representatives of 

the Forest Service and USDA on a wide variety of federal/state policy and 

programmatic issues within the existing jurisdiction of the State and/or the 

Forest Service. These issues have included: 
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1. Coordination with the Forest Service on a wide variety of fuel reduction, 

forest restoration projects, and fire fighting plans and strategies. 

2. Coordination on wide-array of Colorado's forest and natural resources 

issues including work on threatened and endangered species issues 

within a number of Colorado's national forests. 
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~ ~ Unncd St;1tc::s 
i S. Office of Government Ethics a•''"-'o,. 

'). !J 1201 '.'-lew YlJl'k Avenue. NW., S11itc 500 
• <? ' \V.1shing1on, DC 2000;.3917 

:\'.\u;..:"S" 

The HonoraMc !llanchc L. Lincoln 
Chairman 
Committee on Agriculture. Nutri1ion. 
and Forestiy 

lJnit<d States Senate 
Washington, J)(' 205 JO 

Dear Chairman: 

S@pt@rebor l8, ;,009 

In occordancc with the Ethic5 in Government .~cl of' 197S. I enclose a copy ()f the 
fin:lllcbl disclosure rcpon filed by Harris Shmn311, who has been nominated by !'resident Obama 
for 1hc position of l.!t1der Secretary for Natural Resources ar.d Enviroruncnl, Depanmcnt of 
.llgricullure. Mr. Sbe1man )!so has been nominated for 1he position of Member of th~ Board of 
Directors, Commodity Credit C<>rpnration. 

We ha\'c rc,·ic1"ed 1he report and have also obtained advice from the agency cnnceming 
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duti~s. Also cncloscJ 
is an cihics :ogrccmc11t outlining 1he actions that !he nominee will undcnake lo a>'oid conflic1s of 
interest. Unless a date for CC'lmplianct: c~ indicaLcJ in fhc C'thfcs agrc~mcnt. the nominee must 
fully comply within thtcc month~ of confirmation with any action spc~ifi(-d in 1hc ethics 
agrLX-nn:nt. 

Based thcr~oo. we bcliovc that chis nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and 
rcguhuicm~ g<Jvcrning e:onflkts of' int~rest. 

Enclosures 

R('t>en J. Cusick 
Director 

11<;:0 •• 1·.<, 
.~vc•.•~ i'."';·.! 
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Septembez 16, 2009 

Mr Ra}'lllond J Sheehan 
Designattid Ag;mcy Ethics Official 
U.S. Depaitmcnt ofAgiicultwe 
Washingtom, DC 20250-0122 

Dear Mr Sheehan: 

147 

The p11Ipose of this letter is to explain the steps that l \I.ill take to avoid any actual or apparent 
conflict of interest in tbc event that I am confumed for the position ufUndet Secretary for 
Natural Resowces and Environment, U.S. Depanment of Agiiculture (USDA). Holding the 
position of the Under Secretary foi Nanna! Resources and Environment also entails a 
membership on tbe Board of Directors of the Commodity Credit Coiporation (CCC). lhc steps 
detailed below also take into accotmt any polcntial conflicts or appeaianccs theceof associated 
with that CCC position 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), l \lvillnotparticipate pe1sonally and substantially in any 
pazticulai mattei that has a direct and predictable effect on my financial interests or !hose of any 
other person whose interests aie imputed to me, unless l first obtain a wzitten waive1, puisuant to 
scction208(b)(l), or qualify foraiegulaloty cxr.!mption, pwsuant to section 208(bX2). I fuJthcr 
understand that the interests of the folloWing pe1sons iue imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine, any genezal partner of a paimership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
entity in which I se1ve as officer, directo1, tru.stee, general partnei, 01 employee; and any pe.ison 
01 entity with which 1 am negotiating 01 have a'I anangement coace1niog pmspective 
employment.. 

Upon coafirniation, I will resign from my position as Executive Dilectoi', Colo1ado Department 
ofNanua1 Resources For a peiiod of one year after my resignation, I will not paiticipate 
pe1sonally and substantially in aiiy pa.iticulm maticI involving specific parties in which the 
Colwado Department ofNaturnl Resowces, is a paity 01 represents a paity, unless I aJD fiist 
authorized to participate, pwsuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(d). I will continue to panicipate in the 
Colorado Public Employees Retir.ement Association, a defined benefit plan. I will not participate 
personally and substantially in any particular matter that bas a direct and predictable effect on the 
ability or willingness of the State of Colorado to provide thi:> contiactual benefit to me, unless I 
fust obtain a wtitten waiver, pursuant lo 18 USC § 208(b)(l), or qualify fora regulato1y 
exemption, pUisuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (b){2), such as 5 CF R. § 2640 .. 20l{c)(2) .. 

Upon confilmation, 1 will 1esign my p0sition as T1ustee of the Boettcher Foundation. For a 
peiiod ofone yeai after roy resignation, I will not pa.iticipate personally and substantially in any 
pazticulai matter involving specific parties in which the Boettcher Foundation, is a party or 
represents a party unless I am fu'St nutho1ized to paiticipate, pursuant to 5 C FR§ 2635 502(d). 
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I will remain a non-managing partne1 in the A&P Realty Associates Gcll.elal Piu1De1-ship ("A & 
P"). The paitnetship is invested in one holding, Plli'.lll on Ili!!vest Hill, LP, a multi-unit 
apai:tmcnt building in Dallas, Texas. Owing my appointment lo the position of Unde1 Sec1etaiy, 
I v.ill not p1ovide any se1\>'iccs to A&P. I will not pariicipate peisonally and substantially in any 
particular matte! that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial inteiests of A&P DI 

Plaza on Haivest Hill, LP, unless I fu'8t obtain a wiitten waiver, puzsuant to 18 U S C § 
20S(b)(l), or qualify fot aregulatoly exemption, pwsuantto 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). I undeistand 
that, pursuant to 18 U.S C. § 208(a), the financial interests of each general paitneI in A&P will 
be imputed to me dwing my government se1vice. For the dwation of my appointment, I will not 
participate pe1sonally and substantially in any particular matte1 in which I know that any of these 
pa.ttne1:1 has a financial interest, if the particular matter has a direct and predictable effect on that 
inlerest, unless I fast obtain a Wiitten ·waive1, pwsuant to 18 tJ S.C. § 208{b)(I), 01 qualify for a 
regulato1y exemption, pwsuanl to 18 use_§ 208(b)(2). 

As a tesult of my rctit'ement from Arnold and Portet LLP, I receive monthly retirement income 
from an unfunded 1etirement account. My monthly retiloment inoome is based upon the numbet 
ofye;us of set vice with Arnold and Po1tei LLP I will not pazticipate personally and substantially 
in any particulai matter that has a dilect and prcdiclable effect on the financial interests of 
J\Jnold and Porter, LLP, unless I first obtain a wiitten waivci, puisuant lo 18 U .S.C. § 208(b)( I) 

l will divest all of my inteiests in the following Morgan Stanley Manage.I Accounts within 9-0 
days of confumation: N01tbc1n Trnst Value lnvcstors; Davis Advisors; 1 radewinds Global; and 
Madison LaJgc Cap Growth. Within each of these accounts are ~pecific assets directly involved 
with oil and gas exploration, mining and forest management Specifically, Deete Company; 
Waste Management, Inc.; BP; Chevron; ConocoPhillips; Devon Gas Services; Exxon Mobil; 
Occidental Petmlcum; Banick Gold; Bake1 Hughes and Newmont Mining pose a conflict of 
inte1est. Due to the sbucture of each managed account it is not feasible for me to divest of the 
specific holdings that pose a conflict of inte1cst and the1efore liquidating each managed account 
is necessaiy. With regard to each of the specific assets identified above, l will not participate 
~onally and substantially io any paiticulai manei that bas a dilcct and predictable effect on the 
finmcial interests of the entity until I have divested it, unless I fust obwn a wtitten waiver, 
pwsuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(bXI), or qualify fo1 a regulat01y exemption, pursllaJlt to 18 U S.C § 
208(b)(2). 

Finally I unde1stand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order 
No 13490) and that I \~ill be bound by the requiiements and 1estrictioos therein in addition to 
comroitments I have made in this and any othc:1 ethics i1gieement. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). 

Jill Elaine (Maycumber·maiden) Sommers 

2. Date and place of birth. 

l<b)(6) Fort Scott, Kansas 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name (include any former names used). 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). 

Married to Michael J. Sommers - Policy Director for Republican Leader John 
Boehner, US Capitol 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or professional school you have attended, 
including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 

University of Oregon 1987-1988 
University of Kansas 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Arts Degree awarded December of 2005 
(Course work completed in 1991) 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or professional 
corporations, companies, firms, or other enterprises, partnerships, institutions and 
organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, with which you were 
connected as an officer. director, partner. proprietor. or employee since graduation 
from college: include a title and brief job description 

Office of Senator Robert J. Dole (R·KS) 
Intern· January 1991-May 1991 ·Washington DC 
Receptionist - May 1991-August 1992 - Washington DC 
Regional Representative - August 1992-Novomber 1994 
Pittsburg, Kansas/Topeka, Kansas 
Represented the Senator at various functions and assisted constituents with 
various requests and issues regarding the federal government. 
Assistant to the Administrative Assistant - Washington DC 
November 1994-August 1995 
Assisted the AA in managing a staff of 25 legislative assistants and 
correspondents 
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Clark & Muldoon, P.C. -August 1995-February 1998 
Legislative Assistant 
Assisted two attorneys with agricultural related client business as well as general 
office management. 

Taggart & Associates - March 1998-August 1998 
Senior Associate 
Principal contact for clients with legislative concerns on issues such as 
agriculture, health care, and telecommunications 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
Manager, Legislative and Regulatory Affairs -August 1998.January 2001 
Associate Director, Government Affairs - January 2001-March 2004 
Primarily responsible for monitoring regulatory matters pending before the federal 
government. Accompanied Members of Congress, Administration officials and 
congressional staff to Chicago as part of the CME educational visitation program. 

International Swaps and Derivatives Association 
August 2005 - August 2006 
Policy Director and Head of US Government Affairs 
Principal contact in Washington DC for ISDA member firms on a variety of over
the-counter derivatives issues. 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
August 2007 -Present 
Commissioner 

6. Militarv Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, including the 
dates, branch of service. rank or rate, and type of discharge received. 

None 

7. Government Servif~: State (chronologically) your government se1Vice or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of se1Vice, grade levels, and whether such 
positions were elected or appointed. 

Office of Senator Robert J. Dole 1991-1995 
CFTC - appointed 2007-present 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 

None 
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8. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
requires that no more than three members be from the same political party. List your 
current political party registration or affiliation. 

Republican 

9. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official. board member. or other leadership position 
and describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 

Kansas Society of Washington DC - Treasurer 
University of Kansas Alumni Association - Washington DC contact 

10. Published Writings: List the titles. publishers. and dates of books. articles. reports. or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. 
It would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published 
material that may not be readily available. Also. to the maximum extent practicable. 
please supply a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years 
on issues involving agriculture, nutrition. forestry or any other matters within the 
jurisdiction of this Committee and the Department of Agriculture. 

The following speeches can be found on the CFTC website: 

September 2, 2009 

Statemen1 of rommissio11er Jill Sommers, foinl Mcelings on Harmonization of Regulation 

July 29, 2009 

S1ale1.nent by_<;'.QID.l)~W[O!l.er J..Ul.~Q!!!!!l§.!'.~. Commodity Future~ Trading Commi~sion 

July ZS, 2009 

1itatement hv Co.1!1missioiicr Jill Somme~. Comrnotlity Futures Trading Commission 

June 9, 2009 

Sp~ech by Con!1_nissioner Jill E. SommcrsLI.!l~...l.L~Usrululatorv Land~iin&:.Ih~.Yi~~(c.o.!!.1_.Y!.ashil].!l!!!!J.. 
Fl,Vl'OA lnlt:mational Derivatives Expo. London 

September 19, 2008 
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R.~Jn!!rks \:>)(. C.~mnnissioncr .lill E. Sommcrs.....'.:!nteg.-itv of the Futures Markets and the Role of 
T.Iil!lml!.r£.ncv", Asia Derivatives Conference. Tokyo. Japan 

July 29, ZOOS 

9Jl~.ning S.I!!l~'.IJl''"t Comm,ssioncr Jill Sommers He fore CFTC Agricultural Ad visorv (µmmit_(£_o;. 
Commo11ity futures Trading Commission Headquartet'!< 

July 15, 2008 

.Sl<tt~ID~l}I £;~n_1rn.i,s_~il!!l!~.1:.Ji1LSQ!ll!ll..5L'LR.~!!..ai:<lin_g GlQ!1al Markets Advi~ory Committ.ee, Commodity 
Futures Trn<ling Commission Hcad4ua11crs 

June 10, 2008 

Remark$ of Commissioner Jill SonJID!;.!:ll.6£(Qf_eJl:ieJ~n~gz_Markc!s Advisorv Comn~iJ~. Commodil)' 
Fulures Trading Commission H~adquartccs 

April 22, 2008 

Statement ,if Commissioner Jill Sommers. Agricult)!!"al Markets Roundtahle, Commodit~· Futures Trading 
Commission Headquarters 

March 11, 2008 

Sta!~mconJ.Qf_(\lITl..!lJi~;ili:>n~ JilL~ommc~legarding the Cl·TC-Sf.C Memorandum ofUn~!~rnt.~m!in.g, 
l) .S. Securities and Exchange Commission Headquarters 

November 13, 2007 

Rel!l_<!rh ]:>y_ ~;Q111r:i:!L'-'"..iQ!ler Jill Sommers BeJpre 1hc Futures fo\lu~try • ..,ss9ciatl.C?1! _!.aw and Complia11ce 
Di\'ision.m1d the Nr;o~J;'ork_.CjtyJ!.ar.~~.!\Qciatinn. f'utures Industry Association Law and Compliance 
Division and the N~w York City Bar As.od>ttion 

October 16, 2007 

*~!!.J!LC'ommissil!.n<T Jill Som.ll!eJJLb.~fof~ .. ih~ .. fut1JX~.~_lndustrv AS$oci111fon Litw imd Coml!liall~~ 
ku.ncheon, Futures Industry Association, Law and Compliance luncheon 

September 18, Z007 

Remarks m:_<,;ommissioner Jill_~9_m.mer~. on Hearing to Examine Trading on Rcgulatc.~_Exchangcs and 
E~~rnpl Conunc19i.~)J\'l<irk")~. Commodity Futures Trading Conunission He<1dquacters 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector 
employers, business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 

Yes 

2 List sources, amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts, and other future benefits 
which you expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional 
services, firm memberships. former employers. clients, or customers. 

None 

3. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has it 
been repaid? 

Yes -all loans have been repaid in full 

4. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue or 
continue outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, 
with or without compensation, during your service with the government? (If so, 
explain.) 

No 

5. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation. or practice with your 
previous employers, business finns, associations, or organizations after 
completing government service? (If yes, give details.) 

No 

6. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any 
capacity after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 

No 

7. Describe all matters and all employers, clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

1998-2004 The Chicago Mercantile Exchange - futures regulation, CEA 
Reauthorization 
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2005-2006 International Swaps and Derivatives Association -
OTC derivatives issues, OTC energy swaps. CEA Reauthorization. 

8. If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above 
questions. In particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities. or other 
relationships that involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the 
position for which you have been nominated and what actions you will take to 
resolve these actual or potential conflicts of interest if confirmed. 

If any conflicts are found, I will divest my interest 

9. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect 
to any type of interest. which you have made or will make to resolve actual or 
potential conflicts of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which 
you are nominated. 

Currently, no conflicts have been identified 
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'>111.H.s~ 

~ • ~ Office of Government Ethics a., ~.,. Uni1ed State.< 

~. ,.,, 1201 Now York Avenue. NW., Suire 500 
" 1;. ~"" Washington. DC 20005-3917 

·.\·114,·"l't i· 

The llonorable Tom Harkin 
Chainnan 
Commiucc on Ai;riculture. Nutrition. 

and Forestry 
!Jnited States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chainnaii: 

July 27, 2(l(lq 

111 acconlancc Y.ith the Ethics in Govenunent Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of cite 
finllllcial disclosure report file<.! by Jill F,. Sommers, who has been nominated by Presidem 
Obama for the position of Commissioner i>fthe Commodiry Futures Trading Commission. 

We ha\'e reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the agency concerning 
any possif>le conflict in light of its functions and the nominee ·s proposed duties. 

Based thereon, we believe tbal this nominee is in compliance with applicable Jaws and 
regulations governing conflicts of interc.~•-

Enclosure 

Rober! I. Cu>ick 
Director 

(~;~:. !00 
/wr,J~t !¥,I~ 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (Include any former names used). 
Kenneth Albert Spearman 

2. Date and place of birth. 
I fh Vn) I East Chicago, Indiana 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name {include any former names used), 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). 
Married to Maria Spearman (Hunyh Mo Khanh . Maria l a Personal Trainer w is 
self· employed and works out of our home at (b )(6) 

l<b)(6) I 
4. Education: list each college and graduate or professional school you have attended. 

including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 
·Governors State University, 9/1975 to 811978, Masters In Business Administration, 
8/1978 (was working for Arthur Andersen & Co. while attending graduate school). 

·Indiana University, 9/1970 to 8/1973, Bachelors of Science, 8/1973. 

5. g,IJJ.Q]gyment and Self-Employment Recorg.: List {by year} all business or professional 
corporations, companies. firms, or other enterprises, partnerships. institutions and 
organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches. with which you were 
connected as an officer, director, partner, proprietor. or employee since graduation from 
college; include a title and brief job descliplfon. 

2006-present Agflrst Farm Credit Bank· Appointed Director 

2003-2006 

1991-2007 

19S0-1991 

1976-1980 

Serves as an appointed director on the board of AgFlrst Farm Credit currel'>Uy a member of 
the Governance Committee. 

Lake Wales Medical Center . Boan! Membar 

CITRUS WORLD, INC. • Director, Internal Audit 
Rnponsil>le for the design and impl•HnentaHon of a.M ua1 plans for revklwing and 
appraising the soundness, adequacy, and appHcatlon of accounting, financial, and otlwlr 
operating lnterna.I cor>trols. 

CITRUS CENTRAL INC.· Controller, General Accounting 
R01ponaible for the flnanclal management of reporting function for $10o+ million company 
with • staff of four accountarrta. Cash management, receivables, payab.les, payroll, credit, 
insurance, general ledgor, f111ancial statement preparation, budgets, treasury function, 
annual audit coon!ination are examples or areas within my purview. 

JAMES WILLIAMS & CO. • Co-founder, Certified Public Accountants Finn 
Reaponslble for planning, directing and monitoring l inanclal, complian<>e and operational 
audits for a wide variety of clients In both the private and pubUc seetors. Managed fmanc:h1I 
and treuurylcontrollershlp funcllons perforrru•d by seven staff and senior accountants. 
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. - Audit Staff. Small Business Division 
Performed independent audil ex.aminations at both th• st.ff and projoct-lead levels. for 
cllenta In tho manufacturing, hotol and not-for-profit sectors. Fuoctlons Included audits, 
pr•p&r•tlon of special report•, costs analysls, purchase i1111ntlgatlons and tax preparation. 
Ev•luationa of internal controls and suggesting improvements along with drafting financial 
statements and disclosure footnotes were also performed. 

6. Military Service: Have yoo had any military setVice? If so. give particulars, including the 
dates. branch of service. rank or rate. and type of discharge received. 
Yes, from 06/1962 untll 10/1965. I served ln the US Anny Intelligence Service 
attaining the rank of Specialist Fifth Class. My service number was 167 39 568 
and I received an Honorable Discharge. 

7. Government Service: State (chronolo9ically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of service. grade levels, and whether such position.s 
were elected or appointed. 
None. 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships. feltowships. honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships 1hat you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 
Board of Directors resolution recognition from Citrus World, Inc. for faithful and 
dedicated service ... 2007, and the Award of Excellence from National Society of 
Accountants for Cooperatives ... 2003, and also received an award from Lake Wales 
Medical Center for servicing as Board Chairman .... 2005. 

9. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other leadership pasition and 
describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 
Institute of Internal Auditors, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives, 
Florida Farm Bureau. 

10. Published Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books, articles, reports, or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include on this list published materials on which you are listed as lhe principal editor. It 
would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published material 
that may not be read~y available. Also. to the maximum extent practicable, please supply 
a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on issues 
involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry. agricultural credit, or other matters within the 
jurisdic1ion of this Committee or the Farm Credit Administration. 

Membership articles written and published in the National Society of Accountants 
for Cooperatives newsletter {News and Views) while serving as the groups National 
President (listed below). The articles published were of an administrative, 
motivational and strategic planning nature written quarterly during my one year 
term. Please see attached a copy of each quarterly newsletter with my ~ssage on 
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front page. The list below is a complete listing of all my published writings . 

.. President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Fall 2002). 
"President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Winter 2002). 
"President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Spring 2003). 
"President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Summer 2003). 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers. 
business fi rms, associations. andlor organizations? 
Under the terms of my ethics agreement, I will resign from my current employer 
upoo confirmation by the Senate. 

2. List sources. amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements. stock options, uncompleted contracts. and other future benefits which you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships. professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients, or customers. 
Florida's Natural Growers, a division of Citrus World, Inc. $123,500, one third of 
which to be received over the next three years. AgFirst Farm Credit Bank, $34,DOO, 
one fourth of which to be received over the following four years after separation. 

3. Do you, or does any partnership or dosely held corporation in which yOAJ have an 
interest. own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes, please give a brief description including 
location. size and type of operation.) 
No. 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an interest. 
ever participated in federal commodity income and price support programs? (ti yes. 
provide all details including amounts of government payments and loans received or 
forfeited by crop and fa rm, et cetera during the past five years.) 
No. 

5. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan from or 
guaranteed by any current or previously existing agency of the Department of 
Agriculture. including through any of the farm or rural development lending 
programs? (If yes. please state the current status and details of such loans. 
whether they have been fully repaid. and all details of any such loan activity.) 
No. 

6. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan from. involving. 
or handled by any currenl or previously existing institution regulated or overseen 
by the Farm Credit Administration? (If yes, please state the current status and 
details of such loans, whether they have been fully repaid, and all details of any 
such loan activity.) 
No. 

7. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an interest, 
received payments for crop tosses from the federal crop insurance program in the past 5 
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years? (If yes. give details ) 
No. 
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8. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so. has it been 
repaid? 
Yes and they were repaid in full over 30 years ago. 

9. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue or oontinue 
outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation. during your service with the government? (If so. explain.) 
No. 

10. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation, or practice with your previous 
employers, business firms, associations, or organizations after completing government 
service? (If yes. give details.} 
No. 

11 . Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 
No. 

12. Describe all malters and all employers, clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Farm Credit Administration. or before 
Congress involvi0g matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee. the Department of 
Agriculture, or the Farm Credit Administration. 
None. 

13 If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of interest. 
including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above questions. In 
particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships that 
involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the position for which you have 
been nomlnaled and what actions you will take to resolve these actual or potential 
conflicts of interest if confirmed. 
Any potential conflicts of intentst will be resolved in accordance with the terms of 
an ethics agreement V!at I have entered into with the Fann Credit Administration's 
designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this Committee. I 
am not aware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

14. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements. or any nature with respect to any 
type of interest. which you have made or will make to resolve actual or potential oontlicts 
of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which you are nominated. 
Upon conflnnation to the FCA Board, I will resign from my position on the board of 
directors of the Ag First Farm Credit Bank (Agfirst). I w ill also sign the Ethics 
Pledge required by the Obama administrat ion. 
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~1"''£.s o~ 

i ·a Office of Government Ethics c ""'""'""' 
~ t; 120 l New York Avenue, NW'., Suite 500 

';.~ .<°"~ Woshington, DC 2000'>--~~I 17 
·""·"F."'1 "' 

The llonotable Tom Harkin 
Chairman 
Commillcc c>n Acriculturc, Nutri1inn, 
and Forestry 

United Stale$ Senate 
Washington. DC 20510-6000 

))ear Mr. Chl!innan: 

July 23, 2009 

In accordance wi1h the Erhics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure report flied by Kenneth A. Spcarn1an, who has been nominated by President 
Obama for •he position of Board ~ember of the Fann Credit Adminism11ion. 

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the agp1cy concerning 
any possible cvnflict in light cif ils limc1ions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed 
is an e1hics agrecmcnl outlining lhe actions 1hat the nominee will undenakc lo avoid conilicts of 
interest. l:nless a date for compliance is indicau...i in lhc ethics ab'rt.'<-'tllcnl. the n(1rninee must 
fully contply within three months of conlinnation with any action specified in lhc e1hics 
agreemenl. 

flased thereon, we believe that this nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and 
regular ions governing contlicts of imerest. 

Enclosures 

7~/ /"""' ...,. .. c_/_,,l 

R\lh•rt J. Cusick 
Director 

OGi· l·lci 
... i:.i••" 1·~Ql 
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July :n. ~009 

w,•nity R. 1.nu11~1,1;i 

I li:..-ti~nal~·d Ar,.:ncy Ethics Oflici;il & /\S)'ist;mt Ocncral C{•un~.:I 
OOk.c uf Gc1wrnl Cc•t111scl 
F,\RM CW'. l>!T AllMINISTRAlrON 
I SOI Fann { 'rc1li1 (hive 
Mc.l.<,:111, VA n rr12-so90 
(?OJ) HR:'l.4:!1<1 

The f'll rtX»C or •his lclk r is to dcscri~ !he !!Cps tlmt l will lake 10 avoid ~ny actllJI "':ljlparcnl 
co11tliet 111"i11i.:-rc-<l in the event th~t l ain C\•nrirmcd for the pc1.~ition orno:1rt1 Mc1nhcr ofll11.: 
F:ttT11 ( :red it /\tl111i11i,1ration. 

/\~ l'C(Jlli1nl l.>y l 111 /.S.C. § 208(:.i). I will not p.1r1icipalc (>l:tSOn:11ly and s11hst;1n1i:illy in :iny 
P'.ll'lic.ular m:Htcr ''"''has :I <lircd <u1<l prcdictnble enect on Illy finnnci:il interests c>r th\l$C 01'1111y 
pc;rsc•n who.,c inll' rc,ts nrc imputed tu me, unless I Jirsl obtain a wrillc11 w:iivcr. pursimm to 18 
U.S.C. § 20~(b)( I), or qualify li.•r a rci:u l:itory cxc01p1ion, pursv~11 1 t11 18 \ J.S.C. § 208(\1)(2). I 
11111kr,.\;i11tl 1h:11 the i1111.:rcsts ol !he followi 11s persons an: iJn1>11tcd to 011: . any spo11s.: nr n•inor 
d 1ihl t1f mine; 111\y i;cm:ra.J p3rl~ of a p;111n~rs'1ip in which I ;nn a lituilc~l or gcJice<tl part11~r; ~ny 
oqpni:tllion i:i 1,1.11id1 I serve a~ offic.·r, dircclor, trustee, gcncnil partner or cmp!<'ycc•; .:i11tl ~ny 
p~r.o,011 or mr.~ni:i:alion with which I m11 nc11,C1til!ing or l1avc .111 ~mmi::cmcnt conccr11ing 
pmsp•·d Ive '"'l'lt1ynw111. 

I lpc•n ronfirmalit>ll, I will rc~ig.11 from my position on the bo:i.rd of difcclurt of the /\t:l'iM F:1r111 
C11;i1ic lbo1k (Agl'irs1). Fnr <JnC y~.:ir ofter my r~~ignalion, I will nut par licip~tc pcrso11;1lly lnd 
~uh·;1nnti:illy in nuy p~rlicu lar matter inv<.J!ving specific pQr\ie~ in wl1ich J\gl'irst i~ a l""IY or 
l\'1ir~-~11!5 ;i pmty . unh!s.s I m11 firs! .. uth<>ri:a:d lo J)llrtk.ip;>l•·, p11m1anc to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(ri) 
In J1klition, I will c.:i~h out my deferred s.wini:s plan (Savings l'bn) will\ Ai;Firsl withi n 9tl day~ 
or my ('l)nformalion. 

Fi11:1Hy, I 1mcJ.:tst.m1I !h«l :is •Ill "Jllloint~c lam required to sii;n U1c Efhic.~ l'lcd(;c (Exec. Order 
1-:o. I 34'>0) ~11cl that I will h~ houncl by the rcquiiconcnts ~nd rc~lricli cm~ therein in :111.liric>n t<1 th~ 

'ommi11nt·n1s I h:i "mnilc in thi~ rind 1111y olhcr ethics ngre.-mcnt. 
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.. Thu. cw~ applu:s C".ily lf !)le: aneV,l)t..omc t~ soLdy !Mt ul \& f1kr't !pf.111.~ nr drpmdoo\I chl'id,cn. JI thC u.M:lllfloC&ln'le 1t C'ithrr V..1 of tlK fikf or joimly held ~Y 11ie C•let w1<h \be :iP\W Uf~ ~ h~ld~. 
0'61'k IN:: orha t-Jxhcr :&1ttor;u .,f nluc-. a< •ooropNIC 
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K•nneth A. Specrrman 
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1:1:.0C:.K.A 

N .. a 
CDllAA: GMAC Bank 
•Wad"<lvia Seru1itl~ 

CO.'Rotn; C~ottdl One Natl Assoc 
'Wa~~v;a SecuMies.) 

CD.tRolh: L•hnian Baut. 
W~¢1".0\'~_~'lies.) (S.POuUI~ 

COJRom: ~hman ~,..Jl 
11.'e~"'ta_SCK.Uritie&J 

CDIRolh. B.artlrtgton 8k & Trust 
W~cl'O ... t:J Soc.uritin) t$J)CM..1$:tU 

C~t~: 8ah'ing1on ~ & Tc1.1tt 
Wachovia ~l!!_e.$J 

CD; Wac.hov1a Bank 
Perso!'l;il $3.,,~$-~count) 

CD/IRA: Wacr»via 830k 
Wa@~$ec.urities.) 

CO/Roth: Amelie.a Ew.pre:ss Bank 
Wa¢h0'¥i& S_&e:Jr~s.l (SOO_y_~~-il 

I SCHEDULE A cootillued 
{Use only if needod) 

•gc~mliei 

Valuatioo uf AIMU 
atclosccA' 

rcporti•g puiOll 
e:u.K~K a 

ln.comt: Ml<' aod at\lOUcU. If "Nooe (O( l~t lh:kl 520J)" •$ i..:h.:ir.:keJ. oo 
ulher cotty j, Deeded in l:lloclc (,.'foe that }((1\l. 

l:WX:Kt: 

TYDf A.mvuot 

~ • .. · ... tll: ~: ' .·· ···i.-
0

< •.. * 
M . §I fl ... l 'M' ·. '· • 

1 ! .. 11 i ~ t~ 5; 1. i 1 ,,.. .,.. •·· ·. ~ : g : ! :* I ti 1.1 
1 - .Jo o; • · -:; § . .:;. :. 'i' l ·41 .- .~ j i ~ .U. ~ I, - .~ ~ f ::. ~ •M"'---·<>1,§!·l.lJ °lt ,_Mi'M> - ... • -2-.:. - i & ~ t:; j ·.t"' :} i- 'lJ ill. E :i! ~ ~ . .:. .;:; .:. - I ::; i ;i, 

~ ~ I ~ i ~ .f ! d ~ ~ .:i:.~ ~ i i a ra ~ ~ rf. ·a r~ ~ 
"....'. ..~~· • • • •" .. ·~. li;· , • • ·t: '·: . . 

Xj : 
xi •;• :. 2 ''i 

x t :~~ ~;;~ .,, .. ~ .~·~·; ~~::· 

Xii "; ~· <.1} 

'·:: 
" .... ..1 

x ;-~ :.. :~;:1 
x :::.:: . . .• ;.~ ~·;.1 

xi .I I !,I r.·1 I 1 ; .... t 
I·, 

x I 

'.:l IH Ill l'I t: ' )(. ) ~? 
x I Ix' · -+-f.i:, 

··.' x x 
'.:: ·:'· 

:.v " 

x x .... <~ ·:.:.·:·' 

:J·~· "' :'./ • ·x ; : ~: 
.:· ,, x x .. 

......... ~ 
,:1 I' I xi xi 1 · ·:.:.:1 

oo .. 
JhOC'aie 

1$pc<:i(y 
r,.. .. 

"""'' ~nu 

ri.~ 
f.\/o .. Oml. 

VI'.) 

{)qjy1( 
ltooooeM 

"' Ths CM<lfUI)' ~p'i~ D"')' jf th, as.tetr111.come 19 wkly Ll .. t of ibt fi1;;> .. )p:>YK or Jqinid~ 
m;:iilt lbe other h1~c utemrin of ._-.:J11e, ~ 'PP•,,~:iii,e. 

~ ~"'in(QJPe 1s ettMrtlla:i oj the ftl« orjo\nll)' ildd h;: ~ fik.-W11rt IM~~-d~ol thildftfl. 
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St..OC'K.A 

N-0 

~Olh. Ar?'e1ican EJ1:.Pr~_~nk 
lfWachov~ secuiities: 

COIRolh: Sallie Ma• Bani( 
!Wacho• .. a Secur1y~J {Spays.all 

CO/IRA: Sallie Mse B:tt111: 

•wacno.,.i.111 Seour11i~J 

COJ1RA: lmpena C39 Bank 
W.-enovia Seo..iri'llesl 

CO/IRA: First Stele Benit 
WacN>v!L~J;1,11.1JfJS) 

CD!Rotn: ~oover Bank 
Wadlovia Seouc«at$l ($pous::itl 

CO: WschOvia Sank 
Pe~al ~v~•flc«iuncl 

CO/Roth: 0i9(J)l(er 8.ank. 
W~__-ria -~1'1~) (SIJQu'93n 

CO•'IRA· Wa$h Mutua4 esnk 
w_,_0_Q_..._~-s.e~_,_.-J~_"'l 

r 
SCHEDULE A continued 

(Use oa.ly if needed) 

~ 

v •luatiop or J\SM:l$ 
atc:loscof 

reponitig periOO 
&LOC.kb 

lo.c&mv: rvne NJd ainnwtl if"Sc:inc for lw lbaa S201)" ~s checked. no 
otba cal:Jy ...s oeeideJ iu BCock C foe '8&t item. 

81.0CK(' 

TvD< ACIMhHtt 

l.1sJJlilll1l,i.~ ~ ~ ;~s!;~tlllll !~~-9 .·~i!~.: .... ~~· .. ~ l u . ~ ~·.I=-~ 2.:.: 
... ' ' .-• - - '! .g • . "' .. 'll . ·1! - ;II·, ... , • ·- "' z " ···--. ·•·"" :.,.· '•C'! M•••-.-1;;-~ I ! ~ i I ~ i : ! l i ~ I t . · l ;i i l ·j ! i i .~ ~ g ! ! ! 

.,. ~· :~. c; ·:. o .~ ~ . o :}. -. ~· , - 9 . ,.... A.~ ~ ..,,,. .,, 

x 

~. ·:-, 

x 
•.· 

·.: ;-:: 
l~·J ·•·.I 

l<.I .• .1 x :>< :.:1 1.::.J 

x•·· ··:. x xi: ;.·1 
Xi. ·1 ::•;I xl•· x 

·,\ .. 

x x x···· ·-," 

x x 

)( x '··· 

°""' l•eo&e 
(S1pt<\f,. ...... 
A;1•l 

.\11\ou~l 

l>J<e 
fM11.Dw. ,,, 

011.lylf 
tlGnOrvi• 

71lis C•(Cjl~ .apphq r1atY if U'le &Md/inc'"t1C ,9 st1k1)' -iJiii.i "(if W: hkr's ~or drp~RdeJlt cruldRA rl ~ &1.Kr.'1ni:o~ ... ~ai"" tlai aldle: M11:r ,,., .tMm1y-.;c-14 b1 W: hi.::r 11tith 11\c ~uk" Ur~· ¢lu:klta1. 
martt throll'.cr2titl\C'1 ~·•cc~o: <>f yaJuc, a.$ ~roprfa1e 

f1i01 td••'°ns <'•nnc11 !x u~. 
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0 
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I SCHEDULE A continued 
((jse onlyifn.eeded) 

ta,t~lll"lbc< 

Vah&a1fon of Aue:a. 
tl~ll)S.(;l)f 

rq>o:'tlog period 
tJl.OC".K B 

btti&mt: lvoe atJd w~t. U "None (u Jci1s tllu S20l i" i~ c:h«lr.:cd. AU 
O(htt eoi:ty is occdcJ in Block C for mat itati. 

BW(');.C 

TV11t Aloount 

r 

- l l ~ . 1 . ..• ., l! ·. . . i ! 
1 l I ll i ~ ~ ' l .i 2 ~ • L . I i t ~ t ~ ~ 
i ..•. 1· l ~ ~· "'~: .·.· 

1 ~ !~!~~!~lJ~A~' f1151sl,1l~ 
I - is•;~~l§tl~~l~i&~;~;--~;~! · ! ~1ii·tll!~r~~:-s1§·'ll'i..!i•:t2!~3 tlt l ... . : .... ·_.; o .~ ~ ~ o :... ... · . :a ..... .e ·~ z: ~. ~ .:1 a ·:: ! ;; ~ ~ o . . . .:~ .. : ..... : . . ; . : . . .. 

°""' '"°''"' is ... ;., 
1·ypea 
Acwl 

Al\'IG!lftll 

...... 
(Mo.Oa11, 

Yr.} 

Onlvd 
Hos~ 

CO•'IAA W~sn Murusl Bank 
Ma:1:;fl(iv1a Secunt:~s) CSPOusan 

~ 

xi'• I l:•I I,<. ., ::., x ~j x 1> I' I 11 11 I I I g '·· •' 

• 

' 

CO/IRA· W~CN>vici. Bank 
Wal!~• Securi~:!I} 

CO/IRA: GOIU~n Sa(h 
1w_a~·11a SecuN~~s) 

CO/IAA: WO:.Ulovia Bank 
Wact\ov1a Secuu~ 

CO;lf.tA: DAC.Over Bank 
Wad'iovie Seourdletl 

IC(); W<tGo'iDYia Bank 
l~~1s.ona1 Sav1nqs AC~loolf't} 

. CO!tAA: ~~jtrk Sank 
Wa~19vi&. SCC:Untie•) 

COIROUl: WaChQv•a Sank 
l1wacnov•<' S~u_niCM) 

XI. I II t;: ·• :; X r ?$ 1J 
. I 1·•" ..... .·;· '·:.: .. J<I. I I:•· ·: -:. x ··'' ·* 

J< I I fl [ • . ,:· f:·: x (~ .~ l •; 

x1 1 1 .1 t ·:·.: ··.• :,; x :r,: ~;,., , .. , ,... . ·: 

x I I I':: : ,; ~;~ x (\ x 

XI' I 1·'.: . :.· :.. ); -;; l< ,; '.~ 

XI· ·1 I·; .. , :.:.; X ""~ :~ 

CO: We<h.,;• B•n< I · I x I . I I I I I I I 1 · -1 I . I I ·I t ... I x 1·" :I IX 
rPetSCf'.l_a!_S_~ings A~~~nJ) 

• 'f'ir, ,-aw~ •J:?l1¢S. inly ,/ CIM a.s.sev111COl'l'»i: )i: Nh::ly 1h;tl or the fi1cr'1 ~powit or dc-pdldni1 ctuidmi. if~ a:i;(il1nC11mc i$ ell.bet ~'of tilt fiJcr ut ,.;i'titiY be lei ti)' du: filer will\ di( 9poil:M: or d~t d11ldnsi. 
mafk ltlc olha hi~u i:•1e~i~ of nlut'-1.$ appnlpcia.i~. 

'71ac felbo,,111~ CaiwlK boe \Jsci!. 
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lllOCXA 

·-D 
CO/IAA: W~chovia 8i!ink 

HWa-cri01t1a SiCuno~j 

CO/IRA: Cici Bank 
'Wacho•11e SeC'JJrities} 

J HW8cflCIYi3SiCUl'itios) 
Wachovia Ban't 
!Pe~ooal 53vi:-'IQ Acmu•:.t; 

I 

• Uohn G. Wood a. MiOcia~a {W~ne73 
Cet'ILer) Pe:Mlnal Trainer 

l ICitru' C8""1tta1 (fO~IT'f'f employerJ (no 
t.ong':' e•isu.) 
Pensio11 - Defir.ad Be~tit P•an 

.AgF'itst Farm Credil Bank 

1 IACFirst Farm Credi! 83n·1i1: 
De!et"tt'd Savftlgs PSen (cash) 

& fflortda"s Naturai Growers 
(f'Ofmer emP'Qyer) 

t IWachovi;i 94'ti"k-HN!th Savmgs 
Account {59ousal) Cc.3sh) 

.• x 

x 

SCHEDUJ,E A continued 
ruse only if needed) 

•¥"~:\Imber 

V •lubo111 of As.sett 
atcJosco,. 

re-pcmio&~ri<>d 
91.0l'1(9 

la.come: r\'be ~ ;,tfDUUnt lf .. Nuoe for,~,. thtn S?Ol )" i1 <:ha:Sr.aJ. AO 
olhct cn11y i~ Dccdecl in 81n..:k C for that itein. 

BLOCKC7 

T'°ut Amwnt 

·. · .. l 1~·~• ! ;; > ;~·. · .. I i 
t · .. f!t . :· a · ~.· ·. . .··. i . I I ~ I I ~ ,; ~ ~J ' ! ! l ·.a ; 2 ~ I § I ~ l :~ §., ••, ... §=- ~s~ .• ~~'"• !., ~-~ 

.:. .:. i - i '"' ~ ~ ii J. l' '. l ~· £ ·~ - ;; ~ ' .:.· .:. ·• "' ·.~ :1 1 

!- ~ s ~ i ~ l l = 5 .. \i.; t · ;- .:. { ~ ~ ~ i° ~ I' t: 
;;; ~ ;;; :l :!· 6 ·!O· :! ." 0 .. & ... ~~ ! . ~ i; ;; - ::; Zl ·:O. 0 . ..; o. . • . >s .. . . . 

°""' '""""' <Sp«ify 

l\"'" ..... , ......... , 

o. .. 
(NQ.,lMv, 

Yr.J 

()f\IY ~f 
liOAOHriil 

:,11~1:1tt 111 IJ 11111 := I I s 
x,1 

x 
r. 
I··. 

~ 
Soo~I 

•• l.. • ··,.: • • ::. Salary 

-: ..... .·· .. ~ 
·:· ·• Dis!'tibJtion 

. 3.75$ '06/09 YTO 
'·• .· ' OlrOC\Q(S 
·\' . : Pay 

. · · _!0_.~(I per OSI09 YTD 

x,. 

• TIUs '-'ltgo.:if')' ~pptic:ii i>roly 1f ttoc aswttinci>t"t is ••lc(y 111111 of Ille fda'3 Sp&llM: iw dcpnodtD1 iehilo1ai. h ii'le. ~~'fa <1th« thal. 6f dl1C f11t·f 411-).:mltli'MldbY IN: f1b=J w1t,'i lbc s~.,., dcpcndaic UUldr.A, 
10aJK tJ\oC ulha' tur)U";r Cfll(l;Of"O ()f ulue, u •PPICIPri811C'. 

P'11(lll bdiW.J l'&llllOI bt IJ~. 
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1 JFlorida Nav31i~f011'11'~ lFNG) ~f<iffllef 
~-•'-"Oyer) Oefer,ed Ql(tl:p. Pran (5-yr. 

ay.out) AGmin1!i.~aJ by N&NPCH't Gr~p 
.2 IFNG ~·MSF 81.sckroc:fMQn~y 

t.tarkt>r 9% 

, 1f"'iiJG' A.Ssot:-F«::ietity v1P liwulment 
Graci~ Bond 28% 

4 IFNG Mtel-MSF vet V~l.:-0"""'7% 

~ IFNG Asset-MSF Metlit'Q S10ck Jnde.>t 
14% 

' IFN~rAsset-MSF T. ROwe p;ic:e Lar9e 
Cap 0.-owtfl 7% 

1 1flltG Asset-Go1dman· S-.-chs Vil MJCI 
Cap Val..,~!>% 

e lFNG As.set-MIST v_,n KCi.mpen Mid Cii;i 
Gt0wtr\$% 

a IFNG Asse:t-M1$T Third Avenue Smii.I· 
Cep Value 1".~ 

SCHEDULE A -."Ontinued 
(Usc only if ne"'1ed} 

a"'NoJnt-oo 

V ~uacioa 11f Assets 
arc~e 1Jf 

(e'p(>rting pcnod 
BUX.'(( D 

loco me: tvue 1.o" "'°"Ynt. If .. None f,v l~s tbau $2()• , .. >S c:bcckcd. oo 
otht1 eucry )s needed in mock c fot tbac ii~. 

DtOCKC: 
Typt Amount 

- . . . . ·~ 

~ . l til i .•· -; .. · ' . l ~ 
i l t l l l § ! ~ ~ I ; " " f' ~- ;: . st l ~ t ~ ·I & 

1 ,~ai::"~~ . .:.~.i~..£ i ~· 1 ~1~~~;;,.. ~ ; :;. : i i g ! i ~ ~ !!Ii !I i 1 • :<J.' ~ ~ ~ ;: . .:. : ; ~ • !i 
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..... 
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o ... 
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x ,t'.il 1.x x,. .... 

-
x •:·I 1~•·:1 1.x Xii.I 
-
x )( x 

i'"""'If1.n. t:a::~gol")' :toppl\e:s oo>y;·fij;-, »Sd>'U\f,:umC- ;9 ~k:ly ,hal of IM fiJ.,·~ -,p.Me:-or 4cpe:l\derat tt.lrdft11. ircl)f Msciiiocowt ~-itiln-~Mi-Ul\ii"i-f'fla'nr JOindj hiclJ ti.y it.~ r;1cr· w-;-ifl-liie: spc•ux uf dqlac!C'flt c~lllfa•. 
ma:lc IJ)C othtt h1~r 1;attgoric:s. uf vi.Ji>e. as approi.oritk. 
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l SCHEDULEB K9rtnelh A. Spearman 

Part 1: Transactions 
1nirmctioa 
.IlKh.1 

N .. "1~ D 
--

~ofTt-MdledM(11.) 

,, 

R,qJ011 &11y Plllt'hase. ~ nrc;cch.mge by you.. )'Out SP<N.1c. 
OI Jciioodcnt c.11$fdno dl.ltia.a \bo ~a 1)erii.ld ol :uwv n2l 
~ ........ -...,-...-......d ..... 
~ria 'llli'bc9 W NllOWI oftbc t:.rusai::tiw ~ceded 
S 1,000. bdude tta.asae1Um lb&\ n:sutttd io :a ID$$, Do oot 

~rt a ~&.i.on iavolving pmpc«y '1S¢d ~id.y i1$ your 
~- nsidcncc.. or a lt.&QJacUon :JOldy bctw"eea Yo'L 
.,..,. ........ ., 4<pclllbr c.h<ld. C"kk ~ "CtttiliulJ: o( 
divestitu&"' bk;c;l IO ildic.te ~ •ude pymant lO • 
.::entfic;• tc of d1vtetiNte from OOE. 

tdC'flf'ifieaOoh.r~ 

j 
ll ~ JI ~-~~· 1~ ~1~ 1lt1ll 11111111! Iii IJ1_nn1~ .Ul1 

'.11ilflli)kJ~1rtlA~-J CoftWClll 2.'l/99 • 
NIA 

• This-g<><y ·~ ... 1y aru.r •naia!JU>g ....... oole'1 U...of ll>c ro1ti • '90'=0<clqlcnaka< ·~ If d>ruodolyi ........ is ei<hcr -
ln- 1b~ tilcf OJ Jc"r._d..· held ~ 1.hc: filq wi!h lhe s.pcw..,\c Otd:~<:::nt ctri~ai YIC' dle 01her bi2he7 (;t1rsorics M nlue. *" eomvori41t; 

Part JI: Gifts, ReiJ:nburscmeuts, and Travel Expenses 
For vw. vour """- and dco<nderu cltildn:n. r<l)Oft the """""- •brief descrio· 
lion. end the valu• of: (ll lifts liucb a.s tamdbl• ;"""'· """"°""alicll. l<ldJrilli:, 
food. or cn<cnoinm""ll rccclV<d lTom - '°"""' 10 .. linl mote tlwi S260: &!Id 
f2l Q'avct-rcla.ed ca$b Hilnburi.c:mcn<s ~vcd &om ooe sourtc s.ou.tina m<We 
,th.., $l60. f0< oonlli<b onalysis, it is bclpt;,l tu indicate a buis f<>< cccciJ>t, sucll 
, .. oa-MlnOI in-I. uencv •<>•«wal unda S U.S.C. 6 41 11 orodl<r "'""""" 
•ut.hotit¥. etll:. For ttt.ve,J.rdatcd ~ifts and reU»bu'l"6Cfl)Cl\t;$. tnc:l1i>dc b tvcl itinerary. 
,,~~ M\tt ft:,.. nl'l-t'lo•r.- rn ,ll.1"W'ft<l'W ..... rcw•drrl I(.._,., .. ,,, ~n\.01hiri.G" 1'ivrm tn \lfll) hv 

the U.S. GO\<·rnvnent: $tive:n k.> vow uencv in COMC(:::(jun with offic•al rravc': 
rcc.eivcd froen f'C1ttiv05: r«c:ivc.d bv yUW" 'IPOUse or d~I chltd total~v 
independtnt ol \heir rderions.hip covw~ or provided as 0tt14lltd h09oitalltv at 
the dor\Qr'$ rC6ldencc. A!Jo. for OUTPOSa of a.utre~ina rtlfb 10 dctemtlne Cb« 
kUl value fn:>m OM:~.cul-.idc ilenli worth $104 or ks.a.. See i.nstructiocu 
fi>r Q(bct a c!vu-. 

"- CJ 
~~-~_t!_AJJIYA.J) _ J BndDucription I V¥l11e 
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Kenneth A . Spearman 

Put I : Liabilities 

I 
l\qx>rt liabililia o .... S\0,000 ......,., ""Y- c.ocl!JO<., 
,UV t°iMt dwinit llioe ~ DC:rir.ld b¥ '9CN.. YOW' f-l)OIUff. 
Of Ciepcodent dUI~ Cbec-k tbe tllsbc:5t AID0'1.DI O\lo"cd 
duriPl tbf rt"DOf'rinii: period. l:ad•dt & motlt.&t't UID \'Out 

Cftd•iion: (Nun~ a11d Addru:t) 

£....,, ... l~J'!!.'2>!!!!~~"!.'!!!l~.~i~-------' Jotwi kiAn Jll J St WN!ti--·- • 

' , 

' . 
~ 

SCHEDULEC 

"""""" ·--~ .. - -ic-...... od ">'....,.,.bi.In, ....,cbold '"""'""""•ooliao<"' ...i 
Noo<C!J 

lillbllitia; owed IO cmaill retariv. ti:sttd in i.m..-ucriou, 
Sec ins1r1¥.;ti(lllll £or rrvoJ"¥iDI ~w~ accouots. n.~ l~lrre$l Tcnft ~r ... ..,.,, it. .. 81'1Clli· 

ul>ic 
T'IDCoft.i•bilitv 

~L°"..'E~.2!.~ ... Q!l~~---·-~- .. -· . .!!~l- "'" -~'~ ... 
Pto.fUQrv r.:01" 1m li% .. ~ 

" 1 "'' cr.\q()ry ilPPlics oNy if Che li• biliry nJOtcly Ut.at of&be: fak:t'SSpOwcOJ dcpc:odCJ:ll chiidten. lflhelia!Nlity is !Ju.tor~ fiW "''" joln1liabiti1y .,rlhe ftJCJ 
1Njt.h 1h11 t nousc: Of (l---1trl1 <:ttitJr~ m•rlr the <'ld\er ~lrhef i::~t~ri- U 9nn..n.,,.; it.(e. 

Part ll: Agfeements or Arrangements 

I .... '"'""' ll 

c. .. ....,.,..._ .. v-1xi 

~ 
; § 

~§ 0 ; § §§ -§ ~ ~ u ~§ ~ & g h h ~~ n u ~"' ; ; ! !l; :;i:; :t:i 
' ----- --...... -- -- ..... --' 

Rep.on rour 1g:rcemenu Of am.nacmnits for: COJlti.nuing palticipcrion in &Q of ab.sence; and ( 4) future ca1J)l~c:nt Stt in&rructi.oos cci~inl the re:ponlcg 
omol-.: bmdic plan Ce.2. 40 lk. dcfcned coo111•1isaii<Jt1' (2) concUilllltioc o( D(':ROCia1i-oas for a.o"t of the.s.e JrN.CJ{cmcnts or beoetiu 
D>vl1l<nl by 1 former.,,,,,,.,.., (iocl•W ...Vttt...:c .. )111<nll); Ill,,., ... N- o 

~-liMT'c:rwMO(Vl'J~,.-A~t'M ........ 
&.irl,.c I PW"Wa01 to J*tUtcnliip~ Mtl lttft\'C' t.wlr.!pt'llm pi)YIX'QI <tLm~ ~A p.rtnmhip •bvc- Doc loon. s...a.. ""°'""""'· 5'&10 

c:alNbkd~~c.coafo!U'ledthtOlll'tl IKlQ. 

' O•ferred Comoensatlo11 Plan Flotida Nat11re1 Growers 
l 

O• fiolMI Be<>eflt Plan Clt1us C.nttal 
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Kenneth A. Spearman I 
Part I: Posilioos Held Outside \I .S. Governmear 
Reoort any c>QS11:ions held dwin;: d'u: 1ppli.c3ble l'tPOl'lin1. period. wh-ethcr 
comlX'fl~td ot not. Positions include but ate not li.roictd fo tholw: 6f sn officer . 
dinctw. t'VCtOt". IUlC"nil De&"tMCT. vt'OOt'~tor.~vc.. ~ C. 

SCHEDULE D 

cous~JW\t uf "'1)' corpnrat.f)l1, fimJ. panncrship. or other bu.sinc:Mi enterprise ur 1111y 
noU"- rwn-ril tlnl'Ml~•f~ "",...\m...,.hn.A~t °"''; .. ,,-inn, Ti:•u•ltut• rw,.h"'-'" ""1Crl' iYlio " "'""' 
scxi& htc:mitl. or oolWc:al ~ .nd dl!Mc.10'1dY of 1'l bocwntv natur~. 

r"ltNUlllXf 

13 

ti.... ["""') 

Ors~ (No11Qro•JAMN•1) I Typc nfOrtalli~too t'vWtioo Hdd l Fttlft\(""1.o .. Yr ) I 'tv (Mo., Yr.) 

~-· lN•~J~:.J!.Rf&'.9Jlf~JS\!!J"~==-=-__ -.-:::.=--:= .. _ l _'io~,tti~ !'.!!!.~ __ .. _ __ .. -
' rii.. Joo~ & S~!:fointt0v.on, St1CC' r la•• fitm 

-!~4-:ci. . .:.. ~-------. L -~---- J_~a<!l-.J 
Panncc r 7:'1S 1 t JO(l 

I LAgFi1'$1 l"arm·cred!l8ank, 1401 H~mplx>n sv .. t, Coluniiioa, 
South C11,olina 29202 

2 I Florida's Natura! ~rs. 2i12os US Hwy 27. Lnkii Wales. 
Florida 33853 

Ban~ 
Citrus M8rl<eter .no _....,.. UJ2001 

0112006 PreS<1nl Boii<d Oi•ech:ir 
Direc10r of lnloini31 Audit 1211 9$1 

Part II: Compensation la Excess 01$5,000 Paid by Ooe Source Do not complete tl>ia part 
H you are an tncumbent. 
Te"11ination Fi1er, or 
Vice Pre$id•nUal 

Reoott wvri;.q f)f mW'e than S,,000 cumpcn.s1H~1 m.;ci"W by you or yuur 
busi11w atl\Uatlo•; for scrv1cq oruvidcd difec\l'r' bv vou durinA &DY ()uc Ye.at of 
cRe tcportio& pcnod. Tll is inc.11.Wcs the na.no.; of dimts and cWitOmCO of any 

: {Nq~_t;;_Ad AddrnJ ' 

Eu1topJ1$· l~~~~~u.!!h~!!2:~..i..,."'1l!'~. ---·-----·- - - · !Mttm Untves.l1Y k,lkot 6( ~ kmcs & S1nith}.. ~of'ley&Own,. Sta~ 
1 IAgFirst Femi Crodlt B~nk, 1401 Hampton streol, Columbia, 

Soulh C~rolina 29202 
2 I Florida N&!Utial Gtewers. 20205 US Hwy 21, 

Lake w ales, Florida 33853 

~ &btMSS CM'\o'"lfA lJc UsciJ. 

COf"l)Omrion. Nm, l"'t1n~nhip. w other huJIJ'IC$J ell1Q'Prix. or at1y IMhcr non-orofi~ 
oc~nimon when yotJ direct1v urovi<lcd the utVi~ ~nsc .i fee or -paymtn< 
of more than SS,000. Yau nee<! dot npMtheU.S. OovcminCIH u &SOUl(c. 

Bt\rl~~o(~ 

or Pre•i<Mnlial C•ndAd•te 
N.onc r::l 

~-<Jll~~-------------------------·----------------~ l.n~ &a'T~('.J JQ_ C.9~_octjl'lfl witti llni~Jrv CQl~riun 

Board Director 

DinlclQ< of Internal AlJdo 
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The Honorable Blanche lincoll'I 
Cl'\airman 
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'llnitrd ~totc.s eSmotr 

Senate Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestiy Committee 
Washington, O.C. 20510 

·1n1w11SL"tATl.:;(.11t:Lt\Jlll)'t<li 
..... ~~10~.DC'f'V$1\J·Jl;J 

'23?12"·~~~~ 
•HP,,:fW~X;C~ .! ~ .•. .u .... ~:.t 

IOI) :~I':~''' 1t!IJ 
t.tn••~·.l••)"'")""'1r\· . .,.,.,,.,..v '"'':?'"' 

I am wrii.ng to supporl !'res•dent Obama's nomination of Scott O'Malia to be a Commissioner on the 
Commod;ty Futur0> Tradi"g Comrnissio11, and 10 encourage the Agriculture Committee to move quitkly 
~o appro ... ·e !°'i~ nomin.atloo. 

Stoll setved on the tnergy and Natural Resources Committee in 2003 before moving t4' the 
Appropriations (ommittee. Scott's primary responsibilities on the committee were oll and Mtural gas 
issue•. He demonmated •deep und.,standing of these issue• and ol tile importance energy markets 
h&ve on out economy. During his [enure on the CommiEtee. Scott was atwavs wilfif\g to cooperate with 
my Uall rn th• de.velapment ol hearings and legislation. 

Sine~ ;omir.g t~e Energy a11d Water Development Subcommillee on Appropriations, S<:ou has eon!inued 
to wor\ with 1ho E~Ngy and Natural Resources Commi11ee to implement the 2005 aM 2007 ~ulhor;1i~g 
statutes. Hehn been williflg to lis.ten .lnd develop constr:Jc.live solutions to r;ampJex cnerg)I polrcy 
problems. A good example of hi~ oon1mitmen1 to iniproving our nation'~ investment in a balanced 
enere;v strate£v has beeon his effort to expand the role cf the Oepartrnent of E:nergy's laboratt>nes in the 
areas of alternatioe energy and climate rnodP.ling. Scott understands the impo•1ance ol ;iiversifying our 
energy generation"''" •nd :1w c1itical role our national labs play I~ this effort. 

tn addition to Scctt's work on both the authorizing and approP<iatin1u commiteees. l ars:o aelieve Ne. 
pri11ate -se-ctor expe>•ie11('e (e1ectric genecaUon} '.;)ravides him with th~ cxpP.rienCt? and knowledge that 
wilt be!)cfil the Commodity l='utures Trading Commi~sion. 

for these r~asoris. I fuHv support Scott O'Malia's nDmi1,ation to i;.erve tho Commodides futures Trading 
(ommissior.. 

"11111:;,)1,Eno;,,1r 
lr•"•;~i;.~~ 

1 • .-.~ ... ••0<<..ro~s 
:~6!J .ti~· '):J.'I~ 

lA') (:lt;~('li~ 
.~}"!~JJ 11:.···1 

:?~WI'•~ 
1!»~1.:n..1113 
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CCMMIU(I~ 

...,., .. (I,.~ .... ·..: 

tlnitfli iSmtu ~motr 
IP1,1'!>."• " 

'°{4.,111.. •Ql'~C• ' .' 
NYD•1,t : 

""'' ' .... 3101· · .. ' · 
•lf1U-~··' • • W.t.SHl'IGTO't. O'.: m10 .. )1)0 

September 29. 2009 

The llunorablc lllanchc ! .incoln 
Chai1111an 
Commll1ce on Agriculture, Nutrition 

and f orestry 
Ru~sell Senate Office Building 328A 
w ..,.hington, o.c. 205 lO 

The tlonorable Saxhy Chambliss 
Ranlting Member 
Committee on Agriculture, NUtrition 

and Forestry 
Ru<sell Senate Ofticc Building 328A 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Chairman Lincoln and Ranking Member Chamhli"5: 

I wrilc IO c.xptes.~ my suong suppon for the nominatlon of51:ott O'Malia lo be a CommissitlOCr on chc 
Commodiry f "1ures TradiDg CounnissiOtJ (CFT(;). 

Mr. O'Malia has worked wtll with me and my staff as Minority Clerk to the t\ppropriatio1:s 
Comminec's Energy and Water Subc~mmittoe, uf which I am a member. During his tcnu.1c on the 
Approprialions Commitle<:, he served os both Majorit)' Md Minority si.tff. Jn l>olh capadties, l four,d 
him lo be straightforward and fair as be worked with me on my priorit;cs over the pesl f:"c years. I 
have llf'C&I conr1dence chat he would brin~ the ~e professional <ltld foJthri&hl demeane>t lo the CF"J( 
&! a Comm•ssioner. 

Mr. O'Ma.lia has lcgislalive and private sector experic:nce related to the energy <>ector that will be 
needed on the CfTC as it works to address financial and commodity reform. He ha.< cnjoyec good 
bipa11isan working relationships and is someone Senatcm and Members ofCongres.< shQuld expect tn 
wotlt. with effectively in the future if he is con!\rmcd, I utgt you to quickly and carefully consider \his 
nomina1ion ~o th~1 the full complement of Commissioner.. C"'1 be in place as the CFTC unden.akc.\ it~ 
important role in addn:sSinJ; financial and ~ommudity s:ctor refonn. 

I wn confident that Mr. O'Malia's ronfumalion as n Ccmmi~ooer "ill help t!1c CFTC addrcs~ 
p~ssin~ rcgulatO!)" needs. I hol"' you will i.ive his n"minetion all dUt considc..-atioi>. 

l tJ llJU.h• &l,. .. 1, C".:r b~,..c. 
..,.,_:,•Qooo.0(~\(..11'°" 

~JJ4. 1tt' 

IW v.._,...;1 ..,.._'1111 
1m°"'" ... _. -... 
..... ~, ... ~lfiUl•.)tM 

·~-·~' 

Sincerely, 

~~('1~ 
Pally Mu11ay 

1'1 \ - ~·.111 ..... '-'l ...... "'' 
Wt1 JU 
eitht'.UC.WA~~ 
~$0~2-4160 

United S1ates Senator 

1'2'W1• "'0 .. ~., ..,,i.• 
, ...... 90J: 
l~-.11WAM'1')~lt) 

""',,..." 
aae;..·:ne ... ,.,.ou ... •8.<A;! ... (, 
~111~ .. tll" ..... ... cc ... ,,,_...,.., i.11,., .. ~ 
\*'1t~.SU1 
1•~f<Wt . 116'14'~ 

........,_,_.....,...,.. ._ ..... .,.._..... .. _~ 
....... :...-•<'<•·• .. '""'·" 

"~ "'""'""'--"" .... , ... ( 
S..~to2 
.,..0--!.~.t.f!clO-..()S l.',S 
~«1~$5.U 

~IC ~• .. ,.. 
s. ... <t t:. 
"'"'-"''•'\ :~ . 
.w.a4.:: :·· 

t(;J ~..,. ••• ....... .. : 
v...-... ·: ':' •• •• 
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BOO'TH 
~ C~REEK 
~ 1101.DINUS, I.NC. 

The llonorablc Blanche Lincoln, Chairman 
Senate Commiucc on Agriculture, Nutrition un<l Forestry 
328A Senal~ Russcll 13uilding 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear s~'llator Lincoln, 

I $Ill \\Tiling to urge )'OU to sup1xwt thc nomination of the Honorabl1: tlarris Sherman who has been 
nominated for the 1 Jndcr Secretary of Natural Resources and !he Environment. I have kn<>wn Mr. 
Sherman for ovc1· 1wen1y years on bolh 11 personal and profossional levc:l and ~an attest to his unique 
([Ualifications as a special individual, on.: having a !borough unders1'1n<ling and respect lhc for 
envi1'011ment and an individual who c;111 help g11ide thi: long tcmi m:lnagcmcnt and protection of our 
natural resources. 

Mr. Shcnnau's cxperi.:nc(l in the caring management of reop\c and his breudth of experience as a well 
respo..'Cted publi<.: sc1van1 will lend itself well in the position that he is being nominated to fill. Mr. 
Sherman has the ability to manage and guide µoli1:y lor our forests and to protect "ildlife and waic1· 
quality"'' the lands that he will be ovcrscciog. [n addition be is well hcel~-d in the laws go,·eming the 
lJSl'S and the unique halanc~ that the agency faces for the multi·llSC ol'its rcsoun:es. 

It is intere~ting times that we face as we seek to ileller unde.,;tand how to protecl our natural 1·esourccs 
for futme gencrntions. I believe that Mr. Sherman has the commitment. experience and the dc1>th of 
knowledge to be a fair and generou.~ protector of' our natur11l resources und encourage you to support 
his nomilllllion. He is a good and honest perso?1 !hat can i;eek consensus. solve.: prohkms and help 
establish policies that forthcr protect ou1· cn•iromncnt. W~ wish y11u well in the upcoming proceedings 
and bopc that you will suppOl't his 11omination. 

Y ouri> truly. .. .. . -<. :5.-//,, --~-------
Timolhy H. Beck 
Executive Vice Pl'csidcnt. Planning 
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Octubcr 2, 2009 

The Honorable Bhmchc Lincoln 
Chairm:m 
Scmatc Commi11cc on Agril:ulturc, Nutrition&. For~·~ll)' 
328A Senate R11ssell l3uilding 
Washin~ton. DC 20510 

Senator Lincoln: 

13rundae.c yfounl<lin Resort. is located on the Pavcnc national Forest in west c<!ntral 
.Idaho. Agriculture and tourism are the largest fmluslric:; in Idaho. a state rich in 
natu1~·i1 rcsourc<!>. We are strongly in support of appointing Harris Shennan lo the 
position of l'SDA Under SecrelJll1' for Environment nnd Natural lksourcc~. Mr. 
Shenna.n has lhe experience with the agriculturl!. recreation, forest industries and 
the s1.1tcs directly affected by them to b~ an outstanding l!nd.::r Secretary for 
F.m·ironmcnt and Natural Resources. He has the back ground l•' provide unique 
insight on the effect of Washington decisions on s!Jltes llepcnden\ on natural 
resource:; aml the )mowledge to craft decisions that will benefit all stake holders. 

Thank you for your considi:ration! 

Sincerely; 

Frederick P_ Ccrtan<l 
l'rc.<idcntJ(iM 
Brund::i~e l\1ount;1in J{esort 
!>resident 
Idaho Ski Ar~as 1\~;\0~i.'ltion 

br\lt\(~:\~.~ MN•~U3in C>mp~r.r • P.O. !'v~ h)L'-.~ .. ~-kC:iH. M:"lh') $3(•3S 
2t'ft6;.;."1:; I .. ,i1t~ :zn.;, f: 1.;. rn~~ • 1.~no ~\~~~. -;.~ .• 

W\\-V.• lflH"l(t:;.gc:.\"Llr;'I .. inf.:i .. ~tir~1 "'"").~(' ,.~,111 
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Dear Chainnan Lincoln and Ranking Member Chambliss: 

l ,.,.rite you today to voice support for the nomination of Mr. Harris Shem1an to the 
position of Under Secretary of Agriculture for Natural Resources and Environment. 

\Ir. Shennan's reputation for pragmatism and earnest collaboration is well-eamed. 
Throughout his tenure as the Executive Director of the Colorado Department of Natural 
Resources, he has shown a calm commitment to building consensus and honoring 
stakeholder processes. 

On contentious issues ranging from the regulation of oil and gas development to the 
designation of roadless areas in Colorado's National Forests, ~. Sherman has 
maintained a voice ofreason and a sincere willingness to hear all sides and strive for 
compromise, often amidst a cacophony of opposition from the extreme areas of the 
ideological spectrum. While his service has hecn of immense value to the people of 
Colorado and the environment, the compromises he has crafted have not always pleased 
everyone. But the results are impressive. 

Mr. Sherman's accomplishments include a balanced regulatory regime that, for the first 
time, injects environmental protection and public health as factors in the consideration of 
oil and gas drilling permit applications and the culmination of a locally-driven 
stakeholder process to designate appropriate areas in national forests as off-limits to road 
building. 

I fully expect Mr. Sherman's professionalism, experience and acumen will serve the 
President and the nation well. We will be sorry to see him leave Colorado, but will take 
solace in the fact that his public service will continue. 

Very truly yours, 
.... 

,' ,. 
!.' 

. . . ... ,, ,. "",',. ~·· .. 

Dan Grossman 
Rocky Mountain Regional Director 
Environmental Defense Fund 
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September 29. 2009 

I;ni~d Stat<t~ ~natc Agri<u1tur<", Nutrition and Focf:'.c.try Commith."'C' 
Senato! Harkin, Chan 
S<>n•ror C'..o•moli«. R•n~ing Republic.on M•mh<-r 

Dear Senaton Harkin, ('.hi'lmblis:io and (:ommittcc .\fombt-rs, 

XonJ1we~t Co[or,.a.do Coun..:iJ of Governm~J'\~ '"a volunt.:.ty a~~ociation of ni.renty-~ight county and 
municipal govemm~nts m the l tigh Co\.lntry of Ct)k>t~do. Keatly s~venty pcrc"nt of the ten lhousand 
square mile region C'OVtor(.J hy tht• l'\'\TCOG member fur~diC'tions is O\.'\'nt'd by the peopie of lhe 
1.initeJ St.ate~ ~nd rn.'.ut.aged by a. varCL"f}' ot federai agenctes, principal <.1f wh.kh ;, t~ t:SDA Fon:!S>t 
Scr\•icc. The ~'WCCO<..i kcgCon is also the hea.dwate~of th~ Coh.irad(l and ~Qrth Pl.lffi>: Riv~t 
S~~IDS, supplylllg dom~tk. agricultural and ru:re-.ation.ll water to va.\t areas 0£ the Gr~at l'laini and 
5(~1JthWi~t. 

Jn matte~ pe!rtaining to th~ m~nap,emcnt of national forest 1ylitem lands and water quality and 
qu"ntit}'. we hdve ""·orked "";th Harris Sherman in his ptlsiti()n a.~ Ex~titiw~ Directot o( the Colorado 
D(.'partn,ent of ~atural Re'>t.1ur<.·~. In our C':<periencc. we have found Oirccto1· Sherman to be n~t onl}' 
a ~roptl11t-nt.. but o}n active partic.ip.ml fn collabotative consen:ation. He has deIDonstrared his ability 
to ~tbcipare in good ta 1th in C'Dlli'lborati"·~ pn,c·P.._._,o;;; with a di\·~~ arTi!I~· o( sblu~holdfl!r.o. Tho.c..:i 
pr0<c~s.tS an~ often iong, tt-dlous, and ardul)tlS as. a wid~ vari1~ty •.)f l)piJ'lioru. arc explored, but th~y .ar~ 
n(•nctht:jt:~~ nt.'CC~r.ar;• to achieve-quality and [aiting decisiom regarding our forest and wAter 
rciCIUtces in an ope-n, ne-Cghborfy and democratic manp(.'f \ndkativt• of tht.• Rody ~1C1\lnt.lln \.\'~t. 

We <"01u.;dcr Harris Sherman Lo be a good pi'ttrl<'T in the diffiC\llt JClb of m.anag;ng pvblk r~sourccS> and 
('nco'Urage you tonmfirm him as t:SD.-\ Und@:~r.retary for ~atural Jfos.ouKcs and Environment . 
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September 23, 2009 

The Honorable Blanche Lincoln 
Chairman 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
328A Senate Russell Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
Fax: 202 228 2125 

Dear Senator Lincoln: 

Re: Harris Sherman for USDA Undersecretary 
of Environment and Natural Resources 

J am writing on behalf of the National Ski Areas Association (NSAA) in support of Harris Sherman 
for the position of USDA Under Secretary for Environment and Natural Resources. NSAA is the 
trade group for ski areas across the country. Our resort members account for 95% of the 
skierfsnowboarder visits in the United States. One hundred and thirty-four (134) member resorts 
operate on National Forest System lands. 

Harris Sherman's entire career has been dedicated to environment and natural resources issues. 
As a result of his experience directing the Colorado Department of Natural Resources. he has a 
great appreciation for working cooperatively with stakeholders to solve problems His advocacy 
experience as an attorney will serve him well in representing the Department before Congress. 
Harris' communication. political and people skills are unmatched in the pool of candidates that 
have been considered for this post. On a personal level, Harris is one of the most likeable and 
personable individuals you could ever meet. 

Harris Sherman will be a great asset to the Secretary of Agriculture and would provide tremendous 
leadership for the Administration on environment and natural resources issues. Thank you for your 
consideration of NSAA's comments. 

Best Regards. 

Michael Berry 
President 
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The Honorable Blanche Lincoln 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on Agriculture 
328-A Russell 

Washington, DC 20510 
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The Honorable Saxby Chambliss 
Ranking Member 
Senale Comminec on Agriculture 
328-A Russell 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Dear Chairman Lincoln and Ranking Memher Chambliss: 

The Society of American Foresters represents 14,000 foresters, men and women who care deeply 
for our J\ation's vasl forest resources. As a professional a5sociation., we work closely with the 
U.S. Department of Agricuhure (USDA) to implement conservation programs, stale and private 
forest programs and manage the National Forests. We are writing you in suppon of the 
nomination of Harris Sherman to become the Undersecretary for -r.: atural Resources and the 
Envirorunent f.'iRE) at USDA. 

The Undersecretary for NRE is a key position for overseeing the conservation programs of the 
~atural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) and the U.S. forest Service (USFS). Mr. 
Sherman's background in forestry, conservation and natural resource protection will serve him 
well to lead USDA's conservation and forestry division. We appreciate his record of success in 
implementing conservation strategies, finding common ground, and his commitment and passion 
for the wise use of natural resources, sp~ifieally his support for forest management. 

We respectfully urge you to approve Mr. Sherman's nomination and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Michael T. Goergen, Jr. 
Executive Vice President and CEO 
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The Hon1>rable Blanche Lincoln 
Chainnan 
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Senate Comminee on Agriculture, Nutritioo & l'ores1ty 
328 A Senate Russell Building 
Washington, DC 205 lO 

Via fax: 202.228.212~ 

Re: Contirmarinn of Nomination of Harri.~ Sbemi~n a.< l!~DA Under Secretary for En,,ironmenc and Natural 
Re~ources 

Chairman Blanche Lincoln: 

As a long time member of the National Ski Areas Association, the Steamboat Ski & Resort Corporation is 
pleased to read that Harris Sherman has been nominateJ to be !he USDA Under Secretary" for Environment 
and l"an1ral Resource.>. We coogratulate Mr. Sherman on h<s nomination. 

During his many years al Amnld & Porter, U.C, one of the top Jaw flnns in the country. Ha1Tis dealt with 
numerous public lands issues and always demonsD'ated prnfessinnalism, dcdica!ion and focus. 

He has worked diligently to improve conservation of open space, wilderness areas, water supplies and fore<t 
planning, has a weallh of knowledge with extensive wcri< in lhc ski induslry. lie has championed cffo.rts for 
developme111 of the Colorado Road less Rule and has dedicated much of his profcs~ional career to protecting 
Colorado's pre~iou> nalutal resollfCCS. We are confident that he will serve our natiou wi!h the same regard. 

We urge the Senate AsriculnireCommittee to conflnn Harris Sherman as this nation's next l'.ndcr Secretary 
for En~ironment and Natural Resources. 

Christopher S. Diamo1~d 
President and COO 

13os Mt. Werner Circle· Steamboat Springs. Colorado S0487 • 970.879.6111•970.879.7844 fax • www.sttamboat.com 
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l and th.~ llP.IOl>ers Of th<! Color~CIO Ti,.ber loldll~ll''}' A~SO<latioo h~ve h<J<J ~ COOd ><Orkinr, 
1•cJ\ttionship ·1ri:ith Harri~ Shcr11.1n. I~ has bL~'f• ver y t hOU(!h lful .Jnd cons\1·uc.tiYt' OI'• i ssues 
includinn Ho~dl~ss Rule, bo.tr-k beetle cp!d~inics, and riat j on.ll forest ti1r:il:-c-r sal~ progr<'UBS. 
:1r1i(love H;wr'i s i ~ i.:el t · sui tect and '"'C' 11 • qt1al i Vi r1r1 fol" under SP:.reta,..y for NRE. 

~x Oif'e.: to1• 
Cc>lof·ado Tfo1bi?r Industry A~sr. 
S~~f1 t (rmu 1;1y Vil'ri :zon Wirel ess ClilckfiQrry 
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VAIL RESORTS. 
EXTR/\ORJ.)JNARY R£SORTS. EXCEPTION.~[., BXPl::Rllmci;s·· 

September 16, 2009 

The Honorable Michael Bennet 
702 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 l 0 

Dear Senator BeMet: 

I am writing to support 1he nomination of Harris Sherman for USDA Under S~retary for 
Environment and Natural Resources. I would like to strongly encourage you u a member of the 
Scnlte Committee on Agriculture, Nu1rition and Forestry to vote to confirm Mr. Sherman for this 
appointment. As one of the largest ski operators in the country, Vail Resons is made up offive ski 
resorts in Colorado, California and Nevada, all of which operate on National Forest System lands. 

In 1111 of my dealings with Harris Shennan, 1 have known him to be incredibly blllanced in his 
approach to issues and problems. He does a remarkable job of bringing competing interests to the 
table and creating an environment for lhem 10 work cooperatively. As you well know, he has had 
great success as the Director of the Colorado Department of Narural Resources doing just thal, 
particularly spearheading the new oil and gas regulations that passed through the Colorado 
legislatW'C this year. 

Harris Sherman has spent his life working on environmental issues. His commitment to working to 
preserve and protect the natural resow-ces and iconic landscapes that make up our beautiful country 
is unmaiehcd. I strongly believe that Mr. Sherman .,.;n bring these values to USDA at a lime when 
leadership in creating policies that protect the environment now and into the finure is critical. 

Harris ShCITllan would be a true asset and provide great leadership for the Administration. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Katz 
CEO and Chaimian 
Vail Resorts 

Rober< Kai< • Chief EJCecurive Officer 

\l<t;I R<"~orll'., Int .•. ~9{1 ln~<"rlockcn Cr1:aceqt. Suit" moo Broon1G¢1d, C08002J. vailTC"sOrtHom 
l)frcc-.t 303 "'1(14 la OJ • 50..~ 40"1 640) • rkarz@o.."~tirl":&Ortf..('Om 
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Senator Blanche L. Lincoln 

Question for Commissioners Chilton and Sommers 

On June 3, 2008, the CFTC announced that the Division of Enforcement was conducting an 

investigation of the February/March 2008 price run-up in the cotton futures contract. The 

Commission took the extraordinary step of announcing an ongoing investigation because of the 

concerns expressed by market participants at the April 2008 agricultural forum. The American 

Cotton Producers of the National Cotton Council told the CFTC forum that the cotton futures 

market was totally dysfunctional and that cotton producers were unable to hedge their price 

exposure and that their concerns extended to cotton buyers with whom growers had 

contracted new crop sales. It has now been nineteen months since the cotton market 

disruption. Can you provide this Committee with any additional information about the 

investigation or let us know when we might expect to see the official report of the 

investigation? 

QUESTIONS fOR AVALOS 

AMS: FRESH PRODUCE PROCUREMENT FOR NUTRITION PROGRAMS 

The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) has responsibility for purchasing the food that is 
distributed to schools, food banks, and other institutions through USDA's nutrition and food 

assistance programs. Over the years, the amount of fresh produce purchased by AMS has 

steadily declined to the point that fresh produce represents less than 5 percent of the total 

value of food purchased in any given year. Recently, AMS has begun several pilot programs to 

purchase fresh-cut produce for distribution to schools participating in the National School 

Lunch Program (NSLP). Many would like to see these programs expanded in as eKpeditious a 

manner as possible. 

Can we have your assurance that, if confirmed, you will work quickly to develop and implement 

a plan to continue the expansion of AMS's fresh-cut produce purchases? 

AMS: PROCESS VERIFIED MEAT LABEL CLAIM STANDARDS 
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Currently, both AMS and the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) verify claims made on 

meat product labels. The result can be uncertainty and confusion for consumers as to what it is 

they are purchasing, and hardship for farmers and ranchers using alternative methods of 

production. 

Can we have your assurance that you will work with the yet-to-be-named Under Secretary for 

Food Safety to develop a clear, consistent policy between AMS and FS1S to verify package-label 

claims with respect to animal production? 

APHIS: EMERGENCY PEST AND DISEASE SPENDING 

For some time, Congress and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) have been locked in 

a disagreement over how to spend emergency funds to fight plant pests. Congress has passed 

laws to direct the Secretary of Agriculture to use emergency funds when necessary to combat 

pest outbreaks, only to have OMB later block such spending. In the recent farm bill, Congress 

again made explicit that these funding decisions belong exclusively to USDA. 

If confirmed, can the committee have your assurance that you will work with OMB to ensure 

that these funding decisions are based on the statutory direction provided in the farm bill? 

APHIS: LACEY ACT IMPLEMENTATION 

The Lacey Act is the nation's oldest wildlife protection statute. The Act has served as a key tool 

to combat trafficking in illegal wild life, fish or plants. Section 8204 of the Food, Conservation 

and Energy Act of 2008 expands Lacey Act protections to a broader range of plants that are 

illegally taken with a few exceptions. Excluded from coverage are "common cultivars", except 

trees, and "common food crops". APHIS has been working to define these two terms for over a 

year. It's important that APHIS quickly define these terms to help provide clarity for many 

stakeholders. 

Can I have your assurance that you will work with the Animal and Plant Health Inspection 

Service (APHIS) to provide a definition for these terms as quickly as possible? 
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Additional Questions for Edward M. Avalos to be Under Secretilry of Agriculture for 

Marketing and Regulatory Programs: 
The current Administration and USDA have made Global Food and Energy Security two of their 

top priorities for American agriculture to play a key role in. Secretary Vilsack has highlighted 

the role of technology in meeting those goals. Biotechnology, because it allows producers to 

produce more w ith less, is one technology that is key in my mind, especially in helping to meet 

the global population demand for safe food products. Would you agree? 

In order for producers and consumers to realize the benefits of agricultural biotechnology, it ls 

essential that USDA implement a timely and science-based approval process for the innovative 

biotech products waiting to be approved. 

It is my understanding that currently the average length of t ime for agency decision making on 

petitions for regulatory approval of agricultural of agricultural biotech products has steadily 

increased from approximately 150 days in 1996 to almost 700 days at present. 

This trend is problematic and recent developments with regard to two specific crops have been 

brought to my attention. 

Two and a half years ago, a Federal Court ruled that USDA should have conducted an 

Environmental Impact Statement before deregulating Roundup Ready alfalfa. Farmers lost the 

ability to plant biotech alfalfa until USDA completed what APHIS predicted to be a two-year EIS 

process. 

Given the economic crisis that dairy farmers face and the importance of high-quality alfalfa to 

mi lk production, It is important USDA make this a priority. The same court just ruled that USDA 

nee<is to do an EIS for biotech sugarbeets. It would be logical to conclude more EIS reviews of 

biotech crops are in USDA's future. 

In the near term, what is USDA going to do to complete the overdue EIS for Roundup Ready 

alfalfa? Is there a commitment of priority and resources to complete the sugarbeet EIS in a 

more timely way? And in the long· term, how will USDA ensure tlmely completion of future 

Environment Impact Studies so that the U.S. regulatory proces.s does not go from being the gold 

standard of the world to a barrier for much needed innovation? 

Finally, how can this Committee be helpful in assuring that USDA has and is utilizing the 

necessary resources to process science base approvals of ag biotech products in a timely 

fashion? 
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Senate Committee on ,\.griculturc. Nutrition and Forestry 
CfTC. USDA, Farm Credit Nominations Hearing 
IO:OOam, Wednesday, September 30, 2009 

Harris D. Sherman. of Colorado. lo be Under Secretary of Agriculture for Natural 
Re.sources and Environment a11d to he a Member of the Board of Directors of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation 

1. fn Wyoming, where more than half of the state is pub lic land, we are keenly 
aware of the U.S. Forest Service responsibi lity for management of its lands. 
Current ly, we face an unprecedented bark beetle infestation that threatens our 
forests and communities. Jf confirmed, how will you address lhe following 
management challenges related to this infestation'? 

a. Programmatic funding for Regions 2 and 4 o f the U.S. Forest Service has 
his torically fallen well below need. These regions have been 
disproportionately deprived of management resources. How will you 
address the funding needs for management of the bark beetle outbreak 
throughout Regions 2 and 4? 

b. U.S. Forest Service local managers arc facing an unprecedented forest 
health event. What management authorities do you believe need to be 
adjusted to meet the challenges posed by this infestation'! Specifically, 
how will the Depa11mcnt, under your direction, address each o f those 
needs? 

c. Bark beetle infestat ion spreads hcyond polit ical boundaries. We must take 
a regional approach to management of our forests. Spcci ficall y. how wi 11 
you promote regional action to regional management of the bark beetle 
infestation'? 

2. Our forest products industry partners are struggling in this economy. Many of the 
industry partners who historically helped manage federal forests are no longer in 
business. This increases the burden on federal agencies and weakens our local 
communities. If confirmed , how will you promote business friendly practices at 
U.S. Forest Service to sustain and re~'TOW the American forest products industry'? 

3. U.S. Forest Service recently proposed spending $2.8 mill ion ofwildland fire 
management funding under PL 111-5, the "American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act," in Washington, D.C. Of the 5.5 million acres ofwildlands nationwide, as 
defined by the National lnteragency Fire Center, \.Vashington, D.C. has none. 
There is no need for wild land fire management funding in the District of 
Columbia. While the kind of Stale and Private Forestry projects proposed for 
Washington, D.C. have merit, wildland lire management funding should not be 
diverted for this purpose. U.S. Forest Service must prioritize its limited resources 
to meet its basic respons ibili ties. Wyoming conimuni lies depend upon adequate 
management of U.S. Forest Service lands and we demand that the agency get its 
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priorities straight. If confirmed, how will you dirtct U.S. Forest Service to 
prioritize its wildland fire management budget in the future'! 

4. If confirmed, will you join Secretary of Interior Ken Sala7.ar in supporting wcst
wide good neighbor authority, that would allow BLM and U.S. Forest Service to 
enter cooperative agreements with the states to implement forest health projects? 

5. U.S. Forest Service renewal of grazing permits is continually backlogged. This is 
a detriment to public land r&1chcrs and to the day-to-day operation of the U.S. 
Forest Service range management. [f confinncd, specifically how will you 
address the permit backlog and improve the agency's handling of grazing permit 
renewals? 
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Questiou from Sen. Mu Ba ucus for nomineH wnsidered by the Committee on 
Agriculture oo September 30, 2009 

To: l'vlr. Harris Sherman, .l\omincc for Undersecretary for Natuntl Resources and the 
environment, United St.ates Department of Agriculture 

Congratulations on your nomination to be Cmlersccretary for Natural Resources and the 
En,·ironment for the Department of Agriculture. l am pleased that the President has chosen 
someone with your experience dealing with issues facing the forests, prairies and water resources 
of the West. 

If con finn ed. you will oversee programs and implement authori ties that have a major 
impact on IJ1e economy and natural environment o f my state. One authority the Forest Servi ce 
has at its disposal is the ability to enter into stewardship contracts that enable it to trade logs and 
other goods to help carry out projects that reduce hazardous fuels, improve watersheds and other 
important forest management goals. 

Stewardship contracting is very popular in Montana, helping form collaborative 
parmcrships among diverse groups of forest users such ns the wood products industry, the 
conservation community and sportsmen. Stewardship contr.ICling also makes good economic 
sense for the Service. On one ranger district in my state, srcwardship contracting enabled the 
ranger to perform nearly SJ million of service work for which the district did not have 
appropriated funds. 

Whi le I am pleased that use of stewardsh ip contracting is gradually increasing. I want the 
Forest Scrvic.c lo do much more. Since the Service was given hroader contracting authority in 
2003, i1 has completed only 34 contracts in the Northern Region. Most other regions have 
completed even fewer. I would like to know if you, as undcr.;ecretary, would work to 
substantially increase use of stewardship contracting, not only in my state, but across the nation. 
Does the Forest Service need any additional authorities to improve and increase the use of 
stewardship contracting and agreements? 

Additionally, somo? non-profit groups halie told me 1he Forest Service has been inflexible 
in dctennining matching requirements for stewardship agreements. The stewardship authori ty 
pro ... ides Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management personnel the same discretion i11 
eslablishing matching requirements. Yet, the Fores! Serv ice requires a 20 pcrcem match from 
non-profits, while the BLM requires no firm match. These non-profits can be valuable partners in 
stewardship projects and the Service should be more creative in evalu~ ting the ir contributions. I 
would like to know if you will take steps to encourage non-profit participation in stewardship 
agreemcntS. 
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To Ba.rthol~)mew Chilton, Jill Sommers and Scull O'Malia. nominees for Commissioners of the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission: 

Linder a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for trading of carhon allowances 
and carbon allowance derivatives arc expected to develop. If the CfTC is granted oversight 
authority over such markets, please provide how the CFTC would ensure the following: (l) the 
markets are transparent: (2) the markets are free from abuse and unfair manipulation; and (3) the 
markets have sufficient liquidity. 
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U.S. Senato.- Ma.-ia Cantwell 
Question~ fo.- CFTC '.'lominces 

Sfptembe.- 30, 2009 

Mr. Chilton. ()'Malia. and Ms. Sommers: 

I. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -- trading or investing in 
commodities by persons who do not produce or use the commodity in order to profit from 
commodity price changes·· can affect the price of commodity futures? Do you believe 
that speculation in futures markets a!Tcccs the actual cash price of a commodity'.' 

2. On August 11. the Department of the Treasury submincd lo Congress ils legislative 
proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. \Vhile this proposal 
is a very important step, there arc many areas where the proposal can be strengthened and 
tightened lo fully protect our economy and prevent another financial crisis. On August 
17, 2009, CFTC' Chaim1an Gensler sent a letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee 
recommending specific important changes and additions to the Department of Treasury's 
legislative proposal. Do you support the Depa1tment of Treasury's OTC legislative 
proposal? In addition, do you support each rc,ommendation included in Chairman 
Gcnslcr's August 17, 2009, lcucr to the Senate Agriculture Committee to improve the 
Department of Treasury's OTC legislative proposal? 

3. The CFTC has the aulhority to establish position limits to prevent traders from acquiring 
large positions that could be ust.'<l to manipulate the price of commodities lrade<l on 
futures exchanges and to prevent price distortions at contract expiration. To protect 
against excessive speculation, the CFTC sets position limits on some agricultural 
commodities, hut docs not do so for energy products such as oil futures. In late July and 
early August, the CFTC held hearings to address the current application of and 
exemptions from position limits in energy markets. Do you support Commission-set 
position limits in energy commodities to ensure that excessive levels of speculation, even 
in the absence of manipu lalion, arc not causing "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or 
unwarranted changes'' in the prices of commodities'.' 

4. The CFTC has the authority to exempt the application of speculative position limits for 
bona fide hedging purposes as <le fined hy the CFTC. Currently, bona fide hedging 
includes transactions to hedge against exposure a scope of financial activity with no 
connection lo the underlying physical commodity or cash markets. These non-traditional 
hedges arc being used co manage financial risk where transactions have nothing co do 
with managing conunercial risk, allowing speculators seeking to gain price exposure in 
commodity markets. Since 1991, when the CFTC granted its first bona fide hedge 
exemption for a non-commercial hedging transaction, the use of swaps by various market 
panicipants to hedge price risk has grown substantially. On March 24, 2009, the CFTC 
published a concept release on eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for swap 
dealers. The recommendation was part of the September 2008 ''Staff Report on 
Commodity Swap Dealers and Index Traders with Commission Recommendations" 
prepared as a rcsuh of Commission sp<:eial 'alls for infonnation from swap dealers and 
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index traders issued in June and July 2008. Do you support eliminating the bona 
fide hedge exemption for non-commercial transactions'! 

5. The CFTC is underfunded in terms of both budget and staff. Today, the staff numbers 
approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. During this time, 
markets have grown exponent ially. and the issues the CFTC faces have increased in 
complexity. For many years. the President's budget has recommended that Congress 
impose a user fee on commodity market participants to fund part of the CFTC' s 
aclivities. The CFTC is currently the only major U.S. financial regulator that is not at 
least partia lly fonded through user foes. Do you support the imposition of user fees to 
fund CFTC activities? 

6. Current law makes it very difficult for the CFTC to effectively meet its mandate lo 
enforce and deter market manipulation. This is because the CFTC must meet a more 
rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than other financial mmet regulatory 
agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, and the Federal Trade Commission. The CFTC is currently the 
only major lJ.S. financial regulator 1hat must prove "specific intent" to do hann, a much 
more difficult standard to prove than the "recklessness" standard employed by the SEC, 
FERC, and FTC. As a result, federa l courts have recognized that, with the CFTC's 
weaker anti -manipulation standard, market "manipulat ion cases generally have not fared 
well." In fact, the standard is so weak that in the CFTC's 35-year history, it has only 
successfully prosecuted and won one single case of manipulation. If the CFTC were 
granted authority to prosecute manipulation cases under the "recklessness" ~tandard 
instead of the current "specific intent" standard, how would this improve the 
Commission's ability to prcvenc, deter. and enforce market manipulation? Do you 
support legis lation to lower the burden of proof the CFTC must meet in proving 
manipulation cases? 

7. On September 10, 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory Committee (G~AC) 

announced it would convene a meet ing lo examine, among other issues, the "T reasury 
Proposal to Regulate OTC Derivatives'' and "CFTC Legislative Language'' as it relates to 
this proposal. In reviewing GMAC membership as posted on the Commission's website, 
it appears that the committee's membership is comprised of representatives from the 
various U.S. exchanges. self-regulatory organizations and the financial service~ industry. 
While the GMAC's charter requires representation of U.S. and foreign exchanges and 
market participants, it also requires "end users most directly involved in and affected by 
market globalization." Without end user and consumer participation, the committee may 
also not be "fairly balanced in terms of the points of view represented" as required under 
the Federal Advisory Committee Act. Before any future meeting of the GMAC is 
scheduled, will you commit to broadening its membership to include end users most 
directly involved in and affected by market globali<.ation to ensure "fairly balanced in 
terms ofthc points of view represented" as required under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act? 
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Sen. Saxby Chamblis~ 
QueSlions for the Record 

Jliomination Hearing 
SE'ptembcr 30, 2009 

1. As I mentioned al the hearing, I have been contacted by several constituents about your 
nomination. They raise concerns about your approach to managing federal, stale and 
private land. Below is a list of the concerns I have received. Please respond to these 
concerns. 
• Harris Shcnnan supports the Clinton-8abbilt Roadless rule and has worked in 

Colorado lo revert to the Clinton-Babbitt Roadlcss Ruic. 
• He would be a threat ro oil and gas, mining. coal mining, timber, ~-r.izing, gravel 

extraction and recreation and much more. 
• According to residents of Colorado. Shcm1a.11 used his position to extort or shake 

down money from oil and gas firms to fund his wildlife studies in return for hi~ office 
not opposing their pennirs. In effect, he set up a "pay to play" approval process for 
oil and gas pcm1its under the Colorado Dept. of Wildlife. 

• He rewrote importa.nt environmental documen1s with the assistance of environmental 
activist groups negating public meetings and public comment. 

• Environmental groups had special access under Harris not available to the public or 
other land users. 

• He set up rules that infringed on private prope1ty. 
• He set up a system wherchy the CO Dept. of Wildlife could interfere with private 

contracts between farmers. ranchers and landown~rs and oil and gas and mining 
companies. He was able to blow up private contracts where he did not want oil and 
gas or mining operations ro occur. 

• It is likely he will give environmental groups special control over the US Foresl 
Service. His pattern is to feather his own nest and he would likely use the Forest 
Service to do that as he did in Colorado. 

2. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) seems to be carefully tracking stimulus 
prnjects which are supporting the use of wood fiber for the production ofbiomass energy. 
However. despite receiving more than $500 million for ha'lardous fuels reduction 
projects, ii appears that almost none of these projects will produce wood fiber that can be 
used by the traditional sawmill and paper mill industries. Please tell me how many 
ARRA projcc1s have produced merchantable wood fiber'? How much volume in board 
feet or cubic feet did those pwduce'! Please tell me whether ARRA funds have hcen used 
tn pay for the non-merchantable component of stewardship contracts. allowing the 
commercial component to go forward in down timber mark1::1s? 

3. Recently, Secretary Vilsack announced his vision for the role oflJSDA in managing 
public and private forests. His "all landscapes" approach suggests that USDA will take 
an active role in matters affecting private forests. including their panicipation in climate 
change and energy policies and their role in addressing environmental services. like clean 
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water and air and providing wildlife hahital. Working forests arc a significant part of the 
jurisdiction of this committee, and we want to make sure that any policies alYccting 
working forests are developed with the full participation of private forest owners and this 
committee. Will you fully in,·olvc private forest owners in the development of USDA 
policies on working forests? Will you fully involve this committee in any policies USDA 
develops on working forests? Will you commit to working with the committee to explore 
policy opportunities together that will promote the benefits of working forests? 

Mr.Avalos 
I. Agricultural biotechnology is a key priority of mine. II is important that farmers across 

the country have access to the best technology available. Of course, we must ensure that 
the products are safe and the regulatory process is based on sound science. It is this need 
for a timely and science-based approval that concerns me. As noted by Chainnan 
Lincoln at the hearing, the average length of time for agency decision making on 
pet itions for regulatory approval of agricultural biotech products bas steadily increased 
!Tom approximately 150 days in 1996 10 almost 700 days at the present time. 

Will you develop a plan to get those products deemed safe to market more quickly? Will 
you provide a report to the Committee within 90 days regarding the cause of the delays 
and how L'SDA plans to ensure the Depm1mcm is~ues scientifically based regulatory 
dec.isions in a timely manner') 

2. Mr. Avalos, as you know, if confirmed you wi ll be overseeing the AP! !IS Biotechnology 
Regulatory Services. Now pending within the liSDA is the publication of draft 
Envirorunenta! Impact Statement to detennine whether Round-l.'p Ready Alfalfa (RR.A) 
can be deregulated, The completion of this EIS has taken far longer than anyone 
anticipated and is now jeopardizing the ability of fanncrs to have RRA available for the 
2010 planting season. Would you commit to reviewing this problem and reporting to the 
conm1ittec when the F.IS will he finalized and published in the Federal Register? 

3. Over the last 15 years, business practices in the livestock industry have changed 
dramatically. Producers and meat companies have largely tumcd lo alternative markeling 
arrangements, rather than the traditional spot market for livestock. The Grain Inspection, 
Packers & Stockyards Administration released a Congressionally-mandated stud)' in 
2007 of marketing issues and packer ownership of li\•cstock. This exhaustive study 
concluded that alternative livcslock marketing agreements benellt both producers and 
industry. Industry concentration is also a concern for some, but the 2008 Packers & 
Stockyards Administration Annual Report indicates that concentration has largely led to 
lower prices for consumers and belier income margins for produce rs and processors. 
This Committee also held a heari ng on these issues in 2001. Despi te previous ex tensive 
study of this issue, USDA and tbe Department of Justice have announced a series of 
Public Workshops next year to address competition and concentration issues in the 
agriculture sector. Given your responsibilities will include overseeing GIPSA, do you 
feel there arc problems in the industry that GIPSA is not policing'! Will you provide the 
Committee with a detailed description of USDA 's plans for any changes in policy or 
operat ions within GIPSA or in i1s relationship with the Department of Justice? 
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4. The Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service currently has a rule pending that would 
allow for importation of cooked pork skins from regions affected with swine diseases. 
This mlc was proposed after a risk assessment concluded that cooking methods were 
sufficient to inactivate any pathogens of concern. APl-l IS for decades has protected U.S. 
agriculture by ensuring that imports from affected countries arc processed in a manner 
that eliminates any potential hann. APHlS issued a proposed rule on July 2, 2008, and 
the agency's examination of this matter dates back to 2003. This rule received very few 
public comments, and does not appear to have raised many issues. Will you provide an 
update to the Committee regarding the status of the proposed regulation and when the 
Department plans to release a final rule? 

5. As Under Secretary, you will oversee the National Organic Program. Secretary Vilsack 
has expressed a new commitment to the program an<l to help producers wllQ choose to 
raise and market organic crops and livestock. However, organic production and 
certification can be a costly process. Congress has addressed this with the Organic 
Certification Cost-Share Program, and I applaud USDA for releasing the 2009 program 
this week.. In 2008, USDA revised its accreditation procedures for certifying agents in 
the :-Jational Organic Program. This revision has raised concerns with some certif}~ng 
agents that their costs could increase markedly. Many of these certifying agents are non
profit and public entities, and serve smaller local organic producers who cannot afford 
high administrative costs. Will you work with the new leadership of the National 
Organic Program to develop a plan to lower administrative costs and the burden on small 
producers and report to the Commirtee on your progress? 
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Mr. Avalos, the Department of Agriculture is working to finalize a rule allowing for 
the importation of cooked pork skins subject to certain processes to protect 
public health. When do you expect the Department to f inalize this important 
rule? Also, do you believe the Department should follow different rules for beef 
and cooked pork skins when approving countries for imports? I ask that you 
review this issue and work to finalize the rule. 
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Bartholomew Chilton, Commissioner of 1he Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Jlll Sommers, Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Scott O'Malia, Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading C'.ommission 

1) This question is just for Ms. Sommers and Mr. O'Malia. When testifying before the 
Agriculture Committee last year, Acting Chaim1an Luk ken and Commissioner Chilton 
discussed several new initiatives lo improve trade collection and dissemination cffor1~ to 
bring more transparency in the areas of agricuhure and energy markets. Do you think the 
steps taken by the CFTC in recent months go far enough l(l bring greater transparency 
and scrut iny in energy and agricullurc trades? If not, what suggestions can you offer? 

2) In shearing last year in the Senate Commerce Committee. Michael Greenberger, a law 
professor al the University of Maryland and fonner head of the CFTC's Division of 
Trading & :\llarkets, suggested that if the CFTC required all U.S. crude trades to be 
subject 10 CfTC regulation and trading limits, oil prices would drop by 25% overnight. 
At the high, the price of a barrel of oi l was$ J 47 in the summer of2008. Now it's under 
S6 7. Did all these speculators suddenly leave the market? Why without CFTC 
regulation did the price actually drop lo less than a 112 0C1he original price? 

t:SDA 
Edward M. Avalos, Under Secretary of Agriculture for Marketing and Regulatory Prob'Tams 

I) Specifically related to P<tckers and Stockyards Program, how do you intend to make sure 
thcl'I! is greater enforcement of the competition provisions of the P&S Act? 

2) One of the most crit ical jobs wi thin the MRP mission area is the biotechnology approval 
process 31 the Animal Plant Health Inspection Service. The lJ.S. is !he leader in 
developing and using biotechnology and it should remain that way. However. over tho 
last decade the time to deregulate these new producls has slowed considerably. Will you 
make deregulation a priority within your mission area and can you as$urc me that these 
decisions continue to be based on scicocc? 

Farm Credit 
Kenneth Albert Spearman, Member of the Fann Credit Administration Board 

l) As you know many in the ag1i culturc sector and in particular livestock producers arc 
struggling to stay afloat. On lop of the tough economic times they arc facing, now it 
seems as if credit is also drying up. Many hanks have looked at their agricultural 
portfolio as a liability and that in tum has added another burden to our producers. What 
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do you sec as the role of the Fam1 Credit Administration in working with the fann credit 
system member banks to help these producers through this economically uncertain time? 
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QV.1£STJO:"IS SUBMITTF:D BY SENATOR HARKIN 'fO BARRIS SHERMAN 

1. The Food, Conservation, and En.::rgy Act of 2008 (FCEA) reflects carefully balanc~d 
and integrated comprom ises. Among the most important dccisil.lns by Congress was the 
agreement to include some $4 billion in addit ional funding for conservation programs over 10 
years above budget baseline levels. The policies enacted and funded in th~ legislation are being 
cffel:tivcly used, for example, in the recently-announced Missi~sippi River Basin loitiativc, 
which makes extensive use of funding from the F.nvironmenlal Quality Incentives Program 
(F.QIP) and authority from the Cooperative Conservation Partnership Initiative. 

Do you agree that io light of the slgnifieant demands and need for conservation on 
agricultural land it wnuld be unwise 10 c11t back on the funding committed to conservation 
in the FCEA? 

2. In rcc~nt audits by the Department of Agriculture Office of Inspector General of the 
Wetlands Reserve Program and the Conservation Security Program the OJG identified failure to 
ensure compliance with the program requiremenls. This prohlcm traces back, in my view, to 
insufficient fund ing being allocated for Natural Resources Consen,1:1tion Service technical 
assistance personnel and activities so that conservationists can carry out consen·ation programs, 
including necessary compliance checks. For instance, the number of acres enrolled in the 
Wetland~ Reserve program has continued to increase, and therefore the cost of monitoring and 
enforcing WRP easements has continued to rise, bul the technical assistance support funding 
allocated for the program has stayed relatively Oat at around 5 percent of total WRP funding. 
Currently. WRl' technical assistance cost for monitoring and enforcement arc an estimated $12 
an acre, but allocated funding for these activities are only around S6 an acre. 

Ho~· will you ensure that sufficient funding is allocated to NRCS technical 
assistance personnel and activities so that CO Dservation programs caD be carried out mnd 
delivered to farmen and ranchers prope rly, and so that N RCS can fulfill its core 
re.~pons ibility to enforce the statutory r~ulatory requirements of programs'! 
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Qut~STIONS SUBMITTED BY S~NATOR llARKJ:'ll TO EDWARD AVAi.OS 

I. In MaTCh 2006, the Government Accountability Office issued a repon laying out 
continuing problems with the Grain Inspection and Packers and Stockyards Admini$tration's 
enforcement of the Packers and Stockyards Act and evaluating steps taken to respond to 
recommendations in an earlier GAO report from 2000. In particular, the report disclosed that the 
agency was artificially inflating its 0'~11 records on taking enforcement actions against unfair 
trade practices, for example, by directing employees 10 categorize taking a phone call complaint 
from the public as opening an investigation, even if no further action were ever taken. 

If you arc tonfirmed as Under Secretary. will you meet with GIPSA orticials having 
responsibility for eoforciog the Packers and Stockyards Att. go over the steps have heeo 
taken to address the matters raised in the 2006 GAO report, and report back to this 
Committee and to me regarding your findini:s aod your plan for remedying shortcomings 
io eoforccmeot and ensuring that reforms io GIPSA 's performance are no! allowed to 
lapse? 

2. Then.~ arc indications that, due to high demand. the Department is more actively 
integrating issues and concerns relating to organic agriculture into the activities of the various 
age11cie.s within USDA. A number of agencies have staff working on various aspects of organic 
agriculture and trade, including the rec.cnt announcement of organic cquivalency standards with 
the government of Canada. 

What cao we expect tn see from AMS. and from the Marketiog and Regulatory 
Programs branch more generally, involving iotcragency and interdepartmental 
coordination to ensure that issues of foncern related to organic agriculture and trade are 
addressed systematically and comprehensively throughout the federal government? 

2. The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of2008 (the farm bill), includes $22 million 
in mandatory funding over the next five years for cost-share pa)1nents for producers to help 
offset the cost of ocganic certification fees. This was a major increase over the $5 million 
provided for this progn1m in the Food Security and Rural invcsmicm Act of 2002. Many 
producers contacted me 10 indicate their frustralion with how slowly the Department mo\'i,;d in 
getting this funding out to organic fanners in the period following passage of the 2002 bill. Such 
delays should not be repeated in implementing the 2008 form bill. 

Can we ban your assurance that you will work closely with lhe leadt>rship of the 
National Or~anic Program so that cost-share fundini= is distributed in a timely fashion to 
producers'! 

3. In 2007, USDA solicited public comments through the Federal Register to gather 
recommendations as lo whether the Department should proceed lo develop a national marketing 
agreement for leaty green vegetables. USDA received over l 500 public comments, including 
many from smaller-scale and organic producers who were concerned about the negative impacts 
that such an agreement would have on their fann operations. Currently, the AgriCLtltliral 
Marketing Service is conducting hearing sessions throughout the United States to continue 
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gathering public comments on whether to d..-vclop such a marketing agreement. At the heari ng 
session conducted in Monlerey. California. testimony from members of the organic and small· 
scale form i n~ community reiterated the conccms expressed during the 2007 public comme111 
p~riod. 

Will yon commit to monitor closely the results of the hearing sessiuns and 
appropriate!)· consider and t>\'aluate the impact that a national markd ing order may have 
on smaller and organic producers of leaf~' green vci:etables'? 
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Qu.t<:STlON SUBMITTED BY SENATOR HARKIN TO KfNNETll SPEARMAN 

Mr. Spearmun, you serve as an outs ide board member fo r the Agrirst Fam1 Credit Bwk, 
and this experience clearly provides you with valuab le background and knowledge for scrvi ng on 
the board of the Fam1 Credi t Administration (FCA). AgFirs1 is one of the institutions oft111: 
Farm Credit System (FCS), all of which you will be tasked wi th overseeing as a member of the 
FCA Board. To be sure, you have pledged that you wi ll if confirmed resign from the Agfirst 
board and comply with the applicable conflict of interest and ethics requirements. 

As a regulator you will be taskc<l with ensuring the salCly and soundness of the FCS and 
aho ensuring that lending by FCS institutiom; complies with the statutory objectives, 
requirements, and limitations of the Farm Credit Act of 197!. as amended. The recent turmoil in 
the global financial system obvious ly underscores the crucial importance of en forcing prudcm 
safety and soundness standards. At the same time, as a hoard member of the FCA. you will have 
a responsibility to help facilitate FCS institutions in making affordable credit available to 
borrowers who are eligible under the Act. 

ln the lii:ht of your prel•ious position on the board of a FCS institulion, please 
describe carefully the approach you will take and any specific steps inrnlved to make sure 
that in your new position as a member of the board of the J•CA you will be truly objective, 
even-banded, and free of pre-determined conclusions in handlin2 lhc various ques tions th at 
will come before you. 
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Que:itions for Ba rtholomew Chilton, of Maryland, to be a Commissiooer of the Commoditv 
Future$ Trndh1g Commission 

I. In its 35-year history, the commodity futures crading commission has only successfully 
pro~cculcd one case of manipulation in the futures markc1s. What tools do you hclicvc 
the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators are effe<.•tively deterred or prosecuted? 

2. How will you ensure that the CFTC: employs its authori ty co p rosecute market 
manipulators? 

Questions foe Jjll Sommers, of Kansas, to be a Commissioner oftbe Commodity l<"u tures 
T radinl!. Commission · 

l. Jn its 35-ycar history, the commodity futures trading commission has only successfully 
prosecuted one case of manipulation in the futures markets. In a recenl speech and in 
your testimony, you noted that the CFTC ha~ to prove that someone ~speci fically 
intended" to manipulate prices. As a fom1er prosecutor, ! know chasing criminals isn 't 
easy, hut this standard would seem to make it even more difficult to go aller criminals . 
What tools do you believe the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators arc effectively 
deterred or prosecuted'? 

2. How will you ensure that lhc CFTC employs its authority to prosecute market 
manipulators'! 

Questiogs for Scott O'Malia, of Michigan, to be a Commissioner of the Commnditv 
Futures Trading Commissjon 

I. In its 35-year history, the commodity futures trading commission has only successfully 
prosecuted one case of manipulation in the futures markets. What tools do you believe 
the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators arc effectively deterred or prosecuted? 

2. How will you ensure that the CfTC employs its authority to prosecute market 
manipulators? 

Questions for Edward M. Avalos to bt> Under Secretary of Agriculture for Marketing and 
Regulatory Programs and to be a Member of the Board o( Directors of the Commodltv 

Credit Cornoration 

I . Mr. Avalos, lhc Animal and Plant Health Tnspection Services announced an increase in 
the u~er f~s for agricultural quarantine and inspection (AQI) services on September 28, 
2009 (Monday). 111e fee is scheduled to take clTecl on October I. 2009 (Thursday). 
USDA bas indicate\! this rapid (three-day) phase-in is required because fee collccrions 
have been down and layoffs of experienced employees would be necessary if rhe new fee 
were not adopted. I have heard from airlines in my state that the time and work required 
to change computer systems to accommodate this rapid phase-in of a new fee is nol 
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sufficient. As Under Secretary, what would you do to resurrect this situation or 
avoid this situation io the first place? 

2. Mr. Avalos, now pending within the USDA is the publication of a draft environmental 
impact statement to detennine whether Round-Up Ready Alfalfa ca:n be derei,'lllated. Are 
you familiar with this issue aml do you support biotechnology as a means of improving 
the productivity of the agriculture sector? Arc you aware of the USDA's timeline for 
publishing this draft envirorunental impact statement and. if conlinned, would you 
provide that infom1ation to the committee? 
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Senator Pat Roberts 
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Questions for the Record 
September 30, 2009 

Questions for Commissioners Sommers, Chilton and Mr. O'Malia: 

1. What is your definition of "systemic risk?" Do you believe every OTC participant or 
product creates ·systemic risk" to our national economy? If so why? If not, then why 
should Congress pass legislation that treats all participants and products as if they do 
create a "systemic risk" as some are suggesting? 

2. This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of a systemic risk 
regulator to call for the imposition of capital requirements for participants in the OTC 
derivatives markets. Some view this as creating a significant barrier to entry, one that 
could in fact force many !100-financial companies out of these markets. If the result of 
such a requirement was to leave only a few large market participants, wouldn't that 
enhance the possibility of systemic risk, rather than lessen ft? 

Question for Mr. Avalos: 

Congress took action in the 2008 Farm Bill to reform certain aspects of the livestock 
industry, particularly in regards to contracts and the enforcement of the Packers and 
Stoci<yards Act The agreements reached in the conference report were heavily 
scrutinized and exhaustively debated. All sides made concessions and the end result 
was a bill that passed by historic margins. I understand some would like the 
administration to ignore these agreements and implement measures that Congress 
either specifically voted down or chose not to include in the Farm Bill. Can you assure 
me that your mission area will follow the will of Congress by honoring the commitments 
made in the 2008 Farm Bill? 
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Senator Stabenow - Queslions for the Record for Nominees 
October I, 2009 

For Edward Av11Jos: 

I. According lo the Agriculture Appropriations bi ll thal is working its way through the 
legislative process, the Appropriarions ComrniUee expresses its concern about the over
incrcasing number 0 r non-native planl pests and diseases discovered in the us. Jn this 
report language. lhe Committee urge~ APHJS lo address the issue and undertake 
extremely careful review ofrequests for importation from growing regions that arc home 
to pests and diseases that do not currently exist in the U.S., so as not to add to the current 
pest and disease crisis. In Michigan. pests and diseases are a huge obs!acle for agriculture 
and threaten the viability oflhc industry. As Under Scc-retary of Marketing and 
Regulatory Affairs, what would you do to ensure that USDA is preventing new pests an<l 
diseases from entering the country due to agricultural importation? Are }'Ou willing to 
work with the Senate to prevent th is ever-growing problem'? 

2. The current AMS commodity purchase programs face many implementation challenge~. 
Ad<lilionally, commodities that are harvested in mid to late summer often have a 
disadvantage for government purchase within the current system. How do you plan to 
improve AMS acquisition of commodities to help deal with surpluses at times when food 
banks are short? 

For Harris S berma11 : 

I. What is your understanding of the authority given to USDA by section 1245 of the Farm 
Bill. and how do you foresee this authority being earned out over the next several years? 

2. As Congress continues to debate climate legislation, what can USDA be doing now to 
develop methodologies and standards for GHG emission reductions in agricultural and 
forestry offset projects? 

3. The President has committed to and Congress is ready to pass over $400 mill ion for 
Great Lakes Restoration projects. This funding will build upon the work thal many Great 
Lakes stakeholders have been working to develop for 1wer S years. Gi vcn that your 
position with USDA would oversee some orthe largest federal conservation programs, 
how can USDA play a more vital role in Great Lakes restoration process? 

4. Should you l>c confinned, how can USDA better collaborarc with EPA to ensure land 
management programs arc more successful in the future? 
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Senate Committee on Agri1:ulture, ~utrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the record 
Edward Avalos 

September 30, 2009 

Senator Blanche Lincoln 

AMS: FRESH PRODUCE PROCUREMEt-;T FOR NUTRITION PROGRAMS 
The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) has responsibility for purchasing the food 
that is distributed to schools, food bank,;, and other institutions through USDA 's 
nutrition and food assistaTice program.~. Over the years, the amount of fresh produce 
purchased by AMS has steadily declined to the point that fresh produce represents 
less than 5 percent of the total value of food purchased in any given year. Recently, 
AMS has begun several pilot programs to purchase fresh-cut produce for distribution 
to schools participating in the National School Lunch Program (NSLP). Many would 
like to sec these programs expanded in as expeditious a manner as possible. 

Can we have your assurance that, if confirmed, you will work quickly to develop and 
implement a plan to continue the expansion of AMS 's fresh-cut produce purchase£? 

Response: 

Children having access to more fruits and vegetables in the National School Lunch 
program is very important for encouraging a lifetime of healthy eating. If confirmed 
as Under Secretary, I would want to comluct a top lo bottom review of how AMS 
purchases food products for the National School Lunch program and figure out best 
strategies for increasing fruit and vegetable purchases. I would look forward to an 
opportunity to develop a plan and work with you to share views on this important 
lopic. 

2} Question: 

AMS: PROCESS VERIFIED MEAT LABEL CLAIM STANDARDS 
Currently, both AMS and the food Safety and Inspection Service (FSJS) verify 
claims made on meat product labels. The result can he uncertainty and confusion for 
consumers as to what it is they are purchasing, and hardship for farmers and ranchers 
using alternative methods of production. 
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Can we have your assurance that you will work with the yet-to-be-named Under 
Secretary for .Food Safety to develop a clear, consistent policy between AMS and 
PSIS to verify package-label claims with respect to animal production? 

Response: 

Yes. I know producers arc looking for new marketing cliiims that can add value to 
their products, but also rcali7:e that such claims only have value if they can be 
verified. My understanding is that FSIS is required to ensure all claims associated 
with federally inspected meat, poultry and egg products are truthful. If confinned, I 
will place a priority on having AMS assist FSIS using AMS' independently verified 
production activities. I look forward to working with FSIS to provide improved 
coordination on this issue. 

3) Question: 

APHIS: EMERGENCY PEST AND DTSEASE SPENDrNG 
For some time, Congress and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) have 
been locked in a disagreement over how to spend emergency funds to tight plan! 
pests. Congress has passed laws to direct the Secretary of Agriculture to use 
emergency funds when necessary to combat pest outbreaks, only to have OMB later 
block such spending. In the recent fann bill, Congress again made explicit that these 
funding decisions belong t:xclusively to USDA. 

If confinned, can the committee have your assurance that you will work with OMB to 
ensure that these funding decisions are based on the statutory direction provided in 
the fann bill? 

Response: 

I am familiar with this issue, and if given the opportunity to join the learn at lJSDA, I 
will work to ensure that any future emergency funding requests to fight plant pests are 
well-justified. I will also work to ensure an open dialogue between the Department 
and OMB, so thal OMB understands the Department's reasoning for making any 
emergency funding decisions in safeguarding American agriculture. 

4) Question: 

APHIS: LACEY ACT IMPLEMENTATION 
'Ibe Lacey Act is the nation's oldest wildlife protection statute. The Act has served as 
a key tool to combat trafficking in illegal wildlife, fish or plants. Section 8204 of the 
FC1od, Conservation and Energy Act of 2008 expands Lacey Act proti::ctions lo a 
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brnader range of plants that are illegally taken wilh a fow exceptions. Ex duded from 
coverage are "common cultivars", except trees, and "common food crop~''. APHIS 
has been working to define these two terms for over a year. It's important that 
APHIS quickly define these terms to help provide clarity for many stakeholders. 

Can I have your assurance that you will work witli the Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service (APHIS) to provide a definition for these tt:nns as quickly as 
possible? 

Response: 

This is a new issue for me. \\lhi le I have not been briefed by the USDA experts on 
this issue in great detail, I can commit to you that.. if confirmed, 1 will work with the 
appropriate otl'icials at USDA to gain a full understanding and appraisal of this issue. 
Certainly, implemen1ing these new provisions and defining appropriate requirements 
is important. If confirmed, I will ensure that AP'tH.S communicates with stakeholders 
and makes defining the terms you mention a priority to help bring resolution to this 
issue as soon as possible. 

5) Question: 

The current Administration and USDA have made Global Food and Energy Security 
two of their top priorities for American af,'ficulture to play a key role in. Secretary 
Vilsack has highlighted the role of technology in meeting those goals. 
Biote<:hnology, because it allow~ producers to produce more with less, is one 
technology that is key in my mind, especially in helping 10 meet the global population 
demand for safe food products. Would you agree? 

In order for producers and consumers to realize the benefits of agricultural 
biotechnology, it is essential that USDA implement a timely and science-based 
approval process for the innovative biotcch products waiting to be approved. 

lt is my understanding that currently the average length of time for agency decision 
making on peti tions for regulatory approval of agricultural of agricultural biotech 
products has steadily increased from approximately 150 days in 1996 to almost 700 
days at present 

This trend is problematic and recent developments with regard to two specific crops 
have been brought to my attention. 

Two and a half years ago, a federal Court ruled that USDA should have conducted an 
Environmental Impact Statement before deregulating Roundup Ready alfalfa. 
Famters l o~t the ability to plant hiotcch alfalfa until USDA completed what A.PHIS 
predicted to be a two-year EIS process. 
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Given the economic crisis that dairy tanners face and the importance of high-quality 
alfalfa to milk production, it is important USDA make this a priority. The same court 
just ruled that USDA needs to do an EIS for biotech sugarbeets. It would be logical to 
conclude more EIS reviews ofbiotech crops are in USDA 's future. 

In the near term, what is USDA going to do to complete the overdue ETS for Roundup 
Ready alfalfa? ls there a commitment of priority and resources to complete the 
sugarbeet EIS in a more timely way? And in the long-term, how will USDA ensure 
timely completion of future Environment Impact Studies so that the lJ.S. regulatory 
process does not go from being the gold standard of the world to a barrier for much 
needed innovation? 

Finally. how can this Committee be helpful in assuring that USDA has and is utifo;ing 
the necessary resources to process science base approvals of ag biotech products in a 
timely fashion? 

Response: 

J agree that the advances in plant biotechnology over the past several years have 
brought significant benefits to producers and our food security. Drought resistant 
varieties and yield-enhancing traits have the potential to significantly increase our 
production of food, feed, fiber, and fuel. 

I appreciate your concern about the length of time it currently takes USDA to make a 
detennination on petitions for biotechnology products. With advances in technology, 
however. comes increased responsibility by USDA to ensure sound decision-making 
with regard to field testing and deregulating the products of biotechnology. I 
understand that there is a regulatory framework in place for a reason, to ensure that 
these types of products arc being introduced into the marketplace in an orderly and 
safe fashion. l believe that environmental impact statements should be very thorough 
and scientifically robust documents. I also understand that it takes significant 
resources and time to comply with environmental regulations like the National 
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). I assurc:: you that if confirmed, I will examine 
USDA 's regulatory approval process for biotechnology products, particularly the 
length of time to approve those products, and where and when possible, examine 
ways to address this issue. 

The two court rulings on Roundup Ready alfalfa and sugar beets are also concerning 
to me, especially because they inject uncertainty into farmers' operations. If 
confirmed, I look foiward to being briefed on these issues and working with the 
Committee to address the concerns you have raised. 

Senator Saxbv Chambliss 
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1) Question: 

Agricultural biokchnology is a key priority of mine. It is important that farmers 
across the country have access to the besl technology available. Of course, we must 
ensure that the products are safe and the regulatory process is based on sound science. 
lt is this need for a timely and science-based approval that concerns me. As noted by 
Chai rman Lincoln at the hearing, the average length of time for agency decision 
making on petitions for regulatory approval of agricultural biotcch products has 
steadily increased from approximately 150 days in 1996 to almost 700 days at the 
present time. 

Will you develop a plan to get those products deemed safe to market more quickly? 
Will you provide a repo1110 the Committee within 90 days regarding the cause of the 
delays and how USDA plans to ensure the Department issues scientifically based 
regulatory decisions in a timely manner? 

Resp onse: 

This is an issue that is important to me and it is important to the USDA. Advances in 
plant biotechnology over the past several yean; have brought significant benefits to 
producers and our food security. Drought resistant varieties and yield enhancing 
traits have the potential to significantly increase our production of food, feed, fiber. 
and fuel. If confinned, I plan to examine USDA ·s regulatory approval process for 
biotechnology products, determine why the length of time to approve those products 
that are deemed safe is increasing, and examine ways to address this issue. I would 
be pleased to report my findings to the Committee, as requested. 

2) Question : 

Mr. Avalos, as you know, if confirmed you will be overseeing the APHIS 
Biotechnology Regulatory Services. Now pending within the USDA is the 
publication of draft Environmental Impact Statement to determine whether Round-Up 
Ready Alfalfa (RRA) can be deregulated. The completion of this EIS has taken far 
longer than anyone anticipated and i~ now jcopardi:ling the ability of farmers to have 
RRA available for the 2010 planting season. Would you commit to reviewing this 
problem and reporting to the committee when the EIS will be finalized and published 
in the Federal Register? 

Response: 

I appreciate your concern about the timelinc for determining whether RRA can be 
deregulated. At the same time, I understand that there is a regulatory framework in 
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place to ensure that these type:s of products are being introduced into the marketplace 
in an orderly and safe fashion. I believe that environmental impact statements should 
be very thorough and scientifically robust documents. I also understand that it takes 
significant resources to comply with environmental regulations like the National 
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). If conti rmed, I look forward to giving this 
matter my attention and reporting to the Committee my finding~ . 

3) Question: 

Over the last 15 years, business practices in the livestock industry have changed 
dramatically. Producers and meat companies have largely turned to alternative 
marketing arrangements, rather lhan the traditional spot market for livestock. T he 
Grain Inspection, Packers & Stockyards Administracion released a Congressionally· 
mandated snidy in 2007 of marketing issues and packer ownership of livestock. This 
exhaustive study concluded that alternative livestock marketing agreements benefit 
both producers and industry. Industry concentration is also a concern for some, but 
the 2008 Packers & Stockyards Administration Annual Report indicates that 
concentration has largely led to lower prices for consumers and better income 
margins for producers and processors. This Committee also held a hearing on these 
issues in 2007. Despite previous extensive study of this issue, USDA and the 
Department of Justice have announced a series of Public Workshops next year to 
address competition and concentration issues in the agriculture sector. Given your 
responsibilities will include overseeing GIPSA, do you feel there are problems in the 
industry that GIPSA is not policing? Will you provide the Committee with a detailed 
description of USDA 's plans for any changes in policy or operation$ within GJPSA or 
in its relationship with the Department of Justice? 

Response: 

A fair and competitive marketplace for livestock and poultry is important to me and I 
want to ensure the Packers and Stockyards Act is fully enforced. I will work with the 
Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) to ensure it is 
structured and staffed in the most appropriate way to handle compe tition 
investigations. I also want to do a review of the existing regulations to ensure they 
are current for today's marketplace. 

I understand that change~ made to the Packers and Stockyards Act in the 2008 Farm 
Bill to address eoncems by producers and growers relating to fairness in the 
marketplace, specifically relating to contracts. If confirmed, I will work to move 
these rules along as quickly as poss ible and will keep you updated on this process. 

I am also aware of the proposed joint workshops next year by USDA and the 
Department of Justice. Although I am not aware of any specific outcomes of these 
workshops at this time, I do think they will provide a valuable dialogue with 
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producers, consumers, retailers, packers and others in the industry on issues rdating 
to competition and concentration in the marketplace. 

4) Question: 

The ATiimal & Plant Health Inspection Service currently has a rule pending that 
would allow for imponation of cooked pork skins from regions affected with swine 
diseases. This rule was proposed after a risk asstssment concluded that cooking 
methods were sufficient to inactivate any pathogens of concern. APHlS for decades 
has protected U.S. agricuhure by ensuring that imports from affected countries are 
processed in a manner that eliminates any potential harm. APHlS issued a proposed 
rule on July 2, 2008, and the agency's examination of this matter dates back to 2003. 
This rule received very few public comments, and docs not appear to have raised 
many issues. Will you provide an update to the Committee regarding the status of the 
proposed regulation aud when the Department plans to release a final rule? 

Response: 

Although I do nol know when the Oepartment plans to finalize the rule on cooked 
pork skins, if confirmed, I will certainly look into this upon my arrival at USDA and 
see where the rule is in the process and work to rmwe it along. I understand that the 
Department may receive many requests in any given year for different types of 
animal products to be let into the country, and that these products can be treated or 
handled in a variety of ways to mitigate potential disease risks. If confirmed, I would 
like to have an opportunity to assess and review the process that is used for 
prioritizing these types of commodity import requests and determine if changes 
should be recommended. 

5) Question: 

As Under Secretary, you will oversee the National Organic Program. Secretary 
Vilsack has expressed a new commitment to the program and tC> help producers who 
choose to raise and market organic crops and livestock. However, organic production 
and certification can be a costly process. Congresi; has addressed this with the 
Organic Certification Cost-Share Program, and 1 applaud USDA for releasing the 
2009 program this week. Jn 2008, USDA revised its accreditation procedures for 
certifying agents in the National Organic Program. This revision has raised concerns 
with some certifying agents that their costs could increase markedly. Many of these 
ce11ifying agents are non-profit and public entities, and serve smaller local organic 
producers who cannot afford high administrative costs. Will you work with the new 
leadership of the: National Organic Program to develop a plan to lower administrative 
costs and the burden on small producers and report to the Committee on your 
progress? 
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Response: 

Yes. Given my experiences in New Mexico and the shared experiences of the people 
I have worked with in that slate, I can understand the concerns you raise regarding 
costs and its impacts on the bottom line. If con finned, I would like to review how 
these costs are administered and develop strategies that could lower the overall cost. 
As a proi;pective leader and member of the USDA Subcabinet, I believe that through 
dialogue and thorough listening that even better solutions can be found. For 
example, there may be new ideas that have yet to be explored. I would be happy to 
report my progress to you. 

Senator Tom Harkin 

I) Question: 

Question one In March 2006, the Govemmenl Accountability Office issued a report 
laying out continuing problems with the Grain Inspection and Packers and Stockyards 
Administration's enforcement of the Packers and Slockyards Act and evaluating steps 
taken to respond to recommendations in an earlier GAO report from 2000. In 
particular, the report disclosed that the agency was artificially inflating its own 
records on taking enforcement actions against unfair trade practices, for example, by 
directing employees to categorize taking a phone call complaint from the public as 
opening an investigation, even if no further action were ever taken. 

If you are confirmed as Under Secretary, will you meet "ith GIPSA officials 
having responsibility for enforcing the Packers and Stockyards Act, go o\•er the 
steps have been taken to address the matters raised in the 2006 GAO report, and 
report back tu this Committee and to me regarding your findings and your plan 
for remedying shortcomings in enforcement and ensuring that reforms in 
GIPSA's performance are not allowed to lapse? 

Response: 

Yes. A fair and competitive marketplace for livestock and poultry is important to me 
and I want to ensure the Packers and Stockyards Act is fully enforced. I will work 
with the Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administralion (GfPSA) to ensure 
it is structured and staffed in the most appropriate way to handle competition 
investigations. I also want to do a review of the existing regulations to ensure they 
are currenl for today's marketplace. I will also review the audits conducted by both 
GAO and USDA 's Office of Inspector General to en,;ure the recommendations have 
been properly implemented. I will report to you and the Committee GIPSA 's 
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progress in improving ics enforcement acti.vitics as outlined by both GAO and Office 
oflnspcctor General. 

I am aware of the changes made to the Packers and Stockyards Act in the 2008 farm 
bill to address concerns by producers and growcn; relating to fairness in the 
marketplace, specifically relating to contracts. J will work to move these ru les along 
as quickly as possible and will keep you updated on this process as well. 

2) Question: 

There are indications that, due to high demand, the Department is more actively 
integrnting issues and concerns relating to organic agriculture into the activities of the 
various agencies within USDA. A number of agencies have staff working on various 
aspects of organic agriculture and trade, including the recent announcement of 
organic cquivalency standards with the government of Canada. 

What can we expect to sec from AMS, and from the Marketing and Regulatory 
Programs branch more generally, involving lnteragency and Interdepartmental 
coordination to ensure th-at issues or concern related to organic agriculture and 
trade are addressed systemalically and comprehensively throughout the federal 
government? 

Response: 

From my perspective, the 2008 Fa1m Bill provided needed resources and new 
provisions to carry out critical activities to support organic agriculture. 1 am 
committed to ensuring there is a structured process to coordinate activities within the 
Department on organic agriculture to make the most of these critical investments. I 
know the Department bas already taken a number of steps to build a more cohesive 
structure for coordinating organic acli\'ilies. and I want to help further facilitate those 
actions. If confirmed, I look forwartl to working with you on these issues in the 
future and value your input for helping identify new ways to strengthen organic 
agriculture issues at the Department. 

3) Question: 

The Food, Conservation. and Energy Act of2008 (the 2008 Fann Bill), includes S22 
million in mandatory funding over the next five years for cost-share payments for 
producers to help offset the cost of organic certification fees. This was a major 
increase over the $5 million provided for this program in the Food Security and Rural 
Investment Act of2002. Many producers contacted me to indicate their frustration 
with how slowly the Department moved in getting this funding out to organic farmers 
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in the period following passage of the 2002 bill. Such delays should not be repeated 
in implementing the 2008 fann bill. 

Cao we have your assurance tbat you uill work closely with the leadership of the 
National O rganic Program so that cost-share funding Is distributed in a timely 
fa shion to producers? 

Response: 

From firsthand experiences in my home state of New Mexico, I can appreciate 
frustration people have when it is perceived the government is not moving quickly 
enough. I also know how important this program is for organic producers and 
handlers. As Under Secretary, I wi ll review the process that is used in gening these 
funds out the door to ensure it is as expedient and efficient as possible for funds 
allocated from the 2008 fann bill. 

It is also my understanding that funding for fiscal year 20 10 was announced on 
September JO so funds should he available to producers and handlers soon. Cf 
continned. I welcome the chance to dig deeper into this issue and help facilitate 
solut ions that work for everyone. 

4) Question : 

In 2007, USDA solicited public comments through the Federal Register to gather 
recommendations as to whether the Department should proceed to develop a national 
marketing ag.reement for leafy green vegetables. USDA received over 1500 public 
comments, including many fro m smaller-scale and organic producers who were 
concerned about the negative impacts that such an agreement would have on thei r 
furm operations. Currently, tl1e Agricultural Marketing Service is conducting hearing 
sessions throughout the United States to continue gathering public comments on 
whether to develop such a marketing agreement. At the hearing session conducted in 
Monterey, California, testimony from members of the organic and small-scale 
fanning community reiterated the concerns cxpres~ed during the 2007 public 
comment period. 

W iii you commit to monitor closely the results of the hear ing sessions a nd 
appropriately consider and enluate the impact that a national marketing order 
may h a \'C on smaller and organic producers ofleafy green vegetables? 

Respon.~e: 
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Y cs. If con finned, I will monitor how the hearings an: going and will carefully 
review the results as well with particular aucnticm to any potential impact of an 
agreement on small and organic producers. 

Senator Debbie Stabenow 

1) Question: 

According to the Agriculture Appropriations bill that is working its way through the 
legislative process, the Appropriations Committee expresses its concern about the 
ever-increasing number of non-native plant pests and diseases discovered in the US. 
In this report language, the Committee urges APHTS to address the issue and 
undertake extremely careful review of requests for importation from growing regions 
that are home to pests and diseases that do not currently exist in the U.S., so as not to 
add to the current pest and disease crisis. In .Michigan, pests and diseases are a huge 
obstacle for agriculture and threaten the viahility of the industry. As Under Secretary 
of Marketing and Regulatory Affairs, what would you do to ensure that USDA is 
preventing new pests and diseases from entering the country due to agricultural 
importation? Are you willing to work with the Senate to prevent this ever-growing 
problem? 

Response: 

Invasive pests are one of the greatest threats [O agriculture and our environment today 
and I appreciate that we share the same concern. To address these threats, the United 
States needs a comprehensive approach. We must use the best and most up-to-date 
science to evaluate all potential risk and make infonne<l decisions about whether to 
allow the entry of commodities from specific regions of the world. The approach also 
needs to involve stringent port-ot~entry inspet:tions, coordinated domestic 
surveillance efforts, and increased public awareness. If confirmed, I will urge 
vigilance at home and abroad and enhanced coordination with all of those involved in 
federal, slate, local, international, and non-governmental organizations. I would like 
to have an opportunity to work forthcr with you on this. 

2) Question: 

The current AMS commodity purchase programs face many implementation 
challenges. Additionally, commodities that are harvested in mid to late summer ofien 
have a disadvantage for government purchase within the current system. How <lo you 
plan to improve AMS acqui~ition of commodities to help deal with surpluses at times 
when food banks arc short? 
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Response: 

My unders tanding is that there arc reduced funding levels fo r surplus purchases. 
also know that many sectors in agriculture have faccd severe economic trying times 
and arc in need of support such as through surplus removals. ff conlirmed, I will work 
with AMS to develop a purchasing plan that addresses both the e<:onomic condi tion 
of the mark.et and the needs ofredpients. 

Senator Amy Klobuchar 

l) Question: 

Mr. Avalos. the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Services announced an increase 
in the user fees for agricultural quarantine and inspection (AQI) services on 
September 28, 2009 (Monday). The fee is scheduled to take effect on October I , 2009 
(Thursday). USDA has indicated this rapid (three-day) phase-in is required because 
fee collections have been down and layoffs of experienced employees would be 
necessary if the new fee were not adopted. I have heard from airlines in my state that 
the time and work required to change computer systems to accommodate th is rapid 
phase-in of a new fee is n-01 sullicient. As Under Secretary, what would you do to 
resurrect this situation or avoid this situation in the first place? 

Response: 

I certainly appreciate rhe airline industry 's concems about the timeframe for 
implemen[ation, and understand that APHIS has extended the implementation date by 
30 days, to November l, co provide the industry with additional rime. If I am 
confirmed, T assure you thai I will place a pn:mium on timely and oomprchensive 
communications and will work to ensure that my mission area provides as much 
notice as possible to stakeholders before implementing any future regulatory changes. 

2) Question: 

Mr. Avalos, now pending within the USDA is the publication of a draft 
environmental impact statement to determine whether Round-Up Ready Alfalfa can 
be deregulated. Are you familiar with this issue and do you support biotechnology as 
a means of improving the produc1ivity of the agricullurc sector? Are you aware of 
the uSDA's timelinc for publishing this draft environmcnwl impact statement and, if 
confomcd, would you provide 1hat information to the committee? 

Response: 
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I currently do not know wben !ht: draft t:nvironmcntal impact statc:mcnt will be 
published. I do, however, look fotward to being briefed on it and updating the 
Committee accordingly. I understand that tht:re is a regulatory framework in plact: 10 

ensure that these types of products arc being introduced into the marketplace in an 
orderly and safo fashion. I believe that environmental impact statements should be 
very thorough and scientifically grounded. I also understand that it takes significant 
resources to comply with environmental regulations like the National Environmental 
Protection Act (NEPA). 

Senator Pat Roberts 

1) Question: 

Congress took action in the 2008 Farm Bill t(1 reform certain aspects of the livestock 
industry, particularly in regards to contracts and the enforcement of the Packers and 
Stockyards Act. The agreements reached in the conference report were heavily 
scrutinized and exhaustively dt:batcd. All sides made concessions and the end result 
was a bill that passed by historic margins. I understand some would like the 
administratiQn to ignore these agreements and implement measures that Congress 
either specifically voted down or chose not to include in the Fann Bill. Can you 
a,;surc me that your mission area will follow the will of Congress by honoring the 
commitments made in the 2008 Farm Bill? 

Response: 

I am aware of the changes made to the Packers and Sto<.:kyards Act in the 2008 fann 
bill to address concerns by producers and growers relating to fairness in the 
marketplace, specifically relating to contracts. If confirmed, I will work to advance 
these rules as expeditiously as possible and will keep you updated on this process as 
GIPSA works to carry out the requirements set by Congress. I will also seek your 
input when the rules are published. 

I appreciate that issues relating to the marketplace and enforcement issues can be very 
complex and require needed dialogue across all sectors of the industry. I know that 
there can be strong views on both sides with these issues and T want to have the 
benefit of!eaming as much us 1 can from all perspectives. 

Senator Thad Cochran 
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I) Question: 

Mr. Avalos, the Dcpa1tmcnt of Agriculture is working to finalize a rule allowing for 
the importation of cooked pork skins subject to certain processes to protect public 
health. When do you expect the Department to finalize this important rule? Also, do 
you believe the Department should follow different rules for beef and cooked pork 
skins when approving countries for imports? I ask that you review this issue and work 
to finalize the rule. 

Response: 

Although I do not know when the Department plans to finalize the rule on cooked 
pork skins, if confirmed. I will certainly look into this upon my arrival at USDA and 
sec where the rule is in the process and work to move it along. I understand that the 
Department may receive many requests in any given year for different types of 
animal products to be let into the country, and that these products can be treated or 
handled in a variety of ways to mitigate potential disease risks. If confirmed, I would 
like to have am opportunity to assess and review the process thal is used for 
prioritizing these types of commodity import requests and determine if changes 
should be recommended. 

Senator Charles Gras~lcy 

I) Question: 

Specifically related to Packers and Stockyards Program, how do you intend to make 
sure there is greater enforcement of the competition provisions of the P&S Act? 

Response: 

A fair and competitive marketplace for livestock and poultry is important to me and I 
want to ensure the Packers and Stockyards Act is fully enforced. If confirmed, I will 
work with the Grain Inspection, Packm and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) to 
ensure it is structured and stalled in the most appropriate way to handle competition 
investigations. I also want to do a review of the existing regulations to ensure they 
arc current for today's markc:tplace. 

I am also aware that USDA is undertaking mies to carry out the farm bill's Livestock 
Title, and I will work to move them along as quickly as possible. 

2) Question: 
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One of the. most critical jobs within the MRP mission area is the biotechnology 
approval process at the Animal Plant Health Inspection Service. The U.S. is the 
leader in developing and using biotechnology and it should remain that way. 
1 lowever, over the last decade the time to deregulate these new products has s lowed 
considerably. Will you make deregulation a priority within your mission area and can 
you assure me that these decisions continue 10 be based on science? 

Response: 

Advances over the years for plant biotech have brought significant benefits to 
producers and our food security. If continned, one of my top priorities as Under 
Secretary would be to support and uphold a science-based regulatory process and to 
also ensure that our regulatory process is robust enough to address the evol ving 
nature of biotechnology. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & J:iorestry 
'."-Jomination Hearing 

Questions for the Record 
Commissioner Bart Chilton 

September 30, 2009 

Chair Blanche Lincoln 

1) Question one. On June 3, 2008, the CFTC announced that the Division of 
Enforcement was conducting an investigation of the February/March 2008 price 
run-up in the cotton futures contract. The Commission took the extraordinary step 
of anoounciog an ongoing investigation because of the concerns expressed by 
market participants at the April 2008 agricultural forum. The American Cotton 
Producers of tbe National Cotton Council told the CFTC forum that the cotton 
futures market was totally dysfunctional and that cotton producers were unable to 
hedge their price exposure and tha t their concerns extended to cotton buyers with 
whom growen had contracted new crop sales. It has now been nineteen months 
1'ince the cotton market disruption. Can you provide this Committee with any 
additional informatioo about the Investigation or let us know when we might expect 
to see the official report of the investigation? 

You are correct that the cotton markets became dysfunctional and that cotton producers 
were unable to hedge their price exposure and that their com:ems extended to cotton 
buyers wifh whom growers had contracted new crop sales. I requested an investigation 
(which had not begun) on this matter because of those very concerns. The Commission 
would be pleased to provide you with a comprehensive confidential briefing at your 
convenience on this matter. In addition, 1 have urged that this report be made public as 
soon as possible and that all aspect of the report that can be made public are available to 
ensure optimum transparem:y. It is my hope and expectation that the Commission will be 
able to make its findings public in the near future. 

Senator M11x Raucus 

1) Question one. Under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for 
trading of carbon allowances and carbon allowance de.rivatives are expected to 
develop. If the CITC is granted oversight authority over such markets, please 
provide how the CFTC would ensure the following: (1) the mllrkets are 
transparent; (2) the markets a re Cree from abuse and unfair manipulation; and 
(3) the markets have sufficient liquidity. 

Should the Commission is be given authority over carbon market trading, we will use our 
full authority to ensure transparency and accountability. This would include our complete 
enforcement and surveillance authorities such as large trader reporting and all other 
oversight authorities that are currently applicable to exchange trading of derivatives. In 
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addition, I believe it is imponanl to ensure that there i~ a seamless market for all 
transactions and that can be best achieved through a single agency rcgulalion of both the 
derivative and cash markets. Furthermore, J support ensuring that all significant trades 
related to these markets are done so in a regulated fashion and that any over-the-counter 
(OTC) trading is minimal and docs not have the prospect of influencing the regulated 
price discovery process. Finally, by ensuring safe, sound, secure and transparent markets. 
derivatives industry participants will help create deep and liquid markels. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

1) Question one. What is your definition of"systemic risk'!" Do you belle~·e every 
OTC participant or product creates "systemic risk" to our national e<:onomy? Ir 
so why? lf not, then why should Congress pass legislation that treats all 
participants and products as If they do create a "systemic risk" .as some are 
suggesting? 

Section 3 of the Commodity Exchange Act charges the Commission with protecting 
against syslemic risk, that is, financial system risk ensuing from transactions, series of 
transactions or events that have ripple effects across the broader economy. Certainly, 
every OTC product or participant does not present systemic risk to the financial market 
system, nor do I believe that the Administration's proposal regarding OTC regulatory 
refonn treats them as such. The proposal's two-tiered approach--to bring more consistent 
oversight to standardized OTC products and to enhance pnidential requirements for 
dealers in non-standardized products--is, I believe, a tailored approach to addressing 
potential risks to the financial system in order to avoid another financial market crisis 

2) Question two. This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of 
a systemic risk regulator to call for the imposition of capital requirements for 
participant$ in the OTC derivatives markets. Some view this as creating a 
signitkant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non-financial 
companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to lea,•e 
only a few large market participants, wouldn' t that enhan.ce the possibility of 
systemic risk, rather than lessen it? 

With regard to the creation of a systemic risk regulator, I believe that this is a response to 
findi ng an single entity that can sec aggregate risks common to financial market 
participants in various market sectors, the intent of which is, again, to lessen risks to the 
financial market system. I do not believe that the development of such an oversight 
system would have the perverse effect of creating bt1rriers to entry and therefore 
incret1sing systemic risks. 

Senator Charles E. Grassley 

I) Question one. When testifying before the Agdculture Committee last year, 
Acting Chairman Lukken and Commissioner Chilton discussed several new 
initiatives lo Improve trade collection aod dissemination efforts to bring more 
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transp:uency in the areas of agriculture and energy markets. Do you think the 
step~ taken by the CFTC in recent months go far enough to bring greater 
tran~parency and scrutiny in energy and agricu1turc trades? If not, what 
suggestions can you offer? 

The Commis.~ion, under the leadership of Chairman Gensler, had made significant 
improvements in enhancing transparency in energy and agricultural markets, including 
enhancements to commitment of trader repo1ts and index trading reports, and we've also 
moved forward in the areas of consideration of position limits and hedging exemptions in 
finite commodity markets. As to the latter issues, I believe it is impo1tant that, at the 
same time the Commission considers how to impose reasonable and rational speculative 
position limits in finite commodities, we should be mindful of the OTC regulatory reform 
efforts currently under consideration by Congress, to ensure that our efforts at the CfTC 
do not have perverse consequences of moving currently regulated markets into what are 
now opaque venues. I am by no means advocating that the Commission wait for 
Congress to aet; I am, however, noting chat the Commission should ensure it take this 
dual track of regulatory and legislative efforts into consideration as it moves forwards in 
consideration of establishment of position limits. 

2) In a hearing last year in the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael 
Greenberger, a law professor at the University of Maryland and former head of 
the CFTC's Division of Trading & Markets, suggested that if the CFTC required 
all U.S. crude trades to be subject to CFTC regulation and trading limits, oil 
prices would drop by 25% overnight. At the high, the price of a barrel of oil was 
$147 In the summer of 2008. Now it'!l under $67. Did all these speculators 
suddenly leave the market? Why without CFTC r egulation did the price 
actuaJly drop to less than a 1/2 of the original price? 

Crude oil prices reached their apogee in July 2008, and as you correctly point out, there 
was a great deal of discussion a t that time in Congressional hearings, at the Commission, 
and in the media as to whether speculative position limits should be imposed. It appears 
that, al least in part, these discussions--indicating to some that there was a possibility of 
legislative or regulatory action lo limit speculative activity--did have some effect on 
trader activity, resulting in reduction of speculative long positions. While this certainly 
docs not account for all of the decrease in crude oil prices since the highs of summer 
2008, it appears that it had some effect. As l've said, I do not believe that speculators are 
"price drivers," only that their presence in the markets can have some price effects. 
Moreover, I believe that appropriate speculative trading is a necessary component 10 

deep, liquid, properly functioning future markets. 

Senator Amy T<lobuchar 

1) Question one. In its 35-year history, the. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission has only successfully prosecuted one case of manipulation in the 
futures markets. What tools do you believe the CFTC needs to ensure market 
manipulators are effecth•ely deterred or prosecuted? 
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Thank you for the question, a recent federal court case in Texas exemplifies the need to 
amend our manipulation standard. In 2007, the Cl-TC settled the BP manipulation case 
for an unprecedented amount of $303 million· ·-the largest settlement in the history of the 
CFTC. The Department of Justice (DOJ) followed that case by bringing a criminal case 
against four of the participants in the scheme. Two weeks ago, the Texas judge in that 
case had to lhrow out the manipulation charge against those fo ur, because (although he 
made it clear he didn' t condone their behavior) he said that, in essence, the CFTC 
manipulation standard simply could not b~ met. 

When comparing the CFTC's manipulation standard with that of the SEC, the SEC has a 
much easier legal hurdle to clear. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have standards similar to the SEC's its " !Ob-5 
rule" --which is their manipulation standard. To be more precise, under applicable case 
law the CFTC is required to prove "specific intent" to manipulate. That is a very difficult 
standard to reach, not to mention that ic leaves a lot of space for mischief that is d early 
prohibited by the Act, yet not categorically outlawed. In addition, our case law requires 
that we prove an artificial price exists, that the defendant had market power to move che 
price, and the he or she 11ctually did cause the anificial price. Particularly in today's 
complex markets, proving "artificial price" can be a daunt ing task, which more often than 
not comes down to a "battle of the experts" in court. Because these requirements are so 
onerous, we ofcen end up moving to a less significant charge of"attemptcd 
manipulation," which requires only proving intent and some act showing that intent. This 
is still a high standard, but is much c.asier than proving up a full manipulation case. I'm 
not saying that the answer is wholesale adoption of the SEC manipulation standard, but 
clearly, as Senator Cantwell and others have recently noted, we need to do something 
different at the CFTC'. The status quo simply isn't good enough. 

2) Questi<>n two. How will you ensure that the CFTC employs its authority to 
prosecute market ma nipulators? 

Given current law, (with very rare exceptions) it is an inefficient and in effective use of 
time and taxpayer dollars to prosecute financial crimes under our manipulation standard. 
With a new. more appropriate slandard, we can prosecute and actually deter more 
manipulation events. I will note. however, that while we have: a difficult time 
prosecuting manipulation cases, we are very good at prosecuting attempted manipulation 
cases and other violations of the CEA. In fact, ! our enforcement division is superb. l\t 
any one time, for example, we arc investigating anywhere from 750 to 1,000 individuals 
or entities. We are one of the few government agencies who can say that the am<mnt that 
we assess in fines and penalties could actually pay for our annual budget. 

Senator Maria Cantwell 

1) Que-stion one. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -
trading or ln\·esting in commodities by persons who do oot produce or use the 
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commodity in order to profit fr(lm commodity price changes •• can affect the 
price of commodity futures? Do you believe that speculation In futures markets 
affects the actual cash price of a commodity? 

Yes, 1 believe that the trading strategies of "non-traditional :;pccu lators"··--those entities 
who take long, pa~~ive positions in the futures market and keep them indefinitely--can 
affect futures market prices, and that th is price effect in the futures market can result 
in price changes in the cash commodity markets 

2) Question two. On August 11, the Department of the Treasury submitted to 
Congress Its legislative proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) 
derintives markets. While this proposal is a very important step, there are 
many areas where the proposal can be strengthened and tightened to fully 
protect ou.r economy and prevent a nother financial crisi.$. On August 17, 2009, 
CFTC Chairman Gensler sent a letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee 
recommending specific important cha nges and additions to the Department of 
Treasury's legislative proposal. Dn you support the Department of Treasury's 
OTC legislative proposal? In addition, do you support each recommendation 
included in C hairman Gensler's August 17, 2009, letter to the Senate 
AgricuJture Committee to improve the Department of T reasury's OTC 
legislat ive proposal? 

Yes, I fully support the Administration's proposal to bring needed transparency 
and federal oversight to the currently unregulated OTC. markets. lam supportive of 
Chairman Gensler's additional recommendations included in his August 17, 2009 letter to 
Chaimian Harkin and Ranking Member Chambliss. and I believe they highlight the need 
to address issues in the OTC provi:;ions of the Administrat ion's proposal, particularly the 
foreign ellchange swap issue, the appropriate definition of"standardized" swaps, and 
dual regulation of ''mixed swaps:· 

3) Question three. The CFTC has the authority to establish position limits to 
prevent traders from acquiring large positions that could be used tu manipulate 
the price of commodities traded on futures exchanges a nd to prevent price 
distortions at contract expiration. To protect against excessive speculation, the 
CFTC sets position limits 011 some agricultural commodities, hut does not do so 
for energy products such as oil futures. In la te July and early August , the CFTC 
held hearings 10 address the currenl application of aud exemptions from position 
limits in energy markets. I>o you support Commission-set position limits in 
energy commodities to ensure that excessive levels of speculation, even in the 
absence of manipulation, are not causing "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations 
or unwarranted changes'' in the prices of commodities? 

Yes, f believe that the Commission should address imposition of position limits in 
appropriate circumstances in finite commodities such as energies as metals. These limits 
have worked well in the agricultural arena for decades, and I believe that Commission-set 
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federal limits could bring needed oversight to other finite commodities that are critical to 
the American economy. I believe it is important that, at the same time the Commission 
considers how to impose reasonable and rational speculative posi tion limits in finite 
commodities, we should be mindful of the OTC regulatory reform efforts currently under 
c-0nsidcration by Congress, to ensure that our cffons at the CfTC do not have perverse 
consequences of moving currently regulated markets into what are now opaque venues. 
am by no means advocating that the Commission wait for Congress to act; I am, 
however, noting that the Commission should ensure it take this dual track of regulatory 
and legislative efforts into consideration as it moves forwards in consideration of 
establishment of position limits. 

4) Question four. The CFTC ltas the authority to exempt the applicatiou of 
speculative position limits for bona fide hedging purposes as defined by the 
CFTC. Currently, bona fide hedging includes transactions to hedge agaimt 
exposure a scope or financial activity with no connection to the underlying 
physical commodity or cash markets. These non-traditional hedges are being 
used to manage financial risk where transactions ha,•e nothing to do with 
managing commercial Tisk, allowing speculators seeking to gain price exposure 
in commodity markets. Since 1991, when the CFTC granted its first bona fide 
hedge exemption for a non-commercial hedging transaction, the use of swaps by 
various market participants to hedge price risk has grown substantially. On 
:\<larch 24, 2009, the CFTC published a concept release on eliminating the bona 
fide hedge exemption for swap dealers. The recommendation was part of the 
September 2Q08 "Staff Report on Commodity Swap Dealers and lndu Traders 
with Commission Rec1>mmendatlons" prepared as a result of 
Commission special calls for information from swap dealers and index traders 
issued in June and July 2008. Du you support eliminating the bona fide hedge 
exemption for non-commercial transactions? 

Yes, if it is done properly. I believe we need to both addres.<> the issue of position limits 
and at the same lime review the impon ant issue of addressing our current bona fide hedge 
exemption definition. Moving foiward on the former with no consideration of the latter 
could make our e fforts ineffective and not achi1~ve the objectives that we arc instructed to 
pursue under the Commodity Exchange Act. 

S) Question flve. The CFTC is underfunded in terms of both budget and staff. 
Today, the staff numbers approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from 
earlier in the decade. During this time, markets ha,·e grown exponenliaUy, and 
the issues the CFTC faces have increased in complexity. Fur many years, the 
President's budget has.recommended that Congress impose a user fee on 
commodity market participants to fund part of the CFTC's activities. The 
CFTC is currently the only major U.S. financial regula tor that is not at least 
partially funded through user fees. Do you support the imposition of user fees to 
fund CFfC activities? 
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I support consideration of all appropriate efforts to provide the agency with adequate 
funding to oversee regulated exchanges and market participants. I believe there is a 
public interest in ensuring that these markets operate efficiently and effectively and 
therefore believe that lax dollars should be: used for needed increases in our regulatory 
efforts. That said, the mo~t important thing 10 me is gaining the needed resources. 

6) Question six. Current law makes it very difficu lt for the CFTC to effectively 
meet its mandate to enforce and deter market manipulathm. This is because the 
CFTC must meet a more rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than 
other financial market regulatory agencies such as the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and the Federal 
Trade Commission. The CFTC is curreutly the only major U.S. financial 
regulator that must prove "speciflc intent" to do harm, a much more difficult 
standard to prove than the " recklessness'' standard employed by the SEC, 
FERC, and FTC. As a result, federal courts have recognized that, with the 
CFTC's weaker anti-manipulation staodard, market "maoipulatlon cases 
generally have not fared well.'' In fact, tbe standard Is so weak that in the 
CFTC's JS-year history, it has only successfully prosecuted and won ooe single 
case of manipulation. If the CFTC were granted authority to prosecute 
manipulation cases under the "recklessness" standard instead of the current 
"specific intent" standard, bow would this imprO\'C the Commission's ability to 
prevent, deter, and enforce market maoipulation? Do you support legislation to 
lower the burden of proof the CFI'C most meet in proving manipulation cases? 

I believe that a legislative change to provide the Commission with an "easier to prove" 
manipulation standard is critically important, and I thank you for your leadership on this 
important issue. As you correctly note, the current standard simply is ineffective in 
allowing the agency to detect, deter, and prosecute manipulation in America's commodity 
markets. This is not due to a lack of expertise or effort on the part of our enforcement 
s taff; on the contrary, they do an excellent job, bu! their hands arc tied by the almost 
impossibly high legal s tandard developed under manipulation case law. This is 
evidenced by a recent federal court case in Texas, a DOJ follow-on to CFTC's $303 
million BP civil manipulation settlement in 2007, in which the district court judge noted 
that, while he didn't condone the conduct of the four defendants involved in the scheme, 
he could not find them guilty of manipulation under the onerous commodities 
manipulation standard. A change such as your suggest would improve our ability to 
carry out the mission of the Commodity exchange Act We need a change in our law, 
and I fully and strongly support a legislative change to make that happen. 

7) Question ~even . On September 10, 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory 
Committee (GMAC) announced It would convene a meeting to examine, among 
other issues, the "Treasury Proposal to Regulate OTC Derivatives" and "CFTC 
Legislative Language'' as it relates to this proposal. In reviewing GMAC 
membership as posted on the Commission's website, it appears that the 
committee's membership is comprised of representatives from the nrious U.S. 
exchanges, self-regvlatory orga.nlzations and the financial services industry. 
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While the GMAC's charter requires representation of U.S. and foreign 
exchanges and market participants, it also requires "end users most directly 
Involved in and affected by market globalization." Without end user and 
consumer participation, the committee may also not be "fairly balanced in terms 
of the points of view represented" as required under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act. Before any future meeting of the GMAC is scheduled, will you 
commit to broadening its membership to include end users most directly 
involved in and affected by market globalization to ensure "fairly balanced in 
terms of the points of view represented" as required under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act? 

The GMAC may hold a meeting at the discretion of the Chair, Commissioner Sommers; 
at this point, no firm date has been set for a meeting. With r\:gard to future meetings of 
all agency advisory committees, I have in the past and will continue to fully support 
broad and diverse membership on such committees. In fact, as to the Energy and 
Environmental Market:; Advisory Committee, which I chair, in the past year I 
significantly expanded not only the scope of the committee's mandate, but also the 
representation ou the committee to ensure that consumer groups and others who formerly 
had not had a voice in that venue were included in the membership. I commit to 
Clmtinuing to ensure that membership of any CFTC advisory Committee fully complies 
with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, :'\utrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 
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Scott O'Malia 
September 30, 2009 

Senator Charles Grassley 

. J) When testifying before the Agrtculture Committee last year, Acting Chairman 
Lukken and Commissioner Chilton discussed several new initiati\'es tu improve 
trade collection and dissemination efforts to bring more tra ns parency in the areas of 
agricll\ture and ener gy markets. Do you think the steps taken by tM CFTC in 
recent months go far eno11gh to bring greatc1· transparency and scrutiny in energy 
and agriculture trades? If not, what suggestions can you offer? 

Under the leadership of fonner Acting Chaim1an Walt Lukken and Chairman Gary 
Gensler, the CFTC has expanded the coUection of da ta as well as improved the fidel ity of 
this information to better understand what impact non-commercial traders have had on 
the market. I support these efforts to bring transparency to the market and improve the 
quality of the data. If confirmed, I look fon,•ard to cffoctively utilizing this data to make 
informed policy decisions. 

2) In a hearing lu t year in the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael Greenbe rger, a 
law professor at the University of Maryland and fo r mer bead uf the CFTC's 
Di\'ision of Trading & .\1arkets, suggested that if the CFTC required all U.S. crude 
trades to be subject to CFTC regulation and trading limlts, oil prices would drop by 
25% O\'ernight. At the high, the price of a barrel of oil was $147 In the summer of 
20D8. Now it 's under $67. Did all these speculators suddenly leave the market? 
Why without CFTC regulation did tbe price actually drop to less than a J/2 of the 
original price'? 

I believe one of the most significant factors that contributed to the decline in global oil 
price was the drop in global demand which also reduced pressure on our global capacity. 
When the price began to decline speculators and others did leave the market. While 
global demand has declined and prices have fallt:n, nothing has been done to relieve the 
capacity constraints in global markets, which could lead lO price increases in the future. 
believe we will likely to see prices rise significantly in the next ft:w year.; when the U.S. 
and global economies recover. The Department on·rea:>ury has pmposed a financial 
refonn bill that would impose position limit on energy derivatives. This tool has been 
used effectively in agriculture markets for the past 70 years. If applied \(I other 
commodit ies of fini te supply, including energy markets, I do believ~ it could contribute 
to slowing the growth in oil prices, but will not correct the fundamental long tem1 supply 
and demand pressures. 
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Senator Pat Robert~ 

1) Whal is your definition of "systemic risk?" Do you believe every OTC participant or 
product creates "systemic risk" to our national economy? Tf so why? If not, then 
why should Congress pass legisla tion that treats all participants and products as if 
they du create a "systemic r isk" as some are suggesting"! 

Systemic risk is the risk posed to an entire market as opposed to commercial risk posed 
by an individual company. Because of the interconnectedness in many markets, poor 
pcrfotmance of one company can affect the entire market or system, rather than being 
isolated to the company with the poor performance. OTC derivatives are one way this 
interconnectedness proliferates through the system. However, not cv.:ry derivative 
contract presents the same level of cisk or capacity to destabili:i:e markets. The 
Department of Treasury has offered a reform proposal that would regulate standard 
contracts and ~tablish new risk based standards for customized products. If confmncd, 
I am committed 10 working with Congress and the Administration to develop legislative 
or regulatory proposals that strike the appropriate balance to enable commercial entities 
to cost-effectively hedge their risk while helping to avoid a repeat of the current financial 
crisis. 

2) This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of a systemic risk 
regulator to call for the imposition of C2pital requirements fo r partldpants in the 
OTC derh·ath·es markets. Some view this as creating a significant barrier to entry, 
one that could in fact force many non-financial companies out of these mar kets. Ir 
the result of such a requirement was to lc1n·e only a few large market participants, 
wouldn't that enhance the possiblllty of systemic risk, rather than lessen it? 

I believe we must ensure that we have completely transparent marhts that enable all 
commercial participants to cost-effectively hedge their risk. This requires sufficient 
liquidity and an adequate number of counterpartics to enable commercial ent ities to 
hedge their risk. I share your views that we should QQt create barriers to entry that 
prevent commercial interests from accessing these markets, which might leave 
participants vulncrahlc to commodity risk or encourage them to utilize foreign trading 
venues. 

Senator Max Baucus 

I) Under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for trading of carbon 
allowancl'S and carbon allowa.ace derh'atives are exp~cted to develop. If the CFTC 
Is i:u.nted oversight authori~· OYer such markets, please provide how the CFTC 
would ensure the following: (I) the markets are transparent; (2) the markets are 
free from abu§e and unfair manipulation; and (3) the markets have sufficient 
liquidity. 
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I belit:vt: tht: CFTC should bt: given authority over a carbon markt:!, ifCongrt:ss passes a 
cap and trade hill The CFrC already regulates the small, but existing emissions trading 
systems and has the responsibility to oversee futures markets on regulated exchanges just 
like similar commodities. The CfTC also has regulations against manipulation and 
fraud. The Administration has proposed new rules to expand CFI'C's authority over 
OTC markets which would greatly expand transparency in these markets. In order to 
ensurt: there is adequate liquidity, market panicipant must continue to be able to access 
transparent markets wilh low-barriers to entry. In order to carry out this mission, the 
C'FTC will need additional personnel and resources to adequately oversee this potentially 
massive market. 

Senator Amy Klubuchar 

I) In its 35-year history, the commodity futures trading commission has only 
successfully prosecuted one case ot' manipulation in the futures markets. What tools 
do you believe the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators are effectively 
deterred or prosl'Cuted? 

You are correct; the CFTC has only one successful prosecution. To obtain a conviction, 
the C'FI'C must be able to prove intent and that the defendant created an artificial price. 
The recent decision by the U.S. District Court in U.S. v. Radley highlights the challenges 
in obtaining a criminal conviction for manipulation. If confinnt:d, I will work with the 
Commission, the General Counsel and Division of Enforcement to review these standards 
and to identify approprialt: regulatory reforms and recommend legislation that can 
provide lht: necessary tools in order to provide the CFTC with the necessary legal 
authority to prosecute manipulation in these markets. 

2) How "ill you ensure that the CFTC employs i~ authority to prosecute market 
ma11ipulators? 

If confim1ed, I intend to utilize the existing authorities to prosecute manipulation and 
attempt to manipulate. As l noted in 1he previous question, I will work with the 
Commission experts to determine what additional reforms are necessary. Fu11her, I am 
committed to enforcing all violations of the Commodity Exchange Act. 1-'or these 
markets to work effectively, it is essential that all participants have the confidence that 
these markets are free from fraud and manipulation. 

Senator Maria Cantwell 

1. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets •• trading or 
Investing in commodities by persons who do not produce or use the commodity in 
order lo profit from commodity price changes·· can affect the price of commodity 
futures? Do you believe that speculation in futures markets affects the actual cash 
price of a commodity? 
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Ye8, I agree all trad ing. including speculative trading, can have an impact on the futures 
price. Participants in the cash market often look to the futures for pricing infonnation. 

2. On August 11, lhe Department of the Treasury submitted to Congre8s its lcgislati,•e 
proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. While this 
proposal is a very important step, there are many areas where the proposaJ csn be 
strengthened and tightened to fully protect our economy and prevent another 
financial cr isis. On August 17, 2009, C•'TC Chairman Gensler sent a letter to the 
Senate Agrkulturc Committee recommending specific Important changes and 
additions to the Department of Treasury's legislative proposal. Do you support the 
Department of Treasury's OTC leglslatlw proposal? Jn addition, do you support 
each recommendation included ln Chairman Gensler's August 17, 2009, letter tn the 
Senate Agriculture Committee to improve the Department of Treasury's OTC 
legislative proposal? 

I support the Treasury initialives to bring greater oversight to OTC markets, increase lhe 
utilization of clearing lo enhance tl"dnsparency and reduce systemic risk, and reduce the 
opportunity for abusive trading practices in our markets. ! believe the Treasury proposal 
is a strong step towards appropriate regulation of the OTC markets, but I agree with 
Chairman Gensler that there are improvements that can and should be made. lf 
confirmed, I look for.¥ard to working with Congress and the expert staff at the CFTC to 
ensure appropriate regulation of the OTC markets is enacted as soon as possible. 

3. The CFTC has the authority to e!!tablish position limits to prevent traders from 
acquiring large positions that could be used to manipulate the price of commodities 
traded 01 futures exchanges and to prevent price distortions at contract expiration. 
To protect against excessive speculation, the CFTC sets position limits on some 
agricultural commodities, hut does not do so for energy products such ss oil futures. 
In late July aod early August, the CFTC held hearings to address the current 
application of and exemptions from position limlts in energy markets. Do you 
support Commission-set position limits in energy commodities tu ensure that 
excessh·e levels of specuation, even in the absence of manipulation, are not causin2 
"sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted changes" In the prices or 
commodities? Yes, I support the appropriate application of position limits for energy 
commodities. As the process proceeds, we should remain mindful o f the broader goal of 
the Treasury proposal to bring more transactions under the oversight of market 
regulators. We must ensure that any position limit proposal docs not have the e!Te1;t of 
driving transactions fro m curren lly regu lated and transparent markets to less regulated 
and opaque markets. I look forward lo working with the Commission and Congrcs.~ to 
develop a comprehensive position limit regime. 

4. The CFTC has the authority to exempt thl' application of speculative position limits 
for bona fide hedging purposes as defined by the C FTC. Curreutly, hona fide 
hedging includes transactions to hedge against exposure a scope of financial activity 
with no connection to the underlying physical commodity or cash markets. These 
non-traditional hedges are befog used to msnage financial risk where transactions 
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have nothing to do with managing commercial risk, allowing .~peculators seeking to 
gain price exposure in commodity markets. Since 1991, when the CFTC granted its 
first bona fide hedge exemption for a non-commercial hedging transaction, the use 
or swaps by various market participants to hcdge price risk has grown substantially. 
On March 24, 2009, the CFTC published a concept release on eliminating the bona 
fide hedge exemption for swap dealers. The recommendation was part of the 
September 2008 "Staff Report on Commodity Swap Dealers and Jndex Traders with 
Commission Recommendations" prepared as a result of Commission special calls 
for Information from swap dealers and index traders issued in June and July 2008. 
Do you support eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for noo-commercial 
transactions? 

I believe existing hedge exemptions must be reassessed as part of the overall debate on 
position limits. To ensure position limits can be enfo rced across all markets will require 
additional authority from Congress. I am cognizant of the facl that any exemptions or 
loopholes that remain could enable traders to escape oversight using unregulated or 
intemational markets. 

5. The CFTC is underfunded in terms or both budget 1111d staff. Today, the staff 
numbers approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. 
During this time, markets have grown exponentially, and the issues the Cl'TC races 
have i.ncreased In complexity. For man>' years, the President's hudget has 
recommended that Congress impo5e a user rec oo commodicy· market participants to 
fund part of the CFTC's activltics. The CFTC is curr ently the only major U.S. 
financial regula tor that is not at least partially funded through user fees. Do you 
support the imposition of user fees to fund CFTC activities'! 

r agree with >·ou that the CFTC is woefully underfunded. I believe the resources of both 
staff and appropriations arc i n~uffic icnt to properly oversee the incredible growth in these 
markets. 1 am aware of past proposals to fund the CFTC from the collection of fees. I 
strongly support an increase in the CfTC budget, and if this proposal is reconsidered by 
Congress, it is important that the foes do not impose a burden that would discourage the 
commercial risk management strategies, reduce liquidity, or Llrive trades to unregulated 
markets. 

6. Current law makes it very difficult for the CITC to effectively meet its mandate to 
enforce and deler market manipulation. This is because the CFTC must meet a 
more rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than other financial market 
regufatory agencies such as the Securi ties and Exchaoge Commission, the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commusion, and the Federal Trade Commission. The CFTC is 
currenUy the only major U.S. financial regulator that must prov·e " specific intent" 
to do harm, a much more difficult standard to prove than the "recklessness" 
standard employed by the SEC, FERC, and FTC. As a r esult, federal courts have 
recognized that, with the CFTC's weaker anti-manipulation standard, market 
"manipulation cases generally have not fared well." In fact, the standard is so weak 
that in the C~IC's 35-year history, it has only successfully prosecuted and won one 
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single case of manipulation. Ir the CZ.'TC were granted authority to prosecute 
manipulation cases under the "recklessness" standard instead of the curr1.?nt 
"specific intent" standard, bow would this improve the Commission's ability to 
prevent, deter, and enforce market ma11ipulatiot1? Do you support legislation tu 
lower the burden of proof the CFfC must meet In proving manipulation cases? 

I agree with you that the CFTC must achieve a high standard to prove manipulation, 
including proving both intent and an artificial price among others. I also agree that other 
federal agencies do not have the same burden of proof. The recent decision by the U.S. 
District Court in U.S. v. Radley further highlights the challenges in obtaining a criminal 
conviction for manipulation. If confinnt:d, I will work with the Commission, the General 
Coun&el and Division of Enforcement to revit:w these standards and to identify 
appropriate regulatory refom1s and recommend legislation that can provide the necessary 
tools in order to provide the CFT(' with the necessary legal authority to prosecute 
manipulation in these markets. 

7. On September 10, 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory Committee (G::\fAC) 
announced It would convene a meeting to examine, among other issues, the 
"Treasury Proposal to Regulate OTC Derintives" and "CFTC Legislative 
Language" as it relates to this proposal. In reviewing GMAC membership as posted 
on the Commission's website, it appears that the committee's membership is 
comprised of representatives from the various U.S. exchanges, self-regulatory 
organizations and the financial services industry. While the GMAC's charter 
requires representation of U.S. and foreign exchanges and market participants, it 
also requires ''end users most directly involved in and affected by market 
globalization." Without end user and consumer participation, the committee may 
also not be "fairly balanced in terms of the points of view represented" as required 
under the Jiederal Advisory Committee Act. Before any future meeting of the 
GMAC is scheduled, will you commit to broadening its membership to include end 
users most directly involved in and affected by market globalization to ensure 
"fairly balanced in terms of the points of view represented" as required under the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act'! 

I agree with you that tht: committee should include end users and consumers. If 
confirmed, I am committed to ensuring all CFTC committees comply with Federal 
Advisory Committee Act requirements to include a broad and diverse membership. 
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Senate Committee l>n Agriculture, Nutrit ion & Fore~try 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the record 
Harris She1T11an 

September 30, 2009 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

As l mentioned at the hearing, I have been contacted by several constituents about 
your nomination. They raise concerns about your approach to managing federal , state 
and private land. Below is a list of the concerns I have received. Please respond to 
these concerns. 
• Harris Shennan supports the Clinton-Babbitt Roadless rule and has worked in 

Colorado to revert to the Clinton-Babbitt Roadless Rule. 
• He would be a threat to oil and ga.~, mining, coal mining, timber, grazing, gravel 

extraction and recreation and much more. 
• According to residents of Colorado, Shennan used his position to extort or shake 

down money from oil and gas finns to fund his wildlife s tudies in return for his 
office not opposing their pennits. In effect, he set up a "pay to play" approval 
process for oil and gas pennits under the Colorado Dept. of Wildlife. 

• He rewrote important environmental documents with the assistance of 
environmental activist groups negating public meetings and public comment. 

• Environmental groups had special access under Harris not available to the public 
or other land users. 

• He set up rules rhat infiinged on private property. 
• He sec up a system whereby the CO Dept. of Wildlife could interfere with private 

contrac ts between farmers , ram:hcrs and landowners and oil and gas and mining 
comp::mics. He was able to blow up private contracts where he did not want oil 
and gas or mining operations to occur. 

• It is likely he will give environmental groups special control over the US Forest 
Service. His pattern is to feather his own nest and he would likely use the Forest 
Service to do that as he did in Colorado. 

Response: 

I appreciate the opponunity to respond to these issues. r m enclosing for the 
Record, a signed response l prepared in advance of this hearing in order to respond 
specifically to the claims made in the correspondence you have received. 
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2) Question: 

The U.S. Oepartmcnt of Agriculture (USDA) seems to be carefully tracking stimulus 
projects which are supporting the use of wood fiber for lhe production of biomass 
energy. However, despite receiving more than $500 million for hazardous fuels 
reduction projects, it appears that almost none of these projects will produce wood 
fiber that can be used by the traditional sawmill and paper mill industries. Plca.sc tell 
me how many ARRA projects have produced merchantable wood fiber? !low much 
volume in board feet or cubic feet did those produce? Please tell me whether ARRA 
funds have been used to pay for the non-merchantable component of stewardship 
contracts, allowing the commercial component to go forward in down timber 
markets? 

Response: 

While T have not been a part of the team at LSDA implementing this program, l have 
been apprised of facts about the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 
(ARRA). The ARRA provided $1. I 5 billion to the Forest Service for conservation 
work on the nation's forest with a focus on providing and retaining jobs. Of the total, 
Congress appropriated S650 million for Capital Tmproverncnl and Maintenance 
(CTM) projects and SSOO million for Wildland Fire Management (WFM) projects. Of 
the 5500 million for Wildland Fire Management, Congress further directed $250 
mill ion to be used on Federal lands and 5250 million cm Slate and Private lands and 
up to $50 million of the total funding may be used to make wood-to-energy grants to 
promote increased utilization of biomass from Federal, State, and Private lands. 

Again, while I have not been part of the implementation team. l understand that the 
Forest Service treated 68,000 acres of the 393,000 acres projected in planned projects. 
If confirmed, I look forward 10 working on implementation of the ARRA, as it 
provides a wealth of opportunities for n:sources and economic growth. I will study 
this issue more closely and ensure that we are achieving the maximum benefits 
possible with the resources provided fo r this program. 

3) Question: 

Recently, Secn:tary Vilsack announced his vision for the role of USDA in managing 
public and private forests. His " all lands" approach suggests that USDA will take an 
active role in matters affecting private forests, including their participation in climate 
change and energy policies and their role in addressing environmental services, like 
clean water and air and providing wi ldlife habitat. Working forests arc a significant 
part of the jurisdiction of this committee, and we want to make sure that any policies 
affecting working forests are developed with the full participation of private forest 
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owners and this committee. Will you fully involve private fon:st owners in the 
development of USDA policies on working forests? Will you fully involve this 
committee in any policies USOA develops on working forests? Will you commit to 
working with the committee to explore policy opponunities together that wil l 
promote the benefi ts of working forests? 

Response: 

I applaud Secretary Vilsack for articulating a new and clear vision for forestry. Water 
quality and related natural resource issues arc important to me and 1 am enthusiastic 
at the prospect of joining the team at USDA to help guide implement this vision. 
Clearly, it is important to take a collaborative approach in the headwaters, tributaries 
and looking at all of the actions on the land and how those actions interact with water 
quality. Without question, this will mean engaging state and private partners because 
of what is happening in private woodlots and across multi-jurisdictional and lands. 

If confirmed, I look forward to keeping the Committee fully informed about our 
efforts to sustain private forest lands. The position of Under Secretary for Natural 
Resources and Environment affords a tremendous opportunity to work with State 
Forestry Agencies, Tribes, and a diverse range of partners and stakeholders. I am 
enthused about the full range of programs that seek to address forest protection, 
restoration, and management needs across the landscape from urban open space to 
rural headwaters. 

Senator Tom Harkin 

1) Question: 

The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of2008 (FCEA) reflects carefully balanced 
and integrated compromises. Among the most important decisions by Congress was 
the agreement to include some S4 billion in additional funding for conservation 
programs over I 0 years above budget basC?line levels. The policies enacted and 
fonded in the legislati<ln are being effectively used, for example, in the recently
announccd Mississippi River Basin Initiative, which makes extensive use of funding 
from the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) and authority from the 
Cooperative Conservation Partnership Initiative. 

Do you agree that in light of the significant d emands .and need for conservation 
on agricultural land it would be unwise to cut back on the funding committed to 
conservation in the FCEA? 

Response: 
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There is increasing national altention directed to the state of this country's water, air. 
soil and plant and animal lcsourccs. Regional initiatives such as the Chesapeake Bay, 
the Mississippi River Basin Healthy Watersheds, and the Great Lakes Reinvestment 
Act, all serve to highlight the needs for conservation funding. I understand that the 
NRCS has seen continuing substantial backlogs of unfunded applications for EQIP, 
WHIP, FR.l'P, and AMA. Also, the new Conservation Stewardship program has a 
great de.al of interest around the country. Despite the troubled ec<momy, all 
mandatory programs, including the Conservation Security Program, have shown 
healthy sign-ups in FY09. All of these figures demonstrate the growing need for, and 
interest in, rarm Bill Conservation Programs by private landowners and conservation 
partners. If confinned, I look forward to working on Farm Bill implementation and 
specifically identifying ways to best utilize and support the Conservation Title 
investments that the Farm Bi ll provides. 

2) Question: 

fn recent audit~ by the Department of Agriculture Ofticc of Inspector General of the 
Wetlands Reserve PrOb,'l'am and the Conservation Security Program the OIG 
identified failure to ensure compliance with the program requirements. This problem 
traces back, in my view, to insufficient funding being allocated fo r Natural Resourc.:es 
Conservation Service technical assistance personnel and activities so that 
c-0nservationistl; can carry out conservation programs. including necessary 
compliance checks. For instance, the number of acres enrolled in the Wetlands 
Reserve program has continued to increase, and therefore the cost of monitoring and 
enforcing WRP easements has continued to rise, but the technical assistance support 
funding allocated for the program has stayed relatively tlat at around 5 percent of 
total WRP fundi ng. Currently, WRP technical assistance cost for monitoring and 
enforcement arc an estimated $ 12 an acre. but allocated funding for these activit ies 
are only around $6 an acre. 

How will you ensure that sufficient funding is allocated to NRCS technical 
assistance personnel and activities so that conservation programs can be carried 
out and d~Jivered to farmers and ranchers properly, and so Chat NRCS can 
fulfill its core responsibility to enforce the statutory regulatory requirem~nts of 
programs? 

Response: 

I have been briefed in general terms regarding the issue you raised. NRCS is looking 
for ways to increase its efficiency; thereby freeing up staff time to do the kind of 
work referenced in your question. Without question, technical assistance resources 
arc vital to achieving success on all of our natural resources goals. This is true in 
terms of taking an ''all lands" approach. It is true in terms of applying the resources 
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needed to help quantify and verify greenhouse gas mitigation steps. And, it is 
certainly true of effective and accountable implementation of the Farn1 Bill. 

But beyond that, 1 am also interested in supporting the basic conservation 
infrastructure, planning and assistance needed to assist landowners, even in cases 
where no cost share or governmental financial invcsnnent is involved. If confirmed, I 
look fotward to assisting and helping to lead a new budget allocation process with a 
goal of funding the field conservation needs first so that as many financial resources 
as possible can be directed to funding lechnical assistance personnel. 

Senator Max Baucus 

l) Question: 

Congratulations on your nomination to be Undersecretary for Natural Resources and 
the Environment for the Department of Agricuhure. I am pleased that the President 
has chosen someone witll your experience dealing with issues facing the forests, 
prairies and water resources of the West. 

If confirmed, you will oversee programs and implement authorities that have a major 
impact on the economy and natural environment of my state. One authority the 
Forest Service has at its disposal is the ability to enter into ste\Vardship contracts that 
enable it to trade logs and other good~ to help carry out projects that reduce hazardous 
fu els, improve wa1ersheds and other important fores t management goals. 

Stewardship contracting is very popular in Monlana, helping form colll!borative 
partnerships among diverse groups of forest users such as the wood products industry, 
the conservation community and spOltsmen. Stewardship contracting also makes 
good economic sense for the Service. On one ranger district in my state, stewardship 
contracting enabled the ranger to perform nearly$ l million of service work for which 
the district <lid not have appropriated funds. 

While I am pleased that use of stewardship contracting is gradually increasing_. I want 
the Forest Service to do much more. Since the Service was given broader contracting 
authority in 2003, it has completed only 34 contracts in the Northern Region. Most 
other regions have completed even ti:wcr. I would like: to know if you, as 
undersecretary, would work to substontially increase use of stewardship contracting, 
not only in my state, but across the nation. noes the Forest Service need any 
additional authorities to improve and increase the use of stewardship contracting and 
agreements'! 

Response: 
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If confirmed, I would explore the feasibility of increasing the use of siewardship 
1:ontracting. This could become an important part of the US forest ~crvice's tool 
box to achieve restoration work. I understand that the Forest Service is currently 
looking at options to increase the use of stewardship contracting where appropriate, in 
pursuit of the Secretary's forest restoration goals. I also understand that Stewardship 
contracting authority is currently a temporary authority that will expire in 2013. If 
confirmed, I would look closely at this issue and seek to gauge whether broader use 
of this tool could also be facilitated by alleviating constraints associated with the 
current requirement to fully obligate (fund} the cancellation liability at the time of 
contract award. 

2) Question: 

Additionally, some non-profit groups have told me the Forest Service has been 
inflexible in determining matching requirements for stewardship agreements. The 
stewardship authority provides Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management 
personnel the same discretion in establishing matching requirements. Yet, the Forest 
Service requires a 20 percent match from non-profits, while the BLM requires no firm 
match. These non-profits can be valuable partners in stewardship projects and the 
Service should he more creative in evaluating their contributions. I would like to 
know if you will take steps to encourage non-profit participation in stewardship 
agreements. 

Response: 

It is my understanding that current Forest Service policy provides the Regional 
Forester discretion to reduce the level of the required match to as low as 5%. Current 
Forest Service policy also allows the match to be t:ither in 1:ash or in an "in kind" 
contribution. I understand that these are both recent policy changes that seek to 
address the concern expressed by the non-profit partners and ameliorate the 
constraint. If confirmed, I look forward to being more fully briefed on these topics 
and detennining what further action, if any, might be wa1Tanted. 

Senator Debbie Stab£!1..9~ 

I) Question: 

What is your understanding of the authority given to USDA by section 1245 of the 
Fann Hill, and how do you foresee this authority being carried out over the next 
several years? 

Response: 
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The statutory section that you have highlighted in your question, is one that I am 
enthusiast ic to work on, if confirmed. This section of tl1c 2008 Fann Bill, 
"Environmental Services Markets," is intended to aid development of market-based 
approaches for environmental goods and services. The provision requires the 
Secretary of Agriculture to establish technical guidelines for measuring 
cn\'ironmental services from conservation and other land management activities. 
Specifically, I understand that the section requires the Secretary to develop: 

• Standards, guidelines and procedures for measuring environmental 
services benefits; 

• Protocol:; for reporting and verifying these benefits; 
• A registry to collect, record, and maintain information on benefits 

measured. 
• Involve stakeholders 

If confinned, I look forward to being briefed more thoroughly on the work oftlie 
Office of Ecosystem Sen-ices and ~arkets. I also look forward to working on this 
issue closely and promoting the util ization of market based conservation 
opportunities. 

2) Question: 

As Congress continues to debate climate legislation, what can USDA be doing now to 
develop methodologies and standards for GHG emission reductions in agricultural 
and forestry oftSet projects? 

Response: 

I am looking forward to lhe opportunity to work closely on lhe issue of Climate 
Change and greenhouse gas emission reductions. r share the views of Secretary 
Vilsack and the Administrat ion that climate change mitigation provides a wealth of 
opportunities for agriculture and for foresters. Jfconfinned, I would work to better 
bolster and coordinate our ongoing research efforts - both within USDA and 
throughour the scientific community. Some of the work that must be fUrthered in this 
area includes developing practical methods for verifying the results of carbon offset 
land management activities. Research will continue to be needed to reduce the 
uncertainty tha t remains in quantifying the li fe cycle GHG emissions for some 
forestry practices. such as prescribed tire and others. I am also looking forward to 
exploring thework of the Forest Inventory and Analysis and helping to promote 
forest landowner participation in potential offset programs. 

If confirmed, I would also like to build 011 the substantial progress made to date in 
providing opportunities to increase the utilization of biomass to generate renewable 
energy and offset the use of foss il fuels. I helieve that further progress can be made 
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both in our standard programs, but also within special funding and authorities 
provided through the Recovery Act. I look forward to working with you and other 
Members of the Committee in this regard. 

3) Question: 

The President has committed to and Congress is ready to pass over $400 million for 
Great Lakes Restoration projects. Thi:> funding will build upon the work that many 
Great Lakes stakeholders have been working to develop for over 5 years. Given that 
your position with USDA would oversee some of the largest federal conservalion 
programs, how can USDA play a more vital role in Great Lakes restoration process? 

Re.~ponse: 

The Great Lakes Restoration lniliative Action plan is a clear example of great 
potential for the fodera l government to make grea t strides in water quality 
improvements. Led by Lhe Environmental Protection Agency, 15 different federal 
agencies worked together to make the Great Lakes restoration a priority. I understand 
that USDA has worked collaboratively to articulate the most significant ecosystem 
problems and to define efforts to address them. 

Secretary Vilsack has articulated an overarching focus for USDA grounded in 
principals of su~tainability and restoration not only for federal land under USDA 
jurisdiction but all lands. Within this framework, Great Lakes Restoration would be a 
key priority for me. if con finned. 

4) Question: 

Should you be confirmed, how can USDA hetter collaborate with EPA to ensure land 
management programs are more successful in_ the future? 

Response: 

l believe that both NRCS and the Forest Service have a long history of collaborating 
with !!PA on a number of issues such as source water protection, watershed 
restoration, air quality, smart grow·rh and urban land use, and best management 
practices for protection of water quality. If confirmed, I would want 10 further that 
rela tionship, both personally with the leaders of EPA, but also to help establish a 
better working professional relationship between our agencies at all leve l~ . I would 
want to work closely together as we mutually address emerging challenges around 
issues like air quality, wilc.lland fi re and smoke, and watershed management. The 
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Forest Service will continue to provide sound advice to EPA to assure that associated 
regulations achieve their intended purposes without unintended consequences. 

Senator John Barrasso. M .D. 

I) Question: 

ln Wyoming, where more than half of the state is pub,lic land, we are keenly aware of 
the U.S. Forest Service responsibility for management of its lands. Currently, we 
face an unprecedented bark beetle infestation that threatens our forests and 
communities. If confinned, how will you address the following management 
challenges related to this infestation? 

Response: 

I know from my experiences in Colorado, extensive tree mortality from the bark 
beetle epidemic has been devastating my state as well as Wyoming and Montana. 
The area affected (nearly 8 million acres in 2008), the number of species of trees and 
beetles involved, and the diversity of ownerships has presented management 
challenges. Dense and homogeneous stands, combined with drought and wam1er 
temperatures, have favored bark beetle population increases. If confirmed, I would 
work closely with this Committee to identify how resources of our agencies can be 
best applied to meeting these challenges. Or, if the authorities and resources we arc 
currently working within cannot achieve the desired objectives, we will work 
collaboratively with you to detennine how we can fill those gaps. 

a. Qoe~tion: 

Programmatic funding for Regions 2 and 4 of the U.S. Forest Service has historically 
fallen well below need. These regions have been disproponionately deprived of 
management resources. How will you address the funding needs for management of 
the bark beetle outbreak throughout Regions 2 and 4? 

Response: 

From my experiences in Colorado, I understand that throughout much of the Rockies, 
lodgepole pine forests are experiencing a severe and widespread epidemic of 
mountain pine beetle. In addition, national forest~ in the west are experiencing 
numerous major wildland fires. l understand that the agency acknowledges the issues 
and managements challenges created by these forest health challenges. The extent of 
bark beetle infestations, in particular, precludes widespread treatments and I am told 
that the Forest Service and State partners are focusing on treatments in high priority 
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areas. such as the wihlland-urban interface, recreational areas, water sources and 
ecologically significant areas. 

If confirmed, I can commit that I would closely examine the allocation of resources 
among regions for this purpose. and detem1ine what further actions are needed to 
make our hark beetle mitigation and recovery efforts as effective as possible. 

b. Question: 

U.S. Forest Service local managers are facing an unprecedented forest health event. 
What management authorities do you believe need to be adjusted to meet the 
challenges posed by this infestation? Specifically, how will the Department, under 
your direction, address each of those needs? 

Response: 

If confirmed, I would work hard and focus resources on the topic that you have raised 
in this question. In dealing with the suppression of the current infestation and 
prevention activities to reduce the susceptibility to future outbreaks, I would work 
with you and other Members of Congress to dctcm1ine what, if any, additional 
resources or authorities might be needed. 

c. Question: 

Bark beetle infestation spreads beyond political boundaries. We must take a regional 
approach to management of our forests. Specifically, how will you promote regional 
action to regional management of the bark beetle infestation? 

Response: 

I understand that the Forest Service Region 2 has established the Bark Beetle Incident 
Management Team (IMT) to address the impacts of the infestation, and find ways to 
increase clliciencics to treat more acres with current funding. I am told that this IMT 
is coordinating activities among the various agencies affected to reduce hazardous 
fuels, capture the commercial value of trees to the maximum extent possible (i.e., 
timber sales & stewardship contracts), spraying trees in campgrounds, and the 
removal of hazardous trees in developed recreation areas, along roads and trails. 

But the issue and approach raised in your question is an excellent one. h is important 
for leaders to look well beyond existing boundaries and job descriptions to deal with 
important priorities and emerging crises. If confirmed, I assure you that I will work 
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to apply resources to dealing with this problem in a manner that takes a holistic 
approach to the entire area affected. 

2) Question: 

Our forest products industry partners are stmggling in this economy. Many of the 
industry parh1ers who historically helped manage federal forests are no longer in 
business. This increases the burden on federal agencies and weakens our local 
communities. If confinned, how will you promote business friendly practices at U.S. 
Forest Service to sustain and regrow the American forest products industry? 

Response: 

The issue raised in this question is one that I look forward to working on, if 
confirmed. The national economy and with it the forest products market has declined 
over the past several years to an extent that many timber sales throughout the country 
are no longer economic to harvest. This drastic decline in forest products markets is 
now in its third year and is greater in magnitude than a similar decline in the early 
1980's. Timber sale purchasers are faced with great economic losses on existing 
timber sales and. in many case5, can be fac.ed with bankruptcy if forced to log under 
existing contract terms. Secretary Vilsack has made it a priority to help rural 
Americans and build future economic opportunities. I see forests and specifically 
private forest products as a central part nf this effort. Further, to achieve out forest 
restoration goals, we need an infrastructure to maximiz:c investments. I look forward 
to getting in place at the Department, if confinned, and working on an overall strategy 
with my counterparts within the Rurnl Development mission area and other 
colleaguc:s to realize more opportunities for forest products and build the 
infrastructure needed for a restoracion economy. 

3) Questh>n: 

U.S. forest Service recently propo$ed spending $2.8 million of wildland fire 
management funding under PL 111 -5, the ''American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act," in Washington, D.C. Oflhe 5.5 million acres ofwildlands nationwide, as 
defined by the National Interageocy Fire Cemer, Washington, D.C. has none. There 
is no need for wildland fire management funding in the District ofC-0lumbia. While 
the kind of State and Private Forestry projec!s proposed for Washington, D.C. have 
merit, wildland fire management funding should not be diverted for this purpose:. 
U.S. Forest Service must prioritize its limited resources to meet its basic 
responsibilities. Wyoming communities depend upon adequate management of U.S. 
Forest Service lands and we demand that the agency get its priorities straight. If 
confim1ed, how will you direct U.S . Forest Service to prioritiie its wildland fire 
management budget in the future? 
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Response: 

I have not been part of the team at USDA implementing the Recovery Act, although I 
am enthusiastic to assist USDA in this effort. The legislation contains so many 
opportunities for the nation, including helping natural resotirces and making our 
country more resilient to future conservation challenges. 

I have only been briefed on general is.sues that you raise in your question but if 
confirmed, I look forward to working with our professional program staff to gain a 
full understanding of the program funding that has been provided to date and gauge 
the relative merits and priorities for this funding going forward. 

4) Question: 

1 f confinned, will you join Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar in supporting west-wide 
good neighbor authority, that would allow BLM and U.S. rorest Service to enter 
cooperative agreements with the states to implement forest health projects? 

Response: 

Yes, and I further believe national good neighbor authori ty is warranted to help 
address forest health issues chat challenge eastern forests across diverse land 
ownerships. Jn these times of limited resources, it is important to leverage workforce 
and technical capacities, all within existing environmental laws and regulations. 

5) Question: 

U.S. Forest Service renewal of grazing permits is continually backlogged, This is a 
detriment to public land ranchers and to the day-to-day operation of the U.S. Forest 
Service range management. If confirmed, spcci ficall y how will you address the 
pennit backlog and improve the agency's handling of grazing permit renewals? 

Response: 

I am told that the Forest Seivice has developed a schedule, and is vigorously working 
towards completion of NE!' A for all grazing allo tments. If confinned, l will work 
with the Forest Service and Congre~s to find the most expeditious means to complete 
the required NEPA to continue the use of National Forest System grazing allounenl.~. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the e-mail you received from Mr. 
Jerry Peavy of Griffin, GA, concerning my nomination as Under Secretary at 
USDA. 

The e-mail is an amalgam of vague, unspecified charges from unnamed sources 
about alleged actions I have taken fn my capacity as Director of the Colorado 
Natural Resources Department. The claims made are untrue and unfairly malign 
me and my colleagues at the Department of Natural Resources. 

As Director, I oversee Colorado's energy, water, wildlife, parks, and state lands 
programs. I also serve as Co-Chairman of the Governor's Forest Health 
Advisory Committee. The Department of Natural Resources has approximately 
nine divisions. 2,000 employees, and a $200 million plus budget. Our work is 
very diverse and we seek to balance many competing concerns. Resource 
issues are onen contentioos and it is our job to reconcile as many of these 
competing interests/issues as possible while protecting the State's economy and 
environment. 

Colorado is blessed with an unusually diverse and vibrant economy. Agriculture, 
tourism. hunting and fishing, energy, manufacturing, high technology. and 
government sectors are all important cogs in our economic engine. The State 
also has some of America's most beautiful, high quality environments including 
wilderness and roadless areas, national and state parks, valleys and grasslands. 
Blending the economic goals of our State with our desire to protect our 
environment is a primary goal of my department. 

Reading between the lines of Mr. Peavy's e-mail, he appears to be complaining 
about the re<:ent legislation and rule making concerning Colorado's oil and gas 
development. By way of background, since 1999, Colorado has experienced an 
eightfold increase in natural gas permits issued each year by the Oil & Gas 
Commission. Production of this resource often takes place in rural. relatively 
undeveloped areas with high scenic value. Often, these areas that have strong 
tourist. hunting and fishing, agriculture, retirement and second home economies. 
Because of the newness and pace of the oil and gas development, multiple 
concerns were raised by residents regarding protection of drinking and irrigation 
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water, impacts to wildlife, public health and safety issues, air quality, and general 
quality of life considera1ions. 

Our Legislature passed a bill in earry 2007 that expanded the Oil and Gas 
Commission to include not only industry members, bU1 also citizens representing 
farming. mineral property owners, wildlife and local government. A new statutory 
mission was given to the Commission to foster oil and gas production in a 
manner consistent with the protection of the State's environment, wildlife, and 
public health and welfare. The Division of Wildlife and Health Department are 
now required to consult with the Oil and Gas Commission regarding wildlife and 
environment matters. 

Rule-making followed the legislation. It was the most transparent, open and 
comprehensilfe rule-making in the State's history. Ex1ending over 18 months, all 
parties (approximately 85) were given every opportunity to provide input to the 
Oil & Gas Commission. The Commission heard from industry, local 
governments, agriculture, sportsmen, homebuilders, royalty owners, property 
owners, and environmental groups. Every group had access and input into the 
process. No special access was given to any group nor did any group have 
more opportunity for input than anyone else. The process was open and 
transparent. Property rights were respected. The final rule-making was 
balanced and fair; it was unanimously supported by the Oil & Gas Commission 
including its 3 industry representatives. 

Subsequently 1he Colorado Legislature reviewed and approved the rules, as 
required by Colorado law, and the Governor thereafter signed the rule-making 
package into law. Major newspapers throughout Colorado, including the Denver 
Post, Grand Junction Sentinel, and Durango Herald, supported the rules as 
balanced, moderate, and workable. Recently, representatives of the oil & gas 
industry have also pointed to the Colorado rules ·as a responsible way of 
addressing certain issues wi1hout the need for federal intervention in similar 
areas. 

The Oil & Gas Commission is now implementing the new regulatory system. It 
works closely with the Division of Wildlife and Department of Health. As part of 
the process, the Division of Wildlife will meet periodically with operators to 
discuss mitigation of wildlife impacts and work to formulate agreements that can 
be proposed to the Oil and Gas Commission. The Division of Wildlife's views are 
recommendations only and it cannot dictate wildlife terms to any operator. Under 
the new system, landowners must agree to wildlife specifJC terms and conditions 
before they can become part of any permit. 

Recently, Colorado, like other parts of the United States. has elCperienced a 
slowdown in gas production. This slowdown is a result of the drop in natural gas 
prices, the severe credit crunch, and the fact that Colorado's export pipelines are 
at capacity. Governor Ritter and I have repeatedly emphasized that Colorado's 
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natural gas industry is essential to the State's economy and can play a central 
role in dealing with the nation's climate change challenges. There is no reason 
that this industry cannot thrive while at the same time being respectful and 
compatible with the State's environment, public health and safety, and our wildlife 
resources. 

If I am confirmed, I will bring a balanced approach to the Under Secretary's 
position. Recreation, timber, mining, oil and gas, grazing, and other economic 
activities have an important place on our national forest lands. These resources 
can be utilized in a fashion that is consistent with protection of wilderness and 
roadless areas, conservation, and restoration activities within these forest lands. 
My door is always open to any group or individual who wishes to meet and 
discuss these issues. 

/ -· C .. 1:
a~ou, .-· .. · 

' . "",; ,) :;."""" 
RRIS 0. SHERMAN 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the record 
Commissioner Jiii Sommers 

October 6, 2009 

Senator Maria Cantwell 

1. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -- trading or 
investing in commodities by persons who do not produce or use the commodi ty 
in order to profit from commodity price changes -- can affect the price of 
commodity futures? Do you believe that speculation in futures markets affects 
the actual cash price of a commodity? 

Yes, I believe that speculation can affect the price of commodity futures. 
Hedging, the taking of a position in the futures market opposite the position held 
in the cash market to minimize the risk of loss from an adverse price change, 
may also affect futures prices. Whlle hedgers trade primarily to manage risk they 
also tend to bring a view to the market about where prices may be heading. In 
essence, futures prices are a consensus of the opinions of all who enter the 
market. The futures price of a commodity is linked to its cash price through the 
delivery process. As a result, futures and cash prices tend to move together. 
So, to the extent that speculation or hedging affects futures prices, they may also 
affect cash prices. 

2. On August 11 , lhe Department of the Treasury submitted to Congress its 
legislative proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. 
While this proposal is a very important step, there are many areas where the 
proposal can be strengthened and tightened to fully protect our economy and 
prevent another financial crisis. On August 17, 2009, CFTC Chairman Gensler 
sent a letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee recommending specific 
important changes and additions to the Department of Treasury's legislative 
proposal. Do you support the Department of Treasury's OTC legislative 
proposal? In addition, do you support each recommendation included in 
Chairman Gensler's August 17, 2009. letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee 
to improve the Department of Treasury's OTC legislative proposal? 

I believe the recommendations that are included in Chairman Gensler's letter add 
significant improvements to Treasury's OTC proposal and are intended to 
enhance the CFTC's ability to implement the much needed comprehensive 
financial market reforms. 
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3. The CFTC tias the authority to establish position limits to prevent traders from 
acquiring large positions that could be used to manipulate the price of 
commodities traded on futures exchanges and to prevent price distortions at 
contract expiration. To protect against excessive speculation, the CFTC sets 
position limits on some agricultural commodities. but does not do so for energy 
products such as oil futures. In late July and early August. the CFTC held 
hearings to address the current application of and exemptions from position limits 
in energy markets. Do you support Commission-set position limits in energy 
commodities to ensure that excessive levels of speculation, even in the absence 
of manipulation, are not causing "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or 
unwarranted changes" in the prices of commodities? 

I believe that appropriate position limits need to be set consistently across all 
markets in order to effectively address the issue of excessive speculation. 

4. The CFTC has the authority to exempt the application of speculative position 
limits for bona fide hedging purposes as defined by the CFTC. Currently, bona 
fide hedging includes transactions to hedge against exposure a scope of financial 
activity with no connection to the underlying physical commodity or cash markets. 
These non-traditional hedges are being used to manage financial risk where 
transactions have nothing to do with managing commercial risk. allowing 
speculators seeking to gain price exposure in commodity markets. Since 1991, 
when the CFTC granted its first bona fide hedge exemption for a non-commercial 
hedging transaction, the use of swaps by various market participants to hedge 
price risk has grown substantially. On March 24, 2009, the CFTC published a 
concept release on eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for swap dealers. 
The recommendation was part of the September 2008 "Staff Report on 
Commodity Swap Dealers and Index Traders with Commission 
Recommendations" prepared as a result of Commission special calls for 
information from swap dealers and index traders issued in June and July 2008. 
Do you support eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for non-commercial 
transactions? 

The concept release the Commission published in March asked for comment on 
eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for cettain swap dealers and creating 
a new limited risk management exemption. Commission staff is in the process of 
analyzing the comments received. In addition, the Commission held three days 
of hearings in July and August and heard from a number of different markets 
participants regarding the application of position limits and exemptions. This is a 
complex issue but I believe a possible solution would enable the Commission to 
grant exemptions to only those market participants that can demonstrate a 
commercial risk. 

5. The CFTC is underfunded in terms of both budget and staff. Today, the staff 
numbers approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. 
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During this time, markets have grown exponentially, and the issues the CFTC 
faces have increased in complexity. For many years, the President's budget has 
recommended that Congress impose a user fee on commodity market 
participants to fund part of the CFTC's activities. The CFTC is currently the only 
major U.S. financial regulator that is not at least partially funded through user 
fees. Do you support the imposition of user fees to fund CFTC activities? 

Yes. 

6. Current law makes it very difficult for the CFTC to effectively meet its mandate to 
enforce and deter market manipulation. This is because the CFTC must meet a 
more rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than other financial market 
regulatory agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and the Federal Trade Commission. 
The CFTC is currently the only major U.S. financial regulator that must prove 
"specific intent" to do harm, a much more difficult standard to prove than the 
"recklessness' standard employed by the SEC, FERC, and FTC. As a result, 
federal courts have recognized that, with the CFTC's weaker anti-manipulation 
standard, market "manipulatlon cases generally have not fared well." In fact, the 
standard is so weak that in the CFTC's 35-year history, it has only successfully 
prosecuted and won one single case of manipulation. If the CFTC were granted 
authority to prosecute manipulation cases under the "recklessness· standard 
instead of the current "specific intent" standard, how would this improve the 
Commission's ability to prevent, deter, and enforce market manipulation? Do 
you support legislation to lower the burden of proof the CFTC must meet in 
proving manipulation cases? 

Under current law. to prove manipulation the Commission must establish that 
the accused: (1) had the ability to affect market prices; (2) specificaJly intended 
to do so; (3) created an artificial price; and (4) caused the artificial price. In 
addition to its general antimanipulation authority, the CEA grants the Commission 
authority to prosecute specific manipulative practices such as the false reporting 
of transactions or market infonnation, exceeding position limits, wash sales. 
accommodation trades. and fictitious sales. 

The CFTC has filed a total of 57 enforcement actions alleging manipulation 
and/or attempted manipulation. Of those cases, 55 were resolved in the 
agency's favor against some or all of the defendants through settlement, default, 
or administrative hearings (one of which was reversed by the Commission on 
appeal}, one was lost after trial, one was won after trial in federal court (currently 
on appeal), and one remains pending. The civil monetary penalties imposed by 
the Commission from these cases total $617, 132,000. 
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The "recklessness" standard employed by the SEC, the FERC. and the FTC was 
a subject of discussion at joint meetings on market regulation harmonization held 
by the CFTC and the SEC on September 2 and 3, 2009. Some panelists 
observed that the types of manipulative schemes that occur in the securities 
markets are often different than the manipulative practices that occur in the 
commodities markets, with "pump and dump" cases being common in the 
securllies markets as opposed to comers or squeezes in the commodities 
markets. The Commission's Office of General Counsel has expressed concern 
that the SEC's "recklessness" standard may not be sufficient to cover market 
power cases involving squeezes and comers in the commodities markets where 
the manipulator's conduct does not involve fraud or deception. 

A recent case decided in the United States District Court for the Southern District 
of Texas, United States v. Radley, {cite], raises other concems regarding the 
Commission's manipulation authority. In Radley the court ruled that the 
manipulation standard under Commodity Exchange Act failed to provide the 
defendants with sufficient notice that their conduct was illegal because it fails to 
define "arllflcial price. n This decision could have far reaching implications for the 
Commission's enforcement program if other courts choose to follow its 
reasoning. 

I believe that a statutory clarification of the Commission 's manipulation authority 
would be prudent and that the precise nature of the clarification must be carefully 
studied and analyzed. 

7. On September 1 O. 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory Committee {GMAC) 
a11nounced ii would convene a meeting to examine, among other issues, the 
"Treasury Proposal to Regulate OTC Derivatives· and "CFTC Legislative 
Language" as it relates to this proposal. In reviewing GMAC membership as 
posted on the Commission's website, it appears that the committee's 
membership is comprised of representatives from the various U.S. exchanges, 
self-regulatory organizations and the financial services industry. While the 
GMAC's charter requires representation of U.S. and foreign exchanges and 
market participants, it also requires "end users most directly involved in and 
affected by market globalization." Wi thout end user and consumer participation, 
the committee may also not be •fairly balanced in terms of the points of view 
represented" as required under ~he Federal Advisory Committee Act. Before any 
future meeting of the GMAC is scheduled, will you commit to broadening its 
membership to include end users most directly involved in and affected by 
market globalization to ensure "fairly balanced in terms of the points of view 
represented" as required under the Federal Advisory Committee Act? 
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Yes. 

Senator Max Baucus 

1. Under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for trading of 
carbon allowances and carbon allowance derivatives are expected to develop. If 
the CFTC is granted oversight authority over such markets, please provide how 
the CFTC would ensure the following: (1) the markets are transparent; (2) the 
markets are free from abuse and unfair manipulation; and (3) the markets have 
sufficient liquidity. 

If the CFTC is granted oversight over carbon allowances and related derivatives 
markets under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, the CFTC would 
include these contracts in its ongoing oversight program for regulated U.S. 
futures and options markets. A key goal of this program is to detect and deter 
market manipulation and abusive trading practices. Effective oversight will likely 
help attract liquidity by building confidence in these emerging markets. 

Senator Charles E. Gras5ley 

1. This que.stion is just tor Ms. Sommers and Mr. O'Malia. When testifying before 
the Agriculture Committee last year, Acting Chairman Lukken and Commissioner 
Chilton discussed several new initiatives to improve trade collection and 
dissemination efforts to bring more transparency in the areas of agriculture and 
energy markets. Do you think the steps taken by the CFfC in recent months go 
far enough to bring greater transparency and scrutiny in energy and agriculture 
trades? If not. what suggestions can you offer? 

Transparency is the cornerstone of a well functioning regulatory system. 
Regulators must have sufficient reliable information from the marketplace in 
order to ensure that the exchanges under their oversight are operating in an 
open and competitive manner, free from manipulative influences or other price 
distortions. The markets must also be transparent to market participants and the 
public. 

The CFTC has taken a number of steps in the past year to bring greater 
transparency to the U.S. commodity futures and options markets. In accordance 
with recommendations contained in a September 2008 Staff Report on 
Commodity Swap Dealers and Index Traders, as of September 4, 2009, the 
Commission began publishing a new disaggregated Commitments of Traders 
(COT) report to shed light on the changing composition of large traders in the 
markets. Prior to the new disaggregated report, the Commission separated large 
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trader data into two categories: (1) commercial; and (2) noncommercial. The 
new report separates large trader data into four categories: (1) 
Producer!Merchant!Processqr/User; (2) Swap Dealers; (3) Managed Money; and 
(4) Other Reportables. The Commission intends to also release in the near 
future three years of historical data for the new report. 

In addition to the new disaggregated COT reports, the Commission is working to 
create a new COT report for all the financial markets to improve the transparency 
of those markets. The CFTC is also working on improvements to the agency's 
Form 40 and other methodologies to improve the accuracy of trader 
classifications. 

A/so beginning on September 4, 2009, the CFTC began releasing expanded 
Index Investment Data detailing the notional values of index investment positions 
and the equivalent number of futures contracts for all U.S. markets with more 
than $0.5 billion of reported net notional value in any one quarter. The new Index 
Investment Data is more comprehensive than index data previously released by 
the Commission in that it covers more U.S. markets (not just selected agricultural 
markets) and includes both the gross long and gross short positions. The 
Commission intends to release this data on a quarterly basis with the goal of 
releasing it on a weekly basis In the future. 

Upon announcing the new disaggregated COT reports and Index Investment 
Data, the Commission sought public comment on any possible further 
enhancements. I am hopeful that as the CFTC continues to receive additional 
data from markets and suggestions from the public on how to improve the 
collection and dissemination of this information, we will continue to refine and 
enhance the data we release to the public. 

2. In a hearing last year in the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael 
Greenberger, a law professor at the University of Maryland and former head of 
the CFTC's Division of Trading & Markets, suggested that if the CFTC required 
all U.S. crude trades to be subject to CFTC regulation and trading limits, oil 
prices would drop by 25% overnight. At the high, the price of a barrel of oil was 
$147 in the summer of 2008. Now it's under $67. Did alt these speculators 
suddenly leave the market? Why without CFTC regulation did the price actually 
drop to less than a 1/2 of the original price? 

According to our economists, the CFTC's large trader and index investment data 
seem to show that speculative activity did not decrease significantly during this 
period of price collapse. I cannot determine the precise cause of the decline, but I 
suspect that many factors contributed, both global and domestic. Most oil market 
analysts argue that the extraordinary run up in price was caused by expectations 
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of insufficient supply due to world wide economic growth. These analysts 
typically explain that high prices eventually gave way to weak demand as the 
global economy moved into the current recession. Whatever the cause of the 
volatility of oil prices over the last two years, I support regulatory reform efforts 
that would subject oil trading across all markets to robust regulatory standards. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

1. What is your definition of "systemic risk?" Do you believe every OTC 
participant or product creates "systemic risk" lo our national economy? If so 
why? If not, then why should Congress pass legislation that treats all 
participants and products as if they do create a "systemic risk" as some are 
suggesting? 

In my view, systemic risk is the risk that the default of, or other financial 
difficulty experienced by one or more market participants, results in the 
dislocation or distress of the entire financial market. I do not believe that every 
0 TC market participant or product has the potential to create, or does in fact 
create, systemic risk. Congress may want to consider that a very important 
distinction would be where the line is drawn between those market participants 
and products that are systemically important and those that are not. 

2. This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of a 
systemic risk regulator to call for the imposition of capital requirements for 
participants in the OTC derivatives markets. Some view this as creating a 
significant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non-financial 
companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to 
leave only a few large market participants, wouldn't that enhance the possibility 
of systemic risk, rather than lessen it? 

In the specific example that you have outlined, I believe it is important to 
ensure that all OTC derivatives market participants are well capitalized to 
engage in their respective market activities and that capital requirements are 
set on the basis of the risk they pose to the system. This is the underlying 
policy of the CFTC's risk-based regulatory capital regime and it has served us 
well thus far. As Congress reviews the very important issues surrounding the 
implications of insufficient capital requirements there may be alternaUves that 
could accomplish similar objectives. I am hopeful that any solutions that are 
considered will avoid requirements that create significant barriers to entry. 
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Senator Amy Klobuchar 

1. In its 35-year history, the commodity futures trading commission has only 
successfully prosecuted one case of manipulation in the futures markets. In a 
recent speech and in your testimony, you noted that the CFTC has to prove that 
someone "specifically intended" to manipulate prices. As a former prosecutor, I 
know chasing criminals isn't easy, but this standard would seem to make it even 
more difficult to go after criminals. What tools do you believe the CFTC needs to 
ensure market manipulators are effectively deterred or prosecuted? 

Having the resources to hire and retain experienced enforcement staff and 
develop sophisticated information technology that can detect manipulative 
schemes and other trading abuses is the single greatest tool we could ask for to 
ensure the effectiveness of our enforcement efforts. 

2. How will you ensure that the CFTC employs its authority to prosecute market 
manipulators? 

Our Division of Enforcement does an excellent job and I will continue to fully 
support all of its efforls to investigate and prosecute any market manipulation or 
abusive trading practices in the markets we regulate. 

Chairman Blanche Lincoln 

On June 3, 2008, the CFTC announced that the Division of Enforcement was 
conducting an investigation of the February/March 2008 price run-up in the 
cotton futures contract. The Commission took the extraordinary step of 
announcing an ongoing investigation because of the concerns expressed by 
market participants at the April 2008 agricultural forum. The American Cotton 
Producers of the National Cotton Council told the CFTC forum that the cotton 
futures market was totally dysfunctional and that cotton producers were unable to 
hedge their price exposure and that their concerns extended to cotton buyers 
with whom growers had contracted new crop sales. It has now been nineteen 
months since the cotton market disruption. Can you provide this Committee with 
any additional information about the investigation or let us know when we might 
expect to see the official report of the investigation? 

The cotton investigation was a veiy important undertaking for the Commission 
and our Division of Enforcement. I expect to see something publical/y released 
outlining the results of the investigation in the near future. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the re1;ord 
Mr. Kenneth Albert Spearman 

September 30, 2009 

Senator Chuck Grasslcy 

I. As you know many in the agriculture sector and in particular livestock producers arc 
struggling to stay afloat. On top of the tough economic times they are facing, now it 
seems as if credit is also drying up. Many banks have looked at their agricultural 
portfolio as a liability and that in rum has added another burden to our producers. What 
do you see as the role of the Farm Credit Adminisiration in working with the farm credit 
system member banks to help these producers through this economically uncenain time? 

Answer: 

The Fann Credit System serves to provide creditworthy farmers, ranchers, their 
cooperatives, and others with access to dependable and competitive credit. This is the 
System's primary mission whether the agricultural economy is prosperous or during an 
economic downturn - similar to what is being experienced today by many in the dairy 
and livestock sectors. 

The Fann Credit Administration's mission is to ensure the System's safocy and soundness 
while also promulgating rules and regulations so that lhe System meets its Congressional 
mission. As a FCA Board Member, I will strive to meet lhe agency's goals of System 
safety and soundness while being mindful of the System' s mission to serve the credit 
needs of America 's farmers and ranchers in good times as well as not so good times . 
And, be especially aware an<l sensitive to the hardships that farmers and ranchers may 
endure duriog cyclical downturns and strive to give them my utmost consideration. 

Senator Tom lfarkin 

I. Mr. Spearman, you serve as an outside board member for the AgFirst Fann Credit Bank, 
and this experience clearly provides you with valuable background and knowledge for 
serving on the board of the Fann Credit Administration (FCA). AgFirst is one of the 
inst itutions of the Fann Credit System {foCS), all of which you will be tasked with 
overseeing as a member of the FCA Board. To be sure, you have pledged that you will if 
confirmed resign from the Agfirst board and comply with the applicable conflict of 
interest aod i:thics requirements. 
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/\s a regulator you will be tasked with ensuring the saft:ty and soundness of the FCS and also 
ensuring that lending by FCS institutions complies with the statutory objectives. 
rc<1uirements, and limitations of the Fann Credit Act of 1971, as amended. The recent 
turmoil in the global financial system obviously underscores the crucial importance of 
enforcing prudent safoty and soundness standards. At the same time, as a board member of 
the FCA, you will have a responsibility to help facilitate FCS institutions in making 
affordable credit available to borrowers who are eligible under the /\cl. 

In the light of your previous posilion on the board of a FCS in~titution, please describe 
carefully the approach you will take and any specific steps involved to make sure that in 
your new position as a member of the board of the FCA you will be truly objective, 
even-banded, and free of pre-determined condusions In handling the variou11 questions 
that will come before you. 

Answer: 

As an independently appointed board member of AgFirst, my role was to sc1ve as an 
external, independent point of view to the Board of Directors As a controller and auditor of 
Florida's Natural Growers, my position was to provide to the business cooperative an 
independent and objective appraisal of its financials and lo i:nsure that it complied with 
applicable accounting practices. 

I believe my education, training and 28 years of experience in accounting and auditing will 
serve me well as a FCA Board Member. Furthermore, I believe my time as an outside 
Director on the AgFirst Board has given me a great appreciation for the vital role the Fann 
Credit System plays in agricultural lending. 

If confinned as a J:o'CA Board Member, my role is tu be an am1s-length regulator of the 
System's safety and soundness so that it may continue to serve its congressional mission to 
meet the needs of America's fam1ers and ranchers with access to competitive credit. 

My career as an auditor has required my objectivity and independence which T believe will 
serve me well as a FCA Board Member. I come to this new endeavor with an open mind, no 
preconceived positions, and a clear understanding of my new role. Lastly, I will strive co be 
fair and thoughtful in all issues that come before the FCA. 

0 
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NOMINATION HEARING TO CONSIDER 
GARY GENSLER TO BE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

CFTC 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY, 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:40 p.m., in room 

SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, Chair
man of lhe Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Conrad, Stahenow, Nelson, Klohuchar, 
Chambliss, Lugar, Roberts, Grassley, and Thune. 

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, 
NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman HAllKIN. The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutri
tion, and Forestry will come to order. I know we just had a vote. 
We are waiting on some Senators to arrive. Senator Chambliss said 
he would be a few minutes late and to go ahead and proceed. 

Good afternoon, and we thank you a11 for joining us today. We 
meet this afternoon to consider 1.he nomination of Mr. Gary Gensler 
to serve as the Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Com
mission. As many of you know, Mr. Gensler is not new to public 
service. He served as Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets, 
and later as Under Secretary for Domestic Finance at the Depart
ment of Treasury. He was at Treasury about 3 years, so he brings 
this experience to 1.his CFTC position. 

This nomination comes at a very challenging time. Since the 
CFTC was created 35 years ago, it has never faced more daunting 
market challenges than those that the next Chairman and Com
missioners will face. Our financial markets are sti11 unstable, and 
the physical commodities of energy, agriculture and metals have 
experienced dramatic price movements and volatility. 

Again and again, actions in our futures markets have caused 
some havoc across our country and economy. I thought about this, 
and in principle are supposed to provide some stability and cer
tainty and not to create havoc. 

One year ago this weekend, we had an experience in the cotton 
market. Speculative funds ran up the prices of the collon futures 
market at a time when there were record surpluses of cotton and 
not very much demand. So there was a ton of money, speculative 
money, going into the futures markets that had absolutely nothing 

(l) 
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to do with supply and demand. It served no constructive economic 
purpose except maybe tu make some people wealthy. 

The markets for other agricultural commodities experienced simi
lar disruptions for wheat, corn, and soybeans. They rose to record 
levels last year. Country elevators that had offered producers for
ward contracts and then hedged their positions on the Chicago 
Board of Trade struggled to find the cash resources to meet margin 
calls. Users of commodities from bakers to pork producers to eth
anol facilities, suddenly realized that the price they would have to 
pay for the most critical inputs was double the price they had paid 
just a couple months before. 

Prices in the enerb')' sector also shot up to unprecedented levels 
last summer. Energy users from airlines tu commuters to farmers 
struggled with higher fuel costs. So in places like my State of Iowa, 
people are wondering; is Washington really asleep at the switch? 
Do we understand the disruption and damage caused by ineffective 
and inadequate oversight and regulation'? 

Last night, President Obama urged Congress to move quickly on 
legislation that will finally reform our outdated regulatory system. 
He called for tough new common-sense rules of the road so that our 
financial market rewards drive innovation and punishes shorl-cuts 
and abuse. So it is our responsibility to rise to the President's chal
lenge. 

This Committee and the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion have a profound responsibility to craft and implement tough
minded regulatory reforms. Last month, I reintroduced the Deriva
tives Trading Integrity Act. "Integrity" is a synonym for honesty. 
The bill would require that all futures contracts trade on a regu
lated exchange, including all derivatives contracts. I came to that 
position after our hearing in October on derivatives. Exchange
traded contracts are subject tu a level of transparency and over
sight that is just not possible in over-the-counter markets. 

The best-intentioned and most brillianUy crafted legislation will 
be only as effective as the regulators who implement it. We must 
have an unflinching determination on the part of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission to restore integrity to these impor
tant markets. 

That is why the position of Chairman of the CFTC is so critical. 
And that is why this Committee must gain assurance that the 
nominee before us is prepared to provide strong leadership at the 
CFTC, to work with this Committee to develop solutions to ensure 
that markets are open, transparent, free of excessive speculation, 
and that all trades dear. We need to know if Mr. Gensler will be 
committed to repairing the damage from abuses and mistakes of 
the past and ensuring that they are never repeated. 

With that, I will hold the record open at this point for a state
ment by Senator Chambliss. I would ask if Senator Lugar or others 
would have opening statements that they would care to make at 
this time. 

Senator Chambliss, for an opening statement. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHA~IBLISS. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
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I will submit my opening statement for the record, and let me 
just echo, Mr. Gensler, we welcome you to the Committee, and we 
welcome your girls to the CommiUee. 

We have had the opportunity to visit and obviously I know your 
background. We look forward to continuing a dialog on the issues 
that we know face this industry and look forward to working with 
you down the road with respect to making sure that we continue 
to provide financial investors in this country the type of regulation 
that is fair, reasonable, and will ensure safety and security in the 
market. 

So thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. 
Senator Lugar. 

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD G. LUGAR, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA 

Senator LUGAR. Mr. Chairman, let me just add that I appreciated 
especially the hearing you conducted in which we participated last 
October. I felt that was an educational experience for us and for 
the American people, and I appreciate the progress that has oc
curred at CFTC subsequent to that hearing. People were able to do 
some things administratively. 

But I would just simply chime in to say that as a very junior 
Senator, Senator Leahy and I sat at the end of the table and were 
assigned by Chairman Herman Talmadge the responsibility of 
oversight of the CFTC, because apparently no one else on the Com
mittee understood what he was doing and no one really wanted to 
find out. So we have had some parental responsibilities in subse
quent years, and I appreciate very much the evolution. But this is 
a pivotal moment today as we take a look at a new chairmanship, 
a new era, the regulatory suggestions you have made and other 
members likewise. And so I look forward to the hearing. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Lugar. 
Senator Nelson? 
Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Unfortunately, I 

have to leave, so I am going to make a couple of statements and 
leave open a question which I hope Mr. Gensler can respond back 
to us in writing. 

You have outlined very clearly and succincUy the problems that 
we face today with the volatility that we have experienced in the 
markets. I hope we have the opportunity to see where the weak
nesses are and what fixes are necessary. Credit derivatives, obvi
ously regular commodities, physical commodities, need to be bound 
by certain rules. But it is important that whatever regulations are 
put in place does not constitute strangulation of the commodities 
in the whole. 

I think the CFTC must preserve the price discovery aspect of the 
markets and risk management hedb>ing benefits that it provides. It 
needs to regulate with a focus on what has become more and more 
important, the system risk, and not just look for bad actors in the 
situation. 

I think the thing that interests me most is the need that the 
CFTC should be proactive and try to anticipate matters that pose 
a threat to systemic risk than always be reacting. I know it is a 
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very challenging thing to be able to predict and tu anticipate with
out some market experience to guide you as to what needs to be 
done. But waiting until the systemic risk is so big or the fire is be
yond the capability of being put out is not a course of action that 
we would like to see happen again. 

The question that I really have of Mr. Gensler, should he be con
firmed, is-we proposed that the CFTC issued-they issued a re
port, and we came back and we asked that the report's rec
ommendation of the review of, quote, whether to eliminate the 
bonafide hedge exemption for swap dealers and replace it with a 
new risk management exemption su~ject to certain conditions that 
we suggested that be done. And my question is do you know wheth
er that has been done or, if it has not, whether it will be done. And 
if you can just gel back to me on that, that certainly will satisfy 
me. 

But thank you very much for your wilhngness to serve, and I 
look forward to my two colleagues giving a great introduction of 
you. Thank you. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Nelson. 
Senator Grassley. 
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

Obviously, we need to congratulate Mr. Gensler. I think we ought 
to also thank Walt and Michael for their acting chairmanship and 
the hard work that they put into the work of the Commission. I 
think our last year has shown that more aggressive activity on the 
part of the CFTC is really needed. 

This is a year when we are going to have to decide to a greater 
extent the appropriate role of regulation of speculators to a greater 
extent than we have in the past. We are going to have to decide 
if we are serious about giving the CFTC the resources it needs to 
do its job effectively. And that is what new leadership is all about, 
I hope, and, of course, the work of this Committee as well. 

So I am not going to be able to stay around here to ask ques
tions, but I told Mr. Gensler that I would be submitting about eight 
questions for answer in writing. So I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for 
the privilege of making a statement, and I will put my entire state
ment in the record. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley. 
We have a distinguished colleague and a distinguished former 

colleague, and I will recognize them in order for purposes of intro
duction. Senator Mikulski from the great State of Maryland, wel
come tu the Agriculture Committee. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Senator MIKULSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and 
also Senator Cardin, who is currently presiding, will also be joining 
us, and it shows the enthusiastic support that Mr. Gensler enjoys 
from the Maryland delegation. 

First of all, in terms of the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion, we know how important this Commission is. But as Senator 
Lugar so aptly said, it is often little understood or little noted, un
less there is a crisis in the markets. And last summer, also the 
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whole issue of commodities and the futures trading just exploded 
in our community and our media and in our marketplace. 

I had bakers lined up throughout in my office and out in the 
community wondering how they were going to buy rye and wheat 
and so on to keep their small and medium-sized businesses going. 
We were talking about the high price of gasoline. We were talking 
about something called the "London loophole" and how we needed 
to close that. 

So the whole issue of commodities we are seeing not only as 
something that was primarily an Agriculture Committee issue, but 
an American issue and how it affects our community. 

There is grave concern whether there was adequate oversight, 
adequate regulation, and what we needed tu do. We11, I think now 
we are on the path in the right direction. But whatever the rules 
of the road, whatever Congress chooses to do, we need to have the 
right person in charge of the CFTC. That is why I enthusiastically 
endorse and introduce Gary Gensler to the Committee to be the 
Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. We 
know his work when he was in the Senate. We know his work in 
the Clinton administration, and also he is and continues to be a 
community leader in Maryland. 

I know him to be a man of principle and great intelligence. He 
has a deep understanding of finance, both domestic and inter
national, and how to turn that knowledge into workable policies 
that will protect the interests of our country and the interests of 
our consumer. 

During this time of great financial turmoil and uncertainty, we 
need someone with these skills, this background and experience, 
and these values to lead the Commission. So I enthusiastically sup
port him for this important position. 

When you look at his resume, we know that he worked hard at 
Treasury and received the Alexander Hamilton Award, the highest 
award that the Department can give. He worked with our col1eague 
Senator Sarbanes in terms of fashioning a response to not only the 
Enron scandal, but how we could make corporate America more re
sponsible, the Sarbanes-Oxley bill. 

He has worked as a top economic adviser both in our own gov
ernment and on Wall Street. He is also a strong community leader. 
Whether he has been on the board of Johns Hopkins University or 
whether he has helped the Community Enterprise Foundation be 
able to provide affordable housing, Gary has always been someone 
who has given of his own time and, I might add, of his own dime. 

And just speaking as a woman, I watched him and my heart 
went out to him when his own beloved wife, Francesca, struggled 
with breast cancer. He had to be a father; he had to be a mother; 
he had to be a devoted husband. He was always at his wifo's side, 
and at the same time tending to his children. 

Someone who knows what sorrow is and has to go through that, 
and also what it means tu his family, and then while he was doing 
that, to stay civically engaged while at the same time watching the 
marketplace. I think we have someone who brings talent, who 
brings dedication, and who brings values. I think the Committee 
would be well served in approving his nomination. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Mikulski, for 
that very strong supportive statement. 

Now our distinguished former colleague, Senator Sarbanes. Wel
come back. 

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, and I 
appreciate your courtesy in allowing me to appear. It is a risky 
proposition on your part because former Senators do not get much 
of a chance to speak, and there is always a danger they will abuse 
the microphone when 1.he opportunity presents itself. But I know 
you want to move along. 

Actually, I will withhold and defer to Ben and keep it in-I am 
out of office, and they are in office, and I respect the difference very 
much. Do you want to go ahead? 

Senator CARDIN. I usually yield to my constituents, and Senator 
Sarhanes is my constituent. Bui lei me-

fLaughter. l 
Chairman HARKIN. Senator Cardin. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Senator CARDIK. Mr. Chairman, lei me thank you for 1.he cour
tesy of just a few remarks with regard to Gary Gensler. He is a 
friend. He is a person I have known for many years. I deeply re
spect his intellect, his integrity, his financial knowledge, and his 
commitment to public service. And I join Senator Mikulski and 
Senator Sarbanes in recommending him for confirmation. 

Gary has a tremendous depth and breadth of knowledge on fi
nancial issues. He was in the Department of Treasury from 1997 
to 2001, Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets and Under Sec
retary for Domestic Finance. He was a senior adviser to both Sec
retary Rubin and Secretary Summers. 

He received the Treasury Department's highest award, the Alex
ander Hamilton Award. He was an adviser 1.o a very distinguished 
member of the U.S. Senate, Chairman Sarbanes, when Paul 
chaired the Banking Committee and helped Senator Sarbanes 
when we passed the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation, which regulated 
corporate America-very important legislation on corporate respon
sibility-we could use more of that today-and accounting and se
curity laws. 

So Gary is well prepared through his experience to take on this 
very important responsibility as Chair of the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. But I want to tell you just one more thing 
about him. His background in the community, the type of volunteer 
activities that he has committed himself to, in helping educational 
institutions and helping health care institutions and helping those 
who are disadvantaged. It tells you a lot more about him. He is a 
person committed to our community. 

I will tell you one more thing about him. He has participated in 
nine marathons, and if he is confirmed, helping repair our economy 
will be his tenth marathon, and I am sure he will be just as deter
mined 1.o bring us 1.o a successful goal, and I encourage his con
firmation. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Cardin. 
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Now Senator Sarbanes. 

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SARBANES, FORMER U.S. 
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND 

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
First of all, I want to just underscore something that both Sen

ator Mikulski and Senator Cardin said, and that is the very sub
stantial, positive contribution that Gary Gensler has made in the 
Baltimore community through his civic involvement. If we 1.alk 
about being a good citizen and sort of participating and meeting 
your responsibilities, this is a prime example of someone who has 
done that. And it has been of enormous benefit to our community, 
and we are all deeply indebted to him for it. 

He has been in a sense a star from the beginning. He was a 
summa cum laude graduate from 1.he Wharton School of Business 
at the University of Pennsylvania, first a BA and then an MBA. 
He then went to work in the financial industry where he had ex
tensive experience, and then he was in the Treasury for, I think, 
close to 4 years. He then wrote a book about mutual funds, and 
then I was fortunate enough-I was then Chairman of the Banking 
Committee, and we were confronted with the Enron situation. 

Enron was the seventh largest company in the country. It was 
reporting record profits in the first part of 2001, first quarter, sec
ond quarter, 20-percent increase in profits each quarter. By Octo
ber, they were restating their earnings. November, they restated 
them again. December, they declared bankruptcy. The largest 
bankruptcy in U.S. history up to that point. It was subsequently 
eclipsed by WorldCom in June of 2002. 

The Committee, which I then chaired, was charged with the re
sponsibility of addressing the situation, and one of the things we 
did which made an enormous difference, as it turned out, was to 
get Gary Gensler to come and work with us as a senior adviser to 
the Chairman. And his contribution was enormous. 

He was integrally involved in shaping the legislation, which, of 
course, dealt with oversight of the accounting industry, the reform 
of corporate governance, and investor protection measures. And let 
me just quickly outline for the Committee the qualities he brought 
to that work, which I think will stand all of us in good stead should 
he he confirmed as Chairman of the CFTC. 

First of all, he thinks comprehensively in terms of what is nec
essary to make the financial system work. So he has a breadth and 
depth of vision which is somewhat rare, but which is extremely im
portant, particularly when you are trying to deal with a situation 
where the system is breaking-seems to be breaking down and it 
needs to he, as it were, restructured and put back 1.ogeiher again. 

He is extremely smart. I indicated his past accomplishments. 
Nowadays, people are around developing more and more complex 
instruments all the time, and you have got to have someone there 
who can not only stay with them every step of the way, but can 
be ahead of them, can anticipate what is coming and seek to ad
dress it. 

He knows the markets well, and he is very committed to ensur
ing that the markets work honestly and fairly. And the markets 
are an important part of the workings of our economic system. But 
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if they do not work honestly and fairly, they wi11 drive the eco
nomic system down, and all of us will pay a very high price for 
that. 

He is very hard-working. He is not ideological. He is pragmatic. 
He is a good Jistener. He seeks practical solutions, seeks tu develop 
constructive and positive approaches. He is firm and fair. And he 
brings excellent judgment and very strong leadership skills. I think 
he wil1 he very effective in heading the agency and imparting a 
sense of mission to the employees in terms of what needs to be 
done. 

I want to say to the members of the Committee, I have absolute 
confidence in his integrity and in his judgment, and I think it is 
an opportunity for the country to put his superior understanding 
of financial markets and his extensive experience to work on behalf 
of the American people. I can assure you he will be a fierce enemy 
of fraud and manipulation, that he wiU find it, root it out, and also 
try to make the systemic changes that wi11 contribute to it not re
curring again, which is, of course, very important. We can go after 
the bad actors, but we want to have a system in place that pre
cludes the had actors from coming along in the first place. 

Gary Gensler has a very, very deep commitment to the public in
terest. I have had occasion to talk to him at length about his feel
ing for the country, his own opportunities in life, and the need to 
make the system work fairly for an. 

And, fina11y, Mr. Chairman, let me just say he appreciates, I 
think, the role of the Congress and the workings of our political 
system. Sometimes you get these people in the executive branch, 
and they have difficulty understanding there is a legislative branch 
that plays a very important role. Gary Gensler I think clearly un
derstands the role of the Congress. I think he is sensitive to it. He 
appreciates it is an important partner. And I want to say to the 
Committee I think he wil1 be an absolutely first-rate partner for 
the Congress as you move to address the economic chal1enges 
which you, Mr. Chairman, and the other members of the Com
mittee outlined at the beginning of this hearing. 

Thank you again for the chance to come and he with you. 
Chairman HARKTI\". WeH, thank you very much, Senator Sar

banes. Good to see you back, and I am sure we do not have any 
questions for all of you, but I just would say for the record that Mr. 
Gensler is indeed very fortunate to have three such well-respected 
and wel1-liked advocates for his position as the two sitting Senators 
and the previous Senator from the State of Maryland. Thank you 
all very much for being here. 

Now I would like to can Mr. Gensler to the witness table. 
Mr. Gensler, before you take your seat, if you would rise, we 

have an oath that we have to administer. 
Mr. Gensler, do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing hut the truth? 
Mr. GRNSLRR. I do, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. And, Mr. Gensler, do you agree that, if con

firmed, you will appear before any duly constituted committee of 
the Conb'l'ess if asked? 

Mr. GENSLER. I do, Mr. Chairman. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. Please 
have a seat. 

Mr. Gensler, welcome to the CommiUee. My congratulations on 
your nomination by the President, and we have your written state
ment. It will be made a part of the record in its entirety, and the 
floor is yours. You may proceed as you so desire. 

TESTIMONY OF GARY GENSLER, NOMINEE TO BE CHAIRMAN 
AND COMMISSIONER OF THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRAD
ING COMMISSION 
Mr. GENSLER. Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, 

members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to ap
pear here before you today. I am honored to be President Obama's 
nominee tu be Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Com
mitment at this critical time in the commodities markets, and for 
our Nation. 

As a champion of the public's interest-for farmers, consumers, 
small businesses-the CFTC plays an essential role in our financial 
regulatory system and affects the lives of all Americans. And I 
firmly believe that strong, intelligent regulation with aggressive 
enforcement is what our economy needs and benefits the public. 

The current economic crisis clearly has shown, though, that our 
financial and regulatory systems have failed the American public 
terribly. Those of us who have spent our time, our professional 
lives, around markets have to approach the current crisis with hu
mility following such broad failures. We have learned the limits of 
our ability to foresee how markets may evolve. We have learned 
the importance of being candid with the American public about the 
risks we face and that we must be unceasingly vigilant to address 
these risks. We have also learned that there is no substitute for 
strong, independent regulation, that we must bring transparency 
and accountability throughout the system, and we must always err 
on the side of protecting the American public. 

These are the lessons I draw from what has transpired this past 
decade. And, if confirmed, I pledge to this Committee and to the 
Conb'l'ess that I will not forget these lessons. 

We must repair our regulatory system by enacting much needed 
reforms that promote transparency, fairness, and safety. 

If confirmed, I will fight hard on four essential priorities for re
forming the commodities markets and our financial system. 

First, the CFTC must vigorously fulfill its mandates: enforcing 
existing laws, promoting market integrity, preventing against fraud 
and manipulation, and guarding against excessive speculation. I 
will work tirelessly to ensure that the Commission leaves no stone 
unturned, ferreting out and putting to a stop activities and prac
tices that hurt the American public. 

I also look forward to working with Congress to provide the ade
quate resources for this agency which I believe currently lacks the 
sufficient funds to du even its current mission, let alone the mis
sions I think it needs to take on. 

Second, I believe that increased speculation in energy and agri
cultural products hurts American farmers and consumers and busi
nesses. I do not have any doubt about that. A transparent and con
sistent playing field for all physical commodity futures should be 
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the foundation of our regulations. Position limits must be applied 
consistently across all markets, across all trading platforms, and 
exemption to them must be limited and well defined. 

Third, we must now urgently develop a broad regulatory regime 
for over-the-counter derivatives. Standardized products need to be 
brought into mandated clearing and mandated exchanges. Beyond 
this, I believe the institutions themselves-the derivative dealers 
that make the markets in derivatives-need to have direct regula
tion under Federal statute, capital rules, business conduct report
ing, and regulations need to be developed for customized swaps and 
for credit default swaps given their unique nature. 

And, fourth, I believe the CFTC must work with Congress and 
other regulators around the globe tu ensure that failures of the reg
ulatory and financial systems, failures that the American people 
public has taken such a toll, never happen again. Now, this will not 
be easy. These are complex financial markets, and markets are ir
reversibly linked. But we will have to work with our global part
ners to make sure that around the world we have the same rules 
that we have here. This is the only way that Americans can really 
be protected. 

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, I am a proud be
liever in financial reform, tough regulation enforcement. I have 
been privileged to have had broad exposure to financial markets, 
here and in Asia, in public service and on Wall Street, as an inves
tor advocate, and as a Government official. 

And my experience has taught me the importance of having a 
strong working relationship wilh Congress. I appreciate Senator 
Sarbanes' comments on that. In these transformational times, I do 
believe we have a unique opportunity working together to bring 
bold and necessary reform forward. We must, though, take this op
portunity to ensure we deliver on the expectations that all Ameri
cans have for us. 

I would like to close by saying how much the support of my fam
ily-my three daughters-means to me, and the great sacrifices 
they will make if I am so honored to serve. My eldest, Anna, is a 
freshman at college and could not be here. My two other daughters, 
Lee and Isabel, if it would be appropriate, I would just like to in
troduce to the Committee. 

Chairman HARKIN. Please introduce lhem. 
Mr. GENSLBH. This is Isabel, my youngest, who is 12, and then 

my daughter Lee, who is 17, who are here with us today. 
Chairman HARKIN. Welcome to the Committee. 
Mr. GEl'\SLF.R. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, mem

bers of the Committee, I look forward to taking your questions. 
fThe prepared statement of Mr. Gensler can be found on page 4;{ 

in the appendix.l 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. 
Mr. Gensler, in confirming nominees and moving their nomina

tions forward, I like to know about their background and history 
and where they are now, their present views and outlook. Obvi
ously, you have had experience, you have served in a previous ad
ministration. I would like to cover some of that with you as a way 
of examining where we were in the late 1990's and where we are 
today regarding issues under CFTCS jurisdiction. 
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On May the 18th, 1999, you testified before the House Agri
culture Committee's Subcommittee covering risk management. In 
response to questioning by our distinguished ranking member, 
when he was a member of the House Agriculture Committee, you 
said you "positively, unambiguously" agreed with Mr. Larry Sum
mers in his testimony to the Senate Agriculture Committee oppos
ing additional regulation of the institutional over-the-counter de
rivatives market. 

You went on to refer to the "vibrancy and importance" of the 
global over-the-counter derivatives market. 

Here is a direct quotation. You said quote, "That large and vi
brant market is part of, I believe, the American success. And we 
should recognize that and put the burden on those who are sug
gesting changes and further regulation, put the burden on them be
fore we tamper on some of the successes of this marketplace for the 
economy." 

Well, that is quite a resounding, unqualified, and categorical 
statement, no second thoughts or ambiguity. 

Ms. Brooksley Born, who was about to leave as the Chairperson 
of the CFTC, had advocated strenuously over the previous few 
years, including before this Committee, that the risk uf these over
the-counter derivatives needed to be evaluated and appropriately 
regulated. 

However, you were part of the team arguing-and you can cor
rect me if I am wrong on that-for a statutory enactment to take 
away all CFTC regulatory power over these over-the-counter de
rivatives. According to the Washington Post of October 15th, 2008, 
this team was really quite dismissive of Ms. Born, to the point of 
it kind of becoming personal at that time. But I du not need tu go 
into that. 

But this team was quite direct in advocating that these be ex
empted from CFTC regulation. 

Mr. Gensler, what was your own personal role in dealing with 
Ms. Born during the time she was chair of the CFTC? Did you at
tend any meetings during that period of time in 1998 or 1999 or 
did you have any telephone calls or communications over that pe
riod of time with her? What was the nature of those interactions, 
and did you have any advice for her at that time? 

Mr. GENSLElt. Mr. Chairman, thank you for your question. 
First, may I say, looking hack now it is clear to me that all of 

us that were involved at the time-and certainly myself-should 
have done more to protect the American public through aggressive 
regulation, comprehensive regulation. We should have fought hard
er for some of the things that we raised with Congress at the time, 
whether that be regulating derivative dealers or keeping the oil 
and metals markets consistently regulated with the corn and wheat 
and soybean markets. These were things we recommended and we 
should have fought harder for. 

I clearly look back un some things outside the jurisdiction of this 
Committee that I should have fought harder for, guarding against 
predatory lending practices. 

I believe there are many things that at the time that we could 
not foresee, or did not see. They were just dots on the landscape, 
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as you, I believe, and other Senators here commented. And we have 
to do a far better job seeing that which is out on the horizon. 

You asked specifically about meetings with Chairman Born and 
I recall working with her, working with her as a slafT member at 
Treasury. I was an Assistant Secretary working on a report on 
long-term capital management and the after effects of the collapse 
of long-term capital management where there was a joint report 
put together in the spring of 1999. 

During those earlier periods of 1998, when there was different 
views of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and the SEC from the 
CFTC, Ms. Born raised very good questions but I, in fact, at the 
time was recused because it did relate to a particular matter of my 
former employer. I had been at the fu11, big set piece President's 
Working Group meetings, as would be customary for the Assistant 
Secretary to attend, along with other staff of Treasury. 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, Mr. Gensler, that is a very straight
forward answer and I appreciate that. So would you say that your 
views and your thoughts on this have evolved and changed over the 
intervening years, looking back at what has happened in the last 
several years? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Mr. Chairman, I very much would say that my 
views have evolved. There is so much that has happened in the 
marketplace as electronic trading facilities, even that our ex
changes now are public and for-profit enterprises and back then 
were nut fur-profit and public. And the financial crisis itself, to me, 
goes to the heart of some of the assumptions that I think collec
tively all of the Federal agencies and even Congress at the time 
grappled with. 

I believe now it is just so important that we bring the whole 
over-the-counter derivatives marketplace on the market, into ex
changes, as you do. I share that goal. And to also bring that over
the-counter derivatives marketplace onto centralized clearing. 

I, frankly, though do not think that is enough. I also think we 
need regulation of the institutions, that Congress would actually 
have a statutory regime for derivative dealers, somewhat like we 
have for banks, where you have capital rules which address the ex
cess leverage, have business conduct rules to make sure there is 
not fraud and manipulation in the sales practices. And then, of 
course, last and very importantly, reporting rules. These dealers
there is about 11) or 20 around the globe that make up 99 percent 
of the market for over-the-counter derivatives. 

So I have come to believe strongly we need both, the market side, 
clearing and exchanges for the standardized products, the deriva
tive dealers clearly regulated, all the information coming in. 

Chairman HARKIN. I am going to fo1low that up in my second 
round because I want to ask about this whole idea of having some 
derivatives that are not on a regulated exchange. I will get to that. 

In my reading, my memory hut also my reading of that period 
of time from 1998 through about 2000, was that the President's 
Working Group was very forceful in their position that these OTC 
derivatives should be exempted from the CFTC. As I said, to the 
point one time where it also got personal with Ms. Born. I remem
ber that. 
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And in my reading of it, about that, from various sources, it ap
pears, of course, that you have some very strong personalities 
there. You have Mr. Greenspan, who was driving this, quite frank
ly. And he is a very forceful personality. He was driving this. 

Then you have Mr. Summers. He is no shrinking violet, as we 
all know. He was driving this, also. 

Then you have Mr. Rubin there, also. So you have a very forceful 
group. 

CFTC was sort of shunted aside. Well, Mr. Gensler, should you 
get this position as the Chairman of the CFTC, you will be on the 
President's Working Group. And I needn't remind you that you will 
not be working for Mr. Geithner. You may be a friend of his; that 
is fine. You wi11 not be working for him. You do not work for Mr. 
Summers. You do not work for Mr. Bernanke. You are the chair
man of an independent regulatory agency. You do not even work 
for the President. You are chairman of an independent regulatory 
agency. 

And as such, your views and your positions that you have should 
be that of a chairman of an independent agency. And one should 
not be reticent in advocating a position even to the extent that 
some of the other forceful personalities may not agree, if you get 
my point. 

I just want some assurances from you that you will be that inde
pendent voice. Like I said, I am not asking you to sever friendships 
or the like. I am saying the mindset, the mindset of the Chairman 
of the CFTC cannot be working for Mr. Summers or Mr. Bemanke 
or Mr. Geithner or anybody else. And that you will bring that inde
pendent mindset to the President's Working Group. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for that question. I 
think being Chairman of the CFTC is an independent regulatory 
agency. The commitment I give this Committee and to the Amer
ican public that I wil1 bring that independence. If I have a concern 
or thought about the regulatory protections that the American pub
lic needs, I will absolutely share it as one of the President's advi
sors, as part of the President's Working Group, with the President 
and senior members of his economic team. 

But if we cannot reach any consensus and I believe something, 
I am going to bring it to this Committee, I am going to bring it to 
the American public. There is a real difference, in my mind, of 
being an Assistant Secretary of Treasury and being the chairman 
of an independent regulator. 

I appreciate that when the President asked me-then President
Elect Obama-to be his nominee in December and we had a chance 
to chat, that was what he understood and that is what I under
stood, that I will certainly be advising the President. It would be 
a great honor to advise him on regulatory reform and all that we 
need. 

But that which is at the core of my beliefs, that we have to bring 
the entire over-the-counter derivatives marketplace into a regu
latory regime, these two pieces that I have talked about, these two 
big pieces I have talked about and the goals that we share, they 
have heard me saying this straight through since December 18th 
and they are going to keep hearing me say it. And I make that 
commitment to you, sir. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. I wil1 re
turn to the issue of derivatives and trading on exchanges during 
the second round. 

With that, I would of course yield to our distinguished ranking 
member, Senator Chambliss. 

Senator CHA~IBLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gensler, in your statement you state, and I quote, "The cur

rent economic crisis clearly has shown that our financial and regu
latory systems have failed the American people terribly." 

I know you are very familiar with the workings of the CFTC. 
Surely you have followed the markets over the last several years 
since your direct involvement at Treasury. Is there anywhere that 
you think, or any particular instance you think where CFTC falls 
into that category of having failed the American people terribly? 

Mr. G.!i:N8LER. Senator Chambliss, I think that the great failures 
are largely beyond the CFTC. But even in this area, the CFTC is, 
by Congress, that Act in 2000 that the Chairman referred to, as
serted that they are an agency that has to look after systemic risk 
as well. And we clearly have had a systemic failure. 

Second, though the CFTC, I do not think, has the tools to look 
after that much, I do believe that we have had speculation that 
contributed and hurt farmers and consumers and all Americans. 

And if confirmed, I would fight hard to make sure that we have 
the resources and that we can bring what is needed to be borne to 
these markets within the current authorities at the CFTC. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. With the current authority that is out there 
and the current resources that you are familiar with, do you think 
there is anything that the CFTC did not do that they should have 
done relative to this systemic risk issue that you are talking about? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, again, when the failure is so broad and com
plete, Senator, I just think all regulators have to look into them
selves and say what could we have done differently? I do that per
sonally, in terms of my own record. 

I think that the CFTC has aggressively fought and tried to en
force fraud and manipulation in other areas. But if confirmed, I 
would certainly want to take a look at all of the individual hedge 
exemptions that are currently in place, some for 20 years or so. I 
think it is time to look back and see whether those exemptions are 
still appropriate, given the current times. 

There are processes that the CFTC uses to allow for markets or 
individuals to take action sometimes that are not brought up to the 
full Commission level, and I think we need to do that, as well. 

So these might sound like they are around the edges of a big fi
nancial calamity, but I think every agency needs to take a look to 
see what can we do better and what can we do more. 

Senator CHAMllLISS. You and I talked about the potential for an 
SEC/CFTC merger that a lot of folks are advocating and have been 
advocating. And I noticed you are quoted, and I hope this is an ac
curate quote, "CFTC performs vital functions and it is critical that 
all of its mandates are preserved, even as the demands on our reg
ulatory agencies expand. A merger makes sense only if it enhances 
our ability to carry out the important task with which the CFTC 
is entrusted. Thus, I would not consider a merger simply for merg
er's sake." 
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I want to say that on the vita] function of the CFTC, certainly 
you and I are very much in accord there. There has been much dis
cussion about merging these two agencies, as well as the creation 
of a new systemic risk regulator lo oversee all Federal financial 
regulators. 

Personally, I have great reservation about bringing these two 
regulatory bodies together, as I expressed to you. For one, the 
SEC's performance in regulating their current portfolio has been 
less than ste11ar. And second, the CFTC uses principle-based regu
lation that has proven an effective approach to regulating com
modity futures. It is difficult for me to see how welding these two 
regulators together will serve Americans we11. 

First, are you a proponent of the CFTC's principle-based regu
latory approach? And if so will you, as Chairman of the CFTC, 
work to preserve this regulatory approach, as regulatory reforms 
and reshuffiing of bureaucratic boxes are contemplated and pro
posed? And second, what problems could you see arising from an 
SEC/CFTC merger'? 

Mr. GENSLBH. Senator Chambliss, I appreciated the time we 
spent in your office. I think we may have la]ked about lhis as well 
at that moment, too. 

As I said, and that was an accurate quote, I think this financial 
crisis brings to bear so many other problems other than, as you 
say, the boxes. The CFTC was formed in 1974, hut rea1ly il was 
formed back in 1922 to protect the interest of-at that time-grain 
merchants and farmers so that they could appropriately and reli
ably hedge their risk in the future about their corn and wheat and 
then later soybean. And of course, we have added many other prod
ucts to it. 

I think that is fundamentally very different than what the SEC 
does. They are both market regulators. They both need to be strong 
on enforcement and anti-fraud and anti-manipulation, and look out 
for the public. 

But at the core, the CFTC's mission about protecting farmers 
and merchants and later oil and metals, and though it has been ex
panded to financial products and il is critical lo gel the over-the
counter derivatives marketplace correct as wel1, is sort of around 
a different set of mission and goal than that which is the SEC. 

I think both very vita1ly important. And as you rightfu1ly point 
out, one of lhem principles-based which, as Chairman of the CFTC, 
I would support and make sure it works. And if it did not work, 
I would be back here readily to work with Congress to see if we 
needed to fix something. And the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion has another approach. 

Senator CHAMRLTSS. The 2000 Modernization Act was a very 
complicated piece of legislation that you were involved with back 
then, as were a number of us. We thought we were doing the right 
thing and I think we did absolutely the right thing by a1lowing the 
market to expand and putting more flexibi1ity out there. As a re
sult we saw these markets grow in a tremendous way. I think all 
of that has been healthy for the economy. 

Obviously, as you alluded to, over the last 10 years-or well, 9 
years we have seen major changes in the industry. We have seen 
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very volatile prices from time to time which can be attributed to 
any number of issues. 

Bui my question to you is looking back at lhe 2000 Act, and 
knowing what you knew then, is there any recommendation that 
you think was made that we did not follow that should have been 
followed that we ought to think about now? Or do you think that 
act worked the way that all of us intended for it to at that time? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Well, I believe, looking back now, knowing what 
we know now, there are two areas that we did raise 1.hen but we 
should have fought harder for, I personally felt-thank you, Sen
ator-should have fought harder for. 

One was the concept of regulating the dealers themselves, the 
brokers, the voice brokers or derivative dealers that are making 
markets. We all know their names. I will not name them here, hut 
the large financial institutions. 

We recommended that. In some cases, they were the affiliates of 
the broker-dealers. But one of the big lessons out of AIG, the insur
ance company that failed, they had an unregulated dealer in the 
derivatives business. And now, in that case, it was $450 billion in 
size. In that case, it was largely credit default swaps. But it was 
also unregulated. There was no, not the New York State Insurance 
Commissioner, nor any Federal regulation about its capital, its 
business conduct, its reporting. I think we need to put that in 
place. 

Second, at the time the President's Working Group did suggest 
and recommend that oil and metals and cotton and wheat all have 
a consistent regulatory regime. We were unable to achieve that, 
working with the various committees in Congress in working that 
through. 

But I think that is a good foundation. I still think that is the 
right foundation, that if something has finite supply and is more 
easily manipulated, that we should think of consistent regulation 
and make sure lhat we get that in. 

Senator CHA.\.1llLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. 
Senator Lugar. 
Senator LUGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
You have just mentioned, Mr. Gensler, the ideal of having the 

agricultural commodities but likewise, a broader group together. 
Certainly in testimony that we heard in October and before many 
advisors, even to pension funds and to college endowment funds, 
suggested a grouping of commodities which included corn and soy
beans but also metals and oil and these combinations of commod
ities that serve those interests well for a period of time. 

Bui il did lead lo an interesting question wilh regard 1.o regula
tion of them, and it is a discussion that we had at the time of the 
reauthorization of CFTC a while back which, without going into 
who was for and against, the problem of the regulation of oil, for 
example, or of various other energy products, was fiercely resisted 
by some Senators, by some witnesses, by some members of the Ad
ministration at the time, as I recall. 

I mention that now because I really want your judgment as to 
what should be the scope of the CFTC? We think about the agricul
tural scene, that seems fairly clear. It has never been quite that 
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clear with regards to other commodities, as they are thought of 
generally. 

What sort of scope do you envision as ideal, in terms of a regu
latory regime? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I thank you for the question and I thank 
you for having-we had a good meeting together on these subjects. 

I think that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission cur
rently has exclusive jurisdiction from Congress to regulate the fu
tures markets. And ii has proven well, as Senator Chambliss said, 
though in the midst of a crisis everybody has to look within. It has 
proven well in regulating over these 35 years the futures markets. 

I believe that if we are able to bring over-the-counter derivatives 
into centralized clearing, into exchanges for these products, that 
the CFTC is best situated with expertise on the derivatives mar
ketplace, if appropriately funded I must add. But I think they are 
best situated amongst the Federal regulators for these authorities. 

Senator LUGAR. Now the appropriately funded point which you 
touched upon in your opening remarks, and which has often been 
touched upon by the leadership of the Commission, just has not 
been occurring. There is not an understanding I think, perhaps, of 
the scope of what this means if you are 1.o take in all of the dif
ferent types of derivative contracts and various other situations. 

From the beginning will you be able to give the Committee and 
work with us in terms of how many people you actually need or 
what sort of facilities are required to achieve something which the 
American people clearly want at this point? 

Mr. G.!i:NSLER.. Senator Lugar, I look forward, if confirmed, work
ing with you and the Committee on that. I know under its current 
authorities the CFTC has just under 500 people. This is the same 
size it was in 1974. 

Senator LUGAR. Yes. 
Mr. GF:NSLF.R. So in 35 years, when the markets have grown 

more 1.han 50-fold-again, markets have grown 50-fold, 1.he agency 
is the same size. That is either efficiency or well, or it is under
funded. And maybe it is some of both, but I think it is under
funded. 

It was 600 people just a few years ago. The enforcement arm had 
150 lawyers, it is now only 110 lawyers, just to enforce the laws 
curren1.ly in place. 

I believe the Agency has put a request in, and I am a private cit
izen but I was able to read this letter in the last few days, to get 
back up to 690 people. That !:,rives you a sense of what they believe 
right now they need. 

Senator LUGAR. I think it is probably incumbent upon us, but 
you if confirmed, 1.o gain greater recognition for what the CFTC 
does. I think it has always remained in the shadows. But no longer. 
We have a financial crisis that still goes on. 

Let me add one further thought, as you are thinking about the 
budgets. I have no idea what the result will be of our debates on 
energy resources, climate change. But let us say that a cap and 
trade system was established in 1.his country in which 1.here was 
really a very conspicuous and very expensive market for carbon. 

I ask sort of in advance what your judgment would be as to 
whether the CFTC should be the agency that regulates huge sums 
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that are likely to be involved if a very serious cap and trade situa
tion involving all of our industries, utility, so forth, was to come 
about? 

Mr. GENSLEl{. Senator Lugar, I believe under the current statu
tory authorities that the CFTC does have that oversight, and there 
is a very small cap and trade market now I am told, reb>ional mar
ket, that they have some oversight. 

Senator LUGAR. Yes. 
Mr. GEN8LER. If thal were lo grow into a national market, he 

listed on an exchange or in other ways, the CFTC, I have been told 
in my early investigation, does have that authority. But I would 
certainly look forward to working with Congress if we need to put 
more of that into statute and address that specifica1ly. 

Senator Lt:GAR. Let me just ask as a personal inquiry, I have be
come a member of lhe Chicago Climate Exchange, largely as a 
demonstration that farmers who have hardwood trees and have 
proper measurement and so forth are sequestering carbon in their 
trees. And each year we have an update of how much more is 
there. 

So on the website of the Chicago Climate Exchange, every day 
there is a quote for their price of a ton of carbon. It is $1.91) today. 
It was up to $7 at one point during the year. 

Similar situations in Europe, however, have had quotes of any
where from $20 to $50 per ton, depending on the Kyoto Protocol 
and how seriously some countries looked at this. 

I mention this because there is, as you say, a modest attempt 
being made hy people in Chicago, who also are working with the 
Europeans in this. And it may come to pass that the Congress de
bates this issue but puts it aside, as was the case last year. 

But if we do not put it aside, this is going to be a very, very large 
set of problems and sums of money and implications fur something 
we11 beyond agriculture or speculators in commodities. And that is 
why I wanted to try to establish who is responsible. And your judg
ment, and I agree with it, is that it is the CFTC. 

But having the personnel, the regulations, the rest of it for this 
is sort of a quantum leap and is the type of thing which hopefully 
we will not look back in a hearing 10 years later and say why did 
we have no vision, no preparation, and no people. 

Mr. GENSLER. Right. And Senator, I think you raise a very good 
point. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission has the best 
experience and background and current authorities regulating the 
futures markets. 

But just as it dues also work with the Department of Agriculture 
that has the best authorities and expertise on agriculture and the 
cash markets and so forth. So there is some shared protection of 
the American public between the Department of Agriculture and 
the CFTC in corn and wheat and other products, where the CFTC 
is focused on the futures. 

There may well be multiple agencies in a cap and trade situation 
where the CFTC brings its expertise to protect the American public 
in the futures markets and other agencies bring their expertise lo 
protect the public in other regards. 

Senator LUGAR. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Lugar. 
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Senator Stabenow. 
Senator STABRNOW. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
First of all, welcome and I look forward to supporting your nomi

nation. 
Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator STABENOW. Is this microphone on? It is not working. 

Well, I am going to move over here, just a second. We will see if 
this one works. 

OK, lhat is working, and I am not Senator Conrad. 
Welcome again, and I will say for the record, with the micro

phone on, I look forward to supporting your nomination on the floor 
and to working with you. 

I wanted to follow up with Senator Lugar, I think, what Senator 
Lugar was speaking about, the engines of cap and trade, which I 
think is such an important new area for us to focus on. President 
Obama spoke about it last night. We know that there is a lot of 
work being done, important work, being done to craft the right 
kind of balance for moving forward to tackle this issue, which I 
hope we will do. 

And some believe this will create the largest derivative market 
in 1.he world. So there are a number of questions that I have in 
terms of how we approach this. It is a real opportunity, I think, to 
design a transparent, efficient, carbon market that builds on the 
practices for market regulation that we have. 

So I am wondering what you believe the lessons are that we have 
learned from other financial markets that would guide us, guide 
Congress and Federal regulators as we design a new carbon mar
ket? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, first let me thank you for the support and 
confidence you have in me in this nomination, and that means a 
great deal to me. 

As I indicated, the carbon markets and the cap and trade mar
kets may grow. The CFTC does have expertise in 1.erms of 1.he fu
tures markets. And though I have not studied these issues in any 
depth, let me just mention a couple of things. 

I think that it is important, just as in other futures markets, to 
make sure that we have a transparent marketplace. So if there is 
a design of a contract, as there is design of contracts in corn and 
wheal and oil and so forth, design of contracts thal there is some 
transparency and there is a marketplace where it trades, there the 
public can see and corporations can see that marketplace and have 
the benefit of that transparency. And that there really are protec
tions, just as there are in other futures, from fraud and manipula
tion. 

Bui 1.here may be things 1.hat are specific lo this market 1.hat I, 
if confirmed, would look forward to working with you and your staff 
and this committee to better understand and better advise you as 
you go forward. 

Senator STABRNOW. Thank you. 
This may be something, as well, that you have not focused on 

specifically regarding carbon. Bui there is another issue related to 
that which relates to bonafide hedgers and what is a bonafide 
hedger in this contact. And I would be interested in knowing if you 
have any thoughts on a definition or what the CFTC and the Con-
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gress should do relative tu this issue when we think about the nas
cent carbon market. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think that all of the markets that the 
CFTC has oversight for, futures markets and hopefully these other 
over-the-counter derivatives, where there is something of finite 
supply, it is susceptible, that underlying product is susceptible to 
both manipulation, corners-what is called corners and squeezes. I 
am old enough to remember when lhe Hunt brothers cornered the 
silver market. I know the lack of hair, but I remember that. 

And I am not familiar enough with the carbon markets, but I 
think that is probably a market that would fall into this category 
which is susceptible to some finite supply. 

And also, the position limits are critical to protect against excess 
speculation. Hedgers need the benefit of speculators on the other 
side. We have had, for 130-plus years, contracts in the futures 
market and hedgers wanl somebody on the other side lo take a 
risk. But there is a burden if it gets so excessive, and we saw that 
volatility in the last several years. 

So I think as it relates to this new market, the lessons of guard
ing against manipulation, guarding against excessive speculation 
would inform me, as Chairman if confirmed, and quite possibly in
form Congress as to thinking about a regime in the carbon market, 
as well. 

Senator STABENOW. Thank you. I look forward lo working wilh 
you un this issue. We have a number of different discussions we 
need to have that relate to regulating carbon, how this is going to 
be done in a transparent way, how there is accountability, how 
we-again, as you indicated, make sure that we are doing every
thing we can to deal with speculation in the marketplace driving 
up costs and so on. 

So I think there is a very important opportunity and role going 
forward for the CFTC in lhis whole discussion, and what I hope 
will end up being a strategy fur us to be able to address the issue 
of carbon and cap and trade. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, if confirmed, I look forward to working 
wilh you on lhat. 

Senator STABRNOW. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Stabenow. 
Mr. Gensler, I had this chart prepared here. No, I am not Sen

ator Conrad. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman HARKIN. He sits right there. That is an inside joke re

ferring to Senator Conrad's use of charts. 
Bul this is the oil market from 1997, here is 2007, and here is 

the price spike uf last year coming back down here tu about $40, 
maybe a little bit less than $40 a barrel right now, somewhere in 
that neighborhood. So the consumers see this and they suspect 
something is wrong wilh lhis big spike. There really wasn't less oil. 
In fact, if anything, we were beginning to see the situation improve 
in Iraq, and Iraq has significant oil reserves. So it really wasn't a 
lack of a supply. 

So if these wild price swings are not a function of normal market 
factors, how is that explained to the public? As Chairman of the 
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CFTC, how would you explain something like this to the public 
that happened last year in oil? How would you explain that? 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, I think that we had an asset bub
ble in the oil markets, an asset bubble even in other commodity 
markets. To the American public, I would say, as we saw-

Chairman HARKIN. Explain that asset bubble as it regards this. 
Mr. Gt<:NSLF.R. Well, similar to in the housing market, but driven 

by different factors, but just as the housing market, housing prices 
went up beyond what one might have said was the underlying cost 
to build the homes and so forth. In this marketplace, I believe that 
we had a great many people come to the conclusion that it is an
other asset class. The stock market is someplace you can invest. 
Maybe the bond market is someplace you can invest. Now the com
modity markets is a third place one might invest to diversify risk, 
and there are great theories of diversification and theories I gen
erally believe in. 

But that risk diversification led some investors to try to invest 
in commodities and I think over this period, just before the run
up, but over the period from 2004 to 2007, that some statistics that 
I saw, that increase of outside investors, and I have said publicly 
and I will say again here I believe that investors that were invest
ing as an asset class, whether they were index investors or hedge 
funds or other financial investors around the globe, not just here, 
had the perception that this price was just going to keep going up 
so that the-they were wrong. They were terribly wrong. But as a 
factor in that, the American public was hurt. I mean, it was ter
ribly hurl by this speculative bubble. 

Chairman HARKlN. So I could substitute speculators for the word 
"investors." You use the word "investors," but they were specu
lators. They were speculating on this market continuing to go up 
all the time. 

Mr. Gt<:NSLF.R. That is true, like some people speculated on home 
values or some people speculated on real estate or other 1.hings. 

Chairman HAHKlN. This is something that I have wrestled with 
since I first came here in 1975 to the House Agriculture Committee 
and that is the role of speculators. The term speculator has a bad 
connotation. So what is the proper role for a speculator in a mar
ket? I don't care whether it is oil, it can be grains, it can be metals. 
What is 1.he proper role? Is ii beneficial? And how do you explain 
to the consuming public, most of whom, if you ask them should 
speculators be driven from the market, would say yes-nine out of 
ten, I bet, would say that-so how do you explain, what is the ben
eficial role of speculators? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. I think at the history and the core of the futures 
markets, going back to the 1870's, in fact, when a farmer wanted 
to have a reliable price for corn or wheat that they might want to 
sell at the end of the harvest and know how much money they 
would have to plant their fields, on the other side of that trans
action, there needed to be somebody who was willing to bear risk, 
almost like writing insurance. 

So for mo years, since futures siarled trading, we have had a 
concept, and I believe it to be the right one, sir, where commercial 
interests, farmers, ranchers, and then later oil producers and nat
ural gas companies and grain elevators and so forth, all wanted to 
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have a reliable price for their product so that they can make busi
ness decisions.21Well, on the other side, then there is somebody in 
essence writing-taking on that risk. It is not an insurance com
pany. In fact, it is somebody we call a speculator, somebody who 
is taking a position on the other side. 

What is at the heart of the CFTC authorities dating back to its 
founding is that that is to be allowed, but we also want to protect 
against excessive speculation and the burdens of excessive specula
tion, and there is a whole regime of position limits to limit that, 
and there is also clearly an important public interest to protect the 
American public against manipulation in markets. And sometimes 
when you see spikes like this, you say it broke down. What was 
happening may have broken down. 

Chairman HARKIN. Could the CFTC have started to do some
thing in here to stop that speculative bubble in oil prices? 

Mr. GEl'\SLER. I believe that all of these products need a con
sistent regime of position limits and those position limits should 
apply around the globe. The CFTC, in working with Conbtress, has 
addressed a number of these features. In the farm bill last year, 
I believe, to the credit of this committee, working with other mem
bers of the Senate and the House, you put in place a way to close 
part of that. There is also things that the CFTC has done subse
quently, working with the regulators in London to try to address 
some limits so there is more transparency and that limits, where 
they are in place, apply to all markets consistently around the 
globe. 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, at least with the oil market, you could 
see it happening. But I would like to turn, if I could, to over-the
counter derivatives, which really is an opaque market and which 
you can't see happening. First of all, would you agree or slightly 
agree or disagree with the statement that derivatives are more like 
futures contracts than just about anything else. Is a derivative a 
futures contract? 

Mr. GENSLER Senator, a future is actually technically a deriva
tive. A derivative is just a broader term, and I believe that all of 
these products have great similarity. So I think that hopefully an
swers the question. And what they have similarities is that they 
derive their value from some other product. A future derives its 
value from the corn or wheat or--

Chairman HARKIN. That is a future. That is right. 
Mr. GENSLER. That is a future, and an over-the-counter deriva

tive derives its value possibly also from com or wheat or oil or it 
might be from underlying interest rates. So they are very similar 
products. They are all forms of financial instruments that derive 
their value from some underlying feature. 

Chairman HAH.Kll'\. OK. And a derivative's value basically de
pends on something happening in the future. A derivative is tied 
to something either happening or not happening in the future. So 
I always think of derivatives trading as a futures market. So, 
therefore, why should they be exempted? Why should they be ex
empted from the CFTC? 

Mr. GEl'\SLER. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the entire over-the
counter derivatives marketplace, we need to bring those standard
ized products onto centralized clearing, and we get a btreat benefit 
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from centralized clearing and we wil1 lower the risk in the system 
and add to transparency. We actually attempted to do some of this 
8 years ago and there was a voluntary clearing mechanism lhat 
was in that bill. I believe now it should be mandated for interest 
rate product, currency product, commodity product, credit default 
swaps, and the equity products, the whole regime. 

I also think the standardized products, we get great benefit from 
the transparency that can come from being on exchanges. There 
are some exchanges for these derivative products, bul we can get 
a great deal more benefit from transparency from bringing those 
standardized products onto exchanges. 

Chairman HARKIN. Help me think through this. I have a concern 
that you keep using the word "standardized," and I saw that in 
your response to questions asked of you by both Senator Cantwell 
and Senator Levin. And you referred lo it a number of times here, 
about the standardized credit default swaps for example, stand
ardize. 

But it seems to me that if someone wanted to trade in an over
the-counter derivative market and not on a regulated exchange, 
they could simply do little things to make the contract customized, 
and you can't, in all your wisdom, define every little thing lhat 
could make it a customized rather than just a standardized swap 
or derivative. So how can you have both a regulated exchange for 
standardized, and then an over-the-counter for customized? How do 
you define what is custom? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Mr. Chairman, I couldn't agree with you more. I 
believe that is why we also need, working with Congress, to come 
up with a regime for the customized product. There is still commer
cial interest, whether they be a grain elevator or it can be an air
line that wants a certain grade of jet fuel delivered on a certain 
day to a certain airport, and those dates and that grade of jet fuel 
and that airport may be different than a particular contract. That 
is customized. 

But at the same time, if we bring reporting to that and required 
reporting, required capital or margin requirements, and we level 
the playing field between that and what might be the standardized 
products, I believe that working together stil1 allows the legitimate 
commercial interest to try to hedge in that little example a par
ticular jet fuel al a particular date at a particular airport. 

Chairman HARKIN. Maybe there is something here I don't under
stand, because I have thought about this a lot and I have read a 
lot about it. But it just seems to me that if you are going to close 
the loophole, you have got to put them all on a regulated change. 
If someone says they have got a custom deal, well, put it on the 
exchange anyway. Then we know whal you are doing. 

Many thousands of contracts would avoid daylight by one little 
custom change. I have said before, if you and I want to swap some
thing, you want to swap your tie for my tie, no one else cares. But 
if you own a whole portfolio of stocks and bonds and you want to 
swap that for my little piece of land someplace that may have ten
ants on it and things like lhat, well, then you see a lol of other 
people are involved in that custom swap. 

And I am thinking, why not just put those on a regulated ex
change? And if you can't do that, well, then you are just-you just 
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outlaw those customized kind of swaps unless they are willing to 
put them on a regulated exchange. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, that is why actually I believe that 
we, in addition to what we are talking about, also bring a full regu
latory regime to the dealers themselves, these large financial actors 
that deal in these markets. My fear, Mr. Chairman, of saying they 
are outlawed entirely is not only that which might hurt, whether 
it is a grain elevator in Iowa or whether it is an airline that wants 
a certain jet fuel on a certain date in a certain city, 1.hat 1.hey will 
find some other way. That is true economics. An airline wants to 
hedge that risk some other way that is then outside of the regime. 

So I think working with Congress, if confirmed, I would look for
ward tu making sure that 100 percent is reported, that it is not 
opaque, that it is all brought in and aggregated into central data 
warehouses, which I know a number of Members of Congress have 
looked at and worked on, that there is no hole in the bottom of the 
boat that it all flows out of, but that the hundreds of products and 
the great majority of the products that are standardized are on ex
changes, and if an exchange accepts it un the exchange, it has got 
to be on the exchange. And if the clearinghouse accepts it in the 
clearinghouse, ii has to be in the clearinghouse. 

But we still-like you said, if we swap ties-and I do like your 
tie-but if we swap ties, Mr. Chairman, that it might well be that 
that has to be reported and we have to have capital charges for it 
but not have that un an exchange. 

Chairman HARKIN. I see Senator Klobuchar is here and I am 
going to yield to her. I have more 1.o go into on the topic in a little 
more depth, but it just seems that once you have an over-the
counter market, derivative market for customized contracts, you 
can just about exempt anything. If I have a futures market that 
says the expiration date is July 20, but then I say, no, I need July 
21, does that make it a custom contract? Does that exempt it from 
exchange trading? Thai is what I mean. 11. jusl seems 1.o me I can 
make any little change and all of a sudden I am exempt and can 
trade the contract over-the-counter. 

Now, you say, well, you report the trading anyway and so forth, 
but I am still not certain that gets to the nub of the benefit of put
ting the trade on that regulated change where every day it is 
transparent. One can know exactly what is happening and you 
don't have these customized things drifting around out in the OTC 
market. I think you just open the door for proliferation of inad
equately regulated OTC trading. 

Mr. GEl'\SLF.R. Mr. Chairman, you and I share exactly the same 
goal, that we bring this whole marketplace into what I believe is 
two regimes. One regime is 1.he centralized clearing in the market
places. The other regime is that the dealers themselves have seri
ous regulation on capital, business conduct, and reporting, and that 
we rely on both to bring a marketplace that is very important and 
large into our economy, but under regulation. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. 
Senator Klobuchar? 
Senator KLOHUCHAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We 

will have to leave the tie swap idea behind because I don't have 
one. 
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Mr. GRNSLRR. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But I wanted to congratulate you on your 

nomination. I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, that this nomination 
hearing was held in such a timely manner, given what we are fac
ing here, how important it is, and that we need a cop on the beat 
to monitor commodity trading and giving us good advice about 
what to do with financial derivatives. 

I jusl noticed lhat lhe President at this very moment is holding 
a press conference on financial regulations and what he thinks 
needs to be done here. I have been just stunned by everything that 
has gone on here. I remember your predecessor, Mr. Lukken, when 
he appeared before our committee, and as a former prosecutor, I 
was giving him some ideas of the things that I thought maybe we 
could give to him as tools to use to improve things. 

We talked about staff improvements, which I think is important, 
or additional staff. Bul lhen we talked about this idea of more tools 
and he actually said, nu, he didn't want that tool. No, he didn't 
want this tool. We talked about the London loophole or would he 
like more ability to go after certain things, and he said that he 
didn't want lhat ability. 

I said, you know, as a prosecutor, you want-if you think a stat
ute will help you with a certain group but you are not sure if you 
are going to use it, you still might want that statute. I just wonder 
how you would respond to lhat, because lhat is what mosl stunned 
me about that hearing. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, thank you for asking the question and 
taking the time at this hearing in your busy schedule. I absolutely 
believe the CFTC needs more tools, unambiguously. I believe it has 
to be a tough cop on the beat and strong on enforcement. We need 
more resources to do that. I mentioned to some others that the en
forcement wing itself has 150 lawyers, was shrunk to 110. This is 
in a period of time thal the futures markets went up sixfold in vol
ume, in the last 8 years. 

But beyond that, I believe that we do, working with Congress, 
have a broad agenda, if I am confirmed, to try to get additional au
thorities to address some of lhe very real issues in the agriculture 
and energy markets and the over-the-counter markets to control 
some of the excesses that we have seen. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Well, one of the things we talked about last 
year was closing the so-called London loophole, to slop traders from 
routing transactions through offshore markets to get around limits 
on speculation. I worked with Senator Dorgan and a lot of others 
on this speculation issue. Do you think that would be helpful? 

Mr. GENHLEH.. Senator, I do. I congratulate your efforts on thaL 
I think that the CFTC has done some things administratively, but 
I think it would be very helpful, working with Congress, if con
firmed, to actually have that in statute. And it is really-the core 
principle I would have is thal markets are so interlinked around 
the globe that if it affects American consumers, that we should 
make sure, even though we might have reciprocal arrangements 
with other regulators around the globe, that fraud and manipula
tion, that position limits and reporting have some consistent re
brime. And so I would look forward to working together on that and 
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I do believe it is important to have these position limits apply to 
various trading platforms around the globe. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. You know, credit default swaps have been 
blamed for helping 1.o accelerate the over-leveraging on Wall Street. 
Do you share this view and do you think that something should be 
done about this'? 

Mr. GEt\SLEH. Senator, I believe a great deal needs to be done 
with regard to the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace, not 
just credit default swaps but, as the Chairman and I were dis
cussing as you came in, to bring the whole over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace into a regulatory regime with centralized clear
ing and exchanges. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Right. 
Mr. GENSLER. But beyond that, I do think credit default swaps 

raise an additional set of unique challenges. In AIG, we saw a book 
of business that wasn't even regulated. The transactions weren't 
and the financial institution wasn't. I am recommending that those 
should be regulated, and the credit default swaps' unique prop
erties, because often they are very much like a corporate bond and 
ii is a corporate bond with a lot of leverage in iL And I believe 1.hat 
regulators need there to work together to find the appropriate con
trols in addition to clearing and exchanges. I think there is appro
priate further regulation in that market that is needed. 

Senator KLo.BUCHJ\R. Good. One last question, following up with 
the last questions that the Chairman was asking with the custom 
issue. Last September, the CFTC issued a report on the over-the
counter markets and it contained some recommendations, and one 
important recommendation was to create enforceable position lim
its by developing limited risk management exemptions for swap 
dealers and requiring dealers to, first of all, report to the CFTC 
about large customer positions, and second, certify that none of the 
non-commercial customers exceeded specific position limits in re
lated exchange trading contracts. 

Do you support this action? Do you think that this is a rec
ommendation, and should that rulemaking activity continue? 

Mr. GEK8LER.. Senator, I do, but even further, as I understand 
it, and again, I look forward to learning more about this, if con
firmed, but these various position limits that are at the heart of 
the framework to comply with the mission of this agency have 
some exemption that have been issued going back nearly 20 years. 
Many of them were issued by staff, "no action" letters. I believe 
that every one of those exemptions needs to be reviewed. As Chair
man, I would be looking forward to working with my fellow Com
missioners, Mike Dunn and Bari Chilton, ,Jill Sommers, Walt 
Lukken, and really take a look at all of these. 

And second, also look at the process of issuing "no action" letters 
themselves. Some should stay at staff level. But others really are 
consequential and 1.hat is why you have Senate-confirmed people in 
the jobs to look at these things. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK Thank you very much. I appreciate it. 
Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Senator. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Klobuchar. 
Senator Chambliss. 
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Senator CHAMBLISS. Thank you. If I could go back to the Chair
man's chart there for a minute, Mr. Gensler, and I want tu see if 
I can ask this question the right way. I don't want to take your lan
guage and interpret it in some way other than exactly what you 
meant. But when you talk about the spikes in the market and you 
talk about speculators causing that huge spike, is it not a fair 
statement tu say that speculators who sought to manipulate the 
market are the ones that may have influenced that spike versus 
speculators per se causing that spike? 

Mr. GENSLEll. I think that what I believe is that there are many 
contributing factors, that we have had in our economy and around 
the globe many imbalances, low savings rates here, very high sav
ings rates, nearly 40 percent saving rate in China. There are great 
global imbalances that have been flooding into markets. 

Within those global imbalances, I believe that commodities start
ed to be viewed as an asset class for investment. And so one of the 
contributing factors-there were other contributing factors, too, but 
one of the contributive factors, I think, is as investors started to 
look at commodities as an asset class, and unfortunately, over the 
globe, risk was underappreciated, terribly underappreciated, and 
when I say that, I mean it was underpriced. 

There were too many investors, and, yes, speculators who 
thought it was more likely that something would go up than down, 
that the demand factors from China and India or the low refining 
capacity would keep pushing these prices up. And that collective 
misjudgment of market participants is what I think you see there, 
but not necessarily-I don't have the facts or figures to say that it 
was manipulation, sir. 

Senator CH.Al\.IBLISS. You made a statement which I think is cor
rect and which I have argued with my colleagues who would like 
to see all speculators eliminated. Are you going to have a market 
that functions properly without speculators? 

Mr. GEK8LER. Senator, again, I think at the heart of the futures 
market since the first contracts, I believe, were put in place in the 
1870's is that for a hedger to have somebody on the other side who 
is willing to bear that risk, we call the person on the other side a 
speculator. We need-the markets need that so that the commer
cial interests, the farmer, the rancher, the grain merchant, has 
somebody on the other side to bear that risk. 

Senator CHAMHLlSS. And you have been on both sides of this. 
You have been on the investment side as well as on the regulatory 
side. You have got extensive experience on both sides. If an inves
tor in the market, somebody who trades in the market regularly, 
is overregulated, including adding position limits, and they have 
the availability of going offshore, what is that person as an investor 
who feels like he is overregulated going to do with respect to the 
American market that CFTC regulates versus trading offshore? 

Mr. GEKSLER. Senator, I believe these markets are completely 
interlinked at this stage. Su I think that it is critical that the U.S. 
regulators work with our global counterparties in Europe and in 
Asia to assure ourselves that there is consistent regulation. And 
where we are unable to get that consistent regulation, to work still 
to protect the American public the best we can as to the trans
actions with the American public, or where there is American prod-
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uct, a product like West Texas intermediate, or products that are 
right here. 

But I agree with you, sir, that paramount is working with the 
global regulators. I believe that we can find thal consensus. But if 
confirmed, I know there will be challenges to hopefully make sure 
it is around the globe. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, if you are an investor, whether you sit 
in Washington or New York or Atlanta, and you want lo buy a con
tract of a product that is sold international1y or on a market that 
is regulated by CFTC and you have got the choice of where to go 
to buy that, as an investor, are you going to look for a market that 
gives you lhe grealesl amount of flexibility and therefore the great
est opportunity and a safe way to ensure a profit, or are you going 
to go to a market that just overregulates you to death? 

Mr. GEt\SLEH. Senator, I think that investors in these markets 
are so interlinked that lhey will find a fungible place to go, and 
that is why, if confirmed, my commitment to you is to, first, to 
raise with you and the rest of the administration what rules I 
think will best protect the American public, but then second to 
work feverishly with international regulators lo try to see if lhey 
agree, and where we agree, hopefully adopt a consistent regime. 
Where there are disagreements, at least come back to this Con
gress and the administration, because those differences will pos
sibly he important. Hopefully, those differences won't he, bul they 
may be really important tu the American public. 

Senator CHA!V1BLISS. Well, I think all of us want to make sure 
that the American public is totally protected and make sure that 
anybody who invests in the market is going lo have the assurance 
that somebody is looking over their shoulder. But the fact is that 
these markets are traded on by individuals who are extremely so
phisticated, and as you said, things have changed so much over the 
lasl 9 years. Gosh, we didn't have electronic trading hack then, and 
now, very few trades probably are nut in some way nut connected 
to the electronic side of it. 

And I know from talking to traders who have told me, look, you 
slarl putting position limits on me, pure and simple, hey, I can 
trade on the London Exchange from Atlanta just like I can trade 
on ICE or CME or New York Exchange, and that is what we will 
do. I just want to make sure that there is a clear understanding 
that we can go too far and we have gol to he careful about that. 

Mr. GENSLER. And I think that, Senator, you and this committee 
and the rest of this Congress worked last year, as I understand, in 
the farm bill to say contracts that look like the contracts here
they are called look-alike conlracts-lhat had a particular rel
evance tu these markets here, those were the ones that position 
limits. 

There may be other contracts overseas that really are on other 
markets involving other products. But where it really was sort of 
almost like twins, those look-alike contracts, it was appropriate to 
have consistent regulation. But I certainly, if confirmed, under
stand it, as you say. I think that my experience both on Wall Street 
and in government provides a certain backb'l'ound to understand, 
exactly as you said, that we have to get this right. 
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Senator CHAMHLTSS. With respect to the standardization of prod
ucts versus the customized products out there, I think if I heard 
you correct, you say that there ought to be a clearinghouse for the 
standardized products. Bui you and I, I 1.hink, agree that we have 
got to be very careful with the customized products because I am 
not sure how you do that, how you are going to have a clearing
house for all customized products. 

I know one lhing 1.hat has concerned some of my colleagues is 
that the way we all know these markets work are that a cus
tomized product may change hands two or three, four, five, ten 
times in one single day, and how in the world we are going to clear 
all of 1.hose in a manner that has a regulator looking over their 
shoulder, I don't know. I am concerned about those types of con
tracts certainly going overseas. 

But am I wrong in my thinking somehow? Is there some way 
that you think 1.hat we can come up with a regulatory process lhat 
nut only is a clearinghouse for the standardized product, but the 
customized product, also? 

Mr. GENSLER. I do, Senator. I know these are very complex mar
kets and these are challenges, hut I do, and I 1.hink that there can 
be a product that changes hands multiple times a day is probably, 
with all respect, more standardized than customized. There has 
been a number of approaches, I know both here in the Senate and 
the House and some draft hills on how to define what might he cus
tomized. 

But centralized clearing adds a great benefit because it means 
that these individual financial institutions, these 15 or 20 large fi
nancial institutions, are no longer exposed 1.o each other. And one 
of the great calamities of this past crisis is that one financial insti
tution couldn't fail because if it failed, it was like interconnected, 
so interwoven that it was going to bring down the whole system. 

One of the big benefits of centralized clearing is that all of these 
trades, rather than with each other, is with a central mechanism, 
and there would be a posting, like on the futures exchanges, a post
ing of collateral on a regular basis. AIG, when it got the call, had 
to post $40 billion of collateral. Well, we know what happened 
then. The U.S. taxpayers stepped in and loaned the money to AIG. 

I believe we really have to work feverishly and urgently to try 
to make sure that doesn't happen again. I think that centralized 
clearing, I think the bias that I am suggesting is toward getting 
those contracts in, and if a clearing mechanism, and there are a 
number of competing clearing mechanisms, but if a clearing mecha
nism would accept a contract, that is certainly one test it should 
he there, and 1.hen Congress can also dictate certain rules. I mean, 
there is a lot that we would need to work together, if confirmed, 
on how to structure this. But I do think it does help lower the risk 
tremendously. 

Senator CHAMBLl88. The "no action" letter, would you support 
elimination uf "no action" letters, or do you support still utilizing 
the "no action" letter process in appropriate situations? 

Mr. GENSLER. As I have come to understand it, all of the major 
regulatory agencies, whether it is the FTC or the SEC, CFTC, has 
a form of "no action" letters. There are some things that are truly 
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administrative and staff writes a letter and says they are nut tak
ing an action. 

What I believe we need to do at the CFTC, working with the 
other Commissioners, is really look at that process and see how is 
that done and which ones are consequential and which should come 
up to the full Commission, a five-member Senate-confirmed Com
mission. So I believe at the end, there would still be some that are 
really truly either administrative or ministerial ur consistent with 
role, but there are consequential ones, I believe looking now in 
hindsight, and hindsight is-I know we are foresight here, but I be
lieve that we need probably to really look at which ones come up 
to the full Commission for their consideration. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Last, let me just say, I think Senator Lugar 
had a really good point. Even in Math 101 at the University of 
Georgia, they taught me that if you can buy something for $1.96 
in the United States and take it to Europe and sell it for $20, that 
is a pretty good deal. 

I can envision 10 years down the road, if we have a true cap on 
trade system, we are going tu see these things traded on a global 
market. So I just say that is something that has got to be in your 
line of thinking here as we go through the next 12 months, 24 
months, whatever it may be, if something does come out of Con
gress in that respect, because, gee whiz, you talk about electronic 
trading being a milestone. This is going to overwhelm us, it would 
look like to me, with this international cap in trade system that we 
potentially have out there. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Chambliss. 
We have been joined by our distinguished colleague from North 

Dakota, Senator Conrad. 
Senator COl\"RAD. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman and Rank

ing Member Chambliss. Thank you, Mr. Gensler, for being here. 
I was here earlier and had to go to-you know how this place 

is-other obligations. I very much apologize for not being here for 
the rest of the hearing. I was so struck by having Senator Mikul
ski, Senator Cardin, and one of my all time favorites, Senator Sar
banes, here, and it reminded me of my favorite story about Senator 
Sarbanes, who was a great baseball player in his youth. 

Mr. GEK8LER.. He was. He was. Not a lot of people know that, 
but it is true. 

Senator CONRAD. Yes, he was a terrific athlete. He was selected 
for the Maryland All-Star Team as a shortstop, and he went to the 
practices and it came time for the game and he was listed as start
ing at second base. And he went to the coach and he said, "Why 
is it that I am at second base? I was chosen as the shortstop." And 
the coach said, "Katine will be playing shortstop." 

LLaughter.J 
Senator CONRAD. That was Al Kaline. And I thought, that is a 

great story, isn't it? 
Mr. GF.NSLF.R. It is terrific. 
Senator CONRAD. Sarbanes had to stand aside for Al Kaline. 
Well, you, in essence, are coming into the big leagues, too, and 

this is a different kind of big leagues. Our country and our world 
are in very serious shape. I just spoke to a b>Toup from back home 
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talking about how we got in the situation we are in, and I believe 
it is a combination of a very loose monetary policy, a very loose fis
cal policy, a very loose trade policy, all coupled with deregulation, 
that created the seed bed for bubbles to form. And we didn't get 
just a housing bubble. We got an energy bubble. We got a com
modity bubble. And when those bubbles burst, it did enormous 
damage. There is a lot of wreckage here. And all of us have respon
sibilities. 

While I fought against what I thought was a very dangerous fis
cal policy and a dangerous trade policy, I, along with others of my 
colleagues, voted for the Modernization Act, which you supported, 
and I look back, while there were many good things in the Mod
ernization Act, I think there was one part of it that was very, very 
wrong, and I regret deeply my own going along with it, although 
I had grave reservations about it, and that is the question of credit 
default swaps and derivatives and whether or not they are regu
lated. You and others told us, don't worry, these are very sophisti
cated players and there will be a self-rebrulation because they are 
better able to monitor those markets than we are. 

Well, the more I have looked into it, the more convinced I have 
become that lhis is one of the great Ponzi schemes of all lime. We 
think about Madoffs Ponzi scheme. That is a $50 billion Ponzi 
scheme. I think derivatives, while probably the vast majority of it 
is completely legitimate, the part that was not was the assessment 
of risk, the assessment of risk. 

Last year, I was with a man who was head of all derivatives 
trading for one of the major global financial firms and I said 1.o 
him, have you ever looked at the formulas these PhDs in math 
have come up with to determine risk in these contracts? He said, 
"Yes." I said, could you understand it? He said, "No." I said, I will 
tell you-and this is the guy who was in charge of all derivatives 
trading. I said, I have got a master's in business. I asked my staff 
to bring me one of lhese formulas. I couldn't make head nor lails 
out of it. And it turns out they didn't have in these risk formulas 
any assessment of housing prices going down. 

Well, to make a long story short, all of us who participated in 
supporting that bear responsibility. There are many other ele
ments, the fiscal policy, monetary policy, other deregulation that 
was done. Bui you, 1.oo, have responsibility, because, you know, at 
least for some small part of that, you gave us bum advice. 

What can you say that would make us comfortable, if we have 
that view, and maybe you have got a different view and I certainly 
respect that, especially in the presence of your daughters, who are 
very patient-what would you say to us who are now deeply con
cerned about the mistakes thal were made? What would you say 
to assure us that you would be part of the solution? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Conrad, I appreciate the question. Look
ing back now, it is clear to me that those of us involved at the time 
should have done more to protect the American public through 
strong, comprehensive, and aggressive regulation. There are some 
things that we raised and looking back now should have fought 
harder for, to regulate the actual institutions, the derivative deal
ers, to keep oil and metals consistently regulated with wheat and 
corn and other products. We should have fought-we did rec-
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ommend that, but in the final bill were unable tu achieve either of 
those. We should have fought harder. 

I think there were also things that were but dots on the land
scape. You raised credit default swaps al the lime of thal legisla
tion. Approximately 97 percent of the market were interest rate de
rivatives and currency derivatives, and the bulk of the remaining 
3 percent was actually equity derivatives and commodity deriva
tives, as small as lhey were back then. And thal market has bur
geoned since then. 

Senator CONRAD. Exploded. 
Mr. GENSLBH. And in very consequential ways, where an AIG 

had a book of business so significant, and I believe thal those credit 
default swaps at AIG were often being misused, and sometimes by 
regulated institutions, banks in Europe that were getting protec
tion and lowering their capital charges with regard to that. 

I think also, Senator, and you raised this in your question, I 
think there was an assumption at the time about whether the reg
ulation of institutions, these large financial institutions, would be 
enough. And I do think in retrospect that assumption was thor
oughly lesled for a couple of reasons. 

One, even where there was broad regulation, at the holding com
pany and of everything, there was no specific regulation of the de
rivatives affiliate. I believe that even now, where the Federal Re
serve might have broad holding company regulation, thal if con
firmed, I would look forward to working with Congress and the 
other regulators to make sure that the dealers themselves have to 
have capital, business conduct, and reporting requirements. But 
capital is lhe shock absorber, so to speak, lo guard against excess 
leverage. I have come firmly to believe that. 

At the same time, I believe that we need to have a full regulatory 
regime for the market so that the centralized clearing, and we 
could get the benefits of centralized clearing as we have in the fu
tures market, and those benefits might sound like back-office 
plumbing, but they are very real because just as in the futures 
markets, you have to post margin on a regular basis and have a 
sort of a daily reckoning of these contracts and al the same time 
have to send in the information and have all the positions and the 
recordkeeping and reporting. 

Exchanges bring transparency to transactions. Where small busi
nesses, small commercial interests right now, I believe, actually 
pay more for even the standardized products, more because they 
don't have that transparency. Now, just one basis point might be 
a little bit, but transparency to an overall market, I think, brings 
further economic prosperity, as well. 

So I do think, looking back now, it is clear to me we should have 
done more. But over time, I believe that some of these weaknesses 
have been sorely tested. The regulatory and financial system com
pletely failed lhe American public in this regard. And I look for
ward, if confirmed, working with you, as I did with Senator Sar
banes, to try to sort of sort through some of that complexity, the 
dust that might be kicked up by opponents, and they will be very 
strong and loud opponents, some of them raising legitimate con
cerns, but trying to find how we can best protect the American pub-
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lie and bring a regulatory regime to a field that hasn't had one to 
this date. 

Senator CONRAD. Well, I appreciate that answer. You know, I 
look back. I have been trying to write an analysis of what has hap
pened here, a broader look at all the factors that contributed, and 
I do very much believe that it is a very unusual combination of a 
loose monetary policy, after 9/11 we had very low interest rates for 
a very extended period of time, a very loose fiscal policy with mas
sive Federal deficits. 

At the time when the economy was strong, we still had a very 
loose fiscal policy, very unusual to have loose monetary policy and 
loose fiscal policy simultaneously, coupled with very loose trade pol
icy with record trade deficits. And then the deregulation that oc
curred and, you know, I will stand up and I will be held account
able. I made a mistake. 

I mean, I will assert there were many good things in that Finan
cial Modernization Act, but I believe there was an Achilles heel 
that some of us were worried about at the time but we thought the 
good things would overcome that weakness. Well, we were wrong 
and we were wrong big time and all of us need to 'fess up about 
mistakes that have been made here. We have got to try to get this 
back on track. 

I thank the Chairman for your patience. 
Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I thank you for that. I agree with your 

assessment, if I could, Mr. Chairman, that there was a great many 
things that were imbalances, and you named those, but also the 
regulation, that if confirmed, I would look forward to working with 
you and this Congress that we really do bring a full regulatory re
gime not only to the institutions, which I think we need to do, but 
also, as the Chairman has laid out in his bill, with the goal to bring 
it to the markets, as well. 

Senator CO!\'RAD. Thank you, Mr. Gensler. Thank you for your 
very honest answers. 

Mr. GENSLEl{. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Conrad. 
Well, Mr. Gensler, this has been a great hearing. I think we have 

gotten great responses and an open and frank discussion. I don't 
mean to belabor it any longer, although in listening to just the last 
two questioners here, Senator Chambliss and Senator Conrad, I 
was just jotting down here CMS, CVOs, CMOs, CMBSs that is 
commercial mortgage-backed securities-CDSs. Now we have got
ten into things like CDO-squared, CDO-cubed, and you just keep 
slicing these tranches of derivatives out there all the time. 

The financial sector has come up with all of these exotic prod
ucts. No one really understands them except maybe a few people 
on Wall Street, and they may not fully. But credit default swaps 
didn't exist before about 1998, not really. 

Mr. GENSLER. That is right, sir. 
Chairman HARKIN. And the world seemed to operate just fine 

without them. The same with collateralized debt obligations or 
collateralized mortgage obligations. All this creativity in new con
tracts happened in the early 1980's, through the late 1980's, and 
then they really boomed in the 1990's, all these different derivative 
contracts and financial products. 
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I asked the question in our October hearing, I said, what market 
forces out there demanded these products? Who was demanding 
this? The answer came, no one. Ii is just that a few of the financial 
institutions had some of these whiz kids and mathematical 
geniuses. Now they have big computers that could slice and dice 
these obligations into all these little tranches, securitize them as 
bonds, and then sell tranches, a highly leveraged tranche, or one 
that is not so highly leveraged, and on and on until finally you get 
this morass out there of instruments that no one really under
stands. 

I asked Secretary Paulson one time when we had one of our 
meetings last fall, before the TARP. I said, why don't we insist, if 
we are going to put this money out, we insist that each one of those 
entities receiving this federal money give us a valuation of each 
one of those instruments that they have and insist on what is the 
value. His response, and we were all in that room together, his re
sponse was, "Well, they don't even know what the value is." Bil
lions of dollars, and they have no idea what the value is. 

Well, I don't know. I just think we have to-and this is not really 
in your bailiwick, hut I just think we in the Congress have to really 
think about whether or not all these financial products and instru
ments are worthy of legitimacy. And they are all off exchanges. 
These aren't on exchanges. We have no idea what is going on out 
there. So I don't know if they are legitimate or not. I tend to think 
in some of these cases they are probably not, especially when you 
get into synthetic derivatives or you get into the naked credit de
fauli swaps. Ii boggles the mind about what people are doing with 
these instruments. 

Now, it would be all right if these investment bankers were 
using their own money to do that. I could care less. But they are 
using my money, your money, my constituents' money that is in 
401(k)s, pension plans, al1 other kinds of devices where they have 
taken money now and are investing it in these and so they are 
playing with our money. 

So I just raise the question, I guess, on markets. We all believe 
in the market, but as you pointed out, I think for a market to real
ly function, you have to have three things. Correct me if I am 
wrong. You have an MBA; I don't. 

fLaughter. l 
Mr. GENSLEl{. But an MBA, sir, doesn't mean-with all respect, 

it doesn't mean that you have--
Chairman HARKIN. I am just kidding you. My daughter has one. 

I keep asking her this. But it seems for a market to function, you 
have tu have many buyers, many sel1ers, and transparency. If you 
mess up one of those, you don't really have a market. You may call 
it a market. Many buyers, many sellers, transparency. Once you 
have few buyers, many sellers, or you have buyers and sellers and 
you don't have transparency, you don't have a market. 

And so when we talk about markets, we have to keep in mind 
just what we are talking about. What kind of markets du we want? 
Very few real markets exist any longer out there. 

Mr. GENSLEl{. Mr. Chairman, I would-I know that you mean 
this, but I would add something else to what is a component of 
markets. We need regulation. We need regulated markets and so 
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that is what I am here tu say, and if confirmed, I would look for
ward to working with you. Senator Conrad had asked me about 
what I had done in the past, and, I mean, I even wrote a book 
called The Great Mutual Fund Trap, and ii wasn't hy mistake 1.hat 
on the cover of the book it has that old three monte game. I mean, 
I just brought it here just because I remember it. But there is a 
reason that the book has that here. 

Chairman HARKIN. I have got 1.o read that. 
Mr. GENSLRR. Well, we will give it-it is all right if you don't 

read it. I am just saying there is a reason that is there. 
Chairman HARK.JI\. But what I say about sellers, buyers, and 

transparency, that is what is called 1.he, quote, "unfettered free 
market." Now, you are right. Do we want an unfettered free mar
ket'? Do we want the free flow of capital'? I hear that all the time. 
I read that we want the free flow of capital. Well, an economist 
who was a1. our hearing in October said, I am not certain we want 
the free flow of capital. We want the efficient flow of capital. 

And he used an analogy which struck home with me. He said, 
well, it is like traffic. If you want the free flow of traffic, get rid 
of all your stop signs. Get rid of the stoplights. Get rid of the speed 
limit signs. Get rid of all the warning signs. You will have the free 
flow of traffic, but you will have a lot of wrecks. What you want 
is the efficient flow of traffic. 

The same is true in financial markets. You want 1.he efficient 
flow. Therefore, you need the stop signs and the caution signs and 
the regulations so that capital is efficient, not just free. 

So anyway, I just wanted to make that point, to say that I think 
we really have 1.o take a look at whether all of these types of in
struments are really necessary and legitimate. If they are, they 
ought to be regulated. That is all I am saying. 

Now, this does get into your bailiwick. Every single one of those 
instruments, I submit, is a future. Every single one of 1.hem is some 
derivative and it is based on something happening or not hap
pening in the future and therefore would come under the purview 
of the CFTC. I don't know if you have any comment about that, but 
if we are going to continue 1.hese kinds of contracts, should they not 
be regulated? 

Mr. GENSLER. Sir, I believe that we do need regulation and many 
of the list, and it was a bit of an alphabet soup for the public, but 
many of them are actually currently even regulated around what 
is called asset securitizations, not by the CFTC, but by the SEC as 
securities. Collateralized debt obligation is actually an asset secu
rity. 

And I believe that part of regulatory reform, as the President has 
called fur and Congress and the President are going to work closely 
together, and if confirmed, I am eager to lend a hand there, is that 
I believe that we really have to look at all asset securitizations, 
whether they are called collateralized debt obligations, asset
backed securities, commercial mortgage-backed securities that you 
mentioned, or even asset-backed securities, uncollateralized debt 
obligations, which because there are two sets of letters there, some
body caused that squared term you called it. That whole world of 
asset securitization needs to be looked at. 
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At the same time, the American public, though, needs the benefit 
of capital to start moving again, to purchase their automobile, to 
have the student loans, to get their credit cards rolled over, and to 
get 1.heir mortgages, and a 101. of 1.hat is done in this securitization 
market, particularly as banks have so constrained their market. 

So we need the rules, just like you said on the road. We need 
that flow of capital to the American homeowner to get the student 
loan, to get the car loan, 1.o gel their mortgage. But al the same 
time, I believe, and if confirmed, I look forward to working with 
you on the additional regulations that are needed even in the world 
of asset securitizations that come under another regulator than the 
CFTC. 

Chairman HARKIN. We need to discuss this further because I had 
a student loan, and I bought a car with a loan long before any of 
these derivatives ever existed. So what was wrong? I don't know 
if these derivatives are necessary for people to gel car loans or stu
dent loans or mortgages or anything else. 

Mr. GENSLER. It worked well in America and it worked well for 
you. As many things were just dots on the landscape eight or 9 
years ago, this market, too, has 1.aken off, and so I believe ii is 1.ime 
to work together as regulators and with Congress to see what addi
tional rules are necessary there. Again, somewhat out of the juris
diction of the CFTC. 

Chairman HARKIN. That is 1.rue, and some of what I described is 
not part of the CFTC's jurisdiction. 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Mr. Chairman? 
Chairman HARKIN. Yes? 
Senator CH./\M.BLI8S. One reason 1.hat I was kind of pursuing a 

line of questioning relative to what may happen with respect to off
shore trading is I think Mr. Gensler is exactly right, that we didn't 
envision 10 years ago what was going to happen in the market
place. You talk about eliminating products. Shoot, 1.here are some 
smart guys out there right now that are thinking about additional 
products. 

Chairman HARKIN. That is true. 
Senator CHA::\1BLIS8. We can't even conceive what they are. 
Chairman HARKIN. That is true. 
Senator CHA!V1BLISS. But the one thing I am impressed with is 

that when you say that we need to think this through and we need 
to make sure 1.hat we regulate these in the right way, we have got 
to look ahead to what type of products there may be out there that 
get us into this same mess again 10 years, 20 years from now if 
we aren't careful. We are never going to be able to anticipate ex
actly what those products are and nobody ever thought about pack
ing mortgages and selling them five or six times a day. 

If you talk about eliminating, I think you really cause problems. 
But if you are talking about making sure that you regulate in the 
right way and you give these guys 1.he 1.ools and the resources, pri
marily, which they don't have now, then I think we will do a better 
service to the consumer out there. 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, Mr. Gensler, thank you very much. I 
thought this was a very enlightening session. I appreciate your 
forthrightness. 
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We have several letters of support, and, I might add, one letter 
in opposition to Mr. Gensler's nomination. I ask unanimous consent 
that these leUers be made a part of 1.he record. 

fThe following information can be found on page 70 in the appen
dix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. I ask unanimous consent that if there are 
materials that other Senators wish to submit for the record, that 
those also be included. 

I will leave the record open until noon tomorrow for any addi
tional written questions that any Senators want to submit to Mr. 
Gensler, and then the record will be closed at noon tomorrow. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, if I 
can thank you both for your hearing and the inquiry. I also want 
to thank Senator Mikulski, Senator Cardin, and Senator Sarbanes 
on the record for their support. If confirmed, I look forward 1.o 
working with you and your staffs on this very significant agenda 
we have forward. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Gensler, may I say that it is great you 
have had two of your daughters here. They probably think it is 
probably the must boring thing that has happened to them in a 
long lime and they deserve 1.o have a nice dinner out tonight. 

fLaughter.l 
Mr. GENSLER. I thank you. I think you are right about that. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much. The committee will 

stand adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 4:56 p.m., the committee was adjourned.] 
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Statement of Senator Thad Cochran 

February 25, 2009 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this nomination hearing. 

This hearing is very timely considering the current economic situation 

and the ongoing review of certain financial instruments. 

The role of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) 

to help protect market participants from fraud and manipulation has 

never been more important. As is the case with any economic downturn, 

consumers often times blame government agencies for their Jack of 

oversight and enforcement. I commend the Commission's employees 

for their tireless work enforcing current ruks and regulations. It is 

critical that this Committee review and move forward with this nominee 

and allow the CFTC to operate with a full slate of Commissioners. 
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As we move forward with a full review of futures markets, it is 

important to keep agriculture producers in mind. Unlike speculators, 

agriculture producers and their lending institutions depend on these 

markets to hedge risks. The price volatility experienced last summer 

brought about challenges for many agricultural market participants, and 

many questions about the real impact of speculators remain open. 

I am pleased that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has 

announced new initiatives to address the concerns which have been 

raised by agriculture industries. 

This past year, the CFTC announced an investigation of the cotton 

futures market. I urge the nominee before us today to allow this 

investigation to move forward and at the appropriate time provide 

updated information to Committee Members. Price volatility in the 

cotton market resulted in significant losses due to increased margin calls. 
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In addition, 1 would like to briefly highlight increased funding 

provided through the fiscal year 2009 omnibus appropriations bill. As 

you may know, the bill provides an increase of over $34 million to hire 

additional staff. This significant increase of funding will allow the 

commission to increase staff positions and improve surveillance and 

enforcement of the laws. 

We should be careful to select well qualified Commissioners and 

give them the resources they need to carry out their responsibilities. 

congratulate Mr. Gensler on his nomination and look forward to 

continuing our review of his qualifications. 
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Sta1ement of Oary Oemler 
Nominee for Chainnao of the Commodity Futures Trading C.Onuni~sion 

Before the United States Senate 
Committee on Agriculture.. Nuttition and ForestJy 

February 2S, 2008 

Chaimian Harkin, Ranlciog Member Chambliss, and members of this Committee, thank you for 
the opportunity 1o appear before you today. Jam honoced to be ~ident Obaraa's nominee for 
Chainmm of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission at this critical time for the 
commodities markets, and for our nation. 

As a champion of the public's interest - for farmers, c:onsumc:ts, small businesses - the CITC 
plays an essential role in our financial regulatory system and affects the lives of all Americans. J 
finnly believe that strong, intelligent regulation with aggressive enforcement benefits our 
economy and the public. 

The curn:nt economic crisis clearly bas shown that our financial and regulatory systems have 
failed the American people terribly. Those of us who have spent our professional lives around 
markets have to approach the current crisis with humility following these broad failures. We 
have leamed the limits of our ability to fOl'CSeC how rn.arkeu may evolve, the importance for 
absolute candor with the public about the risks we face and the need for unceasing vigilance to 
address them. We have learned that there is no substitute for strong independent regulation and 
that transparency and accountability are essential throughout the system. We must always err on 
the side of protecting the American people. 

Those are the lessons that I draw from what bas dramatically transpired over the past decade. If 
confinned by the Senate, J pledge tD this committee that I will not forget these lessons. 

We must now repa.ir our regulatory system by enacting much-needed reforms that promote 
transparency, fairness, and safety. To be effective, these regulations must be able to adapt 
quic.kly to developing technologies, new products, and to changes in our global economy. 

If confirmed, 1 will tackle what I believe are four essential priorities for refonuing the 
commodities markets and the financial system: 

• Strengthen Enforcement 

First, the CFTC must vigorously fulfill its mandates: enforcing existing laws strongly, promoting 
market integrity, preventing fraud and manipulation, and guarding against excessive speculation. 
I will work. tirelessly to ensure the Commission leaves no stone 'UJltumed in ferreting out and 
putting a stop to activities and practices that hurt the American public. We also must work 
together to provide adcquaie funds for this agency which I believe currently lacks sufficient 
resources to fulfill its mission. 
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• Prevent Excessive Speculalion 

Second, I believe increased speculation in energy and agricultural products bas hurt Canners and 
CODS\llllers. A transparent and consistent playing field for all physical commodity futures should 
be the foundation of om regulalions. Position limits must be applied consistently to all markets 
and trading platforms and exemptions to !hem must be limited and well-defmed. 

• Regulate Over-the-Counter Derivatives 

Third, we must urgently develop a broad regulatory [Cgime for over-the-counter derivative!! 
markets. Standardized derivatives should be brought into mandated centralized clearing and 
onto exchanges. Derivatives dealers need direct regulation, including capital, business conduct, 
and reporting rules. Additionally, regulations need to be developed for customized bilateral 
swaps while allowing commercial intereSls the benefit of these hedging tools. Credit default 
swaps, given their unique nature, also will J'UlWrC further regulation. 

• System Wide Reform 

Fourth. I believe that the CFTC must work with Congress, with other regulators, and with our 
global financial parmers to ensure that the failures of oor regulatory and financial systems, 
failures which have already taken a toll on every American, never happen again. 
Today's complex financial market~ are global and irreversibly interlinked. We must eosun: that 
our panners in regulating markets around the world apply the same rigor in enforcing standards 
that we demand of our markets. This is the only way we can be SW'C that Americans are fully 
protected. 

I am a proud believer in fmancial reform, tough regulation and enforcement. I have been 
privileged tD have had broad exposure to financial markets, here and iD Asia. in public service 
and on Wall Street, as an investor advocate and a government official. 

My experiences have taught me the importance ofbaving a strong working relationship with 
Congress. In these transformational times, we have a unique opportunity- working together --to 
bring bold and necessary reform lo our fmancial market regulation. We must make the most of 
the opportunity to ensure that v11e deliver on the clear expectations Americans have set for us. 

I would like to close by saying how much the support of my family and my three daughters -
who will sacrifice much if I am honored with this challenge - means to me. Anna, my eldest, is 
a freshman in college and could not be here. Her sisters, Lee and Isabel, are with me and it gives 
me great pride to introduce them to you. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, and members of this Committee. I look 
forward to answering your questions. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

I. Full name (include any former names used). - Gary Gensler 

2. Date and place of birth. ~ .... (b_)_(6_) ___ __, 

3. Marital Status (include maiden name of wife or husband's name). List spouse's 
occupation, employer's name and business addres~(es). 

I am widowed, having been manicd to Francesca Danieli, who was an artisl. 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or profcs.~ional school you have attended, 
including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 

I graduated summa cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School in 
1978, with a Bachelor of Science in Economics, having matriculated in September 1975. 
l received a Master of l::\usiness Administration from the Wharton School's graduate 
division In 1979, having matriculated in September 1977 

5. Employment Record: List (by year) all business or professional corporations, companies, 
firms. or other enterprises, partnerships, institutions and organizations, nonprofit or 
otherwise, including farms, with which you were connected as an officer, director, 
partner, proprie1or, or employee since graduation from college; include a title and brief 
job description. 

I have had the following employment: 

a) Ernst & Whinney, staff accountant for the summer of 1978 
b) Goldman Sachs Group, 18 years from 1979 to 1997, a partner from 1988 to 1997. 

I joined the Mergers & Acquisitions Department in 1979 and assumed 
responsibility for the firm's efforts in advising media companies in 1984. I 
subsequently joined the Fixed Income Division in the Mongage Department and 
then directed Goldman's Fil1ed Income and Currency trading efforts in Tokyo. 
My last role was Co-head of Finance, responsible for worldwide Controllers and 
Treasury for Goldman Sachs. 

c) Sec question 7 for government ~rvice 

I have had the following associations with for-profit enterprises: 

a) Enterprise Community Investments, Director, 200 I to 2008 
b) New Mountain Capital, Advisory Board member and investor, 2001 to present 
c) Strayer Education, Dircclor, 200 I 10 present 
d) WageWorks, Director, 2006 to present 
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l have had the following associations with non-profit enterprises: 

a) The Baltimore Museum of Art. Trustee, 2001 to 2007 
b) The Bryn MaM School, Trustee. 2002 to 2008 
c) East Baltimore Development, Inc., Director, 2003 to 2007 
d} Enterprise Community Partners., Trustee, 2001 to present 
e) Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth, Advisory Board Member, 2003 to 

present 
f) Maryland Democratic Party, Treasurer, 2003 & 2004 
g) The Park School of Baltimore, Trustee, 2007 to present 
h) Robert F Kennedy Center for Justice and Human Rights, Trustee. 2008 to present 
i) Tilles foundation, Trustee. J 989 to present 
j) University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Advisory Board Member, 2002 to 

2007 
Jc) Washington Hospital Center, Director, 2006 to present 

Though not ever as an employee, I also have had associations with various family entities 
as I havt! indicated to the Office of Government Ethics and the Commodities Futures 
Trading Commission designated agency ethics officials. 

6. Military Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, including 
the dates, branch of service. rimk or rate, serial nwnber and type of discharge received. 

None 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, induding the terms of service grade levels and whether such positions 
were elected or appointed. 

a) US Department of Treasury. Assistant Secretary for Financial Markets. September 
19, 1997 - Confinned by the Senate by Voice Vote. Grade: PAS 

b) US Department of Treasury, Under Secretary for Domestic Finance. April 21, 1999 -
Confinned by the Senate by Voice Vote. Grade: PAS 

c} Senator Paul Sarbanes, Senior Advisor in 2002, on the legislative effort that became 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 

None 

9. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
requires that no more than three members be from the same political party. List your 
current political party registration or affiliation. 
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Democratic Party 

J 0. Other Mc;mberships: List all organizations to which you belong, excluding religious 
organilations. 

a) American Automobile Association 
b) The Baltimore Museum of Art 
c) Maryland Athletic Club 

11. Published Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books, articles, reports, or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. It 
Wl>uld be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published 
material that may not be readily available. Also, to the maximum extent practicable. 
please supply a copy Qf all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on 
issues involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry or commodity futures policy or related 
matters. 

Books - The Great Mutual Fund Trap published by Random House, September 24, 2002; 
Articles - None; Columns - I wrote two columns which appeared in the Baltimore Sun, 
one in May. 2001 about the challenges facing the US Postal Services and the other on 
February 11, 2002 about the State of Maryland's Retirement Pension system. I do not 
have copies of either column. Speeches - None on the enumerated issues. 

12. Health: What is the present state of your health? 

Excellent 
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FINANCIAL DA TA AND CONFLICT Of lNTEREST (PUBLIC) 

I. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers, 
business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 

I will upon confirmation 

2. Lisi sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred incomt: 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts and other future benefits which you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients, or customers. 

As a panicipant in a Goldman Sachs defined benefit pension plan, which was frozen in 
1986. I am 10 receive a single life annuity of $6700 per year upon reaching age 65 in 
2022. 

I have a total of 11041 vested stock options in a private company, Wage Works. (208 
options with a strike price at $3.33 and 10833 options with a strike price at $4.14) In 
addition, I have 26959 unvcsted options that will terminate upon my resignation from the 
board ofWageWorks. 

3. Do you, or docs any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes, please give a brief description including 
location, size and type of operation.) 

No 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an interest, 
ever participated in Feder.ii commodity price support programs? (If yes, provide all 
details including amounts of direct government payments and loans received or forfeited 
by crop and farm, etc. during the past ti ve years.) 

No 

5. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever received a direcc or guaranteed loan from or cosigned a note to the 
Rural Business-Cooperative Service, Rural Housing Service, the Rural Utilities 
Service or their predecessor agencies, the Farmers Home Administration, the 
Rural Development Administration, the Rural Housing and Cooperative 
Development Service or the Rural Electrification Administration? (If yes, give 
details of any such loan activity during the past 5 years.) 

No 
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6. Have you, o.r any partnership or clo~dy held corpwation in which you have an interest, 
ever received payments for crop losses from the Federal Crop Insurance program? (If 
yes, give details.) 

No 

7. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreemenrs to pursue outside 
employment or engage in any business or vocation, with or without compensation, during 
your service with the govemment? (If so, explain.) 

None 

8. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation, or practice with your previous 
employers, business firms, associations, or organizations after completing government 
service? (lf yes, give details.) 

None 

9. Has anyone made a commitment lo employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave goverrunent service? (If yes, please specify.) 

None 

10. Identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships which involve 
potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have been nominated. 

In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of 
Government Ethics and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission's designated 
agency ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of 
interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement that I have 
entered into with the Commission's designated agency ethics official. 

11. Have you ever received a goverrunent guaranteed student loan? If so. has it been repaid? 

None 

12. If confinned, explain how you will resolve any potential conflicl of interest, including 
any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above icems. 

In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of 
Government Ethics and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission's designated 
agency ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of 
interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement that I have 
entered into with the Commission's designated agency ethics official. 
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c,'\A'fJo:s r,, 

f • ·~Office of Government Ethics c u.,;,., '~· 
~,:. {J 1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suicc 500 
'';. ~~ Washingmn, DC 20005·3917 

·-t.\i"1r·:"'"'t" 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chairman 
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, 
and Forestry 

Uni1ed Scates Senate 
Washington. DC 20SW-6000 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

January 22, 2009 

In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure report filed by Gary Gensler, who has been nominated by President Obama 
for the position of Chainnan, Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission concerning any possible conflict in light of its functions and che nominee's 
proposed duties. Also enclosed is a letter dated January 21, 2009. from Mr. Gensler to the 
agency's ethics official, outlining the steps Mr. Gensler will take to avoid conflicts of inter~st. 
Unless a specific dace has been agreed to, the nominee must fully comply within three months of 
his coufirmation date wi1h any action he agreed to take in his ethics agreement. 

Based !hereon, we helicve that Mr. Gensler is in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations governing conflicts of interest. 

Enclosures 

lUfJ-~ 
Rohen I. Cusick 
Director 
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Mr. John P. Dolan 
Counsel and 
Alternate Designated Ethics Official 
Office oftbe General Counstl 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Titree Lafayette Centre 
1155 21" Street. N.W. 
Washiogton, D.C. 20581 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 
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January 21, 2009 

This Jetter describes the steps I will take to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of interest in the 
event that I am confumed for the position of Chairman for the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission {"CFTC"). 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter that has a direct and predktablc effect on my financial interests or those of any 
other person whose interests are imputed to me, unl~s I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l)orqualify fora regulatory exemption, pursuant co 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). I 
understand that the interesis of the following persons are imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine; any general partner of a pannership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
organiution in which I serve as officer, director, trustee, general partner or employee; and any 
person or organization with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment. 

I was fonnerly employed by Goldman Sachs as a Partner and terminated my position in 1997. I 
am a participant in a Goldman Sachs defined benefit pension plan, which was frozen in 1986 and 
will receive a single life annuity ofS6700 per year upon reaching age 65 in 2022. I will not 
participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable 
effect on the ability or willingne.ss of Goldman Sachs to provide this contractual benefit, WI.less I 
first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 13 U;S.C. § 208(b)(l), or qualify for a regulatory 
exemption, pursuant to IS U.S.C. § 20&(b)(2). 
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Within 90 days of my confirmation, I will divest my interests in the following entities, which 
I hold through Annabel Lee, LLC: New Mountain Affiliated Investors, New Mountain 
Affiliated InvcslotS II, New Mountain Affiliated Jovestors (Cayman), and New Mountain 
Affiliated Investors Jll. With regard to each of these entities, I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial 
interests of the entity \IJltll I have divested it, unless I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), or qualify for a regulatory exemption. pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). 

Upon my conf11J11ation. I will resign from my positions with the following entities: the Par.k 
School of Baltimore; the John Hopkins Center for Talented Youth; lhe Robert F. Kennedy 
Center for Justice and Human Rights; Enterprise Community Partners; Washington Hospital 
Center; and New Mountain Capital. For a period of one year after my resignation from each of 
these entities, I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter involving 
spcx:itic parties, in which that entity is a party or represents a party, unless I am fint authorized to 
participate, pUJSuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(11). 

Upon my confinnation. I will resign from my position on the board of Wage Works. Upon my 
resignation, I will forfeit my unvested stock options in Wage Works. Because I will continue to 
own both stock and vested stock options in Wage Works, I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial 
interests of Wage Works, unless I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 18 U .S.C. § 208(b )(l ), 
or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 20S(b)(2). 

Upon my confirmation, I will resign from my positions on the board of Strayer Education. Upon 
my resi.R11ation and consistent with 1he policy of Strayer Education. Strayer Education will 
accelerate the vesting of my restricted stock. I will continue to hold my stock in Strayer 
Education. I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that has a 
direct and predictable effect on the financial interests of Strayer Education, unless I first obtain a 
written waiver, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(h)(I), or qualify for a regulatory exemption, 
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). 

On June 30, 2008, I terminated my positions with the following entities: the Bryn Mawr School 
and Entetprise Community Investments. For a period of one year after my resignation from each 
of these entities, I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter 
involving specific parties in which that entity is a party or represents a pany, unless l am first 
authoriz.ed to participate, pw-su.ant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.S02(d). 

Upon my con.finnation, I will resign from my position with the Gensler Family Trust. Because I 
will retain a financial interest in this trust, I will comply with the requirements of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 208(a) as to its holdings. 

I have disclosed in my financial disclosure report a financial interest in the New Mountain 
Vantage Fwid, which I hold through Annabel Lee, LLC. However, the fund's manager declined 
to provide me with sufficient info11113tion to enable me to disclose the fund's underlying assets in 
my financial disclosure report. Therefore, I will divest my financial interest in the New 
Mountain Vantage Fund within 90 days of my confinnation. Until I have divested New 
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Mountain V antagc Fund, 1 will not participate personally and suootantially in any panicular 
matter in which to my knowledge 1 have a financial interest, if the particular matter has a direct 
and predictable effect on the financial interests of New Mountain Vantage Fund, or its 
underlying assets, unless [first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), or 
qualify for a regulatOry exemption, pllr$Wlllt to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). 
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SF278 
Schedule D Part 1 

Positions Held Outside US Govenunent 

Page 15of15 

a. Annabel Lee, LLC: Family Investment Company, Managing Member, 
2005 to present 

b. The Baltimore Musewn of Art; Non-Profit Museum, Trustee, 2001 to 
2007 

c. The Bryn Mawr School; Non-Profit Education, Trustee, 2002 to 2008 
d. East Baltimore Development, Inc.; Non-Profit Community Development 

Organization. Director, 2003 to 2007 
e. Enterprise Community Investments; For-Profit Community Development 

Organization, Director, 2001 to 2008 
f. Enterprise Community Partners; Non-Profit Conununity Development 

Organization, Trustee, 2001 to present 
g. Francesca Danieli Revocable Trust; Deceased Spouse's Testamentary 

Trust, Trustee, 2005 to present 
b. Gensler Family Trust; Irrevocable Family trust, Trustee, 2006 to present 
i. Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth; Non-Profit Education, 

Advisory Board Member, 2003 to present 
j. New Mountain Capital; For-Profit Private Equity Firm, Advisory Board 

Member and investor, 2001 to present 
k. The Park School of Baltimore; Non-Profit Education, Trustee, 2007 to 

present 
1. Robert F Kennedy Center for Justice and Human Rights; Non-Profit 

Foundation, Trustee, 2008 to present 
m. Strayer Education; For-Profit, Dh~ctor, 2001 to present 
n. Tilles Foundation; Charitable Foundation, Trustee, 1989 to present 
o. Wage Works; For-Profit. Dire<:tor. 2006 to present 
p. Washington Hospital Center; Non-Profit Health, Director, 2006 to present 
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February 20, 2009 

The Honorable Sa~by Chambliss The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chairman. Committee on Agriculture, 
Nu1rilition and Fon:!stry 

Ranking Member, Committee on Agriculture, 
Nlllrition and Forestry 

United States Senate Unhed States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 Washington, DC 205t O 

Dear Chai,man Harkin and Ranking Member Chambliss: 

The Petroleum Marketers Association 01 America (PMAA) would like to express support for lhe nominalion of Mr. 
Gary Gensler to serve as Chairman of lhe U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTCJ. 

PMAA is a leading r>ational trade association in !he petroleum industry representing 8,000 independenl petroleum 
ma11<eting companies. It is o'ganized as a national federalion of 47 state and regional trade associations wtlo 
represent wholesalers and retailers of gasoline. diesel. heating oil, lubricants and 'eriewable fuels. PMAA 
companies own 60,000 retail luel outlets such as gas stations, convenience stores and truck stops. Additionally, 
these companies supply motor fuels to 40,ooo independently owned retail outlelS and heating oil 10 7 million 
homes a'1d businesses. 

Over the last few years, futures markets have become disconnected from supply and demand fundamentals of 
the physical commodities. PMAA has communicated about this issue for throe roa~ and has testified before 
Congress on multiple occasions. 

Aller a P'oductive dialogue wijf'I Mr. Gensler. PMAA is convinced that he shares our commitment ol reforming 
futures markets by imposing aggregate speculative position limits on energy futures across an con1rac1 markets at 
the con1rol entily level, to prevent excessive speculation and manipulation; closing all loopholes in current law 
including the ·swaps loophole" and the "London loophole;" encouraging mandated clearing ol most over-the· 
counter products; reviewing all bona fide hedge exemptions: and finally, increasing Slaff levels and resources at 
theCFTC. 

PMAA strongly s1.1ppons lhe free exchange Of commodity futures on open, well regulated and transparent 
&•Changes that are subject 10 the rule of law and accountability. Reliable futu,es markets are crucial to !he entire 
petroleum induslry and the American economy. 

We appreciate your consideration, and we hope thal you and your Senate colleagues will act swiftly to confirm Mr. 
Gensler 10 sorve as Chairman ol tne U.S. CFTC. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Gilligan 
PMAA President 

r.•etrole,Jl"'l Mh(<ClCf!'. ~!'.:;~r.~c)UOf\ of Afl',C!ri<:.11, 1<')01 North Ft. M\'<.'I" Driv~ · $llltt> l)Q:;} 4.rlinqu;.ri VA, 222(1!1 
··~I :.1'03~ )5}-80~0 )!'lfo•~'0$1liJa.O((J 
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U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commlsaion 
Three Lefeyelte Centre.1l5S21s.I SUeet, NW, WHhington. DC 20681 

www. cftc.go• 
Michael V. Du11n 
Ac:1in~ Chairm1n 

February 23. 2009 

The Honorabl• Tum Harkin 
Chairman. Commiuce 011 Agrk111iurc. 
Nulririon and Forestry 
United Stales Senarc 
Washing1on. DC 20SIO 

Tiie Honorable Saxby Chambliss 
!tanking Mtmber. Commillec on 
Agricultun:. Nutrition and Forestry 
United Slates Senate 
W:ishing1un, DC 20510 

Dear Chainnan Hnrkin and Ranking Mcnibcr Chambliss: 

(2112Hll·SO?O 
(202Hl8·l072 Focs;milo 

mdu111t@cflc.~ov 

I am pleased 10 write to you in suppon of lhc nomination or Gary Gensler to serve as Chaimian of the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commissiou. 

Since his numinatio11, l have 111ct Mr. Gonsior on sevcml occasions. Mr. Gensler. in n1y opinion, has done 
•n outslandingjob of studying the issues and concerns thal the Commission currently faces, NOi only 
does he hove• good 11nderstandi111,1 nf the issues, he has indicotcd 1hat 111: is ready ro set a course of action 
that will enh~ncc the ability oftl~ Conunission to nddn:ss lhcsc issues, 

Fu1ures industry l"'nicipants. consumer> and Congress have called for the CFTC to providc i;reater 
transparency, accountability and O\•cnight or the commodiry markets. from meetings willt Mr. Gensler 
and reviewing his recent communications with mc111hcn or Congress. I bclie.-c lhat his leadership will 
guide the CFTC 10 •nswcr 1hcsc calls. 

We aN at a criticAl tin1e in financial 1·cgula1ory reform. The new Adn1inistr'1liou is making decisions on 
how best lo craft a RguJatory regime •hoe uddrtucs our curTcns financia~ cr9$iS. It is imperative that the 
CF'TC be a mu fX!rln"r in these deliberations. This can besl be accuinpli•hcd by confirming rresident 
Obama 's ch1>icc for pcrmanenl Chairman of tho Cl'TC as soon as pos.ibk. 

Th'1llk you for )\lllr consideration. 

Sincerely. 

Jrt;,k.Jv.0~, 
Michael V, Dunn 
Acting Chairman, 
Comn1odi1y futures Trading Con1missio11 
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QUfiTIONS SUSMITIEO BY (HAIHMAN TOM HAR.KIN 

Regulation of over-the-counter derivatives 

In your written testimony you addressed the urgent need to develop a broad regulatory regime 

for over·the·counter derivatives, stating that, "Standardized derivatives should be brought into 
mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges." Your testimony suggests that customized 

bilateral swaps would not necessarily need to be centrally cleared or traded on exchanges. I am 

concerned that if we allow commercial interests to continue to enter into bilateral swaps, and 

to avoid e><cnange trading or clearing simply through what might be minor custom features in 
contracts, we will allow a loophole that will seriously jeopardize our efforts to restore 

derivatives trading to tne full scrutiny and integrity of regulated exchange trading and 

centralized clearing. Hence your testimony draws a distinction between standardized 

derivatives and customized bilateral swaps, but that begs tne question how to go about 

distinguishing between those two categories of derivative contracts, since the terms do not 

have obvious, set definitions and the consequences of drawing this distinction are critical. 

Without necessarily prescribing a specific proposed rule, would you please explain what in 

your view are relevant and appropriate considerations, criteria, and approaches which should 

be weighed in drawing the distinction or division between standardized derivatives contracts 
and truly customlled, individualized swaps contracts? 

United States Enrichment Corooration 

I understand that when you served as Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Financial Markets, 

Secretary Rubin delegated to you the responsibility to supervise and approve privatization of 
the United States Enrichment Corporation {USEC). The sale of USEC was supposed to be 

conditioned on specific statutory requirements, most of which proved not to have been met as 
subsequent events unfolded. 

First, the proceeds from privatization were supposed to at least equal the net present value of 

the Corporation. Although the proceeds from the sale may have met this test. when the sales 

proceeds of $1.8 billion were reduced by the $325 million e><penditure to buy Russian uranium 

and the $381 million cost to put the Ohio plant on cold standby, the United States lost money 
from this transaction. 

Second, the sale was not supposed to jeopardize either tne health and safety of the public or 

the common defense and security of the country. In fact, shortly after privatization, the price 
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of uranium collapsed ;md Russi;i suspended shipments of uranium to the United States. Russia's 

continued participation in the nonproliferation of nuclear material agreement was criticill to 

this country's national security. The Department of Energy had to step in and purchase 

uranium from the Russians at above market prices to preserve the nonproliferation agreement. 

Third, the sale was conditioned on a reasonable assurance that adequate enrichment capability 

would remain in the United States to meet the demands of the domestic electric utility industry 

and on the continued operations of the Department of Energy's two gaseous diffusion plants 

through December 31, 2004. In fact, only 25 percent of the nuclear industry's fuel 

requirements are met from domestic sources and USEC closed the Ohio uranium enrichment 

plant in 2001. 

Fourth, privatization was supposed to provide for the long term viability of the enrichment 

corporation. The corporation has a minimal credit rating of CCC. 

Fifth. privatization was supposed to protect the public interest in maintaining a reliable and 

economical domestic source of uranium mining, enrichment, and conversion services and 

industries. When USEC sold off its uranium inventory to raise cash, uranium prices collapsed 

leading to the closure of uranium mines, and U.S. uranium output. Conversion services and 

industries suffered collateral damage from the reduction in U.S. uranium production. 

Please respond to each of these points to justify your recommendation in July of 1998 that 

Treasury approve the 1998 privatization of the United States Enrichment Corporation. 

Divergence between cash and futures prices in agricultural commodities 

For the past two years, the prices of the wheat futures contract on the Chicago Board of Trade 

have failed to converge with cash prices at the expire1tion of the futures contracts. It is not 

entirely clear why this market has not demonstrated reasonable convergence, but it suggests 

that the futures contract is not functioning as it should. This lack of convergence creates 

problems for farmers, grain elevators, grain merchants, and processors who rely on futures 

markets to hedge grain prices. 

What would you see as the CFTC's role in taking corrective action so the situation is not 

prolonged further and cash basis returns to more normal levels? 

Wiii you pledge to follow up if confirmed and devote your personal attention to this problem 

of lack of convergence in futures and cash prices? 
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Role of index funds in futures prices 

Many traditional participants who use the futures markets to hedge their price and inventory 

risk believe that a large influx of investment capital into the futures markets contributed to 

artificially high futures prices. 

As Chairman of the CFTC, what steps would you take to help ensure that futures markets 

work for the Intended users and that the price discovery function is not distorted by 

Investment capital? 

Position limits 

In your statement, you comment that increased speculation in energy and agricultural products 

has hurt farmers and consumers and that position limits must be applied consistently to all 

markets and trading platforms and exemptions to them must be limited and well-defined. 

Under current CFTC practice, swaps dealers and index funds have been allowed to claim 

exemptions from position limits to hedge financial risk. 

Would you support position limits that apply to all traders with the only exemptions for those 

with a bona flde rlslc In the cash market for a physical commodity? If not, why not? 
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Senator Sherrod Brown 
Question for the Record for Gary Gensler 

1. The privati7.ation of United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) raises significant 
questions. USEC was sold despite the fact that most of the conditions for the sale were 
wunet. Today, the company continues to rely on the government. You played an 
integral role in the privatization. Can you explain why the sale took place despite the 
failure to meet the conditions of the sale? 

2. The failure to fulfill promises on the conditions that auached to the sale was not the lasl 
broken promise in connection with USEC. The plant in Piketon Ohio did not remain 
open until 2005, contrary to the agreement, and pensioners have been denied the COLAs 
lhey were promised. All the while, the United States share of the domestic uranium 
market continues to dwindle. 

Was the privatization a mistake'! Would you go about it again knowing what you know 
now? What would you have done differently? 

3. In your role as an Undersecretary at the Treasury Department, you worked on the 1999 
report on Over-the-Counter Derivatives Markets and the Commodity Exchange Act. 
Given the regulatory failures of the past two years, what part of that report would you 
change'! 

4. In your capacity as an Undersecretary at the Treasury Department. what was your 
involvemenl with the enactment of the Commodily Futures Modernization Act of2000'? 
Have your views changed since that time regarding the need for regulation of over-the· 
counter swaps and derivatives by CFTC? 

S. If confinncd as Chairman of the CFTC, would you support some form of mandatory 
clearinghouse for all over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives'! This would allow regulators to 
fully view all OTC transactions, unlike the opaque environment that exists presently, to 
determine if they arc adversely affecting the market's price-discovery function. 

6. In your opinion, what bas been the role of excessive speculation in crealing unwarranted 
fluctuations in commodity prices? Do you support position limits on all traded 
commodities, regardless of where they are executed, to eliminate excessive speculation in 
these markets? If you would not. why not? 
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Senator Bob Casey 
Questions for the Record 

There has been a lot of debate about the impact of speculation and futures contracts 
on the price of oil. What is your view on the excessive speculation contributing to oil 
prices that would not normally be supponed by the market? And what do you think 
the role of the CFTC should be in determining and overseeing speculation that is 
''excessive"? 

CFTC Modernizatio11 
What do you think of proposals to combine the CFTC and the Securities Exchange 
Commission into a combine oversight authority that will regulate derivatives contacts 
and credit default swaps'? 

Public Confidence 
Government has a Jot of work to do in order to rebuild confidence in our ability to 
oversee markets and protect the public interest. What would you do as the chaim1an 
of the CFTC to rebuild that public trust and provide oversight, transparency and 
accountability? 
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Statement or Seuatur Charles E Grassley 
Nomination of Gary S. Gensler 

to be Chairman o( lhe Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) 
February ZS, 2009 

First off, I want to congratulate you Mr. Gensler on your nomination by President Obama to the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The nomination in and of itself is a great honor and I 
welcome you here to the committee. 

I want to start by thanking both Walt Lukken and Michael Dunn for their service as Acting Chainnen. 
I know this bas not been an easy position to fill recently and I want to acknowledge their willin~ess to 
serve in this capacity. 

The last year of events has taken a toll on both our economy and the morale of the American people. 
But that docsn 't mean that changes we 1nake now can't help hetter the situation in the future. 

The CFTC has traditionally played an under the radar role. but I think that is going to change. Just by 
the nature of what's happening in our markets, it's time that this agency has a higncr profile role. 

Clearly there is a lot of disagreement about the level of problems that derivatives and credit default 
swaps have caused on our financial markets. 
And there is going to be even more disagreement about whether regulation is necessary and if so, who 
should be regulating these products. 

This year Congress is also going to have to decide what the appropriate role of speculators is in our 
comn1odity markets. And we are going to have to decide ifwc are serious ahout giving CFTC the 
resources it needs to do ils job eflectively. 

I am anxious to hear your outlook and answers on these important topics. But, I'd also like to learn 
more about how you believe you can separate your many years at Goldman Sachs with what will be 
your new responsibilities at CFTC. 

Again. welcome to the committee and congratulations on your nomination. 

Questions: 

l) Do you believe there is evidence that crude oil prices were being driven by speculators last 
year'? If so, what do you believe is the CFTC's responsibility with regard to limiting the 
amount of institutional speculation'! 

2) Do you think that the CFTC has acted ag1;,11essively enough to determine the i1npact of 
institutional inves1ors and speculators on commodity markets'! 

3) Docs CFTC currently have all the tools necessary to respond to the speculation in commodities 
by hedge funds, investment banks and pension funds? Does Congress need to act lo provide 
additional authority to the CFTC? If so, please provide s11ecitic recom1nendations for 
additional authority. 
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4) When teslifying before the Agricuhure Committee last year, Acting Chainn:m Lukken and 
Commjssioner Chilton discussed several new initiatives to improve trade collection and 
dissemination efforts to bring more transparency in the areas of agriculture and energy 
malkels. Do you think the steps laken by the CFTC in recent months go far enough to bring 
greater transparency and scrutiny in energy and agriculture trades? If not, what suggestions can 
you offer? 

5) Do you believe that further oversight of commodities trading is needed in light of the increased 
pressure on margin calls and market vola1ility that led to local elevators and major grain trading 
companies not being able to offer forward conlracts lo producers last summet'! 

6) In a hearing last year jn the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael Greenberger, a law 
professor at the University of Maryland and former head of the CFTC's Division of Trading & 
Markets, suggested that if the CFTC required all U.S. crude trades to be subject to CFTC 
regulation and trading limits, oil prices would drop by 25% overnight. At the high, the price of 
a barrel of oil was S147 last summer. Now it's under $40. Did all these speculators suddenly 
leave the market? Why without CFTC regulation did the price actually drop to less than a 1/3 
of the original price? 

7) It's been reported that you actually advocated exempting derivatives and credit default swaps 
from regulation when you were in the Clinton Administration at Treasury. Do you still feel the 
same way? 

8) What do you believe is the appropriate oversight of derivatives? Which federal agency should 
have oversight rcsponsihilities of these contracts? 
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Senator Ben Nelson 
Questions for the Record 

Nomination of Gary Gensler, Chair CFTC 
February ZS, 2009 

(I) Last September, CFTC issues a staff report on Commodity Swap Dealers and Index 
Traders. While this report was generally deficient and continuod CFTC's inability or 
unwillingness to see problems in the market, it did contain one very valuable 
recommendation that I would like to ask you to follow-up on. The report 
rcconunended a review of "whether to eliminate the bona fide hedge exemption for 
Swap Dealers and replace it with a new limited risk management exemption" subject 
to certain conditions. Specifically, CFTC staff was instructed to develop an advanced 
notice of proposed rulcmaking for this purpose. Do you know whether that 
reconunendation has been followed and whether the rulemaking will be forthcoming 
(and when)? If it has not been followed, do you have any intention of s~eing that it 
is? 

(2) What arc your views regarding mandatory clearing on an exchange for all over-the
counter (OTC) derivatives particularly the physical commodities including energy, 
energy products, and agriculture'? 

(3) What are your views regarding the imposition of strong position limits on all traded 
physical commodities - including energy and agriculture - for all speculators, 
regardless of where they execute their orders - OTC, on exchange, or elsewhere - to 
eliminate excessive speculation in these markets? 
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Senate Agriculture Committee 
Statement and Questions for the Record 
Nominatio11 Hearing of Mr. Gary Gensler 
CFTC Chairman 
February 25, 2009 
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Mr. Gensler, first, thank you for mecling with me several weeks ago. You travel in good 
company with Senators Sarbanes, Mikulski and Cardin at your side. In reading through 
your statement and subsequent responses to questions not only from members of this 
committee but several of our colleagues in the Senate, I think it's fair to say you have an 
in depth knowledge of the trading instruments used today in the marketplace. 

I don't think you'll find much disagreement lhat based on recent history the CflC and 
our other financial regulators need improvements; be that either investments in resources 
or policy authority. The debate °"'ill be over how much of both. 

I. It is the nature of Congress to over-react. When the marketplace is over-regulated, 
Congress historically loosens the ~too much. When the marketplace 1s under
regulated, Congress pulls the reigns in too tightly. I think it's obvious we are coming 
through a period where those reigns have been 100 loose. 

However; as we move forward on legislative proposals, we will look to you and your 
fellow commissioners to guide us on how to pull those reigns back in at an appropriate 
level without repeating mistakes of the past. How do you suggest we find that 
equilibrium between regulations that protect all market participants, producers, and the 
public with those that provide the flexibility necessary for commerce to grow and evolve? 

2. Some of the talk around here has been whether CFTC and SEC should merge. 
Many of my constituents are fearful tliat such a merger would result in the Joss of 
expertise in the agriculmral market regulators. How do you feel about proposals for a 
merger? 

3. Members nfthis committee know all too well that futures prices fluctuate. This 
fluctuation has encouraged our producers to become not just "'sellers" of their crops but 
0 marketers." Successfully marketing one's crop helps hedge against price fluctuations 
and can bring stability to an operation's bottom line. But this growing practice depends 
upon a sound, transpai·ent market that is free from manipulation. As head of the CFTC. 
what will you do to ensure that our agricuhure producers are both protected and yet able 
to fully utilize the benefits of the futures markets? 

4. Last year, Acting CFTC Chairman Lukken and SEC Chairman Co.x signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding to work cooperatively on outstanding issues. Do you 
plan to honor the process outlined in that MOU? Is there another process which would be 
prcfcrnhle to this MOU process? 
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5. In your statement, you advocate for mandatory clearing of all standardized 
derivatives contracts. You go on to support establishing a regulatory regime for 
customized contracts as well but not mandated clearing. Some legislative proposals being 
debated today would mandate that all Over-The-Counter derivative contracts go through 
a centralized clearinghouse. What concerns if any do you have with this proposal for 
mandatory clearing of all OTC derivatives contracts? 
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Senator Stabenow 
Questions for the Record - Gary Gensler 

February 25, 2009 

We have often heard that one of the problems that occurred during the run up in 
commodities last year was that the CFTC did not have access to enough data 
concerning all market participants. 

• Are you concerned with over-the-counter markets, which the CFTC has 
limited data and oversight over? Do you believe that a window is needed 
into off-exchange markets? 

• Along those lines would you support requiring the CFTC to adopt rules 
defining and classifying index and swap traders for the purpose of data 
reporting? If so, how would you go about doing this and in your opinion 
who would constitute "index traders?" 

The Commodity Futures Modernization Act was passed in 2000, which among 
other things, restricted the ability of the CFTC and the SEC to regulate swaps, 
including credit default swaps which have played a role in our current crisis. 

• Do you support re-regulating over-the-counter derivatives and if so what do 
you think is the appropriate framework for regulation? 

• Do you believe that there should be a requirement to clear or to transact 
on exchange all derivatives--even those that are not standardized and 
liquid? 

• How do we achieve transparency for participants and regulators but not 
eliminate the markets or send them overseas? 
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February 11, 2009 

The Honorable Maria Canlwcll 
United States Senator 
511 Dirk.~n Seaatc Office Buildins 
Wa.o;hingt011. DC 20510 

Dear Senlltor Caalwcll: 

I am writing in response to your series of questiODS regarding my nomination to be 
Chairman or lhe Commodity Futures Trading Co111Jnissiou. 1 appreciale your meeting 
with me on Juuaiy 15 811d your leadership on tbe many issues facing lite Commi.o;.<;lon. 
Please find my .iespo115e.~ attached. 

1 bclicv~ the CJ7l'C must vigon>1.i.<1ly fulfill its mandates: cllforcing existing laws 
ll&GfCsslvely, promoms market inrogrily, preventing fraud and manipulation, <md 
guardiag ag-.timt ezce.o;.<1ive i1peailatlo11. 

w., ab;u are at a ttansfor1J11.tlonal lime that requitts boJd leaden;hip LO ~ngtben our 
n:guhilury sy5tcm. The American public ud our economy bcnelil l'rum strong. 
inl.elligent regulation, We must llpl>ly the hard lell~ns we have learned to rcpali' our 
iegu!Ktory s15rem and to caact fat·lOllCbing rule.<i that promote tta:Bspm-enc.:y, 
accountability, fairne.o;.o;, and safety. 

If confinncd by the Senate, I look forwil.ld to worlcing with you o.n much n~ 
lqJU!atory refonn. I believe we mWll. enhance the CYfC'~ ~i lity to guard again:st 
excessive speculation hi conunoditi<:s mubbs. JCurthermore, I believe we muat urpntly 
move to emct a broad regulatury regime for the over-the-counter derivatives 
marketplace. 

Should you have funhcr qucstiom, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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Please Explain your work at the Treasury Department 

1. ID your capacity as u Undenecretary at the Treasury Department, you 
worked OD the November 1999 Report of the President's Working Group on 
Financial Markets report on Over-the-Counur Derivative Mariets and the 
Commodity Exchange Act. What specific part, if any. of this repert do you 
disagree with today? 

We have learned a great deal in the nearly ten years since the President's Working Group 
on Financial Markets' report was published. Capital markets have been transformed by 
new financial products, the increased use of asset securitiz.ations and 'off balance sheet' 
financings, the development of fully electronic markets, the significant participation of 
index and hedge fund investors in commodity markets, and other financial and technical 
innovations. We also have witnessed the harsh aftennath of Wall Street's excess 
leverage and risk taking, mortgage originators' weak underwriting practices, and rating 
agencies' shoncomings. Our financial system and our regulatory system both have failed 
the American people. 

I believe that we must move swiftly now to apply the hard lessons we have learned. We 
must repair our regulatory system and enact far-reaching rules that promote lransparency, 
accountability, fairness, and safety. To be effective regulations must adapt and stay 
abreast of developing technologies and new products. I firmly believe that the American 
public and our economy benefit from strong, intelligent regulation. 

First, we must ensure that the CFTC is revitalized in order to vigorously enforce existing 
laws and fulfill its mandates: to promote market integrity, to prevent fraud and 
manipulation. and to guard against excessive speculation.. 

Second, we must enhance the CFTC's ability to guard against excessive speculation in 
commodities markets. I believe that all physical commodities futures, including 
agricultural, metals and energy, should have consistent regulation wider the Commodities 
Exchange Act. I also believe we must increase the CFTC's ability to guard against 
excessive speculation by increasing transparency around index and other non-commercial 
investors, reviewing all cwrent exemptions from position limits, and ensuring that 
position limits are applied consistently across all markets and trading platforms. If 
confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve these 
objectives. 

Third. we must urgently mo'Ve to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the·counter 
derivatives .marketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 
If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all 
sWidardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
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fonnuJate appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

Finally, as this crisis has powerfully demonstrated, we must work more closely with our 
international partners on all of these issues. Today's complex financial markets arc 
global, and as we have seen, absolutely and irreversibly interlinked. We need to ensure 
that our par1ners in regulating markets around the world apply the same rigor in enforcing 
standalds of transparency, accountability and safety for investors that we will demand of 
our markets. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Congress and international 
regulators to adrieve these goals. 

2. As an Anistant Setretary and Under Secretary of Treasury in 1998-2001, did 
you oppose the regulation of over-the-counter swaps and derivatives by tb.e 
CFTC? What specific actions did you take in this regard? 

During 1998, l was not involved in these matters, which occurred primarily during the 
spring and summer. Titis was during my first year at the Treasury Department and I had 
been advised by Treasury Department Counsel that I was recused from these panicular 
matters since they might relate directly to my former employer. The subsequent drafting 
and passing of the Commodity Futures Modernization Act (CF.MA) legislation was a 
lengthy and complex process, involving at least four government agencies including the 
Federal Reserve, the SEC, the CFTC and the Treasury Department. Hearings were held 
in front of at least five Congressional Committees. As I was no longer subject to the 
restrictions of recusal in 2000, I was a member of a team that worked with and advised 
then-Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers on Treasury and the Administration's 
positions. 

3. In your capacity as an Undersecretary at the Treasury department, did you 
work to euact the Commodity Futures Modemization Act of 2000 (CFMA) 
wbieb specifically e.1.empted swaps from CFfC regulation? Did you intend 
to exempt credit default swaps from regulation as part of the CFMA? 

I was a member of a team that worked with and advised then-Treasury Secretary 
Summers on Treasury and the Administration's positions. At the time, the vast majority 
of over-the-counter derivative contrdctls were interest rate and cwrency swaps, 
constituting 97% of the market. These swaps made up 29 out of 30 derivative 
transactions in those days. The bulk of those remaining were equity and commodity 
derivatives transactions. Credit default swaps were an insignificant product at the time 
and not a focus during the legislative process. 

4. Do you still support the policy to exempt swaps from regulation by the 
CITC? Has your opinion changed? 
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As J have previously stated, I believe W\l must enact a broad regulatory regime for the 
over-the-cowiter derivatives marketplace that promotes transparency, accountability, and 
safety. If confumed by the Senate, I look forward w working with Congress to bring all 
standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
fonnulate appropriate oversight for bilateral customiz:ed derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

5. To what utent to you believe the enactment of the CFMA contributed to tile 
current financial sector crisis? 

I believe that both our financiaJ system and our regulatory system failed the American 
people. There were many elements that contributed to these failures. To repair and 
refonn the system, we must apply the hard lessons we have learned and tackle a robust 
agenda including modifying regulation of mortgage origination and securitization, credit 
raring agencies, hedge funds, over-the-counter derivatives markets, and capital rules and 
countetparty risk standards. Additionally, we must improve systemic regulation, increase 
transparency, and put new protections in place for investors, consumers, and farmers. 

1 believe we must enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-counter derivatives 
marketplace. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress, the 
Administration, and other regulators to amend the Commodities Exchange Act and create 
regulatory oversight for the over-the-counter derivatives market that best promotes 
transparency, accountability, and safety. 

6. To wbat extent is unregulated trading in credit default swaps responsible for 
the current rmancial crisis? 

I believe that many factors contributed to the current financial crisis. One of the 
significant lessons we have learned is that unregulated derivatives dealers, many ofwhlch 
were affiliates of broker dealers, threatened and in some cases destroyed their parent or 
affiliate, causing global shockwaves. 

This was the case in AIG's failure, for example. AlG, a leading glubal insmance 
company, with many state regulated insurance subsidiaries, had an unregulated capital 
markets and derivatives affiliate, AIG Financial Products. This unregulated affiliate 
developed a significant credit default swap business. By June, 2008, they reported 
having a $447 billion net notional amount of credit default swaps. Approximately two 
thirds of this was written to support regulatory capital of major banks, primarily in 
Europe. The other third was written largely in support of asset securitizations. 
Regulators failed to institute appropriate oversight for this unregulated dealer and others 
like it. Global regulators also failed to keep pace with this new and rapidly growing 
market, and systematically serious consequences resulted. 
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While serving at the Treasury Department as the Under Secretary for Domestic Finance 
in the late 1990's. as part of the Treasury team, I advocated for regulation of the then 
umegulated derivatives dealers affiliated with brokerage houses. I feel even more 
strongly that this is the right course of action today. If confirmed by the Senate, a high 
priority for me will be working with Congress and other regulators on a statutory and 
regulatory framework for all derivatives dealers including appropriate capital 
requirements, business conduct standards, and other rules. 

Furthennore, if confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress on 
considering further regulations for credit default swaps. This would be in addition to 
bringing all standardized over-thC9eounter derivatives into mandated centmlizcd clearing 
and onto exchanges, establishing a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives 
dealers, and fonnulating appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives. 
Credit default swaps have a close relationship to corporate bonds and other securities. 
Credit default swaps also were used by some banks to manage their bank capital 
requirements and to structure asset secmitizations. Given these unique characteristics of 
credit default swaps, I believe multi-agency regulatory review and cooperation will be 
necessary in working with Congress to design possible new federal regulations specific to 
these products. 

7. Do you believe all credit defanlt swaps should be subject to mandatory 
clearing on a prospective basis? Or do you prefer a policy ofvoluntary 
cJeariog? 

I believe that all standardized over-the-counter derivatives, including interest rate, 
currency, equity, commodities and credit default swaps, should be brought into mandated 
centralized clearing. As I have discussed above, I believe that further regulations for 
credit default swaps should be considered in addition to bringing all standardized over
the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, 
establishing a regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, and fonnulating appropriate 
oversight for bilateral customized derivatives. 

8. Should existing credit default swaps he subject to mandatory clearing? 

r believe this is an important issue not only with regard to credit default swaps, but for all 
outstandiDg over-the-counter derivatives. Bringing standardized over-the-counter 
derivatives into mandated centralized clearing could ensure for the daily valuation of 
transactions through mark to market accounting, enhance the soundness of the system by 
requiring the timely posting of collateral, and increase transparency into dealers' total 
aggregate trading positions by underlying commodities. 

Most existing over-the-counter derivatives contracts, however, were entered into on a 
bilateral basis. In addition, a review of publicly available. data suggests that the majority 
of outstanding mark-to-market exposures for derivatives dealers have not been fully 
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collateralized. To do so would require significant additional resources and capital for the 
major banks. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and other regulators 
to consider this import.ant question and bow to best achieve the benefits that mandated 
centralized clearing of existing over-the-counter derivatives could provide. 

9. Which agency should Coagres• designate as the regulator of organizations 
which will clear credit default swai»: the CFI'C, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) or the Federal Reserve? 

The CFTC has a well established record of successfully overseeing and regulating 
derivatives clearing organizations in the US. In my view, this experience makes the 
CFTC best suited for overseeing central counterparty clearing of credit default swaps. 

10. Should credit default swaps be regulated as insurance? If so, should this be 
state based regulation or federal regulation? 

Some credit default swaps have insurance-like characteristics. For example, AIG 
Financial Products, the unregulated affiliate of AlG discussed above, was writing credit 
protection for European banks and asset secwitizations. This shared many characteristics 
with the bond insurance protection being written at the same time by monolinc financial 
guarantee insurers like MBIA and AMBAC. Given this and other unique characteristics 
of credit default swaps, I believe multi-agency regulatory cooperation will be oecessary 
in working with Congress to design possible new federal regulations for these products. 

11. What is the social beoefrt from naked credit default swaps (e.g. the entity 
does not own the propeny that ill covered by the swap bat is simply 
speculating on the failure of an institution or governmental unit)? Should 
"naked" credit default swaps be outlawed altogether? If not, why not? 

Naked credit default swaps, particularly those related to single issuers, have many 
attributes of a short sale of a corporate bond. Approximately half of the cUJTent credit 
default swap marketplace relates to single-issuer credit default swaps. Congress is 
currently considering legislation that would ban naked credit default swaps. lf confirmed 
by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and other regulators to consider 
bow to best protect against manipulation and market abuse that may result from trading in 
naked credit default swaps. 

Please ex.plain oil prices and the CFTC's regulatory response in 2008 
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12. What is your explanation for wby oil priea ine-reased from about $90 per 
barrel iD December 2007 to about $150 per barrel in July 2008, to faH to less 
tho S40 today? To what es.teat was speculation by large banks and lade:1 
investon in swaps or futures responsible for a portion of the nm up? 

I believe that rapid growth in commodity index funds was a contributing factor to a 
bubble in commodities prices that peaked in mid-2008. The expanding number of hedge 
funds and other investors who were increasing asset allocations to commodities within 
their portfolios also put upward pressure on prices. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to take a fresh look 
at the role of speculation in the commodity futures markets. 

13. How would yon have used the regulatory tools available to tbe CFfC 
differently than tbe CFTC did this year to address the unprecedented spike 
in oil prices? 

Guarding against excessive speculation and market manipulation are two core functions 
of the CFTC's oversight responsibility. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to 
working with Congress and my fellow Commissioners to increase the CFTC's ability to 
guard against excessive speculation by increasing transparency around index and other 
non-commerciaJ investors, reviewing all current hedge exemptions from position limits, 
and ensuring that position limits arc applied consistenUy across all markets and trading 
platforms. 

l believe that the CFTC could have been more vigilant in guarding against excessive 
speculation in the commodities futures markets. The CFTC has used no-action letters for 
important regulatory decisions such as allowing foreign boards of trade direct access to 
US customers and granting hedge exemptions. These no-action letters have had 
consequential effects on the Commission's regulatory programs. If confinned by the 
Senate, I would undertake a thorough review of the process and standards for which 
matters come to the Commission and through which no-action letters are issued. 

I also believe that the CFTC should promote greater transparency by providing more 
useful and comprehensive data to the public. For example, the CFTC currently provides 
weekly "Commitments of Traders" reports (COT's). which show large position interests 
in certain commodities subject to CFTC oversight. These published reports are 
segmented into "commercial" and "non-commercial" positions and in some cases, nearly 
90% of reported open interests are held by non-commercial traders. I believe we could 
promote greater transparency and market integrity by providing a further breakdown of 
non-commercial open interests. If confinned by the Senate, I will work with the CFTC 
staff to use the tools at our disposal to protect con.swners, investors, and farmers by 
promoting transparency through more sophisticated data collection and dissemination. 
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The Comm.oditks Futures Modemiz.ali<m Act of 2000 

14. Do you agree that it was prudent to provide "legal certainty" as part of tbe 
CFMA to aempt swaps form CFTC regulation? 

We have learned a great deal since that time. Capital markets have been transfonned and 
we have witnessed the harsh aftennatb of Wall Street's excesses. I firmly believe that the 
American public and our economy benefit from strong, intelligent regulation. To be 
effective, though, regulations must adapt and stay abreast of developing technologies and 
new products. We must move swiftly now to apply the hard lessons we have learned. 
We must better protect investors, consumers, and farmers by refonning our regu)atory 
system and enacting far-reaching rules that promote transparency, accountability, 
fairness, and safety and ensure a crisis of this severity does not happen again. 

I believe we must enact a broad regulatOry regime for the over-the-counter derivatives 
market. If conf11Jned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all 
standardi7.ed over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges. establish a statuto.ry and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
formulate appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

Regarding the 'legal certainty' of over the counter derivatives, this issue had been 
discussed since the establishment of the CFTC in 1974. Since that time, bilateral over
the-counter derivatives entered into between institutional counterparties had not been 
regulated by the CFTC. This was based upon a combination of the statutory language of 
the Commodities Exchange Act setting up the CFTC, subsequent Congressional. actions, 
CFTC faterpretations and policy statements, case Jaw, and regulatory practice. For 
instance, in 1974, Congress incorporated the 'Treasury Amendment,' which exempted 
from CFTC regulation transactions in foreign currencies, government securities, 
mortgage securities, and certain other debt instruments. Later, in 1989 the CFTC Swaps 
Policy Statement was issued, followed in 1992 by the Futures Trading Practices Act and 
subsequently, in 1993, both the CFTC Swaps Exemption and Forward Contract 
Exemption were issued. One of the principal goals oftbe 2000 legislation was to provide 
further legal certainty under the CEA for the then existing regulatory practice. 

IS. Would you support a complete repeal of the CFMA? 
16. lfnot, what specific part of the CFMA would you repeal? 

Answer to 15 & 16 

I believe there are many areas where the Commodities Exchange Act should be amended 
and improved. 
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In particular, I believe we must enhance the CFTC's ability to guard against excessive 
speculation in commodities markets and enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the
couoter derivatives marketplace that promotes transparency, accowttability, and safety. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to increase the 
CFTC's ability to guard against excessive speculation by increasing transparency around 
index and other non-commercial investors, reviewing all current exemptions from 
position limits, and ensuring that position limits are applied consistently across all 
markets and trading platfonns. 

I also believe that all physical commodities, including agricultural, metals and energy, 
should have consistent regulation under the Commodities Exchange Act. If confinned by 
the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve this objective. 

I believe we must also refonn regulation of the over-the-counter derivatives market. If 
con.finned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all 
standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, 
formulate appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

Bringing all standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing 
could ensure the daily valuation of transactions through mark to market accounting, 
enhance the soundness of the system by requiring the timely posting of collateral, and 
increase transparency into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying 
commodities. 

Bringing standardized derivatives products onto exchanges would promote transparency, 
increase market integrity, enhance the price discovery function, and provide additional 
safeguards for investors. 

I believe we must establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers 
including appropriate capital requirements, business conduct standards, and other rules. 

I also believe we need to consider appropriate regulations for customized bilateral 
derivatives that will allow commercial interests and hedgers to maintain the benefits of 
these contracts, while assuring the transparency, accountability and safety of the system. 

Credit default swaps have a close relationship to corporate bonds and other securities. 
Credit default swaps were used also by some banks to manage their bank capital 
requirements and to structure asset securitizations. Given these factors, I believe multi
agency regulatory cooperation will be necessary in working with Congress to design 
possible new regulations for these products. 

17. What part oftbe economy u bettu off today because of the CFMA? 
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We arc struggling through a time of unprecedented economic tunnoil. The challenges 
cannot be overstAted. I believe that both our financial system and our regulatory structure 
failed the American people. Many elements contributed to these failures and we have 
teamed a great deal. 

I finnly believe that the American public and our economy benefit from strong, 
intelligent regulation. We must apply the hard lessons we have learned to reform and 
amend the Commodities Exchange Act to better protect .investors, consumers, and 
farmers by reforming our regulations and enacting far-reaching rules to ensure a crisis of 
this severity does not happen again. 

Do yo11 support strong reglllalory t1""1oriJy and closing ALL loopholes'! Please answer 
tltefollowing quations yes or no. 

18. Eliminating exemptions and exclusioM: Eliminate the over the counter 
market exemptions by requiring all future transactions, including credit 
default swaps, to not only be subject to clearing, but to be conduded on fully 
regulated exchanges 

I believe that all standardized over-the-counter derivatives, including interest rate, 
cunency, equity, commodities and credit default swaps, should be brought into mandated 
centralized clearing and onto exchanges. I also believe we need to consider appropriate 
regulations for customized bilateral derivatives that will a1low commercial interests and 
hedger.; to maintain the benefits of these contracts, while assuring the transparency, 
accountability and safety of the system. 

Furthermore, I believe that all physical commodities, including agricultural, metals and 
energy, should have consistent regulation uoder the Commodities Exchange Act. If 
confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve these 
objectives. 

19. London Loophole: Require all Foreign Boards of Trade that solicit or accept 
more than a certain level of the bu11iaess volume from the U.S. to register as 
fully regulated domestic e:1changes aad thus be ineligible for "no action" 
letters? 

I !>-upport the CFfC's 2008 actions to close the "London Loophole" and ensure that 
foreign futures exchanges with permanent trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the 
position limitations applied to U.S. exchanges. Furthermore, I believe any foreign futures 
exchanges that have tenninals in the United States to which our investors have access and 
whose rontracts are based on the same underlying commodities should have consistent 
regulation applied, including position limits. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward 
to working with Congress to codify the CFTC' s authority to promulgate regulations 
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regarding look-alike contracts trading on foreign futures exchanges that affect U.S. 
investors. 

20. Enron !Aophole: Eliminate Exempt Commercial Markets as aa eligible 
registratio11 dass and require e:listing Exempt Commercial Markets to 
register as fltlly regulated eiclumges like a De1ignated Contract Market or a 
Designated Transaction Esecution Facility? 

I believe that the "Enron Loophole" should be closed and that uniform standards must be 
applied to contracts for physical commodities that have the same practical pricing effects, 
as called for in the 2008 Farm Bill. As I have stated previously, I believe that all physical 
conunodities, i11eluding agricultural. metals and energy, should have consistent regulation 
under the Commodities Exchange Act. 

21. Aggregou Specu/llJWn Limil8: Set aggregate speculative position limits ob 

energy and agriculture futures across all contract markets at the control or 
ownership level? 

I believe the CFTC should examine ways to set aggregate speculative position limits on 
energy and agriculture futures across all contract markets at the control or ownership 
level. 

22. Manipulation Stand4rd: Strengthen the Commission's anfi.maaipulation 
authority from a "specific: .intent" burden to a "recklessness" burden 
bringing the CITC more .in line with tbe SEC, Federal Energy Regulatory 
comminion (FERC), and the Federal Trade Commission (Fl'C)? 

Currently, because of recent grants of anti-manipulation authority by Congress to the 
FERC and FTC based upon SEC case law, there is the possibility that the same set of 
actions in a market could be subject to different legal standards for manipulation 
depending upon the agency bringing the case. 

Jf confirmed by the Senate, r look forward to working with Congress and other regulators 
to consider how to best utilize and interpret the CFTC's anti-manipulation authority to 
consistendy protect conswners and enhance market integrity. 

Increased Resources for tire Commission 

23. Use,..Fee Model: Adopt a future. transaction-fee model, that FERC ues and 
that the SEC has used !l.inc:e its Inception, to .increase available resources to 
tbeCFTC? 
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I believe the CFTC is significantly underfunded to simply meet its current mandates. The 
CFTC also lacks the necessary technology to monitor today's markets effectively. 
Likewise, I am concerned that the CFTC has not directed enough resources towards 
developing a robust staff of independent economists, whose work is essential to the 
Commission and Congress. 

Today, the staff numbers approximately 490, a decline ofoearly 20% from earlier in the 
decade. Over the same time, exchange trading bas grown exponentially, and the issues 
the CFTC facel! have increased in complexity. Contracts traded or cleared on US futures 
exchanges have gone up nearly six-fold from 2000 to 2008. Thus, the CFTC's current 
resources do not seem appropriate to respond to the challenges we face or the times in 
which we live. 

If Congress acts to expand the CFTC' s mission and authority to better regulate over-the
counter derivatives markets, address excessive speculation, and increase investor 
protection, significant additional resources will be required. 

I believe the critical issue is to find adequate resources to support the important work that 
lies ahead for this Commission. While I have not made an independent determination 
about mer funding, if oonfinned by the Senate, I intend to work with Congress and the 
Office of Management and Budget to find the most effective ways to secure the resources 
necessary for the CFTC to function fully. 

FERC and FTC anti-manipulation authorily-ple11$e answer the following question 
yes or no 

24. Congress specifically modeled the FERC's and FrC's anti-manipulation 
authority to allow the agencies to pursue manipulative activity in the futures 
markets that impact transactions in the cash markets. On the basis of the 
CEA's "esclwive jurisdiction" provision, the CFTC has resisted FERC's 
utilization of this authority when pursuing manipulative attivity which 
origina"d in the futures markets and impacted their jurisdictional cash 
markets, and bas strongly opposed the FrC's rulem.aking that would allow it 
to bring actions which span the physical and rmandal markets. Will you 
support dropping this opposition to the FERC's authority in caurt, and work 
cooperatively with both the FERC and FTC on allowing them to exercise 
their authorities to pursue manipulative conduct which spans the physical 
and rmaacial markets? If not, why not? 

If confirmed by the Senate, I would make it a high priority as Chairman to ensure the 
CFTC works with all other agencies effectively to prevent manipulation, protect 
investors, and enhance integrity in the physical and financial markets. We must ensure 
that we we the fullest grants of authority to pursue a robust enforcement agenda. More 
specifically, if confinned by the Senate, I would meet with the Chainnan of the FERC 
and of the FTC to find the most effective way to work together in furtherance of the 
public interest. 
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Sharinr Answers 

25. May 1 share your answers with interested colleagues? 

I welcome your sharing these answers with interested colleagues and look forward to 
making myself available for meetings for follow up discussions. 
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l'cbtulll')' 11. 2009 

'Ihiok you for your OOn£111lulatiolw Oil my oomin'llioo to seive as Cliairmen of tbc Coinmoclity 
Furore.~ Tradiag CommfS$iun. I appreciate yoiu inlere11t aDd leadctshlp on the mlllly issues 
ii&cillg the Commission. Pltllll!C fiud atiacbtd my tellpOll$CS to your specific quc.~iOJIS. 

I bclicn the CFTC must vlgorollSly fulfill llli m1111datc8: en!Urciog cmtiog lawi; aggt~ivdy, 
ptOlllOtiJJ& market integrity, prevelltillg fraud aoo llWlipuMiuu. and guarding acaimt exce:isivc 
speculation. 

We also aro at a IJ'l"1sfonaatio11al time lhal .req11i~ bold leadc™1ip to sl!OGgtbtln wr regulatory 
system. The Alncrican pub& IJld our ~nomy benefit &om strong. i11telligcllt reglllatioa. We 
snUSt apply lhc hlltd le.uom we hive learned tu repair our regulalOry ~ystem ud IO enact far. 
reaching roles lhat p!'Olllote nansparellC)', &OOOllllt.abilily, falmess. and 11afety. 

1f confirmed by !he Sc:nate. I look forward to workms with you on mudi nccdod n=gu.latmy 
refomt. I bcli~vc we must enhance the CFTC's.abilily Co guard against excessive SJ*ullllionin 
commodiW:s mukc<s. Fl&Jtbennarc, I beli4:ve we mJL~t urgeqtly move In cmact a broad replatory 
regime for the over-lbc-QOunter derivatives mallcetpW:c. 

J look forward In !rilling down with you to d!~CIL~~ my ooaiimliuu and the important work racing 
!he CFl'C. 
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1. Commodity Futures Modemizatien Act. During your tenlln as Uoders«retary of the 
Treuury, Cengreas drafted the CoJDJDodity Futures Modemizatiou Act tbat eliminated 
oversight of electronic markets - tbe Enron Loophole - and statutorily enshrined CITC 
Chairman Wendy Graham's 1992 regulatory decision to exempt all bilateral swap• 
from CfTC oversight. 

• Did you support exempting energy trading on electrvaic markets aad bilateral 
swaps from CFfC ovenigbt? 

I finnly believe that the American public and our economy benefit from strong, intelligent 
regulation. We have learned a gre,at deal in the nearly ten ye,ars since the President's Working 
Group on Financial Markets' Report on derivatives was published. l believe that we must now 
move swiftly to revise the Commodities Exchange Act (CEA) in light of many lessons learned to 
best promote transparency, accountability and safety. 

The President's Working Group's 1999 Report called for swap agreements that "involve a non
financial commodity with a finite supply" to be fully regulated under the CEA without 
exclusions. The subsequent drafting and passing of the legislation was a lengthy process that 
was unable to achieve this recommendation. The legislation also did not incorporate the 
recommendation for enhanced regulation of derivative dealers affiliated with broker dealers. 

I feel even more strongly today that all physical commodities, including agr:ic:ultural, metals and 
energy, should have coosistent regulation under the Commodities Exchange Act. I also believe 
that we must move swiftly to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-co\lJlter 
derivatives marketplace. If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to 
achieve these objectives. 

• What role did you play in drafting this legislation, and what was your view of 
these eiemptioas at the time? 

1 was not involved during 1998, when the Treasury, Federal Reserve and SEC articulated 
significant policy positions on these matters. lbis was during my first year at Treasury and I had 
been advised by Treasury Department Counsel that J was recused from these particular matters 
since they might relate clirectly to my Conner employer. The subsequent drafting BJ1d passing of 
the Commodity Futures Modernization Act (CFMA) was a lengthy and complex process, 
involving al least four government agencies including the Federal Reserve, SEC, CFTC and 
Treasury Department. Hearings were held in front of at least five Congressional Committees. 
As I was no longer subject to the restrictions of recusal in 2000, I Wllli a member of a team that 
worked with and advised then· Treasury Secretacy Lawrence Summers on Treasury and the 
Administration's positions. 

• Praident Clinten •s Working Group oa F;nancial Markets recommended 
regulation of derivative and swaps dealers and called for swaps clearing. Did 
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you recommend that P~ident Cliatoa support the final legislation that included 
aeither of these f'maucial safeguards? 

I believe we must urgently move to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-counter 
derivatives market that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. If confirmed by 
the Senate, I look fonvard to working with Congress to bring all standardized over-the-counter 
derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges and to establish a statutory 
and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers. In addition, I would work with Congress to 
fonnuJate appropriate oversight for bilateral customiud derivatives, and consider further 
additional regulation for credit default swaps. 

While serving as the Under Secretary for Domestic Finance, as part of the Treasury team, I 
advocated for regulation of the then UDI'egulated derivatives dealers affiliated with brokerage 
houses. We were unable to achieve this objective working with Congress on legislation. The 
hard lessons of the financial crisis further highlight that regulating all derivatives dealers is the 
right course of action today. If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with 
Congress and other regulators on a statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers 
including appropriate capital requirements, business conduct standards, aod other rules 

One of the Prc!tident's Working Group's recommendations nearly ten years ago was to facilitate 
clearing houses for over-the-counter derivatives. I feel strongly that we roust now bring all 
staridudi~ over-the-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing. l believe that this 
should cover all standardized products, including interest rate, currency, equity, commodities and 
credit default swaps. This step could ensure the daily valuation of transactions through mark to 
market accounting, enhance the soundness of the system by requiring the timely posting of 
collateral, and increase transparency into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying 
commodities. 

• Do you view Cite Commodity Futures Modernization Act as a mistake? 

I believe that both our financial system and oui regulatory system failed the American people. 
There were many elements that conUibutcd to these failures and we have learned a great deal 
since the legislation was enacted. To repair and refonn the system, I believe we must tackle a 
robust agenda including modifying regulation of mortgage origination and securitization, credit 
rating agencies, hedge funds, over-the-cowiter derivatives markets, and capital rules and 
counteipany risk standards. Additionally, we must improve systemic regulation, increase 
transpai:ency, and put new protections in place for consumers, investors, and Canners. 

To be effective, financial regulations must adapt and scay abreast of developing technologies, 
products and markets. I believe that we must now move swiftly to .revise the Commodities 
ElCchange Act (CEA) in light of many lessons learned to best promote transparency, 
accountability and safety. 
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• What specific sectieas of this legislation do you sapport repealing today? 

First, we must enhan~ the CITC's ability to guard against excessive speculation in commodities 
markets. I believe that all physical commodities futures, including agricultural, metals and 
energy, should have consistent reg\llation UQdcr the Commodities Exchange Act. I also believe 
we must increase the CFTC's ability to guard agllinst excessive speculation by increasing 
transparency around index and other non-commercial investors, reviewing all current exemptions 
from position limits, and ensuring that position limits are applied consistently across all markets 
and trading platforms. If confirmed by the Senate, J look forward to working with Congress to 
achieve these objectives. 

Second, we must wgeotly move to enact a broad regulatozy tcgime for the ovcr-the·countcr 
derivatives maiketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 
If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all standardized 
over·thc-counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, establish a 
statutozy and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, formulate appropriatx: oversight for 
bilateral customized derivatives, and consider further additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 

2.. Swaps regulation. Much like OTC energy derivative swaps, voice-brokered credit 
default swaps markets operate with no market monitori11g to prevent manipulation, no 
clearinghouse holding collateral to back tnmsactio.ns, and no comprdieusive records or 
who is trading what. Do you support repealing the "swaps loopholq" iD. Section 2 of 
the Commodity Exchange Act? Would you .!IUpport legislation striking subsection (d), 
subsectiou (g) and paragraphs (1) and (2) ofsubsectiou (h) of the Act? 

l believe that we must urgently move to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-(:ounter 
derivatives marketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 

Jr confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to bring all standardized 
over·the-c:ounter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, establish a 
statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, formulate appropriate oversight for 
bilateral cwtomized derivatives, and consider further additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 

J also believe that all physical commodities futures, including agricultural, metals and energy, 
should have consistent regulation under the CEA. 

To achieve these goals, amending each of the referenced subsections of the CEA would be 
required. If confinned, I look forward to working with Congress to achieve these objectives. 

3. Euroa LoopheJe. The :Z007 Farm Bill closed tbe Enron Loophole by requiring 
electronic exchanges to actively monitor trading or s.igniJicant price discovery contracts. 
CFI'C must review electronic contram on an ongoing basis to eosure tbat all 
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siguifiunt price discovery contracts are regulated. What wiU you do to ensure that 
CFI'C's review is thorough IUld eflr:ctive? 

I believe that the "Enron Loophole" should be closed and that uuifonn standards must be applied 
to contracts for physical commodities that have the same practical pricing effects, as called for in 
the Farm Bill. l believe that all physical commodities, including agricultural, metals and energy, 
should have consistent 1egulation under the Commodities Exchange Act. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I am committed to ensuring that the CFTC vigorously fulfills its 
mandates: enforcing existing Jaws aggressively, promoting market integrity, preventing fraud 
and manipulation. and guarding against excessive speculation. I believe a critical issue is finding 
adequate resources to support the important work required of this Commission. The CFTC is 
significantly underfunded to simply meet its current mandates, and its mandates are increasing. 
I intend to work with Congress and the Office of Management and Budget to find the most 
effective ways to secure the resotuee.s necessary for the CFTC to function fully. 

4. Prevent systemk risk through a uew clearinghouse. The Pretideut's Working Group 
o.o Finandal Marketl (PWG) bas signed a memonndum of understanding to guide 
oversight of a credit default swap clearingboue, but both the SEC and the CFl'C have 
atated in testimoay that their ability to regulate a swaps clearinghouse is lilllited by die 
Commodity F11tures Medernizatioo Act. 

• Do yo11 support legislation requiring a credit default swap clearinghouse to be 
registered with CFl'C as a Derivatives Clearing Organization? 

I suppon legislation requiring a credit default swap clearinghouse to be registered with the CFTC 
as a Derivatives Clearing Organization (DCO). 

• CFrC is the federal age.Dey with the most sobstantial history of regulating 
clearing organizations. The Federal Reserve bu the legal power to regulate 
clearing, but Congress bas not specified regulatory principles under which the 
Federal Reserve would perfonn th.ill regulation. Do you believe CFrC should be 
the lead agency overseeing swaps clearing? 

The CFTC has a well established record of successfully overseeing and regulating derivatives 
clearing organizations in the US. In my view, this experience makes the CFTC best suited for 
overseeing central counterparty clearing of credit default swaps. 

• If multiple regulators oversee diffcre.at clearinghouses. would it be difficult to 
ensure that any oue ngu]ator would have a comprehensive market view? 

As this fma.ncial and economic crisis has powemdly demonstrated, regulators must work more 
closely together and with our international partners on all of these issues. Today's complex 
financial markets are global, and as we have seen, absolutely and ilTeversibly interlinked. We 
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need to ensure that our partners in regulating markets both here and around the world apply the 
same rigor in enforcing standards of transparency, accountability and safety for investors. 
Regulaton must have a comprehensive market view in order to fulfill their mission. If 
confumcd by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress to ensure we achieve these 
goals. 

• Does the current memonndum of'undentandlng allow clearinghouses to choose 
their regulator based on which agency is least onerous, creating a "race to the 
bottom" effect? 

I believe we need lo work with Congress and intemational regulators to ensure the highest 
standards of customer protection and market integrity by promoting consistent guidelines for 
transparency, accountability, and safety that are established and strictly enforced across all global 
commodities markets. 

S. Require FDIC insured banks to clear aD 1waps in energy and credit. A clearinghouse 
prevents systemic risk only if large bmks use it. Even if the PWG succeeds in 
establishing a clearinghouse, large institutions will be able to es:eeute uncleared trades 
at lower cost. exposing shareholders and the American people to cowzterparty def'auh 
riik and our economy to systemic risk. De you suppon Jegblatiou to require that FDIC 
guaranteed entides must clear all swaps contracts? 

I believe that all standardized over·the-counter derivatives, including interest rate, currency, 
equity, commodities and credit default swaps, should be brought into mandated centralized 
clearing. This would include those entered into by FDIC-guaranteed entities. 

6. Risk Based SWaps Oversight. The swaps loophole allows fiRancial and energy bilateral 
over-the-counter contncu to be traded without guvemment oversight of any kind. 
Wbllt bilateral swaps are private contracts of infinite variation, many have a 
substantive impact en tbe market. Acting CliTC Chairman Walter Lukken advocated 
using a risk-based approach to monitor seledively those swap1 contracts traded in large 
voluma. used as a price reference, staududized, or expose the market to sy1temic risk. 
Tbis approach was adopted in the Farm Bill provisions and in the Over-th~Co11oter 
Swaps Speculation Limit Act that I introduced in Septe111ber. How do you propose to 
reguJate bilateral swaps cootracts to protect the market? 

I believe we must urgently move to enact a broad regulatory regime for the over-the-counter 
derivatives marketplace that best promotes transparency, accountability, and safety. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working wilh Congress to bring all standardized 
over-the·counter derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges, establish a 
statutory and regulatory framework for derivatives dealers, fonuuJate appropriate oversight fur 
bilateral customized derivatives, and oonsider further additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 
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Bringing all standardized over-the-counter derivatives into mandated ~ntraliud clearing could 
ensure the daily valuation of transactions through mark to market accounting, enhance the 
soundness of the system by requiring the timely posting of collateta.1, and increase transparency 
into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying commodities. 

Bringing standardized derivatives products onto exchanges would promote tnimparency, 
increase marlcet integrity, eohance the price discovery function, and provide additional 
safeguards fOT investors. 

I believe we must establish a statutory and regulatory framework for derivati~s dealers 
including appropriate capital requirements, business conduct standards, and other rules. 

I also believe we need to consider appropriate regulations for customized bilateta.I derivatives 
that will allow commercial interests and hedgers to maintain the benefits of these contracts, 
while assuring the transparency, accountability and safety of the system. 

Credit default swaps have a close relationship to corporate bonds and other securities. Credit 
default swaps were used also by some banks to manage their bank capital requirements and to 
structure asset sccuritizations. Given these factors, I believe multi-a gene y regulatory 
cooperation will be necessary in working with Congress to design possible new regulations for 
these prodUcis. 

7. A Ceatral, Real· Time Trading Database. My attempts to require large trader 
reporting ol bilateral swaps failed in 2002 and 2003. As a result, no centralized source 
of ialormation about voice brokered swapa exisu. According to Te:us Law Profmor 
Beary Ho. "a data clearinghouse may help provide advuce notice to regulators of 
po~slble eotity-speclfic or system-wide problems and early remediadon. Should 
proble111s arise, this data cleariogbome can contribute materially to the informational 
predicate for proper regulatory responses to such problems." 

In e:iamples including Enron, Amaranth, and AIG, regulators failed to anticipate 
market failures of devastating proportion because they did not have a picture of tbe 
marketplace. A data cleariagliouse would enable die regulator to mcicipate problem• 
and adclJ'ffs tbein. 

• Do you support creating central database of 1111 bUatenl swaps positions in both 
finaacial and energy markets beld by any large trader? 

As I have stated, I believe that all standardized over·the·counter derivatives, should be brought 
into mandated centralized clearing and onto exchanges. I also believe that we need to fonnulate 
appropriate oversight for bilateral customized derivatives. Registration of all derivatives clearing 
houses wi1h the CFTC as DCOs, along with appropriate reporting requirements for customized 
bilateral swaps, could serve the goal of creating a central database of all bilateral derivatives 
positions in both the financial and energy markets. 
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• In 2008, CFTC used its spedal call a11tbority to solicit swaps positions held by 
institutional laveston, b.rt this dataset was incomplete. Will you use CFI'C's 
e:Usting special can authority to establish a central 1waps database f'or large 
traders within 128 days of your confirma•ioa? 

I believe that a broad regulatory regime is needed for over·th~counter derivatives. Moving all 
standardized over·the-couotec derivatives into mandated centralized clearing and onto 
exchanges, fonnulating appropriate oversight of customized derivatives, and regulating 
derivatives dealers, should provide the means to establish and mainiain such a central database 
for large traders. The CFTC also has a special call authority to solicit infunnation from 
institutional investors. If confinned by the Seruue, I look forward to working swiftly with 
Congress to determine the best means of establishing a central swaps database for large traders. 

8. Position Limits. OTC bilateral swapa speculators curnntly may hold unlimited 
positions, even if they do not II.ave exposure to the uaderlying commodity or debt 
obligation. In energy commodities, -limited speculation allews speculative positions to 
drive prices instead of supply and demand, and ln credit default swaps traders even 
speculate on the third party's demise. 

• Do you support imposing position Umirs on speculators in the energy swaps 
market and credit default swapa markets? 

Guarding against excessive speculation and market manipulation are two core .functions of !he 
CFTC's oversight responsibility. If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with 
Congress and my fellow Commissioners to increase the CFTC's ability to guard against 
excessive speculation by increasing transparency around index and other non-commercial 
investors, reviewing all cWTent hedge exemptions from pos.ition limits, and ensuring that position 
limits are applied consistently across all markets and trading platforms. 

• Do you support legislation that would limit speculative positions to ensure 
liquidity while preventing speculaton from domiaaruag the market? 

I believe that the CFTC may exen:ise its authority at its discretion to establish position limits 
over all commodity futures. If confirmed by the Senate, I will ensure that all available resources 
and authorities are deployed to protect investors in the commodities futures markets. If those 
authorities arc insufficient, I will not hesitate to ask Congress for additional statutory authority to 
ensure liquidity and guard against excessive speculation. 

• Do you support imposing aggregate position limits on energy traders, so tbat 
position limits consider position1 in functionally identical prodacts, wbetber tbey 
are held in bilateral swaps, on electronic exchanges, on registered exchanges. or 
oo foreign. boards ohrade? 
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I believe the CFTC should examine ways to set aggregate speculative position limits on energy 
and agriculture futures across all contract markets. If confirm~ by ~ Senate, I look forward to 
working with Congress on legislation to codify the CFTC's authority to promulgate regulations 
regarding look-alike contracts. 

9. Close the London loophole. Closing the Loudon Loophole would prevent U.S. oil and 
fmmcial derivatives from being traded on international excbaqges without robwit 
ovenight. According to CFI'C, U.S. oil futures traders on ICE Futures Europe 
exceeded U.S. speculation 6mits every single week from 2006 to 2008. In J.ane, CFTC 
unou11ced it would limit tbis offshore market speculation and require reeordkeeping. 
Bat legi1lation Is stiU needed to require foreign exchanga with U.S. cmtomen to adopt 
the same speculation trading limits and reporting requirements that apply to United 
States trades - ending the regulatory race to the bottom. Will you eadone legislation to 
close the London loophole, which Senator Levin and I introduced in 2008? 

I support all actions to close the "London Loophole" and eosure that foreign futures ellchanges 
with permanent trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the position limitations and reporting 
requirements that are applied to trades made on U.S. exchanges. Furthermore, 1 believe any 
foreign futw"es exchanges that have terminals in the United States to whlch our investors have 
access and whose contracts are based on the same underlying commodities should have 
consistent regulation applied, including position limits. If con.finned by the Senate, I look 
forward to working with Congress on legislation to codify the CFTC' s authority to promulgate 
regulations regarding look-alike contracts trading on foreign futures exchanges that affect U.S. 
investors. 

JO. U.S. Leadership in an international reform effort. Electronic market•, Ou6d capital 
Oows, and new f"mancial centen ia emergiog markets make the balkanized financial 
regulatory sy9tem inad.quate to meet new challenges. The United States could help 
restore our standing in tile world by calling for and leading ao effort to establish 
minimum international itmidards for market transparency, accountability, and 
oversight. How do you intend to pursue improved international cooperation? 

As this crisis has powerfully demonstrated, we must work more closely with our international 
partners on all of these issues. Today's complex tiD.allcial markets are global, and~ we have 
seen, absolutely and irreversibly interlinked. We need to ensure that our partners in regulating 
marlcets arolU!d the world apply the same rigor in enforcing standards of transparency, 
accountability and safety for investors that we will demand of our markets. If confinned, J look 
forward to working with Congress and international regulators io ensure we achieve these goals. 

11. Improve federal regulatory structure and coordination. Americaa rmaucial markeb 
are ovcneen by seven regulaton: tbe Federal Reserve System, the Securities and 
Enhange Commission, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the Office of tbe 
Comptroller ot' the Currency, the Federal Depo1it ln1uraace Corporation, the Offiee of 
Thrift Supervision, and the National Credit Union Administration. In light of the 
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convenion by Goldmm Sacha and JPMorgan Chase into bauk holding companies ud 
recent acquisitions by other major financial in1titutioos. the jurisdidion of regulatory 
authority bas bee.a blurred. A forward-looking, unified oversight structure shouJd be 
developed to coordinate regulatory efforts and limit fufU"' gaps in oversight. What do 
you believe to be tbe benefits of maintaining CFrC independence, and what do you 
believe would be the beoefits or combining the CFTC with otber regulaton1? 

If confirmed by the Senate, one of my principal goals will be to help reform our regulatory 
system, which has failed to keep Americans out of harm's way. I have a longstanding 
commitment to advocating for investor protection and for progressive reforms. 

To revitalii.e our financial system, I believe we must tllckle a robust agenda including modifying 
reguJation of mortgage origination and securitization, credit rating agencies, hedge funds, over
tbe-counter derivatives markets, and capital ru.les and counterparty risk standards. Additionally, 
we must improve systemic reguJation, increase transparency, and put new protections in place 
for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

I believe accomplishing these objectives must be the primary consideration in any proposed 
agency refonns. The CFTC perfouns vital functions and it is critical that all of its mandates are 
preserved, even as the demands on our regulatory agencies expand. A merger makes sense only 
if it enhances our ability to carry out the important tasks with which the CFTC is entrusted. 
Thus. I would not consider a merger simply for merger's sake. 
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The Honorable Carl Levin 
United States Senator 
269 Russell Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Levin, 
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I am writing to respond to your series of questions regarding my nomination to be Chainnan the 
Commodity }"uturcs Trading Commission. Please find my responses attached. 

I appreciated the opponunity to meet with you on January 14, 2009 to discuss the clear needs to 
strengthen the role of the CFTC. In addition I would like to thank you for your questions to 
further clarify my views on these important issues. I believe we are at a transformational time 
that requires bold leadership to strengthen our regulatory system. 

As Chairman of the Penna.nent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate Committee on 
Homeland Security and Government Affairs, I look forward to working with you should I be 
confirmed by the United States Senate. 

Should you have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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Questions for CFTC Cbairman·Designee Gary Gensh~r 
From Senator Carl Levin (D·MI) 

January 26, 2009 

I. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -· trading or 
investing in commodities by persons who do not. produce or use the commodity 
in order to profit from commodity price changes - can affect the price of 
commodity futures? Can speculation in futures markets affect the actual cash 
price of a commodity? 

I believe that speculative trading or investing by persons who do not produce or use a 
commodity in order to profit from commodity price 1;hanges can affect prices for 
commodity futures as well as for the underlying commodities. I think we have seen this 
demonstrated in the commodity futures markets during the past several years. 

If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and my fellow 
CFTC Commissioners to take a fresh look at the role of speculation in commodity futures 
markets. 

2. Section 4a or the Commodity Exchange Act states: "Excessive speculation in any 
commodity under concracts er sale of such commodity for future delivery made 
on or subject to the rules of contract markets or derivativc.s transaction 
execution facilities causing sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted 
changes in tbe price ofsueh commodity, is an undue and unnecessary burden on 
interstate commerce in such commedity ••.• " Section 4a directs the CFTC to 
establish position limits to prevent such burdens. Do you believe that excessive 
speculation in commodity futures traded on CFTC-regulated exchanges can 
cause "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted changes" in 
commodity prices? 

I believe that excessive speculation in commodity futures can cause sudden or 
unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted changes in commodity prices. If confirmed by 
the Senate, I will ensure that the CFTC fulfills its statutory mission to guard against 
excessive speculation. 

3. The CFTC has used the authority under section 4a to establish position limits to 
prevent traders from acquiring large positions that could be used to manipulate 
the price of commodities traded on fotureJ exchanges and to prevent price 
distorti01t5 at contract expiration. It bas generally not used this authority to 
establish position limits to prevent levels of speculation that, absent proof of 
manipulation. may nonetbeleu significantly affect commodity prices. Do you 
believe that the CFTC should e1Jtablish position limits to ensure that excessive 
levels of speculation, even in the absence of manipulation, are not causing 
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"sudden or unreasonable nuctuations or unwarranted changes .. in (be prices of 
commaditics? 

Guarding against excessive speculation and market manipulation are two core functions 
of the CFTC's oversight responsibility. I believe that the CFTC may exercise its 
authority at its discretion to establish position limits over all physical commodities, 
including agricultural, metals and energy commodities. If confirmed by the Senate, I will 
ensure that all available resources and authorities are deployed to protect investors in the 
commodities markets. 

For example, I believe there is a need to analyze all outstanding exemptions to position 
limits that have been granted previously to non-commercial hedgers ('hedge 
exemptions'). If confirmed by the Senate, I will ask the CFTC staff to undertake a 
review of all outstanding hedge exemptions, to consider the. appropriateness of those 
exemptions, and to evaluate potential practices for instituting regular review and 
increased reporting by exemption-holders 

4. Do you believe that trading in commodiry markets not ttgulatcd by the CFTC, 
such as over-the-counter (OTC) markets or foreign exchanges, can affect the 
prices of commodities in markets or exchanges regulated by the CFTC? 

I believe that trading in over-the-counter derivatives markets or on foreign futures 
exchanges can and does affect the cash prices of conunodities in the spot markets and the 
prices of commodity futures traded on regulated exchanges. 

If continned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress and my fellow 
Commissioners in considering greater oversight and consistent regulation, where 
appropriate, for all markets relating to commodities. 

S. Do you support amending the Commodity Exchange Act to provide the CFTC 
with sufficient authority to regulate commodity swaps and other instruments 
traded ;n OTC markets to ensure the integrity and transparency or the price or 
commodities traded ill markets currently regulated by the CFTC? 

I believe lhat both our financial system and our regulatory structure have failed the 
American people. To achieve the reguJatory reform required by our citizens and the 
overall system, I believe we must work to ensure for a far more stable and resilient 
financial system, to better protect market integrity and the price discovery function, and 
to provide increased protection for consumers, borrowers, and investors. If confirmed by 
the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress, the Administration and other 
regulators to create n transparent. open and accountable regulatory oversight structure for 
the over-the-counter derivatives market. 
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I believe that we need to bring standardized product!> into mandated centralized 
clearinghouses and onto exchanges, establish a regulatory framework for derivatives 
dealers and fonnulate appropriate oversight for credit default swaps. 

Bringing standardized derivatives products into mandated centralized clearinghouses 
would ensure the discipline of daily valuation of transactions through mark to market 
accounting. This measure would enhance the safety and soundness of the system by 
requiring timely posting of collateral. Clearinghou5es also would give regulators a direct 
window into dealers' total aggregate trading positions by underlying commodities. 
Likewise, bringing standardized derivatives products onto exchanges would promote 
transparency, increase market integrity, and enhance the price discovery function. 

ff con finned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress as well to consider 
appropriate regulations for customized bilateral over-the-counter derivatives. 

One of the significant lessons of the financial crisis is that l.lill'egulated derivative dealers, 
many of which were affiliates of insurance companies or broker dealers, threatened and 
in some cases destroyed their parent or affiliate, causing global shockwaves. This was 
the case in AIG's failure, for example. 

While serving at the Treasury Department as the Under Secretary for Domestic Finance 
in the late I 990's, J advocated for regulation of the then unregulated derivatives dealers 
affiliated with brokerage houses. I fed even more strongly that this is the right course of 
action today. If confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress, my 
fellow Commissioners and other regulators to consider appropriate capital requirements. 
business conduct standards, and other rules for derivatives dealers. 

Finally, if confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with Congress on 
considering possible further regulation of credit default swaps. Given the unique nature 
and close relationship of credit default swaps to corporate bonds and other securities, the 
CFTC, the SEC and other regulators, working in tandem, need to consider possible 
additional regulations to protect the integrity of the markets and investors. 

6. Do you support providing the CFTC with authority to require the reporting of 
large trades in OTC markets in order to prevent manipulation, price distortion, 
or excessive speculation in CITC-regulated rutures markets? 

As I stated in question 4, I believe trading and pricing in over-the-counter derivatives 
markets can and does have a dire<:t effect on regulated futures markets. The initiatives t 
have set forth in question 5 would give the CFTC greater visibility into the over-the
counter derivatives markets if enacted. Furthemtore, if confinned by the Senate, I look 
forward to working with Congress to consider both the appropriateness and the potential 
means of extending position limits to certain of these markets. 
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7. The 2008 Farm Bill provided the CFTC with authority and directed the CFTC 
to promulgate rules to regulate commodity contracts traded on electronic 
trading faciUties that the CFTC finds perform a significant price dbcovery 
function. 

a) Do you believe that the trading of conunodity contracts on electronic trading 
faeilities like the Jnterceatinental Excbnge (ICE) can affect the price of 
similar contracts traded on CFTC-regulate futures exchanges? 

l believe that trading of"look·alike" con!raclS on electronic-trading facilities can and 
does affect the prices of similar contracts traded on regulated futures eKchanges. 

b) What priority would you place, If confirmed, on issuing the regulations called 
for in the Farm Bill for contracts that perform a significant price discovery 
fu nction? 

If confinned, r would place a high priority on closing the "Enron Loophole" and 
promoting uniform standards for contracts that have the same practical pricing effects, as 
called for in the Farm Bill. 

c) Do you agree that under the 2008 Farm Bill the CFTC has unilateral 
a uthority to determine which cootracts perform a significant price discovery 
function and that a formal hearing or rulemaking is not required to make 
th is determination? 

The statute as enacted is clear that the CFTC has unilateral authority to determine 
whether an agreement, contract, or transaction perfom1s a significant price discovery 
function . 

8. What is your view on wbetber and how the growth of commodity (qdex funds 
over the last 5 years has affected commodity prices? 

J believe that rapid growth in commodity index funds was a contributing factor to a 
bubble in commodities prices that peaked in mid-2008. The expanding number of hedge 
funds and other investors who were increasing asset allocations to commodities within 
their portfolios also put upward pressure on prices. Notably, though, no reliable data 
about the size or effect of these two influential investor groups has been readily 
accessible to market participants. 

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with my fellow Commissioners 
and the Congress to increase transparency around these commodity index funds and 
investors. The CFTC currently provides weekly "Commitments of Traders" repons 
(COT's), which show large position interests in certain commodities subject to CFTC 
oversight. These published reports are segmented into "commercial" and "non· 
commercial" positions and in some cases, nearly 90% of reponed open interests are held 
by non-commercial traders. I believe we could promote greater transparency and market 
integrity by providing a further breakdown of non-commercial open interests. 
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9. If confirmed, would you seek to improve the CFfC's data and public ttporting 
of data to improve the understanding of bow commodity index funds afrfft 
commodity markets? What improvements in data would you like to see? 

As I have stated above in my answer to question 8, if confirmed by the Senate, I plan 10 
reevaluate the CFTC's data collection and production capacity, particularly as it relates to 
the effect of commodity index funds and non-commercial traders on the broader 
commodities markets. The CFTC is likely to require further resources and additional 
technology to accomplish this goal. 

JO. If confirmed, how would you strengthen and improve tbe CFTC's market 
surveillance and oversight? 

Providing market surveillance and oversight is one of the CFTCs core functions. As 
outlined in questions 5 and 6, if confinned by the Senate, I look forward to working with 
Congress to address the regulation of over-the-counter derivatives and excessive 
speculation in commodities markets. I believe the CFTC will require increased resources 
to carry out these new initiatives, which will promote market integrity and increase 
transparency, thereby improving the surveillance and oversight functions. lf confinned 
by the Senate, I look forward to working with the Congress to secure the much-needed 
additional resources to undertake these reforms and strengthen this area. 

11. What is your view of the CYrC's enrorccmcnt capabilities'! How would you 
strengthen and improve the CYrC's enforcement capabilities and activities? 

A highly functioning enforcement capability is crilical to an effective CFTC. The 
CFTC's enforcement division has brought some notable recent actions with limited 
current resources. If confirmed by the Senate, I will request more attorneys and 
investigators to detect and prosecute fraud and manipulation in these markets and to 
enforce possible new regulations regarding over-the-counter derivatives and excessive 
speculation in the commodities markets. 

12. Do you agree that the CFfC's budgetary and staff resources have not kept pace 
with the growth in commodity markets over the past decade? Do you agree that 
the CYrC is currently underfunded? If confirmed, how would you seek to 
improve the CFTC's budgetary and staff resources? 

The CFTC is underfunded in tenns of both budget and staff. Today, the staff numbers 
approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. During this time, 
markets have grown exponentially, and the issues the CFTC faces have increased in 
complexity. I am also concerned that the CFTC Jacks the necessary technology to 
monitor today's markets effectively. 
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If Congress acts co expand the CFTC's mission and authority to better regulate over-the
countcr derivatives markets, address excessive speculation, and increase investor 
protection, significant additional resources will be required. 

13. For many years, the President's budget has recommended that Congress impose 
a user fee on commodity market participants to fund part of the CYfC's 
activities. The CFTC is currently the only major U.S. rmancial regulator that is 
not at least partially funded through user fees. Do you support the imposition of 
user fees to fund CFTC activities? 

I believe the critical issue is to find adequate resources lo support the important work chat 
lies ahead for this Commission. The CFTC is significantly underfunded to simply meet 
its current mandates. While J have not made an independent detenninat.ion about user 
funding, I intend to work with Congress and the Office of Management and Budget to 
find the most effective ways to secure the resources necessary for the CFTC to function 
fully. 

14. Currently, the C.FTC permits certain foreign exchanges, such as ICE Furores 
and the Dubai Mercantile Exchange, to install trading terminals in the United 
States so as to permit traders located in the United States to trade various U.S. 
energy commodities on these foreign exchanges as well as on U.S. exchanges. In 
2008, tbc CFTC detcnnined that in order for ICE Futures to continue to operate 
its trading terminals in the United States it would require ICE Futures to impose 
comparable position limits to those of the NY MEX for commodities traded oo 
both exchanges. ICE Futures and the U.K. Financial Services Authorily have 
agreed to these conditions. 

11) Do you support tbc CFTC's actions in 2008 to ensure that foreign exchanges 
that arc operating in the United States impose position limits that are 
comparable to those or the U.S. exchanges that trade the same commodities? 

I support the CFTC's 2008 actions to close the "London Loophole" and ensure that 
foreign futures exchanges with permanent trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the 
position limitations applied to U.S. exchanges. 

b) Ir confirmed, would you impose similar conditions on the Dubai Mercantile 
Exchange and its regulatory authorily, if it has not already agreed te them? 

I believe any foreign futures exchanges that have tenninals in the United States to which 
our investors have access and whose contracts arc based on the same underlying 
commodities should have consistent regulation applied, including position limits. 

c) Would you support legislation to codify the CFfC's authority to require 
such comparable po.11ition limits and reporting requirements in order to 
ensure that all foreign exchanges that seek to operate in the United States 
and trade U.S. commodities arc subje~t to comparable requirements? 
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If confirmed by the Senate, l look forward to working with Congress on legislation to 
codify the CFTC's authority to promulgate regulations regarding look-alike contracts 
trading on foreign futures exchanges· that affect U.S. investors. 

d) Do you believe the CFTC currently has enforcement authority over traders 
in the United States who are trading on a foreign exchange through foreign 
tenninals located in the United States if those trades affect the price.s of 
commodities in the United States? 

I believe that the CFTC has enforcement authority over traders in the U.S. who are 
trading on a foreign exchange through foreign tenninals located in the U.S. when and if 
those trades affect the prices of U.S. commodities. If confirmed by the Senate, l would 
work aggressively with the CFTC's legal scaffto ensure that U.S. interests are protected, 
and I would not hesitate to come back to Congress and osk for further enforcement 
authorization if necessary. 

15. It bas been reported in the press that during the Clinton Administration you 
supported efforts to restrict tbe CFTC's jurisdiction over various types of swaps 
and other derivatives. In 2000, Congress enacted the Commodity Futures 
Modernization Act (CFMA) which restricted both the CFTC's and SEC's 
authority to ~gulate commodity and financial derivatives. 

a) What were your job titles and positions from 1998-2000? 

I was Assistant Secretary of Financial Markets at the Treasury Department from 
September of 1997 through April 1999; thereafter through the end of the administration I 
was Under Secretary for Domestic Finance. 

b) Please describe your role, if any, in the efforts by the SEC, Department of 
Treasury, and Federal Reserve to oppose the CFTC's potential assertion of 
regulatory authority over swaps and derivatives in 1998. 

I was not involved in these matters, which occurred primarily during the spring and 
summer of 1998. This was during my first year at the Treasury Department and l had 
been advised by Treasury Department Counsel thal I was recused from these particular 
matters since they might relate directly to my fonner employer. 

c) Plean describe your role during the negotiations over the CFMA, including 
over provisions in tbe CFMA to lintit SEC and CFTC authority to regulate 
swaps, including interest rate, currency, equity, credit default, and 
commodity swaps. Please also include any role you played during the 
negotiation to limit state authority to regulate these swaps. 

The drafting and passing of the CfMA legislation was a lengthy and complex process, 
involving at least four government agencies including the Federal Reserve, the SEC, the 
CFTC and the Treasury Depanment, as well as hearings in front of at least live 
Congressional Committees. As I was no longer subject to the restrictions of recusal in 
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2000, I was 11 member of a team that worked with and advised then· Treasury Secretary 
Lawrence Swnmers on Treasury's positions. I do not recall participating in any 
negotiations over state regulatory authority. 

16. In 1998, former SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Treasury Secretary Lawrence 
Summers, and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan all opposed the 
CFTC's attempts to examine the OTC swaps market, and then supported the 
2000 statutory restrictions on the SEC's and CFTC's authority over swaps in the 
CFMA. Former Chalnnan Levitt recently stated that be now regrets the 
position he took during those years: "The market was too large, too explosive in 
growth to merely allow pure market forces to suffice as self-regulatory 
mechanisms. I have some regrets about it, clearly." In October 2008, Mr. Levitt 
wrote: "Our nation's financial markets are in the midst of their darkest hour in 
76 years. We are in this situation because of au adherence to a deregulatory 
approach to the explosive growth and expansion of America's major financial 
institutions. Our regulatory system failed to adapt to important, dynamic and 
potentially lethal new financial instruments as the storm clouds gathered." 

a) Do you agree with former Chairman Levitt's statement that our ttgulatory 
system bas failed to adapt to the development of new financial instruments 
and that the positions taken in 1998-2090 to deregulate these markets was, in 
retrospect, a mistake? If so, how would you correct this deficiency? 

b) Would you support ttpealing the statutory prohibitions in the CFMA on 
federal regulation of swaps? If so, should these swaps be regulated as 
commodities or securities'] 

Response to a) and b): 

I believe that both our financial system and our regulatory structure failed 1he American 
people. There were many elements that contributed lo these failures. Certainly one of 
these was regulators' inability to edapt to new financial instruments and technologies. 

It is important now to move swiftly and intelligently to repair the system. If confirmed 
by the Senate, T look forward to bringing my experience in the Executive Branch, in the 
Legislative Branch as a senior advisor to Senator Sarbanes, in the private sector, and as 
an investor advocate, to help bring about far-reaching regulatory reform. 

While I believe markets are central to innovation and growth, I have always advocated 
for sensible regulation. Well-designed financial rules with strong enforcement 
mechanisms are critical to protecting homeowners, investors, farmers and the integrity of 
our markets and economy. I believe wc must create a more stable and resilient financial 
system, ensure market integrity by promoting transparency and accountability, and 
increase protection for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

As out I incd in questions S and 6, if confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working 
with Congress to address the regulation of over·the-counter derivatives and excessive 
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speculation in commodities markets. With respect to over-the-counter derivatives, I look 
forward to working to bring standardized products into mandatory centralized 
clearinghouses and onto exchanges, establish a regulatory framework for derivatives 
dealers, and consider possible further regulation for credit default swaps. 

!7. Former Federal Reserve Chainnan Alan Greenspan testified in October that he, 
too, now believes that the conceptual framework underlying the deregulation of 
swaps in the CFMA was a mistake. Mr. Greenspan testified: "I made a mistake 
in presuming that the self-interests of organizations, spedfically banks and 
others, were such at that they were best capable of protecting their own 
shareholders and their equity in the firms .••• So the problem here is 
something which looked to be a very selid edifice and, indeed, a critical pillar to 
market competition and free markets did break down." 

a) Do you agree with Mr. Greenspan's recent statements that the financial 
collapse or 2008 has demonstrated the errors in the assumptioos underlying 
the deregulatory approach in tbe CFMA? Can we rely on commodity 
market participants and unfettered free market forces to prevent systemic 
risks and unreasonable price fluctuations in U.S. commodity markets? 

b) Do you support stronger regulation of V.S. commodity markets to protect 
market participants and prevent systemic risks and unreasonable price 
fluctuations, and, if so, how? 

Response to a) and b): 

I believe that the American public and our economy benefit from a regulated market system. 
The recent crisis revealed that market participants have failed at their O'Ml risk management 
and in their obligation to protect their customers, their investors' money, their shareholders 
and even their franchises in many cases. 

Our regulatory system also failed to protect investors, savers, borrowers, farmers and 
homeowners. As I mentioned in my previous answer, I believe that we must have additional 
safeguards in place to protectmarkets and investors against the risks we have witnessed in the 
past year. If confumed by the Senate, I look forward lo working with Congress and the 
Administration to meet the responsibilities that lie before us. To refonn the financial system, 
we must establish a regulatory framework that ensures a strong and stable financial 
infrastructure, promotes market integrity and the price discovery function, and provides 
increased protection for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

As I have stated in my previous answers, I support stronger regulation of U.S. commodity 
markets. If ronfinned by the Senate, I look forward to working to bring over-the-counter 
derivatives into mandatory central clearinghouses and onto exchanges, establish a regulatory 
structure for derivatives dealers, and consider possible additional regulation for credit default 
swaps. 
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18. What is your view oftbe proposal to merge the SEC and the CFTC? Would you 
support or oppose such a me.-gcr, prefer to retain the CFTC as a separate 
independent agency, or prefer some other approach? 

If confirmed by the Senate, my principal goal will be to help refonn our regulatory 
system, which failed to keep so many Americans out of harm's way. I have a 
longstanding commitment to advocating for investor protection and for progressive 
reforms. To revitalize our financial system, I believe we must tackle a robust agenda 
including modifying regulation of mortgage origination and sec:uritization, credit rating 
agencies, hedge funds, over-the-counter derivatives markets, and capital rules and 
counterpany risk standards. Additionally, we must improve systemic regulation, increase 
transparency, and put new protections in place for consumers, borrowers, and investors. 

I believe accomplishing these objectives must be the primary consideration in any 
proposed regulatory refonns. The CFTC perfonns vital functions and it is critical that all 
of its mandates are preserved, even as the demands on our regulatory agencies expand. A 
merger makes sense only if it enhances our ability to carry out the important tasks with 
which lbe CFTC is entrusted. Thus, I would not consider a merger simply for merger's 
sake. 

19. In 2004, Congress enacted legislation imposing a one-year cooling-off period 
before federal bank examiners could take a job with a bank they oversaw. If 
confirmed, would you support a similar cooling-off period ror commodity 
regulators? 

If confinned by the Senate, I would support a similar cooling-off period for commodity 
regulators. 

0 
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF HON. MARYL. SCHAPIRO, CHAIRMAN 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

Senator Dumnr-:. Good morning. I'm pleased to convene this hear
ing on the fiscal year 2010 funding request for two key Federal reg
ulatory agencies within the jurisdiction of this Appropriations Sub
committee on Financial Services and General Government, the Se
curities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission (CFTC). 

I also want to welcome my friend and my distinguished Ranking 
Member Senator Susan Collins. We have worked together in many 
venues, and I'm glad that we're going to share the responsibilities 
of this subcommittee. 

Joining us today to present testimony on the two budgetary pro
posals are lhe Honorable Mary Schapiro, Chairman of the SEC, 
and the Honorable Gary Gensler, Chairman of the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission. 

Both of these agencies enjoy unique histories, hold specialized 
and independent responsibilities and take different approaches to 
markets that serve different purposes, yet the CFTC and SEC both 
occupy pivotal positions al lhe forefront of stimulating and sus
taining economic growth and prosperity. 

We are enduring an extraordinary set of circumstances in our 
Nation today. We are be!,rinning to slowly emerge from one of the 
greatest economic crises in decades. After years of struggle, count
less families have lost their hard-earned savings, seen their dreams 
deferred and even denied. 

Some may view the subject matter of this hearing as dry as dust, 
how much money to give to two Federal agencies, but if you step 
back for a moment and translate their work into the real world, re-
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alize that their oversight and their regulation literally protects the 
savings and futures of American families and ensures that econo
mies in countries around the world will view our economy and the 
way we run ii with respect to as to whether or not 1.he rule of law 
is going to be followed. 

The unprecedented price volatility of our markets for fiscal com
modities, such as energy and grains, has hurt our economy, in ad
dition 1.o 1.he previous mention I made of some of the problems that 
we've had with savings and the like. 

Now perhaps more than ever, we need our markets to function 
transparently and be insulated from manipulation and unfettered 
excessive speculation. Much remains to be done 1.o stabilize and 
sustain our financial system. 

Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler each bring vast expe
rience tu their new leadership posts in this administration and 
have undoubtedly identified in their brief tenure ways tu improve 
the way we approach re!,rulating securities and futures markets. 

As the subcommittee prepares to make difficult funding deci
sions, I look forward to hearing about the challenges their agencies 
will face. 

In the interest of time, I am going to ask that the remainder of 
my statement be made a part of the record so that we will have 
opportunity for testimony and for questions. 

fThe statement follows: l 

PRF.P!\RF.O STATF.MF.).IT OF SF.).IATOR RICHARD J. DURRTN 

The CFTC and the SEC enjoy unique histories, hold specialized and independent 
re.;ponsibilitie.;, and take different approaches to market.; that serve differing pur
poses. Yet the CFTC and the Sl!:C both occupy pivotal positions at the forefront of 
slimulating and sustaining economic growt.h and prosperity in our country. 

Market wiers, financial investors, and the U.S. economy rely upon vigilant over
sight by these two agencies in today's evolving-and often volatile-global market
place. 

We are enduring an extraordinary set of circumstances in America today. We are 
beginning to slowly emerge from one of the greatest economic crises since the Great 
Depre.;sion. After years of sweat and struggle, countless families have lo.;t their 
hard-earned .;avings . .;eeing their dream.; daunted, deferred, and even denied. 

When a man named Rernard l\fadoff can, over the span of 10 or 20 years. lure 
investors into what has turned out to he a Ponzi scheme, causing many of them to 
lose millions of dollars, and his wrongdoing goes unnoticed by major regulatory 
agencies, it is clear more has to be done. 

When some of the major ratings agencies that gauge whether a company is doing 
well basically ignore their responsibility and fail to make accurate reports. everyone 
lo.;e.; as a result of it. 

The unprecedented price volatility of our market.; for physical commodities, such 
as ener·gy and grains, has hurt. our e<~onomy. Now-perhaps more than ever-we 
need our markets to fonction transparently and insulated from manipulation and 
Ltnfottcrnd excessive speculation. 

The Obama administration recently announced a comprehensive plan to signifi
cantly regulate credit default swaps and other over-the-counter derivatives. Exempt
ing these investments from regulation has proven to be a costly mistake-contrib
uting to the $180 billion taxpayer bailout of AlG, the collapse of Lehman Brothers, 
and the demise of Bear Stearn.;. 

This proposal will require far more lransparen<:y and responsibility from der·iva
tives traders that have long operated in the shadows. 

Things arc still very fragile. Much remains to be done to stabilize, repair, and sus
tain our financial syst.cm on which we all depend. It will take time to redeem the 
lost faith of the American people in the government institutions they expected would 
protect .them. But I believe we are moving forward with resolve toward a brighter 
economic course. 
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I appreciale the focl that Chairmen Schapiro and Gensler have each accepted 
President Obama's call to be part of the economic leadership team to help craft a 
more reliable regulatory framework and guide LIS to a better future. 

l:\oth Chairmen bring vast experience to their new leader>:'hip posts in this admin
istration-and have undoubtedly identified, even in their brief tenures, ways to im
prove the way we approach regulating in the securities and futures markets. 

As the subcommittee prepares to make diflicult funding decisions for the next fis
cal year, I look forward to hearing about the particular challenges their respective 
agencies face in today's tumultuous economic environment. I welcome their input on 
how we can best help to address lhose needs. 

Before hearing from our panelists, I'd like briefly outline the missions of these 
agencies and their budget. proposals: 

Turning first to the SEC, its three-prong mission is to protect investors: maintain 
fair, orderly, and efficient markets; and facilitate capital formation. The SEC is the 
investor's advocate. 

The SEC is responsible for overseeing more than 12,000 (lL1blicly traded compa
nies, over 11,300 investment, nearly 8,000 mutual fund>:' with $9 trillion in assets, 
fund complexes, 5,fiOO broker dealers with over 174,000 branches, 10 credit rating 
agencie>:', and close to $44 trillion worth of trading conducted each year on America'"' 
stock and option exchanges. 

The strength of the i\mer·ican economy and our financial markets depends (HI in
vestors' confidence in the financial disclosures and statements released by publicly 
traded (~Ompanies. Invest.ors expect lhe SEC to be the vigilant "cop (HI t.he beal." Re
grettably. in many respects. we let them down. I have faith in Chairman Schapiro's 
leadership and t.enacit.y t.o turn t.hings around. 

This subcommittee wants to make certain that the SEC has the necessary re
SOL1rces to effectively fulfill its obligatory singular mission: protecting shareholders. 

The SEC's budget request for fhcal year 2010 totals $1.026 billion. an increase 
of $8.8 million, or 8.8 percent over the agency's fiscal vcar 2009 enacted level of 
$943 million. This proposed fiscal year 2010 budget would fund 3,692 !<'TE, just 40 
more than the current year funding permits. 

Crucial to the SEC's effectiveness i>:' its enforcement authority. Each year the SEC 
brings hundreds of civil enforcement actions for violations of the securities laws, 
such as insider trading, (}(~Counting fraud, and providing false or misleading infor
mation. 

Serious, thoughlful quest.ions have been raised about whether the proposed en
forcement budget is adequate to keep pace with the growing demands. 

Second, the CFTC: The CFTC is charged with protecting the public and market 
users from manipulation. fraud, and abusive practices. It is also responsible for pro
moting open, competitive, and financially sound markets for commodity foturcs. 

The CFTC help>:' en>:'ure that the futures markets are equipped to better perform 
their vital function in the U.S. economy-providing a mechanism for price discovery 
and a means of offsetting price risks. 

The C1''TC'"' oversight and enforcement mi>:'sion becomes tangible when you con
sider lhal futures pr·ices impact what we pay for lhe basic necessities of our daily 
lives: our food, clothing, shelter, fuel in our vehicles, and heat in our homes. 

This year-2009-marks the 35th year since the establishment of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission. i\t the time of its inception in 197-1, CFTC's 500 em
ployees were tasked with the mission of ensuring fair practices and honest dealings 
on the commodity exchange>:' of America's then-$500 billion futures industry. 

Today it. is a $22 trillion industry that looks vastly different. Yes. the t.radit.ional 
agricultural products like wheat, corn, soybeans, and the proverbial pork bellies arc 
still part of the picture. Hut the landscape ha>:' been remarkably altered and diversi
fied wit.h novel and complex commodities ... everything from grains t.o gold, cur
rencies to carbon credits. 

In the past decade, trading volume ha>:' increased more than ten-fold-reaching 
well over 3.-1 billion t.rades in 2008, and actively lraded contracls have quinlupled
from 286 in 1998 to 1,521 in 2008. CFTC oversees $5 trillion of trades-daily. 

Adding to this challenge is a significantly transformed globalized, electronic, and 
round-the-clock marketplace. Moreover, the emergence of derivalives and hedge 
funds have altered the regulatory environment. 

Layered on this are new authorities added through the 2008 farm bill, coupled 
with escalating public angst. about. record energy and agr·icullural commodity price 
hikes and fluctuations, and a growing influx of financial funds into the futures mar
ket>:'. 

Further complicating t.he pi(~t.ure are transa(~t.ions t.hal the CFTC currently has no 
power to presently regulate-the vast "shadow" world of over-the·count.cr deriva
tives-like credit default ':\Waps. 
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Surpr·isingly, what hasn't changed is the number· of staff. Despite the phenomenal 
surge in volume and activity, CFTC staffing levels have simply not kept pace. In 
fact. staffing levels have dropped by over 20 percent. C1''TC'!:' workforce-like it!:' 
predecessor over t.hree de<:ades ago in the agency's fledgling years-presently num
bers onlv 500. 

For ffscal year 2010, the Pre!:'ident's budget request funding for the CFTC of 
$160.6 million. This represents an increase of $14.6 million-a 10 pen:ent hike
above the fiscal year 2009 enacted level of Sl46 million. 

Of the $14.6 million in increased funding for next year, $7.4 million is slated for 
inneased compensation and benefit costs for a staff of 572; $0.2 million will be de
voted to increased operating costs for information technology modernization. lease 
of office space, and other services; and $7.8 million will support the salary and ex
penses of :~8 additional full-time staff. 

Last August. I had the oppm·tunity to visit the CFTC's Chicago Regional Office. 
I met with a group of dedicated staff committed to doing outstanding work under 
challenging circumstances. I learned first-hand just how thin the staffing is. 

The CFTC's Chicago market surveillance staff consisted of 10 economists who con
duct daily oversight of each actively traded market and 6 trading specialists who 
process the daily reports detailing traders' a<:t.ual posit.ions in ea<:h market. 

These economists arc responsible for surveillance of over 1,250 different com
modity fotures and option contract!:', of which 325 are active, involving 13 different 
commodity types. The commodities underlying the futures <'.Ont.nu:t.s the staff must 
monitor arc highly diverse-including grains, livestock. lumber. currencies, Treas
ury in!:'truments, equity indexes, !:'ingle stock future, and dairy. More recently, 
weather derivatives, real est.ate indexes, and environmental pr·oducts such as carbon 
credits and emission allowances became part of their portfolio. 

A !:'ingle staff economi!:'t must cover many markets. For example. one staffer i!:' re
sponsible for 10 grains, one for 90 currencies, and one for· the surveillance of over 
500 hundred single stock futures. Aside from supervision by the chief of the Chicago 
surveillance section and Washington, DC supervisory personnel, there is limited re
dundancy built into the system. As a consequence, each one oft.hose e<:onomists is 
critical. 

The six trading !:'pecialists maintain an extensive daily data-gathering and 
ver·ificat.ion syst.em by <:ollect.ing reports from exchanges, fut.ures industry firms, and 
traders. As our energy debate in Washington throughout the last Congress dem
onstrated, this data collection is very important to the Commi!:'sion's oversight and 
to market transparency. 

As I pledged since assuming the Chairmanship of this committee, I am serious 
about addressing the re!:'otuce deficiency facing this agency. 

I will appreciate hearing from both Chairmen their honest appraisals about the 
resources they will require to achieve their missions, keep pace with change, and 
becomes as sophisticated a!:', if not more so, than the entitie!:' they monitor-while 
responsibly managing taxpayer dollars. 

Senator Dt:RBIN. And I now turn it over to my Ranking Repub
lican Member, Senator Cullins. 

STATE::VIENT OF SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS 

Senator COLLlNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Let me begin by saluting you for your leadership on this sub

committee. I am just delighted to be your new ranking member. 
About two decades ago, I spent 5 years in Maine State govern

ment as a financial regulator overseeing the bureau of banking, in
surance, securities administration, and I have a great personal in
terest in this area because I know that the decisions made by the 
SEC and the CFTC do, as you have pointed out, have such an im
pact not only on our economy but on the daily lives of most Amer
ican families. 

So it's a great honor to serve with you as your ranking member 
and I very much look forward to working cooperatively wilh you 
throughout this Congress. 

As we begin to consider the fiscal year 2010 budget requests for 
the SEC and the CFTC, let me also salute the chairman for his 
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leadership in securing significant increases for both of these agen
cies. 

Thanks to the work of this subcommittee and the chairman's 
leadership, the budget for the SEC is now nearly 9 percent above 
the fiscal year 2007 funding level and the budget for the CFTC is 
49 percent above that year. 

These increases are extremely important, given lhat both of 
these agencies were woefully underfunded for years. I personally 
believe that they're still underfunded and that more work needs to 
he done. 

I want to congratulate the two chairmen for appearing before our 
subcommittee today with aggressive agendas for change and re
form. I look forward tu hearing the details about the budget re
quests. 

As the chairman has indicated, the current economic crisis has 
left our markets in turmoil and the loss of trillions of dollars of 
value in these markets has depleted family savings, shuttered 
small businesses and damaged retirement and pension funds. 

I am convinced that we not only need to make sure these two 
agencies have lhe resources necessary bul that we need lo proceed 
with regulatory reform, as well, in order to restore confidence in 
our markets and to prevent the root causes of the current financial 
crisis from springing up once again. 

Mr. Chairman, I am going to follow your lead and submit the re
mainder of my statement, as well, but I am delighted tu be joining 
you to work on these critical issues. 

Thank you. 
fThe statement follows: l 

PRF.PARF.D STATF.MF.l\T OF SF.N/\TOR SUSA:-1 COJ.T.1:-18 

Good morning. i\t lhis firsl hearing of our subcommiltee, 1 wanl to thank you. 
Chairman Durbin, for your leadership. This Subcommittee has jurisdiction over a 
diverse g'roup of agencies. many of which have a profound impact on the financial 
slabilily of our economy and on the lives of mosl Americans. So il is an honor t.o 
serve with you as Ranking Member of this subcommittee, and I look forward to 
working cooperatively with you during this Congre.;s. 

Mr. Chairman, as we begin to consider lhe fiscal year 2010 budget. requests for 
the SEC and the CFTC. I want to salute you for your leadership in securing signifi
cant increa.;e.; for both these agencies during your chairmanship of thi.; sub
commiltee. Thanks to your hard-fought efforts, lhe budget, for the SF.C is now 8.9 
percent above the fiscal year 2007 funding level, and the budget for the CFTC is 
49 percent above the fiscal year 2007 level. The.;e increases were extremely impor
tant., given that. both of these agencies had been woefully under-funded over the 
years. 
· Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler: Congratulations and thank you both 
for appearing before our suhcommiltee today. r look forward to hearing t.he details 
of your fiscal year 2010 budget requests and the key efforts that you plan t-0 under
take this year. You both have crucial roles in our economy: S~C. by protecting the 
publi(~ lhrough enforcement of securities laws, and CFTC, by prolecling market 
users and the public from fraud, manipulation, and abusive practices related t-0 the 
sale of commodity and financial future.; and option.;. 

Prolecling inveslors is more compelling than ever since many firsl-lime inveslors 
have turned to the markets to help secure their retirements, pay for homes, and 
send their children to college. 

Our (~urrent economic crisis has lefl our markets in turmoil. The loss of lrillions 
of dollars in value in these markets has depleted family savings, shuttered small 
busines.;e.;, and damaged retirement and pensions fund.;. 

Chairman Schapiro, r am lroubled by reports lhat an enviromnenl of lax oversight 
and enforcement at the SEC was a contributing factor to the current financial crisis. 
!<'or example, .;ome investment bank>:' were allowed to become over-extended, which 
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led to lhe collapse of several of Wall Street's largest. banks. The Bemard l\fadofT 
ponzi scheme went undetected for decades, resulting in SfiO billion in investor losses. 
So :.Vladam Chairman, I am pleased that you have developed an ambitious agenda 
of management reforms for the Commission, and I am interested in hearing what 
resources you need to accomplish these reforms. 

Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler: You both have challenging tasks in 
front of you. You must improve transparency in our securities markets and uncover 
fraud and deception, while not. over-regulating our markets and hindering our eco
nomic re<~overy. T look forward to working with both of you. and with Chairman 
DL1rbin to ensure that you have the resoL1rces and the tools you need to ensure in
vestors arc protected and that markets arc functioning properly. 

I look forward to your testimony and I thank you for your service to our Country. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator DUR.Bii'.\'. Thanks a lot, Senator Collins. 
Senator Tester, would you like to make an opening statement? 
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Just to welcome Mary and Gary to the subcommittee today. I ap

preciate the work that you have done and I appreciate the work 
you are about to do. I think it's critically important that we have 
good, solid, reasonable enforcement and I think both of you are up 
to that challenge. 

So with that, we'll move on. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DUR.Bii'.\'. Thank you, Senator Tesler. 
Chairman Schapiro, the floor is yours. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Collins, and 

Senator Tester, thank you very much for the opportunity to testify 
today. 

In the short time that I've been at the SEC, we have taken on 
an active agenda, all with the goal of protecting investors, revital
izing the agency, and restoring confidence in the markets. We are 
making great strides, yet recognize that we have quite a distance 
to go. 

In the area of enforcement, we have changed our policies so that 
our investigators do not have to jump over unnecessary hurdles be
fore seeking penalties or launching investigations. We have hired 
a former Federal prosecutor to lead the Enforcement Division, 
someone who is focused on bringing significant cases with a mean
inb>ful impact as quickly as possible and ensuring that the Division 
is appropriately organized to do just that. 

We have begun to update our management systems, to upgrade 
our risk assessment capabilities so that we can heUer detect fraud, 
and we have expanded and improved upon our training so that our 
staff will be able to keep pace with the new financial products and 
strategies created on Wall Street. 

Already we are seeing results. Since the end of January, as com
pared with the same period last year, we have filed nearly three 
times as many temporary restraining order cases, issued more than 
twice as many formal orders and opened over 20 percent more in
vestigations into fraud. 

Although enforcement is central, it is still just one part of our 
agency. As you know, we are tasked with overseeing broker-deal
ers, investment advisors, and mutual funds, and we are taking 
steps to improve our ability to do just that. 

For instance, we are working on a risk-based initiative to im
prove our oversight methods so that we can better identify and 
focus resources on riskier institutions. We also are recruiting senior 
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professionals with new skill sets, such as trading, risk assessment 
and financial analysis, and we have created an Industry and Risk 
Management Fellows Program to bring top talent into the agency. 

SEC'S RULEMAKING AGENDA 

In addition to internal management directives, we also have en
gaged in an active rulemaking agenda. Last month, the SEC pro
posed significant changes to the rules governing investment advi
sors who maintain custody of their clients' assets. 

Should the proposals be adopted, advisors with custody will have 
to undergo a surprise exam by an independent public accountant 
once a year to verify client assets and any custodian affiliated with 
an advisor would also be subject to custody controls reviews by an 
independent accountant. The goal is to expose Ponzi schemes and 
other frauds earlier. 

In the area of short selling, the Commission unanimously voled 
to propose two distinct approaches to limit short selling. One would 
impose a permanent market-wide short sell price test, the other ap
proach would impose temporary short selling reslriclions upon indi
vidual securities during periods of severe price declines. 

Later this month, the SEC will consider proposals to strengthen 
the money market fund regulatory regime. We will focus on tight
ening credit quality, maturity and liquidity standards for money 
market funds. 

We're also exploring whether more fundamental changes are nec
essary, such as converting money market funds to a floating rate 
net asset value lo heller prevent abuses and avoid runs on the 
funds. 

Additionally, I have asked the staff to undertake a comprehen
sive review of rule 12(b)(l) which allows mutual funds to use fund 
assets to compensate broker-dealers and other intermediaries for 
distribution and servicing expenses. 

In the area of proxy access, the Commission already has pro
posed rules that would enhance the ability of shareholders tu nomi
nate company directors and nexl month we will take up a broad 
packet of corporate disclosure improvements around compensation 
policies, the use of compensation consultants, and the interplay be
tween risk-taking and incentive arrangements. 

But there is still more to do in the regulatory arena. We have 
been working closely wilh other Federal agencies lo bring lhe un
regulated world of credit default swaps into the sunlight. 

Operating under the limitations of the current legislative struc
ture, we recently issued temporary orders to facilitate the estab
lishment of central counlerparties for clearing credit default swaps. 

In the coming months, we will also tackle issues related to mu
nicipal market reform, stock lending, trading in non-transparent 
markets or dark pools, and hedge fund oversight. I look forward to 
working with Congress on these issues. 

RESOURCES NEEDED FOR SEC'S MISSION 

The financial crisis has reminded us all jusl how large, complex 
and critical to our economy the securities markets have become. At 
the SEC, our 3, 700-person staff now oversees more than 35,000 
registrants, including about 12,000 public companies, 8,000 mutual 
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funds, 11,000 advisors, and 5,000 broker-dealers, and it is a num
ber that is growing rapidly. 

Nonetheless, during this same period the SEC's resources have 
fallen. Between 2005 and 2007, the agency saw 3 years of flat or 
declining budgets and lost 10 percent of its employees. This has an 
impact. 

With support from this subcommiUee during the last 2 fiscal 
years, the SEC has been able to lift its hiring freeze and begin re
building its workforce, and I am very grateful for that support. 

But even with these important steps, the number of staff re
mains below the levels of only a few years ago. I believe additional 
resources are essential to restoring the SEC as a vigorous and ef
fective regulator. 

The President has requested a total of just over $1 billion for the 
agency in fiscal year 2010, a 7 percent increase over this year's 
level. This budget request would permit us to fully fund an addi
tional 50 staff positions over 2008 levels. These positions would 
help the SEC's Enforcement Program enhance its pursuit of tips 
and complaints and fully fund our new Fellows Program that 
brings in seasoned industry professionals. 

In addition to expanding our workforce, the President's request 
also would enable us to invest more in new technolo!,ry, a budget 
item that has dropped by more than one-half in the last 4 years. 

Mr. Chairman, I came to the SEC to shape public policy in the 
interest of investors and tu strengthen our Enforcement Program. 
The measures I have described today are important to those efforts, 
but what I have also discovered is that we cannot neglect the inter
nal operations of the agency, the processes that guide our work and 
the agency's infrastructure. 

I am committed to a complete review of the internal operations 
to ensure that we meet the highest standards and that we are fully 
supporting the important work of our employees. To ensure that we 
do it right, I intend to bring in a chief operating officer to manage 
that process. 

I want to thank you for your continued strong support of the 
SEC and its critical mission. I believe that by strengthening our 
Enforcement Program, enhancing risk-based oversight, and 
leveraging technology, we can restore investors' confidence in both 
the SEC and in our Nation's securities markets. 

PREPAR.li:U STATEMENT 

I look forward to answering your questions. Thank you. 
Senator DURHII\". Thanks, Chairman Schapiro. 
fThe statement follows: l 

PHEPAUED STATE:VlENT OF MAHY L. SCIIAPIHO 

Chairman Durbin, Hanking Member Collins. Members of the Subcommittee, 
thank you for t.he opportunity to testify t.oday. I sincerely appreciate the support 
this Subcommittee has shown the Securities and Exchange Commission, and I am 
pleased to have the opportunity to discuss with you the Commission's role in helping 
to address the financial (~risis, and to discuss reforms to improve investor protection 
and restore confidence in our markets. 

The last year has been a wrenching time for the investors whom the SEC i.; 
charged with proteding. Trillions of dollars in wealth have been destroyed during 
the economic downturn, and millions of Americans have seen their retirement nest 
eggs and college tuition funds shrink dramatically as a result. The economic crisis 
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has challenged faith in our system of capital formation and allocation-a syst.em 
that has proved over the long term to be the greatest for creating wealth the world 
has seen. 

As an agency charged with protecting investors, maintaining fair. orderly and cfli
cient markets, and facilitating capital formation, we are dedicated to understanding 
and learning from recent events and from the causes that were building in the sys
tem over the years, so that we can do our part to restore market integrity and inves
tor confidence. The SEC must act promptly, decisively, and wit.h resolve. We also 
musl have a renewed commitment t.o protecting invest.ors; they provide the capital 
Ltsed to fond the productive enterprises that create jobs and wealth. While we have 
a tripartite mission at the SEC, investor protection is the foundation upon which 
all our responsibilities arc built. 

To that end. I've already announced several changes at the agency that will rein
force our focus on inve>;tor protection and market integrity and redirect our energies 
toward restoring investor confidence. 

KElNV!GOHATlNG 81!:C ENFOHCEM.1£NT 

One of my very first actions as Chairman was to end the 2-ycar "penalty pilot" 
program, which had rcqL1ired the Enforcement staff to obtain a special set of approv
als from the Commission in cases where the staff sought fines against public compa
nies that violated the law. 8ome enforcement staff had complained that the proce
dures unnecessarily delayed the prosecution of cases, and discouraged the staff from 
either seeking a penalty or seeking an appropriately high penalty. At a time when 
the SEC needs lo send a dear message t.hal (~Orporate wrongdoing will not be t.oler·
ated, and penalt.ies for securities violations will be st.iff, lhe penalt.y pilot progr·am 
was an unnecessary hurdle to more active enforcement. 

Another change 1 implemented to bolster the SEC's Enforcement program was to 
provide for more rapid approval of formal orders of investigation, which allow SEC 
staff to use the power of subpoenas to compel witness testimony and the production 
of documents. In investigations that require the use of subpoena power, time is of 
the e>:'sence; delay can be co>:'tly to an investigation. To ensure that >:'ubpoena power 
is available to t.he staff when needed, the agency has returned to a policy of timely 
consideration of formal orders by the serialim process or·, wher·e appropr-iate, by a 
single Commissioner acting as dL1ty officer. 

In addition, I have hired a new enforcement director, a longtime Federal pros
ecutor who served as Chief of the Southern District of !'\cw York's Securities and 
Commodities Fraud Task Force, charged with focusing our enforcement efforts on 
bringing meaningful, high impact cases quickly. We are working together on man
agement reform>i--including harnes>:'ing technology, improving risk assessment, and 
improving training and supervision for our line law enforcement. personnel-so that 
we can maximize our resources to combat fraud and wrongdoing in our markets. 
OL1r Division of Enforcement has been working diligently. Since the end of ,January, 

-We have filed at least 34 emergency temporary restraining orders. During 
roughly the >:'ame period la>:'t year, we filed 12. 

-We have opened more than :lfi8 investigations. During roughly the same period 
last year, we opened 292. 

-The Commission has i>:'sued at least 188 formal orders. During roughly the 
same period last year, the Commission issued 74. 

Since January, we have brought a number of important and complex cases. For 
example, in the Reserve Fund matter filed in .May, we charged certain operators of 
the Reserve Primary Fund, a $62 billion money market fund whose net asset value 
fell below $1.00 or "broke the buck" last fall. with fraud for failing to provide key 
material facts to investors and trustee>:' about the Fund'>; vulnerability a>:' Lehman 
Brothers Holding, Inc., soL1ght bankruptcy protection. As part of this action, we arc 
seeking to bring about. an expedited. efficient, and equitable pro-rata distribution to 
shareholders of the Fund's remaining a>:'sets. including $3.5 billion originally set 
aside in the Fund's litigation reservc.1 We believe this will help Reserve FL1nd inves
tors recover a larger share of their assets. 

In March, we initiated a case alleging fraud in connection with a kickback scheme 
involving New York's largest pension fond. Namely, we charged New York's former 
Deputy Comptroller and a top political advisor with extracting kickbacks from in
vestment management firms seeking to manage the asset>:' of the I\'ew York State 
Common Retirement Fund. Since March, we have amended the complaint to add ad
ditional defendants, including a former New York State political party leader, a 
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former hedge fund manager, a Dallas-based investment. managemenl firm and one 
of its founding principals, and a Los Angeles-based "finder."" 

As committed as we arc to vigorous enforcement of the sccL1ritics laws, we arc 
also mindful that the complexity 'of 21st century markets, as well as the varied na
ture of frauds and scams, require that the sophistication and tools available to our 
Enforcement and Examination programs keep pace. Important que>:'tion>:' have been 
raised concerning the agency's handling of tips or whistleblower information related 
in particular to the activities of Hernard Madoff. Clearly thi>:' is something we must 
learn from, and I am committed to addressing it. Former Chairman Cox asked the 
SEC Inspedor Gener·al lo look into what happened. what failed t.o happen, and lo 
repm·t back t-0 the Commission. We expect to receive the IC report this summer and 
will prompt.ly take all appropriale actions and address any remaining shorlcomings. 

It is clear that, regardless of any findings of the Inspector General, the agency 
must improve its ability to process and pursue appropriately the hundreds of thou
sands of tips and referrals it receives annually. In February, we retained the Center 
for Enterprise Modernization which began work immediately on a comprehensive re
view of internal procedure>:' to evaluate tips. complaints. and referrals. We are in 
the process of creating a system that will centralize this information so we can track 
it. analyze it and more effectively identify valuable leads for potential enforcement 
action and compliance exams. 

8'l'RJ::NCTHJ::NDIG EXAMINA'l'lON AND OVER81GH'l' 

In addition to these changes, it is essential that we work to improve our risk
based oversight. of broker-dealers, investment advisers and mutual funds. Our Office 
of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIEJ, together with other agency 
staff in the Office of Risk Assessment, arc presently working on an initiative to 
identify the key data point>:' that would facilitate an improved ri>:'k-based oversight 
methodology to allow the staff to idcnti(y and focus on those firms presenting the 
most ri>:'k. OCIE ha>:' improved training and. under a newly authorized program, 268 
examiners arc now participating in the training and certification program offered 
by the A>:'sociation of Certified 1''raud Examiners, to identify the warning signs and 
red flags that indicate evidence of fraud and fraud risk. OCIE is also recruiting ad
ditional individuals with experierH~e in different. facet.s of the industry. su(~h as trad
ing, risk assessment and compliance. These steps taken together will expand the 
knowledge base of our inspections slafT, betler enabling them t.o conduct oversight 
of complex trading strategies and products that exist in our markets today. 

I have also laL1nched an Industry and Markets Fellows Program in our Office of 
Risk Assessment. Through this program, we have begun recruiting fellows with ex
tensive experience in such areas as equity and fixed income securities trading, 
structured products, complex derivatives, financial analysis and valuation, fund 
management, investment banking and financial services operations. 

IMPHOVlNG 'l'RAN8PARENCY AND INVE8'l'OH PHOTl!:CTI0.:-1 

The agency is working hard in other areas as well. In the area of accounting 
slandards, t.he SF:C staff (~Ompleted a congressionally-mandated study of fair value 
accounting. The staff issued guidance to financial institutions so that they can give 
fuller disclosure to invest.ors, parli(~ularly with respect lo hard-lo-value assets. The 
staff has also continued to work closely with the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board to deal wit.h such issues as (~onsolidat.ion of off-balante sheet liabilities. the 
application of fair value standards to inactive markets and the accOL1nting trcatn1cnt 
of bank support for money market funds. FASB recently took steps to clarity treat
ment of off-balance sheet ilems in a manner designed to increase markel trans
parency. 

In the area of combating false rumors and manipulative activity in the market
place. t.he agency inilialed examinations of the effediveness of broker-dealers' and 
investment advisers' controls to prevent the spreading of false information. \\1hcn 
concluded, the results of these examinations will be used by regulators to assist 
firms in crafting and implementing robust poli6es and procedures to prevent lhe 
spreading of false information. 

In the wake of recent Ponzi schemes and other investment adviser abuses, the 
Commission last month proposed signili(~ant changes to lhe custody requirements 
for investment advisers. These proposals focus on the value of an independent public 
accountant serving as another set of eyes to better assure the safokeeping of inves
tor asset.s. One proposal would r·equire all advisers with custody or control of client 

:lSEC v. Hem:y Morris, et al., Lit. Rel. ~o. 2096<1 (March 19. 20091, Lit. Rel. No. l!lUOl iApril 
15, 2009i. Lit .. R«l. N'u. 21018 IApril 30, 2009i: Lit .. R«l. N'u. 210361:\foy 12, 20091. 
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assets to engage an independent puhli(~ <}(~Countant. lo condu(~t. an annual "surprise 
exam" to verify those assets exist. A second proposal would apply only to investment 
advisers whose client assets arc not held by a firm independent of the adviser. In 
such ca.;e.;, the investment adviser would be required to be subject to a review that 
results in a written report-prepared by a PCAOB-registcred and inspected accOL1nt
ing firm-that, among other things, de.;cribes the controls in place relating to custo
dial services, tests the operating effectiveness of those controls and provides the re
sult.; of those te.;ts. These reports are commonly known as SAS-70 reports. The re
ports would include an opinion of an independent public accountant issued in ac
cordance with the slandards of lhe PCAOJI, which will provide an import.anl level 
of quality control over the accountants pcrfonning this review. In addition, advisers 
would be required t.o publicly disclose the name of the ac(~01mlant condu(~t.ing these 
reviews, so that our staff can better monitor compliance and assess adviser compli
ance risks. Accountants also would be required to disclose the reason for any termi
nation or resignation from performing these reviews, which should highlight any 
•·red flags" for regL1lators and investors. 

At my request: our staff is also developing investor-oriented enhancements to the 
municipal securities area. It is time for those who buy the municipal securities that 
are critical to State and local funding initiative.; to have acce.;s to improved quality, 
quantity and timeliness of information. On a related note, so called "pay-to-play" 
pracli(~es by investment. advisers to public pension plans must be curlailed. r have 
asked the staff to revisit the Commission's 1999 proposal to address harmful pay
to-play practices, and I expect that the Commission \~ill consider that proposal this 
summer. 

COMBATING ABUSIVE SHORT-SELLING 

In my brief tenure as Chairman. the issue of short selling has outpaced any other 
in terms of lhe number of inquiries, suggeslions and expressions of (~01H~ern we have 
received. On April 8. 2009, the Commission unanimously voted to propose two dis
tinct approaches to short selling restrictions. One approach would impose a perma
nenl, market-wide short sale price tesl, while t.he olher would impose temporary 
short selling restrictions upon individual securities during periods of severe declines 
in the prices of those securities. Un May 5. 2009, the Commission held a public 
roundlable to soli6t the views of invest.ors. issuers, financial servi(~es firms, self-reg
ulatory organizations and the academic community on key aspects of these pro
posals. The Commission is committed to conducting a thoughtful. deliberative proc
ess lo determine what is in lhe best. interests of investors. including examining a 
variety of trading and market related practices such as securities lending. 

We also recognize that strong rules and vigorous enforcement are needed to curb 
abusive shorl selling and restore confidence in our markels. The Commission has 
been focused on the issue of abusive "naked" short selling since before my arrival 
in late January, and the Commission's regulatory actions have led to a significant 
decline in failures to deliver securities on lime following a short sale. :\foreover, our 
Division of Enforcement has a number of active investigations involving potentially 
abusive short selling in a variety of contexts. 

fiLLDIC RJ::GULATORY GAl'8 

In an effort towards bringing the unregulated world of credit default swaps into 
the sunlight. the Commi.;sion, working in close consultation with the Board of Gov
emo1·s of lhe Federal Reserve System and the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion !"CFTC"l and operating under the limitations of the current legislative struc
ture, recently issued temporary orders to facilitate the establi.;hment of central 
counterparties for clearing (~redit defaull swaps <"CnS"l by LCH.Clearnel Lt.d., ICE 
US '!'rust LLC. and Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. The Commission is com
mitted to increa.;ing investor protection and reducing .;ystemic risk by facilitating 
the development and ove1·sight. of central counterparlies t.o clear ens. 

We have also been working with the CFTC and Treasury Department to fill regu
latory gaps in this area to help increase transparency and minimize risk>:' associated 
with cerlain derivative products, including ens, as well as market. participants 
transacting in these products. I look forward to working with Congl'Css to make the 
necessary legislative changes to ensure that these markets and market participants 
are approp1-iately regulated. 

In addition, we arc closely examining the broker·dcalcr and investment adviser 
regulatory regimes and assessing how they can best be harmonized and improved 
for t.he benefit of investors. Many investors do not recognize the differences in stand
ards of conduct applicable to broker-dealers and investment advisers. It is essential 
that comparable and effective protections be afforded to investor.;, whether they 
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turn t.o a broker-dealer or an investment adviser fc)I' assistance in accessing the se
curities markets. 

Finally, hedge funds and other unregulated private pools of capital have flown 
under the radar for far too long. We are currently examining whether these funds. 
their managers or both shm1ld he subject to SEC registration and oversight, so that 
inve>;tor>:', regulators and the marketplace have more complete and meaningful in
formation about the funds and their market activities. I look forward to working 
with Congre>:'s on this important issue. 

i'iTRF.)IGTHF.)IJNG SH!\RF.HOl.DF.R RIGHTS 

We have launched an agenda of proxy reforms with a proposal approved by lhe 
Commission for public comment that would significantly support shareholders' 
rights to nominate company directors. Next month we will take up a broad package 
of corporate disclosure improvements, all designed to provide shareholders with im
portant information about their company's key policies, procedures and practices, in
cluding compensation policies and incentive arrangements. With this additional in
formation, shareholders will be better able to hold directors accountable for the deci
sions that they make. 1''or example, the Commis>:'ion will consider propo>:'als to en
hance disclosure of director nominee experience, qualifications and skills. so that 
shareholders can make more informed voting decisions. The Commission will also 
consider proposed disclosures to shareholders about why a board has chosen its par
ticular leadership structure (whet.her lhal structure includes an independent chair 
or combines the positions of CEO and chair), so that shareholders can better evalu
ate board performance. Also, shareholders should understand how compensation 
structures and pr·actices drive an execut,ive's risk-taking. The Commission will be 
considering whether gl·eater disclosure is needed about how a company-and the 
company's board in particular-manages risks, both generally and in the context of 
compensation. The Commission will also consider whether· greater disdosure is 
needed about a company's overall compensation approach, beyond decisions with re
spect only to the highest paid officers. as well as about compensation consultant con
n iCtS Of i II tereStS. 

L\lPHOVIKG MONEY MARl<ET AKD MUTUAL Ft:ND REGl'LATIOK 

Later this month, the S~C will consider proposals to strengthen the money mar
ket fund regulatory regime. The proposals will fo<~us on tightening the <~redit quality, 
maturity and liquidity standards for money market funds to better protect investors 
and make money market funds more resilient to ri>:'ks in the short-term securities 
markets. like those t.hat. unfolded last. foll. [n addition, we are exploring whet.her 
more fundamental changes arc necessary, such as converting money market funds 
to a floating rate net asset value. in order to protect inve>;tor>:' from abuses and nms 
011 the funds. 

In addition, on June 18, the SEC and the Department of Labor will hold a joint 
hearing on target date funds. Target date funds and other similar inve>:'tment op
tions are investment products t.hat. allocate their investments among various asset 
classes and automatically shift that allocation to more conservative investments as 
a "target" date approaches. These funds have become quite popular. and growth in 
target date fund asset.s is likely lo continue sin<~e these funds can be default invest
ments in 40l(ki retirement plans under the Pension Protection Act of 2006. How
ever, target date fonds have produced some troubling investment results. The aver
age loss in 2008 among 31 funds wit.h a 2010 retirement. date was alrnosl 25 per
cent. In addition. varying strat.cgics among these funds produced widely varying re
sult>:'. Returns of 2010 target date funds ranged from minus 3.6 percent to minus 
'11 percent. 

These returns cause concern for investors and regulators alike. I can assure you 
that SEC staff is closely reviewing target date funds' disclosure about their asset 
allocat.ions. In addition, in <~ormection with our joinl hearing with the Department 
of Labor, we will consider whether additional measures arc needed to better align 
target date fond>;' asset allocations with investor expectations. Among other issues, 
we will consider whether the use of a part.i<~ular target dat.e in a fund's name may 
be misleading or confusing to investors and whether there arc additional controls 
the SEC >:'hould impose to govern the use of a target date in a fund's name. 

I also have asked lhe staff to prepare a recommendation on rule 12b-1, which per
mits mutual funds to use fund assets t-0 compensate broker-dealers and other inter
mediaries for distribution and servicing expenses. The>:'e fees. with their bureau
cratic sounding name and sometimes unclear purpose. are nol well understood by 
investors. Yet in 2008. rule 12b-l was used to collect over $13 billion in investors' 
funds out of fund a>:'sets. It i>:' essential, therefore, that the S~C engage in a com-
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prehensive re-examinalion of rule 12b-1 and lhe fees collecled pursuant to t.he rule. 
If issL1es relating to these fees undermine investor interests, then we at the SEC 
have an obligation to step in and adjust our regulations. 

In addition to these initiatives, the agency continues to annually review 5,000 cor
porate filings, over 1,000 SRO rules, and nearly 3,000 new investment company 
portfolio disclosure.;. We establish the standard.; for 13 securitie.; exchanges. 4 secu
ritie.; futures product exchange.;, FIN&\ ca national securities association}, the .Mu
ni6pal Securilies Rulemaking Roard, 10 nationally recognized statistical rating or
ganizations. 10 1·egist.ered clearing agencies, approximalely 600 transfer agenls. and 
securities information processors. Despite the extreme volatility and uncertainty in 
the markets over the past year. transactions continue to trade at both record vol
umes and record speed. 

81::C Rl£80URCJ::8 

The financial crisis has reminded us just how large. complex, and critical to our 
economy the securities markets have become in recent years. Whereas the dollar 
value of the average daily trading volume in stocks, exchange-traded oplions and 
security futures was SlO billion a day in February 1989, over the last 20 years it 
has grown to over 25 times that size. reaching approximately $251 billion a day in 
February 2009. i\nd nol only has t.he size of our markels exploded, t.he number and 
size of its participants have jumped as well. For example, since 2005, the number 
of registered inve.;tment advisers ha.; increased by 32 percent, and their a.;sets 
under management have jumped by over 70 percent to reach more than $'10 trillion 
as of the beginning of this fiscal year. Broker-dealer operations have expanded sig
nificantly in size, complexity, and geographical diver.;ity, as exemplified by the 67 
percent rise in the number of broker-dealer branch offices. In all, the SF.C's 3,652 
staff now oversee more than 35,000 registrants, including about 12,000 public com
panie.;, 8.000 mutual funds, 11.300 investment advisers. 5,500 broker dealer.;, and 
600 transfer agent.s. Ry comparison, other financial regulato1·s often have close to 
parity between the number of staff and the number of entities they regulate. For 
additional detail, attached to thi.; testimony is an appendix. "SEC Staff Levels Have 
l'\ot. Kept. Pace wilh Industry Growth." 

Yet at the same time that the securities markets have undergone such tremen
dous growth, the SE:C's resources have fallen further and further behind. Between 
fiscal year 2005 and fiscal year 2007, t.he agency experienced 3 years of flat. or de
clining budgets, losing 10 percent of its employees and severely hampering key 
areas like our enforcement and examination program.;. In the context of rapidly ex
panding markets, I believe these redu(~t.ions in the SF.C's staff seriously limited t.he 
agency's ability to effectively oversee the markets and pursue violations of the secu
ritie.; laws. 

With support from this sub(~ommittee, during the last 2 fiscal years, the SF.C has 
been able to lift its hiring freeze and begin rebuilding its workforce. By increasing 
the SE:C'.; appropriation for this fi.;cal year, approving a reprogramming of addi
tional resources, and jusl recenlly supporting emer·gency supplemental funds for the 
agency, this subcommittee has expressed its strong support for the SEC and its mis
sion. l am very grateful for that support. 

However. even with these import.anl steps, the number· of st.aff with which lhe 
SEC can detect fraud, prosecute wrongdoing, ensure proper disclosure, conduct 
strong oversight of the markets, and take other actions to protect inve.;tor.;, is .;till 
significantly below the levels of only a few years ago. Under the SF.C's current fund
ing level. the agency's workforce still will fall about 200 staff, or about 5 percent, 
short of the fiscal year 2005 level. 

I believe addilional resources are essential if we hope t.o restore the SF.C as a vig
orous and effective regulator of our financial markets. The President is requesting 
a total of $1.026 billion for the agency in fi.;cal year 2010, a 7 percent increase over 
the fis(~al year 2009 funding level. This proposal would permit lhe SEC to fully fund 
an additional 50 staff positions over 2008 levels, enhance our ability to uncover and 
prosecute fraud, and begin to build de.;perately needed technology. 

Specifically, these positions would help the SF.C's Enforcement program enhance 
its pursuit of tips, complaints and other leads, thus increasing the resources the 
SEC can dedicate to frauds that citizens bring to our attention. They would also 
allow us to hire more trial lawyer·s and staff with specialized skills t.hat. will help 
our Enforcement program's efficiency, expertise and success. The Examination pro
gTam would hire market eKperts to .;trengthen risk-based oversight of the invest
ment management. industry and expand its inspedions of nedit raling agencies. 
Our Division of Trading and :Vlarkets would strengthen its oversight of entities that 
play critical role.; in our markets, such a.; broker-dealers, exchanges, clearing cor-
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poralions, and other self-regulalory organizalions. And lhe Presidenl's Rudget 
would allow us to expand our Ollice of Risk Assessment by fully funding our pro
gram to bring in seasoned industry professionals to help uncover hidden risks to in
vestors. 

Althm1gh expanding our workforce is a critically important step, I believe we also 
must give our staff better tools to conduct oversight of vast financial market.;. That 
is why the President's request for fiscal year 2010 also contains funds for additional 
inveo;tmento; in our information syo;tems. Investments in new systems have dropped 
by more than half over the last 4 years. and as a result the SEC has a growing 
list of technology needs t.hal have gone unfunded. With the additional IT funds pro
vided under the President's Budget for fiscal year 2010. I would plan to focus on 
sever·al key projects: 

First and foremost, we would use additional funds to enhance our systems for 
handling tips, complaints and referrals. Although the SEC has a number of different 
processes to track this kind of information, there is no central repository or system 
through which this information comes together to ensure it is handled consistently 
or appropriately. Nor is there any present capability to mine the data to find con· 
ncctions, patterns or trends that would enable us to more intclligcntlv focus OL1r en-
forcement efforts. · • 

The SEC also plans to improve our ability to identify emerging risks to investors. 
We have many internal dala reposit.ories from filings, examinations, investigations, 
economic research and other ongoing activities. But. the SEC needs better tools to 
mine this dala, link il together, and combine it with data sources from outside the 
Commission to determine which lirms or practices raise red tlags and deserve a clos
er look. 

Finally, we would invest in our multi-year efforts to improve the case and exam 
management tools available to our enforcement and examination programs. These 
syo;tems would give our senior managers better information on the mix of cao;eo;, in· 
vcstigations, and examinations, so they can apply resources swiftly to the contin
ually evolving set of iso;ues and problem.; in the markets. In addition, these toob 
will provide better support for line staff in these programs, so they can be more pro· 
ductive and better able to match the sophisticated systems u.;ed by the financial in
dustry. 

I came to the SF.C t.o shape publi(~ policy in the interest of investor·s and lo 
strengthen our enforcement program. The things I have described in this testimony 
are important to those efforts. Rut. whal I have also discovered in the pasl -1 months 
is that much attention needs to be focused on the internal operations of the agency, 
the processes that guide OL1r work, the agency's infrastructure and how we arc orga
nized. I have been disappointed to find that in some areas of our internal oper
ations, we fall short of what the taxpayer has a right to expect of Lis, and what m1r 
employees have a right to expect of a world class organization. 1 am committed to 
a complele review of areas large and small, including FOIA oper·ations. call cent.ers 
operations, records management, and others, to ensure that we meet the highest 
standards and that we are fully supporting the important work of our employees 
in t.hese operations. Doing this will lake time and energy and focus. To ensure that 
we do it well and thoroughly, I intend to bring in a Chief Operating Officer to man
age the proceso;. 1''ederal agencies do not manage themo;elves; we must be actively 
engaged in that process everyday. 

In one area, we have already made progress: we arc moving to build an internal 
compliance program that is second to none. The public appropriately holds the SEC 
to a very high standard for int.egrity and professionalism, and we hold ourselves t.o 
that very high standard as well. That is why I have initiated several steps to guard 
against inappropriate o;ecurities trading by SEC staff as well as to avoid any ap
pearance of inappropriate trading. Among ot.her steps, the agency has drafted new 
internal rules that. would prohibit. staff from trading in the securities of companies 
under SEC investigation, regardless of whether an employee has personal knowl
edge of the invest.igalion, and require predeara.H~e of all trades. The SF.C also is 
contracting with an outside firm to develop a computer compliance system to track. 
audit and oversee employee trades and financial disclosure.; in real time. Finally, 
T consolidated responsibilit.y for lhis area wilhin our F.lhits Office and authorized 
the hiring of a new chief compliance otliccr. To further enhance the SEC's financial 
controls, the agency abo will continue its multi-year efforts to build an automated, 
integr·at.ed financial management system. 

I want to thank you for your continued strong support for the SEC and its critical 
mission. 1 believe the o;tepo; I have outlined here-o;trengthening our enforcement 
progr·am, enhancing risk-based oversight of the markets and leveraging tech
nology-arc essential for restoring investors' confidence in both the SEC and in our 
[\" ation's o;ecurities markets. 
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I would be happy t.o answer any questions you may have. 

1\PPF.NOIX: SF.C: STAFF T.F.VF.LS HAVF. NOT KF.PT PACF. WITH l~Ol.ISTRY GROWTH 

!Tables show (~umulalive growlh relative lo 2003 levels) 

The SEC's slaff of 3,652 FTE <estimate for fiscal year 2009) over·sees more lhan 
35,000 entities. These include: 

-1 I .:~oo investment advisers; 
-5,500 broker-dealers; 
-8,000 mulual funds; 
-About 600 transfer agents; 
-Clearance and set.Uement. systems; 
-11 securities exchanges; 
-12.000 public companies; 
-10 credit rating agencies; 
-FINRA. MSRJI, and PCAOJI. 
The following charts display how various aspects of the markets have grown since 

2003, relalive to the SRC's slaff: 

Cumulati\·e Growth in Securities Trading \'olume 
\S. Total SEC FTE 

-+- ( \1111ul. ( inm th in I radin!:! \'1•l11m.: 

- ( 'tmrnl. (in >\\th in SIT Stall' 

2003 2008 ~lo Actual Fi2ures 
Volume (in trillions) 
SEC Staff (in FTE) 

s·r --' $82 261% 
3.060 3.511 15% 
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Cumulatin Gro,,th in lmestmcnt Ad' ise1 
(IA) lndust~ ,.s. SEC Exam Staff 

100°0 +---------------21'---I 
goo;, ·~------------.1~-----1 

~ Cumul. ( inm th in = oL\JYis~rs 
___,...._ ( ·umul. Gnm th in :\d, is~r :\ss~ts 

~ Cumul. Growth in IA I(· Exam Staff 

2003 ~009 % Actual Figures 
Number of I As 
IA Assets (in trillions) 
Exam Staff (in FTE) * 

7.700 
$21 
399 

I 1.300 
$43 
452 

47%, 
105% 
13% 

* The FTE figures for FY 2009 are esti1nates. 
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Cumulatin Growth in Broker-Dealer 
(BO) Branch Offices \'S. SEC Exam Staff 

2om 200.i 2005 200<> 2001 2oox 20011 

-+-Cumul. ( inm th in BD Bram:h Otfo:cs 

-Cumu\. (inmth in B[) b.am Staff 

Actual Figures 
BD Branch Offices 
BD Exam Staff (in FTE) * 

2003 
92.86 l 

297 

2009 
173.1.28 

376 

BUDGET AND WORKFORCE OF THE SEC 

O/o 

86% 
27% 

Senator DURBIN. We'll have 5-minute rounds here, and I'm sure 
we'll have several questions. 

It seems to me that there are two things we're dealing with here 
just on the surface. First, the number of people working in your 
agency. It appears that over the years, as Senator Collins noted, 
we've allowed the number of professionals working there to decline 
in real terms and certainly decline precipitously in relation to the 
volume of trade that you have to keep an eye on. 

Between 2005 and 2007, the SEC lost 10 percent of its employ
ees, if you can ima!,rine at that moment in time, undermining the 
agency's ability to oversee the markets, and at the same period of 
time, the market ballooned in size and complexity. 

Registered investment advisors grew 32 percent, assets jumped 
by over 70 percent, and so we're seeing the caseload or at least the 
area that needs to be regulated is growing and the number of peo
ple to keep an eye on it is diminishing. 

So there is, in the first instance, the question of the right num
ber of people working at the agency, and the second issue goes to
I don't know how to characterize it-I guess the internal culture 
of the agency. 
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Bernard Madoff was a wake-up call. The fact that this man could 
swindle as many people as he did with impunity for so long to me 
is nothing short of amazing. 

According to SEC data, in fiscal year 2008, the SEC staff han
dled over 600,000 tips sent by individuals to your Enforcement 
Complaint Center. I did a calculation. I think that's more than 
2,000 a day for every business day. People sending in items you 
ought to look at. Well, that to me is an overwhelming number and 
perhaps you could put ii in some kind of perspective. 

Now, some have taken a look inside your agency and asked 
whether the enforcement function within the agency is a healthy 
one. Is there a risk-averse culture within the SEC to step up and 
say, you know, we ought to take a look at this Mr. Madoff or people 
like him? 

So let me ask you al lhe outset, number 1, what would be lhe 
optimal number of people that you believe you need to do an effec
tive job at the SEC in light of the volume of business that you have 
to regulate, and second, do you perceive a cultural problem within 
the agency when it comes to enforcement? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I think you've really summarized very well with respect 1.o the 

staffing pressures on the SEC, the current situation. 
With over 35,000 regulated entities and 3,700 staff, it's a job that 

we really can't do in the way I think the public would like to be
lieve we can do in the sense of routine onsite presence in many reg
ulated entities. That's going to really require that we leverage third 
parties. 

So, for example, in the rules I discussed related to the custody 
of customer assets by investment advisors, a huge problem in the 
Madoff area, we're going to rely on PCAOB-reb>istered accounting 
firms to leverage our capability to ensure the customer assets are 
being protected by the custodians and by the investment advisors, 
and we will look for every opportunity we can to leverage third 
party resources. 

But at the end of the day, we do need significantly more staff, 
I believe, over the next several years to keep up with the growth 
and the complexity of this industry, and if there are additional re
sponsibilities as a result of regulatory reform that accrue to the 
SEC in 1.he context of hedge funds, credit default swaps or other 
areas, that, of course, will require sufficient additional resources 
because we can't stretch any thinner than we already are. 

So I do believe-and if you look at our 2011 budget request, you 
will see we've asked for a significant ramp-up in the number of 
full-time equivalents (FTE), close to 400 FTE and 1,000 new posi
tions, and I believe thal if we're able to achieve thal number in 
2011 or over the course of the next several years, that will go a 
long way toward getting this agency to the appropriate size to han
dle the job that's in front of it. 

I don't think there's any danger that we're about to become too 
big in any event. 

I think, with respect lo your second question, the Madoff fraud 
is a tremendous tragedy. It's really a tragedy of epic proportions 
and I think it really will put the onus on this agency to prove that 
it is capable of manabring the responsibilities that it has been briven 
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under the law and it's really critically important for us to ensure 
that both our culture, our operations, and our procedures, our staff 
and our skill sets are up to the task. 

You pointed oul, for example, lhat we gel somewhere around 
600,000 to, in peak years, 1 % million tips a year. We can't manage 
those that come into the organization through a wide variety of 
entry points. We don't have databases that are connected so that 
we can do a trend analysis of those tips and complaints or connect 
that data to external sources of data to see what might be devel
oping more broadly in the marketplace. 

Right after I started, I brought in the Mitre Corporation's Center 
for Enterprise Modernization to do a complete review of how we 
handle tips and complaints. They've concluded the first round of 
their work and we're now in the implementation phase of some 
short-term and intermediate-term remedies and processes to help 
us manage tips and complaints. 

But it's also about leadership and it's about freeing our Enforce
ment Division to do the kind of job that I know they're capable of 
doing. 

I was al lhe SEC 15 years ago when the agency had a reaUy 
first-class reputation for aggressive enforcement and I know we're 
capable of that again. We have a new Enforcement Director who's 
very committed to bringing large cases in a timely way that have 
the maximum investor protection impact 

It's about enab1ing our enforcement staff through technology and 
the right skill sets to bring those kinds of cases, that when a whis
tleblower presents them with information, as had happened in the 
Madoff case, they have the ability to understand it and pursue iL 
It's about being a little bit humble about the information that 
comes to us and appreciating that there may be real value in 
what's being presented to us. 

We're also going to seek whistleblower legislation to enable us lo 
reward whistleblowers, as the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and 
other agencies do, when they bring us well-formed cases and docu
mentation, a fraud that we can then pursue, and it's about filling 
the regulatory gaps, through such as the custody requirements I 
just spoke of, so that we are sure that the regulatory regime, cou
pled with aggressive enforcement, coupled with the tools and the 
skill sets, combine to create an agency that's absolutely committed 
and focused on investor protection. 

I'm sorry. That's a very long answer. 
Senator DL"RBIN. No. It's a very good answer, and I thank you 

for it, and I'm going to turn to Senator Collins and return in later 
rounds. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Schapiro, you talked about the increased number of positions 

that you have requested as part of the fiscal year 2011 budget, but 
in fact, lhe President's budget for this coming fiscal year does not 
allow you to hire any new positions, is that correct? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. That's correct, Senator. The increase in the 2010 
budget covers the annualized costs of the increases in the fiscal 
year 2009 budget that we were able to have as a result of the ap
proval of our reprogramming requests and taking $17 million of 
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unobhgated funds from prior years, dedicating those to staffing, ad
ditional staffing in 2009. 

The annualized costs of those additional 50 positions that we're 
bringing un this year are the increase in the 2010 budget. 

Senator COLLll\S. Do you need new positions for the upcoming 
fiscal year? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Well, I would say that we're, first of all, extremely 
grateful to the President for the increase in the 2010 budget and 
it's a meaningful increase for this agency, and as I pointed out, 
2011 we sought a much greater increase. 

The opportunity to start to move toward that 2011 budget earlier 
would be a wonderful opportunity for us to bring that number of 
staff on over a 2-year period rather than all in 2011, if Congress 
ultimately approves that number. 

Senator COLLINS. Because I am troubled that the current funding 
level supports a staff that is 5 percent lower than your peak level 
back in fiscal year 2005. 

If you look al the growth of regulated entities and if you look at 
the amount of money involved, if you look at the number of Amer
ican families who now have savings in the stuck market, the fact 
that these staffing levels are below what they were 5 years ago is 
troubling to me. 

Su are you saying that it would be helpful to be able tu ramp up 
those staffing starting in the next fiscal year rather than waiting 
to fiscal year 2011? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Absolutely, it would be helpful. The reprogram
ming request, in addition to allowing us to get a little bit of a jump 
on 2010, enabled us to do some technology investment. 

We need fundamentally more investment in technology at the 
SEC to support our Enforcement and Examination Programs and 
we can use more boots un the ground in Enforcement and Exam
ination, absolutely. 

INVESTOR PROTF.CTION AND F.DUCATION 

Senator COLLINS. Aggressive enforcement is absolutely critical, 
but there's another way that's important for protecting investors, 
particularly smaller investors who may be less sophisticated in 
choosing their investments, and that is through a robust education 
effort. 

You've spoken a lot about the need to protect investors and I 
know that in my State, I've seen thousands of individuals who have 
seen their retirement nest eggs shrink, money set aside for their 
children's college education virtually disappear, and they're won
dering what can be dune about it. They're seeking more informa
tion. 

Several years ago, the SEC used to conduct very valuable edu
cational sessions, town meetings, outreach to seniors groups. 

What are your plans to reach out tu investors, particularly small 
investors or senior citizens, in two ways; one, to help them better 
understand risk and suitability requirements, but, two, to help 
them spot scams? 

Ms. SCHAPUW. It's a wonderful question, and I'm very committed 
and personally quite passionate about investor education and had 
a probtram at my former employer, FINRA, as Senator Tester 
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knows, where we did investor forums which the SEC used to do 
years ago around the country and to great success and with tre
mendous participation all over the country. 

The SEC has a small program that does that now. Commissioner 
Walter in fact did an investor forum just last week with our Boston 
office in the State of Maine. 

My plans would be, given sufficient resources, that we dramati
cally increase that program, that we enable our offices around the 
country to provide local education in senior citizens centers, com
munity centers, local high schools, and that we really take a lead
ership role in the Federal Government in educating investors about 
the kinds of questions they need to ask when they're being offered 
investment products, about the kinds of scams and pitfalls that 
they need to be on the alert to. 

I'm very concerned, given the current environment and the 
amount of money people have lost in their retirement plans and in 
their other investments, that they will be reaching to try to make 
that money back through some particularly risky investments. I 
have nu doubt that the scam artists have already figured this out 
and are beginning to prey on people's real fears about their finan
cial futures. 

I think the SEC can play a critical role here, bringing together 
other agencies of the Federal Government hut also on its own, 
reaching out very directly as well as through the development of 
content put on websites and in investor forums. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Glad to hear it. 
Senator DURBIN. Senator Tester. 
Senator TF.STF.R. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman Schapiro, you come into an agency, the SEC, that has 

been around about 75 years and to be honest, from my perspective, 
probably come into it at a time when it's hit an all-time low as far 
as both morale and effectiveness. So you've got to rebuild this agen
cy, I think, maybe not from the ground up but from the foundation 
up. 

We've talked about manpower levels. If you have the technology 
that you spoke about, do you have a figure in mind about what the 
right number of people are for this agency, considering the massive 
workload? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think it's very hard to give an exact number. As 
I said, our 2011 budget request seeks 1,000 additional positions 
which would take us to just under 5,000. That would still be small
er, for example, than the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) which regulates about 5,000 to 6,000 banks. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. I do think there's also practical limitation on how 

many people you can just bring on board and train--
Senator TESTER. Right. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO LcontinuingJ. At any given time. The faster that we 

can move toward a substantial increase like that I think the better. 
Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. It also depends largely on our ability of effectively 

utilized technology to save on human resources. 
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Senator TESTF.R. Right on. Consumer confidence is one of the 
things lhat everybody's concerned about. Nobody-you know, we've 
lost a bunch of money. People's confidence is shaken. 

RESTORING INVESTOR CONFIDENCE 

What do you see as being two or three of the major things that 
you have to do in your agency to have consumer confidence back 
al a level that's reasonable, and, quite honestly, what do you see 
we need to do, the two or three things that we need to do to help 
re-establish consumer confidence with the groups that you regu
late? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think it's a great question. I think enforcement 
is just a part of what we do, but it's a very visible part, and I think 
it's really critical for investors to see that there is a cop on the beat 
who's trying to ensure that the playing field is level, that the insid
ers aren't laking advantage of the rest of lhe participants in the 
marketplace. 

So we need to have a very timely enforcement response tu the 
problems lhat arise in the marketplace and short of doing that, I 
think people won't have confidence. We can write all the rules we 
want, but if nobody's enforcing them, we're not going to restore in
vestor confidence. 

I think investors also need to have complete confidence in the 
transparency of corporate disclosure. They need to believe that the 
companies in whose stock they are buying are getting then the ac
curate numbers and the accurate disclosure and information about 
that company's prospects so they can make informed decisions 
about where to put their money. 

And I think we have to have a focus on consumers issues, on mu
tual funds sales, on sales practices generally, on the issues around 
fees and fee structures and disclosures that investors really care 
about at the end of the day. 

We'll he announcing later lhis week the creation of an Investor 
Advisory Committee for the first time in many, many years at the 
SEC that will give investors a regular way to interact with the 
Commission on policy issues that are of interest to them. 

I think we have to reorient everything we do toward rebuilding 
the investor confidence in both the agency and in the fairness of 
our markets. 

Senator TESTER. What do we need to do, Congress? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think supporting the agency, quite honestly, as 

the appropriators with sufficient resources to accomplish what we 
need to do and hold our feet to the fire that we're delivering on the 
commitments that we're making to the American public. 

Senator TESTER. Have you been able-I mean, there's been lalk 
about the future roles of the SEC, the CFTC that we'll hear from 
shortly, after a regulatory modernization has been done. 

Assuming that that goes forward, can you talk about the chal
lenges, opportunities, possible consequences of merging your two 
agencies? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Sure. And, you know, I have the unique position 
of having been Chairman of the CFTC and now Chairman of the 
SEC. So in honesty, I can tell you I've argued both for and against 
merger over the years. 
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I think it's obviously a decision that's ultimately for the Congress 
about whether or not to combine the two agencies. Short of that, 
I believe that with Gary as Chairman of the CFTC that we can 
have an incredibly positive and constructive working relationship, 
to ensure that products and practices don't fall between the cracks 
of the two agencies and that we don't leave large swaths of the fi
nancial markets unregulated and unaccountable to the American 
public--

Senator TF.STER. Do you think that would be-excuse me. Do you 
think that would be done heller if you were combined? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think-in my personal view, there is a logic and 
an efficiency that can be achieved from the merger of the two agen
cies, but short of that, I also think that the two agencies can do 
a better job of working together to ensure the protection of inves
tors. 

Senator TESTER. My time is up, but we'll be back. 
Senator DURBIN. I was just advised by my colleague that there's 

a vole on and I'm going to 1.ry lo continue asking until someone re
turns, but I ask the indulgence of our witness and those in the au
dience as we try to balance a few things here. 

ADDRESSING RF.SOURCF. CONSTRAINTS 

The numbers of investigative attorneys at the SEC decreased 
11.5 percent between fiscal years 2004-2008 and some believe that 
that's resulted in delayed cases, reducing the number that can be 
brought to trial and potentially undermining the quality of cases 
that are pursued. 

How have resource constraints impacted the effectiveness of the 
SEC? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. There's no question but that-and there's a recent 
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report that suggests this, 
as well, that the resource constraints have hindered the ability of 
the Enforcement Division to pursue as many cases in as timely a 
way as I would like to see. 

In addition, there are some procedural difficulties placed in the 
path of the Enforcement Division over the last several years that 
slowed cases down and discouraged, if not explicitly, implicitly 
seeking penalties from corporate issuers in certain kinds of cases, 
and we've eliminated those hurdles and cases can be started much 
more quickly now. Investigations can be pursued with the approval 
of one commissioner, not the foll Commission sitting in a meeting. 

We've eliminated what was called the Penalty Pilot Program 
completely and we are reorganizing the Enforcement Division 
under the leadership of our new Director in a way that we hope 
will eliminate some layers of management and some of the 
stovepiping that's existed over the years and allow us to be more 
nimble and more aggressive, pursuing much larger cases, particu
larly those arising out of the financial crisis. 

Senator DURRIN. On another issue, there was a mindset for a 
lung period of time that as lung as the economy was expanding and 
weallh was being created, we didn't dwell and ask a lot of embar
rassing questions, but with the downturn in the economy, down
turn in the fortunes of many families and the investment of our 
Federal Government into many of the largest businesses in Amer-
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ica, there appears tu be an awakening on the part of the average 
person about how many corporations are being managed and par
ticularly in the area of executive compensation. 

COHPOHATE GOVERNANCE 

I won't go into chapter and verse about bonuses given to execu
tives who have nothing to show for it, other than failure, but let 
me ask you, what is the SEC currently doing to improve the ac
countability of corporate directors and enhanced disclosure of exec
utive compensation? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Mr. Chairman, I've made corporate governance 
one of my highest priorities in the last 4 months. We are engaged 
in a couple of things. 

First of all, in May we approved for comment a proposal that will 
facilitate the ability of shareholders to nominate on the company's 
proxy directors to serve on the corporate-on the company's board 
and it's out for comment now. It will be highly controversial, but 
if ultimately approved and not challenged in court, it will b'l'eatly 
facilitate the abilities of shareholders to elect nominees to corporate 
boards and thereby hold directors more accountable for their over
sight of the corporation. 

With respect to compensation in particular, as you know, we al
ready require disclosure of all plan and non-plan compensation by 
the senior-most officers of a company. 

Next month we will be considering amendments to the com
pensation disclosure rules that will simplify something called the 
summary compensation disclosure table to provide more informa
tion there about compensation. 

It will require disclosure about the overall compensation ap
proach within the company. There will be enhanced disclosure 
about the use uf compensation consultants who are sometimes in 
a conflicted position in advising both the compensation committee 
and the company's management, and we're going to require disclo
sure about the linkage between compensation plans and risk-taking 
by executives, traders and others within the company, so that in
vestors will be able to understand how risk-taking which was such 
an important component of the financial crisis has been potentially 
incentivized in some companies. 

CREDIT RATING AGENCIES 

Senator DURBII'\. On another issue, in late 2006 the Credit Rat
ing Agency Reform Act gave the SEC exclusive authority over rat
ing agency registration and qualification. In the less than 3 years 
since enactment the SEC has undertaken no fewer than five 
rulemakings to implement the law. These rules, which are all still 
relatively new, extend from registration and recordkeeping to dis
closure and managing conflicts uf interest. 

Yet, even though the credit rating agencies were under SEC's 
purview, rating agency performance in the area of mortgage-backed 
securities backed by residential subprime loans and the 
collateralized debt obligations linked to such securities has shaken 
investor confidence to the core. 
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It used to be that credit ratings were kind of like the gold stand
ard in terms of whether you could trust a business to be in solid 
financial shape. Well, I think a lot of questions have been raised. 

What are you doing at the SEC now to restore consumer and in
vestor confidence, and what improvements are needed in the way 
that you monitor credit rating agencies? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. There's no question but that credit rating agen
cies played a significant rule in facilitating, I guess, in some ways 
the financial crisis. 

The agency has engaged, as you point out, in many rulemakings, 
most recently the rule in 2008 which required a series of disclo
sures about performance statistics, the different kinds of models 
that were used for initial ratings versus surveillance ratings, docu
mentation, disclosure of conflicts and so forth. 

The Credit Rating Agency Reform Act, which Congress passed in 
2006, specifically does not allow the agency to regulate the sub
stance or the procedures or the methodologies of the rating agen
cies and something we're looking at is whether we need to ask Con
gress to reopen that legislation to provide greater authority. 

Senator DURHII'\. Who dues? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Nobody. But nonetheless, despite the limitations 

in the law, we are looking at doing a couple of things. 
One is my perhaps my greatest concern in this area is something 

called ratings shopping which allows the creator of a structured 
product to get preliminary ratings from multiple rating agencies 
and then select the one they want to rate the product, presumably 
that being the highest rating they've gotten. 

Senator Dum.nN. Wish I could have had that for my report card 
in grade school. 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Don't we all? 
Senator DURHII'\. Shopping teachers. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Exactly. If you'll give me an A, I'll take your class 

is what it amounts to. 
So we're looking at what we can do with respect to rating shop

ping. Removing references potentially to ratings in the Federal se
curities laws and regulations which !:,rives an air of credibility and 
respectability to ratings that perhaps they don't entirely deserve, 
looking at whether we should require different symbols for rating 
structured products versus rating plain vanilla corporate debt, and 
we're looking at more detailed disclosure about how ratings have 
performed over time. 

So there's some things the SEC clearly can do and we are doing. 
We held a roundtable with rating agencies just about 1 month ago 
to explore some of the failures of the different business models and 
some of the-not the failures of the different business models but 
the different business models, some of the other failures that have 
become clear over the last year. 

We're moving ahead with what we can do and we will come back 
to Congress if we believe at the end of the day we need more au
thority. 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you. I'm going to ask that the sub
committee stand in recess for just a few moments and as soon as 
Senator Collins returns, I'm going to ask her to resume the hear
ing. I apologize, but it just so happens we have a rollcall vote. 
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The subcommittee will stand in recess. 
Senator COLLINS lpresidingJ. The hearing will reconvene. 
In Senator Durbin's absence, he's permitting me to continue the 

hearing. I'm certain he'll be back very soon. He's just voting. 
Ms. Schapiro, last September the SEC's inspector general issued 

a report on its investigation of the Consolidated Supervised Entity 
Program, the CSE Program, through which the SEC monitored the 
five major investment hanks. 

This inspector general report found that the SEC has severely 
understaffed its CSE Program and thus could not effectively man
age its responsibilities to monitor or question these investment 
hanks. 

As you know, I'm particularly concerned that an investment 
bank like BearStearns was allowed to have a leverage ratio of 30:1, 
truly astonishing, and yet it appears that there was not a system 
in place, other than a very loose voluntary system that the SEC 
had, to monitor these banks, and in many ways this report was 
truly prescient since just a few months after it was issued none of 
these investment banks existed anymore. They all had either 
failed, been acquired or merged into bank holding companies. 

HBGULATIO!'\ OF LARGE INVES'l'.l\11.ENT BANKS 

Let me ask you a number of questions about this. First, does the 
SEC have the right mix of staffs to conduct the kind of oversight 
of a large investment bank? A lot of the SEC's employees are allor
neys which is obviously very useful and helpful on the enforcement 
side, but does it need more auditors, more economists to have the 
expertise to analyze complex financial data and risk models? So the 
first question is the mix of expertise. 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I believe that we haven't historically had enough 
financial analysis experience, experience with structured products 
and complex derivative products. 

In the last couple of months that's been an area of focus for re
cruitment, not just in the Enforcement Program but also in the 
Trading and Markets Division which has responsibility for broker
dealer risk oversight. So that even though the CSE Program is dis
continued, there are still a large number of-not maybe a large 
number but a number of large investment banks and broker-deal
ers for whom the SEC still has responsibility. 

That's an area that we are building and increasing our capability 
in in a very conscientious and sort of directed way and have been 
working on over the last couple of months. 11.'s really important for 
us to have that capability. 

Even with the presence ultimately of a systemic risk regulator, 
that's the result of regulatory reform, it will be important for the 
SEC, as the day to day regulator of over 5,000 broker-dealers, to 
have the capability to really understand the financial and oper
ational status and condition of those brokerage firms. 

Senator COT.LINS. Second, how should-I realize these large in
vestment banks don't exist any more but they could reappear. How 
should they be regulated for safety and soundness'? 

I cannot imagine a federally or State-chartered bank being al
lowed to have a leverage ratio of 30: 1. 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think the answer is they need to be regulated 
on a consolidated basis. So thal, as you know, the securities laws 
are generally geared toward the protection of customer assets with
in the broker-dealer, but there are affiliates of the broker-dealer, 
there's a holding company structure, there are a lot of other enti
ties where significant risk can be taking place, and it's important 
that the regulator of the entire entity have a view into what's going 
on in all of the related parts of the operation, so not just in the 
broker-dealer but also in the holding company affiliates and sub
sidiaries. 

It is that consolidated view that will allow our regulator to make 
a judgment about whether leverage is excessive, capital is suffi
cient, the quality of management across the enterprise is up to the 
task. 

Senator COLLINS. Another reform lhat we need is the ability lo 
identify and prevent what I refer to as regulatory black holes, and 
the emergence of credit default swaps or other exotic and poorly 
disclosed derivatives certainly indicates lhat the current system 
has not been sufficient to prevent gaps in regulation of products or 
practices that can have conse<1uences for the entire financial sys
tem. That's why I support having a council of regulators to look at 
systemic risk. 

ROLE OF A 8Y8TEMIC RI8K Rli:CaJLATOR 

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of a 
council approach versus vesting in the Federal Reserve the author
ity lo he the systemic risk regulator? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Well, I'm very much in agreement that the exist
ing regulatory regime is riddled with holes and that there are large 
parts of the financial marketplace that were really not under the 
regulatory umbrella at all or in any meaningful way and credit de
fault swaps is an example. Hedge funds and some other private 
pools of pooled funds would fall into that category, as well. 

As you know, I like the concept of a council, whether it's a stand
alone council or in conjunction with a systemic risk regulator, be
cause it brings a diversity of perspective that I think is really im
portant to identifying where gaps may be arising, where new prod
ucts may be being created in the intricacies between regulatory au
thorities, so lhat we can avoid those potentially harming the sys
tem. 

And when you have a council of regulators, where you've got se
curities regulators, for example, which is very much focused on in
vestor protection and transparency and bank regulators very much 
focused on prudential standards and safety and soundness, and in
surance regulators wilh yel another perspective, I think you have 
a better chance of capturing the entire financial landscape and the 
potential places where those new products are arising, where those 
new gaps are being created. 

At the same time I think there needs to be the ability, whether 
it's a council or a single system risk regulator or a combination, to 
slep in and raise standards when necessary, where the functional 
regulator may not he aggressive enough in requiring higher capital 
standards or reining in leverage, that there he the ability ulti
mately to protect the system, to force those kind of changes. 
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Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Senator Tester. It's nice being tem
porarily chairman. 

Senator TBSTEl{. Thank you. Thank you, Senator Collins, and 
you're doing a fine job, I might add. 

Et\.FORCEMEN'l' OF THE SECUHIT!ES LAWS 

Secretary Schapiro, I'm sure you read the article yesterday in the 
Washington Post that dealt with enforcement actions of the SEC 
over the past few years. If that article's true, it is more 1.han just 
a little bit distressing. 

You have stated the imperative to take the handcuffs off the En
forcement Division. That article yesterday would imply to me that 
I don't care how much money we put at the agency, if people on 
top are making arbitrary decisions about how tu not do their job 
appropriately, no amount of money is going to make it work cor
rectly. 

You're not going to do that, I know that. I've met you and long 
before when you were in FINRA, as you stated in your opening 
statement, in Montana and did a fine job education-wise and you 
have done a fine job in this position. 

Bui could you just give me a lillle hit of insight on how this 
budget would help you accomplish the goal of taking the handcuffs 
off the Enforcement Division'? 

Ms. SCHAPIHO. I'd be happy to. I should say that in my 4 months 
al the agency, I talk a 101. about enforcement. I've done some town 
halls with the staff. I e-mail with the staff. 

I will tell you that the response has been tremendous eagerness 
and enthusiasm on the part of employees to get back to what we 
do and what we can do so well and--

Senator TESTER. Good. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO lcontinuingJ. Particularly in the enforcement con

text. 
I think what the budget will enable us to do is have more people 

to bring the cases that need to be brought. We are not in danger 
of running out of cases. So on a very simplistic level, more people 
will enable us to do that. 

Bringing in the right skill sets so that we're not risk averse, so 
that we're not afraid to tackle the most complex trading strategies 
or the most complex products or the most complex frauds will be 
important. So we need to train our people helter in more sophisti
cated methodologies. We need to bring in the right kinds of skill 
sets, as well, and we need lo support our people with technology. 

The amount of data that comes into the agency that is unman
ageable, even in the course of one major litigation, is extraordinary 
and we have our people wasting their times archiving e-mails and 
dealing with mi1lions and millions of records when we should be 
able to rely almost solely on technology to do that. 

We need technology to help us sort out the tips and complaints 
that we get, as I spoke about earlier. 

Senator TESTER. The ranking member talked about potentially 
inadequacies uf this budget. In a previous line uf questions, you 
said you can't bring un everybody you need because it's simply im
possible to manage that influx of people. 
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Is the budget adequate to get to where you need to go? I'm sure 
you have goals, either written or mental, where you want this 
agency to go. Is this budget adequate to get you where you need 
to be a year from now? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. As I said, we are genuinely grateful to the Presi
dent for the increase the 2010 budget represents over 2008 and 
2009. We've asked for a very significant increase in 2011 and the 
ability lo get to that number sooner, we could handle, and I think 
it would make a difference in our ability to do our job. 

REGlJLATIOI\' OF 8HORT SELLIN(~ 

Senator TESTER. Okay. Uptick rule. Can you discuss the Com
mission's effort to reinstate lhe Uptick rule, what's lhe likelihood, 
timing and opposition to that? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I would be happy to do that. This is an issue of 
enormous, enormous public interest, and it's an issue of investor 
confidence, as well. 

As you know, the SEC took the Uptick rule off a couple years ago 
aner careful study and evaluation. In some ways it was a model 
rulemaking to eliminate it. 

Nonetheless, lhat coincided wilh dramatic increases in volatility 
in the marketplace and investors have been clamoring for us tu re
visit this issue. In April, the Commission voted unanimously to 
seek public comment on two different approaches to short selling. 

One is essentially the reinstatement of the Uptick rule as we 
used to know it, with some variations. The other is a short sale cir
cuit-breaker that would be kicked into effect if the price of a stock 
declined by, say, 10 percent in a day, no short selling thereafter for 
a period of time. 

We've already gotten 3,000 comment letters. The comment period 
closes in about 2 weeks, and then we will wade through those com
ment letters and hopefully bring back to the Commission a pro
posal for consideration. 

At the same time we're looking at a couple of other issues. 
There's a rule, it's a temporary rule that expires in July that's had 
a very, very positive effect on eliminating or diminishing the fails 
to deliver in securities and short sales, requiring them to be closed 
out the next day. I expect the Commission will make that a perma
nent rule this summer, and we're looking at some other issues, like 
the potential for pre-borrow requirement. 

So we are actively focused on short selling and will continue to 
do so. 

Senator TESTER. Do you anlicipale lhat lhe proposal you're going 
to take hack to lhe Commission will he voted on when? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think we're looking at August for a vote. The 
comment period closes toward the end of June. With 3,000 com
ment letters at this point, I expect significantly more and we'll 
have to evaluate those, so some time this summer. 

Senator TF.STF.R. After the Commission votes on the rule, is it 
typically an immediate effective date? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Generally not, if it requires technolobry changes at 
either exchanges or brokerage firms. 

Senator TESTER. Would this? 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. Yes, the reinstatement of the Uptick rule requires 
significanUy more technology work than the circuit-breaker would. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. So it could be quite dependent upon which of the 

two approaches. 
Senator TESTER. One last and it has to do with this. Who's op

posing the Uptick rule from going back into effect? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. I haven't been through the comment letters, to be 

honest, but I would say historically there's certain kinds of algo
rithmic traders, some kinds of hedge funds that are large short 
sellers that oppose it. There are--

Senator TESTER. That are for the most part unregulated at this 
point in time, right? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. That might be right. 
Senator TESTER. Okay. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. There are others who believe that short selling 

plays a very legitimate role in the marketplace in terms of adding 
liquidity. It has impacts on options market-makers and others. So 
there is opposition to reinstatement. 

I think the pure weight of the comment letters will tell us that 
there is much more support for doing something, whether it's the 
Uptick rule or the circuit-breaker. 

Senator TESTER. Thank you. 

l".KE COLLBC'l'lONS llY A!\D FUt\DlNG OF THE SEC 

Senator DURBIN [presiding]. Thank you. Chairman Schapiro, just 
for some perspective here, the SEC is fairly unique in that it col
lects a lot of money in fees and if I'm not mistaken, that number 
is somewhere a little north of or around $1.4 billion, is that cor
rect? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. The 2009 expectation is, yes, about $1.35 billion. 
Senator DURRTN. Okay. And the appropriation for your agency is 

around $1 billion, a little over $1 billion. 
Ms. SCHAPlHO. Yes, 2009 $916 billion, including the reprogram-

ming request. 
Senator DURBIN. So you are a cash generator-
Ms. SCHAPIRO. We are. 
Senator DURBIN [continuing]. In terms of the revenues into the 

Treasury. 
Ms. SCHAPlHO. And historically a very significant cash generator. 
Senator DL"RBIN. And if the argument can be made that the in

dustry is paying your agency to do its job and we've started this 
testimony here today arguing that you needed more people tu do 
your job, it might be fair for those who are being regulated saying 
we're doing our part, in fact we're sending you about 40 percent 
more than you're actually spending in this agency. 

Would that be a fair comment'? 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. It might be. 
Senator DURBIN. Okay. Well, this concerns me because if we 

were going in the other direction, we'd be arguing, well, we need 
to come up with some revenue source here to provide the regu
latory structure to make sure that the Government's doing its job, 
but in fact the marketplace that you regulate is creating the rev
enue opportunity. 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. That's correct, and actual1y that doesn't include 
penalties and fines that are paid into the Treasury in those in
stances where we don't create a fair fund to distribute back to in
vestors. So there's actually additional funding over the fee genera
tion. 

Senator DL'RBIN. Okay. Let me go to a few more specific ques
tions. 

Broker-dealers who sell stocks and bonds on commissions and in
vestment advisors who offer advice are regulated under different 
Federal laws. The key difference is the rules governing their stand
ard of conduct. Investment advisors held to a fiduciary standard 
which requires them to make investment decisions in the best in
terests of their clients. Brokers, in contrast, are held to something 
called a suitability standard under which they can sell securities 
as long as they are suitable to their clients. 

Interesting little distinction there, but the variations between 
brokers and advisors has been blurring in recent years and it's 
raised concern among some regulators that customers won't be able 
to tell the difference. 

I understand that you're taking a look at this. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Absolutely. There's really no good reason for peo

ple not to get the same fiduciary protection and the same standard 
quality of regulation from people who are essentially giving them 
the same service but are called by different names. 

Senator Dt:RRIN. Let me ask you a question. First, let me preface 
it by saying I asked my staff this. I said, now is this for Chairman 
Schapiro or Chairman Gensler. They said, well, you better ask her. 
So here's a hedge fund issue for you. 

The Pension Protection Act of 2006. Would this be your jurisdic
tion? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. The Pension Protection Act is largely adminis
tered by the Department of Labor, but there are elements that 
intersect with the SEC. 

Senator DURBIN. Okay. Let me give you the situation. You tell 
me if this is something that you think falls in your jurisdiction. 

This Pension Protection Act made it easier for hedge funds to 
take pension money without registering it as an ERISA fiduciary, 
meaning they don't have disclosure and other requirements of 
other pension plan managers. Is this your field? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. This is the Department of Labor, I believe. 
Senator DL'RBIN. Okay. Let me stop at that point and save this 

for the Department of Labor then. 

REGULATION OF DERIVATIVES 

Derivatives, contracts between two investors, betting on whether 
a stock, bond or other security will go up and down in value have 
ballooned into one of the world's largest trading markets, estimated 
to be tens of trillions of dollars, yet it's largely outside the regu
latory umbrella. Losses, as we know, at AIG have led to a Govern
ment bailout of $170 billion or $180 billion. 

On May rn, President Obama unveiled a plan to regulate this 
market which had four stated goals. 

What do you consider to be the role of the SEC in this regula
tion? 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. This is such an important area for both the SEC 
and the CFTC and, as you point out, the Treasury letter of May 
13 lays out some requirements that we hope will be embodied in 
legislation with respect to credit default swaps and other standard
ized over-the-counter derivatives. 

It will be very important to have standardized clearing mecha
nisms, potentially exchange trading of standardized contracts, pro
mote transparency, have adequate margin and collateral require
ments in place for these transactions and subject the dealers in 
these instruments to regulation. 

Exactly where the lines between the SEC and the CFTC fall, I 
think, are something we'll be discussing certainly over the next 
several weeks, but it is clearly my view, and I believe Chairman 
Gensler's view and the Treasury's view, that we need to work to
gether to ensure that we bring credit default swaps and other OTC 
derivatives firmly under the Federal regulatory umbrella and how 
we exactly draw those lines will be something we'll be discussing 
and obviously Congress will have a deep interest in, as well. 

Senator Dum.HN. I'll ask a question that relates to last week it 
was reported that two attorneys from SEC's Enforcement Division 
engaged in suspicious trading in stocks uf companies under SEC in
vestigation, according to a March 3 report by the SEC Inspector 
General David Kotz. 

Mr. Kotz concluded that the SEC previously had essentially no 
compliance system in place tu ensure that its employees did not en
gage in insider trading themselves. On May 22, the SEC issued a 
press release outlining how the agency would increase account
ability. 

How will this new process impact the current SEC workload? 
Will it require additional resources or staff to implement? 

Ms. SCHAPHW. Thank you for asking that question. It's really an 
important area. 

When I learned about this inspector general report in March, I 
immediately set in motion-and some things were already under
way, I should say-a number of changes to our process which was 
acceptable under the Office of Government Ethics rules but clearly 
nut sufficient in my view. 

We now require all trades by employees to be pre-cleared. We've 
created a restricted list that prohibits an employee from trading in 
any stock of a company that's under investigation by the SEC, 
whether they know anything about the investigation or its exist
ence or not. 

We prohibit any ownership in stocks of broker-dealers, invest
ment advisors, publicly traded exchanges, and we're requiring em
ployees to authorize that their brokers in duplicate trade confirma
tion statements to the SEC where they will be incorporated into a 
computerized system that will make monitoring compliance with 
all of these new rules much more effective, and we'll be hiring a 
chief compliance officer. I expect we'll sign the contract for the new 
system in the next several days and it should be operational in 1 
to 3 months. 

The new rules requiring pre-clearance of all trades by the Ethics 
Office and the creation of the prohibited list and so forth are pend-
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ing at the Office of Government Ethics and have been there fur 
about a week. We jumped on this immediately. 

Senator Dum.ul\. Thank you very much. 
Senator Collins. 
Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CON8l7~1ER PROTECTION 

Ms. Schapiro, there is an idea that is being discussed to consoli
date the consumer protection functions of a variety of regulators 
under a single entity and one such proposal would result in the 
SEC losing its consumer protection responsibilities. 

I personally don't think this makes any sense at all because to 
me, the whole reason we have an SEC is to act to protect consumer 
investors. 

What are your views on creating a single consumer protection en
tity that would include the SEC's responsibilities? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. I think that it certainly is one of the ideas that's 
being bandied about and there are many, and I think discussions 
continue to be very vigorous and ongoing throughout the regulatory 
community about the right approach here. 

I think the one thing everybody agrees on is that we must have 
a reorientation toward consumer and investor protection among all 
of our financial regulatory agencies. So whether we have the cre
ation ultimately of a single entity or we just reheighten and refocus 
within the bank regulatory agencies and the SEC on the protection 
of the end users of financial products, we, I think, all agree that 
we have to go down that path. 

My view is that, and it's been reported that, I don't want to cre
ate new gaps in the regulatory system and I fear that moving mu
tual fund regulation out of the SEC and into a new agency has the 
potential to do that. 

Mutual fund-investor protection and the mutual fund concepts, 
it's about more than the end product of the sale to the investor. It's 
really about what's the governance of the mutual fund. What's the 
quality of execution that the mutual fund is getting when it's buy
ing stocks for its portfolio? What's the quality of the disclosure of 
those companies that the mutual fund is buying? What's the qual
ity of the disclosure that the mutual fund itself is making? 

These are all a piece. They're all woven together to create the 
fabric of investor protection in the mutual fund space and so I want 
to be sure we don't damage that fabric. 

That said, whatever Congress in its wisdom and the administra
tion working together to create that will protect investors better 
and consumers beUer, we intend to, you know, play as strong a role 
as we can. 

Senator COT.LINS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I'm just going to 
ask one final question, if I may, and that has to do with the credit 
rating agencies. I understand you, too, brought this issue up, but, 
unfortunately, I wasn't here. I was voting when you did. Su I apolo
gize if this is redundant. 

I'm very concerned about the role that was played by credit rat
ing agencies in this crisis as far as their ratings of subprime mort
gages of mortgage-backed securities. 
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It seems to me that the current system has so many inherent 
conflicts of interest built into it, not the least of which is 1.hat the 
credit rating agencies are being paid by the firms that are mar
keting the securities. 

What are you looking at to improve the integrity of the credit 
ratings process? 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. You very correctly highlight that in the issuer 
paid model where I create a security and then I ask you to rate 
it and I pay you for that rating and I pay you on an ongoing basis 
for future ratings, if I'm happy, has profound conflicts of interest 
and we are looking in particular, as we discussed earlier, at the 
rating shopping phenomenon which allows me to select the ratings 
agency that provides or promises to give the highest rating and 
we're also looking at more robust disclosure about fees that are 
paid and the conflicts of interest that exist in 1.he issuer paid 
model. 

We held a roundtable about I month ago. We brought in all dif
ferent kinds of rating agencies to talk about their different busi
ness models and the pros and cons of each and we've gotten a lot 
of very good ideas from that process and we're hoping this summer 
to pursue some additional rulemaking in this area. 

We will focus on rating shopping. We will focus on disclosure. We 
will also look at whether we need to eliminate references in SEC 
rules which creates a market for rating agencies and gives a cer
tain amount of credibility and stature to ratings that perhaps they 
don't always deserve. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DURBIK. Senator Tester. 
Senator TESTER. Yeah. I just do want to get to the CFTC Chair

man, but I just want to just close by saying thank you. Thank you 
for what you've done, thank you for what you're going to do. 

I would ask that, you know, as these budgets come forward, 2001) 
to 2007 budgets were visited about here on a couple different occa
sions, somebody dropped the ball. Congress probably had a part to 
do with it. Your predecessor may have had a part to do with it. 

But it ended up in a disaster and we need to make sure that you 
have the resources, no more, no less, but just the resources you 
need 1.o do your joh, and I think that, as a friend of mine pointed 
out last week, we need to quit thinking in Government in silos, we 
need to start thinking about the consumer and whoever is con
suming that product, whether it's in education or housing or in this 
case securities, and make sure that Government works for the bet
terment of everybody. 

Bui I really want to thank you for 1.he work you've done so far. 
It's very impressive, and I look forward to working with you in the 
future. 

Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you very much. 
Senator DURHII\". Thank you very much, Senator Tester. 
Chairman Schapiro, thank you for your testimony. 
Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ADDITIOl\"AL COM:vJITTF.F. QURSTIOl\"S 

Senator DURBIN. We'll be working closely with you and your 
agency as we put together the appropriation bill. 
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Ms. SCHAPIRO. Thank you. 
fThe following questions were not asked at 1.he hearing, hut were 

submitted to the Commission for response subsequent to the hear
ing:] 

QUF.STJOl\"S SUR:-Vl!ITF.n RY SF.NATOR RrCHARn ,J. DURRTN 

STAYl).IG ON THF. Cl.:TITJl:G F.DGF. OF TF.C:Hl\"OLOGV 

Qiiestion. Wit.h rapid acceleration of electronic innovalions in the se<~urilies mar
kets. the Securities and Exchange Commission faces the challenge of keeping 
abreast of advancements. In the face of aggressive efforts of trading firms to invest 
in new technology. it i1; critical that SEC Investigators understand the nuances of 
modern trading operations. 

Does the SEC have sufficient resources to hire the best and brighte1;t financial 
technologists? 

Have you identified specific gaps in SEC's workforce experti1;e when it come!:' to 
electronic trading'f 

Answer. As you may know, the SF.C has launched a new initiative with existing 
resources to broaden the skill sets within its workforce, ranging from financial anal
ysis to complex trading strategies. J\s part of this effort, the SRC is recruiting sea
soned industry professionals into our enforcement. examination. and risk assess
ment programs, through efforts such as the Industry and Market Fellows and the 
Senior Specialized Examiner programs. The SEC is also implementing enhance
ments to the SRC's existing training programs, in areas such as the examination 
prngram which is enhancing staff expertise in topics such as fraud detection, com
plex financial products, and trading and where more than a third of the staff have 
signed up for lraining lo become Certified Fraud Rxaminers. If Congr·ess were lo 
approve additional resources for the SEC. then the agency would look to expand 
these recruiting and training efforts very significantly. 

A key repository at lhe SEC for expertise on trading syslems is the Automated 
Review Pl·ogram within the Division of Trading and Markets. The program conducts 
examinations of the trading systems of markets and clearing agencies, to assess the 
dat.a's confidentiality, integrity. and availability. The pr·ogram has been able to st.ay 
on top of this rapidly evolving field, through effm·ts such as the CYBER CORPS pro
gram. which has served as a great resource for identi(ying talented IT professionals, 
and through the NSA, which has pr·ovided non-commercial software and le<~hnital 
training. Over the past few years, the progrnm has increased its expertise in IT se
curity and launched new initiatives in the areas of cyber security, auditing inter
mediaries in nedit defoull swaps, and international markets. The Division now 
plans to implement new som·ce code review of trading systems and more sophisti
cated penetration testing, to the extent resources are available. 

l!:XPIWTTING t'Allt l'CND8 DI81!UR8J::Mt::Xl'8 

Question. Under the "Fair Funds for Investors" provision (Section 308(al of Sar
banes-OxleyJ, the Securitie1; and Exchange Commis1;ion i1; required to return money 
to investors victimized by securities fraud. Previously. disgorgements and penallies 
were deposited into a U.S. Treasury General Fund. 

Answer. The Fair l<'unds provision!:' of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 gave the 
Commission authority to increase the amount of money rel.urned lo injured inves
tors by allowing civil penalties to be included in Fair Fund distributions. Pl·ior to 
Sarbanes-Oxley, only disgorgement could be returned to investors. 

Qiiestion. What improvements have been realized so far from the cr·eation of a 
specialized oflice on "Fair Funds" disbursement'f 

Answer. The Commi1;sion established the Office of Collection!:' and Distributions 
<OCD> to, among ot.her things, expedite t.he distribution of Commission recoveries 
to injured investors. The Oflice is responsible for overseeing the distribution of 
funds to investors who have been injured by securities law violations. implementing 
the F.nfortemenl Division's collections and distributions programs. and conducling 
litigation to collect disgorgement and penalties imposed in certain Enforcement ac
tions. In addition, the Office track!:', records, and provides financial management as
sislance with respecl t.o the funds and provides overall case management services 
for the Division. 

The Office has helped streamline the di1;tributions proce1;s and enhance it1; inter
nal conlrols. and il has overseen the distribution of approximalely $3.2 billion t.o in
jured investors to date. Among the Oflice's recent initiatives has been to issue 
standardized. step-by-step guidance to enforcement staff on developing and imple-
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me11ti11g distribulion plans in bolh 6vil aclions and administrative proceedings. In 
addition, the Office has consolidated collections and distributions information onto 
the enforcement program's internal website so that is more accessible to staff na
tionwide. In collaboration with other SEC ollices, OCD has created templates to 
standardize the reporting of periodic and final accountings for distributions of 
disgorgement funds and Fair Fund.;, as well as to facilitate the examination of ad
ministrative expenses. In order to manage receivership expenses, the Office also de
veloped billing instru(:t.ions for receivers. OCD conducls training for t.he slaff on the 
use of bolh t.he standardized reporls and t.he billing instru(:t.ions. 

Que.~lion. SEC's financial tracking system <Phoenix) was established to improve 
management of distribution of Fair Funds to victims of securities law violations. Is 
the "Phoenix" system fully functional at this time? What remains to be done to im
prove its capabilities'! 

Answer. To date, the Phoenix sy.;tem has only been partially deployed. Under the 
functionalities that are already operational, Phoeniic assists with tracking and re
cording the disgorgement. and penallies ordered in Enforcement actions. However, 
the Phoenix syslem does not. yel track and record dislribution information. This 
function is currently performed in a limited way within CATS '.WOO, the SEC's case 
tracking system. which is itself slated to be replaced. 

To that end, the agency is developing business requirements for a new module 
that would record and monitor distribution-related information. including informa
tion reported on the newly developed standardized accounting report.;. Once fully 
built, this module would enable the Sl!:C to track a distribution fund'.; current .;ta
tus or phase in lhe distribution process, enh~m(:e reporting and internal controls 
over lhe accuracy and integrily of distribution data. and provide belt.er information 
about the investment of Commission funds with the Department of the Treasury's 
Bureau of Public Debt. This effort also will support integration with the agency's 
core financial management system. 

The 8EC eicpects to finalize and deploy the distributions module in fiscal year 
2010, depending on the availability of sufficient fonding. 

Question. I note that S~C is currently reviewing its performance measure of the 
percentage of Fair Funds and disgorgement dollars designated for distribution t.o 
viclims wit.hin a year. What are the challenges? What. is hampering SEC's ability 
to track the timeliness of the fond distributions and maintain accurate data? 

Answer. As noted in the Commission's fiscal year 2010 budget justification, this 
measure is currently under review and may be adjusted in the future. One of the 
primary challenges with respect to such a measure has been the SEC's inadequate 
sy.;tems to collect, analyze, and report on distributions (described above), which 
have hampered the Commission's ability to track the timeline.;s of the fund distribu
tions and maintain ;}(:curate data. 

Qiiestion.. What porlion of lhis year's budget <fis(:al year 20091 and lhe proposed 
needs for fiscal year 2010 will be devoted to the Fail' Funds distribution projcct'f 

Answer. The first major expense a.;sociated with Fair l<'unds distributions is infor
mation le(:hnology, most. notably lhe Phoenix system. [n fiscal year 200~1. t.he SEC 
expects to obligate approximately $0.1 million in ongoing maintenance and support 
related to Phoeniic. For fiscal year 2010, the agency estimates that di.;tributions-re
lated projeds will ('.OSI. approximalely $3.2 million. These projects include efforls lo 
develop new collections and distributions tracking functionalities, enhance the cur
rent Phoeniic system, integrate Phoenix with the enforcement program's new Ht..:B 
tracking system and t.he core financial system, and conduct ongoing syslem mainte
nance. 

A second component of the SEC's distributions-related costs is the expense a.;soci
ated with t.he Office of Collections and Dislributions. OCD's cost.s amount lo ap
proximately $6.0 million in fiscal year 2009 and S6.2 million in fiscal year 2010. 
However, it is important to note that the Office performs a variety of functions in 
addilion to distribut.ions. induding assisting wit.h collection of delinquent. debt.s and 
maintenance of internal controls. 

The final element is the substantial .;taff time spent on di.;tributions functions 
within olher parts of lhe SEC. For example, within the enforcement program (oul
side of OCD), attorneys spend considerable time on the development. oversight, and 
implementation of distribution plan actions. while support staff perform data input 
for all cases. [n addition, the SEC's Office of Financial ~fanagement aids wilh funds 
investment and disbursement, as well as internal controls; the Office of the General 
Coun.;el review.; and comments on distribution-related documents: and the Office of 
Economi(: Analysis evaluales the melhodologies for measuring investor loss. Al
though the staff time involved is significant, the SEC docs not currently track costs 
at this level. 
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Qr:F.STIO~ SUR~IITTF,O RY SF.NATOR RF.N NF.I.SO~ 

Rl!LF. lalA, IS8IJF.D .TAl\!JARY 16, 2009 

Que.~lion. On .Jnm1ary !()th of this year, the Commission issued a new rule regard
ing indexed annuities and certain other insurance contracts. This rule takes effect 
on January 12, 2011. 

What level of resource.; will the SEC devote in fiscal year 2010 to preparing to 
implement this rulc'f Can you calculate the cost to the Commission of the work nec
essary to fully implement. t.his rule so lhal it can be operalional on ,January 12, 
201H 

Looking ahead t.o the next. fiscal year <fiscal year 2011 ), in taking on this addi
tional regulatory responsibility, will additional staff be required'! What will addi
tional staff needs and additional regL1latory responsibility mean for the Commis
sion's budget'! 

Answer. The release adopting this rule <Ruic lfilA) articulated the Commission's 
determination that inve.;tor.; in certain indexed annuity contracts are entitled to the 
protections of the federal securities laws. The rule includes a new definition of "an
nuity contract" that, on a prospective basis, will define a class of indexed annuities 
that arc outside the scope of Section 3!ai(8) of the Securities Act, which provides 
an exemption under the Securities Act for (~erlain insurance contracls. These in
dexed annuities will, on a prospective basis, be required to register under the Sccu
rilies Act. Wilh few ex(~eplions, indexed annuilies historically have not. been reg
istered as securities. The new definition will apply to indexed annuities that are 
issued on or after the January 12, 2011, the effective date of the rule. 

The staff is currently considering how to tailor disclosure requirements for in
dexed annuities. As with any other rulcmaking, if the staff determines to rec
ommend that the Commis.;ion propose new disclo.;ure requirements, resource.; will 
be applied to develop a proposal, analyze public comments on the proposal, deter
mine whether to recommend adoption of the propo.;al and consider whether and how 
it. should be modified to reflect commcntcrs' concerns. 

In addition, the Commis.;ion encouraged insurance companie.;, sellers of indexed 
annuities, and other affected parties to submit specific requests for guidance regard
ing lhe implementation of the rule. We anticipate that any responses t.o such re
quests will require staff resources. 

The Division oflnvestment. Management. also anticipates reviewing filings for ap
proximately 400 new indexed annuity contracts in the first year. 

In all, the Division of Investment Management believes the implementation of 
Rule 151A will require an allocation of seven staff positions during the first year, 
with that number likely to decrease in the years following the initial implementa
tion. The estimated cost of these seven positions is Sl.6 million for fiscal year 2011. 
As discussed above. these staff will perform forther rulemaking as appropriate, pro
vide interprelive advice. and review disclosure filings. 

QUESTIONS Sl'K\UTTED HY SE)IATOH SL:SAN COLLINS 

Question. Chairman Schapiro, recently many news outlet.; have is.;ued stories 
about t.he administration's proposal to move some (~onsumer-proledion powers out
side of the SEC. Reports state that that you arc opposed to such a proposal. A May 
20th Wall Street Journal article quotes you as saying that such a plan would 
" ... be hugely expensive and highly ineffi6enl ... " Would you discuss your ob
jections? 

Answer. I did not believe that investors would be better protected by separating 
some securities produ(~t.s from olhers. potentially creating gaps in the regulatory and 
enforcement regime. Securities products arc different from consumer credit prod
ucts: generally they are not guaranteed and include a number of inherent risks, in
cluding t.he loss of principal. The administralion's white paper outlining it.s con
sumer protection plan appears to recognize this, and I do not o~jcct to that ap
proach. 

Qiiestion. Secretary Geithner recently laid out. a framework for overseeing t.he de
rivatives market including rigorous reporting requirements. Such a proposal would 
give the SEC and CFTC new authorities to regulate derivatives. What are your 
thoughts on the plan and t.he role of lhe SEC in the regulation of derivatives? 

Answer. I agree with the Secretary's approach. Both the SEC and CFTC have a 
role in regulating derivatives products. We continue to work together and make 
progress on how such a regime might work to best fill gaps in t.he regulatory frame
work and prevent regulatory arbitrage. I look forward to working with Congress to 
make the nece.;sary legislative changes. 
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Qim;tion. Two veteran enfor·cemenl lawyers at. the SRC are currently under inves
tigation for insider trading. A May 16 a Wall Street Journal article quotes a report 
by the SEC Im;pector General saying that ·'the SEC has 'essentially no compliance 
sy>:'tem' to detect potential insider trading." As a result of the investigation into the 
trading activities of the two attorneys', the SEC has proposed the imposition of new 
rules on employee trades. How does this investigation affect your confidence in the 
ability of the SEC staff! In your estimation, do the recent troubles at the SEC sig
nify fundamental problem>:' within the organization, and if so how do you propo>:'e 
to rectify the issues? 

Answer. I have lhe utmost (~onfidence in the ability oft.he SEC's sta!T and lheir 
unflagging dedication to the protection of investors. Time and time again, I have 
been impressed by the staff's talenl, integrity, and enthusiasm for lhe agerH~y·s mis
sion. However, it became clear to me soon after joining the agency that the SEC's 
system for ensL1ring compliance with employee trading rules was not sufficient. The 
report by the agency's Inspector General concerning trading activity by certain em
ployees reinforced my belief that the SEC should have a trading compliance system 
that is second to none. 

I know the agency's staff shares my belief that, in light of the SEC's mission, it 
is vital that we conduct ourselves according to the highest >:'tandards of ethical con
duct when it comes to our own financial holdings and transactions. To that end, we 
have t.aken sever·al significant steps lo strenglhen t.he SEC's compliance syst.em and 
reduce the potential for even the appearance of inappropriate securities trading: 

-We have proposed new rules concer-ning employee trading. These rules will. 
among other things: 
-Require the pre-clearance of all lrades. 
-Prohibit all trading in the securities of a company under SEC investigation, 

regardless of whether the employee is aware of the investigation. 
-Require all employees to authorize their brokers to provide duplicate trade 

confirmation statements to the agency. 
-Prohibit the ownership of >:'ecurities in publicly-traded exchange>:' and transfer 

agents, in addition to existing prohibitions against owning securities in other 
firms directly regulated by the Commission. 

-Require employees to certify that they do not have any non-public information 
about the company whose securities they are trading. 
These rules were submitted to the Oflice of Government Ethics <"OGE"i on 

:\fay 22, 2009, and we await. OGE's comments. 
-We recently retained an outside firm specializing in automated compliance sys

tems to develop a new compL1ter compliance system for the agency, which will 
automate and simplify the transaction reporting process and make it easier to 
vcri~y and monitor emplovee trading. 

-We are creating a new Chief Compliance Officer position, and have already re
ceived applications from a number of ex(~ellent (~andidat.es for the new posilion. 

-I have consolidated responsibility for the oversight of employee securities trans
actions within the SEC's Ethics Office and devoted additional staff resource>:' to 
monitor, r·eview, and spot.-check these transa(~t.ions. 

These measures will bolster and modernize the agency's compliance program, and 
help the talented and committed >:'taff do its critical work of protecting investors 
without distraction. 

Question. The fiscal year 2010 budget request docs not include an increase for the 
SEC Inspector General. Con>:'idering the likelihood of an increased workload at the 
TG's office. as lhe SEC increases surveillance and moniloring of employee lrading, 
do you think that the IG will need additional funds'! 

Answer. The Inspector General submitted a request for three additional po>:'itions 
only a few days before the publication of lhe SEC's Congressional ,Justificalion for 
fiscal year 2010, and therefore these additional positions were not reflected in the 
document. However, l have since approved the addition of these personnel, which 
would br·ing t.he OfG to a lotal of 19 positions. \.\Then these new sta!T are (~ombined 
with the two positions approved for DIG in January 2009, the Office will have 
grown by a total of 73 percent within thi>:' calendar year, which is the highest 
growlh rates of any SRC office during t.his timeframe. 

Question. Please provide a breakdown of the tips and complaints the SEC received 
in fiscal year 2007 and fiscal year 2008, to help explain the large decline in that 
year. 

Answer. As you mentioned, the number of tips and complaints received by the 
SEC's Office of Internet Enforcement declined significantly between 2007 and 2008, 
from about 1.586,000 lo about 615.000 in 2008. Unfortunately, the SEC has not had 
a tracking system that can break down those figures int-0 their component parts or 
support rigorou>:' analy>:'i>:' of underlying trends. 
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The SF.C's initiative to bolst.er it,s systems for tracking tips and (~Omplainls. work
ing with the Center for Enterprise :Modernization, will help the agency perform 
much belt.er analyses in lhe fulure. Su(~h analyses will help lhe SF.C understand 
the overall statistics on tips and complaints and identi(y trends among specific firms 
or· praclices t.hat. can provide valuable informal.ion for polenlial enforcement. action 
and compliance exams. The SEC also is working to streamline and standardize the 
agency's handling of lips and complaints, so lhey can be addressed more consist
ently and eflectively. Nevertheless, for the 2007-2008 period, the SEC is reliant on 
anecdotal evidence to explain t.he decline in t.ips and complainls during that time
frame. 

In general, lhe number of complaints lhe agency sees is related lo the volume of 
spam and commercial email trallic received by investors. A number of factors likely 
affected this volume during lhe 2007-2008 limeframe. First., t.he SF.C's init.iat.ive 
starting in 2007 to combat spam-driven stock manipulations was reported to have 
been a major conlributor lo reducing the amount. of spam. I Under this init.iat.ive. 
the SEC suspended trading in the securities of dozens of companies that had been 
the subjecl of spam st.ock promotions and inilialed sever·al spam-related enforce
ment actions. According to a private-sector Internet security report, a 30 percent de
crease in slock markel spam "was lriggered by (}(~I.ions taken by lhe U.S. Securit.ies 
and Exchange Commission, which limited the profitability of this type of 
spam ... " 2 

Another major factor is the growing use and sophistication of commercial-grade 
spam email fillers, blacklisls. and experimenlal ''dat.a mines," which radically dimin
ish the number of mass investment solicitations received by the average investor. 
Addilionally, tough stat.e and federal anti-spam laws, and high-profile proseculions 
under those laws, likely helped to deter spammers.:< 

General market. conditions also likely played a role in the decline in lips and com
plaints. Email stock promoters' activities lend themselves best to the promotion of 
obscure, thinly-traded stocks, such as the t.ech stocks lhal nourished during the lale 
1990s market "bubble." Since the collapse of that bubble. it seems fewer investors 
have been interesled in lhese microcap slo(~k promolions. 

It is important to note that, while the number of tips and complaints went down 
significantly in 2008, the figure is slill 1-16 percent higher lhan il was 5 years pre
viously. By comparison. the number of foll-time equivalents in the SEC's enforce
ment program increased by only 23 percent during that period. Also, while t.he 
quantity of complaints the SEC received decreased between 2007 and 2008, the SEC 
believes lhat lhe qualit.y of complaints has increased dramatically. Thus, the agen
cy's workload from these complaints has actually become greater over the past year, 
despile t.he reduced number of complainls relaling to spam. 

ADnITTONAL SURMTTTF.D STATF.MF.l\"T 

LCLERK'S NOTE.-The subcommittee has received a statement 
from the Investment Company Institute which will be inserted into 
the record at this point. l 

1 ""81':C make8 inroad8 against financial .-.pam; Crackdown pay~ oft' a8 e-mail campaigns slow," 
by Malt Kranl:t.. l:SA Today, Oct. 5. :200i a~ p. 7A. 

:l http:/ieval.symantec.comimktginfoienterpriseiwhite papersient-
whikp;ll)(!l' int.erne\. security thn:;lt. report xii 09 2007.e1H1s.pdf'. Copyright 2007 
Symantec Corporation. i\11 right8 reserved. Symantec. the Symantec Logo, Butrraq. Symantet· 
Hrigbtmail Anti8pam. and Symantec DeepSigbt are trademark8 or registered trademarks of 
Symimkc Corpora~ion or its toffilialcs in t.hc l: nilctl Sla~cs aml olhcr t'.Otmtri<·s. Apple, !\foe OS, 
and ctuickTime are trademarkR of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other coun
t.ric~. Safari is a lrndcmark of Appk· Inc. Microsoft.. ActivcX. Windows, tmd Windows Media arc 
either regi,;;tered trademark,;; 01· trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United StateE and/ 
or oUtel' count.l'ics.. Son. ,Java, and Solaris arc tradt.~mr1rks en· n~gistt.~rcd trad<!1nru·ks of Son 
Microsy8tems, Im'. in the United State8 and other t'otmtries. 

"8ee http:iiwww. m.-.nhc.msn .comiidil l\!l!i:i 1 liiif atre~t of H.obert Alan Soloway 1; http:!! 
www .~ophos.eorn!pn·ssoffin·/ncws!artidcs/2008/02~japan-spam.html lY uki Shiina >; hl~p;// 
spamkingE.oreilly.com/archiveE/2006/0:~istock Epammers ,;;tung by secret.html ("gOOdfellas" 
spam gang). 
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PRF.PARF.O ST1\TF.MF.).IT OF THF. f).IVF.STMF.N'T COMP1\l\'Y f).IST!Tl.:TF. 

The Investment Company Institute I appreciates this opportunity to SL1hmit testi
mony to the Subcommittee in support of the administration's fiscal year 2010 appro
priations reqL1est for the Securities and Exchange Commission CSECL We commend 
the subcommittee for its con1;i1;tent pa1;t effort!:' to assure adequate resources for the 
SEC. For the reasons expressed below. we urge Congress to provide appropriations 
at least. at the funding level requested by the President .. 

As SEC Chairman Mary Schapiro not.cd in her testimony, the recent financial cri
sis has se .. ved as a reminder of the importance and inte .. connectedness oft.he secul'i
ties markets to our nation's economy and the financial health of millions of Ameri
cans. The crisis also demonstrated lhal the current "egulatory system is not. up to 
the challenges posed by modern financial markets and needs to be significantly 
strengthened and modernized. It has led to broad support for reform of the U.S. sys
tem of financial services regulation, including numerou1; call!:' for Congress to close 
regulatory and disclm;urc gaps to ensure appropriate oversight with regard to hedge 
funds, derivatives. and municipal 1;ecurities. Toward these ends, it is critically im
portant to provide the SEC with the resources necessary to assure its ability to 
soundly and effectively regulate 1;ecurities offering!:', market participants, and the 
markets themselves. And, to the extent that the scope of the agency's responsibil
ities is expanded wit.h respect to hedge funds, del'ivatives. and/OT' municipal securi
ties, it will be imperative that it have sufficient staffing and resources to effectively 
perform all of its over1;ight functions. 

More generally, the ongoing policy discussions about regL1latory reform have high
lighted why adcquat.c funding for the SEC should continue to be a Congressional 
priority. Unlike other financial regulators, the S~C is 1;pecifically charged with pro
tecting investors. The agency seeks to fulfill this mission in many different ways, 
including through the disclosure and substantive rules it adopts and administers, 
through examinations of regulated entities, and through its enforcement program, 
to name a fow. In the wake of the financial crisis, it is essential to provide the SEC 
with the resources it needs to successfully pursue its investor protect.ion mission. 

Mutual funds and other registered inve1;tment companie1; have a strong stake and 
vested interest in having a well-funded and effective SEC. Registered investment 
companies arc an integral part of our economy. They represent, as a whole. the larg
est group of investors in U.S. companies, holding 27 percent of the outstanding stock 
in U.S. companies at year-end z008. Registered investment companies also held the 
largest share of U.S. commercial paper-an important source of short·t.crm funding 
for major U.S. and foreign corporations. In addition. they continue to be one of 
America's primary savings and investment vehicles for middle-income Americans. 
Today. over 93 million investors in more than li3 million l;.S. households own 
shares of registered investment companies; the median household income of the1;e 
investors is $80,000. And, since 1990, the percentage of U.S. retirement assets held 
in mutual funds and other registered investment companies has more than quad
rupled. These millions of Americans continue to recognize that mutual fund1; are the 
best means of achieving their long-term financial goals. They deserve and benefit 
from continued vigilant regulatory oversight of mutual funds and other registered 
inve1;tment companies. 

The administration's fiscal year 2010 hL1dget proposes SEC funding at a level that 
represents a 7 percent increase over fiscal year 2009. Chairman Schapiro explained 
in her testimony that this would permit the s~c to fully fund an additional 50 staff 
positions over 2008 levels, enhance its ability to Llllcover and prosecute fraud, and 
allow it to begin to build desperately needed t.cchnology. :\'lore specifically, Chair
man Schapiro stated that the additional funding would allow the SEC to hire sea
soned industry professionals and market experts to strengthen and expand the 
SEC's Oflice of Risk Assessment., improve its examination program, and bolster its 
oversight of the investment management and broker-dealer industries. We have 
strongly supported precisely these types of measures.:.! It is essential that the agency 

I The Inwslmenl Company Ins~iluk is lhe nalional association of l:.S. invcslmenl eompanies. 
including mutual funds, closed·end fund~. exchange-traded fund~ 1l::Tr'.-.1. and unit inve~tment 
h·ust;; !UIT;;l, IC! 8eek8 to eucourage adhel'enre to high ethical ;;tandard8, promote public 1111der· 
sl;rn<ling, fmd otherwi8« ;1<lvfmCe thl~ i11ten:1;t8 of' li.orid1;, theit shfu-ehol<l<!r'E;, direcl•>rs, ;111d ;i<lvis· 
ers. Memher5 of ICI manage total a,;;5ets of $!0.18 trillion and serve over 9:i million share
holders. 

"8ee Lettet to The Hon. Ma1·y L. Schapiro from Paul 8chott Stevens dated r'ehruary Ill. 2009 
(a\.tm·hin:,: rl'eomm<·ndations for SEC priorities under Chi1irmim Schapiro's leadership). Sec also 
Jo'i1w11 .. illl Sn·vi<'<~.< H1~gulair>ry H1~/im11: Dis•~Us.•i<>ll mui Hr~<'<>mmr~n<lalir>rrn. which is availahle at 
http:llwww.ici.org/pdf/pp1· 09 reg l'l!fol'm.pdf. Cbaimrnu Schapiro al;;o uoted in her testimouy 
tlH•t she intl~11d8 to improve \.he overoll mariageme11t. or \.he SEC, includi11g hy hiring ;1 Chid' 
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have gr·eater abilit.y <and resources) t.o atlract and relain professional slafT having 
significant prior industry experience. Their practical perspectives would enhance the 
agency's ability to keep current with market and industry developments and better 
under·st.and lhe impa(~t. of such developmenls on regulat.ory policy. The new lnduslry 
and ~Iarkct Fellows Program is an encouraging step in the right direction, but we 
also believe that the agency should build strong economic research and analytical 
capabilit.ies and should consider having e(~Onomist.s resident. in e;u~h division. 

We arc particularly pleased that a key strategic priority for the SEC's Division 
of Investment Management will be to strengthen and improve the money market 
fund regulatory regime. Last. November, we convened a high level indust.ry working 
group to study the money markets. In March, the group made a series of com
prehensive recommendation.; that responded directly to weaknesse.; in current 
money market. fund regulation, identified addilional reforms that will improve lhe 
safety and oversight of money market funds and position responsible government 
agencie.; to oversee the orderly functioning of the money market more effectively." 
We look forward t.o working wit.h lhe SEC on this nit.ically important issue. 

In conclusion. the SEC and the fund industry share a common objective of assur
ing that mutual funds remain a vibrant. competitive and co.;t effective way for aver
age Americans to access t.he securities markels and realize I.heir long-t.erm finan6al 
goals. Future regulatory and oversight actions by the SEC will play a key part in 
this proce.;s. It is therefore critically important that the S~C have sufficient re
sources t.o adequat.ely fund I.he st.affing of the agency and to take ot.her st.eps t.o ful
fill its mission of protecting the nation's investors, including the over 93 million 
American.; who own mutual funds. Accordingly. we urge Congress to provide appro
priat.ions at least. at the funding level requested by I.he President .. 

We appreciate your consideration of our views. 

Opel'ating Officer to manage the organization. We also supporU!d this irlea in both OU/' February 
18. 2009 lclkr lo Chairman Sl'hapiro and Finaru:ial S<'l'vices Rcg11/at01:y R<'form white pap<·r. 

"8ee Hc~pc>rl CJ/ l.lw f'v1c>rwy ,-i,1cir1u~I Wc>rking (;rmtJ>. ~ubmitterl to the Hoal'rl of' Governors of the 
lnve8tment Company Institute on March 17, 2009, available at http://www.ici.org/pdf/ 
pl)r 09 mmwg.µdl'. 
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COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN 

Senator DURBIN. I'd like to invite Chairman Gensler from the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission to come forward. 

This year, 2009, marks the 35th year since the establishment of 
this agency. Ai 1.his time of its inception in 1974, CFTC's 500 em
ployees were tasked with ensuring fair practices and honest deal
ings on the commodity exchanges of America's then $500 billion in
dustry in 1974. 

Today, it is a $22 trillion industry and it looks a lot different. 
The traditional agricultural products are still there, but the land
scape has been diversified with novel and complex commodities, 
from grains to gold, currencies to carbon credits. 

In the past decade trading volume has increased more 1.han ten
fold, reaching over 3.4 billion trades in 2008. Actively traded con
tracts have quintupled from 286 in 1998 to 1,521 in 2008. 

CFTC oversees $5 trillion of trades every single day. So we don't 
want you to stay at the table too long. We want you to get back 
and keep an eye on those trades, but we invite you, Chairman 
Gensler, to give your testimony at this point. 

Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member 
Collins, and members of 1.he subcommittee, Senator Tester. 

I'm pleased to be here today to discuss our budget and especially 
pleased to learn that Senator Durbin recently visited our Chicago 
office which very encouraged the staff and I thank you fur it. 

I'm also grateful to each of you for your individual support on my 
recent confirmation. It's an honor to serve the country in this ca
pacity. 

I come before you having served as Chairman just 6 calendar 
days, but with full knowledge of the failures of our regulatory sys
tem, failures that affected all Americans, failures that we must en
sure do not happen again, and as Chairman, I will use every au
thority available to protect the American people from fraud, manip
ulation, and excessive speculation. 

I will also work with Congress on new authorities to bring much
needed transparency and regulation to the over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace. 

I am grateful on behalf of the agency for 1.he $146 million re
cently appropriated for this Commission. This boost has allowed us 
to get back to beginning to address the alarmingly low staffing lev
els there are at the agency. Our size, however, is still roughly 
equivalent to the Commission that was established 35 years ago. 

Today, the futures market is dramatically different, as Chairman 
Durbin just outlined, being some 45 times larger 1.han it was 85 
years ago, and much more complex as well. 

Just 10 years ago the CFTC was near its peak staffing levels, 
near 580 full-time equivalents. It's shrunk over 20 percent in the 
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past years, but with your help the fiscal 2009 funding will permit 
us to get back lo where we were in 1999. 

Since 1999, however, volumes have gone up fivefold, the number 
of contracts have gone up sixfold. The complexity, of course, I don't 
need lo lell you, has gone up dramatically. We've gone from open 
outcry pits to electronic trading which is in some cases harder to 
monitor. We've also lived through the worst financial crisis in 80 
years and seen the results of an asset bubble in commodity prices. 

In short, the Commission remains an underfunded agency and 
we're very grateful to the President's budget of $160.6 million in 
recognition of some of these needs. If I could just share wilh you 
some of the things that have been highlighted to me in my first 6 
days. I think we still need to ensure that our enforcement effort is 
larger lo ensure robust enforcement of our laws. CurrenUy, we 
have about 141 attorneys in our Enforcement Division. I believe 
this is still quite lower than what's required, given the financial 
turmoil we've lived through. 

We must ensure greater transparency. I believe that commodity 
index funds did contribute to the asset bubble that we've just lived 
through. To bring greater transparency will require more econo
mists. It's going to require announcements in our weekly commit
ments in traders' reports. We'll also need to upgrade our systems 
as well. 

We must ensure that position limits consistently applying across 
the board, and that we're reviewing hedge exemptions and no ac
tion processes in thal regard. 

Our information technology (IT) systems and particularly our 
mission critical systems on positions and transactions have not 
been upgraded for quite some lime and I've looked forward lo work
ing with this subcommittee on getting funds to try to upgrade these 
mission critical systems. 

And also, we need to ensure timely review of new products and 
rule change filings. This has lagged a great deal and just last year 
with the new farm bill, the review of significant price discovery 
contracts will he important moving forward. 

These are only a few of the funding priorities, but I wanted to 
give the subcommittee a tangible sense of some of the things that 
we're grappling with and struggling wilh. 

With that in context, the $14.6 million of additional funding, 
about one-half of that is to stay at current services and one-half of 
that in lhe President's budget, fortunately, is for 38 new full-time 
equivalents to bring us back just above where we were 10 years 
ago, to about 610 full-time equivalents. These positions are essen
tial. The increase, however, still won't allow us lo fully address 
these complex markets and what we need to do. 

Before I close, I would like to highlight that the additional fund
ing needs will also accompany much-needed regulatory reform. I, 
along with other regulators, and the administration feel we need 
to broaden reforms in the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace 
and bring it all under the regulatory umbrella. I look forward to 
working wilh this suhcommiUee and Congress for funding those 
new authorities to make sure they're properly implemented. 
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PRRPARRO STATEMF.NT 

And with that, I thank you very much and I look forward to an-
swering your questions. 

I hope my written testimony can be entered into the record. 
Senator DURHII\". Of course. It will be. 
fThe statement follows: l 

PRF.PARF.O 8TATF.MF.)IT OF GARY GF.K81.F.R 

Thank you, Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Collins, and other members of 
the Subcommittee. I am pleased to be here to te.;tify on behalf of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission. and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss issues re
lated to the Commission's 2010 Rudgel. Tam also gr·at.eful to have had each of your 
individual support for my recent confirmation. It is a gl'Cat honor to serve my coun
try in this capacily. 

I come before you today having only served as CFTC Chairman for 6 calendar 
days, but with the full knowledge of the failures of our financial regulatory system: 
failures that aflected all Americans and failures that we must ensure never occur 
again. 

·The last decade. and particularly the last 21 months, ha.; taught us much about 
the new realities of our financial markets. We have learned the limits of foresight 
and the need for candor about the ri.;ks we face. We have learned that tran.;parency 
and accountability al'C essential and that only through strong, intelligent regulation 
can we folly protect the American people and keep our economy strong. 

As Chairman of the CFTC, I will use every tool and authority available to protect 
the American people from fraud. manipulation and excessive speculation. r also look 
forward to working with Congress to establish new authorities to close the gaps in 
our laws and br·ing much-needed transparency and regulalion t.o lhe over-the
counter derivatives market. I firmly believe that doing so will strengthen market 
integrity, lower risks, protect investors, promote transparency and begin to repair 
shattered confidence in our financial markets. 

I would like to thank the Committee for the $146 million recently appropriated 
for the CFTC for the 2009 fiscal year and special thanks to Chairman Durbin for 
visiting our Chicago office last year. As a result oft.his much needed boosl in fund
ing, the Commission has begun to address our alarming staffing levels; levels that 
recently reached historic lows. 

Al presenl, lhe Commission employs aboul 500 career staff-roughly equivalent 
to when the Commission was created in 1971i. Three decades later. the futures mar
ket has changed in every way: with respect to volume, complexity, risk and locality. 
What. was once a group of regional domestic markels trading a few hours 5 days 
a week is now a global market trading 24/7, and what was once just a $500 billion 
busines.; has exploded to a $22 trillion annual industry. 

Ten years ago, t.he CFTC was near ils peak staffing level at 567 employees, but 
shrunk by 20 percent over the subsequent 8 years bcfol'C hitting a historic low of 
437. 

With the increase in fiscal year 2009 funding the CFTC can reach 572 employees. 
While this is a start, I believe that merely raising our staffing levels to the same 

as a decade ago will not be enough to adequately fulfill all of the agency's mis.;ions. 
Tn the last 10 years, trading volume went. up over live fold. The number of actively 
traded futures and options contracts went up over six fold, and many of these arc 
considerably more complex in nature. We also moved from an environment with 
open-outcry pit trading lo highly sophisticated eleclronic markets. 

In addition to the dramatic evolution of the futures industry, we have experienced 
the worst financial crisis in 80 years. We also experienced, in my view, an asset 
bubble in commodity prices. The st.aff oft.he CFTC is a talented and dedicated group 
of public servants, but the significant increase in trade volume and market com
plexity, as well as rapid globalization, commands additional re.;ources to effectively 
protect American laxpayers. 

For all of these reasons, I feel it is appropriate for our staf1ing levels and our tech
nology to be further bolstered to more closely match the new financial realities of 
the day. 

In short, despite the recent increase in funding, the Commission remains an un
derfunded agency. The Pre.;ident'.; Budget recommendation of $160.6 million is rec
ognilion oft.his need. Specili(~ally, the Commission needs more resources to hire and 
retain professional staff and develop and maintain technological capabilities as so
phisticated as the markets we reg11late. 
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I'd like lo identify some of my priorilies and provide some illustrations of how re
sm1rce limitations have constrained the Commission. Among my priorities will be to: 

-Ensure robust enforcement of our laws. Currently, the Commission's enforce
ment program consists of 122 employees-the lowest level since 1984. Though 
fiscal year 2009 funding will get us back to 141 enforcement employees, this is 
still below the agency'.; peak of 167 and well below what we need given the cur
rent financial turmoil. Any financial downturn reveal>:' schemes that could only 
stay anoat. during periods of rising asset. values. Our (~urrent. and much larger, 
downturn is exposing more leads than the Commission can thoroughly and ef
fectively investigate. This is true both as it relates to fraud and Ponzi schemes 
as well as staff intensive manipulation investigations. The regulations we enact 
to protect the American people arc meaningless if we do not have the resources 
to enforce them; 

-En.;ure greater transparency of the marketplace. Abo. I believe that commodity 
index funds and other financial investors participated in the commodity asset 
bubble. l'\otably, though, no reliable data about. t.he size or effect of t.hese influ
ential investor groups has been readily accessible to market participants. The 
CFTC could promote greater transparency and market integrity by providing 
further breakdowns of non-commercial open interests on weekly "Commitments 
of Traders" reports. The American public deserves a better depiction of the mar
ketplace. The temporary relief from higher prices does not negate this need, es
pecially given that a rebounding of the overall economy could lead to higher 
commodity price.;: 

-Rnsure position limits are consistently applied. The CFTC has begun a review 
of all outslanding hedge exemptions to posilion limits. This review will consider· 
the appropriateness of these exemptions and look for ways to institute regular 
review and increased reporting by exemption-holders. The Commission also has 
begun a review of the process and standards through which no-action letters arc 
issued. As part of these reviews, CFTC staff will consider the extent to which 
swap dealers .;hould continue to be granted exemption.; from position limits; 

-En.;ure the Commi.;sion has the tools to fully monitor the markets. We must 
upgrade lhe Commission's mission critical TT systems for t.he surveilhm(~e of po
sitions and trading praclices. Neither is robusl enough nor have they been up
graded to reflect the vast increase in voh1me and complexity. Our systems must 
begin to produce the surveillance reports needed to meet the analytical needs 
of our professional staff and the transparency needs of the public; and finally 

-Ensure timely reviews of the many new products and rule change tilings of the 
futures market.;. These have lagged due to the growth and complexity of mar
kets and the added responsibilities extended to the Commission in the 2008 
Farm Bill. The Farm Bill requires staff t.o review all conlracts !isled on Rxempt 
Commercial Markels !RCMs) to determine if they are significanl price discover·y 
contracts-if they arc, then any EC:l\:I that lists such a contract must also be 
reviewed to determine compliance with a stringent set of core principles under 
the Commodity F.xchange Act. 

Other examples that I believe arc illustrative of the difficult tradcoffs caused by 
re.;ource constraints are: 

-The Commission does not (~Onduct annual compli<HH~e audit.s of every Designated 
Contract Market (DCl\:IJ-rathcr only periodic reviews on average, every 3 
vears· 

-The Commission does not conduct annual compliance audits of every Deriva
tives Clearing Organization (DCO)-rathcr periodic reviews arc conduct.cd of se
lected core principles that are rotated and completed every 3 year.;: and 

-The Commission does not. conducl routine examinations of Commodily Pool Op
erators. Commodity 'I'radc Advisors. and Futures Commission Merchants-a 
function currently performed by Self Regulatory Organization.;. If the Commis
sion were t.o perform direct periodi(~ audits our staff would better understand 
the operations of brokers and managed funds and could better assess compli
ance with the law and regulations. 

These are only a few of our imporlanl funding prior·it.ies and the workload chal
lenges imposed by resource limitations. There arc. of course, others. I hope that this 
helps the Committee to understand, in a tangible way, the challenges the Commis
sion faces in regulating the fulures markets lhe way t.he Nation requires. 

Although the work of the Commission can be highly technical in nature, the mis
sion of the agency i.; quite straightforward. The C1''TC is charged with: 

-Protecting the public and market user·s from manipulalion. fraud, and abusive 
practices and 

-Promoting open, competitive and financially sound futures markets. 
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With that context, I would like t.o address the specifics of the fiscal year 2010 
BL1dget request. The fiscal year 2010 Budget proposes an increase of $14.6 million. 
Approximatdy half of the increase is needed to maintain our fiscal year 2009 level 
of operations into fiscal year 2010. The balance would fund an additional 38 posi
tions. 

Twenty-six of the 38 staff would be allocated to principal program areas. Specifi
cally, we would allocate 11 positions to Enforcement, 8 to Market Oversight, 6 to 
Clearing and lnter·mediary Oversight, and 1 lo t.he Chief Economist.'s office. The re
maining 12 positions will provide critical mission support in lhe areas of legal anal
ysii:; and counsel, technology support, international coordination, legislative and pub
lic outreach, and human capital and management support. 

The additional 38 positions arc essential to addressing some of the limitations I 
mentioned earlier. This increase, however. will not provide the Commission with the 
critical ma!:'s of professional and technical expertise needed to ensure that the grow
ing markets remain free of manipulation and fraud. 

For example, our enforcement staff needs lo be significantly expanded lo: 
-Rn sure lhal crimes are punished to the fullest extent oft.he law; 
-Develop strategics aimed at qL1ickly identi(ying and eradicating fraudulent 

schemes, such as Ponzi and foreign exchange "boiler rooms"; and 
-Importantly, pursue resource-intensive investigations and litigations involving 

manipulation. including energy-related market abuses, so wrongdoers will not 
believe they are immune from enforcement simply due to the complexity of an 
enforcement action. 

Insufficient resources in lhe enforcement. division fon~e it t.o be too selective in the 
matters it invesligales. 

Our market oversight operation needs additional highly-skilled economisti:;, inves
tigators, attorneys and statisticians to: 

-Analyze trading reports quickly and thoroughly. identify potential market prob
lems or trader violations promptly, and avoid market disruptions and pricing 
anomalies; 

-Conduct timely and complete review!:' of regulated entitie!:' to ensure compliance 
wilh all core prin6ples; 

-Examine exchange self-regulatory programs on an on-going and rout.ine basis 
with regard to trade practice and market i:;urveillance; and 

-Ensure their compliance with disciplinary, audit trail, record-keeping and gov
ernance obligations. 

Our clearing and intermediary oversight program needs additional auditors, ana
lysts, and attorneys. Thi!:' would allow us to: 

-En!:'ure clearing sy!:'tems protect against a !:'ingle market becoming a systemic 
crisis; 

-Protect investors' funds from being misused or exposed to inappropriate risks 
of loss; and 

-Guard again!:'t abu!:'ive sale!:' practices that harm customers and undermine 
market int.egr·it.y. 

Our economic research program needs more economists to review and analyze 
new market structures and off-exchange derivative instruments, especially in light 
of novel and complex products and practices that call for slate-of-the-art economic 
analysis. Further, additional resources would enhance our economic and statistical 
analysis. improving transparency of markets and better supporting the Commis
sion's enforcement and surveillance programs. 

We also need to transform the current legacy information technology systems into 
robust systems capable of efficiently receiving and managing mas!:'ive amount!:' of 
raw data as well as transforming them in to useful analyli(~al and resean~h t.ools. 

The Commission has made a substantial investment in technology over the past 
2 years-focusing first on upgrading obsolete computer hardware to industry stand
ar·ds. We need technology, however, that is as modern and dynami(~ as t.he tech
nology-driven markets we arc charged with overseeing. Our investment in tech
nology mu!:'t be more than just periodic equipment upgrade!:' and maintenance. The 
Commission must leverage resources by employing 21sl century t.echnology lo pro
tect the American people. 

A!:' the Commission informed this Committee in 1''ebruary of this year, the agency 
believes it needs $177. 7 million for fiscal year 2010 to perform ils present duties. 
I look forward to working with this Committee to secure the funding necessary to 
meet our current regulatory re!:'ponsibilities. 

Refore T close, T would like to briefly highlight funding needs that might go along 
with much needed regulatory reform. The CFTC along with the administration and 
other financial regulators i!:' committed to working with Congre!:'s on broad regu-
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latory reform. This is particularly true for the markets that the CFTC currently reg
Ltlates and the markets that may soon come Linder our regulation. 

Specifically, we must urgently regulat.c the over-the-counter derivatives market 
and address excessive speculation through aggregated position limits. 

President Obama has called for action by the end of this year to strengthen mar
ket integrity. lower risks, and protect investors. The future of the economy and the 
welfare of the American people depend on a vibrant Commission to assist in leading 
the regulatory reform ahead. Additional funding will be necessary t.o properly imple
ment these reforms. 

I look forward to working with the Members here today and others in Congress 
to accomplish this goal. 

Thank you very much. I would be happy answer any questions you may have. 

STAFFING 

Senator DumnN. Chairman Gensler, thank you for being here 
and we're glad that you're on the job, and it strikes me that if we 
look at your recent arrival and the recent arrival of a lot of money 
into your agency, that you're really going to be tested quickly in 
terms of whether or not you can gather together the professional 
staff to do your joh and the added responsibilities that you men
tioned in the farm bill. I don't know if you have had a chance to 
look at the inspector general's report on your agency but that was, 
I think, one of the major points made hy that report, as to whether 
or not you would have the human capital necessary to monitor the 
complex situations that you face. 

Now, there's been some problems in the past at CFTC when it 
comes to Federal pay parity, where the Government basical1y said 
let's start treating all the professionals in our agencies alike and 
CFTC seemed to be lagging in the past in bringing the income lev
els up to meet the pay parity standard. 

You mentioned my visit to the office in Chicago and I'm glad I 
did it. I don't know how many other Congressmen or Senators have 
been there, but it's an eye-opener. It's a small staff but it's an 
amazing staff and I was very impressed. There are some people we 
have working for our Government in that office who do such excep
tional work. 

One man they introduced me to, I've forgotten his name unfortu
nately, and they told me what his responsibility was each day and 
they said he is the go-to guy. He watches all of these transactions 
going and he's the one who monitors them and if he weren't here, 
you know, I'm not sure how good a job we'd do. 11. would take a 
lot more people to try to do what he does every day. I said, "Does 
this man take a vacation?" They said, "Yes, he does and we try to 
hang on until he gets back." 

It's that kind of person and that kind of responsibility which 
leads me to ask, now that we've sent you a substantial amount of 
money in this year's fiscal year bill, in the omnibus hill, and now 
that we've told you you need more professional people and now that 
you're looking at this pay parity issue, how are you trying to fit 
these pieces together into some coherent way of expanding your 
agency in a manner that is consistent with rewarding the good per
formance of people there and bringing onboard the kind of folks 
that you need to meet these new electronic markets? 

Mr. GENSLEI{. Senator, I think you're right in these are impor
tant challenges. Just being in the job for 6 days, what I see are tal
ented staff facing significant challenges ahead. 
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Senator DURBIN. Incidenta1ly, you're new to this, but it's always 
great to slarl your answer with Senator, you're right. Please pro
ceed. 

Mr. GENSLF.R. Senator, you're right. As I understand it, the agen
cy's been able to fulfill all of the job postings-about 95 job post
ings. There's confidence, at least within the staff, as to what might 
he achieved hy September 30. We all know 1.here's a summer and 
August and so forth, but all the postings are up. Some of the re
cruiting has already occurred and people have been coming in. 

Bui I also agree with Chairman Durbin 1.hat this agency, which 
was so sorely underfunded and actually shrank over 20 percent in 
the face of this complexity during the last 8 years, has too many 
jobs that are being done by one person or not enough. As an exam
ple, when I asked, well, how large is the group that oversees clear
ing, this really important function in futures. I was told that there 
is a nine-person staff out in Chicago, which is part of that larger 
staff, I said, "Is that enough?" We11, you know, everybody said, 
"Well, that's what we have. We've had 1.o make lough choices." 

So I think that's very important. I'm committed to make sure 
that taxpayer dollars are put to work most appropriately and effi
ciently, but I do have confidence in what I've seen in 6 days, that 
there's a plan of action for these hires. 

Senator DURBII'\. What about the pay parity issue? 
Mr. GENSLER. On pay parity, as I understand it, we've been able 

to bring up to a figure of about $4 to $4.5 million. 
Senator Dim.BI!'\. I might say 1.hat there--
Mr. G.ENSLBH. I'm sorry Senator, let me just correct this. There 

is $1.4 million in the fiscal 2010 budget specifically with regard to 
that. 

STUDBNT LOAN llliPAYMBNT 

Senator Dt:RRIN. One obscure little thing which I accomplished 
when Senator Collins was chairing the Governmental Affairs Com
mittee. 

Senator COLLINS. Governmental Affairs. 
Senator DURBIN. Governmental Affairs Committee, when it start

ed, was the whole <1uestion of student loan repayment as an incen
tive to bring in professionals to Federal agencies. 

The SEC is one of the best agencies in Government on this front, 
385 of their staff, 181 of whom are attorneys have used the student 
loan repayment, and I believe this brings them into Federal Gov
ernment where their services are very valuable. Otherwise they 
might not be able to consider it. 

CFTC has not instituted such a program, probably for lack of 
money, and I'm wondering if you expect 1.o he able to provide 1.hat 
benefit as part of recruitment in the future. 

Mr. GENSLER. The answer is yes, sir, I think that we tried to 
do-I think it was just a small amount this year, $200,000 in this 
fiscal year. 

Senator DURHIK. I see. 
Mr. GENSL.li:R. In fiscal 2009, actually. 
Senator Dum.ul\. Well, I think it can be a major part of attracting 

really talented college graduates who otherwise would be lured to 
something that may pay a little more just to defray their costs. 
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Mr. GRNSLRR. The agency shares that view. 
Senator DlJR.BIK. Thank you. 
Senator Collins. 

t:NDERFUNDIKG 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gensler, Senator Lieberman and I, as the chairman and 

ranking member of 1.he Homeland Security and Governmental Af
fairs Committee, held three hearings last year looking at specula
tion in the commodities markets, and I want to talk about some of 
our findings as a result of 1.hose hearings. 

The first we've already discussed at some length and that is that 
the CFTC has been woefully understaffed. We were told by the 
Commission that there were more than 3 billion futures and op
tions contracts that were traded last year, I guess it would have 
been the year before last, and that was up from ;{7 million in 1976 
when the Commission was first created, so 37 million to 3 billion 
contracts, and yet the Commission was operating with fewer em
ployees than it had;{() years ago. Just an untenable situation. 

Now, the Acting Chairman of the Commission in February wrote 
to the Office of Management and Budget COMB) Director in protest 
of the budget that had been handed down by OMB of having a 
budget of $160.6 million and he described it as perilously inad
equate. He went on to say 1.hat ii would not allow the Commission 
to implement all of its responsibilities. That is the budget that 
we're talking about today. 

Do you disagree with 1.he leUer that was written by 1.he Acting 
Chairman or do you share his concerns'? 

Mr. GF.KSLF.R. I share the concerns that this agency is both un
derfunded, as you and Senator Lieberman's panel determined last 
year. I think, as the Acting Chairman Mike Dunn did an excellent 
job these past 4 months laying out 1.hat this agency needs more. 
We're very appreciative of the President's budget and the 38 addi
tional employees, but I don't think it's really yet up to the task that 
the American people expect or how we're going to protect against 
fraud, manipulation, and, as your hearings looked at, the burdens 
of excess speculation in these markets. 

SPECULATIO!'\ 

Senator COLLINS. Let me turn to the speculation issue. As a re
sult of the hearings 1.hat we held, Senator Lieberman and I intro
duced a hill that directed the CFTC to establish position limits that 
would apply to an investor's total interests in a commodity, regard
less of whether they originate on a regulated exchange, the over
the-counter market or on foreign boards of trade that deal in U.S. 
commodities. 

Do you support establishing position limits, having the Commis
sion do it rather than the exchanges? 

Mr. GRNSLF.R. I think, Senator, that it's important that we bring 
a broader view of this even than was being discussed then, that we 
have the over-1.he-counter derivatives marketplace under regula
tion, hut, in addition, that the position limits that are set-for in
stance, if it was for crude oil, that it would look across markets and 
aggregate not only internationally, as you were discussing, but also 
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with the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. There may be 
contracts that are really quite similar, as you addressed in the 
farm hill, hut more broadly as we work with Congress later this 
year and try to get aggregate position limit authority for Federal 
regulators to look across markets and across futures and swaps. 

INDEX TRJ\Dli:RS 

Senator COLLINS. What our hearings demonstrated was that 
speculation in the commodities markets by noncommercial inves
tors, not individuals or entities that are actually taking possession 
of the commodity at some point, hut entities, like pension funds, 
university endowments and other institutional investors, has 
grown enormously from 200;{ to 2008. 

In just that 5-year period the total value of their futures contract 
and commodity index funds investments soared from $13 billion to 
$260 billion. So you have this influx of money from speculators. 
There's always been speculation in the commodities futures mar
kets. 

I understand that and I understand that speculation is useful for 
hedging risk, hut we're talking now about speculation from individ
uals who are not lhe traditional buyers and sellers of the com
modity, and I understand that those investors' intention is to pro
vide good returns as a hedge against inflation, asset diversification, 
hut the effect of that activity cumulatively appears to drive up the 
price for some of the traditional users of the commodity markets. 

Just a week ago Maine's fuel dealers were in my office saying 
that they believe excessive speculation by noncommercial players is 
once again driving up the cost of oil. That's a tremendous issue in 
a State where 80 percent of the families use home healing oil lo 
stay warm. 

So two questions. First, what is your general opinion on whether 
the influx of funds from nontraditional players is putting artificial 
price inflation or causing prices to go up beyond what they other
wise would, and second, what, if anything, should we do about it? 

Mr. GENSLER Two excellent questions. I do think that, looking 
back, in that period that you named and when oil prices peaked 
last summer, that a contributing factor, not the only factor because 
there were many factors, but a contributing factor to the com
modity asset bubble was index investors and other financial inves
tors. 

We have also lived through other asset bubbles in housing, un
forlunalely, in the stock market in the late 1990s and then again 
maybe lasl year. So in a similar way, I think financial actors con
tributed to this but were not the only cause. 

I do think that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, at 
its core and has been for 70 plus years, one of its missions is to 
make sure that markets' integrity is sound, that there's not manip
ulation and fraud but also that the burdens of excessive specula
tion be guarded against through position limit authority. 

So in terms of that mission, the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission is not a price-setting agency, but it is an agency that 
has to guard to make sure that the markets are operating free of 
manipulation, free of fraud, and that through the position limit au-
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thority the Congress first granted back in the 1930s, that there's 
some limit to the actors within the marketplace. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. 
Senator DURHII'\. Senator Tester. 
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for 

those questions, Senator Collins. 
I've just got a follow-up that goes right under her question and 

that is, do you think the marketplace right now is being impacted 
by-I'm talking about the oil marketplace is being impacted by 
trading of nontraditional 1.raders? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Tester, again I've only just been in the job 
for 6 days and mostly been preparing for this Appropriations hear
ing and a hearing for Thursday on other matters, so I haven't 
formed a view. 

I do think that, just as the asset bubble broke last year with this 
financial crisis, that part of what we're seeing is with some con
fidence coming back in the stuck market and in other investment 
markets, just as Senator Collins mentioned, some investments of 
firms and others are having more confidence in the value in the 
commodities marketplace. 

But again, I've only been there 6 days and haven't, you know, 
been able to meet with economists and sort through the specifics 
of this market. 

It is likely that, as economy-if we're able to get out of this reces
sion and get away from the financial crisis, the commodity prices 
will move and I'm nol saying where, but a lot will change in the 
economy, as well. 

Senator TESTER. Being a farmer, I don't mind having commodity 
prices go up. I can tell you that the price of gasoline at the pump 
in Montana over the last 6 weeks has probably went up a buck a 
gallon. I don't see that kind of increase at the barrel level. I can 
still hear about ships floating around out in the ocean full of oil. 

I can't make any sense of what's going on and what further frus
trates me is that last year, during the last Congress, we had people 
in, and you're right, it was a multifaceted thing, but very, very few 
people would step up to the plate last year and say part of this
a good part of this is caused by speculation in the marketplace. 

It was all supply and demand, supply and demand, supply and 
demand, and that was part of it, but I think a good part of it was 
just flat speculation and greed. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Tester, as I just mentioned to Senator Col
lins before you arrived, I believe that index investors, hedge funds, 
and other pension and financial investors were a contributing fac
tor in this asset bubble of last year. I just haven't been able to 
tease out exactly what's happened in my first 6 days. 

Senator TESTER. I look forward to further communication, either 
in committee or outside the committee, on that issue because I 
think it's really important. I think it's really important that we 
make sure that we have honest markets here. 

Mr. GEN8Lli:R. I fully agree with that. 

MRRGRR 

Senator TESTER. Okay. I asked a question to Secretary Schapiro 
about the discussions of future roles of your agency and the SEC 
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as we conduct a regulatory modernization effort, if they were com
bined, if CFTC were combined with SEC. 

Can you just tell me some of the challenges, opportunities, pos-
sible consequences? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. You said if. 
Senator TESTER. That's right. 
Mr. GENSLEH. Well, thank you for your question, Senator. I think 

whether it's in Government or in commerce, it's important to con
sider that a merger just for merger's sake is probably nut much 
reason to do that, whether it's in Government or in commerce. 

Senator TESTER. Yeah. 
Mr. GENSLER. I think some of the challenge is that each of these 

agencies, agencies that date back to the 1930s, have a mission to 
protect against fraud manipulation but with different missions. 

At the CFTC, its core was around farmers and ranchers, which 
you know a great deal about, to protect their markets so they can 
hedge a risk, buy the seed and plant a crop knowing that the mar
ket pricing mechanism is honest. 

That's at the core of the CFTC and if, for any reason, Congress 
and the President working together wanted to merge these agen
cies, which again I'm saying merger for merger's sake probably 
isn't it, we'd have to really protect that root mission, that we're 
protecting the pricing mechanism for farmers, ranchers, commer
cial users, all the users of the futures and derivatives marketplaces 
that the CFTC oversees. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. If the President's working group rec
ommends combining the two agencies, if again, and you believe 
that they should be separated, would you support the working 
group's regulatory modernization proposal? 

Mr. GENSLER. I chair an independent regulatory agency. My re
sponsibility, I think, to the American public would be to tell you 
what I believed at that time. So I think I would speak out openly 
and share with this subcommittee and the rest of the Congress 
what I thought. 

DERIVATIVF.S RF.GULATION 

Senator TES'l'EH. All right. Good. Derivatives. You've been in
volved in a conversation on regulating or deregulating derivatives 
for over a decade in past positions that you've held. 

Could you give me a quick synopsis, because I'm already out of 
time, on how your opinion of derivatives and the regulation has 
evolved over the last 5 to 10 years? 

Mr. GENSLER. It has evolved, Senator. I think now that we must 
bring under regulation the over-the-counter derivatives market
place through two complementary schemes. 

One is the dealers or institutions that actually deal in these 
swaps, if I may call them, and that's nearly 100 percent of the mar
ket, probably in 20 or 25 big institutions. We know their names 
and you're familiar with them. 

We should police for fraud manipulation. We should get 100 per
cent of the record, both for standardized and customized swaps and 
set capital standards at the Federal level and margin requirements 
through the dealer side. 
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But, in addition, in an additive way, also regulate the markets 
and then we can lower risk, we can lower risk if we have standard 
products go through central clearing and we can promote trans
parency and this is critical that we promote transparency through 
having regulated exchanges, as well. 

Senator TESTER. Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DUH.lllN. Chairman Gensler, as you look at the volume 

of work that you're faced with, the new responsibilities, what do 
you think is the-let me state it this way. 

What would you recommend as the optimal number of people 
that you need in your agency to do that job effectively? 

Mr. GENSLER. Under the current authorities, because, of course, 
we'll work together with Congress and with the rest of the adminis
tration on new authorities,-thank you, Senator Tester. 

Under the current authorities, the agency put forward, as Sen
ator Collins said, an appeal letter in February that was speaking 
to-I think it was about 650 full-time people under that $177 mil
lion. 

I don't know yet, again through just 6 days, whether that's going 
to allow us to fully cover, bul I agree wilh Acting Chairman Dunn 
that it's more toward that number of people and it may be as high 
as some figures I've seen inside that are a little higher than that, 
closer to the 700-person figure. 

ENFORCEMENT PENALTIES: AMOUNT, RECOVERY AND DETERRENCE 

Senator DURRIN. When Chairman Schapiro was here, I noted 
that the fees collected by her agency within the marketplace gen
erated about 40 percent more than the annual appropriation for 
her agency. 

Similarly, in your situation, the penalties that have been as
sessed for wrong-doing and the amounts collected, I've seen varying 
estimates of this amount, but they appear to be over the last 8 
years somewhere between $1.5 and $2 billion your annual appro
priation, for last year $146 million, in comparison there. 

So could you say to me, I mean, or could we say to those who 
are observing this hearing that when your agency does its job and 
ends up with a trustworthy marketplace, it also is engaged in en
forcement actions which bring in more revenue than the actual 
budget of the agency? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, Mr. Chairman, lhat the agenc,Y-we could 
say lo those looking at this is a sound investment of a $160 million 
for lhe nexl year of taxpayer money because in helping police these 
markets, enforcing these markets, bringing integrity to lhe mar
kets, making sure that they're fairly priced in the marketplace is 
the crucial thing. 

But in addition, you're right, there are enforcement actions that 
have penalties. The penalties are at least greater than the budget. 
The collections tend to be a little less than that, as you know. 

Senator DURBIN. How well is the CFTC able to measure the de
terrent impact of these enforcement actions? 

Mr. GENSLER. It's a challenge to measure the results, but we be
lieve that the stronger we are in enforcement, just as Chairman 
Schapiro said, in finding some of those cases that you can really 
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bring the wrong-doers to bear is critical to make sure that the mar
kets operate better. 

Senator DURBIN. What is your recovery rate? 
Mr. GRNSLF.R. As I understand it, the collections un the large ma

nipulation cases are very high. The collection on the Ponzi schemes 
and fraud cases, unfortunately, is very low because so often those 
individuals behind those cases don't have any money, hut I believe 
it's somewhere in the 30 to 40 percent when you average out high 
recoveries on complex manipulations and low recoveries un these 
Ponzi schemes. 

Senator DURBIN. I'd like your thoughts, and maybe you can share 
them with me in separate communication, about whether the cur
rent penalty structure is in fact at a level consistent with creating 
a deterrent and what additional remedies or instruments you may 
need for that recovery rate to improve, and I understand that, as 
you said, some recovery is going to be extremely difficult. 

But if you would take a step back and look at those two aspects, 
the deterrence and recovery, and give us your thoughts on that, I 
would appreciate that very much. 

Mr. GRNSLRR. We will follow up with you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator Dum.ul\. Thank you. 
Senator Collins. 

DERIVATIVE8 REGULATION 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Just two final questions from me. Senator Levin and I have in

troduced a bill that would repeal the language that prohibits the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission from regulating deriva
tives, and I understand that the administration's new proposal 
would give both the SEC and the CFTC new authority to regulate 
derivatives. 

What are your thoughts on this plan and the role of the CFTC 
in the regulation of derivatives? 

Mr. GENSLER I wish to applaud you and Senator Levin on that 
bill. I believe that we have to have, working with Congress, signifi
cant amendments to the Commodities and Exchange Act and seek
ing the same goal, tu bring all the over-the-counter derivatives 
marketplace under regulation. 

I think the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has the 
lead expertise on derivatives. Futures are a form of derivatives and 
these things that are now called over-the-counter swaps are an
other form of derivatives. 

Working with Chair Schapiro, I'm hopeful that we can present a 
unified front and, as she said, you know, there's the boundary 
issues are important. 

I think it's critical that we not have any gaps in regulation, but 
we believe at the CFTC and I believe interest rate swaps, currency 
swaps, commodity swaps, equity swaps, credit default swaps and 
any swaps invented in the future that are just a blip un the radar 
need to come under this regulatory regime. 

There may he areas where a swap is more security-like, like a 
single issuer credit default swap, where, of course, we need multi
agency work, insider trading and SEC, you would want very much 
involved in things like that. 
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Senator COLLINS. Actually, I would argue that the credit default 
swaps were more like an insurance product and yet they were not 
regulated by State insurance agencies either. 

Mr. GENSLER. They had many insurance attributes. There were 
many lessons, unfortunately, out of this crisis. You were earlier 
asking Chair Schapiro, but I think one of the great lessons of AIG 
was that there was unregulated institutions. That's why I am for 
regulating all derivative dealers, whether they're affiliated with 
banks or not. 

But then these products, as you say, credit default swaps, have 
attributes of insurance, like monoline insurance. They have at
tributes of securities. 

Senator COLLINS. Exactly. 
Mr. GENSLER. They have attributes of derivatives that the CFTC 

is the expert on. 
Senator CoLLIK8. Which is why we need this council of regu

lators approach because the problem now is the marketplace is al
ways going to be innovating and we want it to be innovative and 
producing new kinds of products and we need a system where just 
because a product is new does not mean that it falls into a regu
latory black hole and no regulator ends up having responsibility 
and no regulator or regulators is looking at the impact across the 
financial system. 

When you think of a credit default swaps situation, here we have 
a new product that grows into the trillions of dollars, jeopardizes 
the entire financial market, and yet it doesn't fall under securities, 
it doesn't fall under insurance, it doesn't fall under the Consumer 
Product Safety-I mean the Commodity Futures Trading Commis
sion. So clearly, we need to resolve that. 

Let me just turn to another loophole that our hearings took a 
look at and that's the so-called swaps loophole that allows financial 
institutions to evade position limits on commodity contracts that 
regulators are using to prevent unwarranted price swings or at
tempts at manipulation. 

What should be done to close that loophole? 
Mr. GENSLBH. I think that explicit authority should be given to 

the Federal regulators, with the CFTC taking the lead on position 
limits, to bring the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace under 
a regulatory regime: that we regulate all of the dealers to make 
sure that they are not manipulating, that we're policing fraud, that 
we're policing position limits, aggregate position limits, as I re
ferred to earlier, that we, amongst the regulators, have an enor
mous opportunity to see 100 percent of the transactions. 

INTERNATIONAL 

Senator COIHNS. Finally, do you have sufficient funds to pursue 
your international responsibilities? 

What I'm thinking of is there is a problem with foreign ex
changes and what rules they're going to play by, particularly if 
they're dealing with U.S. commodities which they are, and particu
larly when they have a presence in the United States. 

I don't know whether that's an issue you've looked at yet, but the 
SEC seems to be far more active in that area than the CFTC is. 
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Mr. GENSLER. Well, Senator, you're right that we've had to make 
as an agency tough trade-offs, an agency that shrunk 20 percent 
in the last years, but thankfully with this year we'll start to move 
back. 

There's a small Office of International Effort but it's very small, 
I think four or five people at the CFTC. We do share your concern 
and share the view that we have to make sure that foreign boards 
of trades that are influencing these markets and are in our mar
kets have consistent regulation, come under the position limits and 
other authorities here. 

Though the CFTC has moved forward in this regard, we do think 
that it's important to work with Congress to embed in statutes 
some additional authorities with regard to foreign boards of trade. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator Dum.ul\. Thank you, Senator Collins. 

ADDITIONAL COM~IITTEE QUESTIONS 

Chairman Gensler, thanks for your testimony. We're going to 
keep the hearing record open until next Wednesday, .June 10, at 12 
noon for subcommittee members to submit statements and/or ques
tions, and we ask that the information we requested you do your 
best tu comply with at a convenient time. 

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were 
submitted to the Commission for response subsequent to the hear
ing:] 

QU.1£8TJON8 Su1n11TI1m l!Y SJ£NA'l'OR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

MOST ilF.RlOUS M!\~AGF.MF.NT C:HALLF.NGF.il TnF.~TIFll::O RV INSPF.CTOR GF.N'F.RAL 

Question. The Report.; Con.;olidation Act of 2000 requires the Inspector General 
to summarize the "most serious" management and performance challenge.; facing 
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission <CFTCi. Tn t.he Inspedor General's as
sessment report of November 14, 2008, the Inspector General identified two man
agement challenges for fiscal year 200!:1. 

The first concern is with the :.\:Jodernization of Electronic Market Surveillance. 
The Inspector General explains that while market surveillance has always been an 
integral part of CFTC operations. the past years have witnesses the transformation 
of futures trading from an open outcry trading floor based sy.;tem to an electronic 
sy.;tem. In fact, in 2008. electronic trading accounted for 84 percent of total ex
change t.raded derivalives. 

The second area is the Efficient Acquisition and Integration of Skilled Human 
Capital. The In~pector General cites the fact that recent economic turbulence has 
simulated an interest in applying the historically successful centralized clearing 
mechanism to the bilateral and complex swap markets. The Inspector General ex
pressed skepticism that the CFTC currently has the human capital to monitor these 
complex markets and that situation may demand review of existing hiring proce
dures. 

Chairman Gensler, have you had an opportunit.y lo 1·eview the Inspedor General's 
analvsis? 

What is your reaction? 
What is your plan for prioritizing these two key itcms in your management agen

da'! 
Answer. Yes, certainly the need to modernize electronic market surveillance will 

require additional technological capabilitie.;. It is also apparent that if the Congress 
ant.rusts the Commission wit.h significant addilional responsibilit.ies, I.he Commis
sion will need to expand its staff and pay particular attention to needed skill sets. 
The Congres.; provided the Commi.;sion with substantial additional funds for fiscal 
year 2009. Al this point we have almost completed hiring t.he new staff funded for 
this year. I asked the staff to provide the following information on the moderniza
tion of electronic market .;urveillance: 
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In late 2008, lhe CFTC contracted with the Promontory Group lo review lhe mar
ket surveillance program. Commission staff is finalizing its assessment of the Prom
ontory report and preparing recommendations for the Commission. The objective is 
to ensure that the CFTC has an effective approach to surveillance, from both a pro
grammatic and operational perspective. 

The CFTC also i.; in the proces.; of modernizing its trade surveillance system in 
order to perform it.; .;tatutorily mandated oversight function.; and to keep pace with 
the explosive growth in electronic trading. In 2007, the CFTC's Division of Market 
Oversighl ("'DMO") and Office of Information and Technology Servi(~es ('"OTTS") em
barked on a multi-year plan to develop a new trade surveillance system !"'TSS"), to 
replace the Commission's antiquated system. TSS is designed as a database of ex
change data maintained by the Commission which can be evaluated with ofl~the
shelf alert and analysis lools. A contract was awarded lo Aclimize in 2008 lo deliver 
such a product. OITS expects to have all of the exchanges connected to the Actimize 
tool by the end of the first quarter 2010. 

A challenge to the Commission in implemenling TSS has been a lack of data uni
formity. To resolve this problem, in May 2007, DMO formed a subcommittee 
through the Joint Compliance Committee to discuss and formulate a plan for using 
"FTXML" as a standardized format for· trade data submitted to lhe Commission and 
to formulate a FIXML transition plan. In December of 2008, a schedule was pre
sented to all exchanges for submission of trade data in FIXML by the end of 2009. 

The Commission has also been working lo better link its trade surveillance and 
market surveillance syst.cms. Currently, the Commission is unable to connect ac
counts identified by large traders with their intra-day transactions. To resolve this 
problem, the Commission has issued an advanced notice of proposed rulernaking to 
solicit comments on the collection of account ownership and control information from 
exchanges. Such information would be used to improve DMO surveillance by serving 
as an adjunct to the CFTC's TSS !large lrader position datal and TSS databases. 

ADEQUACY OF FL:NDl::-IG TO PERMIT PAY PARITY 

Question. In response to the 1980.; banking crisis. Congress passed the Financial 
Tnslitutions Reform, Recovery, and F.nforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) !Public Law 
101-73i which provided for pay parity among federal financial regulatory agencies. 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission was granted comparable pay au
thorily <Public Law 107-171l with olher financial agencies to level the playing field 
with a goal of attracting the best and brightest talent. Despite the authorization, 
the CFTC has not been fully funded to the level of comparable agencie.; covered 
under the law. 

During recent years, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission's budget situa
tion has re.;ulted in hiring freezes and has not permitted a meaningful review by 
the JG to delerrnine its effed on employee relenlion and whether new hires are ap
preciably more experienced or better qualified. 

Chairman Gensler, what ha.; been the practical impact of the C!<'TC'.; not having 
sufficient annual budget authorily lo accomplish pay parity for your workforce? 

Answer. The Commission is currently near pay parity with the other FIRREA 
agencie.; with regard to pay. having implemented merit pay and new pay ranges. 
There are several areas where we need lo align the Commission with lhe FTRREA 
agencies; these include personnel benefits and possibly some job reclassification. 

The implementation of pay parity without suflkient budget authority has had the 
same praclical effect as meeting all other resources (~hallenges withoul sufficient 
budget authority-the Commission froze and/or restricted hiring and defcn-ed in
vestment in Information Technology. The.;e steps were taken after exhausting all 
other· savings from administralive efficiencies. 

Question. To what extent has the CFTC's inability to compensate staff at com
parable levels led to departures of experienced per.;onnel to positions in other l<'ed
er·a I financial regulatory agencies? 

Answer. Since the Commission is currently comparable with other FIRREA agen
cies with regard to pay, and nearly comparable with regard to benefits, the Commis
sion is no longer losing, as it once did, a significanl number of staff lo olher finan
cial regulatory agencies as a result of inadequate compensation. However, those 
past los.;e.; tell us it i.; important that the Commission maintain comparability with 
these agencies. 

Question. What funding level would permit the CFTC to move toward providing 
pay parity'~ 

Answer. The fiscal year 2010 budget includes approximately $1.-1 million that 
would permit the Commission increased contribution to personnel benefits package 
thereby making it more comparable to FlRR~A agencies. 1''unding would also permit 
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the Commission to reclassify selected positions if an ongoing review concludes that 
is appropriate to support parity and to improve recruitment and retention. 

Qiiestion. /\s CFTC Chairman, whal are your goals in lhis area? 
Answer. As a new Chairman I look forward to reviewing the findings and rec

ommendations of the Commission Pay Parity Gover-nance Committee before advanc
ing any new goals of my own. However, I am committed to ensuring that the Com
mission re<:eives adequate funding lo slay comparable with our fellow financial regu
latory agencies. 

Qiiestion. When does the CFTC plan to institute a student loan repayment pro
gram as a recruitment and retention tool'! 

Answer. Our goal is to implement a student loan repayment program by lhe end 
of the year. 

Qiiestion. What resources would lhat require? 
Answer. We have initially set aside $200.000 for the implementation of this pro

gram. 

DF.RIV!\TIVF.:'l MARKF.T RF.GT.:LATORV RF.FORM 

Que.~lion. Derivatives--contracts between two investors betting on whether a 
stock, bond, or other security will go up or down in value-has ballooned into the 
world's largest trading market, estimated to be in the tens of trillions of dollars. 
Much of the activity is. not currently under a regulatory apparatus. 

This market has also helped catalyze the current economic crisis. Losses on one 
type of derivative known as credit-default swaps helped topple American Inter
national Group <AIGi, prompting a government bailout that has grown to $180 bil
lion. 

On May l:l, President Obama unveiled a plan to regulate the derivatives market. 
This proposal includes new rules to restrict banks, hedge funds, and other investors, 
and has four goals: (1) force the trade of most derivatives thrOL1gh a rcgL1lated clear
inghouse and ·require traders to report activities and hold a minimal level of capital 
to cover losses; ('.l) improve oversight by ensuring clearinghouses and firms dealing 
in derivatives provide copious information to regulators about their trades; (3J em
power regulators to force traders to submit detailed information and pursue cases 
of fraud and manipulation: and <4J prevent derivatives from being marketed to 
groups that may not understand their complexities. 

How would expanded derivatives regulation impact the CFTC workload'! What 
budgetary considerations need to be considered? 

Answer. We must establish a comprehensive regulatory regime to cover the entire 
over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. This will help the American public by: (1) 
lowering systemic risk; l2) providing transparency and efficiency in markets: (3) en
suring market integrity by preventing fraud, manipulation, and other abuses; and 
l4) protecting the retail public. I envision this will require two complementary re
gimes-one for rcgL1lation of the dealers and one for regulation of the market func
tions. 

The Department of the Treasury, on behalf of the Administration, has submitted 
legislation to Congress to regulate the over-the-counter (OTCl markets. Although 
some improvements arc appropriate to ensure that we best meet the goals stated 
above, the Administration's comprehensive proposal is consistent with regulatory re
forms that the CFTC has proposed in testimony to Congress. The Administration's 
proposal will lower risk by requiring capital and margin on dealers and mandatory 
clearing of all standardized products. It will enhance market integrity by protecting 
against fraud. manipulation. and other abuses and establishing new authorities to 
set aggregate position limits. It will promote transparency and market dTiciency by 
requiring recordkeeping and reporting for all derivatives and requiring that stand
ardized derivatives be traded on transparent trading platforms. 

Of course there would be a need for some additional resources at the CFTC to 
handle this expanded rcgL1latory obligation. Until the nature and scope of the regu
lation of OTC derivatives markets is determined by the Congress, the resources nec
essary for implementation cannot be predicted with certainty. 

Whatever the cost of regulation, it will pale in comparison to the cost of doing 
nothing. If the current financial crisis has taL1ght us anything, it is that that the 
derivatives trading activities of a single firm can threaten the entire financial sys
tem. The costs to the public from the failure of these firms has been staggering, 
$180 billion of American taxpayer financial support for AIG alone. The AIG sub
sidiary that dealt in derivatives was not subject to any effective federal regulation. 
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MF.MORANOU:\'! OF UN'OF.RST!\).IO!NG RF.TWF.F.).I CFTC 1\N'O SF.C 

Que.~lion. Lai:;t year <March 11, 2008i, then-Commodity FL1tures Trading Commis
sion ICJ:<'TCi Acting Chairman Walter Lukken and then-Securities and Exchange 
Commisi:;ion !SEC) Chairman Christopher Cox entered into a formal "Memorandum 
of Understanding" (.MOL:i setting forth .;everal principles designed to guide inter
agency collaboration. The premise of this agreement was to seal some of the regu
latory gaps and better accommodate new producls that blur lhe lines belween the 
futures and the securities worlds. 

The MOC establishes a permanent. regulatory liaison between the CFTC and 
SEC; requires quarterly joint meetings of staff; sets up a framework for extensive 
informal.ion sharing and exchange confirms exisling enforcement policies; (~real.es 
guidelines for new financial products that combine elements of securities, futures, 
or options; and addresses jurisdictional overlapi:;. 

Chairman Gensler, can you describe some of the benefits to the C1''TC since enter
ing into the ~me with the SEC in March 2008? 

Answer. The .MOU has provided a formal mechanism to as.;ure dialogue among 
senior staff of the two agencies regarding the treatment of novel derivative products 
and other issues of mutual regulatory intere.;t. In addition, following on the MOU, 
the CFTC and SEC Divisions of Enforcement undertook efforts to improve com·dina
tion and (~ooper·ation. Specifically, in lhe summer of 2008, lhe CFTC and SF.C Divi
sions of Enforcement appointed senior staff to serve as liaisons for their respective 
agencies, and also established quarlerly meetings t.o discuss issues relaled to inves
tigation and litigation dockets for matters of common concern. The enhanced co
operation between the CFTC and SEC Divisioni:; of Enforcement is ali:;o reflected in 
the May 2009 joint training session for enforcement staff in which experts from both 
agencies discussed i:;trategics regarding the agcncici:;' coordination, investigation and 
prosecution of several recent Ponzi fraud matters. 

Que.~lion. What impediments hinder CFTC's ability to oversee and rcgL1late new 
products that have mixed characteristics of future.; and securities? 

Answer. Neither the CFTC nor the SEC currently has regulatory jurisdiction with 
respecl t.o OTC derivatives transactions, some of which are relevant. to both the fu
tures and the securities markets. In areas where jurisdiction docs exist, further en
hanced communication between lhe CFTC and SF.C staff-specifically. ongoing (~Om
munications regarding whether activity detected by one agency implicates the juris
diction of the olher agency-will improve the CFTC's abilily to oversee and regulate 
such new products. 

Que.~lion. How do intend to collaborate with SEC Chairman Schapiro in advancing 
the goals of this MOL:'~ 

Answer. In addition to direct communications with Chairman Schapiro, as we 
have done in discussing regulatory reform with re.;pect to OTC derivatives, I antici
pate that Chairman Schapiro and I will actively direct and guide our respective 
staffs to folfill the objectives of the MOU. We will work cooperatively and collabo
ralively to remove unne(:essary duplication and ot.her regulatory roadblocks t.o inno
vative market developments, while assuring that there arc no regulatory gaps that 
endanger the public interest. The agencies' focus on this goal is currently reflected 
in our joinl harmonization proje(~I., including t.he unpre(:edented joint meetings re
cently held by our two Commissions. 

Question. Do you envision the need for any modifications to the agreement to 
slr·engthen t.he curr·ent inleragen(~y relalionship? 

Answer. The MOU was intended to be a "living" document. Just as the agencies 
have entered into an Addendum to the MOU with respect to novel derivative prod
ucls. additional Addenda may be considered as the agencies address new issues and 
harmonization on a going-forward basis. 

F.N'FORCF.MF.NT ACT!0).18 TO PRF.8F.RVF. :\'[ARl{F.T ll'\TF.GR!TY A).ID PROTF.CT :\'[ARKF.T {~SF.RS 

Qiiestion.. Detecling and deterring against. illegitimate market. fortes requires 
CFTC's steady vigilance and swift response. Over the past 8 years, CFTC has as
sessed over $2 billion in civil penalties against perpetrator.; of various fraud 
schemes. For instance: 

-To address manipulation. attempted manipulation. and false reporting in the 
energy arena. the C1''TC filed 43 enforcement actions against 73 entities or indi
viduals in the December 2001 to September 2008 period r·esulting in $445.5 mil
lion in assessed civil penalties. 

-To address misconduct in connection with commodity pools and hedge funds by 
unsnupulous and unregistered operators and advisors, from October 2000 and 
September 2008, the CFTC filed 73 enforcement actions against 24 entities, 
with $564.13 million in penalties assessed. 
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-To combat the problem of foreign currency (forex) fraud, between December· 
2000 and September 2008, on behalf of nearly 26.000 affocted customers, the 
CFTC has filed 98 enforcement actions, charging :·174 entities or persons, culmi
nating in over $562 million in civil monetary penalties and $454 million in res
titution. 

How well is the C!<'TC able to measure the deterrent effect of these enforcement 
actions? 

Answer. Measuring the deterrence effect of enforcement actions remain.; a chal
lenge to the CFTC and other law enforcement agencies. The CFTC has undertaken 
a number of actions to incr·ease deterrence as noted below bv staff: 

-The CFTC maximizes the deterrent effect of its enforcement progrnm through: 
the filing of enforcement. actions, cooperative enfon~emenl, publi(~ outreach and 
investor education. In cases of ongoing fraud, the CFTC's objective is to bring 
its enforcement action as quickly as practicable in order to stop the fraud, freeze 
assets, and preserve books and records. The CFTC also leverages the impact of 
its enforcement actions by working cooperatively with federal and state criminal 
and civil authorities who often bring their own actions based upon the conduct 
that violates the Commodity Exchange Act and CFTC Regulations. Whenever 
the C1''TC files an enforcement action and obtains a final judgment in one of 
its enforcement actions. it publicizes these events through press releases and 
media interviews. To alert market users and the public to the dangers of fraud, 
the CFTC has issued a number of Consumer Advisories warning the investing 
public of potential risks and scams, and has posted these Advisories on its 
website. The CFTC also seeks to maximize the deterrent elfoct of its enforce
ment program by tracking industry trends. For example, the CFTC's Aeling Di
rector of Enforcement gave Congressional testimony in June 2009 regarding the 
observed uptick in fraud involving solicitation of retail customers for purported 
off-exchange transactions in precious metal.;, and certain energy and agricul
tural products. The fraudsters appear to have drafted CL1stomer agreements to 
make them appear to be .;pot contracts out.;ide of CFTC jurisdiction and not fu
tures contracts covered by the Commodity Exchange Act. 

-The C1''TC remains committed to developing improved performance measures to 
reflect the deterrence effect of its enforcement program. For example, the CFTC 
has requested funds every year since the fiscal year 2007 OMR budget request. 
thru fiscal year 2010. to study the performance measurement issue, however, 
funds, lo dat.e, have nol been approved. 

Question. How rapidly are you able to collect restitution, disgorgement of ill-got
ten gains, and civil monetary penalties imposed against violations of the federal 
commodities laws'' 

Answer. When the CFTC files enforcement actions that include allegations of 
fraud, its general practice is to seek a .;tatutory re.;training order to im.mediately 
freeze the defendants' known assets, including trading and bank accounts, homes 
and other real property and cars. The.;e a.;sets are then preserved for purpo.;e.; of 
customer restitution or disgorgement at the conclusion of a successfol prosecution. 
The CFTC Division of Enforcement may also request t.hal the federal district court 
order defendants to make an accounting. which assists the CFTC in tracking money 
nows and identi~ying additional assets for recovery. The CFTC also names as relief 
defondants in its enforcement actions persons known to have received funds derived 
from the fraud and to which lhey have no legitimate daim, and seeks to freeze and 
recover these funds for return to customers as well. At the conclusion of litigation, 
and in the event of a remaining jL1dgment, the Commission follows an established 
protocol to ensure that matters are appropriately referred to the Department of .Jus
tice and Department of the Treasury for collection. 

Question. What i.; the annual recovery rate? 
Answer. Staff has supplied the following information: 
Below is a table that sets out the CFTC's annual recovery rate for civil monetary 

penalties assessed for fiscal years 1992 through 2008. 

CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 1 

[Fiscal yP.ar 199?-facal y .. ar ~008] 

f1sca year 

1992 ......................................................................................................... .. 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 ......................................................................................................... .. 

Penalties ir1posed P-erati-es co l~teel 

$3207.277 
3.313,100 
4.11?,407 

I 1201.100 
1335.000 

$2.285,6611 
3,514,715 
3, 134,?66 
9.430.239 
1526,000 
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?000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
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2006 
?007 
?008 
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CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 1-Continued 
[Fiscal year 1992-fiscal year 2008] 

Pr:naltir:s innos.r.d P~rab~s c:o lr.-<:tr.rl 

4532,000 
m.623,756 
85.863,311 

J 79.811,!J6? 
16.876.335 
9.942.382 

110.26'1932 
302.049.939 

76.672.758 
192.921.794 
345.614, 139 
?34.835,m 

1,752,636 
125.803,781 
22.165,368 
3)99,36? 
3170,252 
5.922,387 

87 699,077 
122468,925 
3tl63,077 
12 364,509 
l~.137,848 

140.745,?5? 

L Tl'e discrepanc~· ~etween u·e amo•Jllt or ci·;il 'enalties irn,c.sed and u·e amo•Jn: collected is accoLnted tor by the rc.llowing fcictc.rs. O:· 
•\'hr.n rnurts. nrdr.r thr: dr.fond;,nts. t~ both pay r~s'.itutmn to •;ichms and il r.iv1 morr:tar/ pr.n:i t·f to thr. Gm.•r.rnn~n'., ~stilblistr:rl r.~mm ssiar 
po ic~· di1ects a•1ai dbl£- 1unds 10 SdtiSf) 1esti~u:io1· O~liiati\11'S 1irst. (2:· in 1rdud actiC.11$. t is not •JllCOnl111111 tha: tl'e 'roceeds ar ~he fraud 
ha1m -~~r d1ssi:tilfr:rl ilrrl/or thi:tt the pr.ni:t ty far r.xcr.r.rls thr: dr:fonrl:m'.f rr.;ar.sr:n~r:rl f nan<:1al ab lity to pay: ·:3) d~hn11m:nc1r:s assc~sr:rl in 
de1a•Jlt proceedings against res~~nden:s .,,1·0 are no l~nger n business and who cann~t ~ locdted or are ir·carterdted. ;~j pena ties impased 
in on~ 'f.!.lr mw not br.rnmr. d1.r. ard payabl~ until th~ nr.x'. yr:ar: (fi:• a pr.na t'f mtt'f br. stayr.d b•1 .:t('lpr.al· (f,) som~ pr.nalt r.s <:a I for install-
111ent payments Iha: r1a~ span r1~re than I year: ;Jj penalt es l·a·,e been referred :a :he ktorney General for coll~c1iar·. and (8i c~llection 
may still .1r: 1n pra<:c~~. 

Qim;tion. \.\That has been lhe impact of more sophist.i(~ated informalion technology 
to monitor and detect fraud more readily? 

Answer. In the enforcement arena for fraud cases. information technology assists 
in asset lracing, account. reconstruction, and ele(~t.ronic dala recovery of financial 
records. Improvements in information technology have improved the CFTC's search 
capability for evidence of illegal activity involving Internet websites, instant mes
sages, e-mail and audio. 

In the regulatory arena, as discussed above, the CFTC is currently implementing 
its new trade practice surveillance system (T88l. T88 is designed as a database of 
exchange trade dala maintained by t.he Commission upon which off-lhe-shelf alert 
and analysis tools can be connected. A contract was awarded to Actimizc in 2008 
to deliver an alert and analysis tool that has the capability to perform sophisticated 
pat.tern recognition and dala mining t.o automate basic lrade pracli(~e surveillance, 
and to detect novel and complex abusive practices. TSS also will fill a vacL1um in 
inter-market surveillance which only the Commission can address, e.g.. where 
J\'Y).1EX and NYSE Liffe both list melals contracts. 

Que.~lion. Arc there any statutory or administrative impediments that prevent the 
CFTC from doing more to combat fraud'' 

Answer. As noled above. the CFTC has observed an upswing in retail customer· 
complaints regarding potential fraud involving off-exchange transactions in precious 
metals, energy products and agricultural commodities. It appears that fraudsters 
are drawing upon t.he adverse precedent of a line of cases under CFTC v. Zele11er, 
:in F.ad 861 (7th Cir. 2004), in which the Seventh Circuit held that certain con
tracts were spot transactions beyond the jurisdiction of the CFTC. Congress ad
dressed lhis problem in the CFTC Reauthor·ization legislation included in lhe 2008 
Farm Bill with respect to Zclcner-type foreign currency transactions. A similar fix 
is needed if the CFTC is to effectively prosecute boiler rooms otlering Zelener-type 
contracts in metal, energy. and ot.her commodily contracls t.o retail (~ust.omers (and 
is included in the Administration's proposed OTC derivatives reform legislation). 

In addition, in the wake of the decision in CFTC v. Wilshire, 531 F.3d 1339 lllth 
Cir. 2008), defendants in fraud cases increasingly are asserling lhat federal courts 
lack authority under the Commodity Exchange Act to award restitution based on 
customer losses sulfored as a result of the fraud. Wilshire held that the proper 
measure of restitution is the gain t.o the wrongdoer, rather· than t.he losses su!Ter·ed 
by customers. In cases where the fraudster retains only a small portion of the mon
ies fraudulently induced from customers, this limit on restitution threatens the 
CFTC's ability to obtain make-whole relief for defrauded customer·s. 

Staff advises that additional statL1tory measL1res that may increase the CFTC's 
ability to combat fraud include, among others, the following: 

-Amendmenl of lhe Privacy Act to clarify that. CFTC invest.igat.ors may seek pro
motional material and verbal sales solicitations without identi(ying themselves 
as CFTC employees or providing personal information as to their true identity. 
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-In Section -in oft.he Commodily Exchange Act, provide authority to require ac
countants to maint.ain records of audit activity conceming commodity pools that 
would be available for inspection by lhe CFTC. 

-Clarify that the CFTC need not show criminal intent in actions based on con
version under Section 9(a)(1) of the Commodity ~xchange Act. 

Question. ls the current penalty structure designed to serve as an eflective deter
rent'! 

Answer. Yes. Commission staff supplies the following background: 
-Section 6(eJ of the Act, 7 U.S.C. ~ 13a-l<d), instructs the Commission to impose 

a civil monetary penalty that is appropriate to the gravity of the violation. Com
mission precedent has long recognized the importance of deterrence in pre
venting violations, most recently in In re DiPlacido [Current Tram;for Binder.] 
Comm. Fut.. L. Rep. <CCHi •J[:~o.~170 <CFTC Nov. 5, 2008) !"rg]iven the gravit.y 
of DiPlacido's offenses and polenlial maximum fine, lhe focus of the Commis
sion's analysis shifts lo assessing a specific penalty appropriale t.o t.he level of 
gravity and suitable to deter foture violations"}. Indeed, the Commission sig
naled the paramount role that deterrence plays when it emphasized that "liln 
imposing monetary sanctions, the primary focus of the Commission's analysis 
has been deterrence." In re Murlas, ll987-1990 Transfer Binderl Comm. Fut. 
L. Rep. \CCHJ '1(24,440 at 35,929 \CFTC Apr. 24, 1989J (emphasis added). 

-Also, in last year's CFTC Reauthorization legislation, Congress increased the 
maximum civil monetary penalty for manipulation, attempted manipulation, 
and false reporting to Sl million per violation. Sec Title XIII of the Food, Con
servation and Energy Act of 2008, PL1h. L. l'\o. 110-24(), 122 Stat. Hl24 «Tune 
18. 20081; 7 U.S.C. li 1:~(a). 

Qiiestion.. What additional 1·emedies or authorit.ies might be useful t.o boost. your 
recovery rate? 

Answer. Slaff has advised t.hal additional slatutory measures that could poten
tially booi:;t the CFTC'i:; recovery rate include, among others, the following: 

-Similar to provii:;ion for non-payment of penaltici:; imposed in CFTC administra
tive enforcement actions (sec Section 6(c)(2J of the Commodity Exchange Actl, 
provide that a defendant's non-payment of civil monetary penalties imposed in 
enforcement actions in federal court shall result in the non-paying defondant 
automatically being prohibited from trading and automatically suspending any 
applicable 1·egistration until t.he defendant pays lhe full amount. of the penally, 
wilh interest to lhe date oft.he payment. 

-Provide that collection of judgmenti:; and orders in fraud actions shall not be 
SL1hjcct to State homestead exemptions or other State or local impediments to 
collection. 

-Provide that disgorgement and restitution awarded in CFTC enforcement ac
tions are non-dischargeable in bankruptcy. 

-Add di>:'gorgement as an available sanction in admini>:'trative enforcement pro
ceedings. 

l'.1£1U"OltMANC.1£ GOAL:,;/M.1£A:,;1..mtNG OIJTCOM.1£::l 

Que.~lion. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission <CFTC)'s performancc
bascd budget for fiscal year 2010 delineates four specific goals tied to the agency's 
overall mission. For each of the goals, several outcomes are specified. 

First Goal.-Uf the $160.6 million in appropriations requested for fiscal year 
2010, the CFTC would de>:'ignate $48.2 million (or 30 percent of the total fundingJ 
and 185 FTE to meet the first goal-to ensure the economic vitality of commodity 
fulures and opt.ions markets. 

The outcomci:; to be achieved as a result of the investment made related to this 
goal arc marketi:; that accurately reflect the forces of supply and demand for the un
derlying commodity, arc free of disruptive activity, and arc effectively and cflicicntly 
monitored t-0 ensure early warning of potential problems or issues. 

How does (or will) the CFTC measure whether and how well these outcomes are 
achieved') 

Answer. The Commis>:'ion has developed nine performance measures intended to 
measure progress in achieving t.he stat.ed outcome objective. The performance re
sults along with an annual performance analysis and review arc included in pagci:; 
46-55 of the Fii:;cal Year 2008 Performance and Accmmtahility Report available on 
the CFTC website at: www.cftc.gov/aboutthccftc/cftcrcports. 

Question. How docs the CFTC intend to meet a performance goal of "no price ma
nipulations or other disruptive activities that would cause loss of confidence or nega
tively affect price discovery or ri>:'k >:'hifting'") 
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Answer. This goal is fundamentally t.ied to the Commission's mission and is a pri
ority of the Commission market surveillance and enforcement efforts as noted by 
staff below: 

-Continuous monitoring of market activity is the principal way the Commission 
seeks to protect the economic function of the markets. Effective market surveil
lance requires >:'ufficient staff with experti>:'e in each of the diverse market>:' 
under the Commission's jurisdiction. The Commission takes preventive meas
ures to en>:'ure that market prices accurately reflect fundamental supply and de
mand conditions, including the routine daily monitoring of large trader posi
tions, futures and cash prices, price relationships, and supply and demand fac
tors in order to detect threats of price manipulation. 

-As discussed above, the CFTC maximizes t.he deterrent. effect of its enforcement 
program through: the filing of enforcement actions. cooperative enforcement, 
public outreach and investor edL1cation. The CFTC also leverages the deterrent 
impact of its enforcement actions by working cooperatively with other foderal 
criminal authorities who often bring their own actions based upon the conduct 
that violates the Act and C1''TC Reg11lations. 

Que.~lion. When it comes to a performance goal of "improving effectiveness and ef
ficiency of market surveillance' what indicators will l>e used to determine if you 
have indeed reached this goal and how well? What is the baseline from which 
progress is to he measured'? 

Answer. A strategic priority of the Commission is to enhance the Commission's 
technological capability, improve data standards, and enhance in-house human ana
lytical and decisionmaking capability-each in order to recognize, understand and 
adapt t.o market. changes early 011. Tndicat.ors of success will be progress in achieving 
the following tasks: upgrading 188 to get more timely market position information 
and to integrate trading data with position data; developing capability to provide 
real-time margin and >:'ettlement information; promoting data standard>:' throughout 
the industry; developing and implementing sophisticated trade surveillance systems; 
developing automated capability to analyze and integrate off-exchange data a>:' it re
lates to surveillance and investigations; developing a recruitment plan to address 
required >:'kills; identifying needed competencies and developing a training plan that 
empowers employees to react quickly in understanding and resolving regulatory 
matters. Rach of these tasks represents a strategic need of the Commission that is 
not currently being met adequately. 

Qim;tion.. Second Goa.l.-Of the $160.6 million in appropriations requested for fis
cal year 2010, the CFTC would designate $42.9 million (or 27 percent of the total 
funding) and 160 FTE to meet the second goal-to protect market users and the 
public. The three outcomes to be achieved as a result of the investment made re
lated to this goal arc better detection and prevention of violations of commodities 
laws, high standards for professionals. and expeditions handling of cu>:'tomer com
plaints. 

How docs the CFTC plan to increase the probability of violators being detected 
and sanctioned? 

Ts this readilv measurable? 
What is the baseline against which future performance will be gauged'f 
Answer. Having >:'ufficient resources to pursue violations is key to increasing the 

probability of violators being detected and sanctions. The Commission has developed 
four performance measures to assess progress in detecting violators. The perform
ance results along with an annual performance analysis and review are included in 
pages 58-63 of the Fiscal Year 2008 Performa.H~e and Accountabilit.y Report avail
able of the CFTC Web-site at: www.cftc.gov/aboutthecftc/cftcreports. 

Like all enforcement programs. we face a challenge in establishing overall per
formance measures that indicate the percentage of violative a(~t.ivity deterred, since 
no way has yet been devised to measure the total universe of violative activity that 
exist>:'. The Commission keep>; exten>:'ive records on the number of investigations 
opened and cases filed during the year, the number and amount of sanctions ob
tained, as well as the number of cases filed by criminal and civil law enforcement 
authorities that included cooperative a>:'sistance from the Commis>:'ion. However, 
these statist.its do not measure complexity of the matters opened and filed. For ex
ample. the Commission met its performance target in fiscal year 2008 with regard 
to the number of enforcement investigations opened. However, commencing in 2002, 
the complexity of Commission investigations has increased substantially over prior 
years !including the Commission's investigation of alleged energy market manipula
tion). A>:' a result of these investigation>:', the complexity of the Commi>:'sion's cases 
filed and lit.igat.ed also has increased subst.ant.ially since 2002. The Commission's 
performance target tries to take into account both of these factors but they cannot 
be predicated with precision. 
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Qim;tion. How will t.he CFTC ensure there are "zero unregister·ed, untested. or 
unlicensed commodity professionals <unless they are exempt from registration)"'! 

Answer. Them arc several complementary aspects to the Commission's program 
that ensure compliance with regi>:'tration requirements as summarized by staff 
below: 

-Registration and NFA Membership.-1..:nder Section 17 of the Commodity Ex
change Act ("CEA"). the National Futures Association !"NFA"i performs reg
i>:'tration functions on behalf of the CFTC. NJt'A regi>:'ters members through its 
Online Registration System ("ORS") a web-based registration and membership 
filing and processing system. Wit.h certain ex(~ept.ions, all persons and organiza
tions that intend to do business as futures prnfcssionals must register under the 
CR/\. The primary purposes of regist.rat.ion are lo S(~reen an applicant's fitness 
to engage in business as a fotures professional and to identify those individuals 
and organizations whose activities arc subject to fodcral regulation. 

In addition, all individuals and firms that wish to conduct futures-related 
business with the public must apply for NFA membership or associate statL1s . 
.Mandatory membership serves an important function: Nl<'A Hylaw 1101 pro
hibits members from conducting customer business with non-NFA members. 

-1'esting.-lndividual"' who are applying for NJt'A membership as a sole propri
etor FC:.VI, IB, CPO, CTA or for registration as an AP of any of these categm·ics 
must salis~y proficiency requirements. Applicants generally must have passed 
the National Commodity Futures Examination (NCFE or Series 3) within the 
2 years preceding I.heir application. 

-Ethics Training.-The CFTC Statement of Acceptable Practices <see Appendix 
R to Part :~ of the Commission's regulations) for et.hies 1,raining allows flexi
bility, permitting firms to tailor their training programs to best suit their par
ticular operations. In an Interpretive Notice to its Compliance Rule 2-!:I, NFA 
state>:' that good business practice dictates that employee>:' receive periodic train
ing to keep them cognizant of new developments in technology, commercial 
practices and regulations, and their ethical implications. 

-Oversight.-NFA conducts ongoing audits of its registrants for compliance with 
N1''A rules. In turn, Commis>:'ion staff pursues formal and ongoing oversight of 
NFA's compliance and registration programs. Formal oversight activities involve 
periodic r·eviews of NFA programs and inspection of re(~Ords and interviews with 
NFA staff. 

!'\FA pursues st.alutory disqualificaLion and other· disciplinary matters 
through Registration, Compliance & Legal Committee <"RCLC") cases. On a 
quarterly basis, Commission staff meets with NFA to provide guidance on reg
istration issues generally, and to review the past quarter's RCLC cases. 

These oversight activities arc designed to protect market participants and the 
public interest by ensuring that person>:' who deal with customer>:' and those who 
handle customer orders and funds meet, the standards for fitness and integrity es
tablished under the Commodity Exchange Act. 

Question. What type of tracking system i>:' in place to demonstrate that this out
come has been achieved? 

Answer. Currently, there arc more than 67,000 individuals and companies reg
istered with the CFTC in some capacity. Although it would be impos>:'ible to track 
the negat,ive (i.e., lhal there are unregistered individuals conducting business), 
through its oversight of NF A's registration program, the Commission ensures both 
that qualified applicants are properly regi>:'tered, and that unqualified applicants (or 
regislrantsl are denied registrat,ion (or have their registration revoked). Through lhe 
quarterly meetings of the Registration Working Group involving CFTC and NFA 
staff. the Commission en>:'ures that standards for such actions are applied consist
enUy, and gives guidance when quest.ions arise. 

Question. With regard to meeting timeframcs for resolution of customer com
plaints. how does the CFTC track disposition of complaints, proceedings, and ap
peals in order to show that the targets are a(~hieved in the (~aseload? 

Answer. The various Divisions at the CFTC <Enforcement. Clearing and Inter
mediary Oversight, Market Oversight, and General Counsel's Office) each operate 
an "ofli(~er of the day program" t.o receive, and address or refer-, inquiries (including 
complaints) from members of the public. The Office of Proceedings handles and 
tracks the disposition of adjudicatory matter>:' at the hearing level. With respect to 
adjudicator·y appeals to the Commission, pending cases are maintained wilh lhe 
Secretariat, with monthly status reports issued by the Oflicc of General Counsel. 

Question. Third Goal.-Of the $160.6 million in appropriations reque>:'ted for fiscal 
year 2010, t.he CFTC would designate $a8 million (or 24 percent. of t,he lolal fund
ingl and 144 FTE to meet the third goal-to ensure market integrity in order to 
foster open. competitive, and financially sound market>:' 
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The oukomes to he achieved as a result of t.he invest.menl made relaled lo this 
goal are that clearing organizations and lirms holding customer funds have sound 
financial practices, commodity futL1rcs and options markets arc effectively self-regu
lated, markets are free of trade practice abuses, and the reg11latory environment is 
flexible and responsive to evolving market conditions. 

How will the C1'vl'C work to ensure zero loss of customer funds as a result of 
firms' failure to adhere to regulations and ensure that no customers arc prevented 
from transferring fund.; from failing firms to sound firms? 

What mechanisms docs the CFTC have to monitor sclf~regulatory organizations 
to ensure that. no funds are losl as a resull of the failure of SRPs lo comply wit.h 
their rulcs'f 

Answer. Again, the Commission has several complementary programs t.hal ad
dress the protection of customer funds held by FCMsJ and derivatives clearing orga
nizations ("DCOs"). They arc SL1mmarized hy staff below: 

-Protection of' Customer Funds-Statute and Regulations.-The Commodity Ex
change Act and Commission regulations require each FCM to segregate from its 
own asset.; all money, securities or property deposited by customers to margin 
or sccL1rc foturcs and option on futures positions traded on designated contract 
markets or funds that accrue to customers from these open positions. Each 1''CM 
also must set aside in accounts <i.e., "secured accounts"!, separate from its pro
prietary a(~Count.s, sufficient funds deposited by customers lrading on non
United States futures markets to meet its obligations to customers trading on 
foreign markels. 

-Noti/lcatio11.-Commission regulations also require each FCM to perform daily 
calculalions demonst.rat.ing compli<HH~e wit.h the segregalion and secured 
amount requirements. Any FCM that does not maintain suflicient funds in seg
regated accounts or in secured accoL1nts, as applicable, to meet its obligations 
to its customers (i.e., is ''under segregated"} is required to provide immediate 
telephone notice, confirmed immediately in writing, to the Commission and to 
the FCM's self-reg11latory organization c"SRO"J that conducts financial surveil
lance over the firm. 

-Commission and SRO Responsive Action (Direct Examinatio11s).-Upon receipt 
of a notice, Commission staff work with the applicable SRO to determine the 
facls and t.o assess whelher the situation is a t.empor·ary under segregation that 
can be immediately rectified by the FCM infusing additional funds into seg
regated or secured a(~Count.s, or indicative of a more serious issue t.hat. may re
quire prompt SRO or Commission action to protect customer funds. In certain 
situations, Commission and/or SRO staff may conduct an immediate onsitc ex
amination of the firm's books and records to assess the FCM's compliance with 
its financial requirements. 

-SRO Oi,ersight.-The Commission conduct.; periodic reviews of SRO.;' financial 
surveillance programs. The SROs' financial surveillarH~e programs include rou
tine examinations of FCMs to assess their compliance with Commission and 
SRO minimum financial requirements and related reporting requirements, in
cluding minimum capital requirements and compliance wilh t.he segregation 
and secured amount requirements. The Commission and SROs also may con
duct an examination of an FC.M on an exigent basi.; in response to an 1''CM fil
ing a nolice lhal it is not in compliance wit.h lhe (~uslomer funds segregation 
or secured amount requirements. Experience has demonstrated that if the Com
mission and SHOs can react promptly at the initial signs of weakness in the 
financial condilion of an FC::\-1. it. is more certain lhat customer funds will be 
protected. In this regard. open futures and options on futures positions may be 
expeditiou.;ly transferred to another 1''CM if the !<'CM that i.; experiencing finan
cial difficulties has properly segr·egated and secured cuslomer funds. 

-Communication With SROs.-Commission staff hold periodic meetings with the 
financial surveillance .;taff of the SROs for the purpose of discussing emerging 
issues and to coordinale examinalion procedures and policies. This includes an 
annual review of the detailed SRO audit programs, which arc submitt.cd to the 
Commi.;sion for review. 

The resources requesled by lhe Commission for t.he protection of cuslomer 
funds would allow Commission staff to conduct more frequent assessment of the 
SROs' execution of their financial surveillance programs. Additional resources 
would also allow lhe Commission t.o conduct more frequenl direct, examinalions 
of FCMs for compliance with financial and other requirements, including the 
segregation of customer funds. 

-Risk Surveillance Program.-The Commission's risk surveillance and OCO re
view programs also serve to protect customer funds by (il identifying traders 
that po.;e risks to firms and firms that pose ri.;ks to DCO.;, and <ii) taking .;tep.; 
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to miligale t.hose risks lhereby decreasing t.he likelihood of default.. Additional 
resources would allow the Commission t.o enhance these programs. 

Qim;tion.. \.\That are the advanlages and disadvant.ages of "regulatory reslruc
turing" from the perspective of the CFTC? 

Answer. Exchange traded futures and options contracts are derivatives relied 
upon by the nation's businesses for price discovery and risk management. The 
CFTC's mission is to protect market users and the public from fraud, manipulation, 
and abusive practices related to the sale of commodity and financial foturcs and op
tions, and to foster open. competitive, and financially sound futures and option mar
kets. Like exchange traded futures, OTC swaps and similar transactions arc deriva
tives. Like futures, OTC derivatives arc wicd for risk shifting purposes. In recent 
years the OTC market has grown to far exceed the exchange traded market in size. 
Bringing OTC dealers and markets under CFTC regulatory oversight. will greatly 
enhance lhe abilily of the Commission to fulfill its mission and lo prot.ecl t.he pr·ice 
dis(~overy and risk shifting fmH~t.ions of derivat.ives market.s. Additionally, bringing 
the OTC dealers and market.; under federal regulation will significantly improve fi
nancial integrity and transparency, qualities that were lacking in the collapse of 
lirms like AIG and Lehman Brothers. 

Question. Fourth Goal.-Of the $160.6 million in appropriations requested for fis
cal year 2010, the CFTC would designate $31.5 million (or 19 percent of the total 
funding) and 121 FTE to meet the first goal-t-0 facilitate agency performance 
through organizational and managerial cxccllcncc, cflicicnt use of resources. and ef
fective mission support. 

Among the outcomes to be achieved as a result of the investment made related 
to this goal are a product.ive, le(~hni(~ally compelenl, compelit.ively compensaled and 
diverse workforce, a modern and secure informal.ion system. and an organizational 
infrast.n1(~t.ure that effe(~t.ively and efficiently responds t.o and ant.i6pates both t.he 
routine and emergency business need.; of the agency. 

How does the C.1''TC intend to meao;ure progress and the extent to which theo;e 
outcomes have been achieved'! 

Answer. The Commission has developed 18 performance measures intended to 
measure progress in achieving the stated outcome objective. Of the 18 measures 11 
results were determined to be effective, one was determined t-0 be moderately effec
tive, and six were determined to be adequate. The performance results along with 
an annual performance analysis and review arc included in pages 91-110 of the Fis
cal Year 2008 Performance and AccOL1ntability Report available of the CFTC Web
site al: www.cflc.gov/aboutlhecft.ctcftneport.s. 

QHF.8TJON Sc~RMITTF.o RY SF.NATOR SusA-:-i Cou.1-:-is 

Question. Excessive speculation in the commodities market is prohibited under 
CFTC's statutes. However. determining what constitutes excessive speculation is a 
thorny question. Last year, as oil and other commodities skyrocketed on the futures 
market. many in Congl"Css became concerned that these market prices were more 
reflective of the activity of speculators than commercial interests in the underlying 
product. Last year, under the leadership of Chairman Lukkcn, the CFTC stated that 
despite the rapid increase in prices, the data did not reflect manipulation by spccu
lat.ors. Crilics, however, conlend that in I.his arena, t.he CFTC is simply out.rnat.(~hed. 
Tt. lacks the manpower and resources to effectively (~ollect. the large volume of data 
in lhe commodit.ies markets and t.o effectively analyze that dala. Do you believe lhe 
C.1''TC needs more resources to gather relevant data and effectively analyze it to bet
ter understand the role and the effects of speculator.;? 

Answer. The Commission examines markets by studying the behavior of commer
cial and non-commercial traders. In determining the status of traders, the Commis
sion has traditionally accepted their sclf~classification. The Commission has begun 
to examine trader patterns to ascertain the general accuracy of these classifications. 
Commission assessments of the self-classifications are staff intensive and in order 
to accomplish them expeditiously and on a sustained basis, additional reo;ources will 
be required. 

On another front the Commission relics on market positions information that is 
Ltpdatcd daily. WithoL1t intraday position information, the Commission cannot exam
ine any price cffoct occurring on the same day as a position change. This problem 
could be addressed were position information available throughout the trading day. 
Obtaining and processing such information will require additional resources for both 
staff and data proceo;sing capacity. 
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St:HCOM:vJIT'I'F.F. RF.CF.SS 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much for coming in. 
Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Col-

lins. Thank you so much. 
Senator DURHII'\. Thank you very much. 
The subcommittee hearing is hereby recessed. 
fWhereupon, at 12:27 p.m., Tuesday, June 2, the subcommittee 

was recessed, to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.J 
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REGULATORY REFORM AND 
THE DERIVATIVES MARKET 

Thursday, June 4, 2009 

U.S. SRNATR, 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURF., NUTRITIOI'\, ANO FORRSTRY, 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 

SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, Chair
man of the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Nelson, Casey, Klobuchar, Gillibrand, 
Bennet, Chambliss, Thune, and Johanns. 

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON AGRI
CULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman HARKIN. The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutri
tion, and Forestry will come to order regarding a hearing on regu
latory reform in the derivatives markets. 

Although we see hope in the strung economic recovery steps we 
have taken, we are still struggling through a grave economic down
turn. The lack of sufficient regulatory authority and oversight re
garding the financial markets is widely acknowledged as a key fac
tor in the global economic crisis. It is not credible to assert that the 
markets and present reb>Ulatory system have worked. When the 
Federal Government has had tu inject some $4 tri11ion-$4 tril
lion-into the system to stave off a total col1apse of the economy. 

Recent problems indicate the need for fundamental reform. Fun
damental reform. The 2008 run-up in oil prices left our economy 
bruised, our Nation keenly aware of not only its dependence on for
eign oil but the struggle with speculation in the markets. Volatile 
agricultural commodity prices, high input costs, and problems with 
the wheat and cotton markets have exposed vulnerabilities in our 
agriculture futures markets. Bui possibly the most problematic, our 
national economy has been held hostage by poorly regulated finan
cial markets and the irresponsible behavior of some market partici
pants, particularly when it comes to financial derivative products 
like credit default swaps and other over-the-counter derivatives. 

I think it has become obvious that we must restore proper regu
latory oversight if we are going 1.o get this economy built on a solid 
foundation. Simply put, the derivatives markets must work prop
erly and in the open. Agriculture futures markets are fundamental 
to the functioning of every aspect of our agriculture economy. 

(l) 
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Financial services now account for about as much as 20 percent 
of our economy, and if those markets are not healthy or properly 
regulated, I think the evidence is clear our economy suffers. 

Now, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission plays a vital 
role in providing oversight in keeping these players honest. If we 
do not invest in the regulators and the enforces to expand that 
oversight to the over-the-counter markets, I think we are going to 
continue to pay a heavy price. 

It is imperative lhat we pass strong financial regulatory reform 
in this body and not just piecemeal, patchwork reform, but com
prehensive and fundamental reform that brings full transportation 
and accountability back to the markets. Earlier this year, I intro
duced the Derivatives Trading Integrity Act; I think one I also in
troduced last year. The bil1 would require all futures contracts to 
trade on regulated exchanges. Why do I want that? Because ex
change-traded contracts are subject to a level of transparency and 
oversight that is jut not possible in over-the-counter markets. 

For many years, derivative contracts have traded very efficiently 
and openly on regulated exchanges. But we have seen the damage 
done by moves to circumvent properly regulated derivatives trad
ing. 

I would also say it is not sufficient to assert, as many swap deal
ers do, that the market for credit default swaps function properly 
and has experienced no major problems during the current crisis. 
As conceived by derivatives traders in the mid-1990's at JPMorgan 
Chase-well, it was JP Morgan then-the CDS was designed tu as
sist in the smooth functioning of the credit market and presumably 
to make it easier to raise capital by issuing corporate bonds to fund 
investment in the production of goods and services, which is what 
we want the financial sector to do. What is the end means of our 
financial services sector? That is for the production of goods and 
services to add tu our GDP. Otherwise, you are just in a gambling 
game. 

So the fact is it was going to make it easier to raise capital by 
issuing corporate bonds to fund investment in the production of 
goods and services. But the facts belie that claim. While the total 
face value uf CDS contracts more than tripled-tripled-between 
2005 and 2008, the share of gross private domestic investment in 
U.S. GDP stagnated and then fell by more than rn percent. That 
is at the end of 2008. 

I have a chart. I wanted to see what it looked like, so I have a 
chart. So you see here the share of investment in U.S. GDP, and 
then here you have got un the red line the notional value of the 
CDSs. 

Now, for a while, they seemed to 1.rack prelty well, but right here 
in about 2005, investment goes down and the value of the CDSs 
go up. So I think you can safely say they were not adding anything 
to the value of the goods and services of our country at some point 
in time. 

Nor du I agree with those who assert that more rigorous regula
tion of these markets will discourage innovation or hamper our 
economy. Well, if financial innovation improves the ability of com
panies to hedge their risks or improves the functioning of the mar
ket, then the incentive for creativity will be there. But if the prime 
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motivation for innovation is to speculate, to avoid taxes, or assume 
reckless risks, the public has an interest in regulating that sort of 
"creativity." 

I have often asked, Where was the market demand for credit de
fault swaps'? Where was the market demand for collateralized debt 
obligations'? Where was the market demand for collateralized mort
gage obligations? It was just sort of thought up. 

You know, I have to digress here a second. I was just looking at 
the last issue of Newsweek magazine thal has got Oprah on the 
front. I guess that sells the magazine. But it is called "The Revenge 
of the Nerd," and it is about the quants. How many people in this 
country know what a quant is and what they did in terms of specu
lation, through these mathematical geniuses that came from var
ious and sundry place, how they devised these financial instru
ments lo slice and dice and make money on things that really were 
not adding to the goods and services value of this country. It is a 
great article. I would recommend your reading it. 

As I said, if that creativity is there just to add for speculation 
purposes and for sort of gambling and for high rollers and people 
making a lot of money in a short span of time, but not really add
ing lo the sound investment in our country, then, quite frankly, I 
think the public has a big interest in regulating that kind of cre
ativity. 

So we must protect consumers and lower systemic risk and en
hance the price discovery function of the markets, reduce excessive 
speculation, give the regulators the authority and information they 
need lo keep the markets free of fraud and manipulation. In doing 
so, we will maximize the economic value of the derivatives markets 
by making sure they are structured to manage risk rather than to 
magnify it and b'llarantee that bad actors are held accountable. 

So we have a lot of work to do on legislative reform. It is impera
tive that we all work together to come up with a solution that will 
bring transparency, accountability, and stability to our derivatives 
markets. So I welcome this hearing and this testimony. I thank 
each of the witnesses for coming here today, and I look forward to 
hearing their thoughts. I cannot think of anything that-well, this 
Committee has to do-we have to reauthorize the child nutrition 
bill later this year. We are going to work on that. But we have got 
to do lhis. This has got to be done this year. 

I have talked with my colleague, my counterpart in the House, 
Chairman Peterson. He feels the same way. So I just do not think 
that we can push this off any longer. We have got to strenbrthen 
the hand of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. We have 
got to give them the authority, and I am going to be asking the 
new Chairman about thal and about any resources thal lhey need. 
But we have got to get the CFTC the authority and the resources 
they need to do this kind of regulation and oversight. 

With that, I will yield to my distinguished Ranking Member, my 
good friend, Saxby Chambliss. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, A U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, 
and you and I agree 100 percent that this is a critical issue, and 
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it is an issue that we have gut to address and an issue that cer
tainly calls for more regulatory measures, but I think regulatory 
measures that are not too intrusive to destroy markets rather than 
to continue to create and innovate in the markets. I know you had 
a conflict last night and were not able to be there, but we had a 
very good meeting with Secretary Geithner last night, along with 
our Senate Banking colleagues as well as our House Agriculture 
and Financial Services folks. We fully expect lhat the Secretary is 
going to come forward, I am sure with consultation of the new 
Chairman, with some recommendations in the next couple of 
weeks. We talked about some ideas that we have as policymakers 
there last night that are going to help influence, obviously, in a 
very strong way the direction in which the administration wants to 
go. 

I am very confident that we are going to be able to come together 
with a very strong proposal lhat does make certain modifications 
that are not overburdensome, hut yet at the same time will provide 
that protection that you referred to for all consumers as well as 
making sure that we have stability in the markets. 

I do strongly believe that lhe Senate Agriculture Committee and 
the CFTC must be engaged in the development of any legislation 
addressing financial regulatory reform. This Committee has a re
sponsibility to ensure proper oversight of the CFTC, and we must 
do more to fulfill lhis duty. 

Today's hearing covers a wide range of issues: speculative trad
ing in the commodities markets, changes to regulation of the over
the-counter derivatives, and the CFTC's authority over retail off-ex
change transactions. Those are all worlhy individually of hearings, 
and they are very complex issues that we are going to have to be 
dealing with in the legislative proposal that you alluded to and 
that I agree is going to have to come forward. 

Among the most complex instruments, we have recently heard a 
great deal about credit default swaps, ur CDS, which permit one 
party to transfer the credit risk of bonds or syndicated bank loans 
to another party. Given that AIG was heavily involved in CDS, it 
seems simple enough jusl lo blame swaps in general for the current 
financial crisis. But, of course, it is much more complicated than 
that. Failing to distinguish between credit default swaps and the 
actual mortgage-related debt securities that these swaps were ref
erencing has resulted in an oversimplification of lhe problem and 
subsequently an oversimplification of the proposed solutions. 

Simply banning the use of all over-the-counter derivatives or 
forcing such contracts onto an exchange is unrealistic and unlikely 
to even address the underlying problem; that is, is this really a 
chance we are willing to take in these uncertain times, a chance 
that we would make things worse, dry up more capital, and force 
the cost of doing business higher? 

Speaking of business functionally, curbing speculation is the 
physical commodity markets-speaking functionally, curbing specu
lation in the physical commodity markets is another area that we 
must approach very carefully. This is also not a simple topic. De
termining how much speculation is necessary and how much specu
lation is excessive is an enormous challenge and something that we 
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will be talking with the Chairman as well as our other witnesses 
about this morning. 

Some seem lo have decided thal all speculation is bad, bul I 
would like to remind folks that without speculators in the market
place, our farmers, ranchers, and energy users would find very lit
tle liquidity in these markets and would thereby not be able to uti
lize them effectively. Those individuals and businesses hedging 
risks and physical commodities, the parties that some claim they 
are trying lo protect by running speculators from the market, are 
the ones who are likely to be hurt the most if speculative money 
dries up. I fear that this is another example in which over
simplification may be leading us to solutions of vast unintended 
consequences. 

We must remember that during the past 18 months of bank
ruptcies, bailouts, and Government-assumed ownerships, lhe Na
tion's futures markets have functioned quite well. Price discovery 
has occurred, consumer fonds have been protected, and there has 
not been a single bankruptcy of any clearing organization. 

Does this mean there is not room for improvement? Of course 
nut. Do I think the volatility in some markets over this lifetime 
warrants extensive analysis and possibly regulatory changes? Abso
lutely. While I may have concerns with some of the proposals that 
have been discussed relative to regulating both the use of over-the
counter derivatives and speculative trading, I am absolutely con
vinced that the market volatility and financial meltdown of the re
cent past make the case for more market transparency. 

How can we in Congress gamble on the outcome of sweeping re
forms without first properly identifying the cause of these prob
lems? How can we identify the cause of the problem without au
thorizing and/or requiring more transparency through the collection 
of necessary data? 

Yes, I have seen all the press accounts claiming the evils of in
dexed investments, swap dealers, and speculators, hut whal statis
tical data is used to support these claims? From what I can tell, 
many assumptions in the analysis to date are assumptions that 
may very well be accurate. But how do we verify this accuracy 
without access to the facts? Assumptions are simply not good 
enough when it comes to the responsibility Congress has tu protect 
the integrity of these markets-integrity lhat would he com
promised by lack of market liquidity or by increasing the cost of 
risk management or by forcing a migration of these markets over
seas. 

While I want to understand the causes that led us here, I do not 
believe anyone in this room-or anywhere else, frankly-has all the 
answers lo what exactly went wrong. I am nol willing lo believe 
everything reported in the press unless the claims can be backed 
up with hard, verifiable data. To do otherwise is reckless. In fact, 
the data we have seen so far actually contradicts some of the 
claims people are so quick to believe and ultimately to blame fur 
causing this mess that we are facing today. 

Beyond requiring more transparency, I also believe this Com
mittee should explore how most effectively to regulate swaps, some 
of which are statutorily excluded from CFTC regulation and over
sight. We should review the manner in which hedge exemptions 
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from position limits are granted, and we need tu determine how 
best 1.o encourage the clearing of certain derivative products with
out jeopardizing either the use of these risk management tools or 
the sustainability of our clearinghouses. 

If Congress is truly interested in addressing the problem as op
posed to politicizing a solution, we can no longer ignore the com
plexities of these markets. We must devote time to understanding 
these instruments and 1.heir implications. We must seek to under
stand the legitimate purposes these complex instruments serve for 
large and small businesses in each of our States. That is why hear
ings such as this are absolutely essential. The last thing we should 
be doing is contributing a whole host of new, unappealing con
sequences in an already volatile marketplace. 

Mr. Chairman, I particularly look forward today to hearing some 
of the practical aspects of utilization of these products that are on 
the market today, and I fully expect our witnesses to be able to tell 
us, No. 1, how they utilize them from the standpoint of making the 
economy of this country stronger by making their businesses 
stronger, and also how they think we can move in the direction of 
further regulation to ensure that confidence on the consumer side 
as well as stability and liquidity in the marketplace. 

So, again, I thank you for bringing this matter forward. I know 
ii will be the beginning of a dialog that fully recognizes 1.he role of 
the CFTC but also that of the Agriculture Committee. I am very 
pleased that we have our new Chairman that we now have in place 
here 1.o kick off this hearing 1.his morning. Mr. Chairman, I say 
publicly congratulations and we are excited about you being where 
you are, and we look forward to working with you and hearing your 
testimony 1.his morning. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Chambliss. 
Now we wil1 move tu our witnesses, and first is our new Chair

man of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Mr. Gary 
Gensler was sworn in as Chairman of the CFTC on May 26, 2009. 
Chairman Gensler previously served at the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury as Under Secretary of Domestic Finance and as Assistant 
Secretary for Financial Markets, subsequently served as a senior 
adviser to the Chairman uf the U.S. Senate Banking Committee on 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act reforming corporate responsibility, account
ing, and securities laws. Chairman Gensler is the co-author of a 
book, "The Great Mutual Fund Trap"-which I just mentioned to 
him in private I have been reading parts of ii, and I recommend 
it highly-which presents common-sense investment advice for 
middle-income Americans. 

Mr. Gensler is a summa cum laude graduate from the University 
of Pennsylvania's Wharton School, with a Bachelor of Science in 
Economics, received a Master's uf Business Administration from 
the Wharton School's graduate division in 1979. 

Mr. Gensler, welcome back to the Committee. Congratulations 
again un your assumption of the chairmanship of the CFTC. Your 
statement will be made a parl of the record in its entirety, and 
please proceed as you so desire. 
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STATEMENT OF GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN, COMMODITY 
FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss, mem
bers of the Committee, thank you for your unanimous support in 
my recent confirmation, and thank you for inviting me here today 
to talk about this critical issue to the Nation's economy. 

I believe that we must urgently enact broad reforms to regulate 
the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. Such reforms must 
comprehensively regulate both the derivative dealers-those insti
tutions that make markets in these products-as well as the mar
kets themselves. I think that it is very important fur the future of 
our economy and the welfare of the American people, and I pledge 
to work with this Committee and Congress to try to restore con
fidence in the financial regulatory system. 

Many of these reforms will require statutory changes, of course, 
hut, Senators, please also know that I have already directed the 
Commission stafT to present all options under our current and ex
isting authorities to protect market integrity and consumers from 
price volatility-that price volatility that may accompany a re
bound in this overall economy as well, as we move forward. This 
is particularly the case within the physical commodities, whether 
it is wheat, grain, or energy markets. 

A comprehensive regulatory framework governing the over-the
counter derivatives markets and over-the-counter derivatives deal
ers should apply to all dealers and all derivatives, and I believe 
that it should not matter what type of derivative is traded. That 
would include interest rate products, currency products, commodity 
products, equities, as well as credit default swaps, or that which 
cannot be foreseen yet, and any other swap or derivative product 
coming in the future. 

Furthermore, it should apply to dealers in derivatives no matter 
whether they are trading in standardized products or in customized 
products. In my written testimony, I go further into that. But let 
me mention the four key objectives that I think we would wish to 
achieve here. 

One is to lower systemic risk. We have to make sure that there 
is less risk in the overall system. Two is promoting transparency 
and efficiency in markets. Three is promoting market integrity and 
preventing fraud, manipulation and other abuses, setting position 
limits where appropriate. Fourth, protecting the retail public. 

To achieve this, I foresee working with Congress on two com
plementary regimes: through the dealers that hold themselves out 
to the public in these products, we should set capital standards to 
lower risk margin requirements as they conduct business directly 
with other commercial enterprises; business conduct standards, 
which I want to return to; and recordkeeping and reporting. This 
would be for all derivatives, whether customized or standardized, 
whether they be interest rate product or credit default swaps. 

On the dealer community, there are really just 20 or 30 large 
dealers, the business conduct standards would protect against 
fraud, manipulation, and other abuses. The recordkeeping and re
porting, importantly, would allow the reb>Ulators to see a complete 
picture and aggregate this picture. 
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In addition, I do believe, though, we need to regulate the mar
kets as well. This is a complementary regime to bring the stand
ardized products, those products lhat can he brought into clearing 
and brought onto exchanges, further lowers risk. Clearing has the 
attribute that no longer would the financial system be so inter
connected. Individual firms, rather than having exposures to each 
other, would have the clearinghouse that has to have the discipline 
of daily mark-tu-market and daily posting of collateral. 

Regulated exchanges and transparent regulated trading facilities 
or trading platforms bring additional transparency, and what we 
are proposing-and I believe the administration letter also spoke to 
this-is that there would be a real-time reporting of those trans
actions of the standardized products. So the full market could see 
on a real-time basis, as they do in the corporate bond market and 
they do in lhe securities market, the pricing of lhe products as 
clearly as they can. 

Before I close this oral part, I want to say there are two other 
things, I think, that we need tu work together on beyond regulating 
the over-the-counter derivatives marketplace and fully bringing 
this under regulation. 

I believe that we will need to work together on lhe appropriate 
authorities to put in place aggregate position limits over the mar
ketplace, particularly as it relates to physical commodity products, 
but also that we need to address some abuses in the retail area. 
Last year's fix with regard tu foreign exchange trading, I think that 
we will need to extend that to other physical commodities. We 
thank you for some of those helps in Congress. Furthermore, to 
have clearer authority for the CFTC to make sure that foreign 
boards of trade comply with our transparency and position limit 
authorities here, effectively in statute to close what is called "the 
London loophole." 

With that quick summary of a very complex subject, I look for
ward lo working wilh this Committee and taking your questions 
today. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Gensler can be found on page 80 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Chairman Gensler, 
and as I said, I read your testimony thoroughly last evening, and 
I just found it very enlightening, and like I said, I think I agree 
with most of everything you have put in there. I have some ques
tions I will ask about a couple of parts of it here. But as you know, 
I have expressed to you privately and I have expressed publicly 
that I appreciate, first of all, that this is the unanimous position 
of the Commission, as I understand. Is that right? 

Mr. GENSLER. Thal is correct. I am pleased to report the testi
mony represents a Commission document. 

Chairman HARKIN. I would be remiss if I did not recognize one 
uf your Commissioners who is here, Michael Dunn, and to thank 
him for serving as the Interim Chairman of the CFTC during this 
period of time. I want to thank you very much, Commissioner 
Dunn, for doing thal yeoman's work in thal interim chairmanship. 

You and I, Mr. Gensler, I think, agree on the need to enact sig
nificant regulatory reform-significant regulatory reform-of the 
derivatives market. I do not know if this is a divergence or not in 
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our approach, but it has to du with over-the-counter derivatives 
and whether they should be allowed tu continue. 

If we do allow over-the-counter trading, then I think the require
ments that you have proposed would be at least the minimum, I 
think, of what we should be doing in terms of ensuring the integ
rity of those markets. But I just want tu explore with you again 
on the record in public whether we might move all of this activity 
to a regulated exchange or an electronic trading system. 

So I want to discuss lhat with you, hut, again, I also want to get 
into what resources you might need also. I will not get into that 
in detail, but at some point we have got to think about what kind 
of resources you might need. 

But you propose establishing criteria for determining whether a 
derivative is standardized or not. Now, I wrote these down: wheth
er a contract is accepted for clearing hy a regulated clearinghouse, 
the volume, the look alike nature of the contract, evaluating wheth
er the difference between the OTC contract and the exchange con
tract are significant economically, or if the contract terms are dis
seminated to third parties. A lot of details are left out of that. 

I still ask the question, I ask you as I asked it of Mr. Geithner, 
not before us but in a meeting in lhe Capitol: Define a "customized 
swap." What is a "customized swap" that cannot be traded on a 
regulated exchange'? I still am wrestling with that. 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chairman, I think that we share your concern 
that we need to bring a regulatory regime to the entire market, 
those standardized and those tailored products, and that is why we 
are proposing to regulate the dealer community and be able to get 
the full picture, the full recordkeeping and reporting, even with an 
audit trail, so that we can police and enforce anti-fraud and anti
manipulation provisions, enforce position limit authority. 

In terms of your question, we believe that there are tens of thou
sands of commercial interests in this country that promote their 
business needs hy hedging within the futures marketplace and 
hedging within the swaps or over-the-counter derivatives market
place. We need to bring regulation to that marketplace. 

Individual commercial interests and municipalities sometimes 
wait to tailor a product-it might be a specific product that hedges 
their risk in the interest rate markets, but it might be on a dif
ferent day, it might be a different month than a standard product. 
Or it may be in the physical commodity market where it is an air
line that wants a certain grade of jet fuel delivered at a certain lo
cation on a certain date. It is so specific and commercially even 
confidential that there is nu liquidity, there are not four other par
ties that would du that exact contract. 

So what we are proposing is that would still be regulated, it 
would still be regulated with regard to this first regime, where the 
dealers that are transacting this business have to comply with 
anti-fraud, anti-manipulation, that have tu report and record all of 
this. The regulators would see a picture of the entire marketplace 
and be able to police that entire marketplace. 

That commercial enterprise would get the benefit of transparency 
because the standardized products-over half the market, though 
it is hard to estimate exact figures, but a significant part of the 
market is standardized-would be brought into exchanges and re-
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ported on a real-time basis, so the commercial enterprises get the 
benefit. But they may still want to tailor some features to a specific 
date or location in my little example that I gave. 

Chairman HARKIN. I am still going 1.o continue 1.o press this 
issue, and I will with the other witnesses who come up. Give me 
an example of a customized, over-the-counter derivative contract 
that is so customized that it cannot be put on a regulated ex
change. 

Now, I understand that it may cost a Jittle bit more for them to 
do that. But I think to me, the cost of that may eat into their prof
its a little bit. But to me, the need for the public to know that and 
for others to know it, for price discovery and transparency, it may 
be for a specific jet fuel, but that may have repercussions on other 
aspects of the oil market that could happen, depending upon how 
big that contract is. 

So when you do that, I just have a hard time understanding 
what is so customized that it cannot be put out there in that mar
ket. 

Mr. GE!\SLEK Mr. Chairman, the same reason that you are sug
gesting is why we think that even the tailored or customized prod
ucts should be reported to the regulators so that the regulators can 
report the aggregate positions and see even the customized, in this 
case the example of the jet fuel. An exchange generally needs par
ties on both sides to come with bids and offers, and so really the 
key here is how much interest in a tailored product might there be. 

So we believe we have to bring regulation to the entire market
place, including these tailored products, and that we must have 
regulation of the dealer side so 1.hat we can also allow for commer
cial enterprises to sti11 hedge their very specific and unique risks. 
At the same time, the commercial enterprises would be protected 
against fraud and manipulation. Market integrity would be pro
tected by aggregate position limits across the markets. The regu
lators would be able to po1ice these markets with seeing a real 
audit trail and a record of tailored and standard products. 

Chairman HARKll\. On page 4 of your testimony-and I marked 
ii last night-it says, "These standards"-regarding over-the
counter contracts-"also should require adherence to position Jimits 
established by the CFTC on OTC derivatives that perform or affect 
a significant price discovery function with respect to regulated mar
kets." But if these contracts 1.hen are needed for price discovery, if 
you need price discovery, as you say right there, that "affect a sig
nificant price discovery function," wouldn't the public interest re
quire this price discovery to be on an open, properly regulated ex
change and not on the over-the-counter exchange? 

Mr. GRNSLRR. Our proposal is that anything that could get onto 
clearing, anything a clearinghouse would accept for clearing would 
be presumptively standard. So if a clearinghouse accepts it, it 
would be considered standard. We will have to have rules of gov
ernance for these clearinghouses, and we have cal1ed for these to 
be fully regulated clearinghouses. But anything that was accepted 
should be out there and be exactly what you say, Mr. Chairman, 
fully transparent to the public and also on exchanges and on these 
trading platforms. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Well, there is some concern about the c1ear
inghouses are run basically by the banks and others. This is not 
an open exchange. So I am concerned about what your regulation 
would mean and how we find out, again, whether these over-the
counter derivatives are being regulated. 

Mr. GENSLER. I think the Chairman raises a very good point. 
Right now the c1earinghouses, of course, have come into being
and, fortunately, they have come into being. There are a number 
of them that have started ouL But 1.hey are on a voluntary basis. 
So we are talking about working with this Committee and Con
gress on having mandatory and statutory provisions. Working to
gether we should find the right balance on governance as well with 
regard to these clearinghouses so we do not have, as you highlight, 
some of the conflicts that may exist. We would want to guard 
against those in 1.he governance features. 

Chairman HARKll'\. Well, we will follow up on that. That is pretty 
interesting. 

I am sorry. I took almost 10 minutes, so I will recognize other 
people for 10 minutes rather than 5-minute rounds. This is a very 
intricate subject, and it takes a little time to develop. 

Senator Chambliss. 
Senator CHAMllLlSS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and you are 

right, it is certainly above my brain's capacity to understand all the 
complexities of this industry. While you raise a good issue relative 
to customized swaps and derivatives, I think we are going to have 
some testimony from some folks today that actually use them, and 
they can dwell on the details. But I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, 
that you recognize that there is going to be a need for some custom 
items and products as we move forward. 

We talked about this last night with Secretary Geithner, too, and 
he is of the same belief. It is the folks that are in the business 
every day that have the understanding of this rather than those 
who deal with so many other 1.hings on a daily basis. 

Mr. Chairman, I sent a letter to-and let me compliment Former 
Acting Chairman Dunn for his great work, now Commissioner 
Dunn. We are pleased that obviously you were where you were and 
you are where you are, because it is folks like you and the current 
Chairman that understand these issues. 

Bui I sent a letter hack in April regarding several different 
issues, and you handed me the response this morning, so I am kind 
of going off what you just handed me here. But, basically, when we 
talk about costs, there are obviously issues on the trade side rel
ative to costs, and we will talk more about that. But there are 
going to be significant costs on your side from the standpoint of 
whatever legislation we come up with, making further demands on 
you. 

One thing I appreciate you going into detail about is if we are 
going to establish position limits and if we are going to make it 
mandatory upon the Commission to oversee and regulate items 
such as position limits, you have said that given the substantial in
crease in the number of commodities that would he required 1.o 
have Federal speculative position limits, staff estimates that at 
least 20 full-time equivalent positions would be necessary to review 
the expanded scope of Federal position limits, grant hedge exemp-
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tiuns, collect reports from persons granted hedge exemptions, and 
monitor for violations. 

In addition, you go on to respond 1.o my letter by 1.alking about 
the further extension and regulation of speculative limits to OTC 
contracts and that also would be very significant and would require 
at least 60 additional staff, plus we would need tu upgrade the sys
tems that you have in place today to be able to handle that. Ball
park, du you have any idea what kind of additional funding we are 
looking for your budget 1.o try to do just 1.hese things, which I 1.hink 
there is general agreement that we have got to move in this direc
tion'? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator Chambliss, I thank you for the letter that 
was sent to my predecessor and that I was able to deliver the esti
mates. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission, I believe, 
even with the generous support of this Committee and Congress is 
still sorely underresourced. We are in total at about 510 people. We 
just got authority to move up to 572, which just brings us back to 
the staffing levels that were in place in 1999, 10 years ago. 

The futures markets that we regulate have gone up five-fold. The 
complexity has gone up significantly. We have six times more con
tracts today. Bui it is not just the number of contracts. It is global. 
We have gone from open outcry to electronic trading. So hopefully 
we will be working together with you and the appropriators in try
ing to find a way tu address these very real resource needs. 

If we do go further, as your letter asked about sitting more posi
tion limits, we made estimates of 20 or 60 people; you had two al
ternatives. Rather 1.han speaking off 1.he cuff, if we can get back 1.o 
you on an exact sort of dollar figure that assigns to those two num
bers, we would be glad to do that as follow-up. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Sure. Well, I think there is going tu be gen
eral agreement that we have got to make some changes, and we 
agree here that you are underresourced now. But we are not going 
to put additional obligations on you without providing you addi
tional funding. We are simply going to have to do that. Irrespective 
of what amount of money we are talking about, if, in fact, CDS or 
whatever part uf the commodities market contributed tu the finan
cial collapse last year, it is going to be a lot cheaper to fund you 
to regulate than it will be tu go through another situation that we 
are trying to recover from now. 

Mr. GEl'\SLEK Senator, I fully agree with you on that, that it 
would be a good investment of taxpayer dollars to guard against 
these risks. 

Senator CHAMRLTSS. One thing that has been of real concern to 
me from the standpoint of putting additional regulations in place 
is the fact 1.hat we might stymie, No. 1, innovation on 1.he part of 
bright minds in the marketplace that are thinking of additional 
products, not just for the sake of making money on the end of sell
ing them but providing a real service tu businesses across our coun
try and allowing them to utilize the marketplace, again, tu offset 
risk. 

If we, No. 1, take all the risk out of 1.hat, 1.hen I think we are 
going to be hampering the markets more so than helping them. 
Second, if we put in overburdensome regulations, then there is 
going to be the tendency of those folks, whether they are in my 
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hometown of Moultrie, Georgia, or Atlanta ur New York, to simply 
go overseas and carry out the same transaction, but yet on another 
market that may not he regulated in the way we are talking about. 

One thing that came up in our discussion last night-and I will 
nut expect you to be able to talk in depth, but I would like your 
comment about this-is that if we re going to make changes to our 
markets in order to make sure that the same protections are in 
place for American consumers on overseas markets, lhen we need 
to go to our overseas markets, and we need to tell the Europeans 
that these are the changes we are going to make, and we hope you 
would look at the same type of regulatory process to try to coordi
nate and let us do nol be overburdensome, but yet make the nec
essary changes so that our customers-or, excuse me, U.S. firm 
customers do not immediately go overseas and we lose that busi
ness and that ability to regulate those markets. 

Any comments you have on the potential for that? 
Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Senator, I think it is absolutely critical that we co

ordinate internationally with other regulators around the globe. 
Just yesterday, I actually met with the head of the European Com
mission on Internal Market and Services, Charlie McGreevy, on 
these matters. It was fortunate he was in town. But I know that 
Secretary Geithner and others are doing this. Commissioner Dunn 
is actually going overseas next week to take on some of this as 
well. 

We need to coordinate and make sure there is nut a race tu the 
bottom somewhere else. I am encouraged by my meeting yesterday 
on that. I do think that we also have to really think about how we 
protect the American public and make sure thal we get lhe right 
things in place there. 

We need to not only allow hut foster innovation so that the econ
omy can grow hut protect against risks, and the risks that we are 
talking about protecting against are lhe risk of fraud, the risk of 
manipulation, the risk that sometimes from speculation that be
comes excessive speculation there may he burdens in terms of the 
volatility of markets. We are talking about protecting against the 
risk of unregulated actors like the affiliate of AIG, AIG Financial 
Products, that did not have any effective Federal regulation grow
ing so large and being so excessively leveraged. 

So while this is a complex proposal, regulating the dealers to 
lower risk, thal means there is some capital. That means there is 
more cushion in the business that they have in their business 
model. That more capital may, as you suggest, lead to some more 
cost, hut still allow for innovation, still allow fully for innovation, 
hut lower lhe leverage in the system. I lhink one of the great les
sons uf the crisis of last year is the system overall, the financial 
system, got highly leveraged and too leveraged. Almost all the sta
tistics will point to that. 

So capital regimes and margin regimes lower risk; business con
duct regimes lower the risk of fraud, manipulation, and the bur
dens of excessive speculation, but while still fostering innovation, 
fostering, as we have said in this approach, the allowance of tai
lored or customized products. So commercial interests can still 
hedge their risks. 
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Senator CHAMBLISS. I agree with you that certainly posting more 
capital is going tu lower the risk, and I will not get you to go into 
any more detail than lhat because lhe other witnesses I expect will 
be able to give us some more information relative to that. But I 
want to make sure that we do not require too much in the way of 
reduction of risk that we just suck too much capital out of the mar
ketplace and that we make sure that these folks that are utilizing 
whether it is over-the-counter or non-regulated today, that they 
still have lhe capital lo operate their businesses in the way lhat 
they need to be operated. 

I thank you, and I have got some more questions, but, Mr. Chair
man, I will wait until the next round. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Chambliss. 
The principle here we go on is time of arrival. Senator Casey was 

next, but he is not here right now. Then we will turn lo Senator 
Johanns. 

Senator JOHANNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
If I could maybe start out and do a little self-education here, be

cause it is a hugely complicated topic we are talking about. But as 
I understand where you are kind of getting to here is, on the one 
hand, there is a sel of regulations or an approach thal you would 
like to be empowered to take relative to people or the companies 
that actually do business here. As I read the four items that you 
have mentioned, that really would deal with those dealers. Are we 
on the same page so far? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Yes, the dealers of which there are internationally 
maybe 20 or :-JO large ones, lhey are out in the public domain, and 
by and large we know the names of those big financial institutions. 

Senator JOHANNS. Pretty straightforward working with them and 
laying out what the standards are going to be and the transparency 
and the capital that you have mentioned. Su that for me is fairly 
understandable and fairly straightforward. 

The second piece of lhis, though, I think il is really complicated, 
and that deals with regulation of products. How are you going to 
handle that, and what kind of authority do you want? 

The first question I need to try to get an understanding about 
is as we look back over the last 8 to 10 to 12 months, if you were 
to identify the products that really were at the heart of the prob
lem relative to the financial crisis, the AIGs, el cetera, whal would 
those products have been? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think that there are many factors that 
led to this economic and financial crisis, and only some of that was 
related to the products, because I do believe a great deal had to do 
with the excess leverage and excess borrowing and imbalances in 
the system overall. But in terms of specific products, I believe lhat 
the over-the-counter derivatives markets was a contributing factor, 
particularly with regard to credit default swaps explicitly. I think 
other products, if I can speak more expansively also, mortgage 
products specifically, the sales practices, and I think many home
owners and the retail public, often was misled, and even fraud in 
terms of the sale of those products, usually in lhe suhprime mar
ket, but not always. 

I think the securitized products, whether it is, as the Chairman 
mentioned, things called collateralized debt obligations and other 
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very sophisticated products there that are not specific discussions 
of this hearing today, because those are actually securities, and 
those are actually already regulated by the SEC. 

I do believe the second regime is about bringing regulation to the 
markets, if I can use a term, rather than products. So it is bringing 
centralized clearing and a benefit of lowering risk that all of these 
derivatives or swaps come into a central counterparty and no 
longer is this interconnected web, but we try to have institutions 
use that central counterparty. 

Some people say that we have had a system of too big to fail, but 
actually we have grown into a system that is also too inter
connected to fail. So the central clearing is trying to make these 
counterparties less interconnected. You can think of it being less 
caught in a spider's web. The American public was caught in a spi
der's web of interconnected relationships last fall, and we should 
try to lower that as far as possible as we go and bring transparency 
to the exchanges. 

Senator JOHANNS. As I look at some of what happened-and you 
are right, gosh, picking out one thing is just not going to get you 
to an accurate viewpoint of what happened. But if I look at this
and hindsight is also 20/20. The amount of had judgment exercised 
by people paid enormous amounts of money in salaries and bonuses 
is kind of breathtaking to me. How will what you are proposing 
protect the public from the exercise of that bad judgment? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Senator, I concur with you that there is a lot of 
bad judgment that went around. I think that at the heart, the way 
we protect the American public is having strict ability and clear, 
independent ability to protect the public against fraud and manipu
lation and the burdens that can come from excess speculation but 
also by putting in place this very real risk reduction, the capital 
and margin requirements both of the dealers and of the markets. 

The American public should not be so at risk-they were terribly 
exposed by unregulated companies. AIG Financial Products basi
cally was not regulated at the Federal level. Lehman Brothers and 
Bear Stearns derivative affiliates, basically lightly regulated at all 
at the Federal level. So we have to protect the American public. I 
believe this program, if enacted by Congress, would significantly do 
that with regard to over-the-counter derivatives. Certainly we need 
to do more about mortgage sales and some of these other areas 
that we talked about. 

Senator JOHANNS. Using AIG as an example, because what has 
happened to them is so very, very public, it was shocking to me to 
find out that they had this enormous risk exposure and basically 
no protect. If this thing started to implode, it was going to risk the 
viability of that entire company. You would have thought somebody 
would have paid attention. 

If what you want to achieve here is accomplished, we give you 
the authorities that you are seeking, how would that have changed 
the situation with AIG, or would it have? 

Mr. GF.NSLRR. Well, I think that if these authorities were in 
place, and not just for this agency, the CFTC, but broadly, because 
of some of these authorities would be whether they be in a systemic 
regulator or elsewhere, to set capital, for instance-then AIG's Fi
nancial Products affiliate that did have, as you said-it was about 
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$480 billion of credit default swaps. They would have had to have 
set capital to the side. They would have had to on a daily basis put 
aside margin and value those contracts. So as those contracts were 
going the other way, they would have been regulated. 

I also think that while we have not studied it at the CFTC be
cause we do not have any authorities over those products right 
now, but if you really look how the products were used and mar
keted, there is really in my mind some significant question about 
how they were marketed. They were largely marketed to lower cap
ital standards in Europe and to be related to the products the 
Chairman talked about earlier, these collateralized debt obliga
tions. 

I think the credit default swaps have such unique features-a lit
tle bit like monoline insurance, a little bit like securities, they are 
certainly derivatives-that we are going to have to work together 
as regulators and with Congress to find some clear authorities on 
the trade practices with regard to credit default swaps. 

Senator JOHANNS. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Johanns. That 

was an excellent question. That last one was great. 
Senator Thune. 
Senator THUNK Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks for holding 

the hearing. Chairman Gensler, thank you for being here. You are 
at the center of this storm and the historic run-up in commodity 
prices and oil prices last year that sort of caught everybody looking 
at how do we solve this, how do we prevent this in the future. It 
seems to me that the question is there clearly needs to he some 
kind of reform of the regulatory system that we have in this coun
try with respect to a lot of these financial products that were sort 
of outside the realm of regulation. I guess the question is; how do 
we do this, what is the smart regulation? I am not someone who 
advocates regulation for regulation's sake. I think we have to think 
about how do we do this in a smart way, and it comes down to the 
fundamental question, in my view; how do we constrain risk? 

It seems to me there are a number of ways that you could do 
that. You could have an exchange where there is more trans
parency and more accountability and where more of these trans
actions occur in the light of day. I think what happened was there 
was a lot of stuff that was going on in the dark. 

Second, maybe it is in the form of margin requirements or capital 
standards, some of the things that you have alluded to, but I think 
we have to figure out how do we do that in a way that is respon
sible, that is smart, that gets at the heart of this problem, hut does 
nut push a lot uf that capital to foreign exchanges, that does not 
create such an economic burden for a lot of the folks who are mak
ing markets in this country that they decide to go somewhere else 
to do it. 

I think in order to make this work, it is critical, back to Senator 
Chambliss' questions, that we have international cooperation. So I 
guess my question is; how do we ensure that foreign exchanges are 
going to follow suit with the additional oversight and transparency 
regulations, specifically how do we go about doing that? 
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Mr. GENSLRR. Senator, I share your view that this is about lim
iting risk, as you say, both in terms of the excess risk that you can 
limit through the capital and margin regimes, but also risks to the 
American public through protecting against fraud, manipulation, 
and other abuses. 

I also share your view that we are going to need to and want to 
work with international regulators to see that there is not an arbi
trage, meaning that people would go somewhere else rather than 
in these markets to avoid regulation. 

I am encouraged by some of the initial conversations that I have 
had in my 8 days on the job. But I think that working with, the 
Chairman of the Federal Reserve and the Secretary of the Treas
ury, we are really going to have to work actively with our inter
national colleagues to see that we can bring these reforms globally, 
and where there may be differences-because inevitably they have 
different political processes and legislative processes and regulatory 
processes-that we guard against those differences, not doing ex
actly what you said. 

Senator THUl'\R. You have said throughout your testimony, you 
stressed the importance of protecting market participants from ex
cessive speculation. I guess I am curious to sort of know how you 
define "excessive speculation." We talked about the need for pro
ducers in States like Iowa and South Dakota to manage their risk. 
They use these markets for that purpose. But obviously speculation 
plays a role and did play a role, I think, in the problems that we 
encountered a year ago. 

How do you define that, how do you get your arms around exces
sive speculation versus legitimate speculation? 

Mr. GENSLER. The Senator asks a very good question. I share 
your view that financial investors, index funds, contributed and 
participated in the asset bubble of last year. I am concerned that 
as the good news of an economy that rebounds-and we hope, we 
all want this economy to rebound, that we might see a resurgence 
of these commodity prices. That is why I have already directed 
staff to really lay out for me as Chairman and for the Commission 
all the options that are available under current authorities to 
guard against this. 

You know, Congress in the 1930's, I believe, when they set up 
our predecessor, really best defined that. They said that there could 
be burdens to interstate commerce that come from excessive specu
lation, and Congress wrote into our statute that this could be un
reasonable price fluctuations or the volatility that do not bear-I 
cannot remember the exact statutory words, but resemblance to the 
fundamentals. 

Then Congress gave the Commission authorities to set position 
limits, and so it is through position limits that we try to guard 
against this, and we have actively used it over this time period. 

Senator THUNE. Some have suggested that the CFTC and SEC 
ought to be merged into one regulatory body. What is your view on 
that? 

Mr. G.KK'8LER.. Senator, I think whether we could have a debate 
here for a few days on what was the lead cause of this financial 
crisis, and I do not think any of us would put on the list that is 
near-I think we really have to focus for the American public on 
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lessons learned from this crisis, whether it is selling this product 
or this risk. So a merger for merger said to me while I think it will 
always he out there in the ether and he debated and discussed is 
not appropriate. I think we have a heavy agenda here working with 
Congress. Now, if somebody laid out why-if Congress and the 
President laid out why that would really help the American public, 
we would all want to work with that. But I do not see it really in 
the lead here of the reasons, and I do not think it is going to ac
complish much for the American public today. 

Senator THL:NE. You got into a discussion earlier with the Chair
man-and I think maybe with Senator Chambliss, too-about this 
distinction between standardized derivatives, customized deriva
tives, tailored derivatives, and the importance of having the ability 
for participants who enter into some sort of a customized associa
tion, that there would be a different way of regulating those. I 
guess the question comes back to is there a way of creating an ex
change where these transactions could all be sort of managed in a 
way that is open and that is transparent and that allows for the 
public to be able to know what the pricing is and everything else. 

What I heard you say was that you think it would be difficult 
to have that kind of a standardized-to create the sort of standard
ization of these products that would allow for them to be traded on 
some sort of an exchange, did I hear you correctly? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, Senator, I think that we can bring regula
tion-and it would be the identical regulation-to both tailored 
products and standardized products, identical regulation about pro
tecting against fraud and manipulation, identical in terms of the 
capital charges of the dealer community, and we can even apply 
margin to both tailored products and standardized. The standard
ized products could have the margin through clearinghouses, and 
the tailored products could have it through the dealer community. 

So I think actually it is a broad and very full regulatory regime
in fact, the same for tailored and standardized. What we need to 
encourage is much of the standardized product to be on centralized 
clearing because that continues to lower risk, and as much as pos
sible onto exchanges or trading platforms, because that is an addi
tional level of transparency, in addition to the transparency that 
the regulators will see it on, will aggregate it for the public, but 
additionally the standardized product, then you can see the real
time pricing. 

It is a challenge. It is just a practical challenge. If it is tailored, 
you could put it on an exchange, and there would not be another 
party on the other side maybe. There might not be what is called 
a bid and an offer. So it is just a challenge. If we could do it, that 
additional transparency is helpful. 

Senator T11ur-:E. Well, I guess the bottom line is the transparency 
issue and price discovery, however those are regulated going into 
the future, that those elements be a part of any solution. So we 
look forward to working with you on this. Obviously, this is-it is 
a complex subject and one that many of us are trying to wrap our 
brains and arms around, and we appreciate your being here today 
and look forward to the testimony. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I thank you, and I look forward to work
ing with you because I know these things are critical to your con-
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stituents. We have to get everything to work in the wheat markets 
and the grain markets as well, and I know that has been a chal
lenge, too, and we have got to focus on that. 

Senator THUNE. I appreciate it. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Thune. 
Senator Bennet. 
Senator BENNET. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very 

much for holding this hearing and for your persistence on all of 
these issues. 

Mr. Chairman, welcome. It is nice to see you. I enjoyed reading 
your testimony. I wanted to focus on something that you have 
touched on lightly in some of your responses to the panel, because 
I think that the issues of the products, the issues of fraud, trans
parency, and all of that are important, and we need to make sure 
that we are doing a good job with these tough issues. 

If you look hack at where we are today and the cause of where 
we are, I think it is impossible to avoid coming to the conclusion 
that what ailed us most was the amount of leverage in our system. 
From the consumer level, if you look at credit card debt and home 
mortgage loans, to the Federal Government which doubled its na
tional debt, to financial institutions on Wall Street that went from 
being 12 times levered to being 30 times levered over a period of 
time, you cannot sustain that unless you assume that you are going 
to have a hockey stick of growth for the rest of our lives-which 
is not going to happen. 

I was struck in Lynn Stout's testimony-Professor Stout is 
here-when she wrote that her research indicated that the only 
time a significant U.S. derivatives market has not been subject to 
regulation was during the 8 years following the passage of the 
Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000. I was struck by 
that because I wondered as I read it how much that deregulation 
was a cause of the sheer volume of leverage in the market, because 
people were able to go out and create instruments, or whether they 
are unrelated. I wonder if you had a view on that. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think you are correct that leverage in 
the American economy is one of the big causes of the crisis. If you 
just look at the overall statistics, it is remarkable, and I will just 
use it to summarize ii. But through much of all of our lives, the 
economy has had a debt of about 1-112 to 2 times its economy. So 
it is like a household that might have a $50,000 income and have 
$75,000 to $100,000 of debt. 

We got up to about four times, about 4 to 1, and coincidentally, 
the last time we did that was in the late 1920's, the last time we 
got to that. These are the slatislics published by the Federal Re
serve on a quarterly basis. 

I think that over-the-counter derivatives were a way that finan
cial institutions-not the homeowners, but the financial institu
tions-add to their leverage as well, and that the capital and so 
forth were not charged there, and though I believe-looking back 
now it is clear to me that those of us involved earlier-and I served 
earlier-should have done more to protect the American public. 
Over-the-counter derivatives actually were not regulated even be
fore that act passed in any way, for capital or for business conduct. 
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So what we are really talking about today, and working with 
Congress, is a full shift, because just as in the 1930's when Presi
dent Roosevelt came lo Congress and said we had lo regulate the 
commodities markets and the securities markets for the first time, 
we are talking about-the CFTC, and I believe this is consistent 
with the administration, is talking about now coming and let's do 
this in a thoughtful but in a full way to regulate this market. 

Senator BF.l'\NF.T. As you think about the systemic risk question, 
moving from a world where all of our regulation-that may be an 
overstatement-much of our regulation and all of our deregulation 
was, in effect, procyclical, was pushing us farther and farther and 
farther along this curve. How do imagine what you are proposing 
here will work with some of the suggestions that have been made 
by the administration, by the Fed, about where tu locate the regu
lator of systemic risk? How will all these pieces fit together-your 
work, the Fed, the FDIC, the SEC? Because I think only if we have 
some way of looking at how these pieces fit together will we ever 
get the big picture. We can do it product by product by product, but 
really there is this big fundamental piece of nut wanting to put our
selves in a position again where we simply have too much leverage 
on the economy and then have lo go through an incredibly agoniz
ing contraction, which is where we are today. 

Mr. GENSLER. Right, right. I think that you are absolutely right, 
that we have had a lot of failures in our financial regulatory sys
tem; it failed the American public in the biggest test in 80 years. 
We have to address far more than just this over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace, and part of thal, as you say, Senator, is to have 
a systemic regulator, to have some ability for those largest system
ically relevant institutions, those institutions that could make the 
public hurt so much, to have additional oversight. 

I know that there are various approaches tu it. What I would as
sociate at least myself-I am not speaking fur the Commission now, 
hut just as Chair-is thal we absolutely need this in working wilh 
Congress to make sure that it has clear authorities on those most 
systemically relevant. Those authorities might just be additional 
authorities. 

So, for instance, where the CFTC is regulating markets and reg
ulating clearing institutions and so forth, as a market regulator, I 
think in lhis country, again, since President Roosevelt and Con
gress worked together in the 1930's, market regulators have had 
their mandate, both the SEC and the CFTC, and that was a really 
important mandate, protecting the public, protecting the inteb>Tity 
of these markets, but then we would have a systemic regulator of 
some sort that we would have tu coordinate. 

Senator BBNKBT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HAHKIN. Thank you, Senator Bennet. 
Now we go to Senator Nelson. 
Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for hold

ing this hearing. 
Mr. Chairman, it is nice to have you before us. I enjoyed our con

versation earlier lhis year. I am interested in how we can find a 
way to regulate leverage, because leverage seems to be the opera
tive word when you look at what happened with AIG. There was 
not a lack of leverage in their insurance operating subsidiaries be-
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cause they are required by law and practice to put up reserves or 
capital against the commitments 1.hey made. But through the de
regulation of 1988, I believe, with the decline of Glass-Steagall, 
with Gramm-Leach-Bliley, there was an effort then to be able to do 
as you chose al the lop outside of the insurance operating subsidi
aries. 

Would you agree with that generally? 
Mr. GENSLER. Senator Nelson, I believe with regard lo AIG, they 

were regulated at the State level as an insurance company. 
Senator NELSON. Exactly. 
Mr. GENSLER. This has been a challenge, I know, for decades ac

tually, and the Congress will probably want to take up in thinking 
about those systemically relevant firms, what if they are insurance 
companies and the relationship of Federal regulation to State regu
lation of insurance companies. 

So I believe that AIG was sort of a case where there was an un
regulated affiliate of an insurance company that was regulated at 
the State level. That unregulated affiliate, then it was sort of 
"Katy, bar the door." 

Senator NELSON. Yes, and, in fact, the deregulation permitted 
this operation that was not regulated to do whatever it chose to do 
without setting aside capital to support the obligations it incurred. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I 1.hink that as il relates to AIG, which 
was not under any-in the 1980's, as you referred, not under, I be
lieve back then, any Federal oversight. Later there was some, I 
would say, ineffective Federal oversight by 1.he thrift supervisor. So 
I do not-I think really that it was an unregulated affiliate of an 
insurance company, and we have to make sure that going forward 
we regulate these derivative dealers, whether they are affiliated 
with an insurance company, whether they are affiliated with a 
hedge fund, affiliated with anything, if we are able to work with 
Congress and get this through. 

Senator NELSON. Right, but that does not extend that somehow 
the Federal Government has to begin the process of regulating the 
insurance operating subsidiaries that are currently regulated by 
the States. 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Not in this testimony or in my view. It is about 
trying 1.o make sure that the derivative dealers come under a con
sistent regulatory oversight. 

Senator NF.LSON. If they had the set-aside capital actuarially or 
in some fashion 1.o support 1.he obligations they were incurring, this 
would have been less likely to have happened the way that it has 
happened throughout the industry. Is that fair? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think that is correct, Senator. 
Senator NELSON. So establishing a way to require that capital 

will reduce the leverage that exists not only today but in the future 
as well. Is that fair, loo? 

Mr. GENSLER. I believe that is correct. I think to lower the lever
age is setting 1.hose capital standards for the dealers, but also hav
ing margin posted, just as it is on a futures exchange. This has 
worked for decades in the futures exchange. There are problems 
even in regulated futures, but not about the capital and mari,,rining. 
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Senator NRLSON. This was not related necessarily in every case 
to fraud, but in almost every instance you could say there certainly 
was some greed. 

Mr. GEl'\SLER. Well, I think that was the case broadly in this eco
nomic crisis. 

Senator NELSON. I hope, as you look to regulate the tailored 
products as well as the standardized products, that there will be 
a system established to figure out the ratio for leverage against the 
obligations that are made. Do you believe you will he able to deter
mine what the obligation is under tailored products? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, Senator, you raise a very good question, 
because one of the things about tailored products is they tend to 
be less liquid. They are sometimes harder to value. 

Senator NELSON. There may or may not be much of a market for 
them. 

Mr. GENSLBH. There may not be much of a market, as the Chair
man was talking about. I do think it is appropriate to take into 
consideration as regulators that if they are less liquid and they are 
tailored, that might lead to higher capital charges, just as any 
product that is less liquid and harder to value, because capital is 
meant to be a cushion against the risk if a firm fails or there are 
problems in the system. 

So liquidity is a key, and just as the Chairman was talking ear
lier about whether the tailored products would be regulated, they 
would be consistently regulated; but if they are less liquid, it may 
be appropriate that the regulators say, well, you have to put a little 
hit more cushion aside on that. 

Senator NBLSOI'\. Would you do this in the same way, let us say, 
that the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, which 
I used to head in a previous life, the way they do it through the 
Securities Valuation Office in New York that is part of the NAIC? 

Mr. GENSLRR. Senator, I dare say you are far more familiar with 
how that works. I am not familiar with the specifics there. 

Senator NELSON. Well, they do value securities that do not have 
a market value based on one of the markets; in other words, pri
vate placements and the like. So tailored securities probably as 
much as standardized securities would fit into that sort of a cat
egory, where analysts would work their way through establishing 
what the leverage is, and then establishing capital requirements 
for that leverage. 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, though I am not familiar with the specifics 
of that, I think that there should be consistently applied capital 
rules for the over-the-counter derivatives. Those that are on mar
kets and those that are liquid, just like other products, the more 
liquid a product is, then--

Senator NELSON. The easier to value. 
Mr. GENSLER. Easier to value, and it may necessitate a little less 

cushion, a little less maq,rin. Certainly even in the futures markets 
right now there are different margins depending upon the volatility 
and liquidity. 

I think one of the great lessons of this crisis is I believe that our 
overall capital regimes-and this is not within the CFTC, but our 
overall capital regimes let the American public down, and that we 
need to take, as Federal regulators, a closer look at those capital 
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regimes and make sure that they take into consideration particu
larly the less liquid instruments like collateralized debt obligations 
or structured product. Maybe they should have higher cushions or 
higher capital, and those that are easier to value, that are liquid 
instruments--

Senator NELSON. But you will have to have some mechanism, 
some way of-an analysis of establishing those values in an objec
tive fashion, and I suppose you are going to he bothered by those 
that turn over too quickly to value them for any length of time, be
cause you had them, they are gone, they have been sold. I just hope 
that you will find a way to consistently do that so that there is 
some ol~jectivity and some reliability for establishing what the le
verage requirements would be. 

Mr. GENSLER. Right. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. GEN8Lli:R. I thank you for your support. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Nelson. 
Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator GILLillI<Ar\D. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this 

hearing, and thank you, Chairman Gensler, for being here and for 
testifying. These are very important issues. Few, if any, cities in 
the country have really felt the effects of the economic collapse 
more acutely than New York, New York City, the State that I rep
resent. I want to talk to you a bit about how we can move forward 
so that we can create confidence in our markets and create a regu
latory framework that will ensure success not only with the U.S. 
financial services industry but our economy overall, because we 
really do need to address the 8.5-percent employment rate nation
wide, and we have to make sure our small businesses have the re
sources they need to grow and create jobs. 

As we work to sustain the companies that form the backbone of 
our financial industry, we must ensure that the structures and the 
regulatory framework institute proper oversight and capital re
quirements while still promoting significant growth and expansion. 

There has been a tremendous focus on the extraordinary losses 
that have resulted from the unregulated derivatives market, in 
particular the credit default swap markets, and rightly so. How
ever, there also needs to be now significant attention paid to the 
regulation of these financial instruments, which have become an 
integral part of our financial system. We have to ensure that cap
ital reporting requirements will allow derivatives to exist for legiti
mate participants, but discourage excessive speculation and protect 
our investors. 

It is essential that we fully understand the implications on the 
end users, such as industrial companies who rely on derivatives to 
hedge commodity prices, interest rates, and foreign exchange rates. 
We must have an efficient and effective regulatory structure to en
sure a vibrant economy, economic growth, adequate liquidity, and 
appropriate oversight and accountability. 

So I first want to talk about what do you think and how do we 
allow legitimate participants versus those who are trying to game 
the system, and what sort of capital reporting requirements would 
allow custom derivatives to exist for leb>itimate purposes and par-
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ticipants, but would discourage the excessive speculation and still 
be able to protect our investors. 

Mr. GEN8LER. Senator, if I might first start with thanking you 
for your support of my recent confirmation, and it is good to meet 
you. I lived in New York for 15 years. My three daughters were 
born in New York. Though I live in Maryland now, I have great 
affection and affinity for your State. 

I think it is important to bring, as you say, greater regulation to 
this whole over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. I 1.hink we 
should best do that in two complementary regimes that would ad
dress, as you say, the legitimate interest of commercial parties to 
hedge their risks, but also have capital standards to lower the risk. 

One is to have a regulatory regime of the dealer community
many that are in your great State-but of the dealer community 
so 1.hat 1.hose dealers have 1.o have the capital to lower risk, 1.o set 
margin, but also have business conduct standards to protect 
against fraud and manipulation. That regime covering the dealers 
would cover both standardized and tailored product. Tailored prod
uct or customized product would be allowed, but it would cover 
both of these as well. 

I think lhat ii is important, as you say, that commercial users 
have legitimate needs to do that, but we would want to bring as 
much of this product into centralized clearing and regulate the 
markets as well for that centralized clearing, because additionally 
that lowers risk. If we can lower risk through centralized clearing, 
that frees up capital in the dealer community, because if they can 
move product over to centralized clearing, 1.hat is a way to lower 
risk. 

It also helps raise transparency to put that on exchanges where 
it is standardized product, and we would want to work with Con
gress to get this. So the presumption was if it could be on a central
ized clearing, it could be on an exchange, we would do that. 

Senator GILLIBRAND. What do you see at 1.he upsides or 
downsides for actually requiring it to be on an exchange as opposed 
to just having it go through clearing? 

Mr. GENSLER. We think that there are real benefits to also hav
ing it on an exchange. Of course, one of the features of our market 
system here in the U.S. is transparency, and the transparency of 
markets promotes economic efficiency. So we would have trans
parency by having information on 100 percent of the product, both 
tailored and standardized, available to the regulators. Making 
transactions available to the public lowers, we believe, some of the 
cost to the end users that you spoke about. 

So bringing the standardized product onto exchanges means that 
any commercial user can see, Aha, 15 minutes ago, lhis is where
it might just be an interest rate swap, a standard product to hedge 
an interest rate for 5 years. They can see where that was. If you 
are a small hospital or municipality, you can say, Aha, that is 
where the pricing is and we should do the same. 

Senator Gn.LTRRAND. But if you do require exchange trading, 
then you are really not going 1.o have an opportunity for customized 
derivatives. So do you think you are going to lose enormous mar
kets to overseas markets because you cannot accommodate that 
here? 
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Mr. GENSLER. Senator, we actually foresee that this approach 
would allow for, as you call it, customized or tailored product. 
Much of the derivatives marketplace right now is standardized, hut 
there is still a very real need for end users to tailor their products. 

So what we are calling for is 100 percent of the product, tailored 
and customized would be regulated through reb>Ulating the dealers. 
The product that could be brought onto exchanges would benefit 
because it would add transparency, but we would still foresee that 
end users would he allowed to tailor their needs. They might have 
a risk. I used earlier an example; it could be an airline that has 
a risk around a particular jet fuel to be delivered on a particular 
date in a particular location, that we would still allow for that, but 
still regulate and protect against fraud and manipulation and that 
the regulators would see it aggregated and publicly report the ag
gregated data. 

Senator GlLLll.mANU. I would like to turn specifically to one in
dustry area, the trading of carbon permits, and the derivative prod
ucts that may be based on them, and this may obviously become 
a major growth center for these markets. 

How would these proposals affect the shape and the nature of 
carbon trading markets? Does the potential market for carbon de
rivatives have unique needs from other derivative products? What 
unique skills might the CFTC or another regulator need to effec
tively regulate this market? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Senator, I think that the CFTC has over many 
years developed a skill set and has a mission to oversee the deriva
tives marketplace, which we have called the "futures marketplace" 
for these years. In fact, there is already a small market in these 
permits or similar markets in Chicago called the Chicago Climate 
Exchange. There was a similar market that came up, oh, I think 
it is over 20 years ago now, out of some of the permits that came 
out of acid rain legislation of Congress. 

As Congress moves forward and possibly further develops this, I 
would look forward to working with you and the Congress on how 
to get this right. But I think it would be important to protect 
against the same thing we protect against in the futures markets
fraud and manipulation. We should have the authority to set posi
tion limits, because these would be physically limited, these con
tracts would have a limited supply. So, again, hopefully bringing 
the same transparency and protections that we have currently to 
the futures markets. 

Senator GTLLIBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Gillibrand. 
Now we will turn to Senator Klobuchar. 
Senator KLoBUCHAR. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Gensler, you have had a long morning. It looks like I am the 

last one here for you. I just wanted to thank you again, and I am 
glad that you are joining us. I think I expressed my frustration last 
time at your predecessor when I asked about more tools that he 
could have in his job. He did not seem interested, and yet we saw 
at the time oil prices going up, due in part to speculation and other 
problems with the regulation of the market. I do believe-I appre
ciate what you said about transparency and that we need to also 
take steps to minimize speculation when it is done not to benefit 
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consumers or the market, but instead to benefit a certain small 
segment of those that are doing the trading. 

We need an effective CFTC, and then we also need to do some
thing about some of these inslrumenls, financial instruments lhat 
cause some of this problem. Specifically, when I talked with you 
during your confirmation hearing, we talked about credit default 
swaps. Now that it is a little calmer here, I wondered if you could 
talk about what you think needs lo be done to helter regulate cred
it default swaps. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, again, thank you for your support in my 
confirmation process. 

I believe lhat we need to bring regulation to lhe entire over-the
counter derivatives marketplace, so credit default swaps but also 
the interest rate product, currency swaps, commodity swaps that 
this Committee certainly has talked a lot about in the last 2 years, 
and equity products. 

I believe that we can best do that, as I was just saying with the 
Senator from New York, that we have a regime to regulate the 
dealers. There are internationally maybe 20 or 30 major dealers. I 
do nol mean lo limit them, but thal work in these products. Many 
of regulated for other reasons, but we need to explicitly regulate 
them for business conduct, capital, margin, and reporting for credit 
default swaps and the products for tailored and standardized prod
ucts. 

I think second we need a regime that brings as much of the prod
uct as possible, the standardized product, into centralized clearing 
to lower risk. There are some voluntary features of that now, but 
we also need greater transparency through exchanges, while still 
recognizing there will be tailored and customized products that 
would be fully regulated in the first regime, but might not get the 
added risk reduction in the second regime and the added trans
parency in the second regime. 

I think credit default swaps might have some unique features. In 
addition to what we have laid out in testimony today, I think the 
regulators, certainly the CFTC and the SEC working together, real
ly have to consider additional features even wilh regard to credit 
default swaps, because they perform so many functions like securi
ties. 

Senator KLOBUCHAH. You mentioned the systemic risks. What do 
you think of this idea of having some kind of systemic risk regu
lator at the Federal Reserve or someplace that looked at the mar
ket as a whole'? 

Mr. GENSLBH. Senator, I think that there are many lessons out 
of lhis crisis lhat developed in lhe last several years, but I think 
one of the lessons is that we need at the Federal level some clear 
authorities and mandates from Congress as to when a regulator 
can step in to protect against systemic risk. 

All of lhe regulators, lhe CFTC included, primarily were pul in 
place not to protect against systemic risk but to protect against 
very important risks to the public, but other risks. I think if Con
gress, working with the administration, moves forward, we should 
have a party or a mechanism such that the most relevant firms 
that could lead to crises might have additional standards and addi-
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tiuna1 risk limitations to be less interconnected to protect the 
American public. 

Senator KLoBlJCHAR. As we head into the summer now-a Jot of 
my constituents have cabins; this one is for them-they start to see 
the oil prices going up again. Why do you think oil is going up, 
what do you think we can best do tu protect ourselves? 

Mr. GF:NSLF.R. I think at the core uf the mission of the Com
modity Futures Trading Commission is to make sure that the mar
kets are fair and orderly and that there is integrity. In 1.he energy 
markets, I do believe that in the past asset run-up that financial 
institutions participated in that asset bubble. I think as this econ
omy starts to recover-and we all hope for and are working hard 
for it to recover-that we wil1 see some movement in commodity 
prices. 

Bui I have said to the staff already-I have been there 8 days
that we have to look at every available option within our current 
authorities to see how we can protect the public and assure that 
there are not-as is our mandate, to make sure that there are not 
burdens from excessive speculation. And though it is not we11 de
fined in statute, it is a key mission of ours. I have asked for every 
option to be on the 1.able, and I appreciate 1.hat as 1.he summer 
moves forward, we might see more movement in these prices. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Gensler, thank you very much fur being 

here today and for your very open and frank discussion of these 
issues. It is very refreshing to have that kind uf openness and just 
frank responses and answers. I appreciate ii very, very much. 

As we move ahead in this, we will be taking action this year, as 
I said at the beginning. We need your input to us on authority, 
which you just mentioned here; if there is additional authority that 
you need to carry out your mission, we need to know that, and 
what additional resources that you need to carry out some new re
sponsibilities 1.hat I 1.hink that we may be giving you at the CFTC, 
charging you with. So we need to know that. 

I know budgets are tight. I do not want to promise the sun, the 
moon, and the stars and everything like that. But I think the pub
lic is aware of the need for better regulation and whatever sma11 
amount uf cost that might be I think wi11 be more than outweighed 
by 1.he public benefits that come through a better regulatory re
gime. 

So we need to keep our lines of communication open on those two 
things-authority and resources. And I would yield to Senator 
Chambliss. 

Senator CHA~RLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I think al1 
of my questions have been answered. I did want 1.o make just one 
comment, though. 

The Chairman as well as Secretary Geithner have both ex
pressed, as we have talked about, this customized versus standard
ized transactions, that a transaction should be deemed standard
ized if a clearinghouse is wi11ing to accept it for clearing, and we 
talked about there are some clearinghouses out 1.here now that are 
voluntarily accepting some of these transactions. 

There was an interesting article in the Financial Times yester
day where three of these voluntary exchanges-the New York Ex-
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change, the ICE Exchange, and the London Exchange-were warn
ing Congress to be careful about this and careful about mandating 
and forcing too much of the over-the-counter derivatives into the 
clearinghouses, particularly because these tailored OTC derivatives 
being forced into clearinghouses that are ill equipped will really 
create a problem. And I would simply like to ask that a copy of that 
article be inserted into the record. 

Chairman HARKIN. Without objection. 
fThe fo1lowing information can be found on page 188 in the ap

pendix. l 
Chairman HARKIN. I could get into that, hut we would probably 

get into a debate, and I do not mean to engender that right now. 
But I would say that I sat here in 1999 and 2000-1 was not Chair
man then, but I sat here and listened tu a11 the reasons why we 
could not regulate. And I have the record. The question I asked of 
Mr. Greenspan when he sat here-not in this room-about the ex
posure and the regulation of these and what would happen if we 
did not do that. I am proud of the fact I am one of nine Members 
of the Senate who voted against deregulation of G1ass-Steaga11. 

But I asked him that on the record, and I remember his answer. 
It is on the record. I have got it. He said do not worry-and I am 
paraphrasing. He said not to worry. He said these are smart peo
ple, and they will self-regulate because it is in everybody's interest 
to make sure that nobody else cheats. 

Well, fooled once, your mistake. Fooled twice, my mistake. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler, for being here. 
Mr. GEN8LER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Ranking 

Member Chambliss and members of the Committee. I look forward 
to working with you on this very important agenda for the Amer
ican public. 

Chairman HARKTI\". I appreciate that very much, Mr. Gensler, 
and I want tu thank the members of the Committee that showed 
up. I think this is one of the most important hearings that we are 
going to have this year. I thank the members of the Committee 
that showed up. I know everyone is busy around here, hut I just 
cannot think of anything more vitally important that we are going 
to do this year than to address this issue. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Gensler. Congratulations again. 
We wil1 call our second panel up; Ms. Lynn Stout, Professor at 

UCLA School of Law in Los Angeles, California; Mr. Mark 
Lenczowski-I hope I pronounced that right-Managing Director at 
JPMorgan Chase & Company; Dr. Richard Bookstaber, from New 
York; Mr. David Dines, President of Cargi11 Risk Management, and 
I wi11 yield tu Senator Klobuchar for purposes of introduction there; 
Mr. Michael Masters-oh, I understand he was traveling and evi
dently his connecting flight was canceled due to weather problems. 
He is on his way? OK. 

Now Mr. Daniel Driscoll, Executive Vice President and Chief Op
erating Officer of the National Futures Association in Chicago. 

If you wil1 all take your seats, and, again, I would yield to Sen
ator Klohuchar for the purposes of an introduction. 

Senator KLouuCilAR. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I am just here to welcome Mr. Dines to the panel. He is from the 
Caq,ri.ll Company, which is a very successful company located in 
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Minnesota, the biggest private company in the country. He was 
named President of Cargil1 Risk Management in April 1999. Cargill 
Risk Management is responsible for providing risk management 
products to producers, consumers, and investors in the agriculture 
and energy areas. He joined Cargill's Financial Markets Division in 
1992, and in May 1994, he was asked to help start Cargill Risk 
Management, which is a new business venture for Cargill. And so 
we look forward tu his words today. 

Welcome to Washington. 
Mr. DINES. Thank you, Senator Klobuchar. It is very nice to be 

here today. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Well, we thank you all for being here. I know 

you have heard our interchange with Chairman Gensler. At the 
outset, I wi11 say that al1 your statements wil1 be made a part of 
the record in their entirety. I would like to ask if you could perhaps 
sum it up in 5 minutes, maybe, so we can have a round of ques
tioning from the Senators. 

I will just start in the order in which I introduced everyone, so 
we wi11 start with Dr. Stout, and then we wil1 move across the 
panel. Dr. Stout, please proceed. Welcome. 

STATEMENT OF LYNN A. STOUT, PAUL HASTINGS PROFESSOR 
OF CORPORATE AND SECURITIES LAW, UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

Ms. STot:T. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank you, members, fur 
inviting me to testify today. My name is Lynn Stout. I am the Paul 
Hastings Professor of Corporate and Securities Law at the Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles. My scholarly expertise actually 
includes the theory and the history of derivatives regulation. I also 
serve as an independent trustee of a large mutual fund that uses 
derivatives, su I have practical experience with the derivatives 
markets. And I have actua1ly published several rather lengthy and, 
at the time lo many people, I am sure, boring articles on deriva
tives regulation. 

Please allow me to note that in these articles, which I published 
in the 1990's, I predicted that dereb>Ulating financial derivatives 
was 1ike1y to result in increased market risk, reduced investor re
turns, and price distortions and bubbles. I am as distressed as any
one that these predictions proved lo be correct. However, I made 
the predictions because if you study the history and the theory of 
derivatives markets, you will inevitably reach four basic conclu
sions. 

The first conclusion is that, despite industry claims-the indus
try seems to have a very short memory-derivatives are nut new 
and they are not particularly innovative. There were derivative 
markets in the United States in the 19th century. Derivatives, of 
course, frequently go by many different names. The jargon that 
surrounds them is unnecessarily complicated. In the 19th century, 
however, they were cal1ed "difference contracts," they were regu
lated by contract Jaw. 

I can cite to you the 1884 Supreme Court case of Irwin v. Williar, 
llO U.S. 499, which essentially held that off-exchange derivatives 
were legally unenforceable unless the party entering the deriva
tives trade could prove they had a bonafide economic risk that they 
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were hedging against. So this is not a new issue, and the regula
tion of derivatives is not new. 

Second, I can testify from my study of the history of derivatives 
that healthy economies regulate derivatives markets. This was true 
in Japan in the 15th century. It was true in the United States all 
the way up until the passage of the Commodities Futures Mod
ernization Act of the year 2000. 

Third, studying the theory of derivatives, it is lrue that deriva
tives trading can provide some economic benefits to the economy. 
Let me make a note. Clearly, derivatives trading can provide bene
fits to individual derivatives traders, just as gambling can provide 
benefits to individual gamblers. My focus-and I suspect the Com
mittee's focus-is on the public good. And from the public's perspec
tive, the primary economic benefit that you can get from deriva
tives trading is from risk hedging. 

However, although the industry routinely claims that there are 
enormous risks hedging benefits, not to mention some offhand li
quidity and price discovery benefits from derivatives trading, my 
research was unable to uncover any significant empirical evidence 
of the magnitude of these benefits. This is a claim I have been see
ing be made by the industry for 20 years now. I thought I would 
update my research for this hearing. 

They still have not generated any empirical evidence, any statis
tical evidence that demonstrates that the economic scope of these 
benefits is worth the costs that go along with them. And history 
teaches us that unregulated derivatives markets carry some very 
significant economic costs, including a very strong historical asso
ciation with asset price bubbles, a very strong historical association 
with increased market risk and the failure of institutions. This 
goes back 500 years. We do not need to just focus on Orange Coun
ty, Barings Bank, Long Term Capital, Enron, AIG, and Bear 
Stearns. 

Third, derivatives regulation has historically been justified in 
part on the theory that encouraging speculation actually reduces 
economic productivity by diverting valuable resources, especially 
human creativity, time, and energy, away from more productive in
dustries that contribute more to social welfare. 

Fourth, derivatives trading is very clearly associate with in
creased levels of fraud and manipulation in the underlying mar
kets. 

Finally, the last lesson that the history of derivatives regulation 
can teach us is that successful derivatives trading regulation is 
possible and has been done. Generally, it has been accomplished 
quite successfully through a web of complex procedural rules that 
include reporting requirements, listing requirements, margin re
quirements, position limits-which I think are very important-in
surable interest requirements, and limits on enforceability. 

The joy of these rules is that they can be put in place ex ante 
so that derivatives traders know what is and is not required of 
them and can make plans. It does not call for excessive discretion 
on the part of an omniscient government regulator, and the rules 
are very time tested. They have done historically a very good job 
of permitting legitimate, socially beneficial derivatives trading for 
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risk hedging purposes while weeding out excessive speculation, ex
cessive risk, and excessive manipulation. 

If you will indulge me just briefly, I do think one thing that is 
really worth saying is people frequently discuss how complicated 
this issue is, and in the weeds, it is complicated. But the basic 
problem that we face from a policy perspective is actually quite 
simple. Although Wall Street surrounds derivatives with jargon, 
they are essentially one thing; they are a bet or a gamble on some
thing that is going to happen in the future. And when I bel on a 
horse to win a race, my race ticket is my derivative contract. When 
I bet on the creditworthiness of a corporate borrower, my credit de
fault swap is my derivative contract. 

Betting can obviously be used to hedge against risk, so if I actu
ally own a corporate bond and then I purchase a credit default 
swap, I have reduced my risk because if my bond goes down in 
value, my credit default swap goes up. But it is very important to 
recognize that derivatives can also be used and are especially at
tractive purely for speculative purposes. There actually is a clear 
economic definition of "speculation." It is trying to make money not 
by producing something or by providing investment funds to some
one who is producing something, but instead by trying to predict 
the future better than someone else can. 

As a practical matter, it can be difficult to establish that a par
ticular derivatives trade is speculative in nature simply because 
traders are really good at making up alleged risks that they are 
supposedly hedging against. However, for 200 years, regulators 
have succeeded in coming up wilh ways to weed out true risk hedg
ing from speculation, and this can be done, for example, at the 
macro level. I simply want to cite to you we may not know with 
exactitude which credit default swaps were exact hedges and which 
ones were speculation. 

We can be quite certain by 2008 the CDS market was over
whelmed by speculation. We know lhis because the notional value 
of credit default swaps in 2008 was approximately $67 trillion; 
whereas, the notional value of the bonds, both mortgage-backed 
bonds and corporate issue bonds that the credit default swaps were 
being written on, was less than one-fourth that size. It was $15 
trillion. When the derivatives markets if 4-1/2 times the size of the 
market for the underlying thing you are supposedly hedging the 
risk of, you know the market has been swamped by speculation 
with, I would say, sadly predictable results that we are now trying 
to sort through today. 

So I think that is probably a good enough start. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Stout can be found on page 131 

in the appendix. l 
Chairman HAHKlN. That is a great start. OK. Thank you, Dr. 

Stout. 
We now turn to Mr. Lenczowski, Managing Director of JPMorgan 

Chase. Mr. Lenczowski. 

STATEMENT OF MARK LENCZOWSKI, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
JPMORGAN CHASE & CO., WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Thank you, Chairman Harkin, Ranking Mem
ber Chambliss, and members of the Committee. My name is Mark 
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Lenczowski, and I am a Managing Director and Assistant General 
Counsel at JPMorgan Chase & Co. Thank you for inviting me to 
testify at today's hearing. 

For the past 30 years, American companies have used OTC de
rivatives to manage interest rate, currency, and commodity risk. 
Increasingly, many companies incur risk outside their core oper
ations that, left unmanaged, would negatively affect their financial 
performance and possibly even their viability. In response to mar
ketplace demand, financial products, such as futures contracts and 
OTC derivatives, were developed to enable companies to manage 
risk. 

OTC derivatives have become a vital part of our economy. Ac
cording to the most recent data, 92 percent of the largest American 
companies and over 50 percent of mid-sized companies use OTC 
products to hedge risk. 

JPMorgan's role in the OTC derivatives market is to act as a fi
nancial intermediary. In much the same way financial institutions 
act as a go-between with investors seeking returns and borrowers 
seeking capital, we work with companies looking to manage their 
risks and with entities looking to take on those risks. Recently, cli
ents, such as Chesapeake and Medtronic, have expressed great con
cern about the unintended consequences of recent policy proposals, 
particularly at a time when our economy remains fragile. In our 
view, the effect of forcing such companies to face an exchange or 
a clearinghouse would Jimit their ability to manage the risks they 
incur in operating their businesses and have negative financial con
sequences for them via increased collateral posting. These unin
tended consequences have the potential to harm an economic recov
ery. 

Let me first discuss some of the benefits of OTC derivatives. 
Companies today demand customized solutions for risk manage
ment, and the OTC market provides them. Customization does not 
necessarily mean complexity. Rather, it means the ability to tailor 
every aspect of the transaction to the company's needs to ensure 
that the company is able to match its risks exactly. 

For example, a typical OTC derivative transaction might involve 
a company that is borrowing in the loan market at a floating inter
est rate. To protect itself against the risk that interests rate will 
rise, the company will enter into an interest rate swap. These 
transactions generally enable the company to pay an amount tied 
to a fixed interest rate, and the financial institution will pay an 
amount tied to the floating rate of the loan. If rates rise steeply, 
they have some protection and can focus on their core operations. 

OTC derivatives are used in a similar manner by a wide variety 
of companies seeking to manage volatile commodity prices and for
eign exchange fluctuations. 

In addition to customization, the other main benefit of OTC de
rivatives is flexibility with respect to the collateral that supports a 
derivative transaction. In the interest rate swap example, the fi
nancial institution may ask the company to provide credit support 
to mitigate the credit risk that it faces in entering into this trans
action. Most often, that credit support comes in the same form as 
the collateral provided for the loan agreement. Thus, if the loan 
agreement is secured by property or equipment, that same collat-
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eral would also be used to secure the interest rate swap. This col
lateral is high quality. It is the basis for the extension of credit in 
the loan agreement. As a result, the company does not have to 
incur additional costs in obtaining and administering credit sup
port for the interest rate swap. This is a very significant benefit 
and without it, many companies will choose not to hedge their risks 
because they cannot afford tu. 

It is important to note that although derivatives currently are of
fered on U.S. exchanges, few companies use these exchange-traded 
contracts for two main reasons. Exchange-traded products are, by 
necessity, highly standardized and not customized. As a result, 
companies are unable to match the products that are offered on ex
changes to their unique risks. Second, clearinghouse collateral re
quirements are onerous, and necessarily so. Clearinghouses require 
that participants pledge only liquid collateral such as cash or short
term Government securities to support their positions. However, 
companies need their most liquid assets for their working capital 
and investment purposes. 

While we believe that exchanges play a valuable role in risk 
management, not all companies can or want to trade on an ex
change. Currenily, companies have the choice of entering into their 
hedging transactions on an exchange or in the OTC market. For 
most companies, OTC derivatives are critical to their risk manage
ment, and risk management is critical to their operations in vola
tile times. We believe that companies should continue to be allowed 
to have the choice to use these products. 

This discussion of the benefits of OTC derivatives is not to deny 
that there have been problems with their use, and it is essential 
that policymakers examine the causes of the financial crisis to en
sure it is never repeated. We have noticed reports in the press that 
derivatives dealers are working to avoid regulation. This is abso
lutely wrong. The efforts that have been reported on are part of a 
4-year effort with regulators to enhance practice in the OTC de
rivatives market. The latest letter is just the last quarterly submis
sion outlining our efforts to enhance market practice. 

To that end, we propose the following, which is consistent with 
the administration's position and Chairman Gensler's testimony 
today. 

First, financial regulation should be considered on the basis of 
function not form. 

Second, a systemic risk regulator should oversee all systemically 
sib'llificant financial institutions and their activities. 

Third, all standardized OTC derivatives transactions between 
major market participants should be cleared through a regulated 
clearinghouse. 

Lastly, enhanced reporting requirements should apply to all OTC 
derivatives transactions. 

JPMorgan is committed to working with Congress, regulators, 
and other industry participants to ensure that an appropriate regu
latory framework for derivatives is implemented. I appreciate the 
opportunity to testify, and I look forward to your questions. Thank 
you. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Lenczowski can be found on page 
95 in the appendix.J 
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Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lenczowski. 
Now we turn to Dr. Richard Bookstaber. Dr. Bookstaber. 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD BOOKSTABER, NEW YORK, NEW 
YORK 

Mr. BOOKSTABER. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, 
I thank you for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Rich
ard Bookstaber. During my career I have worked extensively in 
risk management, and I was also one of the pioneers in the devel
opment of derivative products on Wall Street. I am the author of 
the book "A Demon of Our Own Design; Markets, Hedge Funds, 
and the Perils of Financial Innovation." That book, published in 
April of 2007, warned of the potential for financial crisis from de
rivatives and other innovative products. Although I have had ex
tensive experience in both investment banks and hedge funds, I 
come before the Committee in an unaffiliated capacity and rep
resent no industry interests. 

My testimony will focus on reducing complexity and increasing 
transparency in the derivatives markets through standardization 
and exchange trading. Derivative instruments-and I use the term 
to include options, swaps, and structured products-can improve fi
nancial markets. They can allow investors to mold returns to meet 
their investment objectives, to more precisely meet the contin
gencies of the markets. They can isolate and package risks to facili
tate risk sharing. 

However, derivatives also can be used for far less lofty purposes, 
like allowing firms to lever when they are not supposed to lever; 
take exposure in markets where they are not supposed to take ex
posure; and avoid taxes that they are supposed to pay. In short, de
rivatives are the weapon of choice for gaming the system. These ob
jectives are best accomplished by designing derivatives that are 
complex and, thus, opaque so that the gaming will not be readily 
apparent. 

Such complexity, as I point out in my book, makes the financial 
markets crisis prone. Complexity hides risks and creates unex
pected linkages between markets. Because derivatives are the pri
mary source of this complexity, to reduce the risk of crisis we must 
address the derivatives markets. We need a flight to simplicity. 

The proposed centralized clearing corporation, while a welcome 
step, is not sufficient to do this. It may address counterparty con
cerns, but it will not sufficiently address issues related to standard
ization, transparency, price discovery, and liquidity. To do that, we 
need to have standardized derivative products and have those prod
ucts traded on an exchange. Standardization will address the com
plexity of derivatives. Exchange trading will he a major improve
ment in transparency and efficiency, and it will foster liquidity by 
drawing in a wider range of speculators and liquidity suppliers. 
These steps will shore up the market against the structural flaws 
that derivatives-induced complexity creates. 

Now, one stated objection to standardization and exchange trad
ing is that having some products out in the light of day will only 
increase the demand for the more shadowy and opaque products. 
Another objection is that the push toward standardization will re
duce innovation. These concerns lead to demands by some to abol-
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ish all OTC derivatives and by others to shrink from exchange 
trading. There is no need to move toward either of these two ex
tremes. We can have a combination of standardized exchange-trad
ed instruments along with the continued development of cus
tomized OTC instruments. 

Abolishing OTC derivatives is not wise. There will be legitimate 
reasons for customized derivatives and no doubt innovations will 
emerge with broad value to the financial markets. The point is not 
to stifle innovation but to assure it is directed toward an economic 
rather than a gaming end. 

Standardized exchange-traded derivatives will create a hurdle for 
any nonstandard over-the-counter product. The over-the-counter 
product will have worse counterparty characteristics, be less liquid, 
have a higher spread, and have inferior price discovery. To over
come these disadvantages, the nonstandard OTC product will have 
to demonstrate substantial improvements in meeting investment 
needs compared to the standardized product. Also, and impor
tantly, stricter controls can be placed on nonstandard OTC deriva
tives. For example, the regulator may mandate the disclosure of 
OTC positions and require a demonstration of why they are being 
used instead of a standard product. 

While there will still be the opportunity for innovation and for 
the application of the more complex derivatives, I believe that for 
most legitimate purposes the standardized products will be found 
to be adequate. 

Now, financial institutions might have to be pulled Jess than 
willingly into any initiative to standardize derivatives or to move 
derivatives from over-the-counter onto an exchange. They have an 
incentive to keep derivatives over-the-counter and not standard
ized. For the bank, the more complex the instrument, the btreater 
the chance the bank can price in a profit for the simple reason that 
investors will not be able to readily determine the fair value. And 
if the hank creates a customized product, then it can charge a high
er spread when an investor comes back to trade out of the product. 

For the trader, the more complex the instrument, the more lee
way he has because it will be harder for the bank to measure his 
risk and price his book. And for the buyer, the more complex the 
instrument, the easier it is to obfuscate everything from the risk 
and leverage of their positions to the non-economic gaming objec
tives they might have in mind. 

In conclusion, we should move toward standardization and ex
change trading of derivatives. And we should do this because it is 
the reasonable direction to go, not as a reaction to the current cri
sis and not predicated on whether derivatives were the vil1ains of 
this crisis or merely innocent bystanders. 

The argument for standardization and exchange trading of de
rivatives is compelling. But there remains much we do not know. 
Therefore, it is important to move slowly, learning by doing rather 
than pushing for quick, wholesale solutions. 

There are markets that are beyond the purview of the CFTC, in
deed that are beyond our borders, so the natural pace will be a 
gradual one. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony, and I 
look forward to your questions. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Boukstaber can be found on page 
64 in the appendix.] 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bookstaber. 
Now we turn to Mr. David Dines, President of Cargill Risk Man

agement. Mr. Dines, welcome. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID DINES, PRESIDENT, CARGILL RISK 
MANAGEMENT, HOPKINS, MINNESOTA 

Mr. DIN.EH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is David Dines, 
President of Cargill Risk Management. I am testifying on behalf of 
Cargill, Incorporated, and I want to thank you for the opportunity 
to be here today. 

Cargill is an extensive end user of derivatives and relies heavily 
upon efficient, competitive, and well-functioning futures and over
the-counter markets. One of 1.he major challenges for policymakers 
and regulators is that the term "over-the-counter" covers a vast 
array of products across a number of markets. This broad definition 
highlights why it is extremely difficult to seek a one-size-fits-all 
regulatory or legislative solution that still allows all interested par
ties tu manage or hedge their genuine economic risks. 

One major concern wilh lhe recent proposal by lhe Treasury De
partment is that it appears to seek a regulatory solution for all 
OTC products in response to systemic risk posed by one particular 
market; credit default swaps. 

It is important to note that while we have witnessed the greatest 
economic crisis in 80 years, OTC contracts in the agriculture, en
ergy, and foreign exchange markets performed well, did nol create 
systemic risks, and, in fact, helped many end users manage and 
hedge their risks during this very difficult time. 

In today's hearing, we will focus our comments on three of the 
four objectives of the recent Treasury proposal. We support the 
stated objectives and believe that steps could be taken tu meet 
these goals, without denying end users' access lo an effective and 
competitive market. 

The Treasury Department's first objective is to prevent activities 
in the OTC markets from posing risk to the financial system. The 
outline seeks to apply mandatory clearing of all standardized prod
ucts and impose robust margin requirements to meet this objective. 

The imposition of mandatory clearing and mandatory margining 
of tailored hedges will have a significant drain on working capital. 
Mandatory margining will have the unintended consequence of ac
tually increasing financial risks as companies choose not to hedge 
due to working capital requirements. 

The potential magnitude of this drain on working capital should 
be carefully weighed by all policymakers. I would like 1.o submit for 
the record a letter from the National Association of Manufacturers 
as well as a recent letter from Chesapeake Energy, an Oklahoma
based end user of OTC derivatives and the largest independent 
producer of natural gas. The Chesapeake Energy letter provides an 
excellent example of how imposing mandatory margining could se
verely drain capital lhat could otherwise be invested to grow a 
business. 

LThe following information can be found on page 139 in the ap
pendix.J 
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Mr. DINES. In the one example provided here, over $6 billion 
would have been taken away from running and expanding a job
creating business, and instead be left idle in a margin account until 
the maturation of the OTC contract-a contract which had already 
been secured with collateral. Expand this example across all busi
nesses that use OTC products and the amount of capital diverted 
from growing the U.S. economy would be severe, unless companies 
reduced their hedging and risk management. 

There is a misconception thal OTC products do not have credit 
provisions and are never collateralized or margined. A significant 
number of OTC transactions are collateralized, margined, or make 
use of credit agreements to secure the contract with collateral 
being moved daily tu adjust for the change in market value. 

With regard to mandatory clearing of standardized products, de
fining which products are "standard" and which products are "cus
tomized" is a complex issue that must be thoroughly examined by 
the appropriate Federal regulator to avoid disrupting market seg
ments that continue to perform well. 

The loss of tailored hedging tools will also greatly impact the 
ability of companies to comply with current accounting standards. 
The Treasury Department outline also indicates lhat substantial 
capital requirements could be placed on all OTC dealers. 

There is a concern that the new regulatory framework could be 
developed such that only financial institutions could remain active 
dealers. The agriculture and energy hedging sectors have active 
nun-financial institution OTC dealers who offer healthy competition 
in the market, and il would he inappropriate lo eliminate these 
competitors from the OTC market through legislative or regulatory 
action. 

To meet the Treasury Department's first objective of protecting 
the financial system, regulatory requirements should be risk based 
and not one size fits all. Additional monitoring and transparency 
is warranted; however, restricting working capital through major 
increases in mandatory margining in these markets is counter
productive. 

Objective 2: The Treasury Department's outline seeks to impose 
more recordkeeping and force trades onto regulated exchanges to 
promote efficiency and transparency within the OTC markets. We 
recommend more recordkeeping and better disclosure, although the 
regulator should be directed to focus on areas with the greatest 
risks. As previously mentioned, mandatory movement of activities 
from the OTC market to an exchange-traded market does not seem 
warranted in those markets that have nut created systemic risks 
to the financial system. 

Objective 3: The Treasury Department's outline seeks clear au
thority to police fraud and market manipulation and the authority 
to set position limits on OTC derivatives. Cargill recently filed com
ments with the CFTC on a proposed rulemaking that addresses 
this objective where we support position limits fur non-commer
cials, much greater transparency and reporting for over-the-counter 
markets, and we offered detailed suggestions for implementation. 

In summary, Cargill recommends that additional legislative and 
regulatory actions in the OTC market are risk based and not treat 
all products identically; seek to add minimal costs and disruptions 
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to those products that have not posed systemic risk to the financial 
system. 

Two, mandatory clearing and margining would severely reduce 
hedging activity, would greatly restrict working capital at a time 
when it is in very short supply, and is not warranted for OTC prod
ucts that have not created systemic risk. 

Third, the CFTC, through its existing rulemaking, is proposing 
much needed steps and should continue to work on ensuring the 
enforcement of position limits in related exchange-traded markets, 
principally agriculture and energy products, and improving trans
parency and reporting of OTC products. 

We appreciate the opportunity to testify today and look forward 
to working with the members of the Senate Agriculture Committee 
and other policymakers as this issue develops. Thank you. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Dines can be found on page 71 
in the appendix.l 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dines. 
Now we will turn to Mr. Michael Masters. You did show up. 
Mr. MASTRRS. Coming from the West Coast. 
Chairman HARKIN. I understand you took an overnight flight. 
Mr. MA81'ER8. Yes, I had a little trouble gelling here wilh the 

thunderstorms last night. 
Chairman HARKIN. Welcome, Mr. Masters, of Masters Capital 

Management, and as I said earlier, your statements will be made 
a part of the record in their entirety, and please, if you would take 
5 to 7 minutes or something like that, I would appreciate it very 
much. 

Mr. MASTEl{S. Sure. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Masters. 

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL W. MASTERS, MANAGING MEMBER/ 
PORTFOLIO MANAGER, MASTERS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, 
LLC, ST. CROIX, U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 

Mr. MASTERS. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Harkin and 
members of this Committee. The derivatives markets present Con
gress with two very critical and very distinct problems; systemic 
risk and excessive speculation. 

Last fall, the world financial system teetered on the brink of col
lapse. This near-meltdown had a catastrophic effect on our Nation's 
economy, causing the loss of trillions of dollars in retirement sav
ings and millions of American jobs. At the peak in 2008, the no
tional amount of over-the-counter derivatives outstanding totaled 
over two-thirds of a quadrillion dollars. These positions formed an 
interlocking spider web of enormous exposures amongst the 20 to 
;{() largest swaps dealers and represented an extreme amount of le
verage since very little margin collateral backed up these huge 
bets. 

This unre!,rulated shadow banking system was effectively de
stroyed in the fall of 2008. It threatened to destroy the regulated 
financial system with it. However, regulators pumped trillions of 
dollars inlo the shadow hanking system lo allow OTC derivatives 
dealers to make each other whole on their bets. This was necessary 
to prevent a domino effect of dealer collapses that would have de
stroyed the world's financial system. 
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Congress owes it to the American people tu ensure that this 
never happens again. The risk of a financial system collapse must 
be eliminated, not regulated. Everyone agrees that clearing needs 
to take place in order to increase the transparency of these mar
kets. But not all c1earing is created equal. This clearing process 
must include two important provisions. 

First, clearing must involve novation wherein the derivatives 
clearing organization becomes the central counterparly to both 
sides of the trade. This will eliminate the interlocking spider web 
of exposures among swaps dealers because every dealer's exposure 
will be to the central counterparty and not to each other. 

Secondly, clearing must involve daily margin where every day 
the central counterparty collects margin payments from those deal
ers whose bets are going against them. This ensures we never have 
another AIG. 

If this syslem had been in place in 2008, then it would have been 
virtually impossible for the financial system to melt down. 

Wall Street will seek to block mandatory exchange clearing by 
arguing that swaps are highly customized and cannot clear. This 
is false. The standard that regulators should adopt is not one of 
standardization versus customization, but one of clearable versus 
non-clearable. Chairman Gensler said during his confirmation 
hearing that if an OTC derivative can clear, then it should clear. 
Treasury Secretary Geithner said if an OTC derivative is accepted 
for clearing by one or more fully regulated CCPs, it should create 
a presumption that it is a standardized contract and, thus, re
quired to be cleared. This is the right standard and will result in 
a vast majority of swaps clearing through an exchange. Exchange 
c1earing will lead tu price transparency, tighter bid-ask spreads, 
and greatly reduced cost for end users of the swap markets. There 
will also be greater liquidity due to lower trading cost and reduced 
emphasis on credit concerns. 

Now let us look at excessive speculation. America experienced a 
bubble in food and energy prices during 2008. This was caused by 
excessive speculation in the derivatives market for these commod
ities. These markets have become dominated by speculators, and 
prices nu longer reflect supply and demand. 

Now, in 2009, the problem is once again raising its ugly head. 
Today, the supply of crude oil in the U.S. is near a 20-year high, 
while the demand is near a 10-year low, according to lhe IEA. Yet 
the price of oil has risen an amazing 85 percent this year, from the 
mid-30's to the mid-60's. There has been a chorus of voices from 
oil market participants, economists, and even OPEC squarely pin
ning the blame on speculators for unjuslifiahly driving oil prices 
higher. If Congress allows this to continue, then high oil prices 
threaten to throw our economy back into the double-dip recession 
and potentially ruin the Obama stimulus. 

Your constituents are flat on their hacks financially and will not 
tolerate gasoline prices rising to $3 or $4 again. The excessive spec
ulation problem can be eliminated by imposing agb'l'egate specula
tive position limits. These limits must cover all trading venues 
which will require closing all the existing loopholes to ensure that 
every venue in regulated equally. 
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The swaps loophole is an exemption granted by the CFTC which 
gives swaps dealers free rein to buy and sen commodity futures in 
unlimited quantities. The best way to close it is to mandate that 
a11 OTC commodity derivatives clear through an exchange. This 
needs to happen to eliminate systemic risk, but it also needs to 
happen so that regulators can actually apply position limits. When 
a swap clears, the exchange breaks that transaction into compo
nent parts and becomes the center counterparty to both sides of the 
trade. This enables regulators to see both sides and enforce aggre
gate speculative position Jimits. 

The London loophole occurs when foreign hoards of trade are per
mitted to trade contracts that are virtually identical to U.S. futures 
contracts. The solution is simple, foreign exchanges must be re
quired to supply an the same data that designated contract mar
kets provide to the CFTC, and they must enforce speculative posi
tion Jimits. 

Right now, the possibility for cross-border regulatory coordina
tion is at an all-time high. G-8 Ministers issued a statement last 
week along with OPEC ca1ling for greater regulation to crack down 
on excessive speculation in the energy markets. 

The CFTC must set the limits for all consumable commodities, 
nut the exchanges. Speculative position limits should be set fur the 
commodity as a whole rather than one particular grade or delivery 
or location, for instance, crude oil, not just West Texas Inter
mediate. Speculative position Emits need to be aggregated across 
trading venues. 

In summary, the best way to eliminate the risk of another finan
cial system co1lapse is to mandate that a11 OTC derivatives clear 
through an exchange with a novation and daily margin. And the 
best way to prevent another bubble of excessive speculation is to 
make aggregate speculative position limits apply across a11 trading 
venues. 

The CFTC has 70-plus years of experience regulating exchange 
c1earing and policing markets for excessive speculation. The SEC 
and Federal Reserve have little to no experience in these two key 
areas. In fact, the SEC has allowed passive commodity investments 
in ETFs, ETNs, and commodity mutual funds. 

They have signed off on double-leveraged crude oil EFTs like the 
DXO that allow any investor to make leveraged speculative bets in 
crude oil within their retirement accounts. This does not show good 
judgment from a consumer protection or a market proleciion stand
point. For these reasons, the CFTC is the best and most appro
priate regulator for the job. 

Thank you. I look forward to your questions. 
LThe prepared statement of Mr. Masters can be found on page 

101 in the appendix.] 
Chairman HARKIN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Masters, for 

summarizing a very extensive statement you had here, which I 
read lasl night, which I found extremely interesting. 

Now we turn to our final person here. This is Mr. Daniel Dris
coll, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of the 
National Futures Association. Mr. Driscoll, welcome. 
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL A. DRISCOLL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI
DENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, NATIONAL FU
TURES ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Thank you very much, Chairman Harkin, Rank
ing Member Chambliss, and all the members of the Committee for 
allowing us to participate here and to ask you to c1ose a loophole 
where fraudsters are able to offer over-the-counter derivative con
tracts to the retail public. 

NFA is the industry-wide self-regulatory organization for the 
U.S. futures industry, and we also regulate over-the-counter retail 
forex products. NF A is first and foremost a customer protection or
ganization, and we take that mandate very seriously. 

Now, the other witnesses today have talked primarily about OTC 
derivative products that are offered to and traded by large, sophis
ticated institutions. But I am here to tell you that there is also a 
growing aspect of the OTC derivatives markets that is directed to
ward the retail public, and those customers are being victimized in 
a totally unregulated environment. 

Now, for many years, retail participants in the futures markets 
have enjoyed all of lhe benefits of the Commodity Exchange Act. 
Their contracts were traded on regulated exchanges and cleared by 
regulated clearing organizations. Their brokers had to meet the fit
ness standards of the Act and were regulated by the CFTC and 
NFA. However, today, there are too many customers that do not re
ceive any of the benefits of regulation, and we need to do some
thing about that. 

The main problem stems from a court case often referred to as 
the Zelener case, which was a Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
Case involving a CFTC enforcement case alleging forex fraud. In 
that case, the district court ruled that the customers were, in fact, 
defrauded but that the CFTC did not have jurisdiction because the 
contracts were not futures contracts. 

In that particular case, lhe coniracls were offered to the retail 
public for speculative purposes. They were rolled over and over 
again so that delivery never took place. Basically they were the 
functional equivalent of a futures contract. 

Unfortunately, the Seventh Circuit ignored those characteristics 
and ruled that the written contract itself should determine the na
ture of the coniracl, and because the contract did not guarantee a 
right of offset, they ruled that they were not futures contracts, and 
the CFTC lost that particular case. There were other courts that 
followed the Zelener decision and came up with similar rulings over 
the next several years. 

Last year, Congress closed the forex loophole but, unfortunately, 
the loophole is nol limited to forex so that customers dealing in 
other OTC products, such as gold and silver, are still in a regu
latory mine field, and we need to bring regulatory protections to 
those customers as well. 

Back in 2007, NFA predicted that if Congress plugged the 
Zelener loophole for forex but left it open for other products, the 
fraudsters would simply move over to Zelener-lype coniracls in 
other commodities, and that is exactly what has happened. Now, 
we cannot quantify the exact numbers of that fraud because these 
firms are not rebrulated and are not registered. But we are aware 
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of dozens of firms that offer Zelener contracts in metals and en
ergy. 

RecenUy, we received a call from a man who lost over $600,000, 
substantially all of his savings, investing with one of these firms. 
We have seen a sharp increase in customer complaints and mount
ing customer losses involving these products since Congress closed 
the loophole for forex. 

NF A and the exchanges have previously proposed a fix which 
would close 1.he Zelener loophole for these non-forex products. Our 
proposal codifies the approach the Ninth Circuit took in CFTC v. 
Co-Petro, which was the accepted state of the law until Zelener. In 
particular, our approach would create a statutory presumption that 
leveraged or margined transactions offered to retail customers are 
futures contracts unless delivery is made within 7 days or the re
tail customer has a commercial use for the commodity. This pre
sumption is flexible and could be overcome by showing that deliv
ery actually occurred or that the transactions were not primarily 
marketed to retail customers or were not marketed to those cus
tomers as a way to speculate on price movements. 

This statutory presumption would not cover securities and bank
ing products, ii would not interfere with inter-bank currency mar
kets, and it would not cover the retail forex contracts that are al
ready covered or exempt under Section 2(c). I would also say that 
our proposal would not invalidate a 1985 interpretive letter issued 
by the CFTC, which Monex and other similar firms currently rely 
on to sell gold and silver tu their clients. Essentially, that letter set 
forth a factual pattern which culminated in the aclual delivery of 
the precious metals within 7 days and title to those metals going 
over to the retail customer so that it would not be covered under 
our statutory proposal. 

In conclusion, while we support Congress' efforts to deal with 
systemic risk and create greater transparency in the OTC markets, 
Congress should not forget 1.hat there is a very real risk to the re
tail public participating in another segment of these markets. The 
Committee can play a leading role in protecting customers from the 
unregulated boiler rooms that are currently taking advantage of 
the Zelener loophole for metals and energy products. We look for
ward to further reviewing our proposal with Committee members 
and staff and working with you on 1.his important maUer. 

Thank you. 
LThe prepared statement of Mr. Driscoll can be found on page 77 

in the appendix.J 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Driscoll. Thank 

you all fur your testimony. I cannot help, Mr. Driscoll, but tu com
ment upon your slatemenL I offered an amendment on lhe last 
farm bill to close Zelener. We passed it in the Senate. 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Yes, thank you very much. 
Chairman HARKIN. Well, we did it, and we went to conference 

and lost it in conference. All we were able to keep out of that was 
just the furex contracts that you are talking about. Again, I think 
that was a mistake, and I said so at 1.he 1.ime. But it did not have 
the votes. So I am glad to hear your testimony again today calling 
for a broader closure of the Zelener loophole that the Seventh Cir
cuit opened up for everybody. It went beyond currency, and they 
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applied it to everything else. So I appreciate your comments today, 
and hopefully maybe if we move some legislation this year, we can 
also finally close that loophole. 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Thank you, Senator Harkin. 
Chairman HARKIN. I just could not help but comment on that. 
It seems like everyone here is basically saying that there is a le

gitimate need for derivatives trading, I think, if I am not mistaken, 
but that it would be well regulated, transparent, but there is some 
need for some liquidity in the marketplace that might he provided 
by that. I am reminded of what one person said to me, a Congress
man said to me, a former Congressman said to me one time about 
liquidity. He said, "You know, liquidity is good, but too much li
quidity can be bad." He said, "It is like I take an aspirin every day. 
My doctor says I should take an aspirin every day for liquidity. But 
if I took a whole boUle every day, it might be kind of dangerous 
to my health." So I have often thought about that kind of analogy. 

I also think about the analogy that Dr. Bill Black testified to last 
fall when we had our first hearing on this. Someone had com
mented upon, well, we do not want to stifle the free flow of capital, 
to which Dr. Black responded, "Well, I do not know," he said, "if 
we really want the free flow of capital; maybe we want the more 
efficient flow of capital." And he used the analogy of traffic flow. 

He said, "You know, if we want the free flow of traffic, do away 
with all the stop lights. Do away with the stop signs. Do away with 
the speed limit signs. You will have a very free flow of traffic. But 
you are going to have a lot of wrecks." And he analogized that to 
the financial markets, that we need regulation, we need the stop 
lights and the slow-down signs and the danger signs and things 
like that, not so much for the free flow of capital, but for the more 
efficient flow of capital. 

Now, with that as a backdrop, I understand the need for liquid
ity. I also appreciate, Dr. Stout, your testimony. A lot of this gets 
clouded in jargon. We say, oh, this is complex and all that. But it 
kind of boils down to certain essentials all the time. And I will 
start here with what Mr. Lenczowski testified to, and that is that 
many banks relied on credit default swaps instead of fully meeting 
capital requirements. 

So we have heard a lot of discussion here about, well, we should 
not have to come up with capital requirements too much. I think 
maybe Mr. Dines maybe testified to that; I think maybe somebody 
else did, that requiring too much capital requirements might stifle 
the transactions and the more open flow of capital and hed!:,ring. 
But many banks relied on these credit default swaps instead of 
meeting the capital requirements under the Basel II rules-I had 
to learn this, too, what Basel II was-thus contributing to the 
buildup of excessive leverage and risk. 

So I guess a question for all of you basically is this; how do we 
control the risk to the financial system and our broader economy 
when institutions rely on derivatives too much and we do not have 
as much capital coming forward? So that is really what we are try
ing to wrestle with here. 

Now, again, I will make another statement as sort of a backdrop 
to what I am getting at here. There have been a couple of articles 
in the Wall Street Journal and New York Times recently, and they 
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concluded that the banks and other over-the-counter swaps dealers 
oppose certain reforms for the basic reason that the greater trans
parency and disclosure involved in exchange trading would impair 
their ability to make profits. That is, if the parties on the other 
side of transactions had a better idea of what prevailing prices are 
for swaps, then the banks and swap dealers would not be able to 
charge as much as they can if they kept them off the exchange, in 
the dark and out of sight. 

I want to state emphatically I am not opposed lo the financial 
sector making profits. They have done very well in the last few 
years, I might note, but I think there is also a countervailing tre
mendous public interest at stake here. When we have to come up 
with $4 trillion tu rescue the economy, a bill that we will be paying 
and our kids and our grandkids will be paying for some time, then 
I 1.hink ii argues that we have 1.o balance this desire for making 
profits, which is fine, with the countervailing balance of the public 
interest here. 

So I do not see this as a really complex issue. What it basically 
is, on the one hand we have the public interest in protecting the 
economy from these risks; on the other hand, the quest of the fi
nancial sector to make maximum profits. And to me that is just 
how I see it. It is not much more complex than that. And as I 
delved more into derivatives and credit default swaps, I then found 
out that all these things, whether they are credit default swaps, 
collateralized debt obligations, collateralized mortgage obligations, 
all these things, hardly any of those existed before 1990. Most of 
them came up in the 1990's. 

I keep asking the question; where was the demand? Where was 
the demand for these products? I found out there really was not 
any, just that these quants that I referred to earlier came up with 
ingenious ways of slicing and dicing all these little derivatives, 
these tranches, and no one really knew what the value of them 
was. 

I have often said jokingly that I never knew when I was growing 
up that someday I would need Honey Nut Cheerios. I thought 
Cheerios was just fine. But all of a sudden, I found out I need 
Honey Nut Cheerios. Well, that is OK. I do nut mind that. That 
is an innovation. They were able to sell that, no one is hurt, that 
is fine. But if innovation in 1.his financial sector does not pertain 
to some underlying value or benefit to the goods and services of the 
GDP, then it just seems to me to beg for more regulation and over
sight. 

I did not mean to go on so long on that, but if I had a basic ques
tion fur all of you, and I wil1 just go down the line; how do we bal
ance this off? How do we provide for liquidity, the aspirin a day 
but not a bottle a day? How do we provide for innovation that 
might pertain to underlying value, but not innovation that just al
lows someone to gamble and make a lot of money, and keep our 
markets regulated in the public interest, how do we balance those 
off? 

Dr. Stout. 
Ms. STOUT. I think that history gives us some very good guide

lines because we actually did that pretty well be 1933 and 1934 
and the mid-1990's. And I think the legislation that you are pro-
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posing, which in many ways reinstates some of those old-fashioned, 
time-tested, highly successful strategies, is a very good start. 

I want to just point oul, it is interesting, Simon .Johnson of the 
MIT Sloan School has estimated that between 1973 and 1985, the 
finance sector of the U.S. economy accounted for 16 percent of cor
porate profits, and that in the last decade that has increased to 41 
percent of all corporate profits were earned by the finance industry. 

Although I do not have the exact breakdown, I suspect that 
many of those profits were actually trading profits earned by hedge 
funds and by the proprietary divisions of investment banks. Where 
did they come from? I will simply point out that hedge funds were 
earning between 10 and 20 percent annual returns over the last 
decade. Average investors, who are my investors-I am a trustee 
of a mutual fund; that is the Moms and the Pops who buy our mu
tual fund interests-they got a to 4 percent a year. I do not think 
that you can assume that is a coincidence. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Lenczowski, how do we balance these'? 
Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Well, first, thank you, again, Chairman, for al

lowing me to testi~y. I think first I would to state that at JPMorgan 
we broadly support the initiatives of the administration and of 
Chairman Gensler to undertake regulatory reform. 

Chairman HARKIN. By the way, I would be remiss if I did not 
compliment JPMorgan because you are the ones back in the 1990's 
that did not get involved in that credit default swap mess. And I 
think you were very prescient on that, so I would be remiss if I did 
not compliment you on that. 

Mr. LENCZOW8KL On behalf of our institution, thank you. 
But to go back to the points you were making, Chairman Harkin, 

the first thing on capital, and I think just to state as a bank we 
are subject to very stringent capital requirements already, and I 
think, if I might, the capital that Mr. Dines was referring to and 
perhaps Senator Chambliss referred to earlier, we are talking 
about capital lhat is coming oul of non-hanks, out of 1.he end users, 
the companies in our country that create jobs. And if they were to 
trade on exchange-which they currently have the right to do, but 
if they were to be forced to trade on an exchange, they would have 
to take capital out of their corporations and pledge it to the ex
change. That is the way the exchange operates. 

So when we talk about a drain on capital, it is not our capital. 
It is the capital of companies like Cargill, Chesapeake, and they 
told you how much that would be. It is billions of dollars. 

The other point I would make, Chairman Harkin, on demand, 
the history of the over-the-counter business has been one that has 
grown in response to customer demand from the relaxation or the 
dropping of lhe gold standard in the 1970's and responses lo oil 
price shocks and inflation led to unprecedented volatility in cur
rency rates, in interest rates. This is what led to the interest rate 
and currency markets to b'l'ow, to serve customer needs. These are 
markets that exist to serve customers, and we serve as a financial 
intermediary. 

You mentioned CDOs. In lhe early parl of lhis decade, we had 
a time of very, very low interest rates, of investors looking for en
hanced yield and willing to take on extra risk. And the CDO mar
ket, the CMO market, and many other structured markets arose in 
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response to the investor demand for higher yield with higher risk. 
We have seen what has happened as a result of the collapse in real 
estate prices. 

Last, I would just close, this part at least, by saying that, again, 
we support clearing. It is an important tool that we currently use. 
We derive great benefits from it, from credit risk reduction and an 
operational standpoint, but we think it would be a mistake to im
pose that kind of a one-size-fits-all requirement on our economy. 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. BOOKSTAHEH.. I would disagree to some extent with the last 

statement. I believe that there is a component of the development 
of "innovative products" that is very much along the lines of what 
you, Mr. Chairman, depicted, where the banks or investment banks 
realize that if they can differentiate themselves, that if they are 
selling something lhat other people are not selling, and if il is suffi
ciently complex, they can price it in a way that people will have 
difficulty understanding if it is fairly priced or not, and they will 
be able to trade it with a higher spread because the client does not 
have many other avenues for trading. So liquidity basically is a 
negative aspect and complexity is a positive aspect when it comes 
to profit for the hank or lhe investment bank. 

On the other side, as I think you also pointed out, part of the 
investor demand that has come for some innovative products has 
occurred along the "Hey, I got a problem" sort of approach; that is, 
somebody is trying to say, "You know, I want tu lever but I am not 
allowed to lever. Can you help me out here?" And on that basis, 
you get new innovations lhat are helping for these gaming pur
poses. 

I believe that there is a need for innovation, that we can have 
innovation, but reb'lllators need to, No. 1, find a means to have in
novation that is directed toward economic purposes as opposed to 
gaming purposes. And I du not know the proper method fur doing 
that. I think thal it is clear thal we need to have capital, margin, 
haircuts, whatever sort of method is used, to back derivatives and 
other exposures rather than having them be off balance sheet with
out sufficient capital background. 

I agree also with one point that Mr. Dines said, that it is reason
able to have a distinction between different types of products, 
though not on lhe basis of what caused a problem in the past 
versus what did not, because we do not want to drive through the 
rearview mirror. But there are some products in some markets that 
inherently are more systemic by nature. Interest rates and cur
rencies are just by nature going to be more systemic than corn, 
wheat, and commodities of that type. So we more urgently need to 
have lhe ability in those markets to control and lo aggregate so 
that we can detect patterns of crowding that may move us from 
having an issue where it becomes systemic because many firms are 
all on the same side of the boat. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. Dines. 
Mr. DINES. Thank you. I guess I would slarl by just confirming 

what was said by the other panelists, and what I said in my testi
mony is that we, again, do not believe that you can take a one-size
fits-all approach to solving this. The regulatory changes that apply 
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to credit default swaps may not be and I do not think are appro
priate for the energy and agricultural markets. We believe that 
there should be greater transparency and reporting to the regu
lators, and we have said lhat we think lhat there should be posi
tion limits for non-commercials. 

We believe that this will go a long ways toward solving the 
issues. We do not think that mandatory margining and clearing is 
necessary, and we think thal will have unintended consequences of 
reducing people's hedging, companies' hedging, and that will cause 
significant risks. 

Chairman IIAHKlN. Unless I misinterpreted what you said, Mr. 
Dines, you are basically proposing lhat we separate financials out 
from commodities. 

Mr. DINES. I am saying that we need to take a different approach 
to these different segments, and what might be appropriate for 
credit default swaps may not he appropriate for the energy and ag
riculture markets. I think some do have more systemic type risks 
than others. 

Chairman HARKIN. Yes, I understand. 
Mr. DINES. OK. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Masters. 
Mr. MASTERS. Thank you, Senator. I think there are two parts 

to the question. One is liquidity and one is innovation. 
First of all, let us jusl gel out the word "innovation." Innovation 

is a word that Wall Street uses to talk about anything they do in 
the financial markets. Innovation by itself has sort of a positive 
connotation when people think about innovation. But innovation is 
not always good. You know, Ford had lhe Edsel. There have been 
many, many products developed in our economy over the last few 
hundred years that were not good products. Why is it that every
thing that Wall Street creates is a good product? There are a lot 
of bad products. So I would just like to gel thal out to begin wilh. 

In fact, I would argue that since many of these innovative prod
ucts affect consumers in a very direct and a very real way, includ
ing loss of jobs, savings, and so forth, where is the financial FDA 
for this? You know, who is looking at what the aftereffects of these 
products are? Because it is certainly not Wall Street. They are just 
looking at their bottom line. 

With regard to innovation itself, the exchanges themselves have 
produced plenty of innovation as well. It has not jusl come from the 
over-the-counter market. 

So, at any rate, I would just like to get that out, but with regard 
to liquidity, one of the things that some of the folks that have testi
fied have mentioned is lhe whole issue on financing cost for cor
porations, and what many may not realize is that those financing 
costs are borne by someone. When you buy a swap from someone, 
the other side of that swap, if it is a large investment bank, those 
funds are not free. 

So all that financing cost that people say, oh, we are going to 
have financing cost and marbrin and so forth, you are already pay
ing that if you are an over-the-counter customer to a bank. You 
just may not see it. In addition, you are paying other things that 
you may not see, notably, profit marbrins. 
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So the issue that we argue with regard tu mandatory clearing fur 
standardized derivatives is-I think you would actually lower the 
costs because you would have more people that would be able to 
trade with each other with regard to swaps. You would increase 
the liquidity. You would certainly lower the bid and offer. And so 
I actually think that, contrary tu raising costs fur corporations, you 
would actually lower costs for corporations ultimately. 

We had that experiment with the New York Stock Exchange 
when bid ofTers went from eighths to quarters and halfs to deci
mals, and volume has tripled and liquidity has tripled. So I think 
you look at that example and you have a better idea of really what 
the future could be, and you have many, many more participants 
in the market, not just investment banks, that are allowing liquid
ity. 

Chairman HARKIN. Excellent point. Thank you. 
Mr. Driscoll. 
Mr. DRISCOLL. Chairman Harkin, I have been a futures regulator 

for almost 40 years, and I can tell you that when I first started 
out-this is sort of the flip side of the innovation angle-there were 
nu such things as interest rate products in the futures markets; 
there were no stock index products. The whole panoply of products 
out there that I think everyone, without exception, agrees are very 
valuable, not only to the futures markets but to the participants in 
the futures markets and to the American and the worldwide econo
mies. So there obviously is a plus side to innovation. 

From the regulatory standpoint, I believe that it is key that all 
of these markets be su~ject to a prudent level of regulation. It does 
not mean that every market has to have exactly the same regula
tions. Equity securities and futures do not have exactly the same 
types of regulations. And I think the focus on systemic risk and 
transparency by Congress, the administration, and the CFTC is ex
actly the right one. 

I am a big proponent of clearing organizations and exchange
traded markets. That is primarily what we regulate. So anything 
that can be done to encourage moving as much business as feasible 
onto regulated markets and to have those instruments cleared 
would be a positive thing, recognizing that I am-and I am not the 
biggest expert in that area-that I am sure that there are any 
number of more non-standardized products that would be difficult 
to put on an exchange. 

Thank you. 
Chairman HARKll\". Thank you all very much. I took an inordi

nate amount of time with that, but I yield tu my friend Senator 
Chambliss. 

Senator CHA::\1BLIS8. Lel me start with you, Mr. Lenczowski. You 
mentioned in your written testimony that the industry is seeking 
to clear more credit default swaps. Would you expand on other on
going efforts to curb systemwide risks relative to CDS in addition 
to the clearing? 

Mr. LF.NC7.0WSKJ. Yes, thank you, Senator. Over the past 4 years, 
the dealers have been working with investors to come up with mar
ket improvements for the credit default swap market, and several 
of those improvements have been made. First, the amount of un
documented trades has been drastically reduced. There have been 
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protocols agreed as to the way to treat novations or transfers of 
trades. There has been a huge improvement in the amount of 
trades that are electronically confirmed, which significantly de
creases operational cost. 

Then just recently, there has been a major change and restruc
turing of the way that the market operates so as to standardize 
cash settlement as the form of settlement of credit derivatives and 
to standardize all economic terms, essentially, fur credit default 
swaps. 

The result is that the product has become standardized to the 
point where we think that more and more over-the-counter credit 
default swaps will be cleared. The ICE U.S. Trust Clearinghouse 
started operation earlier this year already clears over $800 billion 
of CDS transactions. That number is going to grow. Old trades are 
being backlogged into the system to further increase the pervasive
ness of clearing. So the entire progression of the market has been 
toward increasing clearing, increasing transparency, additional rec
ordkeeping and transparency from the standpoint of pricing, prices 
are now available on the Internet, freely accessible for the largest 
entities that are traded. 

So it has been a steady progress working between dealers and in-
vestors, working with the regulators to improve the market. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Does your firm use the ICE OTC clearing? 
Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Yes, we do. 
Senator CHA~RLISS. How is that working from a practical stand

point? 
Mr. LEKCZOWSKI. It has been working very well. Again, clearing 

is distinctly in our interest to do. When the transactions are stand
ardized and when counterparties to our transactions are able to 
clear, we derive great benefits from clearing. And we have used the 
ICE clearinghouse fur credit default swap clearing, and we also use 
other clearinghouses for other asset classes. So, for example, in the 
interest rate swap market, we use the London clearinghouse called 
LCH Clearnet, which clears a huge volume of interest rate deriva
tive transactions. Something like 50 percent currently of the deal
er-to-dealer swaps are cleared. And in the commodity markets, we 
are clearing through facilities operated both by ICE and by the 
CME group called ClearPort. 

So all this evidence is a move toward clearing. We think it is
amongst the dealers, it is definitely in the interest of everyone to 
reduce risk, to increase transparency. 

Senator CHArvIBLISS. There seems to be a perception out there 
that the only derivatives that need to be customized are the very 
complex and most complex products. Are there not simple foreign 
currency or interest rates swaps that still need to he customized for 
your clients? 

Mr. LENCZOWSKI. Yes, absolutely. And actually Chairman 
Gensler earlier described one of those transactions, a simple inter
est rate swap which has been around now for almost 30 years, is 
very well understood, nut a complicated transaction at all. But it 
is extremely customized as to every economic term, and that is to 
give the end user, the company that is entering into that swap, the 
maximum hedge for its risks, and also to get the best accounting 
treatment. An entire accounting framework has brrown up around 
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derivative transactions and hedging transactions, and over-the
counter instiuments are the best way for companies to take advan
tage of that accounting framework. 

There is another example I could cite. Chairman Harkin was 
looking for examples of why something has to be done over the 
counter. In the natural gas markets, at this point dozens of public 
utilities engage in long-term natural gas purchase contracts where 
they are able lo procure natural gas at prices below the prevailing 
market price on a monthly basis for the next 15 to 20 years. These 
are very long term purchase contracts, and they are able to do that 
through the use of over-the-counter natural gas and interest rate 
derivatives. These are contracts that ultimately benefit millions of 
consumers of natural gas, customers of these utilities. They are 
well understood. They are approved through the Tax Code amend
ments passed in 2005, and they serve an incredible benefit to com
munities throughout the U.S. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. There has been a lot of conversation and cri
tique of the markets over the past year with respect to what is 
called "excessive speculation," and that speculators drove up the 
physical commodities to record high prices. Now, you deal in the 
market on a daily basis, I assume sometimes as a speculator, some
times not. Explain what you see with respect to speculation, why 
it is necessary and what is happening with regard to this issue of 
excessive speculation. 

Mr. LF:l\'CZOWSKI. Yes, Senator. And I might preface it by first 
saying that we strongly support efforts to combat and prosecute 
manipulation. Market manipulation is in no one's interest, and cer
tainly from a market participant standpoint, it is extremely detri
mental to all of our activities. And--

Senator CHA1\-1BLISS. Obviously, there is a difference between ma
nipulation and speculation. 

Mr. LEKCZOWSKI. Yes, and speculation is necessary for markets 
to perform. To take a very basic example, the farmers of this coun
try, when they farm grain, will need to sell it ultimately to bak
eries, for example. The baker and the farmer need to match up, one 
to sell grain, the other to purchase grain. The chances of them 
matching exactly for all of their purchases are extremely low. Spec
ulators expand each side of that market. They buy and they sell. 
And they provide the liquidity that is necessary for markets to op
erate. So all markets require some degree of speculation. Excessive 
speculation certainly is something to be combated, and we would 
support that. 

Senator CJlAMBLJSS. Mr. Dines, you deal in the markets every 
day with respect to risk management tools that you use in your 
business. I would like for you to give us a practical example of one 
of these customized contracts that you use. And if those customized 
contracts were not available to you at Cargill, what effect would 
that have on your business? 

Mr. DINES. Happy to do so. Thank you. 
Everyone here knows that Carb>ill is a processor of corn, and we 

are in the markets buying corn every day. In essence, we are buy
ing corn at the average price over a b>iven period since we are in 
buying it every day. 
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The best hedge fur us if we wanted to protect against prices 
going higher would be a product against the average, not a product 
against a discrete point in time, which is what you can get on the 
exchange. 

We can go into the OTC markets and buy what is known as an 
average price option. An average price option comes at a 30-to 40-
percent discount to what is available on the exchange. It is a more 
precise hedge for what we need because ii is against 1.he average. 
It is real cost savings up front, and this cost savings might be the 
difference between what gets us to hedge and what does not get us 
to hedge. So that is a real example. 

Now, we cannot go in and buy that product on 1.he exchanges. 
Average price options do not exist. Furthermore, in the OTC mar
kets, we can tailor that product to give us the exact level of protec
tion that we want and for the exact end date that we want. Let 
us say that we wanted 1.o do ii on new crop corn, but we only want
ed to go through the pollination period of July. If we went to the 
exchange, we would have to buy a product that ends in November. 
We could tailor this product to end in July. We are saving our
selves 4 months of time value of extra cost that goes into that prod
uct. 

So those are real examples of the types of things that you can 
do in the over-the-counter market that you cannot do on an ex
change-1.raded type market. 

Senator CHAMHLISS. What if that were not available to you? 
What would be the effect of that unavailability? 

Mr. DINES. It would be a far less precise hedge and a more costly 
hedge, and I know you would find market participants doing less 
hedging because of the costs. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. We talked earlier about position limits and 
increased margins and what-not, and I think you used the phrase 
that this could create-would create a real drain on working cap
ital. 

From the standpoint of Cargill, do you have any idea of what 
kind of conceivable working capital drain you would be looking at 
for the volume that you do business in every day? 

Mr. DINES. I think at times it could be significant. I guess maybe 
I would take you back to last March when we and other grain com
panies actually had to stop buying deferred grain from farmers, be
cause of the run-up in grain prices and the demands on working 
capital to cover margins calls. Luckily, we were able to move some 
of our hedges to the OTC markets where we were able to put in 
place alternative credit arrangements and become reopened for 
business. And I think 1.he important point here is that we would 
like to have the flexibility. 

We do plenty of hedging on the exchanges. We do lots of hedging 
in the over-the-counter markets. The idea for us is that we like to 
have 1.he flexibility, and that is very, very important for Cargill, hut 
I do not have a number in mind, but I could tell you it would be 
sib'llificant. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Masters, you have conducted an anal
ysis in which you extrapolated data from CFTC's commitment of 
trader report to determine speculative activity in the crude oil mar-
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ket. Your analysis seems to assign values based upon index fund 
portfolios. 

Now, do you assume 1.hat speculative activity was primarily oc
curring only in the index funds as opposed to the single-name com
modities? 

Mr. MASTERS. Thank you, Senator. We are assuming that the 
index funds were a primary participant last year with regard to 
commodities. There were also speculators in single-name commod
ities as well. We looked a1. the index fund data 1.hat was provided 
from the CFTC. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, what data is used to support your as
sessment that oil prices should have been falling last year when 
most expectations and market analyses showed prices continually 
increasing throughout the year due to geopolitical uncertainties, 
record OPEC stocks, a devalued dollar, and the increase in demand 
during the summer last year? 

Mr. MASTERS. That is a good question. The issue with regard to 
prices in the futures market has to do with the supply and demand 
of futures. In the grains and the oil markets, the futures price is 
the price that determines spot, unlike other derivatives, unlike 
many other markets. You know, Platts, who is the largest spot 
pricing service, says in part, "We price off futures markets." Many 
spot market participants we talked to said, "We almost entirely 
price off futures markets off some basis." 

So I think that what we did was we looked at the money flows 
going in and the money flows going out, and our sense was based 
on the data 1.hat there was an enormous amount of money going 
into the crude oil markets over the time, and after Congress looked 
at this issue and I think started really complaining about it to a 
certain extent, I think it led a great deal of money to come out of 
those markets, none of which had much to do with actual supply 
and demand. They amplified the price on the way up, and they 
greatly amplified the price on 1.he way down. 

Senator CHAMllLISS. Mr. Bookstaber, we talked with Chairman 
Gensler about the responsibility for determining whether or not a 
product is standardized or customized, and we talked about the 
clearinghouse that is going tu clear it being the determinant of 
that. 

What is your 1.hough1. about 1.hat, are 1.hey 1.he proper ones 1.o de
termine whether something is customized or standard? 

Mr. BOOKSTABER. The notion of standardization is a fairly loose 
one. The key is whether you can construct sufficient tagging for the 
product so that many other products can be put into the same bas
ket and traded in a similar way. You know, ultimately the decision 
for standardization will be if ii is on an exchange, is it sufficien1.ly 
different from other products that people gravitate toward it as an 
item to trade? I do not know who the authority would be to say, 
oh, this is standard versus this is customized. It is something that 
still has to be defined. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. OK Mr. Driscoll, in talking about the 
Zelener fix, as the Chairman says, we had a very significant discus
sion on this issue last year during the farm bill debate, and we ad
dressed the concerns of the lookalike forex contracts, and I am not 
sure in your statement that you made earlier, where you said that 
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there has been an increase in the number of complaints since Con
gress closed the loophole, whether you are talking about since the 
farm bill was enacted last year or are you referring to some pre
vious date where a loophole was closed? 

Mr. DRISCOLL. I was referring to last year in the farm bill. We 
have seen a large increase since a year ago today. 

Chairman HAHKIN. You mentioned gold and silver as commod
i1:ies where there is the potential for fraudulent lransaclions. Any 
other commodities that need to be considered in that same respect? 

Mr. DRISCOLL. Precious metals are by far the largest product 
that is being used in these non-forex Zelener type of contracts, but 
we have also seen energy type of products as well. And our view 
is that essentially you have to close the loophole for all commod
ities that are traded in futures markets because if you close off the 
ones that are currently existing, then next year we will be coming 
hack and saying lhe fraudsters have now gone lo other markets, 
because the people that trade these sorts of contracts and run these 
sorts of schemes are ones that are looking for a regulatory vacuum, 
and they have made careers of doing this. So we believe the loop
hole has lo be closed for all commodities. 

Senator CHA~Rr.rss. Ms. Stout, do you feel that all OTC markets 
create a systemic risk? 

Ms. STOUT. No, probably not. I think something-that is actually 
a question thal is not even necessarily something we have lo ad
dress. I think a proper system of regulation of derivatives trading 
would prevent systemic risk from arising in any particular market. 
And I personally tend to favor what I think of as automatic circuit 
breaker rules of lhis sort rather lhan regulation that takes the 
form of creating some omniscient entity, some omniscient Govern
ment oversee who is supposed to investigate things on an ad hoc 
basis and look for potential problems. 

I think with the right set of circuit breakers, lhe sorts lhat have 
been mentioned today-listing requirements, margin requirements, 
position limits-we do not have to worry about looking out for the 
development of systemic risk in particular markets because the 
system would look oul for us. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Do you agree that some risk in markets is 
a good thing'? 

Ms. STOUT. Pardon me while I put on my pointy headed cor
porate finance professor hat No, risk is never good. However, 
sometimes risk is inevitable if you want to accomplish something 
useful, like curing cancer or building a company that builds air
planes. But, no, risk itself is never good. We would like to get rid 
of all of it, if we could, and lhe real trick, I think, is to eliminate 
all the unnecessary risks while not throwing the baby out with the 
bath water and eliminating risk in productive areas and with re
gard to productive endeavors that we want people to undertake. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, having been in business myself, I have 
never made any money without taking a risk, and I just think it 
is extremely difficult and would be extremely expensive if we tried 
to take the risk out of it. 

Mr. Chairman, I think that may be-I think that is all I had. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much. 
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Mr. Masters, in your summary, you said, "What I have outlined 
in my testimony are not brand-new solutions; one, exchange clear
ing with novation and margin and, two, speculative position limits 
have proven effective over many decades uf experience. In many 
ways, what we need to do is turn hack the clock on several of the 
deregulatory measures that were undertaken in the last 15 years. 
The unintended consequences uf those deregulatory decisions have 
been devastating for America." I agree. 

Now off of that, I want to challenge you, Mr. Dines, on what you 
just outlined on this average price uptiun. You say it is not offered 
by the exchanges. Well, why is it not offered hy the exchanges? We 
have a chicken-and-egg thing here. See, now, I have said we ought 
to put all these on exchanges, you see. Well, if you are allowed to 
have them on over-the-counter markets, that is where they are. 
But who is to say that this average price option could not be devel
oped as a product on a regulated exchange? That way you have 
more transparency, you would have more people involved, you 
would have more liquidity because you would have more people in 
that game. But as lung as we have it in the over-the-counter mar
ket, with some opaqueness, lack of transparency, of course, the ex
change is not going to offer it. 

I had Mr. Duffy here last fall when we discussed this very thing, 
and I asked him that pointed question. I said in terms of my legis
lation, to put them on a regulated exchange, I asked him very 
pointedly. I said could your exchange-could the regulated ex
change, not just his hut the regulated exchanges handle this, and 
his answer was yes. 

So, again, I have always asked, I keep asking this question-I 
asked two questions. One, define a customized swap. I still have 
not had one real defined yet, what is customized that does not have 
some impact someplace in the economy. If you have a customized 
swap on an interest rate or something like that, it may he between 
two individuals, but it may have other effects on a lot of other in
vestors in other places. The same way with your hedging un the 
corn market. ll could have a lot of effects. 

I would submit that if you have it on a regulated exchange with 
more transparency and people know about it, quite frankly, I think 
your business will do better. I, quite frankly, think it will, and I 
think that the sellers will also do better, too, because it will be 
open and aboveboard. And we can call for margin requirements. 
Now, you had this problem with capital requirements. But that can 
be set. We can temper that, I think, through regulation on not hav
ing onerous capital requirements, but having some capital require
ments, pulling some skin in that game. 

So, again, I want to challenge you on why you cannot do this on 
a regulated exchange. 

Mr. DINES. Well, you could put average price options on ex
changes. That could very well happen. But the degree of 
customization goes beyond that, and it goes to protection periods, 
it goes to protection levels, it goes to maybe how the average is de
termined. And the issue is that you can have multiple, multiple dif
ferent variations of an average price option. 
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I want to be very careful. It does not mean that they are more 
complex. It means that they are tailored to precisely meet that 
hedger's needs. 

I think it is impossible for the clearinghouses and the exchanges 
to do this. I do not think they can handle multiple forms, and the 
OTC market does it. We do it every single day. Our customers will 
say I want it to expire this particular day, I want it with this pro
tection level, I want the averaging period to start here and end 
here. And to pul that on an exchange will require standardization. 

You go into the exchanges today, you can pick from a certain set 
of end dates. You can pick from a certain level set of protection lev
els. But you do not have the degree of customization you cannot 
customize. They just are not set up to do it. 

So that I think is the primary difference. It is the ability tu really 
work wilh customers to customize the product. 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. BOOKSTABER. I think a good example of the distinction-the 

gray area between standardized and customized is the equities op
tion market. The CBOE is, as exchange traded. In that market you 
cannot get an exercise price of, say, 51.3. 

Chairman HARKIN. Say lhat again? You cannot--
Mr. BOOKSTAHBH. The exercise prices for the options are in incre

ments, maybe 5-or 10-point increments. 
Chairman HARKIN. OK. 
Mr. BooKSTAHF.R. So somebody could argue, wait a minute, this 

is not fulfilling my objective because I do not want an exercise price 
of 50 and I do not wanl an exercise price of 55; I want 52.23. 

Well, of course, if you go to customized, the standardization is 
going to limit things to some extent, but the challenge is to go to 
Caq,rill, to go to the clients of JPMorgan, and to say let us look at 
the whole layout of the customizations that you do. Can we find a 
reasonable set of standard securities that get close enough tu what 
people wanl lhat in lhe majority of cases they are fairly satisfied? 
Maybe somebody wants a time to maturity of 11.l months, and an
other wants it of 10.9 months; 11 months might do the job for 
them. 

So it is true that you cannot get standardization tu meet every 
of the infinite possible numbers of times tu maturity and the infi
nite number of possible exercise prices. But once you gel lo fine 
enough differentiation, that may be sufficient to deal with the large 
majority of what people demand. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Lenczowski. 
Mr. LF.NC?:OWSKI. Thank you, Chairman. I would agree with Dr. 

Bookstaber that there could be a degree of standardization that is 
achievable. Bul even wilh lhat standardization, the company lhat 
is looking to hedge its risk will still have to post the margin to the 
clearinghouse. And you mentioned, Chairman, that we could maybe 
regulatorily affect that marb>in. It is actually incredibly important 
that that margin be what the clearinghouse says it is because the 
clearinghouse has to act as the ultimate credit support to everyone. 
So it sets ils margin requirements based on what it feels through 
its risk models the risk of a particular transaction is. 

So the clearinghouse sets that margin requirement, and then it 
requires the most liquid form of collateral, because as soon as a de-
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fault occurs, the clearinghouse has to instantaneously apply that 
collateral against the defaulted position. There is no ability to wait 
and sell some property or land. It has to happen instantaneously. 
Again, lhat preserves the clearinghouse's stability. 

So while, again, I agree that there could be standardization and 
it could actually suit certain customers' needs, many customers just 
do not have that liquidity, that cash right now, and that is why, 
among other reasons lhey use lhe OTC market. 

I think there was a mention that the OTC market is not 
collateralized or that it has-that the customers pay for that mar
gin somehow. In fact, many times when these customers go to the 
OTC market, the collateral that they pledge is the exact same col
lateral that they have pledged to secure their loan obligations. 
Many customers borrow on a secured basis. They pledge land or 
equipment, fixtures, receivables, even intellectual property. That is 
all good collateral. H is very good. Thal supports our lending agree
ment, our money we lend to them. 

It serves both as credit support for the loan and also for the de
rivative, and that is the efficiency and the flexibility that OTC de
rivatives provide to corporate America. And lhat is why we think 
corporate America chooses the OTC markets instead of the ex
change markets. It is not because there is anything wrong with the 
exchange markets. It is just that the OTC markets are more flexi
ble and are able to address exactly the risks lhat lhe company 
wants to hedge. 

Chairman HARKIN. Did you have any observation on this at all, 
Dr. Stout. 

Ms. STOUT. No, nol on lhis. 
Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Bookstaber. 
Mr. BOOKSTABER. If I can just indulge on this, I think this 

point-of course, it is better if you can post illiquid collateral. Of 
course, all of us would like to have lhat. But there is a problem 
if the instrument is highly liquid and can be liquidated very quick
ly, and what you have as collateral is very illiquid. This is what 
leads to liquidity crisis cycles. I have $800 million that I have as 
collateral at a bank. I am in a market thal for some exogenous rea
son drops by 10 percent. The bank says, "Come up with more cap
ital, or we will start to liquidate." And suddenly they say, "Oh, but 
it is land. We cannot liquidate it in the same timeframe as this in
strument." 

So it is painful and, of course, we do not want to have it be the 
case, but I think if you have liquid securities, you have to have liq
uid collateral on the other side. 

Mr. LENCZOW8KL If I could, Chairman, jusl lo respond. 
Chairman HARKIN. Sure. 
Mr. LENCZOWSKI. The size of our loan book at JPMorgan is 

roughly IO times the size of our derivatives exposure, and much of 
that loan book is supported by this collateral thal Dr. Bookstaber 
mentioned. It is relatively illiquid, but it is excellent quality collat
eral. We lend on that basis. 

So what we allow our customers to do is to use that same collat
eral to support their derivative transactions. That is useful for 
them. It is not an unsafe and unsound banking practice. In fact, 
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our examiners who are onsite would be all over us if it was any
where close to that. 

So I would like to just clarify that this is very good collateral 
that we are receiving from our customer base and that it is a very 
big part of what makes these transactions happen for companies. 

Chairman HARKIN. Let me ask that, Mr. Lenczowski. So you 
admit it is not liquid, and how much can that he leveraged? How 
much can you leverage something that is illiquid that is an asset 
or land or whatever, how much can you leverage that? 

I think I can understand it if it is capital, hut I do not know that 
I can understand it if it something else. 

Mr. LENCZOWSKL That is an excellent point, Chairman Harkin. 
Our credit officers make that exact determination. We have statis
tical models and other means of assessing what our probable expo
sure could he. We use many forms to do that, hut we are able to 
decide from a credit standpoint how much we could do. Again, 
these determinations are reviewable by our regulators and we en
sure that are done within safe hanking practices. 

Mr. DINES. Chairman Harkin, could I just add to that point for 
a second? We have probably 250 to 300 institutional type cus
tomers that we are providing products to. We margin with about 
80 percent of those customers today. We are moving collateral hack 
and forth with them. We are sending them daily position reports 
so they know what the value of their derivatives are. Again, they 
know the value. They are moving the collateral back and forth. 

They are giving us liquid cash as collateral, or we are giving 
them liquid cash as collateral. The difference is that we do not 
think that a highly rated food or industrial company should he held 
to the same margining terms as a lower-quality, more leveraged 
company. And so we are flexible in our credit terms for them, so 
we may not make them post initial margin. We may give them a 
million-dollar threshold before they need to post margin. But we 
are still applying very strict credit standards. We are margining 
with them. But we are flexible in the way that we do that, and that 
is very, very important. A million dollars to a company today 
means a lot from an investment standpoint. 

So that is the way that we are managing it. That is the benefit 
of the OTC market versus a standardized exchange, because if you 
think about the standardized exchange, it has to go for the lowest 
common denominator, because it is dealing with all sorts of compa
nies all different levels of credit quality. So it has to build its risk, 
its margining on the worst possible credits that might be part of 
that clearinghouse or exchange, where in the OTC market you do 
not have to do that. 

Chairman HARKIN. Ms. Stout. 
Ms. STOUT. I think the last comment is very helpful for helping 

keep a perspective on what we are discussing here. You referred 
to a million-dollar savings today for Cargill. We are dealing with 
a crisis that I believe the figure that you mentioned this morning, 
Mr. Chairman, was $4 trillion. I do not think anyone would dispute 
that for some businesses at some times, some forms of derivatives 
are definitely beneficial. I think the critical question has got to be 
how do we measure the benefits against the harms. 
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I am very sympathetic. I wish I could ensure that Cargill could 
always have the perfect hedge. But if maybe you have to inconven
ience yourself a little hit and deal with a suboptimal hedge some
times, and the social benefit we get is that we do not get another 
Lehman Brothers, another Bear Stearns, another AIG. Well, some
times you have to put with a little bit of difficulty. 

We are at a watershed moment, Mr. Chairman, I think, that is 
comparable to the situation we faced in the 1930's. Over the past 
decade, I think we can argue that the finance sector of our economy 
came close to cannibalizing the real economy. Derivatives were 
definitely part-not the only part, but one of the larger parts of 
that cannibalization process. 

It is clear that we cannot sustainably go doing things the way 
we have done them for the last 10 years. You know, the definition 
of "insanity," doing the same thing and expecting different results. 
Every time in history in my research that we have attempted to 
deregulate derivatives, we have gotten the same results. 

So on the theory that the perfect is the enemy of the good, any 
regulatory development that can begin to bring back the exposure 
that we have today, the exposure to systemic risk, to reduced eco
nomic productivity, to price bubbles, to fraud and manipulation, 
anything that can begin to ratchet that back would be a very good 
thing. 

Chairman HARKIN. Anyone else? Yes, Mr. Masters. 
Mr. MASTF:RS. I just want to make a couple points. With regard 

to the whole notion of multiple prices, volume-weight average 
prices, in the equities business we have probably in excess of 100 
different ways on listed exchanges of trading those various kinds 
of orders. We can do algorithms that do all sorts of things that can 
literally wait every 2 minutes for an order and then only take the 
offer or sit on the bid all day, or hide or bob or weave or whatever. 
All those things are possible on listed exchanges. We do them every 
day in our own business. 

Second, I would like to make this point because I think it is im
portant. With regard to the notion of options at different strikes 
and so forth, we are one of the largest option traders in the United 
States, listed options, and one of the issues with regard to options 
is when you trade in over-the-counter option, there is someone on 
the other side that knows your position. That is a huge issue. I do 
not want them to know my position because if they know my posi
tion and it is just me and him, if something goes wrong I have got 
a problem, and he knows exactly what my problem is. And that 
goes on every day. 

So there is a huge competitive advantage to a bank or a swaps 
dealer to have that position on with a customer because they are 
able to reverse engineer the customer's knowledge and flows. So 
having that liquidity, having an exchange being able to trade with 
perfect-being able to hide, if you will, I can trade on these options 
exchange, and people do not know who I am. And I can trade using 
various different orders. That is a great benefit, and it would be 
a great benefit to many other customers once they understand that 
little dynamic that goes around on Wall Street. 

Chairman HARKIN. Pretty interesting. 
Yes, Mr. Lenczowski? Then we will have to call this off 
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Mr. LF.NCZOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a couple of 
points. 

First, the exchanges have been trading equity options for quite 
a while now, and they are free for anyone who can open an account 
there. Certainly we have no desire in monopolizing the equity mar
ket in the over-the-counter business, and any customer who feels 
they will do better on an exchange should trade there and should 
feel free to trade there. What we do not want is to eliminate that 
choice from the customer. There are some customers who might 
choose facing an exchange-traded exact same product to trade in 
the over-the-counter market. And to that extent, that kind of a 
choice should be continued to be allowed. 

Then, second, just to confirm, there is a straw man argument or 
some example that the banks are against regulatory reform or 
swap dealers are against regulatory reform. Thai is absolutely un
true. We support broadly the initiatives that the administration 
has announced and Chairman Gensler described today. I have out
lined them in our written submission, and I would just like to re
assert again that we do agree completely that something has to be 
done. We just want it done in the right way for the economy. 

Chairman HARKIN. Any last words? I thought 1.his was a very en
lightening session. We could probably go on for some time. As a 
matter of fact, I have got Secretary Vilsack over in the Appropria
tions Committee that I have got to go over and listen to his testi
mony on his budget. 

But as you know, we are wrestling with this, but I guess I end 
where I started. We cannot continue to do what we have been 
doing. We have got to make some changes, and there have got to 
be, I think, some fundamental changes in the way we do this. 

Now, I have taken the position, you all know my bill, what I at
tempted to do in that legislation. However, I am always willing to 
look at other sides of that issue. But I guess from my own personal 
s1.andpoin1., I still come down to 1.he more open we are, the more 
transparent we are, the more information that people have out 
there in a regulatory framework, the better off we are all going to 
be. And somehow we have got to, as Mr. Masters said, I think, get 
back to where we were before in some kind of a regulatory frame
work. And that is what we are going to have to wrestle with, ex
acUy how we do thaL No one wants 1.o stifle innovation, as I said, 
but we have got to ask what that innovation is for. 

Second, no one wants to get rid of speculation. We need specu
lators, but we do not want that bottle of aspirin every day. We just 
need maybe one. So we have to figure out how we provide that kind 
of liquidity in some kind of a regulated manner also. 

So these are the things we are wrestling with. I lhink this panel 
added greatly to our thoughts on this and our pursuit of trying to 
figure out what we can do. I just would say to all of you that as 
we proceed on this, any other thoughts and suggestions you may 
have, please let us know, and we will be developing this legislation 
some time this year, probably not until this fall. We have the 
health care bill, and we have go1. a lot of other things we have 1.o 
do, and we have to do the child nutrition reauthorization, too, this 
year. But this is something we have got to attend to, and I have 
talked to Mr. Peterson on the House side, and he wants to move 
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something this year, too. So I invite your constant input and con
sideration of what we are doing here. 

Again, I thank you all very much for being here today. As I said, 
it was a great panel. I appreciate it very much, thank you; the 
Committee will stand adjourned. 

L Whereupon, at I :29 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.J 
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Statement of Senator Thad Cochran 

Senate Committee on AgricuJture, Nutrition and Forestry 

June 4, 2009 

Mr. Chainnan, thank you for holding this hearing to review the 

current structure of futures market oversight and considering testimony 

about how best to improve transparency. It is critical that these markets 

remain a viable option for fanners and business operations choosing to 

hedge risks. 

This is a subject that attracted our attention foHowing last year's 

experience with such a volatile commodity market. This hearing will 

allow us the opportunity to hear from the Chairman of the Commodity 

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and other experts to learn more 

about options for increasing market transparency and oversight. 

WhiJe I agree that more transparency is needed, we must avoid 

overreaching and eJiminating the opportunity for participants to enter 
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contracts. Production agriculture utilizes these markets to maximize 

profitability, and I urge the CFTC to use their current authority to 

address concerns as Congress continues to consider additional legislative 

action. 

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses. 
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Testimony of Richard Bookstaber 

Submitted to the Senate of the United States, 
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

For the Hearing: "Regulatory Reform and the Derivatives Markets" 
June 4, 2009 

Mr. Chainnan and members of the Committee, I thank you for the opportunity to testify 

today. My name is Richard Bookstabcr. During my career I have worked extensively in 

.risk management. Jn the J990's I was in charge of market 1isk management at Morgan 

Stanley and then oversaw finn-wide risk at Salomon Brothers, continuing in that capacity 

for a short time after it was absorbed by Citigroup. Following that, I oversaw risk at two 

buy-side firms, Moore Capital Management and ZilTBrolhers Investments, and ran an 

equity hedge fund at FrontPoint Partners. Most recently I worked at Bridgewater 

Associatei:, a large hedge fund headquartered in Westport, Connecticut. [ left Bridgewater 

at the end of 2008. 

Before working in risk management, I was one of the pioneers in the development of 

derivative products on Wall Street. Moving from academics to Morgan Stanley in 1984, I 

designed, priced and hedged derivatives, and had experience with derivatives in the 

equity, fixed income, commodity and foreign exchange markets. I wrote one of the first 

books on derivatives, Option Pricing and Srrmegies i11 lnves1ing, (J\ddison-Wcsley, 

198 1). 

I am the author of A Demon of Our Own Design - Markels, //edge Funds, nnd the Perils 

of Fi11n11cia/ ln11ovatio11. Published in April, 2007, this book warned of the potential for 

financial crisis from the explosion of derivatives and other innovative producrs. 

Although J have had extensive experience on both the buy-side and sell-side, r come 

before the Committee in an unaffiliated capaci ty, and represent no industry interests. 
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My testimony will focus on the need for reduced complexity and increased transparency 

in the derivatives markets. This can be accomplished by standardization of derivative 

instruments and ultimately by having derivatives trade on the exchange. Many of the 

issuers and user:,; of derivatives have incentives for derivatives to remain complex and 

opaque, but these incentives are related to flawed ohjectives. 

Complexity: The Problem with Derivatives 

Derivative instruments - and I use the teml broadly to include the swath of what are often 

h:rmed 'innovative products' such as options, swaps and structured products - can 

improve the financial markets. They can allow investors to mold returns to better meet 

their investment objectives, to more precisely meet the contingencies of the market. They 

can break apart and package risks to facilitate risk sharing. In the parlance of academic 

finance, they allow investors to better span the space of the states of nature. These 

objectives were the focus in the nascent years of derivatives, in the decade or so after the 

development of the Black-Scholes-Merton option pricing methodology and the 

establishment of the Chicago Board Options Exchange. 

As time progressed, however, derivatives found use for less lofty purposes. Derivatives 

have been used to solve various non-economic problems, basically helping institutions 

game the system in order to: 

• Avoid laxes. For example, investors use total return swaps to take positions in UK 

stocks in order to avoid transactions taxes. 

• Take exposures that arc not pennittcd in a particular investment charter. For 

example, index amonizing swaps were used by insurance companies to take 

mortgage risk. 

• Speculate. For example, the main use of credit default swaps is to allow traders to 

take shon positions on corporate bonds and place bets on the failure of a 

company. 

• Hide risk-taking activity. For example, derivatives provide a means for obtaining 

a leveraged position without explicit financing or capital outlay and for taking risk 

off-balance sheet, where it is not as readily observed and monitored. Derivatives 
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also can be used to structure complex risk-return tradeoffa that arc difficult to 

dissect. 

These non-economic objectives are best accomplished by designing derivatives that are 

complex and opaque, so that the gaming of the system is not readily apparent. 1 

Viewed in an uncharitable light, derivatives and swaps can be thought of as vehicles for 

gambling; they are, after all, side bets on the market. But these side bets can pose risks 

that extend beyond losses to the person making the bet. There are a number of ways the 

swaps and derivatives end up affecting the market: 

• Those who create thei;e products need to hedge in the market, so their creation 

leads to a direct affect on the market underlying the derivative. 

• Those who buy these instruments have other market exposures, so that if they are 

adversely affected by the swaps or derivatives. they might be forced to liquidate 

other positions, thereby transmitting a dislocation from one market into another. 

• The market price of some derivatives can have real effec1s for a company. For 

example. the credit default swaps arc used as the basis for triggering debt 

covenants, so if the swap spread for a company's debt rises above a critical level, 

it can have an adverse effect on the company. Indeed, a dislocation in the credit 

default swap market can have a more immediate and severe effect on a company 

than will a dislocation in its stock price, because the credit default swap spread 

has an impact on the ability of the company to ohtain financing.2 

1 For example. the last point, hiding risk-laking activicy. is facilita1cd by the opacity of rhc risk-rc1um lradeoff for 
derivatives. Any derivatives trader worth his salr ca11 construct a derivatives position that will seemingly print money. 
in all likelihood generate cash flow month afler month. hut will get lhar casli now by raking un a suhtlc risk which will 
rarely be realized. bu! when n:ali1.cd will have a profound negative effect. Withoul proper moJcling, 1his risk will not 
Ii. manifest until it is too late. This means that derivatives •re the .vcapon of choice for investors who are faced wirh a 
need 10 book immediate gains. 

II also means dcm·a1nu arc a quick sale lo naive im•estors. There is no need 10 look hack IO P&G or Orange County 
for examples of this. I recemly gave a talk to a group of central bankers from small eoumries. a number vf whom had 
been plied with detivafivcs called dual cum:ncy swaps. though the~e were really options thal gave tlie countries a 
rayout in the worse pcr(onning of two currencies. In exchange for taking this relative currency risk. the counlries 
receiveJ an incremenllll relum of a few basis roims. I did not do !he calculation, but my bet is that this incre-nlal 
return lell a substanual buffer for the banks lhat sold the swaps. And that lhc countries enl<rcd into the sw~ps wi1ho111 
recognizing the level of risk !hey were taking on. 
~ For this reason. there needs to be strict oversight of credit default swaps to guard against manipulation. Such 
ovcrsighl is far easier for if d1ty are !TadCtl on an •~change. 
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• Derivatives can change the behavior of the market. For example, when various 

bonds are packaged into Collateralized Debt Obligations, they become linked in a 

way that they might not be absent this packaging. As a result, the diversification 

potential within the market can be lower and the potential for contagion between 

market segments can increase. 

• Those who are writing OTC derivatives are in effect providing insurance to the 

buyers, but without any regulatory requirements on minimum capital. Those 

writing these instruments may not be in a well-capitalized position to pay out in 

the event that the option goes into the money. 

Regulation of Derivalives 

Standardization and Exchange Trading 

As I point out in A Demon of Our Own Design, complexity is one of the demons that 

makes our financial markets crisis prone. Complexity hides risks and creates unexpected 

linkages between markets. Derivatives are the primary source of this complexity, so to 

reduce the risk of crisis we must address the derivatives markets. We need a flight to 

simplicity. 

The proposal for a centralized clearing corporation, while a welcome step, is not 

sufficient to do this. It may reduce counterparty concerns. but it will not provide the 

necessary level of standardization, transparency, price discovery and liquidity. To do that, 

we need to have standardized derivative products. and have those products traded on an 

exchange. Standardization will address the complexity of derivatives. Exchange trading 

will be a major improvement in the transparency and efficiency, and will foster liquidity 

by drawing in a wider range of speculators and liquidity suppliers. These steps will shore 

up the matket against the structural tlaws that derivative-induced complexity have 

created. 

Nonstandard OTC Derivatives and Innovation 

One stated objection to standardization and exchange trading is that if a door remains 

open for complex OTC derivatives, then having the standardized productS out in the light 
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of day will only accentuate the demand for the more shadowy and opaque products. An 

opposing objection is that the push toward standardization will squelch innovation in the 

financial markets. These concerns lead to demands by some to abolish all OTC 

derivatives, and by others to shrink from exchange trading. There is no need to move 

toward either of these two extremes. 

Abolishing OTC derivatives is not a wise direction for regulation. There will be 

legitimate reasons for customized derivatives, and no doubt innovations will emerge with 

broad value to the financial markets. The point is not to stifle innovation, but to assure it 

is directed toward an economic rather than gaming end. Nor need exchange trading move 

activity into the shadows. Properly executed, we can have a combination of standardized 

exchange-traded instruments along with the continued development of customized OTC 

instruments. 

Standardized exchange-traded derivatives will create high hurdles for any nonstandard 

OTC product a bank wants to push into the market. The OTC producl will have worse 

counterparty characleristics, he less liquid, have a higher spread, and have inferior price 

discovery. To overcome these disadvantages. the nonstandard OTC product will have to 

demonstrate substantia~ improvement in meeting the needs of the investor compared to 

the standardized product. 

In addition, stricter control and disclosure can he placed on nonstandard OTC derivalivcs 

both through investor demand and by regulatory mandate. Investors may demand that 

derivatives taken on their behalf be of the standardized exchange-traded fonn, or may 

require that ifa nonstandard altemative is employed, it first be approved by the finn's 

risk manager. The regulator may mandate tht: disclosure of such derivatives positions and 

require a demonstralion of how these instruments are being used and why they are being 

used in place of the standard instruments.3 11le disclosure might be public - investment 

l The argument here is not for case-by-case approval of non~undard produci.s, nor for a regulator to dictate wboch 
derivatives can be traded OTC. The regulator docs not have to make a detcnninalion rhat any one derivative is being 
employed for bona fide hedging PUll'OSCS, or tha1 the use of an OTC deriva1i.,.e is in some ""'1SC legitimate. By having 
on-going disc.losure and jus1if1ca1ion, the ir.vcstors and the regulators can sec emerging patterns of Jbusc. Thctc will he 
a point where a linn's use of the nonstandard producls will move beyond 1hc nonn and will sian 10 draw questions. 
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finns could justifiably balk at such disclosure now, but that justification is lessened if the 

fimls have the choice of employing exchange-ttaded derivatives to avoid the disclosure -

or, alternatively, the disclosure can be restricted only to the regulator.4 

Even with these hurdles, there will still be the opportunity for innovation and for the 

application of the more complex derivatives where their value is compelling. But I 

believe we will not find many instances where a complex OTC derivative is pushed 

forward, because for most legitimate purposes the standardized products will be found to 

be adequate. 

Incentives for Creating Complex OTC Derivatives 

The current proposal for moving derivatives onto an exchange reminds me of a similar 

effort I made shortly after I arrived at Morgan Stanley twenty-five years ago. I proposed a 

simplified structure that would have allowed the inlerest rate swaps that were traded at 

the time to be replaced by a handfo I of standardized instruments. I met with the head of 

the swap desk and others running the Fixed Income Division to propose that this structure 

be put forward to allow exchange trading of swaps. I thought the proposal, which would 

have made the markets more transparent, liquid and efficient, would be greeted wam1ly, 

even enthusiastically. Was I wrong. I had yet to appreciate the incentives the industry has 

to make derivatives as complex and 'one-off as possible. 

For the bank, the more complex and custom-made the instrument, the greater the chance 

the bank can price in a profit, for the simple reason that investors will not be able to 

readily determine its fair value. And if the bank creates a customized product, then it can 

also charge a higher spread when an investor comes back to trade out of the product. For 

The disc:\()Sllr~ could include standardized tagging of positions lhat will facilitate aggregation and analysis. Jn this 
regard. ~e "Mappi11g the Market Genome", hlln:i'ri.i;kll.<!9.l\a•.~.!!8"£.'l!'i2009i(l2iin~rkup-lan•uage$·•nd·mal.'1ti.u.i:: 
markct.hln1l. 
• Disclosur~ of exposures in a fomt that allows •gi;rct,-..tion across firms is crilir.al for systemic risk regulation. As il 
stands now. we do not have the ability to sor1 thn)ugh 1hc web of counte'l'•TIY risk or the extent of leverage and 
crowding in markels. ·11,c required data is readily accessible by the regulator for exchange-1radcd positions. but more 
aggressive disclosure is required lo obtain these data for OTC positions. On the ucal for disc: Insure for systemic risk 
management, sec Te!li111n11y of/Ur.hard Rookm1ber. Submirred 10 tire Senate oflh<! (Jnited States. Se11aw Oankitrg. 
I fo1ui11g and Urhun Affair.• Suhcommillee on Sec11ri1ie.r. '1Lt1<1'll>1<"<' uml lnv.stment. Ji"' th• Heuring: "Risk 
Mm1'1genw11.,,u/11• fmplicarions fur Syxtemmic Risk", .lime / 9, ]()08. 
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the trader, the more complex the instrument, the more leeway he has in his operation, 

because it will be harder for the bank to measure his risk and price his book, 5 And for the 

buyer, the more complex the instrument, the easier it is to obfuscate everything from the 

risk and leverage of their positions to the non-economic objectives they might have in 

mind. 

These incentives explain why there is an ongoing anns race in innovative products and 

why the financial institutions might have to be pulled less than willingly into any 

initiative to standardize derivatives or to move derivatives from over-the-counter onto an 

exchange. 

Conclusion: The Pace of New Regulation 

We should move toward standardization and exchange trading of derivatives. We should 

do this because it is the reasonable direction to take, not as a reaction to the current cri,sis, 

and not predicated oi:i whether derivatives did or did not behave in any particular way, or 

whether they were villains or innocent bystanders. The role played by the current crisis is 

to provide the impetus for action, for making impl'ovements to the derivatives market 

independent of the final verdict that history passes down with respect to these recent, 

tumultuous years. 

The arguments for standardization and exchange trading of derivatives are compelling. 

But there remains much we do not know. Therefore it is important to move slowly, one 

market at a time: learning by doing rather than pushing for quick, wholesale solutions. 

Because there arc markets that arc beyond the purview of the CFTC, indeed beyond our 

borders, the natural pace will be a gradual one. 

5 This sng~esls compensalion should be wirhhcld unril a derivatives position is closed oul and the profi1 is realized. 
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!Vly name is David Dines, President of Cargill Risk Manai;cment. I am testifying on behalf of Cargill, 
lncorporatc..1 and have been in the hedging and 1isk management services industry for 1 S yC.'lr:>. 

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify today. 

Cargill is an international provider of food. agricultural, and risk management products and services. As a 
n1crchandiscr and processor of commodities. lhc company relics heavily U(l<)n cfficicnl. compclilive, and 
well-functioning futures markets and ov.:-r-thc-counlcr (OTC) markets. 

C'argill is an extensive end-user of derivatives produces. and is also active in offering risk management 
products and services to commercial customers and producers in the agriculture and energy markets. 

One of the major challenges for policymakers and regulators is thal the tcnn "over-the-counter market'' 
covers a \'as! array of products across a number of markets. 

This broad definition highlights why it is extremely diffkult to seek a one siie fils all regulatory or 
legislative solutio111hat still allows all imcrcsted parries lo manage their genuine economic risks. 

• One mlljor ('Oncern with the recent proposal by the US Treasury Departmeot is that it 
appear.• to stek a regulatory solution for all OTC products in response 10 systemic risk posed 
by one particular markel: (redit default swaps. 

ll is imporram 10 note that while we have witnessed 1he greatest economic crisi8 in SO yC3rs, and perhaps 
the mos1 vola1ilc commodity market Cargill has ever seen, OTC contracts i11 lhe agricullurc, energy, and 
foreign exchange m~rkets performed welt, did not create systemic risks, ,ind in fact helped many end-users 
manage and hedge their risks during lhi~ very di mcull time. 

for lite purposes of our testimony loday relative to the US Treasury proposal, we will focus our oomments 
on 1wo eatcgo1ics of OTC products where Cargill is an active market pa1ticipan1: 

Agriculture and energy products 
Foreign exchange products 

The Treasury proposal seeks lo achieve four broad objectives: 

I. Prcvem Ac1iviries Within the OTC Markets from Posing Risk lo lite Financial System 
2. Prom(lting Efficiency and Transparency Wi1hi11 the OTC Markels 
3. Prcvenlini; Market Manipulation, l'raud, a11d Oiiier Market Abuses 
4. Ensuring Thi•! OTC Derivatives Arc Not Marketed Inappropriately To linsophisti<.:atcd Parries 

We suppon rhese stated obje~rivcs and b"licvc that steps can he raken to meet these goals, without denying 
end-users· access to an effeclivc and cornperitive market. White we have not seen the specific details of the 
Treasury Department's proposal. we offer these observations based on the information available under each 
oflhc sp~citic objectives. 

Objective 1: Prtveol ActMtics Within the OTC Markets from Po~ing Risk to the Financial System 
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The Treasury Dcpanmcnt's outline seeks lo apply mandatory clearing of all standardiicd conlr.scts, impose 
robust margin requirement&, including inirial margin requirements for both standardized and cus1omiilcd 
conlracl$. 

The imposition of mandatory ckaring and mandatory margining of tailored hedges will have a 
signific•nl drain on working capital"' a time when capital is highly constrained and credit is in 
short supply. There will be a liquidity drain on lhosc companies who have taken conservative 
business approach.::; and choose to prudently hedge their economic risks. Mandatory margining 
will have the unintended consequence of actually increasing linancial risks as companies choose no! 
to hedge due to working capital requirements. 

The potential magnitude of this drain on wo1·king capital should be carefully weighed by all 
policymakers. Cargill is a member of the ~ational Association of Manufacturers (NAM} am! has 
workw closdy with a coalition of NAM members concerned about the ability of end-users to 
efficiently access the OTC market. 

I would like to submit for the record a lcucr from the NAM on this issue, as well as a recent letter 
from Chesapeake Energy, an Oklahoma·bas~d end user of OTC derivative.~ and the largest 
ind ... -pcndcnt producer of US natural g;is. 

'rltc Chesapeake Energy letter provides a11 excellent example of how restricting acco:ss to credit by 
imposing mandamry margining could sever<!ly drain capital that could otherwise be invested to 
grow a business. In the one example provided here, over S6 billion would haw been taken away 
from running and expanding a job·crcating business, and iustcad he left idle in a margin acco1mt 
unlil ll1e maturation of the OTC contracl. While not posting cash, Chesapeake had pledged 
eolla1eral valued at more than $11 billion to secure their derivative countcrparties. 

Expand chis example across all of che businesses that use OTC products and the amount of capital 
diverted from growi11g the US economy would be severe. unless companies reduced cheir hedging 
and risk managcm~nl. 

• There is a misconception that OTC products do no1 have credit provisions, and arc never 
collateralized or margined. A significam numb~r nfOTC transactions are col\a1crnlizt'd or 
margined with crillalcrJI being moved daily to adjust for 1he change in market value. With futures, 
margining terms are standardized across all panicipants, while in the OTC markel~ credit and 
eollateral t•'TTllS vary and arc set according to !he credit quality of the hedger. 

With regard to mandatory clearing of standardized producr.q, defining which products arc "standard" 
and which products arc "cuscomi7.cd" is a complex issue that 111ust be thoroughly examined by the 
appropriate federdl n:gulator to avoid disrupting market segments that continue to perfom1 well. 

The loss of tailored hedging tool~ will greatly impact the ability of companies to comply wilh 
cuM'cnt accounting standards (Financial Acoounting Standard 133). 'Ibis accounting policy requires 
h(di;:cs to precisely ma1ch the underlying risk in order to reduce income vola!ili1y. 
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The Treasury D•·partmcnl outline also inr.licato:s that subslantial capiral requirements could be placed 011 all 
OTC dealers. 

While some level of capital requirements might be appropriate, there is a concern that 1hc new 
regulatory framework could be developed such that only financial institutions could remain active 
dealers. The agriculture and energy hedging sectors both have active non-financial institution OTC:: 
dealers who offer healthy competition in th1.1 market. No non-financial institution dealer.; hal!c 
required any taxpayer-based financial assistance from the Federal govemmenl. II would be 
inappropriate to eliminate these competitors from the OTC' market through legislative or reb'Ulatory 
action. 

Rl!commtmdation: Regularory reqttiremt'nts should be bast'd 011 risk to tlle finunrial .vy.>tem and not ont'
.<i:e-jits-alt, 

Add/flrmal monitoring and tra11spare11cy in tile OTC markets (agriculture, e1>ergy,foreig1' e:ccl1a11ge, 
a..,/ interest rates) is warra11ted and Cargill .<upp11rtS these eff"rts, but resfricting working capittsl 
tlirough major i11creast's i11 mandatorJ' margining i11 these markets is counrerproductive. 

Improved mt1ni1oring and tra11Sparenq• accomplisl1es rhe goals for 1l1e objective, without 1/te increa.<ed 
expe11se tsird capital dema11ds of clearing_ 

Objedlve 2: Promoting Efficiency and Transparency Withio the OTC Markets 

The Treasury Dcpanment · s outline seeks to irnposc more record keeping and force trade;; on to regulated 
exchange~. 

Recomnttmdalion: More rerord keeping a11d better disclosure >o·ould be l1elpful, a/1hougl1 the regulator 
should be dire<'ted lo foc1ts on areas wi1/1 1/1e t:reatest risks. 

,fs previously mmtio11ed, mattdatory moveme111 of acti••itie.< from tile OTC market to an excha11ge-traded 
market does not seem '"arra11ted i11 tllose markett 1/1at ha1•e not created ~ys1e111ic risks 10 the jina11cial 
.~rstem. 

Objecli\'e 3: Preveoling Market Manipulation, t'raud, and Other Market Ab11~es 

The Trea~ury Department's outline seeks clear authority to police fraud_ market manipulation. and other 
market abuses and the authority to set position limits on OTC derivatives tbat affect a significaot price 
di&covcry function with r~spcct to forures market.~. 

Reconr111~11Jation: We stipport the CFTC having clear a111horlty to police fraud, manip11lation a11d other 
abuses.. 

The Conunodity Future.< Tradil1g Commission i< alretsdy using ifs exivting authoril)• and is receiving 
public comment 011 a11 Adva11ce Notice of Pmpl).<ed Rulemakittfl to address the enf<>rccme11t of po.vitioll 
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limits, address concerns about excess speculation, and help mai11taill tf1e inugricy of price discovery i11 
the futures markets. 

Cargill filed public comments with lhc CFTC on this proposal. In our commtnls, we support: 
Position limits for non-commercials 

• Much greater transparency and reponing for over-the-counter markets. 

A graphical summary. including rite highlighrs of the comments. is included ai the end of today's testimony 
as Apptndix A. The entire comments are on tile with the cvrc. and wc would be happy to distribute them 
to 1ncmbers of the Senate Agriculrurc Commiuce. 

Objedive 4: Ensuring That OTC Derivative.~ Are Not Marketed Inappropriately To Unsophisticated 
Parties 

Recomme111/atfo11: Products sf1ould be marketed and co11ti11ue to be availubl.e to tltose parties K'ho meet 
tire c:lfrrent reg11/atory parameters as eligible market panicipams. 

Summary: 

l. Derivativ~s play an imponant role in helping companies manage risks. E.:changc-traded dcriva1ivcs 
an: c:ssential in price discovery and help facilitate basic risk management, while over-the-counter 
derivatives are essC11tial to hedgc:rs becaus~ they can be cu.>tomized to fit a company's speci fie risk 
managen1c111 needs. 

2. Additional legislative and regulatory acrions in 1hc OTC market should: 
a. Be risk-based, and not treat all products 1Jentically 
b. Improve ttansparency and reponing 
c. s~ek to add minimal cosis and disruptions to those products that have not posed systemic 

risks to the financial system 

3. Maudatory clearing and margining: 
a. Would severely reduce hedging activity 
b. Would greatly restrict working capital at a time when ii is in very shon supply 
c. Is not 1va1r•ntcd for OTC p1·oduct• thal haw not created sy~temic risk 

4. The CFTC. through ils existing rule-making. is proposing much-needed steps and should continue 
lo work on: 

a. Ensuring the enforcement of posilion limits in related exchange-traded markets. principally 
agriculture and energy products 

h. Improving the transpan:ncy and reporting of OTC products 

We appn-ciate the opportu11ity to te~tify today and look IOn•ard to working with the Members of the Senate 
Agriculture Commincc and olher policyn1akers as this issue develops. 
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Appendix A: 

CFTC Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 
Whether to Eliminate the Booa Fide Hedge Exemption for Certain Swap Dealers and 
Create a New Limited Risk Management Exemption from Speculative Position Limits 

Highlights of Carxill's Suggesled Changes as Outlined in Comments on CITC Concept Release: 

1. OTC dealer reponing to the CFTC once clients reach a significant size 
linsurcs compliance with exchange-related position limits 

2. End user rep<>ning to the C'l-T(' once lheir activity reaches a significant size 
Greater transparency 
Ensures that if multiple dealers arc used, the regulator knows the activity 

• Similar to Large Trader Position Reporting requircme111 

3. /Jona Fide hedge delinition limited to those physically involved with underlying commodity 

4. OTC exemption chat allow$ OTC dealers lo facili1a1c customer tnmsaclions. A speculalivc position 
limit would apply if a deakr is tr.1ding on its o"n behalf: and nor addressing client risk. 

Graphical Summary of Recommended Changes: 

Regulated E~change: 
CME/CBOT/ 

NYMEX/ 
ICE/etc. 

Bold <ll1.11e1 Lines ltulicate New Reporti11g!Compliat1ce 
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TESTIMONY OF DANIEL A. DRISCOLL 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

NATIONAL FUTURES ASSOCIATION 

BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION & FORESTRY 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

JUNE 4, 2009 

My name is Daniel Driscoll, and I am Executive Vice President and Chief 
Operating Officer of National Futures Association. Thank you Chairman Harkin and 
members of the Committee for this opportunity to appear here today to present our 
views on closing a regulatory gap that allows fraudsters to sell unregulated OTC 
derivatives to retail customers. 

Since 1982, NFA has been the industry-wide self-regulatory organization 
for the U.S. futures industry. and in 2002 it extended its regulatory programs to include 
retail over-the-counter forex contracts. NFA is first and foremost a customer protection 
organization, and we take our mission very seriously. 

Congress is currently expending significant time and resources to deal 
with systemic risk and to create greater transparency in the OTC derivatives markets. 
Those are important economic issues, and we support Congress' efforts to address 
them. Understandably, most of the debate centers around instruments offered to and 
traded by large, sophisticated institutions. However, there is a burgeoning OTC 
derivatives market aimed at unsophisticated retail customers, who are being victimized 
in a completely unregulated environment. 

For years, retail customers that invested in futures had all of the regulatory 
protections of the Commodity Exchange Act. Their trades were executed on 
transparent exchanges and cleared by centralized clearing organizations, their brokers 
had to meet the fitness standards set forth in the Act. and their brokers were regulated 
by the CFTC and NFA. Today, for too many customers, none of those protections 
apply. A number of bad court decisions have created loopholes a mile wide, and retail 
customers are on their own in unregulated. non-transparent OTC futures-type markets. 

The main problem stems from a Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals decision 
in a forex fraud case brought by the CFTC. In the Zelener case, the District court found 
that retail customers had, in fact, been defrauded butthat the CFTC had no jurisdiction 
because the contracts at issue were not futures, and the Seventh Circuit affirmed that 
decision. The "rolling spot" contracts in Ze/enerwere marketed to retail customers for 
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purposes of speculation; they were sold on margin; they were routinely rolled over and 
over and held for long periods of time; and they were regularly offset so that delivery 
rarely, if ever, occurred. In Zelener. though, the Seventh Circuit ignored these 
characteristics and based its decision on the terms of the written contract between the 
dealer and its customers. Because the written contract in Zefenerdid not include a 
guaranteed right of offset, the Seventh Circuit ruled that the contracts at issue were not 
futures. As a result. the CFTC was unable to stop the fraud. 

Zelener created the distinct possibility that, through clever draftsmanship, 
completely unregulated finns and individuals could sell retail customers forex contracts 
that looked like futures. acted like futures, and were sold like futures and could do so 
outside the CFTC's jurisdiction. For a short period of time, Zefener was just a single 
case addressing this issue. Since 2004, however, various Courts have continued to 
follow the Seventh Circuit's approach in Zefener, which caused the CFTC to lose 
enforcement cases relating to forex fraud. 

A year ago, Congress closed the loophole for forex contracts. 
Unfortunately, the rationale of the Zefener decision is not limite<l to foreign currency 
products. Customers trading other commodities-such as gold and silver-are still 
stuck in an unregulated mine field. It's time to restore regulatory protections to all retail 
customers. 

Back in 2007, NFA predicted that if Congress plugged the Zelener 
loophole for forex but left it open for other products, the fraudsters would simply move to 
Ze/ener-type contracts in other commodities. That's just what has happened. We 
cannot give you exact numbers, of course, because these firms are not registered. 
Nobody knows how widespread the fraud is, but we are aware of dozens of firms that 
offer Zelener contracts in metals or energy. Recently, we received a call from a man 
who had lost over $600.000. substantially all of his savings, investing with one of these 
firms. We have seen a sharp increase in customer complaints and mounting customer 
losses involving these products since Congress closed the loophole for forex. 

NFA and the exchanges have previously proposed a fix that would close 
the Zelener loophole for these non-forex products. Our proposal codifies the approach 
the Ninth Circuit took in CFTC v. Co-Petro, which was the accepted and workable state 
of the law until Zelener. In particular, our approach would create a statutory 
presumption that leveraged or margined transactions offered to retail customers are 
futures contracts unless delivery is made within seven days or the retail customer has a 
commercial use for the commodity. This presumption is flexible and could be overcome 
by showing that delivery actually occurred or that the transactions were not primarily 
marketed to retail customers or were not marketed to those customers as a way to 
speculate on price movements in the underlying commodity. 

This statutory presumption would not affect the interbank currency market 
dominated by institutional players, nor would it affect regulated instruments like 
securities and banking products. It would also not apply to those retail forex contracts 
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that are already covered (or exempt) under Section 2(c). It would, however, effectively 
prohibit leveraged non-forex OTC contracts with retail customers when those contracts 
are used for price speculation and do not result in delivery. 

I should note that NFA's proposal does not invalidate the 1985 interpretive 
letter issued by the CFTC's Office of General Counsel, which Monex International and 
similar entities rely on when selling gold and silver to their customers. That letter 
responded to a factual situation where the dealer purchased the physical metals from 
an unaffiliated bank for the full purchase price and left the metals in the bank's vault. 
The dealer then turned around and sold the gold or silver to a customer, who financed 
the purchase by borrowing money from the bank. Within two to seven days the dealer 
received the full purchase price and the customer received title to the metals. In these 
circumstances the metals were actually delivered within seven days, so the transactions 
would not be futures contracts under NFA's proposal. 

In conclusion, while NFA supports Congress' efforts to deal with systemic 
risk and create greater transparency in the OTC markets. Congress should not lose 
sight of the very real threat to retail customers participating in another segment of these 
markets. This Committee can play a leading role in protecting customers from the 
unregulated boiler rooms that are currently taking advantage of the Zefener loophole for 
metals and energy products. We look forward to further reviewing our proposal with 
Committee members and staff and working with you in this important endeavor. 
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STATEMENT OF GARY GENSLER 

CHAIRMAN, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

BEFORE nm 

SENA TE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION AND FORESTRY 

June4, 2009 

Good morning Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, and Members of the 

Committee. Thank you for your unanimous vote of confidence on my recent confirmation and 

for inviting me to testify. l am here today testifying on behalf of the Commission. 

The topic of this hearing is of utmost importance during this crucial time for our 

economy. We must urgently enact broad reforms to regulate over-the-count.er (OTC) 

derivatives. Such reforms must comprehensively regulate both derivative dealers and the 

markets in wh.ich derivatives trade. This is vitally important for the future of our economy and 

the welfare of the American people. I pledge to work closely with this Committee and the 

Congress on these reforms to build and restore confidence in our finMcial regulatory system. 

In addition to working toward this much needed reform, I also will work to ensure that 

the Conunodity Futures Trading Commi9sion (Cf:TC) continues to fulfi ll its basic mission wider 

the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) to protect the integrity of the futures markets. I look 

forward to working with you to improve the capabilities and authorities of the CFTC to ensure 

that both our fu~ markets and the OTC derivatives markets are transparent and free from 

fraud, ma11ipulation and other abuses. 
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Comprehensive Regulatory Framework 

A comprehensive regulatory framework governing OTC derivative dealers and OTC 

derivative markets should apply to all dealers and a11 derivatives, no matter what type of 

derivative is traded or marketed. It should include interest rate swaps, currency swaps, 

commodity swaps, credit default swaps, and equity swaps. Further, it should apply to the dealers 

and derivatives no matter what type of swaps or other derivatives may be invented in the future. 

This framework should apply regardless of whether the derivatives arc standardized or 

customized. 

A new regulatory framework for OTC derivatives markets should be designed to achieve 

four key objectives: 

• Lower systemic risks; 

• Promote the transparency and efficiency of markets; 

• ?romute market integrity by preventing fraud, manipulation, and .other market abuses, 

and by setting position limits; and 

• Protect the public from improper marketing practices. 

To best achieve these objectives, we must implement two complementary regulatory 

regimes: one focused on the dealers that make the markels in derivatives and one focused on 1he 

markets themselves - including regulated exchanges, electronic trading systems and clearing 

houses. Only with these two complementary regimes will we ensure that federal regulators have 

fuU authority to bring transparency to the OTC derivatives world and to prevent fraud, 

manipula1ion, other types of market abuses, as well as to impose position limits to prevent the 
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burdens of excessive speculation. These two regimes should apply no matter which type of tirm, 

melhod of trading or type of derivative or swap is involved. 

Regulating Derivatives Dealers 

I believe that we must explicitly regulate the institutions that deal in derivatives. In 

addition, regulations should cover any other firms whose activities in these market~ can create 

large exposures to counterparties. 

The current financial crisis has taught us that the derivatives trading activities of a single 

firm can threaten the entin: financial system and that all such firms should be subject to robust 

federal regulation. The AIG subsidiary that dealt in derivatives-AlG Financial Products- for 

example, was not subject to any effective regulation. The derivatives dealers affiliated with 

Lehman Brothers, Benr Steams, and other investment banks were not subject to mandatory 

regulation either. 

By fully regulating the institutions that trade or hold themselves out to the public as 

derivative dealers we can oversee and regulate the entire derivatives market. I believe that the 

Commodity Exchange Act should he amended to provide for the registration and regulation of all 

derivative dealers. 

The full, mandatory regulation of all derivatives dealers would represent a dramatic 

change from the current system in which some dealers can operate with limited or no effective 

oversight. Specifically, all derivative dealers should be subject to capital requirements, initial 

margining requirements, business conduct rules and reporting and recordkeeping requirements. 

Standards that already apply to some dealers, such as banking entities, should be strengthened 

and made consistent, regardless of the legal entity where the trading takes place. 
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Capital and Margin Requirements. The Congress should explicitly require regulators 

to promulgate capital requirements for all derivatives dealers. Imposing prudent and 

conservative capital requirements, and initial margin requirements, on all transactions by these 

dealers will help prnvent the types of syslemic risks that AJG created. No longer would 

derivatives dealers or counterparties be able to amass large or highly leveraged risks outside the 

oversight and prudential safeguards of regulators. 

Business Conduct and Transparency Requirements. Business conduct standards 

should include measures to both protect the integrity of the market and lower the risk (both 

coun!erparty and operating) from OTC derivatives transactions. 

To promote market in~grily, the busim:ss conduct standards should include prohibitions 

on fraud, manipulation and other abusive practices. These standards al_so should require 

adherence to position limits established by the CFTC on OTC derivatives that perform or affect a 

significant price discovery function \\ith respect to regulated markets. 

Business conduct standards should ensure the timely and accurate confinnation, 

processing, netting, documentation, and valuation of all transactions. These standards for "back 

office" functions will help reduce risks by ensuring derivative dealers, their trading 

counterpartics and regulators have complete, accurate and current knowledge of their outstanding 

risks. 

Derivatives dealers also should be subject to rccordkeeping and reporting requirements 

for all of their OTC deri valives positions and transactions. These requirements should include 

retaining a complete audit trail and mandated reporting of any trades that are not centrally 

cleared to a regulated trade repository. Trade repositories complement central clearing by 
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providing a location where trades that are not centrally cleared can be recorded in a manner that 

allows the positions, transactions, and risks associated with those uades to be reported to 

regulators. To provide transparency of the entire OTC derivatives market, this information 

should be available to all relevant federal financial regulators. Additionally, there should be 

clear authority for regulating and setting standards for trade repositories and clearinghouses to 

en!\urc that the information recorded meets regulalOry needs and that the repositories have strong 

business conduct practices. 

The application of these business conduct standards and the transparency requirements 

will enable regulators to have timely and accurate knowledge of the risks and positions created 

by the dealers. It will provide authorities with the information and evidentiary record needed to 

take any appropriate action to address such risks and to protect and police market integrity. In 

this regard, the CFTC should have clear, unimpeded oversight and enforcement authority to 

prevent and pw1ish fraud, ma11ipulation and other market abuses. 

Millket transparency should be further enhanced by requiring that aggregated infonnation 

on positions and trades be made available to the public. No longer should the public be in the 

dark about the extensive positions and trading in these markets. This public information will 

improve the price discovery process and market efficiency. 

Regulating Derivatives Markets 

In addition to the significant benefits to be gained from broad regulation of derivatives 

dealers, I believe that additional safety and transparency mu:<1t be afforded by regulating the 

derivative market functions as well. We should require that all derivatives that can be moved 
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into central clearing be required to he cleared through regulated central clearing houses and 

brought onto regulated exchanges or regulated transparent electronic trading systems. 

Requiring clearing and trading on exchange5 or through regulated electronic trading 

systems will promote transparency and market integrity and lower systemic risks. To fully 

achieve these objectives, we must enact both of these complementary regimes. Regulating both 

the traders and the trades wil I ensure that we cover both the actors and the actions that may 

1.:reate significant risks. 

Exchange-trading and central clearing are the two key and related components ofwell

functioning markets. Ever since President Roosevelt called for the regulation of the commodities 

and securities markets in the early 1930s, the CFTC (and its predecessor) and the SEC have each 

regulated the clearing functions for the exchanges under their respective jurisdiction. This well

established practice of having the agency which regulates an exchange or trade execution facility 

also regulate the clearing houses for that market should continue as we extend regulations to 

cover the OTC derivatives market. In implementing these responsibilities it may be appropriate 

as well to consider possible additional information and other requirements of any systemic risk 

regulator that may be established by Congress. 

Central Clearing. Central clearing should help reduce systemic risks in addition to the 

benefits derived from comprehensive regulation of derivatives dealers. 

Clearing reduces risks by facilitating tht: netting of transactions and by mutualizing credit 

risks. Currently, most of the contracts entered into in the OTC derivatives market are not 

cleared, and remain as bilateral contracts between individual buyers and st:llers. In contrast, 

when a contract between a buyer and sel (er is submitted to a clearinghou:;e for clearing, the 
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contract is "novated" to the clearinghouse. This means that the clearinghouse is substituted as 

the couritcrparty to the contract and then stands betwet:n the buyer and the seller. 

Clearinghouses then guarantee the perfom1ance of each trade that is submitted for 

clearing. Clearinghouses use a variety of risk management practices to assure the fulfillment of 

this guarantee function. foremost, derivatives clearinghouses would lower risk through the daily 

discipline of marking lo market the value of each transaction. They also require the daily posting 

of margin to cover the daily changes in the value of positions and collect initial margin as extra 

protection against potential market changes that arc not covered by the daily mark-to-market. 

These practices are similar to the way clearinghouses for futures exchanges operate. 

The regulations applicable to clearing should require that clearinghouses establish aud 

maintain robust margin standards and other necessary risk controls and measures. ll is important 

that we incorporate the lessons from the current crisis as well as the best practices reflected in 

international standards. Working with Congress, we should consider possible amendments to the 

CEA to expand and deepen the core principles that registered derivatives clearing organizations 

must meet to achieve these goals to both strengthen these syst~s and to reduce the possibility of 

regulatory arbitrage. Clearinghouses should have traru>parent governance arrangements that 

incorporate a broad range of viewpoints from members and other market participants. 

Central counterpartics should also be required to have fair and open access criteria that 

allow any finn that meets objective, prudent standards to panicipate regardless of whether it is a 

dealer or a trading firm. Additionally, central clearinghouses should implement rules that allow 

indirect participation in central clearing. By novating contracts to a central clearinghouse 
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coupled with effective risk management practices, the failure of a single trader, like AIG, would 

no longer jeopardize all of the counterpartie~ to its trades. 

One of the lessons that eme~ed from this recent crisis was that institutions were not just 

"too big to fail," but rather too interconnected as well. By mandating the use of central 

clearinghouses, institutions would become much Jess interconnected, mitigating risk and 

increasing tninsparency. Throughout this entire financial crisis, trades that were carried out 

through regulated exchanges and clearinghouses continued to he cleared and settled. 

Exchange-trading. Beyond the significant transparency afforded the regulators and the 

public through the record keeping and reporting requirements of derivatives dealeJS, market 

transparency and efficiency would be further improved by moving the standardized part of the 

OTC markets onto regulated exchanges and regulated transparent electronic trading systems. 

ftlrlhcrmorc, a system for the timely reporting of trades and prompt dissemination of prices and 

other trade information to the public should be required. Both regulated exchanges and regulated 

transparent trading systems should allow market participants to see all of the bids and offers. A 

complete audit trail of all transactions on the exchanges or trade execution systems should be 

available to the regulators. Through a trade reporting system there should be timely public 

posting of the price, volume and key terms of completed transactions. This system might h;c 

similar to the Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) system currently required for 

timely reporting in the OTC corporate bond market. 

The CFTC also should have authority to impose recordkeeping and reporting 

requirements and to police tl1e operations of all exchanges and electronic trading systems to 

prevent fraud, manipulation and other abuses. 
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Jn contrast to long established on-exchange futures markets, there is a need to encourage 

the further development of exchanges and electronic trading systems for OTC derivatives. In 

order to promote this goal and achieve market efficiency through competition, there should be 

sufficient product standardization so OTC derivative trades and open positions are fungible and 

can be transferred between one exchange or electronic trading system lo another. 

Position Limit.~. Position limits must he applied consistently across all markets, across 

all trading platfonns, and exemptions to them must be limited and well defined. The CFTC 

should have the ability to impose position limits, including aggregate limits, on all persons 

trading OTC derivatives that perform or affecl a significant price discovery function with respect 

to regulated markets. Such position limi~ authority should clearly empower the CFTC to 

establish aggregate position limiL'I across markets in order to ensure that traders arc not iible to 

avoid position limilS in a market by 1noving to a related exchange or market. 

Over the past few years, price spikes and unprecedented volatility in the commodity 

markets have hurt farmers, consumer~ and businesses. Record-high prices have not only 

inflicted costs upon American conswners and businesses, but record-high volatility has impaired 

the ability of many farmers and other businesses to use the futures markets to manage their price 

risks. As Chairman, I intend to ensure that the CFTC vigorously protects the integrity ofthc 

price discovery process in the futures markets and protects the public against fraud, manipulation 

and other abuses. l intend to ensure the agency does all ·it can to prevent excessive speculation 

from causing an undue burden on interstate commerce. 

Standardized and Customized Derivatives 
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It is important that tailored or customized swaps that are not able lo be cleared or traded 

on an exchange be sufficiently regulated. Regulations should also ensure that customized 

derivatives arc not used solely as a means to avoid the clearing requirement. We will accomplish 

this in two ways. First, regulators should be given full authority to prevent fraud, manipulation 

and other abuses and to impose recordkeeping and transparency requirements with respect to the 

IIading of all swaps, including customi:r.cd si.o.aps. Second, we must ensure that dealers and 

traders cannot change just a few minor tcnns of a standardized swap to avoid clearing and the 

added transparency of exchanges and electronic trading systems. 

One way to ensure this would be to establish objective criteria for regulators to determine 

whether, in fact, a swap is standardized. For example, there should be a preswnption that if an 

instrument is accepted for clearing by a fully regulated clearinghouse, then it should be required 

to be cleared. Additional potential. criteria for consideration in detennining whether a contract 

should be considered to be a standardized swap contract could include: 

• The volume of transactions in the contract; 

• The similarity of the terms in the contract to terms in standardized contracts; 

• Whether any differences in terms from a standardized contract are of economic 

significance; and 

• The extent to which any of the tenns in the contract, including price, are 

disseminated to third parties. 

Criteria such as these could be helpful in ensuring that panics are not able to avoid the 

requirements applicable to standardized contracts by tweaking the terms of such contracts and 

then labeling them "customized." 
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Regardless of whether an instrument is standardized or customized, or traded on an 

exchange or on a transparent electronic trade execution .~ystem, the CFTC should have clear, 

wiimpeded authority to impose recor<lkeeping and reporting requirements, impose margin 

requirements, and prevent and pWlish fraud, manipulation and other market abuses. No matter 

how the instrument is traded, the CFTC also should have clear, unimpeded authority to impose 

position limits, including aggregate limits, to prevent excessive speculation. A full audit trail . 

should be available to the CFTC and other Federal regulators. 

Authority 

To achieve these goals, the Conunodity Exchange Act should he amended to provide the 

CFTC with positive new authority to regulate OTC derivatives. The term "OTC derivative" 

should be defined, and the CFTC should he given clear authority over all such instruments. To 

the extent that specific types of OTC derivatives might best be regulated by other regulatory 

agencies, care must be taken to avoid unnecessary duplication and overlap. 

As we enact new laws and regulations, we should be careful not to call into question the 

enforceability of existing OTC derivatives contracts. New legislation and regulations should not 

provide excuses for traders to avoid performance under pre-existing, valid agreements or to 

nullify pre-existing contractual obligations. 

Achieving the Four Key Objectives 

Overall, l believe the complimentary regimes of dealer and market regulation would best 

achieve the four objectives outlined earlier. As a swnmary, let me review how this would 

accomplish the measures applied to hoth the derivative dealers and the derivative markets. 
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Lower Systemic Risk. This dual regime would lower systemic risk through the 

following four measures: 

• Setting capital requirements for derivative dealers; 

• Creating initial margin requirements for derivative dealers (whether dealing in 

standardized or customized swaps); 

• Requiring centralized clearing of s(andardized swaps; and 

• Requiring business conduct standards for dealers. 

Promote Market Tnnsparency and Efficiency. This complementary regime would 

promote market transparency and efficiency by: 

• Requiring that all OTC transactions, both standardized and customized, be reported to 

a regulated trade repository or central clearinghouses; 

• Requiring clearinghouses and trade repos~tories to make aggregate data on open 

positions and trading volumes available to the public; 

• Requiring clearinghouses and trade repositories to make data on any individual 

counterparty's trades and positions available on a confidential basis to the CFTC and 

other regulators; 

• Requiring centralized clearing of standardized swaps; 

• Moving standardized products onto regulated exchanges and regulated, transparent 

trade execution systems; and 
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• Requiring the timely reporting of trades and prompt dissemination of prices and other 

trade information; 

Promote Market Integrity. It would promote market integrity by: 

• Providing CFTC with clear, unimpeded aulhoricy to impose reporting requirement~ 

and to prevent fraud, manipulation and other types of market abuses; 

• Providing ci-·rc with authority to set position limits, including aggregate position 

limits; 

• Moving standardized products onto regulated exchanges and regulated, lranspareut 

trade execution systems; and 

• Requiring business conduct standards for dealers. 

Protect Against Improper Marketing Practices. It would ensure protection of the 

public from improper marketing practices by: 

• Business conduct standards applied to derivatives dealers regardless of the type of 

inslrumenl involved; and 

• Amending the limitations on participating in the OTC derivatives market in 

current law 10 tighten them or to impose additional disclosure requirements, or 

standards of care (e.g. suitability or know your customer requirements) with 

respect to marketing of derivatives to insti1ution~ that infrequently trade in 

derivatives, such as small municipalities. 

Beyond the need to bring broad refonn to OTC derivatives dealers and markets, I would like to 

raise with the Committee two olher important matters. 
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Retail fraud. In the 2008 Fann Ilill the Congress clarified the CFTC'.s jurisdiction over 

fraud in retail foreign currency transactions. Since the passage of the Farm Bill, unscrupulous 

firms have been offering the same type of fraudulent "rolling spot" commodity contracts that 

were prohibited in the Farm Bill, but in other commodities that were not covered by the bill. 

Since the enactment of the Farm Bill, the CFTC has received more than 50 complaints from the 

public relating to potential fraud from such contracts. The regulatory reform package should 

include a provision to expand the CFTC's jurisdiction over this type of retail fraud to all types of 

commodities. 

Foreign Boards of Trade. As part of regulatory reform legislation, the Congre~s should 

also provide the CFTC with clear statutory authority to ensure that traders that are trading on a 

foreign board of trade through trading terminals in the U.S. comply with the same U.S. position 

limits and reporting requirements when trading a foreign contract that settles against any price of 

a contract traded on a U.S. exchange. Foreign boards of trade should not be pennined to operate 

in the U .S. unless they impose and enforce comparable position limits on these contracts and 

provide comparable trading data to the CFTC as is regularly provided by the U.S. exchanges. 

This is often referred to as "closing the London loophole.". Traders in the U.S. should not be 

able to avoid u_s. pos.ition limits or reporting requirements by moving their trades onto a foreign 

exchange. 

Conclusion 

The ne.ed for refonn of our financial system today has many similarities to the situation 

facing the country in the 1930s. In 1934. President Roosevelt boldly proposed to the Congress 

"the cnacunent of legislation providing for tht: rt:gulation by the Federal Government of the 
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operation of exchange~ dealing in securities and commodities for the protection of investors, for 

the safeguarding of values, and so far as it may be possible, for the elimination ofwmecessary, 

unwise, and destructive speculation." The Congress swiftly responded to the clear need for 

reform by enacting the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Two years later it passed the 

Commodity. Exchange Act of 1936. 

It is clear that we need the same type of comprehensive regulatory reform today. Today's 

regulatory refom1 package should cover all types of OTC derivatives dealers and markets. It 

should provide the CFTC and other federal agencies with full authority regarding OTC 

derivatives to lower risk; promote transparency, efficiency, and market integrity and to protect 

the American public. 

Today's complex financial markets arc global and irreversibly interlinked. We must 

work with our partners in regulating markets around the world to promote consistent rigor in 

enforcing standards that we demand of our markets to prevent regulatory arbitrage. 

These policies are consistent with what I laid out to this committee in February and the 

·Administration's objectives. I look forward to working with this Committee, and others in 

Con&-ress, to accomplish these goals. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee today. 

look forward to answering any questions. 
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Testimony of Mark Lenczowski 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPMC) 
Senate Agriculture committee 

June 4,2009 

Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, and Members of the Committee, mv name is 
Mark Lenczowski, and I am a Managing Director and Assistant General Counsel at JPMorgan 
Chase & Co. I provide legal advice to our over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives businesses, 
primarily with respect to interest rate, foreign exchange and commodity transactions. Thank you 

for inviting me to testify at today's hearing. 

Benefits of OTC Derivatives to Our Economy 

For the past 30 years, American companies have used OTC derivatives to manage interest rate, 
currency, and commodity risk. Beginning in the early 1970s. global economic forces began to 
affect American companies, regardless of business type or scope of operations, and two key 
events are especia I ly noteworthy: 

{l) the United States dropped the gold standard in 1971, which led to floating exchange 
rates; 

(2) severe oil price shocks led to increased volatility in commodity prices and interest rates. 

These events presented complex financial risk management challenges that, left unmanaged, 
would have negatively affected many companies' financial performance and possibly even their 
viability. In response to marketplace demand, financial products, such as futures contracts and 
OTC derivatives, were developed to provide companies with tailored and flexible risk 
management toob. 

Since their inception, OTC derivatives have been used by companies that are exposed to risks in 
the course of their day-to-day operations that they are unable to manage themselves. As a 
result, interest rate, currency and commodities derivatives became important and 
commonplace tools for these companies in 1980s and 1990s. Credit derivatives were developed 

over the past 10-12 years and -when used responsibly -- have served a similar, useful role in 
managing credit risk. Since then. OTC derivatives have become a vltal part of our economy. 
According to the most recent data, 92% of the hirgest American companies and over 50% of 
mid-sized companies use OTC products to hedge risk. 

The role of entities li~e J.P. Morgan in the OTC derivatives market is to act as financial 
intermediaries. In much the same way financial institutions act as a go-between with investors 
seeking returns and borrowers seeking capital in the OTC derivatives market, we work with 
companies and other end-users looking to mange their risk with entities looking to take on 
those risks. 

In this role, we work with many American and global companies and help them manage 
their risks. Recently, many of our clients have expressed great concern on the affects of the 
proposed legislative and regulatory changes on their businesses. Clients such as BP. 
Chesapeake, Constellation and Cargill are very worried about the unintended consequences of 
these policy proposiJls, particuliJrly at a time when our economy remains fragile. In our view, 
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the effec.t of forcing such companies to fac.e an exchange or a clearinghouse would limit their 
etbility to manage the risks they intur in operating their business and have negative financial 
consequences for them via increased collateral and margin posting. These unintended 
repercussions have the potential to harm an economic recovery. We welcome the opportunity 
to discuss these issues today. 

Let me first discuss in detail some of the benefits of OTC derivatives. 

(1) Tallored Risk Management 

Companies today demand customized solutions for risk management, and the OTC market 

provides them. 

Interest rates 

As an example, a typical OTC derivative transaction might involve a company that is borrowing 
in th!! loan market at a floating interest rate. This product is similar to a variable rate home 
mortgage. To protect themselves against the risk that interests rate will rise, the company will 
enter into an interest rate swap. These swaps generally enable the company to pay an amount 
tied to a fixed interest rate, and the financial institution will pay an amount tied to the floating 
rate of the loan. Similar to the homeowner in a variable rate mortgage, if ratesrise steeply, they 
have some protection. Every aspect ofthe swap can be tailored to the company's needs to 
ensure that the company is able to match its risks exactly. It is that customization that makes 
OTC derivatives so useful to companies. 

Currencies and commodities 

OTC transactions are used in a similar manner by a wide variety of companies seeking to 
manage volatile commodity prices and foreign exchange fluctuations. 

For example, a company may be importing raw materials into the United States to manufacture 
a product that is sold all around the world - such as aircraft. That American company will want 
to protect themselves and their shareholders from bearing undue risk if the price of the dollar 
fluctuates against the currencies it uses to buy raw materials. With no change to its business 
model, it could find itself in a situation where the price to produce the planes is higher than the 
profit it makes from selling those planes, simply due to exchange fluctuations outside its 
control. It could also find itself exposed to changing prices in commodity raw materials, such as 
steel or fuel. Any responsible company would act to prevent putting itself in this kind of 
jeopardy and its employees, clients and shareholders at great risk. 

In this example, the aircraft company will purchase a currency derivative in the OTC foreign 
exchange market that allows it to lock in the e><change rate for each of the currencies that it is 
e1<posed to. The company would also likely purchase a commodity derivative that will lock in 
the price of the raw materials. These transactions allow the aircraft company to focus on its core 
competency·· building planes·· rather than fearing foreign exchange or commodity price risk. 

ft is important to note that illthough interest rate C1nd currency derivatives currently are offered 
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on us exchanges, few corporations use these exchange-traded contracts for two main reasons: 

• Exchange-traded products are, by necessity, highly standardized and not customized. As 
a result, companies are unable to match their unique risks to the products that are 
offered on exchanges; and 

• Exchange/clearinghouse collateral requirements are onerous. Clearinghouses (including 
those that support exchanges} require that participants pledge only liquid collateral, 
such as cash or short-term government securities, to support their positions in the 
market without regard to the credit quality of the company. However, companies need 
their most liquid assets for their working capital and investment purposes. Requiring a 
company to post cash as collateral means taking that cash out of the company's core 
business, which hurts the company and its employees. 

(2) Collateral 

In addition to customization, the other main benefit of OTC derivatives is flexibility with respect 
to its ability to provide collateral to support its derivative transaction. In the interest rate swap 
example, the financial institution may ask the company to provide credit support to mitigate the 
credit risk that it faces in entering into this transaction. Most often, that credit support comes in 
the same form as the collateral provided for the loan agreement. Thus, if the loan agreement is 
secured by property, fixtures and/or receivables, that same collateral would also be used to 
secure the interest rate swap. As a result, the company does not have to incur add itiona I costs 
in obtaining and administering credit support for the interest rate swap. 

The flexibility of the credit support arrangement provided by OTC products is best highlighted by 
contrasting it to the posting requirements the company would have faced had it el<ecuted its 
interest rate swap transaction on an exchange. The CME Group and its predecessor institutions 
pioneered risk management products and currently trade a wide variety of interest rate futures 
and options contracts, including interest rate swap futures, and all companies are free to enter 
into these contracts. (In fact, JPMC is one of the biggest users of these exchange· traded risk 
management contracts). However, the exchange requires a high degree of standardization in 
the contracts it trades, and requires that transacting entities post cash or cash-equivalent 
collateral to support their trades. In addition, collateral calls may be made up to twice daily, to 
account for market fluctuations. This requirement of readily marketable collateral is necessary 
to ensure the clearinghouse is protected from risk; the clearinghouse or clearing member must 
instantaneously apply that collateral in the event of a participant default. 

A clearinghouse is a very highly collateraliied central counterparty that becomes the buyer to 
every seller and the seller to every buyer. In order for the clearinghouse to perform its credit risk 
mitigating role in the financial system, it is essential for the clearinghouse to be able to calculate 
accurately how much collateral it needs from a participant to secure the transactions on which it 
faces that participant. This can only be done for derivatives that are sufficiently standardized 
and liquid to enable the clearinghouse to obtain prices quickly so that it can calculate how much 
collateral is needed. This cannot be done with illiquid or non-standard transactions. 

Thus, in the ex<imple ;ibove, if the company had executed its hedge on the exchange, it would 
have had to post cash or readily marketable collateral upfront and up to twice daily thereafter. 
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Sy entering into the transaction in the OTC market, the company is able to use the same 
collateral that it already posted to secure its loan, with no additional liquidity demands or 
administrative burdens. This collateral is high quality, being the basis for the extension of credit 
in the loan agreement, but posting it does not affect the company's operations or liquidity. This 
flexibility to use various forms of credit support significantly benefits companies. 

(3) Basis Risk 

Another benefit to companies is that unlike exchange-traded derivatives, OTC derivatives match 
very closely the actual risks that companies need to manage. Without this fit, companies are 
exposed to so-called "basis risk"·· that is, the difference between the risk that is incurred and 
the benefit of the hedge. To the extent that there is misalignment of the risk and the hedge, 
companies will bear the risk of the difference, which could be significant, depending upon the 
volatility of prices and the level of standardization of the hedge. In fact, the precision of the "fit" 
determines whether companies qualify for hedge accounting, delineated in FAS 133, which has 
been developed to address the accou riting for hedging transactions. Beca1.1se of the tailored 
solutions available through the OTC market, using OTC derivatives is the easiest and most 
effective way for companies to achieve hedge accounting. Without hedge accounting, 
companies will see significant volatility in their financial reporting, obscuring the true value of 
their business. 

While we believe that eKchanges play an invaluable role, not all entities can or want to trade on 
exchange. Currently, end-users have the choice of entering into their hedging transactions on an 
exchange or in the OTC market. For most end-users. OTC derivatives are critical to their ri$k 
management, and risk management is critical to their operations in volatile times. We believe 
th at end-use rs should continue to be allowed to have the choice to use these products. 

Problems with use of OTC Derivative! 

The discussion of the benefits of OTC derivatives is not to deny th at there have been problems 
with their use, and it is essential that policymakers examine the causes of the financial crisis to 
ensure it is never repeated. While JPMC does not believe that OTC derivatives were the cause of 
the financial crisis, it is clear that AIG's near·failure and the consequent investment by US 
taxpayers involved a subset of credit default sw<1ps as well as poor risk management by its 
counterparties. In addition, the regulatory framework did not subject AIG to a thorough, 
comprehensive revlew··the kind of regulatory oversight to which a national or state bank's 
derivatives activities are currently subject. 

Despite the failures at AIG, it is critical to point out that the markets in these products have 
continued to be available for end-users, and defaults have been processed as the market 
infrastructure envisioned.1 Nonetheless, we believe there is an urgent need for reform to 

1 For example, Lehman Brothers had a portfolio of OTC interest rate derivatives transactions that had an 
aggregate notional va luc of $9 trillion and that was cleared through LCH Cleamet, a cltaringhouse that 
clears the majonty of OTC interest rate swap transactions entered into between financial mtennediaries. 
Upnn Lehman's b~nknsptcy, the clearirlghouse auctioned the iionfolio, pursuant to its rules, and eliminated 
the market ri~k without having to tap its guaranty fund. In addition, Lehman's bankruptcy lriggcred 
settlement of credit default swaps that referenced Lehman. It is estimated that there was up to $400 billion 
of such transactions outstanding, in t,'Toss notional terms, but at settlement, after nelting all positions. the 
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address systemic risks that have been revealed by the financial crisis and that reform should 
encompass OTC derivatives. 

Proposals 

JPMC believes it is imperative that the root causes of the fina ncia I crisis be addressed and that 
regulatory reform address systemic risk while preserving the benefits of OTC derivatives for end· 
users. To that end, we propose the following: 

• Financial regulation should be considered on the basis of function not form. That is, 

the appropriate regulatory framework should be determined on the basis of what an 
entity does rather than what legal entity form it takes. 

• A systemic risk regulator should oversee all systemically significant financial 
institutions and activities. We believe it is necessary to establish a systemic risk 
regulator charged with the responsibility to oversee all systemically significant financial 
institutions and that th is regulator should have the ca pab Hity to impose capita I 
requirements on these institutions, to oversee their transactions with each other and 
with their customers, and to impose conditions on those transactions, such as collateral 
requirements. 

• All standardized OTC derivatives transactions between systemically signiflcant 
financial institutions or professional intermediaries should be cleared through a 
regulated clearinghouse. The standardization requirement is necessary because. as 
discussed above, only transactions with a degree of standardization are capable of 
being risk-managed by the clearinghouse and thus be eligible for clearing. 

• Enhanced reporting requirements should apply to all OTC derivatives transactions. 
For cleared transactions. the clearinghouse would have data on aggregate trading 
volumes and positions as well as specific counterparty information. Non-cleared 
transactions should be reported to a trade repository on a frequent basis, and the 
repository should publish aggregate market data. The systemic risk regulator as well as 
market regulators such as the CFTC or SEC should have access to the trade-specific 
data, and regulators should also have the ability to request more detailed information 
as required. 

lndustrv Actions 

In addition to these proposals for federal legislative action, we believe that financial 
intermediaries can and should act in concert with regulators to begin to provide a more 
effective framework for the clearing of OTC derivatives products. Clearing of clearing-eligible 
transactions provides additional stability to the American financial system. By way of e><ample, 
in the.interest rate swap market, we clear 70% of new transactions. A significant portion of 
credit default swaps ICDS) have become standardized over time, and we have worked since 

total paymems owed were between S6 and $8 billion dollars. The calculation and payment process 
occumd in an or<lcrl y manner with no reported problems. 
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2005 with other financial institutions and the Federal Reserve to establish a central 
counterparty (CCP) to clear standardized CDS. The ICE Trust clearinghouse launched on March 
91" and has begun clearing COS. We anticipate that a significant majority of dealer-to dealer CDS 
trading volume will ultimately be cleared as products are migrated to the clearinghouse. In the 
commodity derivatives market, we dear a significant amount of our inter-dealer OTC derivatives 

as well. 

cos Clearing 

As the ICE Trust clears more clearing eligible CDS contracts, we anticipate that in the near future 
the large majority of dealer to dealer clearing eligible COS contracts will be cleared as a matter 
of routine. Clearing is a highly transparent process, and anyone with access to the internet can 
view data free of charge. The data relates to daily volume traded, as well as the price used by 
the clearinghouse for calculating how much collateral the clearinghouse will require from each 
dealer. The Ii nks to the websites showing that data: 

ht tps ://www. the ice. com/ma rketdata/reportcenter/ reports. h tm ?re portld=98 
http://www.markit.com/information/products/cds/cds-page.html 

Interest Rates Clearing 

Currently this market clears using the London-based LCH SwapClear service. For outstanding 
trades as at the close of 2008, SwapClear clears approximately $160 trillion in notional, which 
equate~ to roughly 50% of inter-dealer swap trades globally. 

Commodities Clearing 

During the three month period ending in February 2009, OTC commodity derivatives dealers 
cleared on average approximately 40% of their OTC energy derivatives transactions and 35% of 
other commodity derivatives (excluding metals and agricultural products). We anticipate these 
percentages will increase over time. 

FX Clearing 

Clearing has not been an industry practice because FX/currency OTC contracts tend to have 
shorter maturities. which generally decreases cou11terparty risk, and counterparty risk is the 
primary driver for the development of cleari11ghouses. However, discussions on this have begun 
among dealers and regulators. 

JPMC is committed to working with Congress, regulators and other industry participants to 
ensure that an appropriate regulatory framework for derivatives is implemented. I appreciate 
the opportunity to testify and look forward to your questions. 
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Good morning, Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss and Members of 
this Committee. I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today and testify 
on the very important topic of derivatives regulation. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The derivatives markets present Congress, financial regulators and the Obama 
Administration with two very critical and very distinct problems. The first problem 
involves systemic risk, the risk of the world's financial system crashing, as we 
nearly experienced in the last four months of 2008. The second problem involves 
excessive speculation, whereby price bubbles occur in consumable commodity 
derivatives markets, pumping up the prices that Americans pay to feed their 
families, fuel their cars and heat their homes. While excessive speculation is not 
new, it has given rise to the very serious issue of passive "Investment" in 
derivatives on consumable commodities. 

The systemic risk problem can be virtually eliminated by mandatory exchange 
clearing with novation and daily margin posting. Nearly all over-the-counter 
(OTC) derivatives can clear through a Designated Clearing Organization (DCO). 
My testimony will detail exactly what elements of clearing are required to 
eliminate the risk to the financial system as a whole. 

The excessive speculation problem can be eliminated by imposing aggregate 
speculative position limits. These limits must cover all trading venues and apply 
at the control entity level. Fifteen years ago almost all derivatives trading for 
consumable commodities such as crude oil, copper and corn took place on fully 
regulated futures exchanges where each commodity had a single liquid contract 
with strict speculative position limits in place. Today, derivatives trading on 
consumable commodities takes place across multiple venues. In order to 
effectively impose aggregate speculative position limits, all of those venues must 
be regulated equally. which will require closing all of the loopholes that have 
been opened up over the last 15 years. 

To address the problem of passive "investment" in derivatives on consumable 
commodities, policymakers must first understand the critical distinction between 
financial derivatives and derivatives on consumable commodities. Once that is 
understood, it will become clear that the solution to the passive investment 
problem is the severe restriction of such damaging buy-and-hold "investment" 
strategies. 
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CURRENT BACKDROP 

Near Collapse of the World Financial System 

The world financial system, with Wall Street at its core, teetered on the brink of 
collapse during the last four months of 2008. This near meltdown had a 
catastrophic effect on our nation's economy, causing the loss of trillions of dollars 
in retirement savings and millions ol American jobs, and requiring trillions of 
dollars in taxpayer money to flow to Wall Street to avoid a complete collapse. 

The sums of money that have flowed to Wall Street during this crisis are almost 
beyond comprehension. The United States has doled out more money to fix Wall 
Street than we spent to fight all the wars in our nation's history, including World 
War I, World War II and the War in Iraq. 

Many, including President Obama, have referred to this as the greatest economic 
crisis since the Great Depression. Congress owes it to the American people to 
understand and eliminate the existing weaknesses in our financial system in 
order to ensure that Wall Street never inflicts this kind of pain upon Main Street 
again. 

The 2008 Bubble in Food and Energy Prices 

The rapid deterioration of credit markets, which pushed our financial system to 
the brink, was greatly exacerbated by the meteoric and unjustilied rise in food 
and energy prices during 2008. I testified extensively last year on the role of 
speculation in driving up the prices of life's basic necessities and the damaging 
effects that this had on our nation's economy. Time does not permit me to share 
all those facts and figures this morning, but I would refer you to my previous 
testimonies and the three reports that I have co-authored on the subject. 1 

' 

At this time, however, I would like to share a few key observations related 
specifically to the price of oil. According to the National Bureau of Economic 

'May 20, 2008- Testimony before Senate Homeland Security Committee 
June 23. 2008 - Testimony before House Energy Subcommittee 
June 24, 2008 - Testimony before Senate Homeland Security Committee 
July 31. 2008 - Report entitled ''The Accidental Hunt Brothers: How Institutional Investors Are 
Driving Up Food and Energy Prices" 
September 10, 2008 - Report entitled "The Accidental Hunt Brothers -Act 2: Index Speculators 
Have Been a Major Cause of the Recent Drop in Oil Prices" 
September 16, 2008 - Testimony before Senate Energy Subcommittee 
February 4. 2009 - Report entitled "The 2008 Commodities Bubble: Assessing the Damage lo the 
United States and Its Citizens" · 
February 4, 2009 - Testimony before House Agriculture Committee 
All three reports can be downloaded from www.accidentalhuntbrothers.com. 
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Research (NBER), the United States entered an economic recession in 
December of 2007.2 So U.S. economic output was dropping during the first six 
months of 2008. During that time, the worldwide supply of oil was increasing and 
the worldwide demand for oil was decreasing.3 With the world's largest oil 
consumer in an economic recession and with supply rising and demand falling, 
the price of oil should have been falling. Instead, oil defied the economic 
recession and defied the laws of supply and demand and rose an astronomical 
$50 per barrel from the mid-$90s to a peak of $147 per barrel in just six months. 

Beginning in mid-July, the oil bubble popped and the price of oil tumbled over 
$110 per barrel from the mid·$140s to a low of $33 per barrel in less than six 
months. Never before in history has the price of oil fallen so far or so fast. Tim 
Evans, who is an energy analyst with Citigroup, summed it up the best, saying, 
"This is a market that is basically returning to the price level of a year ago, which 
it arguably should never have left, ... We pumped up a big bubble, expanded it 
to an impressive dimension, and now it is popped and we have bubble gum in 
our hair.n4 

As I have documented eXlensively in my reports and previous testimonies, I 
believe the major factor behind this bubble in oil prices was the flow of 
speculative money into and out of the oil futures market. 

The Potential 2009 Bubble in Oil Prices 

While the threat of Congressional action in the summer of 2008 might have been 
a major catalyst for popping last year's speculative bubble in oil, nothing was 
actually done by Congress to put an end to the problem of excessive speculation_ 
As a result, there is nothing to prevent another bubble in oil prices in 2009. In 
fact, signs of another possible bubble are already beginning to appear. 

According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), the available supply of 
crude oil in the United States is at a 20-year high, while the demand for crude oil 
is at a 10-year low.s The International Energy Agency (IEA) sees a similarly 
bleak supply and demand outlook for the world as a whole.6 And yet, despite this 
glut of unwanted oil, the price has risen an amazing 85% per barrel from the mid
$30s to mid-$60s. In fact, oil prices increased more in the month of May than in 

~ "Determination of the December 2007 Peak in Economic Activity." Business Cycle Dating 
Committee. National Bureau of Economic Research. November 11, 2008. 
http :/lwww .nber.org/cycles/dec2008.html 
3 "World Oil Balance 2004-2008," Energy lnfonnalion Association· United States Depanment of 
Energy, April 13. 2oog. http:llwww.eia.doe.gov/emeutipsr/121.xls 
•"The Official Demise Of The Oil Bubble." David Gaflen. Wall Street Journal, October 10, 2008. 
5 "Are Wall Street speculators driving up gasoline prices?" Kevin G. Hall. McClatchy Newspapers. 
May 20. 2009. 
8 "Investor Hopes for Rising Oil Demand Aren't Borne Out by Reality." Ben Casselman, Wall 
Street Journal. June 1, 2009. 
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any other month for the last 10 years. How is this possible, given our current 
economic woes and the tremendously negative supply and demand picture? 

There has been a chorus of voices from market participants, economists and 
even OPEC, squarely pinning the blame on speculators for unjustifiably driving oil 
prices higher.7 Today, the price of oil is determined not primarily by the familiar 
laws of supply and demand, but largely by the trading desks of large Wall Street 
institutions. 

If Congress allows this to continue, then once again oil prices threaten to throw 
our economy back into a double-dip recession, squashing all of the Obama 
Administration's attempts to revive our economy. Your constituents are flat on 
their backs financially and will not tolerate gasoline prices rising to $3 or $4 per 
gallon. High energy prices pose a threat to the things this Congress is trying to 
achieve - climate change, health care, et cetera - because all of those initiatives 
will be deemed too expensive. 

Something must be done. Congress must act now before the U.S. economy is 
once again brought to its knees. 

PROBLEM ONE: SYSTEMIC RISK 

There were many factors that led to the rapid deterioration in credit markets and 
large losses on Wall Street during 2008. There was, however, one single factor 
that threatened to bring down the financial system as a whole. That was the 
interlocking web of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives exposures amongst the 
biggest Wall Street swaps dealers. Many financial institutions might have gone 
bankrupt or suffered severe losses, but the system as a whole would not have 
been imperiled were it not for these completely unregulated dark markets. 

OTC derivatives are bilateral contracts entered into between swaps dealers and 
their customers and between swaps dealers and each other. These contracts 
are agreements to pay one another certain amounts of money based on the 
direction of some price series that the contract references. OTC derivatives can 
encompass interest rates, credit spreads, equities. foreign exchange. 
commodities and even things as intangible as the weather. 

Embedded in every OTC derivative is a credit exposure between the two 
counterparties based on the likelihood that each counterparty will be able to pay 
if their bets turn sour. This credit component is a major concern, because often 
little or no margin collateral is required to be posted to enter into these 
transactions. For this reason. the major money center banks with the best credit 

'"OPEC Calls tor Curbing Oil Speculation, Blames Funds (Update2)," Maher Chmaytelli, 
Bloomberg, January 28, 2009. 
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ratings are also the largest swaps dealers, because they are the most sought
after counterparties. 

The larger a swap dealer is, the more 
exposures they have to various 
counterparties and the larger the size of 
those individual exposures. Since there is· a 
great deal of trading amongst swaps dealers, 
there is an interlocking web of very large 
exposures amongst the 20-30 largest swaps 
dealers. 

At the peak in 2008 the notional amount of 
OTC derivatives contracts outstanding 
totaled over $684 trillion. e These positions 
represented an extreme amount of leverage, 
as very little margin collateral backed up 
these huge bets. 

Graphical Illustration of 
Interlocking Web of Exposures 

When Lehman Brothers went bankrupt, many of the major swaps dealers, as well 
as Lehman Brothers' swaps customers, immediately lost large sums of money 
that they were owed. At that point, every swaps dealer radically reevaluated the 
creditworthiness of their counterparties and questioned who might be the next to 
tail. 

While swaps dealers knew the extent of their own exposures, they did not know 
the extent of anyone else's exposure. They did not know if one of their 
counterparties lost so much money to Lehman Brothers that they, too, might be 
forced to file bankruptcy. Not knowing this information, their self-preservation 
instinct forced them to reduce all their counterparty exposures as much as 
possible, since they did not know who was viable and who was bankrupt. This 
phenomenon was multiplied as all of the swaps dealers' customers took the 
same actions to limit their exposures. The net effect was to force the OTC 
derivatives market to come to a grinding halt. 

This unregulated shadow banking system, as it has been called, was effectively 
destroyed, which threatened to destroy the regulated financial system with it. At 
this point, regulators were forced to pump trillions of dollars into the shadow 
banking system to allow OTC derivatives dealers to make each other whole on 
their bets. This was necessary to prevent a domino effect of dealer collapses 
that would have destroyed the world's financial system. 

8 Bank for International Settlements, "Semiannual OTC Derivatives Statistics." June 2006. 
!:ll!Q.'lf!!..'l.L~~9(91StatjstiCSl"M~l~bJm. 
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The most notorious of these dealers has been AIG. AIG is not even a bank, but 
the Federal Reserve was forced to bail them out because if the Fed had allowed 
AIG to go under. they would have dragged the whole financial system with them. 

SOLUTION: MANDATORY EXCHANGE CLEARING 

The risk of a financial system collapse must be elimin~ not regulated. 

The U.S. does not need a Systemic Risk Regulator. We need regulation that 
eliminates the risk to the system. A fundamental premise of finance is that return 
follows risk. Wall Street swaps dealers should not be allowed to earn an outsized 
return by putting our financial system at risk. 

The problems inherent in the shadow financial system were two-fold: 

( l} The interlocking web of very large exposures between the major swaps 
dealers created the potential for a domino effect, wherein the failure of one dealer 
could lead to the failure of all dealers. 

(2) Losses did not have to be very high in order to force the first domino to fall. 
due to the extreme leverage that characterized those positions. This leverage 
was the result of requiring little or no margin collateral to be posted to insure 
those bets. 

Everyone agrees that clearing needs to take place in order to increase the 
transparency of OTC derivatives markets. But no! all clearing is created equal, 
and Congress must mandate that all OTC derivatives clear through a Designated 
Clearing Organization (DCO). 

This clearing process must include two important 
provisions in order to counteract the two inherent 
problems in the shadow financial system. First, 
clearing must involve novation, wherein the DCO 
becomes the Central Counterparty (CCP) to both 
sides of the trade. And second, clearing must 
involve daily margin posting wherein the DCO/CCP 
collects daily margin variation payments from those 
dealers whose bets are going against them. 

As an example, if Bank A enters into an interest 
rate swap with Bank B, then once that swap 
agreement clears, with novation, through the CCP, 
then the CCP becomes the counterparty to both 

Graphical Illustration of 
Novation Process 
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Bank A and Bank B. The result is that Bank A and 
Bank Bare no longer counterparties to each other. 

By insisting upon novation. the interlocking web of 
exposures amongst swaps dealers is eliminated, 
because every dealer's exposure is to the 
DCO/CCP. Another swaps dealer can go bankrupt 
and it will not affect any of the other dealers 
because they only have one counterparty - the 
Central Counterparty. 

To protect itself, the CCP will require .that margin 
collateral be posted with the initial trade. The CCP 
will further require that additional margin collateral 

Graphlcal Illustration of 
Swaps Market with 

Central Counterparty (CCP) 

be posted on a daily basis as market prices fluctuate and those bets result in 
profits or losses. 

As an example, on a $100 million interest rate swap, each counterparty might 
have to post $8 million (the actual amount will be determined by the riskiness of 
the swaps contract). Then, if at the end of any day, one counterparty is 
approaching an $8 million loss on their position, the Central Counterparty will 
require them to post another $8 million in order to continually ensure that they 
have the money to cover their bets. 

If this system had been in place last year, then AIG would never have been 
forced to the brink of bankruptcy. AIG had been putting aside very little margin 
with which to pay its bets. When AIG's credit rating was downgraded and it was 
forced to post margin, it did not have the cash to do it. This liquidity squeeze 
could have been completely avoided if AIG's OTC derivatives trades had cleared 
with novation through a DCO that required them to post daily margin. 

Wall Street Will Oppose These Steps 

Recently, the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal have featured articles 
about what Wall Street is trying to do right now to block efforts at derivatives 
legislation which, if passed, will cut into their profitable swaps dealing business. 9 

There are three reasons why Wall Street does not like the idea of mandatory 
exchange clearing of all OTC derivatives. 

First, though they express a desire for transparency and got burned last year by 
the lack of transparency, they know that with greater the transparency comes 

9 "In Crisis. Banks Dig In for Fight Against Rules," Gretchen Morgensen and Don Van Natta, New 
York nmes. May 31, 2009. 
"Banks Seek Role in Bid to Overhaul Derivatives." Serena Ng, Wall Street Journal, May 29, 2009 
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narrower bid·ask spreads. As long as they can keep their clients in the dark as 
to what the true prices are for swaps, the longer they can charge their clients a 
substantial premium for entering and exiting trades. 

Second, once all OTC derivatives are mandated to clear with novation (so that 
the DCO also becomes the CCP), their credit ratings will no longer be a 
competitive advantage. They will lose oligopoly pricing power because any two 
counterparties can trade, regardless of their respective credit ratings, since the 
CCP becomes the ultimate counterparty to all trades. 

Third, they will lose access to unlimited leverage, and leverage ratios will have to 
come down from 30x or more to something closer to 12x. This means additional 
financing costs for each trade, which will cut into profitability. 

Appropriate Standards for What Must Clear 

Wall Street will seek to block mandatory exchange clearing by arguing that 
swaps are highly customized and that the vast majority of swaps cannot clear. 
While swaps might have certain elements of customization, they are, by their 
very nature, more standardized than Wall Street wants to admit. 

Almost every OTC derivatives agreement references some published third party 
pricing service. As an example, tor interest rate swaps it is often the London 
Interbank Offered Rate published by the British Bankers Association. This 
makes a swap based on LIBOR largely fungible with another swap that 
references LIBOR. After all, if these swaps were all unique then they could never 
be traded back and forth between swaps dealers. 

For that reason, the standard that regulators should adopt for determining 
whether or not OTC derivatives should clear is not one of standardization versus 
customization but rather one of clearable versus non-clearable. 

This standard was presented very clearly and forcefully by Chairman Gensler of 
the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) during his confirmation 
hearing in front of this committee.10 He said repeatedly that if an OTC derivative 
can clear, then it should clear. This standard was reiterated by Treasury 
Secretary Geithner in his letter to Congress outlining the Administration's plans 
for derivatives regulation, where he said "if an OTC derivative is accepted for 
clearing by one or more fully regulated CCPs, it should create a presumption that 
it is a standardized contract and thus required to be cleared."11 

'
0 Senate Agriculture Hearing, February 25. 2009 
" Letter to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid from Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, May 
13, 2009. www.financialstability.gov/docs/OTCletter.pdl 
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Derivatives Clearing Organizations regulated by the CFTC have a more than 
140-year history of serving as a Central Counterparty. They know which OTC 
derivatives are standardized and clearable compared with those that are 
customized and unclearable. As the CCP, they will not clear anything that they 
cannot value or assess the risk upon. DCOs can be trusted to not clear anything 
that is customized to the point that it should not clear. Congress will find that the 
vast majority of OTC derivatives can clear with novation through DCOs. 

For the highly customized OTC derivatives that cannot clear, there is a very 
strong question as to their utility and their social value. Why would someone 
need to enter into a swap agreement that is so esoteric and inscrutable that a 
DCO is not willing to touch it? Given the extreme risk associated with such exotic 
(I would even say toxic) derivatives, banking regulators should require that those 
derivatives carry capital charges of 50% or more. Then, if a bank enters into a 
$100 million exotic unclearable swap, they would be required to set aside $50 
million in capital to cover any potential losses arising from that bet. 

Wall Street will try to shift the debate to standardized vs. customized in order to 
avoid clearing. Congress has the responsibility to make clearable vs. non
clearable the right standard. 

CRITICAL DISTINCTION: FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES VERSUS 

DERIVATIVES ON CONSUMABLE COMMODITIES 

Financial instruments are things like stocks and bonds that investors hold in 
order to receive dividends, interest, cash flows, etc. Because of these associated 
cash flows these instruments have intrinsic value as investments. Financial 
instruments are designed to be held (often for the long term) by investors in a 
portfolio. Stocks, bonds and other financial instruments are issued in the capital 
markets by corporations for the purposes of funding daily operations and making 
large project investments for future growth. 

Commodities are things like crude oil, copper and com that are produced from 
the earth or produced from things that are produced from the earth. The value 
that human beings derive from commodities comes from their ability to be 
consumed. Commodities are essential to our economy (like energy) or essential 
to life itself (like food). Modern society cannot survive without the ability to 
consume commodities. 

Derivatives are financial contracts that derive their value from an underlying 
asset. Derivatives exist on financial instruments as well as on consumable 
commodities. The U.S. derivatives markets on consumable commodities date 
back to 1865; derivatives markets on financial instruments were established over 
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100 years later when the first foreign currency contracts began trading in the 
early 1970s. 

Financial derivatives quickly came to dwarf derivatives on consumable 
commodities. In fact, in June of 2008 when there were $684 trillion in 
outstanding OTC derivatives contracts, only $12.6 trillion was on.consumable 
commodities (less than 2%). 12 With this proliferation, market participants and 
regulators have lost sight of the critical differences between financial derivatives 
and derivatives on consumable commodities. 

In the financial derivatives markets, every participant is a speculator. Therefore. 
there is no such thing as "excessive speculation" in financial derivatives. 
Investors can use financial derivatives to hedge price risk related to underlying 
financial instruments in their portfolios. An example would be an equity mutual 
fund manager who might sell S&P 500 futures to reduce his exposure to market 
risk. Investors can also use financial derivatives to take on price risk. That same 
equity mutual fund manager might buy S&P 500 futures when he receives an 
influx of investor cash to maintain market exposure while he is working into the 
individual stock positions. 

In the derivatives market for consumable commodities, in contrast, there are two 
completely distinct classes of market participants: bona fide hedgers and 
speculators. Bona fide hedgers are the actual producers and consumers of the 
physical commodities. They come to the commodities derivatives markets with 
inherent price risk from their underlying businesses. which they seek to reduce or 
eliminate. This is achieved when a producer who needs to sell enters into a 
contract with a consumer who needs to buy. This way both the producer and 
consumer agree to a future price and thereby eliminate their price risk. 

Unlike bona fide physical hedgers, speculators in the derivatives market for 
consumable commodities have no business in the underlying commodity and 
therefore no price risk to hedge. If they do not want to assume price risk then 
their choice is simple, they simply do not transact in these markets. Speculators 
can always avoid price risk by simply not transacting. 

Bona fide physical hedgers do not have that luxury. They provide a vital service 
to the worldwide economy by producing the essential commodities that the world 
needs to consume to survive. 

In 1936, recognizing that the derivatives market for consumable commodities 
was created solely for the benefit of bona fide physical hedgers, Congress 
enacted the Commodity Exchange Act. This legislation allowed for regulators to 

12 
Bank for International Settlements, "Semiannual OTC Derivatives Statistics," June 2008. 

!::tl11L:fL.V!.1i..\YJ~i_s~Q[gl.:1,ta_~~lfil§,h\m. Please note these figures do not include gold or other 
precious metals. 
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police the commodities futures markets for fraud, manipulation and excessive 
speculation. 

Congress might have banned speculators from the commodities futures markets 
completely, but it was believed that a limited amount of speculation in the 
markets was necessary. Speculators were needed on the floor of the 
commodities futures exchanges so that when sell orders were transmitted via 
telegraph to the exchange floor, if they did not match up immediately with a 
comparable buy order (or vice versa) then the crowd of locals could fill those 
orders, buying and selling and balancing out the needs of producers and 
consumers. The locals in the pits acted essentially like middlemen or market
makers. similar to the way specialists operated on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 

Perhaps I impute too much wisdom and forethought to Congress at the time but it 
seems like they were fully aware that buy orders and sell orders are what 
determine prices and that buying and selling - no matter who is doing it - will 
determine prices. For that reason, Congress put limits on speculators to ensure 
that bona fide physical hedgers were dominant in the price discovery process. 

It was (and still is) essential that bona fide physical hedgers remain the dominant 
force in the commodities futures markets for four reasons: 

1. The commodities futures markets exist tor the benefit of bona fide 
physical hedgers, to provide a way to reduce risk and ensure the 
continued production of the essential commodities that our economy and 
citizens rely on every day for our existence. 

2. Bona fide physical hedgers trade to reduce risk, not to take on more 
risk. Their primary business is producing and consuming, so their 
derivatives trading decisions are based on input and output, not emotion. 

3. Physical commodity producers and consumers trade based upon 
the actual physical supply and demand conditions that they are 
experiencing in their underlying businesses. A farmer does not sell 
more wheat contracts than he actually intends to produce. A miller does 
not buy more wheat contracts than he actually intends to turn into flour. 

4. Speculative markets are susceptible to price bubbles. Speculators 
throughout history have been famous for manias, panics and crashes. As 
an example. every significant capital market has had a major price bubble 
in the last ten years (emerging markets bubble, internet/tech bubble, 
housing bubble, etc). It is common for speculators, when they see prices 
rising, to pour money into a market, which causes the price to rise even 
more and attract even more speculators. This self-reinforcing cycle is 
what leads to price bubbles in excessively speculative markets. 
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PROBLEM Two: EXCESSIVE SPECULATION 

Excessive speculation is a condition of the derivatives markets for consumable 
commodities where speculators become more dominant in the marketplace than 
physical commodity producers and consumers. When excessive speculation is 
accompanied by speculative euphoria, completely unnatural bubbles occur in the 
prices for consumable commodities. 

I label price bubbles in consumable commodities as unnatural because 
commodity prices naturally seek an equilibrium point equal to the marginal cost o1 
production. As an example, if wheat prices fall below a level where the wheat 
farmer can cover his costs, then he will not plant any more wheat, which will 
result in reduced production and reduced supply, which will lead to higher prices 
in the future. If wheat prices rise to a level where the wheat farmer is making a 
dramatic profit above his costs. then he will plant as much wheat as he possibly 
can, which will increase production and increase supply and lead to lower prices 
in the future. 

The decisions of physical commodity consumers also contribute to the 
stabilization of prices toward long-term equilibrium. When prices rise they 
demand less, which leads to excess supply and a falling price. When prices fall 
then they consume more, which leads to reduced supply and a rising price. So 
under normal conditions, commodities naturally stabilize around a long-term 
equilibrium level. 

When speculators become dominant in the market for derivatives on consumable 
commodities, the supply- and demand-based trading of physical commodity 
producers and consumers takes a back seat to the high stakes trading of 
speculators as they attempt to out-trade each other to maximize their profits. 

If speculators are dominant in a marketplace and a general sense of speculative 
euphoria takes hold, then a self-reinforcing cycle can set in where speculative 
inflows of money drive prices up and rising prices attract the inflow of more 
speculative money. This force can become powertul enough, given the 
tremendous amount of money that institutional investors have at their disposal, 
that commodity prices can become elevated well above long-term equilibrium 
prices over long periods of time. 

When bubbles occur in the capital markets, those people left holding the 
securities at inflated prices suffer when the bubble pops. When bubbles occur in 
the derivatives market for consumable commodities, it is potentially devastating 
for every person on the planet. 

Americans do not eat a bowl of stocks for breakfast. They don't fill their gas 
tanks with bonds. Bubbles in the capital markets typically do not hurt the 
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average American as they are expanding. But when speculators drive up food 
and energy prices, it inflicts tremendous pain on innocent bystanders. 

SOLUTION: AGGREGATE SPECULATIVE POSITION LIMITS 

Price bubbles have become possible in the commodities derivatives markets 
because of the proliferation of loopholes and the general dismantling of 
speculative position limits. In recent years, the United States government (at the 
behest of Wall Street) has effectively dismantled the system of speculative 
position limits that protected our commodities derivatives markets for more than 
50 years. The result has been an unleashing of excessive speculation upon the 
American consumer. 

In order to effectively put the genie back in the bottle, we must close all of the 
existing loopholes that were signed into law by the Commodities Futures 
Modernization Act of 2000 (CFMA) and apply aggregate speculative position 
limits across all trading venues. The rest of this section is dedicated to 
discussing exactly how to do that. 

A speculative position limit is a limit on the size of positions that speculators can 
hold. Take, for example, Wheat on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). A 
speculator cannot control more than 6,500 contracts (either long or short). The 
purpose of these limits is to prevent speculators, individually and collectively, 
from exercising too much influence over prices. 

Problem 2(A): The Swaps Loophole 

Prior to the CFMA, the Commodities Exchange Act (CEA) forbade the idea of 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives on consumable commodities, and required 
that all derivatives trading occur on a regulated futures exchange. After the 
CFMA was signed into law in 2000, OTC derivatives on consumable commodities 
were allowed to proliferate, and they did, rising from a notional value of $389 
billion in December 2000 to a notional value of $12.389 billion in June 2008 (a 
greater than 3000% increase). 13 

Because some bona fide physical hedgers have chosen to use the OTC swaps 
market to hedge their physical commodity exposures, the CFTC has granted a 
blanket exemption to swaps dealers, giving them virtually free reign to buy and 

'
3 Bank !or International Settlements, "Semiannual OTC Derivatives Statistics." June 2008. 

http://www.bis.org/statistics/derstats.hlm. Please note these figures do not include gold and other 
precious melals. 
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sell enormous quantities of futures contracts without being subject to position 
limits. 14 

This is the swaps loophole: since swaps dealers have free reign to buy and sell 
in unlimited quantities, a hedge fund looking to speculate in a commodity like 
wheat (which still has position limits) can enter into a swap of unlimited size with 
a swaps dealer who can then access the wheat futures market, buying or selling 
wheat futures far in excess of position limits. 

The CFTC justified this practice by saying that the swaps dealer is hedging risk 
like a bona fide hedger. But they failed to make the critical distinction that wheat 
farmers incur price risk while producing a valuable commodity used to teed the 
world, while swaps dealers incur price risk as they try to enrich themselves by 
serving as a conduit for speculators to avoid position ~mits. 

To their credit, the CFTC has announced their intention to re-examine the swaps 
loophole and to look for ways to put more restrictions on swaps dealers' access 
to the futures markets. 

Solution 2(A): Mandatory Exchange Clearing tor Deriva1ives on 
Consumable Commodities Makes Aggregate Speculative Position 
Limits Simple to Implement 

The best way to close the swaps loophole is to mandate that all OTC derivatives 
on consumable commodities clear through an exchange with novation and daily 
margin . As outlined ear1ier, mandatory exchange clearing needs to happen for all 
OTC derivatives in order to eliminate systemic risk. lt especially important for 
OTC commodity derivatives, because that will enable regulators to effectively 
close the swaps loophole by looking through the swaps transaction to the 
ultimate counterparty. 

When an OTC derivative such as a swap clears through an exchange, the 
exchange breaks that transaction into its component parts and becomes the 
central counterparty to both sides of the trade. When this happens, both the 
swaps dealer and their counterparty become counterparties to the exchange. 
This enables regulators to see both sides of the OTC derivatives transaction. 
Currently, regulators only see the futures trades that the swaps dealer makes in 
order to hedge their OTC derivatives transaction. 

•• Please note that while some regulated commodities futures markets still have stated position 
limits, many do not. On NY MEX for instance. position limits have been replaced by position 
·accountability" limits. which are really not limits at all. 
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Example of How a Swap Would Clear 

Swaps are generally composed of a futures-equivalent position and one or more 
basis positions. Commodity futures are designed to have broad-based appeal in 
order to attract the most liquidity. For that reason they typically choose the most 
popular grade(s) of the commodity, the most popular delivery point(s) and the 
most popular delivery time(s). Futures contracts also have a standard number ot 
units (bushel. barrels, etc). 

Swaps and other OTC derivatives allow for changes to one or more of these 
factors. Those differences between the futures contract and the swap contract 
are called basis. Heating oil and jet fuel, for instance, are both closely related 
middle distillates produced from crude oil. They trade closely to one another but 
not identically. You have to adjust tor those basis differences when you go to 
hedge or clear a swap. 

Let 's use a simple example of a commercial airline that wants to hedge its 
consumption of jet fuel through a monthly swap that extends for 24 months (2 
years). Keeping it simple, let's assume this swap is for 420,000 gallons of New 
York Jet fuel each month. A futures contract is for 42,000 gallons so this is the 
equivalent of 10 futures contracts. 

Therefore once the swaps dealer enters into this swap with the commercial 
airline, he will buy 10 NY Heating Oil contracts in each of the next 24 months to 
hedge himself. This will cover most of his risk but not 100% of his risk. If the 
swaps dealer wants to be fully hedged then he can also enter into a NY Heating 
Oil for NY Jet Fuel basis swap. This basis swap is a product that trades through 
NYMEX. 

Example of Swap Components 

New York Jet Fuel 
Swap 

New York Heating Oil 
Futures 

+ 
NY Heating Oil for NY Jet 

Fuel Basis Swap 

If the airline and the swaps dealer take their swap to NYMEX for clearing then 
NYMEX will break the trade down into its two parts. The airline will be tong 10 
NY Heating Oil contracts in each of the next 24 months plus long a NY Jet Fuel 
for NY Heating Oil swap in those same months. The swaps dealer will be short 
1 O NY Heating Oil contracts in each of the next 24 months plus short a NY Jet 
Fuel for NY Heating Oil swap in those same months. 

When the swaps dealer's cleared swap position (short 10 contracts x 24 months) 
is matched with the NY Heating Oil futures that he purchased in order to hedge 
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{long 10 contracts x 24 months) then the two will cancel each other out and he 
will have eliminated all his futures-equivalent risk. 

The swaps dealer will only be left with the basis risk from the NY Jet Fuel for NY 
Heating Oil position. If he wants to totally eliminate his risk he can enter into a 
basis swap in the OTC markets or through NYMEX. Once he does this then 
those trades will also clear and at that point the swaps dealer will have no 
position. 

In the meantime, the commercial airline has the exact position that it wanted to 
have, which is long 420,000 gallons of New York Jet Fuel each month for the 
next 24 months. Its position just happens to be NY Heating Oil futures plus a NY 
Jet Fuel for NY Heating Oil basis swap. And now the airline's counterparty is no 
longer the swaps dealer but NYMEX. 

The Costs of Clearing for Bona Fide Physical Hedgers Is Outweighed By 
The Benefits 

Experts agree that once virtually all over-the-counter derivatives begin clearing 
through an exchange, then bid-ask spreads will narrow substantially due to 
heightened transparency. This will substantially reduce the costs of entering and 
exiting positions, and the relatively modest cost of clearing will easily be offset by 
the change in spreads. When swaps dealers lose their oligopoly pricing power, 
their customers will win in terms of better pricing. 

Bona fide physical hedgers will be required to post margin collateral with the 
Central Counterparty (CCP), but that collateral will earn interest. So physical 
hedgers will only be financing the spread between their borrowing rate and the 
interest they earn on collateral. Every swaps dealer includes a cost of capital 
and a credit charge in their swaps pricing. This is partially due to the fact that 
swaps dealers have to post margin when they access the futures markets to 
hedge. Physical hedgers have been paying this cost in the OTC markets all 
along; they just have not been explicitly aware of it. 

Once spreads narrow, then liquidity in the OTC markets will most likely increase. 
This is what we observed in the stock market's switch to decimal prices. Bid-ask 
spreads quickly collapsed from a quarter (25 cents) or an eighth (12.5 cents) 
down to one or two pennies routinely. This led to more trading and therefore 
more liquidity. 

In addition because of the existence of a CCP, anyone can trade with anyone 
else. The fact that everybody's counterparty is the CCP means that credit risk is 
no longer a consideration and counterparties are not limited to trading with large 
money center banks. Electronic trading will make it possible for producers to 
trade directly with consumers with no swaps dealer as a middleman. 
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Finally, the biggest benefit of mandatory exchange clearing for consumable 
commodities is that clearing enables the markets to be protected against 
excessive speculation. The best method for applying aggregate speculative 
position limits is to require OTC derivatives to clear first. Without substantially all 
OTC derivatives clearing it becomes very difficult for the CFTC to make those 
position limits apply. The costs of another speculative bubble are orders of 
magnitude greater than any costs brought on by exchange clearing. 

This Solution Allows CFTC to Leverage the Computational Processing 
Power of the DCO 

Mandating that all OTC derivatives transactions in consumable commodities 
clear through an exchange solves the problem of how to apply aggregate 
speculative position limits in the OTC markets. Once the transactions clear, they 
are broken into their nearest futures contracts equivalents plus a minor basis 
position. When all OTC derivatives transactions in consumable commodities can 
be seen by regulators. then it becomes simple to apply aggregate position limits 
to speculators' positions. 

It also means that swaps dealers' swap positions net out with the futures hedges 
that they have executed against those swaps positions. This means that swaps 
dealers will only face position limits when they are unhedged, since an unhedged 
position is the same thing as a proprietary trading position. This is the exact 
effect that regulators should be looking for. 

Under this system, the DCO does all the computational "heavy-lifting" for the 
CFTC in terms of breaking down OTC derivatives transactions into their 
component futures equivalents and then netting exposures to arrive at a net 
position. If OTC derivatives transactions are not forced to clear, then the CFTC 
must perform all these computational tasks themselves (instead of the OCO) to 
be in a position to effectively look through swaps transactions and place position 
limits on speculators in the OTC derivatives markets. The CFTC will, in essence, 
be forced to assume many of the roles of a DCO. 

Problem 2(8): The London Loophole 

Some Foreign Boards of Trade (FBOT) trade contracts that are virtually identical 
to the futures contracts being traded on U.S.·regulated futures exchanges. As an 
example the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), which is an Atlanta, GA-based 
company, has a London-based subsidiary (the former International Petroleum 
Exchange), which is currently regulated by the U.K.'s Financial Services Authority 
(FSA). ICE trades a WTI contract that actually cash-settles based on the 
NYMEX WTI crude oil settlement price. 

This is called the "London Loophole" because the ICE WTI contract is essentially 
fungible with the NYMEX WTI contract. The ICE WTI contracts have no 
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speculative position limits and they are currently not subject to CFTC regulation. 
But because the two contracts are virtually identical, they are tightly bound by 
arbitrage trading. 

The CFTC allows this regulatory arbitrage to continue, even though it is certainly 
within their power to regulate a commodity contract with a U.S. commodity (West 
Texas crude) and a U.S. parent company. In fact, any FBOT that wants to have 
trading terminals in the Unites States must get the permission of the CFTC to do 
so and that permission can be conditional on meeting any requirements that the 
CFTC deems necessary. Likewise, the CFTC has to sign off on any contracts 
that are to be traded by U.S.-based traders. 

Solution 2(8): Require Foreign Boards of Trade to Submit 
Comparable Data and to Take Comparable Remedial Action for 
Violations 

The solution to the London Loophole is simple. Foreign Boards of Trade must be 
required to supply all the same data that Designated Contract Markets (OCMs) 
provide to the CFTC, and they must be prepared to enforce speculative position 
limits by forcing speculators to reduce over-limit positions. 

Anyone trading in U.S.-regulated derivatives markets, whether that is on a DCM 
or OTC should be required to obtain a Large Trader Identification Number 
(L TIN).15 In addition, that trader should be required by law to provide their LTIN 
to any FBOTs that they trade upon. If speculators want to trade in our markets 
then they should agree to provide their LTIN to any FBOTs that they trade upon. 
Any traders that fail to provide their L TINs when trading abroad should be 
banned from trading in the United States. 

As a condition for allowing FBOTs to place their terminals in the United States 
and to trade with American citizens and corporations, they must agree to share 
large trader reporting data (including l TIN numbers) with the CFTC on a dally 
basis. If the CFTC determines that a trader is over their speculative position 
limits, then the FBOT must agree to take appropriate actions to remedy the 
situation. 

Righi now the possibility for cross-border regulatory coordination is at an all-time 
high. GB energy ministers just issued a statement this week along with OPEC 
calling for greater regulation to crack down on excessive speculation in the 
energy markets.16 The United Nations and Asian energy ministers have made 
similar calls as well. 17 It could be possible to establish a global large trader 

15 I discuss L TINs in depth later in this testimony. 
16 "GS ministers lay course on energy security, efficiency." Silvia Marchetti, Xinhua, May 25, 2009 
17 "OPEC, Asia May Can for Curbs on Speculation In Oil (Updale2)," Shigeru Sato and Yuji 
Okada, Bloomberg, April 26, 2009. 
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reporting system given the current desire for greater global coordination and 
regulation. The CFTC should be authorized to share similar information on large 
traders with other foreign regulatory authorities that want to establish similar 
systems to monitor aggregate speculative position limits. 

Problem 2(C): The Enron Loophole 

The Commodities Futures Modernization Act of 2000 (CFMA) arbitrarily created a 
new category of commodities called "exempt commodities." CFMA allowed 
exempt commodities to be traded on Exempt Commercial Markets (ECM), free 
from speculative position limits and most all of the CFTC requirements of 
Designated Commercial Markets (DCM). 

The flawed belief was that there were some consumable commodities (such as 
crude oil) that had such large deliverable supplies that they were not susceptible 
to manipulation. This is a grave error tor two reasons. 

First, a commodity that has a large supply but a similarly large demand is 
balanced so tightly that it does not take a great amount of effort to manipulate the 
market for that commodity. Second, as I have already detailed, derivatives 
markets for consumable commodities are not just subject to manipulation, but to 
excessive speculation as well. This flawed concept completely ignores the 
critical element of excessive speculation, whereby prices can be dramatically 
affected even if there is no specific intent to manipulate. 

Solution 2(C): Require Exempt Commercial Markets to Become 
Designated Commercial Markets 

Enron pushed hard for the inclusion of exempt commodities and ECMs in the 
CFMA, which is why this is called the Enron Loophole. They used this loophole 
to create Enron Online and then they reportedly used Enron Online to manipulate 
electricity markets on the West Coast of the United States. 

With Enron bankrupt and discredited and the flawed concept of ECMs exposed, i~ 
makes sense to simply do away with the ECM designation. All ECMs should be 
required to convert to Designated Commercial Markets or shut down operations. 

Gold and Silver Can Remain Exempt Commodities 

Exempt commodities should be defined within the Commodity Exchange Act as 
gold and possibly silver. While gold and silver are commodities consumed in 
industrial applications, they historically have been recognized as stores of value, 
and have been used as currency for thousands of years. Therefore, they are 
considered by most to be more like investments than other consumable 
commodities. 
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Gold and silver have historically represented valid investment vehicles, and 
therefore do not need to be protected from excessive speculation by position 
limits. 16 It a bubble were to occur in the price of gold, it would not have the 
devastating impact to someone's health or the health of the economy the way 
bubbles in food and energy prices do. 

CFTC Must Set Aggregate Speculative Position Limits for All 
Derivatives on Consumable Commodities 

Fifteen years ago, when there was only one trading venue for consumable 
commodities and, in most cases, only one futures contract for each basic 
commodity, it was very simple to apply speculative position limits. Today, 
because there are multiple trading venues and multiple variations on each basic 
commodity, it has become necessary to develop a system of aggregating those 
positions together in order to apply an overall speculative position limit. 

The goal with aggregate speculative position limits is simply to treat speculators 
equally regardless of which trading venue they select to trade in. The playing 
field needs to be leveled so that speculators are not given the incentive to 
engage in regulatory arbitrage and move their trading from one (more transparent 
or more regulated) venue to another. 

The CFTC must set the aggregate speculative position limits for all consumable 
commodities in order to protect those derivatives markets against excessive 
speculation. Exchanges can continue to set position limits for financial futures to 
protect against manipulation (where their interest is aligned with the public 
interest) but they should not be allowed to set aggregate speculative position 
limits for consumable commodities. There are two primary reasons for this: 

1. The futures exchanges (like CME group). which have become for-profit 
public companies. have a duty to shareholders to maximize profits. There 
is an inherent conflict of interest between their shareholders' interest and 
the public interest as a whole. The public interest would dictate that 
speculative trading be limited as much as possible while still maintaining 
sufficient liquidity. Since the futures exchanges profit based on the level of 
volume, their shareholders would like to see no speculative position limits 
at all. 

2. Because futures exchanges are no longer the sole venue for trading 
derivatives on consumable commodities, they are not able to form a 
comprehensive speculative position limit that covers their competitors in 
addition to themselves. 

The CFTC needs to identify speculative position limits for the nearest to 
expiration contract period, all other contract periods, and an overall limit for all 

'
6 Like financial futures. gold and silver still need to be protected from fraud and manipulation. 
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positions combined. As an example, in crude oil, perhaps speculators should be 
limited to holding no more than 1 ,000,000 barrels in the prompt month, 3,000,000 
barrels in any other single month, and no more than 5,000,000 barrels in total. 
Speculative position limits should be expressed in the underlying units (barrels 
and bushels), rather than the number of contracts, since OTC derivatives 
positions will be included for determining the aggregate limits. 

A distinction is drawn tor the nearest to expiration contract period because it 
needs additional protection to prevent manipulation as the derivatives enter the 
delivery period. A limit is imposed upon each individual contract period in order 
to prevent a speculator from concentrating all its trading in one period. And the 
overall limit is imposed to prevent a situation of excessive speculation in the 
commodity as a whole. 

A speculator that violates position limits by holding larger positions than the limits 
would allow must be prevented from adding to these positions. This means that 
those positions become "liquidation only" and they can be reduced but not added 
to. A speculator that repeatedly violates position limits can face stiff monetary 
penalties and the CFTC can for~ them to liquidate their positions (on a pro rata 
share across trading venues) until they fall back below the limits. 

Issue All Large Traders an Identification Number at the Control Entity Level 

When large traders fill out CFTC Form 40, they should be issued a Large Trader 
Identification Number (L TIN). This L TIN must then be associated with every 
trade that clears. whether that trade originated on a DCM, DTEF, FBOT or OTC. 
At the end of every trading day, every clearing organization (including foreign 
clearing organizations) must report the positions of all large traders according to 
their L TIN. This accomplishes two things. First and foremost, the positions can 
be compiled by L TIN to see if any speculators are exceeding position limits. It 
also allows for the Commitments of Traders data to be collected daily instead of 
weekly. 

Large Trader Identification Numbers (L TIN) must be issued at the control entity 
level. For instance one hedge fund gets one LTIN. Speculators cannot be 
allowed to create multiple shell subsidiaries in order to obtain multiple L TINs. 

Bona fide physical hedgers who fill out Form 40 should also be issued LTINs. As 
part of Form 40, they should be required to indicate (under penalty of perjury) the 
size of their physical commodity business and whether they are selling 
commodities, buying commodities or both (middlemen). The LTIN can then be 
used to make sure that these physical hedgers are in fact hedging and not just 
speculating in the markets. For instance, an oil producer (who is long the price of 
oil to begin with) should not be allowed to establish a net long position in futures 
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contracts. Nor should they be allowed to establish a net short position that 
exceeds the size of their underlying business. 

Positions Should Be Aggregated for the Basic Commodity 

Any time there is a strong relationship between substantially similar commodities 
then those commodities should receive one aggregate position limit for the 
purpose of limiting excessive speculation. As an example. wheat is wheat, 
whether it's soft or hard, spring or winter, it's still wheat. Crude oil is crude oil, 
whether it's heavy or light, sweet or sour, it's still crude oil. If the price of light 
sweet crude skyrockets then that is going to have a substantial impact on the 
price of heavy sour crude. If the price of soft red winter wheat crashes, then that 
is going to have a substantial impact on the price of hard red spring wheat. 

This is not to say that there are no differences between these commodities, but 
rather that the differences are extremely well-known and that is why there is a 
great deal of basis trading and arbitrage trading that takes place between 
substantially similar commodities. Any time there is arbitrage or basis trading 
there is a strong price discovery relationship. These basis and arbitrage trades 
are what "enforce" the relationship between these commodities and it is tor this 
reason that they should be aggregated together under one speculative position 
limit. 

As an extreme example, if a speculator wanted to buy 1 billion barrels worth of 
NYMEX Wfl crude oil futures contracts, but was prevented from doing so by 
speculative position limits, and they purchased 1 billion barrels worth of ICE 
Brent crude oil futures contracts instead, then that would push up the price of ICE 
Brent. But it would also push up the price of all other crude oil contracts around 
the world, because a large fraction of the people selling those 1 billion barrels 
worth of ICE Brent would be arbitrageurs and basis traders who would be selling 
ICE Brent and simultaneously buying WTI, Dubai Sour, et cetera. Having 
speculative position limits on the NYMEX would go a long way to blunt the impact 
of this arbitrageur/basis trader buying (as long as those traders were not given 
exemptions from speculative position limits). But even with speculative limits. 
there are enough of these types of traders that it would be impossible for large 
magnitude price moves in ICE Brent not to have a significant effect on NYMEX 
WTI prices. 

For this reason, the speculative position limits should be set for the commodity as 
a whole (crude oil) rather than for one particular grade or delivery location. One 
practical benefit of this approach is that exemptions for basis trading and 
arbitrage are not necessary because both legs of their trades fall under the same 
umbrella speculative position limit and therefore net each other out. 
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The 2008 Farm Bill introduced the concept of "significant price discovery" 
contracts. This gives the impression that it is somehow possible for two 
contracts on the same commodity to not have a significant impact on each other. 
However. this is not possible whenever arbitrage trading is occurring. The 
arbitrage and basis relationships between substantially similar commodities 
ensure that they always significantly affect one another from a price discovery 
standpoint. 

Positions Should Be Aggregated Across Trading Venues 

In our above example dealing with NYMEX WTI and ICE Brent, we talked about 
how two venues trading different grades of crude oil would still have a strong 
price discovery relationship binding them together. This relationship would be 
even stronger (virtually one for one) if we are talking about NYMEX WTI and ICE 
WTI where the deliverable grades are identical and one contract cash-settles 
against the other. Right now there are no hard and fast speculative position 
limits in either contract (except for the last 3 days on the NYMEX) so those two 
contracts are bound at the hip by arbitrage. 

We gave another example earlier of an airline that approaches a swaps dealer 
about hedging their jet fuel exposure by entering a swap for 420,000 gallons of 
jet fuel per month for the next 24 months. To hedge this swap, the swaps dealer 
has two options: (1) they can go to the NYMEX and buy 10 heating oil contracts 
in the each of the next 24 months or (2) they can find a refiner that wants to 
hedge their jet fuel (or heating oil) production by entering into a swap to sell 
420,000 gallons of jet fuel per month for the next 24 months. 

In either case this swap has a direct price discovery impact on the futures market 
resulting in either 10 more heating oil contracts on the long side (if the swaps 
dealer hedges directly on the futures exchange) or 10 fewer heating oil contracts 
on the sell side (if the refiner hedges in the OTC markets rather than on the 
futures exchange).19 So it is clear from these two examples that the derivatives 
market for consumable commodities has multiple venues that are really just 
extensions of one another. 

Because the trading venue does not matter in terms of the overall price effect on 
the market as a whole, speculative position limits need to be aggregated across 
trading venues. The objective is to simply level the playing field and treat all 
speculators equally regardless of whether they trade on a DCM, DTEF, FBOT or 
OTC. 

19 Please note that ii one swaps dealer trades with another swaps dealer, then the first dealer has 
simply passed along the problem of how to hedge to the second dealer. 
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Congress Should Define Excessive Speculation and Charge the 
CFTC w ith Enforcing an Overall Limit on the Amount of Speculation 
Present in the Derivatives Markets for Each Basic Commodity 

The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) does not clearly define the concept of 
excessive speculation. Perhaps Congress believed that the term was self
explanatory, simply meaning "too much speculation." But since the concept was 
not clearly defined, swaps dealers and the futures exchanges .have been able to 
redefine It to mean something more akin to manipulation. 

For that reason, I would propose that Congress amend the GEA to clearly state 
that excessive speculation is a condition of the derivatives markets for 
consumable commodities wherein speculators are a more dominant force in price 
discovery than bona fide physical hedgers. And when a state of excessive 
speculation exists, it is possible for speculative price bubbles to form, 

Since a speculative price bubble in consumable commodities is potentially 
devastating to humanity, I believe Congress should mandate a percentage of 
open interest calculation to ensure that the positions held by speculators ~ 
exceed the positions held by bona fide physical hedgers {50% of the market). 
Then Congress should instruct the CFTC to adjust the individual speculative 
position limits so that the overall speculation percentage of the markets lies in the 
range of 15% • 35%. 

Please note that the average consumable commodity futures market was about 
25% speculative ten years ago.20 It rs only in the last ten years that we have 
seen a surge in speculation to the point where speculators now dramatically 
outnumber bona fide physical hedgers in many markets. With that surge in 
speculation has come a surge in the volatility of commodity prices - last year's 
bubble in crude oil prices being the primary example. We need sufficient liquidity 
in these markets, but we don't need excessive liquidity because that leads to 
excessive speculation and excessive price volatility. 

With the proliferation of the Internet and electronic trading facilities, it is much 
easier tor physical producers and consumers to transact amongst themselves 
without the need for speculators' liquidity. That is why 25% might be more than 
enough speculation to provide the markets with sufficient liquidity. 

If there is too much speculation in the overall derivatives market for a 
consumable commodity (say 40%), then the individual speculative position limits 
must be adjusted downward to reduce the overall level of speculation. This can 
be accomplished through a series of "circuit breakers" which would be designed 
to keep overall speculation within a targeted range. 

20 These calcula1ions can be found on pages 33-34 of our report ''The Accidental Hunt Brothers• 
www.accidentalhunlbrothers.com 
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CFTC Should Semi-Annually Convene a Hearing of Physical 
Commodity Producers and Consumers to Recommend Aggregate 
Speculative Position Limits and an Overall Market Percentage for 
Speculation 

To recognize the foundational fact that derivatives markets for consumable 
commodities exist solely to enable bona fide physical producers and consumers 
to hedge their price risk, Congress should mandate that the CFTC semi-annually 
convene a hearing of physical producers and consumers. These producers and 
consumers (for whom these markets exist) know whether or not the markets are 
working for them and whether or not they need more liquidity or less speculation. 
They are therefore in the best position to recommend aggregate speculative 
position limits for each commodity and also a target for an overall speculation 
percentage in that commodity derivatives market. The CFTC should adopt those 
recommendations or provide a detailed formal response to Congress as to why 
they are rejecting the proposals. 

Congress Should Give the CFTC Explicit Power to Police OTC 
Commodities Derivatives Markets for Fraud and Manipulation 

If OTC derivatives are allowed to trade off-exchange then the CFTC must be 
given explicit powers to police the consumable commodities OTC derivatives 
markets for fraud and manipulation. Commodities futures are fully regulated by 
the CFTC against fraud and manipulation. The physical energy markets are 
regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) for fraud and manipulation in natural gas/electricity and 
oil respectively. Therefore it makes sense that the OTC markets be regulated for 
fraud and manipulation as well. In the end, all regulatory arbitrage of this sort 
should be eliminated. 

Passive "Investment" In Derivatives on Consumable Commodities is 
a New and Very Damaging Threat to the Markets 

As mentioned earlier, the distinctions between financial derivatives and 
derivatives on consumable commodities have been blurred. Wall Street has 
pulled the wool over institutional investors' eyes and convinced them that 
derivatives on consumable commodities are a legitimate uasset class" and that it 
is possible to "invest" in commodities futures. 

Derivatives have no value in and of themselves. All their value is derived from 
the underlying asset. In the case of consumable commodities, what is underlying 
these contracts are not securities or capital markets instruments, but the food 
and energy that Americans need to consume in order to survive and thrive. 
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I hope that the U.S. government would not allow investors to buy up actual food 
or actual crude oil and hoard them because they are deluded into thinking they 
are making a good investment. We need those commodities to feed ourselves 
and fuel our economy. If investors, therefore, cannot "buy and hoard" the 
underlying commodities, then they should not be allowed to "buy and hold" the 
derivatives on those commodities. 

Derivatives on consumable commodities do not pay interest, dividends or rents, 
and they have no associated cash flows because the underlying commodities 
have none of these things. In fact, in many cases consumable commodities have 
transportation and storage costs and decay over time, which means the "yield" 
from holding these commodities is negative. 

Speculators are permitted in the derivatives markets for consumable 
commodities only because they provide liquidity. If someone attempts to "buy 
and hold" a position in commodity futures by continuously rolling it then that 
speculator is consuming liquidity. They have bought that contract perhaps from a 
bona fide physical producer and then rather than selling it to a bona fide physical 
consumer they hold onto it for "the long term." 

Because these passive investors are almost always buying, their buying pressure 
pushes prices up. And since they are holding for the long term, it could be years 
and years before they sell. In the meantime, if enough people buy and hold, 
prices will increase and remain elevated for a long period of time. 

Commodity index investment is an especially damaging form of passive 
investment that entails the buying and holding of a large basket (index) of 
consumable commodities derivatives. These investors do not trade on the basis 
of supply and demand. Instead, they blindly allocate money to crude oil, copper, 
corn, et cetera, which all have vastly different supply and demand dynamics. 

Every barrel or bushel traded for reasons other than supply and demand is a 
barrel or bushel that distorts the price discovery function of the consumable 
commodities derivatives markets. Someone who buys one or more consumable 
commodities derivatives with the express intention of "hedging against inflation" 
damages the price discovery function of those markets by investing without 
regard for the underlying supply and demand conditions. In buying commodities 
futures, that misguided investor is actually causing inflation by pumping up 
commodity prices. 

Passive "Investment" in Consumable Commodities Should Be 
Severely Restricted 

For the reasons I just detailed, passive investment in these markets should be 
severely restricted. It is simple to define what constitutes passive investment. It 
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is a trading strategy that calls for maintaining a continuously long (or short) 
position in a consumable commodity. 

Passive investors should face aggregate speculative position limits that are 10% 
or less than the limits faced by actively trading speculators. So, as an example. ii 
the aggregate speculative position limit is 5,000,000 barrels for crude oil, then 
passive investors should only be allowed to buy and hold a maximum of 500,000 
barrels of crude oil derivatives. 

This also means that the levels for what constitutes a reportable position, for 
large trader reporting and identification purposes. should be reduced by a 
commensurate amount. So, as another example, if any speculator over 250,000 
barrels typically needs to report their position then any passive investor over 
25,000 barrels should be forced to report. 

This regime of much tighter aggregate speculative position limits needs to apply 
to exchange traded funds (ETFs), exchange traded notes (ETNs), any other 
hybrid securities. as well as to commodity-based mutual funds. Any individual 
who wants to buy ETFs, ETNs or mutual funds that represent a passive 
investment in consumable commodities should be required to fill out Form 40 and 
obtain a Large Trader Identification Number (l TIN) before they can place their 
order. 

The Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Has the Experience 
and Skills to Implement these Recommendations and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) and Federal Reserve (Fed) Do Not 

In order to eliminate systemic risk and effectively implement a system of 
mandatory exchange clearing with novation and margin, we need regulators who 
are intimately familiar with the novation and margin processes. Futures 
exchanges have been novating contracts and assessing margin tor over 140 
years. The CFTC and its predecessors have been regulating these processes 
for over 70 years. 

In contrast, the clearing processes for securities simply involve the transfer of 
money in exchange for the securities themselves. They do not involve novation 
or daily margin posting. Therefore, the SEC lacks the experience necessary to 
effectively regulate these areas. So does the Federal Reserve, who allowed the 
shadow financial system to proliferate under their watch and only intervened after 
the system began to crumble. 

In addition. the CFTC and its predecessors have been imposing speculative 
position limits for over 70 years. They are the only regulator who has ever been 
charged with guarding the markets against excessive speculation. 
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The SEC presides over the capital markets where everyone is a speculator. 
They are unfamiliar with the concept of excessive speculation and have little 
experience with setting and enforcing position limits. 

In fact in a gross example of regulatory arbitrage, the SEC has allowed passive 
commodity investments in ETFs, ETNs and commodity mutual funds. They have 
signed off on double-leveraged crude oil ETFs (like DXO) that allow any investor 
to make leveraged speculative investments in crude oil within their retirement 
accounts. This does not show good judgment from a consumer protection or a 
market protection standpoint. 

The Federal Reserve has little experience in regulating commodities markets and 
setting speculative position limits. Most banks are forbidden to participate in the 
physical commodities markets, athough the Federal Reserve has granted 
exemptions for the big commodities swaps dealers like Goldman Sachs, Morgan 
Stanley and J.P. Morgan. Since all banks would naturally be characterized as 
speculators in the commodities derivatives markets, the Federal Reserve seems 
like an illogical choice for guarding these markets against excessive speculation. 

For these reasons, the CFTC is the best regulator to police the consumable 
commodities derivatives markets. They also are the best choice for overseeing 
the mandatory exchange clearing of the OTC derivatives markets as a whole 
because of their experience with novation and daily margin posting. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, let me say that the solutions I have outlined in my testimony are not 
brand new solutions. (1) Exchange clearing with novation and margin, and (2) 
speculative position limits have been proven effective over many decades of 
experience. In many ways, what we need to do is turn back the clock on several 
of the deregulatory measures that were undertaken in the last 15 years. The 
unintended consequences of those deregulatory decisions have been 
devastating for America. 

I applaud you, Senator Harkin, for what you are trying to do with your recently 
introduced legislation. It appears that your legislation effectively slams the door 
shut on the loopholes that the Commodities Futures Modernization Act of 2000 
opened up. There is no doubt that your legislation. because it requires 
mandatory exchange trading and therefore mandatory exchange clearing, would 
protect the financial system and eliminate the chance of another systemic 
meltdown. Likewise with all speculators trading on an exchange it would be 
simple for the CFTC to impose speculative position limits that treated them all the 
same. 
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I believe the solutions that I have proposed in my testimony today would 
accomplish the same primary objectives as your legislation, while allowing the 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets to survive. I applaud you for your 
leadership on this issue and I look forward to working with you and your staff to 
ensure that America does not have to suffer through another financial meltdown 
or another speculative bubble in food and energy prices. 
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Thank you for inviting me to testify today. My name is Lynn Stout. and I am the Paul !lastings 
Profoss.w of Corporate and Securities Law at the University of California at Los Angeles. :vly scholarly 
expertise includes the theory and history of deriv111ives regula1ion. I also serve as an independent director 
of a larg" mulUal fund. giving n1e practical experience in the derivatives market. I have also published 
scver-dl academic articles on the topic of derivatives rcgulalion.1 Please allow me to note lhat my anicles 
on dcri\'atives, which I published in lhe 1990s, predicted 1hal deregulating financial derivatives was likely 
lo result in increased market risk. reduced investor retums, and price dislortions and bubbles.? Tho&e 
predictions, unfortunately. ha\'e proven con·ect. 

Studying the history and theory llf derivatil•cs regulation inevital:>ly leads to four basic conclusion$. 
First, dc.~pi1e mdus1ry claims, derivative con1racts are not new and are not panicularly innovat1•e. 
Although derivatives have gllne by n1any different names, derivatives trading in the t:nited Stares dates 
hack at least to 1he early 1800s, and in other nations. centuries earlier. The 1884 Suprcn1c Court case of 
/1wi11 "· Witlitlr. for example, describes 1hc conrrac1 law rul~s that applied to derivatives contracls in the 
19th century. (They were 1hen called "diffcn-nce conn-eels. "l~ 

Sec<md. derivatives traJing may provide some bcndits to the overall economy. It is important to note, 
however. 1hat while th~ industry routinely claims the socml benefits from derivatives trading a1·c 
substantial, 1hcre is no empirical evidence that supports this claim or cslllbhshcs the magnitude of the 
supposed social benefits. At the same 1in1e. !hroughout ftis101y. unregula!ed derivatives markets have been 
associak'<i with at least four distinct economic dangers. First. unregulated trading hss been as~ociarcd wirh 
asscr price bubbles. Second, ii has been associated wich increased risk. Third, derivatives sp.,culatiOll has 
been criliciz.ed for reducing real economic productivity by divening valuable resources. especially human 
time and creativity. away rrom industries and activities rhat contribute more to sustainable economic 

; Sec t.8,. lynn A. Stout. Bt'lli••g 1lu.• Hank: How D~,.fralfrcs Trading Uml~r CtmJ;r;ons <1fU1J<'Ct'ftumyCan Increase., Risks 
(md Emd,· Rc1m·11s ;,, Ft·nanct·ttJ Afa,./w1 .... ·• 21 J. ~orp. I .. 53 ( 1995 J~ 1 .ynn A, Stout. /nsurau<·e <Jr Garnbliftg? Derfrntfre,t 
Trodi"IJ irr /1 World affl.i<k a1<d U11c•,,aint}', 1996 lirookmg• Rev. 39 (Winter); tynn A. Stout. 11'/1}' Tlie law Hat~.• 
Spec:.,fa1m-.f: R.eg1,/a1;01r and P1·iw1c1! Ordering in 1/11: A1arlotr .fiJr Or<..: IJt~rimti~s. 48 Duke L. J. 701 ( 1999). 
' See. e.g .. Stout. Wit)' Tire law H1ir•.r Sp«ulator.<. 48 L>uke L. J. 769-77 I (~rguing 1hat cnakin& over-the· counter '-OTC" 
financial Ccri\.·ativcs. exempt from ihe Commodities. Exchange Acr mly erode avera~c-rcturns, tncn:ase markelnsk. and 
kad tCI pnce dislorUons and market bubb!es). 
' 110 U.S. J99 (18&4). 
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i,>rowth and 10 social welfare. Fourth, dcrivativeo trading has been associated with increa$<:d levels of fraud 
and manipulation in underlying markets. 

I\ third basic conclusion that can be drawn from studying the history of derivatives is that h~althy 
economics regulate derivatives trading, My research indicates that the only tim~ a significant US 
derivatives market has not been subject to regulation was during the eight years following the passage of 
the Commodity Futures Modernization /\ct of 2000 (CMFA). Although it was not widely appreciated at 
the time. the CFMA eliminated more than a century of legal restraints on derivatives trnding by declaring 
that ovcr-ihc-coumer (OTC) fi11ancial derivatives were not subject to traditional contract law rules and were 
nut subj.:ct to the Commodities Exchange Act (CEA) or the oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFT('). 

Fourth. history teaches that successful derivatives regulation generally does not take the fonn of either 
a hea vy-handcd ban on all derivatives trading, or di rec! monitoring by some omniscient government 
O\'Crsccr. Traditionally. derivatives markets have been successfully regulated through a web of procedural 
rules that include reporting requirements. listing requirements. margin requirements, position limits. 
insurahle intere~t requirements, and limits on enforceability. These sorts of rules can be put in place ex 
ante. reducing the need for government to exercise discretion and giving derivatives traders certainty about 
what is and is not required of them. The rules also have the advantage of operating Jarsely as automatic 
"circuit breakers" Uiat make it unnecessary for regulators to have either imtiative or omniscience. Finally. 
these traditional rules have a long track record of success (dating back decades and in some cases centuries) 
in permit1ing beneficial forms of derivatives trading while weeding out excessive risk, speculation. and 
manipulation. The most obvious recent example is the notable success that the CFTC has had since 1974 in 
prc\'cnting excessive speculation in the markets for commodities derivatives. 

An lnrroductiQn to Deri~atives 

Let me beg.in by explaining that, although Wall Street often surrounds derivativt's contracts with 
jargon that makes them seem complex and difficult to understand, derivatives are quite simple. A 
derivative contract is nothing more than a bet or gamble on whal is going to happen in !he future. Just as 
you might place a bet on the horse you expect to win a horserace (your bening ticket is your dcriva1ive 
contract). you can bet on future inrcrest rates by en!ering an interest rate swap contact, or bet on a 
company's future creditworthiness by entering a credit default swap contract. 

Until the 19th ccnrury. most derivative contracts were bets on the future prices of agricultural 
commodities. such as the nee derivatives traded in Japan in the 15th cenlllry and the commodities futun:s 
and options traded under the O\'ersight of the CFTC today. To use the language of derivatives traders. the 
"underlying"-that is, lhe thing being bet upon--was the price of rice, wheat, or com. 

Financial deriva1ives. which became common in the U.S. in the 1800s. are simply derivative bets 
where 1he "underlying" is an interest rate. currency <.'»Change rate, credit rating. or se<:u1·ities price. rather 
than wheat or com. The first financial derivatives in the U.S. appear to have been stock options and 
futures. essentially derivative bets on the future prices of corporate stocks. The 1990s have seen an 
ex1ilosiou in other forms of derivatives contracts. including dt't'ivative contracts 011 interest rates (interest 
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rate swaps). credit ratings (credit defoult swaps), Hnd even weather derivatives. Contrary to indu~try 
claims. the development of large markets in financial dcrivacives was not the result of some new idea or 
""innovacion.'" Rather, it was the result of the steady dcregula1ion of financial derivatives trading. 

Usi11g Derivativ.-s: I/edging or Speculatio11? 

Derivatives trading can provide economic benefits. Most importantly, deri•-ative bets can, at least in 
theory, be used as a lonn of insurance 10 hedge against risk. For example, if you own a corporate hond and 
you are worried the bond might decline in value, you can purchase a credit default swap het that off.5et.~ 
your risk, because the swap will increase in value if the bond decreases in value. This is lrlle hedging. and 
ii serws a useful purpose by reducing risk. 

But ii is essential to recognize that derivative bets arc also ideally suited for pure speculation. The 
economic literature defines speculation as the altcmpt 10 profit not by producing something or by providing 
investment funds lo someone who is producing something, but by predicting the future bcttcr than others 
predict the future.'1 Just as you can make money from predicting the outcome of a horse race without 
acrually owning a horse, you can make money betting on the fate of a company by buying credit default 
swaps (CDS) without ever buying stocks or bonds that would actually provide investment funds to lhe 
company. In both cases. you are not conn·ibuting anything either to the welfare of the horse, or to the 
\velf31'e of the company. And in both cases. you a1·e increa~ing your risk level by making the bet, just as a 
gambler increases her risk level when she goes to 1he track. 

Derivatives speculation may provide modest social benefits by increasing liquidity for the underlying 
and by marginally improving the accuracy of the market price for the underlying ("price discovery"). 
Again, however, while the industry routinely claims these benefits arc substantial. no empirical evidence 
exists to suppon this claim. Without doubt, d~'Tivativcs speculation can also provide very large financial 
benelits for individual traders (offset by some countcrparty"s loss),just as gambling can provide large 
benefits for individual gamblers (offset by some other gambler's loss). These speculative trading gains are 
purely private benefits. however. that come at other mvestors' expense. Meanwhile. unrestrained 
derivatives ~peculation has historically been linked to a host of very serious economic ills. including price 
bubbles and crashes. increased Ti$k. reduced real economic growth. and increased fraud and manipulation. 

This is probably why virtually every derivatives trader claims that he or she is using financial 
derivatives for hedging, not for spcculation.5 This is also why hedge funds call lhemselvc~ hedge funds, so 
as to create an impression they arc not speculators trying to profit at the expense of average investors. [n 
fact. it can he difficult to prove with ccnainty that ~ny panicular derivati,·cs crade is not a hedge, because 
traders are usually clever enough to hypothesize some und(lrlying risk they arc supposedly exposed to that 

' Sec Lynn A. Stout, lrro1i1mol F..rpec1a1iu11s. J Leg•l lheory 22i (1997)(discussing 1heories of specula11on). 
' In some <:<JS.Cs> dcri\'ativcs traders cJaim they arc .. hedging·· when fn fact they arc using deri\•ari,·cs to offse1 some of the 
risk associated wi1h laking a specularivc posiiion 1hey would not have taken bu1 for !he availability of denvau•cs. This is 
:he equivalent to a racetrack samblcr cla1m1ng she is '"hedging" whm. 1n addition IC> bcmng on a horse w win. she also 
h1'ys • 1icke1 for win·place-<how. Jn other c3ses. derwat1ve< 11'8ders m•y have mislakcnly lhought they were hedging 
bcca"•c they relied too much on •he sup11<>Sed ac~uracy of some "risk man•gemcnt" model. 
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the derivative supposedly offsets. Nevertheless. it is clear that by 2008_. the market for CDS, for example. 
was primanly a speculative market. 

We know this with mathematical ccrrainty because by 2008. the notional value of the CDS market 
(that is. the dollar value of the bonds on which CDS bets had been written) had reached $67 trillion.6 At !he 
same time, the total market value of the underlying bonds issued by lJ .S. companies oumanding was only 
$15 trillion.' When the notional value of a derivatives market is more than four times larger than the size 
of the market for the underlying. it is a math~'111atical certainty that most derivatives trading is speculation, 
not hedging. And both economic theory and business hi$tOry associate speculative markets with serious 
negative economic consequences. 

Eco11omic Problem.• Associated Wit/1 Excessive Speculation 

In particular, when a derivatives market becomes overwhchned by speculation. we can expect to see 
several bad things happen. Fmt, we can expect to sec asset price bubbles and crashes. In effect, 
expectations m the speculative market, where derivati,·es g~mblcrs can make very large bets using very 
small amounts of money, come to infect prices in the underlying market. An early example of this was the 
famous Dutch tulip bulb bubble of 1637, in which trntling in ncwly·invcnt.cd tulip bulb derivatives 
triggered a sudden increase and equally sutldcn crash in tulip bulb priccs.8 

Second. excessive speculation adds to systemic risk. because individual speculators lose or gain large 
amounrs of money unexpectedly. The best recent example of this is the case of AIG, where speculation in 
CDS on the pan of AIG ttader.; who believed they could predict the future creditwonhiness of corporate 
borrowers led to large and unexpected derivatives trading losses which threatened AIG · s economic health, 
in tum threatening the health of Al G's trading parmers. The resull was a .. domino effect" that threatened 
the stability of the banking system. 

Third, excessive speculation reduces overall economic pcrfom1ance by draining valuable resources. 
including valuable human capital. away from more productive uses. Professor Simon JQhnson of MIT's 
Sloan School of Management estimates that between 1973 and 1985. !he financial sector of the US 
economy never earned more than 16 percent of U.S. domesti~ corporate profit. During the pa~t decade, 
however, the finance sector took in as much as 41 percent of ~II ~rpomtc profit.9 Much of this profit 
reflects trading gains reaped by hedge funds and proprietary trading divisions of invcsttncnl banl<s. which 
enjoyed these gains at the expense of average investors. Put differently. while derivatives speculation can 
be very profitable for individual speculators. from a social perspective it is a 7-<:ro·sum game lhHI consumes 
valuabk social resources while making little or no contribution to social welfare or average investor 
re1urns. 

•Bank for lntemarionol Se!tlements. Quartt•r/y Re.vit'»' Sw1is1ir~I Amre.t at A I 03 Table 19. (Amounts Outstanding of Over· 
Th<~CL>unter (OTC) Dcri•ativc.) (December 2008) 
7 Id. at A97, T•blc 168 (Domestic Dobt S~urities). 
• Sec l'cicr M. Garbor, Tu/ipmania, 97 J, f'e>I, l:;ce>n. 5.l5 (1989) . 
. , S:mon Juhnson, Th.- Qurct Ct>up. Tho Atlantic (May 2009). 
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Fourth. lhe opportunity to o:ade freely in derivatives encourages fraud and price manipulation in lhc 
market for the underlying. To see why, assume a derivatives trader can easily buy $100 million in CDS on 
a public company with ~20 million in outstanding stock. By spending just over $10 million to buy a 
majority of the company's shares, then using its shareholder position to cause the company to pursue 
strategics that destroy value, the derivatives trader can reap an cnonnous profit on its $I 00 million CDS 
trade which more than offsets the decline in the value of i1s $10 million equity investment. 

Regulating Derivative$; The Lessons of 1':..'tpfrience 

The economic dangers of derivatives first captured public attention in 1994. when Proctor & Gamble 
Co. announced an unexpected $15 7 million dollar Joss from speculative trading in interest rate swaps. Of 
course. Proctor & Gamble's Joss was soon followed by much larger derivati vcs tratling losses, including 
those that led to the collapse of Orange County's pension fund and ofBarings Bank in th~ 1990s; 10 the 
near-collapse of Long Term Capital Management in 1998; lo Enron's bankruptcy in 2001; and most 
r~ently. to the collapse of Bear Steams and A JG in 2008. 

Why did these losses occur? As we have seen, derivatives trading was not new. Whal was new, 
however. was that beginning in the early 1990s, 1rading in financial denvativcs was increasingly made free 
from any sort of regulation. For example. in the 1990s. the CFTC granted a regulatory exemption from lhc 
Commodities Exchange Act for ccr1ain fonn$ of financial derivatives, especially inlcrcst swaps. When the 
CFTC subsequently attempted to extend its jurisdiction to other types of financial derivatives, u was 
rebuffod by Congressional passage of the CMF A of 2000. The CMFA not only exempted most OTC 
financial derivatives from CFTC oversight, it a !so reversed, for the first time in American legal history. 
long-standing common law rules limiting their legal enforceability. 

The unfortunate results of this deregulation are now obvious. How should lawmakers respond'! 

History leaches thal !here arc a wide variety of well-developed. sophisticated. time-tested regulatory 
tools that can be brought to bear on lhe problem of r.:gulating financial derivatives. These tools can protect 
the legitimate use of derivatives for hedging purposes. while discouraging excessive speculation. They do 
not require us either to han all derivatives lrllding. or to attempt to subject derivatives markets to the 
oversight of a cenrrali:r.ed. all-powerful regulator tasked with intervening on an ad hoc, discrclionary ba~is. 
To the contrary. derivatives markets can be successfully regulated through a variety of regulatory 
requirements that do nm prohihit derivatives trading hut do sul:\j.:ct trading to various reporting 
requirements. listing requirements, margin requirements. position limits, insurable interest n:quircmcnts. 
and limits on en forccabilily. The obvious prototyp.; for this regulatory approach is the succe~sful 
regulation of commodities derivatives by the CFTC under th~ authority of the CEA. -Ibis approach has a 
number of advantages. including its emphasis on ex an1e rules that provide certainty for traders: its rel iancc 
on automatic "circuit breakers" rather than agcm:y discretion; and its time-tested success. 

\\'hen ii comes to regulating financial deriva1ives, there is no need to re-invent the regulatory wheel. 
The economic problems associated with financial derivatives are neither novel nor unique. They ei1 ist in 
any market prone to speculation. Similarly. the challenges associated with regulating speculation in 
financial derivatives. including the challenges of protecting legitimate hedging tran~actions and preventing 
speculative trading from migrating to other jurisdictions. are not unique. I .ogic and his1ory suggest they 
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can be successfully addressed by the same sorts of regulatory rules we have employed, to great effect, i11 
other markels prone to e.,cessi vc speculation. 

Lynn A. Slout 
Paul Hastings Professor of Corporate Law and Securities Regula1ion 
UCLA School of Law. 
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Exchanges Warn On OTC Clearing 
Financial Times - June J 2009 18:0 I 

By Jeren1y Grant io Loodoo 

Three of1he world's Jargesl exchanges have warned regulators and lawmakers not to for.:e too much of 
the over-lhc-countcr derivati.,.cs 1narkets into clearing houses. saying that market p1111icipants should have 
a role in deciding how far such product& are shifted away fmm the opaque privately negotiated markets. 

The comments on Wednesday. by exel·utives at NYSE Liffe. Jn1crcontinental Ex-change and London 
Stock Exchange. come from businesses that are likely to be lhe main beneficiaries of a push by the 
Obama administration to ensure more OTC derivatives arc cleared and traded on exchanges and other 
regulated trading platforms. 

Tim Ocithncr. l;S Treasury secretary, has called for more OTC derivatives to be processed through 
clearing houses to reduce the countcrparty risks associated with defaults. and for •·standardised" OTC 
cmmacts 10 be traded on-exchange. 

But exchangc:s, many of which own their own clearer.;. arc concemt'd that legislation written by the LlS 
Congress should not go so far as to force the more complex. tai lorcd OTC derivatives into clearing houses 
that an~ ill-equipped to deal with the rish associated with them. 

In particular. 1hey are concerned about how the unwindiog of positions would be handled with such 
products, many of which are illiquid compared with standardised products. 

Mark Ibbotson. chief operating officer al NYSE l.ifle, the fotures ann of NYSE Euronext, said: "The plea 
we'd have is mandates arc kept 10 a minimum. Is it right !hat eve1-y (OTC del'iva1ivcs) product should be 
put in a s1rai1jackc1 on an exchange? 

"It could damage the security uf a clearing house to force products on to a clearing house that shouldn't 
be there. We don't wanl mandated solutions. let's have us workiog with the market," Mr Ibbotson said at 
the Mondo Visione Exchanges Porum. 

David Pcniket. chief operations olliccr of ICF. Europe. pa11 of the US-based lnterconlinental Exchange. 
said ii was important to i nvolvc mukct partic ipams in how far clearing is extended to rhc OTC markets. 

He cited the gradua 1 adop1ion by market partici1xmts of clearing in OTC energy markets after Enron· s 
collapse. 

ICE started ofT<'ring clt:aring of OTC energy products in the early 2000s. The New York Mercantile 
Exchange. now owned by CME. launched Clearport, a similar .~erv ice. in 2002. 

"Rei:ulators will i:ertainly have markets that they want to encourage into clearing but I 1hink it's very 
important to let mark els develop their solutions." he told the Financial Times. "There i$ ~·ertainly a 
concern around mandatory solutions. that you dama~e liquidi1y. ·• 

Adam Kinsley. head of regulation at I.SE. said: ''The onus is on exchanges to develop commercial 
offerings that people want tc• use. and I clon 't think it's the right way for regulators to force inappropriate 
produc1s on-exchange ... 
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May 28, 2009 

Mr. Timothy F. Geithner 
Secretary of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20220 

Dear Secretary Geithner: 

139 

Jennifer M. Grig~by 
Senior v;,. l'rtsid•nt. 

'li-Mswrer and Corporafl: Secretllry 

Chesapeake Energy Corporation, the nation's largest independent producer of clean-burning, 
American natural gas, would like to thank the Administration for striving to achieve worthy goats. 
of transparency, accountability and market efficiency in the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives 
market. Following your recent proposals and those of federal lawmakers, we appreciate the 
opportunity to offer the following comments and proposals. 

In your May 13, 2009, letter to Capitol Hill, you outlined the objectives for government regulation 
of the OTC derivatives markets following consultations with the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC). the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and other federal 
regulators. The goals were the following: (1) preventing activities in those markets from posing 
risk to the financial system; (2) promoting the efficiency and transparency of those markets; (3) 
preventing market manipulation, fraud, and other mal'Ket abuses; and (4) ensuring that OTC 
derivatives are not marketed inappropriately to unsophisticated parties. As a company that 
extensively utilizes OTC commodity derivatives as a vital risk-management tool, we also 
strongly support transparency, accountablllty, and market integrity. 

However. the letter goes on to say that "to contain systemic risks, the CEA (Commodity 
Exchange Act) and the securities laws should be amended to require clearing o1 all 
standardized OTC derivatives through regulated central counterparties (CCPsr with "robust 
margin requirements and other necessary risk controls and to ensure that customized OTC 
derivatives are not used solely as a means to avoid using a CCP. For example. if an OTC 
derivative is accepted for clearing by one or more fully regulated CCP, it should create a 
presumption that it is a standardized contract and thus required to be cleared: 

Subsequent to reviewing the above proposal and others outlined in your fetter, as well as 
legislation introduced in both the House and Senate (specifically, H.R. 977 by House Agriculture 
Committee Chairman Peterson and S. 272 by Senate Agriculture Chairman Tom Harkin), we 
have serious concerns about the impact these proposals would have on responsible, credit
worthy non-speculating end-user companies like Chesapeake Energy that hedge only the 
physical products we produce. Yet we also have areas where we support responsible refonn to 
achieve the goals. 

Chesapeake energy Corporation Concerns 
To begin, I would like to clarify several important points based on misconceptions we have 
heard. 

Chesapeake F.ncrgy Ccrporacion 
P.O. !lox IS..-96 • Okl:ihoma Cicy, OI< 73154·0496 • 6100 N. We>tcm Avenue• Oklahoma City, OK 7.l118 

40.S.879.n2S •fax 405.37,,!1576 • jennilcr.gripby@chk.oom 
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(1) First, it must be understood that the cash requirements of clearing OTC derivatives on 
an exchange would prove to be a significant liquidity drain on American companies that 
are using these contracts for prudent risk-management purposes. Al a time when the 
U.S. economy needs more free-floating capital, posting cash margin on an exchange 
would prove to have the opposite effect, in tact, risking a more serious liquidity crisis. 
Chesapeake Energy invests more than 100 percent of our free cash flow into finding and 
producing clean-burning, American natural gas. The primary objective of our risk
management policy is to provide for cash-flow certainty and stability so we can 
responsibly plan and execute our future business strategy. A requirement lo post cash 
would inject cash uncertainty into our business model and, thus, reduce our ability to 
explore for and produce natural gas. 

For example, on June 30, 2008, our negative "mark-lo-market," or what we owed our 
counterparties for natural gas hedging transactions. which were outstanding but not yet 
matured. was about $6.3 billion. If our company had been forced to immediately fund 
such an enormous cash margin requirement, our company, which officially discovered 
what is known as the Haynesville Shale that same year. potentially the most signiftcant 
natural gas field ever discovered in North America, would not have had the liquidity to 
invest in this new play. Additionally, by December 31, 2008, the natural gas market had 
reversed and our $6.3 billion negative mark-to-market became a positive $1.3 billion 
marl<-to-market. In short. requiring cash to be posted on an exchange defeats the 
purpose of using OTC derivatives, which is to provide cash certainty for investing in the 
future. 

(2) Furthermore, we understand another significant concern about the OTC derivative 
market is that this market is unsecured. This is not the case for most end-users of these 
contracts. For example, on June 30, 2008, when Chesapeake owed about $6.3 billion 
under our OTC derivative contracts. we had pledged collateral valued at more than $11 
billion to our derivative counterparties. The collateral we pledged included both letters of 
credit and mortgages on our oil and gas properties - our underlying business assets. 
While the security is not always in cash, our counterparties were and continue to be well
secured. This is how most end-users utilize this market and,, as a result, help alleviate 
systemic risk. 

(3) Finally, there is a misconception that most OTC contracts are "standard" and can be 
easily housed on an exchange. However, an important feature of most OTC contracts is 
their abllity to be •customized." Exchange-traded derivatives would not be able lo be 
customized to offset our risks, therefore. the derivative would not precisely match the 
economics of the underlying risk being hedged. While OTC derivatives are not 
inherently complex products, their exact terms and conditions must be specifically 
customized to meet our needs, most importantly with respect to the accounting 
treatment governing our derivative contracts. C/ealing requires standardization, and 
mandated clearing elimlnates this essential ability to customize. Outside of the lack of 
economic offset, a standardized OTC contract would not meet stringent accounting 
rules, thus increasing near-term income statement volatility because of prudent longer
lerm risk-management policies. This "mis-match" could cause investors to be confused 
about financial results. 

In short, as evidenced above, a company like Chesapeake Energy is merely an end-user of 
OTC derivatives. Companies like ours do not make the market, and we believe that forced 
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clearing ultimately will result in less end-user risk management and more volatility passed on to 
the consumer. 

What We Support 
There are important measures that Chesapeake supports. For instance, based on the proposals 
in your letter, we suppot1 the following initiatives and would be happy to discuss further: 

(1) First, Chesapeake believes 11tandarcRzed trades between institutioos (dealers, 
hedge funds, etc.) can be cleared, addressing concerns about transparency and 
systemic risk without creating onerous, and at times unachievable, obstacles for end
users. We also believe determining what is "clearable· should be left to regulators, not 
cfealinghouses. 

(2) Second, given concems that the OTC derivatives market is uncollateralized or 
unsecured, we recommend clear •lllc:eptions for clearing for end-usens that protect 
their counterpartles with ample and firm collateral, such as - in our case - liens on 
our oH and natural gas properties. 

(3) We also suppott counterparty reporting, but not on a real-t.irne basis, which is onerous 
and unne<:essary to achieve the objectives of transparency. Additionally, we support 
reporting information to the general public on a regular basis. 

(4} Finally, we support requirements to st.ore all market information within a 
centtal~ed warehouse to facilitate access to information for regulators from a single 
source. Again, transparency and information-sharing are worthy goals, and we support 
both. 

Thank you very much for your consideration, and we would be happy lo expand further on any 
of the points in the letter and be a resource to you as a responSible end-user of OTC 
derivatives_ Please contact Elliot Chambers at (405) 935-6119 or Sarah Gainer at (405) 935-
4686 with any questions. 

Best regards, 

(jz-tft~ 
CC; 
The Honorable Harry Reid 
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 
The Honorable Mitch McConnell 
The Honorable John Boehner 
The Honorable Christopher Dodd 
The Honorable Tom Harkin 
The Honorable Saxby Chambliss 
The Honorable Barney Frank 
The Honorable Spencer Bachus 
The Honorable Colin Peterson 
The Honorable Frank Lucas 
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The Role of Sp1:culation in the Recent Commodity Price Boom (and Bust) 

by 

Scott H. Irwin. Dwight R. Sanders, and Robert P. Mcrrin° 

Written testimony submitlcd 10 the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry -
.lum: 4. 2009 

• Scott H. hwin is 1he Laurence J. Norton Chair of Agricullural Mark~•ing in rhc Department of Agricultural and 
Cunsum•r EcuQ~1mics al the t:niversity of Illinois at Urbana.Champaign. Dwighl R. Sanders is an Associate 
Professor in the Dcpartmcnr of Agribusiness Economic~ at Southern Illinois University. Carb<mdale. Illinois. Robe11 
f>. Mertin is a Ph.D. student in 1hc Department of Financ~ a11Jnive11>iteit Maastricht. Netherlands. 
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The Role of Speculation in the Recent Commodity Price Boom (and Bust) 

lntroduclion 

Led by crude oil. commodity prices reached dia:ying heights during mid-2008 and then 

subsequently declined with breathtaking speed (sec figure 1). The impact of speculation, 

principally by Jong-only index funds. on the boom and bust in commodity prices ha~ been hotly 

debated. 1 It is commonly asserted that speculative buying hy index funds in commodity futures 

and over-the- counter (OTC) derivatives markets created a "bubble,'' with the result that 

commodity prices. and crude oil prices. in particular. far exceeded fundamental values at the 

peak (e.g., Ghcit. 2008; Ma~ters 2008; Masters and White, 2008). The main thrust of bubble 

arguments is that: i) a large amount of speculative money was invested in different types of 

commodity derivatives over the last several years. ii) this •titanic' wave of money resulted in 

significant and unwanantcd upward pressure on commot.lity prices, and iii) when the now of 

speculative money reversed the bubble burst. Based on the bubble argument. a number of bills 

have hc.;n introdut·cd in the li.S. Congress with the purpose of prohibiting or limiting index fund 

speculation in cl1mmodity foturcs and OTC derivative markets. 

The 1nupose of this paper is to show that the bubhk argument .~imply docs not withstand 

ck1.~e scrutiny. Four main points are explored. First, the arguments of bubble proponents arc 

conccptm1lly flawed ant.I reflect fnndamcntal and basic misunderstandings of how commodity 

futures markets actually work. Second. a number of facts abollt the cmrelll sintation in 

commodity markets arc inconsistent with the existence of a substantial buhble in commodity 

prices. Third. available statistical evidence docs not indicate that positions for any group in 

commodity fun1rcs markets, including Jong-only index funds, consistently lead futures price 
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changes. Fourth. there is a historical pattern of attacks upon spc:<:ulation during periods of 

extreme market volatility. 

Conceptual Errors 

As noted in the introduction, bubble proponents argue that large investment flows. through 

index-type in111:stmcnts. n:sultcd in unjustified upward pressure on commodity prices. Not only 

was th1: prc~surc unjustified according to bubble proponents. but it also caused very large over-

valuations of commodities. For example. Fadel Ghcit. Managing Director and Senior Oil 

Analyst for Oppcnhl·imcr & Co. Inc .• made the following statement while testifying before the 

U.S. I louse of Reprcst'lllativcs in June 2008: 

"'I firmly bclirve that the currenl record oil price in excess of$ I 35 per barrel is inflated. 
believe. ha~cd on supply and demand fundamentals. crude oil prices should not be above 
$60 per barrel ... There were no unexpected changes in industry fund<1mcntals in the last 
12 months, when crude oil prices were below $65 per barrel. 1 cannot think of any reason 
that explains lhc nm-up in crude oil price, beside excessive speculation:· (Cihcit. 2008). 

While bubble arguments may seem sensible on the surface, they contain conceptual errors that 

rt:Occt a fun<lamental and basic misunderstanding of how commodity futures and OTC derivative 

markets actually work. 

The first and most fundamental error is to equate money flows into futures and 

derivatives markets with demand. al least as economists define the tenn. Investment dollars 

llowing into dthcr the long or short side of futures or derivative markets is not the same thing as 

demand for physical commodities. Our i;ostccmcd predeccs$Or at the University of Illinois. Tom 

Hieronymus, put it this way." ... for every long there is a short, for everyone who thinks the price 

is going up there is someone who thinks it is going down, and for everyone who ttades with the 

flow of the market, there is someone ltading againsl it." (Hieronymus, l 977. pp. 302} These arc 
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zero-sum markels where all money !lows must by definition net to zero. II makes as much 

lo~ical sense 10 call the long positions of imkx funds new "demaud" as it does to call rhe 

positions on the short side of the same contracts new "supply." 

An importanl and related point is that a very large number of futures and derivative 

contracts can he created at a given price level. In theory, there is no limit. This is another way 

of saying that flows of money. m• maltcr how large. do not necessarily affect the futures price of 

n commodity at a given point in time. Prices will change if new informarion emerges 1ha1 cause.~ 

m:irkcl participants to revise their estimates of physical supply and/or demand. Note that a 

contemporaneous correlation can exist between money flows (position changes} and price 

changes if information on fu11damcntals is changing al the same time. Simply observing that 

large investment has tlowc<l into the lo11g side or commodity futures markets at the same time 

that prices have risen substantially (or the reverse) docs not necessarily prove a11ything. This is 

more than likdy the classical statistical mistake of confusing correlation with causation. One 

needs a test that accounts for changes in money now and fundamentals hcforc a conclusion can 

be reached about the impact of sp.-culation. 

It should be said that the previous argument assumes all market participants are equally 

informed. When this is not the case, it is rational for participa111s to condition demands on both 

their own infonrnition and in formation about other partic ipams' demands that can be inferred 

("inverted"} from the faturcs price (Grossman. 1986}. The trades of uninformed participanrs can 

impact prices in this more complex model if informed traders mistakenly believe that trades by 

uninformed participa111s rcllcct valuable infonnation. An argument along these lines can be 

applied to the rise of index funds in commodity markets. It is possible that traders interprclcd the 

large order flow of index funds on the Jong side of the market as a rcflcclion of valuable private 
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infmmation about commodity price prospects. which would have had the effect of driving price 

higher as these trade~ subsequently revised their own demands upward. Given the publicity that 

accompanied index fond entl'y in10 commodity fu!ures markct5 and the transparency of their 

trading methods, it.is highly doubtful that this happened on a wide enough scale in recent years 

to consistently drive price movements {more on this in a later discussion of noise trading). 

The second conccprual error is to argue that index fimd invesiors artificially raise both 

futures and cash commodity prices when they only participate in iuturcs and related derivatives 

markets. In the short-nm, from minutes to a frw days, commodity prices typically arc 

discovered in lb1urcs markets and 1>ricc changes arc passed from run1res to cash marki:ts (e.g., 

Garbade and Silber. 1983). This is scnsihlc because trading can be conducted more quickly and 

cheaply in future;; compared to cash markets. However, longcr-tcnn equilibrium prices arc 

uhimatcly dclcm1incd in cash markets where buying and selling of physical commodities must 

reflect fundamental supply and demand forces. This is precisely why all commodity futures 

contracts have some lype of dcli,'cry or cash seltlcment system to lie futures and cash markcl 

prices together. or course, delivery systems do not always work as well as one would hope 

(Irwin ~t al., 2008). 

It is crncial to understand lhal lhere is no i:hangc of ownership (title) of physical 

quantities until delivery occurs at or jus1 before cxpirmion of a commodity futures contract. 

These contracts arc financial transactions that only rarely involve the actual delivery of physical 

commodities. In order to impact the equilibrium price of commoditii.:s in the cash market. index 

inveslors would have to take delivery and/or buy quantities in the cash market and hold these 

inventoric~ off1hc markcl. There is absolutely no evidence of index fund investors taking 

delivery and owning stocks of commodities. Furthermore. the scale of this effort would have 
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had to been immense to manipulate a world-wide cash market as large as lhe crude oil market, 

and there simply is no evidence that index funds w~·rc engaged in th.: necessary cash market 

activilics. 

This discussion should make ii clear Iha! it is wrong to draw a parallel (e.g .. Master$ and 

White. 2008) between index fund positions and past efforts lo "comer" commodity markets, such 

as rhe Hunt brothcr·s effort to manipulate the silver market in 1979-80. The Hunt brolhcrs spent 

tens of millions of dollar~ buying silver in the c<ish market, as well as accumulating and 

financing huge positions in the silver fumrcs market (Williams, 1995). All attempts at such 

corners eventually have to buy larg<!, and usually increasing, quantities in the cash market. As 

Tom Hieronymus noted so colorfully, there is always a corpse (inventory) that has to be disposed 

of eventually. Since then: is no evidence that index funds had any participation in the delivery 

process of commodity futures market$ or the cash mark el in gcnt,ral. there is no obvious reason 

lo expect their trading to have impacted equilibrium cash prices. 

A third conceptual error made by many bubble proponents, and unfortunately, many 

other observers of foturcs and dcrivativi;:s markets, i.~ an unrealistic understanding of the trading 

activitie.~ of hedgers and speculators. In lhe standard story, hedgers arc benign 1·isk-avoidcrs and 

spcculalors arc active risk-seekers. This ignores nearly a cenmry or n:search by Holbrook 

Working. Roger Gray. Tom 1-licronymus, Lester Tclscr, Anne Peck. and others. showing thal the 

behavior of hedgers and speculators is actually better described as a continuum between pure risk 

avoidance and pure speculation. Nearly all commercial foms labeled as ''hedgers" spcculalc on 

price direction andior relative price movements. some frequently, others not as frequently. In the 

parlance of modem financial economics, this is described as hedgers "taking a view on the 

market" (e.g., Stub:, 19°96). Apparently. there is also some contamirnilion in the non-commercial 
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category. with .. speculators" engaged in hedging activities. This problem is highlight.:d in the 

recent Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) report on swap dealers and index 

tradel's, which includ~d the stat.imcnt that. "The current <lat<1 rc~·cived by the CFTC classifies 

positions by entity (commercial versus noncommercial) and not by trading activity (speculation 

versus hedging). These trader classifications have grown less precise over time, as both groups 

may be engaging in hedging and speculative activity ... (CFTC. 2008b, p. 2) 

What all this means is that the entry of index funds into commodity forurcs markets did 

not disturb a sterile textbook equilibrium of pure risk-avoiding hedgers and pure ri~k-sccking 

speculators. but instead the funds cntcrc-d a dynamil: and ever changing .. game'' between 

commen:ial finns and speculators with various motivations and strategics. Since large 

commercial fim1s can lake advantage ot' information gleaned from 1hcir far-nung cash market 

operations, ii is not unreasonable to expect that 1hese !Inns hav~ a trading advaniage compared ro 

a II bul a few very large speculators.~ The following passage from a recent article on Cargi II, 

Inc. (Davis, 2009) corroborates lhis view oi the operation of commodity futures markets: 

Wearing multiple hats gives Cargill an unusually dc1ailcd view of th<! industries it bets 
on. as well as the abili1y to trade on its knowledge in ways icw others can macch. Cargill 
freely acknowledges it s1rives to profit from that infonnation. "When we do a good job of 
assimila1ing all those seemingly unrelated facts." says Greg Page, Ciirgill's chief 
executive, in a rare inlcrvicw, "it providc:s us an opportunity to make money ... wi1hout 
necessarily having to make dir~ctional trades. i.e .. outguess th.: weather. ou1gue~s 
individual govemmcnrs." 

This sheds an entirely difforenl light on the entry of large index fund speculators into commodiry 

furures and derivatives market~. Large hedgers arc no innoccnls in this game and their economic 

interests arc not easily harmed by new entrants. 
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Inconsistent Facts 

Jn addi1ion to logical errors. a number or facts about the situation in commodity markets are 

inconsistent with the arguments of bubble propoucnts. To begin. if speculation drove fo1urcs 

prices consistently above fundamental values, the available data indicates it was not obvious in 

the relative level of speculation to hedging. The statistics on long-only index fond leading 

reported in 1hc media and discussed at Congressional hearings tend to view speculation in a 

vacuum-focusing on absolute position size and activity. As llrst pointed out by Working 

( 1960), an objective analysis of futures mill'ket activity must consider the balance between 

speculators and commercial firms hedging market risks. A key insight from this framework is 

that speculation can only be considered ·excessive' relative to the level of hedging activity in the 

market.' 

Weekly Commitments ofTraders (COT) data provided hy the CFTC arc enlightening in 

this regard. Table 1 shows the division of open intercsl for nine commodity futures markets, 

averaged for the lirst three months of 2006 and 2008.J The four basic hedging and spe1:ulativc 

positions arc: HL = Hedging Long= Commercial Long Positions; !IS= Hedging Short= 

Commercial Short Positions; SL= Speculation Long= Non-Commercial Long+ Index Trader 

Long Positions; SS= Speculation Short= Non-Commercial Short+ Index Trader Short 

Positions. Note that index fund tr.adcrs arc allocated almost exclusively to the SL category in 

Table I and that HL - SL= HS + SS.l 

As expected, Table I reveals that long spccula1io11--drivcn by index fonds-increased 

sharply in all hut one of the nine commodity !Uturcs markets over January 2006 through April 

2008.6 In four of the eight markets with an increase in long speculation ((.;Om. soybeans, 

soybean oil, and cotton), the increase in short hedging actually exceeded the increase in long 
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speculation. Corn provide~ a pcr1ine111 <:xamplc. Speculative buying in com, which includes 

commodity index funds for this analysis. im.:reased hy nearly 250.000 contracts; but, selling by 

commercial firms involved in the production and processing of com increas~-d by an even greater 

amount, around 500.000 coruracts. What this means is lhal long speculators {as a group) must 

have been trading with short hedgers. Working ( 1960) argued that this was beneficial to overall 

mark cl perfom1ancc since speculators provide liquidity and risk-bearing capacity for hedgers. 

In th~ other four markets with an increase in long speculation (CBOT wheat, live cattle, 

feeder cattle, and lean hogs), the im:reasc in short hedging was less than the increase in Jong 

speculation. Live caute provides a pertinent example here. Speculative buying in canle. again 

including commodity index funds. increased by nearly 70.000 contracts; whert!as selling by 

commercial finns increased by only aboul 16,000 contracts. In this situalion the bulk of the 

increase in Jong speculation had to be absorb.:d by an increase in short speculation. Working 

( 1960. p. 210) argued that trading hctwccn speculators generally was "unneeded" and rcflcc1cd 

either. "entry into the market of a considerable group of inexpert or ill-infom1ed speculators .. or 

"recognition by one group of speculators of significant economic conditions or prospects thal are 

currently being ignored by other, equally expert and generally well-informed. sp1:culaton;" 

Either case could result in a deterioration ot' market performance. I lowcvcr. Sanders. Irwin. and 

Mcrrin (2008a) show that the observed increase in speculation for these markels was still well 

within historical hounds for commodity futures markets. Even higher levels of speculation have 

b.?cn observed in the pa;;t without adverse consequences for market performance. 

In sum, obst!rved spe1:ulative levels in commodity futures markets since early 2006, even 

after accounting for index trader positions, either did not exceed the hedging needs of 
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commcn;ial firms or did not exceed historical nonns for the level of spe1.:ulation relative to 

hedging nec1ls. Simply put, there is no compelling evidene.: that srcculation wa~ 'excessive.· 

The second inconsistent fact is that price movcmenis in fumres markets with substantial 

index fond investment wcr<." not unifom1ly upward lhrough the spring of 2008. Panel A in Table 

2 shows the increase in commodity fonucs prices over January 2006---April 2008 for the same 

nine markets as in Table I. The spectacular price increases were concentrated in grain and 

oilseed markets, while price~ in other markets either increased moderately or declined. It is 

especially interesting to nott! that prices .:ithcr dropped or rose only slightly in the markets with 

the highest level of .~peculation relative to hedging (Tabli: I: live cattle, feeder cattk. and lean 

hogs). figure 2 reveal~ the same pattern in a difiercnt fonn. Here the position of commodity 

index traders over time is plotted as a pcrccnlag~ of total market open interest. The highest 

concentration of index fund positions was ofl~n in liveslock markets, the very markels without 

large price increases through the spring of21108. It is difficult to rationalize why index fund 

~peculation would have little or no impact in commodity futures markets with the highest 

concentration of index positions. relative to either hedging positions or total open interest. yet 

have a large impact in th~ markets with the lowest concentration. 

The 1hird inconsistent fact is thal high prices were also observed in commodity markets 

not 1:onnected to index fund investment. Panels Band C in Table 2 provide four examples.; 

Rough rice ftuurcs and fluid milk futures arc not included in popular commodity indices tracked 

by index funds, but prices in these two markets increased 162% and 37%. respectively. over 

January 2006-April 2008. Apples for fresh use and edible beans do not have flllurcs markets, 

and thus nu indc>1 fund invc.~tment. yet prices in these markets increased 58% and 78%. 

respectively. over the same time interval. If index fund speculation caused a bubble in 
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commodity prices. why lhC"11 di<I prices increase substantially in commodity markets without any 

iml1:x fund aclivity? 

A fourth inconsistent fact has to do with inventories for storable commodities. Following 

Kmgman (2008), Figure 3 illustr.ites market equilibrium for a storable commodity with and 

without a price bubble. The standard equilibrium occurs at the intersection of the supply and 

demand curves and results in a price of P~:. Now assume there is a bubble in the market that 

pushes price above equilibrium to P6 . Ac this inflated price the quantity ~upplicd exceeds 

quantity demanded and the excess shows up as a rise in inventories. We should lhereforc 

observe an inc1·easc in inventories when a bubble is present in storable commodity markets. In 

fact. inventorit:s for com. wheat. and ~oybcans fell sharply over the last three years. Inventories 

of other commodities, such as cmdc oil, stayed relatively !lat or declined modestly until very 

recently. The lack of a notabk buildup in commodity inventories is one more reason 10 be 

skeptical that a large bubble developed in commodity fun1res prices. 

A fifth inconsistent fact is the nalurt' of commodity index trading. The literature on 

"noise traders•· shows that a group of uninformed traders can consistently push prices away from 

fundamental value only if their market opinious arc unpredictable. with the unpredictability 

serving as a deterrent to arbitrage (e.g., De Long ct al.. 1990). This notion seems unlikely given 

the ease with which other large traders can trade against index fond positions. Index funds do 

not attempt to hide their current position or their next move. Generally, funds that track a 

popular commodity index (e.g .. Goldman Sachs Commodity Jndex) publish their mechanical 

procedures for rolling to new contract months. ~oreovcr, they usually indicate desired market 

weightings when the index is re-balanced. So, the main uncertainty in their trading patterns 
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usu;11ly stems from ovemll in-tlow or out-flows of mouie~ assoeiale<I wilh the underlying 

investment vehicle. 

The problems created by 1he mcchanica I trading of index funds is well-illus1rated by a 

recent story (Meyer and Cui. 2009) 011 problems experienced by the U.S. Oil Fund L.P., the 

largest exchange-traded crude oil index fund. when rolling positions from one nearby contract to 

1hc next: 

''It's like taking candy from a baby." said Nauman Barakat. senior vice president at 
Macquarie Futures USA in New York. Thal candy comes out oflhe returns of investors 
in the fund. Take Feb. 6, when U.S. Oil moved its 80,000 contracts from March to April 
at the end of the trading day, selling the March contract and buying April. Because U.S. 
Oil publishes the dates uf it& roll in advance, traders knew the swilch was coming. Al 2 
p.m., 30 minutes before closing. trading in New York Mercantile Exchange oil contracts 
soared. and the price of the April contract narrowed to S4 more than the March contract. 
Within minutes, that gap had widened and clos~d at $5.98, according to trading records. 
As the fund's 1\lanagers were :.1bout to roll 1heir contracts, "suddenly came the awfolly 
extreme move," said one manager. Some said the move is a sign that big trades were 
placed ahead of U.S. Oil's roll. The price move instantly made it more expensive for U.S. 
Oil lo roll i1110 the April ct>ntract and cost the fund about S 120 million more than it would 
have a day earlier." 

As the above passage so amply highlights, it is highly unlikely that other well-capitalized 

speculators. such as commodity trading advisors, hedge funds. and large tloor traders, would 

allow index funds to push flllures prices away from fondamental valtics when index trades arc so 

easily anticipated. 

A related point is that large and long-lasting bubblc8 arc less likely in markets where 

dcvialions from fundamental value can he readily arbitraged away (easily "'poached" in rhc 

1cnninology of Parcl. Zeckhauser, and Hendricks ( 1991)). There arc few limitations to arbitrage 

in commodity funues markets because the cost of trading is relatively low. trades can be 

executed literally by the minute. and gains and losses are marked-to-the-market daily. Moreover. 

the finite horizon of fnrures contracts funhcr diminishes the likelihood that speculative arbitrage 
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is limited (Shleifcr and Summers, 1990). This stands in conlrast to markcls wh~re arbitrage is 

more difficult, such as residential housing. The low likelihood of bubbles is also supported by 

numerous empirical ~luclics on the ctlicicncy ofpri1:c discovery in commodity futures markets 

(e.g., Zulauf and Irwin. 1998). Where pricing problems have been documented. they arc 

typically associated with the delivery period of particular commodity futures contracts. 

J lowevcr. as noted by the CFTC' in a rcccnl background memorandum on the application of its 

emergency powers. even this type of problem has only risen lo an "emergency" level 1hrcc times 

since the Commission was founded in 1974 (CFTC. :!008a). 

Empirical Tests 

The preceding discussion focuses on empirical facts that arc inconsistent with substantial bubbles 

in commodity fumrcs prices. When considered as a whole. lhcsc facts build a pc-r~uasivc case 

against bubbles. However, the facts arc largely circumstantial, since Ibey tend to rely on indirect 

evidence. Bubble proponents can then argue that ''this lime is different'' even if lhc links 

between commodity money flows and bubbles are not fully undcmood. This is an especially 

di fficull argument to sett le because the one variable that can provide dcfi nitivc evidence about 

the level of commodity priccs-li.mdamental value-is unobservable. It is like politics. everyone 

has an ~lpinion. 

While fundamental value is unobservable, all is not lost. It is still possible to conduct 

empirical tests of the hypothesis that money !lows from index funds aided and abetted the recent 

boom and bust in commodity prices. This can be done by running standard Granger causality 

tests between fumres price changes and position changes in commodity foturcs markets. These 

tests establish whether lagged position changes help to forcca~t current futures price ~·hanges. • 
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Sanders, Boris, and Manfrc<lo (2004). Bryant, Bessler, and Haigh (2006). Gorton. Hayashi, and 

Rouwenhorsl (2007), and Sanders. Irwin. and Merrin (2008b) conduct Grdngcrcausality lcsts 

using publica\ly available data on posi1ions of commercial. non-commercial, and non-reporting 

trader groups from the weekly COT report published by the CFTC.'' A typical set of results. 

drawn from Sanders, Irwin. and Merrin (2008b), is presented in Table .3. A statistically 

significant relationship between the movement of commodity futures prices and measures of 

position change is found in only 5 out of 30 cases. In other words. position change., by COT 

trader groups helps forecast futures price movements in only I 6'Vo of the cases, hardly more than 

what one would expect based on pure randomness. And the evidence is even slimmer if results 

arc limited to non·commercial traders (speculators). 

The previously cited studies cast considerable doubt on the value of position changes for 

any group in consistently forecasting futures price 111ovements. However. these studies also use 

publically-reported COT data. which is aggregated across all contracts and rcpor!ed only on a 

weekly or monthly basis. This may limit the power or Granger causality 1c~ts hccausc positions 

cannot be matched precisely lo contract maturity months and positions cannot be tracked over 

daily intervals. Some have argued that if speculator positions do impact returns it is most likely 

overtime horizons shorter than a week (Streeter an<l Tomek, 1992). 

The lntcragen..:y Task Force on Commodity Markets led by the CFTC recently conducted 

thorough Granger causality tests for the crude oil futures market using non-public data on the 

daily po~itions of commercial and non-commercial traders (ITFCM. 2001<). Daily price changes 

and position changes for commcn:ial and non-commercial traders. as well as various sub-groups 

of traders. were examined over January 2003-Junc 2008. Consistent with 1he findings in other 

studic.s, there was no evidence that daily position changes by any of the trader sub-categories 
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syslcmalically led crude oil futures price changes over the full sample period. This rci;ult held 

for all calcgorics of speculators tracked by the CFTC: non-commercial lraders in total. hedge 

funds, swap dealers. and non-commercial traders combined with swap dealers. At least in the 

crude oil fotures markets. Grnngcr causality test results are unaffected by the use of daily versus 

weekly data or position changes for sub-groups of traders. This bolsters the findings from other 

studies rhat did not have access to such detailed data on trader positions. 

Bubble proponents can sti II point out that none of the above referenced st\1dics tested 

specifically whether commodity index trader positions help to l"orccast price mowments over 1he 

last several years. In forthcoming work. Au Jerich and Irwin (2009) provide just this type of 

evidence for 12 commodi1y futures markets. They conduct Granger causality tests using non

public dala from the CFTC on the daily positions of commodi1y index traders over January 2000 

through July 2008. A uni<1uc foatun: of lhis study i.s that the aulhors were able lo extend the 

series on commodity intlcx positions back through the entire sample under study for each of the 

12 markets. Aulerich and Irwin found only a few cases where indclC trader position changes 

helped to forccasl price changes in commodity liilurcs markets. When signilic:mce was found 

the size of the estimated price impact was small. These lindings a \so held when lhc sample was 

broken into sub-periods. 

While it is always possible to dither over the power of Granger causality tests or whether 

specifications adequately control for changing fundamentals. the evidence to date leads to a high 

degree of skepticism that positions for any group in comrnodiry fmures markers, including index 

traders, consistently forecast futmes price changes (this will not be true for skilled individual 

traders within a groi1p ). 
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Lessons from History 

A pervasive rhemc nmning through the history of U.S. futures markers is skepticism or out-and

out hostility towards speculator~ (Jacks. 2007). w Rapidly increasing or decreasing commodity 

prices at various times over the last 125 years have been accompanied by assorted attempts to 

curtail speculation or control prices. For example. just after World War 11, soaring grain futures 

prices, especially for wheat, attr.1etcd political auention. President Truman proclaimed that. "the 

cost orliving in this country must not be a football to be kicked around by grain gamblers.'' and 

ordered the Commodity Exchange Authority (precursor to today's Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission) to rc<1uirc futures exchanges to raise margins to 33% on all speculative positions. a 

truly extraordinary level. In a $tatcmen1 that cchoc.~ those being made today. President Truman 

added, "lfthc grain exchanges refuse, the government may find it necessary to limit the amount 

of trading."11 

In the boldest move against speculators in U.S. commodity fu1urcs. trade in onion futures 

was banned by the U.S. Cong1'l':SS in 1958. The ban, actually still in place, was due to the 

widespread belief that speculative activity created ex<:cssive price variation (Working. 1963). 

Again. in language very similar to that hcar<l today. a C{lngressional report stated that 

"speculative activity in the future~ markets causes such severe and unwarranted lluctuations in 

the price of cash onions as lo require complete prohibition of onion futures trading in ord~·r to 

assure the orderly now of onions in interstate commerce.'';! 

The experience of the last time period with a comparable levd of structural change in 

commodity markets. 1972-1975, is particularly instructive. U.S. and international commodity 

markets experienced a period of rapid price increases from 1972-1975, setting new all-time highs 

across a broad range of markets. These price increases were often blamed on speculative 
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behavior as~ociatcd with the " ... tremendous expansion of1rading in li1tures in a wide range of 

commodities" (Cooper and Lawrence. 1975. p. 702).IJ Following these price increases. public 

and political pressure to curb speculation resulted in a number or regulatory proposals and the 

upward adjllstment or futures margin rcquirem~nis (Hieronymus, 1977: Rainbolt. 1977; Tomek, 

1985). These changes were accompanied hy even more drastic mcasurcs--such as federal price 

controls and an embargo against soybean cxpons-aimed at lowering 1:ommodity price levels. 

The actions used to reign in supposedly damaging speculation in the past run the gamut 

from requiring futures exchanges to raise margins to an outright bau on futures trading. The 

historical evidence is thin. at best. that measure.~ to limit the impact of spccula1ion had the 

desired effect on market prices. For instance, there is no historical evidence that directives to 

increase futures margins were effective at lowering overall price lcvch. The only consistently 

documented impact of the higher margin requirements is a decline in fotures trading volume due 

to the increaser.I cost or trading (Fishe and Goldberg, 1986: Peck and Rudge. 19!<7; Haradouvclis 

and Kim, 1996). 

Finally, it is important to note the historical pattern of attack.~ upon speculation. Petzel 

( 1981, p. 117) commc111cd that. ··in periods of rising prices (e.g., the early 1920s. the Korean 

War, intlation, and the 1970s) grain speculators have been accused or increasing the prices of 

agricultural commodities artificially. During the early 1930s when agriculn1ral prices were low. 

grain speculators were accused of depressing prices.•· Ma1·kct cycles seem to be accompanied by 

a predictable pattern of speculative complaints: when prices arc exceptionally low, natural sellers 

in the market, such as formers. complain that speculators arc the problem and when prices are 

exceptionally high. nan1rnl buyers in the market - consumers and processors - complain about 

speculators. While his focus was a relatively obscure episode in the 1925 wheat market, the 
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..:onclusion reached by Pcl:tcl ( 1981, p. 126) applies with equal force today," ... it is all too easy 

after suffering an economic loss to look for 1hc villain in the piece. In 1925 the public found its 

villains and conspirators in the la1·gc spcculacors." 

Conclusions 

There is lilllc evidence thal thll recent boom and hust in commodity prices was driven by a 

speculative bubble. If speculation by long-only index funds did impact commodity futures 

prices. it is not evident in the empirical evidenc.: available lo dat.i. Economic fundamentals. as 

usual. provide a beuer explanation for the movements in commodity prices. The main factors 

driving prices up in the energy markets included strong demand li'om China. India, and other 

dcvdoping nations, a leveling out of crndc oil production. a decrease in \he responsiveness or 

consumers to price increases. and ll.S. monetary policy (llamilton, 2008). In 1he grain markets, 

factors driving up prices also included dt~mand growth from devdoping nations and U.S. 

monetary policy. 11s well as the div~rsion of row .:rops 10 bio-fucl prodt1ction and weather-related 

production shmifalls (Trostle. 2008). The favorable demand foctors were reversed in quick order 

due to the rccclll financial market meltdown and burgeoning world-wide rcccs~ion, k<1ding to 

large price drops a.:ross-thc-board in commodity foturcs markets (Good and Irwin. 2008). The 

complex interplay between these factors and how rhey impact commodity prices is often difficult 

to grasp in real-time and speculators have historically provided a convenient scapegoat for 

frustraiion with rapidly rising and falling priccs. 14 

Legislative proposals cun·cntly being .:onsidcred may in fact curtail speculation-through 

reduced volume oftradc-bul thc initicttiv.:s 1:ould severely compron1isc the ability of 

commodity markets to accommodate the needs of fim1s 10 manage price risks. In particular, 

limiting the participation of index fonJ invcswrs would roh the markets of an irnponant source 
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of liquidity and risk-bearing capacity at a time when both are in high demand. The net result is 

that commodity futures markets will become less efficient mechanisms for transferring risk liom 

parties who don't want to bear it to those that do, creating added 1:o~ts that ultimately get passed 

back to prnduccrs in the fon11 oflower prices and hack to consumers as higher prices. 

The recent atlacks on speculation in commodity m;trkcts harkc11s back to an earlier era. 

for most of the past 30 years a consensus seemed to have been reached among policy-makers 

that spcculation played a valuable and important role in commodity futures markets. Writing in 

the 1970s, Tom Hieronymus had this 10 say about the matti:r; 

·'For many years the anti-fotures trading arguments tended to prevail so that speculation 
was treated as" necessary evil that accompanied the desirable hedging process. During 
the last decade the halancc appears to have shitted so that a favorable view is more 
widely held. It is doubtful th<1t lhc fovorablc view is yet in the majority hut it is generally 
held by students of foturcs markets and increasingly held by members of Congress and 
the CFTC." (Hieronymus, 1977, p. 298) 

Much 10 the surprise of agricultural economists. there is I ittle doubt a fl er the political uproar of 

the last year that a majority of the public still docs not hold a favorable view of speculation. It is 

yet 10 be dctcnnincd whcth~r members of the ll.S. Congress hold the same view and whether thi~ 

portends a return to the anti-futures trading cnvironmi:nt of an earlier .:ra. 
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Endnoh:s 

1 In reality, a varil!ty of investment instnum:nts ~n: l111llped under the heading "commodity index 

fund:· Individuals may enter din::ctly into over-the-counter (OTC) contracts wilh swap dcalcrs to 

gain the desired exposure to returns from a panicular index of commodity prices. Some firms 

also offer investment fl.Inds whose returns arc tied tu a commodity index. Exchange-traded funds 

(ETFs) and structured note~ (ETNs) have also n;ccntly been developed lo make it even easier to 

gain commodity cxpo.~urc. ETFs and ETNs trade on securities exchanges in the same manner as 

stocks 011 individual comp;mics. See Engelke and Yuen (2008) and CFTC (2008b) for further 

details. 

2 llicrnnymus ( 1977) argued that large commercial firms dominated eommodi1y futures markets 

and specularnrs tended to be at a disadvantage. Based on his theoretical analysis. Grossman 

( 1986. p. S 140) asserted." ... it should come as no ~urprisc if a study of trading profit linds that 

traders rcpl'c~cnting large firms involved in the spot commodity (i.e .. commercial tradcl's) make 

large trading profirs on future.~ markets:· In the classic empirical study on this subject. 

1-hirtzmark (I 9S7i showed that J:irgc commercial !inns in six of seven ru1urcs markets make 

substantia 1 pro fits on 1heir futures trades. 

3 Peck ( 1979-80, p. 339) pro,•ides a succim:t rc-~tatcment of Working's argument. "Taken 

together. these analyses n:affirm thc fond::urn:ntal imporlancc of hedging to futures markets and 

dependence ol' total <1ctivi1y upon hedging needs. The resulls also lend support to the Working 

definition of an appropriate measure ofht:dgcr demands upon a market. Net hedging is not the 

most u~efol view <•fthc demands commercial users make on a market. Speculation is needed to 

offset both long hedging and short hedging. Only coincidentally arc long and short hedgers 
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sull'icicntly alike in date and amount to be offo:ning. although im:n;;is~d balanc.: incn:ascs the 

probability of such correspondence and differences in sca~onal needs between long and shor1 

hedgers decreases this probability. The appropriure mcagurc of minimum requil'cd speculation 

must at least begin with total hedging demand:· 

' Note that toml open interest consists of futures opt)n interest and delta-adjusted options open 

interest. 

~ Non-repmting tia<lcr positions arc allocated to the commercial. non-commercial. and inde~ 

lradcr categories in the same propor1ion as that which is observed for reporting traders (sec 

Silmlcrs, Irwin. and Merrin. 2008a). 

"There is an iinportant omission from Table 1--cmde oil futures. As the CFTC noted when it 

llrst began publishing data on index fond positions. it is difficult to separate out index fund 

trnnsactions in energy markets becau~l! of the degree to which many fim1s in these markets 

engage in multiple trading activities that fall into diffcrcnl d~ssificarions and the degree to which 

firms engage in imcrnal netting of these activities. The special swap dealer survey (CFTC, 

2008bJ docs provid.: an estimate of index tr;1dcr positions in the cmde oil futun:s market; 

however. the data arc limited to a six-month period l'rnm December JI, 2007 to June 30. 200$ 

and reported only on a net long basis. Computations for cmde oil 1hat parallel those reported in 

Table I can b~ made only by assuming that short position~ for index funds arc zero. 

The fom markets were not selected a1 random, but instead represent m;1rkcts that generally have 

low-cross price elasticities relative to the nine markers in Panel A. If the selected markets had 

high <:ross-pricc c\aslicilies, then observctl price increases could have been due tn linkages with 
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the mark<!ts in !'and A (and possibly hubblc effects in these markets) rnlhcr than futHlamcntal 

factors specific to the sclcctc<l markets or fond<1mcntal factors common to all the markets. 

~Granger causality test~ rcncct the basic idea that ifcvcnt X causes event Y, then event X sholtld 

precede event Yin time. These tcslsrequirc careful interpretation if the null hypothesis of no 

causality (no statistical prediction) isrcjcclcd illamilton. 1994). A statistical correlation rnay he 

observed between X and Ywhen in reality an omitted variable l is the tme cause of both X and !'. 

Hamilton ( 1994, p. 301\) suggests it is better to describe "Granger causality" tests between X and 

Y as tests of whi:thcr X helps forecast Y rather than whether X causes Y. He notes that the tests 

may haw implications for causality in the conventional sense, but only in conjunction with other 

assumptions. 

q In a work well ahead of its time. Petzel ( 1981) conducted Granger causality tests be1wecn the 

daily position changes of\hrec groups of speculators and price changes for the May 1925 wheat 

liuures contract a1 the Chicago Board ofTrndc. Fon.~shadowing later results. he did not find any 

evidence that lagged ~1osi1ion changes hdpcd to forecast current price changes. 

111 Sec Stout ( 1999) for an in-depth discussion of the leg.al and rcgula!Ory history of opposition to 

speculation in the I LS. 

'' Quoted in Peek and Budge (I 98 7. p. I 72 ). 

1 ~ Quoted in Wnrking ( 1963. p. l !!). 

1.111 is fa.~cinating 10 observe the similarity of the current public debate about spccula1ion and the 

one that followed the mid-70s commodity boom. For in~tance, Labys and Thomas (I 975. p. 

287) motivate their paper with word~ that could have hcc-n written in 2008 instead of 1975, "This 

paper analyses the instability of primary commodity prices during the recent period of economic 
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upheaval, and determines the cxt<:nt to which th is instability was amplified hy the subs1amial 

i ncrea~c in fotures speculation which also uc:currcd. Ofpanicular interest is the degree to which 

this speculat ion rose and fell with the switch of speculative funds away from traditional asset 

placements and towards commodity futures contnicts ." 

" The origin of the word "scapegoat" is of more than passing inlcresting in the present context. 

In ancient Israel, lhe high priest confcs~cd all the sins of the children oflsracl on the Day of 

Atoncm.:nt over the head ofa live goat. As a symbol ofrhcir sins, lhc goat was then scm into the 

wilderness to perish. 
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Table I. Speculative and Hedging Positions (number of contracts) 
in Agricultural Futures Markets, First Quarter of 2006 and 2008 

:VI ark et HL HS SL SS __ , ..... - ........ -~-
Corn 

2006 328,362 654,461 558,600 208,043 
2008 598,790 1,179.932 792.368 182,291 

Change 270.428 525,471 233.768 -25,752 
Soybeans 

2006 .126,832 192.218 183,105 107,221 
2008 175,973 440.793 351,379 74,844 

Change 49J41 248,575 168,274 -32,377 
Soybean Oil 

2006 66,636 124, 134 92,515 35,599 
2008 121,196 228,515 128,546 25,844 

Change 54,560 104.381 36,032 -9,755 
CBOT Wheat 

2006 57,942 213.278 251.926 92,148 
2008 70,084 240.864 300,880 121,578 

Change 12,141 27.585 48,954 29,430 
KCBTWheat 

2006 43,993 110.601 80,158 13,560 
2008 46,459 96,556 67,827 15,767 

Change 2,466 -14.045 -12,330 2,207 
Cotton 

2006 41,582 108,085 86,777 21,824 
2008 107,826 296,434 200,773 18,918 

Change 66,244 188.349 113,995 -2.906 
Live Cattle 

2006 54,549 128,951 129,786 45,305 
2008 34,970 144.549 198.211 80,303 

Change -19,579 15.599 68.425 34.998 
Feeder Cattle 

2006 10,707 17.725 20,769 10,632 
2008 6,310 13.435 28,284 18,111 

Change -4,397 -4,290 7,515 7.479 
Lean Hogs 

2006 15,949 65,438 93,522 40,036 
2008 36,825 113,971 149,415 69,055 

Change 20,876 48,533 55,893 29,019 
Notes: HL = Hedging, Long; HS "" Hedging, Short; SL= Speculating, 
Long; SS :::. Speculating, Short. The data reflect average positions in the 
first calendar quarter of 2006 and 2008, respectively. Open interest is 
aggregated across futures and options, with options open interest delta-
adjusted to a futures equivalent basis. 

Source: Sanders, Irwin, and Mcrrin (2008a) 
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Table 2. Change in Commodit'.'' Prices, .January 3, 2006-April 15, 2008 

Commodity Januarv 2006 April 2008 ~h~ng~-----··-·· 
Panel A. Futures Markets 
Included in Popular Indexes 

Com $2.20/bu. $6.06/bu. 175% 

Soybeans $6.28ibu. $13.80ibu. 120% 

Soybean Oil 22.96¢/lb. 62.52¢ilb. 172% 

CBOT Wheat $3.46/bu. $8.96/bu. 159% 

KCBOTWhcat S3.90/bu. $9.50/bu. 136% 

Cotton 55.24¢/lb. 75.23¢/lb. 36% 

Live Cattle $96.37/cwt. $91.57/cwt. -5% 

Feeder Cattle $114.00/cwt. $103.95/cwt. -9% 

Lean Hogs S64.65/cwt. $71.65/cwt. 11% 

Panel B. Futures Markets not 
Included in Popular Indexes 

Rough Rice $8.27ilb. $22.17/lb. 168% 

Fluid Milk $12.65/cwt. Sl7.29icwt. 37% 

Panel C. No Futures :\llarkets 

Apples Fresh Use $0.26/lb. $0.41/lb. 58% 

Edible Beans $19.30/cwt. $34.40/cwt. 78% 

Notes: All prices refer to the relevant nearby futures price except apples and edible 
beans, which arc monthly prices received by farmers. 
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Table 3. Granger Causality Test Results for CFTC Trader Categories, 
Positions Do Not Lead Returns, 1995-2006. 

,,j IJ 

R, =a,+ LY;R,; +Ifl;PNL, '+e., 
i•I /•I 

P-values for Hvpothcsis Test:[3i=O, 'Vj 
Market Commercials Non-Commercials Non-Reporting 

------------------··-·-- ·-----

WhcatCBOT 

WbeatKCBOT 

Wheat MGE 

Corn 

Soybeans 

Soybean Oil 

Soybean Meal 

Lean Hogs 

Live Cattle 

Feeder Cattle 

0.01 0.18 0.54 

0.03 0.24 0.71 

0.63 0.15 0.76 

0.35 0.79 0.33 

0.83 0.05 0.78 

0.24 0.30 0.94 

0.70 0.93 0.61 

0.05 0.34 0.08 

0.75 0.83 0.48 

0.10 0.16 0.23 

Notes: R is the weekly return for nearby futures in the given market and PNL is the 
net long position of the trader group in percentage terms. 

Source: Sanders, Irwin, and Men-in (2008b) 
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Panel A: Monthly Average Price of Crudtt OJI, 
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Figure I. Selected Examples of the Movement of Monthly Commodity Prices,.January 
2000-Deccmber 2008 
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Nole: Total open intcro::st is aggregated across future~ and options markers. 
with options open interest delta·acljust~d to a futures equivalent basis. 

Source: Sanders, Irwin, and Mcrrin (2008a) 

Figure 2. Proportion of Open Interest Held by Commodity Index Traders (CITs) in Guin 
and Livestock Fu lures Markets, January 2006---.func 2008 
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Figure 3. Theoretical Impact of a Price Bubble in a Storable Commodity Market 
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June 11, 2009 

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition aAd Forestry 
United States Senate 
328A Russell Senate Office Building 
Wastiington. DC 20510 

Dear Chairman Ha11<in and Ranking Member Chambliss: 

177 

The Association 101 Financial Professionals (AFP) applauds the Chairman and Ranking Member of the Senate Commiltee 
on Agricullure, Nutrilion, and Forestry for convening a thought·provoking hearing on the critical issue of regulations 
pertaining to derivative products. As lhe global daily resource and advocate for over 16,()()() finance and treasury 
professiooals in Ille United Stales, AFP maintains lllat derivative products are essential risk management tools lhal 
financial prolessiona!s rely on to help slabilize prices and mitigate risk. Our members support !he enactment of legislation 
that encourages secure and transparent markets. However, AFP members have expressed concerns about tne 
unintended consequences of proposals 1hal require mandatory clearing of derivatives and futures products. We are 
ooncemed lhat regulations mandating the clearing of derivatives might negatively impact members· ability 10 enter Into 
custom interest raie and foreign currency exchange swaps. 

AFP members manage and safeguard the financial assets of more than 5.000 U.S. organizations. Our members are 
responsible for issuing short-and long-term debt and for managing corporate cash, 401 (k) plans, and pension assets of 
their organiiatfons. Many Af P members use interest rate and foreign exchange swaps in their daily business to rnijigate 
risk lor their organiza~ons. We are concerned that inflexible regulation of the over-the-coonter (OTC) derivatives marker 
might negatively impact lhe sound and prudent practices of inlerest rare, foreign exchange swaps and ultimately make ii 
impractical ti:> use these producls. 

Specifically. many of AFP's financial accoun~n9 professionals have voiced concern over lhe possible oonflicts belween 
derivatives regulation, which may lead to the standardized contracls, and Ille strict hedge accounting rules imposed by 
the Financial Accounting Standard Board. Financial Alloou11ting Standard 133 (FAS 133) requires a strict demonstration 
of tne effec1iveness of a given hedge, which would be impossible ii customized oontracts became prohibitively expensive 
or unavailable. With standaroiza~on, !he abil~y to comply with the requirements of F,4.S 133 for applying hedge 
accounting treatment to swap transactions would become difficult, if ool impossible. The nel result of this change would 
be less hedging and more risks being borne by companies in an environmenl already mai1<ed by significant wlalility. 

Derivatives legislation is of great interest to AFP members for a variety of reasons important to the profession. Recently, 
AFP surveyed our members lo assess the integration of ris~ managemenl practices wilhin !heir corporate culture and 
governance frameW1Jl1<. Of all of the instruments used lo manage financial risk. our research indicates that the vasr 
majority of companies use over·the·counter forwards and swaps lo mitigate thal risk. 68% of the companies suiveyed 
use interest rate swaps and 77% of tile companies use foreign exchange swaps. 

We a:so asked how the regulation of certain swap agreements would impact their use. rn one example, a large health 
care company revealed that ii relies on the abilily lo swap interest rates from Qoating lo fixed in order 10 hedge inlerest 
rate risk. According to ·a senior lreasury professional, if dor.e correctly, ·one can achieve hedge accounting treatment and 
all changes due lo interest rate volatil~y will run through lhe balance sheet ra1her than income stalemenl. Tllis takes 
\'Olalilily out ot the income sla!emerit and presumably out of the share prioe. • 

Another example revealed that a utilijy company uses swap agreements to hedge its expecled future energy usage. A 
senior treasury executive shared lhal the company may purchase a contract to lock in the plice of its lulure ene'9y 
purchases. Under Ille short cul mettiod, FAS 133 requires them to exactly match the lenns and the dates of delivery and, 
if lhey do not malch, !he hedge is rendered ineffecti~e. from an accounling perspective. Simply stated, ii any aspect of 
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lhe contract varies from the future purchase of ene19y, tha1 variance would have to be reported on the income s1atemenl, 
which could cause sigr.iflcant volatility in the earnings of Ille company. 

AFP applauds the efforts of the Senate Agriculture, Nu1rilion and Forestry Commitlee to bring transparency and stability 
lo the OTC derivatives market, prevent excessive speculation, and secure derivatives ma1kets. Our membership. expert:> 
on r.nancial risk management for businesses across the U11tted Slates, need interest rate swaps and foreign exchange 
swaps as essential tools for prudent risk management. Common practices already have banks playing a role similar to 
that of a clearinghouse. makiog these safe and secure 1ransac1ions. As the Committee considers legislation on this issue 
we urge you lo ensure lhal safeguards agains1 abuse in the derivatives marke1s do not oome al the cos1 of proven risk 
managemeot lools that are critical lo the slabi!ily of American businesses. 

We 1hank lhe Committee and its members for its hard work and consideration of AFP's views on this matter. Please do 
not hesi1ale 10 contact AFP's Director of Finance Practice, Brian Kalish, al 301.961.6564 or bkalish@afponline.org. if 
you have further questions on AFP or our members' practices. 

Sincerely, 

James A. Kailz 
Presidenl and CEO 
Associafon for Financial Professionals 

Cc: Ttle Honorable Harry Reid, Senate Majority Leader 
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, Senate Republican Leader 
Members of lhe Senate Banking. Housing. and Urban Affairs Commijtee 

4520 Ea,t•Wtlt tiighway Suite 750 ' Belh.,d>. MD 20814 T: +I 301.907.286~ F: •I 301.907.1864 www.AFPonliM.org 
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COMMODITY MARKETS OVERSIGHT COALITION 

The HDnar1blc Noncy Poll)Q 
Spe..olter oftll• HO\lao 
U.S. House ofReprcs.,.t&liv•s 
H•23Z C.pit<>I Building 
W11.1hins1<m. DC lOSU 

Th" Huncrablc H:.n')' Reid 
Majoril')' L•d• 
Uniled State• S-=tti: 
S·l21 C&pilol Building 
WA&hiagla<J., DC 20SIO 

Dear Congrcuional Leaders: 

Jun .. J , 2.009 

TheHoncroblc Johe Boohn« 
Minari ly L .. dcr 
U.S. Hou•• ofRcpreacnraclvu 
H·Z04 Capit<>I Buildiai 
Wasbfogton, DC 20S IS 

The Honorablo Mitcl! McCllMcll 
Mu-iiyl.cad.,. 
Uait•d Stat .. s ........ 
S-230 C.pi lol Bllilding 
w uliinsrcm. DC 20510 

Mon1bcr• of Olio coalilion ronWn concctncd t!IOI in•doqualo ovm-.ight of d1c commodiries ruaritei. Uld 
cxccuivc speculotioo will cc11 ti nuc to erode public confidence in !be ~billty of lhuc 111atlcc1J to ••labll•h 
fair pri.:u l\K CDCtl)', ogriaalNRI ~ ud Diller C-OQUl\ocUlitt lh•t ... rcilc:Mc of m lldcot 
!llndammcal•. We ~ Caner- to ect 1kdlllVtJ:1 to bnng ftJJl tnJupU'Ut<)' lo all Ind.Ina: 
1:J1.'1otJ-11 1111d plalfanna, to Jlft"Cllf u:ceutvc apccul•liOll, and Co cloH lhe doo~ to polc:ndal 
tnahlpul .u ..... 

200& •aw Ibo mo" tlnmatic: ri•• in cww11oJiti .. !"; • .,. in bi'"ory, 1""11lting in inJlaicd costs tar ..,.,.IY 
aod canAlll\cr 1ooda JQ lh* Uni.led Sl&l¢s. lntcmalionally. miUions of people were Nddcnly 11111ble lo 
tecll lbc:msalvc1 d11• Co ri1U11 IOod commodit)I co1ta. Conercuiooal bc:11iaga 11Z1d ropex11 novc:;iicd lb:>t 
inod.quol• or ~on-c:illmf oV•tis/11 of oft:..bote ud oYv-lhOoCOWlliOt (OTC) mulccU, i.ndfective. 
ov.niglll of C11....xdlon¥• parti.;panto and 1.i::tivity, md 1111 und.r•tw.dcd und 1111J.,,.st&ITctl Conunollily 
Fullllw Trading Comminion (CF'TC) bad t>ponc.S.~dolll' '" oxccssi"<' 1pcwlation 1111d opaquo 1nldin1 
aolivity. Additiarui!ly, Dl""1W& ot'diit coalitioo voiced lfOwiA& ..,.,cl:l"ll lhal pa.uivd)"'ft\Uloged ind« 
fund•, cxchang .. lradcd iVnds and &.etivcly !faded hcd1c funds. aw..pa ond derh•41ivcf were turning our 
o:ominodlty niarkc<ts inw a billl!y volntilc "a•sct clci..'' 

We I.pin urge the C~· to pa11 1tranc """ l<&lll•llan to notate out' conjldcncc In lhue 
muk•t. u a .Uk muac-nt aNI prtcc dl•c~ry tuol rur bOIUl-jltk ..-.add pbycni. 

cu.,,..... hu 1'1km some )IUlilivc ml" in lhe ri&ht directioa, including lut y-·• CFTC 
Rct.ulhoriu.lion Act, \>bich rclum1 Co Che CFTC iOSUO authority ova exempt con1111C1"ciol mari<cll it had 
Ju;t undC11· Iha '"Enl'on 1.oDpholc" in 2000. Apprupriuhin hav. ateadily inorcallOll CFTC lilnding levels in 
recent ye..,. lo .UIC>W 10.. rnucl .. aeodod •141t; ra1>1J.n;e" ond .. thnology inve•lmcnll and - coznmond 
the Pmidettl'• FY2010 budaet request of $161 mlUICft. We 'O<Qmcnd the Senalc for tMJl 
<:<Jnsiclcratioa of CFTC nominec1, including tho 1·..,.,utly-<iQ11timicd Cb:iinn11A G .. y Ocnslct. Wo """ 
al'o pleued ch~t en May 13, 2009. Pu&idenl Obuna a.naounccd hi• •upporl for tbll D'~porcncy. 
u:C<>UJ11l&bilil)' :ind Oll.a'&idit in ii. OTC nwltiict. 

, .•. , ... 
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C..litiM Ce .. llCt 

Ill COIWI, New l_,.M loM L\tdhilt 
1mc.~,.••••·u"" •t C2NI s .. -ouo 

But ab11111t strong oad awaoplng 1-ofoun, 'Ml will cantinH to witnOS) oxtrcmii pl'ico volutility 1111d 
a.'<e&1uiv" $P""Ultclon. Tra.ding will 1:oatinu• 10 grow in "dark" ur unri:platcd markata 11nd invelln\r:nl 
1pccul11or1 will canrinuo to elude fedenl oversight, dllta rcoorrin,; r<:q11iren1cnts md position limits. 
Pmrit;,.., businu1ca, farm•• &DAI l•botcH al home and abroad will canlinuo lo " pa.!' Iha price .. in m.ny 
\WY., i"1uding 'Nl&tilc :ind unprc:dicl4bl• ...,...gy, food and ro.w maecri..Js )lli cd; impediilg ••=<>nonli.: 
growth, dcvelopmQlr, invutmcnl. and job creation. 

Therefore, wo w·ga Congrcu to woiit swillly nnd approve lcgi.to.lion dial will: 

• Addra.e ~ actl'°'ty for all commodlti•. including energy. agriculture, livc$!Ock and mclals: 

• Flllly doN lh• "EBRn Loophul•" by roq11iring that large over-th~countcr 1radu comply with data. 
reporting 1-.qui1'«11M11t1 and 11rr: mado w bjGOt to apeoulalive polition limita; 

• CoH the au-caDld " F1>rclgn Marbta Loopbol•" or "London Loophole" by requiring the l'l'"c::ncc 
uf foreign rogulacur1 wid1 ~ornparubl• uv.,,sight in w-dcr fur an 11tf·lhoi'• c:o1clu.ag~ tu 11b1ain 
n:gul11.tory exemption' {i.e., ne>-action le lier&); 

• ClUH th" "Swap$ Luophub:" by limiting hKdfing ..xaomptiun' tu lxma:fid• cumm .. ·cilll p:uti<:iP411t~ 
aad rcq11irin1 1l1llt nwp ~era, indc:t lilnd1 urul inatillltion;il invc~tora comply with all CF"TC 
•peculation Ii mi la and d;ata rcportinc 1·equirancnt&; 

• L!Jdt exch.n&c tndc4 ftmd invosllncnl• in pbyQcal commoditic1 and their derivatives; 

• Rcquii-t actott-lhMoard aepe&ate tpcculadOb Unlit. to ptCVc:ftl 1radu1 from taJW.1 & 

conlrolling poaition in a commodity by lllcing l1111c po1ition1 on multiple platfonu; 

• Rc11ulr. the CFTC to J'CYl.pi al CUJTcnt !'cgulatury .xcmpttona ;ind uquir• Coauni11iona'j to 
wi1!1draw tbQJl at appropiio.t.I oc in accurthncc will! mating Ill' new au1horiti•• granted by Con~s; 

• Reqlli&-e • tl101•oudl rniCl'J or all new aa4 Cldltln& '1llat and regubUoiu cl~li111ed 10 prot"t 
marbt lleer& a11d the public 6-om fraud, manipolatioo Uld ..xceuive cpeclllatiou, illcl!ldihg pocitiaa 
limits, m:irgin requirt:m•tr.t&, do.ti. r1rpo11ing n:quira11o:n11, 11nd public a\lll.ilability of ilata; and 

• IW(ul1·c a tMt-ough re\'tcW of dN:l'f.lng cnYlluuncnhil rnariu:ra, cmiuio11s tredinl 31ld uh11ed 
Wall Street products md iMtrumcnla, including dcriv11ivc;1, indc-x filad5 md ex.chqe lradcd fund•. 

Th• ability to cl~.-ruin• \\ Wf ptic• for col!Ulloditiu bued on m:irker lbndai:nmrals j5 viW lo ~11 
auccc•1 of recent cffOl'tJ lo llddru• cneriY security. climate change, a.nd the nuda of lhc pcor. low 
inl:Omo and 11C1«11pl<l)'ed. It is e" e11tial tu the -lliare of farmers, truclc.cn , laborcn and mi-11 
buiinu.1e&. lo ncW j ab growth 111\d to lb• ovcrall recovery of"" o:conomy lhal hu biocn wounded by 
in:Rlfticic:nl t>:unspian:n<:y :md owni&ht ufthc fin:uu:ial 1crvic•• indu•try. 

In rc:ccst -olca, mera..v cammodiliec l11cluding nalll.nl gu, crud. oil and rofwrd ... trol<IUOI producla 
have been trading a11b1tu1tially hi&hct dC1pitc rccunl invcntori.a ond luw ikmllllil. Tnternntionlilly, al>l'llc 
prcdiol a tight food oommodiry mllkct in the )":&r ahead , According to a recent Barol•YI Capital aurvcy, 
79 percent of invc:.to.'11 pl1111 lo in«eaac1 huldin11 in thHo 111wot1. Cunsi·eu m"" do ill pu't to hdp 
pcvcnl molhrr 1pccula1«-drivcn run-up in cnuSY, agticultun, 1111d olher vilal commoditiu . 
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CIH!liition COflCl<1: 
Jll'I\ C.I!'"• Htw lltf!.tM '-"1 IAM\At 
Jlmc•INrl•Hfbotl\or(JOaJ ,.,.~UO> 

In both i:hlllllb11t-. of Con~'" scvcrll bill• h11v11 bc:m introduec:d to IMlchws the: i.9'9uc:3 disc:uu.:d in this 
lor:ttc:r. lt is U\ll' h'opc 1hat m~1bcn i;an wm·k out thc:it ditf«~cc:s wid, woiking. with membC111 ot' this 
eo~itioa, move forwaa·d to pass stroog and eomprc:hensive logislcation. put an aid to c:xee$$ivo 
&puulaliou and "dark mukc:I" ll'ading, and roctorc: eonticlmec in DW' c:ammodity mukel&. 

Thank you for your contida-all.on. 

Sincerely, 

.~~IUlal Missione, Inc. 
ApiNltuml Rotailcus .Aasocia.tion 
• .\ir Transpoot All•o.:ialim 
American Aa•ocialion of O-Op lacurc:n: 
Am.utcan Cotcm, Exporters Auocialion 
Ame.riGAD ColloQ Sbippa"& AeoooWion 
Ainari<i..a Public Ou Aaeoeiation 
Amc!Witn Ti"d<iag AHoci11tioiu 
Albns:u Oil Ma.i<:.rttll'I .A.•ociation 
• .\lbntic Cottoo. M•ociaticn 
Calitomia Black Fumm .nd Agri~nvalistl Au~iation 
Caney Fork HGM!w.ron Allocialion 
Cul"'1ldo Wyoming Peb•oicum Morl<olcn .'\ssociatiun 
Culumb11n Cc:atcr fol' • .\d,·o~&cy and Oulru<:b 
Congogittion Dt' Holy Crva. 
C'.<l!Ullmw' Fodonltiun uf Amcii..a 
c:mwu.ner Watcbdoa 
CUmbcrland C01111ti11N1 for Peace l!l. Justice 
Family Fann Detimdcn 
Florido Paoloum Muluitera a.nd Conv.Wcrnc• Stons AHoclation 
Food & Water Watah 
Fri•nda of1ho Earth US 
Fud Mcrdi.anis Asaacia&ion of New Jmcy 
Gacolmc .t Au1omotivc Scr11icc: Dealer'• of Amcri<:1i 
<lr•m>otll lnlcmaliollGI 
Holy ~oH lnlcm..ri""AI Ju.licc: Ofticc: 
Wmou ~ociidion Gt' C1>nvmimcc Store11 
Jllilll>i• P~ulcwn M1dcctcn .4'.Noi;:iatiwi 
!ndU£1rial EnuaY Coasumcn of America 
hldcpcndQut Oil Malbku1 A$~ociation ot'N.:w England 
lmtitulo for Africul!Urc .cl Tn@ Poli.:y 
Iu..ticc and Witocu ~tinl11rice, Unltt.d 0-o:!i of Chri.t 
LoW.iana. Oil ~-11 & Convenimoe Stol'I .4Nn. 
Ma.inc: Oil D~tn Al•oci&tion 
M111~all Office ful' Olobal Coac.:ma 
Maasaohmcttl Oilh..at Council 
Mid-Al!antic PelrolcWD Dialrib11toni Association 
Miefionuy Socio!)' o! St. Columl>Gn 
,.,. ... , 
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.Monlana Pebvlcian Marbwa Aaaoeiation 
Nwimal .'\1Hoeiation of Conv..Ncnoo Storu 
N.ciullolll Ma0Qi11tfon of Oil HM Scz'Vi•11 M..nag•<» 
Nalional Auociaiion o!Tl'\lek Slop Opcnators 
N8'ioaal Cacholie Rini U!e C<mfcrencc 
National Family Farm Coalition 
Naeionol FannGl'I Union 
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Nali...W Utino FamtQ'll .it Rllnchcr11 Trude Aasod.U<1n 
Nabt'Uk& PctNlcllD\ Milrbtm .It Convenience Stora l\Saoci11tion 

c.ti-uo111 CoMJct: 
Jt!lt (•IU" New ht$1~tf fou•ll"•t1M• 
llnltol""'~""'"°"'., (J01J ,.,-01eo 

NdWDrk for Invironmental & P.~onomi~ Rcsp-il>iliW, UW:tod Chlll'l:h of Qui~ 
Nc;w England Fuol lnSliMo 
Now Jaccy Citizen A.:tion Oil Group 
Now M.oxiao Pctrolo:wtt Madc•ton Aaociation 
New Rul11 tbr Global Finance 
NlllW Yoii< Oil Healing Aaociation 
Ohiol Ptstrolaum Maolcat11t1" ~ Convenimoa Stare AMocialion 
Oil IUat COWl<lit ot'N.w Hampchir• 
Oil Hc.s INtitutc of~ ll1:111d 
Oil Hut wliNtc of Rhode J.land 
Pclroloum Mukatcn Aa5ociidion ot· Amoii•• 
Pclfolcum 111111 COllVcaicace Madt.,lcr-. of Ala'111m11 
P~l•WU Mlllk~ 411J Convc:nioncc Ston: Mo~Alion ofK&naM 
Pccroloum Mlllketen Md Cm1vmimcc Stomos ot'lowa 
Plat:fonn ABC (Earth. F-. c.-umcr). Netlwlancb 
Public Cili%ca 
Quixou.Cemu . 
R .. nchi11•.C.ttlemen Lesa! Aetion Fund I R-CAU' USA 
Rural Coalliion/Coalici.6n Rw-al 
Si•wn ot' the Huly C.,,a• Congre3ation Justi,,., Committ.,., 
Sis&cn of Noire Dame de N.-mlll' JU.Oec and Peace Nctwodc 
Society oflnclcpcnclml GNolinc Muk.,1= of America 
Soulllcm Cotton M•oeilllioa 
Toxa Cotton Auociat)o11 
United Egg .~ciation 
Uni111d Egg Produt< .. 11 

Utah P•b'oleum M:asbi.. and llotailo1111 A.l•ociation 
v .. mont Fuel Dcala-s AstoriAtiDl\ 
Wul Vir!Pnia Oil Maibt.Gnl and Gro<>era Auooimon 
Wo11•C... Cotton Shippon .Auociatimi 
w •• 1m,. p.,mut Grvwon .Alaooiation 
Wia11onaio C..op Pl-udu•-tion Aileoci.Won 
WurlJ Cottun El."p11rtcf9 All•oci11\ion 

cc: All mcmbcu of1hc United States HOU$e ofR.,pi'ehlllaltivcs IUld tbc Unitri Stanr:I So:atllt°' 
The HonOtRblo Oaiy Gcms1c:r, Chailman, C0111n1odi1y Fulllrcs Trading ComllUa•ion 
The Hanonblo Michul Dwin., Commiuiaoer. Commodily FlllllHr. Trading CommissiM 
TIMs Hwiorablc Wa!tv I.ukkd, Cummitsioocr, Commodity Flllllros Trading Cummi•llion 
The HC1tonible Jill E. Smmnc:re. Commisriuner, Commodity Futw'll~ Trading Commission 
The HOllonblc Bart Chilron, CommiHionct, Cammadiry Fu11n, Trading Ccmunission ,.,. . .,, 
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/#f ffffi'MOllJ 

£r<'fu:11.,· Hu /'rt'.$•di''ll 

The Honorable Timothy F. Geithner 
Secrcl<liy of the Treasury 
U.S. D.-µartment of lhe Treasury 
1 ~00 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20220 

r>car Mr. Secretary: 

JuncJ. 2009 

The National Association of Manufactu~ (NAM), the nation's largest industrial trade 
asso~iation, appreciates and suppon.~ the Administration's elfons to improve transparency. 
accountability and stability in the derivatives market. At the sante time. we have some concerns 
about the proposed regulatory framework for c.-cr-th•~counter(OTC') derivatives. rckased by the 
Treasury Department on May 1 J. 2009. 

Manufacturers of all sizes use OTC derivatives to manage the cost of borrowing or other 
risks of operating their businesses. including fluctuating currency exchange. int•-rcst rates and 
commodity prices. The ability of commcrci<1l users to continue to us~ OTC derivatives is critical 
for mitigating risk and limiting damage to the balance sheets of American businesses, 
pa11icularly during these unprcccdell!cd market conditions. 

While we suppon initiatives to prevent excessive speculation and improve transparency 
and stability in the derivatives market. it is critical that policy makers preserve the :tbility of 
responsible companies to access critical OTC d~rivativc products. Consequently, w~ are 
concerned about the following issues in lhe Treasury proposal: 

• Staudardiiatlon: A key benefit of OTC derivatives to commercial users is the ability of 
compani~~ to customize derivatives to their specific risk management n•"<:ds. Provisions 
that rcquir~ th~ clearing of OTC' derivatives would lead to Ille slamlardization of 1hesc 
cools. impeding the ability of companies to accurately h~dgc risks and comply with the 
requirements ofFinancial Accounting Standard 133 (!'AS 133). Wilhout the ability to 
hedge specific risks, companies would be forced 10 shoulder greater risks in an 
environment already marked by high volatility. 

Cost of "Cl~aring": Exo:hangcs insulate commercial panicipants from credit exposure 
by requiring the value of the derivative contract (mark 10 m~rket) to be posted in ca&h or 
Treasury securities and fl>r markcl mov's twice a day. The etliciency of clearing rcli~s 
on high volumes of standardized producls, characteristics 1hat do not exist in the 
individual hedging transactions of the OTC market. Hedging in the OTC market is 
customi7.ed 10 fit the actual underlying risk on the value of the goods shipped and 
produced. The margin rcquircm~nts associated with clearing would cro:alo: an additional 

,\.f11nu/ac1111riRg Mok~$ Am,,ica Stnmg 

H.H l'c:Jms»l .. ·11111ia "''Cnue. fliW • \\.'ashingcon. DC .20004-17'>0 • (202) fi,\1-)04~ • Foax (202) 6H·Jl82 • jtinunon~:n3m.o~ • v.w·w .flam l.)f'j 
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administrative and liquidity burden for commercial users, resulting in additional 
financing and administrative costs. 

• Limited Dealers: NAM members also are concerned about the potentially unintended 
consequence of reduced competition in the provision of OTC commodity derivative 
products, which would have a negative impact on end users. Any reform proposal should 
not creale a monopoly in the OTC derivatives market for a certain group of dealers at the 
expense of the manufacturers who need to manage their risk. This would only increase 
prices, reduce transparency, and increase systemic risk. 

On a broader note, the NAM agrees with the Administration that the current financial 
crisis has exposed some areas in our financial regulatory system that should be addressed. Not 
all OTC derivatives, however, pose a risk to the financial system. We welcome the opportunity 
to work with policy makers to identify where increased, targeted oversight is warranted. 

Similarly, while we understand the need for adequate reporting and record keeping, 
corporations already provide reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and 
other government agencies. We would like to work with policy makers on ways to set up a trade 
repository to enhance further transparency by pulling together information already required 
under existing reporting requirements. 

In sum, NAM members believe strongly that any reform effort should ensure companies' 
continued access to OTC derivatives, providing them with greater financial certainty and 
alk1wing lhem to allocate resources to core business activities. Thank you in advance for 
considering our concerns. As this proposal moves through the legislative process, we look 
forward to working with you and members of Congress on legislation that encourages 
transparency and stability in the derivatives markets without sacrificing the ability of 
corporations to use these necessary tools. 

With all best wishes, I remain, 

JT/gjj 
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Chambliss for Chairman Gensler 

I. You state in your testimony that swap dealers should be required 10 post capital and he 
subject to margin requirements. Jn his written testimony, Mr. Dines from Cargill states 
that "there is a concern that the new regulatory framework could be developed such that 
only financial instilutions could remain active dealers." He goes on to discuss the 
inappropriateness of eliminating non-financial institutions as competitors. Do you feel 
that the regulatory regime you have outlined today for the regulation of dealers would in 
fact result in only financial institutions remaining as sell-side swap participants? 

2. What information would CFTC find useful in a mandatory reporting regime? Would 
mandatory reporting for all nansactions create more information than would be useful for 
regulatory analytical purposes? How would you strucmre mandatory reporting·> Does 
the CFTC hav~ the resources to analyze such a vast amount of data? Who do you feel 
should regulate the trade repositories you mention in your testimony, and do you envision 
one entity taking on this responsibility for all OTC transactions? 

3. I gather from your testimony that you and I agree that the need for customil.cd 
transactions requires us to find a way lo make sure businesses can still use these vital risk 
management tools under this new regulatory regime. In your testimony, as Secretary 
Gcithner did in his leucr to the Congress last month, you state that a transaction should be 
deemed standardized if a clearinghouse is willing to accept it for clearing. Do you feel 
that the clearinghouses are the most appropriate entity to dctennine if a contract is 
standardized? 

4. You have proposed product standardi;>;ation so that "OTC derivative trades and open 
positions are fungible and can be transferred between one exchange or electronic trading 
system to another." Are you proposing that the best capitalized clearing houses with the 
strongest creditworthiness be forced lo accept the credit and risk of dealing with 
potentially weaker clearing houses? 

5. Given the fact that the vast majority of global futures and options markets do not pennit 
fongibility and that existing OTC clearing facilities here and outside the D.S. also do not 
p~m1it fungibility, how does your proposal ensure a level competitive playing field that 
allows U.S. clearing houses and exchanges the ability to compete? 
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Senator Pat Roberts 
Senate Committee on Agrlculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Questions for the Record 
June4, 2009 

To Chairman Gensler: 

1 . What is your definition of "systemic risk?" How has this definition been applied to the 
financial bailouts? Do you believe every OTC participant or product creates "systemic risk" to our 
national economy? If so why? If not, then why propose treating all participants and products as if 
they do create a "systemic risk?" 

2. The recent proposal by the Treasury Department for a systemic risk regulator calls for the 
imposition of capital requirements for participants in the OTC derivatives markets. Some view 
this as creating a significant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non-financial 
companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to leave only a few large 
market participants. wouldn't that enhance the possibility of systemic risk, rather than lessen ii? 

3. How do you envision a systemic risk regulator will function in today's financial markets? 
What will be their primary role relative to the other regulatory agencies? Do you envision a 
regulator that would assume some of the duties of agencies such as OTS. SEC. and CFTC. and 
how do these authorities differ from the ones each currently possess independently? 

To Mr. Dines: 

1. How would the imposition of capital requirements for all dealers of OTC derivatives, as 
suggested by the Treasury Department's systemic ri~k regulator proposal. affect the OTC and 
derivatives markets and market participants? Would imposing such capital and licensing 
requirements drive non-financial intermediaries out of the derivatives market and if so what would 
be the economic effect of forcing manufacturers and other non-bank entities out of the 
commodilies markets? 
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Senate Commitwc on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Regulatory Refonn and the Derivatives Markets 

Questions for the record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

.lunc4, 2009 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

I) You state in your testimony that swap dealers should be required to post capital and be 
subject to margin requirements. In his wriuen lestimony, Mr. Dines from Cargill states 
that "there is a concern that the new regulatory framework could be developed such that 
only financial institutions could remain active dealers:· He goes on to discuss the 
inappropriateness of eliminating non-financial institutions as competitors. Do you feel 
that the regulatory regime you have outlined today for the regulation of dealers would in 
fact result in only financial institutions remaining as sell-side swap participants? 

No11-fi11a11cialfirms should be eligible to sen•e as swap dealers so long as they meei 
appropriate capirnl. margin, business conduct and reporting standards. 

2) What infonnation would CFTC find useful in a mandatory reporting regime? Would 
mandatory reporting for all transactions create more information than would be useful for 
regulatory analytical purposes? How would you structure mandatory reporting? Does 
the CFTC have the resources to analyze such a vast amount of data? Who do you reel 
should regulate the trade repositories you mention in your testimony, and do you envision 
one entity laking on this responsibility for all OTC transactions? 

It is importalll tlrat regulators be ahle to see both a particular trader's on- a11d off
exchange deriltntives posi1io11s. Thus. derivatives dealers should be s11bjec1 to 
recordkeeping am/ reporting requirements for all of their OTC derivatives positions and 
1ra11sactio11s. 171ese reqlliremems should i11cl11de recai11i11g a complete audit trail a11d 
mandated reporting of a11.v trades rhar are 11ot ce111rally cleared to 11 regulated trade 
repository. Trade reposifol'ies would complemem central clearing by providi11g a 
location where trades that are 1101 cemm/~\' cleured ca11 be recorded in" 111un11er 1hat 
allows rhe positions. 1rut1S(ICtio11s am/ risks associated with those trades lo be reponed lo 
reg11luto,.s. To provide tru11spare11c.v of the entire. OTC derivatives market, this 
it!formation should be available to all relevant federal ji11a11cia/ regula10rs. Additionally, 
1/Jere should he clear au1hority for reg11/a1i11g and setti11g standards for trade repositories 
and cle11ringho11ses to ensure tlwt the recorded i11form11tio11 meets reg11/a1mv needs a11d 
thm the repositories ha1•e slrong business conduct practice.~. Tr(lde repositories should 
collect and mai11tai111fle same da1a elements a.~ 1he data collected/or rrades that are 
cleared. Bused on the increased volume of information that would be /'eceh-ed. the 
Commissim1 would 11eed to increase its resources devoted 10 the analysis am/ reporting of 
informatio11. 
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3) I gather from your testimony that you and I agree that lhe need for customized 
transactions requires us to find a way to make sure businesses can still use these vital risk 
management tools under lhis new regulatory regime. In your testimony, as Secretary 
Gcithner did in his leuer to the Congress last month, you state that a transaction should be 
deemed standardized if a clearinghouse is willing to accept it for clearing. Do you feel 
that the clearinghouses arc the most appropriate entity to determine if a contract is 
standardized? 

The determi11ation of what is sra11dardized should be made b>• regulators purs11a11110 
criteria esrab/ished by Congre.ss. U.'hethe1· a clearinghouse will accept a pmduct. 
however, is an appropriate factor thar should he included among such criteria. 

4) You have proposed product standardization so that ''OTC derivative trades and open 
positions arc fungible and can be transferred between one exchange or electronic trading 
system to another." Aie you proposing that the best capitalized clearing houses wilh the 
strongest creditworthiness be forced to accept the credit and risk of dealing with 
po1enlially weaker clearing houses'? 

.4rra11geme111s xho11ltl he estafl/ished that facilitate open access 10 dearingho11ses a111/ 
fosrer comperilio11 amongsr exclra11ges and rrading platforms. Such armngeme111s slio11/d 
mandate that clearinghouses lta••e rigorous risk ma11agement standards. 

5) Given the fact that the vast majority of global futures and options markets do nol permit 
fungibility and that existing OTC clearing facilities here and outside the l.J.S. also do not 
permit fungibility, how does your proposal ensure a level competitive playing lield that 
allows U.S. clearing houses and exchanges the ability to compete? 

A11y fimgibility arrangements should he designed to promote competition amongst 
c/e11ringho11ses am/ exchanges. 

Senator Pal Roberts 

I) What is your definition of"systcmic risk? .. How has thi!: definition been applied 10 the 
financial bailouts? Do you believe every OTC participant or product creates "systemic 
risk" to our national economy? lfso why'' If not. then why propose treating all 
participants and products as if they do create a "systemic risk?" 

Systemic 1·isk is the da11ge1· that financial problems or fai/11re at a jinn will have serious 
reperc11ssio11.1 across fimmda/ markets mul rlie eco110111y. I believe that we m11.1t enact 
comprehensive regularion cow~ring OTC de1'ivati\>es dealers a11d markets to help lesse11 
s11ch risk a111i promote market m111.vpare11cy. Capital. margi11 and b11si11ess conduct 
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standards as well as mandated celllra/ clearing will help lower risk to the economy and 
American public. 

2) The recent proposal by the Treasury Department for a systemic risk regulator calls for the 
imposition or capital requirements for participants in the OTC derivatives markets. Some 
view this as creating a significant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non
financial companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to leave 
only a few large market participants, wouldn't that enhance the possibility of systemic 
risk, rather than lessen it? 

Capital req11ireme11ts for OTC dealers would lower risk to the financial system and 
eco110111y. Dealers with less risk exposure would have lower capital requirements. Both 
ji11a11cial a11d 11011-ji11a11cial companies could register as OTC dealers. Em/ users of OTC 
derivatives would not have capital requirements, but wo11/d he required 10 post some type 
of collateral. 

3) How do you envision a systemic risk regulator will function in today's financial 
markets? What will be their primary rule relative to the other regulatory agencies? Do 
you envision a regulator that would assume some of the duties of agencies such as OTS, 
SEC, and CFTC, and how do chese authorities differ from the ones each currently possess 
independently? 

Though Congress may designate a regulator to oversee large fina11cial i11stitutio11s posi11g 
risk to the broad economy. I belfr:ve that responsibili!J' for co11ducti11g market oversight 
would remain with the marke1 reglllators s11ch as the CFTC or SEC. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Regulatory Refonn and the Derivatives Markets 

Questions for the reconl 
Mr. David Oines 

June 4, 2009 

Senator Pat Roberts 

I) How would the i~position of capital requirements for all dealers of OTC derivatives. as 
suggested by the Treasury Department's systemic risk regulator proposal, affect the OTC 
and derivatives markers and market pa11icipants? Would imposing such capital and 
licensing requirements drive non-financial intem1ediaries out of the derivatives market 
and if so what would be the economic effect of forcing manufacturers and other non-bank 
entities out or the commodities markets? 

• This is a very important question. Certainly, some level of capitalization seems 
appropriate, but it should be activity and risk-based. Non-financial dealers have an 
important role in the markets. and have managed their businesses such as not to 
require any tax payer assistance. More importantly, the markets with non-financial 
dealers, primarily the agricultural and energy markets, did not create systemic risk 
during the recent financial crisis. 

• We need to snike the right balance between having the right levels of capital and 
licensing requircmenrs, and allowing these f!On-financial dealers to be able to 
continue to operate. 

• Removing non-financial bank intennediaries offers no advancement in reducing 
system risk. lessens competition and will likely result in more expensive risk 
management opportunities. 

0 
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GLOBAL WARMING LEGISLATION: 
CARBON MARKETS AND PRODUCER GROUPS 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 

U.S. SRNATR, 
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURF., NUTRITIOI'\, ANO FORRSTRY, 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SH-

216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, Chairman of 
the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Conrad, Lincoln, Stabenow, Casey, 
Klobuchar, Gillibrand, Chambliss, Lugar, Johanns, Grassley, and 
Thune. 

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, 
NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman HARKIN. Goud morning, and welcome tu this hearing 
of the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry on pro
posals fur global warming legislation. 

Senator Chambliss is on his way. We have to get started because 
we are up against kind of a time crunch here. This hearing will ad
journ promptly at-no later than 12:30. 

Our witnesses today will help us examine issues in structuring 
and regulating markets for greenhouse gas emission allowances. 
They will share the views of a cross-section of agricultural pro
ducers regarding the pending legislation. 

Let me starl hy reiterating 1.he urgency and importance of ad
dressing global warming. I had a chart here that I keep using, if 
I can have it here again. I do not know if you can see it from the 
back. But as this chart shows, the concentration of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere has increased by about 50 percent over the last 
150 years. We are now seeing the effects of that in rising global av
erage 1.emperalures. You can jusl see how rapidly it is going up in
creasingly from about 1980 on up at an ever increasing rate. And 
the ten warmest years on record, all occurred in the past 12 years. 
And just last week, Science magazine reported that temperatures 
in the Arctic are at the highest levels in the past 2,000 years. 

In plain words, we humans are changing the Earth's climate. 
And while we do not know precisely all the consequences of our 
current climate trends, we do know they are likely to include more 
severe storms, more frequent and severe heat waves, in addition to 
rising seas and higher temperatures. 

(l) 
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I agree with the majority of Americans who say that we must act 
to mitigate these effects. We must not simply leave future genera
tions to cope with a hoUer and more dangerous climate. 

Our Committee began to consider the role of agriculture and for
estry in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the consequences 
of cap-and-trade at our first hearing in July. Today we will exam
ine these issues at the farm level. We will hear from a corn and 
soybean farmer, a rice farmer, a grape grower and vintner, and a 
dairyman. In addition, we are obviously going to hear from the 
Chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission at the 
outset to talk about the aspect of how these markets might be reg
ulated by the CFTC. 

Now, while we could not include representatives of every type of 
agriculture, I trust the testimony and discussions uf these wit
nesses will begin to provide us with a better sense of on-the-ground 
effects that our agriculture sector is likely to see under global 
warming and under mitigation strategies. 

We will hear from farmers and ranchers how they might benefit 
through actions such as the installation uf digesters to reduce 
methane emissions from livestock production and other forms of 
methane emissions; cropping practices such as no-Lill farming or 
applications of biochar that increase carbon contents of soils; in
creased demand for renewable energy resources such as biofuels 
and wind power. 

As the Committee with the responsibility for legislation gov
erning commodity futures markets, the Senate is looking fur our 
guidance on how to structure and regulate markets, and our first 
two panels will provide testimony on that issue. 

If we are serious about a cap-and-trade system, we must get the 
trading part right, and that means effective, practical regulation 
and oversight so the markets work. The benefits of a cap-and-trade 
approach have been clearly stated: use the market system to reach 
the least expensive path to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. But 
the potential costs if these carbon markets blow up cannot be over
stated. Markets that are not properly and carefully regulated will 
blow up, and the economy and environmental goals of the program 
will blow up with it. This market has the potential to be a very big 
and very complicated part with a lot of money at stake, and we 
have seen what can happen when there is not sufficient trans
parency, accountability, or limits on risky behavior in markets. 

We should not put too much faith in the markets alone to deliver 
results. Do we want to repeat the adverse impacts of excessive 
speculation in the crude oil market last year for carbon? Do we 
want tu replicate for allowances and offsets the free-wheeling de
rivatives market that helped bring down our economy? 

We must avoid the dangers of excessive speculation or price vola
tility or so-called innovation that turns out to be all about short
term profit and simply creates b'l'eater risk instead of just man
aging the risk. 

Some of the ideology and recklessness that helped drive our econ
omy and our markets over the cliff are now surfacing in discussion 
of a cap-and-trade system. I find this troubling. We have learned 
a lot from years of both regulating commodities and previous cap
and-trade efforts from both regional and international carbon mar-
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kets, and it is imperative that we incorporate those lessons into a 
properly regulated new carbon-trading regime. 

In closing, I want to thank Senator Chambliss, thank you and all 
of your staff for the support in planning this hearing. I look for
ward to working with you as we outline the appropriate represen
tation of agriculture and forestry as we provide b>Uidance for the 
structure and regulation of greenhouse gas emissions allowances 
markets. 

I would now turn to Senator Chambliss for opening comments. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHA~RLISS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks 
for holding this second hearing on cap-and-trade and its effects on 
agriculture. In spite of the news I saw on TV this morning, I hope 
you are going to be holding many, many more agriculture hearings. 
Things do happen in politics, but you have been a great friend on 
this as well as every other issue involving agriculture. 

I suspect that you and our colleagues on this Committee heard 
from many constituents, nut just those involved in agriculture, over 
the August recess on cap-and-trade and climate legislation. I cer
tainly did. It was clear to me that they want the Senate to very 
carefully consider all aspects of this issue and not rush to pass leg
islation. 

I look forward to hearing from CFTC Chairman Gensler who has 
certainly jumped into the fray un a number uf issues, and, Mr. 
Chairman, we appreciate your great leadership, your involvement, 
plus your continued dialog with the Hill. You committed to do that 
during your confirmation process, and I thank you for doing exactly 
what you said you were going to do. 

Additionally, we will hear directly from those that will be regu
lated under a cap-and-trade system. Exelon, as an energy gener
ator, will be required to purchase allowances and, therefore, de
serves a workable risk management system within any newly cre
ated market. And CME Group, with its pending Green Exchange 
venture, will be subject to CFTC reb>Ulation as a designated con
tract market. 

I expect any domestic carbon market would work much like ex
isting commodity markets, though with a few notable differences. 
As the Committee with jurisdiction over commodity pricing and 
trading, we need to ensure we are fulfilling our responsibilities and 
weighing in with our colleagues on the issue of reb>Ulating any such 
carbon commodity market. 

The issue of market regulation has not received the careful con
sideration that it justly deserves. To date, this Committee has fo
cused its discussions on the impact on farmers and ranchers, and 
I am pleased that we will continue to hear about that important 
topic today. 

As many of you know, the Texas A&M University's Agriculture 
and Food Policy Center recently released a report using its Rep
resentative Farms Data base to model the effects of the House cli
mate bill on the farm level. For those of you here today who are 
not familiar with representative farm studies, they are commonly 
used in agriculture to model the effects of proposed legislation on 
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the micro level or at the individual farm level. The AFPC has been 
doing this type of work for Congress for more than 25 years. While 
the macroeconomic studies help Congress understand the effects of 
proposed legislation on agriculture as an industry, it is the rep
resentative farms that provide the ground truth of these proposals. 

The ground truth that this study shows is very serious. The 
study says that 71 out of 98 farms will be worse off under the 
House cap-and-trade plan, even in the early years of the program. 
Most concerning, the 27 farms that benefit do so only because other 
producers go out of business. Not one rice farm or cattle ranch ben
efits, while only one cotton operation and one dairy benefit, mainly 
due to the fact that lhey both grow a significant amount of feed 
grains. 

While intuitively we knew that there would be winners and los
ers in cap-and-trade, we did not know that the benefits and costs 
would be so disproportionate and regionally perverse. How can we 
as members of the Agriculture Committee endorse a policy that dis
proportionately favors certain commodities and, thus, only one part 
of the country at the expense of all others? 

Mr. Chairman, I know you are very proud of your corn and soy
bean farmers in Iowa. You should be. But how can I reasonably 
support a bill that will put farmers in Georgia in a worse position 
or farms in California or farms in the Southwest, while transfer
ring the benefits to the Corn Bell through attrition? 

I look forward to hearing from the producer panel today with 
their thoughts on the House bill and the likely effects it will have 
on producers as reflected in this study. Given the complexities of 
the market issues and lhe negative effects likely to he fell hy pro
ducers, Mr. Chairman, I think you were wise to plan for additional 
hearings. I hope our staffs can get together during this week and 
plan for the next hearing, and I thank you again and appreciate 
your leadership and your work on this issue. 

Chairman HARKII'\. Well, thank you very much, Senator Cham
bliss. Again, you are correct, we have to make sure that agriculture 
is treated fairly and equitably in this cap-and-trade legislation. I 
am committed to lhat. And we have to be cognizant of ils varied 
impacts, depending upon what type of agriculture you are in and 
what part of the country you live in. And, hopefully, we will be able 
to address those and work those out as we move ahead on that. Ob
viously, we do not have jurisdiction over all that, hut we will have 
jurisdiction over at least making our intents known to the Environ
ment and Public Works Committee, I guess it is, before they start 
marking up. 

We have a full panel today. As I announced earlier, we have lo 
adjourn here by no later than 12:30. I am going to ask that each 
witness take 6 minutes. I am going to be-I have never been very 
strict on the gavel before, allowing people to go over, but I think 
we are going lo have a lot of people who want to ask questions here 
today. So I am going to ask each of our panelists no more than 6 
minutes at the maximum to discuss your papers. That will give us 
54 minutes, and that will leave us about an hour and a half for 
questions. And I am going to ask for 5-minute rounds on questions 
also. 
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So we will start off with the Honorable Gary Gensler, Chairman 
of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Your state
ment will he made a part of the record in its entirety, as will al1 
statements-and I read most of them last night-be made part of 
the record in their entirety. I would ask you just to sum up, as I 
said, in no more than 6 minutes. 

Mr. Gensler, welcome again tu the Committee, and please pro
ceed. 

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN, U.S. COM
MODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member 
Chamb1iss. It is good to be back together with you and members 
of the Committee. My testimony wil1 focus on the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission's experience regulating emissions trad
ing markets and how we can apply those experiences to trading in 
government-issued greenhouse gas allowances and offset credits. I 
am testifying on behalf of the full Commission, our four Commis
sioners, as I was glad to do the last time I was with you as we11. 

We believe that effective regulation of carbon a1lowance trading 
will require cooperation on the parls of several regulators. There 
are five components that I believe should be considered: first, the 
standard setting and allocation, and, of course, the environmental 
compliance that goes along with that; second is recordkeeping, 
maintaining a registry for the al1owances and offsets; third, over
seeing trade execution systems; fourth, overseeing c1earing of 
trades; and, fifth, protecting against fraud, manipulation, and other 
abuses. 

Now, in terms of these first two components, those fall within the 
expertise of other agencies other than the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. In other words, there are others better 
equipped tu regulate the "cap" part of cap-and-trade. 

EPA, for example, currenily issues allowances on sulfur dioxide 
and nitrogen oxide as mandated under the Acid Rain and Clean Air 
Market Acts. On a smaller scale, a group of ten States from Mary
land up to Maine has the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and 
issues al1owances on greenhouse gas emissions. And in each of 
those cases, other entities issue the al1owances, do the environ
mental compliance, and maintain the registry. The constant, how
ever, in all of these markets is the CFTC currently regulates the 
emissions futures trading markets. In other words, the CFTC has 
a great deal of experience regulating the "trade" part of cap-and
trade. 

We have broad experience in the latter three components uf car
bon trading: regulating the trade execution systems and clearing of 
trades and protecting against fraud, manipulation, and other 
abuses. The Commission already oversees this trading and clearing 
of emissions futures and options contracts of the New York Mer
cantile Exchange and the Chicago Climate Futures Exchange. Ad
ditiona11y, just last month, under direction from Congress in last 
year's farm hill, the Commission began looking into if the Carbon 
Financial Instrument spot contract traded on what is called the 
Chicago Climate Exchange, a sister exchange to the futures ex
change, is actually a significant price discovery contract. So the 
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Commission has abundant experience in the regulation of central
ized marketplaces, and should Congress seek to regulate cash mar
kets for emission instruments, lhe Commission is well suited to 
carry out that function as well. 

The Commission has thorough processes to ensure that ex
changes and clearinghouses are in place to protect market partici
pants and ensure fair and orderly markets, and that trading in 
these exchanges comply with the law and regulations. Our surveil
lance staff keeps a close eye on the signs of manipulation and con
gestion and determines how to best address, and we have the au
thority to set position limits as well within these markets. 

The CFTC also has wide-ran!,ring transparency initiatives, and it 
is designed to provide as much information tu the American public 
as possible. So should you go forward with the cap-and-trade legis
lation, the CFTC would work with other regulators and market 
users to make sure that the transactions that occur-transactions 
that would have to be recorded on a registry kept by the EPA or 
USDA or others-that that re!,ristry be updated on a very real-time 
basis so that there would be market transparency. 

The CFTC, however, if you were tu move forward, would need ad
ditional resources. I fear lhat I keep saying lhis, hut lhe staff and 
technology to effectively regulate the expanded carbon markets. We 
have the expertise. We would probably need some additional re
sources. 

We also would want to work with Congress and look forward to 
working with Congress to enact broad, comprehensive reform of the 
over-the-counter derivatives marketplace. This reform musl also in
clude an oversight of the emissions and allowance markets if they 
were to develop in the over-the-counter space as well. 

As Congress moves forward and possibly regulated cap-and-trade 
legislation, I look forward to working with this Committee to en
sure that the new markets are comprehensively and effectively reg
ulated. I believe the CFTC does have the expertise and experience 
necessary to help regulate the growth in carbon markets, and we 
must protect against the same hazards in the carbon markets that 
we currently guard against in other commodity futures markets, 
particularly fraud, manipulation, and other abuses. 

I thank you fur inviting me here today. I look forward to your 
questions. I did il in 4 minutes. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Gensler can be found on page 74 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. That is perfect. Thank you very much, Chair
man Gensler, and I will say that we will have just 5-minute 
rounds. Again, I hope that we will respect each other's time on that 
and lry to limit it lo I) minutes, and I will start off and start my 
clock at 5 minutes. 

Chairman Gensler, two things I want to ask. If we have a cap
and-trade system for greenhouse gas emissions, is there really a 
need for an over-the-counter market? And, second, I am concerned 
about derivatives. If we allow trading of derivatives on greenhouse 
gas offsets and allowances, would il make sense lo require al the 
end date of a future or other derivative contract that there be a 
transfer of the actual offset or allowance, not simply a cash settle
ment? 
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I ask both those questions because of my concern about deriva
tives on offsets or allowances and then derivatives on those deriva
tives and derivatives on those derivatives, and we are right back 
where we started before. And so I repeat: Is there a need for an 
over-the-counter market? And, second, should there at some point 
near the settlement date be some delivery of the actual offset or 
allowance and not simply a cash settlement? 

Mr. GEN8LER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your question. It con
tinues a dialog we have had before in these hearing rooms. I be
lieve that all futures on these carbon markets should be on ex
changes, just as we have all futures for corn and wheat and oil and 
natural gas on regulated exchanges, and we are equipped to do 
that. I believe working with Congress, we need to make sure that 
any-what is currently called over-the-counter derivatives or swaps 
on these are brought under regulation, that the dealers in carbon 
markets, just like 1.he dealers in oil or in wheat markets, should 
be fully regulated for capital and so forth; and that the standard 
contract should also be brought on exchange rates, standard swap 
contracts for these carbon allowances. 

Bui I do believe that 1.here are going to be times where 1.here is 
going to be tailored product that cannot readily be brought onto a 
centralized clearing. An example might be that if you wanted to 
build a utility in Iowa or in Georgia or in any one of your States, 
and that utility wants 1.o bring on a financing for 10 years or even 
20 years, you might want to lock in-that utility might want to 
lock in the price of the carbon emissions out 10 and 20 years, and 
that might not be readily available on a market. 

I do believe, 1.hough, working with Congress, that contract 1.oo 
should be under regulation by making sure that the dealer who is 
transacting that has to have the capital, has to report it to the reg
ulators, the EPA and possibly other regulators regulating the cap 
side, and also to 1.he regulators regulating 1.he trading side as well. 

Chairman HARKIN. How do we control the possible proliferation 
of derivatives on greenhouse gas emissions and the speculation 
thereon? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I think as we are working with Congress 1.o 
bring the whole over-the-counter derivatives marketplace under 
regulation, we must do that here as well; that the dealers in these 
contracts must be regulated for transparency, 100 percent of their 
transactions, whether 1.hey be tailored or standardized; but also if 
you were to move forward and ask the CFTC to regulate that, that 
we be able to set aggregate position limits across those traded in 
the futures market as well as those in what might be in this tai
lored or still bilateral market. 

Chairman HARKIN. One last thing. I hope that you and the other 
Commissioners and your staffs will continue to monitor what is 
being done here-not here, but in the Congress-so that at the ap
propriate time, when 1.his legislation looks like ii is mature and is 
ready to go to the floor, that we could get from you what resources 
you would need to carry out the provisions of the bill in order to 
provide adequate oversight and regulation. 

Mr. GENSLER. We will do that, Mr. Chairman, and I commit to 
work with you and the appropriators to share that with you. 
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Chairman HARKIN. I just want to make sure they just du not 
dump on your lap all this stuff without the resources that you 
would need to regulate and have this oversight. 

Mr. GENSL~l{. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Chair

man Gensler. 
Senator Chambliss? 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And let me just 

echo that, Mr. Chairman, because you and I have talked before 
about the fact that I think you are underresourced right now for 
what you have been charged to do; and I think you are finding that 
out every day you go to the office. So we need to make sure as we 
go through the whole financial overhaul, restructuring that we do 
nut load you up with something else that would prevent you from 
being able to do your current job. 

I want to continue along that same line. I understand what you 
are saying about seeking to regulate all of these contracts and put 
them all on exchanges, but we know that today where the only cap
and-trade market that is functioning is in Europe, about 75 percent 
of contracts are traded over the counter. If they have been at this 
for a while and they are trading that high a percentage over the 
counter, what are we going to do different to try to bring those con
tracts onto the exchange? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I believe that you are right to look-Eu
rope does give us some guidelines as to what might happen here. 
There are actually three marketplaces. There is the futures mar
ketplace, where actually in Europe that market is all on exchange, 
the futures. There is a cash marketplace, and I think that is what 
you refer to. Some of that is off-exchange, of course. 

If I could say it here, if a farmer in Iowa wanted to transact and 
sell an offset to another farmer in Iowa or maybe in Georgia, they 
might do that over the counter. 

Third, there is the swaps or derivatives marketplace. I believe 
that we have to have 100 percent of the futures marketplace regu
lated, just as we do in corn and wheat and oil. I believe that we 
have to have the standard derivatives contracts onto exchanges, as 
we are trying tu do with Congress in other contracts as well, and 
that leaves the question on the cash markets. Can one farmer 
transact with another farmer? And I think that is probably appro
priate. But if a centralized market comes together, I think we have 
to regulate that centralized market to protect against fraud and 
manipulation. These election trading platforms should have over
sight and regulation, I believe. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Does the proposal by the administration 
that has come forward from Treasury, and while it is not firm yet 
by any means-and I know you have some issues with it. We have 
some issues with it. But the proposal that is out there, does that, 
do you think, !,rive you the appropriate power to regulate the carbon 
contracts also? Or are we going to have tu make some changes in 
that? 

Mr. G.KK'8LER.. I believe that the administration sent up to Con
gress a very strong package and that that package actually, to your 
question, does cover in the definitions of swaps contracts on emis
sions, allowances, and offsets. If it does not, we will have to tweak 
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it, along with Congress, but the intent was, working with Treasury, 
that it did cover that. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Let us talk for a minute about lhis issue of 
standardized versus specialized contract, and we have got the same 
issue, obviously, out there today with a number of other commod
ities. But is there going to be any difference in trying to say that 
a contract on a carbon emission is a standardized contract if it dues 
so-and-so versus an interest rate contract that is standardized if it 
does so-and-so? Where are we going to come down on this? And 
how are we going to define "standardized"? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think it is very similar. What the administration 
put forward, and I support, is that the biases toward bringing more 
transparency and lowering risk that standardized products are on 
exchanges or trading platforms and centralized clearing, if a clear
inghouse accepted a carbon allowance swap to be cleared, then the 
presumption would be that it would be standardized. 

That still might be the case that if somebody has to finance a 10-
or 20-year utility plant, they could do that. But most likely the 1-
year, the 2-year, or the 3-year carbon allowance trading would be 
largely standardized-maybe nut entirely, but largely standardized. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. OK. Just in addition to slaying in touch 
with us relative to the resources, I think this issue is going to be 
critical with respect to the markets you have jurisdiction over now 
as well as any carbon contracts. And it is another reason I think 
we better be careful as we move ahead with cap-and-trade tu make 
sure we get it right, and that if we are going to clear all of these 
contracts, with few exceptions-and I agree wilh you, I hope we 
can do that-we need to make sure that the traders out there on 
both sides of these contracts really have some direction. And I 
think we have got to be very careful that we give them the right 
kind of language to know what it is they are going to be dealing 
with. 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I agree, and I also think you have high
lighted the intersection of Congress' work between cap-and-trade 
and over-the-counter derivatives reform. These two legislative ini
tiatives might be timed a little differently and through different 
committees at times, but they very much relate in the regards you 
just said. 

Senator CHA::\1BLISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HAl{KlN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. Senator Klo

buchar was next, she is not here. Then we turn to Senator Grass
ley, Senator Grassley? 

Senator GRASSLF.Y. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. 
Gensler. 

In your testimony, you state thal emissions contract markets op
erate no differently than other commodity markets that CFTC reg
ulates. However, there are members of the following panel that say 
these markets are quite different because the market is mandated 
by a Government-imposed cap and the market is ever reducing 
supply. Su would you please reconcile these two points of view that 
the market really is different, but should be regulated in a uniform 
way as other commodities? 

Mr. GENSLER. There are many similarities, like in the agricul
tural products this Committee oversees and their futures in com 
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and wheat. There is an annual crop in a sense. There is an annual 
crop of allowances that are issued. It may be reducing instead of 
growing. Hopefully we think of corn and wheat growing, and this 
might he reducing. 

It has some similarities to even Treasury bonds. Treasuries are 
issued by the Government. These are issued. Again, we would like 
to think that there would be fewer treasuries, but, unfortunately, 
there seems to he more every year. So there are many similarities. 

Where the similarities depart-I would certainly look forward to 
working with this Committee and Congress to see if there is addi
tional oversight we would need. But I think in terms of overseeing 
a trading market, there are far more similarities than there are 
differences to all the other products that are overseen, whether it 
be the agricultural, the energy, or the financial products that are 
currently overseen in the futures markets. 

Senator GR.A88LBY. Next, you mention briefly in your testimony 
about the recent public hearings that CFTC held on whether to set 
position limits on energy markets like we do in agriculture mar
kets. Expand for me and the Committee on your findings at the 
hearings. 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. We had three hearings where we had 23 wit
nesses, and we had over 400 comment letters that came in. What 
we are looking at is Congress really directed in our statute that the 
CFTC set position limits-this was hack in the 1980's-and we did 
so in agricultural products and stm do so. We did in energy prod
ucts with the help of the exchanges through June of 2001. And, in 
fact, it was just 8 years ago that we sort of backed away from that, 
and the exchanges now have what is called accountability levels 
rather than hard limits. 

So we are taking a very close look as a Commission at this, all 
the comments, the thought really being that markets-how do we 
best promote a market, the fair and orderly market that no one 
party is so highly concentrated in that market that actually by 
being so large in the market, it sort of distorts a market and limits 
liquidity and limits the market function rather than adds to the 
market? 

It is a lot to move forward, but if we were to move forward-and 
I say "if" because we have a Commission process-we are looking 
to do that in the fall with proposed rules. We would take more pub
lic comment through the usual means that we do that. 

Senator GRASSLF.Y. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. OK. Thank you. 
Senator Klobuchar? 
Senator KLOBt:CHAR. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chair

man. 
Over 25 years ago, Minnesota was the first State in the Nation 

to adopt legislation to address acid rain, and since then, as you 
know, President George H.W. Bush in 1990 created the Acid Rain 
Emissions Trading Program. And so our country has had some ex
perience with this, and I know this is an emissions program that 
is regulated by the EPA. However, the CFTC has oversight of emis
sions trading. Could you comment about how that is working and 
any analob>ies you can draw with the proposals before us? 
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Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Senator, I thank you. I did not know it was your 
home State that started that. 

I think ii has worked well. It is a small market, and much small
er than these anticipated markets. But under the Acid Rain and 
Clean Air Act, two products-sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
are limited, and that is all done by the EPA. There is no offset pro
gram. It is more an allowance program. But then there are futures 
trading on these various contracts, and they are traded on some
thing called the Chicago Climate Futures Exchange, and then also 
there is, I will call it NYMEX, or New York Mercantile Exchange, 
has-and I think you have a witness later today about that. 

Those futures trade. They are under our cmTent regulatory re
gime. So far there has not been any issues that are not similar to 
the other things that we oversee to protect against fraud manipula
tion. We oversee 1.he clearing and the exchanges on 1.hese. 

Senator KLouuCHAl{. And do you think it has been a success, the 
trading on that'? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think that the trading-I am not going to speak 
to the environmental side, which I have read a lot about, but it is 
other expertise. I think the trading has brought greater price dis
covery, that those participants in the market who want 1.o trans
action, have a broad national market; that natural hedgers, just 
like in corn and wheat and oil, have somebody on the other side 
who might take the other side, who is a speculator but is setting 
a price with them to ensure that outcome. 

So I think in that regard, yes, it has been a success. It is still 
a very small market, of course. 

Senator KLouuCHAl{. OK. So you think you could draw some 
knowledge and wisdom from that, but that this would be a much 
bigger project to tackle? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. I think that is right. 
Senator KLOHt:CHAR. OK. And how does it compare with what is 

happening with the EU and how 1.he EU has handled it? 
Mr. GENSLER. Well, in Europe, you are right to mention that 

they, too, have gone forward, but they have a greenhouse gas ini
tiative. They have two contracts, two trading-one is on the allow
ances, the EU allowances, and one is on emissions reductions or 
what we here call "offsets." And those two contracts trade very ac
tively on the European Climate Exchange and on something called 
Bluenext, two different exchanges. One is regulated by a French fi
nancial regulator, the other by the U.K. regulator. 

The open interest there, interestingly, is about the size-I just 
looked at it last night-about half a million contracts on the Euro
pean Climate Exchange, which is about the size in open interest in 
corn or wheat, which are about 800,000 or 400,000 contracts. It is 
about a third of the size of WTI oil, which is about a million and 
a half open interest, just to give you a sense of the size of that mar
ket. 

Senator KLOHUCHAR. OK. Since you have mentioned wheat a few 
times-and this is a little different topic-in January, the GAO 
issued a report in response to House Ag Committee Chairman 
Collin Peterson, who is a Minnesota Congressman, and he asked 
the GAO to examine issues surrounding the regulation of futures 
trading, as you know. And once noteworthy aspect of the report 
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was the conclusion that eight empirical studies generally found 
limited statistical evidence of a causal relationship between specu
lation in the futures market and changes in commodity prices. A 
recent report hy Homeland Security revealed that speculation was, 
in fact, one of the major causes behind the recent fluctuations in 
wheat. 

So could you comment on these reports and the connection be
tween speculation and volatility of commodity prices? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLRR. We have recently-I think it was just last week
promoted greater transparency in these markets by disaggregating 
our weekly reports. We now also break out the index investors in 
the market. I think thal the best role for the CFTC is to help pro
mote transparency so market analysts can best answer the Sen
ator's question. 

I do think as it relates to wheat specifically, if I can narrow that, 
I do think thal index investing in the wheal contract in Chicago
and it is a very narrow topic-probably did contribute to what is 
called a lack of convergence in the wheat market. That is, the price 
of futures and cash in the wheat market has not come together. 
And so I think a little bit over half of lhat marketplace in lhe Chi
cago wheat market is index investors, and I think that is one of 
the contributing-not the only factors, but contributing factors to 
the lack of wheat convergence. 

Senator KLoBUCHAR. Thank you very much. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you. 
Now Senator Stabenow. 
Senator STAll~NOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and welcome, 

Chairman Gensler. 
Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Good to be back in front of you. 
Senator STABENOW. It is good to see you. Just as one member, 

I would indicate, and speaking to our appropriations leaders, that 
if we move forward on cap-and-trade, we certainly need to address 
resources to make sure the CFTC is able to fully address all of the 
issues involved in this, which are incredibly important. 

I wanted to follow up more on the over-the-counter issue, which 
I think is a very important piece of all of this, and not only as we 
look at reforms that we are addressing here in this country, hut in 
the House bill they would allow U.S.-covered entities to use inter
national carbon instruments by the EU, the emissions trading sys
tem, or the UN's Clean Development mechanism lo meel our do
mestic compliance purposes. 

So given that approximately 75 percent of all the emission trad
ing in Europe takes place over the counter, how do you see 
commonizing international carbon instrument compliance if the 
U.S. legislation were to restrict such instruments for compliance 
purposes to those traded on regulatory markets? 

A second question would be, as a follow-up: Has the CFTC con
ducted an analysis of whal impacts, if any, the administration's 
Over-the-Counter Derivatives Markets Act of 2009 would have on 
the domestic and international carbon markets? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, in the first question, I think that inter
national cooperation is critical. I do not know where Congress will 
come out in terms of whether those allowances or offset allowances 
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over in Europe will be allowed here. But even if they are nut, there 
is going to be some relationship of these two marketplaces. 

I believe that we have to have full transparency even into the 
over-the-counter market. The over-the-counter swap market may 
still be allowed, but it should be fully regulated. We should have 
the transparency. Any dealer in those markets should be reg
istered, and we should have 100 percent transparency into that, 
and we should report the aggregate positions. 

In terms of the second question about the over-the-counter re
form that has been proposed by the administration, it does include 
oversight of the carbon allowance markets. We have not had a sep
arate study of that because it is such a small part, it is a small 
market in nitrogen oxide and in sulfur dioxide. There is a small 
market also between ten States, in New England down tu my home 
State, Maryland, called the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. 
But, again, it is small. We have not had an independent study yet. 

But I do think that if we move forward, we must cover carbon 
allowances in what is being considered in the over-the-counter de
rivatives legislation that the administration sent up. 

Senator KLOHUCHAR. So, just to recap, you are not seeing a prob
lem in between what is happening internationally and at least at 
this point what the House hill has said in terms of using-allowing 
the international emissions standards versus what we are doing 
here? I mean, harmonizing that, would you have any recommenda
tions as it relates to that? 

Mr. GEl'\SLF.R. My recommendation would be is if an allowance or 
an offset there is fungible into a U.S. system, if the Congress de
cides that it is fungible, then we want to make sure, just as oil is 
fungible worldwide, that we are looking at the aggregate markets, 
that we would have to be working even more closely with the FSA 
currently overseas and then there is a French financial regulator 
that oversees those trading markets over there. So fungibility puts 
a greater burden-this fungibility is a global fungihility of offsets. 
It puts a greater burden on the regulators to have a coordinated 
approach. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. And do you feel confident that you can 
achieve that? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. I think we can, but it is a greater challenge be
cause sometimes they have a different point of view than we do on 
how to regulate these markets. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Stabenow. 
Now Senator Casey. 
Senator CASEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, and, Chair

man Gensler, thank you for your appearance again. You have ap
peared in front of many Senate committees, and we are grateful 
you are here again. 

I am going to give you a little commercial in a moment, but I 
wanted to, first of all-that is because of your Pennsylvania con
nections, by the way, but I also want to commend your work. But 
we are here today to talk about a challenge that faces not just our 
country hut the world, and the basic challenge is how to slow, stop, 
and reverse global warming. Obviously, there is legislation that is 
in the House, and the Senate is working on this as well. As we do 
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that, we have tu be able to balance and take into serious consider
ation and implement strategies within the legislation to make sure 
that our farm families are not adversely impacted. I believe, 
though, by as much as it is a challenge, it is an opportunity. It is 
an opportunity not just to stop global warming and keep our envi
ronment clean, but it is also a jobs opportunity, to create jobs and 
also to enhance our national security. 

We know that rural America, the families in rural America have 
been hammered by 1.his recession. In fact, some of 1.hem were ad
versely impacted long before the recession with the high energy 
costs. Senator Gillibrand and I were just talking about our dairy 
farmers, all across States like Pennsylvania and New York and so 
many others, that have been adversely impacted. 

We are grateful today that you are here. We are grateful for your 
work in restoring confidence and giving a sense of strategy and a 
sense of purpose to the work that you do as a regulatory body that 
needs, as I realize, more resources. 

I know that later today we will hear from, among others, Luke 
Brubaker from Pennsylvania, and he was kind enough tu provide 
some Pennsylvania crop insurance advertising. We are grateful fur 
that, and we are grateful it was on 1.he top of 1.he pile of our papers. 
I want to thank him on behalf of the people of Pennsylvania. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Would you like one? 
Senator CASEY. Senator Klobuchar is passing out extra copies. 
But that all leads back to you because I know you are a Wharton 

graduate. We are pretty proud of you, and we hope you come back 
to Pennsylvania and live and pay 1.axes and do all that. 

fLaughter.l 
Senator CASEY. But in the meantime, you have got a lot of work 

to do here in W ashinb>ton. 
I was especially impressed by and happy about the fact that in 

your testimony you said-I am looking at page 2. You said, and I 
quote, "As Congress moves forward with... cap-and-trade legisla
tion, I believe it should ensure that there is a comprehensive regu
latory framework over the expanded carbon markets ... " I think 
those are very important words, "comprehensive regulatory frame
work." And then later, on page 6, you emphasized ensuring that 
"all transactions in both the carbon futures and cash markets are 
promptly reported and that a central registry is updated at least 
on a daily basis." And all of the concerns that you have raised 
about how we do this to get it right and to be able to regulate it. 

I will ask in the very limited time that I have left, because I 
know I have talked fur a couple of minutes here as a preface, but 
in terms of your resources, both human, staff resources as well as 
technology, 1.ell us about what you need to do your job generally, 
but also in particular, if legislation is passed to give you this addi
tional assignment, so to speak. What would you need specifically 
or as best you can guess in terms of people and resources? And on 
the technology part of it, is it both hardware, software, and other 
aspects of technologies? 

I know ii is a broad question, but you have all of a minute to 
answer. 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I thank you, and I appreciate the advertise
ment. If there is anything you like in what I do, you can credit it 
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to my University of Pennsylvania education. Anything that you do 
not like, you could credit to my wayward days elsewhere. 

fLaughter.l 
Mr. GEN8LBR. But in terms of needed resources, with Congress' 

help we have just gotten back to the size we were in 1999, about 
570 people. We are going to submit, the Office of Management and 
Budget, to Congress in, I think, a week's time a much larger num
ber, but it is going to be what we really believe we need to do our 
current duties. In technology, it is mostly software upgrades. We 
need to take our position and trading surveillance systems, prob
ably spend on the order of $11 or $12 million, but we do not 
know-it is probably a multi-year project-to upgrade that to 21st 
century surveillance rather than right now it is too much aft.er-the
fact surveillance. 

Senator CASEY. Well, thank you very much, and, Mr. Chairman, 
both Chairman Gensler and I have been very careful on our time, 
so I will stop right here. Thank you. 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Casey. 
Senator Johanns? 
Senator ,JOHANNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me, if I might, 

start my questions with maybe a little bit of context. In our last 
hearing with the Agriculture Committee, I asked a question of one 
of the panelists, Lisa Jackson. If we do what the House bill wants 
us to do, what will the environmental benefit be? Will tempera
tures come down? Will we reduce C02 emissions in the world? And 
the answer was no. You know, going it alone is not going to change 
much. Then soon after that, India and China weighed in, and they 
basically said, "We are not interested in capping emissions." So we 
are asking our farmers and ranchers to bear the burden of this 
when, quite honestly, I would find it very hard to make a claim to 
them that we are going to see really any environmental benefit. 

Second, although there is some debate about the nature and ex
tent of this, it is a given that they are going tu have higher input 
costs. Now, like I said, we can have a great debate as to whether 
diesel fuel is going to go up X versus Y and this and that, but I 
think it is a given that they will pay higher input costs. 

Now, I put that together with this notion that we have had in 
agriculture, especially as a result of the 2002 farm bill, that really 
what we are trying to do with agriculture is take some of the vola
tility out of it. We talked about the safety net and the loan defi
ciency program, the marketing loan program, the countercyclical 
program, the ACRE program. All of those are designed to kick in 
at a point where we take some of the volatility out of it. 

You know, farming is one of those businesses: They cannot pick 
their price; they cannot predict the weather; they cannot predict 
what kind of pests they are going to deal with, and on and on. So 
it is a very, very difficult situation anyway. 

Here is what worries me about your piece of this puzzle. I do not 
think there is anything that we could du that would guarantee that 
in the trading here that is going to occur that there is not going 
to be volatility. We might be able to define, to some extent, what 
the parameters of that are going to be. But it just seems the nature 
of this that there is going to be volatility. 
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Now, I think the Ranking Member made some excellent points. 
As I read the Texas A&M study, there are more losers than win
ners on this in agriculture. And even in the two farms from Ne
braska that they analyzed, those are dryland farmers, and in Ne
braska we irrigate. I think they would have been on the losing side 
of the equation because of higher electricity costs. 

So my question to you is: How much should farmers and ranch
ers be worried about the volatility, the additional volatility that 
this cap-and-trade legislation is going to put into their lives? And 
how much does this bill prevent that from happening? 

Mr. GENSLER. Senator, I think that you are right, as you said, 
that farmers and ranchers cannot pick the price, cannot predict the 
weather, and so forth. I think that what we can do moving forward 
with Congress is make sure that if you move forward, the trading 
side is most transparent so the farmers and ranchers can see that 
pricing; that if they want to hedge it, they can hedge it out a long 
time; and that the price that they get is created in a market that 
is free of manipulation and it is fair and orderly. That is our remit 
at the CFTC, is to make sure that price discovery is fair and or
derly, it is transparent, and the farmer can hopefully hedge their 
risk out, you know, on a yearly or multi-year basis. 

Senator JOJlANNS. Here is the difficulty of that if you are a farm
er, and I will use the turkey industry as a good example. When 
corn went to $6.50, $7, it wiped out the turkey industry in Ne
braska. Just wiped them out. So if you have higher prices and you 
end up with that kind of situation with higher input costs, it will 
he zero consolation to that farmer when I call them and say, "I am 
sorry you went broke because of this thing, but it was transparent." 
Do you see what I am saying'? 

Mr. GENSLER. No, I mean, I see what you are saying. I am just 
addressing what we do well as a market regulator is assuring that 
there are markets that are not only transparent, but the price dis
covery function-and this is also for farmers or ranchers that 
would be having offsets and they wanted to sell those offsets, too, 
and get the benefit of a price that way as well, as a revenue, that 
that market is free from manipulation on the trading side of cap
and-trade. 

Senator JOHANNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKJN. Thank you, Senator Johanns. 
Let us see. Senator Conrad was next. Senator Gillibrand? 
Senator GILLIBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gensler, thank you so much for being here. We are ex

tremely grateful for your testimony and your leadership on these 
issues. I have basically three areas of inquiry that I hope you can 
address. 

The first is about the regulatory structure. I want to know your 
opinion on whether we should develop a regulatory structure for 
carbon trading that is distinct from other commodities, or would 
that, in fact, be more detrimental to the goal of providing effective 
market regulation and make it more difficult for the CFTC to do 
their job-enforce position limits, protect against fraud, and other 
regulatory objectives? So, basically, I would like your opinion on 
which regulatory structure you think is best and would be most ef
fective? 
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Second, I want you tu address a little bit more specifica1ly about 
the c1earing process. Equity and equity options are handled 
through an open format, and the multiple exchanges competing for 
business generally can bring down costs for both clearing and set
tlement, and it has had that effect over recent years. 

Clearing for commodities remains a closed system that lacks any 
competitive dynamic, and as a result, the costs are higher associ
ated compared to equity and equity options contracts. 

So, in your opinion, is it better to create a new model utilizing 
a noncompetitive model? Or would you prefer to do a more open 
competition, open access market? Which do you think is more effec
tive, and why? 

Then the third issue is a little bit about over-the-counter and 
customized markets, what you would recommend? If we did have 
a customized market, an over-the-counter market, what would you 
recommend for that? And, in particular, do you believe it is appro
priate to exempt anyone, particularly end users with bona fide 
hedges, from the mandate of everything having to go through clear
ing or an exchange? And do you think it would be appropriate and 
enforceable to exempt firms with inherent carbon risk-for exam
ple, utilities producers-from such a mandate? 

So, essentially, do you imagine or would you recommend any 
trading of customized markets for the carbon exchange that would 
not necessarily have to go through clearing or not through an ex
change rate, depending on what we choose? And then, second, if 
you do imagine an exception, what kind of regulatory oversight 
would you imagine? Because, clearly, you would want to have 
transparency and the regulators would need to know volume. But 
what would you imagine for the regulatory aspect of that piece? 

Mr. GENSLER. Let me see if I can try to address all three of your 
questions and some of the subparts. It is good tu be back with you, 
Senator. 

In terms of regulatory structure, I think that the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission does have the expertise and experience, 
does currently oversee the futures markets, albeit small, in emis
sions for these out of the acid rain program and even the regional 
a1liance that I think both of our home States are in. So I think that 
is a good structure. We have two market regulators in this country. 
I am not sure we need a third market regulator. There is enough 
that we can harmonize between the SEC and the CFTC. 

I think that in terms of clearing you raise a very good point. We 
have actually recommended for over-the-counter derivatives that 
we have an open model for clearing. We think that that will pro
mote greater competition amongst exchanges and exchange plat
forms, and certainly I think it is worthy to think about that in 
terms of the carbon markets. We would certainly recommend that 
for the carbon over-the-counter derivatives marketplace, but you 
raise a question about carbon futures, which is a worthy question. 
Right now it is a more dosed approach on the Chicago Climate Ex
change, I believe, but I might be mistaken on that. 

Now in terms of over-the-counter markets, I think that it is im
portant to bring as much of the over-the-counter market into cen
tralized clearing and onto exchanges as possible. Some will not be 
able to be standardized, of course. You raise a second question as 
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to whether, if there was a hedge that is entered into fur accounting 
purposes, it is a bona fide hedge-I think, if I read into your ques
tion, might that be treated a little differently? The administration 
proposal was to grant the SEC and CFTC some rule-writing au
thority in that regard to allow some of that to be exempted. 

I do have a concern that the more we exempt, the more that we 
might be years from now looking back at 2009's Enron loophole or 
something. So I think we have to be very careful in each of these 
categories in terms of exemptions, because we want end users to 
manage their risk appropriately, these tens of thousands of end 
users, but I think society also needs to lower the overall risk by 
bringing as much into central clearing as possible. 

Senator GILLIRRAND. So if there is a customized market left, 
what would you have it look like? And who would be eligible--

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I think there will be a customized market, 
both in carbon markets as well as interest rate products and else
where. But I think the dealers in those markets have to be fully 
regulated so that the customized transactions and the standard 
transactions, the dealers would have to have capital; there would 
be business conduct to protect against fraud and manipulation so 
we could police the markets along with the SEC on the other prod
ucts. These products would probably be more ours, oversight, and 
then the transparency, that not only as regulators we saw it, but 
we could aggregate the data and put it out to the public. 

Senator GtLLIHRAND. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator Lincoln? 
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks for 

holding the hearing today. Welcome, Chairman Gensler. We are 
glad you are back. 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Good tu see you again. 
Senator Lil\"COLN. I would like tu associate my comments with 

the Senator from Pennsylvania, Senator Casey, in terms of the 
challenges that we face, but the opportunities that we can find 
there. And I think there are great opportunities here. 

I also want to associate my comments with him in terms of mak
ing sure that as we do move forward, we do not do so putting a 
disproportionate burden on our hard-working farm families and our 
agricultural communities across this country. They do a tremen
dous job providing food and fiber for the world, and I hope that as 
we look at what we are trying to do, we will keep that in mind al
ways. 

While it is not necessarily my preference to move on cap-and
trade legislation in the Senate this year, if the Senate is going to 
move on climate change legislation in the future, certainly the reg
ulation of carbon markets is something that we have to get right. 
And we are certainly going to need you all at CFTC to help us do 
that, Mr. Chairman. 

Under the cap-and-trade legislation, we are venturing to create 
kind of a whole new commodities market which presents, I think, 
a number of these challenges that we talk about and issues for 
Congress. And we thank you for your hard work in this area and 
the research you have already done in working to try and come up 
with those solutions. 
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Just a couple of questions for the Chairman. Obviously, CFTC 
could play such a large role, as you have mentioned, and has the 
capability 1.o do 1.hat in regulating carbon markets under a cap-and
trade system. What would you say is probably the most important 
thing that you have learned or that we, all of America, should have 
learned or could have learned from the EU experience in regulating 
the carbon market? 

Mr. GF.NSLER. I think that what we have learned from the Euro
pean experience is these markets are going to be likely sizable, that 
we have to bring transparency to these markets, that they need to 
be regulated. They do not yet regulate the over-the-counter deriva
tives marketplace, and I cannot point to a problem there, but I 
think enough problems have been in our markets that we should 
include the carbon markets in what Congress is moving forward in 
over-the-counter derivatives for sure. Bui I 1.hink transparency and 
to make sure that we bring it under market regulation, any cen
tralized cash market, any centralized futures market, and also this 
over-the-counter market. 

Senator LTl\"COLN. Will you continue to, I think, certainly re-em
phasize the fact that what we have done in the past hear in similar 
situations has been on a much, much smaller scale when we talk 
about-you have mentioned the S02 and the SOX and the NOX 
and what we have dealt with there. Do you think what we are 
dealing with here is too large to deal with, with this type of an ap
proach? 

Mr. GF.NSLER. No, I do not. I think it is just a larger scale. The 
size of it makes ii even more incumbent upon us that we have an 
oversight function, that the price discovery function is free of ma
nipulation, and that it is transparent; that a national registry, even 
if it is kept by EPA, is updated on a very reb>Ular, real-time basis
not at the end of the month, not at the end of the quarter, but it 
is really updated on a very regular basis and so forth. 

Senator LI!\"COLN. Well, I have some real concerns about the vola
tility or the possible volatility in these new markets, carbon mar
kets. And I guess the two questions I would have to you on that 
would be if you believe that the Waxman-Markey approach is the 
correct approach to helping prevent carbon markets from wildly 
fluctuating, what do we see in the possibility of the ramifications 
of that volatility, 1.hat possible volatility, particularly 1.o consumers? 

I know Senator Johanns brings up his turkey farmers. I have got 
a lot of poultry farmers and catfish farmers and others that exactly 
what happens, cattlemen as well, when the price of that feed goes 
up, they are out of business. And when they do, then the price of 
those products, those foods in the grocery stores go up. There is 
concern all around. 

What about that volatility? Do you think the Waxman-Markey 
approach has enough in it to deal with that volatility? And how do 
you think that volatility could affect our consumers? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. I think that as Congress tries to address itself to 
how to lower the emission of greenhouse gases, the trading piece 
of 1.his, it is mosl important 1.o make sure there is transparency. 
Like other markets, there will be some volatility, but the way one 
addresses that volatility is to make sure that people can hedge 
their risk for long periods of time, that they are not subject to the 
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whims of a current weather pattern or some weekly pattern and 
they can hedge it; they can see that national pricing, they are not 
subject just to some dark market; and that you have a strong regu
lator who is going 1.o enforce manipulation standards and aggregate 
position limits as we seek to do in other markets. 

But you are right, and both Senators are right. I mean, there will 
be some volatility in this marketplace, but I think transparency, 
anti-manipulation, a national market rather 1.han smaller regional 
markets, and aggregate position limits are a part of the puzzle 
here. 

Senator LI!\COLN. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Lincoln. 
Again, Chairman Gensler, thank you very much for your testi

mony and for your leadership at the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission. I listened as intently as I could to a Joi of the ques
tions. Some of those were kind of policy questions and things like 
that, but we just need to have you keep in close contact with us 
on resources that are needed and how we structure the oversight 
and regulatory regime for this so that it functions well. 

I leave you with where I started and, that is, my concerns again 
about speculation on derivatives and how that might artificially 
jack up the prices on these allowances and offsets and not in ac
cordance with really what 1.hey should he worth. I asked that ques
tion at the beginning, and I still have concerns about it, but this 
would be an ongoing dialog and discussion, I am sure. 

Mr. GE!\SLEK Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Com
mittee, and we are available to be of help ai any time. 

Chairman HARKIN. I appreciate it very much. Thank you very 
much, Chairman Gensler. 

Mr. GENSLEK Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. We will call our next panel up: Mr. Timothy 

Profeta, Director of the Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy 
Solutions at Duke University; Mr. Joseph R. Glace, I believe-I 
hope I pronounced that right-Vice President for Risk Management 
and Chief Risk Officer, Exelon Corporation; Dr. Dave Miller, Chief 
Science Officer, AgraGate, and Research & Commodity Services Di
rector for the Iowa Farm Bureau; and Ms. Julie Winkler, Managing 
Director, Research and Product Development, CME Group, and 
Member of the Board of Directors of 1.he Green Exchange Venture. 

Mr. Glace, did I pronounce your name correctly? 
Mr. GLACE. Yes, sir. 
Chairman HA]{KIN. OK, good. 
Senator CASEY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Glace also has Pennsylvania 

educational roots. Am I correct? 
Mr. GLACE. Yes, sir. 
Chairman HA]{KJ!\. What is this, Pennsylvania Day here? Or 

what is going on here? 
Senator CASRY. We are just going to keep that commercial going. 

Thank you. 
LLaughter.J 
Chairman HARKIN. We have Pennsylvania on the next panel, too. 

Pennsylvania Day here. 
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Well, welcome to all of you again. You can tell from Mr. Gensler's 
testimony and our questions that there is a lot of interest in this 
Committee on how 1.his is not only structured, but how ii is regu
lated. This panel basically will continue our discussion on how we 
regulate carbon markets in a cap-and-trade system. Our next panel 
will be from the producer group perspectives, but I understand that 
a lot of this stuff flows back and forth, and we might get into some 
producer things also here on the regulatory panel. 

As I said in the beginning, your statements will be made parl of 
the record in their entirety. I would ask you to sum up in 6 min
utes or less what your main point is so we can get to discussions 
with you on those points. 

I would start first with Mr. Timothy Profeta, Director of the 
Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions, and not a 
stranger here 1.o the U.S. Senate. 

STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY PROFETA, DIRECTOR, NICHOLAS IN
STITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY SOLUTIONS, DUKE 
UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 

Mr. PROFRTA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chair
man and Members of the Committee, for the opportunity 1.o testify 
today. Right now I wish I went to school in Pennsylvania, but it 
is an honor to be here. 

My testimony today is focused on the issues and concerns regard
ing the design of the carbon market. Given the financial market 
failures in recent years, however, it is understandable that a mar
ket approach should not be viewed as a foregone conclusion. How
ever, I want to submit at the outset that, in our institute's evalua
tion of a number of policy options, the market remains the best 
means to achieve the environmental goals at the lowest cost. 

Almost by definition, private actors with a market incentive will 
find a lower, less costly alternative to reduce greenhouse gas emis
sions than 1.he Government could determine by fiat. And cosl, in 
the end, is the determining factor. No sector is more aware of this 
than the agricultural sector. And as one more aside, let me note 
that the institute this week released a report co-authored by our 
colleagues at Texas A&M and Oregon State and EPRI to try and 
put an end to the "he said, she said" debate over agricultural im
pacts. At bottom, our study found that 1.he net flow of greenhouse 
gas revenue and indirect commodity market revenues for farmers 
still outweighed the increased operating costs that we did see from 
the climate program. 

Much of the market's cost-reducing benefits, however, could be 
weakened if the market does not operate transparently and effi
ciently. We know all too well that imperfect markets occur. Recent 
market failures provide a number of lessons, however, that you can 
apply to the creation of a new carbon market, including the impor
tance of market transparency, vigilant regulators with adequate re
sources and jurisdiction, and effective risk management. 

But before I recommend how these lessons should apply to the 
carbon market, lei me first point out its uniqueness. Carbon will 
be unlike other commodity markets. It is an especially important 
point right now as the question of a carbon market is becoming 
complicated for fear that it will be a proxy for greater commodities 
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regulation. I would like to point out a few distinguishing aspects 
of the market. 

First, unlike other commodities markets, the entire carbon mar
ket is created by the Government to achieve a societal goal. De
mand for the product, and the product itself, is created by Govern
ment action, and thus the Government has a special duty to ensure 
that the market operates effectively. 

Second, entities covered by the legislation will have no choice hut 
to participate in the market, and it is a market with an ever reduc
ing supply. 

Third, the carbon market is likely to be driven heavily by deriva
tives, underscoring the need lo design an appropriate regulatory 
structure. In particular, climate legislation will likely create a long
term, 38-year obligation for regulated entities, and these entities 
will need access to financial instruments to hedge their exposure 
through derivatives-a necessary element to securing investment 
for new, low-carbon-emitting energy technologies. 

I would like to leave you today with four principles for an effec
tive carbon market based on the lessons of the past decade: one, 
real-lime transparency; two, adequate risk management and settle
ment; three, a vigilant and well-funded regulator; and, four, trans
parent data and strong quality controls on the allowances traded. 

First, transparency. To the extent that instruments are traded on 
registered exchanges, the exchange member's activity will be 
"printed" on the exchange providing for the needed transparent in
formation. If OTC transactions are to take place in the carbon mar
ket, the legislation will need to ensure that the regulator, market 
participants, and the general public have sufficient data to oversee 
and evaluate trading activity. 

Finally, Congress will need to balance the public's access to time
ly market information with the legitimate concern that covered en
tities may need to protect their confidential business information. 
In addition to the information made available to the general public, 
regulators should have access to the full range of market activity 
in real time in order to prevent and punish market abuses, includ
ing fraud and manipulation. The obligation should lie wilh the 
market participant to provide the information to the regulator, not 
the other way around. 

Current market participants also need to know that the allow
ance purchased on the spot, forward, and futures markets, which 
are held to maturity, will be delivered. In regulated financial mar
kets, counterparty risk is generally managed by clearing the trans
actions. If the Committee wants to minimize the risk from 
counterparly failure, as much 1.rading should occur on exchanges, 
or at least be cleared centrally, as is feasible. 

Many will contend that clearing of long-term structural contracts 
will be difficult, as such transactions are unique and not liquid, 
and that parties will be required to post the collateral, or margin, 
necessary to participate in the market. These are non-trivial issues 
and pose a choice between mitigating systemic risk and creating 
the additional cost of posting margin. 

It is important to note that market participants pay for the risk 
or risk management somehow, either through the posting of mar-
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gin or through the pricing of OTC instruments. It will be your role 
to evaluate that tradeuff. 

In the case that Congress provides exceptions to cleared or ex
change-traded transactions, transparency for the counterparties 
and the regulator is even more important. 

Access tu market data should be coupled with sufficient resources 
to process and analyze the information, broad jurisdiction that al
lows the regulator to oversee any trading that involves al1owance
hased financial instruments, and appropriate enforcement author
ity. If Congress will ask the CFTC to take on the oversight of this 
new market, then more resources will be required to build the team 
of regulators needed. 

Finally, the Government must ensure that the information re
garding emissions is transparent, predictable and reliable. It must 
predictably produce information about the Nation's emissions to 
allow the market to evaluate the demand. A good example of an 
effective program has been the U.S. Acid Rain cap-and-trade pro
gram. 

The Government also must provide the market with adequate as
surances that the products traded in the carbon market are what 
they claim to he. With regard to the emissions allowances, the Gov
ernment will create, serialize and track the Government-issued 
right to emit. 

With regard to offset credits, however, the Government's role is 
to provide adequate protocols and procedures tu ensure the market 
that any carbon offset project is real and verified. 

The market is a powerful tool, by which environmental objectives 
may be achieved at historically low costs. Concerns about market 
abuses have, nonetheless, led some to conclude that now is not the 
time to create a new market. Let me posit that the exact opposite 
is true. If you choose to create a market, now is the best time to 
create a transparent, effective market that prevents excessive spec
ulation and manipulation. The lessons are clear, and the public is 
attuned to the needs. If it wants to do so, Congress has the tools 
it needs to create a well-functioning marketplace. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your questions. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Profeta can be found on page 106 

in the appendix.] 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Profeta. 
Now we will turn to Joseph Glace, Vice President for Risk Man

agement, Exelon Corporation. Welcome, Mr. Glace. 

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH R. GLACE, VICE PRESIDENT FOR RISK 
MANAGEMENT AND CHIEF RISK OFFICER, EXELON COR
PORATION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Mr. GLACK Good morning and thank you for inviting me to tes
tify this morning. It is truly an honor to be here today. 

My name is Joe Glace, Vice President and Chief Risk Officer of 
Exelon Corporation. Exelon is a pubhc utility holding company 
headquartered in Chicago. Our 1oca1 retail distribution utilities, 
ComEd and PECO, serve 5.4 million customers, or about 12 million 
people-more than any other company in the United States. We 
have fossil, hydro, nuclear, and renewable generation facilities. Our 
nuclear fleet is the largest in the Nation and the third largest in 
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the world. I have worked in the energy field for over 29 years. At 
Exelon, I am responsible fur leading the risk management function, 
induding the idenlificalion, assessment, and monitoring of market, 
credit, and operational risks. 

In my testimony today I would like to highlight the following: 
Exelon's support for comprehensive climate legislation; Exelon's op
position to requiring al1 trading, derivatives, and hedging activities 
to be conducted on exchanges; Exelun's support fur expanding the 
CFTC's jurisdiction to the new market for carbon allowances, in
duding the over-the-counter market; and Exelon's support for the 
reporting requirements for OTC transactions in the carbon mar
kets. 

Exelon was an early and vocal advocate of c1imate change legisla
tion. Our CEO, John Rowe, first testified in favor of addressing c1i
mate change by means of a carbon tax in 1992. We are pleased 
that the House has passed a comprehensive climate and energy bill 
and look forward to working with the Committee and the Senate 
to pass comprehensive, cap-and-trade legislation this year. 

Exelon supports a bil1 with realistic targets and an effective cost 
containment mechanism, such as a cost col1ar, and al1ocating al1ow
ances to regulated local utilities with a requirement thal lhe value 
represented by those allowances be used to provide benefits to cus
tomers. 

I think it is important to explain briefly Exelon's overall ap
proach to commodities trading. We are nut speculators. We use 
commodities trading primarily to reduce price risk from spot mar
ket power prices. Our business model is lo lock in, or hedge, the 
price we are paid for the electricity we generate. 

We do this by buying and selling energy products in the markets 
that are available. For example, we might sell electricity at an 
agreed-to price for a11 hours in the summer months of June 
through September. We also might transact in the over-the-counter 
market for coal to lock in our fuel cost. 

Our customers benefit from this hedging and trading activity. We 
are in a position to agree to longer-term power sales contracts with 
both wholesale and retail customers. It is our experience that retail 
customers, in particular, want stable power prices. Without hedg
ing and trading, that simply would nut be possible. 

One of the principal concerns many have expressed with adopt
ing a carbon control regime is how it will affect our fragile econ
omy. Simply put, a properly regulated, robust trading program, 
plus liquid trading markets, will help control the overall cost of the 
program. 

It is important to view the issues before this Committee from the 
customer's perspective. What steps should the Congress take lo 
regulate carbon trading emissions without imposing undue costs on 
consumers'? Our strongly held view is that any regulatory reform 
of the commodities markets should ensure that the products which 
we use to hedge our risks remain available to us and at a cost that 
is comparable to the costs we face today. We be1ieve it would be 
a mistake to force mosl, if nol all, derivative hedging activities to 
exchange-traded platforms. 

Today, a substantial component of our derivatives hedging pro
gram is in the OTC market without clearing. Transacting on ex-
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changes is much more expensive than in the over-the-counter mar
kets because it requires posting of substantial amounts of cash as 
collateral. This is one reason we do not-in fact, cannot-conduct 
all of our hedging activity on exchanges. Moving all our hedging to 
exchanges would require substantially larger cash outlays. This in 
turn would mean our customers would have to pay substantially 
more for electricity. 

Another drawback of limiting hedging activity lo exchanges is 
that these entities only offer a standardized set of products. Exelon 
often enters into customized transactions that mitigate the par
ticular risk we are trying to hedge than would one of the exchange
traded standard products. To draw the obvious conclusion, power 
prices will be higher, meaning consumers will ultimately pay more 
than they would otherwise, if companies like Exelon are forced to 
do all of their hedging on exchanges. 

I will now turn to the question al hand: what 1.o do about the 
coming market for carbon emissions allowances. The cost of carbon 
allowances will be a cost of doing business for generators. It will 
be just like the cost of natural gas, oil, or coal-an input that is 
necessary to enable us to make and sell our product. Exelon will 
need to hedge the price risk associated with that product. Exelon 
will want to have both exchange-traded and over-the-counter offer
ings that now exist to manage these risks. 

We recognize, however, that there is a need for fair and balanced 
regulation. No one wants another crisis that could pose systemic 
risk, or a market structure with continuing regulatory gaps. That 
is why we support the expansion of the CFTC's jurisdiction to the 
new market for carbon allowances, including the over-the-counter 
market. This should allay any concern that any trader could artifi
cially drive prices up. 

The Commodity Exchange Act already contains strong anti-ma
nipulation provisions 1.hat should be made applicable to lhe OTC 
markets and perhaps revised and refined to ensure that they pro
vide to the CFTC the tools it needs to prevent manipulation. 

For the same reason, Exelon also supports the adoption of new 
reporting requirements for OTC transactions in 1.he market for car
bon allowances. The CFTC has to have access to information about 
transactions to enable it to fulfill its regulatory oversight and en
forcement function. Also, the obligation to report, as such, will be 
a powerful deterrent to would-be manipulators. 

I appreciate the Committee's invitation to testify today. This is 
a complicated subject area. I hope that I have provided you with 
a sense of why it is important to ensure that there is effective over
sight of the emerging carbon markets while at 1.he same lime 
guarding against over-regulation that would result in higher costs 
for companies like Exelon and in turn for our customers. 

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have this 
morning. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Glace can be found on page 81 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Glace. 
Now we will turn to Mr. Dave Miller, Chief Science Officer for 

AgraGate, and Iowa Farm Bureau. Welcome, Dr. Miller. 
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STATEMENT OF DAVID MILLER, CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER. 
AGRAGATE, AND RESEARCH & COMMODITY SERVICES DI
RECTOR, IOWA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, WEST DES 
MOINES, IOWA 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for lhis opportunity to discuss 

issues regarding market structure and market performance as it 
pertains to carbon markets. My name is David Mil1er, and in addi
tion tu the activities and services working with the Iowa Farm Bu
reau and AgraGate, I also farm. On our 400-acre farm in southern 
Iowa, we converted to continuous no-till in order to quali(y to earn 
carbon credits under CCX rules. I am one of thousands of U.S. 
farmers who work more than 16 million acres that have been paid 
for providing environmental services through the CCX enrollment 
and carbon services. While I have served for over 6 years on var
ious governing committees at CCX, I am speaking today on behalf 
of AgraGate and the Iowa Farm Bureau. 

Occasionally, we have been asked why all of the credit registra
tions we have done through AgraGate have been on the Chicago 
Climate Exchange, and the simple answer is that the CCX has the 
only protocols that are workable for production agriculture and pri
vate forestry. Market design and structure matter and are critical 
to market performance. Some of the items that I would like to dis
cuss today include market transparency, offset protocol standards, 
and the critical need for fungibility of compliance offsets. And I 
apologize to lhe Committee for getting down inlo the weeds on 
some of these things, but as a farmer, I know if I do nol lake care 
of the weeds, there is no crop. 

Market transparency is critical to smooth operation of a carbon 
market. Transparency means thal nol only must there be a clear 
enumeration of what criteria are used to define offsets, but that 
there must be a mechanism in place so that prices-bids, offers, 
and sales transactions-are public1y reported and readily available. 
The only market in the offset market that currently offers that 
transparency is the Chicago Climate Exchange. Unfortunately, that 
pricing transparency has been sharply curtailed. Under the provi
sions of H.R. 2454, there is lanb>Uage that suggests that domestic 
off sets from current registries may be exchanged or recognized in 
the Federal reb>Ulatory program, but not allowances or inter
national offsets. This has resulted in all offset transactions moving 
to the bilateral, privately negotiated trades where the buyer can be 
assured that they will receive offsets rather than the other compli
ance instrument as might be the case on the electronic platform. 

To improve transparency, CCX rules have been updated to re
quire that all these privately negotiated trades be reported. But the 
bid-ask spread has widened significantly, and the market has frag
mented. This has increased the transaction costs associated with 
carbon marketing and has reduced the net returns to the actual 
offset providers. 

Regulatory uncertainty is now harming the thousands of farmers 
and companies who have taken the lead in building these rules
based carbon markets, and it is extremely important that we pro
vide a smooth transition for those who are making emissions reduc
tions today in CCX and other verified programs. 
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With regard to fungibility, the fungibility of compliance offsets is 
extremely important, where a registered offset credit equals a reg
istered offset credit regardless of the source of the credit. It is a 
market design characteristic that is essential if the transaction 
costs of the carbon market are to be minimized. 

"Term Credits," as delineated in H.R. 2454, are not fungible com
pliance instruments. They only delay compliance obligations. They 
do not satisfy them. They are an inferior product, and based on the 
experience of temporary credits under the European trading sys
tem, they will have little or no value. It is extremely problematic 
that H.R. 2454 has relegated all soil sequestration offsets, by de
sign, to the class of term credits. It is neither necessary nor desir
able from a market design perspective to address the issue of per
manence in this manner. 

Design criteria for offset protocols can make or break the viabil
ity of agricultural and forestry offsets as real tools in the efforts to 
reduce atmospheric carbon. To be viable, offsets must be designed 
for "working lands." And to be a workable part of the solution, the 
carbon offset protocols must work within the framework of existing 
agricultural markets. Length of contract matters. In Iowa, more 
than 60 percent of the farmland is rented by the operator with the 
vast majority of that land on 1-year renewable leases. In our expe
rience of working with farmers on carbon offsets, the No. 1 reason 
why a farmer would not participate in a carbon offset program is 
the length of contract. 

We have looked at the proposed protocols of other registries. 
Some of these protocols have single-term length commitments any
where from 20 years to 199 years. Our experience is that farmers 
and private forestry landowners are very reluctant to sign con
tracts that extend that long. 

Generalized quantification methodologies are a very effective and 
low-cost way to quantify soil sequestration offsets. But do not be 
fooled by the "illusion of accuracy" that some would say exists 
when credits are granted based uponsite-specific soil sampling. And 
there is more in my statement about that, but for time, I will leave 
that to the written. 

I would like to address some of the market regulatory frame
work. As is being demonstrated by the early action programs, car
bon can and is becoming a commodity that can and will be traded 
just like other commodities. The experience of the Chicago Climate 
Exchange is proving that markets for carbon can and do work. The 
actual registry and retirement of allowances and offsets should be 
done on regulated, open, transparent markets with specific stand
ards for price reporting that include date of transaction, vintage, 
quantity, and price information. 

The CFTC should continue in its role as the regulator of deriva
tives, futures, and options contracts associated with carbon trading, 
and Farm Bureau opposes the efforts to combine CFTC and the Se
curities and Exchange Commission and supports regulation of the 
commodity futures business by CFTC. Derivatives, futures, and op
tions on carbon contracts are not fundamentally different than 
other derivatives, futures, or other markets. The oversight provided 
by the CFTC can be adequate for those markets. 
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In my written testimony, I also talk about some of the capital 
and margin requirements. Leverage is important, and I think we 
need to pay attention to those. 

I would finish by saying that USDA has a distinct and unique 
role as part of the administration of offsets, and that is a unique 
part of also the regulatory structure. 

I thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this, and I stand 
ready for any questions. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Miller can be found on page 90 
in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Miller, thank you very much for your 
statement, both here and the written statement. 

Now Ms. Julie Winkler, Managing Director, Research and Prod
uct Development for the CME Group, and member of the Board of 
Directors of the Green Exchange Venture, and since everybody is 
bragging about Pennsylvania, I am told you really came from Wa
terloo, Iowa. I want to state that for the record. 

Ms. WIKKLER. That is correct. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you. Ms. Winkler, please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF JULIE WINKLER, MANAGING DIRECTOR, RE
SEARCH AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, CME GROUP, AND 
MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, GREEN EXCHANGE VEN
TURE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Ms. WINKLER. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am 
Julie Winkler, Managing Director of Research and Product Devel
opment of CME Group Inc. and a member of the Board of Directors 
of the Green Exchange LLC. Thank you fur the opportunity to ap
pear before the Committee today and provide our views regarding 
the regulation of a U.S. carbon market. 

The Green Exchange Venture believes that cap-and-trade is the 
preferred solution for guaranteeing emissions reductions at the 
lowest possible cost to the economy. In order for the promise of a 
cap-and-trade program to be met, it must be built on certain design 
principles. 

First, we strongly support providing compliance entities with a 
choice of utilizing exchange-traded derivatives and OTC instru
ments to meet their environmental obligations. Also, in order to 
provide these customers with effective risk management tools and 
liquidity, the U.S. carbon markets must allow for broad market 
participation. We further believe that the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission is best suited as the regulator of the U.S. car
bon marketplace. Last, to ensure the creation of a transparent U.S. 
carbon market with the necessary liquidity and price discovery 
they provide, regulatory proposals should not include a transaction 
tax. 

CME Group is one of six founding members of the Green Ex
change Venture, which is currently comprised of 13 partner firms 
from the energy, environment, and financial sectors. CME Group 
currently provides the electronic trading platform, central 
counterparty clearing services, and other exchange services. Our 
partners are currently major participants in the European carbon 
markets as well as reb>ional environmental markets. 
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We strongly believe that a cap-and-trade program offers the best 
opportunity to minimize the cost of mandatory reductions in green
house gas emissions. Emissions trading systems are already oper
ating or planned in over 35 countries, and they have proven that 
cap-and-trade programs can successfully cut emissions with effi
ciency and cost-effectiveness. 

There are several design features that are critical to a wel1-func
tiuning cap-and-trade system and related derivatives markets. 
Based on our extensive market development experience, we strong
ly believe that a cap-and-trade system must include participation 
beyond compliance entities. 

Futures markets perform two essential functions: they create a 
transparent venue for price discovery, and they permit low-cost 
hedging of risk And tu be effective, futures markets depend on a 
broad universe of market participants with both short-and long
term expectations to make markets and provide liquidity. 

We also believe that imposed price floors or ceilings should be 
avoided if a carbon market is to create meaningful price discovery. 
Price caps reflect factors extraneous tu the fundamental factors 
that drive prices and, thus, are not connected to actual supply and 
demand. 

While it may seem that artificially constraining prices with a 
ceiling will reduce price volatility or market manipulation, the op
posite is likely to result. 

We ful1y understand the motivation to protect American con
sumers from dramatic increases in the cost of carbon. However, we 
believe this can be facilitated through strong market oversight and 
not through price floors and ceilings. 

By offering electronic trading of exchange-traded carbon deriva
tives, coupled with a comprehensive clearing solution, we will en
hance price discovery, contribute significantly to liquidity, and re
duce risk and uncertainty for market participants. CME Clearing 
is one of the largest central counterparly clearing services in the 
world and has provided clearing services for the futures industry 
for over a century without a single customer default. 

Electronic trading and clearing solutions also provide a trust
worthy and timely audit trail to effectively identify anyone who en
gages in misconduct. We believe that because of the CFTC's estab
lished expertise and coordination with the global derivatives indus
try, it is in the best position to provide strong regulatory oversight 
to the carbon markets. 

We applaud the efforts of this Committee and the administration 
to ensure that a mandatory U.S. cap-and-trade program will en
hance transparency, integrity, efficiency, and fairness in the mar
kets. As beneficial as exchanges and clearinghouses will he in a 
U.S. carbon market, they will not meet all the needs of customers. 
Although the Green Exchange Venture and other emissions trading 
platforms would likely be the presumed beneficiaries if all trans
actions were required to be executed on electronic trading plat
forms, we du not believe this would be in the best interest of a U.S. 
cap-and-trade program. 

Exchange-traded and OTC derivatives markets are essential to 
the efficient functioning of a U.S. carbon market. Together, these 
markets can provide compliance entities with the ability to increase 
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their certainty in their future cash-flows by protecting against price 
risk and effectively managing their capital, thereby increasing their 
ahilily to meel compliance obligations al lhe lowest possible cost. 

The OTC market is complementary to standardized exchange
traded products by providing products customized to a regulated 
entity's emissions and their time horizon. While some types of cus
tomized transactions must be conducted OTC, the remainder of car
bon transactions that we envision will likely lend themselves to ex
change-traded products. 

While OTC transactions should be present for a cap-and-trade 
program to be fully successful, the OTC carbon market must pro
vide a greater level of transparency than what is currently present 
in other OTC markets. As part of its special call reporting, the 
CFTC already requires extensive reporting of OTC commodity de
rivative positions. This reporting framework can be leveraged and 
extended to include new carbon derivatives. Entities such as the 
Green Exchange Venture will provide capped entities and other 
market participants with the venue to safely and securely manage 
their carbon price risks. 

Regulated exchanges, clearing solutions, and the CFTC will en
sure a high level of transparency to the U.S. carbon markets. This 
strong regulatory structure combined with added transparency in 
the OTC market will enable compliance entities to meet their envi
ronmental obligations and allow ab>Ticultural and forestry offset de
velopers to fully participate in a wel1-functioning U.S. carbon mar
ket. 

I appreciate this opportunity lo offer these comments lo the Com
mittee and will be pleased to respond to any questions. 

l The prepared statement of Ms. Winkler can be found on page 
121 in the appendix.J 

Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Ms. Winkler, for your 
testimony. Thank you to our entire pane1. 

Mr. Profeta, are there any reasons why lhe success of a cap-and
trade approach in reducing sulfur dioxide emissions under the 
Clean Air Act cannot be replicated here for reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions? What have we learned from the European market? 
And why can't we just replicate that here? Is that something that 
we could do? 

Mr. PR01''ETA. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the first foremost les
son is yes, both of those experiences have taught us that the mar
ket does work. The acid rain trading program somewhat famously 
came in at about 20 to 30 percent of the cost estimated, what was 
estimated when the legislation was passed. We found in the EU 
that the market works as wel1. 

There are distinctions here in terms of lhis greenhouse gas mar
ket that might be created by Congress and those markets that 
have-I think the universal opinion on this panel would be that 
there might be greater oversight and need a comprehensive regu
latory program at the outset. 

The acid rain program is a different scope and scale and not 
nearly as driven, likely to he driven to the derivatives as lhis long
term market would. And the EU market as well, the cost was 
somewhat mitigated by some of the distinctive features in the EU 
market and has actually started to gravitate toward exchanges. 
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Now about 50 percent are on an exchange, and, of course, the EU 
market also, being short term, does not have the long-term require
ment of the emitters that this would have. 

So both those teach us a lesson that the markets can work and 
also there can be distinguishes not in need of regulatory oversight 
as this one. 

Chairman HAl{KlN. I also want to note that in your written testi
mony, you mentioned as an aside the study that was co-authored 
by several leading agricultural economists. You said it found that 
"the net flow of greenhouse gas revenue and indirect commodity 
market revenues for farmers far outweigh the increased operating 
costs." It says "benefits to crop and livestock producers far out
weigh these economic losses"-to consumers and agricultural proc
essors-"signaling gains to the sector as a whole. If done the right 
way, agriculture can be made a winner in climate legislation." 

I assume, though, that there are some sectors within agricullure 
that will do better than others. Is that right? 

Mr. PROFETA. Absolutely true. There will be ebbs and flows in 
the system, and some sectors and some farmers will do better than 
others. I think in general we have found there were higher input 
costs but higher output costs as well, a modest consumer response, 
increased bioenergy supply, and offset income opportunities. And 
the key feature, the main benefit to the farmers that really come 
through in these modeling runs come through indirect commodity 
market shifts that drive up crop prices and revenues. So that is not 
seen in some of the other studies, and I should note that in doing 
that we reached out to our colleagues at places like Texas A&M 
and Oregon State lo try and bring together a team that could get 
aft.er the "he said, she said" that has been happening in terms of 
the agricultural economics of climate. 

Chairman HARKlt\. Mr. Glace, do you believe a price collar a floor 
and ceiling would bring about desired certainly in terms of control
ling risks and volatility? How do you feel genera1ly about a price 
collar'? 

Mr. GLAm:. Exelon advocates the use of a price collar. The main 
reason is to protect customers from higher prices in the early tran
sition period for this program, if you will. We think that it is very 
important to protect customers from being impacted by higher 
prices, and we think that is the primary use of the collar. In any 
risk management situation, if you are afraid of volatility and un
certainty, it is nice to have options. Collars and floors help band 
in some of the risk, and these are the tools in the bag that we all 
use routinely to manage risks. 

Chairman HARKIN. I want to turn now lo Dr. Miller and Ms. 
Winkler. I have only got a minute left here, but back to the issue 
of derivatives and swaps and the over-the-counter market, Ms. 
Winkler is basically praising and is in favor of that. Dr. Miller, you 
raised some questions about ii. 

As I understand, Ms. Winkler, you are saying that we need this 
to get financing for offset projects. Well, that may be one way, but 
aren't there other ways such as forward contracting, traditional 
bank lending, or guaranteed USDA loans that could also ensure 
offset projects get financed rather than just through a derivatives? 
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I am concerned about this view that we must have 
customization, especially when compliance obligations are meas
ured in standard government-issued allowances due each April lsL 
Given that do we really need customization? I am still searching 
for that answer. Ms. Winkler'? 

Ms. WINKLER. Yes, Chairman, I think the best example would be 
my fel1ow panelist Joe Glace talking about the needs for him to 
have the flexibility to have both customized transactions in the 
over-the-counter market in addition to the standardized exchange
traded products that he uses. So while financing is certainly one 
reason why people would use over-the-counter instruments, it is 
not the only reason. You know, some of the other things is that it 
can help an emitter specify the actual emissions that they are off
setting against and hedging against, and also being able to cus
tomize it to the time horizon that they are most concerned abouL 

Also, as Joe pointed out, you know, for some entities it becomes 
more difficult to be able to post that collateral with the exchange 
in terms of the margin requirements, and with the role of an ex
change and a clearinghouse, we are providing mark-to-market and 
settlement values on a daily basis, which could at times, with price 
movements, require substantial dollars lo be moved in and out of 
the clearinghouse. 

Chairman HARKIN. Dr. Miller, do you have any observations'? My 
time is--

Mr. MtLLRR. Yes, I think one of the great issues is transparency 
of the over-the-counter market, and you can gather and get addi
tional transparency with reporting. We do reporting of the cash 
grain markets. We do not report every individual transaction, and 
we do not report who was at the transactions, but we do report the 
prices and we do report where those things were happening. And 
that gives sufficient transparency to that system that it functions 
well, and that is partly what is missing in the current over-the
counter markets. 

Chairman HAHKIN. Got it. Thank you. 
Senator Chambliss? 
Senator CHAMBLISS. So, Dr. Miller, if we went to a system where 

there was complete transparency and the reporting of those con
tracts that were traded over the counter, would that address the 
concerns that you have about OTC? 

Mr. MILLEK To a large degree, I think it would, particularly as 
it would apply to the compliance instrument itself. The actual off
sets or allowances are going to be registered products that are 
standard products because they are a compliance instrument. And 
right now in the voluntary market, the only exchange that is doing 
broad-based price reporting is Chicago. The other exchanges, I 
went out and looked, and I cannot find reported prices for the Cli
mate Action Registry. I cannot find reported prices. I can for the 
futures markets that are regulated, but for the spot markets on a 
number of these other projects and CDM projects, there is no price 
reporting. There is no transparency. 

The associated issue that is connected with that, though, is lever
age, and one of the problems that was part of the debacle, if we 
would say, that occurred in the financial markets with regard to 
credit default swaps, et cetera, was not only a transparency issue 
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but a leverage issue. And, yes, there is cost tu doing margining and 
things on exchanges, but the exchanges did not have any defaults, 
the exchanges did not have those problems because there were lim
its to the amount of leverage that could he put to those type of de
rivatives. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Well, Ms. Winkler, if we develop a system 
that requires transparency of all trades, whether they are stand
ardized trades or whether they are more tailored transactions, 
which I assume we could devise some system to do that, would that 
interrupt the market in any way, in your opinion? 

Ms. WI!\KLER. Senator, we are very much in support of full trans
parency of the marketplace, and, you know, our goal as operating 
an exchange and a clearinghouse is being able to serve as the price 
discovery vehicle for what carbon is in the U.S. And I believe 
through our existing infrastructure and also the audit trail that 
our electronic 1.rading system and our clearing system can provide, 
in the close coordination we have with the CFTC, we are going to 
be able to easily accommodate that additional transparency that is 
going to be needed. 

Senator CHAMBL188. Mr. Glace, would your ability to enter into 
financially settled swaps for electricity such as the example out
lined in your testimony be hindered or become more expensive 
under the recent proposal put forward by the administration for 
regulating over-the-counter derivatives? 

Mr. Gr.ACF.. Yes, sir. We believe that, again, a lot of the forcing 
to organize the exchanges would seriously reduce the amount of 
hedging that would be able to be done in the marketplace because 
of the fact of all the initial cash that has lo be put up to support 
the transactions. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. And who is going to pay for that ultimately? 
Mr. GLACE. Ultimately, consumers pay for this additional-any 

additional cost that enters the system ultimately finds its way into 
the price to the consumer. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Yes. Well, in talking about the transparency 
issue, which I think is going to be the focus of the debate when we 
get lo this financial system overhaul issue, I assume you have no 
issue with transparency. 

Mr. GLACE. No, sir. 
Senator CHAMllLISS. You are not trying to hide anything or do 

any secret deal out there. So is there a way, in your mind, that we 
could develop a system that would provide full transparency and 
allow you to operate in the market with tailored transactions like 
you sometimes do today? 

Mr. GLAC.li:. Absolutely. Exelon supports expanding the CFTC's 
jurisdiction and expanding the CFTC's ability to gather reporting 
and transactional information to assess positions. And we believe 
in rigorous oversight in the markets and full transparency. 

Senator CHAMBLI88. Mr. Profeta, let me ask you lo comment on 
that same question. You encourage, obviously, the clearing of all 
transactions "as is feasible," I think is the way you put it in your 
testimony. I think that has been stated an awful lot and with dif
ferent wording by different experts in this field. But is there a way 
to take tailored transactions, in your opinion, and whether you call 
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them standardized or not, effect total transparency in the market
place? 

Mr. PROFETA. I think the most important 1.hing is to make it 
transparent to the regulator, and I think it is possible to do that 
in much the way my co-panelists have described here. The best 
way to control for the risk is to build it into the system so you do 
not get to the point where to regulate it is to see it. But there are 
distinct, long-term structured deals that it appears cannot be 
standardized and put-cleared. And if it is open and apparent to 
the regulator, I think we can control for a lot of the risk that way. 

Senator CHA.\.fBLISS. What do you think would be the biggest hur
dle in having a tailored product transparent to the regulator? Or 
is there a hurdle out there? 

Mr. PROFF.TA. I think it is just a matter of establishing the cor
rect authority for 1.he regulator to receive 1.hat information. As I 
suggested in my testimony, it may be appropriate to put the obliga
tion on the transacting parties to give the information to the regu
lator rather than putting the obligation on the regulator to make 
sure that the data gets to the CFTC. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Chairman, I know I am over my time, 
hut lei me follow up. Mr. Glace, is there a problem from your 
standpoint as a participant in these contracts in the marketplace 
in providing the regulator with full disclosure of what the trans
action that you have entered into from the hedge standpoint is all 
about? 

Mr. Gr.ACF.. No, sir. Full disclosure is not a problem. 
Senator CHA::\1BLI88. OK. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. 
Let us see now. Senator Johanns'? 
Senator JOHANNS. Mr. Profeta, let me get started with you. I 

think in response to some questions, you have acknowledged that 
for farmers there is going to be higher input costs, and I think vir
tually every study shows that. Is that something we agree upon, 
input costs will go up? 

Mr. PROFETA. Yes, input costs will go up. Fertilizer costs may be 
controlled by provisions to help that industry, but input costs will 
go up, yes. 

Senator JOHANl'\S. And I think the fertilizer business would de
bate you on that one. They seem to believe their costs are going 
to go up also. 

Mr. PROFETA. I have said the word "may" cautiously because I 
have no idea what the Senate's policy will be on that and how it 
will be affecting the industry. But there are efforts at least to try 
and hold that sector of the industry harmless. 

Senator JOHANK8. Now, as I understand the Texas A&M study
and, again, by inference from your testimony, it appears that you 
are reaching much the same conclusion-it is not the credits or al
lowances or whatever that is really going to help the farmer out 
to deal with those input costs. It is your belief that they will get 
a higher price for their products, right? 

Mr. PROFETA. Yes. This is 1.he study that we released. I am 
happy to bring the authors who are intimately familiar with it to 
meet with you, Senator. But, yes, their findings were that the key 
benefit to the farmers comes from the indirect commodity market 
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shifts that drive up the crop prices and their revenues. They do 
have some benefits from the offsets, from tillage practices, manure 
management, et cetera, but that is not the driver. The driver is the 
crop price. 

Senator JOHANNS. Now, if you are on the buying end of that, 
though, if you are in the dairy industry-which is absolutely going 
broke at the moment, if you are in the pork industry and one pork 
producer said to me recently, he said, "Mike, we are 30 days from 
being bankrupt." If you are in the cattle industry that has not 
made money for 2 years, this is pretty much a disaster for them, 
isn't it'? 

Mr. PROFETA. I would like to go through the numbers with you. 
I do nut think that the input cost projections that came out of the 
study are in the realm of disaster, particularly compared to the 
fluctuations we have had in those input costs in the past year. 
They far exceed what would be projected out of this legislation. 

Senator JOHANNS. Well, if you are the one going broke-and, be
lieve me, dairy is not making any money at the moment, quite the 
opposite. Pork is really getting hammered. Beef has not been good 
for a couple of years. Call it what you want. This is not a good situ
ation. 

Mr. PHOFE'l'A. Senator, I would agree, and let me be clear. The 
intent of the study was try and get after, you know, the assump
tions and lay them there and let you as a Senator to make a judg
ment as to-I am from the State of North Carolina. I work with 
the pork industry a lot. I know how they are suffering. And I am 
certainly not advocating for any legislation that would cause the 
kind of pain that you feel. 

I think there are ways to balance these societal objectives, not 
hurting the industry and also addressing climate change, and what 
we are trying to du is give you the data that helps you get to that 
place. 

Senator JOHANC\"8. Now, let me, if I might, kind of pivot off of 
your comments to Mr. Glace. Mr. Glace, you are, as I have de
scribed, a big guy-not in stature. In business is what I am refer
ring to. How big are you? What would your revenues be in a year? 

Mr. GT.ACK Approximately $15 billion. 
Senator JOHA!\'NS. $15 billion. Now, if we do something up here 

that impacts your hoUom line, you are just going to pass it on to 
the consumer, right? You are not going to go broke. 

Mr. GLACE. Exelon believes that all costs to manufacture and in
puts to make electricity ultimately get into the power price, and 
that does, in fact, get to the consumer. 

Senator JOHANNS. Yes. And if you are the irrigator and you are 
buying electricity, they are going to pay more, right? 

Mr. GLACE. Yes, sir. 
Senator JOHANNS. One of the concerns I had with the study, the 

Texas A&M study, is the two farms they looked at in Nebraska 
were dryland, and about 60 percent of our row crops are actually 
irrigated. So those irrigators are going to pay more for electricity 
if, in fact, the Government raises the cost of doing business. 

Mr. GLACE. We believe that power prices will increase, yes. 
Senator JOHANNS. Now, you can hedge your risk just simply be

cause you are going to notify somebody in an electric bill that they 
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are paying more. But where the farmer does not set the price, how 
do they possibly compete with you? I mean, you are such a big en
terprise. You can control your prices. The poor farmer out there 
just is going to get what they get, and if it causes them to go broke, 
they will go broke, won't they? 

Mr. GLACE. Again, I cannot speak for the farmers' economics 
very specifica1ly, but we du believe that all-Exelon believes in 
markets, and markets set prices. And whatever the buildup of the 
ultimate market inputs are lhat determine lhe market price, the 
market clears and the market sets a price. And Exelon believes 
that markets produce the least efficient-the most efficient, excuse 
me, possible outcome for the consumer, and that a market-based 
solution is always going to be the least cost or most effective solu
tion. 

Senator JOHANN8. See, here is the problem wilh that in agri
culture. The fat cattle guy cannot go to Tyson's and say, "Boy, you 
know, I just got a higher electric bill, and I got this and I got that. 
Instead of selling these fat cattle for $100, I need $110." Because 
you know what? Tyson's is going to go, "So what?" I mean, it is the 
reality of the marketplace fur farmers. Du you agree with me there? 

Mr. GLAC!i:. I do nol pretend lo know lhe farmer realities and the 
farmer marketplaces, but I do know that if a market sets a price 
for clearing that the farmer will get a bill that is commensurate 
with that market price. 

Senator JOHANNS. They cannot pass it along. 
Mr. Gr.ACF.. I will take your word for it. 
Senator ,JOHANNS. Yes. Well, thal is lhe way it works. 
Mr. GLACE. Absolutely. 
Senator JOHANNS. Thank you. 
Mr. GLACE. Thank you, sir. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator. 
Now Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator GILLTBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to go 

over some of the issues that Ms. Winkler raised and some of the 
questions that you asked, Mr. Chairman. 

One of the issues was about why do we need a customized mar
ket, and there were a couple of areas that I wanted you to perhaps 
provide-anyone on the panel who has information and wants to 
provide more detail, that would he helpful. 

On the question of whether it will provide offset projects financed 
under the bill, will be able to provide the financing, one of the rea
sons is that financing for projects is often contingent on a firm 
being able to predict their future carbon risk through a derivative 
contract, for example, and if you just have exchange-traded, you 
have no more than 5-year-out contract. 

So could you please elaborate more on that financing perspective, 
because the Chairman brought up, well, why can't you just get a 
loan? What is the difference with that access to capital, then the 
liquidity that the derivatives market would provide, if any, to fur
ther answer that <1uestion? 

Ms. WINKLER. Thank you, Senator. One of the main differences 
is just because of the customized nature of that instrument and the 
financing needs for those particular projects that need to be devel
oped. It is in their best interest to be able to deal with a 
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counterparty that is able to, you know, lend to them and also that 
they are able to contribute toward the financing of that the phys
ical assets that they have. And in the cases of many of these 
project developers, these projects take anywhere from 7 to 10 years 
and, especial1y in terms of the offset projects, need to be verified 
and approved along the way. So there is a substantial amount of 
risk that is outstanding. A typical lender is going to find that pret
ty difficult to he able to stand behind that at a reasonable rate. 

Senator GtLLTRRANn. Su you are saying that the lending market 
may not be readily available because of the outstanding risk, and 
so that you really need a derivative to hedge that risk specifically 
for the amount of time that that project may well take to come to 
fruition. 

Ms. WIL\"KLER. That is correct. 
Senator GlLLlllHAND. Now, is that your experience, Mr. Glace? 
Mr. GLAC!i:. Yes. 
Senator GtLLIHRAND. OK. Second, you said in your testimony, 

Ms. Winkler, that if you were going to have-if you were not going 
to have a customized market, it would leave out certain players 
who need access to these markets because of the capital require
ments. But one of the things we talked about earlier that the 
Ranking Member brought up was that we would actually want cap
ital requirements. And, in fact, not only do we want complete 
transparency for what the trade is going to he, but that we actually 
might even have higher capital requirements because of the in
creased risk. So that does not address your-that would undermine 
your argument that certain players would, therefore, be excluded 
from the market. 

Ms. WINKLER. I think the way to describe it is that an exchange
traded market, we believe, relies on broad market participation, 
and that is kind of central to being able to have the market deter
mine what that carbon price is going to be. 

There are many differences in terms of the over-the-counter mar
ket and the level of sophistication of the people that interact in 
that market, and typically they are eligible contract market partici
pants. And so I think there are pretty significant differences just 
between who we would anticipate dealing in that customized mar
ket versus what we would expect in the exchange-traded market. 
And it is certainly our hope and our intention that both markets 
have to have increased transparency over what lhey have today. 

Senator Gn.LTRRAND. And capital requirements. I want to get to 
your argument that you thought the reason why we needed to have 
an OTC market was because there would be no capital require
ments. And what I think the Ranking Member was getting at is 
if we create this over-the-counter market and al1ow fur it, it is 
going to need increased transparency and significant capital re
quirements, which would undermine your argument. 

Ms. WTNKL!i:R. The capital requirements is certainly something 
that is under review by the administration as part of their larger 
over-the-counter and financial regulatory reform. So we would view 
that anything that would need to be done in carbon over-the
counter ets would be in line with those broader goals of the admin
istration. 
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Senator GrLLIRRAND. And then the third issue that addresses 
this is the question of foreign carbon allowances to be purchased 
and used for domestic appliance. It is allowed in the Waxman-Mar
key bill right now. However, the issue of mandated standardization 
and exchange trading is impacted because 75 percent of the Euro
pean market right now is over the counter. So how do you see that 
impacting the harmonization efforts that we are trying to make 
and participation-if the EU, for example, has a 75-percent over
the-counter market and the U.S. has none, how will that affect us 
in terms of competitiveness or access to capital or liquidity or vola
tility or any of the issues that you brought up? 

Ms. WIKKLER. I think the biggest concern, Senator, is that if 
there is nut an over-the-counter market that is al1owed in the U.S., 
we believe that that activity is going to take place--

Senator GILLlllHAND. Go overseas. 
Ms. WINKL~R rcontinuingl. And it is going to go overseas to less 

transparent environments and areas where our regulators do not 
have as direct authority as they do here in the United States. 
While we certainly still see, you know, some transactions taking 
place in the over-the-counter market, we have been seeing a trend 
in the EU ETS toward clearing. And that has been a positive trend, 
and it kind of speaks to how over-the-counter markets develop over 
time, and they do become more standardized, they do become more 
liquid. And now kind of the predominant number of the instru
ments are being cleared, and we would view that being as much 
of the same development that we will see here in the U.S. But our 
primary concern is that if we do not allow over-the-counter trans
actions, people are going to need those customized tools, and they 
are going to lend themselves to less transparent environments that 
we do not have the authority to regulate properly. 

Senator GILLlllHAND. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thanks, Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator Lugar? 
Senator LUGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
In our last comprehensive hearing on this subject, the testimony 

of Secretary Vilsack was that all farms would benefit from a cap
and-trade situation similar to the House bill. Senator Chambliss, 
in releasing the Texas A&M study, which has been cited several 
times in the hearing, indicated that 71 farms would not prosper, 
27 would, and so that is quite a disparity. And the reasons were 
varied, but the farms that came out best were farms such as my 
farm in Indiana that produces corn and soybeans. 

I take the privilege of these personal references because I want 
to ask you, Dr. Miller, about a situation on my farm or maybe at 
yours. We have about a third of our acreage in corn, a third in soy
beans, and a third in trees. About 22 years ago, my son and I start
ed planting black walnuts in rows, some other trees subsequently, 
and in due course, the Chicago Climate Exchange approached us 
and said, "Would you like to be a partner in this exchange?" They 
wanted some farm in Indiana at least to have that situation going, 
but they could measure only most recently planted trees because 
the idea was that if you have trees already on the farm, why, those 
were already there. The incentive was to plant more. 
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So, as a result, they measured some uf our trees, and I have been 
accumulating credits. I go to the website of CCX and find that I 
have no several thousand tons of carbon sequestered in those 1.rees 
on the farm. 

My problem is that the price of that carbon per ton has been 
plunbring. It was as high one time as $7 a ton. It is now 25 cents 
a tun as you go to the website today. 

Now, there is something wrung with the market there, as we are 
all busy paUing about climate change, and yet the markets are not 
reflecting that much is going to happen there. 

Now, CFTC, in a very bold move, has taken CCX apparently 
under its wing and at least is hoping that this may be established 
as a market uf sorts. 

I gu through all this detail to say that it is not at all clear, even 
if you were on a farm in which you wanted lo put paslureland into 
trees or, as the Texas A&M study points out, most of the gain for 
the corn farmers comes from the fact that fewer acres apparently 
are planted. Therefore, supply and demand raises the price uf cum, 
and that has all kinds of implications in terms of the American 
food system, quite apart from the worldwide food system in which 
our whole emphasis is on more acreage and more production with 
the population of the world growing. 

These are all contradictory problems but relevant, I think, to the 
ordinary farmer who might contemplate. How do you, in fact, stay 
alive? Do you plant trees? Is there going to be a similar market for 
nu-till planting? We have had celebrations at the Farmers Union, 
people here in our Committee. 

I ask all of this simply to raise a question that maybe you can 
help answer. How established is it that there is going to be any 
market for my trees or any trees I should plant? How about the 
trees that are already there if I promise not to harvest them? You 
say a contract period of 5 years or 10 years. Du I get credit for 
that? Or is that in the past? Give me some inclination, if you can, 
from this practical example. 

Mr. MILLER. The market is in its infancy, and in its infancy it 
will have more variation and gyration than it will in a mature mar
ket. But regulations matter, and one uf the challenges that the cur
rent Chicago market has is that part of its tradable compliance in
struments were deemed basically worthless by the future regula
tions. Therefore, that piece of the market is trending toward zero. 

The offsets are not trading at zero, but they have had to move 
to the over-the-counter market to find value. And so when we sell 
offsets such as from forestry or soils right now, we are trading at 
4 times, 5 times, 6 times what that listed exchange price is that 
is trading allowances that 241)4 did not recognize. 

So it is the same problem Europe had when they did not allow 
banking forward of a market that was long offsets in the current 
term or long allowances in the current term. They went to zero, 
and that is what markets do when you have an excess supply of 
something that has no carry-forward. 

Relative to the ability for farmers to participate, we are at, 
again, the infancy of what all these solutions can be from the agri
cultural and forestry sectors in our markets. The CCX, which has 
the only broad-based set of workable protocols, is an incomplete 
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set. There is a real role for USDA to help set and develop addi
tional protocols. Nitrous oxide management is one that possibly al
most all farmers could participate in. But we have no standard pro
tocol for thal yeL It is a more expensive protocol lo probably do. 
It is more difficult. It has got some scientific challenges. 

At CCX, we took the ones that had the best science around them 
at the time we did them and started with those, and we have 
added protocols. 

In the Texas A&M study, their ranches did not have any offset 
income in the Texas A&M study, and I am quite familiar with that. 
Partly, when they did their panels, the CCX rangeland offset re
quires management of the stocking rates, and those particular 
ranches in those representative panels could not economically do 
what is required of the CCX offsets in order to get offset credits. 
We have ranches that are complying with that-us, Farmers 
Union, various different aggregators-but il is not something that 
every ranch is going to be able to do and remain economically via
ble. And I think that is one of the things we have to be aware of. 
While it might be technically feasible for the individual resources 
that are available, it may not be economically viable lo do lhe 
things that are required in order to earn offsets. 

Senator LUGAR. I ran over my time, Mr. Chairman. I would just 
underline the importance for our Committee, if we are to adopt a 
cap-and-trade situation, to go well beyond the House bill and lo get 
into the weeds, so to speak, of this because, otherwise, this is going 
to be a fiction that somehow there are allowances here, or credits 
or even a market, without somebody going into the details Dr. Mil
ler has just illuslraled in brief. And I think lhis is critical, or we 
are going to leave farmers absolutely without defense in this situa
tion, I think zapped all across the board. 

Chairman HARKIN. Senator Lugar raises a good point. I thought 
about this at that previous panel lhat, you know, you have a stand 
of trees, we had a forest, a private forest. Now, because he is not 
adding anything additional, therefore, he gets no offsets. But if he 
cut down his trees and planted new ones, well, then he would be 
OK. This is that same old thing thal we have been through so 
many years on this Committee on conservation and other things. 
If you tear out what you have got and plant something else, well, 
then you will get the benefits. But if you just keep your conserving 
practices or what you have done lo your land, lhen you do not get 
anything, and that just does not make sense to people. It does not 
make sense to me either. So we have got to address that also on 
this. 

Well, thank you all very much, and we will call our next panel. 
Thank you very much. 

Our next panel, our producer group perspectives, we have Mr. 
Andy Beckstoffer, and he will be introduced by our colleague. Come 
over here, Mike. Then Mr. Frank Rehermann, Chairman of USA 
Rice Producers' Group from California; Mr. Luke Brubaker from 
Brubaker Farms in-I had a wrong address here on it-Pennsyl
vania. Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. Mr. Fred Yoder, Past President of 
the National Corn Growers Association from Ohio. We will ask you 
all to take your seats there. 
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We are graced with the presence of a long-time friend of mine, 
our colleague from the House side, Representative Mike Thompson, 
and I am going to turn to him for the purpose of introduction be
cause I know he has to get back to the House. But in my way of 
introducing the introducer, I will just say that Congressman 
Thompson was first elected to represent California's 1st District in 
1998. It includes all of Napa, Lake, Mendocino, Humboldt, and Del 
Norte counties. I do not know what else you have added. Sonoma 
County, too? 

Mr. TH0.:\-1PSON. Part of Sonoma. 
Chairman HARKII\". Part of Sonoma County, and Yolo, also. Prior 

to serving in Congress, Representative Thompson represented Cali
fornia's 2nd District in the California Staie Senate, where he 
chaired the Budget CommiUee. So, again, not a stranger 1.o us at 
all, and a great friend and colleague from the House side. I will 
turn to Congressman Mike Thompson for purposes of introduction. 

STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE THOMPSON, U.S. 
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Mr. TH0.'.\1PSON. Well, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, Mr. 
Vice Chairman, thank you also fur allowing me to do this. I have 
got a couple friends testifying today, but I have been asked and am 
honored to introduce one that I represent at home, and that is my 
good friend Andy Beckstoffer. 

Andy is the founder and the Chairman and the owner of 
Beckstoffer Vineyards, which farms over 3,000 acres of vineyard in 
Napa, Mendocino, and Lake counties of California. He is the larg
est non-winery b>Tape b>Tower in Napa Valley and along California's 
north coast. He is also the largest seller of premium winegrapes in 
Napa and on the north coast area, and he provides grapes to over 
80 premium wineries. 

Since 1970, Beckstoffer Vineyards has been a leader in devel
oping and implementing new vineyard technologies in the Cali
fornia premium north coast area, and Andy has been recognized 
around the world for these efforts. And I hope he gets a chance to 
talk about this, but he is doing some great stuff now, a whole 
bunch of new organic plantings in Mendocino County and Lake 
County, and something that he might not think is exciting, and 
maybe you will not either, hut being a vineyard owner myself, we 
have to rip our land before we plant vineyards, and Andy now in 
his new plantings, he is only ripping the area specific as to where 
the grapes will he planted, not disturbing the rest of the ground, 
which I 1.hink is preUy cutting edge. 

In 1975, he was a founding director of the Napa Valley Grape 
Growers Association. In 1976, he became a member of the Napa 
County Planting Commission and in 1983 a director of the 
Winegrape Growers of California. He is also a member of the World 
Presidents Organization, a director of the Wine Market Council, 
the California Association of Winegrape Growers, and the Land 
Trust of Napa County. And he is an accomplished conservationist. 
As a farmer and businessman, he understands that investing in 
the conservation of our land is an investment in our future. His 
leadership in helping build national support for increased tax in-
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centives tu put property into conservation easements wil1 be felt fur 
generations to come. 

I carried that bill in the House. It has tremendous support over 
here in the Senate, and he was really the catalyst for that, helped 
put it together, and he not only talks the talk, but he walks the 
walk. After that bill was passed, he was the first landowner across 
the country to put his land into a conservation easement, and it is 
really significant because it is a historic vineyard in the Napa Val
ley. And if I told you the property values of a vineyard like that, 
most people in agriculture would not believe that they would draw 
that kind of money. 

So he has been on the cutting edge. He has worked to restore the 
Napa River throughout the Napa Valley, and he is a lifetime expert 
in specialty crop farming. And as everybody in this room knows, 
specialty crops represent about 50 percent of the entire plant crop 
economy, and they contribute mightily to our Nation's nutrition. 

He has a hands-on knowledge of how not only climate change is 
affecting winegrapes, but also the benefits that specialty crops pro
vide in helping our country meet the challenges of climate change. 

I want to thank you all for allowing me to do this, and I want 
to thank you in advance for listening to his comments. And I am 
just proud to be the one tu have brought Andy to the Senate. 

Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mike. You are wel

come to stay if you would like. I know you have probably got-
Mr. THOMPSON. We are working on this thing called "health care 

reform" over there. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman HARKIN. I have heard of it. I have heard of ii. All 

right. Well, thank you very much, Mike. 
Mr. THO~PSON. Thank you. 
Chairman HARKIN. I really appreciate it very, very much. 
Then we will start with you, Mr. Beckstoffer, and we will work 

from right to left in this regard. Mike was mentioning something 
about ripping grapes and stuff. I turned to Saxby, I said, "ls that 
like minimum tillage that we know about?" It sounds a little bit 
like that. 

Also, I want you to know something else. In 2000, in my State 
of Iowa, we had a total of 100 acres of grapes in Iowa. We now 
have over 1,000. So look out, here we come. 

fLaughter.l 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Chairman, let me just say, too, that 

Mike happens to be the Chairman of the Wine Caucus over on the 
House side, and as a former Member of the House and a consumer, 
Mr. Beckstoffer, we appreciate you sending a little bit up here 
every now and then of your fermented product that we can make 
sure we test every now and then. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Beckstoffer, welcome, and please proceed. 
Again, I am going tu ask you tu summarize. As you probably have 
heard, all your statements will be made part of the record in their 
entirety. If you could sum it up in 6 minutes, please. 
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STATEMENT OF W. ANDY BECKSTOFFER, CHAIRMAN AND 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BECKSTOFFER VINEYARDS, 
RUTHERFORD, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. BECKSTOFFER. Thank you very much. I live in St. Helena, 
which is a small agricultural town in the Napa Valley of California, 
and my family grows winegrapes, as you said, and that in your 
terms is a specialty crop. 

We are small farmers, but grapes are a big business. There are 
over 24,000 grape growers in the Nation, and the full economic im
pact of wine and grape products is estimated at over $162 billion. 
Grapes are grown in over 40 States today, and grapes are a signifi
cant part of the specialty crop segment of the U.S. agricultural 
economy. Specialty crops, as Mike says, represent approximately 50 
percent of the farm gate value of total plant agricultural produc
tion. 

We in the winegrape and wine business are very proud of the 
fact that most medical people believe that wine is good for your 
heart. I truly believe and hope that that is true. 

Chairman HARKIN. I believe. 
Mr. BECK8TOFFER. But, for sure, grapes and peaches and pears 

and carrots and lettuce and tomatoes and all fruits and vegetables 
are specialty crops that provide essential nutrition to the American 
people. That is where their real importance is. 

Where I live in the Napa Valley, it is a very well known pre
mium winegrape-growing region. What is not so well known is that 
while some 9 percent of Napa County's land mass is devoted to 
vineyards, over 10 percent of the county's land is protected by some 
sort of open space or agricultural conservation arrangement. Con
servation and environmental sensitivity are hallmarks of our lives 
in the wine country. The increased tax incentives on conservation 
easements which were legislated in 2006 have made a major con
tribution to our abi1ity to conserve these agricultural lands. In our 
smaU va1ley, over 1,650 acres have been put under conservation 
easements since 1960, and over 300 of that has been our lands. 

Senator Baucus here in the Senate and Congressman Thompson 
in the House are now sponsoring legislation to make those incen
tives permanent. These incentives are crucial to ]and conservation. 
They are crucial to keeping small farmers on the farm and ulti
mately crucial for positive climate change. 

In considering my testimony, in the limited time I want to em
phasize three major concerns. 

First, specialty crop b>Towers are generally relatively small farm
ers. Our family is the largest vineyard owner in the Napa Valley 
and the north coast. But on any statistic involving all farms, we 
are very small farmers. This is the case with most specialty crop 
farmers. We are scattered politically and geographically and do not 
have the organization or capacity to compete with the large pro
gram crops for adequate consideration in major legislation, such as 
that involving c1imate change. Without your special indulgence and 
careful consideration, much of the Nation's nutrition engine will 
suffer. 

Second, it has been widely reported that many car dealers have 
opted out of the Cash for Clunkers program because of the heavy 
documentation requirement on their limited staffs. We have simi-
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larly limited staffs. I would hope that the reporting requirements 
of any climate change program would be held to the minimum. 

Third, 1.he USDA's Economic Research Service reports that be
tween the years 1997 and 2002 over 8 million acres of American 
farmland have been lost to agriculture due in good part to urban
ization and economic pressures. In California, our population is es
timated to double in the next 25 years. 

In the Napa Val1ey, some 60 miles from San Francisco, there is 
tremendous urban pressure. 11. is my view that winegrape vine
yards here are the long-term highest and best economic use of the 
land. And for this reason, we have been able to preserve the vine
yards with that urban pressure. This is true in varying degrees in 
a11 agricultural lands near urban areas. These lands in many cases 
are relatively sma11 specialty crop lands. It is widely anticipated 
that Federal and Staie carbon reduction programs will increase 
costs for energy, fertilizer, pest management tools, and other inputs 
such as transportation. If winegrape growers and agriculture are 
not excluded from any carbon emissions cap while being able to re
ceive credits for offsets provided, these unaddressed increased costs 
will result in the loss of an additional increment of agricultural 
lands. 

Further, it is my understanding that agriculture, through plant 
and soil sequestration, has been identified as a priority area for 
cap-and-trade offsets. If the profitability of agriculture is further 
reduced through increased costs and competition from foreign 
wines made with cheap labor with Government supports, that wi11 
serve to limit the availability and expansion of agriculiure as an 
important component of any cap-and-trade program. 

The winegrape quality and standards in the Napa Valley are in 
no immediate danger or short-term danger from climate control ac
tivity. There are some things that are changing, however. For ex
ample, we are experiencing more heat spikes. General1y speaking, 
heat and sunlight bring beneficial effects to grape ripening and ma
turity. We prepare our trellises and canopy management to accept 
and accentuate this. When heat spikes occur, they damage the 
grapes and thus we must prepare our trellises to avoid sunlight 
and heat-in direct contradiction to our major objective of heat and 
sunlight accumulation. 

The nights are geUing warmer. The secret of producing great 
winegrapes involves achieving a chemical balance between sugar, 
acid, and pH. Sugar is accumulated during the day, acid in the cool 
nighttime temperatures, and pH at both times. Climate change is 
increasing our nighttime temperatures, and at this time we have 
no way of knowing the effect on grape balance and quality. We 
greatly need research to show these effects. I understand 1.hat most 
of the carbon sequestration research has been done on annual 
crops. Our vines with a 20- to 40-year life span have a signifi
cantly different carbon footprint, and their relationship to annual 
crops should be analyzed. 

Another area where c1imate change is beginning to affect us is 
pest infestation. The disruption in the ecosystem is producing new 
pests and mutations and vine diseases that we just do not under
stand. This could have a major effect on our ability to limit pes
ticides. 
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Fur reasons of economics, fruit quality, and soil and water con
servation, we have over the past many years drastically reduced 
our tractor usage in the vineyards. We limit irrigation practices for 
reasons of fruit quality, and when we do irrigate, we use effective 
drip irrigation. We make extensive use of cover crops to host bene
ficial insects and limit pesticides as well as reduce tillage to limit 
soil moisture. We--

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Beckstoffer, could you summarize? 
Mr. BECK8TOFFER. OK. We in the grape business have been prac

ticing for a long time, and we just hope that these early practices 
will be recognized in any potential carbon market or offset pro
gram. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beckstoffer can be found on page 

61) in the appendix. l 
Chairman HARKlN. Thank you very much, Mr. Beckstoffer. I am 

sorry. We are just running out of time. 
Next, Mr. Frank Rehermann, Chairman of USA Rice Producers' 

Group, also from California. Welcome, Mr. Rehermann. Please pro
ceed. 

STATEMENT OF FRANK REHERMANN, CHAIRMAN, USA RICE 
PRODUCERS' GROUP, LIVE OAK, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. REHERMANN. Good afternoon, Chairman Harkin, Ranking 
Member Chambliss, and members of the Committee. My name is 
Frank Rehermann, and I am a rice producer from Live Oak, Cali
fornia. Since 1972, my wife and I have produced rice in a family 
partnership which now includes our two sons. I currently serve as 
Chair of the USA Rice Producers' Group, one of four organizations 
which comprise the USA Rice Federation. And, incidentally, Chair
man Harkin, I am proud to say that all 850 acres I farm are en
rolled in the CSP program. 

Chairman HARKIN. Good for you. Thank you. 
Mr. RimEHMANN. The USA Rice Federation is the global advocate 

for all segments of the rice industry. Our multi-billion-dollar indus
try provides jobs and income for a broad and diverse array of peo
ple in the value chain. Beyond our obvious economic and nutri
tional benefits is the fact that we provide winter-flooded habitat fur 
important species of migratory waterfowl and other species. That 
habitat is critical to their very survival. 

Our objections with climate change legislation as recently passed 
by the House lie in the area of increased production costs. Hope
fully, our own Congress will nut approve legislation that will have, 
may have the unfortunate, albeit unintended, consequence of shift
ing rice production to our foreign competitors because we can no 
longer compete. 

The U.S. rice industry is already faced with the importation of 
some 750,000 tons of rice per year from foreign origins, and, there
fore, competing in our own markets has become more difficult. And 
as that happens, the natural consequence uf that would have an ef
fect on the Nation's ability to provide food security. That would be 
placed at further disadvantage. 

We currently have few, if any, opportunities in rice production to 
further sequester or reduce greenhouse gases. However, on a 
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proactive basis, work is newly underway in California to develop 
computer modeling techniques to quantify greenhouse gas emis
sions and, accordingly, to estimate emission responses to possible 
changes in cultural practices. All factors will be evaluated to deter
mine their feasibility. 

However, as of now, we cannot identify a way to offset the in
creases in production costs of rice attributed to H.R. 2454. More
over, the much discussed sludy by Texas A&M demonstrates lhat 
on all rice farms sampled, production costs will go up significantly, 
and that causes our bottom line to reduce significantly and ulti
mately has an effect on equity. 

The American Farm Bureau Federation estimates that just the 
increase in rice production cost per acre could reach as high as 
$153 per acre. Within that margin lies any ability we have to show 
a profit. 

Additionally, we consider il highly unlikely that rice-producing 
countries with whom we compete will impose onerous regulatory 
burdens, as evidenced by historical evaluation. Therefore, we re
spectfully urge the members of this Committee to fully evaluate al
ternative approaches to curbing greenhouse gas emissions and to 
oppose pending or similar climate change legislation. 

We have some suggestions that we would like to make today, but 
in the event that legislation similar to H.R. 2454 is considered in 
this body, we believe lhere are several key provisions which must 
be clearly and explicitly included in the bill to help ensure U.S. ag
riculture is not irreparably injured in the process. 

One, a specific exemption should be included for the agriculture 
sector from the greenhouse gas emission reduclion requirements of 
climate change legislation and the underlying Clean Air Act. 

Second, a definition of "agriculture sector" for the purposes of 
this exemption should be clarified to include production as the path 
from the field through the stage of processing necessary for the 
commodity to be marketed in commercial channels. 

We will need additional funding to accomplish more research by 
USDA and the land grant university system. We need the estab
lishment of a program using the funds and authorities of CCC to 
compensate producers fur their increased input costs. We would 
like to see the establishment of a robust agricultural offset program 
that is flexible and run entirely by the USDA. 

In conclusion, I urge this Commillee lo work and the Senate lo 
postpone consideration of climate change legislation until such time 
that alternative legislative approaches for curbing greenhouse gas 
emissions are developed which do not injure American agriculture. 
If this effort, however, is unsuccessful, we request that this Com
mittee work with other committees of jurisdiction and your Senate 
colleagues to ensure that our recommendations are included in any 
climate change legislation enacted into law. We believe that these 
provisions in the current approach to climate change would he very 
detrimental to the U.S. rice industry. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to present our views. I will 
be glad to answer any questions. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Rehermann can be found on page 
116 in the appendix.J 
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Chairman HARKIN. Wel1, thank you, Mr. Rehermann, for being 
here and thank you for your testimony. 

Now we lurn to Mr. Luke Brubaker of Brubaker Farms of-is it 
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania? 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Mount Joy, right. 
Chairman HARKIN. Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. Welcome, Mr. Bru

baker. Please proceed. I am sorry. I was looking at your folder 
here. 

STATEMENT OF LUKE BRUBAKER, BRUBAKER FARMS, MOUNT 
JOY, PENNSYLVANIA 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Thank you, Chairman Harkin and Ranking 
Member. And I am so disappointed my Pennsylvania Senator just 
left me earlier, and all the rest of the members, I was going to ad
dress lhem, but they have gone. 

Chairman HARKIN. That is all right. 
Mr. BRUBAKER. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to 

speak before you today about the issue of global warming. I do not 
come here today as an expert on global warming, but to tel1 you 
some of the great things that happen on Brubaker Farms, and I 
believe thal we can have an impact on lhe atmosphere and on glob
al warming. 

To begin, I would like to speak with you about Brubaker Farms 
Dairy and dairies in general and how they can profit from the 
product-manure-which, in some cases, is thought of as a liability 
rather than an asset. 

I like to think of myself not just as an environmentalist, bul also 
as a business leader where I can lead in the local community and 
represent dairy farmers on State and national issues. Please refer 
to my short bio which I believe you received. 

Brubaker Farms of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, is owned by my 
wife and myself, in partnership with our two sons, Mike and Tony 
Brubaker. My father purchased lhe farm in 1929 and started the 
operation with eight cows. My brother and I purchased the farm 
in the early 1960's, and at that time it was an animal operation 
that consisted of 18 cows. In the early 1990's, my sons graduated 
from col1ege and wanted to come back to the farm to be a part of 
that operation. At that time, my brother sold his interest in the 
farm to me and my sons, and we entered in lo a formal partnership 
to manage Brubaker Farms. At the time the partnership was 
formed, the Brubaker animal operation consisted of 200 cows. The 
farm now consists of over 800 cows, 600 young stock, and also a 
250,000 bird broiler chicken operation per year. These expansions 
to the operation allow it to provide the necessary income to sustain 
the three families thal now rely on it for their economic well-being. 

We have developed an operation that is both financially stable 
and is an important part of the local economy. We have taken ac
tions to ensure that the site is maintained as a working farm in 
the future through participation in the Pennsylvania Farmland 
Preservation Program. In order to address farm commodity price 
issues, farm expenses, and family financial needs, we are ready lo 
make the necessary business decisions to ensure that the farm will 
continue to be viable into the future. The farm is a family business, 
and the economic viability of the operation is critical in order to 
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allow it to continue to be an effective business well into the future, 
and for it to be an economically sustainable family enterprise. 

The most recent project we have completed is a manure digester. 
We are excited about what this new addition means to our farm 
and to the energy security of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and 
neighboring communities. At the present time, our digester is gen
erating approximately 4 to 5 megawatts of electricity a day. Most 
of the electricity that we generate is sold back to the local electric 
utility company, PP&L. We have the capacity of producing enough 
electricity to supply approximately 150 to 200 homes a day, and 
most of that is closer to 200 homes a day now. 

Key to the methane production is the cows and heifers. The ma
nure flows by push and gravity to a recovery pit where it is 
pumped into a large lagoon of approximately 700,000 gallons and 
where bacteria in the lagoon converts volatile solids in the manure 
into biogas or methane gas. The lagoon is completely covered and 
insulated. The gas flows underground into the generation building 
which houses a large Guascor engine and generator capable of pro
ducing 225 kilowatts. 

Now I would like to speak to some of the advantages of a meth
ane digester: reduces the strain on the PP&L grid; reduces the 
need for electricity produced from fossil fuel power plants; reduces 
pathogens in the digested manure; separates the solids from liquid 
and recycles the solids for bedding; reduces the odor by 75 to 90 
percent after digested; fly larvae are killed by the digester, result
ing in less flies; reduces methane and other greenhouse gases into 
the atmosphere; weed seeds killed in digested manure which in 
turn can reduce chemical use; selling electricity to the local power 
company as renewable energy. 

We are permitted to add food by-products that can be metered 
to the manure which makes extra electricity; possibility of 
partnering with cafeterias to use food scraps added to manure rath
er than land filling which also makes electricity. In turn, this can 
result in a profit to the farmer. 

Methane is one of the potent greenhouse gases. It is 20 to 23 
times more powerful in trapping heat in the atmosphere than car
bon dioxide. We make a profit from the sale of carbon credits to in
dustry or individuals who need or want to offset emissions. 

As a greenhouse gas, methane differs from carbon dioxide in an 
important way. Methane remains a climate change threat in the 
atmosphere for a number of years. 

The reduction in the methane from our digester can lead to a 
slowing of climate change. Use of the manure after it goes through 
the digester is readily available to plants for plant food, which in 
turn helps prevent leaching and a chance for run-off. 

As you know, in this critical time, the dairy farmer has some fi
nancial difficulty. Some of the things we talked about today could 
help the dairy producer. And as a side note, I would be happy to 
offer suggestions or ideas that could help correct the dairy situa
tion. 

I believe that over the next 10 years, environmental and renew
able energy issues are going to be some of the biggest challenges 
for agriculture and farmers. Using State and Federal funding and 
loan assistance for this project and our new solar project to produce 
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electricity fur about 150 homes on the roof of our new heifer barn 
helps Brubaker Farms make our goals a reality. 

I believe investing in projects like 1.hese is good for the future of 
the dairy farmer industry and livestock industry, the economy, the 
environment, and the whole world. 

I will be glad to answer any questions that you might have, and 
thank you again for the opportunity to speak today. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brubaker can be found on page 
71 in the appendix. l 

Chairman HARKlt\. Well, Mr. Brubaker, thank you very much. 
Very stimulating. Very stimulating. 

Now we turn to Mr. Fred Yoder, Past President of the National 
Corn Growers Association, from Plain City, Ohio. Welcome, Mr. 
Yoder. Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF FRED YODER, PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL 
CORN GROWERS ASSOCIATION, PLAIN CITY, OHIO 

Mr. YODER. Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss, it is 
a pleasure to be here. Unfortunately, somebody has tu be last, and 
I guess today I was the last one. I guess I am just lucky. 

Again, my name is Fred Yoder. I grow corn, soybeans and wheat 
near Plain City, Ohio, and I have been an active participant in cli
mate change discussions for many years. In December, I had the 
opportunity to attend and participate in the United Nations World 
Climate Conference in Poland where I was able to discuss the role 
of agriculture in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Also, in addi
tion to being part of NCGA's efforts, I serve on the hoards of nu
merous ad hoc groups, including the 25x25 Carbon Working Group 
and the Ag Carbon Market Working Group here in D.C. 

I feel strongly that agriculture needs to be considered a signifi
cant part of the broader solution as we evaluate ways to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Our Nation's farmers can play a major 
role in the market-based cap-and-trade system through seques
tering carbon on agricultural lands. In fact, numerous economic 
analyses have indicated that a robust offset program will signifi
cantly reduce the costs of a cap-and-trade program for consumers. 

In the near term, greenhouse gas reductions from livestock and 
agricultural conservation practices are the easiest and most readily 
available means of achieving reductions on a meaningful scale. The 
EPA estimates that ag and forestry lands alone can sequester at 
least 20 percent of all annual greenhouse gas emissions in the 
United States. 

Further, agricultural producers have the potential to benefit from 
a properly crafted cap-and-trade system. Given these opportunities, 
ii is critical that any climate change legislation seeks to maximize 
agriculture's participation and ensure greenhouse gas reductions 
while also sustaining a strong farm economy. 

For years, corn growers have adopted conservation practices such 
as no-till or reduced tillage which result in a net benefit of carbon 
stored in the soil. In fact, un my farm, I engage in both no-till and 
reduced tillage. Also, for the past 5 years, I have worked with my 
State association, the Ohio Corn Growers, on a research project 
with Dr. Rattan Lal of the Ohio State University on soil carbon se
questration research. As part of our research, we have on-farm 
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plots at six different locations to study various soils and their car
bon capture capabilities. I have been actively engaged from the be
ginning in defining the research protocols, and this is just one ex
ample of the proactive steps our industry has taken. 

NCGA was pleased with the inclusion of a number of agricultural 
offset provisions during the House negotiations on H.R. 2454. How
ever, we currently have a neutral position on the legislation until 
we finish conducting an economic analysis of the House bill. We ex
pect lo have preliminary results of our study coming in the next 
few weeks, which will better explain the potential cost increases 
and income opportunities for corn production under the American 
Clean Energy and Security Act. We must get this nailed down. 

Perhaps one of the largest unresolved issues in H.R. 2454 is the 
treatment of early actors and the definition of "additionality." Pro
ducers who have taken steps to sequester carbon or other green
house gases should not be at a competitive disadvantage by being 
excluded from selling credits for future offsets that occur as a re
sult of ongoing efforts. The House bill acknowledges this by allow
ing the generation of new carbon credits for producers who initi
ated sequestration practices as early as 2001; however, NCGA does 
not believe that this language is inclusive enough. 

Planting and tillage decisions are made each and every year, and 
there is no guarantee that a producer will decide to continue the 
same practice as the previous season. Each and every crop we grow 
sequesters additional carbon, and Congress should not establish 
policies that offer perverse incentives to producers to discontinue 
their conservation practices. 

To that end, NCGA supports the development of an "avoided 
abandonment" offset credit so that no-till producers can participate 
in a carbon market for their ongoing sequestration activities re
gardless of when that practice began. 

As an aside, the House-passed version of H.R. 2454 also includes 
an important provision related to the Renewable Fuels Standards. 
The House bill prohibits EPA from considering indirect land use 
change when conducting their life cycle analysis for corn-based eth
anol until a peer-reviewed study can be conducted to verify the sci
entific accuracy of the model. 

NCGA disputes recent data that would suggest direct correlation 
between domestic ethanol production and international deforest
ation. The language in the House bill is a step in the right direc
tion toward sound science and a more rational life cycle analysis. 
We would urge that the Senate include the same provision in its 
version of the climate bill. 

In conclusion, it is our hope that we can continue tu work with 
the Senate Agriculture CommiUee to ensure Congress chooses the 
best path for agriculture and rural America. I thank the Committee 
for its time, and I do look forward to your questions. Thank you. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Yoder can be found on page 132 
in the appendix.] 

Chairman HARKIN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Yoder. 
Thank you all. 

I will just start with you, Mr. Yoder, on what you just kind of 
closed on. The whole idea of stackability is one that we have looked 
at, and we will be making, obviously, strong recommendations on 
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that so that a farmer might be able to get CSP-type payments and 
do other things and still get to be able to get offsets for carbon se
questration. That is a li1.Ue hit easier than the early actors. 

Now, the early actors, as you point out, was under 2001, I think 
it is in the House bill. 

Mr. YODER. That is what was in the House bill. 
Chairman HARKIN. But what about the case of the forester we 

had here in an earlier panel we had in July, where he is the third 
generation-I forget. They had 1,000 acres of timber or something 
like that, but they do other kinds of farming, too. Obviously, it has 
been in their family a long time. Obviously, they are sequestering 
carbon. If he cuts down all those trees and plants new ones, he gets 
to sell offsets. If he does not, he gets nothing. So I think that whole 
thing has to be addressed because that is a pretty permanent prac
tice lo have timber like Senator Lugar has on his farm. So both of 
those, you raise those issues, and they are very important issues 
to us. 

Mr. Brubaker, very stimulating, what you are doing there. I 
guess the <1uestion I would have is: How have your neighbors in 
Lancaster County who also raise livestock, how have they reacted 
to the addition of a methane digester to your operation? There are 
other dairy farmers around you. 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Right. There are many dairy farmers. If Lan
caster County was a State, we would be, I think, about number 11, 
maybe number 12 now. If just Lancaster County was a State, for 
the number of dairy cows, we would be about number 11 in the 
United States. So, yes, there are a lot of dairy farmers around, and 
we are getting a lot of interest in building methane digesters. They 
are coming from Vermont. They are coming from Minnesota. They 
are coming to look at our digester. And we are not the only digester 
in the United States. Do not misunderstand me. I think there are 
about llO digesters, give or take, in the United States. But we just 
built this probably about 2 years ago-well, about a year and a half 
ago we built it. We started thinking of this in about 2006. I guess 
that was when milk prices were a little weak then, and we 
thought, "We have got to find another profit." And we decided it 
would be a profit coming from the back end of the cow, and so we 
decided to build a methane digester, which we are getting so much 
interest in. Our power company in Pennsylvania is paying us a 
good price for electricity, and that is what I hear around the coun
try, that power companies are not paying a good price for elec
tricity. They are paying us a good price for electricity, and we are 
selling carbon credits, and it is a win-win situation. 

So that answers some of your question. 
Chairman HARKIN. I assume you are just running the methane 

through, what, kind of an engine or something that is turning, a 
generator? Is that the way you are doing it'? 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Yes. If you look on the back side of the paper 
that I-that is actually the picture of the digester right there. And 
from that digester there, you will see over there at the far left, 
there is some piping that runs about a 6-inch pipe over into an en
gine room, which runs a big, almost a 400-horsepower Guascor en
gine, which runs a generator, which we are selling the electricity 
right onto the grid. 
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Chairman HARKIN. Is this economically viable to do something 
like this? Can you actually make money on something like this? 

Mr. BRUBAKER. Well, yes, we are making money on il, and lhat 
is why people are looking at it. We did have-in about 2006, Gov
ernor Rendell was out to the farm for a meeting, myself and my 
two sons and the two Secretaries of Agriculture. We took a little 
trip after the talk, and we sat him beside the manure pit, and we 
told him what we want to do. He did some writing and said he 
wants to look into this situation. ll was nol 1.oo long until Pennsyl
vania had a Harvest grant. We got a Harvest grant, and we also 
got a grant from USDA which made it work for us to take the risk 
to build a digester, which it cost about a million and a quarter to 
do. But if everything goes well, the way we are producing, we are 
way above expectations on producing electricity, and we should pay 
ii off in a lo 4 years. And if we would not have had the grants, 
I believe we could have paid it off-could pay it off in, to be con
servative, 8 to 10 years. 

Chairman HARKIN. Mr. Rehermann, again, one of the benefits of 
having you here is, again, to high light the fact that different parts 
of agriculture do not fare as well under the proposed legislation, 
and one of 1.hose thal has come lo our attention are the rice farm
ers. 

I have heard mention of methods to reduce methane emissions 
from rice farming. I guess that comes from the straw or something? 
I do not understand that. But are there any kind of practices like 
that that would be viable as an offset practice for rice farmers? 

Mr. R.!i:HERMANK. For approximately, Mr. Chairman, 1.he lasl ;{() 
years, we have investigated methods by which we can rid ourselves 
of our straw, which yields about 3 ton per acre, a good rice crop. 
We have sought alternative uses, and to date, we have no feasible, 
large-scale alternative use for rice straw. And so most of it is incor
porated into the soil. Certainly that leads to methane gas produc
tion. 

We continue that plight. We continue to search, but we have no 
real evidence that we are going to be able to sequester or reduce 
the emissions any more than we do. 

We irrigate. We are under constant irrigation. We use a fairly 
high amount of nitrogen. We ti11 the soil. Our soils are heavy clay 
and not well drained. All those things lead to lhe emission. 

Chairman HAl{KlN. Again, it is a balancing here that we are try
ing to do here. There have been, obviously, a lot-well, I have gone 
over my time. I am sorry. I was not paying attention to the clock. 
I will finish there, and if I have a follow-up, I wiH follow up later. 

Senator Chambliss? 
Senator CHAMBLI88. Well, gentlemen, thanks for your testimony 

here today. Mr. Yoder, always good to see you. 
We have talked about the study that Texas A&M did that has 

just been released in which there is a very distinct difference in 
farmers who would prosper from this versus farmers who would 
struggle from it. We heard some of that from you folks here. 

We have gol 1.o develop a policy lhat hopefully will benefit all 
farmers and ranchers across America and not just a policy that is 
going to-in this case, as the Texas A&M study showed, would par
ticularly benefit Midwest farmers and corn and soybean farmers. 
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Do you have any advance understanding of what your study is 
going to show with respect to this particular piece of legislation 
and its effect on corn that may be grown in Georgia or North Caro
lina versus corn that may be grown in the Midwest? 

Mr. YODER. Well, I cannot really say for sure what the study that 
we are doing right now will say, but I will say this: With our work 
in Ohio with Dr. Lal from Ohio State, there is a definite difference 
in soil's ability to sequester carbon. Su there will be some dif
ferences across the country. It is not going to he one size fits all. 
In fact, if Senator Johanns was here, in the sandy soils of Ne
braska it would be virtually impossible to generate a credit from 
soil sequestration because of the sandy soil, the lack of organic 
matter. 

However, the study that you are referring to from Texas A&M 
really only looked at two types of offsets, and that was no-till se
questration and also methane digesters. And so it was really kind 
of narrow in scope. 

The other thing, too, that we have to consider is that in the Wax
man-Markey bill there were 13 different projects that they listed 
as projects for agriculture tu participate, and it is much broader 
than just no-till sequestration or methane digesters. For instance, 
raising a cover crop or reducing the amount of water that you irri
gate with, with maybe some varieties that take less water, reduc
ing nitrogen use and things like that. 

So I think the thing we have to do in order to make this work 
for all of agriculture is to come up with scientifically based 
verifiable pr~jects that we can do clear across the United States 
and not put one part, like Georgia, at a disadvantage compared to 
an Iowa or something like that. I think we have the science to do 
this, but I think it is important for your Committee to really work 
on broadening this and making sure that we have some science
based projects that everyone can participate in and not just a few. 

Senator CHJ\MBLI88. All of the testimony thus far that we have 
heard indicates very strongly that we are going to see a rise in 
input costs. Apparently, nobody is in disagreement with that, 
whether it is nitrogen or petroleum or whatever it may be. So in 
order to continue to generate a profit from a corn-growing stand
point, obviously you are going tu have to get a higher price for it, 
which we all assume that would be a likely scenario. Otherwise, as 
the Texas A&M study showed, the only way you are going to see 
corn and soybeans prosper is for acreage to come out of production, 
which means farmers going out of business. 

Mr. Brubaker, if that scenario does play out and we see a signifi
cant increase in corn prices-we have heard testimony that we are 
going to have an increase in electric prices, we are going to have 
an increase in the other feedstuffs that you use in your production. 
With the dairy market in very tough times right now, what is that 
going to do to your operation? 

Mr. BRURAKF.R. Well, maybe we are in a better position than 
some, but I want to try tu look at it as the whole picture of dairy 
and livestock producers. Maybe one thing you could do would be if 
a farmer participates in the carbon sequence in one way or an
other, that you would offset his expenses, his fuel expenses or 
something like that, if that is going to raise fuel and electric costs. 
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I am just trying to think of something that would offset it. Exempt 
that farmer if he participates in the program, offset his fuel prices, 
electric prices, or doing something like that. Maybe that is an op
poriunily, or maybe thal is an encouragement. 

Senator CHAMRLTSS. Well, we are in an atmosphere, unfortu
nately, that rather than increasing subsidies, we keep getting shot 
at from the standpoint of decreasing subsidies. And it makes it 
preUy difficult. 

Frank, good to see you as always, too. Thanks for being here. The 
Texas A&M study as well as other studies have shown that rice 
farmers are not going to fare too well for the reasons that you enu
merated. Whal is this going to do lo you and lhe international mar
ket? If the United States forges ahead with a cap-and-trade pro
gram, where are rice growers in this country going to be from a 
global market standpoint? 

Mr. R.!i:HERMANN. Senator Chambliss, we cannot help bul he se
verely disadvantaged by that if we lose our ability to compete in 
that global marketplace, and we are constantly being reminded 
that in order to effectively compete, we have to be a lower-cost pro
ducer than trending higher. We have had the same impacts on our 
input costs, the energy-related input costs that every other busi
ness in the United States has had. The principal difference, as you 
know, is that we cannot pass those costs along to the consumer. 

So I peril to think of the disadvantage we are going to be in the 
export market. We are having a more and more difficult time, as 
I mentioned, competing against imports into this country. 

Senator CHAMllLlSS. Well, and I know some of the difficulties you 
are experiencing now. The lasl couple of years have been pretty 
tough years in the rice industry from a global competition stand
point. And if we are looking at increasing your input costs without 
seeing a collateral increase in prices, are we going to see more and 
more rice growers go by the wayside? 

Mr. R1mRRMANI\". I fear that in this country you will. I think that 
the people who will benefit will be the growers in the countries 
that do not implement such onerous regulations, our competing na
tions-Vietnam, Thailand, Burma. If China and India export, we 
have big trouble there. I du not look for them tu lead the way in 
climate change initiatives. 

Senator CHAMllLISS. Mr. Beckstoffer, I am particularly interested 
in how a small California winegrape grower can provide offsets 
under this cap-and-trade program. Can you tell us what emission 
reduction or carbon sequestration activities winegrape growers are 
doing now and what they can do under an offset program? And I 
apologize. We jusl do nol grow a lol of grapes over our way. A lot 
of muscadines, but not grapes, are used extensively in the manu
facture of wines. So educate us a little bit about what you are doing 
and what can be done. 

Mr. BEC.K."'lTOI<'1''ER. We do nol plant grapes bul once every 40 
years, so that we do nut do new things that often. Su as many of 
the people on this panel have said, if our early practices where we 
sequester carbon every year based on what is already in the btround 
is not give credits, we are not going to get many credits, because 
we simply do not do that. 
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What we do fur reasons of grape quality, if you will, and soil con
servation is that we-we are very worried about compaction and 
things of 1.hat sort, so we do not drive tractors thal much. We are 
worried about pesticides, so we grow cover crops so we can host 
beneficial insects and things of that sort. We use drip irrigation so 
we do not use a lot of enerb')' to irrigate. But all of those are prac
tices that we do every year, and so somehow or another, we must 
get credit for the photosynthesis and for the carbon sequestration 
we do wilh our normal business practices, and lhat for plants 1.hat 
are planted every 40 years, as Mike Thompson was saying, we do 
this precision ripping, and that cuts down on tractor usage. It cuts 
down on carbon because you are actively-you are turning the soil. 

But we started that because the rocks were really big and it cost 
a lot of money tu move those rocks. But most of the things we du 
for wine quality and for soil conservation are things 1.hat would 
help climate control, plant and carbon sequestration. But you have 
got to give us credit for what we do every year, or we are not going 
to get much benefit. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. All right. Mr. Chairman, I think that is all 
I have right now. Thank you very much, gentlemen. 

Chairman HARKIK. I have another one to ask Mr. Becksioffer, 
and that is, it seems to me that you are in a unique position. Your 
vines are long-term type, carbon sequestration, 30, 40 years on 
some of these vines. Do I assume that you also-do you do any 
kind of cover crop in between your vines and stuff like that? 

Mr. BF.CKSTOFFF.R. Yes, we do, and we do that-what we do is 
we do it to dry oul the soil. We plant lhe kind of crops thal would 
dry the soil in the spring and then would go away when the plant 
needs the soil in the rest of the summer, because in California we 
get rain from November to March and not any time in between 
that. But our vineyards are-there is a cover crop between the 
rows that we mow and we du nut turn the soil anymore. We mow 
ii, and we mow it only, say, once a year because the kind of crops 
we do die in the summertime because we do not want to use the 
soil-we do not want them taking up our soil moisture. 

But if you would look at a vineyard, you would see-we plant 
over 1,000, 1,200 vines per acre, so that is very intense in terms 
of the green foliage there, which is the photosynthesis. But the 
ground much of the year is green as well. 

Chairman HAI{KIN. Well, thank you all very much. I just have to 
respond to my friend from Georgia here on this issue of the in
creased input costs and the increased price for feed for our dairy 
farmers or hog farmers or cattle farmers. 

Senator Thune and I just had a hearing out in Sioux City here 
a week or so ago on energy, basically hiofuels, and il was staled 
there by not only growers but some of the representatives of our 
big seed manufacturers that 300 bushels per acre of corn is not too 
far in the distance. In fact, I think it was-let me see. It was Du
Pont or the other one, Monsanto-I forget which one-which they 
predict that by 2020-they did not predict. They said it is certain 
that we will have a 40-percent increase in lhe productivity of corn 
per acre in this country. And that is not even taking into account 
some of the genetic research that is going on now, in corn espe
cially. I am probably particular to corn because of Iowa, but corn 
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where they are developing strains of corn that use less water, that 
can grow in different parts of the world with less water. Some of 
ii may even he hrackish-1.ype water 1.hat 1.he plant can utilized 
like-I always point out there are some plants that produce fruit 
or something that use sea water, but they have a gene in there 
that says, "Salt, you stay here, and we will take the fresh water." 
And they are finding that-like coconuts being, of course, the most 
obvious one. So if you can find those kinds of genes that we could 
help introduce, then we could grow corn in a lot of different areas 
that we are not growing it now. 

So we are going to have-I am told it was Monsanto who said 
that we will have 300 bushels by 2030. Pioneer said we would have 
a 40-percent increase in 10 years, so that is basically equivalent 
from both of them. So there is a lot of-we are going to produce 
a lot more corn per acre in the future. And that is good. That is 
very good for all of us. So I do not think we have reached the limits 
of our research yet on those areas. 

Well, thank you all very much; this has been very helpful to us, 
all your testimony. Rest assured we are trying to figure out how 
we can give the best information possible to the other committees 
when they bring this up-sometime, I do not know when, maybe 
this fall. 

Thank you all very much, the Committee will stand adjourned. 
L Whereupon, at 1:06 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.J 
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S~NATf COMMll"TH ON AGRICUlTUR[, NUTRITiON & FOR~~TRY 
Global Warming legislation; Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading Regulation Under a Cap and 
Trade System 
Wednesday, September9, 2009 - lO:OOa.m. 
216 Hart Senate Office Building 
Opening Statement-Senator Kirsten Gillibrand 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and thank you for holding this important hearing. 

Thank you also to the witnesses here today to help us understand the market we will be creating under 
this bill. Understanding how this legislation will impact, manufacturers, farmers, and energy producers 
who wilt depend on this market is critical for ensuring its success. 

I would also like to particularly thank Chairman Gensler for his work and attention on this issue. He 
brings a wealth of experience to this issue and has been coMistently generous with his time and energy 
in helping to analyze this new market. 

I believe that reducing the emissions that ca use global warming is a critical goal for environmental and 
national security reasons. But I also believe that a cap and trade system, setting our country clearly on a 
path awav from fossil fuels, provides our country and the State of New York with strong economic 
opportunities. If we move swiftly to seize them. we can foel our economy for decades 10 come. 

Today. and over the weeks and months to come, I am going to continue to listen carefully 10 concerns 
from farmers and businesses and work to ensure I hat all New York industries thrive under a new cap 
and trade system. 

In recent months, New York has suffered with the traumatic repercussions of last fall's financial crisis. 
As the global home of finance, New York has lost tens of thousands of jobs and billions in income as a 
result of financial collapse. 

A cap and trade system arid the well-regulated trading and financing of carbon and carbon offsets offer 
a much-needed growth opportunity for New York's financial sector. 

According to some estimates. carbon is expected to rapidly become the world's largest commodities 
market ii the United States enacts cap and trade legislation and, like 1>ther commodities users, 
companies using carbon permits will depend on ttie financial sector to provide liquidity in the market 
and manage risk. 

The finanda I sector will also play a critical role in financing clean energy investments and fueling 
innovation. firms looking to reduce their carbon footprint will depend on the financial sector to pro~ide 

them the nE.'cessary capital. farmers looking 10 sell carbon offsets will also depend on 1he finaricial 
sector to fund the new practices tllat can sequester carbon and reduce global warming. 

Our success in combating climate change will in large part depend on our ability to fund carbon 
reduction projects. To be successful. we must create a quality regulalory regime for carbon that instills 
confidence in potential investors around the globe and protects American farmers and corisumers. 
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We need to empower regulators to take action to control t-xcessive speculation and market 
manipulation to prevent unnt-cessary spikes in the price of carbon permits. We must require 
transparency in the marketplace and provide regulators the tools to take <1cticm to ensure a smooth
functioning market. 

At the same time we need to create a regulatorv regime witn sufficient flexibility to allow businesses to 
develop new technologies and make long term investments. 

Firms looking to make these types of investments need to be able to manage their carbon risk over the 
long-term in a way that standardiled products may not allow. Similarly, the offaet projects that we must 
encourage our nations farmers to embark on may require highly customized finandal products. 

To achieve both these goals we must also bring real regulation to the market for customized products. 
This will mean creating new transparency requirements, so regulators and the public can monitor risks 
being taken. arid pricing such transactions to reflect their higher risk. 

We should also work to integrate our efforts into broader reforms of the derivatives market. to ensure a 
fair playing field and prevent opportunities for market manipulation or arbitrage. In doing so we need 
to take advantage of new arid innovative techniques that will reduce the costs of trading and improve 
the ability of compliance entities to manage their risk. 

Finally, we must act quickly to sei2e this opportunity. Across the globe, other countries have begun to 
take steps towards establishing a robust carbon market. The European Union has established a market 
worth more than $90 billion. Other countries - including China - have taken significant steps towards 
building the infrastructure to take advantage of carbon trading. · 

To ensure the ecoriomic and environmental success of cap and trade, we must harness the resources of 
the firoancial sector to help make the investments we need to ensure a clean energy future. 

The financial sector is just one important sector of New York's economy that wm benefit from a cap and 
trade regime. New York is also one of the nation's teadirig agriculture and forestry states with a diverse 
output ranging from wine grapes and dairy products to maple syr1.1p, timber ;md apples. 

~ailur" to i>ct on dimate change could le.ld to devastating rt>sults for New York's farmers, who produce 
billions of dollars worth of products that nourish our families and construct our homes. 

A change ill temperature of even a few degrees will greatly impact the temperamental crop of New 
York's grape producers. The e~panding geographical range of invasive species such as the Emerald Ash 
Borer poses unprecedented risks for New York's 18.5 million acres of forestland. Our coastal regions are 
under threat of increased flooding and our water-rich inland regions could very welt see drought. 

In addition to protecting the long-term viability of the agriculture industry in New York State and 
throughout the nation, this legislation also promises the opportunity to realize a new revenue stream to 

help our farmers. This is especially important in a state like New York, where small, family-owned, 
specialty crop producers do not typically receive the same level of public support as farmers in other 
parts of the country. 
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Investments in methane digestcrs, non-food based biofuels and other methods of alternative energy 
generation promise to provide a new direction of growth for New York's agriculture and forestry 
i::iroducers and their communities. In addition to reducing our reliance on foreign oil and cutting US 
greenhouse gas emissions, a growth in the clean energy sectors will provide thousands of good jobs to 
ensure the continuing viability of our rural communities. 

I will conti11ue to work with my colleagues to ensure that New York's specialty crop producers and small 
forest owners are included in any discussions about offset programs. Many of the producers have been 
participating in voluntary initiatives and other good land management practices for many years. These 
i !ldividuals are irmovators and pioneers, who should not be forgotten when we begin discussing 
incentives. 

I would Ollte again like to thank the panelists for taking the time today to come and discuss these very 
important issues with the committee today. I look forward to working with you as !his legislation moves 
forward. 
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Semttor Churk Grassley 
Statement 

Global Warming L.cglsl11tion: Agricullural Producer Perspectives and Trading 
Regulation Under a Cap and Trade Sysrem 

Septf'mber 9, 2009; lO:OOam 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member Chambliss for calling this second hearing of the 
Commitlce on climate change. I think it's critical tha1 all views and facts get reviewed by this 
Committee before we move forward on any legislation. 

l also want to make a special welcome to David Miller of the Iowa Farm Bureau who will be on 
the panel following Mr. Gensler. Thank you for being with us today. 

It's especially imponanl that we hear directly from producers at the grass roots. Just last week 
we saw the positive impression 1hat can he left on federal officials when the EPA accepted my 
invitation and visited Iowa. 

The EPA officials heard straight from the mouths of fanners the impact that rules and regulations 
made by the agency can have on families and their livelihoods. 

The stakeholders shared wagonloads of information, stalistics, and real life examples that helped 
the group understand and learn the issues at the fam1 level. The EPA asked a lot of questions, 
appeared to take the message from our family farmers to heart, and promised further dialogue 
with our producers and stakeholders. 

I hop~ this same process resonates with our committee members and the producers today. I like 
to think of fanners and ranchers a.~ the original environmentalist~ of our country. 

Farmers know that if they don't take care of our natural resources, their land and livestock will 
not be productive and their greatest resource will be destroyed. 

I think farmers would be the tirsl to endorse a realistic approach to concerns about the climate. 

Ilut if we ask our fanncrs to take on overly burdensome expenses. for an exercise that doesn't 
include an international agreement, we would he asking them to put themselves at an economic 
disadvantage to the resl of the world for no real envirorunental gain. 

I look forward to heating from all of our witnesses today about the benefits to farmers in climate 
change legislation, but also the real and serious challenges it poses for rural America and your 
recommendations to address those i5sues 11s the Senate moves forward on climate change 
legislation. 
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SENATOR THUNE'S OPENING STATEMENT: 

I would like to thank the Chairman and Ranking Member 
for holding today's hearing. I'd also like to thank the 
panels of witnesses for their thoughtful testimony. 

Over the coming months, the United States Senate will 
likely consider legislation aimed at curbing greenhouse 
gas emissions, primarily carbon dioxide. 

Such a biU will have a dramatic impact on virtually every 
part of our economy. 

In particular, agriculture, which is an energy intensive 
industry, will be greatly impacted by this legislation. 

It is the responsibility of this committee to determine if 
America's farmers and ranchers will experience a net gain 
or net cost under a future cap and trade system. 

Without question, ALL producers wi11 experience 
increased input costs. The cost of diesel fuel, gasoline, 
electricity, and fertilizer will increase at time when our 
agriculture producers can least afford it. 

However, some producers may be able to benefit from 
planting trees or practicing conservation management 
activities. 
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Who will bear the costs and who will reap the benefits are 
all but settled questions this committee must address. 

Additionally, the Senate Agriculture Committee must 
ensure that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
is prepared to take on the additional burden of regulating 
what some are predicting to be a multi-tri11ion carbon 
market. 

What responsibilities should be assigned to the CFTC? 
What have we learned from the recent financial crisis in 
the derivatives market? Will the CFTC be prepared for 
such a historic task in just a few short years? 

These are all answers that must be addressed by this 
committee the near future. 

Additionally, I am hopeful that this conunittee will take 
this opportunity to address other issues impacting our 
agriculture producers and our renewable fuels industry; 

I believe Congress must act this year to expand the 
definition of renewable biomass to include federal 
forestlands and additional private forestlands. 
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I also believe we should work to address the troubling 
consequences of indirect land use change calculations in 
the expanded renewable fuels standard. This was a failed 
experiment that should be eliminated as soon as possible. 
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Testimony of W. Andrew Bec:kstoffer before the 

Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition and Forestry 

September 9, 2009 

My name is Andrew Beckstoffer. I live in St. Heler1a. a small agricultural town in the N;ipa Valley of 

California. Our family farms winegrapes, a spedalty crop. Thank you so very much for the opportunity 

to IE.'stify before this distinguished Committee of the United States Ser1ate regarding climate charige. 

Tnere are almost 24,000 grapE.' growers in the United'States. The full economic impact of US wine, 

grapes, and grape products on the American economy is estimated at $162 billion. Grapes are the 

highest value fruit crop in the nation and the sixth largest crop overall. Grapes are grown in more than 

40 states, and they account for about 30% of the value of all fruits grown in the United States. Grapes 

are a significant part of the Specialty Crop segment of the U.S. Agricultural economy. Specialty Crops 

represent approximately 50% of the farm gate value of total plant agricultural productioo while 

occupying only about 3% of the nation's harvested cropland. 

It is widely documented by medical journals that wine is good for your neart. I truly hope that is so. 

For sure. grapes. peaches. pears. carrots, lettuce, tomatoes, and all fruits and vegetables are specialty 

crops that provide essential nutrition to the American people. That is where their real importance lies. 

The Napa Valley is widely known as a premium winegrape growing region. What is not so widely 

known is while some 9% of Napa Courttv's land rnass is devoted to vineyards. over 10% of the county's 

land is protected by some sort of open space conservation arrangement. Conservation and 

envirortmental sensitivity are hallmarks of our lives in the wine region. Tile increased tax incentives on 

conservation easements that Congress provided in the 2006 legislation has made a major contribution 

to our ability to conserve agricultural lands. In our small valley, over 1,650 acres have bee-n placed 

under Conservation Easements since 2006, including 330 of our own. These are major incentives 

which expire this year. I hope that you will extend them beyond 2009. 

'NAe 9/'$/C9 
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Something else beyond nutrition and conservation is important to me. President John l<ennedy said 

that any generation will be less known for the wars they won than for their contribution to the cultural 

heritage. Over the past 30 years California's fine wines have equaled in quality and often e~ceeded th~ 

finest wines of Europe in critical tastings. The world must now consider the American contribution to 

this cultural arena along with our technical, economic and military might. Winegrapes are a Specialty 

Crop with unique national significance. 

In considering my testimony before you today I was struck by four major concerns. 

FIRST, in the most recent National Farm Bill, Specialty Crop concerns received S3 billion, just one 

percent of the $289 billion approval. Specialty crops represent the most agricultural worker jobs, and 

produce much of America's nutrition. Somehow, considering the vast economic and nutritional value 

of specialty crops, I do not feel that they got a fair share in the Farm Bill. My point here is not to revisit 

the Farm Bill but to urge that Specialty Crops receive fair consideration as you enact Climate Change 

legislation. 

SECOND, Specially Crops growers are generally relatively small farmers. Our family is the largest family 

vineyard owner in th.e Napa Valley and on the North Coast of California. In tot<1I acreage we list behind 

only two large international wineries. On any statistic involving all farms, however. we are small 

farmers. That is the case with most Specialty Crop producers. We are scattered politically and 

geographically and do not have the organization or capacity to compete with the large program crops 

for adeqvatc consideration in major IP.gislation, such as that involving Climate Change. Without your 

special indulgence and careful consideration, much of this nation's nutrition engine will suffer. 

THIRD, it has been widely reported that many car dealers have opted out of the "Cash for Clunkers" 

program because of the heavy documentation requirement on their limited staffs. We have a similarly 

limited staff. I would hope that the reporting requirements of any Climate change program would be 

held to the minimum . 

• ,.89/9/09 
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FOURTH, USDA's Economic Research Service reports that between the years 1997 and 2002 some 8 

million acres of America's farmland have been lost to agriculture due in good part to urbanization and 

economic pressures. In California, our population of 3 7 million is estimated to double in 15 years to 70 

million people. This is nearly Z5% ofthe entire population of our country today! In that short period of 

time, it is reported that California could lose as much land to development as we did from the gold 

wsh of 1849 to the year 2000! 

In the beautilllf Napa Valley, some 60 miles from San Francisco, there is tremendous urban pressure. It 

is my view that winegrape vineyards here are the long-term highest and best economic use of the land. 

For that reason we have been able to preserve our vineyard lands. This is true in varying degrees in all 

agricultural lands near urban areas. These lands in many cases are relatively small Specialty Crop 

lands. It is widely anticipated that state and federal carbon reduction programs will increase costs for 

energy. feriilizer, pest management tools and other inputs as well as transportation. If winegrape 

growers and agriculture are not excluded from any carbo11 emissions cap while being able to receive 

credits for offsets provided, these unaddressed increased costs will result in the loss of an additio11al 

increment of agricultural rands. 

Further, it is my understanding that agriculture, through plant and soil sequestration, has been 

identified as a priority area for "cap and trade" offsets. lf the profitability of agriculture is further 

decreased through increased costs and competition from foreign wines made with cheap labor and 

government supports, that will serve to limit the availability and expansion of agriculture as an 

important component of any "cap and trade" program. 

Tile winegrape quality and standards in tile Napa valley are in no immediate or short-term danger 

from Climate Control activity. Certainly regional statistics on average degree days do not tell the Napa 

Valley story. For example, 1988 and 2005 were two of the warmest years on record in California. 

Because of the influence of the fog brought on by our proximity to the San francis'o Bay and the coast, 

these were two of the coolest growing seasons in the Napa Valley. This does not mean that we are 

not being affected or that there will be no long·term effect. We deal in vintage years, each of which 
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seems to be different. However, something is ch;mging overall. 

For example, we are experiencing more heat spikes. Generally ~peaking, heat and sunlight bring 

beneficial effects to grape ripening and maturity. We prepare our trellises and canopy management to 

accept and accentuate this. When heat spikes occur, they damage the grapes, and thus we must 

prepare our trellises to avoid sunlight and heat-in direct contradiction to our main objective of heat 

and sunlight accumulation. 

The nights are getting warmer. The secret of producing great winegrapes involves achieving a chemical 

balance between sugar, acid, and pH. Sugar is accumulated during the sunlight hours, acid by the cool 

nighttime temperatures, and pH at both times. Climate change is increasing our nighttime 

temperatures, which at this time has an unknown effect on grape balance and quality. We need 

research to show these effects and the interaction of our different vineyard management systems. 

understand that much of the carbon sequestration research has been done on annual crops. Our vines 

with a 20 to 40 year lifespan have a significantly diFferent carbon footprint, and their relationship to 

annual crops should be analyzed. 

Another area where Climate change is beginning to affect us is pest infestation. The disruption in the 

ecosystem is producing new pests and mutations and vine diseases that we do not yet understand. 

This could have a major effect on our ability to limit pesticides. 

For reasons of economics, fruit quality. and soil and water conservation. we have. over the past many 

years, drastically reduced our tractor usage in the vineyards. In the 1980s Napa Valley vineyards were 

infested with a devastating root disease. In the 1990s we replanted almost the entire valley with new 

vines and techniques designed to improve grape quality, reduce vine and soil manipulation, and 

improve conservation of natural resources. At Beckstoffer Vineyards we use only about 50 pounds per 

acre of nitrogen fertilizer per year. This is far less than most crops. We limit our irrigation practices 

for reasons of fruit quality and use efficient drip irrigation when we do irrigate. We make eitensive 

use of cover crops to host beneficial insects and limit pesticides as well as reduce tillage to limit 

WAB fJ/?/C9 
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moisture evaporation. We in the winegrape business he1ve for many years been adapting practices that 

sequester carbon. l-lopefully. these early practices will be recognized in any potential carbon market or 

offset program. 

Most of what we have been doing and currently do to reduce greenhouse gases is done to achieve fruit 

ciu;ility, to improve soil and water conservation. and for economic reasons. Only a very foolish rarmer, 

without consideration of future generations, would not seek to save his soil and his water. As concem 

for Climate Change intensifies, our adhererices to those practites and our rnriosity about how to 

improve them increases. 

California winegrape growers are national leaders in utilizing and promoting sustainable practices. 

We at Beckstofler Vineyards have participated along with 1,500 other growers representing 68.3% of 

the total 523,000 California winegrape acres in the California Sustainable Winegrowing program. This 

program provides self assessment of sustainable practices that are environmentally sound. socially 

acceptable and economically feasible, and offers concrete suggestions of how to improve. We are also 

in the process of converting two-thirds of our vineyard acreage to Certified Organic status. 

Finally, it is my belief that we as Americ;ins made great progress in the 20'" Century. Amazing things 

were done in the fields of transportation, communications, armament. technology and agriculture. We 

should be congratulated! But in doing so, in many cases, we dried up or polluted our water. eroded 

our soils, and fouled our air. 

Your hearings today are an obvious recognition of these facts. In the 21" Century we must continue to 

make progress, but preservation, conservation and environmental sensitivity must be a new 

requirement. We in the winegrape business are anxious to play under those rules. Given our scattered 

political voice and historic small share of economic and policy incentives. however, we do need your 

careful consideration and indulgence as you prepare a policy for Climate Change. I thank you again for 

WAD 9i~/09 
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allowing me to testify today, and for your interest in the winegrape industry. I look forward to your 

help in allowing us to sustain our contribution to the national health and welfore. 

w.,. 919/09 
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PRODUCER PERSPECTIVES 
AS THEY RELATE TO DAIRY FAR'\tS 

A!liD 
GLOBAL WARMING 

Chairma11 Harkin, Senator Casey and Agriculture Committee Members: 

I want to thank you for the opportunity to speak before you today about the issue of 

global wanning. I do not come here today as an experi on global wanning, but to tell you some 

of the great things that happen on Brubaker Fanns, and that I believe we can have an impact on 

the atmosphere and global wanning. 

To begin, I would like to speak with you about Rrubaker fanns Dairy and dairies in 

general and how they can profit from the product (manure), which, in some cases. is thought of 

as a liability rather than an asset. 

I like to think of myself not just as an environmentalist. hut also as a business leader 

where l can lead in lhe local community and rcprt:8tmt dairy fam1ers on state a11d national issues. 

Please refer to rny shon bio which I believe you received. 

Brubaker Fam1s of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, is owned by my wife and me, in 

partnership with our two sons, Mike and Tony. My father purchased the fann in 1929 and 

staricd the operation with eight (8) cows. My brother and I purchased the farm from our father 

in the early 60's. at which time the animal operation consisted of 18 cows. In the early 90's, my 

two sons graduated from college and wanted to come back to the farm lo be a part of the 

operation. At that time, my brother sold his interest in the farm to me and my son.~. and we 

entered in to a fonnal partne~hip to manage Brubaker Farms. At the time the partnership was 

fonncd. the Brubaker animal operalion consisted of200 cows. The fann now has over 800 

cow.s, 600 young stock. and abo a 250,000 birJ broiler chicken operation per year. These 

expansions to lhe operation allow it to provide the necessary income to sustain !he three fann 

familic~ that now rely on it for their economic well-being. 

We have developed an operation that is both financially stable and is an important part of 

the local economy. We have taken actions to ensure that the site is maintained as a working fann 

in the future through panicipation in the Pennsylvania Fannland Pn:servation Program. In order 

to address fann commodity ptice issues. fam1 expenses, and family financial needs, we are ready 
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to make the necessary business decisions to ensure that lhe farm will continue to be 

economically viable in the future. The farm is our family business and the economic viability of 

the operation is critical in order to allow it to continue to be an clTcctive business well in the 

future, and for it to be an economically sustainable family enterprise. 

The most recent projecl we have completed is a manure digester. We arc excited about 

what this new addition means to our farm and to the energy security of Lancaster County, 

Pennsylvania and neighboring community. At the present time, our digester is generating 

approximately 4-5 mw (megawatts) of electricity a day. Most oflhe electricity that we generate 

is being sold back to the local elccltic utility company, PPL We have the capability of 

producing enough electricity to supply approximately 150-200 homes a day. 

Key to the methane production is the cows and heifers. The manure flows by push and 

gravity to a recovery pit where it is pumped into a large lagoon of approximately 700 thousand 

gallons and where bacteria in the lagoon converts volatile solids in the manure into biogas or 

methane gas. The lagoon is completely covered and insulated. The gas flows underground into 

the generation building which houses a large Guascor engine and gencr.1tor capable of producing 

225 kw (kilowatts). 

Now, I would like to speak co some of the advantages of a methane digester: 

Reduces the strain on the PPL grid 

Reduces the need for electricity produced from fossil fuel power plants 

Reduces pathogens in the digested manure 

Separates the solids from liquid and recycles the solids for bedding 

• Reduces the odor by 75 to 90% after digested 

Fly larvae arc killed by the digester, resulting in less flies 

Reduces methane and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere 

Weed 8eeds killed in digested manure which in tum can reduce chemical use 

Selling electricity to the local power company as renewable energy 

• We an: permined to add food by-products that can be metered to the manure 

which makes extra electricity. 

• Possibility of partnering with cafeterias to use food scraps added to manure rather 

than land filling which makes electricity. In tum, this can result in a pm lit to the 
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tanner. 

Methane is one of the potent greenhouse gases. It is 20 to 23 times more 

powerful in trapping heat in the annosphere than carbon dioxide. 

We make a profit from the sale of carbon credits to industry or individuals who 

need or want to offaet emissions. 

As a greenhouse gas, methane differs from carbon dioxide in an impor1ant way. 

Methane remains a climate-change threat in the atmosphere for a number of years. 

• The reduction in the methane from our digester can lead to a slowing of dimate 

change. 

Use of the manure after it goes through the digester is readily available lo plants 

for plant food, which, in turn helps prevent leaching and a chance for run-off. 

As we all know, in this critical time. the dairy fanner has some financial difficulty. Some 

of the thing.~ we talked about today could help lhc dairy-livestock producer. As a side note, I 

would be happy to ofler suggcstio11s or idea& that could help correct the dairy situation. 

I believe that, over the next !en ( 10) years, environmental and renewable energy issues 

are going to be some of the biggest challenges for agriculture and fanncrs. Using stale and 

federal funding and loan assistance for this projoct and our new solar project to produce 

clcctricity for 1.50 homes on the roof of our new heifer barn helps Brubaker Farms make our 

goals a reality. 

l believe investing in projects like these is good for the future of the dairy industry's 

economy, en\•ironment, and the entire world. 

l will be glad to answer any questions you might have. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak 1oday. 

'-••• Br1tba1<tr 
Sepicnober. 200'1 
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ST AT~MENT OF GARY GF.~SI.ER 

CHAIRMAN, COM:\10DITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

BEFORF. THE 

t:.s. SF.NATE COM'.\-HTTEE ON AGRICULTt.:RE, NUTRITION Al'l'D FORJo:STRY 

September 9, 2009 

Good morning Chainnan Harkin, Ranking ~1cmbcr Chambliss and members of the 

Committee. Thank you for inviting me to testily 1oday regarding cap-and-lradc legislation 

before Congress. My testimony will focus on the Commission's experience regulating emissions 

trading markets and how we can apply lhal experience to trading in government-issued 

gn:enhouse gas allowances and offset credits. In the event that Congress passes cap-and-trade 

kgi~Ja1ion, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has the neccs.~ary expertise ro regulate 

trading in the expanded carbon markets. 

Before I tum to the carbon markets, I am pleased to report to you that the CFTC has been 

very active sin.:c the last lime I testified before this Committee. Since then. we have held three 

hearings into whether or not to set position limits in the energy markets like we do in the 

agriculture markets. We have worked with the Treasury Department to deliver legislative 

language to the Congress that would regulate (lver-the-counter derivative markets. We have 

revised a no ac1ion letter and reached an agreement with the Cnited Kingdom Financial Services 

Authority to enhance our oversight ofa foreign board of trade. We have withdrawn two 

additional "no action"' letters that pem1it1ed !raders to exceed position limits in some of the 

agriculture markets.' We have improved our transparency efforts hy disaggregating the data in 
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our weekly Commitments of Traders rcpons. And ju~t last week, we held unprcccdcnlcd 

meetings with the Securities and Exchange Commission on how we can belter harmoni;i:e out 

regulatory structures to most benefit the American public. 

Over the pa.~I year, we have witnessed the consequences that regulatory gaps and 

inconsistencies can have on our financial sy~tem. the economy and the American people. As 

Congress moves forward with potential cap-and-trade legislation, l believe it should cn~urc that 

there is a comprehensive regulatory framework over lhe expanded carbon markets - both the 

futures market and the cash market · without exception. 

Proposed cap-and-trade initiatives would impose a ceiling on the total amount of 

greenhouse gasses that covered entities can emit and expand the market for pollution rights, 

which arc known as "allowances.'' An allowance is a limited authorization by the government 10 

cmii a quantity of carbon dioxide equivalent. The allowance could be traded. used hy regulated 

parties to comply with emissions caps or potentially banked. Along with allowances, cap-and

tradc programs foe greenhouse gases utilize "offsc:t credits" -credits given for activities that 

reduce, trap or sequester carbon. 

II is crucial to ensure that the carbon market functions smoothly, efficiently and 

transparently. Effective regulation of .:arhon allowam;e trading will require cooperation on the 

parts of several regulators. ·1ncrc arc five regulatory components of carbon markets that r 

believe shou Id be considered: 
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I. Standard setting and allocation; 

2. Recordkecping (maintaining a registry); 

J. Overseeing trade execution system: 

4. Overseeing clearing of trades; and 

5. Protecting against fraud, manipulation anJ other abuses. 

The first two components - the actual allocation of allowances and offset credits, and 

recordkccping (other than rccordkeeping of the trades) - fall within the expenisc of other 

agencies. In other words, others are better equipped to regulate the "cap'' part of .. cap-and· 

trade." 

For example. the EPA currently issues allowani::cs on sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide as 

mand3tcd under the Acid Rain, NOx Budget Trading and Clean Air Market Prngrams. On a 

smaller scale, a conglomeration often slates in the northea~t and mid-Atlantic form the Regional 

Greenhouse Gas Initiative and issue allow~nces on greenhouse gas emissions. In each case. 

other entities issue allowances and maintain the registry. The constant, however, is that the 

CFTC' regulates the emissions futures trading markets. In other words, the CFTC has a great 

deal uf experitmcc n:gulaling the "trade'' part of .. cap-am.I-trade.'' 

Specifically, we have broad experience in the latter three components of carbon trading: 

regulating trade execution systems and clearing of trades and guarding against fraud, 

manipulation and other abuses. The Commission already oversees trading and clearing of 

futures and options contracts bas~d on sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carhon dioxide 
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allowances and nffsel~ li~led on the New York Mercantile Exchange and the Chicago Climate 

Futures Exchange. Additionally, just last month, under tlirectio11 from Congress in last year's 

Fam1 Bill, the Commission put out a proposed detennination tor public comment to classify the 

Carbon Financial lnstrnment contract traded on the Chicago Climate Exchange as a significant 

price discovery contract. This would give the C'FTC full oversight authority over the contract, 

giving us additional experience regulating cash emissions contracts. The Commission has 

abundant experience in the regulation of centralized marketplaces, and should Congress seek to 

regulate cash markers for emission ins1rumenrs, the Commission is well-suited to carry out that 

function. 

In most respects, emissions conh·act markets operate no difforently than the other 

commodity markets the CFTC regulates. While each con1ract - such as sulfur dioxide, soybeans, 

lreasury bills or natural gas - presents its own unique challenges, the regulatory scheme is 

essenlially rhc same. Carbon markets have similarities to several different markets that fall 

within our regulatory authority. For example. carbon allowances and offsets arc similar to 

agriculture commodities in that there is a yearly "crop" and important programmatic regulations 

governing the nature of the product. At the same time, carbon contracts ha\'c similarities to 

financial products. For example, government-issued allowance.~ and offset credits would tie 

similar to Treasury-issued debt instrumomts. Futures contracts on Treasury debt are among the 

most actively traded CFTC-regulatcd products. 
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The emissions 1rading markets that the CFTC' currently regulate arc small relative ro the 

expected growth or the carbon market as a result of cap-and-trade legislation. Still, the agency 

has the exper1isc to apply the same oversight to the much larger, national and mandatory market. 

The Commission has thorough processes to ensure that exchanges havc procedures in 

place to protect market participants and ensure fair and orderly trading, that products arc 

designed to minimize potential manipulation and thal exchanges cvmply with the law an<l 

regulations. The Commission's compliance staff actively monitor~ operations to ensure that 

exchanges arc enforcing their mies and that customers arc protected from abusive practices. The 

ovcr.o;ight of clearing is an integral part of the CFTC's regulatvry structure. The Commission has 

extensive experience and a well-esrahlished program to ensure derivatives clearing organi7.ations 

and clearing lirms have safeguards ro ensure orderly clearing and settlemenl of transactions and 

~afckccping of customer funds. Our surveillance staff keeps a dose eye for signs of 

manipulation or congestion and detem1ines how to best address market threats. We have the 

authority ro set and enforce position 1 imits, and our enforcement Slaff is actively prosecuting 

cases. In the past year, the CFTC has expanded the scope of its existing energy advisory 

committee to cl'earc the Energy and Environmental Markers Committee, which signifa:antly 

enhances the Cl·TC's ability to anticipate and address the full panoply of regulatory issues 

pertaining lo emis~ions ITading markets. 

The CFTC has wide-ranging transparency efforts designed to provide as much 

information to the American public as possible. Specifically, lhe Commission publishes weekly 

Commitments of Traders reports, which, starting last week. include disaggregaced data to more 
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accurately depict the makeup of the funires and options markets. The Commission abo 

publishes quanerly data on index investment, a "'lliis :-..ionlh in Futures Markets" report and 

annual financial data for future.'> commissions merchants and futures industry registrants. 

Should Congre.~s pass cap-and-trade legislation. the ("FTC would work with other 

regulators and market useri; to ensure that all transactions in hoth the carbon futures and cash 

markets are promptly reported and that a central registry is updated at least on a daily basis. 

With immediate registry of trades, it will be easier for regulators to identify manipulation in the 

markets. 

The CFTC, however, would need additional resources fornew staff and technology to 

effectively regulate the expanded carbon markcls. The Commission is just this year getting back 

to the stafling lcvel.s that it had in the late 1990s. Since then, the markets grew five-fold and the 

number of conttact~ grew six-fold. but the agency's staff was cut by more than 20 percent. To 

lake on additional oversight responsibilities, we will continue to work with this Committee and 

the Appropriations Commiuecs to secure additional resources. 

As Congress moves forward and possibly enacts cap-and-trnde legislation. I look forward 

In working wilh this Committee to ensu1-c that the new markets arc comprehensively and 

effectively regulated. The CFTC is the exclusive regulator of futures markets. I believe that we 

have the expertise and experience necessary to help regulate the growth in carbon !Utures and 

cash markets that will occur if cap-and-trade becomes law. We must protect against the same 
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hazard~ in the carbon markets that we currently guard against in other commodity futures 

markets; fraud, manipulation and other abuses. 

Thank you for inviting me to testify today, and I look forward to your questions. 
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Testimony of Joseph R. Glace 
Vice President and Chief Risk Officer, Exelon Corporation 

Before the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 
United States Senate 
September 9. 2009 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Joe Glace, Vice President and Chief Risk Officer of 
Exelon Corporation. Exelon is a public utility holding company 
headquartered in Chicago. Our local retail distribution utilities, 
ComEd, which serves northern Illinois including the city of Chicago, 
and PECO Energy, which serves southeastern Pennsylvania 
including the city of Philadelphia, together serve 5.4 million 
customers, or about 12 million people - more than any other 
company in the United States. We have fossil, hydro, nuclear and 
renewable generation facilities. Our nuclear fleet is the largest in the 
nation and the third largest in the world. I have worked in the energy 
field for 29 years. At Exelon, I am responsible for leading our risk 
management function, including the identification, assessment and 
monitoring of market, credit, and operational risks. 

In my testimony today I want to highlight Exelon's: 

• Support for comprehensive climate legislation; 
• Opposition to requiring all trading, derivatives, and 

hedging activities to be conducted on exchanges; 
• Support for expanding the CFTC's jurisdiction to the new 

market for carbon allowances, including the over-the
counter (OTC) market; and 

• Support for reporting requirements for OTC transactions 
in the carbon markets 

Exelon was an early and vocal advocate of climate change 
legislation. We have testified in favor of passage on several 
occasions. Our CEO, John W. Rowe, first testified in favor of 
addressing climate change by means of a carbon tax in 1992. We 
are pleased that the House has passed a comprehensive climate and 
energy bill and look forward to working with this Committee and the 
Senate to pass comprehensive. cap-and-trade legislation this year. 
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Exelon supports an economy-wide bill with realistic targets and 
timetables, an effective cost containment mechanism. such as a cost 
collar, and allocating electric sector allowances to regulated local 
electric utilities with a requirement that the value represented by the 
allowances is used to provide benefits to customers. 

To better understand Exelon's views regarding regulation of the 
carbon market and the concerns that are the intended focus of this 
hearing, I think it is important to explain briefly Exelon's overall 
approach to commodities trading. We are not speculators. We use 
commodities trading to reduce the price risk we face as an electric 
generation company. That is, our primary objective is to reduce the 
risk to our revenues that we would face if we were completely subject 
to the sometimes sharp fluctuations in short-term, spot market power 
prices. 

Let me delve into this a bit further. A substantial majority of our 
generation fleet is located in the geographic footprint of what are 
known as "regional transmission organizations" or RTOs. RTOs are 
regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or FERG. 
RTOs operate competitive markets for wholesale energy and 
capacity. Accordingly, unless Exelon does something about it, 
Exelon is completely exposed to the ups and downs of the short-term, 
spot market energy prices in those markets. That is, we could make a 
lot of money if the spot prices turn out to be high, or lose a lot of 
money if they turn out to be low. Because we are not speculators, 
however, we are not willing to take that gamble. Instead, our 
business model is to lock in, or hedge, the price we are paid for the 
electricity we generate. 

We do this by buying and selling energy products that are 
available in the commodities markets. For example, we might sell an 
amount of electricity for one agreed price for all hours in the summer 
months of June through September. We will then know that we will 
always get that price for that amount of electricity during those four 
months. We forego the prospect of getting higher prices absent the 
sale, but, and more importantly, we avoid the risk that prices will fall 
below the fixed price we are paid by the buyer of the electricity. We 
also can do the same thing with respect to the fuel we buy to run our 
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plants. We might transact in the OTC market for coal to lock in our 
fuel cost for our coal plants. 

An increasingly large percentage of our hedging transactional 
activity is in the markets for purely financially-settled swaps and 
options, or derivatives, where the underlying reference commodity is 
usually electricity, natural gas, oil, or coal. For example, we might 
enter into a swap pursuant to which a counterparty pays us $25 per 
megawatt for 50 megawatts of electricity per hour for every hour in 
the month of July. and we pay the counterparty the spot market price 
that we are paid by the RTO for the electricity we have actually 
generated. The result for us is that we are guaranteed that we will be 
paid $25 per megawatt of electricity - no more and no less. The 
counterparty makes money if the spot prices we pay it turn out to be 
higher than $25 per MW, and loses money if the spot prices are lower 
than $25 per MW. No physical electricity actually changes hands; 
rather, only an exchange of revenue streams happens, based on an 
underlying variable commodity price (the spot market price of power). 
Exelon gets a fixed revenue stream and the counterparty gets, and 
takes the risk associated with, a variable revenue stream determined 
by the spot market price of power - a risk that Exelon would 
otherwise take but for the transaction. 

Our customers benefit from this hedging and trading activity. 
We are in a position to agree to longer term power sales contracts 
with both wholesale and retail customers; the price terms under those 
contracts are in large part possible because of the relative price 
stability hedging provides to our portfolio. It is our experience that 
retail customers in particular want prices for power sales to be stable 
rather than subject to the fluctuations of the spot market. Without 
hedging and trading we simply would not be able to do that. 

One of the principal concerns many have expressed with 
adopting a carbon control regime is how it will affect our fragile 
economy. We at Exelon believe that the economic impact of a 
comprehensive program will be manageable if the legislation includes 
the elements outlined above and if it provides the mechanisms 
necessary for a robust allowance trading program, including 
derivative products derived from those allowances. Simply put, a 
properly regulated, robust trading program, plus liquid trading 
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markets, will help control the overall cost of the program. That is why 
it is important to view the issues before this Committee, which are the 
topic of today's hearing, from the customer's perspective. What steps 
should the Congress take to effectively regulate and ensure the 
integrity of carbon trading markets without imposing undue costs on 
consumers? 

Our strongly held view is that any regulatory reform of the 
commodities markets should ensure that the products which we use 
to prudently hedge our business risks remain available to us and at a 
cost that is comparable to the costs we face today. This means that 
we believe it would be a mistake to force most. if not all, derivative 
hedging transactions like the ones I just described to exchange
traded platforms such as the New York Mercantile Exchange 
(NYMEX), or to require that all bilateral or OTC derivative 
transactions be cleared through exchanges like the NYMEX. We 
enter into futures contracts on the NYMEX, and also clear some 
transactions with NYMEX and other clearing platforms. but a 
substantial component of our derivatives hedging program is in the 
OTC market without clearing. 

Transacting on exchanges is much more expensive than in the 
OTC markets because it requires posting of substantial amounts of 
cash as collateral. This is one reason we do not- in fact cannot -
conduct all of our hedging activity on exchanges. The OTC market 
enables us to transact with creditworthy counterparties without having 
to post potentially huge amounts of cash collateral but also without 
taking on any materially greater amount of default risk. We can more 
efficiently husband our cash by using other forms of payment security 
and collateral to secure some of our risks bilaterally in the OTC 
markets, including letters of credit, payment guarantees, and pre
payment arrangements. Were we to have to move all of our hedging 
to exchanges. any move in price could require additional cash outlays 
in the hundreds of millions of dollars range, and possibly even in the 
billions. This, in turn, would mean that we would have to charge 
substantially more for our product - electricity-which means our 
customers would have to pay substantially more for this vital 
commodity. 
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The same is true, albeit indirectly, of any requirement to clear 
OTC derivatives. Counterparties will be loathe to clear materially 
larger volumes than they do currently, because once cleared, their 
counterparty becomes the exchange, and the more costly posting 
requirements applicable to exchange-traded transactions would then 
kick in. 

Another drawback of limiting hedging activity to exchanges and 
clearing platforms is that these entities will only offer futures for, or 
provide a clearing platform for, a standardized set of products. 
Exelon enters into customized transactions that get us a lot closer to 
completely eliminating the particular price risk we are trying to hedge 
than would one of the standard products that would regularly trade on 
exchanges. 1 

To draw the obvious conclusion - power prices will be higher, 
meaning that consumers will ultimately pay more than they would 
otherwise, if companies like Exelon are forced to do all of their 
hedging on exchanges and clearing platforms. 

Exelon is not alone in its opposition to requiring all transactions 
to go through exchanges. I want to draw your attention to a recent 
letter sent to all senators by a large group of trade associations 
representing the energy sector, rural electric cooperatives, and 
consumer groups, a copy of which is attached to this testimony. It 
raises the same concerns about the increased costs of dealing 
primarily through exchanges and clearing platforms that I have 
explained, and therefore shows that there is a broad consensus 
among energy suppliers and consumer associations that forced 
exchange trading and mandatory clearing is not the way we should 
address the concerns that this committee is tackling. 

1 As noted in a recent briefing paper published by the Pew Economic Policy Department, 
''(e )conomic efficiency is harmed if those with commercial needs for hedging are forced entirely 
into standard derivatives positions that are relatively poor hedges. or if derivatives markets are 
unable to innovate along with changes in the economy." Darrell Duffie Dean Witter 
Distinguished Professor of Finance at Stanford University's Graduate School of Business. 
(2009), "How should we regulate derivatives markets?," Pew Briefing Paper# 5. Pew 
Economic Policy Department. p. 18. See 
hrt>1:11www.~ewfr.org/adrninltask force reportslfdesiPew Duffie Derivalives.pdf 
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Exelon believes there are better ways to protect commodity 
markets from the risk that some entities may try to manipulate them, 
and from the more fundamentally systemic risk that the country faced 
as a result of the unregulated and frenzied speculative trading that 
went on in the credit default swap markets. To explain what we think 
would make the most sense, I now turn to the question at hand
what to do about the coming market for carbon emissions 
allowances. 

The carbon cap and trade proposal that Exelon supports. and 
that is contemplated in the legislation passed by the House, will 
immediately result in a large, new market for carbon allowances. 
One of the critical electricity consumer-protection features of the 
House-passed bill is the provision that would require allocation of 
30% of the allowances - which recipients would receive at no cost - to 
regulated local distribution utilities. This proposal has very broad 
support, ranging from investor-owned utilities, electric cooperatives, 
and municipals, to state regulators and consumer advocates. The 
local distribution utilities are not "covered entities," to borrow a term of 
art from the House bill; that means they will have no compliance 
obligation, and therefore will not "need" the allowances they receive 
for compliance purposes. The utilities, however, would be required to 
ensure that the benefit of those allowances goes to their customers. 
Every state, and the District of Columbia, has a public utility 
commission, or PUC. The PUCs regulate the local utilities and have 
authority to ensure that the customers do, indeed, benefit from the 
allowances. In the case of Exelon, our distribution utilities, PECO 
and Com Ed, will sell the allowances, and then the Pennsylvania and 
Illinois PU Cs will oversee the use of the proceeds to ensure that they 
will benefit customers. One way they will consider to accomplish this 
result will be to use the revenues to reduce customer rates. They 
could also require the revenues to be used for financial assistance to 
customers who need it or energy efficiency programs. 

Generation-owning entities like Exelon, as well as other 
emitters, will need to procure allowances to comply with carbon 
emissions caps; we and other generators will be covered entities. In 
this regime, the cost of carbon allowances will be a cost of doing 
business tor generators. It will be just like the cost of gas, oil, or coal 
- an input that is necessary to enable us to make and sell our 
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product. And Exelon will need to hedge the price risk associated with 
that product. That will mean that Exelon will want to have as wide a 
range of options as it currently does to hedge its fuel price and power 
price risks, meaning the full array of both exchange-traded and OTC 
offerings that now exist. 

We recognize, however, that in this new market as in others, 
there is a need for fair and balanced regulation. No one wants 
another crisis that could pose systemic risk, or a market structure with 
continuing regulatory gaps that can tempt unscrupulous traders to 
manipulate markets and force prices above appropriate market 
levels. 

That is why we support the expansion of the CFTC's jurisdiction 
to the new market for carbon allowances, including the OTC market 
that will certainly develop. This should allay any concern that 
speculators could artificially drive up the price of both the derivatives 
used to hedge the cost of carbon allowances in OTC markets, and 
the price of the allowances as such. The Commodity Exchange Act 
already contains strong anti-manipulation provisions that should be 
made applicable to OTC markets, and perhaps revised and refined to 
ensure that they provide to the CFTC the tools it needs to prevent 
manipulation. 

For the same reason, Exelon also supports the adoption of new 
reporting requirements for OTC transactions in the market for carbon 
allowances. The CFTC has to have access to information about 
transactions to enable it to fulfill its regulatory oversight and 
enforcement function. Also, the obligation to report, as such, will be a 
powerful deterrent to would-be manipulators. 

In addition, Exelon appreciates the critical nature of the 
country's need to prevent. for all time, the kind of crisis we faced last 
year, which revealed to all that unbridled trading activity could pose 
potentially catastrophic systemic risk. Accordingly, in addition to 
comprehensive transaction reporting requirements, Exelon supports 
the development and establishment of rules and guidelines that the 
CFTC would use to "stress test" the riskiness of the portfolios of 
major swap dealers and participants active in the carbon markets, 
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and in particular of those whose primary business, unlike Exelon's, is 
to make markets and trade derivatives for their own account. 

I appreciate the Committee's invitation to testify today. You are 
dealing with an extraordinarily complicated subject area. I hope that I 
have provided you with a sense of why it is important to ensure that 
there is effective oversight of the emerging carbon markets while at 
the same time guarding against over-regulation that would result in 
higher costs for companies like Exelon and in turn for our customers. 
I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have. 
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Joint Association Letter Regarding the OTC Derivatives Issue 

July 10, 2009 

Dear Sena1or: 

The undersigned energy supplier and consumer associations represent au the major segments of the 
electric power and natural gas industries serving virtually all of tile consumers in the United States. We 
are writing to express our concerri with certain aspeclS of proposals to address oversight and 
transparency of over-the-counter (OTC) energy marke1s. While we support !he goals of the 
Admiriistra1ion and the Congress to improve transparency and stability in OTC derivatives markets and to 
prevent excessive speculation. it is essential that policy makers preserve the ability of companies lo 
access critical OTC energy derivatives products and OTC energy commodities markets. We rely on 
these products al'ld markels to manage risks to help stabilize and keep energy costs low for consumers. 

The members of the associations represented on this letter use the OTC markets to hedge a variety of 
risks associated with energy production and fuel costs. We use OTC contracts to help insulate our 
business and customers from excessive price volatility. 

Specifically, we are concerned wilh proposals lo impose mandatory clearing of all OTC transactioris. as 
well as requirements to force OTC derivative transactions to be moved onto an exchange. We believe 
that such proposals would signifteantly increase costs for companies seeking to hedge tisks lhrough OTC 
products, as wen as greatly limit, or eliminate altogether. needed customized products used for risk 
management for the following reasons: 

The high cash margin requirements of a clearinghouse or an exchange would significantly 
increase transaction costs, and 6e up needed cash at a time when the cost of capital is high, 
access to capital markets is uncenain. and our industries need to invest billions in new energy 
infrastructure. 

Al the same lime. since clearinghouses and exchanges require a high level of standardization 
and liquidity in the derivatives and commodities products traded. we believe that such proposals 
would greatly reduce the ability of companies to find the customized derivative products they 
need to manage their risks. For example. in the case of electricity. the prerequisites for 
standardized and centralized clearing are missing, since its unique physical nature precludes 
significant storage and requires that it be consumed when genera1ed in hundreds of physical 
markets. 

Ultimarely these increased costs and risks will be bome by all consumers. We believe that there are far 
better ways to accomplish the goals of greater transparency a11d effective tegularory oversight of OTC 
energy derivatives and commodities markets without mandatory clearing or forcing these products to be 
moved onto ari exchange. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss these issues with you. 

List of supporting associations: 
American Gas Association 
America's Natural Gas Alliance 
American Exploration & Production Council 
American Public Gas Association 
American Public Power Association 
Edison Electric Institute 
Electric Power Supply Association 
Independent Petroleum Association of America 

Interstate Natural Gas Association of America 
Large Public Power Council 
National Association of Manufacturers 
Natural Gas Supply Association 
National Ru<al Electric Cooperative Association 
US Cnamber of Commerce 
us Oil & Gas Association 
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Thank you very much for this opportunity lo prt•scnt testimony and discuss i~sues regarding 
markcl structure and market pcrforman~·c as ii pcnains to carbon markets. My name is David 
Miller and I am the director of research and commodily services for the Iowa Farm Rureau and 
the Chief Science officer for AgraGatc Climate Credils Corporation, an affiliated company of lhc 
Iowa Farm Bureau. AgraGate is one of the leading aggregators of carbon credits from U.S. 
agricultural and forestry lands under the existing protocols of the Chicago Climare Exchange. 
We pmvidc the means for thousands of farmers and landowners across more than 30 Sl<ltes to 
access the existing voluntary carbon markets. We help them enroll, quanlify and verify their 
potential carhon offset credils so lhat they can be registered and marketed to entities that have a 
need for ~uch. 

I also farm. On our 400 acre farm in southern Iowa we converted to cominuou.s no-till in order 
10 qt1alify to earn carbon credit~ under CCX rules. I am one of thousands of U.S farmers. 
forester and ranchers. who work more than 16 million acre.~. that have been paid for providing 
environmental ~erviccs through the CCX enrollment. verification and carbon credit sale~ process. 
~See Figure I) Our credits can he sold 10 any ofthe400 plus legally-approved members of CCX, 
including companies, governments and univecsities that legally commit to reduce their 
emissions. as well as in\'estors and others. While I have served for over six years on various 
governing committees al CCX (There have been more than 300 commiuec/subcommittce 
meetings in the past 6 years - the CCX .~y~tcm is 1101 "set it and forget it."), I am speaking today 
on behalf of AgraGate and Iowa Farm Bureau. 

Occasionally. we have been asked why all of the credit registrations we have done have been on 
the Chicago Climate Exchange. The .~imple answer to that is that CCX has the only pmlocols 
that are ''workable" for production agriculture and private foresl lands. Various aspects of the 
protocols of other regi.~uies have design elements !hat limit their acceptance by offset providers. 

Market design and structure matter and are critical to market performance. Some of the items 
chat I woul<l like lo discuss today include market transparency, offset protocol standards and the 
critical need for fungihility of compliance offsets. 

Pricing Transparency 

Market transparency is critical to smooth operation of a carbon market. Transparency means that 
m>t only must there be a clear enumeration of what criteria are used to define offsets. but thal 
there must he mechanisms in place so that prices (bids. offers and sales transactions) are 
publically rcponed and readily available. The only markel that currently offers that transparem;y 
is the Chicago Climate Exchange. The electronic trading platform was very transparenc about 
bids. offers and actual transaction prices. On lhe exchange. all of the compliance insuumcnts 
were equal and fully fungihle. Under that condition, the members of the CCX that needed 
compliance credits could huy execs~ allowances or any type of offset that was registered with the 
exchange and know that rhcir compliance commitment would be met, Unfortunately, char 
pricing transparency has been sharply curtailed. Under the provisions of H.R. 2454 (The 
American Clean Energy Act of 2009), !here is language thm suggests that domestic offsets from 
current registries may be exchanged or recognized in the federal regulatory program, hut it does 
nm provide specific indication that allowances from CCX will be recognized. This 
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diffen:nliation has resulted in all omet transactions moving to bi· lateral, privately negotiated 
trades where the buyer can be assured th<1t they will receive offset~ rather limn any CCX 
compliance instru1T1cnt as might he the case on the electronic platfonn. 

To improve transparency. CCX rules have been updated lo require that all privately negotiated 
trades be reported to the ex('hangc and they post the~e trades daily. Hut, the hid-ask spread has 
widened significantly and the market ha~ fragmented such that the offsets from soil are valued 
differently than the offsets from forestry which an: valued differently that the offsets from 
methane destruction. etc. In fact. there is even dilforentiation of value based on !he geographic 
Jocatio11 of the offset project. This has increased the trnnsaclion costs associated with marketing 
carbon offsets and has reduced the net returns to the actual offset project owner. 

Regulatory uncertainty is now hanning the thousands of U.S. farmers and companic~ who have 
taken the lead in building rule.~-based carbon markets. It is extremely important to provide a 
smooth transition for tho~c who arc making emissions reductions in CCX and other verified 
programs so that .:ontinued progress on their part can be made to reduce emissions. 

Other carbon registries have Ii Ille or no pricing transparency. There is no public record of the 
bids. oflers or transaction values of offsets registered and retired on the Climate Action Reserve, 
the APX-Volumary Carbon Standard or CDM projects. The lack of market pricing transparency 
means there is much less information available to market participams and tends to shift undue 
market power lo large traders to the detriment of projc<.:t owners and smaller participants. 

t'ungibility of Compliance Offsets 

Fungibility of compliance offsets, where a registered offset credit equals a registered offset credit 
regardless of the source of the credit. is a mark.et design characteristic that is essential if the 
transaction costs of the carhon market are to be minimized. Fungibility of offsets will foster 
efficient market operations and enables transparency since it is conducive to trading of the 
compliance instn1ment~ on electronic exchanges with full pricing transparency. 

"Term Credits" as delineated in II.R. 2454 arc not fungible compliance instruments. They only 
delay compliance obligations. They do not satisfy compliance ohligations. They are an interior 
product and ba~cd on the experience of temporary credits under the European lrading system. 
they will have little or no value. fl is extremely problematic that H.R. 2454 has relegated all soil 
sequestration offsets, by design, to the cla.\s of term credits. It is neither necessary nor desirable 
from a market design perspective to address the issue of permanence in this manner. There are 
belier ways to address that is~ue and a discussion of a better approach is contained in our written 
comments. In our analysis, we believe term credits will be highly discounted by the 
marketplace. especially if the expectation is that credit prices in the future will be higher. 
Relegating soil offsets to term credits will minimii.e the participalion of working farmlands in 
carbon offset markets. 

Offset Design Criteria 
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According to the EPA analysis, biological scquesu·ation represents upwards of 90 percent of the 
expected Iola! offsets during all timcframcs outlined in the ACES legislation. Thu~ from a macro 
rcrspcctive, biological .~equeslration is the linchpin of an effective domestic nffsels pwgr.im for 
the agriculture and forestry sections. Bio-sequestration offsets are the only means by which 
domestic offsets can deliver low cost, near term and high volume GHG reductions, all critical 
requircm.:nts in allowing the uncapped se1:tors of the economy to facilitate the capped sectors' 
transition to a low-carbon future. 

Offset sources need clear. simple. protocols, or rules. which define eligible practices and 
associated record keeping. The co.~t of perfect infonm1tion is usually too high. So, reasonable 
compromises, including conservative carbon accumulation rules. must be employed 

Design criteria for offset protocols can "make m break" the viability of agricultural and forestry 
offsets as real tools in the effon 10 reduce atmospheric carbon. To he viable. oll~ets must he 
designed for "working lands." It is the active growing of crops. grass, and trees 1hat will take the 
carbon from the atmosphere in the first place. The income from these production activities is 
cs.~cnlial lo the susLainability of the carbon·se<1ues1ering activity. Private farmlands and forest~ 
ar~ not prc.~crvc.~ - and we don't want them to be if we wanl to have affordable food. tihcr and 
fuel. Income from carbon off.~ct credits is quite likely to be the im:remental incentive that will 
tmtice panicipants to take on 1hc costs and liabilities that compliance with multi-year offset 
protocols will require. But the carbon offset income in highly unlikely to be sufficient, by itself, 
lo sustain 1he dedication of the land to the.~e carbon sequestering activities. No-tilling crops like 
com, soybeans. barley or wheat will not only sequester carbon in the soiL enhancing that 
resource for generations to come. but also helps the world by producing food on the most 
productive lands in the world rather than having fragile lands degraded by subsistence 
agriculture. 

But, to bi: a workable part of the solu1ion, carhon offset protocols must work within the 
framework of exi~ting agricultural market~. Length of contract matters. In Jowa. more than 60 
percent of the farmland is rented by the operator with the vast majority of lhat land on one-year 
renewable leases. In our experience of working with farmers on carbon offsets. the number om: 
reason why a farmer would NOT participate in a carbon offset program is the length of conuact. 
Even lht! 5-year contract that we use in connection with the CCX protocol is long enough that 
many farmers hclicve ir adds enough liability Iha! they t:annot partkiparc. it is difficult to 
commit to being fully liable for rever~als that can create backward looking liability for 5 years 
when the lease agreement that governs control of the land is for a shorter period of time. And it i~ 
unlihly that the emergence of a carbon market will result in a wholesale change in \andlonl· 
1enant relatinnships and the structure of land leases. We have looked at the proposed protocols 
of some other registries. Some of lhesi: protocols have single tenn length of commitmem from 
W years to 199 years. Our experience is that farmers and private forestry landowners are wry 
reluc1ant to sign contracts that extend that long. We believe that 5-year contracts for soil 
~equestration (with the ortion of renewing rhe contracts) are wotkable, bul even minimum 
contract length of 5-ycars will significantly reduce participation by active farmer~. 

The 15-ycar contract length for managed forests is of sufficient length that it is a major deterrem 
to pai1icipation by private landowners. Sure there are some forest preserves and special cases 
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where JOO-year contracts can be entered into. But our ellperience is thal very few private 
landowner~ are willing lo do so·· and the vasl majority of the carhon-sequestering opponunitic~ 
an:~ on private lands. We have looki:d at the proposed protocol~ of some other registries. Some 
C>f these protocols have single term lcngtll of commitment from 20 yea1-s to WO years. Our 
experiem;e is that farmers and private forestry landowners are very reluctant lo sign contracts 
th ill ex tend that long. We believe that 5· year contracts for soil sequestr.dion (with the option of 
renewing the contracts) arc workable, but even minimum contract length of 5-years will 
~ignificamly reduce panicipation by active farmers. 

Generali;i;ed quantification me1hodologies arc a very effective and low-cost way to quantify soil 
sequestration offsets. (This is the methodology comaincd in the CCX soil and rangeland 
protocoh.) Soil sequestration re~ults from the carrying out of specific practices in conjunction 
with crop prodLJction. While the exact quanlity of carbon that is sequesten:d varies across the 
landscape due to variations in soil characteristics. plant growth, climatic conditions. etc .. across a 
large number of acres the actual amount of carbon seque~tered will be the average of the area 
times the number of acres carrying out the appropriate prac1ices. There is substantial data from a 
number of highly controlled research plots that provide great insight into what the average rate of 
sequestration is for land n:source regions. Granting offsets at the average rate for a defined 
region (adjusted for the perrmmence reserve) guarantees statistically that the number of credits 
granted were a true representation of the actual ~cquestration that has occurred. Under this 
approach, any individual acre may actually sequester more or Jc.~s carbon than the rate that is 
used in the generalized approach. Jn fact, it is quite likely that 1hc distribution of a large number 
of acres will have the characteristics of a nom1al distribution with equal likelihood of actual 
se(1ucstrat.ion rates that are above and below the average. 

Don't be fooled by the ''illusion of accuracy" that exists when credit.~ are granted based on site· 
~pccific soil sampling. Generalization of site-specific soil samples and granting crcdils based on 
the result~ of such samples introduces much error and variation into the crediting process. The 
reality is that there is likely to he as much variation within a11 80 acre field as there may be across 
a region. Using a generalized quantification approach with widc·.~pread participation eliminates 
the po1ential for selective sampling anti skewing of the results based on sampling procedure. 
Plus, the use of a generalized quantification approach allows for use of satellite technology for 
compliance verification which can greal.ly reduce the costs of verifying compliance. Is there a 
role for soil sampling? Yes, for general monitming of the overall effectiveness of the soil 
protocol, hut not for granting of individual offset credits. USDA should do systematic soil 
sampling to monitor the progress of the soil offset protocol and to periodically adjust the 
generalized ci·editing rate. Over time, the more data points that exist, the more localized lhe 
differentiation of the crediting rate that can be established with stacistical confidence. 

Permanence versus 011ralion 

While biological processes are not permanent, they do have substantial duralion and the lack of 
permanence should not be used as a reason to restrict or limit the use of biological sequestration 
as carbon ofhets. Attached in our written testimony is a briefing document about how an 
implicit "p~rmanence reserve" can be incorporated into sequestration offset design which allows 
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the regis1ered credits from sequestralion activities to have Che charac1eristics oi permanence and 
he full)' fungi hie with other offsets. 

Credit Integrity and Offset Reversals 

In order to maintain market intcgrily, it is essential that registered. serially·numhcr<.'d offsets not 
be subject to de-listing due lo a reversal event of a specific project. A buyer of a regi&tcred offset 
credil must be assun.:d that the credit, once registered, represents a viahle compliance unit and 
will not be disqualified after regislered or purchased. 

Offset providers should be fully accountable for reversals during the period of active crediting. 
We support the concept of a compliance reserve for biological sequestration offsets in which a 
specified percentage of the rcgislcrcd credits are held in a not-avail<1ble for trading compliance 
reserve un1il the tenn of the crediting period is completed. The credits held in this reserve should 
be used co cover any reversals that may occur under a sequestration project. However. a reversal 
should not result in a de-listing of a registered credit. A reversal during the active crediting 
period should n:sult in a requirement that the reserve accounl be reduced by the amount of any 
reversal. One.: the acti vc crediting period is completed. reserve credits should be released as 
available for sale. Any reversal that might occur after the aclive crediting period would be 
covered by the implicit pl'rmancnce reserve that was deducted at the time of credit 
quantification. This assures thal all registered credits have mel the pemianence criteria. 

Market Regulatory Framework 

!"arm Bureau policy states, "The integrity of all U.S. commodity futures and option~ exchanges 
as a pricing mechanism mu~t be maintained by the members of the exchanges and their 
nv~rseeing governing bodies. Commodity futures and options trading serves a useful purpo~e for 
a number of commodi1ics by pnwiding a means 10 tran~fer certain types of risk. Other 
commndilies _,hould be included where need exists and research shows futures and options 
lrading would be beneficial. We urge thal regulatory law~ be suicrly enforced. We support the 
use of off-exchange agricultural lrade option contracts in commodity marketing, which would 
include complete risk disclosure, vendor inregrily and the opportunity for ca~h sculement of 1he 
option.'' 

As is being demonstrated by the early ac1ion program.~. carbon can and is becoming a commodity 
thal 1:an and will be traded just a~ other commodities. The experieni:e of lhe Chicago Climate 
Exchange is proving that markets for carl:ion can and do work. (Sec Figures 2 & 3) While the 
CCX market i.~ currently operaling ilS an Exempt Commercial Market under rhe Commodity 
Exchange Acl, its regulatory status may change as 1he CFTC is now assessing whether CCX 
perfonns a "Significant Price Discovery Function".1 Based on the requirements of 1he regulated 
carbon market. conlracts and services arc being developed to supply projects and products that 

: CCX also operates 1he Chi1.:ago Climate Futures exchange, a CFTC-rcgulated Designated 
Conlract Market that is the only active marketplace for fulures and options contracts on USEPA 
S02. and NOx allowances, as well as carbon dioxide emission allowances in Regional 
Greenhou~e Gas Jnitia1ivc. 
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mc.:t market requirements. However. the actual registry and retirement of allowances and offset~ 
should be done on regulated, open. transparent markets wi1h specified Mandards for price 
n;portini; that would include dale of transaction, vintage, quantity and pricing infonnation. 

CJTC Regulation 

The CFTC should continue in it~ role as the regulator of derivative~. future~ and options 
contracts associated with carbon trading. Farm Bureau opposes efforts to combine Ci"TC and the 
Securities Exchange Commission and supports regulation of the commodity futures business by 
CFTC. Derivatives. future~ and options on carbon contracts <1re not fundamentally different than 
other derivatives. futures or options contracts. The oversight and regulation provided by the 
CFTC is adequate for these markets. However, we urge CFTC 10 be dili~cnl in its oversight of 
fu1u1es exchanges and floor traders 10 ensure that integrity of these markets is maintained and to 
curb p.-actices that could result in manipulation or artificial price swings. 

The CFfC should establish speculative position limits for carbon futures and option market with 
appropriate exemptions for hona fide hedgers and end-users of carbon credits. Jnves!lnent and 
index funds should be subject to speculative position limits. To minimize the potential market 
distortions and/or manipulations, carbon market derivatives should be required to clear on 
regulated. public: exchanges with full price reporting. 

Similar to com. soybeans and other agricultural commodities. the cash mar.ket tr.msiictions 
hctween farmers. ra111.:hers, forest landowners and project developers and aggrcga1ors should he 
exempt from direct regulation by the CFrC. There is suflicienl state contra('( and business law 
10 govern these transactions. 

Capital and Margin Requirement~ 

Leverage is an issue in the financial markets. One of the major contributors to defaulls of credit 
default swaps and mortgage-backed securitie~ was leverage, particularly in the derivatives of 
these products. High degrees of leverage set the stage for small swings in market condi lions 10 
cause financial stress. It is important to note that throughout the stress in the financial markets of 
the past year, no defaults occurred on the reg1.1lated futures exchanges. The market structure and 
dhcipline that is imposed on these markets helped them pcrrorm while the over-the-counter 
market was al times in a state of disarray. Farm Bureau policy suppo11s 1he governing body of 
the commodity exchanges 10 con1inue lo establish predct.cnnincd. publicized limits for margins 
at variou$ market price lcvefa for each commodity. We believe the leverage levels of derivatives 
traded by major market participants should be examined and brought under greater regulatory 
scrutiny by the appropriate regulatory agency. Margin and capital requirements that create a 
strong incentive for dealers and user~ of derivatives to trade them on regulated exchanges or 
regulated electronic platforms should he developed. 

USDA Administration of Offset" 

As part of the regulatory structure for carbon. USDA should be charged with unique 
responsibilities regarding offsets. USDA should develop a set of agency-approved offset 
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standards and protocols for biological sequestrnliun from agricuilure and forestry and methane 
dcstruclion tha1 woultl be us.:tl the manJatury carhon market and c<>uld he used by voluntary 
carbi:in markets. USDA should provide the administrative ~upport and oversight of omet 
s1andards dcvclopmc::nt. review. and update and should be actively engaged in coordinating the 
linkage of lJ . .S domestic offsets with international offset markets. The agency oversees 
standards for grains, livestock and other agricultural markets and should be the agency in charge 
of selling stimdards for carhon market offsets. 

Thank you for the opportunity co provide input and information to the Committee. 

Included as part of our written comments is a summary of Fann Bureau policy regarding carbon 
regulation. carbon markets and commodity futures and options markets. 
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How Chicago Climate Exchange Contracts Create Carbon 
Ot'fset<; that Represent .. Permanent Reductions" 

l) Al lhe Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX}. contracts for omet credits cover a 5-year period 
for cropping practil'Cs and a I 5-year period for forestry practices. 

2) Under a CCX contract. an offset provider agrees to initiate and maintain a set of practicc(s) 
that, for the contract period. n:duces C02 equivalent emissions by a ~pecified amount. CCX 
uti\i1.ed a scientific panel to inform the CCX offset committee regarding the appropriale rate 
of carbon sequestration that would occur under various practices. The actual crediting rates 
utilized by CCX represetll a 20% reduction from the "scientific" rate recommended by the 
scicntill1.: panel. 

3} Once offset practices have been implemented and verified. lhe first year's tradable offset 
credhs are i~sued to the provider. Additional offset credits are issued annually for each year 
of the contract; under a five-year contract, a producer would receive five years of off~et 
credits. The credits are considered lo be "permanent'' reductions in C02 equivalent 
emissions.~ (llow this works. in practice. is explained below.) 

4) At the end of the contract period. the producer is under no further obligation to maintain the 
offset practices. Using a crop example. the producer has provided fi vc years of offset services 
and, in rclum. has received live years of tractable offset credits. How then, can five years of 
offset practices and offset credits be considered permanent reductions'? 

5) The mechanism which causes offsets to be considered permanent reductions is !hat producer~ 
receive only 80% of the C02 equivalent reductions that !he CCX calculates they have 
actually made. This 20% discount, in effect, provides a "Permanence Reserve'' of actual 
offsets that have occurred but have not been credited. As long as rhe amount of any 
reduction leakage caused by producers who discontinue offset practices after their contracts 
e1'pire is. in aggregate. less than the offsets in the Pcnnancncc Reserve. then, in practice, the 
reductions can be considered to be permanent. In other words, CCX considers that the offact 
reductions are permanent for the systt'm but not for each individual contracl. 

6) The Pennanence Reserve only applies 10 "reversals" after the end of the contract period. All 
offset providers are responsible for meeting the contract provisions on which cheir soil 
~equestration credits are based during their con1r.1ct period. Any action~ taken by an offset 
provider that results in a rever~al while "under contract" would require a complete recovery 
or replacement by the offset provider of the "reversed" offsets covered by the contract. 
Therefore. there is full accountability by individual offset providers during !he period of 

'Consider a fi\'e-year CCX contract wherfby a producer agrees rouse no-till practices to gmw his com and 
$1>yb~ans t-.:ginning with 1h.: 2009 ~·mp year. If th~ "a,·1ual" C02 equivalent reduction as determined l>y the CCX is 
one metric ton per aco·e per year. the pwducer receives an offset credit of O.R tons for 2009. ~n offset credit of 0.8 
tons for 2010. an oftset credit of 0.8 tons for 2011. an offset credit of 0.8 rans for 2012. and an offset credit of 0.8 
t<ln~ for 2013. Over the five- year cuntract period, the "ac1ual" reduction is 5 tons but rhc credited reduction is 4 
tun!'. 
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active contracting and the systemic accountability by the Permanence Reserve for re\'crsals 
that may occur aflcr the contract period. 

7) Note that the Pcnnancnce Reserve operates. in a .~ense, through a sort of"invisiblc hand." 
Individual contracts are nol tracked for pennanence and offset credits are not deposited into 
or withdn1wn fmm the reserve. A key question i5 how big does the invisible hand need IO 
be'? We believe that USDA could conduct periodic surveys to infonn the system about how 
large of a reserve is really needed. Based on survey results of actual reversals, the discount 
rate could be adjusted every 5 years lo reflect the true risk of post-contract reversals. In 
addition. incentives for contract renewal, which maintains full accountability for reversals. 
could be incorporntcd lo further reduce potential post-contract reversals. 

8) CCX believes that the 20% discount reserve is more that sufficient to offset pcrmancnlly the 
leakage that occurs if some producers discontinue offset practices after their contracts expire. 
First, producers can renew a contract, continue the practices. and continue to receive credits.~ 
Second. if ~ome producers stopped contracted practices after the end of the conlrnct. the most 
likely practices tliat would replace !hem likely would he carbon neutrat•-i.e .. not 
sequestering additional carbon but nol, on net. emitting additional carbon. either. Third, 
practices such as no-till have a propensity for continuance for many producers once they 
have gotten over the initial hurdles of adoption and the producer becomes comfortable with 
all a>pects of the practice. Continuation of the practice is further enhanced because of the 
capital commitments already made in implementing the practice, and because of potential 
future savings associated with the reduction in energy use from fewer trips across fields and 
reduced labor requirements assodated with continuing the practice. 

9) The CCX originally used a 30% discount from calculated actual reductions in determining 
t.he number of offset credits to issue but eventually concluded that 30% was too high. Some 
analysts hclicve that the discount percentage needed for the Permanence Re.~crve 10 work i~ 
in the 2% to 3% range. Annual USDA surveys of tillage practices to determine the level.~ of 
reversal activity on previously no-tilled lands would provide a good indicator of whelh.:r the 
Permanence Reserve provid.:d by a 20% disctlunt factor is 100 high or too low. 

10) Approaching the permanence issue indirectly in a systemic way-rather than requiring 
permanence for individual contracts-is needed because of the structure of U.S. fam1ing. 
Much land is rt:nled out and farms arc sold. Producers of particular tracts change over time. 
Dave Miller of the Iowa Farm Bureau, an expert on the CCX, note.~ rhat five-year contract~ 
are about as far as contracts can be st1-etched and still get participation by fanncrs. "We need 
10 trust the system to. on average, establish pcnnanence for offsets. Without some approach 
like the CCX discounted credits and the 'Permanence Reserve' they create. a broader offset 
system for agriculture will never gel off che gl'Ound." 

' While there is a saturation point where no additional cart-on can be ~eque.<tered so a<1Ji1ional contracts would not 
wor~. the two following points indica1e reasons why already sequestered carbon wilt not necessarily be rckascd in 
large amounts-which is the condition rhal inusl be m~t for the CCX offset structure to he considered as providing 
permanent off<e<s. 
'Re.<earch oy Ors. Alan Franztuebb~r. Jerry Hatfield, Ch<orle~ Rice, etc. 
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11) All soil st:qucstration credits "share the burden" of potential loss of permanence. This 
method actively recognizes that there is a positive probability thal 8ome sequestralion 
reversal activity could take place afterthe end date of the contract and that some portion of 
tht: sequestered carlmn could be released to the atmosphere. However, it also recognizes that 
the exact timing, inten~ity and location of that reversal or carbon releasing a~:tivily is not 
known at the time of crediting for any ~oil sequestration activity. therefore all soil 
sequestration credits share the risk of a post-contract reversal by having a portion of theil
credit~ from current sequestration activities reduced by committing some prc-detc1mined 
fraction of the actual sequestration rate to the implicit Permanence Reserve. thus redudng lhe 
actual amount of credits 10 that which now have the characteristics of "permanence". This 
<1pproach removes the significant administrative burden of post-contract lracking of offsets 
and allows credited offsets to he fully fungihlc within the compliance. regime. Post contract 
monitoring can be achieved by the survey methods previously listed and ongoing aqjustments 
10 the program and crcdil ing rates. as appropriate. 

12) Acruss a large lands~·ape (~uch as production agriculture) the law of large numbers applies 
and the law.~ of probability apply. If all of the oftSets from I hat class of offsets shan: the 
probability of Joss of permanence and have that probability of loss quantified into the 
crediting rate. 1hen the resulting "credited" offsets will only rctlcct the portion of offsets lhat 
are permanent. 
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Figure I. U.S. Fanner and Landowner Participation in CCX Offset Programs 
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Figure 3. Chicago Climate Exchange Carhon Financial Instrument 
Spot ancl Derivatives volume 2004-2008 
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American Farm Bureau t'ederatiou policy on Carbon and l~nvironmcntal Credit lncenli"cs 

W c oppose the imposi1ion of carbon emission related rnxcs or fees on horsepower of vchidc$ and 
equipment used for agricultural produc1ion. 

We suppon r<?s.::m:h that identifies the advan1agcs and <lisadvan1agcs of carbon credits as it rcla1cs 10 

carbon sequestration; 

Wcoppo~c: 

(I) ~fanda1ory air quali1y siandards for ozone and paniculalC malter on farmers and agricul1ural 
businesses: 
(2) Air p.;rmits ror agricullural operation~ that arc not science based: and 
(3) Any cffons by the EPA 10 implement pcrmi11ing foes and/or protocol or take regularory acrion 
regarding greenhOU$e gas emissions for production agriculture. 

Environmental Cn'<lit Incentives 
Markct·ba5ed incentives, ~uch ~s pollutant credit trading, are preferable to government mandates. 
We support: 
(I) The development of a practical volun1ary market-based carhon credit trading system. To 
encourage this new market. we also support a USDA pilot carbon credit trading project to 
develop trading ,·riteria. ~tandar<ls and guidelines: 
(2) Fanncrs being comp.:nsated for planting crops or farming practices that keep carbon in the 
~oil; 

(3) Seeking alternative energy sources, which will minimize atmospheric pollution; 
(4) Providing incentives to industries seeking to become more energy efficient or reduce 
emissions of identifiable atmospheric pollution and the means of preventing it; 
\5) Providing incentive.~ to individuals seeking to reforest fragile lands that are currently in 
agricultural production: 
(6) Emission offsets that sequester carhon through agricultural practices should be fully 
recogni1.ed in any cap and trade system and should nOI be limited to a percentage of total offsets; 
<7) Panicipation in climate discussions to erihance and maximize agriculture's ability to capture 
economic benefits from an emerging carbon market; and 
(8J Market-based solutions, rather than fe.deral or state emission limits, being u~cd to achieve a 
reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from mobile sources. 

We oppose: 
(I) Mandatory restrictions to achieve reduced agricultural greenhouse gas emi~sion~: 
(2) Mandates relating to GHG policies, that would adversely impact agriculture; 
(3) Any al!empl to regulate methane emissions from ruminant animals under the Clean Air Act 
or any other legislative vehicle; 
(4) Emi~sion control rules for fanning practices, farm equipment, couon gins, grain handling 
facilities. etc .. and urge EPA to re·e\'aluatc the imposition of standards on farm and ranch 
equipment and other non-highway use machinery: 
(5) Unilateral mandatory state or federal GHG emission reduction rcquircmenrs; and 
(6) Including the carbon impacts resulting from indirect land use changes in other countries in 
the carbon life cycle analysis of biofuels. 
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American Farm Bureau Federation Policy on Commodity f'utures and Options 

The in1egrily of all U.S. commodity futures and options exchanges as a pric:ing mechanism mu~I 
be maintained by !he members of the exchanges and their overseeing governing bodies. 
Commodity futures and options tr.1ding serves a useful purpose for a number of commodities by 
pro"iding a means lo tr.msfer certain types of risk. Other commodities should be included where 
need exists and research shows futures and options trading would be beneficial. We urge !hat 
regulatory laws be strictly enforced. We support the use of off-exchange agricultural lrade oplion 
contrar.:ts in commodity marketing, which would include complete risk di~closure. vendor 
integrity and the opportunity for cash settlemenl of the option. We should provide educational 
programs for producers lo learn about lhis risk management tool and work with commodity 
buyers 10 offer agricultural trade oplion contract~. 

We will: 
(I) Aggressive! y work lo mai n1ain agricultural representation on Commodity Furnre~ Trading 
Commission tCFrC); 
(2) Oppose efforts by CFTC 10 rcgulalc cash grain; 
(3) Encourage CFrC to require additional delivery points and as.~ure an adequate delivery 
system; 
(4) Continue to work with stare Farm Bureaus and their affiliated marketing agencie.~ to 
encourage lhc expansion of forward pricing services based on futures and vplions and to 
strengthen currenl programs; 
(5) Enrnurage worldwide electronic lrading al U.S. commodity exchanges; 
(6) Support expanded use of mini-futures contract~ on all commodily exchanges; 
(7) Support changes in cunenl fulures conlracts if research shows that they will result in 
maintaining or increasing liquidity of the market; 
(8) Oppose efforts to combine Cf-TC and the Securities Exchange Commission and support 
regulation of the c:ommodily fulures busine.ss by CFrC; 
!9l Urge CITC 10 increase oversight of futures c.~changes and floor traders to ensure that 
integrity of these markels is maintained and to curb practices thal result in manipulation or 
artificial price swings; 
(IO) Review price-setting mechanisms and make recommendations for the most effective price 
discovery ~ystem..; for identily-prcserved grains: 
(I I) Urge the governing body of the ~·om1t1odity exchanges to cominue to establish 
predetermined, publicized limits for margins ac various market price levels for each ~omrnodi1y; 
( 12) Oppose cffons by the commodity exchanges to chaTge a fee for delayed market quotes: 
( 13) Conduct a review and actively participate in the reauthoriza1ion of the Commodities 
Exchange Ac1. Thal review will seek to minimize price manipulation and ensure the markets are 
effective as a price discovery mechanism given the increasing level~ of contract production; 
(14) Encourage commodity exchanges 10 have an active an<l viable agricuhure advisory 
committcc: and 
( 15) Support regular and thorough review of the CFTC and commodity markets. 

We encourage the use of marketing tools or other marketing alternatives. We support hcdge-to
arrive contrncu being honored when used as a marketing tool thal ensures delivery of the 
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commodity on the contracl and has a se t delivery date. Those entering into these agreement or 
.:onlral.'IS &hould he held liable for their own actions. 
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Chaim1an Harkin, Senator Chambliss. and members of lhe committee, thank you for 
1he opponuni1y to 1es1ify before the Commiucc 1oday. It is an honor 10 be here. 

Four years ago. I left Washing1on to found the Nicholas lns1i1111c for F.nvil'Onmcntal Policy 
Solutions al Duke Univer.;ity. The lnstimte is intended to be a two·way !>ridge between the 
knowledge and convening power of Puke and dccision-mak.':rs such as yourselves. The lnMilUle 
has focused its resoul'ce.s on tile key environment~! challenges facing our plane[. and no topic has 
demanded gr~ater anemiou than global climate change. 

One ar.:a in whi<:h thl' lnslitutc has recently focused is designing the financial market that would 
he created by a cap· and-trade system for greenhouse gases. It is clear that the success of this 
policy app1Nch hinges. ;ubstaruivcly and politically. on whether the market will operate in a 
way lhat is fail'. efficient and responsive to the lessons learned from the current financial crisi~. 
The Jnslilllte staffh~~ worked with our Vi•iting fc:llow Jon 1\nda 10 lmmch our Carbon Marl<~t 
Initiative, engaging with a numbe .. of faculty from Dul:e Univcr~ity'.~ Fuqu" St"hool of Business 
and Law School to assess lhe key clements of a successful carbon market - frolll financial 
market design. to acco<1nting. to aut'tion design. Three papers are due to be published in 
October, Jed by Profe~sors Vish Viswanathan. L!sli~· Marx and Katherine Schipper, 1hat will 
more deeply im·cstigate all of 1hose topics. 

The Rent'lilS of a Market-Ba.~ed Climatt' Polky 

As I noted, this 1estimony is focused on 1hc issues and concerns regarding the design of the 
greenhou~c ga~ marke1. Given 1hc fin:mcial market failures in recem years, ii is undcrstandal:ile 
tha1 a market appto:tt'h should not be viewed as a foregone conclusion. However, I would 
sul:imit that. i.;iven the Nicholas ln~titute's evaluation of the numerous policy <:1p1ions proposed 10 
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addn:~s climate change, I believe the market approach l'Cmains an effective means to achieve the 
environmental gvals of ~··eeuhouse gas emission n:ductions at the lowc•t co.•t. 

Cost. in the end. is the dcrcm1ining factor. No sector of the economy is more attuned to these 
issues than the agricultural producers who arc rhe constituents of this commiltcc. As an aside. let 
me note that the Nicholas Institute this week rekased a report co-authored by several leading 
agcicultural economists assessing the impact of a carbon market on farm incomes. The study 
found that net flow of UHG revenue and indirect commodity market revenue~ for farmers for 
outwei£h increa~ed operating costs. Th" study also forccaM some lo&ses in economic welfare to 
consumers and agricultural processors. However, benefits to crop and livestock producers far 
oulwcigh these Cl'.On<•mic losses, signaling gains to the sector as a whole. If dun~ the right way, 
agciculture can he made a winner in climate legislation. 

But no matter what the models ~how. no one would dispute that we should adopt the policy that 
achi~vcs our goals at the lowest pos&ible cost. History demonstrate~ that the market is the best 
means to accomplish this objective. In th.: most famous example, Congress mandated in the 
1990 Clean Air Act that utilities engage in what was chcn called ''emis~ions trading" to reduce 
sulfur dioxide pollution - a major rnntributor to acid min. The 1990 Clean Air Act amendments, 
which launched the program, arn a resounding success-achieving the environmental goals at 20 
to 30 pcrcenc of the predicted cost. 

Mark~t-basi!d system~ to address environmental concerns allow both the federal government ~nd 
private enterprise to take advantage of their respective strength~. The U.S. govemment is in the 
best posi1iofl to sel and enforce a "cap", or limit. on national GHG emissions. Capped entities 
determine for thcmselve~ the least-cost manner of complying with the emissions limits. 

Under a cap-and-trade prognun. a GHG "allowance" is created for each ton of cappe.d emissions. 
The allowances are fungible and can be traded among market participants. At the end of each 
compliance period. regulated firms surrender allowances to the government equivalent lo their 
emissions. The program gives firms Hexibility, either to reduce their own emissions or to buy 
allowances from another firm. This process minimi 1.cs the overall economic cost of the program. 
as ii provides an incentive for firms with the lowest marginal cost of ahatemcnt to make the 
cheapest reductions first. Cap-and-trade systems are at the heart of the major legislative 
proposals to address climate change, including the American Clean Enccgy and Security Act 
pa5scd tiy the U.S. House of Representatives earlier thi~ year and the Climate Security Act that 
was before lhe Senate in June of 200!!. 

Without a market mechanism, the government must have perfect foresight of the co~ts of 
emission reductions and the circumstance~ that will affect those costs (such as when technologies 
will be available) in order to deploy resources most efficiently. Providing covered enlicies with 
flcxibiliry in how they trade allowances among themselves may be especially important in this 
circumstance, as long·term compliance with the declining cap will depend on the emergence of 
new lcchnologies. 
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L~ssons Learned from Recent Market Failures 

Much of the market's cost-reducing benefits. however. could he weakened if the market docs not 
operate transparently and efficiently. thereby creating a sizeable gap between the price of 
greenhouse ga~ abatement and the price in the market. Americans know all too well that such 
imperfect markets occur, a~ the debate on climate change legislation takes pl<tce in the shadow of 
glaring examples of market failures over the past year and a half. These failures. however. can 
also provide imponanl lessons that Congress can apply to the creation of a carbon market. 

I . Petroleum price spikes - The ~pikes in the petroleum markets during the summer of 2008 
highlight the impo11ance of market transparency and adc4uate regulatory jurisdiction. No federal 
agency has comprehensive aLlthority lo regulate offshore petroleum market~ and there was 
insufficient infom1ation to monitor potentially manipulative activity adequately. As a result. 
11overnment officials and the general public were unable to determine the deg1'Cc 10 which the 
price spikes were caused by excessive ~peculation, markel manipulation. or normal market 
reactions to supply and dcm;md. Recent regulatory changes give regulators this power. an 
imporl ant aspect of a successful rcgulalory process. 

2. Credit Defoull Swaps -The economic crisis caused t>y failures of credit default swaps 
highlight the importance of a system for settling countcrparly risk. In the CDS market. lhc 
settlement practice was inadequate, and the regulalor was nol aware of the vulnerable posi1ions 
taken by major market players. The e.~perience has underlined the need for transparency a11d 
adcqualc risk management. There is widespread acknowledgment thal lhe CDS markcl would 
have benefited from (a) more government oversight to ensun: lhe underlying value and inlegrity 
of the financial ins1ruments and (b) more infonnation to allow markcl paiticipams .to evaluate the 
risk oi 1he parties with whom !hey were conlrncting. 

:l. The Madoff Affair- The Ponzi scheme orchcstralcd by Bernie Madoff highlights a 
sc::parnte issue-the imponance of a vigilam regulator with adequate oversighl authority and 
resource~. In the Madoff siluation. as the rccenl SEC inspecror general's report indicales, the 
data needed to unearth the scheme were. readily available; the cops were simply not walking 1hc 
beat. 

The le~sons learned from these recent experiences arc really quile clear, and if they are applied to 
the carbon market. should avoid repeats of the prior failures. In fac1, the mechanisms to address 
these concerns already e.xist, and are im:luded in many of the broader market refo1m proposals 
currently under con~ideration, including increased oversight, mandatory clearing of slandardized 
products, real-time pricing and volume transparency, and expanded agency jurisdiction 10 cover 
the full scope of activity in a marketplace. These reforms. if passed by Cnngre!(s, may apply 
across U.S. financial market8, iiwluding a new carbon market. 
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Unique Aspects uf the U.S. Carbon .Market 

Many will claim that the carbon marke1 should be treated just like any 01her commodi1y market 
But it would not be like any other markeL- ii will b1: ~omcwhat unique. There are three 
distinguishing ;1~pe\:ls of lhe market 

Pirsl. unlike markets in physical commodities. Lhe entire carbon market system is created by the 
government to achieve a socie!al goal. Demand for the product. and the product itself. is crea1cd 
by government action, and thus the go.vcmmen1 has a special duly to ensure that its market 
operales effel·tively. Confidence in the product i.~ also essential: in this way, the governmenl's 
role in providing an accura1e and transparent regis1ry of em i~sioos and in creating the protncoh 
to e11sure that offse1s are real and verified are e~senlial to keeping confidence in 1he market. 

Second. enlilies covered by 1he lt:gislation will have no choice but to participate in the market. 
and it is a market with an ever· reducing supply. Por example. if the American Clean Energy and 
Seeuri1y Act bceamc the law of 1he land. a pool of 5.5 billion allowances in 2016 would decline 
lo 5.1 billion in 20:20 and 3.5 billion in 2030. Unlike traditional commodity marke1s, options for 
increasing supply in the C\'ent of allowan\:e shortages will be limited to the amount of credits 
allowed from offset projects that operate out~ide of the c;overed sectors. 

Third. the carbon market is likely to be driven heavily by derivative instruments (i.e .. futures and 
options), underscoring the need to design an appropriate regulatory structure from lhe out~cl. 
Legislation will likely result in the existem:e of two major markets: (I) a cash market that will 
trad~ allowances fmm the currenl year; and (2) a derivatives market. that will allow the parties to 
purchase futures, options, and other instruments aimed at creating futme righrs 10 allowance~. 

Recau~e of the design of di mate legislation, the derivatives market will likely dominate. In 
particular, climate legislation will likdy create a long-term obligation for regulated entities and 
those entities will need access to financial instmments to hedge their eltposurc-a necessary 
element to securing investment for new. low emilting energy lcchnologies. The American Clean 
Enccgy and Sccucity Act, for example, would distribute 132 billion allowances from 2012 
lhrough 2050. Y el, Jess than 5 million allowances will be issued in the first year of the program. 
This small initial ·•float" of allowances will likely drive demand for derivatives that offer future 
protection against price changes. Looked at ano1her way. we arc asking eminers lo take on 38 
years of abatement with potentially as ii Ille as I year of allowan\:es available to manage risk. 

From that perspective. it is entirely appropriate that we arc here today, as the Commodities 
Futures Trading Commission is the naLural entity to regulate the derivatives markcl expec1ed 10 
arise under these circumstances. Effective regula1ion of 1he.~e marke1s is critical tl' ensuring a 
stable market that provides covered entities with the financial product8 nccessacy to meet their 
complian\:e obligations in an efficient manner. 

At bottom, we must develop this market cle nm·o. Financial markets typically evolve over time 
as they grow, and re2ulato1y changes often follow the development of new financial prnducts 01· 
rc:spond lo failures in the market syMem. Because Congress would create a new carbon market 
via legislation. lawmakers have the opportunity to design a transparent. efficient mm·ket at 1he 
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outset that build& on the be.st practices for market regulation and lessons learned from recent 
ma .. ket failures. 

Four Principles for the Carbon Market 

I would like to leave you with four principles for an effective carbon market based on the lessons 
of the past decade: (l) real .. time lransparency; (2) adequate risk management and sclllemcnr: (3) 
a vi!,!ilant and well-fonded n:gulator; and (4) transparent data and strong quality controls on the 
allowances traded. 

I. Real-Time Transparency 

F.leclronic markets for Mocks and bonds have demonstrated that real-lime transparency has made 
market~ more efficient. F.leclronic markel.~ also facilitate real-time market oversight - making it 
better, faster. and cheaper. Real-time access to information about market activity is the 
cornerstone to managing risk. reducing market volatility. and empowering market participants 
and watchdog organizations to monitor the market for manipulation, excessive speculation, and 
other illegal activity. Accurate, real-lime information about p1ices and trade "olume allows 
market panicipants to make more accurate bids and offers. This. in turn, helps to ensure that 
allowance prices more accurately reflect the. marginal cosl of abating emissions. 

Transparency al.~o can help maintain puhlic confidence in the fairness and stability of lhe 
market-an clement that may be essential to the long-term success of the cap-and-trade 
prognnn's ability to reduce emissions in a cost effective manner. Real-time mat·ket infom1ation 
allows the public to monitor the effectiveness of the regulator as well as the behavior of market 
participants. Market data collected from multiple sources could al.~o help assure public investors 
that their asscs~mcnls of price, market direction, and counter·pany risk are based on accurate 
data. In addition, disclosure requirements for publicly-held companies and financial institutions 
allow inve~lors to verify the accuracy of financial reports. 

In general, publicly-available information should include: 

• The instruments that are trading; 
• Prices; 
• The volume of trading activity: 
• Where trading i~ taking pl11ce 
• The entities that are trading and the positions lhcy hold: and 
• The positions held by ma1·ket panicipants. 

To the extent that carbon instruments arc traded on registered exchanges, the exchange member'5 
activity will be "plinted" on the exchange as the trade occurs. This would apply to allowances, 
futures. options, and possibly swaps. If OTC lrnn~actions take pla,·e in the carbon market, the 
legislation will need to ensure that the regulator, market participants, and the. general public have 
sufficient. data to oversee and evaluate trading activity. 
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Congress will need to balance the public's access to timdy market information with the 
lesitimalc concern that "'ovcrcd cntilie~ may need ro protccl confidenlial bu~im:ss information. le 
is imponant to note that the default real-time transparency as to "who" is trading is limited to the 
registered e:>lchangc member. In some cases this may be an cmiucr, but in many cases it will be 
an inlennediary. Emitters. just like large mutual funds in the equity markets, could report tht•ir 
positions at a later date so that their activity cannot be "front-run" by (1thers. Emillcr reporting 
could be monthly or even quarterly along with their financials. 

In addition to the information made available to the general public. regulators should have acces~ 
to the full range of market activity in real-time in order to prevent and punish market abuses, 
including fraud and manipulation. The more detailed information an oversight body receives 
concerning trade prices. volume. positions, and trends, the beller its ~·<1pacity to detect trading 
irregularities and incoru;islencies. With each of these elements in place, regutat(lrs can respond 
quickly lo uneltplaincd spikes in market price or trade volume to ahate excessive s~culation and 
ensure that prices reflect supply and demand. 

2. Adequate Risk Management and Settlement 

Carbon market participants <1lso need to know that allowances purchased on the spot. forward 
and futures markets. which are held to maturity. will be delivered. The collapse of the mortgage
backed se,·urities and credit default swaps markets in the fall of 2008 highlights 1he importance 
of managing 1he level~ of risk 1ha1 market participan1s may undertake. 

In regulalcd financial markcls. coun1erpany risk is generally managed by .. clearing" transactions. 
Cl.:aring consists of 1he confinnation, settlement. and delivery of transaction.~. Clearing houses 
~ervc as a central countcrparty in a transaction in order to protect opposing p!llties from a default 
by the other. Clearing houses also compute the adjusted value of open positions on futures 
contracts (how much is owed or collectible) based on changes in contract prices - and use this 
information to adjust margin 10 ensure integrity on the marketplace. In addition. the clearing 
organi<1.ation may verify the transactions between parties to discover and resolve any 
discrepancies 4uiddy. 

In the carbon market. a capped entity cannot run the risk lhat a comract co purchase a\lowan.:cs 
will 1101 be fulfilled. This is the e lcmelll of a compliance market that differs from a financial 
market. One can imagine financial remedies for non-performance of a carbon allowance. 
contract. However, the capped entity that has not had its purchase filled with a physical delivery 
cannot submit to the EPA a linanci al settlement-it muM submit allowances. Monitoring of the 
spot. futures and forward markets to assure that market participants arc able to make ddivcry on 
their contractual agreements will be an importanl piirt of the regulators role in the carb(ltl 
markels. 

As much trading should occur on exchanges, or at Jea~t be cleared centrally. as is.feasible. The 
sy~t~m that you arc huilding for this market 1-eally has three goals: (I) price discovery. (2) 
transparency. and (3) risk management through clearing. An exchange re4uircment would 
achieve all three goals; a requirement to prim and clear all trades, even those occurring over the 
counter, will achieve the latter two. And in face, a~ Jong as ~ome significant volume occurs 
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across the exdiangcs, 1here will be discovery of prices that can he used lo inform the OTC 
trans;ictions it~ well. 

Many will contend that clellring of long·tcm1 su11ctural contracts will be difficult, as such 
transaction~ are uni4ue and n<>t liquid. and thal panics will be required to post the colla~ral. or 
margin, necessary lo par1icipa1c in the market. These are nontrivial issues. and pose a choice 
between mitigating ~ystcmic risk and creating the additional cost of posting margin for entities. 
It will he your role to evaluate the trarJcoff between these priorities. 

In the case t!Jal Congress provide~ any exceptions to cleared or exchange-traded transactions. 
transparency for the counlerpanies and the n:gulacor is even more essential so that the 
countcrpany risk can bt' effectively evaluatcd. 1 Such exceptions should only occur if regulators 
know the cxt~nl of the obi i gations of lh.:: various counterpartie~ in the carbon allowance and 
allowance derivative markers so as 10 en~ure thal such OTC markets remain properly regulaled. 

3. Vigila111 and Well-Funded Regulator 

Ac:cess to markc.1 data should he coupled with ~ufficient resources lo process and analyze the 
infom1ation. broad jurisdiction that allows the regulalor 10 oversee any trading thal involves 
allowance-based financial instruments. and appropriate enforcement to address market abuses 
when and where rhcy may oc~'ur. If Congress will ask the CFrC lo take on the oversight of this 
new market with the degree of detail that is suggested here or in the current proposal from 
Senator~ F(instein and Snowi:, lhcn more rcsouocc.~ will he required to build the team of 
regulators needed Some would fond this rhrough a fee applied lo trades. l would suggest that 
anorhcr alternative exists in tapping the value from aucliont:d allowances. Eirher way, the 
lcgi.~lation ha5 the means to create the funds needed. 

With respect lo the regulator'~ vigilance, il is a challenge that this Commiuec can uniquely 
aMwcr. Tiglu Congressional oversight will help ensure that the ·•cops remain on the bear." And 
some forethought might further benefit that ovcrsighl, as the Committee might ask for <law about 
the market to be provided regularly so that it too can moni!or the market. 

4. Transparent data and strong quality controls 

Finally. the government must ensure that the information regarding the allowances rraded in lhe 
market is transparent. predictable and reliable. lnfonnation, in the end. is whar enables you to 
tum emissions into a lradablc item. h gives the market apples-to-apples confidence in the 
product&, particularly ~ince greenhouse gas emissions are not as tangible a commodity as oil or 
pork bellies. 

1 What exceptions should there be for non-standard instruments to be transacted OTC? One suggestion d~vcloJXd 
by Prnfo~Sl)f y;,h Viswanathan at ruqo• School of Rosiness and 1ha1 will be published in his October paper is lo USC 

the po~t-1radc rcp1)ning of non-stamfard ios1rum•n1s to detmnine when volume is sufficient to require the contract 
to be ·'primed and cleared" on an exchange. For example. of thcr" was a larg4' vlllume of swaps for, say. carlx1n 
vt'r>Us l .it•or. then ~uch contracts could be required to move to listed trading. 
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t-"irst, the government must regularly and predictably produce information about the nation's 
emission~ to allow for the n1arkcl 10 evaluate demand. A good example of an effoclivc program 
in thi.~ regard is the U.S. Acid Rain cap-and -trade program administered by the EPA. That 
program focuses the majority of ii~ enforcement efforts on the accurate tracking (If emissions and 
alluwanl·es. EPA handles vast amounts of information; it proces~es information for compliance 
purpose.~ and makes emi.~sion and allowance data accessible to facilitate an efficienl allowanc.e 
market which builds public credibility in the emission~ lra<ling progr.1m. The key is that the ARP 
relies on a common measurement metric through rigorous continuou~ emissions monitoring 
systems (CEMS) with quanerly reporting of hourly emissions. 

An example of how the puor pwvision of government data temporarily undennined a market ,.im 
be found in the European Union. In the E.U. Emissions Trading System, most emissions were 
not measured directly; they were determined by calculation based on fuel consumption, specified 
emission factors and the thermal efficiencies for combustion units and on output and 01hcr 
chemical and engineering estimates for process emissions. During the 3 year experimental phase 
in the EU ETS (2005-2007) a 8ignificant price decline occurred in Aptil 2006 following lhe 
reponing of 2005 emissions data by severnl member states in amounts that we1'C significantly 
le~s than expecteJ. 

The government also mus1 provide the market with adequate assurances that the products traded 
in the cmbon market are what they claim to be. With regard to the emi~sions allowanc.:s, this is 
simple and straightforward. The government will create, serialize and track the government
issued right to emit. 

With regard to offset credits, however, !he government's role is to provide adequate protocols 
and procedures to ensure the market that any carbon ort:.et project is real and verified. In 
particular, for offsets markets lo be ~ucce~sful and to contribute to emi~sion mitigalion goals, 
I here must be confidence that omet reductions do in fact occur, that they can be pl'Operly 
quan1ified, lhat they are additional to what would have occum~d without the project, and that any 
rc--emission later (reversal) or induced uncontrolled emissions in other locations (leakage) are 
properly iiccou11ted. In doing so, the government must balance the need to provide quality 
as5urancc with the need 10 keep the costs of verification and monitoring low enough to attract 
invc-stmcnt in !he projects. 

Fortunately. I believe such a balance can be struck. In our work at the Nicholas Institute, we 
have engaged wi1h producer groups, markel pm1icipants, environmental advocates, and emitters 
to design policy that can provide environmentally valuable offsets al lower transaction costs. 
These efforts, firsl published in our report Designi11g Offsets Policy for the U.S., continue as we 
strive to find the correct balance. 

I also now serve on the board of the Climate Action Reserve, a national organization focused on 
providing rcgula1ory-quality standardized protocols for the development, quantification and 
verification of greenhouse gas emissions reduction projects in North America: issuing carbon 
offse! credits known as Climate Re~erve Tonnes (CRT) generated from such projects; and 
tracking the transaction of credits over time in a transparent. publicly·accessihlc system. For 1he 
project types already approved by the Climate Action Reserve. I believe that che pmtocols have 
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struck thi~ balance, for al lca.'l some project !ypes. as evidenced by the strong investor inleresl in 
offacts p1ujc<.:I~ u•ing their program. 

Om~ final note - Acwunting 

While time docs not pe1mit a fulsome discu~sion of this issue. I would like to dmw your altcntion 
to a short line in the U.S. Climate Action Pann.:rship blueprint highlighling the need for "rational 
acc-ounting" ff a utili1y needs a future~ contract as a bridge to a new low-carhon power plan! -
and their intention is co take delivery of the allowance at expiration lo submit for compliance -
should that utility have to mark the conuact to market each quarter'! Such a requirement should 
not be imposed lighlly. since doing so would only encourage OTC hedging, or les& risk 
management overall. 

Conclusion 

The market is very powerful tool. by which environmental objectives may be achieved at 
hi~torically low cosls. llu! the market also can fail, particularly if it docs not have adequate 
provisions to ensure that transactions are fair and lransparenl. As I have teslified. I believe the 
mechani~ms exisl 10 avoid such a failure. 

Concerns abour market abuses have nonetheless led some to conclude that now is not the ti1ne. to 
create <1 new market. ut me posit !hat the exact opposite is true.. If you choose to create a 
market. now is lhe best time to create a transparent, effective market that prevents excessive 
spe.·ulation and manipulation while allowing individual business leaders the flexibility to decide 
how m comply. The lcs;;ons from pa.st market failures arc fresh in our minds, and th.: public is 
attuned to the needs. If it want~ to do so. Congress has all the tools it needs to create a well
functioning m::uketplacc. 
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Introduction 

Chainnan Harkin, Senator Chambli.~s. and members of the Committee, th<ink you fur holding this 
hearing on climah: chaTige legislation and carbon market issues. We appreciate lhe opportunity 
lo offer testimony before the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and forestry concerning rice 
industry views on climate change legislation. 

My name is Frank Rehcrmann and I ofter this testimony on behalf of the USA Rice Federation. 
I currently serve as chairman of the USA Rice Producers' Group and vice chainnan of the USA 
Rice Federation and am a rice fam1er from Live Oak, California. My wife and I operate our Cann 
as a family partnership growing 800 acres of rice in the Sa•ramenlo Valley. I have been farming 
since 1972. 

U.S. Rice Industry Overview 

The USA Rice Federation is the global advocate for all segments of the United States rice 
industry with a mission to promote and protect the interests of rice producers, millers, merchants. 
and other allied businesses that comprise much of the rnultibillion dollar li.S. rice industry. The 
US Rice Producers Association represents rice producers in all 6 of our major rice producing 
slates. Together, USA Rice and the US Rice Producers Associa1io11 represent virtually the 
entirety of the U.S. rice indu~try- from farmers to proccs.~ors to marketers to exporters. The rice 
industry provides jobs and income for not only producers and processors of rice, but for all of 
these parties in the value chain. 

Rice is planted on about 3 million acres in six states, including Arkansas, California, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Missouri, and Texas. The U.S. rice industry is unique in its ability to produce all 
type~ of rice, from long grain, medium grain, and short grain, to aromatic and spcc.ialty varieties. 
Last year, C.S. Canners produced a rice crop of nearly $3.4 billion in Cann gate value. 

Today, about 81 percent of all the tice that is consumed in the U.S. is produced here al home. 
And, despite U.S and foreign trade barriers to l!.S. rice exports, the U.S. remains the largest 
non-Asian exporter of rice and the third largest exporter worldwide. On average, between 40 to 
50 percent of the lJ .S. annual crop is exported as either rough or milled rice. 

The l;nitcd States' top export markets for rice include Mexico. Japan, Iraq, Haiti, Canada. and 
most of Central America. In 2008 we exported over $2.2 billion in rice lo markets around the 
world. 

American.~ consume 25 pounds of rice per pen;on per year. Of the rice produced by our Canners 
that remains in the domestic market, 53% is bound for direct human food use and 16% dedicated 
to proces~ed foods, 15% for ~er, 14% for pet food. and the remaining for industrial uses. 

The 2005 Dietary Guidelines and MyPyramid recommendation, published jointly by the 
Departments of Agriculture and Health and Human Services, call for 5 to HI servings of grains 
daily, with half the servings coming from whole grains, such as brown rice, and 45 10 65 percent 
of calories coming from complex carbohydrates, such as rice. Rice is a wholesome source of 
nutrition, with no sodium, no cholesterol, no glut~m. and no trans or saturated fats. 
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Bcvond the substantial economic and nutrition bcndits of rice is the cnvironmcnlal dividend 
fro~1 winter-flooded rice fields that provide critical habitat for migratory waterfowl and other 
wetland-dcpcm.lant species. All the major rice-production an:as in !he U.S. correspond with 
imponant areas of waterfowl activity during winter months. Rice-growing areas provide 
surrogate habitats for hundreds of wildlife species that rely on wetland conditions for species 
survival, some of which are cumntly or could he threatened if not for the wetland environments 
provided by flooded rice fields. Without rice fanning, wetland habitats in the U.S. would be 
vastly reduced. A loss of this magnitude would have a disastrous effect on waterfowl, shore 
birds, and a host of other wetland-dependant ~pccie~. 

Rice Industry Concerns wilh Climate Change 

The climate change legislation pending before Congress is not supported by the U.S. rice 
industry. With respect to the American Clean Energy and Security Act (H.R. 2454) that 
narrowly passed the U.S. House of Representatives earlier this summer, we supported the efforts 
of House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin C Peterson and other Members of the House 
who worked to mitigate the bill's adverse impacts on agriculture. Hut nei1her of our 
organilations supported passage of the bill as amended. 

l:nfortunately. despite these efforts, the costs of this legislation still heavily outweigh any 
potential bendits, leaving us no choice but to strongly oppose the legislation. Simply puc. at a 
time when America's rice fa1mers are already facing significant production costs and are forced 
to compete on an uneven global playing field, clima1e change legislation would add insult to 
injury. 

One of the key areas of focus in our analysis of the legislation has been the impact on rice 
production costs as a result of higher costs for major inputs such as fuel, electricity, fertilizer, 
natural gas, and propane. Rice is flood irrigalcd, requiring energy to pump either ground or 
surface water. ln addition, rice is a high yielding crop utilizing nitrogen fertiliZt..T which, in tum, 
is made using natural gas. Funhennore, all rice must be dried before it can be stored. Finally, 
beyond the increased costs of tie Id produc1ion, U.S. rice must also be milled before it can be 
consumed 01 utilized in products. All of these already significant costs are cxpeclcd lo 
substantially im;n:asc, both in the shorl and Jong term, under climate change legislation and this 
does not take into account inerea.~ed transportation costs and other costs due to rise as a resull of 
this legislation. 

Increased inpu1 costs will make us less competitive vis-a-vis our major global competitors. such 
as Vietnam, Thailand, Pakistan, and India, who already benefit from heavy government 
involvement in their rice production. Congre~$ should not approve legisla1ion that will have the 
effect of shifting rice production overseas to foreign eompctitors that an:: made the lower cost 
producer solely because of the policies of our own government. Such a move would result in the 
loss of thousands of American jobs in the rural areas of the Mississippi Delta. the Louisiana and 
Texas Gulf Coast. and the Sacramento Val\eyofCalifomia. These areas rely, to a large extent, 
on the lJ.S. rice industry ro support their local economies and jobs. Shif\ing our agriculture 
production overseas and becoming dependant on other countries for food production will only 
threaten our nation's food security. 
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Regarding the roh: lhal U.S. agriwltur<: •an play in reducing ~'!'eenhousc ga~ <.:mission~, while, in 
the net aggregate, U.S. agricuhurc sequesters more greenhouse gases than it emits, there arc 
currently few, if any. opportunities for rice production to forther sequester or reduce greenhouse 
gases. 

That is not to say that due diligence is not being done to investigate ways in which rice might 
meaningfully contribute to greenhouse ga~ sequestration or reduction in the future. In fact. work 
is currently uudcrway in California to develop .:omputcr-modeling techniques lo quantify 
greenhouse gas emissions. Once complete, this model will also predict the greenhouse emissions 
response to certain changes in cultural practices. Current pilot-scale activities arc being. 
implemented to evaluate potentially beneficial activities. Both implementation challenges and 
impacts on yield and production costs will be evaluated to sec ir any ideas are ultimately deen•ed 
foasiblc. 

If t:fforts in California arc successful, greenhouse gas sequestration and reduction would he 
added to lhe long list of con1ributions to conservation already provided by rice producers 
inclmling the provision of wctlamh liir hundreds of wildlife species as well as migratory birds in 
the ;...fississippi, (' cntral. and Paci lie flyways. W c are simply not there yet on sequestration. 

So, we are confronted with no econolllic upside under pending climate change legislation and 
plenty of economic downside. For instance, a recent analysis by the Agricultural and Food 
Policy Center at Texas A&M University estimates that due to the increase in input costs for rice 
and 1he likelihood of no oppommity to pa11icipate in a1i offaet credil program al 1his time. all 14 
reprcscnlati ve rice fom1s analyzed wou Id experience lower average annual net cash farm income 
ranging from $30,000 to S 170.000 in reductions per operation. Annual costs for these farms 
increase from $20,000 to $120,000 during the 2010 to 2016 period. And while the commodity 
pric~ is expected to increase slightly it is not enough to mal:e up for the significant cost 
increases. The American Farm Bureau Federation also estimates that the i11crcase in rice 
production costs per acre could reach as high as $153.00. That's not the difference between a 
larg~ profit and a Jean profit. That's lhe diITcrcncc between break even and broke. 

At a time when U.S. farm income is already pro,jcctcd to be down 38% from last year and giv.:n 
the condition of the \.5.:S. economy overall. we arc deeply concerned abom where 1his legislation 
would position us in tho:: global economy, particularly since it is highly unlikely that our key 
global competitors will impose an equally rigorous regulatory regime on their own industries if 
our past trade agreements arc any indication. In fact, recent reports that some in 1hc dt:\'Cloping 
world are calling on developed nations to make sharp reductions in greenhouse gas emissions 
while insisting that they not be bound to any specific level of reductions is ominously familiar lo 
those of us closely oh.<erving WTO Doha Round discussions. 

As such. we would strnngly urge the Members of this Committee to fully evaluate alternative 
approaches to curbing greenhouse gas emissions and to oppose pending or similar climate 
change legislation. In this vein, we wish to express our gratitude lo the Members of this 
Committee who have urged that the cap and trade provisions of climate change legislation be 
dropped entirely. To be sure, there are ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce our 
dependence on oil-exporting countri~~ withl)Ul crippling the U.S. economy. Focusing on energy 
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c!licicncy measures and additional renewable and clean energy development arc just a few of 
these avenues. 

Recommendations to Improve Climate Change Legislation 

If. however, pending or similar climalt: change lcgi.~lation is ultimately considered in the Senate, 
we believe there arc several key provisions that must be clearly and explicitly included in the bill 
to help ensure U.S. agriculture is not irreparably injured in the process. These key provisions 
include: 

• An express exemption should be provided for the agricullurc sector from the greenhouse 
gas emission reduction requirements of the climate change legislation and the underlying 
Clean Air Act. 

• The definition of "agriculture sector" for purposes of this exemption should be clarified 
to inr:lude production thruugh the stage of processing ordinarily necessary for the· 
commodity to be widely marketed in commercial channels. 

• Increased funding should be provided for research programs and activities by USDA and 
the land grant university system to develop improved production and management 
practices and technologies to help agriculture sequester greenhouse gas emissions. with a 
panicular focus on research for those crops that currently have little or no oppnnunity in 
this regard. 

• Establishment of a program using the funds and authorities of the Commodity Credit 
Corporation to compensate producers for increased input co.~ts. 

• Establishment of a robust agricullural omet program that is flexible and run entirely by 
USDA, not the EPA 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, on behalf of the U.S. rice industry, I strongly urge this Commit!ee to work with 
the Senate leadership to postpone considerati(ln of dimate change legislation until such time that 
alternative legislative approaches to curbing greenhouse gas emissions are developed which do 
not injure American agriculture or the U.S. economy, generally. If this effort is unsuccessful, 
then we respectfully request that this Committee work with the other committees of jurisdiction 
and your Senate colleagues to ensure that the provisions provided above are included in any 
climate change legislation that is enacted into law. We believe that, without these provisions, the 
current approach to climate change would be catastrophic to American agriculture. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our views. I would be happy to respond any questions. 
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Statement of 
Julie Winkler, 

Member of the Board of Directors, Green Exchange Venture 
Before the 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Hearing on Regulating Carbon Markets 

in a Cap-and-Trade System 

September 9, 2009 

I am Julie Winkler, Managing Director of Research and Product Development of 
CME Group Inc. ("CME Group") and Member of the Board of Directors of the Green 
Exchange LLC. The Green Exchange Venture appreciates the opportunity to provide its 
views to the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry regarding the 
design and regulation ofa U.S. carbon market. 

We believe that cap-and-trade is the preferred solution for guaranteeing emissions 
reductions at the lowest possible cost to the economy. We strongly support providing 
compliance entities with a choice of utilizing exchange traded derivatives and over-the
.:ounter ("OTC") instruments with additional transparency to meet their environmental 
obligations. Also to provide these customers with effective risk management tools and 
liquidity, the U.S. carbon markets must allow for broad market participation. We believe 
that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") is best suited as the 
regulator of the U.S. carbon market and they will ensure a transparent and effectively 
regulated carbon market. Lastly, lo ensure the use of transparent markets and central 
clearing services and the necessary liquidity and price discovery they provide, regulatory 
proposal~ should not include a transaction tax on carbon derivative exchanges. 

Green Exchange Venture 

CME Group is a founding member of the Green Exchange Venture along with 
Evolution Markets, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, and Morgan Stanley. The 
founding members are joined by partner firms from across the energy. environment, and 
financial sectors: Constellation Energy, ICAP, RNK Capital LLC. Spectron, TFS, Tudor 
Investment Corp. CME Group currently provides the electronic trading platfom1, Central 
Counterpany Clearinghouse ("CCP") services, market data distribution, and regulatory 
services to the Green Exchange Venture. CME Group is the world"s largest and most 
diverse derivatives marketplace and through its subsidiaries operates four separate 
Exchanges: Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc: ("CME"), the Board of Trade of the City 
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ol'Chicago, Inc. ("CBOT"), the New York Mercantik Exchange, Inc. ("NY MEX") and 
the Commodi1y Exchange, Inc. ("COMEX").1 

CME also operates CME Clearing. one of the largest central countcrparty clearing 
services in the world, which provides clearing and settlement services for exchange
tradcd contracts, as well as for OTC derivatives contracts through CME ClearPort®. 
CME ClearPort provides clearing services to eligible participants, mitigates counterparty 
risk and brings OTC transactions within the regulatory over~ight of the CFTC. 

While the Green Exchange Venture was fonnally launched as a standalone entity 
this year, CME Group and the other Green Exchange Venture partners bring more than a 
century of experience in building markets to meet the risk management needs of 
commercial and financial participants.2 The Green Exchange Venture member fim1s 
have been actively involved in designing and participating in all major environmental 
markets around the world, including U.S. emissions cap-and-trade programs for sulfur 
dioxide (''SO/') and nitrogen oxide ("NO."), the global renewable energy trading 
markets, the European Union ("EU") Emissions Trading System ("ETS"), and the global 
carbon offset market. 

Following CFTC review and approval of our application for contract market 
designation3

, the Green Exchange product slate will include futures and options on 
European Union Allowances (''EUA"), Certified Emission Reductions, S02 Allowances. 
NO, Allowances, and Northeastern Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative Allowances 
(RGGI). Tbcse environmental contracis are highly flexible financial instruments useful 
to qualified market participants to meet their risk management needs. As an example, our 
EUA futures contract represents one-thousand ElJA allowances, equaling one ton of 
emissions. Our product slate will al8o be expanded to include derivatives based on a t.:.S. 
cap-and-trade program if such legislation is approved. Until the contract market 
designation is obtained by Green Exchange, environmental futures and options products 
are trading on the NY MEX through the CME Globcx® electronic trading platform and 
listed for clearing on CME ClearPort. 

1 The C!vlE 0l'Oup fa changes offer the wide•! range of benchmark products available across all major assec 
cla.~ses. includin~ futures and options on fucures based 011 in1erest rates, equity indexes. fonoij,'11 exchange, 
energy, mec:.ls. ab'Ticultural commodities, and alternative investment produ<.:ts. 
'The CBOT became involved in the U.S. emissions market in 1993 when it was chosen by the 
Envfronmcntal Protection Agency (EPA) to administer the S02 auction~. After an objective selection 
process, the CDOT wa~ chosen to run the auctions because of its demonstrated ability in handling and 
processing financial instruments and using transactional infonnation systems. The CBOT was not 
compen~aled for these services by EPA and administered this innova1ivc auction in partnership with the 
EPA for 12 years. 
'Upon approval as a Designated Contract Markel (OCM). the Green Exchange Venture will become a self
regulatol)' organization (SRO) wrth frontline market and trade practice surveillance responsibilities. subject 
to ovcrsighc by the CFTC. As an SRO, the Green Exchange Venture will be required to adopc and enforce 
rules to effec1ua1e 18 core principles. II will be required to monitor trading 3Ctivity, enforce rules, lake 
appropriate disciplinary action, monitor dcl ivcrablc supplies, detect and deter manipulation, among other 
things 10 ensure the intt'grity of the marke1s. 
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Lastly, we are actively engaged in discussing the U.S. climate policy; the CME 
Group was recently invited to join the Pew Center on Global Climate Changc's Business 
and Environmental l.eadcrship Council .. a partnership of 45 companies including 
Fortune 500 energy, manufacturing, and other companies. We bdieve that our insights 
from other markets and our understanding of the policy debate surrounding the creation 
and oversight of environmental markets, provides a crucial perspective on the carbon 
market policy discussion. 

Reducing Emissions through a Cap-and-Trade System 

Scientists believe that climate change is a global threat that requires a response to 
bring ahout substantial reductions in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas (''GHG") 
emissions. According to the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change ("IPCC") 
report, the global average temperature could rise by 2.4-6.4°C by the end of this century 
if no corrective action is taken.4 This would lead to serious consequences from both an 
environmental and economic perspective for developed and developing countries. 

A market-based solution, such as a cap-and-trade program, offers the best 
opportunity to minimize the cost of mandatory rcduelions in GHG emissions. The U.S. 
Climate Action Partnership (''USCAP"), an alliance of major businesses and leading 
climate and environmental groups, has stated that "cap-and-trade is essential" and 
"allows the economy-wide emission reduction target to be achieved at the lowest possible 
cost. ·•5 In a cap-and-trade system, one allowance would be created for each ton of GHG 
emissions allowed under the declining economy-wide emission reduction targets (the 
"cap"). Those emitters who can reduce their emissions at the lowest cost would have to 
buy fewer allowances and may have extra allowances to sell to remaining emitters for 
whom purchasing allowances is their most cost-effective way of meeting their 
compliance obligalion. Like USCAP, leading environmental and nature resource groups 
such as the Natural Resource Defense Council, Environmental Defense Fund and the Pew 
Center on Global Climate Change are supporting U.S. cap-and-trade.6 Additionally, 
agriculture organizations such as National Farmers Union also view cap-and-trade as the 
preferred approach for reducing cmissions.7 

Cap-and-trade in the U.S. is not a new mechanism as the U.S. was the global 
leader in utilizing a market-based solution to establish the Acid Rain Program under the 
1990 U.S. Clean Air Act Amendments. The S02 trading system has been regarded as an 
innovative solution, which is achieving its stated goals of reducing overall atmospheric 

'IPCC. .. Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report." Published by the IPCC on Climate Change. 2008. 
5 USCAP. "A Call to Ac1ion. Consensus Principles and Recommendations from USCAP: A Business and 
NGO Partnership.'' 2009. 
6 Environmemal Defense Fund. "The Case for Cap-and-Trade." July 23, 2009. 
'Testimony of Roger Johnson, President, ?-lational Farmers Umon ... Concerning the Role of Agricultut1: 
and Forcstiy in Global Wanning Legislation" before the Senate Committee on Agricultul'c. Nutrition and 
Forestry on July 22, 2009. 
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lt:veb of S02 and N0,.8 The EPA also estimates that by 2010, the overall compliance 
costs to busincssc::1 and consumers will be $ I -2bn per year, one quarter of the original one 
qua11er of the originally predicted cost.9 

In January 2009, fen Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic States launched the first 
mandatory. market-based effort in the United States to reduce GIIG emissions called the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGJ). This program aims to reduce capped C02 
emissions from the power sector and will require a 10 percent reduction in these 
emissions by 2018. Alongside the allowances and offsets trading in the RGGI program, 
there are both derivative and OTC contracts being traded by market participants. 

In the EU, the ETS is the largest cap-and-tTade program in the world currently 
covering more than 12,000 installations in the energy and industrial sectors, which 
account for approximately 40% of the ElJ's emissions ofC02 and other GHGs. Since 
2005 when the first trad ing period fo r ETS began, transaction volumes have grown by 
almost ten times. 10 With respect to carbon emissions, initial evidence from the EU ETS 
demonstrates that leading companies subject to the caps are utilizing the carbon markets 
to effectively reduce emissions. According to a July 2009 Global Carbon Trading Study, 
it is estimated that globa I carbon trading could reduce the cost of emissions reductions by 
up to 70% in 2020 compared to a carbon cap without a trading component. 11 

Cap-and-trade programs are proving that they can successfully cut emissions with 
efficiency and cost effectiveness. Emissions trading systems are already operating or 
planned in over 35 countries in the developed world. 12 Clearly, the global carbon trading 
is expanding rapidly and the U.S. would not want to miss the opportunity to play a 
defining role in this market's growth. 

Cap-and-Trade Design Features 

There are several design features that are critical to a well-functioning cap-and
trade system such as establishing an accurc1te emissions baseline, detennining how 
allowances arc to be auctioned or distributed, and collecting and disseminating market 
data. Based on our extensive market development experience, the Green Exchange 
Venture partners also strongly believe that a cap-and-trade system must include broad 
market participation and not be constrained by artificially created carbon price 
constraints. 

'Between 1990 and 2007, S02 emissions d~reascd by 43% and the 2010 emissions target was reached 
three vears carlv. 
• Ell~ian. A. Denny and Paul L. Joskow. "The Euro~an Union's Emissions Trading Sys1cm in 
Perspe.:1.ivc." Prepared for the Pew Center on Global Chmale Change. May 2008. 
'
0 Ellcnn~n. A. Denny and Paul L. Joskow. "The European Union's Emissions Trnding Sysrem i11 

Perspective." Prepared for the Pew Center Otl Global Climale Change. May 2008. 
11 Lazarnwicz.. Mark. ''Global Carhon Tradiug - A Framework for Reducing Emissions." Prepared ror the 
l:ni1ed Kingdom Prime Minist"1'. July 2009. 
i: Curr~'ll t ETSs in production and under development in other countries plan to result in 17-35% reducttons 
in g.lohal cmi$Sions b~mg covered under these programs by 20 I 5. 
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For a cap-and-trade sy.slcm lo work cffoclivcly, tbc carbon market must have 
participation beyond compliance entities. A market that includes liquidity providers such 
as financial intenncdiarics and offset aggregators from the onset will ensure that buying 
and selling occurs on a routine basis as various market participants express different 
views on the market. These types of participants also provide essential market services lo 
their clients, compliance entities, by assisting in managing price risk, providing financing 
for emissions reduction activities, and in general engaging in large-scale capital 
deployment which can reduce compliance costs. 

Government imposed price floors or ceilings should be avoided if a carbon market 
is to play its role in creating mcaningtid price discovery. Price caps reflect factors 
extraneous to the fundamental factors that drive prices, and thus arc not connected to 
actual supply and demand. While it may seem that artificially constraining prices with a 
ceiling will reduce price volatility or market manipulation, the opposite is likely to rt:suh. 
With a ceiling derived from non-market based factors lying idle above a market price, the 
free flow of buying and selling can be overshadowed by the knowledge that there is a 
flood of allowances to be unleashed at the ceiling price. The reverse could take place at 
price levels close to a floor, where demand automatically and arbitrarily surges. 

A price cap would not only interfere with the generation of a meaningful market 
price for carbon, it would also discourage low-carbon energy and agricultural offset 
investors from participation in the market since they would be unable to benefit from 
increased prices for offset credits. Lastly, a price cap would interfere with the maturing 
of a global carbon market since if implemented in one jurisdiction and not others, it will 
distort pricing relationships. 

We fully understand the motivation to protect American consumers from dramatic 
increases in the cost of carbon, however, the dynamics associated with price floors and 
ceilings would undermine the overarching intent Qf a cap-and-trade program. 

The Functions of Cash and Derivatives Markets for Carbon Trading 

If a federal cap-and-trade program is enacted by Congress, a price on carbon will 
become a new input cost for the energy and industrial sector and a new revenue source 
for agricultural offaet providers who supply carbon offsets into the market. 11te carbon 
price will fluctuate as market participants' perceptions of the supply and demand balance 
of allowances, as well as the cost of compliance alternatives, evolve over time. The two 
primary markets created will be: I) a cash market to allow for the trading of allowances 
and omet credits; and 2) the derivatives market to allow for the trading of allowance and 
offset derivatives. 

Allowance supply is determined by the government imposed cap and therefore is 
unlike most commodities. This is unlike existing and more mature commodity markets 
where supply is determined from various entities and external factors. Confidence in 
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market integrity is crucial both to effective functioning of the market and ongoing 
:;uppor1 of a market approach among both policy makers and the general public. 
Therefore, an essential component of the cash carbon market will be a robust registry 
system to track creation, ownership and retirement of allowances and offsets credits. 
Registries play an important role in ensuring market integrity, tracking progress toward 
environmental goals, and facilitating delivery for environmental commodities 

As a complement to the cash market, allowance derivatives contracts such as 
futures offered by the Green Exchange Venture will enable capped entities io manage 
U.S. carbon price movements and deploy capital for new energy projects with a greater 
level of cenainty. For example, a risk manager working for a compliance entity, who 
knows she will need to purchase allowances for compliance at a specific time in the 
future, can lock in a price by purchasing the appropriate number of carbon futures 
contracts on the exchange. If the price rises, the manager will pay a higher price for the 
actual allowances in the cash market, but will cam a corresponding and omening profit 
on the futures position. 

In addition, buyers of futures contracts can. if they choose to, take delivery of the 
cash allowances by holding the position until contract expiration. In this case, the buyer 
may be able to contract for a future supply of allowances at a lower price than what might 
be available upon eventual delivery, thereby lowering compliance costs. These deliveries 
are managed by the clearinghouse, which maintains an account with the emission registry 
involved in the deli,,ery process. 1J 

A compliance entity who anticipates having an excess of cash allowances as a 
result of the firm's efficiency in reducing emissions below its cap, can lock in a price in 
advance by selling futures contracts in the appropriate amount. A seller of the futures 
contract also can maintain their short position and deliver allowances against the contract. 

The Role of Futures Exchanges, CCP Solutioos and Regulators in a U.S. Carbon 
Market 

Futures marke1s perform two essential functions--thcy create a transparent venue 
for price discovery and they permit low cost hedging of risk. Futures markets depend on 
a broad universe of market participants with both short and long term expectations to 
make markets and provide liquidity for hedgers. By offering trading of U.S. emission 
derivatives on electronic trading platfom1s, we believe exchanges will enhance price 
transparency. speed execucion, and eliminate many classes of errors and mismatched 
trades, contribute significantly to liquidity, and will generally be beneficial to the market. 

Electronic trading of exchange traded emission derivatives coupled with a 
comprehensive CCP solution such as the one offered by CME Clearing and ulilized by 
the Green Exchange Venture, will reduce risk and uncertainty for carbon market 
participants. CME Clearing has provided clearing services for the futures industry for 

11 The clearinghouse also guardntees the integrity and completion of delivery of the allowances. 
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over a century without a single default and has an industry-leading financial safeguards 
package of over $7 billion that is designed for the benefit and protection of both clearing 
members and their customers.1• 

Electronic trading and CCP solutions will also provide a trustworthy and timely 
audit trail for regulatory purposes. In providing market and trade surveillance services to 
the Green Exchange Venture, the CME's dedicated and highly trained regulatory staff 
will implement audit and compliance programs to monitor existing markets for fraud and 
manipulation. Through advanced technology tools, we have an audit trail that allows us 
to effectively identify anyone who engages in misconduct. CME also has a reliable 
means to provide transaction data to the CFTC and these arc divided into five broad 
categories: trade data, time and sales, order data, volume and open interest data and 
reference data. CME currently reports cleared trade data (pit, electronic, and ex-pit 
transactions) on a daily basis lo the CFTC. 

Over the past year, CME worked closely with the CFTC and other exchanges to 
transition to standardized lrade data reporting to the CFTC. 15 These data tiles provide 
critical and timely data to the CFTC and the Green Exchange Venture is committed to 
continuing this practice for trading activity in our emissions products. Additionally, the 
CFTC receives large trader positions directly from each clearing finn on a daily basis to 
monitor activity and prevent market manipulation. 

The CFTC assures the economic utility of the futures markets by encouraging 
competitiveness, protecting market participants against fraud, manipulation, and abusive 
trading practices, and by ensuring the financial integrity of the clearing process. Through 
effective oversight, the CFTC enables the futures markets to serve the important 
functions of price discovery and hedging price risk. To ensure the adequacy of exchange 
SRO programs, the CFTC conducts routine rule enforcement reviews of each futures 
exchange. In the context of the rule enforcement reviews, the CFTC reviews the 
exchanges' trade practice and market surveillance programs, disciplinary programs and 
audit trail. These reviews are comprehensive and the findings and recommendations are 
public documents. 

We believe that because of the CFTC's established expc11ise and coordination within 
the global derivatives industry, it is in the best position to provide strong regulatory 
oversight to a mandatory U.S. t:ap-and-trade market. We applaud the efforts of this 
Committee and the Administration to ensure that a mandatory U.S. GHG cap-and-trade 
program will enhance transparency, integrity, efficiency and faimess in the markets. 

" The CME Clearinghouse currently holds more than $I 00 billion of collateral on deposit and routinely 
moves more than $5 hillion per day among the CME Cleannghouse and its clearing !inns. It conducts real
time monitoring of market positions and aggregate risk exposures, twice-daily llnancial settlement cycles, 
advanced portfolio-based risk calculations, monitors large account pn~itions. a11d performs daily stress 
testing. 
'~ Earher this year. the CME. and CBOT became the first exchanges to begin reponing irade data using the 
PIXML Trade Capture Report fonnat to the CFTC. 
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Price Transparency and Market Data Distribution 

Another important aspect to an effective cap-and-trade program is acccs~ to price 
data for market participants, emitters, regulators, and the general public. Our real-time 
futures price data is disseminated to approximately 400,000 real-time data subscribers 
through 40 directly connected quote vendors and an additional 200 licensed vendors 16

. 

The technology employed allows for real-time market data to be disseminated in 5-10 
milliseconds from the time it leaves our electronic trading system. Additionally through 
www.cme;mmp.com, we provide free, delayed price quotes for all of our futures 
products.17 We strongly believe that the existing market data infrastructure, standard 
FIX/F /\ST formats, and reliability of our quote distribution technology, can provide the 
price transparency required to support the U.S. carbon market. This data feed can also 
facilitate the real-time transfer of price data to regulators with very little additional effort 
or cost. In our view, creating a new infrastructure for this purpose for the carbon market 
would be complex and costly for federal government and participants alike, which could 
be ultimately detrimental to establishing U.S. leadership in addressing global 
environmental challenges. 

OTC Transactions 

As beneficial as exchanges and clearinghou~es will be to the formation of an 
t:ffective IJ.S. carhon market, they will not meet all of the needs of companies seeking to 
meet their compliance targets. Although the Green Exchange Venture and other 
emissions trading platforms would likely he the presumed beneficiaries if all transactions 
were required to he executed on electronic trading platforms, we do not believe such a 
requirement would be in the best interest for a U.S. cap-and-trade program to meet its 
goal of cost-effectively reducing emissions. 

We believe that both exchange-traded and OTC derivatives markets are essential 
to the efficient limctioning of a li.S. carbon market. Together, these markets can provide 
compliance entities with the ability to increase the certainty in their future cash flows by 
protecting against price risks and effectively managing their capital, thereby increasing 
their confidence and ability to act and reducing their overall cost of compliance. Given 
the multimde of unique contracts traded in the OTC market and the specialized customer 
needs, we strongly believe that customers must be given the ability to access hoth 
exchange traded derivatives and OTC markets, if they are to effectively manage their 
prict: risk. A government mandate for exchange trading of standardized contracts as a 
replacemt:nt for this bespoke market will increase costs for entities with compliance 
obligations. and impede the ability of developers of both projects and new technologies to 
obtain financing on reasonable temis. 

1
• This data is sent on behalf of1hc four exchanges operated by CME Group. which include CME, CBOT, 

NY MEX and COM EX. CME also handles mark~t data distribution and licensing administra1ion services 
forthe Green Exchange Venture. 
"In August 2009, www.cmcgroup.com received approximately 9.2 million hits per day and 43'% of these 
hits viewed quo1e pages for commodity products. 
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lbc OTC market compkmcnts 11tamlardi:t.cd exchange tradt:d products by 
providing products customized to a regulated entity's emissions and time horizon. Such 
customi:t.ation is necessary for successful financing of carbon off.~et projects, and for 
structuring long-tenn hedging transactions that underpin investments in emissions 
reduction or clean energy technologies1R. OTC arrangements are particularly crucial for 
financing carbon offset projects and the sale in the first instance of the created carbon 
offsets. Primary otlSct creation contracts provide the supply of offsets necessary to help 
contain the costs of a climate program for American consumers. Each of these carbon 
offset creation contracts is unique, and their customized nature lends itself to the OTC 
market, not exchanges. 

Another example of a vital customized transaction for U.S. carbon markets would 
be long-term structured transactions. 'lllese transactions hedge price risk associated with 
investments in emissions reduction and clean energy technologies_ Companies financing 
such investments base the repayment of loans, in part, on the cost of carbon allowances 
or offsets. This leaves such financing vulnerable to swings in carbon prices, which is a 
risk that must be hedged for financing tn take place. Again, such transactions arc specific 
to each investment and are often of such long duration that they cannot be effectively 
traded on an exchange. 

Finally, OTC markets support the healthy functioning of exchanges themselves. 
Historically, products that arc today traded on exchanges have started as OTC products. 
lt is only after an OTC product achieves a degree of standardization and attains a critical 
mass of acceptance that it meets the qualifications for listing on an exchange. Eliminating 
OTC transactions could cause damage and disruption to the evolution of standardized 
exchange traded products. 

While some types of customized transactions must be conducted OTC, the natural 
tendency of the majority of trades will be to gravitate to exchanges, and to utilization of 
clearing services, with or without any legal requirement to do so. Carbon market 
participants will be attracted to trading platforms that provide the highest level of 
liquidity and transparency, the best risk management opportunities, and highest level of 
financial assurance. This is currently being seen in the functioning carbon market in the 
EU. Carbon trading in the EU ETS began with transactions taking place exclusively 
OTC. In relatively short order, exchange-traded products developed. Over the last two 
years a distinct trend has emerged with increased liquidity on carbon exchanges and 
enhanced use ofCCPs. According to market participants, it is estimated that over 40% of 
ETS EUA futures contracts are exchange traded and a predominance of OTC transactions 
are cleared through CCPs. All of this is occurring without any legal or regulatory 
requirement to do so. lbe EU example demonstrates not only the importance of 

" Exchange cleared transacnons require posting of collaieral so for some entities, the OTC market can 
provide more flexible financmg arrangements that provide netded financial securiiy without requiring ca~h. 
An easy to understand example would he taking a lien. or "mortgage" againsl the physical assels of a 
counteqiany. This "cashless" fonn of collateral can be of great benefit to a project devdoper, a 
manufacturer developing a new technology, or even an eslabhshed business needing 10 conserve cash. 
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exchanges in carbon market trading, hut also the vital role that OTC markets play in the 
market's initial development - and its continued importance for customized transactions. 

Improved Transparency in OTC Carbon Markets 

Our view is that efficiently functioning derivative markets are essential to risk 
management, and that it is entirely appropriate to focus on how to improve the efficiency 
and security of the OTC derivative market. CME Group and the Green Exchange 
Venture are strong proponents of the benefits of centralized clearing of OTC derivatives 
as an effective means of reducing systemic risk while at the same time collecting and 
providing timely information to regulatori;. Our view derives from considerable 
experience acting as a central clearing party for exchange traded deri\.·atives, and more 
recent experience acting in the same role for OTC derivatives based on energy and 
agricultural commodities. 

While OTC transactions must be present in a carbon market for cap-and-trade to 
be fully successfully, the OTC carbon market must provide a greater level of 
transparency than what is cun·cntly present in some other OTC markets. We supp<.nt 
position reporting for carbon-related OTC transactions to provide enhanced transparency. 
Indeed, as part of its special call reporting; the CFTC already requires extensive reporting 
of OTC commodity derivative positions. This fr.imework can be leveraged and extended 
to include new carbon de1ivatives. We also recognize that this Committee, the 
Administration, and others are evaluating regulatory changes to the broader OTC 
derivatives market. We believe that any regulatory framework created for the U.S. 
carbon market should be crafted to be consistent with regulatory changes that may be 
made to the broader OTC derivatives markets. 

Ensuring the Cost Effectiveness of Carbon Trading and Clearing 

In effectively regulating a potentially large carbon market, the CfTC may need 
additional resources. However, the Committee should resist any proposal to add a 
transaction tax to carbon derivatives transactions. A transaction tax. would directly 
increase the cost of doing business for the compliance entities and essential liquidity 
provider.~ that will use carbon derivatives. This tax will expose them to the choice of 
trading on the exchange at a profit level that is unjustified for the risks assumed and 
likely result in them trading elsewhere. The exit of market participants will mean 
decreased efficiency of the futures markets, more price volatility and less opportunity for 
other market participants co make effective use of futures markets. Moreover, futures 
markets provide significant benefits to market users and to persons seeking meaningful 
information on future pricing in order to guide their decision making on clean energy 
investment and offset development. More depth and liquidity in a carbon futures market 
will lead to better price discovery. Any impainnent of liquidity lessens the value of the 
information and the functioning of our markets. 
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A transaction tax will also discourage the use of centralized clearing. At a time 
when the markets are searching for increased transparency and safeguards. a transaction 
tax applied to the settlement of derivative contracts cleared by a Derivatives Clearing 
Organization (DCO), would essentially penalize those using a regulated U.S. DCO and 
discourage the growing use of CCP solutions. This is in direct conflict with the 
Administration's goal of improving the role ofregulators in monitoring systematic risk. 

We recognize the need to ensure that CFTC has adequate resources to effectively 
oversee a potentially sizable carbon market, but we strongly believe that a transaction fee 
on derivatives will discourage the use of the risk management tools available on 
transparent exchanges which will ultimately drive up the costs of a cap-and-trade 
program through diminished liquidity and decreased price signals. 

Conclusion 

Cap-and-trade is the most efficient approach to significantly reducing emissions. 
Entities such as the Green Exchange Venture will provide capped entities and other 
market participants with the venue to safely and securely manage their carbon price risks. 
Such exchanges and CCPs should be unimpaired from transaction taxes that could 
damage liquidity and discourage their use. Regulated exchanges, CCP solutions, and the 
CFTC, will provide a high level oftranspan:ncy to the U.S. carbon markets. This 
existing transparency combined with added transparency to the OTC market will ensure a 
well-functioning carbon market that will enable compliance entities to meet their 
environmental obligations and agricullural and foresny offset developers to fully 
participate in the carhon market. 
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Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Chambliss and distinguished members of the 
Committee, thank you for the oppor1unity to testify tvday on behalf of the National Com 
Growers Association (NCGA) regarding carbon markets. I applaud the committee's 
efforts to focus attention un the important role the agriculture industry has in the area of 
climate change and the issues facing rural America. 

The ;..lational Com Growers Association represents more than 35,000 com fanners from 
48 states as well as more than 300,000 fanners who contribute to corn check off 
programs and 26 affiliated state corn organizations across the country. The mission of 
NCGA is to create and increase opportunities for com growers and to enhance corn's 
profitability and use. 

:vty name is Fred Yoder, and I am a past president ofNCGA. I grow com, soybeans and 
wheat near Plain City, Ohio and have been an active panicipant in climate change 
discussions for many years. In December, I had the opportunity to anend and participate 
in the United Nations World Climate Conference in Poland where I was able to discuss 
the role of agriculture in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to being pan of 
;..!CGJ\ 's efforts, I serve on the boards of numerous ad hoc groups, including the 25x25 
Carbon Working Group and the Ag Carbon Market Working Group. 

We are pleased that the Senate Agriculture Committee is actively involved in the climate 
change negotiations in Congress. Agriculture should be considered a significant part of 
the broader solution as we evaluate ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Our 
nation· s com growers should have the opportunity to make significant contributions 
under a market based cap and trade system through sequestering carbon on agriculture 
lands. In fact, numerous economic analyses have indicated that a robust off.set program 
will significantly reduce the costs of a cap and trade prnb'Tam for CQnsumers. 

In the near term, greenhouse gas reductions from livestock and agricultural conservation 
practices arc the easiest and most readily available means of reducing greenhlmse gas on 
a meaningful scale. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
estimates that agricultural and forestry lands can sequester at least 20% of all annual 
gn:enhouse gas emissions in the United States. 

Further, agricultural producers have the potential to benefit from a properly crafted cap 
and trade program. Given these opportunities, it is critical that any climate change 
legislation seeks to maximize agriculture's participation and ensure greenhouse gas 
reductions while also sustaining a strong farm economy. 

For years, com growers along with the rest of the agriculture indu~try have adopted 
consctvation practices such as no till or reduced tillage, which result in a net benefit of 
carbon stored in the soil. In fact, on my fam1, I engage in both no till and reduced tillage. 
Aho, for the past five years, I have worked with my state association, the Ohio Com 
Growers, on a research project with Dr. Rattan Lal of Ohio State University on soil 
carbon sequestratio. As part of our efforts, we have on-farm research plots at six 
different locations to study various soils and their carbon capture capabilities. I have 
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been actively engaged from the beginning in defining the research protocol!!. This is only 
one example of the groundbreaking work our industry is undenaking. 

NCGA has identified several priorities which I believe are critical elements to the 
agricultural sector within cap-and-trade legislation. We have worked closely with others 
in the industry to identify key principles which have been embraced by a broad cross
section of the agriculture community. A number of these priorities were addressed in the 
final House passed version of H.R. 2454. NCGA currently has a neutral position on the 
legislation while we conduct an economic analysis of the House passed bill. We expect 
to have preliminary results of our study in the coming weeks, which will better explain 
the potential cost increases and income opportunities for com production under a cap
and-trade system. 

First, NCGA supports the decision by the House of Representatives to exclude 
agriculture from an emissions cap, and we urge the Senate to maintain this important 
exemption. Any efforts to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from America's two 
million farms and ranches would be costly and burdensome, resulting in limited reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions. Our industry accounts for only 7% of emissions in the 
overall economy. Therefore, it would seem unreasonable to concentrate on regulations 
for such a small and diffuse industry. 

Howi:ver, tremi:ndous environmental benefit can be achieved by allowing producers to 
provide low-cost, real and verifiable carbon offsets. Congress should fully recognize the 
wide range of carbon mitigation or sequestration benefits that agriculture can provide. 
This could include sequestration of carbon on agricultural lands, reduction of emissions 
from livestock through dietary improvements and manure management, introduction of 
nitrogen and other fertilizer etliciency technologies and a variety of other practices. 

In addition, agricultural offsets have the ability to significantly lower the cost of a cap
and-trade system while achieving real greenhouse gas emissions. Corn growers and other 
producers can provide the offsets needed to allow changes in energy production 
tt:chnolugies as wdl as invi:stments in capital and infrastructure to occur, while providing 
market liquidity and low-cost emissions reduction8 to help the market function properly. 
Furthermore. agricultural offsets could also spur ancillary environmental benefits in the 
fonn of clean water, air and better wildlife habitat, while at the same time enhancing the 
fertility and productivity of the soil resource needed to provide food, feed, foci and fihcr. 
farmers have always and will continue to respond enthusiastically 10 market incentives. 

Of course, NCGA is closely monitoring the macro-economic impacts of cap-and-trade 
legislation to ensure that new policies do not create an unnecessary burden for the 
nation's agriculture sector. We fully anticipate that the cost of fertilizer, fuel, machinery 
and other inputs to increase under a cap-and-trade system. Corn growers are subject co 
the volatility of the commodity markets with little ability to recoup costs associated with 
escalated input prices. Therefore, to ensure a vibrant U.S. agricultural economy in the 
long-term and an abundant domestic food supply, Congress should structure a cap·and-
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trade system that delivers an off.o;cts program where the value exceeds the cost to fam1crs 
and ranchers. 

We believe it is important to provide an initial list of project types that are considered eligible 
agricultural offsets. Both the regulated community and agricultural sector need assurances 
that agricultural offsets will be available. The regulated community should have confidence 
that a sufficient quantity of offsets will he available for purchase in order to comply with a 
mandatol'y cap. The agricultural sector also needs to have clear direction on project types 
Coni,.'!'ess considers to be eligible in order to assess the full impact of cap-and-trade 
legislation on our industry. An initial, non-exhaustive list of project types in the legislation is 
critical to addressing these concerns. Shifting the burden of decision-making to an entity 
other than Congress generates uncertainty that should be avoided. The House version 
includes such a project list, and NCGA is generally supportive of these provisions even if 
some modification of the list is necessary in the Senate. 

Another top priority of our industry under a cap-and-trade system includes the role of the 
C.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). NCGA feels that USDA should play a 
prominent role in developing standards and administering the program for agricultural 
offset~. The Department has the institutional resources and technical expertise necessary 
to oversee a program that has the potential to be massive in scope. USDA has a proven 
record of working with fanners, in addition to studying, modeling and measuring 
conservation as well as production practices that sequester significant amounts of carbon. 
USDA should be given adequate flexibility to implement an offset program which allows 
them to account for new technologies and practices that emerge. This will in tum result 
in emission reductions from agricultural sources. NCGA is supportive of the respective 
roles for liSDA and EPA as spelled out in the House version of the bill, which assigns all 
rulemaking and implementation authority to USDA and provides EPA with a limited 
administrative function in the program. 

NC'GA also believes that an important component of creating a successful cap-ami-trade 
system is ensuring that domestic offsets are not artificially limited. 11.R. 2454 calls for 
two billion tons of offsets, half of which are domestic. While the legislation establishes a 
fairly robust offset market, current estimates predict that agricultural and forestry lands 
can help to reduce at least 20% of greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S. on an annual 
basis. Therefore, we believe it is unwise and would distort the market if this one billion 
1on artificial cap on domestic offsets remains in the bill. The goal should be to remove as 
much greenhouse gas from the atmosphere as possible. Artificial caps could prevent 
legitimate carbon sequestration, livestock methane capture, and manure gasification 
projects from occurring. 

Furthermore, NCGA focls that carbon sequestration and greenhouse gas mitigation rates 
should be based on sound science. There is a large body of scientific data which 
demonstrates that agricultural soils have the ability to sequester carbon, and technologies 
are available to effectively measure soil carbon content. In fact, the 2008 Fann Bill 
included a provision that din:cts the USDA to develop guidelines and protocols for 
fanners lo participate in a greenhouse gas offsets market. USDA has begun developing a 
properly constructed, science based model that includes sta1istically relevant random field 
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measurements to help maximize agriculture's ability to participate in an offaets markcl. 
Any new policies should include provisions for the development of future off8ef 
standards and revision of existing standards to account for changing technology and 
information. 

It is also important that USDA establish measurement rates for various off.~et practices at 
the national or regional level. NCGA believes in a standards-based approach rathcrthan 
a project-based approach for measuring offsets. Real, verifiable credits can be achieved 
without direct measurement of each individual offset project; however. third-party 
auditing can be employed to ensure the credibility of the system. Meanwhile, a project
based approach would be cost-prohibitive, particularly for smaller farming operations and 
would prevent many producers from participating in the offsets market. We believe that 
an acceptable level of accuracy is achievable under a standards-based approach with prc
calculated values based on sound science. This should not preclude the development of 
new technologies or innovative practices that would require initial field testing or project 
measuring; however, even these new types of credits should eventually transition to 
~tandard protocols and values for case of adoption. 

Concerning the question of permanence, it is important to emphasize the concept of 
contract duration rather than a literal definition of"permanencc." The value of the 
carbon credit would likely have a strong correlation to the length of the contract. For 
instance, longer contract periods imply more risk for the seller and should result in a 
higher price. H.R. 2454 allows for contract periods of five, ten and twenty years, which 
provide realistic, workable options for agricultural producers. Policies to address 
reversals, both intentional and unintentional, will also need to be established. Intentional 
reversals should be considered a breach of contract and the seller would be held 
responsible based on the tenns of the contact. Unintentional reversals, such as instances 
of natural disasten> or other unforeseen circumstances, could be handled through a 
n~serve pool or perhaps a mechanism similar to crop insurance. The bottom line is that 
risk must be managed appropriately for both the offset buyer and seller, and in most 
cast:s, the emphasis should be placed on contract duration rather than permanence. 

An issue that continues to be of utmost importance to NCGA is the treatment of early 
actors and addilionality in a cap-and-trade system. The agriculture industry is constantly 
evolving. As technologies and practices improve, farmers arc converting to alternative 
tillage practices such as no-till or ridge-till. They are reducing fertilizer application rates 
and enhancing crop uptake of fertilizer nutrients. Some livestock producers arc able to 
use methane digesters and invest in covers for manure storage or treatment facilities 
while others are able to reduce cnteric emissions with dietary modifications. Producers 
who have taken these steps should not be placed at a competitive disadvantage by being 
excluded from compensation for future offsets that occur as a result of these ongoing 
efforts. H.R. 2454 acknowledges this issue by allowing carbon credits for producers who 
initiated sequestration practices as early as 200 I; however, NCGA does not believe this 
language is inclusive enough. 

For example, some of our members have recently begun panicipated in the Chicago 
Climate Exchange (CCX) while other:s have been sequestering carbon through 
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conservation practices outside of a trading market for many years. These early actors 
should not be penalized for being pioneers in the area of no-till or low-cill agriculrure. 
Planting and tillage decisions are made each year, and there is no guarantee that a 
producer will decide to continue the same practice as the previous season. It is imprudent 
to eliminate these early actors from the offset market based on this flawed assumption. In 
fact, even continuous no-till fanns, which represent a small percentage of all U.S. 
acreage, have the capacity to continue to sequester additional carbon for many years in a 
row. The bottom line ii; that each and every crop we grow sequesters additional carbon, 
and policies should recogni'.le this fact. In addition, Congress should not establish 
policies that offer perverse incentives to producers that have heretofore been sequestering 
caroon in the soil. To that end, NCGA supports the developmt:nt of an "avoided 
abandonment" offset credit so that no-till producers can receive compensation for their 
ongoing sequestration activities regardless of when that practice began. The treatment of 
early actors, particularly those who initiated their efforts prior to 200 I, is one major 
deficiency in the House bill. 

It is important to note that many practices undertaken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
will provide additional public benefits, such as clean water, wildlife habitat, and reduced 
soil erosion. Eligible projects in a greenhouse gas offset market should not be excluded 
from also participating in fam1 Bill conservation programs other markets for 
environmental services that currently exist or may arise in the future. Allowing 
producers to "stack" credits will maximize the economic viability of carbon sequestration 
and manure management projects, ensuring more projects are undenaken and synergies 
with other environmental priorities are developed. 

Lastly, the House passed version of H.R. 2454 also includes an important provision 
related to the Renewable Fuels Standards. The House bill prohibits EPA from 
considering indirect land use change when conducting their life cycle analysis for com 
based ethanol until a peer reviewed study can be conducted to verify the scientific 
accuracy of the current modeling. NCGA has criticized recently published data that 
would suggest a direct correlation between domestic ethanol production and international 
deforestation. The language in the House bill is a step in the right direction towards 
sound science a more rational life cycle analysis. We would urge the Senate to include 
the same provision in ils version oftht: climate bill. 

In conclusion, it is our hope that we can continue to work with the Senate Agriculture 
Committee to ensure Congress chooses the best path for agriculture and rural America. 
Finally, com growers will continue to meet the growing demands of food. feed and fuel 
in an economical and environmentally responsible manner. 

I thank the Committee for its time and look fotward to any questions you may have. 
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TESTIMONY OF C. ROSS HAMILTON, PH. D. 

VICE. PRESIDENT OF GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AND TECHNOLOGY 

DARLING INTERNATIONAL INC. 

TO THE 

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRrTlON AND 

FORESTRY 

September 15, 2009 

Darling International Inc. ("Darling")1 would like to thank the U.S. 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry ("The Committee''} 

for the opportuni1y to submit written testimony to the Committee's hearing 

entitled "Global Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and 

Trading Regulation under a Cap and Trade System:· The rendering of animal 

byproducts and mortalities is an important carbon capture/greenhouse gas 

avoidance technology, the benefits of which may equal or exceed the 

environmental benefits derived from many other important agricultural and 

forestry practices, such as reduced or no-tillage farming and re-forestation. As 

with these other conservation practices, the use of rendering services for the 

disposal of animal byproducts and mortalities should be encouraged. Darling 

therefore, urges the Committee to recognize rendering and similar technologies 

that avoid greenhouse gas emissions by capturing and using carbon and 

nilrogcn from waste products as eligible domestic agricultural and forestry 

offset practices. 

1 Darling is publicly traded, which limits information that can be disclosed. Industry data will 
be used instead where appropriate. Darling'~ public filings and other information about the 
company are on its website www.d;irlingi1.com. 
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Darling lntenlacionaJ Inc. Comment~ to V .S. Scnah: Comminee on :\t(riculrurc, ~utritton and Flin.~•()' 

De . .-cripti1111 "/Darling J11temalitlnul In<'. 

Darling. the largest and only publicly traded independent rendering company in the l!nilcd 

States, is one of America's leading pnwiders ,)f rendering. recycling and recovery solutions to the 

nation's l'ood industry. Rendering companies. such as Darling, collect the remains of animals that 

die outside of the food chain (i.e. on the farm) and materials that would otherwise he discarded, 

such as meat and slaL1ghtcr byproducts and used cooking l1il from the restaurant industl'}'. and 

proce5~ these inedible wastes to make useable products such as animal fats. recycled cooking oil 

and animal proteins. These finished products arc used as animal feed ingredients. by the oleo-

1:hcmical industry and to make biofuel, as previ1)USly described for Congress by the Congressional 

Research Service~. Darling is a U.S. agricultural-based 1:ompa11y that employs more than 1850 

people to operate !!3 registered facilities located in 24 states. This infrastnKture is used to provide 

services in more than 3J states to approximately 116,000 fanm:rs, ranchers, "utchcr shops. 

independent meat and poultry proce.~sors, grocery s1ores and food service establishments. In 

addition to i1s collection. blending and manufa1:turing facilities, Darling·s ht!adquam:rs arc located 

in Irving. Texas. Darling recognizes its responsibilities in areas such as environmental prntection. 

3nimal feed/pet food safety and animal health and has a long history of public policy engagement 

in these and other areas at the state and federal levd. Darling includes reasonable solutions to 

rcgulatury problems when commenting on relevant rulemaking lo rngulatory agimcies. such as the 

Food and Drug Administration (FD/\), services within the United Staks Department of 

Agriculture (USDA). U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and th<! California Air 

Resources Board (CARB). 

Rendering .rer .. ices are essential to the .ru.<tainahility of animul 11griculture 

Typically, the agricultural practices considered a~ eligible source.~ of offsets arc agronomic 

practices such as changing cropping pauerns. reduced tillage, forest/grassland conservation. 

rcduc.:d dcfOl'csration and others that sequester carbon in plants and/or the soil to delay the rdease 

of gr~~nhousc ga~es. Without diminishing the importance ot' carbon sequestration. practices that 

prevent greenhouse gas production may provide a more permanent way to reduce climate change. 

2 CRS Report for Congress RS21771, Animal Rendering: Economics and Policy, 2004. This report was prepared for 
Congress after bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSEI was detected in the U.S. Since C~S issued this report, fats 
from rend.,ring have become more impottant as a biofuel and as a feedstock for biodiesel and renewable (green) 
dieiel. 
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Darling lnlemational Jnc. Comtl1cnls to U.S. Sen ah.· Comn11lCl.!t' on Agrkullun:, !\. utntiou and Fon:stry 

Such grcenh<>usc gas avoidance strategics considered in H.R. 2454 that arc availahlc to animal 

agriculture. include dietary modifications to reduce methane production in can le and rnanur~ 

management to either reduce or capture methane for use as a fuel. Rendering is alst) an d'foctivc 

techrl(llogy for capturing and recycling carbon and should be treated comparably to these other 

agricultural practices as the Committee dtvelops its list of cligihle offaet pr.icticc types. Darling 

and other rendering ce>mpanies are important agri-busincsscs that provide essential services to 

animal producers. as well as meat packers. meat proces~ors. and others in the food industry. 

Without sud1 services, it would be difficult for the animal production and meat industries to 

remain environmentally sustainable. 

USDA eslimated that in 2008 more than four million caul~ and calves und nine million 

pigs died on farms or prior to slaughter'. Commercial and on-farm slaughter of cattle. pigs an<l 

l;unbs resulted in another 26 billion pounds of inedible animal byproducts.• The poultry industry 

also gcnerat.'s large volume.• of poultry 1norta\itii:s and byproducts each year. Without rendering, 

anin1al producer~ and meat processors would have to /ind alternative methods for the disposal of 

their ,tea<l ani111al remains and animal byproducts. These arc putrescible materials that will 1·eadily 

incubate diseases. pollute the environment an<l release greenhouse gases. if 1101 properly handled. 

Only rendering can address all of these issues. Rendering is the most cificicnt an<l 

cnviro111nc111ally sound di~posal alternative for the disposal of these animal remains. Despite its 

efficacy frw g1·eenhouse gas avoidance, how•·vcr, ren<lering was omiued from the Agricultural and 

Forestry Related Offsets Title of H.R. 2454. Rendering. and related practices that cap1ure and 

recycle the carbon from animal, as well as. plant remains should be included as eligible omcts in 

thi;; or a new Title. 

Ju.ftijicati<m for rendering a.fan f!ligihle 1iff.~et practice or project 

Title V, Subtitle A of H.R. 2454, covers the Offset Credit Program from domestic 

agriculture and forestry sources. Key t.:m1s. such as ojfsel credit, o.tJ.~et practice and offre1 pro;ect 

arc defined in §50 I (a). Darling believes that the process of rendering should satisfy the definition 

for either an o(fw:f practice or an offset project and that 1hc rendering of animal remains should 

satisfy the definition for of!st·I credits. The carbon and nitrogen in animal remains is capturc<l by 

'USDA National Agricultur~I Statistic Service, Meat Animal Procluction, Disposal ancl Income 2008 Summary. 

'USDA National Agrkultural Statistic Servke, Livestock Slaughter 2008 Summary. Total inedible byproducts 
calculated from red meat production and nvmber of head and aver~ge weight at slaughter. 
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r.>arliu~ Int1.:mational Im:. Cumencnrs to L: .S. Senate Cornminct on Agrjcuhurc. N11tritlon and l,.ort~try 

rendering and recycled into uscable products, thus avoiding their conversion lo carb(lll dio.~idc 

(COz}. m.:thane (Cll.) and nitrous oxide (NiO) gases. Based on grcc11nousc gas production 

measured as anirnal remains decompose~. one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO.)<'), 

which should qualify for issuance of one offset credit. will be avoided for each 1.065 pounds of 

animal remains m:ycled by rendering. Recognition of the rendering process as an eligible offset 

practice or pr~iect would therefore, allow a farmer or a rendering company to rccei •·c one o!Ect 

cn:dit for trade or to use. whenever the remains of a mid-8ized cow is rendered. This would 

ultimately benclit lhe fanner either directly when he trades the credit, or indirectly when a 

rl?ndt,ring company applies the value of the cn:dit against the cost. of rendering an animal"~ 

remains. The value of the benefit would depend on the market value of the credit under a federal 

..:ap and trade system. 

Section 502 inslructs the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a governance program to 

ensure ttlat ccnain minimum standards arc mcl in order to generate offset credits from domcsl ic 

agrirnlture and forestry sources. Darling agrees tha1 the Secretary of Agriculture should 

administer agricultural derived offsets under a federal cap and trade system. Darling also agrees 

that offs<'t credits must be verifiable and issued only when activities result in permanent reductions 

of atmospheric greenhouse gases. Darling disagrees however, that ofTsct credits can 011111 

represent additional greenhouse gas emission reductions for agriculture. This additionality 

requin:menl may be applicable for !'educing greenhouse gases from combustion emissions. a major 

contributor to increasing levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases. Additionality may not he 

appropriate for agriculture which has Eraditionally U8ed practices that reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions hy either sequestering carbon (such as reduced tillage or converting crop land to grass) 

or capturing and recycling carbon (such as recycling of plant and animal byproducts). Therefore. 

additionality should be used judiciously and not broadly applied for agricultural offset practices, 

pro.jcc1s or credits. In conlrast to methods for decreasing industrial combustion emissions. which 

may he accomplished by applying engineering solutions or using capital to upgratlc facilities. 

agriculture is based on complex biological systems which may not respond predictably to n~w 

engineering or capital. Indeed. basing the eligibility of a practice on a calendar date will 

inccntivize the adoption of new practices and discourage the u~e of established practices that may 

he more effective. The goal should b" 10 obtain a mea.$ureable net rcduclion in atmClspheric 

'S. Xu, X. Hao, K. Stanford, T. McAllister and F. Larney. "Greenhouse Gas Emissions during CO·Compos:ing of Ca!tle 
Mortalities w·11h Manure", Nulrient Cycling in Agroetosystems. Vol. 78. 2007. pp. 177· 18?. 
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greenhouse gas levels. This will not be achieved if the net result of replacing an established 

practice with a new one is an incrca~ in grccnhousc gas emi~sions. Such unintended 

consequences arc illu~trnlrd in the following examples: 

• Scenario 1. Converting land used for crop production to grassland might be an 

cligil>le practice if it was converted after January l, 1999. but not if the grass was 

established prior to this dale. A fam1er interested in offset credits might be 

encouraged to convert a block of land seeded in grass prior to 1999 back to crop 

production. To gain the offact credit. the farmer may then ~ither seed a new block 

of land 10 grass or seed grass on the original block after raising crops on it for a 

n:quisite period of time. In this scenario, lh~ fam1er might receive offset credits 

rrom a net increa~ in greenhouse gases emitted when the grassland was I ill ed. 

which released carbon sequestered in the plants and soil, and from the farm 

machinery used for tilling and reseeding. 

• s,·enario 2. Recycling practices in agriculture are particularly vulnerable to 

unintended consequences caused by additionality. Capturing rnetham: in landfills 

and flaring it off or using it as a fuel will likely be an eligible offset practic..:. 

Animal and plant remains would be excellent sources of methane gas in a lantllill. 

If the rendering of animal remains (or recycling plant remains) is not also an 

digihle offse1 practice. the value of offaet credits may encour.1ge the diversion of 

animal remains from rendering ro landfills. ln this scenario. the landfill would 

rc~civc offset credits for capturing greenhouse gases which had been av<)ided bv 

rendering before the material was diverted to the landfill. A net increase in 

greenhouse gas emissions would result from flaring the methane or burning ii to 

make electricity. 

In order to prevent such unintended con~equcnces and to assure that offse1 crcd ic~ are 

issued only for prac1ices that can be verified to pemianently and actually reduce atmospheric 

greenhouse gases, the Committee is urged to avoid making additionality a basic requircmcm for 

eligible agricultural and forestry pra~tices. 

In addition to giving the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to develop a li~t of domestic 

agriculture and forestry practices eligible to generate offset credits, §SOJ Jisis minimum practices 
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10 he included. Neither rendering nor any other carbon capture/recycling practice is included as 

one of these minimum practice types. Darling encourages 1hc Committee to recognize th~ 

grccnhou~c gas reduction potential of rendering and similar practices l:>y including rendering in 

this list of minimum practices. Rendering may be included either direc1ly as a named eligible 

carbon offset practice or through a genernl statement that acknowledges recycling effort~ in 

agrkulture and lists rendering as an example. Possible language the Committee may consider i~: 

"Practices that cap!llre and recycle carbon from agricultural materials to avoid greenhouse gas 

release into 1he atmosphere. such as rendering, shall be con$idcrcd as eligible offset prac!ices". 

The Rafe of Re11dering i11 Greenhou.~e Gu.~ A i•oidancc 

Each y~ar. the U.S. rendering industry processes 60 billion pounds of animal mortaliti~s 

and animal byproducts'. Unless stabilized by rendering or a comparable process. these matcriab 

decompose rapidly, with the rate being innuenced by ~nvironmental conditions. Because animal 

remains consist primarily of water, carbon and nitrogen, greenhouse gases such as COi. methane 

and nitwus oxide arc produced and released as the remains decompose. Essentially all of rhe 

rnrbon will be con\'crtcd to C02 or methane. depending on !he availability of oxygen during 

decomposition. If oxygen is readily available, as in properly composted material, CO~ will be the 

primary gas produced. Limiting oxygen during dec(>mposition. as may occur in a landlill. will 

shift gas production to favor more methane and less CU2. Almost 5 million metric tons of carbon 

and 500,000 mt:1ric tons of nitrogen arc captured annually by rcn<lcring.7 This amount of carbon is 

enough to lorm 17.5 million metric tons of C01. Rendering has a very positive carbon footprint~. 

A typical rendering plant captures and recycles more than seven times more CO~e than it emits. 

when all emissions associated "'ith collection. transportation and processing anintal r~mains arc 

considered. Based on greenhouse gas production measured when can le rf'mains were composted,'' 

composting all of the material th.at is rendered in the U.S . .:ach year would release 39 million 

metric tons of CO;e. Placing these saine materials into landfills could result in 120 million metric 

tons of CO:e being produced each year, assuming landfill gas is 50% methane and 50% C02. ;·~ 

Burial of carcasses is restricted or prohibited in many areas of the U.S. due to the potential for 

' Nationat Renderers Association website ww\\' .nation.)lr~1'd~r,~r'>.CH g. 
'National Renderers Asso~iation Issue Paper, "Rendering and Its Role in Capturing Carbon Emissions," June 2009. 
a National Renderers Association. http.//nationalra."nd"·rcrs.ors/cm,;~fonmental 
'J<u. loc. cit. 
'
0 f PA Office of Air and Radiation. ··~rt>qu~ntly Mked Questions About landfill Gas and How It Affects Public Healttl. 

Safety and the Environment ... June. 2008. 
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ground and surface water contamination. Whi:n animal remains arc buried however, greenhouse 

gasc~. sul·h as CO= and methane, arc pmduccd as the remain~ decompose underground. 1' These 

gases will escape into the atmosphere if lhc site is disturbed or gas pressure builds as ga~es 

accumulate (as in multiple carcasses in the same burial site) until the gases erupt through the 

surface. 

Facilities that concentrate cattli: in large numbers on a single site. ~uch as dairies and 

frcdlots are the most dependent on rendering because of carcass disposal and animal health 

concerns. A 2005 rendering industry study concluded that 45% of the remains of all caule that die 

prior to slaughter in the U.S. each year are rendered. il Rendering the remains ofall of the~e cattle 

avoids thl? producti.in of more than one million metric tons of CO:e per year. Emissions from 

rendering a 1400 pound cow will total appl'oximately 0.0? metric tons of CO,'e, but the formation 

of 1..32 metric tons of CU2e will be avoided, resulting in a net greenhouse gas avoidance of 1.23 

metric tons of CO;c:0
. Rendering is also important to other sectors of animal production. such as 

pork production. The remains of 67% of all pigs that die prior to slaughter in the U.S. ant 

rendered. hased on results of another industry smdy .14 

Changes thr FDA has recently made to its regulations for animal feed and pet food could 

decrease the number of cattle mortalities that are rendered from 2005 levels. On April 26, 2009, 

FDA strengthened existing feed safoguards that were put in place in 1997 (21 CFR §589.2000) to 

prevent the ~pread of bovine spongifonn encephalopathy (BSE: ''Mad Cow Diseas~") among 

cattle and other ruminant animals in the t;.s. Enforcement of the.se new regulations (21 CFR 

§589.2000 and 200 I) will begin on October 26. 200? and prohibit the inclusion of brain and 8pinal 

cord from cattle JO months of age or older in f~cd or food for any animal. These tissues were 

already prohibited, along wi{h others. from human food. s.o the rule will have a small impact on 

the rendering of waste materials from cattle inspected by inspectors from USDA 's Food Safety 

and Inspection Service (FSIS) or state meal inspection services and pas~ed for use in human tt.)od. 

Huwt'ver, fN caule nol inspected and passed. such as cattle that die prior to slaughter. the ~ntirc 

cal'cass will be considered to be prohibited IOr u~c in any animal feed. if che hrain and spinal cord 

"II. Nutsch and M. Spire. ·aurial", in Carcass Disposal: A. Comprehensive Re~iew, ed. by National Animal Biosecurity 
Conso1tium. August 2004. pp 43·44. 
"Jnfofma Economics. "Economic Impacts of Proposed Changes to Livestock ~eed Regulations·. Decembe• 2005. 
" Based on carbon footprint detetminations by Darling International Inc. for rendering facilities and gre<?nhouse gas 
production during composting by Xu. loc. cit. 
1
• Sp~rks CompaniP.s Inc .• ·livestock Mortalities: Methods of Disposal and Theit potential Costs'", March 2002. 
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ar<' not removed prior to rendering. Removal of the brain and spinal cord from the remains or 

dead cattle will he labor intensive for renderers bccaus<' rendering fa.:ilitics arc nut <l"signcd lo 

handle cattle carcasses the same way that beef pachrs do. In addition, soft tissues such as the 

brain and spinal cord decompose rapidly. especially during the summer, which makes them 

ditlicult to remove effectively during certain seasons or if the remains arc not rccciwd hy th.: 

renderer soon after death. These decomposition issues combined with the higher labor· and 

disposal costs rt'ndercrs will incur in order 10 comply with the new feed regulations arc expected 

lO reduc~ the number or can le mortalities that will be rendered under thl' new feed regulations. 

The rendering indu~try estimates FDA 's new feed regulations will decrease the number of ~attic 

m(>rtalities rendered by 66.7°!.P. 

The proportion (55%) of cattle that die in the U.S., but are not rendered today, may 

contribute approximately 1.5 million metric tons of CO,e per year to the atmosphere (a~suming 

gas pr<>duced during dccomposit ion is similar to rates obscr~cd for C•lmposting 1\ The anticipat.::d 

diversion of callle mortalities away from rendering and to other disposal options under th<' new 

FDA fo<!d regulations. may further increase greenhouse gas production to 2.2 million metric tons 

of CO;it. pC'r year. In addition. diverting animal remains away from rendering can damage the 

cm•ironment in other ways. such as contributing to nitrogen and phosphorus loading of soil and 

surface/ground water a., well as threaten animal and human health. 

The primary economic value for animal protein meals is as a focd ingredienl. If the 

remains or dead cattle that are 30 months of age and older are rendered without first removing the 

brain and spinal .::ord, the animal protein meal that is produced will be prohibited for use in the 

lh·d ,,. fund c•f any animal by the FOA. under it$ new feed regulations. Furthcrmor~. renderers 

must keep these prohibited materials separate from material that is free of the prohibited material. 

Therefore, in order to render cattle remains without removing the hrain and spinal cord. th¢ 

renderer would have to charge the farm.:r enough to recover the value of the prt>tt'in meal that 

must be disposed of because it cannot be sold for use in feed. Most cattle pR•ducers will not pay 

these additional charges, which is why renderers have been unable to justify dedicating a separate 

pro~.:ssing line or facility for use as a disposal rendering operation. Including rendering as an 

eligible agricultural '>ff set practice so that the rendering of cattle r.:mains could qualify for offs~t 

" lnforma Economic~. toe. cit. 
u xu. loc. dt. 
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credits may make disposal rendering feasible (depending on the value of the offset credit) and 

cncoura!;lC rendering as a m<.:aJ'IS for disposing of all cattle remains. Encoura!_!ing the use of 

rendering as a disposal method would reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. as well as reduce tht· 

release of inlcctious bacteria and viruses and other potentially hannfol agents into the 

environment. Cattle producers potentially benefit because iiithcr they would receive carbon offsets 

that can be trad.:d to pay the additional service fees renderers will charge for di~pnsal rend~ring or 

renderers may n<>l han: to raise their .~ervice fees. 

Even if additional ity remain.~ as a basic requ ircmcnt for agricultural offset practices. 

rendering should sti\l l:>e an eligible offset practice. It has already been poimed out that 55% of the 

cattle and 33% of 1hc pigs that die in the U.S. each year are not being rendered today. With the 

new FDA fo~d regulations pending in a fow wcch, this number will likely increase. Cndi:!r a 

federal cap and trade system. rendering the remains of approximately 75% of thc cattle that die 

each year should he digible for offset credit~. lncenring farmers to dispose of their animal 

remains through rendering would have a measurable impact on reducing !_!rccnhousc gas 

emissions. Renderers would also be encouraged to dedicate processing lines or farilitirs for 

disposal processing. 

Th,, relative importance of the greenhouse gas avoidance potential of rendering to 

agriculture can l:>e made by comparing it to the carbon sequestration potential of land enrolled in 

the Conservation Re.serve Program (CRP). Land in the CRP has already heen considered eligible 

as a ~arbon offset for trade on the Chicago Climate Exchange. The CRP is administered by the 

Farm Service Agency of the USUA. According to USDA. there arc approximatt'l)I 35 million 

acres of land previously used for crop production that have been seeded in g.rass. shrubs and tre~s 

and arc currently enrolled in the CRP17. Some aggregators validating carbon credits fortrading on 

the Chicago Climate Exchange have offered up to 0.75 metric tons of carbon rrcdit5 per acre1
&. If 

this rate is applied to all CRP enrolled acres. it would rcpn•scnl appro.~imatcly 26 million metric 

tons of CO:e as being sequestered per year. Although it is important for agriculture to consider 

both CRP and rendering as important greenhouse gas reduction strategies. rendering cun-cnlly 

avoids the production of 1.7 times more greenhouse gases than CRP, when the annual impact of 

"USOA. "USOA Issues Sl.8 Billion in Conservation Reserve Program Rental PaymP.nts" News Release. October 1. 
1008 .Release No. 02~1.08 
"Nebra•ka Farmer.s Llnion. "Nebraska Farmers Union Announces Carbon Credit Program for All Nebraska Counties 
& New Rangelam:I Management Program," April 19. 2007. News Letter. {h!t!J:l/nebraskdfarmt:r•.cuni{ln or.). 
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CRP is compared to the greenhouse gases avoided (39 million metric tun.~ of C(he) \\-hen material 

is rendered as opposed to composting. 

Verifying the amounts of carbon and nitrogen captured for recycling can lie easily 

documented. Darling already possesses much of the infonnation necessary to verity the car!ion 

and nitrogen content of the marerials it recycles as well as rernrds needed tn identify farmers, 

ranchers. meat proi:essors and others that send animal remains to Darling for rendering. The 

ch.,mical composition of the animal protein meals and animal fats derived from rendering is casil}' 

done using validated procedures. Darling routinely collects samples of all of its finished products 

w monitor product composition. In addition. all of Darling's recycling facilities arc individually 

rcgi~tercd with the FDA pursuant to § 41 S of the Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act and 21 

CFR Pan I. Subpart II. All Darling rendering fadlities are abo rcgistem.1 with FSIS/USDA as 

required under 9 CFR § 320.S. Darling also cornplies with FDA regulations (2 l CFR §589.2000 

and 2001: 21 CFR Par1 1, Subpart J; Section 417 of the food, Drug and Cosmc1ic Act) !hat require 

that records be kept of all incoming materials for processing, including the nam~ and address of 

the source and weight of the material and all outbound materials, including the name and address 

of the buyer/consignee and weight of the material Such records arc to facilitate traceability onc

step backward and one-step forward in the supply chain. 

Cmlf:lu~ion 

Rendering is an etlective method for collecting, processing and recycling the remains of 

dead animals and 111eat processing \lillstes. These materials are highly putresciblc and rclcas.: 

gretmhouse gases as th.:y decompose. Designating rendering as an .:ligible offset prattice in 

dimate change legislation approved by the Senate will promote the responsible disposal of!ht:sc 

animal remains and avoid unnecessary C02. methane and nitrous oxide emissions. Including 

rendering as an eligible offset practice will provide an important measureablc offset ro the 

agricultural community. 
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National Milk Producers Federation 

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member and members of the committee: thank you for the 
opportunity to submit agriculture's views on climate change legislation. My name is 

Jerry Koiak and I am the President/CEOP for the National Milk Producers 
Federation (NMPF). NMPF develops and carries out policies that advance the well being 
of dairy producers and the cooperatives they own. The members of NMPF's 31 
cooperatives produce the majority of the U.S. milk supply, making NMPF the voice of 
more than 40,000 dairy producers on Capitol Hill and with government agencies. 

The Hou!>e of Representatives passed H.R. 2454, our organization appreciates the 
fact that the bill's authors did not regulate agriculture under the cap-and-trade 
system they propose in the bill. NMPF supports the concept of cap-and-trade as 
long as agriculture is not a caped industry. However, NMPF remained neutral on the 
overall bill passage because it is still unclear what impact will be felt on the dairy 
industry. This is why it is critical that before this bill becomes law, Congress must 
address a number of concerns. My testimony today will focus on the specific context 
of offsets and allowances from which we view this bill and climate change policies 
overall and the changes we would like to see the Senate correct starting from H.R. 
2454. 

The Dairy Farm Economic Crisis 
It has been ;i very difficult year for dairy farmers. And we have greatly appreciated 
all of your help and support as farm level milk prices headed sharply lower creating 
tremendous economic stress and pressures in the dairy farming community. The 
price that farmers were receiving for bottled milk was down nearly 50% from last 
winter. Current prices received by farmers do not even cover the cost of feed. The 
reason farm prices have declined so drastically is due to the slowdown in the US and 
global economy with the end result of a precipitously drop in U.S. exports. The 
problems in the global economy and the effects on consumers' buying habits are 
adding to that downward pressure. 

Dah:y farmer's GHG Commjbnent 
Despite these severe economic challenges. dairy farmers and their cooperatives have 
maintained their deep commitment to reducing their GI I G emissions on farm and 
throughout the dairy chain. Our industry has voluntarily committed to an action plan to 
reduce the carbon footprint of fluid milk by an additional 25% by 2020. Work is 
underway throughout the dairy industry to help achieve this goal. We are looking at 
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rarm practices ranging from dairy feed systems, efforts to reduce enteric methane 
production, to farm energy audits. and addressing barriers to methane digesters. /\t the 
processing level, practices being examined include items like non-thermal UV 
technology as an alternative to heat-based pasteurization, increased energy efficiencies 
in dairy plants. improved transportation systems, as well as product packaging and 
delivery systems. 

One of the primary challenges standing in the way of wider adoption of these 
opportunities is the significant cost entailed. We are hopeful that an offsets market 
could make many of these GHG reduction practices and processes more affordable and 
widespread in our industry. 

Dajsy Sector's Strooa: GHG Perfonoance Hjstorka!Jy and Today 
There have been inaccurate perceptions that animal agriculture is a significant 
contributor to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. In fact, the modern dairy sector has 
improved its performance on GHG emissions dramatically over the last 60 years and any 
effort to return to the production systems that prevailed in the 1940s would have a 

disastrous effect on our industry's GHG performance. 

EPA has rcpo1ted that animal agriculture is responsible for approximately 2.5% of US 
GHG emissions, about half of which is entericfermentation (1.7% ortotal).1 As these 
statistics show, modern US livestock agriculture is a very small portion of US emissions. 
Manure methane and nitrous oxide emissions from dairy cows, as reported in the EPA 
Inventory, are only about 0.3% of total US emissions of all GHGs on a C02 equivalent 
b<isis. The emissions from all livestock are only about 0.8%. 2 

Research conducted recently at Cornell University and published in the Journal of 
Animal Science explores these questions and finds that the most efficient and 
environmentally friendly way to raise dairy cows and produce milk is definitely not the 
use of the dairy farm systems that prevailed before the advent of modern commercial 
rarming. The article, entitled 'The environmental impact of dairy production: 1944 
compared to 2007," found that: 

Modern dairy practices require considerably fewer resources than dairying in 
1944 with 21 % of animals, 2 3% offeedstuffs. 35% of the water, and only 10% of 
the land required to produce the s;ime 1 billion kg of milk. Waste outputs were 
similarly reduced, with modern dairy systems producing 24% of the manure. 
43% of CH4, and 56% of N20 per billion kg of milk compared with equivalent 

1 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2.008. "Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Sinks: 1990·2006. EPA, Washington, DC. Calculated from statistics provided in tables ES·2 and 6· l. 
i The other .2% of emissions associated with livestock production comes from nitrous oxide. 
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milk from historical dairying. The carbon footprint per billion kilograms of milk 
produced in 2007 was 37% of equivalent milk production in 1944." 

Not surprisingly, the dairy sector's total carbon footprint has also been dramatically 
reduced. Total GHG emissions for the dairy sector in 1944 was 194 million metric tons 
in C02 equivalents. By 2007 this had been reduced by 41 %. to 114 million metric tons. 
The article closes with. "Contrary to the negative image often associated with 'factory 
farms,' fulfilling the requirement for dairy products of the US population while 
improving environmental stewardship can only be achieved by using modern 
agriculture techniques.'' Modern US dairy farming is a tremendous example of how the 
world can produce the goods and services needed by people, in this case the very food 
we eat. and doing so while producing Jess GHGs per calorie of food. 

Dairy producers and the entire dairy chain are committed to meeting these goals. It 
is from our dairy sector's commitment to continuing this record of GHG performance 
while helping feed the US and the world and helping our businesses thrive that we offer 
the following comments on H.R. 2454. 

1. The bill must maintain a strong role for USDA. H.R. 2454 recognized the 
importance of USDA to establish, audit and implement all the offsets 
standards and protocols for the agricultural offsets program. USDA has the 
technical understanding of the various practices that can generate offsets and 
has done research on how to measure GHG reductions or sequestrations 
coming from these practices. USDA also has the relationships with ranchers 
and farmers to facilitate the implementation of the program. USDA has the 
infrastructure to manage such a program - with county extension offices 
across much of the country. We understand that there is a necessary role for 
EPA to play in overseeing the environmental integrity of the offsets program, 
and feel that EPA and USDA should work jointly together to ensure that the 
agricultural offsets assist in the overall goal of the climate change program. 

USDA is best positioned to create technical standards and protocols for GHG 
emissions reductions and sequestration from the agricultural and forestry 
sectors. Nearly all of the scientific data and documentation behind existing 
agricultural and forestry standards used by carbon registries is grounded in 
work conducted by USDA scientists or their land grant university partners. 
Thirteen of USDA's Forest Service scientists shared in the Nobel Peace priie 
for the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report connected to 
their forestry work. USDA's Natural Resource Conservation Service, 
Cooperative State Research, Education, Farm Service Agency and Extension 
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Service, Economic Research Service and Agricultural Research Service have 
done similar work for agricultural practices that reduce GHG emissions and 
sequester carbon, such as methane capture and conservation tillage. USDA 
also has the institutional resources. administrative structure, and established 

relationships in place to engage farmers and ranchers across the country. 
USDA has tens of thousands of employees working with agricultural 
producers on various conservation issues. The relationships that USDA has 
with farmers and ranchers allow it to have the trust necessary to create. 

administer as well as drive higher levels of participation in the offset 
program. Indeed, their field assets, technical expertise and the level of trust 
that USDA has developed make it uniquely positioned. For these reasons§ 
2709 of the 2008 Farm Bill gave USDA the authority to create technical 

standards to facilitate participation in emerging carbon, water or other 
ecosystem service markets. 

Since EPA will be charged with adl'!1inistering the overarching cap-and-trade 
system, we would expect EPA to review the integrity of the offset program. In 
that regard, EPA can periodically review the standards, protocols and 
verifications systems established by USDA to ensure that they are being 
successfully implemented into the larger cap and trade system, 

2. The bill's requirement for additional "performance standards" must be 
clarified so that CAFOs are not included in "back-door" climate 
regulation. Section 811 of H.R. 2454 tasks EPA to set standards for 
regulatory compliance measures that would be required of some uncapped 
sectors. The criteria listed for this section could include some of the larger 
CAFOs in the livestock industry and would therefore remove these 
operations from being able to provide offsets and would instead require 
measures such as digesters to reduce their emissions as part of the 
performance standard for their category. While enteric emissions from 
animals are not counted, nothing is mentioned about methane or nitrous 
oxide emi.ssions from manure or from combustion processes. It needs to be 
made clear that emissions from all agricultural and livestock activities are 
not regulated - either directly by the climate emissions cap, or indirectly by 

the performance standards. This clarity would retlect the promises that 
lawmakers sponsoring all climate change bills have long made to the 
agriculture industry that the sector shall not be regulated. 

Methane digesters arc a tested and proven technology however, the costs for 
installation, maintenance with limited return, prohibit many farms from 
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taking the leap to install them. Cost could range from $2 to $5 million to 
install a digester on a dairy farm. Through a cap-and-trade market, more 
farms will install digesters because it will become economically viable for 

additional producers to take the next step. However, if all producers were 
required to install methane digesters with no economic compensation 
through these performance standards, it would drive a significant number of 

them out or business. 

The potential problem for the livestock industry comes if they are 

determined to have emitted at least 10% of the uncapped methane emissions 
in 2005 and/or were deemed to be responsible for emitting at least 20% 
annually of the uncapped GHG emissions. These triggers could mean that 
performance standards which are not detailed in the House passed version, 
could be applied to the livestock industry. Even if regulations are not 
imposed. if the 10,000 ton emission level is met. GHG reporting would likely 
be required. 

Another area of concern comes from the fact that the performance standards 
themselves remain unknown. That is, this section requires the EPA 

administrator to come up with regulations, but does not specify exactly what 
will result from this process - leaving a big unknown for the industry and an 

unintended situation. 

3. The bill should shorten the time allowed for setting up offsets program 
standards. Section 732{a) of the Waxman-Markey bill creates an offset 
program via regulation "Not later than 2 years after the date of enactment of 

this title". As written, it is probable that regulations establishing an offset 
program will not be in place when the cap-and-trade system takes effect. 
Having regulations in place early will allow the necessary infrastructure to 
develop to establish a carbon market that can complete transactions and 
trades. Agricultural and forestry offset projects are currently being created 

across the country and in other countries under voluntary private and State 
or regional carbon markets. The Clean Development Mechanism {COM) in 
the Kyoto Protocol, the Chicago Climate Exchange {CCX), the Regional 

Greenhouse Gas lnitiativc(RGGI), and California's Climate Action Review 

Board (CARB} all are examples of systems with existing carbon protocols and 
markets, providing ample precedent from which a federal program can he 

cra~ed. Further, under the 2008 Farm Bill USDA has been charged with 
establishing protocols for carbon and other ecosystem service markets. The 
government of Canada is establishing a carbon offset program (to include 
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agricultural and forestry offsets) in 2010, and the carbon trading program in 
2012. to ensure the availability of offsets at the start of the system. 

4. The bill must recognize and reward the avoided emissions efforts 
undertaken by agricultural leaders to reduce GHG emissions and/or 
sequester carbon. Significant numbers of agricultural and forestry 
landowners have already undertaken actions that reduce GHG emissions or 
sequester carbon. These early actors should be eligible for compensation for 
the avoided emissions. The reason this is so important is because the 
greenhouse gas reductions and sequestration performed by early actors is 
not required by law and can be undone if the current bill's perverse incentive 
is not corrected. In order to maintain these avoided emissions - or emissions 
that could otherwise be emitted, there must be compensation. The House bill 
has a very limited recognition of early actors and the Senate bill should 
correct this issue. 

Congress must recognize and reward the early efforts undertaken by 
agricultural leaders to reduce GHG emissions and/or sequester carbon. 
Significant numbers of agricultural and forestry landowners have already 
undertaken actions that reduce GHG emissions or sequester carbon. Changes 
in management taken by these early actors include, but are not limited to. 
switching to or maintaining zero tillage ("no-till"), using new technology to 
capture methane for improved animal waste management, and afforesting or 
reforesting buffers or larger ecosystem landscapes. These early actors should 
be eligible for compensation for the on-going GHG emissions reductions or 
carbon sequestration that they achieve within the offset program, if they 
qualify under all other offset protocols 

The treatment of early actors is vital to agriculture's participaCion in a 
climate change system. Produces across the American landscape have been 
engaged in innovative efforts to sequester carbon using a variety of 
techniques. These producers should be allowed to participate in the offset 
program being created by Congress under a cap-and-trade regime. The 
central purpose of any offset program is to encourage the widespread 
adoption of conservation or other practices that reduce GHG emissions or 
sequester carbon and which in turn reduces, and potentially reverses global 
warming impacts, as well as provides cost containment for the entire 
cap-and-trade system. Agricultural producers who have already begun to 
experiment with GllG emissions reductions and carbon sequestration 
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practices, techniques and projects arc critical emi~saries to promote ;ind 
ensure widespread adoption of these practices. In fact. these early 
actors often are the leaders of agricultural organizations and their leadership 
is needed to constructively engage their organizations and their membership 
on climate change policy. Thus, by rewarding early actors we support 
constructive political engagement by agriculture and we create a core group 
of emissaries who will encourage offset projects. 

Allowing early actors' projects to be eligible does NOT automatically result in 
offset credits being issued for previous reduction activities. Early actor 
projects, like any other project, would have to comply with all other offset 
protocols for the practice, technique or project type that they are engaged in. 
Thus even if a producer adopted a practice in 2002, if that producer does not 
meet other offset protocols he will not be eligible to provide offset credits. 
Further, early actors will not be paid for GHG emissions reductions or carbon 
sequestered retroactively. Instead, they will be paid for future GHG 
emissions reductions or carbon sequestration. As an example, if a producer 
began no till in 2002 and his soil is projected to reach saturation in 25 years 
then that producer will only be paid for carbon sequestered between the date 
any cap-and-trade system starts and 2027. 

5. The agricultural sector should be provided with an allocation of 
allowances, or a portion of allowance auction revenues. While climate 
change legislation will impose higher input costs (such as fuel and fertilizer) 
for agriculture as a sector, producers have an extremely limited ability to pass 
higher costs along to downstream purchasers. Agricultural producers are 
typically price takers in economic terms and in such a situation an allowance 
allocation, or the proceeds of an allowance auction, could serve to smooth the 
transition for producers, especially those that are not in a pusition to capture 
potential offset credit benefits. Small producers for example are less likely to 
be in a position to generate offset credits-it may be a simple matter of the 
amount of credits that they could generate not warranting the cost of changing 
the practice or the cost of compliance to verify the offset credits themselves. 
Allowance set asides, or the proceeds from an allowance auction. should be 
used by USDA to smooth the transition for at-risk agricultural producers as we 
establish a new carbon reduction system. 

The agricultural sector faces unique challenges in dealing with the impacts of 
climate change as it begins to impact our nation and world. Agricultural 
producers experience and are impacted by climate and weather changes 
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perhaps more than any other sector; for most farmers and ranchers changes in 
moisture, temperature, and alterations in the growing season directly impact 
the ability to produce the food and fiber our nation and world need. /\s such. 

allocating allowances or allowance revenues for research into adaptation is 
vital. New seeds, new technologies and new techniques will be needed for the 
farmer and rancher of the future to produce the same vast quantities of food 

that we enjoy today. As global populations continue to expand, the American 
producer will be called upon to produce even more, and government aided 
research efforts into adaptation can help achieve that objective 

Farmers and ranchers are creative and innovative. As carbon markets 

develop, new techniques, practices and technologies for reducing GHG 

emissions and for sequestering carbon will be developed, yet funtling could be 
vital to bridge the development phase for producers. Allowance allocations, or 

the proceeds of an allowance auction, could serve to encourage the 
development of these yet to be discovered carbon sequestration or emissions 

reduction methods-allowances could in effect serve as a bridge as data is 
collected and verified. Eventually, after an appropriate developmental phase, 
.some of these techniques could be certified as accredited offsets, and thus 
would no longer require allowance funding. 

6. Offset eligibility and compensation should be based on whether a project, 
technique, or practice sequesters carbon, or otherwise reduces 
greenhouse gases (GHG) from a date certain. Use of the BAU methodology 

in the Waxman/Markey bill will limit the amount of GHG emissions reductions 
or carbon sequestration by agriculture and forestry. The central purpose of the 

legislation is to reduce or eliminate as much C02 as possible, yet by using a 
BAU methodology to determine project eligibility limits the amount of low cost 
off:;ets that will be provided. Section 734(a)(l) requires that offset projects 

conform to a standard methodology that will determine whether the offset 
project is BAU for an industry. The text further provides that the government 
can change baselines, perhaps significantly, on a regular basis. This 
unnecessarily creates a high level of uncertainty for agricultural producers and 
investors regarding whether offset projects they are undertaking or about to 
undertake will qualify for offset credits. Uncertainty in turn will dampen the 

level and scale of participation in an offset program, and hence the success of 
the offset program, which is an important component of cost-containment in a 

cap-and-trade system. 
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By applying this type of updated BAU test for additionality the draft also 
ensures that the "hardest" or le;ist likely projects or producers (i.e., those least 
likely to participate at modest prices and early stages of a program) will never 
participate. Rather than actively ignoring or omitting the "hardest" 
projects/least environmentally sensitive producers, an offset program should 
specifically strive to reach this population. Further, the logic of this type of 
BAU methodology devalues carbon emission reductions overtime. Projects 
th;it produce real, verifiable GHG reductions should receive credit. 

To give one example: currently there are approximately 125 methane digester 
systems across the country, accounting for less than 1 % of all dairy, hog, and 
beef cattle operations. Congress should enact a statute that incentivii.es the 
installation of more digesters - striving for 100% penetration, for instance·· 
rather than deciding that at 50% market penetration the practice is considered 
BAU and will no longer receive offset credits. Thus digesters in~talled when 
market penetration is at 45% are just as valuable to GBG impacts as digesters 
installed at 95% market penetration (and perhaps more so, if early reductions 
have already been achieved, and we are seeking the latter. "harder" 
reductions); each ofthese digesters should receive just compensation for the 
emissions reductions delivered-actual tons of GHG destroyed-and not be 
dependent on when they were built in relation to each other. 

The Waxman/Markey bill changes baselines over time unfairly moving the 
goal posts and limiting project investments. Rather than recurrently changing 
baselines as established in the bill, producers and investors need a static 
baseline to make production and investment decisions. USDA should be 
charged with determining the normal activity baseline for each offset project 
type using a historical or temporal baseline. Once USDA sets that baseline, 
offset projects can be judged against the baseline to determine whether 11 

proposed action is additional vis-a-vis the temporal baseline. Such a baseline 
system will ensure certainty to producers (offset providers) and buyers. 

7. Global Implementation of Climate Change Legislation. It is critical that 
the United States negotiates quickly a comprehensive implementation of GHG 
reductions around the world. Although we support the concept of cap·and
trade we remain concerned about the potential costs to the economy from 
unilateral action by the United States. There are a number of important 
agricultural exporters around the world that could gain competitive 
advantage ifcareful consideration is not given to the application of these 
reductions throughout the world. 
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These are the dairy industry's top recommendations for fully reali:t.ing the ag offset 
potential in the climate change legislation. We urge this committee to take on the 
role of champion for the agriculture industry in this matter as it has so often in other 
ag-relatcd legislation. Our industry is concerned that should this bill pass through 
the Senate without these important corrections, there will not be a workable offsets 
title for America's livestock and farming sectors. 

We cannot emphasize enough how important it is for this committee to make their 
stamp on the legislation that will come out of the Senate Environment and Public 
Works Committee. There are some who would advise standing on the sidelines and 
opposing this effort entirely. We believe that this is a huge risk for the livestock and 
row crop producers of America and we see great opportunities for our industry with 
properly crated legislation. 

We urge this committee to proactively engage in drafting the Senate version of 
climate change bill better for agriculture. 
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S~mate C'ommillcc on Agriculture, Nutrition & J:'ore~try 
Glohal Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspccti,·cs and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Mr. Andy Bcckstoffcr 

September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

You mentioned this briefly in your \~Tilten testimony, but I want lo spend a little bit more time 
discussing the impact thal climate change is already having on your crops. I think this is an 
important topic 10 address hccausc it illustrates the fact that there is a cost to doing nothing when 
it comes to climate change, For example, you mentioned more heat spikes, higher nighttime 
temperatures, and new pests and diseases as challenges ·that arc beginning to emerge for your 
industry. 

Even if we do not yet fully understand how all of these things will impact your husincss as a 
wincgrape grower. surely these are challenges that concern you. 

I. As a winegrapc producer with over 30 years of experience in agriculture, could you talk a 
bit more about the tiusincss risks that climate change presents lo your operation now and 
in the foturc? 

On page.fi\!e ~(my iestimo11y 1 discms more frequent heat spikes to whieh we have 
a</justed by i11s1al/i11g trellises tltat we ca11 alter on short notice lo deal with heat 
spikes. We can adapt with proper \•itic11li11ral practices at co11.•itlerable etpense. but it 
is m!cessmy to maintain ihe quali~r of our premium wi11egrapes. There have been 
limi1e1I studies to assist the wine communi~y in understa11di11g the p01e111ial impacts of 
dimate change to tire quality and prmluctivity ofwinegrape 1·ineyards. Howei·er, the 
data we c:o/Jecrfrom vintage lo vi11tage shows that we can adapt and that the 
maximum temperature.:; haven '1 cha11ged so much - but that the 111i11i111um 
temperillures ha1·e risen. and that is something for which •re must conti11ualf.i· make 
acljustmem. It is the o.rreme heat inl'idents a"'t temp.:rature changes, 1101 rhr: 
averages. that repre.{ent the most risk. 

11iere is no doubl in my mind that much m111·e neetl.~ to be do11e lo itle11tify s11ita/lle 
rootslo,·ks a11d conduct 11ew rootstock hreedi11g programs 10.facilitate our adaptation. 
Of course. 1hat is a years long··· if 1101 decades long - pro<'e.<., and one that must be 
co11cl11c1ed in the context of changing consumer tu"te p•·ojiles am/ e.xpectatio11s. There 
i~· a jiw!-year de/ay.fi·om the lime 1pla11111 l'i11ey11r1/ 10 the time ii reat:hl's the. 
conwmer in " bollh'. North Co<1st developmenr costs for u new \•ineyard ftm from 
$25,000 lo $40.000. 011r capit11l investment is made for at least a 25 year period. 
11wt is why we invesl so heat>ily in <.·11t1illg-edge 1·iticultural practices to adapt to 
things lik~ changing temperat11res. 
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Irrigation is critical lo adaplalion. 711e lower s11ow pack forecast by the e.{perfs and 
changing rainfall pallerns present a ve1y real risk to our businesses. Our q1mfi~v. our 
productil'ily, and our profitability are depe11denl upon adequate watl!r which we 
manage preci.~ely with the mnst advanced technology in plant monitnring and water 
application. 

The Cal{fim1ia Sustainable Wi11egrowing Program is an imegrated whole.farm 
approach to decision making rhat helps participants better understand and e~·aluare 
rhe trade-offs and impacts of each practice. It is in an important toolffir helping us 
adapt to changing re.~011rce and regulatmy co11cems. 

111e uncertainties presented h_r climate change and the scarce allocation of resources 
like warer underscore the most important i11vestmelll government can make: funding 
agricul111ral research and extension to a.~sure that farmers and rancher.~ have the 
ahili~y to cnnti1111e adapting to meet the food and fiber needs of the world's 1·apidly 
expanding pupulution. 

2. Do you have any suggestions on how we could better educate fa1mers in other parts of 
the country about the implications to their livelihoods if nothing is done to address 
climate change over the decades to come? 

Senator. this is surely 1101 my area of expertise! However, the Commirtee might 
conside,. conducting field hearings in d{ffere11t regio11s of the country1• It should also 
comii.KI hearings for researchers a11d extension personnel to pmvide information 
aho11t the potential impacts nf climate change 10 fi1rmer and rancher lfrelihoods. 

Senator Chuck Grasslcy 

I) ·111e EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offaets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if thcr.: arc ways to overcome 
them? 

While considerahle research and demo11stratio11 of the advantages 0/110-till am/ 
minimum tillage practice.~ has been done. not nearly enough research has been done 
to q11antify the beneflr.t of other practices and dornme11t their value as measurable. 
•·erijiable carbon and CHG offie:ts. Just a few nf the ag practices that have the 
potemial to produce significant off5ets include <"over crops; modified.fertilizer 
techniques; crop and residue waste management schemes: biochar; and the role<?( 
perennial crops ·- vineyard.~; orchards: liar: and dedicatedfi1e/ crops. 
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111is is why it is critical that USDA with irs technical and scient(fic expertise of 
agric11ltural and.farming practices ha"e rlre primary role in developing ag GllC 
reduction or sequestration parameters for ca1·bon ojJset protocols. 

We plant our vineyards for a11 economic life of 20 year.~. Unless we are give11 credit 
for pa.~t and ongoing carhon sequestration, this legislation is of ve0· little value to 
winegmpe growers. 

2) fam1ers' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I bdieve that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder, Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, hut not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Farmers a11d ranchers mmt not be put al a competitiw disaclvantuge in international 
trade. Cal(fomia winegrape growers face vigorous competition from other wine 
producing co11ntries with lower costs'~( production. 

Senator John Thune 

I) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what 1ypes of offset practices do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

11wse practices for which research ha.5 already been completed and protocols 
appmvcd are p!ilnting trees (forestry) a11d conservation tillage. Therefore they are 
best positioned/or measurable a11d verifiable ofj.~et credits. There i.~ great potential 
fol' other ag practices to product' .~ig11iflcant offsets and other environmental benefits 
ji'om co1w crops; modified.fertilizer rech11iques; crop and residue waste management 
schemes: bioc/1ar: and ilte role c!(pere11niul trops - vineyards; orchard5; hay; and 
dedicated jiud ,·rop.<. 

It is very' important that winegrapes and other perennial crops be given credit J<>r 
carbon sequestration ofpas1 and continuing practices. We plant 011r 1•ineyards for an 
economic life cf 20 years. Thus. if credit is gfren only for 111tw pla111i11gs, rite 
legislarion wo11ld be of liltle help to winegrape growers . 

.:?) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offaets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offsets be capped'? 

Domestic ojj!.-ets should not be c11pped. 
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Senate Committee on Ag .. i.;u\turc, Xutrition & Forestry 
Global Wanning Legislation: Agricultural l'roduccr Pcrspective.s and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for rhc record 

Mr. Luke Bmbaker 
Septemb.:r 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

ln your testimony you mentioned hcing able to sell carbon credits for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions through the use of your digester. 

I) fan you tell us more about the economics of that project, please? 

a. What was the total project cost and whal is the annual income. 

Total project cost was Sl.25 million dollars. 

• This year's income will be approximately $200,000.00 for the 
sale of electric. 

We derive a saving.~ of approximately $40,000 as a result of not needing 
to buy bedding for the cows. We separate the solids from the liquid and use it 
to bed the cows instead of buying wood shavings or saw dust. 

We sell separated solids to other farme~. $10,000 was derived from the 
sale of solids. 

Sale of credits sold: about one-half sold for 20 years. What we sold equals 
over $100,000 which whtm in\'ested for 20 years approximately doubles the money. 

b. How many credits docs your system generate, how do you sell the credits, and at 
what price'.' 

• KW =tons of carbon to sell taken out of the air. 

• Sold to a trading company. 

• TI1c market fluctuate~. 

We sold at a good timc--S3.00 to $4.00 a ton. 

I believe the market is a lot less now. 
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c. How does the income from the credits compare with the income from selling the 
cl ectricity? 

• A lot less for the sale of credit:> than sale of electricity. 

• With a good cap and trade bill, it could mean a lot more money 
for the credits. 
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Senator Pat Rohc11s 

I) I low many head of cattle docs it take lo make a methane/manure digester functional and 
economical'? 

A good number would be 500 head or more. 

2·1 What is the annual operation and maintenance cost for a methane digester? 

• SJ0,000 to $25.000: this depends on the amount of repairs. 

3) Does the functionality of a digester change with head count, feed content. or seasonal 
change? If so, how docs this affect normal day to day operations and management 
ability? 

• Yes. In the summer, if then: is more waler in the manun:, because of cooling lhe 
cows, it takes more volume of manure to make the same amount of clcciricity. 

Adding ocher food products make extra electricity. 

• A little more setup on the computer syscem 10 add other teed or food by-products. 

4) no you believe a digester would work on a cow-calf operation, feeder cattle operation or 
for a small feedlot? 

• Jf the manure is in a liquid form that the manure can flow. it could work. 

Getting the manure to the digester as quickly as possible is the key before it 
leoscs the gases inio the air. 
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Senalor Chuck Grass Icy 

I) The Ef>A analysis of the HQusc-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed lh<tt the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the ohstades 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

I believe agriculture has a great opportunity with the use of conservation 
practices: no-till. cover crops, and methane digesters. 

• The bill must more lhan offset any higher cost the farmer would incur. 

• I do believe planting trees and fore~t management would be a big part of 
the program, but 1 am not sure ifwoukl benefit most of agriculture. 

2) Farmers' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricullural trade. I believe that moving unilaleral\y on a 
climale change bill, wilhout an international agreement; will put all l:.s. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that farmer's offsels will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the intemalional economic conse<1uences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

I think your statement is very true. 

If a hill is wrincn wrong, it would be devastating co agriculture. 

Imports may have a tendency to come into the country like fertilizer, dairy 
products aml fruits, etc. if U.S. products are p1iced out of the market. 
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Senator John Thune 

I) Jn the early years of a cap and trade syslem, whal types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first'' Planting trees? Conservation tillage'! 

• In order: Planting trees, grasslands, no-till, cover crops, and methane digesters. 

2) As many of you know, agrieullure or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offaets be capped? 

My farming operation put forth a significant capital investment in order to install 
the methane digester. which is a clean, e!licient and an American source of 
renewable energy. I do not think it would be a good idea to cap domestic 
agricultur.11 off-sets as proposed in the U.S. House version of the Climate 
Change legislation. There docs not seem to be any sound policy rationale for 
placing a cap on such otlscts, like those produced by my forming operation, that 
supply clean and efficient domestic energy and provide a valuable environmental 
benefit. 

There may, however, he appropriate reasons for considering caps on international 
offsets for two reasons. First, many people argue that this legislation would drive 
American jobs off-shore. Without a cap on foreign oft~scts, the purchase of such 
off-sets may also be driven ofl~shore, where there is little regulation and these off
sets would be feasibly cheaper than the same type of oft~sets in the United Slates. 
Secondly, I would call it bad policy to offer the same countries the ability to sell 
"off-sets" when they hil\"C not adopted any caps on emissions. Such an approach 
would trnly put the American farmer and busines~rnan at a competitive 
disadvantage. 

My recommendation to the Committee would he to allow international off-sets to 
be considered for pun:hasc, only after a certain level of domestic oft~st:ts have 
been utilized, set at a sufficiently high level to assure that all agricultural 
producers have the opponunity to bi.:ncfit from such a program. This approach 
shows a true investment in the American economy (at this much needed time) and 
docs not totally create a trade barrier with other nations. 

J) As you know, many dairy and hog producers are going through a historic economic 
downturn in their respective industries. Several hog and dairy producers are tens of 
thousands of dollars of equity wilh each passing week. Any analysis that shows 3 

positive impact on these producers assumes that operations of a certain size will install an 
anaerobic digester to benclit from carbon offsets. Considering the high costs of this 
equipment and the fact that the climate change legislation would start in 2012, do you 
bcliev.: that most producers would be able to finance this type of equipment in the next 
12 to 18 months? 
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• Thank you foT being aware of this. I am a dairy fanner and I know. 

• I don't have any analysis that shows a positive impact. 

• There is a very easy way to capture carbon offsets. 

• You can cover any size manure pit and lagoon and flare off the gases. 

• if there is a good price for credit; this would be a very reasonable way to 
capture credits. 

• Maybe a small grant to help cover lagoons would help in these low commodicy 
prices for hog and dairy farmers. 
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Senate Committtit: on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Global Wanning Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Chairman Gary Gensler 

September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) As Congress considers reforms of the Commodity Exchange Act, what mQdifications 
would be necessary lo provide the authority for CFTC to effectively regulate trading in 
both the cash and futures markets for emission allowances and offsets? 

Senator John Thune 

I) H.R. 2454 allows third parties, such as investment banks or foreign nations to participate 
in the carbon market. In other words, third parties that arc not directly associated with 
carbon offsets would be able to purchase these credits on an exchange. Docs this leave 
the carbon market open to undue influence or manipulation? Under this s1:enario, would 
a third party or a group of third parties be able to drive up the price of carbon by 
purchasing large amounts of carbon allowances or availahlc carbon credits? 

\\'hat role will speculators play in the carbon market? How will you define a speculator·~ 
How will you define excessive speculation? 

2) A~ you know, the House cap and trade bill gives jurisdiction over the carbon-based 
derivatives to the CFTC, with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission overseeing 
cash transactions in the allowances themselves. Standalone legislation has been 
introduced in the Senate that would give the CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives 
and cash transactions of the carbon market. Would you compare and contrast the benefits 
or drawbacks of giving tho: CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives and cash 
transactions of the carbon market? 

3) We have heard estimates that the future carbon market under a mandatory cap-and-trade 
proposals will total several billions of dollars up to two trillion - according to CFTC 
Commissioner Bart Chilton. What is your estimate for the carbon futures market? \\'hat 
it your estimate for the carbon cash market? Y,.'hat is the size of these markets today? 

4) As you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passe.d cap and 
trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? Why or 
why not? Should international offsets be capped? 
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5) How will the CFTC work with EPA to determine when or if carbon allowance reserves 
should he tapped? Arc these reserve thresholds adequate to keep carbon cost5 steady? 
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Senate Committee on Ai,'liculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Reb'Ulation t:nder a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Joseph R. Glace 
September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

I) Can you break down the costs of the over-the-counter transaction for me? How much 
does it cost to conduct business on exchange versus off-exchange? What arc the indirect 
costs associated with wider bid-ask spreads in the over-the counter markets compared to 
exchange trading? How much more would electricity cost your customers if you could 
only hedge on regulated markets with stricter margin and capital requirements? 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

I) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged fmm a few of the statements. 
This theme is that customers of power costs will in1,,Tease if OTC contracts are 
standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However, OTC contracts arc so new, 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these markets transparent if not in the same way that traditional CFTC markels are 
required to display transparency'? 

Senator John Thune 

I) Can you provide an example of why two market participants would need to use the Over 
the Counter (OTC) market for a transaction in the carbon market place? 

In your testimony, you mentioned that forcing these unique transactions onto an 
exchange would dramatically drive up costs. Could you provide this committee with a 
better perception of why this requirement would increase costs, and how much would 
costs increase on account of such a requirement? With regards to these transactions, 
what specific types of infonnation should be reported to ensure transparency while still 
maintaining the confidential infonnation of the emitter and trader'! 
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Senate Committee on A1;.'Ticulture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Dr. Dave Miller 
September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

l) In your written testimony, you discussed the challenges of establishing standards for 
offsets. You also mentioned the costs associated with assuring the value of offset activity 
and that the cost could become prohibitive. Given your discussion of complicated design 
protocols and uncertainty about valuing offsets, would you support discounts on otlSets 
as a mechanism to address some of the valuation and verification problems inherent in an 
offset program'! If so. should the onsets be discounted by a standard percentage or 
should the discount reflect expected leakage or nonpcrfonnance'? 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

l) Do you believe that it is possible for the average tanner, in Iowa or elsewhere, to recover 
his increased input costs, in terms of higher fuel and fertilizer prices for example, that 
would be caused by a cap and trade system like in the Waxman· Markey Bill, by selling 
offsets'! 

2) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman·Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there an: ways to overcome 
them? 

J) Of the sources of ag offsets. one of the most frequently mentioned is shifting to no-till. 
but the EPA analysis admits that "agricultural soil sequestration does not show significant 
supply." Another option is reducing fertilizer use. but the EPA model showed what any 
farmer could tell you that this results in a decline in yields. Another often discussed 
offset possibility would be for farmers to install an anaerobic digester, but those can cost 
hundreds of thousands of dollars and a federal AgST AR program report found that 
anaerobic digesters arc feasible for only what amounts to about I percent of Iowa farms. 
How would a typical farmer in Iowa be able to receive any significant benefit from 
selling carbon offsets? 

4) In order for farmers to gel paid for sequestering carbon dioxide in the soil, they would 
have to switch to no·till, but many farmers have already been using no.till for many years 
where it's possible to do so. Any famter that was using no·till before the date we 
establish in law would not be eligible for payments. This could result in two neighboring 
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fanncrs using no-till where the one who had switched over years ago would not sec a 
dimr: and tht: Johnny-come-lately would receive a cht:ck for doing the exact same thing 
that his neighbor had hc..-cn doing all along. This would surely strike most farmers as 
fundamentally unfair. What can be done to address the fairness issut:? 

5) We've heard a lot about opportunities for farmers to sell offsets, but it's not always clr:ar 
how exactly that would work in practice. Since the farmer would actually be selling on a 
carbon market and offsets would need to be verified and registered, I imagine the process 
would be a little different from signing up for a FSA program for instance. Could you 
walk me through the process a fanner wuuld undertake to receive payment of an oftset 
through let's say USDA, for sake of discussion'? 

6) \Vhile reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a few of the statements. 
This theme is that customt:rs of power costs will increase if OTC contracts are 
standardizt:d and required to trade on an exchange. However, OTC contracts arc so new, 
only developed in thr: last I 0 years. And carbon OTC contacts art: even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

7) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
t:ffectiveness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has foi::used on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples ofhow to 
make these markets transparent if not in the same way that traditional CFTC markets arc 
required to display transparency'! 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wa1111i11g Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and leading 

Regulation Und<.T a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

M1·. Timothy Profeta 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) You said in your testimony that there is a fundamental trade-off between "Mitigating 
systemic risk and creating additional cost of posting margin." It seems that a lot of our 
legislative choices come down to this type of calculation, over-the-counter tr.msactions 
where businesses don'l need to put up a lot ofeash to do business and exchanges where 
they expect you 10 put up some money to back your bets. But if the regulatory system 
docs not deal effectively with systemic risk, such as that posed by OTC trading. arc there 
not costs to that'? I'm referring to the costs of using intermediaries like dealer-banks, or 
volatility. or economic downturns, or taxpayer-funded bailouts. 

There arc costs embedded in over-the-counter instruments. Cost comparisons typically compare 
the cash requiced to post margin for an exchange trade with the fact that OTC contracts may 
allow purchasen; to pledge physical assets as collateral rather than posting cash margin or 
perhaps not require any col1<1teral at all. By not re<1uiring cash margin, OTC instruments may 
allow entities to use their cash flows for other purposes. OTC instruments may have transaction 
costs embedded in the price of the contracts. however. 

F.vcnl.• over the pasl year make ii clear that large markets failures can affect broad sections of 1he 
economy. Excessive risk-taking in the credit default swap markets, for example, has resulted in 
significant costs to society, not only through taxpayer-funded bailouts, but also through restricted 
credit mackets and significant loss of value across securities markets. In tenns of a carbon 
market, the ~ost of large scale market failures could include undem1ining the nation's approach 
lo addressing climate change. Congress can take steps to avoid these types of failures in the 
carbon market by ensuring that market participants properly capitalize financial risks. Reduced 
leverage, larger .:apital requirements and prudent margin requirements are all necessary part~ of 
lhe solution. However, the elimination ofregulatory arbitrage is also a key to a stable market, 
with regulators having suflicicnt information to evaluate the risks to which market participants 
are exposed. 

As Congress moves forward with climate change legislation, it will have to balance the risks and 
costs posed by OTC instruments with the flexibility and lower cash requirements that these 
instruments provide for market participants. 
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Senator Chuck lirassley 

I) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a !Cw of the .statements. 
This themt: is that customers of power costs will increase if OTC contracts arc 
standardized and requin:d to trade on an exchange. However. OTC contracts are so new. 
only dt:velopcd in the last JO years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low. 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

The evolution of the OTC market over the last ten years is highlighted by the increase in "exotic"' 
derivatives. Plain-vanilla OTC derivatives, such as interest-rate swaps, have been around for 
approximately thirty years. 

There are two arguments for how OTC instmmcnts keep costs low. The first argument is that 
OTC contracts provide entities with the flexibility to delennine the most cost effective means of 
hedging risk. Entities may choose OTC' instruments because 1hc instruments arc not available on 
c:xchanges. such as long-dated contracts, or they need an instmmenl that is specifically tailored to 
their business needs. The second argument is that OTC contacts may allow companies to avoid 
tying up their cash resetvcs by posting margin. Exchange-traded products require initial margin 
and variation margin posted on a daily basis in cash (or near cash, such as govemmcnt 
se.::urities). A customi;r,ed OTC concract can have ~pccific parameters written into it that allows 
changes in the frequency for variation margin to be posted (i.e., nor daily). OTC contracts may 
also allow companies to assign non-cash collateral as initial margin or, in ~omc circumstances, 
not post collateral at all. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that thi.~ will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness oftisk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today ha~ focused on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specifo.: examples of how t<l 
make these markels transparent if nor in lhc same way lhal traditional CFTC markets arc 
required to display transparency? 

There are different levels of transparency in the current commodities markets regulated by the 
C'FTC depending on the type of commodity and where the commodity trades. \\'hile broader 
market refonns currently under consideration may increase transparency in commodities 
markets, these efforts are still underway and ii is impossible to predict what the final 
requirements will be. Rccause Congres~ would be creating the carbon market de novo. the 
legislation could ensure that the market regulator has jurisdiction over lhe entire marketpla1:e and 
can track all transactions involving carbon allowances or associated derivative instrument.~, 
regardless of who is involwd in the trade and where the trades occur. 

Unlike traditional commodities, emission allowances issued pursuant to federal climate 
legislation will likely have unique serial numbers, allowing regulators to track ownership of the 
allowances with the proper reporling requirements. The legi~lation or implementing regulations 
could achieve transparency in the derivatives markets by n:quiring reporting from exchanges, 
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clearing organizations. trade repositories, and intennediaries such as brokers and dealers. If 
over-thc-<:ounlcr ins1rumcnl5 arc allowed in the carbon market, the rules could also require 
reporting directly to the regulator if the transactions are not o.:lcared or reported 10 trade 
repositories. 

Senator John Thune 

I) Relative to olher commodity markets, how large will the carbon market be? ls it 
possible to establish unique regulations that will result in efficiency and tn1nsparency of 
such a large carbon market within two years? 

The Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act would create a substantial new carbon market 
but would not be larger than many existing commodity markets. Economic modeling conducted 
by the ES. EPA suggests that the price of emission allowances would likely be around $13 per 
allowance in 2015. Jusl over five billion allowances would be issued lhat year, resulting in an 
allowance market worth approximately $65 billion. As a general tulc, corrunoditics trade 
hetwcen 6 and 9 times their underlying vallle in lhc futures market. Thi~ suggest~ that the 
derivatives markets could exceed $390 billion in the early years. In comparison, the value of 
global crude c>il markets traded on the lntcrcontim:nlal Exchange (ICE) and NYMEX exceeded 
S 17 trillion in 2008. Global futures for cotton and sugar trading on ICE reached $154 billion and 
$543 billion in 2008, rcspcclivcly. 

lt is possible to create an efficient and transparent regulatory system to oversee trading in the 
carbon market. The major legislative proposals for regulating the carbon market, including the 
American Clean Energy and Security Act that passed the U.S. House of Representatives in June 
of this year and the Carbon Market Oversight Act of 2009, introduced by Senators Diane 
Feinstein and Olympia Snowe, arc founded upon the existing CFTC regulatory model. Both bills 
adopt many aspects of the Commodity Exchange Act and add specific requirements tn addrc~s 
the unique aspects of the carbon market, including some best practices ftom exi8ting securities 
regulations. The CFTC would build upon its existing expertise rather than creating an emircly 
new regulatory system. 

2) As you stat<:d in your testimony, it cap and trade scheme will create two markets, a cash 
market tbal will trade allowances from lhe current y~ar; and a derivatives market, that 
will allow lhe parties to purchase futures, options, and other instruments aimed at 
creating future rights to allowances. Shou Id ho th markets be regulated by the CfTC? If 
$0, whal are the pote11tial pitfalls of splitting the regulatory responsibility with another 
age11cy? If not, what additional resources will the CFTC need to carry out this 
responsibility within the next couple of years? 

The CFTC' is well-positioned to regulate both the spot and derivative markets for carbon 
allowances. The cash and derivativ~ markets will be highly correlated and it would be most 
efficient ro have one regulator with its eyes on the entire carbon market complex, including OTC 
derivatives. The recent failures in the credit default swaps markets highlight the problems 
caused l:>y relying on multiple regulators to oversee various aspects of the same market. 
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Addi1ional pitfalls for splitting regulatory authority include the potential for turf wars and a 
history of poor cooperation between variou~ government agencies. 

Generally, the (:J·T C will need sufficient resources to oversee the carbon market; the key to good 
rcgulalion is a w1:1l-funded and vigilant regulator. I am not in a p1>sition to estimate 1bc 
additional resources that will be necessary. Cha irman Genskr and his staff may be able to 
prov id~ you wi th a specific answer. 
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Senate Committee on Agricuhurc, Nutrition & Forestry 
(jlobal Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer l'erspectivcs and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Mr. Frank Rchcnnann 

September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I am concerned that global warming's impacts - longer droughts and beat waves, increased pests, 
and increased disease may well be the biggest threat to farmers' abilities to make a profit. 

1) Have you considered the potential drawbacks of inaction? How global wanning will 
directly impact your induslry'! 

The USA Ri.:c Federation docs not oppose responsible efforts to curb greenhouse gas 
emissions or climate change. including approaches such as increased use of renewable 
energy wurccs, nuclear energy. conservation, enhanced efficiencies, and other approaches 
that would not harm the U.S. economy or cost American jobs. We are deeply concerned that 
the cap and trade bill emanating from the !louse and similar approaches would be especially 
harmfol to family farm oper.itions like mine. The pending cap and trade proposal would 
substantially increase production costs and lower net income, threatening the economic 
viability of the fann. Meanwhile. I have little confidence that our trading partners will bind 
their farms and industry to equa II y rigorous emission reduction requirement.~. if any at all. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

I) You mention the AFPC study by Texas A&M. The representative rice farms experience 
lower average annual net cash income and at the same time an increase in annual costs. 
How does this study affect a producer's relationship with his or her lender'! Credit is 
certainly tight alre:idy. Do you expect it to become even tighter if cap and trade 
legislation were to pass? How docs this affect beginning fam1ers and ranchers? 

The impact of pending cap and trade legislation range~ from even tighter margins for some to 
negative cash flow for others. The effect is to erode a producer's equity position, ~omcthing 
lenders look unfavorably on when making lending decisions. For producers in the latter end 
of the range and especially for small and beginning farmers. the impact of cap and trade 
legislation could prove decisive in a lender's decision, while producers in the former range 
a1·e on the bubble. This is why. in our testimony, we urge Congress to authorize the 
Commodity Credit Corporation to cover any increased production costs. 

2) If H.R. 2454 were to become law, how would a rice fatmcr overcome the higher input 
costs'! Would one 'good' year be enough to cover current costs plus addilion direct and 
indirect coses a$sociated with climate change? 
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We arc r.oncemed that some producers simply would not be able: to oven:ome the higher 
costs and our concern is predicated on a normal or good production year as yield fluctuation 
from year to year is not as great as it is with respect to many other crops. Production co~t~ 
and price are principle determinants on how a rice producer fares in a given crop year and the 
first factor is going to be greatly influenced hy this legislation. Note that this is only the 
production side of the equation. Unlike most other commodities, rice must ordinarily be 
processed (i.e. milled) before it can be widely marketed in commerce, meaning there will 
also be increased co.~ts home by the producer in putting the commodity in the fom1 necessary 
to market the crop. In fact, generally, rice famters participating in cooperatives can expect to 
face a whole other hit in the form of lower patronage refunds, or dividends, <m account of the 
coopcrative's increased cost of doing business. And, all of this is predicated on the uncapped 
treatment oflhe agricultural sector precluding EPA-imposed performance standards or other 
prescriptions that the Agency could still impose under other provisions of the bill or the 
underlying Clean Air Act There is no effective exemption for production agriculture and 
necessary processing is not even covered under the definition of agriculture sector. If cap 
and trade is to go forward, at minimum, there needs to be a clear exemption for agriculture: 
production, including necessary processing. 

Senator Cfluck Gras.~ley 

I) I agree with your testimony that farmers can expect to sec the cost of fcrtili7.er, fud, 
machinery and other inputs to increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. What types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offset these increased costs? 

Senator, as a farm~'T. you can appreciate that if there is a clear and responsible way to cut 
production costs, a farmer will do it. Few stones have been left unturned in this respect. You 
also know that we are price takers, so we cannot increase the price on the market. One way 
to offset im;rcased costs associated with cap and trade is through the sequestration or 
reduction of carbon. However, as I noted in my written and verbal testimony, today that is 
not an economically viable and proven option for rice famters. The only choice we are left 
with is to absorb the increased costs and hope to still make ends meet. 

2) The EPA analysis of lhc House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed thal the vast 
majority of domestic oflSets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

In rice, we see no economically viable opportunity at present to avail ourselves of the offset 
program being discussed. We are working to develop some possibilities but we are simply 
not there yet. The primary objection to the forestation option is that farmers and ranchers are 
not foresters. Beyond that, even if we were to attempt to go that route, it would seem to me 
that it would involve an enom1ous upfront investment without the possibility for any real pay 
off till years down the road when the trees mature. This is a possibility for large pulp and 
paper companies but not to fam1 and ranch families. 
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3) Farrn\_,'f"S · livelihoods d\_,-pend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international abrreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that farmer's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Senator, we appreciate your leadership in rejecting what was on the table in the Doha 
Round negotiations late last year because the ab'Tecmcnt meant deep and, in our 
estimation, unsustainable cuts to U.S. domestic support in exchange for what amounts 10 

illusory concessions from our trading partners. We have no doubt that a similar tact is 
being taken with respect lo global climate change and the curbing of greenhouse gas 
emissions, as evidenced by recent media reports of comments made by Indian officials. 
The combination of Doha Round and climate change legislation could \'Cry well result in 
the kind of severe hemorrhaging of American agriculture and the jobs that go with it that 
we experienced in the manufacturing sector earlier this decade. So, we appreciate the 
tough stance that you, Chairwoman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss, and others 
have taken in both regards. 

Senator John Thune 

I) In the early years of a cap and tr.1de system, what types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

As noted in our response lo earlier questions, we are unaware of any proven viable 
opportunities for rice producers to generate and market omcts in the near future. 

In a world of6.7 billion hungry people, the great majority of whom do not have the 
means or disposable incomes that we Americans do, we strongly reject the notion that 
there is greater societal or global benefit to planting trees on our rice-fields than farming 
them. Ours are some oflhe most productive acres in the world, and we would rather 
i:ontinue to pursue the more noble purpose of feeding the world as long as we can stay in 
business. 

2) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offacts arc capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

1\Uhough rice is unable to participate in the agricultural offset program, we believe that 
l:.S. agricultural offset opportunities should not be capped. With respect to international 
otlSets, among other things, it would seem that there would be enforcement issues that 
could undcnnine the integrity of the program. so the larger the international program the 
greater the uncertainty may be relative to the program's effectiveness. However, since 
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rice farmers arc not able to effectively participate in the offset program, we have not 
closely examined the implications of capping international offsets. We believe the 
program should be structured such as to increase demand for U.S. offsets and therefore 
increase the value of such offsets, rather than disadvantage U.S. offsets relative to those 
in the international market. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wam1ing Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Ms. Julie Winkler 
September 9. 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) One of the mon: frequent complaints we hear about central cuunterparty clearing is that 
the costs associatt:d with clearing are too expensive and that it would tie up capital that 
could be better invested. Could CME Clearport accept illiquid assets such as real estate 
or stocks and count that towards margin or capital requirements? Could you net cash and 
fotun:s positions in a market where the cash and futures nansactions are executed on the 
same platfonn? What other options are there tu mitigate cost conccms of margin and 
capital requirements without compromising the integrity of the clearinghouse? 

A:'liSWER: Collateral that is readily com'ertihle to cash is a11 essemial element of the 
sqfety of a Co!lltrcil counterparty clearing sysiem and the on~i· means to avoid the creation 
1~fsptemic risk. The ce11tral co1mterprmy (CCP) must hold s11jficie11t liquid collateral to 
enable it to immediate(v meet the obligations of a cleari11g memher--···cu.yromer which 
defa11lts, since the CCP must immediately fulfill the ohligatio11.~ o_fthe defaulting clearing 
member w each co1111te1par1y. There is no way to do this, without adding debt to the 
:>ystem, ~f 1/ie clearing house is holding illiquid assets, such as real estate. as collateral. 
The Green Exchange Ve111ure currently uses CAIE ClearinR as its CCP. CME Clearing 
has never experienced a default in its 110 year-plus histmy. CME Clearing does accept 
readi(v marketable securities, but discounts their value ill a manner appropriate to 
recognize any likely illiq11idity al the ritm' that they mu.YI be sold to cover a fuss. 

CCP's are not i11 the business C!(lendillg to customers. That would simply magnifY the 
risk of operating a CCP and defeat the purpose of centralized clearing. ~fa customer 
with real estate assets needs ro collateralize a cleared position, she mar secure a loan 
from a hank a11d use the proceeds of the loan ro purchase interest hearing securities. 
which may he used to collateralize her ohligatio11s to the CCP. 

Ir is possible, in certain circ11m.~tances. to u.~e a physical allowa11ce to collateralize a 
derii·ative position. For example, a trader who is .flWrt an allowa11ce f11tures contract 
ma:1• he ahle to collateralize his position, in whole or in part. with allowa11ces of similar 
mallirity. 
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2} If legislation establishing greenhouse gas emission allowances and offsets, required that 
all trading of the allowances. offsets and their derivatives take place on regulated 
exchanges, and if there is sufficient market interest for allowances 5, 10 or even 20 years 
in the future. would an exchange Ile able to offer futures contracts of longer duration? 
What arc the practical considerations that would affect the decision to develop longcr
term contracts? 

ANSWER: Some futures contract.~ are long-dated anti havt• adequate liquidity. For 
example, NYMEX's Natural Gas futures co111racl e.xlends out 12 years and CME'.t 
Eurodollar fillures contract extends out 10 rears. llowever. e;cdmnge traded derivative 
contracts of these d11ratio11s are the exception, 11ot the rule. Price integrity is the critical 
compone11110 o.fli?.ring long-dared futures comracts a.\' the ch•arillglwuse must be able to 
determine adequate performance bond co1•e1·11ge fur the cotl/racts and protect against 
de.fault. J::ach co111rac1 month /isled ill a /011g·dated.fi1tures contmct thac has open 
interest will require a daily settlement J>YOL'e.ts to employ the daily mark-to-market 
functions of the CCP. (flegis/ation crecited a cap-a11d trade p1·ogram i11 which 
al/aw1111ces were u,ted for complia11ce over 5, 10, or 20 year periods then long-dated 
emissions cu/l/racts could he designed a11d offered by exchanges such a.v the Green 
E.tchange Venture. 

Howewr, there could be challenge.~ i11 ge11e1·a1int; sujficielll liquidity for the long-dared 
insuwnents on 1111 exchange. Cap-and-tradl! participa111s may be.focused 011 slwrter-t1;rm 
complianct• ohligati<ms i11vo/villg near-term compliance deadlines that cw1 be satisfied 
using actual ollowance.v and ojj.~et credits that are i11 their po,~sessio11 or in cirmlation. 
171e cap-and-rrade program could address this by e.nsuring that there are /011ger-t1trm 
1•i11tages <?f'allowances distributed and i11 circulation. This would prm'ide market 
participa111s with a greater certainty about the physical supply of allowances in fi1ture 
yec11·s. Tit is may result in greater hedgi11g interest and trading actil'ity in 5, I 0 or 20 year 
carbon fut11re.t conrracts. Without such certainty of the physical supp~v of ulluwances i11 
future yt•ars. ii is 1111/ikely that adequate liquidity will e,tist for long-dated exchange
trculed contrac1s. 

3) I see you are opposed to a transactiQn fee, such as we've seen in the House-passed 
climate change legislation. lfwe were to propose a user fee on these transactions to fund 
regulatory agencies. what would be the best way to structure it - for example, per 
exchange member, per transaction, per month, per year? 

ANSWER: Fu11dingfor market oversight should be generated from more appropriate 
so11rces. Most cap-and-trade legislative proposals contemplate an auction for some 
portion of the allowa11ces. For example, it would wke less than one percent of the 
expected rei:enues from the auction proposed ill the Home's American Clean Energy 
Sec11rity Acr to fimd CFTC's c11rrelll budge1. By tying the funding of 011ersigh1 resources 
to allowance auction revenues 1·ather 1lta11 exchange tm11se1ctio11s. all re/e11ant agencit!S 
(e.g., USDA, CFTC. EPA) will have ,.eso11,.ces for all of the elements that are necessa1J' 

ji>1· effcclil'e emissions markec oversight. 
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J-:xchange users pay trading fees which are used to fund exchange operations a11d the 
exchangl! 's self regulatory oversight to ensure and compliance with statutmy and 
regulalory requireme!lls. Any additional userfee, based on tra11.rac1ions or 1arge11td at 
only members of exchanges. will add lmnsaction costs a11d make less or unregulated 
trading venues more auractfre compared 10 regulared exchanges. This will impail' 
liquidity and 1/efeat efforrs to encourage tramparent, regulated tmding markets. 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

I) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a 11 .• 'W of the statements. 
This theme is that customers of power costs will increase if OTC contracts are 
standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However, OTC contracts are so new, 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent lhan 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago, it didn't even exist? 

ANSWER: First, tht~re seems lo be a mistaken impression rega1·ding rhc length of the 
exis1e11Ct' of ore contracts. Such contracts hai·e actual(v been utilized for more rhan 20 
years in energy commodities. Second, the 1·eason such contracts came into existence is 
pn,cise/y because they provided i11nova1ive, lower costs ways to finance i11vestme111s; 
indeed. in some cases. 1ltey enabled projects w get financed that otherwise could 1101 lim'e 
gottenji1U111ced at all. Funhermore, they will be tire most vital in tire early days ofa11,v 
new industr)' or new industry phase, which will clearly be the SCtmario ill place upon 
passagl! of emissions control legislation. This is be,·ause the sec10r will esse111ia//y be 
"irwenti11g"itself---that is. ramping up from a state of de minimis investment in 
demonstration projects to a full scale commilmf!ll/ lo transform the entire socit,tal e11ergy 
infrnstr11cture. No one yet knows how this will most efficient/)' he accomplished. so thi?.re 
will be 110 way to accurately swndardize the 11ecessary trnnsactio11s. 

As was .~lated in 1~r written 11:.s1imm1y, the OTC market complements sta11d11rdized 
exchange traded product.~ by pmviding products customi;;ed to a regulated entity's 
emissions and time horizon. Such customizati<m is necessary for .rnccessfiil financing of 
carbon oj).~et projects. and/or str11cruri11g long-term hedging transactions tliat 11nderpi11 
im·estments i11 emis.<ions red11c1io11 or clean energy tec:linologies. If s11clt OTC conrracis 
are required to l!;(ficiently finance such pl'Ojects, forcing all trading onto exchange-based 
pla~fonns is likely to increase costs to utility customers. 

~xchange cleared transactions require posting of liquid collateral; sume entities may be 
able. to secure more flexible terms for collateralizing their obligations in the OTC market. 
For e.xample, a customer in the OTC market may he allowed to collareralize its 
obliga1io11s on an OTC contract by granting a lien on a physical asset. The abilil}' to 
collateralize obligations to co1111terparties by means of liens on plt,vsical assets may 
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b1m~fit power producers or agricultural off.~et project developers. Lowerfinanci11g costs 
for OTC hedging transactions may trm1.~latc i11to lower power costs to consumers. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the;: soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for both investors and produ..:crs. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markel:i versus traditional 
agri1.:ullurnl and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these markets transparent if not in the same way that traditional Cf-TC markets arc 
required to display transparency? 

ANSWER: We believe that greater tra11spare11cy should be required of the OTC carhon 
market and that all carbon-related OTC positions should be reported to the CfTC. This 
reporting combined with the high /f!wd of transparency available thro11Kh the G1·ee11 
l:.:tclia11ge Venrure h'ill provide the additional tra11spare11cy that is needed for oversight of 
a U.S. carbon market. 

As wa.~ stared in my writte11 tes1imo11y. CMF. Group will provide the market and t1·ade 
s11n·eilla11a ser,•ices ro the Gree11 Exchange Venture. CME·.~ highly 1rained regulatory> 
sta_lj»1-ill implement audit and compliance programs to monitor existi11g markets.for fraud 
and manipulatio11. Green Ewlumge Venlu1·e also has a reliable means to provide 
transaction dala to 1he CFTC and these are divided into jfre broad categories: trnde 
data, time and sales. order data, i·olume a11d ope11 illtffest datu and reference dma. On 
behalf of the Green Exchange Venture. C!vfE curre111ly reports cleared trade dara (pit, 
electronic, and ex-pit 1ran.mctions) on a daily basis to the CFTC. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Glohal Wanning Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Fred Yoder 
Scplembcr 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

You've indicated that you think those farmers who have already engaged in practices that reduce 
greenhouse i;as emissions should be rewarded for their early actions. 

I) Let's take the example of a corn farmer who started to use no-till practices in 2006. How 
should those practices over the past few ye<1rs be treated in global warming legislation':' 
And, docs it make a difference whether the farmer sold carbon sequestration credits 
derived from those practices on the Chicago Climate Exchange'? 

Senator Pat Roberts 

I) In your testimony. you mention "economic analyses have indicated that a robust otTuet 
program will significantly reduce the costs of a cap and trade program." Since analysis 
shows both significant agriculture produdion i.:ost increases and increased conunodity 
prices due to a reduction in farm land acreage even with an offset program, won't 
consumers still feel the effects of these higher oosts and prices? 

Senator Chuck Grasslcy 

J) I ngree with your testimony that fanners can expect to sec the cost of fertilizer, fuel, 
machinery and other inputs to increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. What types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offset these increased costs? 

2) You mention that treatment of early actors, especially those who have adopted 
conservation tillage practices prior to 2001, should not be penalizw in the carbon offset 
program developed. Do you have recommendations on how to addre~s this issue, in 
particular for the earliest adaptors as you have highlighted'? 

3) EPA numbers suggest very hii;h cost increases to us.: coal. Since the Com Belt primarily 
uses coal to provide our energy m~cds, do you believe that fuel switching wi II occur'! To 
which types of fuels? \Vhat does thi~ mean for our rural communities? 
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4) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go towurd agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways lo overcome 
them'? 

5) farmers' livelihoods depend on lhcir competitiveness in a world economy. \\lhile the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Senator John Thune 

I) If under a cap and trade system. ag producers are asked to sign a long-tenn contract, but 
only receive benefits of carbon sequestration for a fow years or until the soil is saturated 
with carbon, do you think your members arc likely to participa1e? 

2) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first':' Plan1ing trees? Conservation tillage? 

3) Do you believe fertilizer prices will increase under a cap and trade system? If so, how 
high may fertili1.er prices increase? Do you bdieve we will have a greater reliance on 
foreign sources of fortilizer? 

In the later years of the House-passed cap and trade bill, "energy intensive lrade exposed" 
industries including the fertilizer industry, no long receive free allowances. \\!'hat impact 
will that have on the fortilizer indu~try and lhc price of fertilizer? If most early acres of 
conS\:r\'alion tillage arc saturated with carbon at this point. what impact will these two 
scenarios have on the cost-benefit analysis for feed grain farmers in the ~idwes1? 

4) How should Congress treat the early actors of conservation practices? For example, 
South Dakota already had 2.8 million acres in no-till, which would not receive credit 
under the House-passed climate change bill since these acres were in no-till before 2001. 
Should these producers be able to participate in the carbon market? If so, how should 
these acres be treated? 

5) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should inlemational offsets be capped? 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutri1ivn & Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricuhural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation t.:ndcr a Cap and Trade Sy~ll:m 
Question$ for the record 
Mr. Andy Beckstotfcr 

September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

You mentioned this briefly in your wrinen te.~timony, hut I want to spend a little bit more time 
discussing the impact that climate change is already having on your crops. I think this is an 
important topic lo address because it illustrates the ract that there is a cost to doing nothing when 
it come$ to climate change. For example, you mentioned more heat spikes, higher nighttime 
temperatures, and new pests and diseases as challenges that are beginning to emerge for your 
industry. 

Even if we do not yet fully understand how all of these things will impact your husiness as a 
winegrape grower, surely these are challenges that concern you. 

I. As a winegrape producer with over 30 years or experience in agriculture, could you talk a 
bit more about the business risks that climate change presents to your operation now and 
in the future? 

On pa?,e jive of my testimony I discuss more frequent heat spikes to which we have 
adjusted by insralling trellises that 1>'e can alter on shon norice 10 deal with heat 
spikes. We can adapt with proper viticulturul practices at ,·onsiderable expense, but ii 
is necessary ro mainrain the quality of our premium winegrapes. There hm•e been 
limited studies 10 assist the wine community in understanding the potential impacts of 
dimate change to the quality and productivity of winegrape l'ineyurd~. Howe\·er, the 
data we collect from \•intage lo vintage shows that we can adapt and thar the 
maximum ll!mpr:ru/Ure.~ haven't changed so mu,·h - but that the minimum 
1empera111res have risen, and tha1 is something/or which we must cominually make 
acljustnu:nt. /1 is the e.<rn:m.: hem incidents and temperatur<: changes. not the 
cn•erages, rhul represent the most risk. 

There is no doubt in my mind that much more needs to be done to idenr(/j' s11i1ab/e 
roowocks and conduct new rootstock breeding programs to facilitate our adaptation. 
Of course. that is a years long- if not decades long-proces.v and one thar must be 
conducted in the context of changing consumer taste profiles and expec1a1ion.1. There 
is a jive~rear delarfrom the time I plant" ''ineyard 10 the time ii reaches the 
consumer in a boule. Nonll Coast development costs for a new 1•ine.1•ard rlirlfrom 
$25.000 10 $40,000. Our capital investment is made.for at least a 25 year period 
That is why we invest so heavily in cut1i11g-edge 11itic11/1Ural practic~·s to adupl to 
things like changing temperatures. 
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Irrigation is critical In adaptation. The lower snow pack forecast by the experts and 
changing rainfall patterns present" very real risk to our bu.finesses. Our quality. our 
producth•iry. and our profitability are dependent upon adequate wat1tr which we. 
manage precisely with the most advanced technology in plant monitoring and water 
application. 

The California Smtainahle Winegrowing Program is an integraled whole farm 
approach to decision making that helps panicipanls heller understand and evaluate 
the trade-offi and impacts of each prnctice. Ir is in an import an/ tool.for helping us 
adapt to changing reso1m:e. and regulatmy concerns. 

J11c 1111certaintie.t presented by climate change and the scarce allocation of resources 
like water underscore the most important investment government can make: funding 
agricultural research and extension to assure that farmers and ranchers have the 
ahiliry to c.onlinue adapting to meet the food and fiber needs of the world's ra11idly 
expanding population. 

2. Do you have any suggestions on how we could be1ter educate fanners in other parts of 
the country about the implications to their livelihoods if nothing is done to address 
climate change over the decades to come? 

Senator, this is sure~v no1 my area of expertise.' Howeve1·, the Committee migh1 
consider conducting field hearings in different regions of the coumry. It should also 
conduct hearings for re.~earchers and extension per.wnne/ to provide information 
abau1 the pmential impac1s of climo1e change to farmer and rancher livelihoods. 

Senator Chuck Grasslev 

I) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the ohstaclcs 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there arc ways to overcome 
them? 

While considerable research and demonstration of the adwmtages of no-rill and 
minimum lillage practices has been done. not nearly enough research has been done 
10 quantify the benefits of of her pra(:tic·es and document their value as measurable. 
ver(fiable carbon and GllG off.vets. Jusl a few o.fthe ag practi~s that hm;e the 
potential 10 produce significant offsets include cover crops; modified fertilizer 
techniques; crop and residue waste management schemes: biochar; and the role of 
perennial crops -- vineyards; orchards; hay: and dedicatedfi1el crops. 
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This i.5 why ii is crilica/ that (JSDA with its /echnica/ and scientific e.xperlise uf 
agric11lwral and.farming practices hm•e the primary role in develuping ug GHG 
reduclion or sequestration purameterJfor carbon offset protocols. 

We plant our l'ineyard~ fur an economic life of 20 )'ears Unless we are given credit 
for past and ongoing carbon sequestration. thi.5 legislation is of very1 liulc value to 
winegrape growers. 

2) Farmers' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. Vv'hile tht: 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade. I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fam1cr's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would em:ounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United Stales, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Farmers and ranchers must not be put at a competitive di:sadi•antage in international 
trade. California winegrape growers face vigorous competition.from other wine 
producing coumrie.s with lower costs of production 

Senator John Thune 

I) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices. do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

Those prac1icesfor which research has already been completed and protocols 
approved are plaming trees (forestry) and consen:atio11 tillage. There.fore they are 
best positioned/or measurable and verifiable o.ffse1 uedits. 1'here is great potential 
for other ag practices to produce significant offsets and other em·ironmental benefits 
.from co11e.r crops; modijiedfenilfr:cr techniques; crop and residue waste management 
schemes; biochar; and the role of perennial crop11 - vineyards: orchards; hay; and 
dedicated file/ crops. 

It is very important that winegrapes and other perennial crops be given ,·redit for 
carbon sequestration of past and c:<lntinuing pra,·tke.~. We plant our i·ineyards for"'' 
economic life of 20 year.5. Thus. if credit is given only for new plantings. the 
legislation would be o/fillle help to winegrape grower.5. 

2} As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets arc capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets b~ capped under a truly market-bast:d system? 
Wby or why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

Domestic off.Yets sho11ld not be capped. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading. 

Regulation Under a Cap aml Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Luke Brubaker 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tum Harkin 

In your testimony you mentioned being able to sell carbon credits for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions through the use <>f your digester. 

l) Can you tell us more about the economics of that project please? 

a. What was the total project cost and what is the annual incC1me. 

Total project co~t was S 1.25 million dollars. 

• This year's income wi ll be approximately $200,000.00 for the 
sale of electric. 

We derive a savings of approximately $40.000 as a result of not needing 
to buy bedding for the cows. We ~eparate the solids from the liquid and use it 
to bed the cows instead of buying wood shavings or saw dust. 

We sell separated sol ids to other farmers. $10,000 was derived from the 
sale of solids. 

Sale of credits sold: about one•half sold for 20 years. \\.'hat we sold equals 
over$ I 00.000 which when inveSttld for 20 years approximately doubles the m1iney. 

b. How many credits does your system generate. how do you sell the credits, and at 
what price? 

• KW = tons of carbon to sell taken out of the air. 

Sold to a trading company. 

The market fluctuates. 

We sold at a good time--$3.00 to $4.0Q a ton: 

• I believe the market is a lot less now. 
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c. How docs the income from the credits compare with the income from selling the 
electricity? 

• A lot less for the sale of credits than sale of electricity. 

• With a good cap and trade bill, it could mean a lot more money 
for the credits. 
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Senator Pat Roberts 

l) How many head of cattle docs it take to make a methanefmanure digester functional and 
economical'? 

A good number would be 500 head or more. 

2} What is the annual operation and maintenance cost for a methane digester? 

• SI0.000 to $25,000; this depends on the amount of repairs. 

3} Does the functionality of a digester change with head count, feed content, or seasonal 
change? If so, how does this affect nonnal day to day operations and management 
ability'! 

• Yes. In the summer, if there is more water in the manure, because of cooling the 
cows, it takes more volume of manure to make the same amount of electricity. 

• Adding other food products make extra electricity. 

• A little more setup on the computer sy.~tcm to add other feed or food by-products. 

4} Do you believe a digester would work on a cow-calf operation, feeder canle operation or 
for a small feedlot? 

• If the manure is in a liquid form that the manure can flow, it could work. 

Getting the manure to the digester as quickly as possible is the key before it 
loses the gases into the air. 
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Senator Chuck Grassley 

I) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

I believe agriculture has a great opportunity with the use of conservation 
practices: no-till. cover crops. and methane digesters. 

• The bill must more than offset any higher cost the fanner would incur. 

• I do believe planting trees and forest management would be a big pan of 
the program. but I am not sure if would benefit most of agriculture. 

2) Farmers· livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all l!. S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

I think your statement is very true. 

• If a bill is written wrong, it would be devastating to agriculture. 

• Imports may have a tendency to come into the country like fertilizer. dairy 
products and fruits, etc. if U.S. products are priced out of the market. 
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Senator John Thune 

I) ln the early years of a cap and trade system. what types of offst:t practices do you think 
will be used first'? Planting trees? Conservation tillage? 

In order: Planting trees, grasslands, no-till, cover crops, and metham: digesters. 

2) As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped underthe House-passed 
cap and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system'! 
Wily or why not? Should international omets be capped? 

My farming operation put forth a significant capital investment in order to install 
the methane digester. which is a clean, cfticient and an American source of 
renewable energy. l do not think it would be a good idea to cap domestic 
agricultural off-sets as proposed in the U.S. House version of the Climate 
Change legislation. There does not seem to be any sound policy rationale for 
placing a cap on such offsets, like those produced by my farming operation, that 
supply clean and efficient domestic energy and provide a valuable environmental 
benefit. 

There may, however, be appropriate reasons for considering caps on international 
offsets for two reasons. First, many people argue that this legislation would drive 
American jobs off-shore. Without a cap on foreign ofl~sets, the purchase of such 
off-sets may also be driven off-shore, where there is little regulation and these off
sets would be feasibly cheaper than the same type of off-sets in the United States. 
Secondly, l would call it bad policy lo offer the same countries lhe ability to sell 
·'off-sets"' when they have not adopted any caps on emissions. Such an approach 
would truly put the American farmer and businessman at a competitive 
disadvantage. 

My recommendation to the Committee would be 10 allow international off-sets to 
be considered for purchase. only after a certain level of domestic off-sets have 
been utilized, set at a sufficiently high level to assure that all agricultural 
produc.ers have the opportunity to benefit from ~uch a program. Thi~ approach 
shows a true investment in the American economy (at this much needed time) and 
does not totally create a trade barrier with other nations. 

3) As you know, many dairy and hog producers are going through a historic economic 
downturn in their respective industries. Several hog and dairy producers are tens of 
thousands of dollars of equity with each passing week. Any analysis that shows a 
positive impact on these producers assumes that operations of a certain size will install an 
anaerobic digester to benefit from carbon offset5. Considering the high costs of this 
equipment and the fact that the climate change legislation would start in 2012, do you 
believe that most producers would be able to finance this rype of equipment in the next 
12 to I 8 months? 
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• Thank you for being aware of this. I am a dairy farmer and I know. 

• I don "t have any analysis that shows a positive impact. 

• There is a very easy way to capture carbon offsets. 

• You can cover any size manure pit and lagoon and flare off the gases. 

• if there is a good price for credit: this would be a very reasonable way to 
capture credits. 

• Maybe a small grant to help cover lagoons would help in these low commodity 
prices for hog and dairy farmers. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Global Warming Legislation; Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

I) As Congress considers reforms of the Commodity Exchange Act, what modifications 
would be necessary to provide the authority for CFTC to effectively regulate trading in 
both the cash and futures markets for emission allowances and offsets? 

A. Currently, the CFTC has exclusive jurisdiction over futures contracts, options on 
futures contracts, and option:; for emission allowances and offsets traded on a 
Designated Contract Market (DCM) or Derivaiives Transaction Execution Facility 
(DTEF). The CFTC has only limited enforcement authorities over cash market 
transactions. 

If Congress chose to have the CFTC regulate cash market transactions in emission 
allowances and offsets, the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) would need to be 
amended to create such authority. 

Depending on whether contracts for emission allowances and offsets fit the definition 
of excluded or exempt conunodity under the CEA, futures, options on futures, and 
options for allowances and offset could be conducted bilaterally and be largely 
excluded from the CFTC's authority. To avoid this, Congress would have to provide 
the CFTC with explicit authority over carbon emission allowance and offset swaps. 

Senator John Thune 

1) I LR. 2454 allows third parties, such as investment banks or foreign nations to participate 
in the carbon market. In other words, third parties that are not directly associated with 
carbon offsets would be able to purcha<ie these credits on an exchange. Does this leave 
the carbon market open to undue influence or manipulation? Under this scenario, would 
a third party or a group of third parties be able to drive up the price of carbon by 
purchasing large amounts of carbon allowances or available carbon credits? 

What role will speculators play in the carbon market? How will you define a speculator? 
How will you define excessive speculation'? 

A: A primary indicator of the ability to effect a manipulation of commodity markets is 
the ability to exert market power. Past enforcement cases brought by the CFTC have 
involved hoth speculators and commercial hedgers who accumulated and sought to exert 
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market power. Any party or groups of parties acting in concert could conceivably 
attempt to comer or squeeze a market independent of whether there are commercials or 
speculators. 

The role that speculators .,.,;11 play in a carbon market will ultimately be dependent upon 
whether Congress enacts any changes to existing law. Under current law, speculators are 
free to participate in emissions derivative markets. 

The CFTC has not defined what constitutes excessive speculation. 

2) As you know, the House cap and trade bill gives jurisdiction over the carbon-based 
derivatives to the CFTC, with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission overseeing 
cash transactions in lhe allowances themselves. Standalone legislation has been 
introduced in the Senate that would give the CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives 
and cash transactions of the carbon market. Would you compare and contrast the benefits 
or drawbacks of giving the CFTC jurisdiction over both the derivatives and ca~h 
transactions of the carbon market'! 

A. The CFTC docs not currently regulate any cash market. However. the agency has 
extensive experience in regulating centralized derivatives markets. The benefit of 
giving the CFTC oversight of cash carbon markets is that cash carbon trading would 
be occurring under federal oversight and conceivably be subject to regulation 
ensuring transparency, opelUless and fair and orderly markels--dcpending on what 
authorities Congress sought to provide. 

lhe CFTC is not aware of any drawbacks to such an approach beyond the fact that 
such an approach would require significant additional resources. 

3) We have heard estimates that the future carbon market under a mandatory cap-and-trade 
proposal will total several billions of dollars up to two trillion - according to CFTC 
Conunissioner Bart Chilton. \\/hat is your estimate for the carbon futures market? What 
it your estimate for the carbon cash market? What is the size: of these markets today? 

The CFTC has no estimates of the expected size of the carbon futures markets under HR 
2454. However, there arc some estimates available for the expected size of the carbon 
ca~h market based on the cap-and-tr-dde regime under the Waxman-Markey legislation. 

These estimates arc 
$60 billion in value in 2012 (Congressional Budget Office) 
$72 billion in value in 2012 (Energy Infonnation Administration) 
$76 billion in value in 2020 (Environmental Protection Agency). 

Currently futures and options contracts on the carbon emission (greenhouse gases) are 
traded on two futun:s exchanges: Chicago Climate Futures Exchange (subsidiary of 
the Chicago Climate Exchange) and NYMEX. 
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Products traded arc 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) C02 allowance futures and options 
contracts; 
Carbon Financial Instrument (CFI) futures and options contracts; 
Climate Action Reserve offsets futures and options contracts; 
Certified Emission Reduction (European) futures and options contracts; 
European Union Allowance (European) futures and options contracts. 

The notional value for the subject contracts for the 2009 calendar year was 

'I Total val11e: $232,258,536.19 
Total NYMEX: $171,429,033.0S 
Total CCFE: $130,633.411.50 

... ·-------
Over-the-counter transactions are neither regulated nor transparent so there are no 
reliable statistics for carbon emissions related over-the-counter transactions. 

4) As you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed cap and 
trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? Why or 
why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

A. The CFTC does not have a vie\.\'POint on whether or how caps should be 
implemented. As the CFTC understands it, caps are intended to achieve particular 
policy objectives related to ensuring an overall reduction in carbon emissions and as a 
cost containment mechanism. Such caps could clearly have an impact on market 
structure as they have the potential to impact the available supply of carbon 
instruments, but what that impact might be is difficult to predict until more is knOl.'.'11 
about how carbon markets will be structured. 

S) How will the CFTC work with EPA to determine when or if carbon allowance reserves 
should be tapped? Are these reserve thresholds adequate to keep carbon costs steady? 

A. The C.FTC is not currently a price setting agency. It regulates to ensure fair and 
orderly markets, not to achieve panicular price objectives. The CFTC has not 
conducted any economic analysis of potential carbon reserve proposals. 

If the CFTC were directed to oversee a carbon reserve program the CFTC would 
implement the statutory directives and work with other agency partners that would 
also have an interest in carbon markets. The CFTC has broad authority to share data 
and information with other federal and state regulatory authorities and would use this 
authority appropriately to achieve the objectives set out in the statute. 
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Joseph R. Glace 
Vice President and Chief Risk Officer 

Exelon Corporation 
Responses to Questions for the Hearing Record 

November 6, 2009 

Questions from Chairman Tom Harkin 

1. a.) Can you break down the costs of the over-the-counter transaction for 
me? 

The costs vary by transaction. In an over·the-counter (OTC} transaction, the 
costs are typically far less than the cost of trading on an exchange, particularly 
for creditworthy companies like Exelon. Exelon's credit rating enables its 
counterpartles to extend to it some amount of unsecured credit. Exelon can also 
use standby letters of credit or cross-commodity netting through master netting 
arrangements to provide collateral or minimize a counterparty's exposure to it. 
Although Exelon typically does not do so, others sometimes offer liens on assets 
to enable hedging transactions. All of these measures can yield the same level 
of payment security at a much lower cost than the cost of posting margin on an 
exchange for a comparable exchange·traded product. 

Consider the following example. Assume that in 2009 an electric power supplier 
wanted to enter into a fixed price power supply agreement with a utility for 300 
megawatts of power in 2012 to hedge against the price volatility in the short term 
or spot market for power and lock in its income stream. Assume further that the 
market price the supplier gets from the utility is $50 per megawatt hour. Al the 
power supplier's current credit rating, ii is typically extended an unsecured line of 
credit of about $20 milllon. Given the power supplier's unsecured line of credit, it 
would not have to post any collateral at the time of the dears execution. It would 
only have to post when the counterparty's exposure increases above the $20 
million threshold. 

In contrast, as is demonstrated in the example below in response lo the next 
question, doing the same transaction on an exchange through a futures contract 
or through a bilateral transaction that clears on an exchange, could cost the 
power supplier millions of dollars in up front collateral, even though at the time of 
the trade, the position creates no exposure for the exchange. 

b.) How much does It cost to conduct business on exchange versus off
_ exchange? 

The primary cost of conducting business on an exchange, as compared to off
exchange, is the substantial margin requirements mandated for clearing or 
trading futures contracts on exchanges. Typically an exchange will require an 
initial margin in the range of live to fifteen percent of the total notional value of 
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the transaction (the total quantity times the price). If a transaction were required 
to be cleared on an exchange, the exchange would determine the market value 
of the position on a daily basis. If the position becomes more valuable (from the 
exchange's perspective) because market prices have changed since the date of 
the transaction, the exchange will require the posting of additional "variation" 
cash margin. In addition to these margin costs, parties trading on an exchange 
also incur additional costs associated with establishing a credit facility, such as a 
loan or letter of credit, for the transaction and the interest costs of the required 
margin. 

The following hypothetical attempts lo provide a more specific sense of the cosls 
of transacting business on an exchange. Like the example provided in response 
to question 1(a), assume that in 2009 an electric power supplier seeks to enter 
into a fixed price power supply agreement with a utility for 300 megawatts of 
power in 2012 to hedge against the price volatility in the short term or spot 
market for power and lock in its income stream. Transacting such a deal on an 
exchange would be costly because the credil line required to do business on the 
exchange is substantial. The power supplier would first have to meet a 5% Initial 
margin for its hedges on the exchange. Assuming a $50 per megawatt-hour 
market price, the power supplier would have to put up $6.6 million dollars of initial 
margin and would have to set aside another $66 million dollars for potential 
variation margin. Assuming the power supplier has a BBB credit rating, the 
interest expense on the $6.6 million could be about 5% annually. The power 
supplier could thus incur over $1 million in interest expense on the initial margin. 
The supplier might also incur about $1.1 million more in expense to set up a 
credit facility for the $72.6 million needed to meet the margin requirement for the 
deal. These two expenses could add over $0.80 per megawatt hour in 
transaction costs. More importantly, if prices moved adversely against the 
position after the utility entered into the hedge, the margin requirements could 
increase as would the Interest expense. If the adverse price move was 50% 
during 2009, an additional $8 million in interest expense could be incurred 
through 2012, adding another $3.10 per megawatt hour to the cost of providing 
the power. So the power supplier ultimately faces a potential of $3.95 per 
megawatt hour, or roughly $10 million, in interest expenses to hedge the deal, 
which represents about an 8% increase in power costs. In the normal course of 
business those costs would be passed along to the utility and its customers. 
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c.) What are the Indirect costs associated with wider bid-ask spreads in the 
over-the counter markets compared to exchange trading? 

The indirect costs associated with OTC transactions as compared to exchange 
traded transactions would be negligible. There are some legal costs associated 
with negotiating the agreements and addressing potential disputes that could 
arise. Additionally, administrative and bookkeeping needs associated with 
managing multiple counterparties would add some cost, but none of these costs 
are substantial. 

d.) How much more would electricity cost your customers if you could only 
hedge on regulated markets with stricter margin and capital requirements? 

In Exelon's view, it is very possible that a requirement that virtually all trading 
activity occur on organized exchanges, either through clearing or futures 
contracts, could increase the power prices we charge utilities and other 
customers we serve by anywhere from five to fifteen percent. 

Questions from Senator Chuck Grassley 

1. While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a few of the 
statements. This theme is that customers of power costs wlll increase if OTC 
contracts are standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However, 
OTC contracts are so new, only developed In the last 10 years. And carbon 
OTC contracts are even more recent than that. Can you ei<plain how an OTC 
carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, when up until a few years 
ago, it didn't even exist? 

First, with respect to the age of OTC markets, Exelon notes that OTC derivative 
transactions have been widely used for well over a quarter of a century. Their use 
was already so widespread by the early 1980s that the predecessor to the current 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association tirst developed its standard trading 
master agreement for them at that time. Currency swaps were among the first types 
of derivatives used to hedge risk - in that case, the risk associated with changes in 
the relative value of currencies. Following the abandonment of the Bratton Woods 
system for monetary management in the early 1970s, companies doing business 
internationally needed a way to hedge the risk that the value of transactions would 
be adversely affected if denominated in foreign currency. 

Second, we believe that OTC markets will help keep the cost of compliance with 
carbon emissions restrictions lower than it would be without them because the cost 
of over-the-counter instruments will be lower than exchange traded instruments. 
Margin requirements will be lower, interest expense will be less, and there will be 
relatively more market liquidity than there otherwise would be. 
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2. Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new 
market for carbon allowances and I agree that this will be critical to ensure the 
soundness and effectiveness of risk management for both investors and 
producers. Some of the testimony today has focused on the differences In 
carbon markets versus traditional agricultural and energy markets. Can 
anyone give me some specific examples of how to make these markets 
transparent if not In the same way that traditional CFTC markets are required 
to display transparency? 

An equivalent level of transparency can be achieved through the establishment of a 
simple mechanism for the reporting of actual over-the-counter transactions at regular 
intervals. Exelon and many other energy companies currently report all of their 
transactions ot certain types to industry publicalions that publish indices, and in 
many cases, we do this daily. We have systems in place that enable us to do this. 
The CFTC could impose a requirement for companies to develop an on-line system 
to enable such reporting. The details need not be included in final legislation; the 
reporting requirement could be included in the statute and the CFTC could be 
directed to conduct a rulemaking to determine the appropriate level of reporting, the 
frequency of reporting, and the measures to be taken to ensure confidentiality. 

In our view, this would have a substantial deterrent effect on would·be manipulators. 
Exelon has endorsed extending the CFTC's existing anti·manipulation authority to 
over-toe-counter derivative transactions. An electronic reporting system would be 
necessary if that proposal were adopted. The CFTC would need to have access to 
information about transactions to enable it to fulfill an expanded regulatory oversight 
and enforcement function. 

Questions from Senator John Thune 

1. a.) Can you provide an example of why two market participants would need 
to use the Over the Counter (OTC) market for a transaction In the carbon 
market place? 

Assuming cap and trade legislation becomes the law of the land, emitters will 
either be allotted, or will naed to acquire, an allowance for each ton of 
greenhouse gas emitted from sources that are subject to the law's limitations. 
Emitters will be subject to a compliance obligation, which they will be able to 
meet either through allowances they are allotted, allowances they buy, or through 
reductions in actual greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to buying additional 
allowances, however, a market for derivatives will likely develop, which marl<at 
emitters will be able to tap as a means to hedge their longer·term financial risks 
associated with compliance. The particulars of these hedges will be a function of 
the details of the cap and trade plan that Is ultimately adopted. 
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These hedges will be developed only if an over-the-counter market for them is 
permitted to exist and grow. Once such a market develops and evolves, it may 
be that certain of its products could be traded or cleared on exchanges. just as 
some products used by the energy industry are now traded or cleared on 
exchanges. Accordingly, emitters might not absolutely need to use over-the
counter derivatives. They would however, benefit greatly from the reduced 
payment security costs associated with trading on exchanges. We have 
attempted to detail the additional costs that would be incurred from trading or 
clearing on exchanges in our answer to question 1 (b) from Chairman Harkin 
above. 

b.) In your testimony, you mentioned that forcing these unique transactions 
onto an exchange would dramatically drive up costs. Could you provide 
this committee with a better perception of why this requirement would 
Increase costs, and how much would costs increase on account of such a 
requirement? 

Please see our answer to questions 1 (b) and 1(d) from Chairman Harkin above. 

c.) With regards to these transactions, what specific types of Information 
should be reported to ensure transparency while still maintaining the 
confldenttal Information of the emitter and trader? 

Please see our answer to question 2 from Senator Grassley. In addition, we note 
that the information that would likely need to be reported would be the basic 
terms of each transaction. such as the fixed price, the floating price, the quantity 
swapped, and the term of the transaction. There would undoubtedly be concerns 
about the confidentiality of the information reported because it would expose 
each reporting entity's market and trading strategies and other business sensitive 
information. The CFTC would have to provide a means to ensure that such 
information is kept confidential, at least for a period of time while it is still 
sensitive. To ensure confidentiality, rules could provide that only the CFTC and 
its enforcement staff would have access to the information, and perhaps that the 
information provided would not be subject to the Freedom of Information Act's 
(FOIA) disclosure requirements because it would qualify under FOIA Exemption 
41 that excludes trade secrets and other confidential business information from 
disclosure. This is !he case with information provided to other agencies with 
enforcement obligations and authority (for example, information provided to the 
Justice Department pursuant to a Second Request response under the Hart· 
Scott-Rodino antitrust statute). 

1 5 u.s.c. § 552(b)(4) (2006). 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. :-lutrition & Forestry 
Global Warming Legi~lation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Dr. Dave Miller 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) In your written testimony, you discussed the challenges of establishing standards for 
offsets. You also mentioned the costs associated with assuring the value of offset activity 
and that the cost could become prohibitive. Given your discussion of complicated design 
protocols and uncertainty about valuing offsets, would you support discoums on offsets 
as a mechanism to address some of the valuation and verification problems inherent in an 
offset program? If so, should the offsets be discounted by a standard percentage or 
should 1he discount reflecl expected leakage or nonperformance'! 

Response: Discounts thal are applied to the scientifically-detennined crediting rate are an 
effective and efficient means of addressing uncenainties involved with quantification of 
agric:uhural and forestry offacts. The use or a discount factor can also adjust for systemic offset 
risk factors such as posH:ontract reversal risk and non-project spedfic leakage. Use of a 
discount i11 this man11cr has everyone "paying into" a risk pool that the administrator would 
manage to cover any unintentional reversals or to make sure the agricultural and forestry offsets 
are de Ii vering at least the environmental benefits that are being credited. 

We would recommend that during the initial crediting period of an offset program that a standard 
percentage discount be set for each type or cla-;s of offsets (i.e. soil sequestration offsets. 
afforestation offsets. managed forest offsets. etc.) that takes into account these estimated risks. 
We would recommend that during the initial crediting period that USDA undertake activities to 
specifically document and quamify the actual risks of contract reversals. leakage and other 
factors and then adjust the discount factor during the second crediting period based on these 
findings. 

Based on the experience of AgraGate Climate Credits as an aggregator of soil offsets under the 
protocol of the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX). we believe the 20% discount factor applied 
by the CCX is more than sufficient to account for potential post-contract reversals and 
quantification uncertaimie~. 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

1) Do you believe that it is pos~ihle for the average farmer. in Iowa or elsewhere, to recover 
his increased input cos1s. in 1crm~ of higher foel and fertilizer prices for example, that 
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would be caused by a cap and trade sy~ti:m like in tl1e Waxman-Markey Bill, by selling 
offsets? 

The Wax.man-Markey Bill has provisions that would make sequestration offsets from agriculture 
(and possibly forestry) "term credits:· If that is the case. then we think it would he highly 
unlikely that farmers in Iowa or elsewhere would receive income from carbon otfaets. In our 
opinion, term credits will be so highly discounti:d by the market since they are not fungibh: 
compliance inmuments that rhey will have linle value and few, if any farmers would accept 
participate in a program where what they do is not fully recognized. Waxman-Markey will result 
in the imposition of significa.rn costs on farmers - higher fertilizer costs, higher fuel costs. and 
likely higher costs for most of their other inputs due to cost pass-through from manufacturers. 

lf however. the offset provisions arc modified similarto those used hy CCX, then we believe that 
most crop farmer& in Iowa and in the primary com, soybean and wheat growing areas could 
adopt practices that could gener.1.te caibon offsets under such protocols However. adoption of 
the pr.ictice may be insufficiem 10 generate carbon offsets if the farmer has to make 
commitments exceeding 5 years and assume liability for reversals that could occur after the 
farmer no longer controls the land. As the period of commitment required for panicipation in an 
offset program is lengthened. the ability of producers to panicipate in the program will he 
lessened. At a carbon price of $10-$20 per ton C02, we expect 10- 30 percent of farmers in 
Iowa to panicipate in the offset program. If 1:arbon prices increase toward S30 per ton, 
panicipation rates could increase towards 50 percent of producer~. We believe it will take 
carbon prices in excess of $50 per ton to stimulate panicipation by more than 50 percent of 
producers in carbon offset progn1ms. 

Sev¢ral studies have been conducted regarding the e1:onomic consequences for agriculture of a 
cap and trade system like the Waxman-Markey Bill, although nearly all of the analyses have 
assumed offset proto1:ols for agrkulture sim.ilar 10 those used by CCX, and not "term credits:·. 
Analysis by Texas A&M University; found that the representative farms in the Midwest 
(especially com-soybeans farms) were more likely to see increased revenues from the sale of 
carbon credits from activities such as no-till fanning, adoption of energy efficiency proc·tices and 
other offset protocols that are likely lO he developed than other pans of the country. But even in 
the Midwest. most of the gain reported in the analyses comes from the expectation that higher 
commodity prices will materialize if production is reduced due to higher input co't~ and shifting 
of productive farm land to forestry or other m.m-food or feed uses. We believe there is 
subs1anrial unccnainty about the expectations for higher commodity prices. Unilateral land 
idling policies of the Unitc:d States during the 1980s did not result in higher commodity prices as 
nearly every acre of foregone production in the U.S. was replaced by increased production in 
other countries such as Br.ii.ii and Argentina. Unilateral adop1ion of policies i11 the U.S. that 
would result in land-use shifting may have similar results where U.S. fann production declines, 
but world prices do not respond since the "lost" production is produced elsewhere in the world. 

An analysis by the University of Tennessee'; indicates thal revenue frum carbon offsets alone 
will he insufficient to fully compensate for in1:rt:ased input costs, but if increases in crop price~ 
are incorporated into the analysis, major feedgrain. oilseed and grain producers will see net 
gains. in aggregate. from a carbon cap and trade program. Livestock producers are less likely to 
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~ee carbon-related income that offsets increased production costs unless there are significant 
reductions in livestock production. The Tennessee analy~is indicates that a cap & trade program 
like Waxman-Markey may result in a 13 percent reduction in beef production. Clearly the 
farmers and ranchers who are being fol'C'ed out of the business due to economic stress will not 
gamer enough income from a carbon program to compensate them for the increased costs. 
Survivors may eventually be better off. but that assumes consumers will be willing to pay 
significantly higher prices for meat. milk and other livestock products. Currently. there is no 
evidence that that is the case. 

Participation in carbon offset programs by producers of peanuts. potatoes, cotton, rice, and many 
other vegetable crops, as well as livestock producers, will be Jess likely to generate sufficient 
carbon offset income or increased crop revenues to overcome the increased production cost~ that 
they are likely to face. 

2) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill show~d that the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles 
10 agricullure becoming a major source of offsets and if there arc ways to overcome 
them? 

Two primary obstacles for agricullure becoming a major source of offsets are the length of 
contracts that would be required and the potential for liability for reversals after the end of a 
carbon contract. In Iowa and Illinois, more than 60 percent of crop land is fanned on one-year 
renewable leases. Tiie non-continuous nature of such leases create a significant obstacle for farm 
operators who lease land to participate in carbon offset programs that are likely 10 require multi
year contracts (some suggesting contract lengths of 5 to JO years for soil sequestration). The 
second major obstacle is potential liability for reversals that might occur after a fanner no longer 
controls the land on which the qualifying practice was undertaken. If this liability i~ open-ended 
or deemed to be excessive. then there is likely to be less participation by farmers who renc land 
in the carbon offset program. EPA has expres;ed concern that offsets from biological 
sequestration may not be permanent and thus may not meet the standards that the administrator 
of the carbon offset program might impose. Given these obstacles. it can be under.;tood why 
EPA analysis showed thal the vast majority of offsets would come from afforcstalion as tree~ are 
planted on existing pasture lands and crop lands and that very few offsets would come from 
production agriculture involved in row-crop production. 

Imposition of "tenn offset" status on credits from agriculture would be a significant obstacle to 
agriculture becoming a major source of offacts since the likely value of such offsets would be 
highly discount~d in che marketplace and would create little incentive for farmers to panicipate. 
Agriculture has great potential to pro,·ide carbon credits if the policy is written in a way that is 
compatible with the operation of commercial farms. But that potential could go unfulfilled if the 
policy fails to recognile the unique attributes of agriculture and relies on unattainable absolutes. 

3) Of the sources of ag offsets. one of the most frequently mentioned is shifting to no-till, 
but the EPA analysis admits that "agricultural soil se4uestration does not show significant 
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supply." Another op1ion is reducing fonili:ter use, but the EPA model showed what any 
farmer could tell you 1hat this results in a decline in yields. Another often discussed 
offset possibility would be for farmers to install an anaerobic digester, but those can cosl 
hundreds of thousands of dollars and a federal AgST AR program repon found that 
anaerobic digesters are fea~ible for only what amounts to about I perccm of Iowa farms. 
How would a typical farmer in lowa be able to receive any significant benefit from 
selling carbon offsets? 

USDA analysis indicates that soil scquestrntion on agricultural Jami has the potential ro remove 
and ~equester between IO to 15 pen:ent of all U.S. carbon emissions. If the rules for carbon 
offsets require stricl permanence, rather than recognizing !hat soil ~cquemation. while less than 
eternal, may have significant duration. then there will be little opponunity for fanners to realiLe 
income from offsets. However, if the rules of offsets are structured so that the full potential of 
~oil and forestry sequestration is recognized by lhe program, then farmers could generate 
significam income from offsets. The ~oil offset protocol of the CCX should be a guide for 
devdopmcnt of workable protocols for agricultural soils and forestry. 

4) Jn order for farmers to get paid for seque~tcring carbon dioxide in the soil, they would 
have to switch to no-till, but many farmers have already been using no-till for many years 
where it's possible to do so. Any fanner that was using no-till before the dace we 
establish in law would not be eligible for payments. This could result in two neighboring 
farmers using no-till where the one who had switched over years ago would not see a 
dime and the Johnny-come-lately would receive a check for doing the ell.act same thing 
that his neighbor had been doing all along. This would surely strike most farmers as 
fundamcnrnlly unfair. What can be done 10 address <he fairness issue? 

A couple of points in regards to this questions. First, while a lot of farmers use no-till on 
soybean~. they may do minimum tillage. rather than no-till, on com. Our experience would 
suggest that less than 10 percent of farmers do continuous no-till. Secondly. no·lill can sequester 
carbon for decades. J11s1 because a farmer is already doing no-till. unless they are under a 
contractual commitment to do continuous no-till for multi-year period~. they could revert to 
some level of tillage in order to qualify in the future for carbon offsets. We believe tha1 in order 
to avoid perverne incemives, the legislation should scipulate that for agricuhural practices the 
commencement date of the qualifying practice is the calendar year in which emission 
sequestration activities are first quantified and verified. Continuation of the no-till ac1ivi1y will 
prevent the release of carbon that is already sequestered and the recognition of e.arl y actions 
without penalizing the early actor is likely to stimulate even more participation in the emis~ion 
reduction programs iri the future a11d generate better results for 1.hc atmosphere 1han would 
otherwise be achieved by denying participation to these early actors. 

5) We've heard a lot about opportunities for fanners to sell offsets, but it's nor alwayi; clear 
how exactly that would work in practice. Since the fanner would actually be selling on a 
carbon market and offsets wuuld need to be verified and registered. I imagine the process 
would be a little different from signing up for a FSA program for instance. Could you 
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w<1lk me through 1he process a farmer would undenakc to receive paymenl or an vff~<!t 
through let's say USDA, for sake or discussion? 

Assuming for 1his question that USDA is the carbon offset program operator. a likely process for 
farmers to panicipa1e might be as follows: 

I) USDA establishes a protocol (rules) that defines the activity or ae1ivitics that would qualify 
for carbon offsets. 

2} A farmer would sign a contract to do the practice(s) or activities that qualify. 
3) This enrollment process would likely include a designation of the land that is being 

enrolled. and evidence of ownership of the carbon rights 
4) Either the farmer (or ;u1 aggrcgaror representing him) would make! arrang~ments for a 

USDA-approved third-pany verifier to verify 1hat the producer has carried our the 
compliant practice or activity according to the USDA prmocol. (It is possible that this 
verification could be a statistically-valid, random sample of a pool of participant~ combined 
with an annual cenification document 1hat the producer would file with USDA. 

5) USDA would review the certificalion and verification documents and upon approval. 
register the offsets in the official registry. 

6) The registry operator (which might be lJSDA) would issue a certificate to the producer 
indicaring the quantity and vintage of the issued offset credits. 

7) The farmer would then either directly market the offset certificate to a regulated emiuer 
who needs offsets, or more likely, would contact a broker or aggregator who would put 
together larger pools of ccr1ifica1cs which would be markeled to those needing offsets 
(likely on an electronic exchange, for market transparency). 

The above description is purely speculative though since nearly all of the details regarding how 
carbon offsets from agricuhural processes would be handled under Waxman-Markey are left up 
to the administrator or the Secretary to develop and define. Our '·omments reflecr a process that 
would be based to a degree on the processes now employed by the Chicago Climate Exchange 
and other voluntary markets. 

6) While reviewing the panel's testimony, a theme emerged from a few of the statemenL~. 
This theme is that customers of power costs will increase if OTC contracts are 
standardized and required to trade on an exch11nge. However, OTC contracls arc so new, 
only developed in the laM 10 y~ars. And carbon OTC contacls are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is ~o critical to keeping cosrs low, 
when up until a tew years ago, it didn't even exist'? 

We believe that market transparency is critical to smooth operation of the carbon offset market 
and that most. if not all. registered offsets should trade on standardized contracts on regulated 
exchanges. We believe that OTC contracts that are based on (or reference) standardized, 
exchange contract~ would be u~eful for locking in forward commitments. and 10 facilitate 
financing of dedicated, specific project~ where the contract specifies actual delivery of the offset 
righis. We believer that there should be substan1ial price and quantity reporting requirements for 
OTC contracts similar to reponing requiremcn1s for prices and quantities in agricultural markels. 
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7) ~1any of you have staled lhc need for addi1ional 1ranspan:ncy in the new market for 
carhon allowa11ces and I <igree that thi~ will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for hoth investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carhon markets versus traditional 
agri,·uhural and energy market~. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these marJ.:cts transparent if not in the ~ame way that traditional CFTC markets are 
required to display transparency'! 

We suppl>rl using the tr.ulitional CFTC regulatory mechanisms and requirements tO assure 
transparen,·y in the carbon markets a~ well as requiring price reporting and transparency for OTC 
carbon marh'ts. 

'AFPC Research Paper09-2. Economic Implication~ ofche EPA Analysis of the CAP and Trade 
Provisions of 11.R. 2454 for U.S. Representative Farms, August 2009, Dcp .. nm.:m of Agricultural 
Econontil·s. Tt::\;1s A&M llni"<'rsity. College Station. Tl'Xa~ 
;, Some Es1imate'd Impacts Qf Climate Charige Legislation to the Agricultural Sector. A 25x25 sponsored 
webinar. Bunon F..nglish. Daniel De la Torre Ugarte. Chad Hellwindk.el. Tris West (ORNL), Kim Jensen. 
and Christopher Clark. l.lnive.rsity ofTe1messec. Knox"illc. TN 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. !';u1rition & .Forestry 
Global Warming Legislation: Agricultural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Mr. Timothy Profeta 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) You said in your testimony that there is a fundamental trade-off between ·'Mitigating 
~ystemic risk and creating additional cost of posting margin." ll seems that a lot (lf our 
legislative choices come down to this type of calculation, over-the-counter transactions 
where businesses don't need to put up a lot of cash to do business and exchanges where 
they expect you to put up some money to back your bets. But irthe regulat<•ry system 
does not deal effectively with systemic risk. such as that posed by OTC trading, are there 
not costs to that? I'm referring to the costs of using intermediaries like dealer-banks. or 
volatiliiy. or economic downturns. or taxpayer-funded hailouts. 

There are costs embedded in over-the-counter instruments. Cost comparisons typically compare 
the cash required rn post margin for an exchange trade with the fact that OTC contracts may 
allow purchasers to pledge physical assets as collateral rather than posting cash margin or 
perhaps not require any collateral at all. By not requiring cash margin. OTC instruments may 
allow entities to use their cash tlows for other purposes. OTC instruments may have transaction 
costs embedded in the price of the contracts. however. 

Events (wcr the past year make it clear that large markets failures can afft'ct broad sections of the 
economy. Excessive risk-taking in the credit default swap markets, for example. has resulted in 
significant costs to society, not only through taxpayer-funded bailouts. but also through restricted 
credit markets and significant loss of value across se~urities markets. Jn tenns of a carbon 
market, the cost of large scale market failures could include undermining the nation's approach 
to addressing c limatc change. Congress can take steps to avoid these types of failures in the 
carbon market by ensuring that market participants properly capitalize financial risks. Reduced 
leverage, larger capital requirements and prudent margin requirements are all ncces$ary parts of 
the solution. However. the elimination of regulatory arbitrage is also a key to a stable market. 
with regulators having sufficient information to evaluate the risks to which market participants 
are exposed. 

As Congress moves forward with climate change legislation, it will have to balance the risks and 
costs posed by OTC instruments wi1h the flexibility and lower cash requirements that these 
instruments provide for market panicipanls. 
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Senator Chuck (jrasslcv 

l J While reviewing rhc paners testimony, a theme emerged from a fow of the statements. 
This theme is chat customers of power cosrs will increase if OTC contracts arc 
standardized and required to trade on an exchange. However. OTC contracts arc so new, 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critical to keeping costs low, 
when up until a few years ago. it didn't even exist? 

The evolution of the OTC market over the last ten years is highlighted by the increase in "exotic" 
derivatives. Plain-vanilla OTC derivatives, such as interest-rah~ swaps. have been ar<•und for 
approximatt'ly thirty years. 

There arc two arguments for how OTC instruments keep costs low. The first argument is that 
OTC contra<.:ts provide entities with the llexibility to detem1ine the most cost ellecti\'e means of 
hedging risk. En!ities may choose OTC instruments because the instruments arc not available on 
exchanges, such as long-dated comracts., or they need an instrument that is specifically tailored to 
their business needs. The second argument is that OTC contacts may allow companies to avoid 
tying up their cash reser\'es by posting margin. E"change-traded products require initial margin 
and variation margin posted on a daily basis in cash (or near cash, such as go,·emment 
securities). A customized OTC contract can have specific parameters written into it that allows 
changes in the frequency for variation margin to be posted (i.e .. not daily). OTC C<)ntracts may 
al st• allow companies to assign non-c.ash collateral as initial margin or. in some circumstances, 
not post collateral at all. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that this will b.: critical to ensure the soundness and 
cffec1ivcness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markets versus tradi1ional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some sped fie examples of how to 
make these markets 1ranspare111 if not in the same way that traditional CFTC markets are 
required to display transparency? 

There arc different levels of transparency in the current commodities markets regulated hy the 
CFTC, dt:pending on the 1ype of commodity and where the commodity trades. While broader 
market reforms currently under consideration may increase transparency in commodities 
markets, these efforts are still underway and it is impossihle to predict what the final 
requirements will be. Because Congress would be creating the carbon market de 110\'0, the 
legislation could ensure that the market regulator has jurisdiction O\'er the entire marke!placc and 
can track all transactions involving carbon allowances or associated derivative instruments, 
regardless of who is ill\·olved in the trade and where the trades occur. 

Unlike traditional commodities. emission allowances issued pursuant to federal climate 
lt:gislation will likely have unique serial numbers. allowing regulators to uack ownership of the 
allowances with the proper reporting requirements. The legislation or impkmenting regulations 
could achieve transparency in the derivativt:s markets by requiring reponing from exchanges, 
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clearing organii.ations. trade repositories. and intennediarics such as brokers and dealers. If 
over-the-counter instruments are allowed in the carbon market. the rules could also require 
reporting directly to the regulator if the transactions are not cleared or reported to trade 
repositories. 

Senator John Thune 

\) Relative to other commodity markets. tiow large will the carbon market be? Is it 
possible to est ab I ish unique regulations that will result in efficiency and transparency of 
su1:h a large carbon market within two years? 

The Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act would create a substantial new carbon market 
but would not be larger than many existing commodity market~. Economic modeling conducted 
by the U.S. EPA suggests that the price of emission allowances would likely be around $13 per 
allowance in 2015. Just over five billion allowances would be issued that year, resuhing in an 
allowance market wonh approxim:uely $65 billion. As a general rule, commodities trade 
between 6 and 9 times their underlying value in the futures market. This suggests that the 
dcrivati\·es markets could exceed $390 billion i11 thc early years. Jn comparison, the value of 
global crude oil markets traded on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) and NY MEX exceeded 
S 17 trillion in 2008. Gklbal futures for cotton and sugar trading on ICE reached $154 billion and 
S543 billion in 2008. respectively. 

It is possible to create an efficient and transparent regulatory system to over~ee tr.iding in the 
carbon market. The major legislative proposals for reg.ulating the carbon market, including the 
American Clean Energy and Securiiy Act that passed the U.S. House of Representatives in June 
of this year and the Carbon Market Oversight Act of 2009. introduced by Scnattirs Diane 
Feinstein and Olympia Snowc, are founded upon the existing CFJ'C regulatory model. Both bills 
adopt many aspects of the Commodity Exchange Act and add specific requirements to address 
the unique aspects of tho:? carbon market. including some best practices from existing securities 
regulations. The CFTC would build upon its e.xbting expenise rather than creating an entirely 
new regulatory system. 

2) l\s you stated in your testimony, a cap and trade scheme will create two markets. a cash 
market that will trade allowances from the current year; and it derivatives market. that 
will allow the parties tt• purcha$e futures, options, and otht:r instruments aimed at 
creating future rights to allowances. Should both markets be regulated by the CFTC? If 
so. what arc the potential pitfalls of spl ining the regulatory rcsponsibil ity with another 
agency? If not, what additional resources will the CFTC need to carry ouc this 
responsibility within the n~xt couple of years? 

The CFTC is well-positioned to regulate both the spot and derivative markets for carbon 
allowances. The cash and derivative markets will be highly correlated and it would be most 
dlicient to have one regulator \vith its eyes on the entire carbon market complex. including OTC 
dcri\•atives. The recent failures in the credit default swaps markets highlight the problems 
caused by relying on multiple regulators to oversee various aspects of the same market. 
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Additional pitfalls for ;plitting regulatory a111hority include the potential for turf wars and a 
history of P•lOr cooperation bclwccn various govemmenl agencies. 

Generally. the CITC will need sullicienl resources to oversee the carbon market: the key to good 
regulat ion is a well-funded and vigilant regulator. I am not in a posit ion to estimate the 
addil ional resources that will be necessary. Chainnan Gensler and his staff may be able to 
provide you with a specific answer. 
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Senate Commiltee on Agricullure, ~utrition & Forestry 
(llobal Wanning Legislation: Agricullural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 
Mr. Frank Rehermann 

September 9, 2009 

Chainnan Tom Harkin 

I am concerned that global wanning's impacts- longer droughts and heat waves, increased pests, 
and increased disease may well be the biggest threat to farmers· abilities 10 make a profit. 

I) Have you considered the potential drawbacks of inaction? How global warming will 
directly impact your industry'? 

The USA Rice Federation does not oppose responsible efforts to curb gn."Cnhouse gas 
emissions or climate change. including approaches such as increased use ofrem:wable 
energy sources, nuclear energy, con~ervation, enhanced efficiencies. and other approaches 
that would not harm the U.S. economy or cost American jobs. We are deeply concerned that 
the cap and trade bill emanating from the Hou.o;e and similar approaches would be especially 
harmful to family farm operations like mine. The pending cap and trade proposal would 
substantially increase production costs and lower net income, threatening the economic 
viability of the farm. Meanwhile, I have little confidence that our trading partners will bind 
their forms and industry to equally rigorous emission reduction requirements. if any at all. 

Senawr Pat Roberts 

I) You mention the AFPC study by Texas A&M. The representative rice fom1s experience 
lower average annual net cash income and at the same time an increase in annual costs. 
How does this study affect a producer's relationship with his or her lender? Credit is 
certainly tight al read)" Do you expect it to become even tighter if c:ip and trade 
legislation were to pass? How does this affect beginning litrmers and rancht>rs? 

The impact of pending cap and trade legislation ranges from C\'en tighter margins for some to 
negative cash flow for others. The ctlcct is to erode a producer's equity position, something 
lenders look unfavorably on when making lending decisions. For producers in the latter end 
of the range and especially for small and beginning farmers. the impact of cap and trade 
l~gislation could prove decisive in a lender's decision. while producers in lhe fom1er range 
are on the bubble. This is why, in our testimony. we urge Congress to authorize the 
Commodity Credit Corporation to cover any increased production costs. 

2) lfH.R. 2454 were to become law, how would a rice farmer overcome the higher input 
.:osts? Would one 'good' year be enough to cover current costs plus addition direct and 
indirect costs associated with .:limate change·~ 
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We are concerned that some producers simply would not be ahle to overcome the higher 
costs and our concern is predicated on a nonnal or good production year as yield lluctuation 
from year to year is not as great as it is with respect to many other crops. Production costs 
and price arc principle determinants on how a rice producer fares in a given crop year and the 
first factor is going to be greatly influenced by this legislation. ;\ote that this is only the 
production side of the equation. Unlike most other commodities, rice must c>rdinarily be 
processed (i.e. milled) before it can be widely marketed in commen:e. meaning chere will 
al.~o he increased costs borne by the producer in putting the commodity in the fonn necessary 
to market the crop. In fact. generally, rice farmers participating in cooperatives can expect to 
face a whole other hit in the form of lower patronage re!Unds, or dividends. on account of the 
cooperative· s increased cost of doing busi ncss. And. all of th is is predicated on the uncapped 
treatment of the agricultural sector precluding EPA-imposed perfonnance standards or ocher 
prescriptions that the Agency could still impose under other provisions of the bill or the 
underlying Clean Air Act. There is no etlectivc exemption for production agriculture and 
necessary processing is not even covered under rhe definition of agriculture sector. If cap 
and trade is to go forward. at minimum. there needs to be a dear exemption for agriculture 
production. including necessary processing. 

Senator Chuck Grasslev 

I) I agree with your testimony that fanncrs can expect to see the cost of fertilizer, fuel, 
machinery and other inputs co increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. \\'hat types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offaet these increased costs? 

Senator, as a farmer, you can appreciate that if there is a clear and responsible way to cut 
production costs. a farmer will do it. few stones have been left unturned in this respect. You 
also know rhat we are price takers. so we cannot increase the price on the market. One way 
to offset increased costs associated with cap and cradc is through the sequestration or 
r~duction of carbon. However, as I noted in my wrilten and verbal testimony. today that is 
not an economically viable and proven option for rice fanners. The only choice we are left 
with is to absorb the increased costs and hope to still make ends meet. 

2) The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed thar the vast 
majority of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and 
only a small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obscacles 
to agriculture becoming a major source of omets and if there are ways to overcome 
them'? 

In rice, we see no economically viable opportunity at present to avail ourselves of the offset 
program being discussed. We are working to develop some possibilities but we arc simply 
not there yet. The primary objection to the forestation option is that fanners and ranchers arc 
not foresters. Beyond that. even if we were to attempt to go that route, it would seem to me 
that it would involve an enormous upfront inveMment without the possibility for any real pay 
off till years down the road when the trees mature. This is a possibility for large pulp and 
paper companies but not to farm and ranch families. 
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3) Farmers· livelihoods depend on their competitivenes~ in a world economy. While the 
U.S. remains a strong player in agricultural trade. I bdieve that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement: will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now. we have no guaranlees that fanner's offsets will 
e11ceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States. but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Senator, we appreciate your leadership in rejecting what was on the table in the Doha 
Round negotiations late last year because the agn:ement meant deep and, in our 
estimation, unsustainable cuts to U.S. domestic support in e.'l:change for what amounts to 
illusory concessions from our trading partners. We have no doubt that a similar tact is 
being taken with respect to global climate change and the curbing of greenhouse gas 
emission&, as evidenced by recent media reports of comments made by Indian oflicials. 
The combination of Doha Round and climate change legislation could very well result in 
the kind of severe hemorrhaging of American agriculture and the jobs that go with it 1hat 
we experienced in the manufacturing sector earlier this decade. So. we appreciate the 
cough stance that you, Chairwoman Lincoln. Ranking Member Chambliss. and others 
have taken in both regards. 

Senator John Thune 

l) In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices do you think 
will be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage'? 

As noted in our response to earlier questions, we arc unaware of any proven viable 
opportunities for rice producers to generate and market offsets in the near fature. 

In a world of 6. 7 billion hungry people. the great majority of whom do not have the 
means or disposable incomes that we Americans do. we strongly reject the notion that 
there is greater societal or global benefit to planting trees on our rice-fields than fam1ing 
them. Ours are some of the most pmductive acres i11 the world, and we would rather 
continue to pursue the more noble purpose of feeding the world as long as we can stay in 
business. 

2) As many of you know. agriculture or domestic offsets arc capped under the House-passed 
cap and trade hill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? 
Why or why not? Should international offsets be capped? 

A \though rice is unable to participate in the agricultural offset program, we believe that 
U.S. agricultural offset opportunities should not be capped. With respect to international 
offsets, among other things. it would seem that there would be enforcement issues that 
could undenninc the integrity of the program, so the larger the international program the 
greater the uncertainty may be relative to the program's effectiveness. However. since 
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rice farn1ers an: not able to effectively participare in the offset program, we have not 
dosely examined the implications of capping international offsets. We believe the 
program should be structured such as to increase demand for U.S. offsets and therefore 
increase the value of such off.o;cts, rather than di~advantage U.S. offsets relative to those 
in the international market. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition & Forestry 
Global Wanning Legislation: /\gricu[tural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the record 

Ms. Julie Winkler 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

I) One of the more frequent complaints we hear about central counterparty clearing is that 
the 1:osts associated with clearing are too expensive and that it would tie up capital that 
could~ bette-r invested. Could CME Clearport accept illiquid assets such as real estate 
or stocks and count that towards margin or capital requirements'? Could you net cash and 
futures positions in a market where the cash and futures transactions an: executed on the 
same platform? What other options arc tnere to mitigate cost concerns of margin and 
1:apital requirements without compromising the integrity of the clearinghouse'! 

ANSWER: Col/111era/ that is reudi{i: c:om·ertible to ,·ush is ane8.wmtial element (!(the 
safety of a ce.ntml co1mterparty clearing system and the 011/y means lo al'Oid the creation 
of systemic risk. The central coumerparty rCCPj must hold sujficiem liquid collateral lo 

e11ahle it to immedimt>6' meet 1he ohli>rations of a dearinK member-<:us10mer which 
defaults. since the CCP mmt immediatelyfu(fill the obligations '!(the defaulting clearing 
member w each counterp,lrf.i'. There i.~ no w~v 10 do this. without adding debt 10 the 
system. tfthe clearing house is holding illiquid assets, s11ch as real estate. as colfuteni/. 
The Green Exchange Venture c11rrent£v uses CME Clearing as its CCP. CME Clearing 
has m:i-er experien,·ed a default in its I lO yea1·-plus ltistmy. CME Clearing doe.~ accept 
readily marketable securities. b11t disco1111Ts their i-ulue in a manner (lpprf.)priutt· 10 

recognize any like~i· illiq11idity at the lime that they must be sold to cowr a loss. 

CCP 's are not in the business (!flending 10 cuswmers. That would simp£v magn([v the 
risk of operating a CCP and de.feat the purpose of centralized clearing. If a customer 
with real e.~late as~·ets nee(/.~ to collaterulize a cleared position. she "'"Y si~cure a loan 
from a bunk and use the prO<-'t:t:<I.~ uftht: loan 10 pw~:hasc inwrest bearing so<curiti<:s, 
which may be used to collarerali=e her obligations to the CCP. 

lt is possihle. in certain circ11mswnces, to use a phrsical allowance to collaterali::e a 
derivative posiTion. For example. a trader who is short an al/11wancef11tures c<mlracr 
nu~v be able to col/aterali=i! his position. in whole or in pan. with allowances of similar 
maturit_y. 
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2) If lt:gislation establishing greenhouse gas emission allowances and offsets, required that 
all trading of the allowances, offsets and their derivatives take place on regulated 
exchanges. and if there is sufficient market interest for allowance~ 5, 10 or even 20 years 
in the future, would an exchange be able to offer futures contrctets of longer durarion? 
What arc the pract ical considerations that would aJTect the decision to develop longer· 
term contracts? 

Al\SWER: Some.futures contraas are long-dated and have adequate liquidity. For 
example, NYlvftlC'.t Natural Gas juwres contract extrnds out I 2 years and CME 's 
£11rodollar.fut11re8 contract extend~ out I 0 year.r. However. exchange /roded deri1·a1h·e 
co11trac1s nf these d11ratiom are the exception, no1 the rule. I' rice inlegrif)• is the critical 
component to offering long-da1edf11tures contracls as 1he clearinghouse must he able to 
determine adequate performance bond coverage for the contracls and protect agains1 
default. Each contracl month listed in a long-dated futures contract that has ope11 
inlere.>t will require a dai~v seulemtml process to ff.mp/OJ' 1he daily mark-tn-marki:t 
functions of the CCP. ~flegislmion cre.01ed a cap-and trade program in which 
allowances were used for compliance o"er 5. I 0. or 20 year periods then long-dated 
emi.fsio1is co111rac1.~ could be designed and qffered by exchanges such as the Green 
Etchtmge Vimlure. 

However. there could be challenges in gene roting sufficient liquidity.for the long-dated 
imtrume.nts on an exchange. Cap-and-trade participants may be focused on shorter-term 
c<1mplia11ce ohligatiom invo/vinx near-lerm compliance deadlines that can be smi.~fied 
using actual allowances and o_tf.fet credils that are in their possession or in circulation. 
The cap-and-trade program could addre.u !his h.i· ensurinR rhat there are longfr-ten11 
\•image.~ of allowances distributed and in circu/ution. This would pro,,ide market 
participant~· with a gremer certain~)' about the physical suppZ1: <~f allowances infilfure 
years. This may result in greater hedging interest and trading activity i11 5, I 0 or 20 >'Car 
carbon f utures contracts. l'Vithm1t such certainty nf the physical supply· uf allowance.r i11 
future yeurs, if iJ unlikely that adequate liquidity will exist.for long-dated excltange
trnded c<mlracts. 

3) I !\ee you are opposed to a rransaction fee. such as we've seen in the House-passed 
climat~ change legislation. lfwe wc:re tn propose a user fee on these transactions to fund 
regulatory agencies, what would be the best way lo structure it - for example. per 
exchan@.c member, per transaction. per month, per year? 

ANSWER: Funding.far 111arke1 oversigh1 should be generated from more appropriate 
sources. Mc1s1 cap-and-trade /e~isfatiw proposals comemplate an auction for some 
por1io11 of the allowances. For example. it w(luld take less than one percent of the 
e:<f>ected re~·enues.from the auction pmposed in 1he House 's American Clean F.nergy 
Security .4c1 10 fund CFTC's currenl budget. By t,1'it1g the fimding of m·ersight resources 
to al/01rance auction revenues rather than fxchan?,e 1ramactions, all relevam age11,·ie.v 
(e.?, .. USDA . CFTC. EPAj will have resources for all of the elements that are necessury 
for ~tlcctiw emissions market owrsighr. 
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Exchange use.rs pay tradingfeeJ which are u.~ed lo fund C!Xchange npe.raliuns and !he 
exchange '.f se(f rl!gulatory oversighr /() em ure. and complicmce with sta/l//nry and 
regulatory requirementt. Any adclitional u.~erfee. based on transactions ar targeted al 
only members of exchanges, will add tran.~aclion costs and malce !cu or 11nregu/n1ed 
trading venues more attractive compared 10 regulaled exchanges. This will impair 
liq11 idil)' and d1tfeat e,fforts to em·ourc1ge transparent. regulated tradin~ markets. 

Senator Chuck Grnssley 

1) While reviewing the panel's testimony. a theme emerged from a few of the statements. 
This 1heme is that cus1omers of power costs wi 11 increase if OTC contracts arc 
standardized and required lo trade on an exchange. However. OTC c-0ntracts arc so new. 
only developed in the last 10 years. And carbon OTC contacts are even more recent than 
that. Can you explain how an OTC carbon market is so critic.al to keeping costs low. 
when up until a few years ago. it didn't even exist'? 

ANSWER: First. there seems to be a misruken impression regarding the leng1h of the 
existence of OTC contracts. Such comract.t have act11ally been u1ilizedfor more lhan 20 
years in em:r!?J' commodities. Second, the reuson such contracts came inlo exi.~tence fa 
preci.tely because !hey provided innovatiw:. lower costs wa}'S 10 finance invt1stments: 
indeed, in some ca.n's. they enabled projects to get financed that otherwise could noi have 
go11en.fi11anced al all. F11r1hermore, they will be the mast vital in the early days of any 
new ind11st1J• or new industry phase, which will clearly be the scenario in place upon 
passage of emissions control legislation. This is because ihe sector will ess1mtial~v he 
"in»enting .. itse(f--that is. ramping up from a state of de minimis inve.Hml'nt in 
demonstration p1-ojects to a fall scale commitmE'nt to transfonn the entire sodetol energy 
itfras1ructure. No one yet knows how this will most efficiently he accomplished. so there 
will be n<1way 10 accurale.(v standardize the necessary transaclions. 

As was slated in my wri11e111esti111ony, the OTC market compl11ments standardized 
exchange traded prod11cls by providing products cus10111i=ed to a regulawd 1:11ti~1: ·s 
emissions and lime hori::m1. Such rnsmml:::mion i.v necessary.for s11cces4ul financing of 
carbon 11fJ.vel pro;eas. and/or stnicturing long-le rm hedging transactions thal underpin 
inwstmems in emissions re.dui:tion or clean energi: technologies. ~f such OTC comracts 
are required 10 efficie111~vfinance such pm;'<·as. forcing all rroding onto exchange-based 
pla[fi1rn1)· is lilce~J' 10 increase. costs to utilily cusrom1trs. 

Exchange cleared transactions require posting of liquid collateral: some entitles may be 
able to secure more flexible terms for col/a1era/izing their obligafiom· in the OTC market. 
For example. a customer in the OTC mark.!t may be a/lawed w co!larerali::e its 
obligations 011 an OTC comract by granting a lien on a physical asset. The ability to 
collaterali:::e obligations 10 co1111terpartieJ hy means of liens on physical assets may 
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benefit power producers or a1t.ricultural off•et projeC't dewlopers. l.ower financing co.tis 
.fi1r OTC hedginl! tnm.wiction.~ may translatt· into lower power c·osts to consumers. 

2) Many of you have stated the need for additional transparency in the new market for 
carbon allowances and I agree that th is will be critical to ensure the soundness and 
effectiveness of risk management for both investors and producers. Some of the 
testimony today has focused on the differences in carbon markets versus traditional 
agricultural and energy markets. Can anyone give me some specific examples of how to 
make these markets tran~parent if not in the sam~ way that traditiomli CFTC markets are 
required to display transparency? 

ANSWER: We befie,·e that greater transparency should be nq11ired of the OTC carbon 
markl!t and that all carbon-relali!d OTC positions should be reported lo the CFTC. Thi.< 
reporting combined with the high /e1>el of transparency available through the Green 
Exchange Venture will prm·ide 1he addi1ional 1ra11sparency 1har i~ needed.for oversight<~( 
a U.S. carbon markt'I. 

As was s1a1ed in mv wriuen Jestinumy. CME Group lt'il/ pl'ovide the market and trade 
Sl/Yl'ei/lance sen·ices to the Green Exchange Venture. CME 's highfv trained regulatOI)' 
.Hq{f wi/I implemen1 audit and compliance programs lo monitor existing marke1sfi)r fraud 
and manipulation. Green Exchange Venture also has a 1·eliahle means 10 pnwide 
transaction data 10 the CFTC and these are divided imo.flw bmad <.·utegorie.~: 1rade 
data, time and sales, order data. vo/u111e and open interest data and reference daw. On 
heha(f of 1he Gr<'en Exchange Vi!nture. CME current~y rpports cleared rrade data (pit. 
elec1rnnic. and ex-pit transactions) on a daily hasis to the CFTC. 
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Senate Conunittee l>n Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Glohal Wanning l.1,:gislation: Agricuhural Producer Perspectives and Trading 

Regulation Under a Cap and Trade System 
Questions for the re1.:ord 

Mr. Fred Yoder 
September 9, 2009 

Chairman Tom Harkin 

You've indicated that you think those farmers who have already engaged in practices that reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions should be rewarded for their early actions. 

l) Let'~ take the example of a corn farmer v;ho started to use no-till practices in 2006. How 
should those practices over the past few years be treated in global wanning legislation'? 
And. does it make a difference whether che tanner sold carbon sequestrati(>n credits 
deri\·cd from those practices on the Chicago Climate Exchange'! 

By rewarding early actors, we mean allowing them to participate in a carbon market 
moving forward, regardless of when those practices began --· perhaps through an 
·'a\'oidcd abandonment" carbon credit. For instance. if a grower has used continuous no
till since 2006, he or she should not be disqualified from selling foture offsets in a cap 
and trade system. Congress should avoid establishing policies that encourage growers to 
till up land for the sole purpose of qualifying for a carbon market. This does not mean 
receiving compensation for past sequestration. An individual should only be paid for the 
future offaets that occur as a result (lfthcsc ongoing actions and nm for off.~ets that 
occurred in the past. Al the same time. if growers had previously participated in CCX or 
other trading regimes. they would be bound by the existing contract specifications until 
maturity. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

In your testimony. you mention "cccmomic analyses have indicated that a robust offset 
program will signifo;antly reduce the cos\$ ofa cap and trade program.'' Since analysis 
shows both significam agriculture production cost increases and increased commodity 
price.~ due to a reduction in farm land acreage even with an olf.~et program, won ·r 
consumers still foci the effects of these higher costs and prices'? 

I 'l daril~ 1h.: tt"'.it i11w11'. :1 rnbu~1 .,ff.,,,1 nwr~o:t 11 ill ~ignili..:a111ly ri:duci: 11;,~ ,.,,;1; ,~f ..-ap 
~ind lr:11..t~ pj·{\~rain tn :\n1~ri~~11l l~tnH~I':.-. b~ pr1:>\ iding aJdiLiL'n:ll re:\ ~nu~·- an;J it \q'lu!J 

;1["' ro:Jw.:.: iii.· irnpa,·t ,,f tit<' prc•gram h'r tlK 1.n .:r:ill ;;~,11111111~ b~ pr<'I id in;; :1 k'" ..:•1;.1 

111cd1;111ism tl>r uril it~ ~· •mp~mi<:> :u1d th.: l:irg,·r -·~1ppcd '<.:~h.lr t\> 1n-·~r rh.:ir <.:mi~,;k111' 
cars.:1,_ :\t th.: ,:1111.: tilll('. (>Lit' :111;11~ ,i, indicates lh:tt :·11 I forn1~r, :md '''I'll pn1<..lu.:o:r~ in 
parti~ul:tr. ''ill Lie;: hi;;ll>:r <.:l»sl:i of p1Y>du..:1i,1n 1i·,~m in.:l'<'il'<:d c·no:rg~ .:u-i,. In a;lditi<>ll 
C\> th.: diri:ct i:11i:r~~ .:'''t' b rhc inJirwt imp:1ct ,,f hi~ll<-r fi:rtili1.o:r price,_ :\gri.:ultur<.: ;, 
u1ti'-111-: in tl1:11 fonn.:r' :ir-: "pri.:c t:tk<'r> .. :md 1' ill IK11o:1<.:r~ limikJ ~bilit~ h• 1.K•<~ thi:'~ 
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cost im;rcases nn l<> consum..:rs. Scn;-1·al othl'r analy>es ha\'e indicated that thcr<.' is a risk 
of acreage di\wsit>ns within an oftscts pn•gra1n if it i~ not structured pr<>p.:rly. I lighcr 
sc<iueslration rati:-s associated with afforestation or planting ofpl·rcnnial grass('!:' could 
lead t<i higbcr payments for these offsets thereby diverting crop ground and pa$ture out of 
acti,·c production. 'lltese acn:agc ;;hifts would reduce agricultural production. incro;-a~ing 
prices for C(>mmndity puri:hasers :md ultimately be pa,;scd on to ct>nsumers as higher 
food prices. Congress and lJSDA should provide a robust set of offset projects that 
virtually all producers rnul.i find some way to participate on working form land. It is a 
rnisrakc to focus all of our research and protocol development 0n tillage practices when 
other \'aluable proje.::t typcs could be incorporated for row crop agriculture. Polky 
choices and baseline assumplions in ;m t)ffsets market wi 11 determine how much i11cc111iv.;
exist~ for cwpland and r'Jngda1ld 10 be planted in trees. Dramatically increasing crop 
yield trends may also mitigate cn1wersion except for on marginal acre~. 

Senator Chuck Grassley 

l agree with your testimony that fanners can expect to see the cost of fertilizer, fuel, 
machinery and other inputs to increase under a cap and trade system. I believe this could 
make our farmers less competitive in a world economy. What types of actions on your 
farm do you anticipate taking to help offset these increased costs? 

I believe if "e are going to go down this road of 0ffsets. it is essential to look at .::urrent 
production methods and examine wa~ s we can reduce costs if the agriculrnrc industry is 
g0ing to ..:ontinue to thri,e. In looking at typical greenhouse gases such as carb,)n 
di,,xide. methane (28 times more potent than C02). and nitrous oxide (JOO times more 
potent than co2·1. it seems I<) me we need to be looking :u how we can reduce nitrOu$ 
oxide emis~ions and create an offset credit for doing this. Agronomists tell us ''e lose :ii 
least JO% of all nitr0gen applied tn soils for gro\\ ing corn. \>,'lien 1\ c realize that 
prc1 enting jus1 half of thC>se losses would equate t01hc equivalent of1he mitigation of 7 
tons otT02 per acre. surely ll'e can develop a science-hased and 1·erifiahle pwrncol lo 

establi~h the creation of an offset credit for virtually all .::orn pmduccrs across the country 
to parti.:ipate in. The other concern about our farmers being competiti1·e in a world 
cco11,,my is right on. Unless the rest ofthe world's agricultural pwducers are required lo 
follo\\ similar rules 14.n producing feed. food. fuel. and lll>cr. 11e will be put in an 
enormou~ly unfair position of competing. Thar is 1\hy the intcrnation:il process is so 
critical. We must continue tt> "ork "ith other agriculture grt>up~ mound !hi:: "orld to 
gamo;-r thdr a•ceptancl' and paniripation in climate mitigation. 

You mention that treatment of early actors, especially those who have adopted conservation 
tillage practices prior to 200 I, should not be penalized in the carbon o!Tset prOl,'lllm 
developed. Do you have recommendations on how to address this issue, in particular for 
the earliest adaptors as you have highlighted? 

The fact of the mtitlcr is that each and e1·cry crop gwwn sequesters ne\\i carbon. By 
penalizing the c-itrly adap1ors ,,f wnservatiou cillage- practices. it 11 ill encourage 
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~ignifo;;mt rt:»t'r:.al ofth•)"e sy~1c111s 1ha1 haH' noi only !".<:quc~tcrcd co11sidcrablc .:aronn 
b111 also saved counllcss lons i>ftopsl•il and nutrienl runoff. This is basically a policy 
dcC'ision which can easily be addressed hy including an (>ffsct credit for .. avoided 
abandonment"" as mentioned in the Stabenow·Bauc:us language. This wunld dfoctivcly 
grandfather all early adopters for tillage pn11:tic:cs without a .:utoff date. 

EPA numbers suggest very high CQSt increases to use coal. Since the Com Belt primarily 
uses coal to provide our energy needs. do you believe that foe! switching will occur? To 
which types of fuels? What does this mean for our rural communities? 

lt"s undcnial:>Je 1h;i1 the ca1> on c:-;isting coal·lirc power plants '~ill raise elcctrici1y rates 
fo1 c:unsumcrs. Rc:searc:h i~ umlerway w determine the feasibility of switching fuels at 
th~se plants. to i11cludc the po~sibility of including bi(>mass. However, this goes beyC1nd 
the simple t'conomics of the cost ofrdrofining the plant. farm level collection and 
prc>cessing. and tran5-por1 to the plant. The use l>f existing crop residue (corn ston·r. 
wheal shaw. etc.) has to bt' held to a sustainable level !hat does nol reduce soil tilth. 
Likewise the intwducric>n of new cncrg) crops (perennial grasses. forestry) will likely 
comp.:te for existing crop grnuml reducing crop production and increasing food prices for 
consumers. At lhc sam.:- ti111e. it is essential for power plants 10 haw a.:cc~s to a plt'ntiful 
suppl) of h>" cost carbo11 olbc:ts in order to rnntinue to use coal in the electricil'.1-
gcneration pl'ocess. In fact. the energy sector has included the cri.":llion of a robust offsets 
market as one of their m~jor plllicy ,)hjectives in dimate legislation. Agriculture omcts 
can reduce: grcmhousc gas emissions while .~imultancousl~· mitigating in.:r~ased energ~ 
costs for .:onsumcrs. 

The EPA analysis of the House-passed Waxman-Markey Bill showed that the vast majority 
of domestic offsets would go toward planting trees and forest management and only a 
small fraction would go toward agriculture. Can you discuss some of the obstacles to 
agriculture becoming a major source of offsets and if there are ways to overcome them'? 

Fi 1st of all. 1 t>clic\'c the EP/\ analysis and the underlying F /\SOM model 10 be 
fundanielltall) l1;iwed. F.PA dl>es mil use cum:nt yield data for corn and also emplo~ s a 
na"ed baseline for soil scqucslration. Due to these incorrec1 a~sumprions. the FAS0\-1 
model points 10 only a minimal opportunity for generating carbon crcdils on acti,·e 
fannland. It should also be noted thal com·crtin~ land from r0w cr0p t<) forestry requires 
i1s own sct 0f investment< and infrastrucrnr~. so land use decisions will nnt be based 
exdu,;i\ cly on the price carbon. Nonetheless. most of the research conducted co date 
shows that affon:station or perennial grasse!. scqLtcsrers more carbon than most t)f tile 
propo~c:d agricultural onsets like eontinUllUS no·till or increased fertilizer efficiency. For 
example if afforestation ha;. a SR of 2 :VH ol C02 per acre and continuous no-till is 0.6 
\1T. a lando"·ncr wnuld receive 3 Ji3 times more payment for plantiug trees. At the 
game time. there are C:l)~t$ barriers lo enl1y in the offset marke1 for row crop agriculmre. 
Our arrnlysi.~ sh(m s 1hat farmers c.,pcricnc.: ~·osts for adopting a 11e11· prac1ice like 
com i nuous mHi 11. There " ill be n.-w equipment to pure hasc and in many areas there w i 11 
be a tempol'ary yi~ld drag with no-till. These costs i:a11 be ~pre:id out O\·er the lite of the 
cq u ipment and research ; nd icates 1 bat the ) i.:- Id drag diminishes as farmers O\ er come the 
learning curve: hO\\C\cr. there are still areas where .:ontinuous no-till is not a viable 
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pr.>du..:ti''" op1ion. 'lhis i~ one (•fthe rca~ons why enahling fanncrs to stack credits is ;o 
critical. It simply allows g_r(mcrs tu gain a laTger share t>fthe olhet payment \\hilc 
keeping land in agricultural production. These producer~ will still han: the oppnrlunity 
tn adopt oth1.:r om.et practices. many of "hi ch have a significantly lower SR than 
ct)l\tinuous no-rill. Then it h1.:c1>mc~ a question of at a lov.cr SR is the oflsel payment 
suflicic111 tn cm·1.:r other cntr~ Cl>;;1~ such a~ verification and ,·ali<l:ition. 

Fanncrs' livelihoods depend on their competitiveness in a world economy. While the U.S. 
remains a strong player in agricultural trade, I believe that moving unilaterally on a 
climate change bill, without an international agreement; will put all U.S. industries at a 
competitive disadvantage. Right now, we have no guarantees that fanner's offsets will 
exceed the indirect costs they will undoubtedly have to shoulder. Please describe what 
you foresee as the international economic consequences our producers would encounter if 
a cap and trade system is put into place in the United States, but not elsewhere in the 
world. 

Lad; of an intcr11ational agreement. and more impo11antl) a verifiable international 
agreement \\·ould !'le detrimental for U.S. agriculture. Farmers in other parts of the world 
could con.:civahl) capture 1narkc1 share if we adopted legislation that puts our producers 
at a 1:ompeticive disadqmt<1ge. One policy llptic:>n is an .. (>n-ramp .. l11a1 delays 
implementation of dimat<7 11.'gislmion until other major cnuntric~ have adopted similar 
rules. 

Senator John Thune 

If under a cap and trade system. ag producers are asked to sign a long-tenn contract, but only 
receive benefits of carbon sequestration for a few years or until the soil is saturated with 
carbon, do you think your members are likely to participate? 

Both length of co11tracts 01nd carbon saturation arc htltn key i;;sues that need to be 
addressed in i:ither legislation or the final rule making process. One issue that cannot be 
overlooked regarding contract length is the fact that a majority of a formers ground is 
acmally lea~ed from the land-owner. Although it is not uneommon for the same farmer 
to farm a piece of grNind for many years. it is rarely done on a multi-~car contract. In 
addition_ carbon ~aturation needs additional research. If the sa1ura1io11 time frame is set 
too ll)W it i,; fc.)rcsccable tlmt land used a~ offsets \\·ill be forced out of the program just as 
tho: large~t impacts from rn~t of production incre0tses are being felt. The ahemati\ c under 
thb scenario is limited farmer p11rtidpatio11 in lhe early) c;irs. 

In the early years of a cap and trade system, what types of offset practices do you think will 
be used first? Planting trees? Conservation tillage'? 

In the early years. no-till and conscr\'ation tillage practices \~ill probably be the first lo be 
considered on working farmland. l·IO\\'CYCr. in arca5 where there is co1Hinuous corn 
gro\\'n or "·here soil lt:mpcratures are CO<)ler. \\·idesprcad no-till may not be practical. 
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That is why ii is imperali\'e we l.:l•nti111.u: It) investigate methods to reduce nitrou~ o,,iJc in 
raising corn. "hie h mu Id generate offset crcd its regardless of' geography or ti I l;igc 
practice. Virtually every producer could participate in reducing. the )()SS of nitrogen. 
"hich is estimated at 30%. by adopting new application technologies and using new 
~tahilizers to kl'CP nitrogen in place. and even rcdu.::c the amount m:eJed to apply. Seed 
companies" ill sm)n intrndtu:e nt>w bk)tcchnolog} varieties that can utili1.c nitrogen much 
more cfliciently and thus reduce amounts applied. Other of!Set practices such as using 
co,·er crnps. and applying bio-~·har would also be attractive for fonners to use in offset 
projccls. If policies ulli:r a lm•ad rang.: l>f offset practice t) pc~. we will sec grca1cr 
acceptance frnm thc: agriculture sector and a greatc:r willingness to par1icipa1e. 

Do you believe fertilizer prices will increase under a cap and trade system? If so, how high 
may fertilizer prices increase? Do you believe we will have a greater reliance on foreign 
wurces of fertilizer? 

Assuming the fertilizer manufacturers receive sufficient allowances tu co\'er their 
increased cost5. and 1hc~· pass the~e cost savings along 10 gro"'i:rs in lo\\ er cust fertilizer 
there should he minimal impacts in the early years. Howc\'er. beginning in :!025 and 
extended throogh the remainder of our analysis (2035) we e11.pec1 significant increases in 
the cost ,)f fcnilizc-r. Our anal~ sis shows if the price of a MT of C02e is S 16 7 16 in 2035 
(Et\). corn gro" ers "ould see a $35/aci·e increase in fertilizer costs. Increased reliance 
c•n imported fertilizers" ill largely depend on l\\O factors. First ho'' many allo" ances 
will domeslic manufacturers receive and what will 1hey do" i1h them. Second, how \\ii l 
the lJ .S. treat impor1s from .:<iuntrics that do not have similar climate change legislalion. 
The U.S. is cuJTently importin£ a majority of our Nitrogen fertilizer needs. In 2009, 
approx imatel; I 13 of the imports came from Canada. which would be assumed 10 

implcm.:nt similar legislation. The remaining 213 of imports comes largely from 
countries like Trinidad and Tobago. and 1he !vliddle Eas1. As an a~idc. there may be 
uppe>rtunities for ,;e>1Tic d1>mestk ulilit)' cc•mpanies to offer new sources of fC..tilizer as a 
refined b:product of coal ~crubbi11g if tlte!;c practices are incenti\ ized with alk)w:1111:es. 
Recent discu,;~io11s with .i majl'r electricity provider indll:ated their willingness to 
deh~ dr:itc their waste water and pn)ducc a 20'l·ii nitrogen solution that could be sold to 
local formers. This could ~upplcmcnt our dt>mcstic fertili7.er production in the future. 

Jn the later years of the House-passed cap and trade bill, "energy intensive trade exposed" 
industries including the fertilizer industry, no long receive free allowance~. What impact 
will that have on the fertilizer industry and the price of fertilizer? If most early acres of 
conservation tillage are saturated with carbon at this point, what impact will these two 
scenarios have on the cost-benefit analysis for feed grain fanmers in the Midwest? 

Our anal~ sis sho'' s that all fonm:rs "ill experit>nce co51 <•I' production incr.:ascs (fuel. 
clcctri.:ity. nmural gasipr~>pa11e. fortili:ter}. Tbe~e cost increases\\ ill begin as soo11 as cap 
and trade legislation is impli:men1cd and grow O\'Cr tirne. Our !<tud) induJes 1hc 
assumpti(m that the fortilizer allowances will moderate the;;e cost increases until they 
phase out beginning in 202.5. The Ii.Lii impact of !Crtililcr increase~ will C()mc into effect 
s1aning arot1nd 2032 and i.'Ontinm: inlo th~ foturc. Thesl' factors point to the need tor a 
robust offset,; and allo\\';1111;c ~lool 1hat i~ bc11cfo:ial lo agricuhun:. II°!' importanl 10 
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emphasize tha1 the program must be broader than jus1 crcdi1s for no· I ill. Our analysis 
looked primarily at continuous no-till and dch:rrnined that lhe ability <>f farmers 10 adopt 
this tillage pradil·e is nnt llnivcrsal. Farmers in C<'rtain areas particularly northern 
portions <>fth(.' Cnrnbelt. "ill hav.: lower adoption rates than other growers. Protocols for 
other ~cqucstrarion practice lypes should be developed I:>)' USDA to offer opportunities to 
all !!rowrr~ regardless of ge11graf'hy. Our anal)· sis did not include as~umpti~)ns 
concerning carh<•n saturatinn. hul a.:conling lo rcsci1rch from Dr. Ratan Lal of the Ohin 
Slate Univcrsit). lhen~ is gN•d reason to qucstil>n some of the published data on 
satur111ion level~. His studies in<lic:itc soils can hold ..:1msiderabl~ m(>re carbon than 
prcviousl) indicared. I le has seen c>;a1nples of ~ontinuvus no·till for 111any cnnsecuti\'e 
years" here sequestration is still tal.ing plac:~. 

How should Congress treat the early actors of conservation practices? For example, South 
Dakota already had 2.8 million acres in no-till, which would not receive credit under the 
Hou$e-passed climate change bill since these acres were in no-till before 2001. Should 
these producers be able to participate in the carbon market? If so, how should these acres 
be treated? 

The foct of the matter is t!iat each and e\·ery .::rop gro"'n seques1ers new <.:arbon. Uy 
pl'naliling the ~arl~ adapwrs of consl·rvarion tillage pmc1ico:s. ii will encourage 
~igni1icant reversal ofllll)SC systems tha1 ha\c ncit only sequestered considerable carbcin 
l:>ut al~o sa"ed countless tons (lrtopsoil and nuuient run,)ff, This is basicall: a policy 
dc~i,ion '' hich ~an easily be addre!>scd by induding an offs.:t credit f(lr "a\·oidcd 
abandomncrit"· as mentioned in the Stabcnow·Baucu> l;;inguagc. This would effectively 
grandfather all ~arly adopters for conseT\·ati(ln 1illag.c.- practic.:s without a cuwff date. At 
the same rime. th~s~ gro\\ers \\·ould presumably ~till be able to panicipate in other offset 
pra,·til·c~ in addition to nt1-1i1I and stack the~c ~rcdits (fcnilizcr cfllci.:nc;v. i.-rigati(ln 
cflicicncy. diminatir•n of follow. cte.). 

As many of you know, agriculture or domestic offsets are capped under the House-passed cap 
and trade bill. Should these offsets be capped under a truly market-based system? Why or why 
not? Should international offsets be capped? 

By artificially limiting panicipation or acceoss to dewlop credits. 1he effecti\·encss a11d 
cflicicncics of an (>pen-market product will be skewed. If off~eh arc cappl·d too km· the 
price will be 3rtificially high and wi II drive up en~rgy nish f(.ir all consumers. I luwevcr. 
under I IR 2-t54 1hcrc is a robust domcsti• offs<:"ts pciol with a cap of I billion 1011s as 11 ell 
a~ an irucrnational cap of 1 billion ton~. There would be considerable ditfo:ulty t<> 
pmduce mor~ than" c "ould be allm' .:d under this SCt'narit» ht fact. the industry would 
need access\(' th,,sc i11tcrna1ional credits t0 keep 1hc markers comJl"litive and t(I ~duc.-e 
the C(>St~ c-f the cap-and·lrade program for 1he O\'erall .:ccinomy. The larger concern with 
intematil•JJal oflscts is nN l'apping their l~.-cls. but wrifka1ion. Th.:rc must be an 
international melh•xl to \·eri!~ that rhe rurchaseJ tllhets abr(•ad are truly s.:quest.:ring 
carbon. Without th<:se assurance;.. offset pri~~s will foll depriving U.S. pwducers of a 
fair market return and pt>ssibl) f;i\ ing our glol'>al agriculture .:ompecitors and unfair 
adYantag~. 
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CFTC, USDA FARM CREDIT 
NOMINATIONS HEARING 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 

U.S. SENATE, 
COM:.\:IITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION AND FORESTRY 

Washington, DC 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:50 a.m., in room 

328A, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Blanche Lincoln, chair
man of the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Lincoln, Harkin, Leahy, Klobuchar, Nelson, 
Chambliss, Lugar, Cochran and Thune. 

Senator HARKIN. First I would just like to say that this is a kind 
of a bittersweet moment for me. I have been honored to chair this 
Committee and I have been honored to be on it for 25 years now 
and then 10 in the House. It has just been a great pleasure and 
honor lo he able to he the chair of this wonderful CommiUee and 
I want to thank all of the members of the Committee for the great 
cooperation that you have given me in the past and for especially 
in the development of the last Farm Bill. 

I especially want to think Saxby Chambliss for a great working 
relationship, both personally and among our staff, and I cannot 
thank you enough for all that we did together to work logelher to 
get a really great Farm Bill through and I want to thank you for 
that. 

However, I must say that my sadness in leaving the chairman
ship is more than compensated by the knowledge that the person 
taking over the chair is someone that is devoted, devoted to the 
well-being of our family farmers, is devoted to the economic vitality 
of our rural communities and, of course, to the nutrition of our chil
dren. 

And so I am honored to be able to turn over the gavel this morn
ing to Senator Lincoln. I am cognizant of the fact that this is in
deed an historic moment. No woman has ever chaired this Com
mittee and this will also he the first Arkansan lo ever chair lhe Ag
riculture Committee. 

So it is with great pleasure and great pride to be able to give the 
gavel now to you, Senator Lincoln of Arkansas, and we are proud 
to call you our chairman. 

[Applause.] 
Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. Thank you all so much for such 

an incredible warm welcome to this chairmanship. I am enor
mously grateful to all of my colleagues for their confidence that 
they placed in me in the ability to run this Committee and I am 

(l) 
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so indebted to each and every one of them for the unbelievable de
votion that they give to this Committee. 

I know with that kind of devotion, hard work and friendship, we 
are going to do great things in the Senate Agriculture Committee. 
So thank you so much, Chairman Harkin, and to all the former 
chairmen who are here, which are a lot. So I am very grateful and 
thanks to all of you all for participating in my first hearing, which 
I am delighted to be a part of. 

Senator CHAMBLI8S. Madam Chairman, before you take off on 
your first official business, let me say first of all to my good friend 
Tom Harkin, I appreciate those kind comments. It has been a real 
pleasure to work with you, Tom. We have had a great working re
lationship and as you say, our staffs have worked extremely well 
together and we have been through some difficult times together 
trying to look after American farmers and ranchers. 

Under your leadership, I think we have accomplished an awful 
lot. We will still call you Mr. Chairman, but it will just be in a lit
tle different capacity there. But we look fonvard to having you con
tinue on this Committee and you are exactly right that handing off 
the gavel to Blanche Lincoln has tu be a pleasure for you and cer
tainly a pleasure for me. 

Blanche and I worked on so many issues together, both on the 
Ag Committee and off the Ag Committee. When I sit down with 
her, I do not need an interpreter. We seem to both speak slowly 
enough that we can understand each other, coming from the same 
part of the world. She, obviously having grown up on a family 
farm, knows and understands and has a great appreciation for the 
difficulties that farmers and ranchers are going through right now. 

Her leadership is going to pick up right where you left off, Tom, 
and we are not going to miss a beat. She is such a great friend, 
a great leader. It is going to be a lot of fun to have a chance to 
work with you Blanche, so congratulations to you. Your colleagues 
on the Democratic side have made a wise choice in bringing you 
forward. 

Gosh, we are going to have to get a wide angle lens, sure enough, 
to get all of these former chairmen that are in this room now and 
on this Committee in any photograph. I think that speaks well fur 
the Committee. 

Chairman LINCOLK. It does. 
Senator CilA.\.1ilLISS. We look forward to your leadership. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. 
Senator CHA~IBLISS. Congratulations. 
Senator LF.AHY. Madam Chairman. 
Chairman LINCOLI'\. Absolutely. 
Senator LEAHY. If I could just make-as one who has served on 

this Committee now for 35 years, I am delighted to see you here. 
You are a true daughter of rural America and for those of us who 
were born and raised in rural America, it means a lot. It is more 
than just particular commodities, but it is what it means for all of 
rural America and the need for us to have you here. 

I do want to commend both Tom Harkin and Saxby Chambliss 
for the way they have switched hats back and forth and the way 
they have run this Committee in a bipartisan, often non-partisan 
fashion, and that means a lot. Dick Lugar and I did that. As both 
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chairman and ranking member, we had the opportunity, both of us, 
to serve in both capacities and be able to work out most things. I 
think it is because we were ahle-1 wish we could do lhat in all 
committees. Not thinking of any one in particular, but the fact that 
we were able to work things out and you have that ability. 

Thad Cochran, the same way, has chaired this Committee. 
Maybe we should have a special chairman pin or former chairman 
pin, because we are all here. 

Chairman LINCOLI\'. We will work on that. 
Senator LEAHY. I will tell one very quick story, which Senator 

Lugar knows. When we were both brand new members and sitting 
way, way down at the end, and former chairman, Herman Tal
madge, and Jim Eastland were sitting up here and Senator East
land brought up some little old amendment, it was about this thick, 
and just hands it lo Talmadge and says, Talmadge says, well with
out objections, it is accepted. 

And I said, wait a minute, could I ask what is in that? The two 
of them pulled their cigars out of their mouth, looked way down 
where Lugar and I are sitting. Dick and I are there. They were try
ing to figure out whether it was Dick Lugar said it or I said it. Ei
ther way, they did not know who lhe heck either one of us were. 
Talmadge just says, we are adjourned. 

LLaughter.J 
Senator LEAHY. You will be a different type of chair. 
Chairman LINCOLI'\. I promise. 
Senator LF.AHY. Thank you and I will go down to Judiciary. 
Chairman LINCOLK. Well, thank you, Senator Leahy. 
Senator LL:GAH. Madam Chairman, if I am just a moment 

spurred on by Senator Leahy's comments about the two of us sit
ting at the end of the table, the table then extended almost all the 
way to the door. As I recall, those who are now sitting in the chairs 
in the way were on the sidelines in some fashion. 

There was mention of smoke. As a matter of fact, lhe chairman 
and Senator Eastland were engulfed in smoke so that we could 
hardly see their faces in the midst, a change in culture during the 
period of this thing. 

Chairman LINCOLI'\. We are growing and changing. 
Senator LUGAR. Yes. We appreciate your coming tu the chairman-

ship very much. 
Chairman LtNCOLl\. Thank you. 
Senator LUGAR. We look forward to working with you. 
Chairman LINCOL!'\. Absolutely. We do. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Madam Chair? 
Chairman LINCOLI'\. Yes? 
Senator KLoBUCHAR. If I could jusl on behalf of lhe women in the 

Senate, we are so excited about you taking this new position. I was 
thinking of all those girls in 4-H showing up at our state fair and 
all those farming women out there. You have really set a new 
standard and a new mentor for people who farm and women who 
farm. 

So I wanted to just say lhat, and I will miss making Iowa jokes 
to the chairman. I can't. You know, Minnesota, we like to do that. 

Chairman LINCOL!'\. But Arkansas is so much more colorful. 
LLaughter.J 
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Senator KLORUCHAR. Yeah, I am sure there are no Arkansas 
jokes that I can come up with. I do know Minnesota, Arkansas are 
No. I and 1.hree for turkeys in 1.he country. 

Chairman LtNCOLl\. There you go. 
Senator KLOBL'CHAR. No one should make turkey jokes. But con

gratulations again and thank you for your chairmanship, Senator 
Harkin. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BLANCHE L. LINCOLN, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF ARKANSAS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE 
ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

Chairman LINCOLN. Well thank you all and I am going to call the 
Committee to order here. The Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition 
and Forestry will come to order. 

Just a special thanks to all of you all and would hope you would 
allow me to begin on a personal note since this is my first oppor
tunity to officially chair the Committee. It is a tremendous honor 
to serve as chairman of this Committee and I will endeavor to be 
the type of steward of this position that the American people and 
the people of Arkansas deserve. With all of your help, I know I can 
accomplish that. 

As all of you know, the Senate Agriculture Committee does have 
a well earned and a time-honored reputation for bipartisanship and 
for working together to promote policies that are born not out of 
partisanship, but out of consensus as to what policies are proven 
to work. I could not ask for a better partner than my ranking mem
ber here, Saxby Chambliss. 

I have the privilege and benefit of serving beside five previous 
chairmen of this Committee and one previous chairman of the 
House Agriculture Committee-I will not forget my good buddy Pat 
Roberts who I had to beg to get on the House Ag Committee and 
he finally let me on-each of whom have served with great distinc
tion and from whom we have learned a tremendous amount. 

Also among our Committee's membership, I count four chairmen, 
three ranking members of our very important Senate committees, 
as well as a former secretary of Agriculture and the Senate Repub
lican leader, each of whom adds to the collective experience, 
strength and wisdom of this great panel. 

So let me always say that I 1.ruly appreciate the regional diver
sity that is reflected on this Committee and the unique areas of ex
pertise and interest possessed by each of our members on the Ag 
Committee. Despite sib'llificant policy challenges that we have faced 
over the years, and even differences of opinion now and again, this 
Committee has always pulled together and risen to the occasion. 

In short, I am very, very proud of each member's contribution to 
this Committee and I appreciate what each of you all will bring to 
the table as we move forward on so many critical issues. I am real
ly looking forward to working with each of you all. We have a lot 
of things on our plate and promoting economic opportunity and jobs 
in rural America in these economic times, we have great oppor
tunity. 

My dad always said, when you have tremendous challenges, look 
hard because you will find the opportunities. We have opportuni
ties in meeting the nutritious needs of our school children and el-
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derly and low-income families, again, particularly in these eco
nomic times and continuing to build our successful resource con
servation efforts, which we know and many of us have experienced 
and realized whether ii is on our farms or without a doubt in work
ing with your farmers and ranchers across the country. 

We have the opportunity of enhancing America's energy inde
pendence and ensuring that the men and women who have clothed 
and fed 1.his nation in a manner that is unrivaled in history con
tinue to do what they do best, and that we can reinforce them and 
we can empower them to continue to do that and I look forward 
to it. 

In 1.his last regard, I would like 1.o quote our late President John 
F. Kennedy who said, our farmers deserve praise, not condemna
tion and their efficiency should be cause for gratitude, not some
thing for which they are penalized. With 6.8 billion people sharing 
this world that we live in 1.oday, compared to the roughly three mil
lion in 1960, President Kennedy's words ring truer today than ever 
before. 

I know and you all know that sometimes the Ag Committee is 
not the most glamorous committee on Capitol Hill, hut we have a 
tremendous responsibility and opportunity to really reflect to the 
American people and the world the hard working men and women, 
their families, across this great country that do such a tremendous 
joh. 

So whether you are from Iowa or Arkansas, Georgia or Vermont, 
California or Idaho, if you work to feed and clothe this nation and 
those around the world, all across the globe, this chairman and this 
Committee are firmly on your side. And I know 1.hat the ranking 
member of the Committee, my good friend, Saxby Chambliss, 
shares these goals and sentiments and I could not have a greater 
friend or a more respected Senate colleague than my partner on 
this Committee and I am grateful to you, Senator Chambliss, for 
everything you and your staff do. I look forward to so much moving 
forward and getting started on the business of the Committee. 

We are going to have a good time. We will work hard. We will 
play hard and we will get things accomplished and I am grateful 
to you for your friendship and help. 

So now, moving on to the purpose of this hearing. We have all 
had a great stroll down memory lane and we are going to allow the 
chairman to move lo his new chairmanship. 

Senator HARKII\". Madam Chairman, this also is my first day to 
chair my new committee, so I beg your leave. I have to leave to go 
chair my committee. 

Chairman LIKCOLN. Well good luck 1.o you and thank you again, 
Mr. Chairman. 

Senator HARKIN. Congratulations. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Absolutely. So now we will move on to the 

purpose, as we say our good byes here, to 1.he hearing ai hand. 
Today the Committee is meeting to consider six nominations to 

the USDA, the CFTC, the Farm Credit Administration, and specifi
cally, we consider two nominees for the U.S. Department of Agri
culture, Mr. Harris Sherman and Mr. Edward Avalos. Sorry, got to 
get that one right. 
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Mr. Sherman has served as executive director of the Colorado 
Department of Natural Resources for Gov. Bill Ritter and Richard 
Lamm. In this capacity, Mr. Sherman gained experience working 
on policies that he would be responsible for if confirmed as the 
under secretary for Natural Resources and Environment, including 
management of the Forest Service and the Natural Resources Con
servation Service. 

Mr. Avalos-help me with that-Avalos has been nominated to 
serve as the under secretary of Marketing and Regulatory Pro
grams. If confirmed, his mission would touch upon virtually all of 
American agriculture. The three agencies under his jurisdiction, 
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, the Grain Inspec
tion Packers and Stockyards Administration, and the Agricultural 
Marketing Service have broad ranging and important responsibil
ities within the department. 

Mr. Avalos was raised on a family farm in New Mexico, where 
a variety of specialty crops are grown, including chili peppers, pe
cans, onions, as well as staple crops like cotton and wheat. His ca
reer in agriculture includes 29 years of service at the New Mexico 
Department of Agriculture, where he successfully worked to imple
ment trade and promotion initiatives aimed at increasing U.S. farm 
exports. Mr. Sherman and Mr. Avalos are also nominated to serve 
as members of the board of directors of the Commodity Credit Cor
poration. 

We also meet to consider three nominees tu the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission, Bart Chilton, Jill Summers and Scott 
O'Malia. The CFTC is tasked with regulating commodities futures 
and options markets dealing with everything from cotton futures to 
financial derivatives. 

CFTC polices the markets that affect everything from the food 
we eat to the gas that we put in our car to the loans we borrow 
at our local banks. The CFTC protects market participation from 
fraud, manipulation and other abuses while making certain that 
the markets are fully functioning. 

Congress, and in particular, this Committee, will soon consider 
financial reb>Ulatory reform and the CFTC will have a front and 
center role in this effort. In light of this, I am pleased that the 
Committee is moving as expeditiously as possible to consider these 
three nominees who bring years of experience, knowledge and di
verse perspectives to the Commission. 

The Commission and the staff at the CFTC face significant chal
lenges and a heavy workload in the coming months, so it is vital 
to have this highly qualified team on the job. 

Finally, we consider the nomination of Kenneth Spearman fur 
the Farm Credit Administration Board. The Farm Credit Adminis
tration is responsible for regulating and examining the banks, the 
associations and related entities of the Farm Credit System and 
Farmer Mac. In 2007, Farm Credit System held about 34 percent 
of the farm sector's total debt, as much-such who serve on that 
board play an extremely important role in ensuring the continued 
availability of stable and adequate credit in farm country all across 
the nation. 

Mr. Spearman brings a wealth of experience to the Farm Credit 
Administration Board. His work in cooperative banking and on fi-
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nancial policy issues over the last 28 years will be an invaluable 
asset to the Farm Credit Administration. Mr. Spearman is nomi
nated for a term lhat expires next year and for a full 6-year term 
that expires in May of 2016. 

I look forward to the statements of the nominees and their an
swers to the questions that members of this Committee may have. 
I would now like to yield to the ranking member, Senator Cham
bliss, for any statement that he may have and then we will have 
introductions from other senators. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SAXBY CHAMBLISS, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Senator CHAMHLISS. Well thank you very much, Madam Chair
man, and boy, it has a great ring to it, Madam Chairman. Again, 
I want to congralulale you on laking the gavel, jusl lo let you know 
that you have great friends on this side of the table, and as Sen
ator Leahy said, we have always had a bipartisan committee that 
is going to get even stronger as we go through the final implemen
tation of the current Farm Bill and look forward to working on the 
next one as we are already approaching that. 

I think we would he a little remiss if on this side we did nol rec
ognize the great work that the staff of Senator Harkin has done. 
And to Mark and Susan, thank you all for your great work, your 
great cooperation and your commitment to agriculture across the 
country, and Madam Chairman, to you for bringing Robert 
Holifield back to the Committee. We are very pleased to have him 
hack, having worked very closely with Robert on lhe Farm Bill last 
year. He brings a great wealth of knowledge not just there, but I 
just saw Chairman Gensler a minute ago, who has come to show 
his generous support for these nominees. 

I know he hates to lose Robert at CFTC, but if we move forward 
to financial reform, this Committee is going to play an integral role 
there and Robert has a very strong background lhat he can bring 
to the table now to help us. So Robert, we are pleased to have you 
here as a staff director under Chairman Lincoln. It has a great 
ring. 

Madam Chairman, thank you for holding this important hearing 
and to consider these nominations pending before the Ag Com
mittee. As we seek to reform our financial system, address the on
going credit crisis, and have the recently enacted Farm Bill prop
erly implemented, it is vital that we have good leadership in place 
at the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, the Department 
of Agriculture, and the Farm Credit Administration. 

Commissioners Jill Sommers and Bart Chilton are no strangers 
to lhe Ag Committee. Both were previously nominated by President 
George W. Bush and confirmed by the Senate. President Obama 
recognized their commitment to ensuring that our commodity mar
kets function properly and the need to keep them in the trenches 
during this critical time. 

I would also like to welcome Scott O'Malia to the Committee. It 
has been far too long since the Commission was fully seated and 
Senate confirmed. We must seek to have all three of these nomi
nees confirmed in a timely manner so that all five commissioners 
can get to work on the important task that the American public ex-
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pects them to tackle. The chairman and I were visiting earlier. I 
am not sure when was the last time we had five foll-fledged Senate 
confirmed commissioners, so this will be an important historical 
monumental achievement here. 

Speaking of tasks, the Food Conservation Energy Act of 2008 
was an enormous undertaking by Congress and was enacted over 
a year ago. It expires in 2012 and yet there are a number of provi
sions yet to be implemented. The Marketing and Regulatory Pro
grams' mission area at USDA covers many of these provisions. Mr. 
Avalos, as under secretary, you will oversee a very diverse portfolio 
at USDA, including plant and animal hea11.h, marketing programs 
and commodity procurement, enforcement of grain standards and 
fair practices in our meat and livestock industry. 

While each of these missions is distinct, they are important to 
protecting our producers and expanding markets for their products. 
I trust your long experience with both the Texas and New Mexico 
Departments of Agriculture will make you a true asset in this role. 

Mr. Sherman, you will have a very big job managing our national 
forests and grasslands, but you will also oversee USDA's programs 
and activities that promote private land stewardship and conserva
tion. These are the probtrams that help producers help the land. I 
look fonvard to working with you to see that the Farm Bill con
servation probtrams are implemented as Congress intended and are 
working for producers. 

Though there is a pain in agriculture, it generally has not suf
fered as much as other parts of our economy over the past year. 
I believe this was due in large part to the sound financial manage
ment adopted by producers and their lenders, including the Farm 
Credit System, over the past 20 years. I hope and expect that will 
continue into the future and Mr. Spearman, in your role, when con
firmed as a member of the board of the Farm Credit Administra
tion, it will be your job to help see that this happens. With your 
experience in agriculture, accounting and finance, President 
Obama has found an excellent candidate for the board of the Farm 
Credit Administration. I am pleased that you have agreed to serve 
in that position. 

Again, I want to thank Chairman Lincoln for making these nomi
nations her first priority and I look forward to a speedy hearing 
and confirmation of all of these nominees. Thank you. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\". Thank you, Senator Chambliss. We have 
some guests that are here to introduce some of our nominees and 
Senator Bennet, I would like tu tum to you first since you are here 
to introduce Mr. Sherman. We are going to do all the introductions 
first and then we will bring everybody up, because I know that the 
other senators have other places to go. 

Senator BENNETT. Is it you? 

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL BENNET, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF COLORADO 

Senator BENNET. It is me, unless you know Harris Sherman too, 
in which case, it is better with one T. 

Well Madam Chair, let me just say first, congratulations on as
suming the chairmanship. I had the good sense, as you know, my 
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colleagues, you may not know, to marry a woman from Eastern Ar
kansas, from--

Chairman LINCOLK. That is 1.rue. 
Senator BE!\NET f continuingl. The next town over from you. She 

sounds a lot like you, but she is not the chairman of the Agri
culture Committee. But I will say--

Chairman LTNCOL!\". She is chairman at home though, isn't she? 
Senator BF.l\"NF.T. She is. She is, particularly because we have 

three daughters. Bui I know how proud everybody hack home must 
feel about that. I know how proud Susan and her folks are of this 
and so from them, let me say congratulations. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. 
Senator BRNNF.T. It is my pleasure today to introduce Harris 

Sherman and speak in support of his nomination to be under sec
retary of Natural Resources and Environment ai 1.he department. 
I would also like to welcome his daughter Jessa, who is here today, 
his sister Barbara Kailey, his brother David Sherman and his niece 
Shawn Kailey Reagan, who are all here today. 

I have known Sherman since 2003, when he was serving as a 
commissioner on the Denver Water Board. Today Harris serves as 
executive director of the Colorado Department of Natural Re
sources and is a member of Governor Ritter's cabinet. As director, 
he oversees Colorado's energy, water, wildlife, parks and state 
lands programs. Through the years, I can tell you that Harris has 
demonstrated an ability to solve difficult problems and balance 
competing interests regardless of the politics. 

If confirmed, his experience making hard decisions as chairman 
of the Colorado Water Quality Control Commission, chair of the 
Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board and chair of the Denver 
Regional Air Quality Council-There is not much left in Colorado 
by the way-as well as his work with several non-profit land orga
nizations will prove important as the Nation faces some of the most 
challenging natural resource issues in decades. 

I also want to note that Harris will be charged with overseeing 
the U.S. Forest Service and the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service. We know that forest and agriculture are particularly vul
nerable to the hazards of climate change and we have seen it in 
Colorado. In Harris, I know Congress will have a willing partner 
as we move forward with a pragmatic agenda for protecting our 
forests and agricultural sector from this severe threat. 

Harris has been an invaluable asset to Colorado and made con
tributions to our state we will never forget. We are glad to share 
his talents with the rest of the country and I proudly introduce him 
to the Committee. Thank you, Madam Chair. 

Chairman LINCOLI\". Thank you, Senator Bennet. 
Senator BEN!\ET. Congratulations, Harris. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Now the other Senator Bennett, from Utah, 

as a guest here. I think you wanted to introduce Mr. O'Malia. 

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB BENNETT, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF UTAH 

Senator BE!\NETT. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman, and 
we go from one T to two. Whether that is progress or not, I do 
not-unlike those who talk about a long experience with the person 
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they are introducing, my relationship with Scott has been relatively 
brief. We became acquainted just a year ago. 

He was nominated for this position in the previous administra
tion and his nomination was blocked by a senator who had a prob
lem not with him, but another problem, and used his nomination 
as the way to express distress over what the administration was 
doing. As a consequence of that, when I took over Senator Domen
ici's slot as the ranking member on the Energy and Water Sub
committee of Appropriations, I inherited Scott. 

I am thinking of putting a hold on this nomination myself in an 
effort lo hang on to him because I have found that this young man 
has an intelleclual capacity to grasp a problem, understand it, and 
then just as importanlly, explain it to someone who is a litlle less 
qualified to understand the particulars, like myself. He has been 
an absolutely invaluable member of lhe slafT at the Energy and 
Water Subcommittee, understanding all uf these issues tremen
dously, high level of energy and activity. There is nothing you can 
ask him to do that he does nut dig into very, very vigorously and 
very, very well. 

I think he will do a superb job at the Commodity Futures Trad
ing Commission. But I will reluctantly give him up to recognize 
that there comes a time in everybody's career when they need to 
move forward. I can recommend him absolutely without any res
ervation as a dedicated public servant with intelligence, inteb'l"ity 
and energy that will do a superb job wherever it is he goes. 

So I am honored that he has asked me to make this rec
ommendation and I assure the Committee that voting for Scott, 
and will assure the Senate, that voting for Scott for this assign
ment is something that we will look back on with great pride and 
sense of satisfaction as he proves his capacity in whatever assign
ment he might ultimately get. He has my unqualified endorsement. 

Chairman LI!'\COLN. Thank you Senator Bennett. Senator Coch
ran, did you--

Senator COCIIHAN. Madam Chairman, thank you very much. I 
have a statement supporting the nomination of Scott O'Malia, 
which I would ask to he printed in the record. I enthusiastically, 
as Senator Bennelt did, endorse his nomination and urge the Sen
ate to confirm him at the earliest possible time. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Thank you. Without o~jection, we will 
enter that in the record. 

[The prepared statement uf Hon. Thad Cochran can be found on 
page 44 in the appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLI'\. Senator Nelson is going to join you all over 
on this side. It is OK Wherever. We are une big happy family over 
here. 

STATEMENT OF HON. E. BENJAMIN NELSON, U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA 

Senator NELSOI'\. Thank you, Madam Chair, and I want to intro
duce Ken Spearman. Where is he? I just walked in. There he is. 

Chairman LINCOL!'\. He is in the back. 
Senator NELSON. He is the president's nominee to the Farm 

Credit Administration Board and his wife, Maria is here. Where is 
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Maria? Over here. They live in Winter Haven, Florida and that is 
right in the heart of Florida's citrus belt. 

The Farm Credit Administration is obviously vital to your agri
culture in this country and it is the largest source of credit to farm
ers and its effective functioning is crucial to our economic health. 
You all know this. Given his unique background and experience, he 
is especially suited for this position. He has been a 28-year veteran 
of the citrus industry and he serves as a director on the AgFirst 
Farm Credit Bank, so he is very well versed in hanking and fi
nance policy issues. 

I think we ought to point out that he is a veteran. He is a Viet
nam veteran. He served in Vietnam. Clearly Ken has been involved 
in a lot of civic and social programs, including tutoring in an adult 
literacy program, and has been chairman of the board of the Lake 
Wales Medical Center. I just want 1.o bring all of this to the atten
tion-obviously this is going to be unanimous by acclamation, but 
I wanted to say my two bits for him, and Madam Chairman, I am 
going back to the committee meeting that you are missing right 
now. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman LINCOLI\". I'm hearing regularly from 1.hem. Thank you, 

Senator Nelson. We appreciate it. Appreciate all the members here 
in support of our nominees. 

To beb>in this, now we address at hand the business of the day, 
and if I may, I would like to ask all of you all if you would stand 
to take an oath. 

Raise your right hand. Do you swear lo tell the lrulh, the whole 
truth and nothing but the truth? 

Mr. CHILTON. I do. 
Mr. O'MALIA. I do. 
Ms. SOMMERS. I do. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Again, a mandatory question for you 

all, do you agree that if confirmed, you will appear before any duly 
constituted committee of the Congress if asked? 

Mr. CHILTON. I will. 
Mr. O'MALIA. I will. 
Ms. SOMMERS. I will. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Thank you. And I would just say to 

all of our nominees, if you do have family in the room and you 
would like to introduce them, please do so. Our families are a big 
part of all of our lives and it is important. 

Mine are off in many different places, but I know my sweet dad 
is looking down on me right now. He was a rice farmer in Arkansas 
and a salt of the earth man and he is looking down on me today 
as I take over the Senate Ag Committee, so I hope you all will lake 
that opportunity. 

Commissioner Chilton, we would like to hear your statement and 
we will go through and have questions after that. 

STATEMENT OF BARTHOLOMEW CHILTON, NOMINEE TO BE A 
COMMISSIONER, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMIS
SION 
Mr. CHILTON. It is a pleasure to be the first person to say thank 

you, Madam Chair, and thank you to the members of the Com-
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mittee, particularly the former chairs, who have spent so much 
time on the futures industry, more than you may have wanted, but 
we appreciate it. 

The industry has changed dramatically over time. Agriculture, 
while it remains critically important not just to me, but to all the 
members of the Committee, is really only 7 percent of the futures 
industry right now, as I say, an important part. Euro dollars are 
the No. 1 traded contract. On the physical side, crude oil is the No. 
1 physically 1.raded contract. 

The markets are now-even last year I was here, it was 80 per
cent traded electronically. Now it is 90 percent, so the pits are sort 
of on their way out. The futures industry just in this decade has 
increased fivefold and $200 billion has come in from what I term 
as new speculators, and these are different market participants. 
These are university endowments, hedge funds, pension funds from 
state and local government, electronically traded funds, index 
funds, et cetera. 

They have a different modus operandi from the traditional com
mercial participants who have been in these markets, like farmers 
and ranchers and processors. They are different in really two pri
mary ways. First of all, they do not have an interest in the under
lying physical commodity, whether or not it is wheat, corn, cotton, 
soybeans, or crude oil, et cetera. 

Second, their trading stratebry is different in that they are not 
concerned about the daily ups and downs or supply and demand. 
We term them sometimes price insensitive and I am talking generi
cally about them. Everybody has a litile bit different strategy. But 
what that means is they are concerned with a longer time horizon 
in trading. They are concerned with, for example, if crude oil will 
be worth more in 5 years than say it is today, but not so much in 
the daily stuff. 

And so there is a question about whether or not these new specu
lators have had an impact that may have been unintended on mar
kets, creating an artificial price. Rice University recently said that 
they were. The Petersen Institute earlier this week, or maybe last 
week, said that they were. But in fairness, there are lots of studies 
that say that they are not having an impact. 

So as a regulator, what do you do? My view is they are having 
some impact. Two hundred billion dollars, I think, has an effect. 
Now I am not suggesting they are driving prices or I think the fun
damentals of supply and demand are well intact, but they are hav
ing an impact. 

But even if you just suggest that it is possible that these new 
speculators here are having an impact, it is uneconomic, and by 
that I mean divorced from supply and demand. Even ifihey are ar
tificially having an impact on prices or have the possibility of it, 
the Commodity Exchange Act says that we are to deter that. So 
what appropriate mechanisms do we use that you all have given 
us through the act to try and ensure that there is no fraud, abuse 
or manipulation? One of the things we are looking at is putting a 
limit on positions for 1.raders. 

This has worked pretty well with some hiccups, significant hic
cups in the last couple of years actually, but it has worked fairly 
well in the Ag complex. But we do not have it in the ener!,ry com-
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plex. We do not have position limits in the back months and we du 
nut have them in the metals complex either. 

So I think some reasonable level may he appropriate. We have 
never been about saying to a trader, you are not tall enough to 
ride, you cannot participate in these markets. But it seems to me 
that if it is impacting the risk that commercial producers are using, 
that we certainly need to consider it. But we need to look at all of 
the markets, not just the regulated markets, and that means the 
over-the-counter markets, which are currently unregulated. 

In that regard, there are three things that I would like you all 
to consider on this Committee and in Congress that I hope will be 
included as part of what you do on regulatory reform. First of all, 
I would like to ensure that we get this OTC authority to look at 
the OTC markets and to regulate it when it is going tu impact 
price, the price that people pay for gas and putting it in their cars 
or food on their table. 

Second, our manipulation authority needs to be, though stand
ard, needs to be lowered. People have a hard time believing this. 
In the 35 years that the CFTC has almost been around, we have 
only had one, one successful manipulation prosecution and that one 
is under appeal. So clearly the standard needs to he lowered. 

And the third thing is criminal authority. I would like to get 
more of these financial felons and financial fraudsters put in jail. 
If they do the financial crime, they should do the time, something 
similar to what Beretta used to say. Now they just pay the civil 
monetary fine. It does not quite have the same zip to it, does it? 
And it does not have a deterrent effect either. 

And the final thing, and this is something I think we can do hack 
at the ranch at the CFTC, not for you all, hut I want you to know 
that we are on the case, and that is dealing with consumers. All 
of these market participants, there is a lot of new retail partici
pants, a lot of individuals who are trading and they are in their 
basements and offices, et cetera, and we do not have anybody right 
now at the CFTC whose mission, mandate and mantra is consumer 
literacy, helping them understand what is going on and how these 
markets work. 

If you look at what has been going on with all the Ponzi cases, 
there is rampant Punzimonian going on, not just in the U.S., but 
around the world, and we need to do a better job. A lot of folks that 
have good hearts and limited incomes are being taken advantage 
from fraudsters and I am hopeful that with the people dedicated 
to consumer education and consumer affairs at the CFTC that we 
will du a lot better job in the future. 

Thanks. Congratulations again, and I look forward to taking any 
questions at the appropriate point. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Chilton can be found on page 50 
in the appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Commissioner. I also would like 
to-as we are looking to fill the seats here at the CFTC and bring 
good help over there, Chairman Genzler, where is-there he is 
right there. He is hiding. I did not see him at first. 

Chairman please stand up and let us thank you for the job that 
you do. 

Mr. CHILTON. Commissioner Dunn is also here with us. 
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[Applause.] 
Chairman LINCOLN. And Mike? I saw Mike when he was coming 

in and waved at him. Mike Dunn as well as commissioner. So 
thank both of you gentlemen. We appreciate your being here. 

LApplause.J 
Chairman LINCOL!'\. Mr. O'Malia. 

STATEMENT OF SCOTT 0' MALIA. NOMINEE TO BE A COMMIS
SIONER, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

Mr. O'MALIA. Madam Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss 
and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to 
testify today. Madam Chairman, I would like to congratulate you 
on your accepting the chairmanship of this Committee. As a father 
of three daughters, we are always looking fur positive role models, 
and today is a very good teaching lesson. 

I am grateful to appear before you as President Obama's nomi
nee to serve as commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission. I would like to thank Senator Bennett for his support 
and willingness to introduce me to the Committee. As a Michigan 
native, I would also like tu thank Senator Stabenuw for her support 
as well. 

Before I begin, I would take you up on your offer to introduce my 
family. I am joined by my wife, Marissa, three daughters, Kelsey, 
Claire and Macey, and I am joined by my parents, John and Bev 
O'Malia. I appreciate their--

Chairman LINCOLN. Why doesn't everybody stand up so we can 
greet you as well? 

fApplause.l 
Mr. O'MALIA. I am honored to be nominated by the president to 

serve on the CFTC. Given the fact that this country has experi
enced the worst financial meltdown since the Great Depression, I 
recognize the enormous responsibility of this office. Like everyone 
in this nation, I too have lost value in my home, retirement and 
college savings. I am sensitized to the hardship this crisis has 
caused families across the country. 

This experience reinforces my strong belief that our nation's fi
nancial regulators must be vigilant in their oversight responsibil
ities to ensure transparency and accountability in our markets. 
Furthermore, regulators must recognize the inherent risk associ
ated with trading products which have contributed to the crisis and 
they must commit to doing all they can to maintain stability and 
security of these markets. 

I believe the oversight of our financial institutions must be 
strengthened. I am committed to exposing the underlying risks and 
trading practices that might further destabilize our economy. For 
the past 6 years, I have worked in the Senate serving in the Senate 
Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the Senate Appro
priations Committee. During this time, I have focused my work on 
energy policy with the goal of reducing our nation's dependency on 
foreign energy resources and expanding U.S. investments in clean 
energy technologies. 

Over the past 3 years, the Senate Energy and Water Sub
committee has authorized and appropriated over $50 billion worth 
of self-financed loan b'llarantees. It has invested tens of billions of 
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dollars into research and development to support the deployment 
of clean energy technology. Transformation of our energy sector is 
more than Federal research assistance. It requires billions of dol
lars in new investment 1.hat will only occur if investors believe that 
markets are stable, provide reliable price transparency and offer 
the opportunity to hedge their commercial risks. 

Prior to joining the Senate Energy Committee, I spent 2 years in 
the electricity sector. This experience provided an invaluable edu
cation regarding the devastating impacts of flawed market design 
and illegal trading behavior can have on consumers. As a result of 
this experience, I am resolved to prevent this catastrophe from 
being repeated. 

I joined Mirant in February 2001 as the director of Federal af
fairs, focused on Federal energy policy. I did not work for a trading 
desk or for a business unit that managed generation assets. By the 
time I arrived, it was already apparent the California electricity 
market was dysfunctional. California had experienced a difficult 
summer with record energy prices and a blackout in June of 2000. 

By November of 2000, FERC had determined that the California 
market was flawed and making ii possible for manipulative trading 
behavior tu cause an imbalance in supply and demand and made 
the determination that electricity rates were unjust and unreason
able. 

In response to 1.he trading behavior uncovered in 2001, I worked 
with Mirant's chief risk officer and five other energy companies to 
establish the Committee of Chief Risk Officers. This organization 
was created to prevent and avoid the trading abuses used by some 
in the industry to manipulate California and western energy mar
kets. 

The CCRO established industry wide trading protocols, improved 
price disclosure, encouraged clearing and standardized contracts 
and established a corporate 1.rading code of conduct. These stand
ards would give regulators, consumers and investors a better view 
of the business and operations of these companies. I do recognize 
that many of the same reforms implemented by the chief risk offi
cers are now embodied in the financial overhaul proposed by the 
administration, but on a larger scale. 

Both efforts seek to improve transparency of over-the- counter 
markets, reduce systemic risk and set trading standards to reduce 
opportunities for excessive manipulation and speculation. A key 
component of both efforts has been the utilization of clearing tu re
duce counterparty risks and allocate capital more efficiently. 

My experience reaffirms my strong belief that regulators are crit
ical to ensuring that markets operate in a fair and transparent 
manner. To achieve this, regulators must be provided with the ap
propriate authority and tools to respond to the constant evolution, 
market behavior and products. 

As I stated in the beginning, I am sensitive 1.o the impacts the 
financial crisis has had on all families. I understand the con
sequences to all of us if the markets are manipulated and expose 
our financial system to greater peril. Drawing on my extensive en
ergy background, I believe I can make a significant contribution to 
the Commission. 
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If confirmed, I will work with the other commissioners to ensure 
markets continue to offer consumers and producers a cost-effective 
hedge to their commercial risk. I will work to ensure the CFTC 
uses all the legal authorities to curb excessive speculation and pre
vent abusive trading practices, including fraud and manipulation. 

I would like to thank the Committee for holding this hearing and 
considering my nomination. It would be an honor and privilege for 
me to serve on the Commission. Thank you. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. O'Malia can be found on page 56 
in the appendix.l 

Chairman LINCOLI\". Thank you, Mr. O'Malia. 
Commissioner Sommers, welcome to the Committee. 

STATEMENT OF JILL SOMMERS, NOMINEE TO BE A 
COMMISSIONER, COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISION 

Ms. SOMMERS. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and congratula
tions to you on this historic day for you. I would like to take this 
opportunity to introduce my husband, Mike Sommers, who is here 
with me today. I appreciate his support in being here. 

Chairman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss and other distin
guished members of the Agriculture Committee, I am honored to 
be nominated by President Obama for another term as commis
sioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. I have been 
in this position since August of 2007 and it has been a true pri vi
lege to serve the American public as a regulator of U.S. commodity 
futures and options markets. 

During my career, I have had the opportunity to work on agricul
tural issues for Senator Bob Dole, for a regulated derivatives ex
change, as well as for the trade association representing partici
pants in the privately negotiated derivatives industry. I believe this 
unique experience gives me a diverse view of risk management 
issues and the knowledge to help implement our core mission at 
the CFTC. 

The Commission applies a strong regulatory oversight program 
that includes market surveillance to detect and prevent manipula
tion, as well as ensuring the financial integrity of the clearing proc
ess. This risk tailored approach to regulation is complimented by 
strong enforcement, as evidenced by over $2.8 billion worth of pen
alties and restitution assessed in actions brought by the CFTC 
since the year 2002. 

This regulatory regime has enabled the futures industry to expe
rience enormous growth over the past decade. In 2000, the U.S. ex
change 1.raded volume was a lit1.le over 500 million contracts. In 
2009, the volume has increased 180 percent to almost 3 billion con
tracts. Even with that growth, the regulated futures industry did 
nut endure the loss of any customer funds during the current eco
nomic turmoil due to the failure of a futures commission merchant. 

Although the regulated futures exchanges and FCMs have per
formed well throughout the financial crisis, there is widespread be
lief that the CFTC's regulatory authority should be extended to 
cover the trading of over-the-counter derivatives. There is broad 
consensus that more transparency must be brought to these mar
kets. 
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The current commission is unified in support of comprehensive 
regulatory reforms, including full regulation of over-the-counter 
markets. This regulatory framework would cover both the OTC de
rivatives dealers and the OTC derivatives markets in which they 
trade. 

I believe that we need to enhance transparency and close gaps 
to improve the regulatory structure. The CFTC has undertaken a 
number of initiatives over the past year to strengthen our regu
latory oversight and enhance public confidence in the markets we 
regulate. 

Under the leadership of Chairman Gary Genzler, we have held 
hearings to review the application of and exemptions from position 
limits. We have convened unprecedented joint meetings with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission to discuss issues of regula
tion, harmonization and finally, we have implemented two new 
transparency measures by further disaggregating our Commit
ments of Traders report and publishing an updated report, Index 
Investment Data, based on the information we have been receiving 
through our special call authority. 

It is a very challenging time for the Commission and the ques
tions surrounding all of these issues are enormously complex and 
require thoughtful resolutions. As a commissioner at the CFTC, I 
believe there is a historic opportunity to reshape the regulatory 
oversight of financial markets. 

If confirmed by this Committee and the U.S. Senate, I will work 
hard to ensure that the CFTC continues its role of protecting the 
integrity of the markets while addressing the concerns about the 
regulatory structure. U is the responsibility of the Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission to defend the crucial risk management 
and price discovery functions for American farmers, ranchers, end 
users and all market participants around the globe. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Sommers can be found on page 

61 in the appendix.J 
Chairman LI!'\COLN. Thank you, Commissioner. We will start our 

5-minute round of questioning and I will kick that off and then 
kick it over to my colleague, Senator Chambliss. 

But first of all, Mr. Chilton, you have been an outspoken pro
ponent for changes to our current regulatory system. Do you be
lieve that the Treasury proposal regarding the OTC or the over
the-counter derivatives is sufficient to address these regulatory 
gaps, and if not, what needs to be done to improve upon the Treas
ury's white papers? 

Mr. CHILTON. Thank you, Madam Chair. Yes, I do believe the 
Treasury proposal is a good proposal. Right now we can't see a 
whole segment of the market and it does impact price on the regu
lated exchange, so we are sort of operating with one eye closed. 

My view used to be that I wanted to get the information from 
OTC and then make a determination as to whether or not it was 
price discovery and we should reb>Ulate it. Now I think it needs reg
ulation. Contrary to some of my colleagues and to some senators, 
I am not 100 percent sure that we need to look at every individual 
bilateral trade. 
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Should I care as a regulator about a relationship between a con
tract, for example, between a farmer and a co-op? I guess if we had 
unlimited staff that might be interesting, but I am more concerned 
wilh lhe large trades thal can impact price and for me, it is really 
important that whatever we do, if we du something on position lim
its, that we keep that in mind. 

I am not suggesting that we need to get the regulatory authority 
to oversee the OTC market before we act on position limits, hut we 
definitely need to be thinking about it in a panoptic fashion to en
sure that we are making the right balanced and appropriate calls. 

Chairman LINCOLN. If the Treasury proposal were to pass this 
year, whal would he lhe greatest challenges for the Commission? 

Mr. CHILTON. Well we gut a big staffing challenge in general and 
I do want to thank the Congress, particularly those that are appro
priators also, for helping us out a lot. The SEC has about 3,500 
folks. We have about 500 folks. 

The market capitalization, the CME group, is larger than the 
New York Stock Exchange, so we are doing a lot with a little. You 
know how things work in Congress; you get the authority then you 
gel the people to do it. So there is always that gap 8 months after 
you pass something, then we are up here explaining why we have 
not implemented it yet. 

So I think the biggest challenge will be actually getting the bod
ies on lhe ground to do the work. Bul I am confident we can do 
it. We have a great leader in Chairman Genzler and I am sure we 
can make steadfast progress. 

Chairman LI!'\COLN. Ms. Sommers, Commissioner Sommers, I 
want lo thank you for lhe work that you have done on the Commis
sion as well. You might, if there is any uf those two questions that 
you would like to comment on in terms of the Treasury's proposal 
and what you all need most over at CFTC, and then also you might 
just touch on the career you have had working with both the Chi
cago Mercantile and the International Swaps and Derivatives. Any 
of the roles that you had there both with CME and ISDA, how that 
experience really informed you or informed how you approached 
the work you do as a regulator. 

Ms. SOMMERS. Thank you, Madam Chair. I agree with Bart and 
believe that the Treasury proposal includes much needed regu
latory reform for our financial markets. Two of the main issues in
cluded in lhe Treasury proposal would give lhe CFTC jurisdiction 
over the OTC derivatives dealers and markets, along with other 
regulators, would bring regulation to those markets. It also in
cludes encouragement for central counterparty clearing, which is 
very important. It brings market discipline and lhe daily market 
to market tu those transactions. 

So I think both the clearing and that jurisdiction is important for 
us. My experience from both the regulated exchange environment, 
as well as lhe experience I have had with the swaps industry, I 
think is especially important right now. I do support the Treasury 
proposal's inclusion of jurisdiction over those OTC markets, and I 
believe for the CFTC tu be able to bring transparency to the public 
about the markets that we regulate we need the transparency from 
those markets. 
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Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Mr. O'Malia, just briefly, you did 
spend, and you mentioned in your opening statement that you 
spent part of your career working with Mirant Corporation, of 
course, at a very difficult time in California, and I know there have 
been recent news articles describing Mirant as an energy supplier 
and trading outfit that may have contributed to some of those prob
lems that plagued California; would really like to just hear from 
you. 

I think you have great-I believe that you have valuable experi
ence and great experience to be able to bring to the Commission. 
Would like to ask you to-maybe you would give us an opportunity 
to discuss the commitment to the Commission and the mission of 
the Commission in protecting these markets. 

Mr. O'MALIA. Absolutely. The California experience, my time at 
Mirant, was an important lesson. It was a painful lesson for obvi
ously Western energy markets and consumers of California. Many 
companies were-went into bankruptcy as a result of the markets 
and it was clear that manipulative trading behavior was employed 
to take advantage of those markets. 

The rules were not right and that exposed the weakness to it. 
There was not adequate oversight and there was not adequate reg
ulation. I bring that experience to this position and with my eyes 
wide open and vow never to allow those type of behaviors to begin 
or occur in those markets and any of the markets. 

I think the discussion about the financial overhaul is consistent 
with many of the reforms the industry tried to make when it was 
clear that changes had to be made. There was lack of confidence. 
There was manipulative behavior and they had to put a stop to 
that. We need to continue those and strongly enforce those. 

There is no room for manipulative behavior in any of our mar
kets and I will ensure that I will be very effective and enforceful 
of those efforts. The Treasury proposal would expand oversight of 
OTC markets where there was no oversight and we should encour
age the use of clearing houses. As both commissioners, it brings a 
spotlight on it. It reduces systemic risk and everybody has a clear 
picture of what is going on in those markets and that is very im
portant to see what is going on in those markets. 

Chairman LINCOL!\'. Great. Thank you. Senator Chambliss. 
Senator CHAMHL188. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and I would 

first like to ask that three letters in support of Mr. O'Malia's nomi
nations from Senators Murray, Bingaman and Dorgan to you and 
I be submitted into the record. 

Chairman LINCOL!\'. Without objection. 
[The information referred tu can be found on pages 213-215 in 

the appendix. l 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Chilton, I appreciate your comments rel

ative to position limits and as you know, I have had a serious con
cern about what a change in position limits will do relative to not 
just our domestic market, but the reaction that we might have 
overseas. 

I understand that Chairman Genzler was in Europe last week 
discussing the need to harmonize a new structure for over-the
counter derivatives trading, but unfortunately, I have seen little 
coverage of the European regulators' interest in enforcing more 
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stringent position limits and I know we wil1 talk more about this 
later. But in fact to the contrary, I note that Commissioner Dunn 
recently expressed concern that other regulators abroad may not 
see the need to tighten position limits. 

Meanwhile, just the rumor that CFTC is considering tighter posi
tion limits and hedge exemption requirements for our own ex
change transactions has already lead a large exchange traded fund 
to seek larger positions in the over-the-counter arena rather than 
conduct business on exchange. Certainly lhat is not the intended 
outcome. 

You have suggested that we ought to apply aggregate position 
limits across OTC in exchange traded positions. But the proof now 
exists that large market participants faced with limitations will 
seek creative alternatives and I am concerned it might force them 
off to exchanges in Europe or elsewhere. 

I mean, we may even see other countries develop mechanisms for 
trading over the counter. How do you propose that the U.S. respon
sibly apply position limits so as to avoid a mib>Tation of markets 
abroad? 

Mr. CHILTOI'\. Well let me say I agree with you 100 percent, Sen
ator, lhat we need to he very careful how we do lhis. That is why 
I say that whatever we do, we need to do it in light of the OTC 
legislation or the regulatory reform legislation that I hope Congress 
will consider. It could have the effect, if we are overzealous regu
lators of moving it to less transparent markets or moving it over
seas, that would be a perverse impact to what I think some of us 
think we need to do. 

We have reached the right balance on the ags. As I say, by and 
large, they have worked pretty well. I know there are some issues 
that both of us share with regard to some of the specific Ag com
modity markets, but by and large, these position limits have 
worked well for the ags and I think as long as we go into this in 
a balanced and reasoned way, we can do it so it will nol move busi
ness off. 

That is certainly not something I am interested in. With regard 
to the Europeans, I think you are right, they perhaps have not 
been as strong, hut I can tell you one thing, Gary Genzler is not 
a shrinking violet and I know that he has had some pretty explicit 
conversations with lhem. I look forward lo seeing something public 
from the Europeans. 

But I think in general, as regulators, we sort of need to move in 
this direction. But we need to be careful, you are absolutely right, 
about how we go forward. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Both Chairman Genzler and Secretary 
Geithner and I have had conversations about the fact lhat we need 
to bring the Europeans on board. There needs to be some sort of 
international standard here and whatever we do with respect to 
the proposed changes in the lebrislation, obviously, we need to keep 
that in mind. You guys do not toot your horn enough, but I think 
it is an absolutely correct statement to say that because of the 
work in part that you all have done at the Commission from an 
oversight standpoint, as well as what is going on at the SEC, even 
though we have had some mistakes that have been made, the mar
kets that you folks regulate did not fail. The markets worked and 
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Lord knows what would have happened in these tough economic 
times a year ago if we had seen the markets fail. 

Bui you all did a good job in providing the necessary oversight 
to ensure that there was no failure and you need to be commended 
for that. 

Mr. O'Malia, over the course of the past few months, we wit
nessed a breakdown in the financial system and we have heard a 
great deal about systemic risks. While there are certainly a number 
of factors that contributed 1.o this situation, many have blamed the 
lack of regulation applied to the over-the-counter derivatives and 
some have suggested that regulators of securities and futures need 
to be authorized to do more. 

Obviously we are now tasked with determining what additional 
authorities are necessary? Rather than tasking various regulatory 
agencies with duplicative functions and confusing market partici
pants, we should seek to ensure an efficient coordination among 
regulators. If confirmed, how do you intend to work with other reg
ulators, such as the SEC, to harmonize your respective functions? 

Mr. O'MALTA. Buth the SEC and the FERC are two agencies that 
deal with products before the CFTC. I am committed, obviously, to 
work with those agencies to harmonize the regs lo the extent we 
can. The Treasury proposal did have a joint regulation on mixed 
swaps. 

I think Chairman Genzler did get it right and said we ought to 
divide those along the lines of expertise and I would support his 
position on that to ensure that we du not have two regulators try
ing 1.o solve one problem. Tasking those along 1.he lines of experi
ence makes sense to me. 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Chairman Sommers, you currently chair the 
CFTC's Global Markets Advisory Committee and you have wit
nessed technological advances leading to a more global market
place. Some have criticized this evolution in which foreign boards 
of trade now have greater access to U.S. 1.raders and our U.S. ex
changes have greater access to traders abroad. 

Could you briefly explain how the CFTC and various foreign reg
ulators coordinate in order to ensure appropriate oversights of the 
markets across oceans and the borders? I was a little more specific 
with Commissioner Chilton regarding position limits and how we 
are going to deal in this arena with our overseas 1.raders and you 
can expand on that, if you will, please. 

Ms. SOMMERS. Thank you, Senator. As you know, foreign boards 
of trade that wish to offer their products to either U.S. members 
of their exchange or other U.S. customers must come to the CFTC 
to get relief in order to offer those products to U.S. customers. 

We, in considering 1.his relief for foreign boards of 1.rade, we look 
at the home country regulator and we look to see if the regulation 
applied to that foreign board of trade is comparable to what we 
apply in the United States. We also look to memorandums of un
derstanding that we have signed with their home country regu
lator. The CFTC is a member of the International Organization of 
Securities Commissions and we sign a worldwide multi-lateral 
memorandum of understanding that creates standards and we use 
that MMOU as a basis for approving those foreign boards of trade 
as well. 
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And I think as we look forward un the issue of considering either 
imposing position limits on our specifically energy and metals com
plex or 1.he exemptions from 1.hose position limits, 1.hat ii is an 
issue of concern that we continue to work with our global counter
parties to make sure that those are also issues that they are con
sidering, because I do share your concern. If we impose those limits 
without having our global counterparties in lock step with us, we 
may have the perverse effect of driving business to other markets 
globally and making our U.S. regulated exchanges less competitive. 

Senator CHAMllLlSS. My time is up, but there is one other critical 
follow-up question I would like to ask you. I know we have a cur
rent relationship with the London Exchange on the trading, par
ticularly for oil contracts, where they voluntarily provide us with 
certain information. 

Let me address this 1.o you and Commissioner Chilton. Are you 
folks satisfied with the information that you are getting from the 
London Exchange on these contracts'? 

Ms. SOMMERS. I think, Senator, that that is a perfect example of 
how well our foreign board uf trade regime has worked. This year, 
we have made significant modifications tu our memorandum uf un
derstanding with the UK FSA in order to address that linked con
tract that is listed on a foreign hoard of trade that is priced off a 
U.S. contract or settles to that U.S. contract. 

We have made modifications to that memorandum information 
sharing, as well as with the enforcement authorities, so we do get 
large trader data on a daily basis from that exchange, as well as 
have other information sharing agreements and enforcement avail
ability with that agreement. 

Mr. CHILTON. Yeah, I would echo what Commissioner Sommers 
said. I am satisfied. We get it on a daily basis. It is in real time. 
It is in the same format. We actually print it in our Commitment 
of Traders report, so it is very helpful. 

It would not bother me if it is codified. Now ii is 1.his thing we 
call a no-action process and it is a little convoluted. As Commis
sioner Sommers said, we have worked it out and I think everything 
is fine now. But I would not mind having-if we are doing-if you 
all are doing regulatory reform, having it codified by a statute. But 
it is working well now, Senator. 

Senator CHA::\1BLI88. Thank you. 
Chairman LtNCOLl\. Senator Lugar. 
Senator LUGAR. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Commissioner 

Chilton, I think you were present perhaps about a year ago when 
we had a hearing of this Committee. On that occasion, we had a 
witness that tried to describe to the Committee what was occurring 
in the financial crisis.21Anecdotally, you went through the situa
tion where the local banker was out there trying to get a lot of the 
mortgages on the hooks. Having collected all these, these were 
packaged. It was sent on to another bank, sometimes sold, and 
folks were out uf it altogether locally, packaged again and moved 
on somewhere else. 

Now finally, ai a level of some bank or institution, ii had a lot 
of these packages. It was explained you go to a place like AIG to 
get insurance and you get insurance through derivatives, let's say. 
So then we, as amateurs, sort of press, what kind of derivatives are 
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these? Well some look fairly straightforward. This is an insurance 
derivative. But then one witness add, but you could also express 
opinions. 

And so he said, is this like an opinion poll in addition to an in
surance policy'? He said, well not exactly, but for example, you 
might bet on the fact that the banking system of Pakistan was 
going to fail and as a result, even though it has nothing to do nec
essarily with what the flow had been thus far, if it failed. You 
might get a payoff, or as some of the other insurance situations, 
it might not work out, including maybe AIG being able to pay you. 

This came as a surprise to many members as to what kind of 
statement or ink on paper, and so we got into this situation that 
these derivative functions are not all ones in which you know the 
parties, the party or the counterparty, or as a matter of fact, we 
then had, some of us, visits from bankers who said, now as you 
begin to think about regulation, do not pin this down. We need to 
have a lot of creative space to write these situations. They are not 
all the same. 

We are talking about clearing not identical contracts, very dif
ferent. This is not very reassuring to those of us who are citizen 
amateurs of this quite apart, I think, from the financial commu
nity, and we are still, as you pointed out, although CFTC always 
was thought of by many as having agriculture commodities, the fi
nancial instruments became very large in your situation quite 
apart from the energy situation, which in the last reauthorization 
of CFTC somehow got omitted or had not the same weight. 

This is all the beginning of a question. What in the current 
CFTC proposals or laws that Treasury is offering, or anybody is of
fering, finally brings us into some clearing function of counterpar
ties where we actually have, even complex as it is, something that 
is relatively uniform as opposed to totally creative in ways that
once again creative bankers, financial people and so forth, in a 
search, in our American free enterprise system for wealth, blow the 
whole thing out; can you give us some reassurance? 

Mr. CHILTON. I can give you some, Senator, although I am not 
going to vouch for that entire situation you described, because I 
had some of the very same concerns. It was the Commodity Fu
tures Modernization Act, which codified that we would not be regu
lating swaps and these credit default swaps that you are talking 
about really metastasized throughout the banking and the trading 
community. It would have been difficult to follow even if you re 
regulating them, but certainly unregulated they lead to many of 
the problems that you describe, in particular AIG. 

It is all hindsight now, but I venture to say that if credit default 
swaps were regulated, that may not have happened. And so I think 
it is one of the things that you described, Senator Lugar, that was 
probably a mistake in CFMA. In my view, there are many good 
things in CFMA. It has allowed the free market to flourish, to be 
innovative and look around the corner and be competitive. But that 
is one of the things that I think was an inadvertent policy. 

The administration has called for regulation of these types of 
swaps. It has sort of left the door open. 

to who would regulate them, whether or not it would be the 
CFTC or the SEC. In my view, as a CFTC regulator, it would be 
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easy to just say well we should have it. But to be honest with you, 
I just care that it is regulated. I just want to make sure that some
body is looking at this. 

We can do iL Again, we need staff to do iL And we can do a com
petent job, but I think for American consumers, it is just important 
that somebody who comes before you all, or another committee who 
is responsible for this type of thing, looks at it very hard and care
fully and always has in the back of their mind, how are we pro
tecting consumers? How are we protecting markets? 

Senator LL"GAR. Well this begs then my second question and that 
is, perhaps you do not have control of this now or oversight. Maybe 
you will. You certainly do have all of the energy situations and the 
Ag is a very small part, as you have said. 

Now last year at this same time, the complaint was made that 
the staff problems at CFTC, even with what you had, were totally 
inadequate in terms of number of people. There were senators pil
ing un about speculation and all the difficulties and you and the 
chairman, what have you, were saying well, give us some people. 

Now you intimate you do not have the people yet. I am trying 
to sort of fathom where in the system you get the people. Have you 
requested them? Are they in somebody's appropriation authoriza
tion bill or anyone in the stream at this point? 

Mr. CrnLTON. Yes, sir. We have-I cannot give you the specific 
numbers, hul I said we were at 500 in my oral remarks. I 1.hink 
we are going to actually be closer to 600 like today, maybe 599, and 
we have a request in for more. I cannot give you the exact amount, 
but we are moving forward. We are now at the Financial Services 
Ag-or 1.he Financial Services Appropriations SuhcommiUee. 

But with the support over the years, we have done a lot better. 
But as I say, we have a big workload out there and depending upon 
what happens with some other issues, for example, carbon trading, 
if that ends up passing and we have 1.hat, thal could he 1.he largest 
commodity market, physical commodity market in the world. 

And so I appreciate the question and appreciate the support, 
Senator, and we are going to continue to need it as we go through 
the appropriation cycle. Bui we have requested it so far and I 1.hink 
we are moving in the right direction. 

Senator LUGAR. Thank you. Thank you. 
Chairman LtNCOLt\. Senator Cochran. 
Senator COCHRAN. It occurs to me, Mr. Chillon, listening to your 

testimony and expression of concerns about the inadequacy of the 
power or authority of the CFTC, that you are making an argument 
for additional definitive powers and responsibilities that would be 
defined by Congress and enacted so that you could do the things 
that you are saying ought tu be done. 

ls there an issue now between this agency and other agencies or 
departments of the government where they are also seeking that 
kind of definitive acknowledgement of power and responsibility? 
What is the state uf play in the definition of legal authority? 

Mr. CHILTON. Well with regard to what Senator Lugar was ask
ing with regard to clearing and swaps, particularly credit default 
swaps that were $55 to $60 trillion, I mean just a monstrous num
ber, the SEC is also interested in that and really I think the ad-
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ministration deserves to be commended by coming out with such a 
strong proposal and doing it fairly on. 

But in all candor, they punted on the question of whether or not 
ii was going 1.o be the jurisdiction of 1.his Commi1.1.ee or the Banking 
Committee and again, it would be easy to say turfs, that we should 
do it here, but as long as it is done. And so I will leave those im
portant decisions to you and other senators. 

Senator COCHRAN. Thal is reassuring, and lhat you are nol about 
to go out and start regulating and start bringing in people and 
start finding violations of the law as a commission, as an adminis
trative body, without the color of that authority. 

Mr. CHILTON. Yes. 
Senator COCHRAN. You du not have that in your background as 

an inevitable conflict that you are going to have if you are--
Mr. CmLTON. No, I do not, Senator. I mean, I think there are 

some things we can do through lhe rulemaking authority with re
gard tu position limits and hedge exemptions, but again, we need 
to do that with a view toward the unregulated markets and we 
need to do it, as I was discussing with Senator Chambliss, in a way 
that does not send markets-it does not send current regulated 
traders to unregulated markets or does not send them overseas. 

So we need to be very careful about this, but my colleagues are 
smart folks. We are going to get this right. We are going to do the 
same types of things that you all do every day and make sure lhat 
we are not losing markets and make sure that we are protecting 
consumers. 

Senator Coc1mAN. Well, do not use us as a role model. 
Mr. CHILTON. I know you too well, Senator. You have done a lot 

of good work over the--
Senator COCHRAK Individual senators are different from the 

body as a whole. 
fLaughler.l 
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for agreeing to serve in 

these positions. This is going to be a very challenging period, I 
think. I think the Committee will do well to follow very closely how 
all 1.his plays out. Thank you. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Be assured, Senator Cochran, we will be, as 
a Committee, following very closely in terms of what the respon
sibilities-and you are right, it is a tall order at this juncture in 
our economy and in the world economy, so we will definitely be fol
lowing closely. 

Senator Thune. 
Senator THUNK Thank you, Madam Chair, and congratulations 

to you on your historic accomplishment, first woman and first Ar
kansan as the chairman of this great Committee. Your style and 
approach to dealing with issues will serve this Committee and its 
members and the entire Senate very well, so congratulations and 
just do not forget about us northerners up there. We will bring you 
up to South Dakota to give you a chance to visit somewhere soon. 

Senator COCHRAN. We learned our lesson. 
LLaughter.J 
Senator THUNE. All right. On a more serious note-
LLaughter.J 
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Senator THUNE. Let me, if I might, just pose a question to whom
ever, maybe tu Commissioner Chilton to start with. But if the Con
gress were lo require mandatory reporting for all OTC trans
actions, what additional resources would the CFTC need to manage 
such a large amount of data'? And maybe Commissioner Sommers 
could answer. 

Mr. CHILTON. I do not have an exact number, Senator Thune, but 
it seems to me that, as I said, 3,500 or thereabouts with the SEC, 
500, 600 al lhe CFTC. I would like lo see us up in the 700 full
time equivalent positions in the not too distant future, and that is 
without anything with regard to carbon. 

So we could use another 100 people sort of pdq and I think we 
need to continue tu request more and ramp up. You know, there 
is a limit to how large we should get certainly. We do not want to 
he overly bureaucratic, bul righl now, as Senator Lugar described, 
we have a lot of challenges that we just are not up to, and it is 
not because we do not have dedicated and resourceful and profes
sional staff; we do. 

Senator THUNF.. Anything to add? 
Ms. so~MRRS. Senator Thune, I think we have to continue to 

consider that the OTC markets are large and they are very com
plex and they are markets that the CFTC does not have experience 
in regulating. So it is something that will be an enormous task for 
us. 

But as Commissioner Chilton noted, we have hired, I think, al
most 100 people over the last year and if things progress the way 
that we hope wilh the hudgel lhis year, we will he able lo do lhe 
same next year, and that will be very helpful for us, not only with 
actual bodies on the job, but with advances in technology to help 
us survey all those markets as well. 

Mr. O'MALTA. Senator, if I may, the people are important. Work
ing in the appropriations, we have had the opportunity to work 
wilh our national labs and see what technology can do for us, spe
cifically world class computing. It seems to me we also-there is a 
technology element that we have to stay ahead of the markets, or 
at least keep up with them. The investment in that category has 
been woefully inadequate. 

We really need to focus on taking advantage of the high speed 
global nature of these markets and avail ourselves to lhe tech
nology. If confirmed, I would be happy to take that effort on to find 
out what opportunities we can do to keep up. Keeping up would be 
a good start. 

Senator THUNE. One of the-if climate change legislation were to 
pass, it would allow third parties like banks and foreign nations to 
parlicipale in the carbon market. In olher words, you would have 
third parties that are not directly associated with carbon. Offsets 
would be able to purchase these credits on an exchange. 

In your opinion, does that leave the carbon market open to undue 
influence or manipulation and is it possible under a scenario like 
that that a third party investor ur group of third parties would be 
able lo drive up the price of carbon hy purchasing large amounts 
of allowances or available carbon credits? 

Mr. CHILTON. It is a concern that has been raised particularly re
cently in the last several months that I have heard. You know, we 
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have, like I say, professional staffs. I think we can do the regula
tion of this, as long as we have the authority. 

Some have argued that the smaller the markets, the easier it is 
to regulate and while that is true, I would rather have deep liquid 
markets with lots of trading and you go back and forth between 
people at the agency center. Some will say it is just another con
tract. It is just like crude oil. 

It has its distinct difference in that lhe government would, under 
the legislation proposed, actually control the allocation. And so that 
is different. But by and large, I am not worried about the size of 
it as long as we have the resources to police it. I think we can do 
a good job. And as I say, I think il can have an enormous benefit 
not just for whatever it can do for the environment, but I think it 
can add to the economic engine of our democracy, and that is not 
a bad thing. 

Senator THUNE. Whal role would you see speculators playing in 
a carbon market and how would you define a speculator? How 
would you define excessive speculation? 

Mr. CrnL'l'ON. Right. 
Senator THUNE. I mean how would you go about--
Mr. CHILTON. I like speculators. Too often I think speculators get 

branded as sort of a dirty word. We are going to need people in
volved in these markets to ensure that they work and I think if you 
only have commercial participants, the markets will nol function as 
efficiently or as effectively as a lot of us would like. 

But we will need to be careful to ensure that there may be-it 
may be appropriate for example, to put certain limits. Just like we 
were discussing position limits in lhe energy and metals complex, 
I think that is probably appropriate for carbon, to avoid the very 
things you are asking about. 

Senator THUNK Mr. O'Malia, you are the new guy. What do you 
think about derivative products being forced onlo regulated ex
change? 

Mr. O'MALIA. We do-the administration has put out a very com
prehensive proposal and I believe the transparency and reporting 
requirements to move more of these products into regulated mar
kets is an important move. Increase, avail ourselves to clearing 
would be critical, but we do not want to shift everything-stand
ardize everything for the sake of standardization. 

We need to make sure that these actually pose a risk of manipu
lation or threat and that they could impact the overall pricing of 
commodities. And I agree with those principles. More trading on 
regulated markets would be helpful. We will be able to see it. We 
will have clear-it will he priced lo the market. They will under
stand it better and it will be more useful. 

Clearing reduces risk and that is helpful. We do not want to 
make this too costly, however, to make sure the people-everybody 
who has commercial risk cannot use these. They have lo he avail
able. 

Senator THUNE. Commissioner Chilton, Commissioner Sommers, 
what reaction have any of you received from market participants 
about the administration's proposal to impose capital requirements 
on dealers of OTC derivatives? 
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Ms. SOMMRRS. Senator, I think that the capital requirements 
provisions that is in the Treasury proposal is consistent with the 
capital requirements that we look al in lhe futures markets. We 
are also moving forward in the futures markets to impose addi
tional capital requirements on the FCMs in our markets to make 
sure that is part of our job, to make sure that that risk surveillance 
and part of what an FCM has in the clearing process is adequate 
and it is something that we are very mindful uf. I have not heard 
any of the dealers or market users express any concerns about lhis. 

Mr. CrnLTON. I agree with Commissioner Sommers and only echo 
what some of the other senators said and that is that these mar
kets really were not at the heart of the credit crisis and the reces
sion, and you al1 should take great pride in that. 

I mean, we have worked pretty well. This is just a good time for 
us to think about other sideboards thal we may need to put on lhe 
law and rules and regulations where appropriate to make sure we 
continue down that path. 

Senator THt:NE. Madam Chairman, thank you and I would like 
to be able tu be here fur our next panel. I want to hear Mr. Avalos 
te11 us how he is going to get the Ag community united on animal 
I. d., bul I probably will not he able to be around for that. 

So thank you all for your willingness to serve, of all of our nomi
nees today, and thank you, Madam Chair. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Senator Thune. Do any of you 
all have additional questions for this panel? 

Well before I dismiss them, I would like to-une last item for the 
nominees. As you know, Senator Cantwell has played a leadership 
role in the Senate with regard to commodities futures regulation 
and has some questions that I will be submitting for the record. 

I know all of us look forward to your responses there and you 
wil1 have ample time to be able to respond to that and to Senator 
Cantwel1's <1uestions. So thank you again. I echo the words of my 
colleagues. Thank you for offering yourself in terms of public serv
ice. We have a lot of challenges ahead of us. 

We are going to be looking to the CFTC for great guidance and 
opportunities to really grow our economy, but do so in a way that 
minimizes risk and certainly ensure confidence in the American 
public. Su we appreciate your being here today and we appreciate 
your willingness to serve. 

We will excuse this panel and we may ask the-invite the second 
panel to come before us. 

Senator CHA~IBLISS. Madam Chairman, while this panel is com
ing up, let me just recognize one uf my staff that you know well 
whose probably last hearing is going to be today. Vernie Hubert 
has been a member of my staff the whole time I have been here 
in the U.S. Senate and I first got to know Vernie when he worked 
for a Democratic congressman--

Chairman LINCOLN. I did too. 
Senator CHAMHLISS.-Charlie Stenholm, who was such a great 

advocate of agriculture. I had the pleasure of working with Vernie 
on both lhe 1996 Farm Bill and lhe 2002 Farm Bill and lhen obvi
ously this past year over here. Vernie has just been such a great 
asset to the Committee for so many reasons and a particular asset 
to my staff because of his knowledge of agriculture, his commit-
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ment to ensuring that we do the right thing for farmers and ranch
ers. 

He is a guy that we are truly going to miss here. I did not want 
to let today go by. We have encouraged him and drug him back 
over here. I would not let him go home last year as soon as the 
Farm Bill was completed and he has graciously agreed to stay on 
here this past year. I just want to recognize Vernie as a true asset 
both to me and to the Committee and particularly publicly to thank 
him for his service. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Well, Senator Chambliss, I would like to join 
you in that and I too first met Vernie when I was in the House. 
I would say that his leaving at this juncture is subject to the dis
cretion of the chair. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman LINCOLN. So I do not know, but if I am going to exert 

any powers, this might be the place to do it. 
Mr. HL"BERT. Can I have you talk to my chairman? 
LLaughter.J 
Chairman LTl\"COLN. Well we du appreciate the incredible work 

that Vernie has put forward on behalf of American agriculture and 
he has done a tremendous joh. All I can say is, please do not go. 
But we are grateful to him, and grateful to him and grateful to 
you, Senator Chambliss, for having him on board. He was an enor
mous part of the negotiations that we had on the Farm Bill and 
was a real calming effort there and did a tremendous job of pulling 
people together and we appreciate it. 

So I am still going to reserve my right as chairman to have a say 
in that, but anyway, I know your chairman and I know she will 
trump me, so nonetheless. 

If I can ask this panel to please stand. I am not sure if we all 
got the swearing in, but I am not going to mess it up on my first 
watch, that is for sure. Ifyuu will raise your right hand. 

Do you swear to lell the truth, the whole truth and nothing hut 
the truth? 

Mr. AVALOS. I do. 
Mr. SHERMAN. I do. 
Mr. SPRARMAN. I do. 
Chairman LTNCOLI\". Great. Our mandatory question, do you 

agree also that if confirmed you will appear before any duly con
stituted committee of the Congress if asked? 

Mr. AVALOS. Yes. 
Mr. SHERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SPRARMAN. Yes. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Great. Thank you. Thank you, gentlemen, 

for joining us today. We appreciate it and appreciate your willing
ness to also serve. We would like to begin by your statements, if 
we may, and then we will enter into our questioning. 

Mr. Avalos. 

STATEMENT OF EDWARD M. AVALOS, NOMINEE TO BE UNDER 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE FOR MARKETING AND REGU
LATORY PROGRAMS AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DI
RECTORS, COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 

Mr. AVALOS. Chairwoman Lincoln and ranking member. 
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Chambliss, members of the Senate Committee on Agriculture, 
Nutrition & Forestry, thank you for the opportunity to appear be
fore you today. 

Chairwoman Lincoln, I also would like to congratulate you on 
your new assignment to chair this Committee. I know that the 
folks back in Arkansas are really proud of you. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\". Thank you. 
Mr. AVALOS. And also, this being your first hearing for this Com

mittee where you are in lhe leadership, I am honored to be a part 
of this historic event. I am extremely grateful to President Obama 
for nominating me and Secretary Vilsack for his support. 

If I can, Madam Chair, I would like to introduce members of my 
family. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\". Please do. 
Mr. AVALOS. I think I am going to read it, and then they can 

just-anyway, I have my better half, Anna Bee, from Mesilla, New 
Mexico; my daughter Alexandra and her fiance, Tom. They are 
from Long Beach, California. My daughter Megan and her fiance, 
Mark, from Phoenix, Arizona; and of course, my son, he is my fish
ing and hunting buddy, Russell, from Las Cruces, Mexico. I also 
have quite a few friends that came all the way from Las Cruces, 
well actually from all over New Mexico, to be here with us. 

Chairman LINCOLN. That is wonderful. Please stand so we can 
welcome you to the Committee. 

[Applause.] 
Chairman LTNCOL!\". That is quite a cheering squad. 
Mr. AVAL08. I almost have a basketball team. 
Chairman LtNCOLl\. That is right. 
Mr. AVALOS. Madam Chair, members of the Committee, it really 

is an honor to be nominated to serve as the under secretary for 
marketing and regulatory programs at the U.S. Department of Ag
riculture. The mission includes the Agricultural Marketing Service, 
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and the Grain In
spection Packers and Stockyards Administration. 

Each of these agencies are extremely important and contributes 
to benefit the agricultural industry all the way from the producer 
through the shipper, the processor, the retailer and on to the con
sumer. 

I grew up on a family farm in the Mesilla Valley in Southern 
New Mexico. At an early age, my parents, Adolfo and Eva Avalos, 
they instilled a very strong work ethic which I have followed 
through my entire career. My 30-plus years of experience in agri
cultural marketing have prepared me for my role as the under sec
retary. I have worked with the agricultural industry to address reg
ulatory, marketing, production and other issues and challenges in 
both the national and international arenas. 

I am a firm believer that the U.S. agricultural sector has been 
and continues to be the backbone of this country, providing food 
and fiber to consumers and end users in the U.S. and also in mar
kets all over the world. During my career, I gained considerable ex
perience in both the international and domestic arena. I have 
worked to support the production and marketing of livestock, spe
cialty crops, value added products to the implementation of trade 
missions, dialog and promotion. 
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Also I have worked with diverse stakeholders tu develop and es
tablish and maintain markets for sheep, cattle, goats and numer
ous fruits and vegetables in Mexico, onions and processed foods to 
Canada, and most recently, the pecan growers' success in creating 
an export market in China. 

In the domestic arena, I have been very successful in estab
lishing markets for chili peppers, onions, potatoes, watermelons, 
pumpkins, pecans, beans and alfalfa. I have worked closely with 
producers to support the production of crops that the industry de
mands. I worked with the distributors for timely delivery of goods 
and with retailers to showcase, promote, sell, educate and inform 
the consumer utilizing brochures, recipes and other promotional 
and educational tools. 

In addition, I have worked tu advance Indian agriculture, includ
ing working closely with the Navajo Agricultural Products Indus
try. This is an 85,000-acre farming enterprise located on the Nav
ajo Nation in the four corners area of New Mexico and with some 
of the Indian pueblos in Northern New Mexico to bring back tradi
tional agriculture to their tribes. 

I believe it is important to create an atmosphere of collaboration 
and foster good communication through agriculture production. I 
am enthusiastic about opportunities to promote fresh and local 
availability of products, more farmers markets, trade organizations 
and better connecting the American public with their food supply. 

As a result, I have established an effective and informative net
work of growers, shippers, trade organizations and other stake
holders throughout the country. I have worked closely with the 
North American Agricultural Marketing officials, the National As
sociation of State Departments of Agriculture and the Western 
United States Ab>Ticultural Trade Association. This network pro
vides me with needed input on issues and trends within the food, 
agricultural and livestock industries. 

If confirmed as the under secretary for marketing and regulatory 
programs, I will emphasize providing oversight of the three agen
cies and addressing the concerns of agricultural boards and com
missions. If confirmed, I look forward with enthusiasm to stimu
lating employee morale and working with the many fine public 
servants which are assigned to my area, as well as the other agen
cies within USDA. 

I am strongly committed to civil rights at the department and 
will work hard to ensure USDA's employment practices will not tol
erate any form of discrimination, but instead will create a positive 
environment that celebrates and draws upon the strength of 
USDA's diverse workforce and consumer base. 

If confirmed, I am committed and dedicated to working with Sec
retary Vilsack and this Committee to address and resolve the many 
concerns and difficult issues that are facing the food, agriculture 
and livestock sectors of this country. Building on my experience 
with the farmers, with the ranchers, dairymen, with the shippers 
and brokers, the food processors, the distributors, retailers and con
sumers, I will provide the leadership and guidance needed to im
plement the Farm Bill and carry out the mission of USDA. 

Thank you for your consideration and I am happy to respond to 
any questions. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Avalos can be found on page 48 
in the appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLK. Thank you, Mr. Avalos. 
Mr. Sherman. 

STATEMENT OF HARRIS D. SHERMAN, NOMINEE TO BE UNDER 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND ENVIRONMENT AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DI· 
RECTORS, COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 
Mr. S11.EH..lVIAf\. Thank you, Madam Chairman. It is a great honor 

to be here before this Committee today considering my nomination 
for the position of under secretary for Natural Resources and the 
Environment. Let me add, Madam Chairman, tu the chorus of con
gratulations to you. I very much look forward tu working with you 
and all of the members of the CommiUee. 

I want to thank my senator, Senator Bennet, for his very kind 
words of introduction. He is doing a wonderful job with our na
tional forests and our conservation programs, so I appreciate his 
kind words. And although I brought a somewhat smaller cheering 
section for me, I wonder if I could introduce my family. 

My daughter, Jessa Sherman, from Los Angeles; my brother, 
David Sherman, from Denver; my sister Barbara Kailey, from Den· 
ver; and my niece, Shawn Kailey Reagan, from Los Angeles. If you 
could all stand up. 

[Applause.] 
Mr. SHERMAN. Several weeks ago when I received the news that 

President Obama had nominated me, I was deeply humbled by the 
honor, but also by the degree of responsibility that accompanies the 
position. I fully realize that the challenges ahead will not be easy, 
but it is an extraordinary opportunity to do good for our country. 

If confirmed, I promise to use my strengths, energy, commitment 
and good judgment to advance the conservation and public land 
programs lhat will fall under my jurisdiction and I promise to work 
closely with you and the other committees of Congress as we go for· 
ward. 

My interest in overseeing the Forest Service and NRCS stems 
from a lifetime of experiences with public lands and conservation 
programs. As a child, my parents took me to the mountains outside 
of Denver where we would camp, hike, fish, ski and jeep. These ex
periences left an indelible impression on me of the grandeur and 
the importance of our national forests. 

Later I have twice had the privilege of serving under two Colo
rado Governors, Governor Richard Lamm and Governor Bill Ritter, 
as the director of the Colorado Department of Natural Resources 
and I have had lhe opportunity of working on a daily basis with 
the Forest Service and other Federal land management agencies on 
very interesting, complex resource issues. Between these two stints 
as DNR director, I have represented as an attorney both public and 
private sector clients in their dealings with Federal land manage
ment agencies. 

These experiences, combined with earlier work I did wilh the 
State Soil Conservation Service, and my later work with many land 
trust conversation organizations, have given me a background that 
I believe will serve me well in this new job. Looking forward, there 
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are tremendous cha1lenges regarding our forests, both Federal and 
private, and the conservation programs associated with farms and 
ranches throughout the country. 

On the forestry side, many forests are in trouble due to past fire 
suppression, increase in fuel loads and changes to our climate. As 
a result, many forests are far more vulnerable to catastrophic fire, 
disease and invasive species, often in epidemic proportions, such as 
the situation that we face in Colorado where we have several mil
lion acres of dead trees due to Pine Beetle kill. 

We are witnessing far more frequent, intense fires. Combining 
these factors with a growing human population influx within or ad
jacent to our public and private forests, it is clear that we have a 
very chal1enging situation ahead. How we protect our growing com
munities from fire danger, how we protect the watersheds within 
our forests that supply drinking water to much of our population, 
how we protect wildlife species that rely centra1ly on these forests, 
and how we ensure that our forests play a critical role as carbon 
sinks is a herculean responsibility. 

I believe that Secretary Vilsack's emphasis on restoration of our 
forests, both Federal and non-Federal, in a manner that addresses 
climate change, environmental protection, identifies new markets 
for wood products, creates jobs and sustains rural communities, 
provides an excellent framework for moving forward. 

It is also important that we take a holistic approach to land con
servation. On the NRCS side of the ledger, I have much to learn, 
hut I am very excited by the mission and the scope of the agency's 
charge. Conservation of private working lands plays a significant 
role in protecting water resources and wildlife habitat, creating 
jobs and providing economic opportunities for rural America. 

NRCS's watershed protection program helps communities from 
floods like those that we have just seen in Georgia. With these 
comprehensive programs, on the ground expertise and powerful 
technical tools, NRCS is well positioned to help private landowners 
play a significant role in addressing a variety of the nation's con
servation challenges. 

So in closing, let me just say, together the Forest Service and 
NRCS can make a major difference. Never before have agriculture 
and forestry been more at the forefront of current national policy 
issues. This is an urgent time to make progress. I am excited by 
the prospect of devoting my energies to these tasks. 

I promise you that if confirmed, I wi1l undertake col1aborative ef
forts involving appropriate stakeholders to find common sense solu
tions and to come up with answers that wil1 withstand the test of 
time, becoming durable, long standing and reliable programs. 
Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sherman can be found on page 
59 in the appendix. l 

Chairman LINCOLK. Thank you, Mr. Sherman. 
Mr. Spearman. 
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STATEMENT OF KENNETH ALBERT SPEARMAN, NOMINEE TO 
BE MEMBER OF THE FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 
BOARD, FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. SPEARMAN. Thank you, Madam Chairman Lincoln and Rank
ing Member Chambliss and the distinguished members of the Com
mittee. Senator Lincoln, congratulations on assuming the chair
manship of the Committee. I look forward to your leadership and 
working with you and Senator Chambliss and this Committee for 
the betterment of American agriculture. 

I also want to thank Senator Nelson for his kind and generous 
introduction. He serves my home state of Florida in the U.S. Sen
ate with honor and distinction. If confirmed, I will keep the 1.rust 
of his example of public service to our country. 

It is a privilege tu appear before you today as President Obama's 
choice to serve as a board member of the Farm Credit Administra
tion. This is a special honor for me and I am honored that my fam
ily also is here to share it with me. We all achieve success in life 
with the help of others. I am no exception, so I especially want to 
acknowledge my wife, Maria, my twin daughters, Michelle Springs 
of Orlando, and her sister, Rochelle Puccia, of Los Angeles, and my 
son, Dr. Kenneth Spearman, of Long Branch, New Jersey. 

Chairman LTNCOL!\'. Please stand so we can greet you. 
fApplause.l 
Mr. SPEARMAN. It is indeed an honor to be nominated to this 

prestigious position. I would like to share my background and tell 
you about the skills and experience I would bring to the Farm 
Credit Administration Board should the Committee confirm my 
nomination. 

As an accountant, I was involved with the development of a pub
lic accounting firm in Chicago, Illinois and later worked as an ac
countant for a major accounting firm. From 1980 to 1991, I served 
as controller of the Citrus Central, Inc., where I was responsible 
for the financial management and reporting for this $100 million 
agricultural cooperative. 

Until recently, I was director of internal audit for Florida's Nat
ural Growers, Inc. There I was responsible for the design and im
plementation of the annual plan, which was used to appraise the 
soundness and adequacy and application of accounting, financial 
and internal operational controls. 

I currently serve as an independently appointed outside director 
on the board of AgFirst Farm Credit Bank, a position I have held 
since January 2006. As you can see, my professional history, most 
of my career has been spent working for agricultural cooperatives. 
During my 28 years in the citrus industry, I gained a deep appre
ciation for agriculiural producers and production agriculture. 

As the members of the Committee are well aware, production ag
riculture, particularly Florida's citrus industry, is capital intensive 
and heavily reliant on access to a competitive credit. Add in the 
variables of the marketplace, world events, weather and many 
other unforeseen factors, and one can see that agriculture is a risky 
business. 

Americans, and for that matter, people around the world should 
be thankful for the men and women who produce the food and fiber 
that we enjoy daily and without which we could not survive. As I 
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said, production agriculture is very capital intensive. Land costs, 
labor, equipment and fertilizer require long-term and short-term fi
nancing. It takes a variety of lenders to meet the credit needs of 
agricultural producers and their cooperatives. 

The Farm Credit System, which is regulated by the Farm Credit 
Administration, is a very important part of that coalition of lenders 
required to finance American agriculture. Serving as an outside di
rector of the AgFirst Farm Credit Bank hoard has given me a new 
and greater appreciation fur the complexity and importance of agri
cultural and rural finance. 

I believe my 28 years of financial experience working for agricul
tural cooperatives will serve me well as a member of the board of 
the Farm Credit Administration. I would utilize that expertise to 
ensure the safety and soundness of the Farm Credit System so that 
it continues to serve the credit needs of America's farmers, ranch
ers and their cooperatives. 

In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for the important 
role it plays in the oversight and authorization of the Farm Credit 
System and its mission to meet the credit and related services 
needs of America's farmers and rancher. 

That concludes my statement and I will welcome any of your 
questions. Thank you. 

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Spearman can be found on page 
63 in the appendix. l 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Spearman. I also note that 
we have another of the FCA board members here with us today, 
Nancy Pellett. Hey Nancy, welcome to the Committee. We look for
ward to working with you. 

Just a few questions for this panel, if I may. Mr. Sherman, this 
administration is committed to reducing our dependence on im
ported oil and natural gas, coal-fired power plants in this country 
for our energy. Biomass can be converted into energy and fuel, re
ducing our dependence on fossil fuels and certainly our carbon foot
print. 

What role do you see USDA and the Forest Service playing in 
this new initiative, and as under secretary, how will you expedite 
the decisiunmaking and the other processes necessary tu get the ex
pected results in a timely manner? 

Mr. SH.EHMAN. Senator, I think both the Forest Service and 
NRCS have a very important role in exploring the possibilities of 
biomass tu deal with the country's energy security. Obviously our 
forest products are potentially a form of energy that can be used 
to provide for heating materials, potentially for electricity, for fuels 
and I think the Forest Service clearly owes it to itself and the con
stituencies it works with to actively explore how we can use these 
materials to provide for potential future energy resources for the 
country. 

And I think the same goes for NRCS. Clearly, there are all kinds 
of opportunities with our private forest lands and with the crops 
that we are growing in this country to address potential markets 
and opportunities. These are btreat for conservation. I think they 
are terrific opportunities for jobs and for rural development. If I am 
confirmed, I will work very diligently in this effort. 
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Chairman LINCOLN. I appreciate that and I hope that you will 
continue to share your vision of how NRCS and the Forest Service 
can work together to really provide the kind of-private forest 
landowners with the assistance they need in managing their lands 
and certainly in terms of the decisionmaking. I know it-often 
times it definitely takes time, but sometimes expediting that can 
really be a big help. 

I am also from a rural slate and a primary concern of mine is 
the state of rural forested counties. In 2008, we reauthorized the 
Secure Rural Schools in Communities Act, which helped provide 
critical funding for schools, roads and forest management that con
tributed to strengthening the economies of these rural commu
nities. 

If authorization expires at the end of 2011, the funds for schools 
and counties will drop by more than 50 percent, which could be 
devastating. We had here, well a group meeting yesterday of rural 
educators basically, but the foresight of that would just be dev
astating to many of our rural schools across the country. This 
would be a huge blow to those communities. 

Are you familiar, Mr. Sherman, with 1.he SRS and do you support 
its reauthorization? 

Mr. SHERMAN. Madam Chairman, I am not familiar with this 
program yet, but I promise you that I will become familiar. If I am 
confirmed I will look into ii actively and I will get hack 1.o you on 
that. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Please do. There is a disproportionate share 
of our children in this country that do attend rural schools and cer
tainly 1.hat combination of what the Forest Service and others do 
in those counties and how it affects those schools and the ability 
to educate our children in rural areas of the Nation is really, really 
critical. 

Last, just maybe you might share with us your experience in Col
orado developing the state's roadless rule and how that might af
fect your handling with that issue nationally'? 

Mr. Sm:IU·1Ar\. Well first of all, let me just reemphasize my per
sonal commitment to protection of the country's roadless areas. 
This is an extremely important asset to our current generations 
and to future generations in the United States. As a personal mat
ter, I believe very deeply in the importance of this resource going 
forward. 

I do want to say that because I was involved in the preparation 
of a Colorado roadless petition under the Administrative Procedure 
Act, in my discussions with USDA officials, I think it is appropriate 
for me to take myself out of consideration of reviewing and rule 
that I helped to prepare. 

So I am sure that the secretary will designate someone else in 
the department to review the Colorado petition as it comes for
ward. But 1.he president has stated his very clear desire to protect 
roadless areas in this country. Secretary Vilsack has as well. I am 
anxious to sit down with the secretary and his staff to review what 
strategies and what approaches they will be using going forward. 

I have not yet had that opportunity, but I am looking forward to 
that and if this Committee wishes to talk further about that after 
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I have had these briefing opportunities, I would be happy to come 
back and discuss it with you. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you. We look forward to many discus
sions. Obviously, as under secretary of agriculture for Natural Re
sources and Environment, there is a multitude of issues that are 
covered there that particularly affect our rural states and they are 
important. Things that-I will be honest with you, and I do not 
know how my colleague feels, hut I get hit with them every time 
I go home, which are questions in regard to everything from wet
lands and wetlands reserve programs, as well as the rural schools 
initiatives and other things like that. So those are important issues 
to our constituents and you will definitely hear from us a great 
deal in terms of many questions that we will have. 

I know my time is running out. I just wanted to touch briefly 
with Mr. Spearman. As our nation is recovering from financial cri
sis, there has been much discussion about regulatory reform. We 
heard it from the previous panel and oversight of the financial in
stitutions. 

I certainly strongly believe that the Farm Credit Administration 
Board needs qualified individuals who can be independent and ob
jective regulators and we look forward to that. If you could share 
with us your qualifications and capabilities that you would bring 
to the job to be an independent, objective and conscious regulator 
of the Farm Credit System and Farmer Mac. 

Mr. SPF.ARMAN. Thank you, Madam Chairman. My experience 
aft.er graduating from Indiana University was to work for a public 
accounting firm and as an auditor in a public accounting firm we 
learned extensively how to actually go into a company, a company 
that was actually paying you for that job, and to act as an inde
pendent auditor. 

Following that experience, I moved on to an internal audit posi
tion ultimately with Florida's Natural Growers, where I actually 
worked for Florida's Natural Growers, hut my job was to actually 
put myself outside of the management of the company and to ob
serve the operations, both financially and operationally, as an inde
pendent objective auditor. 

And moving on to the AgFirst Farm Credit Bank after my retire
ment from Florida's Natural Growers, I was actually brought on 
that hoard as an independent outside director. I do not have farm
ing experience, if you will, other than the experience that I have 
gotten visiting farms nationally from farmers who have invited my 
wife and I to experience what actual farm life is like. 

So as a result of that, I have-I believe that I can kind of put 
myself outside and observe the system and act as an effective regu
lator. 

Chairman L1r-:COLN. I just think it is important to give you the 
opportunity because as an appointed director-hut you did qualify 
as an independent appointed director on the board? 

Mr. SPRARMAN. That is correct. 
Chairman LTl\"COLN [continuing]. Of the AgFirst Farm Credit 

Bank-to give you an opportunity to really visit about your ability 
to he impartial in that. 

I know our auditors here, whether it is CBO or the JCT and oth
ers, as auditors they are non-partisan and certainly not partial. 
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They just count the beans and tell us how the cow ate the cabbage 
is basically what they do for us. But it is important as we create 
legislation to have 1.hat and certainly I think ii is important to 
have that independence. 

Senator Chambliss. 
Senator CHAMBLlSS. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Mr. Avalos, 

as under secretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs, you 
are going to be responsible for regulatory decisions, obviously in a 
very broad arena, including biotech approvals and import stand
ards for agriculture products, such as chickens and other meat 
products. While sanitary and fido sanitary standards are vital to 
protect our country from foreign pests and diseases, many of our 
trading partners use these standards as barriers from time tu time 
to stop our exports. 

The hiotech issue, GMO issue with our European friends is al
ways a continuing issue and I have had significant debates with 
the Russians over their, I think, faults presentation relative to fido 
sanitary issues on import of chicken products, for example. We 
must ensure that our regulatory system produces decisions that are 
timely and science based and I simply would like a commitment 
from you 1.o adhere to science-based decisions and not insert polit
ical, social or economic considerations into the regulatory process. 

Mr. AVALOS. Madam Chair, Senator, that is a good question. I 
have spent considerable time in my career working in international 
trade and I know exactly what you are talking about. I remember 
back in my early career in New Mexico exporting sheep into Mexico 
I ran into 1.he same situation, so I can understand where you are 
coming from. 

If confirmed as the under secretary, I will work with Secretary 
Vilsack and this Committee to look at how we can address these 
issues with our foreign markets. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Will you commit to using science-based tech
nology to implement regulations? 

Mr. AVALOS. Senator, absolutely. 
Senator CHAMBLISS. Since Senator Thune is not here to ask it, 

I will ask you about that non-controversial issue of animal I.D. that 
I think was first initiated before I was elected to the House 15 
years ago, 16 years ago. 

What are your 1.houghis relative to the implementation of the 
animal I.d. program, since it looks like we have finally come to a 
conclusion of the legislative process'? 

Mr. AVALOS. Senator Chambliss, I had a hint that question was 
coming and I appreciate you asking the question because it is of 
tremendous interest to me and of tremendous interest to the live
stock industry in lhis country. 

Animal I.d. is driven really by the need to trace animal disease. 
I want to applaud Secretary Vilsack for conducting listening ses
sions all over the country. I think this was critical, extremely im
portant, to allow stakeholders to come in and provide input, pro
vide their concerns, provide solutions. 

Coming from New Mexico, we are a brand state and we have 
probably one of the toughest brand laws in the country. In New 
Mexico, we have the ability to quickly and efficiently trace a dis
ease outbreak, so in establishing the disease traceability program, 
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if you will, I feel that brand states-and uf course, comment and 
input from stakeholders should be considered as important. 

If confirmed, I would look forward to reviewing the comments 
from the listening sessions and look forward to working with Sec
retary Vilsack and the stakeholders to move forward with this 
issue. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. It is a significant concern to all of our live
stock producers and the implementation process is not going to be 
easy, bul I am sure you are up to thal challenge. As I have said 
on numerous occasions before, I am quick to criticize USDA when 
I think they have not acted properly. But often times, we do not 
compliment them when they do and both Secretary Venneman and 
Secretary Johanns had a BSE issue tu deal with during their ten
ure as secretary uf Agriculture and the department did not get the 
credit thal it really deserves for lhe way lhey handled that. H was 
done quickly, professionally and did not interrupt our markets. 

We are still paying a price on some export markets, but it was 
not due to the fault or the way that USDA handled that. So this 
ought to give us an additional tool to work with tu try to make the 
current system, which works well, even better. So we look forward 
to working wilh you with respect to that. 

Mr. Sherman, I have received about 10 letters and e-mails from 
Georgians about your appointment and they raise concerns about 
your approach to managing Federal, state and private lands. I am 
nut going tu read those this morning. I would simply like a commit
ment from you to let me get those e-mails and letters tu you and 
have you address those collectively so lhat I can respond lo those 
constituents of mine who have raised a concern. 

As under secretary for Natural Resources and Environment, you 
are going to have one of the most-you are going to find that most 
of your time be spent on dealing with U.S. forest issues and I think 
you have already addressed that. However, there is another very 
important part of your job and that is lo oversee USDA's work wilh 
producers conserving private lands. 

American taxpayers invest substantial resources in helping pro
ducers help the land each year. By and large, USDA does a good 
job to provide the NRCS-excuse me, to provide the technical and 
financial support to do that. But the NRCS is under strain and it 
is under resourced. Farm Service Agency, which is nol under your 
jurisdiction, has exactly the same problem. 

We need to find a way to address the infrastructure needs of the 
agencies that interact with producers on a daily basis. I would like 
to know what your thoughts are on recruiting, retaining and sup
porting NRCS' field staff and meeting the agency's technology 
needs. 

Mr. SHEH.MAN. Thank you, Senator. Let me just say at the outset, 
I am very, very excited about the mission of NRCS and I am very 
impressed by the scope of its work. It is truly remarkable all of the 
areas, the conservation areas, that this agency is now working in. 
I have been advised that the agency has some 2,500 offices 
throughout the United Slates lhat are on lhe ground providing 
services to ranchers, farms and private landowners. 

So I am excited by their mission. I think we need to provide 
them with the resources they need to get the job done properly. I 
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met with Chief White the other day fur the first time and we had 
an excellent conversation. So we are going to work very, very hard 
to continue this effort. 

There is some wonderful new opportunities out there for NRCS 
working with ranches and farms. So I simply give you my commit
ment that I will work very hard at this. I hope we can have an ac
tive dialog with each other about this issue and with this Com
mittee and I am anxious to get on with the job if confirmed. 

Senator CHAMBLlHS. One other issue that you are going to be 
faced with right out of the box is an issue that while I represent 
Georgia is of great concern to me, and that is the issue regarding 
the plight of the farmers out in San Joaquin Valley in California. 
It is an issue that certainly involves ESA, which means Secretary 
Salazar and the Department of Interior may have some primary ju
risdiction over part of ii. Bui it does involve farmers in that part 
of the country. 

They have a real significant issue that they have to deal with 
and I would simply ask that when this does hit your desk, and it 
will be there the day you are sworn in, that you give immediate 
attention tu that and work very closely with the Department of In
terior 1.o let us see if we cannot provide some assistance 1.o 1.hose 
farmers out there who truly are suffering. When you look at the 
percentage of produce that is delivered to our farmers markets and 
grocery stores around the country that come from the San Joaquin 
Valley, it is significant, which means that U.S. agriculture is suf
fering as a result of that issue. 

Mr. SHER.:VIAl':. I know Senator Salazar, Secretary Salazar very 
well and I will look forward to talking to him about that issue. 

Senator CHAMBLISS. Mr. Spearman, your nomination to this posi
tion at Farm Credit is coming at a critical time in the financial 
community that both Farm Credit, as well as other financial insti
tutions around the country, deal with. Agriculture, the challenge by 
the turmoil in 1.he economy, has weathered 1.he storm fairly well. 

With your experience with an agriculture cooperative, you have 
seen ups and downs in agriculture firsthand. How would you com
pare last year's troubles to past experience? What challenges and 
opportunities du you see ahead fur agriculture and what rule do you 
see the Farm Credit System play in providing financing to pro
ducers as they face 1.hose current challenges and opportunities? 

Mr. SPEAKMAN. Thank you for that question, Senator Chambliss. 
Of course I was not around and working with cooperatives during 
the eighties, but I have heard a lot of conversation there about the 
troubles with land prices that the farmers had and the drying up 
of credit for a lot of those folks who ended up losing their farms 
and losing their properties. 

I think the controls that were put in at that time-the Federal 
Government did step in and briefly help the Farm Credit System, 
by which the Farm Credit System has paid all of that money back. 
I do think that the GSE designation for the Farm Credit System 
has worked adequately. I think that there is stresses in the indus
try currently, particularly in 1.he dairy and in the poultry and in 
some of the livestock industries. 

I think the system has procedures and practices in place that is 
effectively dealing with the problem. Agriculture tends to lag the 
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commercial industry. I believe that there is adequate capital out 
there for sound loans to be made and I just think that the industry 
and the system is postured to continue to have credit for 1.he ranch
ers and farmers into the future. 

Senator CHA.\.1BLISS. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman. 
Chairman LINCOLN. Thank you, Senator Chambliss. Just to 

touch real quickly and there may be others in the Committee that 
would like to submit questions for the record, so just to give you 
all a heads up on 1.hat and I may actually join 1.hem with a couple. 

But Mr. Avalos, Senator Chambliss brought up the biotechnology 
and the importance of implementing a timely and science-based ap
proval process and working through some of those things. I just 
would stress the timeliness on that. My understanding, that cur
rently the average length of time for agency decisions, making peti
tions for regulatory approval of agricultural hiotech products, has 
steadily increased and it is alarming to me, I do not know if you 
mentioned those numbers, but from approximately 150 days in 
1996 to almost 700 days at present. 

Our hope is, I do not know if you are aware of that big of an in
crease in terms of delay, but hopefully there will be plans to reduce 
the current lengthy petition process as ii exists. We are going 1.o 
need to be more competitive than ever in this growing-as we re
build our economy and the global economy and I think that effi
ciency is going to be a critical part of how we do that. 

So would just like to bring that to your attention and hopefully 
you can play a role in improving upon that. 

Mr. AVALOS. Thank you, Madam Chair. I acknowledge your con
cerns and if confirmed, I definitely will follow up on this. 

Chairman LINCOLN. Well 700 days is an awful long time to go 
through a process. I do have a few other questions, actually one 
more just to bring to your attention, Mr. Avalos. There has been 
a recent, from the USDA, the Animal Plant and Health Inspection 
Service, APHIS, they are delaying right now for ;{() days 1.he imple
mentation of a recently increased-announcement of an increase in 
fees charged for certain agricultural quarantine and inspection 
services. 

I would like to visit with you more on that hopefully in the fu
ture. I think the 30 days may be adequate, but I am not sure that 
ii is going to he adequate in order to make sure that all of those 
that are participating, whether it is passengers or airlines or oth
ers, are going to be able to put that into place as quickly as that 
may be. So as much as we do not want to delay, we also want to 
make sure there is adequate time to implement, and so we may be 
following up with you on that at a later date. 

The Committee has also received various letters of support for 
one or more of our nominees here today and Senator Chambliss, if 
there is no objection, I would like to make those letters a part of 
our record. So without objection, that would be so ordered. 

[The information referred to can be found on page 216-224 in the 
appendix.] 

Chairman LINCOLN. If 1.here is no other matters that we need to 
discuss, I have one last housekeeping item. Senators do have until 
close of business tomorrow to submit any further questions and the 
record will remain open for five business days in order to b>ive you, 
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the nominees, the sufficient time you need to respond and we hope 
that you will be respective of that as we try to move forward on 
your nominations. We do need lhe response to those questions in 
a timely way. 

I want to thank all of you all for appearing before us today and 
your willingness to serve our government in these capacities. I 
would also like to take this opportunity to say that we are only as 
strong as the team that we play on and the Agriculture Committee 
staff is a phenomenal learn. Both the Majority staff and the Minor
ity staff do a tremendous job and I want to personally thank them 
for helping to make my first hearing a success, in my estimates, 
and I hope in others'. But they work tirelessly and do a tremendous 
job on behalf of the Committee. 

As I said, it may not be the most glamorous of committees, but 
il is one lhat has an unbelievable diversity in terms of lhe breadth 
of issues that it covers and the expertise within the staff on the 
Majority and Minority side are a tremendous asset to the country 
and I am grateful to all of them for the hard work that they do. 

I am still holding out on you, Vernie, but appreciate all of you 
all fur a very historic day fur me and one that is very meaningful 
and I thank you all for participating in it. We appreciate you in of
fering yourself for service. And a special thanks to my colleague 
and friend, Senator Chambliss. 

With that, the Committee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.] 
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Statement of Senator Thad Cochran 

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

September 30, 2009 

Madame Chainnan, I congratulate you on ascending to the 

chainnanship of this important Committee. Your successful work 

on behalf of farmers and ranchers is well known and appreciated. I 

look forward to working with you to review and improve the 

programs under the jurisdiction of this Committee. 

I am pleased to introduce to the Committee Mr. Scott 

O'Malia who has been nominated by the President to serve as a 

Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. I 

have known Scott and worked with him for a number of years, and 

I believe he is very well qualified for this important position. 
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Since 2004, Scott has served as a staff member of the Senate 

Appropriations Committee. Currently, he is the Minority Clerk of 

the Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development. As Clerk, 

Scott leads the effort to develop the annual appropriations bills for 

the Department of Energy, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and 

the Bureau of Reclamation. 

Prior to joining the staff of the Appropriations Committee, 

Scott served as Professional Staff on the Senate Energy and 

Natural Resources Committee. His responsibilities included 

oversight of both energy trading markets and oil and gas 

production. His previous experience will give him valuable insight 

into the work of the Commission and other regulatory agencies. 
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Scott has also gained valuable private sector experience 

related to corporate risk management. From 2001 - 2003, he 

worked to establish rules and standards for energy trading among 

various wholesale power producers. 

His experience with energy related policies and activities will 

provide the CFTC with valuable insight when reviewing energy 

related financial instruments and regulatory proposals. Scott's 

knowledge of the Senate and its responsibilities will prove helpful 

also as we work to exercise oversight of government agencies 

under the Committee's jurisdiction. · 

I enthusiastically support the nomination of Scott O'Malia to 

serve as a Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission. 
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Senate Agriculture, Nutrition. and Forestry Committee 
September 29, 2009 

Madam Chairman, I want to convey my strong support for the nomination of Jill 
Sommers to a second term on the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

Jill is a native Kansan and a graduate of the University of Kansas. She's actually 
from the picturesque town of Fort Scott, home to the Ft. Scott National Historic 
Site and National Cemetery. 

She is well qualified for this position. Having served on the staff of Senator Bob 
Dole and worked in several positions in the futures industry, she has the 
background and understanding necessary to address the difficult issues she will 
face as a CFTC Commissioner. 

More importantly, being from Kansas she understands agriculture and the 
significant role the CFTC plays in regulating our agriculture markets. 

Madam Chairman, the CFTC fac.es several challenges in bringing additional 
transparency and accounjability to the marketplace while at the same time 
providing opportunities for producers to better manage their risks. 

Thankfully we have high caliber folks like Jill and others who are more than up to 
the task. 

I am proud to support Jill's nomination as a fellow Kansan. 
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD M. AVALOS 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, ANO FORESTRY 

Ct1airman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss, and Members of the Senate Committee on 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. 
Also, I would like to thank Senator Bingaman for his kinii words and for his efforts in representing 

the State of 
New Mexico. Also, I am extremely grateful to President Obama for nominating me and Secretary 
Viback for his support. With me today is my better half Anna Bee from Mesilla, NM, my 
daughter Ale)(andra and her fiance Tom from Long Beach, California; my daughter Megan and her 
fiance Mark, from Phoenix, Arizona; and my son a,nd fishing and hunting buddy, Russell from Las 
Cruces, New Mexico. 

Madam Chair, Members of the Committee, it is an honor to be nominated to serve as the 
Undersecretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs at the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA). The mission areas include the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS), Animal 
and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) and Grain Inspection Packers and Stockyards 
Administration (GIPSA). Each of these agencies is extremely important and contributes to benefit 
the agricultural industry all the way from the producer, through the shipper, processor, retailer, 
and on to the consumer. 

I grew up on a family farm in the Mesilla Valley of Southern New Mexico. At an early age, my 
parents, Adolfo and Eva Avalos, instilled a strong work ethic which I have followed throughout 
my professional life. My 30-plus years of eJ<perience in agricultural marketing have prepared me 
for my role as the Undersecretary. I have worked with the agriculture industry to address 
regulatory, marketing, production, and other issues and challenges in both the national and 
international arenas. I am a firm believer that the United States {U.S.) agricultural sector has 
been and continues t.o be the backbone of this country providing food and fiber to consumers 
and end users in the U.S. and also to' markets all over the world. 

During my career, I gained considerable experience in both the international and domestic arena. 
I have worked to support the production and marketing of livestock, specialty crops, and value

added products through the implementation of trade missions, dialog,· and trade promotion. 

Also, I've worked with diverse stakeholders to develop, establlsh and maintain markets for sheep, 
cattle, goats, and numerous fruits and vegetables in Mexico; onions and processed foods to 
Canada; and most recently, the pecan grower's success in creating an export market in China. 

In the domestic arena, I have been successful in establishing markets for chile, onions, potatoes, 
watermelons, pumpkins, pecans, beans, and alfalfa. I have worked closely with producers to 
support the production of crops that the industry demands, with distributors for timely delivery 
of goods and with retailers to showcase, promote, sell, educate, and inform the consumer 
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utilizing brochures, recipes, and other promotional and educational tools. 

In addition, I have worked to advance Indian agriculture. including working closely with the 
Navajo Agricultural Products Industry-an 85,000 acre farming enterprise located on the Navajo 
Nation in the four corners area of New Me1<ico and with some of the pueblos in Northern New 
Me1<ico to bring back traditional agriculture to their tribes. 

I believe it is important to create an atmosphere of collaboration and foster good communication 
throughout agriculture production. I am enthusiastic about opportunities to promote fresh and 
local availability of products, more farmers markets, and better connecting the American public 
with their food supply. 
As a result, I have established an effective and informative network of growers, shippers, trade 
organizations, and other stakeholders throughout the country. I've worked closely with the 
North American Agricultural Marketing Officials, National Association of State Departments of 
A8riculture, and the Western United States Agricultural Trade Association. This network provides 
much needed input on issues and trends within the food, agricultural, and livestock industries. 

If confirmed as undersecretary for Marketing and Regulatory Programs, I will emphasize 
providing oversight for the three agencies and addressing the concerns of agriculture boards and 
commissions. If confirmed, I look forward with enthusiasm to stimulating employee morale and 
working with the many fine public servants assigned to my area as well as with the other 
agencies at USDA. I am strongly committed to Civil Rights at the Department and will work hard 
to ensure USDA's employment practices will not tolerate any form of discrimination, but instead 
will create a positive environment that celebrates and draws upon the strength of USDA's diverse 
workforce and customer base. 

If confirmed, I am committed and dedicated to working with Secretary Vilsack and this 
Committee to address and resolve the many concerns and difficult issues facing the food, 
agriculture, and livestock sectors in this country. Building on my experience with farmers, 
ranchers, dairymen, shippers, brokers, processors, distributors, retailers, and consumers. I will 
provide the leadership and guidance needed to Implement the farm bill and carry out our mission 
at USDA. 

Thank you for your consideration and 1. look forward to responding to your questions. 
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Testimony of Commissioner Bart Chilton 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

Before the 

United States Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

September 30, 2009 

Madame Chair, Senator Chambliss and members of the Committee, thank you for the 
opportunity to be before you, yet again. It's a particular honor to be here today as one of the first 
witnesses, at the first hearing to be gaveled by the hand of the first woman chair of this 
Committee iii its illustrious 184-year histoiy. There have been 48 chairmen of the Committee 
since 1825, and some great ones at that-including some Senators who still serve. However, 
there has never been a woman or an Arkansan as Chair, and I feel very privileged to be here at 
this moment in history. 

I have testified before the Committee each of the last two years. Last year, I gave what I 
called a "repon" on my first year at the CFTC. I'd like to do that now, and like last year, I'll be 
brief 

The futures industry was riot at ground zero of the "crecession"···-that is, the credit crisis 
and the recession. The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and th~ amendments thereto have 
worked fairly well-as have these markets for most of their more than 150-year history. That 
said, this is not only an opportune time to look at what we can and should do better, but it is also 
a propitious time to review how we are moving forward to continue to ensure that these markets 
are efficient and effective and that we do all we can to avoid fraud, abuse and manipulation. 

New Speculators 

First, there is still debate about what impact new speculative activity has had in these 
markets, particularly as we saw a commodity bubble last year. Some say a lot, some say none, 
some say a little. Here is what I know: approximately $200 billion went into these markets in 
the last fe\v years from a new asset class of non-traditional investors. Many of them arc what 
I've called the "new speculators," that is, pension funds, university endowments, state and local 
governments and index traders who generally take and hold long positions indefinitely. These 
new speculators are a different phenomenon in the futures markets, which have traditionally been 
populated by commercial traders-those with a business interest in the underlying physical 
commodity-and traditional speculators-those who go in and out of the markets, providing 
liquidity for hedgers, based on their judgments of price movemenlli. The new speculators have a 
different modus operandi. They get iri the markets, by and large, and stay there-most of the · 
time regardless of price. They are passive long traders who are betting that the price ofa 
commodity will he worth more in a time certain--say five years-than it is today. They don't 
aher their trading strategy on daily prices or other infonnation coming into the market~-this is 
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sometimes referred to ;u being "price insensitive." As regulators, we need to be aware of the 
potential effects and activities of these new participants in the markets, and what thei1 impact 
may be on traditional market user.; and the primary functions of the futures markets, that is, price 
discovery and risk management. 

My take on this is that the new speculators have had an impact. That impact was likely 
divorced from the fundamentals of supply and demand, and has effected farmers putting seed in 
the ground, consumers and businesses putting gas in their cars and trucks, and families .putting 
food on their tables. l 'rn not suggesting that the new speculators arc necessarily the primary 
"drivers" of commodity prices, but I think they have had an impacl So, what do we do, as 
regulators, with that? 

Under the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) Section 3, a fundamental mission of the 
CFIC is to guard against fraud, abuse and manipulation. That means taking some precautions. 
In my mind, we need to do this in a way that doesn't roil markets and that doesn't send ttading to 
less regulated venues or to overseas trading platforms. 

Position Limits/Hedge E:temptioos 

Given the amount of volatility we've seen over the last two years in commodity prices, it 
makes sense for us to review limits on the amount of positions that traders can hold and also to 
look at exemptions to those limirs. We have had position limits in the agricultiue commodities 
since the 1940s, and they seem to have worked pretty well (although we have certainly seen 
some significant hiccups in the last two years). I don't know why appropriate position limits 
wouldn't make sense in the other physical commodity markets, specifically, energy and metals. 
That's one of the benefits of principles-based regulation: it allows us to innovate, bring 
something new and needed to markets as we see it's required. We certainly need to strike the 
right balance, but since our obligation under the law is to guard against, among other things, 
manipulation, this seems like an appropriate course to pursue. 

The Commission is currently considering what appropriate action(s) we can take in this 
regard and I commend CFTC Chairman Gensler for holding a series of hearings this summer on 
these specific topics. 

Whatever we do, or don't do for that matter, we need to account for the markers we don't 
observe. The CFTC does not have a full-landscape view of the derivatives markets and as a 
result, we cannot protect consumers as we should. The over-the-counter (OTC) markets are 
comprised of billions upon billions of dollars of unregulated trading. This is where credit default 
swaps began trading, metastasized among traders, and then played such a significant part in the 
crecession. All ofrhese trades were done out of the view of regulators. I do care about larger 
OTC trading that could have an impact upon the currently regulated exchanges, or upon price. [ 
care about OTC look-alike contracts traded on exempt platforms-just as I care about look-alike 
contracts on Foreign Boards of Trade (FBOTs). I dM't know that as a regulator, however, just. 
how much I should care about insignificant bilateral trades between say, a grain elevator and a 
large producer, if that transaction doesn't affect commodity prices or extend beyond local 
commerce. But as I say, I'd like more of a pan optic view of all markets, and that means looking 
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at OTC trades in some significant fashion. It also means having regulatory and enforcement 
authority over these currently unregulated markets. 

1be Commission is currently considering what we can do, in appropriate fashion through 
our rulemaking, on position limits and hedge exemption. Whatever we do, assuming we do 
anything, we need to do that with an eye toward the OTC markets. Some have suggested that if 
we impose position limits on the regulated exchanges that the trading will simply move to the 
OTC markets or overseas. That is a good point, and whatever we do needs to be done in light of 
what the Congress may do with regard to OTC trading as part ofa regulatory reform measure. 
While I do not think that the CFTC muse wait on Congress to act on regulatory refonn, I do 
believe wc need to be cognizant of the entire envirorunent in which we are operating and ensure 
that whatever we do doesn't have a perverse impact on markets, traders, or most importantly, 
upon consumers. 

Manipulation 

The issues I've addressed have been the subject of many hearings and written about in 
the news media, but they are important so I wanted to mention them once again. There are, 
however, three other issues I wanted to raise that have not 1eceived as much attention. 

First, I think Congress-and specifically this Committee-should seriously consider 
changing our manipulation standard. It's an opportune time to address this, inasmuch as you 
have the issue of financial regulacory refonn on your agenda. Just a few weeks ago, we had two 
days of hearings with the Securities and Exchange Commissioner (SEC}. These were historic in 
that !he Commissioners of the two agencies had never met in a public setting before. They were 
long overdue given the myriad issues of mutual interest between the two agencies. One issue 
that I highlighted (and our Chairman also raised questions on this point), is the varying 
manipulation standards. lfyou compare the agencies' manipulation standards, the SEC has an 
easier legal hurdle to jump. and I.think this may be a great opportunity 10 adjust our standard to· 
be more in line with theirs, particularly in light of the Administration's call that our agencies 
harmonize our rules and regulations. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC} and 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have standards similar to the SEC's manipulation 
standard. 

To be more specific, under applicable case I.aw the CFTC is required to prove "specific 
intent" to manipulate. That is a very difficult standard to reach, not to mention that it leaves a lot 
of wiggle room for mischief that is clearly prohibited by the Act, yet not categorically outlawed. 
It would be extraordinarily unlikely that any individual, for example, would explicitly write in an 
e-mail that he or she specili~lly intends to manipulate prices. But that's what our law currently 
requires. Jn fact, this standard is so high that in the CFTC's 35-year history, while we have 
settled numerous manipulation cases, we have only successfully prosecuted and won one single 
case of manipulation in the futures markets! Only one. And that case, the DiPlacido matter, is 
currently on appeal in federal court. 

In addition, our case law r_equires that we prove an artificial price exists, that the 
defendant had market power to move the price, and the he or she actually did cause the artificial 
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price. Particularly in today's complex markets, proving "artificial price" can be a daunting task, 
which more often than not comes down lo a "battle of the experts" in court. Because these 
requirements are so onerous, we often end up moving to a lesser charge of"attempted 
manipulation," which requires only proving intent and some act showing that intent. This is still 
a high standard, but is much easier than proving up a full manipulation case. Again, we've been 
very successful over the years, particularly in the energy arena, in obtaining significant 
settlements in attempted manipulation cases, but we've not had success in litigated cases because 
of our very difficult manipulation standard. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), on the other hand, under its "I Ob-S 
rule" has a different, easier-to-prove manipulation standard. Basically, they are not required to 
prove specific intent, as we are, they just must prove that the defendant acted "recklessly." I'm 
not saying that the answer is wholesale adoption of the SEC manipulation standard, but clearly, 
as Senator Cantwell and others have recently noted, we need to do something different at the 
CFTC. The status quo simply isn·1 good enough. 

A recent federal court case in Texas exemplifies the need to amend our manipulation 
standard. In 2007, the CFTC settled the BP manipulation case for an unprecedented amount of 
$303 million-the largest settlement in the histol)' of the CFTC. The Department of Justice 
(DOJ) followed that case by bringing a criminal case against four of the participants in the 
scheme. Two weeks ago, the Texas judge in that case had to throw out the manipulation charge 
against those four, because (although he made it clear he didn't condone their behavior) he said 
that, in essence, the CFTC manipulation standard simply could not 1'e met. Clearly, the current 
standard is not working. 

I would point out that, in looking at other jurisdictions around .the world, virtually all 
nations have rules prohibiting this type of conduct, and it is a criminal offense in many of those 
jurisdictions, entailing significant sanctions. In this colintry, our current standard in the futures 
arena is ineffectual. It is not sufficient to fully prosecute and deter abuses in the markets, and 
I'm hopeful that in working with Congress, we can all move forward on figuring this out. 

Criminal Authority 

Another issue that I think deserves more attention-related to our manipulation standa~d 
and enforcement effons--is criminal authority. Neither the CFTC nor the SEC, the two 
principal federal financial regulators responsible for policing the exchange trading markets in the 
United States, has legal authority to put bad guys in jail. Both have authority to bring ca~es in 
federal court against fraudsters and scam artists, but the only penalties in their regulatory 
arsenals are civil-monetary fines, for example. The Federal responsibility for putting people 
behind bars is reserved, currently, for DOJ. And the reality, unfortunately, is this: it is becoming 
tougher and tougher to incarcerate felons because ofa lack oflegal authority-criminal 
authority-for financial regulators, 

Violations of commodities and securities laws often involve highly technical and 
complicated trading schemes. To prosecute these violations effectively, attorneys and 
investigators must be experts in the complex functioning of these markets. SEC and CFTC 
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enforcement personnel are specially trained to handle these matters, unlike DOJ prosecutors who 
are more likely to be unfamiliar with the mechanics of financial trading and the interstices of 
federal financial laws and regulations. That doesn't mean that there aren't very qualified DOJ 
attorneys who understand futures law. There are some, but not enough. While DOJ attorneys do 
an e1(ccllent job in their prosecutorial functions, it is simply asking too much to expect them to 
be expert in the types of complexities that commodities and securities professionals deal with on 
a daily basis. It is perhaps understandable why it is difficult to get them to commit scarce 
resources to prosecute complicated financial fraud and manipulation cases . 

. Since 2002, the CITC has referred over 109 cases to DOI and other criminal authorities 
(such as state and local law enforcement bodies). Unfortunately, two-thirds of those criminal 
refenals have been rejected. One might think that we arcn 't sending them good criminal cases, 
but that's not the situation. In fact, in 100 percent of those matters, the CITC moves forward 
and we reach a favorable outcome for the government. 

The bottom line is that folks who do the crime often only pay the fine and don't do the 
time. Other financial regulators around the world-in the United Kingdom, Australia, Hong 
Kong, and Japan, for example-already have such criminal authorities. Chairman Peterson of 
the House Agriculture Committee has taken a leadership role on this issue, resulting in passage 
by his Committee of a provision that would grant the CFTC such authority. I understand ihat 
this raises jurisdictional issucs--both in Congress and with DOJ. Perhaps there are good reasons 
that this should not be done. So far, I haven't heard those reasons. I have heard that, "It has 
never been done." 1 have also heard that, "Only DOJ should handle such cases since they are the 
Executive Branch." But, what are we? The CFTC is part of the Executive Branch. Granted we 
are an independent agency, and perhaps that raises issues that cause some concern. Again, 
however, I haven't heard a good argument against this proposal. Certainly, I'm hopeful that 
congress wilt consider this change. 

Consumers 

Finally, I think the Commission needs to revitalize its commitment to educating, 
protecting and advocating for the investing public. The fotures markets of today are not the 
same as they were even three years ago, and that is, in part, due to new participants. With the 
advent of new and novel products, and the crecession, the investing public are now moving their 
assets into the futures markets with exponential momentum, and they are sometimes doing so 
without full and complete understanding of the nature of the investments or strategies. 

The CEA specifically empowers the CFTC to engage in education and outreach efforts to 
protect market participants from fraudulent and other abusive sales practices, and I am 
committed to a renewed effort to provide consumers with infomiation they need and want 
regarding financial investing. We need to become a more user-friendly public resource for 
investors and prospective investors. Only through increased financial literacy will the investing 
public be better able to navigate the investment choices currently before them. I'm oonunitted to 
providing this resource to American consumers to provide the protections and information they 
need and deserve. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to be with you today. I'd be pleased to answer any 
questions at the appropriate point. 
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STATEMENT OF SCOTT D. O'MALIA 
Before the 

United States Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
September 301h, 2009 

Madame Chairman, Ranking Member Chambliss and members of the Committee thank 
you for the opportunity to testify today. Madame Chairman. I would like to 
congratulate you on becoming Chairman of this Committee. 

I am grateful to appear before you as President Obama's nominee to serve as a 
Commissioner to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTq. I would like to 
thank Senator Bennett for his support an_d willingness to introduce me to the 
Committee. As a Michigan native, I would also like to thank Senator Stabenow for her 
support as well.. 

Before, I begin l would like to introduce my family. I am joined by my wife, Marissa and 
three daughters Kelsey, Claire and Macey. I would also like thank my parents, John and 
Bev O'Malia, for joining me here today. l would not have this opportunity today if it 
were not for the support of my wonderful family. 

I am honored to be nominated by the Presid'ent to serve as a Commissioner to the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Given the fact that this country has 
experienced the worst financial meltdown since the great depression, I recognize the 
enormous responsibility of this office. 

like everyone in this nation, I too have lost value in my home, retirement and college 
savings. I am sensitized to the hardship this crisis has caused families across the 
country. This experience reinforces my strong belief that our nation's financial 

regulators must be vigilant in their oversight responsibilities to ensure transparency and 
accountability in our markets. Furthermore, regulators must recognize the inherent risk 
associated with the trading products which have contributed to this crisis and they must 
commit to doing all they can to maintain stability and security of our financial markets. 

I believe the oversight of our financial institutions and markets must be strengthened. I 
am committed to exposing the underlying risk and trading practices that might further 
destabilize our economy with serious impacts on our financial. energy and agriculture 
markets. The stability of our futures and commodities markets require that trading 

occur among reliable parties with as much information as possible. I am also concerned 
that extensive leverage and uncertain collateral values could destabilize these markets. 
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Madam Chairman, for the past six years, I have worked in the Senate serving on the 
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. During this time, I have focused my work on energy policy with the goal of 
reducing our nation's dependence on foreign energy resources and expanding U.S. 
investment in clean energy technologies, including improving the effectiveness of the 
Department of Energy's Loan Guarantee program. 

Over the past three years, the Energy and Water Subcommittee has authorized and 
appropriated over $50 billion worth of self-financed loan guarantees and invested tens 
of billions of dollars into research and development to support the deployment of clean 
energy technology. 

Transforrnat~on of our energy sector requires more than federal research assistance. It 
requires billions of dollars in new investments that will occur only if investors believe 
energy markets are stable, provide reliable price transparency and offer the opportunity 
to hedge their commercial risk. 

Prior to joining the Senate Energy Committee, I spent two years in the electricity sector. 
This experience provided an invaluable education regarding the devastating impacts a 
flawed market design and illegal trading behavior can have on consumers. As a result of 

this ellperience, I am .resolved to prevent this catastrophe from being repeated. 

I joined Mirant in February 2001, as a director of federal affairs focused on federal 
energy policy. I did not work for a trading desk or for a business unit that managed 
generation assets: By the time I arrived, it was already apparent the California 
electricity market was dysfunctional. California had ellperienced a difficult summer with 
record energy prices and blackouts in June, 2000. By November 2000, FERC had 
determined that the California market was flawed, making it possible for manipulative 
trading behavior to cause an imbalance in supply and demand that made electricity 
rates unjust and unreasonable. 

In response to the trading behavior uncovered in 20()1, I worked with Mirant's Chief Risk 
Officer and five other energy companies to establish the Committee of Chief Risk 
Officers (CCRO). This organization was created to prevent and avoid the trading abuses 
used by some in the industry to manipulate the California and Western energy markets. 

The CCRO established industry wide trading protocols, improved price disclosure, 

required clearing and standardized contracts and imposed a corporate trading code of 
conduct. These standards would give regulators, consumers and investors a better view 
into the business and operations of these companies. 
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I do recognize that many of the some reforms implemented by the Committee of Chief 
Risk Officers are now embodied in the financial overhaul proposed by the 
Administration, but on a larger scale. Both efforts seek to improve transparency of 

Over-the-Counter markets, reduce systemic risk and set trading standards to reduce 
opportunities for excessive speculation and manipulation. A key component of both 

efforts has been the utilization of clearing to reduce counterparty risk and allocate 
capital more efficiently. 

My experience reaffirms my strong belief that regulators are critical in ensuring that 
markets operate in a fair and transparent manner. To achieve this, regulators must be 
provided with the appropriate authority and tools to respond to the constant evolution 
of market behavior and products. 

As I stated in the beginning, I am sensitive to the impacts the financial crisis has had on 
families across the country. I also understand the consequences to all of us if markets, 
which are designed to offer protection from risk, are manipulated and thereby expose 
our financial system to greater peril. 

Drawing on my extensive energy background, I believe I can make a significant 
contribution to the Commission. If confirmed, I will work with the other Commissioners 
to ensure markets continue to offer consumers and producers the opportunity to cost· 
effectively hedge their commercial risk and facilitate the dissemination of timely and 
accurate market price data. I will work to ensure the CFTC uses all of its legal authorities 
to curb excessive speculation and prevent abusive trading practices, including fraud and 
manipulation. 

I would like to thank the Committee for holdinc this hearing and considering my 
nomination. It would be an honor and a privilege for me to serve as a Commissioner to 
theCFTC. 

Madam Chairman. I would be pleased to answer any questions. 

Thank you. 
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Opening Statement for Harris Sherman, Nominee for Undersecretary for Natural Resources 

and the Environment, United States Department of Agriculture 

Thank vou Madame Chairman. It is a great honor to appear before this Committee regarding 

my nomination for the position of Undersecretary for Natural Resources and the Environment 

at USDA. 

And Madame Chairman, it is also a great honor to be present today at this historic proceeding 

where you assume the Chairmanship of this crucial Committee. If confirmed, I very much look 

forward to working with you in your new capacity and with au the members of this Committee. 

Several weeks ago when I received the news that President Obama had nominated me for this 

position, I was deeply humbled by the honor but a tso by the degree of responsibilitv that 

accompanies tl'le position. I fully realize that the challenges ahead will not be easy but it is an 

extraordinary opportunity to do good things for our country. If confirmed, I promise to use my 

strengths, energy, commitment, and good judgment to advance the conservation and public 

land programs that will fall under my jurisdic;tion. And I promise to work closely with you and 

the other committees of Congress as we go forward. 

My interest in overseeing the Forest Service and NRCS stems from a lifetime of experiences 

with public lands and conservation programs. As a child, my parents took me to the mountains 

outside Denver where we would camp, hike, fish, ski, and je~p. These experiences left an 

indelible impression on me about the grandeur and importance of our national forests. Later, I 

twice have had the privilege of serving as Colorado's Director of Natural Resources for two 

~ifferent governors where I have worked on a daily basis with the forest Service and other 

federal agencies on complex. challenging resource issues. And between these two stints as 

DNR director I have represented as an attorney both public and private sector clients in their 

dealings wit.h federal land management agencies. These experiences, combined with my earlier 

work with the State Soil Conservation Service and my later work with many land trust 

conserva.tion organizations, have given me a background that t believe will serve me well in 

meeting the Forest Service's mission. 

Looking forward, there are tremendous challenges regarding our forests, both federal and 

private, and the conservation programs associated with farms and ranches throushout the 

country. On the forestry side. many forests are in trouble due to past fire 'suppression, 

increasing fuel loads and changes to our climate. As a result, many forests are far. more 

vulnerable to catastrophic fire, disease and invasive species, often in epidemic proportions. We 

are witnessing far more frequent, intense fires than we have seen in the past. Combining these 

factors with a growing human pop~lation influ11 within or adjacent to our public and private 
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forests, it is clear that we have a very challenging situation ahead. How we protect our growing 

communities from fire danger; protect the watersheds within our forests that supply drinking 

water to much of our population; protect wildlife species that rely centrally on' these· forests; 

and insure that our forests play ii critical role as carbon sinks is a herculean responsibility. I 

believe that Secretary Vilsack's emphasis on restoration of our forests, both federal and non

federal, in a manner that addresses climate change, environmental protection, identifies new 

markets for wood products, creates jobs, and sustains rural communities provides an e><cellent 

framework for moving forward. 

1t is also important that we take a holistic approach to land conservation issues and fully 

integrate our approach to both public and private working lands. On the NRCS side of the 

ledger, I have much to learn but I am excited by the mission arid scope of the Agency's charge. 

Conservation on private working lands plays a significant role in protecting water resources and 

wildlife habitat, creating jobs through market-based conservation opportunities and providing 

economic opportunities for rural America. NRCS's watershed protection programs help protect 

communities from floods-like those we just saw in Georgia. With its comprehensive 

programs, on-the-ground eKpertise and powerful technical tools, NRCS is well positioned to 

help private landowners play a significant role in addressing a variety of the nation's 

conservation challenges. 

Togetherthe Forest Service and NRCS can make a major difference. Never before have 

agriculture and forestry been more at the forefront of current national policy issues- This is an 

urgent time to make progress. I am excited by the prospect of devoting my energies to these 

tasks. I promise you that, if confirmed, I will undertake collaborative efforts involving 

appropriate stakeholders to find common sense solutions and to come up with answers that 

will withstand the test of time, becoming durable, longstanding, reliable programs. 

Thank you. 
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Statement of Commissioner JiH E. Sommers 
Before the United States Senate 

Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
September 30, 2009 

Chairman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss and other members of the Agriculture 
Committee, I am honored to be nominated by President Obama for another term as a 
Commissioner at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). I have been in 
this position since August of 2007, and it has been a true privilege to serve the 
American public as a regulator of the U.S. commodity futures and options markets. 

During my career, I have had the opportunity to work on Capitol Hill for Senator Bob 
Dole, for a regulated derivatives exchange, as well as for the trade association 
representing participants in the privately negotiated derivatives industry. I believe this 
unique experience gives me a diverse view of risk management issues and the 
knowledge to help implement our core mission at the CFTC. 

Since 1974, that mission has been to protect market users and the public from fraud, 
manipulation. and abusive trading practices related to the sale of physical and financial 
futures and options, and to foster open, competitive, and financially sound markets. 
The agency endeavors to ensure the fairness, efficiency, and e<:onomic utility of the 
markets through a strong regulatory oversight program that includes market surveillance 
to detect and prevent manipulation and other market disruptions as well as ensuring the 
financial integrity of the dearing process. This risk-tailored approach to regulation is 
also complemented by strong enforcement as evidenced by over $2.8 billion worth of 
penalties and restitution assessed in actions brought by the CFTC since the year 2002. 

Through effective oversight, we facilitate the important hedging and price discovery 
functions that the futures markets were designed to serve. This regulatory regime has 
enabled the futures industry to experience enonnous growth over the past decade. In 
FY 2000, the U.S. exchange traded volume was 580 million contracts. In FY 2009, the 
volume is 2.8 billion contracts, which is a 383% increase. Even with that growth, the 
regulated futures industry did not endure the loss of any customer funds during the 
current economic turmoil due to the default or failure of a futures commission merchant 
(FCM). 

Although the regulated futures exchanges and FCMs have performed well throughout 
the financial crisis, there is a widespread belief that the CFTC's regulatory authority 
should be extended to cover the trading of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives. There is 
broad consensus that more transparency must be brought to these markets. The 
current Commission is unified in support of comprehensive regulatory reforms includlng 
full regulation of the over-the-counter markets (OTC). This regulatory framework would 
cover both OTC derivative dealers and the OTC derivative markets in which they trade. 

I believe we need to enhance transparency and close regulatory gaps to achieve 
improvements in the regulatory structure. To that end, the CFTC has undertaken a 
number of initiatives over the past year to strengthen our regulatory oversight and 
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thereby enhance public confidence in the markets we regulate. There is no doubt that 
public confidence in the markets is cwcial. Unless the public is assured that the markets 
are operating efficiently and are free from abuse, commercial producers and users of 
the commodities underlying futures transactions will be reluctant to use the mali<ets to 
hedge their price risks, and the information they would otherwise bring to the markets
which is essential to discovering accurate prices-will be Jost. We must strive to bolster 
that confidence and strengthen market integrity. As decision makers, it is our job to 
implement prudent government solutions. The CFTC has a responsibility to achieve 
these objectives, and if reconfirmed, I look forward to continuing to ensure this 
responsibility is met. 

Under the leadership of Chairman Gary Gensler we have taken several steps recently 
to fulfill those objectives. First, the Commission held three days of hearings in July and 
August to review the application of and exemptions from position limits for futures 
contracts involving physical commodities, with a particular focus on energy 
commodities. We heard from almost thirty witnesses with very diverse points of view. 
Second, together with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the CFTC held two 
days of joint public meetings the first week of September to discuss issues of regulation 
harmonization. The two agencies have been asked by the Administration to identify 
conflicts In how we regulate similar financial products and to either explain why those 
differences further important policy goals, or make recommendations for resolving 
differences where they do not. And finally, on September 4. we implemenled two new 
transparency measures by further disaggregating our Commitments of Traders (COT} 
report and publishing an updated report, Index Investment Data, based on the 
information we have been receiving since June of 2008 through our special call 
authority. 

The questions surrounding these issues are enormously complex and require thoughtful 
resolutions. Our staff is working verj hard to provide recommendations on these as 
well as a number of other important initiatives. I want to take this opportunity to salute 
the dedicated men and women at the CFTC who serve the American public and the 
futures industry with great distinction. I am very proud of their work and know they will 
do an outstanding job implementing any recommendations for enhancing and 
harmonizing the regulatory framework. 

Not since the Commodity Exchange Act and the securities laws were passed in the 
1930s has there been a time when events have coalesced, as they have over the past 
year, to bring into such sharp focus the need for harmonizing regulation and closing 
regulatory gaps. As a commissioner at the CFTC, I believe there is a historic 
opportunity to reshape the regulatory oversight of financial markets. It is a very 
challenging time for the Commission and I am committed to strengthening regulation 
where needed and eliminating inefficiencies where possible. If confirmed by this 
Committee and the United States Senate, I will work hard to ensure that the CFTC 
continues its role of protecting tile integrity of the markets while addressing concerns 
about the regulatory structure. It is the responsibility of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission to defend the crucial risk management and price discovery functions 
provided by our commodity futures and options markets. 
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Testimony of 

Kenneth A. Spearman 
Before the 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 
September 30, 2009 

Thank you, Chairman Lincoln, Ranking Member Chambliss, and the 

distinguished members of the committee. Senator Lincoln, congratulations on 

assuming the Chairmanship of the Committee. I look forward to your leadership 

and to working with you, Senator Chambliss, and this committee for the 

betterment of American agriculture. 

I also want to thank Senator Nelson for his kind and generous introduction. 

He serves my home state of Florida in the United States Senate with honor and 

distinction. If confirmed, I will keep the trust of his example of public service to 

our Country. 

It is a privilege to appear before you today as President Obama's choice to 

serve as Board Member of the Farm Credit Administration. This is a special day 

for me and I am honored that my family is here to share it with me. We all 

achieve success in life with the help of others. I'm no exception, so I especially 

want to acknowledge my wife, Maria, my twin daughters, Michelle Springs and 

Rochelle Puccia, and my son, Dr. Kenneth Spearman. 

It is indeed an honor to be nominated to this prestigious position. I would 

like to share my background and tell you about the skills and experience I would 

bring to the Farm Credit Administration Board, should the committee confirm my 

nomination. 

As an accountant, I was involved with the development of a public 

accounting firm in Chicago, lllin9is, and later worked as an accountan.t for a major 

accounting firm. From 1980 to 1991, I served as Controller of Citrus Central, Inc., 

where I was responsible for financial management and reporting for this $100 

million agricultural cooperative. Until recently, I was the Director of Internal 
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Audit for Florida's Natural Growers, Inc. There I was responsible for the design 

and implementation of the annual plan, which was used to appraise the 

soundness, adequacy, and application of accounting, financial and other internal 

operational controls. I currently serve as an independently appointed, outside 

Director on the Board of AgFirst Farm Credit Bank, a position I've held since 

January 2006. 

As you can see by my professional history, most of my career has been 

spent working for agricultural cooperatives. During my 28 years in the citrus 

industry, I gained a deep appreciation for agricultural producers and production 

agriculture. 

As the members of the committee are well aware, production agriculture, 

particularly Florida's citrus industry, is capital intensive and heavily reliant on 

access to competitive credit. Add.in variables of the marketplace, world events, 

weather, and many other unforeseen factors and one can see that agriculture is a 

risky business. Americans and, for that matter, people around the world should 

be thankful for the men and women who produce the food and fiber that we · 

enjoy daily and without which we could not survive. 

As I said, production agriculture is very capital intensive. Land costs, labor, 

equipment, and fertilizer require long-term and short-term financing. It takes a 

variety of lenders to meet the credit needs of agricultural producers and their 

cooperatives. The Farm Credit System, which is regulated by the Farm Credit 

Administration, is a very important part of the coalition of lenders required to 

finance American agriculture. 

Serving as an outside Director of the AgFirst Farm Credit Bank Board has 

given me a new and greater appreciation for the complexity and importance of 

agricultural and rural finance. I believe my 28 years of financial experience 

working for agricultural cooperatives would serve me well as a member of the 

board of the Farm Cr.edit Administration. I would utilize that expertise to ~nsure 

the safety and soundness of the Farm Credit System so that it continues to serve 

the credit·needs of America's farmers, ranchers, and their cooperatives. 
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In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for the important role it 

plays in the oversight and authorization of the Farm Credit System and its mission 

to meet the credit and related services needs of American farmers and ranchers. 

That concludes my statement. I welcome your questions. 

Thank you. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). Edward Mesa Avalos 

2. Date and place of birth. November 8, 1951 ; Dinuba, CA 

3. Marital Status: If married. list spouse's name (include any former names used), 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). Divorced 

4. Education: list each college and graduate or professional school you have 
attended, including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees 
were granted. 

New Mexico State University, College of Agriculture 1970-1974 
B.S. Agronomy 1974; S.S. Horticulture 1975; 

New Mexico State University, College of Agriculture 1995-1996 
M.A. Agriculture 1996. 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or 
professional corporations, companies, firms, or other enterprises. partnerships, 
institutions and organizations. nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, 
with which you were connected as an officer, director, partner, proprietor, or 
employee since graduation from college; include a title and brief job description. 

Texas Department of Agriculture, 1975-1980 
Amarillo, Texas 
Marketing Specialist 

New Mexico Department of Agriculture, 1980-present 
las Cruces. New Mexico 
Director of Marketing 
Ag Marketing, Sales, and Promotion 

Eddards Construction. Inc. 1987-present 
las Cruces, New Mexico 
Residential Construction-Construct 2-5 houses per year. 

6. Military Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, 
including the dates, branch of service, rank or rate, serial number and type of 
discharge received. 

None 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public 
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offices you have held, including the terms of service grade levels and whether 
such positions were elected or appointed. 

None 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, and 
honorary society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest 
to the Committee. 

Best Ag Marketing Project 2007-New Me)Cico Green Chile, North American 
Agriculture Marketing Officials (NAMO) 

9. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during 
the past 10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other 
leadership position and describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 

New Mexico State University Aggie Athletic Fund 
SeNed as a board member from 2006-2007 
Purpose was to raise support and funding for Aggie Athletics 

Advisory Board, New Mexico State Land Office 
Hav.e been on the board since 2006. I will resign when confirmed. My role on 
the advisory board was to represent beneficiaries and relay their concerns, if any, 
to the Land Office. 

Fraternal Order of Eagles. Member 

New Mexico Cattle Growers Association, Associate Member 

1 O. Published Writings: List the tit/es. publishers, and dates of books, articles, 
reports. or other published materials (including published speeches) you have 
written. Please include on this list published materials on which you are listed as 
the principal editor. It would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one 
copy of all published material that may not be readily available. Also, to the 
maximum extent practicable, please supply a copy of all unpublished speeches 
you made during the past five years on issues involving ag<iculture, nutrition, 
forestry or any other matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee and the 
Department of Agriculture. 

None 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector 
employers, business finns. associations. and/or organizations? 

Yes 

2. list sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred income 
artangements, stock options. uncompleted contracts and other future benefits 
which you expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional 
services, firm memberships, former employers, clients. or customers. 

None 

3. Do you, or does any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes, please give a brief description 
including location, size and type of operation.) 

No 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever participated in federal commodity income and price support 
programs? (If yes, provide all details including amounts of government payments 
and loans received or forfeited by crop and farm, et cetera during the past five 
years.) 

No 

5. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you 
have an interest, ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan 
from or guaranteed by any current or previously existing agency of the 
Department of Agriculture, including through any of !he farm or rural 
development lending programs? (If yes, please state the current status 
and details of such loans, whether they have been fully repaid. and all 
details of any such loan activity.) 

No 

6. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, received payments for crop losses from the federal crop insurance 
program in the past 5 years? (If yes, give details.) 

No 

7. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has it 
been repaid? 
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No 

8. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commilments, or agreements to pursue 
outside employment or engage in any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so. explain.) 

No, If confirmed, I will resign as president of Eddards Construction, Inc. My son. 
Russell Avalos. will operate and manage the small construction company. 

9. Do you have any plans to resume employment. affiliation. or practice with your 
previous employers, business firms, associations. or organizations after 
completing government service? (If yes, give details.) 

No 

10. Has anyone made a commilmenl to employ you or retain your seivices in any 
capacity after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 

No 

11. Describe all matters and all employers, clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Department of Agriculture or any 
of its agencies, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Departmenl of Agriculture. 

None 

12. If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above 
items. In particular, identify all investments. obligations. liabilities. or other 
relationships which involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the 
position for which you have been nominated and what actions you will take to 
resolve lhese actual or potential conflicts of interest if confirmed. 

I do not see any actual or potential conflicts of interest. In connection with the 
nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of Govemment Ethics and 
the Department of Agriculture's designated agency ethics official to identify 
potential conflicts of interest Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in 
accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement that I have entered into with 
the Department's designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to 
this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

13. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect 
to any type of interest, which you have made or will make to resolve actual or 
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potential conflicts of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which 
you are nominated. 

In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of 
Government Ethics and the Department of Agriculture's designated agency 
ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of 
interest will be resolved in accordance with the tenns of an ethics agreement that 
I have entered into with the Department's designated agency ethics official and 
that has been provided to this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential 
connicts of interest. 
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~~'11'.S~ 

~ ~ Office of Government Ethics a'"';"'"-' 'O ,p 1201 New York Avenue, NW, Sui1e 500 
'('~ ~.,+ Washington, DC 20005-3917 

';,.,JtN1 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chainuan 
Commince on Agriculture, Nutrition. 
and Foresiry 

Uni1cd States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 IO 

Dear Mr. Chainnan: 

Jul1 7, 2009 

In accordance v.1th the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a wpy of the 
financial disclosure repon filed by Edward M. Avalos, who has been nominated hy Presidcn1 
Obama for the posilion of Undersecre1ary for Marketing and Regulatory Affairs, Depanmenl of 
Agriculrure. 

We have reviewed the repon and have also obtained advice from lbc: agency concerning 
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's ptoposcd dutie.;. Also enclosed 
is an ethics agreemenl outlining the actions that the nominee will undertake to avoid conflictS of 
interest. l:nless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics agreemeot. the nomine.l must 
folly comply within three monlhs of oonfinnation with any action specified in the clhic$ 
agreement. 

Based thereon, we believe thal this nominee is in compli"1lcc with 11pplicahle Jaws and 
regulations govemiog conflicts of interest. 

Enclosures 

OGE- 106 
A.cw< 1992 
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June 24. 2009 

Mr. Raymond J. Sheehan, Director 
USDA Office of Ethics 
1400 Independeru:e Avenue, SW 
Rm 347-W J. L. \Vhinen Building 
STOP0122 
Washington, DC 20250-0122 

Dear Mr. Sheehan: 

74 

The pwpose of this letter is to explain the steps that I will take to avoid any actual or apparent 
conflict of interest in the event that I am confinned for the position of Under Secretuy for 
Marketing and Regulatory Programs, U.S. Department of Agriculture. As Under Secretary of 
Agriculture for Marketing and Regu}at0ry Programs, I may also hold a general membership on 
the Board of Directors of the Commodity Credit Corporation. The steps detailed below take into 
account any potential conflicts or appearances thereof associated with the Commodity Credit 
Corporation position also. 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on my .financial interests or those of any 
other person whose interests are imputed to me, unless I first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 
section 208(b )( 1 ), or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to section 208(b )(2). I further 
understand that the interests of the following persons are imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine, any general partner of a partnership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
entity in which l serve as officer, director, trustee, general partner, or employee; and any person 
or entity with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning prospective 
employment. 

Upon confirmation, I will resign from my position as Director, Marketing and Development 
Division, New Mexico Department of Agriculture. For one year after my resignation, I will not 
participate personally and substantially in any particular matter involving specific parties in 
which the New Mexico Department of Agriculture is a party or represents a party, unless I am 
first authorized to participate, p~uant to 5 C.F.R. 
§ 2635.502(d). 

As an employee of the State of New Mexico Department of Agriculture, I currently participate in 
a defined benefit retirement plan operated by the New Mexico Educational Retirement Board. 
Upon termination of my employment relationship, my employer will cease making contributions 
to this plan. Under this plan, I am to receive $4,692 per month beginning at age 57. I will not 
participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that ha.s a direct and predictable 
effect on the ability or willingness of New Mexico Educational Retirement Board to provide this 
employment benefit, unless I first obtain a written waiver pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (b)(l) or 
qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2011 (b)(2). 
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I also am owner and President of Eddards Co~tio11, Inc., of Las Cruces, New Mexico. Upon 
confumation, I will resign my position as President of the company. I will continue to have a 
financial interest in this entity, but I will not manage it or provide any other services to it. 
Instead, I will receive only passive investment income from it. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (a), I 
will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that will have a direct 
and predictable effect on the financial interests of Eddards Consttuctioo, Inc. 

I also own four rental residential properties and one parcel of undeveloped land. all located in 
Las Cruces, NM. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (a), I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter that will have a direct and predictable effect on the value of 
these properties. Additionally, the rental properties are subject to mortgages and the 
undeveloped lot is subject to a repayment of a personal loan from the following entities, all 
located in Las Cruces, New Mexico: 

• Sun Trust Mortgage 
• Bank 34 
• Bank of the Rio Grande 

Pursuant to S C.F.R. § 2635.502, I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter involving specific parties in which any of these entities is a party or represents a 
party, unless I am authorized to participate. 

k; part of my duties as a New Mexico State employee, I also serve as Vice Chairman of the 
New Mexico State Land Office Advisory Board (Board). Upon confirmation, I will resign from 
the Board. For a period of one year after my resignation, I will not participate personally and 
substantially in any particular matter involving specific parties in which the Board is a party or 
represents a party, unless I am first authorized to participate pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.S02(d). 

Finally, I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order 
No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirements and restrictions therein in addition to the 
commitments I have made in this and any other ethics agreement. 

Edward M. Avalos 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). 

Bart Hamilton Chilton, Bartholomew Chilton 

2. Date and place of birth . 

.... l<b_)_(6_) __ __.lwilmington, Delaware, USA 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name (include any former names used), 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). 

Spouse: 
Occupation: 

Sherry Chilton (formerly, Sherry Daggett, Sherry Hayes) 
Management Executive (retired from Ernst and Young LLP) 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or professional school you have 
attended, including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees 
were granted. 

Purdue University 1979-1982 

5. Employment and Self-Emplovment Record: List (by year) all business or 
professional corporations, companies. firms, or other enterprises, partnerships, 
institutions and organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, 
with which you were connected as an officer. director, partner, proprietor, or 
employee since graduation from college; include a title and brief job description. 

1983 
1983-84 
1985-86 
1987-89 
1989-94 
1995 
1995-1999 
1999-2001 
2001 
2001-05 
2005-06 
2006-07 
2006-07 
2006-07 
2007-09 

City of Fort Wayne, Indiana Aide to the Mayor 
Mondale for President Field Organizer 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Terry Bruce Legislative Assistant 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Jim Jontz Legislative Director 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Ho11. Jill Long Legislative Director 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Earl Pomeroy Legislative Director 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Policy Dir. Rural Dev. 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Deputy Chief of Staff 
Bion Environmental Technologies Vice President 
U.S. Senate Hon. Tom Daschle Sen. Policy Advisor 
U.S. Farm Credit Administration Assistant to the Board 
National Fanners Union Chief of Staff/VP Govt. 
Association of Family Farms Director /Treasurer 
Bion Environmental Technologies Board Member 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Commissioner 
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6. Military Service: Have you had any military service? If so. give particulars, 
including the dates, branch of service. rank or rate, serial number and type of 
discharge received. 

No. 

7. Government SeNice: State (chronologically) your government service or public 
offices you have held, including the terms of service grade levels and whether 
such positions were elected or appointed. 

1985-86 
1987-89 
1989-94 
1995 
1995-1999 
1999-2001 
2001-05 
2005-06 
2007-09 

U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Terry Bruce Salaried Employee 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Jim Jantz Salaried Employee 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Jill Long Salaried Employee 
U.S. Hse. of Reps. Hon. Earl Pomeroy Salaried Employee 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Schedule C (GS-15) 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Senior Exec. Service 
U.S. Senate Hon. Tom Daschle Salaried Employee 
U.S. Farm Credit Administration Schedule C 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Commissioner 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, and 
honorary society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest 
to the Committee. 

None. 

9. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission requires that no more than three memtiers be from the same 
political party. List your current political party registration or affiliation. 

Democrat. 

10. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during 
the past 10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other 
leadership position and describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 

Board Member for the following: 
-Columbia Beach Citizens Improvement Association (volunteer position) 
-Association of Family Farms (volunteer position) 

11. Published Writings: List the titles. publishers, and dates of books. articles, 
reports, or other published materials (including published speeches) you have 
written. Please include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the 
principal editor. It would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy 
of all published material that may not be readily available. Also. to the maximum 
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extent practicable, please supply a copy of all unpublished speeches you made 
during the past five years on issues involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry or any 
other matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee and the Department of 
Agriculture. 

All of the speeches, remarks and statements may be found at cftc.gov 

September 21, 2009 Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding the CFI'C 
Investigation of Silver Markets. Commodity Futures Trading CommiSsion 

September 15, 2009 ~h of Commissioner Bart Chilton. "Moment of/nertia". 
Institutional Investors Carbon Forum 

September 4, 2009 Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on CFfC's New 
Transparency Initiatives. Commodity Futures Trading CommiSsion 

September 2, 2009 Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton. Joint Meetings on 
Harmonization of Regulation 

August 11, 20098tatement by CommiSsioner Bart Chilton. "The Right Road to Reform". 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

August 4, 2009Speech of Commissioner Bart Chilton. "Sense of Balance", American 
Public Gas Association Annual Meeting 

July 28, 2009, Statement bu Commissjoner Bart Chilton. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

July 7, 2009 Statement of CFfC Commissioner Bart Chilton on Speculative Limit 
Hearinos and Increased Tra!JWarenw. CFI'C 

June24, 2009 Speech of Commissioner Bart Chilton. "Picture Puzzles". Third Annual 
International Commodity Markets, Manipulation Enforcement Conference 

June 18, 2009 Statement ofCommiSsioner Bart Chilton on the Administration's Plan 
for Financial Regulatoru Reform. C1'TC 

June 11, 2009 Speech of CFTC Commissioner Bart Chilton. ·areen CAT" Markets: Y 04 
QQrrg_Show Some Guts. Chicago Climate Exchange & Chicago Climate Futures 
Exchange, Sixth Annual Meeting May 20, 2009, Statement of Commissioner Bart 
Chilton Regarding CFTC Commissioners, Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

May i3, 2009, Statement of Commissioner BartChilton on Regulatory Reforms for 
OTC Mar:.klfil. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
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April 29, 2009, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton to the New York Regional 
Office: 'The Luckier We Get". Commodity Futures n-ading Commission 

March 20, 2009, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton to the American Bar 
Association: "Ponzimonium". Commodity Futures n-ading Commission 

February 10, 2009, Remarks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "The Commodity 
Coaster", Washington Agricultural Roundtable, Brookings Institution 

February 4, 2009, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding House 
Agriculture Committee Futures Industry Oversight Hearings and Consideration of 
Legislation to Im9rove Regulation of Futures gnd Derivatives Markets. Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission 

January 28, 2009, Speech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Years That Answer", 
International Quality Productivity Center, 3rd Carbon Trading Conference 

December 18, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding the 
Nomination of Gary Gensler. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

December 12, 2008, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Driving on Ice". 
European Union Agriculture and Financial Mtrrket Attaches, French Embassy 

November 19, 2008, Speech bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Banquet of 
Consequences", Environmental Markets Association 12th Annual Fall Conference 

November 14, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding Central 
Counteroarties for Credit Default Swaps. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

November 11, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission 

October 28, 2008, Statement ofCommissioner Bart Chilton Regarding CFTC/SEC 
Merger. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

October 8, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on Regulation of Credit 
Default Swaps. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

September 17, 2008, Opening Remarks by Commoditu fUtures Trading Commission 
Commissioner Bart Chilton, CFI'C Cooperative Enforcement Conference 

August 14, 2008, Remarks ofCommissioner Bart Chilton: "A Photooranher's Eue". 
Michigan Agri-Business Association · 
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July 29, 2008, Opening Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Our Progressive 
Discoveru~, Agricultural Advisory Committee, Ccmmodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

July 15, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding Global Markets 
Advjsoni Committee. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

June 25, 2008, Sveech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "The Most Important Thing". 
Finance IQ, Second Carbon Trading Conference 

June 13, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on the Increasing 
Transparencu and Accountability in Oil Markets Act. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

June 10, 2008, Remarks of Commissioner Bart Chilton. Energy Markets Advisory 
Committee, Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

April 29, 2008, Speech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Wicked Awesome" Financial 
Regulation. National Futures Association 

April 22, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Heartburn in the 
Heartland~. Agricultural Markets Roundtabk, Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

April 21, 2008, Sveech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "The Ancient Art of 
Glassmakinq", Future and Options Association, London, England 

April 16, 2008, Statement by Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding the President's 
Remarks on Climate Change. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

April 15, 2008, Remarks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "We Can Do Better". 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

April IO, 2008, R~>marks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "It's Not Easy Being Green ... 
Markets. in the US", Carbon Roundtable 

March 30, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton on Treasury Blueprint. 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

March 28, 2008, ,Statement o(Commissioner Bart Chilton regarding Secretaru 
Paulson s Treasucy Department Blueprint 011 Regulatory Refonn. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission 

March 17, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding NYMEK. 
Emissions Trading. Commodity FUtures Trading Commission 
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March 11, 2008, Statement of Commissioner Bart Chilton Regarding CEIJ:-SEC 
Cooperation. U.S. Securities and E:cchange Commission 

February 27, 2008, Remarks bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: "froperties QfBamboo ", 
Futures Industry Association of Asia, Hong Kong 

February 8, 2008, Speech bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: CFJ'C's '.American Idols': 
Reality Regulation. Commodity Markets Council 

December 6, 2007, Remgrks by Commissioner Bart Chilton: ''.A Time for Everu 
Pumose". Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting, Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

November 29, 2007, Remarks by C.Qmmissioner Bart Chilton: ''.A Better 
Understanding: Current Issues with SEC; Exempt Commercial Market Regulation". 
Futures Industry Association Expo Coriference, Washington Regulators' Panel 

November I3, 2007, Speech by Commissione1' Bart Chilton: "Let's Not 'Dial M for 
Merger': CFTC's Principles-Based Regulation -A Success Storn''. Futures Industry 
Association, Law and Compliance Luncheon 

November 6, 2007, Sveech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "CFTC and Energy 
Markets: The Cop on the Beat - Protecting Consumers", American Public Gas 
Association 

October 16, 2007, Speech by Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Not Your Father's 
Regulator". Futures Industry Association, Law and C-Ompliance Luncheon 

September 18, 2007, Remarks bu Commissioner Bart Chilton: "Dark Markets." 
Hearing to Examine Trading on Regulated Exchanges and Exempt Commercial 
Markets. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector 
employers, business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 

Yes. 

2. List sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred income 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts and other future benefits 
which you expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional 
services, firm memberships. former employers, clients, or customers. 

None. 

3. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has it 
been repaid? 

Yes. It has been paid in full. 

4. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue 
outside employment or engage in any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so, explain.) 

No. 

5. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation. or practice with your 
previous employers, business firms, associations, or organizations after 
completing government service? (If yes, give details.) 

No. 

6. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any 
capacity after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 

No. 

7. Describe all matters and all employers, clients. organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of thls 
Committee or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

None. 

8. If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest. including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above 
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items. In particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other 
relationships which involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the 
position fo< which you have been nominated and what actions you will take to 
resolve these actual or potential conflicts of interest if confirmed. 

There are no such conflicts or potential conflicts. Should such a conflict or 
potential conflict arise, I will coruult with the designated agency ethics officer 
and take any steps necessary to resolve it. 

9. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect 
to any type of interest, which you have made or will make to resolve actual or 
potential conflicts of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which 
you are nominated. 

None. 
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"'\~1'28 o:..,., 

·~""'"''~ . l: · ~ Office of Government Ethics 
~ ~ 1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500 

"41i' <-~ Washington, DC 20005-3917 
Jlift."'1' 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
Chairman 
Committee on Agricultnre, Nuuition, 

and Forestry 
United S1ate.-; Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6000 

Dear M1. Chainnan: 

!'!ay 26. 2009 

In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure report filed by Bart H. Chilton. who has been nominated by President Obama 
for lhe posirjon of Commissioner. Commodity Furures Trading Commission. 

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the agency concerning 
any pos~ible conflict in light of its functions anti the 11omince·s proposed duties. Also enclosed 
is an ethics agreemc.."nt ou!lining lhe actions that the nominee will undertake 10 avoid conflicts of 
intereSt. Unless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics agreement. the nominee must 
fully comply within three months of confirmation with any action specified in tbe etbics 
agreement. 

Based thereon. we believe that this nominee i.s in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulacions governing c'Ooflicls of int<.TCst. 

Enclosures 

Roben l Cu~ick 
Dire<-'tor 
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U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lefayelle Centre.1155 21 ~t Street. tom. Wa$hlnglon. DC 20581 

www.cttc.go~ 

BanChillon 
Commissioner 

Mr. John P. Dolan 

April I, 2009 

Cowisel and Alternate Designated Ethics Official 
Office of the General Cotmsel 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
l'hree Lafayette Centre 
115; 21st Street. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20S81 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

(202) 413·S060 
(202) 418-5620 Facs;m;lc 

bch;Jron@cflc.gov 

This letter describes the steps I will take to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of interest in the 
event that ram con finned for the position of Commissioner for the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC"). 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a}, I will not participate personally and substantially in any 
particular matter that has a direct and predielable effect on my financial interests or those of any 
other person whose interests are imputed to me, unless l first obtain a written waiver pursuant to 
section 208(b )(I) or qualify for a regulatory exemption pursuant to section 208(b )(2). l 
understand that the interests of the following persons are imputed to me: my spouse and minor 
children; any general partner; 1111y organization in which r serve as officer, director, trustee, 
general partner or employee; and any person or organization with which I am negotiating or have 
an arrangement concerning prospective employment. 
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Finally, I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order 
No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirements and restrictions therein in addition to the 
comrnitmenlS I have made in this and any other ethics agreement. 

~ 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). 
Scott Douglas O'Malla 

2. Date and place of birth. 
l(b)(6) pouth Bend. IN 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name (include any former names used). 
occupation, employer's name and business address{ es). 
Married 
Marissa Reyes O'Malia, fomierly Marissa Jane Reyes 
Doctor of Chiropractic 
Dr. Marissa R. O'Malla, P.C. 
2440 M Street, NW #807, Washington, D.C. 20037 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or professional school you have attended, 
including dates of attendance. degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 
9185·12186 Lansing Community College, Kyoto Education Center Japan 
1/87·5190 University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, BALSA 5/4190 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or professional 
corporations, companies. firms. or other enterprises. partnerships, institutions and 
organizations. nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, with which you were 
connected as an officer. director, partner. proprietor. or employee since graduation from 
college; include a title and brief job description. 

Public Securities Association --1990-1991 
Assistant Political Manager 
Managed PSA PAC activities that included fundraising, correspondence, Federal Election 
Commission filing, and special events. Drafted weekly updates on political events for 
industry newsletter. 

Senator McConnell -1991-2001 
Legislative Staff 
Responsible for appropriations as well as energy, environment. education. tax policy. and 
commercial policy issues. 

Mirant - 2001 - 2003 
Director 
Developed a policy organization within Mirant and financial trade associations to bring 
together commercial interests, investor relations and legal staff to review federal 
legislative initiatives and develop the appropriate policy response. Also worked with 
international business units regarding merger activity and terrorism insurance. 
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U.S. Senate Energy Committee -- 2003-2004 
Professional Staff 
Developed policies related to oil and natural gas markets including conducting 
congressional hearings and drafting legislative initiatives. 

Energy and Water Development Subcommittee, Committee on Appropriations -
2004-Present 
Clerk 
Responsibilities include drafting and passage of the Energy and Water Development 
appropriation legislation providing funding to the Department of Energy ($26 billion 
budget), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers($ 5.3 billion budget), and Bureau of Reclamation 
($1 billion budget). 

6. Mi1itarv Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, including the 
dates. branch of service. rank or rate. and type of discharge received. 
No Military Service 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of service. grade levels, and whether such positions 
were elected or appointed. 
U.S. Senator McConnell 
U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources 
U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 
Worker Health Protection Program Award 2006 - For assistance to Department of 
Energy Defense Nuclear Workers 

9. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
requires that no more than three members be from the same political party. List your 
current political party registration or affiliation. 
Republican 

10. Other Memberships: lf not covered above, list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other leadership position and 
describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 
Key School PTA. Arlington VA 
Gunston Middle School PTA, Arlington, VA 
Stennis Fellows, Washington, D.C. 

11. Published Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books. articles. reports. or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
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include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. It 
would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published material 
that may not be readily available. Also, to the maximum extent practicable, please supply 
a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on issues 
involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry or any other matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee and the Department of Agriculture. 
NIA 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers, 
business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 
Yes 

2 List sources, amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts, and other future benefits which you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients, or customers. 
Mirant warrants provided on 113106. Qty; 119 Warrants - $1768 valua, 
Mirant stock Qty: 37 shares - $661 value 
Attachment: Conflict of Interest letter 

3. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has ii been 
repaid? 
No 

4. If confirmed. do you have any plans. commitments, or agreements to pursue or continue 
outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so, explain.) 
No 

5. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation, or practice with your previous 
employers. business firms, associations. or organizations after completing government 
service? (If yes. give details.) 
No 

6. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 
No 

7. Describe all matters and all employers. clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 
or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee or the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
No 

8. ff confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of interest, 
including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above questions. In 
particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships that 
involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the position for which you have 
been nominated and what actions you will take to resolve these actual or potential 
conflicts of interest if confirmed. 
Attachment: Conflict of Interest Letter 
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9. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect to any 
type of interest. which you have made or will make to resolve actual or potential conflicts 
of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which you are nominated. 
Attachment: Conflict of Interest Letter 
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~'\l'TK.s' ~ 

! a Office of Government Ethics c "''""'"~ 
~ p 1201 New York Avtnue, Nw., Suire 500 
'~t l(> Washingron, DC 20005-3917 

"'At" ... " 

The Honordble Blanche L. Lincoln 
Chairman 
Commiltee on Agriculture. Nu1rilioo. 
andForesuy 

United States Senate 
Washington. DC 20510 

Dear Chainnao: 

September 18, 2009 

1n accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure repon filed by Scoa D. O'Malia. who has been nominated by Pre.sident 
Obama for the position of Conunissioner. Commodity futures Tralling Commssioo. 

We have reviewed the report and ha,,.e also obtained advice from the agency concerning 
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed 
is an ethics agreement outlining the actio11s that the nominee will undet1ake to avoid conflim ol 
interest. Unless a date for compliance is indicatro in the ethics agreement. the nominee muu 
fully comply within three months of confinnation with any action specifioo in the ethics 
agreement. 

Based thereon, we believe that this nominee is in oompliance with applicable Jaws and 
regulations governing conflicts of interest. 

Enclosure~ 

Sincerely.iJ LJ 
14,,7 J_. -k-
Robcn I. Cusick 
Director 
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August 31, 2009 

Mr. John P. Dolan 
Counsel and Alternate Designated 
Agency Ethics Official 
Conunodity Futures Trading Conunission 
Three Lafayette Centre 
1155 21st Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20581 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

In regard to your review of my public financial disclosure report ("SF 278") and in 
anticipation of my nomination by President Obama, I wish to advise you of the steps I will take 
to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of interest in the event that I am confinned as 
Conunissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

As required by 18 U.S.C. 208 (a), l will not participate personally or substantially in any 
particular matter that bas a direct and predictable effect on my financial interest or those of any 
person whose interests are imputed to me, unless 1 first obtain a written waiver, pursuant to 18 
U.S.C. 208 (b)(I), or qualify for a regulatory exemption pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 208 (bX2). l 
widerstand that the interests of the following person are imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine; any general partner of a partnership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
organization in which I serve as officer, director, trustee, gener.tl partner or empluyee; any 
person or organization with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment. 

I own warrants for shares of Mirant Corporation common stock. Within 90 days of 
confirmation, I will divest my warrants in the Mirant Cotporation because ownership of this 
security is a prohibited interest pllfsuant to CFTC's Regulation Concerning Conduct of Members 
and Employees and Former Members and Employees of the Commission at 17 C.F .R. § 140. 73 5-
2a(b )(2). !fl divest lhe warrants by exercising them, J will also divest the resulting !ltock within 
90 days of my confinnation. Until this divestirure has been completed. I will not participate 
personally and substantially in any panicular matter that will have a direct and predictable effect 
on the financial interests of Mirant Corporation. 
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Finally I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. 
Order No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirements and restrictions therein in 
addition to commitments I have made in this and any other ethics agreement. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used}: 

Harris Da niel Sherman 

2. Date and place of birth: 

l(b)(6) loenver, Colorado 

3. Marital Status: If married. list spouse's name (include any fonner names used), 
occupation. employer's name, and business address(es}. 

Divorced . 

4. Education: List eactl college and graduate or professional schoot you have attended, 
including dates of attendance. degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 

Colorado College, 1960-1964, B.A. (History), 1964. 

Columbia University Law School, 1964·1967, LLB, 1967 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or professional 
corporations, companies. firms, or other enterprises, partnerships, institutions and 
organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including fanns or ranches. with which you were 
connected as an officer, director, partner, proprietor, or employee since graduation from 
college. Please include a title and brief job description for each. 

VISTA, Attorney (working with community organizations in Chicago)-1967-1968. 

Chicago Public Schools, Teacher (51h Grade)-1968-1969. 

Sherman, Sherman, & Morgan, Attorney (general law practice in Denver, Co.)-
1969-1974. 

Environmental Defense Fund, Attorney {environmental law practice in Denver, 
Co.)-1973-1975. 

Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director (appointed by 
Governor Richard Lamm to oversee Colorado's energy, wildllfe, water, parks, and 
state land programs)-1975-1980. 

Arn old & Porter, Partner (specializing in natural resources, environmental, public 
lands, water, and American Indian lay.i in Denver, Co.)-1980·2007. 
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Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director (appointed by 
Governor Bill Ritter to oversee Colorado's energy, wildlife, water, parks, forestry, 
and state lands programs)-2007-Present. 

6. Military Service: Have You served in the military? If so. please give particulars, including 
the dates, branch of service. rank or rate, and type of discharge received. 

No. 

7. Government Service: State (chronologically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of service. grade levels, and whether such positions 
were elected or appointed. 

VISTA Attorney-1967-1968. 

Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director, 1975-1980 
(Appointed). 

Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Executive Director, 2007-Present 
(Appointed). 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 

Phi Beta Kappa 

Pi Gamma Mu 

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship (Honorable Mention). 

Honorary Doctorate of Laws, Colorado College 

Thorne Ecological Institute, Environmental Award 

American Bar Association, Fellow 

9. Other Memberships: lf not covered above; list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official, board member. or other leadership position and 
describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 
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The Boettcher Foundation, Trustee, 2004· Present 

Colorado College, Trustee, 1998-2005 

Denver Water Board, Commissioner, 2005-2007 

Color.ido Forum, Member, 1986 • 2007 

Trust For Public Land (National Advisory Council), 1990-2007 

Trust For Public Land (Chair, Colorado Advisory Councll), 1996-2007 

Denver Regional Air Quality Council, Chair 

Wirth Chair, University of Colorado, Trustee, 2004·2007 

A & P Realty Associates, General Partnership, 1982.Present 

10. Pubfished Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books, articles, reports. or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include in this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. It 
would be helpful to the Committee if you would provide one copy of all published material 
that may not be readily available. Also, to the maximum extent practicable. please supply 
a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on issues 
involving agriculture, nutrition. forestry, or any other matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Department of Agriculture. 

See Attachment A 

I do not use prepared text for my speeches, but I have Included a list of my public 
speaking events. 

FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers, 
business firms. partnerships, associations, or other organizations? (If no. provide full 
details.) 

Yes. Please note that while I have severed all ties wi.th my previous law firm, 
Arnold & Porter, l receive monthly payments from Arnold & Porter under lts 
retirement plan. This Is described in greater detatl in response to Question #2 
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below. 

2. Lisi sources. amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements. stock options. uncompleted contracts. and other future benefits that you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships. professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients. or customers. 

Arnold & Porter Retirement Plan (unfunded retirement benefits arising from the 
Firm's Partnership Agreement). 2009 annual anticipated receipts will be 
approximately $194,000. 

State of Colol'ildo PERA (upon leaving State employment, I will receive $350 a 
month). 

3. Do you. or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which you have 
an interest. own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes. provide a brief description including 
location, size. and type of operation.) 

Since 1981, I have owned a one-third interest in a 450 acre ranch in Summit 
County, Colorado. Two other famllle's own the remaining two-thirds interest. The 
entire ranch Is subject to a conservation easement held by the American Farmland 
Trust. Under the terms of the conservation easement, the property cannot be 
developed beyond the existing home sites. Limited grazlng of horses and cattle 
occur through a lease with the adjacent rancher. We receive no income under the 
lease although we have a l'e(;iprocal arrangement whereby we can reaeate on the 
adjacent ranchers property and he agrees to maintain our d itches and headgates. 
The property is not held for investment purposes. 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which you have 
an interest, ever participated in federal commodity income and price support, disaster, 
conservation, or related programs? (If yes, provide full details, including description.s and 
amounts of payments and loans received or forfeited relating to each commodity, crop. 
farm. and ranch involved during the past five years.) 

No. 

5. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which 
you have an Interest, received payments for crop or livestock losses from the 
federal crop insurance program in the past five years? (If yes, provide full details 
and amounts.) 

No. 

6. Have you ever received a student loan or loans? If so, has all indebtedness been 
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fully repaid? (If no, provide full details.) 

No. 

7. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation or other entity in which you have 
an interest. ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan from or guaranteed 
by any department or agency of the federal government (other than a student loan), 
including, for example, through the farm or rural development lending programs of the 
Department of Agriculture or through the Small Business Administration? (If yes, provide 
the current status and details of such loan or loans. whether the indebtedness has been 
fully repaid, and all details of any such loan activity.) 

No. 

8. If confirmed, do you have any plans. commitments. or agreements lo pursue or continue 
outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation, during your service with the government? (If so. explain fully.) 

No. 

9. Do you have any plans to resume employment. affiliation. or practice with any of your 
previous employers, business firms, partnerships. associations, or other organizations 
after completing government service? (If yes. provide fuH details.) 

No. 

10. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave government service? (If yes, provide full details.) 

No. 

11. Describe fully all matters and all employers. clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Department of Agriculture or any of its 
agencies. or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee 
or the Department of Agriculture. 

See Attachment B. 

12. Explain in detail how you will resolve and avoid any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above questions. 
In particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships that 
involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relating to the position for which you have 
been nominated and what actions you will take to resolve and avoid these actual or 
potential conflicts of interest. 
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Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of 
an ethics agreement that I have entered into with the Department of Agriculture's 
designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this Committee. 

13. Fully describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements of any nature with respect to 
any type of interest that you have made or will make to resolve and avoid actual or 
potential conflicts of interest relating to the position for which you have been nominated. 

Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of 
an ethics agreement that I have entered Into with the Department of Agriculture's 
designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this Committee. 
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Attachment B 

Describe fully all matters and all employers, clients. organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Department of Agriculture or any of 
its agencies, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Department of Agriculture. 

From September, 2004 until February, 2007 while practicing law at Arnold & 

Porter, I represented the following entities before the Forest Service and USDA. 

1. On behalf of Vail Resorts Management 

a. Review of the Breckenridge Ski Area Peak 8 lift expansion 

b. On behalf of Vail Resorts, appeal of the White River Forest Plan 

c. Submission of comments concerning certain White River Forest Plan 

revisions. 

2. On behalf of CNL Real Estate Investment Trust 

a. Negotiation with the Forest Service, Booth Creek, and CNL regarding 

Forest Service reissuance of ski resort permits for resulting from sale 

of resorts. 

3. On behalf of Copper Mountain Ski Resort 

a. Resolution of third party timber patent claims within the Copper 

Mountain Ski Area boundaries. 

b. Resolution of snowmaking proposals accompanying a Copper 

Mountain master development plan. 

From February, 2007 until the present, while serving as Director of the Colorado 

Department of Natural Resources, I have periodically met with representatives of 

the Forest Service and USDA on a wide variety of federal/state policy and 

programmatic issues within the existing jurisdiction of the State and/or the 

Forest Service. These issues have included: 
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1. Coordination with the Forest Service on a wide variety of fuel reduction, 

forest restoration projects, and fire fighting plans and strategies. 

2. Coordination on wide-array of Colorado's forest and natural resources 

issues including work on threatened and endangered species issues 

within a number of Colorado's national forests. 
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~ ~ Unncd St;1tc::s 
i S. Office of Government Ethics a•''"-'o,. 

'). !J 1201 '.'-lew YlJl'k Avenue. NW., S11itc 500 
• <? ' \V.1shing1on, DC 2000;.3917 

:\'.\u;..:"S" 

The HonoraMc !llanchc L. Lincoln 
Chairman 
Committee on Agriculture. Nutri1ion. 
and Forestiy 

lJnit<d States Senate 
Washington, J)(' 205 JO 

Dear Chairman: 

S@pt@rebor l8, ;,009 

In occordancc with the Ethic5 in Government .~cl of' 197S. I enclose a copy ()f the 
fin:lllcbl disclosure rcpon filed by Harris Shmn311, who has been nominated by !'resident Obama 
for 1hc position of l.!t1der Secretary for Natural Resources ar.d Enviroruncnl, Depanmcnt of 
.llgricullure. Mr. Sbe1man )!so has been nominated for 1he position of Member of th~ Board of 
Directors, Commodity Credit C<>rpnration. 

We ha\'c rc,·ic1"ed 1he report and have also obtained advice from the agency cnnceming 
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duti~s. Also cncloscJ 
is an cihics :ogrccmc11t outlining 1he actions that !he nominee will undcnake lo a>'oid conflic1s of 
interest. Unless a date for CC'lmplianct: c~ indicaLcJ in fhc C'thfcs agrc~mcnt. the nominee must 
fully comply within thtcc month~ of confirmation with any action spc~ifi(-d in 1hc ethics 
agrLX-nn:nt. 

Based thcr~oo. we bcliovc that chis nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and 
rcguhuicm~ g<Jvcrning e:onflkts of' int~rest. 

Enclosures 

R('t>en J. Cusick 
Director 

11<;:0 •• 1·.<, 
.~vc•.•~ i'."';·.! 
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Septembez 16, 2009 

Mr Ra}'lllond J Sheehan 
Designattid Ag;mcy Ethics Official 
U.S. Depaitmcnt ofAgiicultwe 
Washingtom, DC 20250-0122 

Dear Mr Sheehan: 

147 

The p11Ipose of this letter is to explain the steps that l \I.ill take to avoid any actual or apparent 
conflict of interest in tbc event that I am confumed for the position ufUndet Secretary for 
Natural Resowces and Environment, U.S. Depanment of Agiiculture (USDA). Holding the 
position of the Under Secretary foi Nanna! Resources and Environment also entails a 
membership on tbe Board of Directors of the Commodity Credit Coiporation (CCC). lhc steps 
detailed below also take into accotmt any polcntial conflicts or appeaianccs theceof associated 
with that CCC position 

As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), l \lvillnotparticipate pe1sonally and substantially in any 
pazticulai mattei that has a direct and predictable effect on my financial interests or !hose of any 
other person whose interests aie imputed to me, unless l first obtain a wzitten waive1, puisuant to 
scction208(b)(l), or qualify foraiegulaloty cxr.!mption, pwsuant to section 208(bX2). I fuJthcr 
understand that the interests of the folloWing pe1sons iue imputed to me: any spouse or minor 
child of mine, any genezal partner of a paimership in which I am a limited or general partner; any 
entity in which I se1ve as officer, directo1, tru.stee, general partnei, 01 employee; and any pe.ison 
01 entity with which 1 am negotiating 01 have a'I anangement coace1niog pmspective 
employment.. 

Upon coafirniation, I will resign from my position as Executive Dilectoi', Colo1ado Department 
ofNanua1 Resources For a peiiod of one year after my resignation, I will not paiticipate 
pe1sonally and substantially in aiiy pa.iticulm maticI involving specific parties in which the 
Colwado Department ofNaturnl Resowces, is a paity 01 represents a paity, unless I aJD fiist 
authorized to participate, pwsuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(d). I will continue to panicipate in the 
Colorado Public Employees Retir.ement Association, a defined benefit plan. I will not participate 
personally and substantially in any particular matter that bas a direct and predictable effect on the 
ability or willingness of the State of Colorado to provide thi:> contiactual benefit to me, unless I 
fust obtain a wtitten waiver, pursuant lo 18 USC § 208(b)(l), or qualify fora regulato1y 
exemption, pUisuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208 (b){2), such as 5 CF R. § 2640 .. 20l{c)(2) .. 

Upon confilmation, 1 will 1esign my p0sition as T1ustee of the Boettcher Foundation. For a 
peiiod ofone yeai after roy resignation, I will not pa.iticipate personally and substantially in any 
pazticulai matter involving specific parties in which the Boettcher Foundation, is a party or 
represents a party unless I am fu'St nutho1ized to paiticipate, pursuant to 5 C FR§ 2635 502(d). 
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I will remain a non-managing partne1 in the A&P Realty Associates Gcll.elal Piu1De1-ship ("A & 
P"). The paitnetship is invested in one holding, Plli'.lll on Ili!!vest Hill, LP, a multi-unit 
apai:tmcnt building in Dallas, Texas. Owing my appointment lo the position of Unde1 Sec1etaiy, 
I v.ill not p1ovide any se1\>'iccs to A&P. I will not pariicipate peisonally and substantially in any 
particular matte! that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial inteiests of A&P DI 

Plaza on Haivest Hill, LP, unless I fu'8t obtain a wiitten waiver, puzsuant to 18 U S C § 
20S(b)(l), or qualify fot aregulatoly exemption, pwsuantto 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). I undeistand 
that, pursuant to 18 U.S C. § 208(a), the financial interests of each general paitneI in A&P will 
be imputed to me dwing my government se1vice. For the dwation of my appointment, I will not 
participate pe1sonally and substantially in any particular matte1 in which I know that any of these 
pa.ttne1:1 has a financial interest, if the particular matter has a direct and predictable effect on that 
inlerest, unless I fast obtain a Wiitten ·waive1, pwsuant to 18 tJ S.C. § 208{b)(I), 01 qualify for a 
regulato1y exemption, pwsuanl to 18 use_§ 208(b)(2). 

As a tesult of my rctit'ement from Arnold and Portet LLP, I receive monthly retirement income 
from an unfunded 1etirement account. My monthly retiloment inoome is based upon the numbet 
ofye;us of set vice with Arnold and Po1tei LLP I will not pazticipate personally and substantially 
in any particulai matter that has a dilect and prcdiclable effect on the financial interests of 
J\Jnold and Porter, LLP, unless I first obtain a wiitten waivci, puisuant lo 18 U .S.C. § 208(b)( I) 

l will divest all of my inteiests in the following Morgan Stanley Manage.I Accounts within 9-0 
days of confumation: N01tbc1n Trnst Value lnvcstors; Davis Advisors; 1 radewinds Global; and 
Madison LaJgc Cap Growth. Within each of these accounts are ~pecific assets directly involved 
with oil and gas exploration, mining and forest management Specifically, Deete Company; 
Waste Management, Inc.; BP; Chevron; ConocoPhillips; Devon Gas Services; Exxon Mobil; 
Occidental Petmlcum; Banick Gold; Bake1 Hughes and Newmont Mining pose a conflict of 
inte1est. Due to the sbucture of each managed account it is not feasible for me to divest of the 
specific holdings that pose a conflict of inte1cst and the1efore liquidating each managed account 
is necessaiy. With regard to each of the specific assets identified above, l will not participate 
~onally and substantially io any paiticulai manei that bas a dilcct and predictable effect on the 
finmcial interests of the entity until I have divested it, unless I fust obwn a wtitten waiver, 
pwsuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(bXI), or qualify fo1 a regulat01y exemption, pursllaJlt to 18 U S.C § 
208(b)(2). 

Finally I unde1stand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order 
No 13490) and that I \~ill be bound by the requiiements and 1estrictioos therein in addition to 
comroitments I have made in this and any othc:1 ethics i1gieement. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (include any former names used). 

Jill Elaine (Maycumber·maiden) Sommers 

2. Date and place of birth. 

l<b)(6) Fort Scott, Kansas 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name (include any former names used). 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). 

Married to Michael J. Sommers - Policy Director for Republican Leader John 
Boehner, US Capitol 

4. Education: List each college and graduate or professional school you have attended, 
including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 

University of Oregon 1987-1988 
University of Kansas 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Arts Degree awarded December of 2005 
(Course work completed in 1991) 

5. Employment and Self-Employment Record: list (by year) all business or professional 
corporations, companies, firms, or other enterprises, partnerships, institutions and 
organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches, with which you were 
connected as an officer. director, partner. proprietor. or employee since graduation 
from college: include a title and brief job description 

Office of Senator Robert J. Dole (R·KS) 
Intern· January 1991-May 1991 ·Washington DC 
Receptionist - May 1991-August 1992 - Washington DC 
Regional Representative - August 1992-Novomber 1994 
Pittsburg, Kansas/Topeka, Kansas 
Represented the Senator at various functions and assisted constituents with 
various requests and issues regarding the federal government. 
Assistant to the Administrative Assistant - Washington DC 
November 1994-August 1995 
Assisted the AA in managing a staff of 25 legislative assistants and 
correspondents 
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Clark & Muldoon, P.C. -August 1995-February 1998 
Legislative Assistant 
Assisted two attorneys with agricultural related client business as well as general 
office management. 

Taggart & Associates - March 1998-August 1998 
Senior Associate 
Principal contact for clients with legislative concerns on issues such as 
agriculture, health care, and telecommunications 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
Manager, Legislative and Regulatory Affairs -August 1998.January 2001 
Associate Director, Government Affairs - January 2001-March 2004 
Primarily responsible for monitoring regulatory matters pending before the federal 
government. Accompanied Members of Congress, Administration officials and 
congressional staff to Chicago as part of the CME educational visitation program. 

International Swaps and Derivatives Association 
August 2005 - August 2006 
Policy Director and Head of US Government Affairs 
Principal contact in Washington DC for ISDA member firms on a variety of over
the-counter derivatives issues. 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
August 2007 -Present 
Commissioner 

6. Militarv Service: Have you had any military service? If so, give particulars, including the 
dates, branch of service. rank or rate, and type of discharge received. 

None 

7. Government Servif~: State (chronologically) your government se1Vice or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of se1Vice, grade levels, and whether such 
positions were elected or appointed. 

Office of Senator Robert J. Dole 1991-1995 
CFTC - appointed 2007-present 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships that you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 

None 
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8. Political Affiliation: The statute creating the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
requires that no more than three members be from the same political party. List your 
current political party registration or affiliation. 

Republican 

9. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official. board member. or other leadership position 
and describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 

Kansas Society of Washington DC - Treasurer 
University of Kansas Alumni Association - Washington DC contact 

10. Published Writings: List the titles. publishers. and dates of books. articles. reports. or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include on this list published materials on which you are listed as the principal editor. 
It would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published 
material that may not be readily available. Also. to the maximum extent practicable. 
please supply a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years 
on issues involving agriculture, nutrition. forestry or any other matters within the 
jurisdiction of this Committee and the Department of Agriculture. 

The following speeches can be found on the CFTC website: 

September 2, 2009 

Statemen1 of rommissio11er Jill Sommers, foinl Mcelings on Harmonization of Regulation 

July 29, 2009 

S1ale1.nent by_<;'.QID.l)~W[O!l.er J..Ul.~Q!!!!!l§.!'.~. Commodity Future~ Trading Commi~sion 

July ZS, 2009 

1itatement hv Co.1!1missioiicr Jill Somme~. Comrnotlity Futures Trading Commission 

June 9, 2009 

Sp~ech by Con!1_nissioner Jill E. SommcrsLI.!l~...l.L~Usrululatorv Land~iin&:.Ih~.Yi~~(c.o.!!.1_.Y!.ashil].!l!!!!J.. 
Fl,Vl'OA lnlt:mational Derivatives Expo. London 

September 19, 2008 
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R.~Jn!!rks \:>)(. C.~mnnissioncr .lill E. Sommcrs.....'.:!nteg.-itv of the Futures Markets and the Role of 
T.Iil!lml!.r£.ncv", Asia Derivatives Conference. Tokyo. Japan 

July 29, ZOOS 

9Jl~.ning S.I!!l~'.IJl''"t Comm,ssioncr Jill Sommers He fore CFTC Agricultural Ad visorv (µmmit_(£_o;. 
Commo11ity futures Trading Commission Headquartet'!< 

July 15, 2008 

.Sl<tt~ID~l}I £;~n_1rn.i,s_~il!!l!~.1:.Ji1LSQ!ll!ll..5L'LR.~!!..ai:<lin_g GlQ!1al Markets Advi~ory Committ.ee, Commodity 
Futures Trn<ling Commission Hcad4ua11crs 

June 10, 2008 

Remark$ of Commissioner Jill SonJID!;.!:ll.6£(Qf_eJl:ieJ~n~gz_Markc!s Advisorv Comn~iJ~. Commodil)' 
Fulures Trading Commission H~adquartccs 

April 22, 2008 

Statement ,if Commissioner Jill Sommers. Agricult)!!"al Markets Roundtahle, Commodit~· Futures Trading 
Commission Headquarters 

March 11, 2008 

Sta!~mconJ.Qf_(\lITl..!lJi~;ili:>n~ JilL~ommc~legarding the Cl·TC-Sf.C Memorandum ofUn~!~rnt.~m!in.g, 
l) .S. Securities and Exchange Commission Headquarters 

November 13, 2007 

Rel!l_<!rh ]:>y_ ~;Q111r:i:!L'-'"..iQ!ler Jill Sommers BeJpre 1hc Futures fo\lu~try • ..,ss9ciatl.C?1! _!.aw and Complia11ce 
Di\'ision.m1d the Nr;o~J;'ork_.CjtyJ!.ar.~~.!\Qciatinn. f'utures Industry Association Law and Compliance 
Division and the N~w York City Bar As.od>ttion 

October 16, 2007 

*~!!.J!LC'ommissil!.n<T Jill Som.ll!eJJLb.~fof~ .. ih~ .. fut1JX~.~_lndustrv AS$oci111fon Litw imd Coml!liall~~ 
ku.ncheon, Futures Industry Association, Law and Compliance luncheon 

September 18, Z007 

Remarks m:_<,;ommissioner Jill_~9_m.mer~. on Hearing to Examine Trading on Rcgulatc.~_Exchangcs and 
E~~rnpl Conunc19i.~)J\'l<irk")~. Commodity Futures Trading Conunission He<1dquacters 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector 
employers, business firms, associations, and/or organizations? 

Yes 

2 List sources, amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements, stock options, uncompleted contracts, and other future benefits 
which you expect to derive from previous business relationships, professional 
services, firm memberships. former employers. clients, or customers. 

None 

3. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so, has it 
been repaid? 

Yes -all loans have been repaid in full 

4. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue or 
continue outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, 
with or without compensation, during your service with the government? (If so, 
explain.) 

No 

5. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation. or practice with your 
previous employers, business finns, associations, or organizations after 
completing government service? (If yes, give details.) 

No 

6. Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any 
capacity after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 

No 

7. Describe all matters and all employers, clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, or before Congress involving matters within the jurisdiction of this 
Committee or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

1998-2004 The Chicago Mercantile Exchange - futures regulation, CEA 
Reauthorization 
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2005-2006 International Swaps and Derivatives Association -
OTC derivatives issues, OTC energy swaps. CEA Reauthorization. 

8. If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above 
questions. In particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities. or other 
relationships that involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the 
position for which you have been nominated and what actions you will take to 
resolve these actual or potential conflicts of interest if confirmed. 

If any conflicts are found, I will divest my interest 

9. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements, of any nature with respect 
to any type of interest. which you have made or will make to resolve actual or 
potential conflicts of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which 
you are nominated. 

Currently, no conflicts have been identified 
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'>111.H.s~ 

~ • ~ Office of Government Ethics a., ~.,. Uni1ed State.< 

~. ,.,, 1201 Now York Avenue. NW., Suire 500 
" 1;. ~"" Washington. DC 20005-3917 

·.\·114,·"l't i· 

The llonorable Tom Harkin 
Chainnan 
Commiucc on Ai;riculture. Nutrition. 

and Forestry 
!Jnited States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chainnaii: 

July 27, 2(l(lq 

111 acconlancc Y.ith the Ethics in Govenunent Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of cite 
finllllcial disclosure report file<.! by Jill F,. Sommers, who has been nominated by Presidem 
Obama for the position of Commissioner i>fthe Commodiry Futures Trading Commission. 

We ha\'e reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the agency concerning 
any possif>le conflict in light of its functions and the nominee ·s proposed duties. 

Based thereon, we believe tbal this nominee is in compliance with applicable Jaws and 
regulations governing conflicts of interc.~•-

Enclosure 

Rober! I. Cu>ick 
Director 

(~;~:. !00 
/wr,J~t !¥,I~ 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION (PUBLIC) 

1. Full name (Include any former names used). 
Kenneth Albert Spearman 

2. Date and place of birth. 
I fh Vn) I East Chicago, Indiana 

3. Marital Status: If married, list spouse's name {include any former names used), 
occupation, employer's name and business address(es). 
Married to Maria Spearman (Hunyh Mo Khanh . Maria l a Personal Trainer w is 
self· employed and works out of our home at (b )(6) 

l<b)(6) I 
4. Education: list each college and graduate or professional school you have attended. 

including dates of attendance, degrees received, and dates degrees were granted. 
·Governors State University, 9/1975 to 811978, Masters In Business Administration, 
8/1978 (was working for Arthur Andersen & Co. while attending graduate school). 

·Indiana University, 9/1970 to 8/1973, Bachelors of Science, 8/1973. 

5. g,IJJ.Q]gyment and Self-Employment Recorg.: List {by year} all business or professional 
corporations, companies. firms, or other enterprises, partnerships. institutions and 
organizations, nonprofit or otherwise, including farms or ranches. with which you were 
connected as an officer, director, partner, proprietor. or employee since graduation from 
college; include a title and brief job descliplfon. 

2006-present Agflrst Farm Credit Bank· Appointed Director 

2003-2006 

1991-2007 

19S0-1991 

1976-1980 

Serves as an appointed director on the board of AgFlrst Farm Credit currel'>Uy a member of 
the Governance Committee. 

Lake Wales Medical Center . Boan! Membar 

CITRUS WORLD, INC. • Director, Internal Audit 
Rnponsil>le for the design and impl•HnentaHon of a.M ua1 plans for revklwing and 
appraising the soundness, adequacy, and appHcatlon of accounting, financial, and otlwlr 
operating lnterna.I cor>trols. 

CITRUS CENTRAL INC.· Controller, General Accounting 
R01ponaible for the flnanclal management of reporting function for $10o+ million company 
with • staff of four accountarrta. Cash management, receivables, payab.les, payroll, credit, 
insurance, general ledgor, f111ancial statement preparation, budgets, treasury function, 
annual audit coon!ination are examples or areas within my purview. 

JAMES WILLIAMS & CO. • Co-founder, Certified Public Accountants Finn 
Reaponslble for planning, directing and monitoring l inanclal, complian<>e and operational 
audits for a wide variety of clients In both the private and pubUc seetors. Managed fmanc:h1I 
and treuurylcontrollershlp funcllons perforrru•d by seven staff and senior accountants. 
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. - Audit Staff. Small Business Division 
Performed independent audil ex.aminations at both th• st.ff and projoct-lead levels. for 
cllenta In tho manufacturing, hotol and not-for-profit sectors. Fuoctlons Included audits, 
pr•p&r•tlon of special report•, costs analysls, purchase i1111ntlgatlons and tax preparation. 
Ev•luationa of internal controls and suggesting improvements along with drafting financial 
statements and disclosure footnotes were also performed. 

6. Military Service: Have yoo had any military setVice? If so. give particulars, including the 
dates. branch of service. rank or rate. and type of discharge received. 
Yes, from 06/1962 untll 10/1965. I served ln the US Anny Intelligence Service 
attaining the rank of Specialist Fifth Class. My service number was 167 39 568 
and I received an Honorable Discharge. 

7. Government Service: State (chronolo9ically) your government service or public offices 
you have held, including the terms of service. grade levels, and whether such position.s 
were elected or appointed. 
None. 

8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships. feltowships. honorary degrees. and honorary 
society memberships 1hat you received and believe would be of interest to the 
Committee. 
Board of Directors resolution recognition from Citrus World, Inc. for faithful and 
dedicated service ... 2007, and the Award of Excellence from National Society of 
Accountants for Cooperatives ... 2003, and also received an award from Lake Wales 
Medical Center for servicing as Board Chairman .... 2005. 

9. Other Memberships: If not covered above, list all organizations in which during the past 
10 years you held a position as official, board member, or other leadership pasition and 
describe the position. Exclude religious organizations. 
Institute of Internal Auditors, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives, 
Florida Farm Bureau. 

10. Published Writings: List the titles, publishers, and dates of books, articles, reports, or 
other published materials (including published speeches) you have written. Please 
include on this list published materials on which you are listed as lhe principal editor. It 
would be helpful to the Committee if you could provide one copy of all published material 
that may not be read~y available. Also. to the maximum extent practicable, please supply 
a copy of all unpublished speeches you made during the past five years on issues 
involving agriculture, nutrition, forestry. agricultural credit, or other matters within the 
jurisdic1ion of this Committee or the Farm Credit Administration. 

Membership articles written and published in the National Society of Accountants 
for Cooperatives newsletter {News and Views) while serving as the groups National 
President (listed below). The articles published were of an administrative, 
motivational and strategic planning nature written quarterly during my one year 
term. Please see attached a copy of each quarterly newsletter with my ~ssage on 
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front page. The list below is a complete listing of all my published writings . 

.. President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Fall 2002). 
"President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Winter 2002). 
"President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Spring 2003). 
"President's Message," News & Views, National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives 
(Summer 2003). 
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FINANCIAL DATA AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST (PUBLIC) 

1. Have you severed all connections with your immediate past private sector employers. 
business fi rms, associations. andlor organizations? 
Under the terms of my ethics agreement, I will resign from my current employer 
upoo confirmation by the Senate. 

2. List sources. amounts and dates of all expected receipts from deferred income 
arrangements. stock options, uncompleted contracts. and other future benefits which you 
expect to derive from previous business relationships. professional services, firm 
memberships, former employers, clients, or customers. 
Florida's Natural Growers, a division of Citrus World, Inc. $123,500, one third of 
which to be received over the next three years. AgFirst Farm Credit Bank, $34,DOO, 
one fourth of which to be received over the following four years after separation. 

3. Do you, or does any partnership or dosely held corporation in which yOAJ have an 
interest. own or operate a farm or ranch? (If yes, please give a brief description including 
location. size and type of operation.) 
No. 

4. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an interest. 
ever participated in federal commodity income and price support programs? (ti yes. 
provide all details including amounts of government payments and loans received or 
forfeited by crop and fa rm, et cetera during the past five years.) 
No. 

5. Have you, or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan from or 
guaranteed by any current or previously existing agency of the Department of 
Agriculture. including through any of the farm or rural development lending 
programs? (If yes. please state the current status and details of such loans. 
whether they have been fully repaid. and all details of any such loan activity.) 
No. 

6. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an 
interest, ever received a loan or cosigned a note involving a loan from. involving. 
or handled by any currenl or previously existing institution regulated or overseen 
by the Farm Credit Administration? (If yes, please state the current status and 
details of such loans, whether they have been fully repaid, and all details of any 
such loan activity.) 
No. 

7. Have you. or any partnership or closely held corporation in which you have an interest, 
received payments for crop tosses from the federal crop insurance program in the past 5 
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years? (If yes. give details ) 
No. 
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8. Have you ever received a government guaranteed student loan? If so. has it been 
repaid? 
Yes and they were repaid in full over 30 years ago. 

9. If confirmed, do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue or oontinue 
outside employment or engage in or continue any business or vocation, with or without 
compensation. during your service with the government? (If so. explain.) 
No. 

10. Do you have any plans to resume employment, affiliation, or practice with your previous 
employers, business firms, associations, or organizations after completing government 
service? (If yes. give details.} 
No. 

11 . Has anyone made a commitment to employ you or retain your services in any capacity 
after you leave government service? (If yes, please specify.) 
No. 

12. Describe all malters and all employers, clients, organizations, or interests you 
represented over the past five years before the Farm Credit Administration. or before 
Congress involvi0g matters within the jurisdiction of this Committee. the Department of 
Agriculture, or the Farm Credit Administration. 
None. 

13 If confirmed, explain how you will resolve any actual or potential conflicts of interest. 
including any that may be disclosed by your responses to the above questions. In 
particular, identify all investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships that 
involve actual or potential conflicts of interest relative to the position for which you have 
been nomlnaled and what actions you will take to resolve these actual or potential 
conflicts of interest if confirmed. 
Any potential conflicts of intentst will be resolved in accordance with the terms of 
an ethics agreement V!at I have entered into with the Fann Credit Administration's 
designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this Committee. I 
am not aware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

14. Describe and explain all divestitures or arrangements. or any nature with respect to any 
type of interest. which you have made or will make to resolve actual or potential oontlicts 
of interest should you be confirmed to the position for which you are nominated. 
Upon conflnnation to the FCA Board, I will resign from my position on the board of 
directors of the Ag First Farm Credit Bank (Agfirst). I w ill also sign the Ethics 
Pledge required by the Obama administrat ion. 
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i ·a Office of Government Ethics c ""'""'""' 
~ t; 120 l New York Avenue, NW'., Suite 500 

';.~ .<°"~ Woshington, DC 2000'>--~~I 17 
·""·"F."'1 "' 

The llonotable Tom Harkin 
Chairman 
Commillcc c>n Acriculturc, Nutri1inn, 
and Forestry 

United Stale$ Senate 
Washington. DC 20510-6000 

))ear Mr. Chl!innan: 

July 23, 2009 

In accordance wi1h the Erhics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the 
financial disclosure report flied by Kenneth A. Spcarn1an, who has been nominated by President 
Obama for •he position of Board ~ember of the Fann Credit Adminism11ion. 

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the agp1cy concerning 
any possible cvnflict in light cif ils limc1ions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed 
is an e1hics agrecmcnl outlining lhe actions 1hat the nominee will undenakc lo avoid conilicts of 
interest. l:nless a date for compliance is indicau...i in lhc ethics ab'rt.'<-'tllcnl. the n(1rninee must 
fully contply within three months of conlinnation with any action specified in lhc e1hics 
agreemenl. 

flased thereon, we believe that this nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and 
regular ions governing contlicts of imerest. 

Enclosures 

7~/ /"""' ...,. .. c_/_,,l 

R\lh•rt J. Cusick 
Director 

OGi· l·lci 
... i:.i••" 1·~Ql 
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July :n. ~009 

w,•nity R. 1.nu11~1,1;i 

I li:..-ti~nal~·d Ar,.:ncy Ethics Oflici;il & /\S)'ist;mt Ocncral C{•un~.:I 
OOk.c uf Gc1wrnl Cc•t111scl 
F,\RM CW'. l>!T AllMINISTRAlrON 
I SOI Fann { 'rc1li1 (hive 
Mc.l.<,:111, VA n rr12-so90 
(?OJ) HR:'l.4:!1<1 

The f'll rtX»C or •his lclk r is to dcscri~ !he !!Cps tlmt l will lake 10 avoid ~ny actllJI "':ljlparcnl 
co11tliet 111"i11i.:-rc-<l in the event th~t l ain C\•nrirmcd for the pc1.~ition orno:1rt1 Mc1nhcr ofll11.: 
F:ttT11 ( :red it /\tl111i11i,1ration. 

/\~ l'C(Jlli1nl l.>y l 111 /.S.C. § 208(:.i). I will not p.1r1icipalc (>l:tSOn:11ly and s11hst;1n1i:illy in :iny 
P'.ll'lic.ular m:Htcr ''"''has :I <lircd <u1<l prcdictnble enect on Illy finnnci:il interests c>r th\l$C 01'1111y 
pc;rsc•n who.,c inll' rc,ts nrc imputed tu me, unless I Jirsl obtain a wrillc11 w:iivcr. pursimm to 18 
U.S.C. § 20~(b)( I), or qualify li.•r a rci:u l:itory cxc01p1ion, pursv~11 1 t11 18 \ J.S.C. § 208(\1)(2). I 
11111kr,.\;i11tl 1h:11 the i1111.:rcsts ol !he followi 11s persons an: iJn1>11tcd to 011: . any spo11s.: nr n•inor 
d 1ihl t1f mine; 111\y i;cm:ra.J p3rl~ of a p;111n~rs'1ip in which I ;nn a lituilc~l or gcJice<tl part11~r; ~ny 
oqpni:tllion i:i 1,1.11id1 I serve a~ offic.·r, dircclor, trustee, gcncnil partner or cmp!<'ycc•; .:i11tl ~ny 
p~r.o,011 or mr.~ni:i:alion with which I m11 nc11,C1til!ing or l1avc .111 ~mmi::cmcnt conccr11ing 
pmsp•·d Ive '"'l'lt1ynw111. 

I lpc•n ronfirmalit>ll, I will rc~ig.11 from my position on the bo:i.rd of difcclurt of the /\t:l'iM F:1r111 
C11;i1ic lbo1k (Agl'irs1). Fnr <JnC y~.:ir ofter my r~~ignalion, I will nut par licip~tc pcrso11;1lly lnd 
~uh·;1nnti:illy in nuy p~rlicu lar matter inv<.J!ving specific pQr\ie~ in wl1ich J\gl'irst i~ a l""IY or 
l\'1ir~-~11!5 ;i pmty . unh!s.s I m11 firs! .. uth<>ri:a:d lo J)llrtk.ip;>l•·, p11m1anc to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(ri) 
In J1klition, I will c.:i~h out my deferred s.wini:s plan (Savings l'bn) will\ Ai;Firsl withi n 9tl day~ 
or my ('l)nformalion. 

Fi11:1Hy, I 1mcJ.:tst.m1I !h«l :is •Ill "Jllloint~c lam required to sii;n U1c Efhic.~ l'lcd(;c (Exec. Order 
1-:o. I 34'>0) ~11cl that I will h~ houncl by the rcquiiconcnts ~nd rc~lricli cm~ therein in :111.liric>n t<1 th~ 

'ommi11nt·n1s I h:i "mnilc in thi~ rind 1111y olhcr ethics ngre.-mcnt. 
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0'61'k IN:: orha t-Jxhcr :&1ttor;u .,f nluc-. a< •ooropNIC 

1'1i1:1'EclfDoiuC:1tnnc1 bc-t:sas 
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0 
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K•nneth A. Specrrman 

Asstts aad IAc-ome 

1:1:.0C:.K.A 

N .. a 
CDllAA: GMAC Bank 
•Wad"<lvia Seru1itl~ 

CO.'Rotn; C~ottdl One Natl Assoc 
'Wa~~v;a SecuMies.) 

CD.tRolh: L•hnian Baut. 
W~¢1".0\'~_~'lies.) (S.POuUI~ 

COJRom: ~hman ~,..Jl 
11.'e~"'ta_SCK.Uritie&J 

CDIRolh. B.artlrtgton 8k & Trust 
W~cl'O ... t:J Soc.uritin) t$J)CM..1$:tU 

C~t~: 8ah'ing1on ~ & Tc1.1tt 
Wachovia ~l!!_e.$J 

CD; Wac.hov1a Bank 
Perso!'l;il $3.,,~$-~count) 

CD/IRA: Wacr»via 830k 
Wa@~$ec.urities.) 

CO/Roth: Amelie.a Ew.pre:ss Bank 
Wa¢h0'¥i& S_&e:Jr~s.l (SOO_y_~~-il 

I SCHEDULE A cootillued 
{Use only if needod) 

•gc~mliei 

Valuatioo uf AIMU 
atclosccA' 

rcporti•g puiOll 
e:u.K~K a 

ln.comt: Ml<' aod at\lOUcU. If "Nooe (O( l~t lh:kl 520J)" •$ i..:h.:ir.:keJ. oo 
ulher cotty j, Deeded in l:lloclc (,.'foe that }((1\l. 

l:WX:Kt: 

TYDf A.mvuot 

~ • .. · ... tll: ~: ' .·· ···i.-
0

< •.. * 
M . §I fl ... l 'M' ·. '· • 

1 ! .. 11 i ~ t~ 5; 1. i 1 ,,.. .,.. •·· ·. ~ : g : ! :* I ti 1.1 
1 - .Jo o; • · -:; § . .:;. :. 'i' l ·41 .- .~ j i ~ .U. ~ I, - .~ ~ f ::. ~ •M"'---·<>1,§!·l.lJ °lt ,_Mi'M> - ... • -2-.:. - i & ~ t:; j ·.t"' :} i- 'lJ ill. E :i! ~ ~ . .:. .;:; .:. - I ::; i ;i, 

~ ~ I ~ i ~ .f ! d ~ ~ .:i:.~ ~ i i a ra ~ ~ rf. ·a r~ ~ 
"....'. ..~~· • • • •" .. ·~. li;· , • • ·t: '·: . . 

Xj : 
xi •;• :. 2 ''i 

x t :~~ ~;;~ .,, .. ~ .~·~·; ~~::· 

Xii "; ~· <.1} 

'·:: 
" .... ..1 

x ;-~ :.. :~;:1 
x :::.:: . . .• ;.~ ~·;.1 

xi .I I !,I r.·1 I 1 ; .... t 
I·, 

x I 

'.:l IH Ill l'I t: ' )(. ) ~? 
x I Ix' · -+-f.i:, 

··.' x x 
'.:: ·:'· 

:.v " 

x x .... <~ ·:.:.·:·' 

:J·~· "' :'./ • ·x ; : ~: 
.:· ,, x x .. 

......... ~ 
,:1 I' I xi xi 1 · ·:.:.:1 

oo .. 
JhOC'aie 

1$pc<:i(y 
r,.. .. 

"""'' ~nu 

ri.~ 
f.\/o .. Oml. 

VI'.) 

{)qjy1( 
ltooooeM 

"' Ths CM<lfUI)' ~p'i~ D"')' jf th, as.tetr111.come 19 wkly Ll .. t of ibt fi1;;> .. )p:>YK or Jqinid~ 
m;:iilt lbe other h1~c utemrin of ._-.:J11e, ~ 'PP•,,~:iii,e. 

~ ~"'in(QJPe 1s ettMrtlla:i oj the ftl« orjo\nll)' ildd h;: ~ fik.-W11rt IM~~-d~ol thildftfl. 

Pnot F'~11.a-.c,(·,. .. ,., .. , .... 1•~ 

~ 
0 
.i::. 
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.c-pl.'li::iti.g""lliir.~NairK 

Kt1111eU1 A. S'tiatrrlan 

Atse:U accl b.com~ 

St..OC'K.A 

N-0 

~Olh. Ar?'e1ican EJ1:.Pr~_~nk 
lfWachov~ secuiities: 

COIRolh: Sallie Ma• Bani( 
!Wacho• .. a Secur1y~J {Spays.all 

CO/IRA: Sallie Mse B:tt111: 

•wacno.,.i.111 Seour11i~J 

COJ1RA: lmpena C39 Bank 
W.-enovia Seo..iri'llesl 

CO/IRA: First Stele Benit 
WacN>v!L~J;1,11.1JfJS) 

CD!Rotn: ~oover Bank 
Wadlovia Seouc«at$l ($pous::itl 

CO: WschOvia Sank 
Pe~al ~v~•flc«iuncl 

CO/Roth: 0i9(J)l(er 8.ank. 
W~__-ria -~1'1~) (SIJQu'93n 

CO•'IRA· Wa$h Mutua4 esnk 
w_,_0_Q_..._~-s.e~_,_.-J~_"'l 

r 
SCHEDULE A continued 

(Use oa.ly if needed) 

~ 

v •luatiop or J\SM:l$ 
atc:loscof 

reponitig periOO 
&LOC.kb 

lo.c&mv: rvne NJd ainnwtl if"Sc:inc for lw lbaa S201)" ~s checked. no 
otba cal:Jy ...s oeeideJ iu BCock C foe '8&t item. 

81.0CK(' 

TvD< ACIMhHtt 

l.1sJJlilll1l,i.~ ~ ~ ;~s!;~tlllll !~~-9 .·~i!~.: .... ~~· .. ~ l u . ~ ~·.I=-~ 2.:.: 
... ' ' .-• - - '! .g • . "' .. 'll . ·1! - ;II·, ... , • ·- "' z " ···--. ·•·"" :.,.· '•C'! M•••-.-1;;-~ I ! ~ i I ~ i : ! l i ~ I t . · l ;i i l ·j ! i i .~ ~ g ! ! ! 

.,. ~· :~. c; ·:. o .~ ~ . o :}. -. ~· , - 9 . ,.... A.~ ~ ..,,,. .,, 

x 

~. ·:-, 

x 
•.· 

·.: ;-:: 
l~·J ·•·.I 

l<.I .• .1 x :>< :.:1 1.::.J 

x•·· ··:. x xi: ;.·1 
Xi. ·1 ::•;I xl•· x 

·,\ .. 

x x x···· ·-," 

x x 

)( x '··· 

°""' l•eo&e 
(S1pt<\f,. ...... 
A;1•l 

.\11\ou~l 

l>J<e 
fM11.Dw. ,,, 

011.lylf 
tlGnOrvi• 

71lis C•(Cjl~ .apphq r1atY if U'le &Md/inc'"t1C ,9 st1k1)' -iJiii.i "(if W: hkr's ~or drp~RdeJlt cruldRA rl ~ &1.Kr.'1ni:o~ ... ~ai"" tlai aldle: M11:r ,,., .tMm1y-.;c-14 b1 W: hi.::r 11tith 11\c ~uk" Ur~· ¢lu:klta1. 
martt throll'.cr2titl\C'1 ~·•cc~o: <>f yaJuc, a.$ ~roprfa1e 

f1i01 td••'°ns <'•nnc11 !x u~. 

~ 
0 
i:n 
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Kwu.eth A. Saearsnan 

AstdJ aad lncomt 

~"KA 

-0 

I SCHEDULE A continued 
((jse onlyifn.eeded) 

ta,t~lll"lbc< 

Vah&a1fon of Aue:a. 
tl~ll)S.(;l)f 

rq>o:'tlog period 
tJl.OC".K B 

btti&mt: lvoe atJd w~t. U "None (u Jci1s tllu S20l i" i~ c:h«lr.:cd. AU 
O(htt eoi:ty is occdcJ in Block C for mat itati. 

BW(');.C 

TV11t Aloount 

r 

- l l ~ . 1 . ..• ., l! ·. . . i ! 
1 l I ll i ~ ~ ' l .i 2 ~ • L . I i t ~ t ~ ~ 
i ..•. 1· l ~ ~· "'~: .·.· 

1 ~ !~!~~!~lJ~A~' f1151sl,1l~ 
I - is•;~~l§tl~~l~i&~;~;--~;~! · ! ~1ii·tll!~r~~:-s1§·'ll'i..!i•:t2!~3 tlt l ... . : .... ·_.; o .~ ~ ~ o :... ... · . :a ..... .e ·~ z: ~. ~ .:1 a ·:: ! ;; ~ ~ o . . . .:~ .. : ..... : . . ; . : . . .. 

°""' '"°''"' is ... ;., 
1·ypea 
Acwl 

Al\'IG!lftll 

...... 
(Mo.Oa11, 

Yr.} 

Onlvd 
Hos~ 

CO•'IAA W~sn Murusl Bank 
Ma:1:;fl(iv1a Secunt:~s) CSPOusan 

~ 

xi'• I l:•I I,<. ., ::., x ~j x 1> I' I 11 11 I I I g '·· •' 

• 

' 

CO/IRA· W~CN>vici. Bank 
Wal!~• Securi~:!I} 

CO/IRA: GOIU~n Sa(h 
1w_a~·11a SecuN~~s) 

CO/IAA: WO:.Ulovia Bank 
Wact\ov1a Secuu~ 

CO;lf.tA: DAC.Over Bank 
Wad'iovie Seourdletl 

IC(); W<tGo'iDYia Bank 
l~~1s.ona1 Sav1nqs AC~loolf't} 

. CO!tAA: ~~jtrk Sank 
Wa~19vi&. SCC:Untie•) 

COIROUl: WaChQv•a Sank 
l1wacnov•<' S~u_niCM) 

XI. I II t;: ·• :; X r ?$ 1J 
. I 1·•" ..... .·;· '·:.: .. J<I. I I:•· ·: -:. x ··'' ·* 

J< I I fl [ • . ,:· f:·: x (~ .~ l •; 

x1 1 1 .1 t ·:·.: ··.• :,; x :r,: ~;,., , .. , ,... . ·: 

x I I I':: : ,; ~;~ x (\ x 

XI' I 1·'.: . :.· :.. ); -;; l< ,; '.~ 

XI· ·1 I·; .. , :.:.; X ""~ :~ 

CO: We<h.,;• B•n< I · I x I . I I I I I I I 1 · -1 I . I I ·I t ... I x 1·" :I IX 
rPetSCf'.l_a!_S_~ings A~~~nJ) 

• 'f'ir, ,-aw~ •J:?l1¢S. inly ,/ CIM a.s.sev111COl'l'»i: )i: Nh::ly 1h;tl or the fi1cr'1 ~powit or dc-pdldni1 ctuidmi. if~ a:i;(il1nC11mc i$ ell.bet ~'of tilt fiJcr ut ,.;i'titiY be lei ti)' du: filer will\ di( 9poil:M: or d~t d11ldnsi. 
mafk ltlc olha hi~u i:•1e~i~ of nlut'-1.$ appnlpcia.i~. 

'71ac felbo,,111~ CaiwlK boe \Jsci!. 
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qr.ct'lr..so11~v:d.whf'1•11~ 

Ken:i1t1h. A. Spea1man 

Mc-b ••d lacome 

lllOCXA 

·-D 
CO/IAA: W~chovia 8i!ink 

HWa-cri01t1a SiCuno~j 

CO/IRA: Cici Bank 
'Wacho•11e SeC'JJrities} 

J HW8cflCIYi3SiCUl'itios) 
Wachovia Ban't 
!Pe~ooal 53vi:-'IQ Acmu•:.t; 

I 

• Uohn G. Wood a. MiOcia~a {W~ne73 
Cet'ILer) Pe:Mlnal Trainer 

l ICitru' C8""1tta1 (fO~IT'f'f employerJ (no 
t.ong':' e•isu.) 
Pensio11 - Defir.ad Be~tit P•an 

.AgF'itst Farm Credil Bank 

1 IACFirst Farm Credi! 83n·1i1: 
De!et"tt'd Savftlgs PSen (cash) 

& fflortda"s Naturai Growers 
(f'Ofmer emP'Qyer) 

t IWachovi;i 94'ti"k-HN!th Savmgs 
Account {59ousal) Cc.3sh) 

.• x 

x 

SCHEDUJ,E A continued 
ruse only if needed) 

•¥"~:\Imber 

V •lubo111 of As.sett 
atcJosco,. 

re-pcmio&~ri<>d 
91.0l'1(9 

la.come: r\'be ~ ;,tfDUUnt lf .. Nuoe for,~,. thtn S?Ol )" i1 <:ha:Sr.aJ. AO 
olhct cn11y i~ Dccdecl in 81n..:k C for that itein. 

BLOCKC7 

T'°ut Amwnt 

·. · .. l 1~·~• ! ;; > ;~·. · .. I i 
t · .. f!t . :· a · ~.· ·. . .··. i . I I ~ I I ~ ,; ~ ~J ' ! ! l ·.a ; 2 ~ I § I ~ l :~ §., ••, ... §=- ~s~ .• ~~'"• !., ~-~ 

.:. .:. i - i '"' ~ ~ ii J. l' '. l ~· £ ·~ - ;; ~ ' .:.· .:. ·• "' ·.~ :1 1 

!- ~ s ~ i ~ l l = 5 .. \i.; t · ;- .:. { ~ ~ ~ i° ~ I' t: 
;;; ~ ;;; :l :!· 6 ·!O· :! ." 0 .. & ... ~~ ! . ~ i; ;; - ::; Zl ·:O. 0 . ..; o. . • . >s .. . . . 

°""' '""""' <Sp«ify 

l\"'" ..... , ......... , 

o. .. 
(NQ.,lMv, 

Yr.J 

()f\IY ~f 
liOAOHriil 

:,11~1:1tt 111 IJ 11111 := I I s 
x,1 

x 
r. 
I··. 

~ 
Soo~I 

•• l.. • ··,.: • • ::. Salary 

-: ..... .·· .. ~ 
·:· ·• Dis!'tibJtion 

. 3.75$ '06/09 YTO 
'·• .· ' OlrOC\Q(S 
·\' . : Pay 

. · · _!0_.~(I per OSI09 YTD 

x,. 

• TIUs '-'ltgo.:if')' ~pptic:ii i>roly 1f ttoc aswttinci>t"t is ••lc(y 111111 of Ille fda'3 Sp&llM: iw dcpnodtD1 iehilo1ai. h ii'le. ~~'fa <1th« thal. 6f dl1C f11t·f 411-).:mltli'MldbY IN: f1b=J w1t,'i lbc s~.,., dcpcndaic UUldr.A, 
10aJK tJ\oC ulha' tur)U";r Cfll(l;Of"O ()f ulue, u •PPICIPri811C'. 

P'11(lll bdiW.J l'&llllOI bt IJ~. 
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k.•l'ln•lli A. Speannan 

As.Hi aad ID.<:omt 

lJLOC,K.\ 

1'!6Ha 

I 

1 JFlorida Nav31i~f011'11'~ lFNG) ~f<iffllef 
~-•'-"Oyer) Oefer,ed Ql(tl:p. Pran (5-yr. 

ay.out) AGmin1!i.~aJ by N&NPCH't Gr~p 
.2 IFNG ~·MSF 81.sckroc:fMQn~y 

t.tarkt>r 9% 

, 1f"'iiJG' A.Ssot:-F«::ietity v1P liwulment 
Graci~ Bond 28% 

4 IFNG Mtel-MSF vet V~l.:-0"""'7% 

~ IFNG Asset-MSF Metlit'Q S10ck Jnde.>t 
14% 

' IFN~rAsset-MSF T. ROwe p;ic:e Lar9e 
Cap 0.-owtfl 7% 

1 1flltG Asset-Go1dman· S-.-chs Vil MJCI 
Cap Val..,~!>% 

e lFNG As.set-MIST v_,n KCi.mpen Mid Cii;i 
Gt0wtr\$% 

a IFNG Asse:t-M1$T Third Avenue Smii.I· 
Cep Value 1".~ 

SCHEDULE A -."Ontinued 
(Usc only if ne"'1ed} 

a"'NoJnt-oo 

V ~uacioa 11f Assets 
arc~e 1Jf 

(e'p(>rting pcnod 
BUX.'(( D 

loco me: tvue 1.o" "'°"Ynt. If .. None f,v l~s tbau $2()• , .. >S c:bcckcd. oo 
otht1 eucry )s needed in mock c fot tbac ii~. 

DtOCKC: 
Typt Amount 

- . . . . ·~ 

~ . l til i .•· -; .. · ' . l ~ 
i l t l l l § ! ~ ~ I ; " " f' ~- ;: . st l ~ t ~ ·I & 

1 ,~ai::"~~ . .:.~.i~..£ i ~· 1 ~1~~~;;,.. ~ ; :;. : i i g ! i ~ ~ !!Ii !I i 1 • :<J.' ~ ~ ~ ;: . .:. : ; ~ • !i 
j ! ~ f ~- ~ ~ ·1.. t !. ~ •. G'. i . : ~ . :. ~ - ~ ·~ ~ .i '; ! ':: z ~~~;!6a~~o ~ ~Isl 1~~~~~~a~1 . . . ... ·.:.t , -.. ... .. ..·.: . • 

x 

Ot"" 
toco111e 

($p(¢1•1 

"'"" """"' ........ , 

..... 
Ols.Uib..illOn 

o ... 
(J..lo .. ()q.,. 

t•) 

Otdv1t 
ffnoorvil 

I[ . ,xi/ 
$65" &58 j)-'!_Q~NI'$ 

x XI ';I x r~: .·1 

Y'I 

·11 )I 
~;iil 

~1 
;1-1 x(i :·•f 

)< 
·~'. I \1 t;x• c;·.t xl'.';I 1·.'.' 

·x ,c.1 
.... ,, 
··!~· ·.x:I ·· 'x(t;' 

)< ;.I ,::' ... ,I 
/· ~ ·;::lxl:.' 

-
x ,t'.il 1.x x,. .... 

-
x •:·I 1~•·:1 1.x Xii.I 
-
x )( x 

i'"""'If1.n. t:a::~gol")' :toppl\e:s oo>y;·fij;-, »Sd>'U\f,:umC- ;9 ~k:ly ,hal of IM fiJ.,·~ -,p.Me:-or 4cpe:l\derat tt.lrdft11. ircl)f Msciiiocowt ~-itiln-~Mi-Ul\ii"i-f'fla'nr JOindj hiclJ ti.y it.~ r;1cr· w-;-ifl-liie: spc•ux uf dqlac!C'flt c~lllfa•. 
ma:lc IJ)C othtt h1~r 1;attgoric:s. uf vi.Ji>e. as approi.oritk. 

P;H:t fJ.:~• C•ano1 fDc U1CJ. 
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l SCHEDULEB K9rtnelh A. Spearman 

Part 1: Transactions 
1nirmctioa 
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Kenneth A . Spearman 
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Kenneth A. Spearman I 
Part I: Posilioos Held Outside \I .S. Governmear 
Reoort any c>QS11:ions held dwin;: d'u: 1ppli.c3ble l'tPOl'lin1. period. wh-ethcr 
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SCHEDULE D 
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The Honorable Blanche lincoll'I 
Cl'\airman 
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'llnitrd ~totc.s eSmotr 

Senate Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestiy Committee 
Washington, O.C. 20510 

·1n1w11SL"tATl.:;(.11t:Lt\Jlll)'t<li 
..... ~~10~.DC'f'V$1\J·Jl;J 

'23?12"·~~~~ 
•HP,,:fW~X;C~ .! ~ .•. .u .... ~:.t 

IOI) :~I':~''' 1t!IJ 
t.tn••~·.l••)"'")""'1r\· . .,.,.,,.,..v '"'':?'"' 

I am wrii.ng to supporl !'res•dent Obama's nomination of Scott O'Malia to be a Commissioner on the 
Commod;ty Futur0> Tradi"g Comrnissio11, and 10 encourage the Agriculture Committee to move quitkly 
~o appro ... ·e !°'i~ nomin.atloo. 

Stoll setved on the tnergy and Natural Resources Committee in 2003 before moving t4' the 
Appropriations (ommittee. Scott's primary responsibilities on the committee were oll and Mtural gas 
issue•. He demonmated •deep und.,standing of these issue• and ol tile importance energy markets 
h&ve on out economy. During his [enure on the CommiEtee. Scott was atwavs wilfif\g to cooperate with 
my Uall rn th• de.velapment ol hearings and legislation. 

Sine~ ;omir.g t~e Energy a11d Water Development Subcommillee on Appropriations, S<:ou has eon!inued 
to wor\ with 1ho E~Ngy and Natural Resources Commi11ee to implement the 2005 aM 2007 ~ulhor;1i~g 
statutes. Hehn been williflg to lis.ten .lnd develop constr:Jc.live solutions to r;ampJex cnerg)I polrcy 
problems. A good example of hi~ oon1mitmen1 to iniproving our nation'~ investment in a balanced 
enere;v strate£v has beeon his effort to expand the role cf the Oepartrnent of E:nergy's laboratt>nes in the 
areas of alternatioe energy and climate rnodP.ling. Scott understands the impo•1ance ol ;iiversifying our 
energy generation"''" •nd :1w c1itical role our national labs play I~ this effort. 

tn addition to Scctt's work on both the authorizing and approP<iatin1u commiteees. l ars:o aelieve Ne. 
pri11ate -se-ctor expe>•ie11('e (e1ectric genecaUon} '.;)ravides him with th~ cxpP.rienCt? and knowledge that 
wilt be!)cfil the Commodity l='utures Trading Commi~sion. 

for these r~asoris. I fuHv support Scott O'Malia's nDmi1,ation to i;.erve tho Commodides futures Trading 
(ommissior.. 

"11111:;,)1,Eno;,,1r 
lr•"•;~i;.~~ 

1 • .-.~ ... ••0<<..ro~s 
:~6!J .ti~· '):J.'I~ 

lA') (:lt;~('li~ 
.~}"!~JJ 11:.···1 

:?~WI'•~ 
1!»~1.:n..1113 
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tlnitfli iSmtu ~motr 
IP1,1'!>."• " 

'°{4.,111.. •Ql'~C• ' .' 
NYD•1,t : 

""'' ' .... 3101· · .. ' · 
•lf1U-~··' • • W.t.SHl'IGTO't. O'.: m10 .. )1)0 

September 29. 2009 

The llunorablc lllanchc ! .incoln 
Chai1111an 
Commll1ce on Agriculture, Nutrition 

and f orestry 
Ru~sell Senate Office Building 328A 
w ..,.hington, o.c. 205 lO 

The tlonorable Saxhy Chambliss 
Ranlting Member 
Committee on Agriculture, NUtrition 

and Forestry 
Ru<sell Senate Ofticc Building 328A 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Chairman Lincoln and Ranking Member Chamhli"5: 

I wrilc IO c.xptes.~ my suong suppon for the nominatlon of51:ott O'Malia lo be a CommissitlOCr on chc 
Commodiry f "1ures TradiDg CounnissiOtJ (CFT(;). 

Mr. O'Malia has worked wtll with me and my staff as Minority Clerk to the t\ppropriatio1:s 
Comminec's Energy and Water Subc~mmittoe, uf which I am a member. During his tcnu.1c on the 
Approprialions Commitle<:, he served os both Majorit)' Md Minority si.tff. Jn l>olh capadties, l four,d 
him lo be straightforward and fair as be worked with me on my priorit;cs over the pesl f:"c years. I 
have llf'C&I conr1dence chat he would brin~ the ~e professional <ltld foJthri&hl demeane>t lo the CF"J( 
&! a Comm•ssioner. 

Mr. O'Ma.lia has lcgislalive and private sector experic:nce related to the energy <>ector that will be 
needed on the CfTC as it works to address financial and commodity reform. He ha.< cnjoyec good 
bipa11isan working relationships and is someone Senatcm and Members ofCongres.< shQuld expect tn 
wotlt. with effectively in the future if he is con!\rmcd, I utgt you to quickly and carefully consider \his 
nomina1ion ~o th~1 the full complement of Commissioner.. C"'1 be in place as the CFTC unden.akc.\ it~ 
important role in addn:sSinJ; financial and ~ommudity s:ctor refonn. 

I wn confident that Mr. O'Malia's ronfumalion as n Ccmmi~ooer "ill help t!1c CFTC addrcs~ 
p~ssin~ rcgulatO!)" needs. I hol"' you will i.ive his n"minetion all dUt considc..-atioi>. 

l tJ llJU.h• &l,. .. 1, C".:r b~,..c. 
..,.,_:,•Qooo.0(~\(..11'°" 

~JJ4. 1tt' 

IW v.._,...;1 ..,.._'1111 
1m°"'" ... _. -... 
..... ~, ... ~lfiUl•.)tM 

·~-·~' 

Sincerely, 

~~('1~ 
Pally Mu11ay 

1'1 \ - ~·.111 ..... '-'l ...... "'' 
Wt1 JU 
eitht'.UC.WA~~ 
~$0~2-4160 

United S1ates Senator 

1'2'W1• "'0 .. ~., ..,,i.• 
, ...... 90J: 
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BOO'TH 
~ C~REEK 
~ 1101.DINUS, I.NC. 

The llonorablc Blanche Lincoln, Chairman 
Senate Commiucc on Agriculture, Nutrition un<l Forestry 
328A Senal~ Russcll 13uilding 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear s~'llator Lincoln, 

I $Ill \\Tiling to urge )'OU to sup1xwt thc nomination of the Honorabl1: tlarris Sherman who has been 
nominated for the 1 Jndcr Secretary of Natural Resources and !he Environment. I have kn<>wn Mr. 
Sherman for ovc1· 1wen1y years on bolh 11 personal and profossional levc:l and ~an attest to his unique 
([Ualifications as a special individual, on.: having a !borough unders1'1n<ling and respect lhc for 
envi1'011ment and an individual who c;111 help g11ide thi: long tcmi m:lnagcmcnt and protection of our 
natural resources. 

Mr. Shcnnau's cxperi.:nc(l in the caring management of reop\c and his breudth of experience as a well 
respo..'Cted publi<.: sc1van1 will lend itself well in the position that he is being nominated to fill. Mr. 
Sherman has the ability to manage and guide µoli1:y lor our forests and to protect "ildlife and waic1· 
quality"'' the lands that he will be ovcrscciog. [n addition be is well hcel~-d in the laws go,·eming the 
lJSl'S and the unique halanc~ that the agency faces for the multi·llSC ol'its rcsoun:es. 

It is intere~ting times that we face as we seek to ileller unde.,;tand how to protecl our natural 1·esourccs 
for futme gencrntions. I believe that Mr. Sherman has the commitment. experience and the dc1>th of 
knowledge to be a fair and generou.~ protector of' our natur11l resources und encourage you to support 
his nomilllllion. He is a good and honest perso?1 !hat can i;eek consensus. solve.: prohkms and help 
establish policies that forthcr protect ou1· cn•iromncnt. W~ wish y11u well in the upcoming proceedings 
and bopc that you will suppOl't his 11omination. 

Y ouri> truly. .. .. . -<. :5.-//,, --~-------
Timolhy H. Beck 
Executive Vice Pl'csidcnt. Planning 
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Octubcr 2, 2009 

The Honorable Bhmchc Lincoln 
Chairm:m 
Scmatc Commi11cc on Agril:ulturc, Nutrition&. For~·~ll)' 
328A Senate R11ssell l3uilding 
Washin~ton. DC 20510 

Senator Lincoln: 

13rundae.c yfounl<lin Resort. is located on the Pavcnc national Forest in west c<!ntral 
.Idaho. Agriculture and tourism are the largest fmluslric:; in Idaho. a state rich in 
natu1~·i1 rcsourc<!>. We are strongly in support of appointing Harris Shennan lo the 
position of l'SDA Under SecrelJll1' for Environment nnd Natural lksourcc~. Mr. 
Shenna.n has lhe experience with the agriculturl!. recreation, forest industries and 
the s1.1tcs directly affected by them to b~ an outstanding l!nd.::r Secretary for 
F.m·ironmcnt and Natural Resources. He has the back ground l•' provide unique 
insight on the effect of Washington decisions on s!Jltes llepcnden\ on natural 
resource:; aml the )mowledge to craft decisions that will benefit all stake holders. 

Thank you for your considi:ration! 

Sincerely; 

Frederick P_ Ccrtan<l 
l'rc.<idcntJ(iM 
Brund::i~e l\1ount;1in J{esort 
!>resident 
Idaho Ski Ar~as 1\~;\0~i.'ltion 

br\lt\(~:\~.~ MN•~U3in C>mp~r.r • P.O. !'v~ h)L'-.~ .. ~-kC:iH. M:"lh') $3(•3S 
2t'ft6;.;."1:; I .. ,i1t~ :zn.;, f: 1.;. rn~~ • 1.~no ~\~~~. -;.~ .• 

W\\-V.• lflH"l(t:;.gc:.\"Llr;'I .. inf.:i .. ~tir~1 "'"").~(' ,.~,111 
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Dear Chainnan Lincoln and Ranking Member Chambliss: 

l ,.,.rite you today to voice support for the nomination of Mr. Harris Shem1an to the 
position of Under Secretary of Agriculture for Natural Resources and Environment. 

\Ir. Shennan's reputation for pragmatism and earnest collaboration is well-eamed. 
Throughout his tenure as the Executive Director of the Colorado Department of Natural 
Resources, he has shown a calm commitment to building consensus and honoring 
stakeholder processes. 

On contentious issues ranging from the regulation of oil and gas development to the 
designation of roadless areas in Colorado's National Forests, ~. Sherman has 
maintained a voice ofreason and a sincere willingness to hear all sides and strive for 
compromise, often amidst a cacophony of opposition from the extreme areas of the 
ideological spectrum. While his service has hecn of immense value to the people of 
Colorado and the environment, the compromises he has crafted have not always pleased 
everyone. But the results are impressive. 

Mr. Sherman's accomplishments include a balanced regulatory regime that, for the first 
time, injects environmental protection and public health as factors in the consideration of 
oil and gas drilling permit applications and the culmination of a locally-driven 
stakeholder process to designate appropriate areas in national forests as off-limits to road 
building. 

I fully expect Mr. Sherman's professionalism, experience and acumen will serve the 
President and the nation well. We will be sorry to see him leave Colorado, but will take 
solace in the fact that his public service will continue. 

Very truly yours, 
.... 

,' ,. 
!.' 

. . . ... ,, ,. "",',. ~·· .. 

Dan Grossman 
Rocky Mountain Regional Director 
Environmental Defense Fund 
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September 29. 2009 

I;ni~d Stat<t~ ~natc Agri<u1tur<", Nutrition and Focf:'.c.try Commith."'C' 
Senato! Harkin, Chan 
S<>n•ror C'..o•moli«. R•n~ing Republic.on M•mh<-r 

Dear Senaton Harkin, ('.hi'lmblis:io and (:ommittcc .\fombt-rs, 

XonJ1we~t Co[or,.a.do Coun..:iJ of Governm~J'\~ '"a volunt.:.ty a~~ociation of ni.renty-~ight county and 
municipal govemm~nts m the l tigh Co\.lntry of Ct)k>t~do. Keatly s~venty pcrc"nt of the ten lhousand 
square mile region C'OVtor(.J hy tht• l'\'\TCOG member fur~diC'tions is O\.'\'nt'd by the peopie of lhe 
1.initeJ St.ate~ ~nd rn.'.ut.aged by a. varCL"f}' ot federai agenctes, principal <.1f wh.kh ;, t~ t:SDA Fon:!S>t 
Scr\•icc. The ~'WCCO<..i kcgCon is also the hea.dwate~of th~ Coh.irad(l and ~Qrth Pl.lffi>: Riv~t 
S~~IDS, supplylllg dom~tk. agricultural and ru:re-.ation.ll water to va.\t areas 0£ the Gr~at l'laini and 
5(~1JthWi~t. 

Jn matte~ pe!rtaining to th~ m~nap,emcnt of national forest 1ylitem lands and water quality and 
qu"ntit}'. we hdve ""·orked "";th Harris Sherman in his ptlsiti()n a.~ Ex~titiw~ Directot o( the Colorado 
D(.'partn,ent of ~atural Re'>t.1ur<.·~. In our C':<periencc. we have found Oirccto1· Sherman to be n~t onl}' 
a ~roptl11t-nt.. but o}n active partic.ip.ml fn collabotative consen:ation. He has deIDonstrared his ability 
to ~tbcipare in good ta 1th in C'Dlli'lborati"·~ pn,c·P.._._,o;;; with a di\·~~ arTi!I~· o( sblu~holdfl!r.o. Tho.c..:i 
pr0<c~s.tS an~ often iong, tt-dlous, and ardul)tlS as. a wid~ vari1~ty •.)f l)piJ'lioru. arc explored, but th~y .ar~ 
n(•nctht:jt:~~ nt.'CC~r.ar;• to achieve-quality and [aiting decisiom regarding our forest and wAter 
rciCIUtces in an ope-n, ne-Cghborfy and democratic manp(.'f \ndkativt• of tht.• Rody ~1C1\lnt.lln \.\'~t. 

We <"01u.;dcr Harris Sherman Lo be a good pi'ttrl<'T in the diffiC\llt JClb of m.anag;ng pvblk r~sourccS> and 
('nco'Urage you tonmfirm him as t:SD.-\ Und@:~r.retary for ~atural Jfos.ouKcs and Environment . 
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September 23, 2009 

The Honorable Blanche Lincoln 
Chairman 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
328A Senate Russell Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
Fax: 202 228 2125 

Dear Senator Lincoln: 

Re: Harris Sherman for USDA Undersecretary 
of Environment and Natural Resources 

J am writing on behalf of the National Ski Areas Association (NSAA) in support of Harris Sherman 
for the position of USDA Under Secretary for Environment and Natural Resources. NSAA is the 
trade group for ski areas across the country. Our resort members account for 95% of the 
skierfsnowboarder visits in the United States. One hundred and thirty-four (134) member resorts 
operate on National Forest System lands. 

Harris Sherman's entire career has been dedicated to environment and natural resources issues. 
As a result of his experience directing the Colorado Department of Natural Resources. he has a 
great appreciation for working cooperatively with stakeholders to solve problems His advocacy 
experience as an attorney will serve him well in representing the Department before Congress. 
Harris' communication. political and people skills are unmatched in the pool of candidates that 
have been considered for this post. On a personal level, Harris is one of the most likeable and 
personable individuals you could ever meet. 

Harris Sherman will be a great asset to the Secretary of Agriculture and would provide tremendous 
leadership for the Administration on environment and natural resources issues. Thank you for your 
consideration of NSAA's comments. 

Best Regards. 

Michael Berry 
President 
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September 29, 2009 

The Honorable Blanche Lincoln 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on Agriculture 
328-A Russell 

Washington, DC 20510 
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The Honorable Saxby Chambliss 
Ranking Member 
Senale Comminec on Agriculture 
328-A Russell 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Dear Chairman Lincoln and Ranking Memher Chambliss: 

The Society of American Foresters represents 14,000 foresters, men and women who care deeply 
for our J\ation's vasl forest resources. As a professional a5sociation., we work closely with the 
U.S. Department of Agricuhure (USDA) to implement conservation programs, stale and private 
forest programs and manage the National Forests. We are writing you in suppon of the 
nomination of Harris Sherman to become the Undersecretary for -r.: atural Resources and the 
Envirorunent f.'iRE) at USDA. 

The Undersecretary for NRE is a key position for overseeing the conservation programs of the 
~atural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) and the U.S. forest Service (USFS). Mr. 
Sherman's background in forestry, conservation and natural resource protection will serve him 
well to lead USDA's conservation and forestry division. We appreciate his record of success in 
implementing conservation strategies, finding common ground, and his commitment and passion 
for the wise use of natural resources, sp~ifieally his support for forest management. 

We respectfully urge you to approve Mr. Sherman's nomination and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Michael T. Goergen, Jr. 
Executive Vice President and CEO 
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SKI & RESORT CORPORATION 

September I&, 2009 

The Hon1>rable Blanche Lincoln 
Chainnan 
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Senate Comminee on Agriculture, Nutritioo & l'ores1ty 
328 A Senate Russell Building 
Washington, DC 205 lO 

Via fax: 202.228.212~ 

Re: Contirmarinn of Nomination of Harri.~ Sbemi~n a.< l!~DA Under Secretary for En,,ironmenc and Natural 
Re~ources 

Chairman Blanche Lincoln: 

As a long time member of the National Ski Areas Association, the Steamboat Ski & Resort Corporation is 
pleased to read that Harris Sherman has been nominateJ to be !he USDA Under Secretary" for Environment 
and l"an1ral Resource.>. We coogratulate Mr. Sherman on h<s nomination. 

During his many years al Amnld & Porter, U.C, one of the top Jaw flnns in the country. Ha1Tis dealt with 
numerous public lands issues and always demonsD'ated prnfessinnalism, dcdica!ion and focus. 

He has worked diligently to improve conservation of open space, wilderness areas, water supplies and fore<t 
planning, has a weallh of knowledge with extensive wcri< in lhc ski induslry. lie has championed cffo.rts for 
developme111 of the Colorado Road less Rule and has dedicated much of his profcs~ional career to protecting 
Colorado's pre~iou> nalutal resollfCCS. We are confident that he will serve our natiou wi!h the same regard. 

We urge the Senate AsriculnireCommittee to conflnn Harris Sherman as this nation's next l'.ndcr Secretary 
for En~ironment and Natural Resources. 

Christopher S. Diamo1~d 
President and COO 

13os Mt. Werner Circle· Steamboat Springs. Colorado S0487 • 970.879.6111•970.879.7844 fax • www.sttamboat.com 
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l and th.~ llP.IOl>ers Of th<! Color~CIO Ti,.ber loldll~ll''}' A~SO<latioo h~ve h<J<J ~ COOd ><Orkinr, 
1•cJ\ttionship ·1ri:ith Harri~ Shcr11.1n. I~ has bL~'f• ver y t hOU(!h lful .Jnd cons\1·uc.tiYt' OI'• i ssues 
includinn Ho~dl~ss Rule, bo.tr-k beetle cp!d~inics, and riat j on.ll forest ti1r:il:-c-r sal~ progr<'UBS. 
:1r1i(love H;wr'i s i ~ i.:el t · sui tect and '"'C' 11 • qt1al i Vi r1r1 fol" under SP:.reta,..y for NRE. 

~x Oif'e.: to1• 
Cc>lof·ado Tfo1bi?r Industry A~sr. 
S~~f1 t (rmu 1;1y Vil'ri :zon Wirel ess ClilckfiQrry 
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VAIL RESORTS. 
EXTR/\ORJ.)JNARY R£SORTS. EXCEPTION.~[., BXPl::Rllmci;s·· 

September 16, 2009 

The Honorable Michael Bennet 
702 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 l 0 

Dear Senator BeMet: 

I am writing to support 1he nomination of Harris Sherman for USDA Under S~retary for 
Environment and Natural Resources. I would like to strongly encourage you u a member of the 
Scnlte Committee on Agriculture, Nu1rition and Forestry to vote to confirm Mr. Sherman for this 
appointment. As one of the largest ski operators in the country, Vail Resons is made up offive ski 
resorts in Colorado, California and Nevada, all of which operate on National Forest System lands. 

In 1111 of my dealings with Harris Shennan, 1 have known him to be incredibly blllanced in his 
approach to issues and problems. He does a remarkable job of bringing competing interests to the 
table and creating an environment for lhem 10 work cooperatively. As you well know, he has had 
great success as the Director of the Colorado Department of Narural Resources doing just thal, 
particularly spearheading the new oil and gas regulations that passed through the Colorado 
legislatW'C this year. 

Harris Sherman has spent his life working on environmental issues. His commitment to working to 
preserve and protect the natural resow-ces and iconic landscapes that make up our beautiful country 
is unmaiehcd. I strongly believe that Mr. Sherman .,.;n bring these values to USDA at a lime when 
leadership in creating policies that protect the environment now and into the finure is critical. 

Harris ShCITllan would be a true asset and provide great leadership for the Administration. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Katz 
CEO and Chaimian 
Vail Resorts 

Rober< Kai< • Chief EJCecurive Officer 

\l<t;I R<"~orll'., Int .•. ~9{1 ln~<"rlockcn Cr1:aceqt. Suit" moo Broon1G¢1d, C08002J. vailTC"sOrtHom 
l)frcc-.t 303 "'1(14 la OJ • 50..~ 40"1 640) • rkarz@o.."~tirl":&Ortf..('Om 
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Senator Blanche L. Lincoln 

Question for Commissioners Chilton and Sommers 

On June 3, 2008, the CFTC announced that the Division of Enforcement was conducting an 

investigation of the February/March 2008 price run-up in the cotton futures contract. The 

Commission took the extraordinary step of announcing an ongoing investigation because of the 

concerns expressed by market participants at the April 2008 agricultural forum. The American 

Cotton Producers of the National Cotton Council told the CFTC forum that the cotton futures 

market was totally dysfunctional and that cotton producers were unable to hedge their price 

exposure and that their concerns extended to cotton buyers with whom growers had 

contracted new crop sales. It has now been nineteen months since the cotton market 

disruption. Can you provide this Committee with any additional information about the 

investigation or let us know when we might expect to see the official report of the 

investigation? 

QUESTIONS fOR AVALOS 

AMS: FRESH PRODUCE PROCUREMENT FOR NUTRITION PROGRAMS 

The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) has responsibility for purchasing the food that is 
distributed to schools, food banks, and other institutions through USDA's nutrition and food 

assistance programs. Over the years, the amount of fresh produce purchased by AMS has 

steadily declined to the point that fresh produce represents less than 5 percent of the total 

value of food purchased in any given year. Recently, AMS has begun several pilot programs to 

purchase fresh-cut produce for distribution to schools participating in the National School 

Lunch Program (NSLP). Many would like to see these programs expanded in as eKpeditious a 

manner as possible. 

Can we have your assurance that, if confirmed, you will work quickly to develop and implement 

a plan to continue the expansion of AMS's fresh-cut produce purchases? 

AMS: PROCESS VERIFIED MEAT LABEL CLAIM STANDARDS 
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Currently, both AMS and the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) verify claims made on 

meat product labels. The result can be uncertainty and confusion for consumers as to what it is 

they are purchasing, and hardship for farmers and ranchers using alternative methods of 

production. 

Can we have your assurance that you will work with the yet-to-be-named Under Secretary for 

Food Safety to develop a clear, consistent policy between AMS and FS1S to verify package-label 

claims with respect to animal production? 

APHIS: EMERGENCY PEST AND DISEASE SPENDING 

For some time, Congress and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) have been locked in 

a disagreement over how to spend emergency funds to fight plant pests. Congress has passed 

laws to direct the Secretary of Agriculture to use emergency funds when necessary to combat 

pest outbreaks, only to have OMB later block such spending. In the recent farm bill, Congress 

again made explicit that these funding decisions belong exclusively to USDA. 

If confirmed, can the committee have your assurance that you will work with OMB to ensure 

that these funding decisions are based on the statutory direction provided in the farm bill? 

APHIS: LACEY ACT IMPLEMENTATION 

The Lacey Act is the nation's oldest wildlife protection statute. The Act has served as a key tool 

to combat trafficking in illegal wild life, fish or plants. Section 8204 of the Food, Conservation 

and Energy Act of 2008 expands Lacey Act protections to a broader range of plants that are 

illegally taken with a few exceptions. Excluded from coverage are "common cultivars", except 

trees, and "common food crops". APHIS has been working to define these two terms for over a 

year. It's important that APHIS quickly define these terms to help provide clarity for many 

stakeholders. 

Can I have your assurance that you will work with the Animal and Plant Health Inspection 

Service (APHIS) to provide a definition for these terms as quickly as possible? 
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Additional Questions for Edward M. Avalos to be Under Secretilry of Agriculture for 

Marketing and Regulatory Programs: 
The current Administration and USDA have made Global Food and Energy Security two of their 

top priorities for American agriculture to play a key role in. Secretary Vilsack has highlighted 

the role of technology in meeting those goals. Biotechnology, because it allows producers to 

produce more w ith less, is one technology that is key in my mind, especially in helping to meet 

the global population demand for safe food products. Would you agree? 

In order for producers and consumers to realize the benefits of agricultural biotechnology, it ls 

essential that USDA implement a timely and science-based approval process for the innovative 

biotech products waiting to be approved. 

It is my understanding that currently the average length of t ime for agency decision making on 

petitions for regulatory approval of agricultural of agricultural biotech products has steadily 

increased from approximately 150 days in 1996 to almost 700 days at present. 

This trend is problematic and recent developments with regard to two specific crops have been 

brought to my attention. 

Two and a half years ago, a Federal Court ruled that USDA should have conducted an 

Environmental Impact Statement before deregulating Roundup Ready alfalfa. Farmers lost the 

ability to plant biotech alfalfa until USDA completed what APHIS predicted to be a two-year EIS 

process. 

Given the economic crisis that dairy farmers face and the importance of high-quality alfalfa to 

mi lk production, It is important USDA make this a priority. The same court just ruled that USDA 

nee<is to do an EIS for biotech sugarbeets. It would be logical to conclude more EIS reviews of 

biotech crops are in USDA's future. 

In the near term, what is USDA going to do to complete the overdue EIS for Roundup Ready 

alfalfa? Is there a commitment of priority and resources to complete the sugarbeet EIS in a 

more timely way? And in the long· term, how will USDA ensure tlmely completion of future 

Environment Impact Studies so that the U.S. regulatory proces.s does not go from being the gold 

standard of the world to a barrier for much needed innovation? 

Finally, how can this Committee be helpful in assuring that USDA has and is utilizing the 

necessary resources to process science base approvals of ag biotech products in a timely 

fashion? 
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Senate Committee on ,\.griculturc. Nutrition and Forestry 
CfTC. USDA, Farm Credit Nominations Hearing 
IO:OOam, Wednesday, September 30, 2009 

Harris D. Sherman. of Colorado. lo be Under Secretary of Agriculture for Natural 
Re.sources and Environment a11d to he a Member of the Board of Directors of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation 

1. fn Wyoming, where more than half of the state is pub lic land, we are keenly 
aware of the U.S. Forest Service responsibi lity for management of its lands. 
Current ly, we face an unprecedented bark beetle infestation that threatens our 
forests and communities. Jf confirmed, how will you address lhe following 
management challenges related to this infestation'? 

a. Programmatic funding for Regions 2 and 4 o f the U.S. Forest Service has 
his torically fallen well below need. These regions have been 
disproportionately deprived of management resources. How will you 
address the funding needs for management of the bark beetle outbreak 
throughout Regions 2 and 4? 

b. U.S. Forest Service local managers arc facing an unprecedented forest 
health event. What management authorities do you believe need to be 
adjusted to meet the challenges posed by this infestation'! Specifically, 
how will the Depa11mcnt, under your direction, address each o f those 
needs? 

c. Bark beetle infestat ion spreads hcyond polit ical boundaries. We must take 
a regional approach to management of our forests. Spcci ficall y. how wi 11 
you promote regional action to regional management of the bark beetle 
infestation'? 

2. Our forest products industry partners are struggling in this economy. Many of the 
industry partners who historically helped manage federal forests are no longer in 
business. This increases the burden on federal agencies and weakens our local 
communities. If confirmed , how will you promote business friendly practices at 
U.S. Forest Service to sustain and re~'TOW the American forest products industry'? 

3. U.S. Forest Service recently proposed spending $2.8 mill ion ofwildland fire 
management funding under PL 111-5, the "American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act," in Washington, D.C. Of the 5.5 million acres ofwildlands nationwide, as 
defined by the National lnteragency Fire Center, \.Vashington, D.C. has none. 
There is no need for wild land fire management funding in the District of 
Columbia. While the kind of Stale and Private Forestry projects proposed for 
Washington, D.C. have merit, wildland lire management funding should not be 
diverted for this purpose. U.S. Forest Service must prioritize its limited resources 
to meet its basic respons ibili ties. Wyoming conimuni lies depend upon adequate 
management of U.S. Forest Service lands and we demand that the agency get its 
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priorities straight. If confirmed, how will you dirtct U.S. Forest Service to 
prioritize its wildland fire management budget in the future'! 

4. If confirmed, will you join Secretary of Interior Ken Sala7.ar in supporting wcst
wide good neighbor authority, that would allow BLM and U.S. Forest Service to 
enter cooperative agreements with the states to implement forest health projects? 

5. U.S. Forest Service renewal of grazing permits is continually backlogged. This is 
a detriment to public land r&1chcrs and to the day-to-day operation of the U.S. 
Forest Service range management. [f confinncd, specifically how will you 
address the permit backlog and improve the agency's handling of grazing permit 
renewals? 
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Questiou from Sen. Mu Ba ucus for nomineH wnsidered by the Committee on 
Agriculture oo September 30, 2009 

To: l'vlr. Harris Sherman, .l\omincc for Undersecretary for Natuntl Resources and the 
environment, United St.ates Department of Agriculture 

Congratulations on your nomination to be Cmlersccretary for Natural Resources and the 
En,·ironment for the Department of Agriculture. l am pleased that the President has chosen 
someone with your experience dealing with issues facing the forests, prairies and water resources 
of the West. 

If con finn ed. you will oversee programs and implement authori ties that have a major 
impact on IJ1e economy and natural environment o f my state. One authority the Forest Servi ce 
has at its disposal is the ability to enter into stewardship contracts that enable it to trade logs and 
other goods to help carry out projects that reduce hazardous fuels, improve watersheds and other 
important forest management goals. 

Stewardship contracting is very popular in Montana, helping form collaborative 
parmcrships among diverse groups of forest users such ns the wood products industry, the 
conservation community and sportsmen. Stewardship contr.ICling also makes good economic 
sense for the Service. On one ranger district in my state, srcwardship contracting enabled the 
ranger to perform nearly SJ million of service work for which the district did not have 
appropriated funds. 

Whi le I am pleased that use of stewardsh ip contracting is gradually increasing. I want the 
Forest Scrvic.c lo do much more. Since the Service was given hroader contracting authority in 
2003, i1 has completed only 34 contracts in the Northern Region. Most other regions have 
completed even fewer. I would like to know if you, as undcr.;ecretary, would work to 
substantially increase use of stewardship contracting, not only in my state, but across the nation. 
Does the Forest Service need any additional authorities to improve and increase the use of 
stewardship contracting and agreements? 

Additionally, somo? non-profit groups halie told me 1he Forest Service has been inflexible 
in dctennining matching requirements for stewardship agreements. The stewardship authori ty 
pro ... ides Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management personnel the same discretion i11 
eslablishing matching requirements. Yet, the Fores! Serv ice requires a 20 pcrcem match from 
non-profits, while the BLM requires no firm match. These non-profits can be valuable partners in 
stewardship projects and the Service should be more creative in evalu~ ting the ir contributions. I 
would like to know if you will take steps to encourage non-profit participation in stewardship 
agreemcntS. 
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To Ba.rthol~)mew Chilton, Jill Sommers and Scull O'Malia. nominees for Commissioners of the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission: 

Linder a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for trading of carhon allowances 
and carbon allowance derivatives arc expected to develop. If the CfTC is granted oversight 
authority over such markets, please provide how the CFTC would ensure the following: (l) the 
markets are transparent: (2) the markets are free from abuse and unfair manipulation; and (3) the 
markets have sufficient liquidity. 
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U.S. Senato.- Ma.-ia Cantwell 
Question~ fo.- CFTC '.'lominces 

Sfptembe.- 30, 2009 

Mr. Chilton. ()'Malia. and Ms. Sommers: 

I. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -- trading or investing in 
commodities by persons who do not produce or use the commodity in order to profit from 
commodity price changes·· can affect the price of commodity futures? Do you believe 
that speculation in futures markets a!Tcccs the actual cash price of a commodity'.' 

2. On August 11. the Department of the Treasury submincd lo Congress ils legislative 
proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. \Vhile this proposal 
is a very important step, there arc many areas where the proposal can be strengthened and 
tightened lo fully protect our economy and prevent another financial crisis. On August 
17, 2009, CFTC' Chaim1an Gensler sent a letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee 
recommending specific important changes and additions to the Department of Treasury's 
legislative proposal. Do you support the Depa1tment of Treasury's OTC legislative 
proposal? In addition, do you support each rc,ommendation included in Chairman 
Gcnslcr's August 17, 2009, lcucr to the Senate Agriculture Committee to improve the 
Department of Treasury's OTC legislative proposal? 

3. The CFTC has the aulhority to establish position limits to prevent traders from acquiring 
large positions that could be ust.'<l to manipulate the price of commodities lrade<l on 
futures exchanges and to prevent price distortions at contract expiration. To protect 
against excessive speculation, the CFTC sets position limits on some agricultural 
commodities, hut docs not do so for energy products such as oil futures. In late July and 
early August, the CFTC held hearings to address the current application of and 
exemptions from position limits in energy markets. Do you support Commission-set 
position limits in energy commodities to ensure that excessive levels of speculation, even 
in the absence of manipu lalion, arc not causing "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or 
unwarranted changes'' in the prices of commodities'.' 

4. The CFTC has the authority to exempt the application of speculative position limits for 
bona fide hedging purposes as <le fined hy the CFTC. Currently, bona fide hedging 
includes transactions to hedge against exposure a scope of financial activity with no 
connection lo the underlying physical commodity or cash markets. These non-traditional 
hedges arc being used co manage financial risk where transactions have nothing co do 
with managing conunercial risk, allowing speculators seeking to gain price exposure in 
commodity markets. Since 1991, when the CFTC granted its first bona fide hedge 
exemption for a non-commercial hedging transaction, the use of swaps by various market 
panicipants to hedge price risk has grown substantially. On March 24, 2009, the CFTC 
published a concept release on eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for swap 
dealers. The recommendation was part of the September 2008 ''Staff Report on 
Commodity Swap Dealers and Index Traders with Commission Recommendations" 
prepared as a rcsuh of Commission sp<:eial 'alls for infonnation from swap dealers and 
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index traders issued in June and July 2008. Do you support eliminating the bona 
fide hedge exemption for non-commercial transactions'! 

5. The CFTC is underfunded in terms of both budget and staff. Today, the staff numbers 
approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. During this time, 
markets have grown exponent ially. and the issues the CFTC faces have increased in 
complexity. For many years. the President's budget has recommended that Congress 
impose a user fee on commodity market participants to fund part of the CFTC' s 
aclivities. The CFTC is currently the only major U.S. financial regulator that is not at 
least partia lly fonded through user foes. Do you support the imposition of user fees to 
fund CFTC activities? 

6. Current law makes it very difficult for the CFTC to effectively meet its mandate lo 
enforce and deter market manipulation. This is because the CFTC must meet a more 
rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than other financial mmet regulatory 
agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, and the Federal Trade Commission. The CFTC is currently the 
only major lJ.S. financial regulator 1hat must prove "specific intent" to do hann, a much 
more difficult standard to prove than the "recklessness" standard employed by the SEC, 
FERC, and FTC. As a result, federa l courts have recognized that, with the CFTC's 
weaker anti -manipulation standard, market "manipulat ion cases generally have not fared 
well." In fact, the standard is so weak that in the CFTC's 35-year history, it has only 
successfully prosecuted and won one single case of manipulation. If the CFTC were 
granted authority to prosecute manipulation cases under the "recklessness" ~tandard 
instead of the current "specific intent" standard, how would this improve the 
Commission's ability to prcvenc, deter. and enforce market manipulation? Do you 
support legis lation to lower the burden of proof the CFTC must meet in proving 
manipulation cases? 

7. On September 10, 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory Committee (G~AC) 

announced it would convene a meet ing lo examine, among other issues, the "T reasury 
Proposal to Regulate OTC Derivatives'' and "CFTC Legislative Language'' as it relates to 
this proposal. In reviewing GMAC membership as posted on the Commission's website, 
it appears that the committee's membership is comprised of representatives from the 
various U.S. exchanges. self-regulatory organizations and the financial service~ industry. 
While the GMAC's charter requires representation of U.S. and foreign exchanges and 
market participants, it also requires "end users most directly involved in and affected by 
market globalization." Without end user and consumer participation, the committee may 
also not be "fairly balanced in terms of the points of view represented" as required under 
the Federal Advisory Committee Act. Before any future meeting of the GMAC is 
scheduled, will you commit to broadening its membership to include end users most 
directly involved in and affected by market globali<.ation to ensure "fairly balanced in 
terms ofthc points of view represented" as required under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act? 
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Sen. Saxby Chamblis~ 
QueSlions for the Record 

Jliomination Hearing 
SE'ptembcr 30, 2009 

1. As I mentioned al the hearing, I have been contacted by several constituents about your 
nomination. They raise concerns about your approach to managing federal, stale and 
private land. Below is a list of the concerns I have received. Please respond to these 
concerns. 
• Harris Shcnnan supports the Clinton-8abbilt Roadless rule and has worked in 

Colorado lo revert to the Clinton-Babbitt Roadlcss Ruic. 
• He would be a threat ro oil and gas, mining. coal mining, timber, ~-r.izing, gravel 

extraction and recreation and much more. 
• According to residents of Colorado. Shcm1a.11 used his position to extort or shake 

down money from oil and gas firms to fund his wildlife studies in return for hi~ office 
not opposing their pennirs. In effect, he set up a "pay to play" approval process for 
oil and gas pcm1its under the Colorado Dept. of Wildlife. 

• He rewrote importa.nt environmental documen1s with the assistance of environmental 
activist groups negating public meetings and public comment. 

• Environmental groups had special access under Harris not available to the public or 
other land users. 

• He set up rules that infringed on private prope1ty. 
• He set up a system wherchy the CO Dept. of Wildlife could interfere with private 

contracts between farmers. ranchers and landown~rs and oil and gas and mining 
companies. He was able to blow up private contracts where he did not want oil and 
gas or mining operations ro occur. 

• It is likely he will give environmental groups special control over the US Foresl 
Service. His pattern is to feather his own nest and he would likely use the Forest 
Service to do that as he did in Colorado. 

2. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) seems to be carefully tracking stimulus 
prnjects which are supporting the use of wood fiber for the production ofbiomass energy. 
However. despite receiving more than $500 million for ha'lardous fuels reduction 
projects, ii appears that almost none of these projects will produce wood fiber that can be 
used by the traditional sawmill and paper mill industries. Please tell me how many 
ARRA projcc1s have produced merchantable wood fiber'? How much volume in board 
feet or cubic feet did those pwduce'! Please tell me whether ARRA funds have hcen used 
tn pay for the non-merchantable component of stewardship contracts. allowing the 
commercial component to go forward in down timber mark1::1s? 

3. Recently, Secretary Vilsack announced his vision for the role oflJSDA in managing 
public and private forests. His "all landscapes" approach suggests that USDA will take 
an active role in matters affecting private forests. including their panicipation in climate 
change and energy policies and their role in addressing environmental services. like clean 
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water and air and providing wildlife hahital. Working forests arc a significant part of the 
jurisdiction of this committee, and we want to make sure that any policies alYccting 
working forests are developed with the full participation of private forest owners and this 
committee. Will you fully in,·olvc private forest owners in the development of USDA 
policies on working forests? Will you fully involve this committee in any policies USDA 
develops on working forests? Will you commit to working with the committee to explore 
policy opportunities together that will promote the benefits of working forests? 

Mr.Avalos 
I. Agricultural biotechnology is a key priority of mine. II is important that farmers across 

the country have access to the best technology available. Of course, we must ensure that 
the products are safe and the regulatory process is based on sound science. It is this need 
for a timely and science-based approval that concerns me. As noted by Chainnan 
Lincoln at the hearing, the average length of time for agency decision making on 
pet itions for regulatory approval of agricultural biotech products bas steadily increased 
!Tom approximately 150 days in 1996 10 almost 700 days at the present time. 

Will you develop a plan to get those products deemed safe to market more quickly? Will 
you provide a report to the Committee within 90 days regarding the cause of the delays 
and how L'SDA plans to ensure the Depm1mcm is~ues scientifically based regulatory 
dec.isions in a timely manner') 

2. Mr. Avalos, as you know, if confirmed you wi ll be overseeing the AP! !IS Biotechnology 
Regulatory Services. Now pending within the liSDA is the publication of draft 
Envirorunenta! Impact Statement to detennine whether Round-l.'p Ready Alfalfa (RR.A) 
can be deregulated, The completion of this EIS has taken far longer than anyone 
anticipated and is now jeopardizing the ability of fanncrs to have RRA available for the 
2010 planting season. Would you commit to reviewing this problem and reporting to the 
conm1ittec when the F.IS will he finalized and published in the Federal Register? 

3. Over the last 15 years, business practices in the livestock industry have changed 
dramatically. Producers and meat companies have largely tumcd lo alternative markeling 
arrangements, rather than the traditional spot market for livestock. The Grain Inspection, 
Packers & Stockyards Administration released a Congressionally-mandated stud)' in 
2007 of marketing issues and packer ownership of li\•cstock. This exhaustive study 
concluded that alternative livcslock marketing agreements benellt both producers and 
industry. Industry concentration is also a concern for some, but the 2008 Packers & 
Stockyards Administration Annual Report indicates that concentration has largely led to 
lower prices for consumers and belier income margins for produce rs and processors. 
This Committee also held a heari ng on these issues in 2001. Despi te previous ex tensive 
study of this issue, USDA and tbe Department of Justice have announced a series of 
Public Workshops next year to address competition and concentration issues in the 
agriculture sector. Given your responsibilities will include overseeing GIPSA, do you 
feel there arc problems in the industry that GIPSA is not policing'! Will you provide the 
Committee with a detailed description of USDA 's plans for any changes in policy or 
operat ions within GIPSA or in i1s relationship with the Department of Justice? 
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4. The Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service currently has a rule pending that would 
allow for importation of cooked pork skins from regions affected with swine diseases. 
This mlc was proposed after a risk assessment concluded that cooking methods were 
sufficient to inactivate any pathogens of concern. APl-l IS for decades has protected U.S. 
agriculture by ensuring that imports from affected countries arc processed in a manner 
that eliminates any potential hann. APHlS issued a proposed rule on July 2, 2008, and 
the agency's examination of this matter dates back to 2003. This rule received very few 
public comments, and does not appear to have raised many issues. Will you provide an 
update to the Committee regarding the status of the proposed regulation and when the 
Department plans to release a final rule? 

5. As Under Secretary, you will oversee the National Organic Program. Secretary Vilsack 
has expressed a new commitment to the program an<l to help producers wllQ choose to 
raise and market organic crops and livestock. However, organic production and 
certification can be a costly process. Congress has addressed this with the Organic 
Certification Cost-Share Program, and I applaud USDA for releasing the 2009 program 
this week.. In 2008, USDA revised its accreditation procedures for certifying agents in 
the :-Jational Organic Program. This revision has raised concerns with some certif}~ng 
agents that their costs could increase markedly. Many of these certifying agents are non
profit and public entities, and serve smaller local organic producers who cannot afford 
high administrative costs. Will you work with the new leadership of the National 
Organic Program to develop a plan to lower administrative costs and the burden on small 
producers and report to the Commirtee on your progress? 
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Mr. Avalos, the Department of Agriculture is working to finalize a rule allowing for 
the importation of cooked pork skins subject to certain processes to protect 
public health. When do you expect the Department to f inalize this important 
rule? Also, do you believe the Department should follow different rules for beef 
and cooked pork skins when approving countries for imports? I ask that you 
review this issue and work to finalize the rule. 
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Bartholomew Chilton, Commissioner of 1he Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Jlll Sommers, Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Scott O'Malia, Commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading C'.ommission 

1) This question is just for Ms. Sommers and Mr. O'Malia. When testifying before the 
Agriculture Committee last year, Acting Chaim1an Luk ken and Commissioner Chilton 
discussed several new initiatives lo improve trade collection and dissemination cffor1~ to 
bring more transparency in the areas of agricuhure and energy markets. Do you think the 
steps taken by the CFTC in recent months go far enough l(l bring greater transparency 
and scrut iny in energy and agricullurc trades? If not, what suggestions can you offer? 

2) In shearing last year in the Senate Commerce Committee. Michael Greenberger, a law 
professor al the University of Maryland and fonner head of the CFTC's Division of 
Trading & :\llarkets, suggested that if the CFTC required all U.S. crude trades to be 
subject 10 CfTC regulation and trading limits, oil prices would drop by 25% overnight. 
At the high, the price of a barrel of oi l was$ J 47 in the summer of2008. Now it's under 
S6 7. Did all these speculators suddenly leave the market? Why without CFTC 
regulation did the price actually drop lo less than a 112 0C1he original price? 

t:SDA 
Edward M. Avalos, Under Secretary of Agriculture for Marketing and Regulatory Prob'Tams 

I) Specifically related to P<tckers and Stockyards Program, how do you intend to make sure 
thcl'I! is greater enforcement of the competition provisions of the P&S Act? 

2) One of the most crit ical jobs wi thin the MRP mission area is the biotechnology approval 
process 31 the Animal Plant Health Inspection Service. The lJ.S. is !he leader in 
developing and using biotechnology and it should remain that way. However. over tho 
last decade the time to deregulate these new producls has slowed considerably. Will you 
make deregulation a priority within your mission area and can you as$urc me that these 
decisions continue to be based on scicocc? 

Farm Credit 
Kenneth Albert Spearman, Member of the Fann Credit Administration Board 

l) As you know many in the ag1i culturc sector and in particular livestock producers arc 
struggling to stay afloat. On lop of the tough economic times they arc facing, now it 
seems as if credit is also drying up. Many hanks have looked at their agricultural 
portfolio as a liability and that in tum has added another burden to our producers. What 
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do you sec as the role of the Fam1 Credit Administration in working with the fann credit 
system member banks to help these producers through this economically uncertain time? 
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QV.1£STJO:"IS SUBMITTF:D BY SENATOR HARKIN 'fO BARRIS SHERMAN 

1. The Food, Conservation, and En.::rgy Act of 2008 (FCEA) reflects carefully balanc~d 
and integrated comprom ises. Among the most important dccisil.lns by Congress was the 
agreement to include some $4 billion in addit ional funding for conservation programs over 10 
years above budget baseline levels. The policies enacted and funded in th~ legislation are being 
cffel:tivcly used, for example, in the recently-announced Missi~sippi River Basin loitiativc, 
which makes extensive use of funding from the F.nvironmenlal Quality Incentives Program 
(F.QIP) and authority from the Cooperative Conservation Partnership Initiative. 

Do you agree that io light of the slgnifieant demands and need for conservation on 
agricultural land it wnuld be unwise 10 c11t back on the funding committed to conservation 
in the FCEA? 

2. In rcc~nt audits by the Department of Agriculture Office of Inspector General of the 
Wetlands Reserve Program and the Conservation Security Program the OJG identified failure to 
ensure compliance with the program requiremenls. This prohlcm traces back, in my view, to 
insufficient fund ing being allocated for Natural Resources Consen,1:1tion Service technical 
assistance personnel and activities so that conservationists can carry out consen·ation programs, 
including necessary compliance checks. For instance, the number of acres enrolled in the 
Wetland~ Reserve program has continued to increase, and therefore the cost of monitoring and 
enforcing WRP easements has continued to rise, bul the technical assistance support funding 
allocated for the program has stayed relatively Oat at around 5 percent of total WRP funding. 
Currently. WRl' technical assistance cost for monitoring and enforcement arc an estimated $12 
an acre, but allocated funding for these activities are only around S6 an acre. 

Ho~· will you ensure that sufficient funding is allocated to NRCS technical 
assistance personnel and activities so that CO Dservation programs caD be carried out mnd 
delivered to farmen and ranchers prope rly, and so that N RCS can fulfill its core 
re.~pons ibility to enforce the statutory r~ulatory requirements of programs'! 
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Qut~STIONS SUBMITTED BY S~NATOR llARKJ:'ll TO EDWARD AVAi.OS 

I. In MaTCh 2006, the Government Accountability Office issued a repon laying out 
continuing problems with the Grain Inspection and Packers and Stockyards Admini$tration's 
enforcement of the Packers and Stockyards Act and evaluating steps taken to respond to 
recommendations in an earlier GAO report from 2000. In particular, the report disclosed that the 
agency was artificially inflating its 0'~11 records on taking enforcement actions against unfair 
trade practices, for example, by directing employees 10 categorize taking a phone call complaint 
from the public as opening an investigation, even if no further action were ever taken. 

If you arc tonfirmed as Under Secretary. will you meet with GIPSA orticials having 
responsibility for eoforciog the Packers and Stockyards Att. go over the steps have heeo 
taken to address the matters raised in the 2006 GAO report, and report back to this 
Committee and to me regarding your findini:s aod your plan for remedying shortcomings 
io eoforccmeot and ensuring that reforms io GIPSA 's performance are no! allowed to 
lapse? 

2. Then.~ arc indications that, due to high demand. the Department is more actively 
integrating issues and concerns relating to organic agriculture into the activities of the various 
age11cie.s within USDA. A number of agencies have staff working on various aspects of organic 
agriculture and trade, including the rec.cnt announcement of organic cquivalency standards with 
the government of Canada. 

What cao we expect tn see from AMS. and from the Marketiog and Regulatory 
Programs branch more generally, involving iotcragency and interdepartmental 
coordination to ensure that issues of foncern related to organic agriculture and trade are 
addressed systematically and comprehensively throughout the federal government? 

2. The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of2008 (the farm bill), includes $22 million 
in mandatory funding over the next five years for cost-share pa)1nents for producers to help 
offset the cost of ocganic certification fees. This was a major increase over the $5 million 
provided for this progn1m in the Food Security and Rural invcsmicm Act of 2002. Many 
producers contacted me 10 indicate their frustralion with how slowly the Department mo\'i,;d in 
getting this funding out to organic fanners in the period following passage of the 2002 bill. Such 
delays should not be repeated in implementing the 2008 form bill. 

Can we ban your assurance that you will work closely with lhe leadt>rship of the 
National Or~anic Program so that cost-share fundini= is distributed in a timely fashion to 
producers'! 

3. In 2007, USDA solicited public comments through the Federal Register to gather 
recommendations as lo whether the Department should proceed lo develop a national marketing 
agreement for leaty green vegetables. USDA received over l 500 public comments, including 
many from smaller-scale and organic producers who were concerned about the negative impacts 
that such an agreement would have on their fann operations. Currently, the AgriCLtltliral 
Marketing Service is conducting hearing sessions throughout the United States to continue 
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gathering public comments on whether to d..-vclop such a marketing agreement. At the heari ng 
session conducted in Monlerey. California. testimony from members of the organic and small· 
scale form i n~ community reiterated the conccms expressed during the 2007 public comme111 
p~riod. 

Will yon commit to monitor closely the results of the hearing sessiuns and 
appropriate!)· consider and t>\'aluate the impact that a national markd ing order may have 
on smaller and organic producers of leaf~' green vci:etables'? 
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Qu.t<:STlON SUBMITTED BY SENATOR HARKIN TO KfNNETll SPEARMAN 

Mr. Spearmun, you serve as an outs ide board member fo r the Agrirst Fam1 Credit Bwk, 
and this experience clearly provides you with valuab le background and knowledge for scrvi ng on 
the board of the Fam1 Credi t Administration (FCA). AgFirs1 is one of the institutions oft111: 
Farm Credit System (FCS), all of which you will be tasked wi th overseeing as a member of the 
FCA Board. To be sure, you have pledged that you wi ll if confirmed resign from the Agfirst 
board and comply with the applicable conflict of interest and ethics requirements. 

As a regulator you will be taskc<l with ensuring the salCly and soundness of the FCS and 
aho ensuring that lending by FCS institutiom; complies with the statutory objectives, 
requirements, and limitations of the Farm Credit Act of 197!. as amended. The recent turmoil in 
the global financial system obvious ly underscores the crucial importance of en forcing prudcm 
safety and soundness standards. At the same time, as a hoard member of the FCA. you will have 
a responsibility to help facilitate FCS institutions in making affordable credit available to 
borrowers who are eligible under the Act. 

ln the lii:ht of your prel•ious position on the board of a FCS institulion, please 
describe carefully the approach you will take and any specific steps inrnlved to make sure 
that in your new position as a member of the board of the J•CA you will be truly objective, 
even-banded, and free of pre-determined conclusions in handlin2 lhc various ques tions th at 
will come before you. 
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Que:itions for Ba rtholomew Chilton, of Maryland, to be a Commissiooer of the Commoditv 
Future$ Trndh1g Commission 

I. In its 35-year history, the commodity futures crading commission has only successfully 
pro~cculcd one case of manipulation in the futures markc1s. What tools do you hclicvc 
the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators are effe<.•tively deterred or prosecuted? 

2. How will you ensure that the CFTC: employs its authori ty co p rosecute market 
manipulators? 

Questions foe Jjll Sommers, of Kansas, to be a Commissioner oftbe Commodity l<"u tures 
T radinl!. Commission · 

l. Jn its 35-ycar history, the commodity futures trading commission has only successfully 
prosecuted one case of manipulation in the futures markets. In a recenl speech and in 
your testimony, you noted that the CFTC ha~ to prove that someone ~speci fically 
intended" to manipulate prices. As a fom1er prosecutor, ! know chasing criminals isn 't 
easy, hut this standard would seem to make it even more difficult to go aller criminals . 
What tools do you believe the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators arc effectively 
deterred or prosecuted'? 

2. How will you ensure that lhc CFTC employs its authority to prosecute market 
manipulators'! 

Questiogs for Scott O'Malia, of Michigan, to be a Commissioner of the Commnditv 
Futures Trading Commissjon 

I. In its 35-year history, the commodity futures trading commission has only successfully 
prosecuted one case of manipulation in the futures markets. What tools do you believe 
the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators arc effectively deterred or prosecuted? 

2. How will you ensure that the CfTC employs its authority to prosecute market 
manipulators? 

Questions for Edward M. Avalos to bt> Under Secretary of Agriculture for Marketing and 
Regulatory Programs and to be a Member of the Board o( Directors of the Commodltv 

Credit Cornoration 

I . Mr. Avalos, lhc Animal and Plant Health Tnspection Services announced an increase in 
the u~er f~s for agricultural quarantine and inspection (AQI) services on September 28, 
2009 (Monday). 111e fee is scheduled to take clTecl on October I. 2009 (Thursday). 
USDA bas indicate\! this rapid (three-day) phase-in is required because fee collccrions 
have been down and layoffs of experienced employees would be necessary if rhe new fee 
were not adopted. I have heard from airlines in my state that the time and work required 
to change computer systems to accommodate this rapid phase-in of a new fee is nol 
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sufficient. As Under Secretary, what would you do to resurrect this situation or 
avoid this situation io the first place? 

2. Mr. Avalos, now pending within the USDA is the publication of a draft environmental 
impact statement to detennine whether Round-Up Ready Alfalfa ca:n be derei,'lllated. Are 
you familiar with this issue aml do you support biotechnology as a means of improving 
the productivity of the agriculture sector? Arc you aware of the USDA's timeline for 
publishing this draft envirorunental impact statement and. if conlinned, would you 
provide that infom1ation to the committee? 
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Senator Pat Roberts 
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Questions for the Record 
September 30, 2009 

Questions for Commissioners Sommers, Chilton and Mr. O'Malia: 

1. What is your definition of "systemic risk?" Do you believe every OTC participant or 
product creates ·systemic risk" to our national economy? If so why? If not, then why 
should Congress pass legislation that treats all participants and products as if they do 
create a "systemic risk" as some are suggesting? 

2. This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of a systemic risk 
regulator to call for the imposition of capital requirements for participants in the OTC 
derivatives markets. Some view this as creating a significant barrier to entry, one that 
could in fact force many !100-financial companies out of these markets. If the result of 
such a requirement was to leave only a few large market participants, wouldn't that 
enhance the possibility of systemic risk, rather than lessen ft? 

Question for Mr. Avalos: 

Congress took action in the 2008 Farm Bill to reform certain aspects of the livestock 
industry, particularly in regards to contracts and the enforcement of the Packers and 
Stoci<yards Act The agreements reached in the conference report were heavily 
scrutinized and exhaustively debated. All sides made concessions and the end result 
was a bill that passed by historic margins. I understand some would like the 
administration to ignore these agreements and implement measures that Congress 
either specifically voted down or chose not to include in the Farm Bill. Can you assure 
me that your mission area will follow the will of Congress by honoring the commitments 
made in the 2008 Farm Bill? 
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Senator Stabenow - Queslions for the Record for Nominees 
October I, 2009 

For Edward Av11Jos: 

I. According lo the Agriculture Appropriations bi ll thal is working its way through the 
legislative process, the Appropriarions ComrniUee expresses its concern about the over
incrcasing number 0 r non-native planl pests and diseases discovered in the us. Jn this 
report language. lhe Committee urge~ APHJS lo address the issue and undertake 
extremely careful review ofrequests for importation from growing regions that arc home 
to pests and diseases that do not currently exist in the U.S., so as not to add to the current 
pest and disease crisis. In Michigan. pests and diseases are a huge obs!acle for agriculture 
and threaten the viability oflhc industry. As Under Scc-retary of Marketing and 
Regulatory Affairs, what would you do to ensure that USDA is preventing new pests an<l 
diseases from entering the country due to agricultural importation? Are }'Ou willing to 
work with the Senate to prevent th is ever-growing problem'? 

2. The current AMS commodity purchase programs face many implementation challenge~. 
Ad<lilionally, commodities that are harvested in mid to late summer often have a 
disadvantage for government purchase within the current system. How do you plan to 
improve AMS acquisition of commodities to help deal with surpluses at times when food 
banks are short? 

For Harris S berma11 : 

I. What is your understanding of the authority given to USDA by section 1245 of the Farm 
Bill. and how do you foresee this authority being earned out over the next several years? 

2. As Congress continues to debate climate legislation, what can USDA be doing now to 
develop methodologies and standards for GHG emission reductions in agricultural and 
forestry offset projects? 

3. The President has committed to and Congress is ready to pass over $400 mill ion for 
Great Lakes Restoration projects. This funding will build upon the work thal many Great 
Lakes stakeholders have been working to develop for 1wer S years. Gi vcn that your 
position with USDA would oversee some orthe largest federal conservation programs, 
how can USDA play a more vital role in Great Lakes restoration process? 

4. Should you l>c confinned, how can USDA better collaborarc with EPA to ensure land 
management programs arc more successful in the future? 
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Senate Committee on Agri1:ulture, ~utrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the record 
Edward Avalos 

September 30, 2009 

Senator Blanche Lincoln 

AMS: FRESH PRODUCE PROCUREMEt-;T FOR NUTRITION PROGRAMS 
The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) has responsibility for purchasing the food 
that is distributed to schools, food bank,;, and other institutions through USDA 's 
nutrition and food assistaTice program.~. Over the years, the amount of fresh produce 
purchased by AMS has steadily declined to the point that fresh produce represents 
less than 5 percent of the total value of food purchased in any given year. Recently, 
AMS has begun several pilot programs to purchase fresh-cut produce for distribution 
to schools participating in the National School Lunch Program (NSLP). Many would 
like to sec these programs expanded in as expeditious a manner as possible. 

Can we have your assurance that, if confirmed, you will work quickly to develop and 
implement a plan to continue the expansion of AMS 's fresh-cut produce purchase£? 

Response: 

Children having access to more fruits and vegetables in the National School Lunch 
program is very important for encouraging a lifetime of healthy eating. If confirmed 
as Under Secretary, I would want to comluct a top lo bottom review of how AMS 
purchases food products for the National School Lunch program and figure out best 
strategies for increasing fruit and vegetable purchases. I would look forward to an 
opportunity to develop a plan and work with you to share views on this important 
lopic. 

2} Question: 

AMS: PROCESS VERIFIED MEAT LABEL CLAIM STANDARDS 
Currently, both AMS and the food Safety and Inspection Service (FSJS) verify 
claims made on meat product labels. The result can he uncertainty and confusion for 
consumers as to what it is they are purchasing, and hardship for farmers and ranchers 
using alternative methods of production. 
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Can we have your assurance that you will work with the yet-to-be-named Under 
Secretary for .Food Safety to develop a clear, consistent policy between AMS and 
PSIS to verify package-label claims with respect to animal production? 

Response: 

Yes. I know producers arc looking for new marketing cliiims that can add value to 
their products, but also rcali7:e that such claims only have value if they can be 
verified. My understanding is that FSIS is required to ensure all claims associated 
with federally inspected meat, poultry and egg products are truthful. If confinned, I 
will place a priority on having AMS assist FSIS using AMS' independently verified 
production activities. I look forward to working with FSIS to provide improved 
coordination on this issue. 

3) Question: 

APHIS: EMERGENCY PEST AND DTSEASE SPENDrNG 
For some time, Congress and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) have 
been locked in a disagreement over how to spend emergency funds to tight plan! 
pests. Congress has passed laws to direct the Secretary of Agriculture to use 
emergency funds when necessary to combat pest outbreaks, only to have OMB later 
block such spending. In the recent fann bill, Congress again made explicit that these 
funding decisions belong t:xclusively to USDA. 

If confinned, can the committee have your assurance that you will work with OMB to 
ensure that these funding decisions are based on the statutory direction provided in 
the fann bill? 

Response: 

I am familiar with this issue, and if given the opportunity to join the learn at lJSDA, I 
will work to ensure that any future emergency funding requests to fight plant pests are 
well-justified. I will also work to ensure an open dialogue between the Department 
and OMB, so thal OMB understands the Department's reasoning for making any 
emergency funding decisions in safeguarding American agriculture. 

4) Question: 

APHIS: LACEY ACT IMPLEMENTATION 
'Ibe Lacey Act is the nation's oldest wildlife protection statute. The Act has served as 
a key tool to combat trafficking in illegal wildlife, fish or plants. Section 8204 of the 
FC1od, Conservation and Energy Act of 2008 expands Lacey Act proti::ctions lo a 
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brnader range of plants that are illegally taken wilh a fow exceptions. Ex duded from 
coverage are "common cultivars", except trees, and "common food crop~''. APHIS 
has been working to define these two terms for over a year. It's important that 
APHIS quickly define these terms to help provide clarity for many stakeholders. 

Can I have your assurance that you will work witli the Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service (APHIS) to provide a definition for these tt:nns as quickly as 
possible? 

Response: 

This is a new issue for me. \\lhi le I have not been briefed by the USDA experts on 
this issue in great detail, I can commit to you that.. if confirmed, 1 will work with the 
appropriate otl'icials at USDA to gain a full understanding and appraisal of this issue. 
Certainly, implemen1ing these new provisions and defining appropriate requirements 
is important. If confirmed, I will ensure that AP'tH.S communicates with stakeholders 
and makes defining the terms you mention a priority to help bring resolution to this 
issue as soon as possible. 

5) Question: 

The current Administration and USDA have made Global Food and Energy Security 
two of their top priorities for American af,'ficulture to play a key role in. Secretary 
Vilsack has highlighted the role of technology in meeting those goals. 
Biote<:hnology, because it allow~ producers to produce more with less, is one 
technology that is key in my mind, especially in helping 10 meet the global population 
demand for safe food products. Would you agree? 

In order for producers and consumers to realize the benefits of agricultural 
biotechnology, it is essential that USDA implement a timely and science-based 
approval process for the innovative biotcch products waiting to be approved. 

lt is my understanding that currently the average length of time for agency decision 
making on peti tions for regulatory approval of agricultural of agricultural biotech 
products has steadily increased from approximately 150 days in 1996 to almost 700 
days at present 

This trend is problematic and recent developments with regard to two specific crops 
have been brought to my attention. 

Two and a half years ago, a federal Court ruled that USDA should have conducted an 
Environmental Impact Statement before deregulating Roundup Ready alfalfa. 
Famters l o~t the ability to plant hiotcch alfalfa until USDA completed what A.PHIS 
predicted to be a two-year EIS process. 
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Given the economic crisis that dairy tanners face and the importance of high-quality 
alfalfa to milk production, it is important USDA make this a priority. The same court 
just ruled that USDA needs to do an EIS for biotech sugarbeets. It would be logical to 
conclude more EIS reviews ofbiotech crops are in USDA 's future. 

In the near term, what is USDA going to do to complete the overdue ETS for Roundup 
Ready alfalfa? ls there a commitment of priority and resources to complete the 
sugarbeet EIS in a more timely way? And in the long-term, how will USDA ensure 
timely completion of future Environment Impact Studies so that the lJ.S. regulatory 
process does not go from being the gold standard of the world to a barrier for much 
needed innovation? 

Finally. how can this Committee be helpful in assuring that USDA has and is utifo;ing 
the necessary resources to process science base approvals of ag biotech products in a 
timely fashion? 

Response: 

J agree that the advances in plant biotechnology over the past several years have 
brought significant benefits to producers and our food security. Drought resistant 
varieties and yield-enhancing traits have the potential to significantly increase our 
production of food, feed, fiber, and fuel. 

I appreciate your concern about the length of time it currently takes USDA to make a 
detennination on petitions for biotechnology products. With advances in technology, 
however. comes increased responsibility by USDA to ensure sound decision-making 
with regard to field testing and deregulating the products of biotechnology. I 
understand that there is a regulatory framework in place for a reason, to ensure that 
these types of products arc being introduced into the marketplace in an orderly and 
safe fashion. l believe that environmental impact statements should be very thorough 
and scientifically robust documents. I also understand that it takes significant 
resources and time to comply with environmental regulations like the National 
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). I assurc:: you that if confirmed, I will examine 
USDA 's regulatory approval process for biotechnology products, particularly the 
length of time to approve those products, and where and when possible, examine 
ways to address this issue. 

The two court rulings on Roundup Ready alfalfa and sugar beets are also concerning 
to me, especially because they inject uncertainty into farmers' operations. If 
confirmed, I look foiward to being briefed on these issues and working with the 
Committee to address the concerns you have raised. 

Senator Saxbv Chambliss 
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1) Question: 

Agricultural biokchnology is a key priority of mine. It is important that farmers 
across the country have access to the besl technology available. Of course, we must 
ensure that the products are safe and the regulatory process is based on sound science. 
lt is this need for a timely and science-based approval that concerns me. As noted by 
Chai rman Lincoln at the hearing, the average length of time for agency decision 
making on petitions for regulatory approval of agricultural biotcch products has 
steadily increased from approximately 150 days in 1996 to almost 700 days at the 
present time. 

Will you develop a plan to get those products deemed safe to market more quickly? 
Will you provide a repo1110 the Committee within 90 days regarding the cause of the 
delays and how USDA plans to ensure the Department issues scientifically based 
regulatory decisions in a timely manner? 

Resp onse: 

This is an issue that is important to me and it is important to the USDA. Advances in 
plant biotechnology over the past several yean; have brought significant benefits to 
producers and our food security. Drought resistant varieties and yield enhancing 
traits have the potential to significantly increase our production of food, feed, fiber. 
and fuel. If confinned, I plan to examine USDA ·s regulatory approval process for 
biotechnology products, determine why the length of time to approve those products 
that are deemed safe is increasing, and examine ways to address this issue. I would 
be pleased to report my findings to the Committee, as requested. 

2) Question : 

Mr. Avalos, as you know, if confirmed you will be overseeing the APHIS 
Biotechnology Regulatory Services. Now pending within the USDA is the 
publication of draft Environmental Impact Statement to determine whether Round-Up 
Ready Alfalfa (RRA) can be deregulated. The completion of this EIS has taken far 
longer than anyone anticipated and i~ now jcopardi:ling the ability of farmers to have 
RRA available for the 2010 planting season. Would you commit to reviewing this 
problem and reporting to the committee when the EIS will be finalized and published 
in the Federal Register? 

Response: 

I appreciate your concern about the timelinc for determining whether RRA can be 
deregulated. At the same time, I understand that there is a regulatory framework in 
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place to ensure that these type:s of products are being introduced into the marketplace 
in an orderly and safe fashion. I believe that environmental impact statements should 
be very thorough and scientifically robust documents. I also understand that it takes 
significant resources to comply with environmental regulations like the National 
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). If conti rmed, I look forward to giving this 
matter my attention and reporting to the Committee my finding~ . 

3) Question: 

Over the last 15 years, business practices in the livestock industry have changed 
dramatically. Producers and meat companies have largely turned to alternative 
marketing arrangements, rather lhan the traditional spot market for livestock. T he 
Grain Inspection, Packers & Stockyards Administracion released a Congressionally· 
mandated snidy in 2007 of marketing issues and packer ownership of livestock. This 
exhaustive study concluded that alternative livestock marketing agreements benefit 
both producers and industry. Industry concentration is also a concern for some, but 
the 2008 Packers & Stockyards Administration Annual Report indicates that 
concentration has largely led to lower prices for consumers and better income 
margins for producers and processors. This Committee also held a hearing on these 
issues in 2007. Despite previous extensive study of this issue, USDA and the 
Department of Justice have announced a series of Public Workshops next year to 
address competition and concentration issues in the agriculture sector. Given your 
responsibilities will include overseeing GIPSA, do you feel there are problems in the 
industry that GIPSA is not policing? Will you provide the Committee with a detailed 
description of USDA 's plans for any changes in policy or operation$ within GJPSA or 
in its relationship with the Department of Justice? 

Response: 

A fair and competitive marketplace for livestock and poultry is important to me and I 
want to ensure the Packers and Stockyards Act is fully enforced. I will work with the 
Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) to ensure it is 
structured and staffed in the most appropriate way to handle compe tition 
investigations. I also want to do a review of the existing regulations to ensure they 
are current for today's marketplace. 

I understand that change~ made to the Packers and Stockyards Act in the 2008 Farm 
Bill to address eoncems by producers and growers relating to fairness in the 
marketplace, specifically relating to contracts. If confirmed, I will work to move 
these rules along as quickly as poss ible and will keep you updated on this process. 

I am also aware of the proposed joint workshops next year by USDA and the 
Department of Justice. Although I am not aware of any specific outcomes of these 
workshops at this time, I do think they will provide a valuable dialogue with 
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producers, consumers, retailers, packers and others in the industry on issues rdating 
to competition and concentration in the marketplace. 

4) Question: 

The ATiimal & Plant Health Inspection Service currently has a rule pending that 
would allow for imponation of cooked pork skins from regions affected with swine 
diseases. This rule was proposed after a risk asstssment concluded that cooking 
methods were sufficient to inactivate any pathogens of concern. APHlS for decades 
has protected U.S. agricuhure by ensuring that imports from affected countries are 
processed in a manner that eliminates any potential harm. APHlS issued a proposed 
rule on July 2, 2008, and the agency's examination of this matter dates back to 2003. 
This rule received very few public comments, and docs not appear to have raised 
many issues. Will you provide an update to the Committee regarding the status of the 
proposed regulation aud when the Department plans to release a final rule? 

Response: 

Although I do nol know when the Oepartment plans to finalize the rule on cooked 
pork skins, if confirmed, I will certainly look into this upon my arrival at USDA and 
see where the rule is in the process and work to rmwe it along. I understand that the 
Department may receive many requests in any given year for different types of 
animal products to be let into the country, and that these products can be treated or 
handled in a variety of ways to mitigate potential disease risks. If confirmed, I would 
like to have an opportunity to assess and review the process that is used for 
prioritizing these types of commodity import requests and determine if changes 
should be recommended. 

5) Question: 

As Under Secretary, you will oversee the National Organic Program. Secretary 
Vilsack has expressed a new commitment to the program and tC> help producers who 
choose to raise and market organic crops and livestock. However, organic production 
and certification can be a costly process. Congresi; has addressed this with the 
Organic Certification Cost-Share Program, and 1 applaud USDA for releasing the 
2009 program this week. Jn 2008, USDA revised its accreditation procedures for 
certifying agents in the National Organic Program. This revision has raised concerns 
with some certifying agents that their costs could increase markedly. Many of these 
ce11ifying agents are non-profit and public entities, and serve smaller local organic 
producers who cannot afford high administrative costs. Will you work with the new 
leadership of the: National Organic Program to develop a plan to lower administrative 
costs and the burden on small producers and report to the Committee on your 
progress? 
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Response: 

Yes. Given my experiences in New Mexico and the shared experiences of the people 
I have worked with in that slate, I can understand the concerns you raise regarding 
costs and its impacts on the bottom line. If con finned, I would like to review how 
these costs are administered and develop strategies that could lower the overall cost. 
As a proi;pective leader and member of the USDA Subcabinet, I believe that through 
dialogue and thorough listening that even better solutions can be found. For 
example, there may be new ideas that have yet to be explored. I would be happy to 
report my progress to you. 

Senator Tom Harkin 

I) Question: 

Question one In March 2006, the Govemmenl Accountability Office issued a report 
laying out continuing problems with the Grain Inspection and Packers and Stockyards 
Administration's enforcement of the Packers and Slockyards Act and evaluating steps 
taken to respond to recommendations in an earlier GAO report from 2000. In 
particular, the report disclosed that the agency was artificially inflating its own 
records on taking enforcement actions against unfair trade practices, for example, by 
directing employees to categorize taking a phone call complaint from the public as 
opening an investigation, even if no further action were ever taken. 

If you are confirmed as Under Secretary, will you meet "ith GIPSA officials 
having responsibility for enforcing the Packers and Stockyards Act, go o\•er the 
steps have been taken to address the matters raised in the 2006 GAO report, and 
report back tu this Committee and to me regarding your findings and your plan 
for remedying shortcomings in enforcement and ensuring that reforms in 
GIPSA's performance are not allowed to lapse? 

Response: 

Yes. A fair and competitive marketplace for livestock and poultry is important to me 
and I want to ensure the Packers and Stockyards Act is fully enforced. I will work 
with the Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administralion (GfPSA) to ensure 
it is structured and staffed in the most appropriate way to handle competition 
investigations. I also want to do a review of the existing regulations to ensure they 
are currenl for today's marketplace. I will also review the audits conducted by both 
GAO and USDA 's Office of Inspector General to en,;ure the recommendations have 
been properly implemented. I will report to you and the Committee GIPSA 's 
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progress in improving ics enforcement acti.vitics as outlined by both GAO and Office 
oflnspcctor General. 

I am aware of the changes made to the Packers and Stockyards Act in the 2008 farm 
bill to address concerns by producers and growcn; relating to fairness in the 
marketplace, specifically relating to contracts. J will work to move these ru les along 
as quickly as possible and will keep you updated on this process as well. 

2) Question: 

There are indications that, due to high demand, the Department is more actively 
integrnting issues and concerns relating to organic agriculture into the activities of the 
various agencies within USDA. A number of agencies have staff working on various 
aspects of organic agriculture and trade, including the recent announcement of 
organic cquivalency standards with the government of Canada. 

What can we expect to sec from AMS, and from the Marketing and Regulatory 
Programs branch more generally, involving lnteragency and Interdepartmental 
coordination to ensure th-at issues or concern related to organic agriculture and 
trade are addressed systemalically and comprehensively throughout the federal 
government? 

Response: 

From my perspective, the 2008 Fa1m Bill provided needed resources and new 
provisions to carry out critical activities to support organic agriculture. 1 am 
committed to ensuring there is a structured process to coordinate activities within the 
Department on organic agriculture to make the most of these critical investments. I 
know the Department bas already taken a number of steps to build a more cohesive 
structure for coordinating organic acli\'ilies. and I want to help further facilitate those 
actions. If confirmed, I look forwartl to working with you on these issues in the 
future and value your input for helping identify new ways to strengthen organic 
agriculture issues at the Department. 

3) Question: 

The Food, Conservation. and Energy Act of2008 (the 2008 Fann Bill), includes S22 
million in mandatory funding over the next five years for cost-share payments for 
producers to help offset the cost of organic certification fees. This was a major 
increase over the $5 million provided for this program in the Food Security and Rural 
Investment Act of2002. Many producers contacted me to indicate their frustration 
with how slowly the Department moved in getting this funding out to organic farmers 
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in the period following passage of the 2002 bill. Such delays should not be repeated 
in implementing the 2008 fann bill. 

Cao we have your assurance tbat you uill work closely with the leadership of the 
National O rganic Program so that cost-share funding Is distributed in a timely 
fa shion to producers? 

Response: 

From firsthand experiences in my home state of New Mexico, I can appreciate 
frustration people have when it is perceived the government is not moving quickly 
enough. I also know how important this program is for organic producers and 
handlers. As Under Secretary, I wi ll review the process that is used in gening these 
funds out the door to ensure it is as expedient and efficient as possible for funds 
allocated from the 2008 fann bill. 

It is also my understanding that funding for fiscal year 20 10 was announced on 
September JO so funds should he available to producers and handlers soon. Cf 
continned. I welcome the chance to dig deeper into this issue and help facilitate 
solut ions that work for everyone. 

4) Question : 

In 2007, USDA solicited public comments through the Federal Register to gather 
recommendations as to whether the Department should proceed to develop a national 
marketing ag.reement for leafy green vegetables. USDA received over 1500 public 
comments, including many fro m smaller-scale and organic producers who were 
concerned about the negative impacts that such an agreement would have on thei r 
furm operations. Currently, tl1e Agricultural Marketing Service is conducting hearing 
sessions throughout the United States to continue gathering public comments on 
whether to develop such a marketing agreement. At the hearing session conducted in 
Monterey, California, testimony from members of the organic and small-scale 
fanning community reiterated the concerns cxpres~ed during the 2007 public 
comment period. 

W iii you commit to monitor closely the results of the hear ing sessions a nd 
appropriately consider and enluate the impact that a national marketing order 
may h a \'C on smaller and organic producers ofleafy green vegetables? 

Respon.~e: 
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Y cs. If con finned, I will monitor how the hearings an: going and will carefully 
review the results as well with particular aucnticm to any potential impact of an 
agreement on small and organic producers. 

Senator Debbie Stabenow 

1) Question: 

According to the Agriculture Appropriations bill that is working its way through the 
legislative process, the Appropriations Committee expresses its concern about the 
ever-increasing number of non-native plant pests and diseases discovered in the US. 
In this report language, the Committee urges APHTS to address the issue and 
undertake extremely careful review of requests for importation from growing regions 
that are home to pests and diseases that do not currently exist in the U.S., so as not to 
add to the current pest and disease crisis. In .Michigan, pests and diseases are a huge 
obstacle for agriculture and threaten the viahility of the industry. As Under Secretary 
of Marketing and Regulatory Affairs, what would you do to ensure that USDA is 
preventing new pests and diseases from entering the country due to agricultural 
importation? Are you willing to work with the Senate to prevent this ever-growing 
problem? 

Response: 

Invasive pests are one of the greatest threats [O agriculture and our environment today 
and I appreciate that we share the same concern. To address these threats, the United 
States needs a comprehensive approach. We must use the best and most up-to-date 
science to evaluate all potential risk and make infonne<l decisions about whether to 
allow the entry of commodities from specific regions of the world. The approach also 
needs to involve stringent port-ot~entry inspet:tions, coordinated domestic 
surveillance efforts, and increased public awareness. If confirmed, I will urge 
vigilance at home and abroad and enhanced coordination with all of those involved in 
federal, slate, local, international, and non-governmental organizations. I would like 
to have an opportunity to work forthcr with you on this. 

2) Question: 

The current AMS commodity purchase programs face many implementation 
challenges. Additionally, commodities that are harvested in mid to late summer ofien 
have a disadvantage for government purchase within the current system. How <lo you 
plan to improve AMS acqui~ition of commodities to help deal with surpluses at times 
when food banks arc short? 
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Response: 

My unders tanding is that there arc reduced funding levels fo r surplus purchases. 
also know that many sectors in agriculture have faccd severe economic trying times 
and arc in need of support such as through surplus removals. ff conlirmed, I will work 
with AMS to develop a purchasing plan that addresses both the e<:onomic condi tion 
of the mark.et and the needs ofredpients. 

Senator Amy Klobuchar 

l) Question: 

Mr. Avalos. the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Services announced an increase 
in the user fees for agricultural quarantine and inspection (AQI) services on 
September 28, 2009 (Monday). The fee is scheduled to take effect on October I , 2009 
(Thursday). USDA has indicated this rapid (three-day) phase-in is required because 
fee collections have been down and layoffs of experienced employees would be 
necessary if the new fee were not adopted. I have heard from airlines in my state that 
the time and work required to change computer systems to accommodate th is rapid 
phase-in of a new fee is n-01 sullicient. As Under Secretary, what would you do to 
resurrect this situation or avoid this situation in the first place? 

Response: 

I certainly appreciate rhe airline industry 's concems about the timeframe for 
implemen[ation, and understand that APHIS has extended the implementation date by 
30 days, to November l, co provide the industry with additional rime. If I am 
confirmed, T assure you thai I will place a pn:mium on timely and oomprchensive 
communications and will work to ensure that my mission area provides as much 
notice as possible to stakeholders before implementing any future regulatory changes. 

2) Question: 

Mr. Avalos, now pending within the USDA is the publication of a draft 
environmental impact statement to determine whether Round-Up Ready Alfalfa can 
be deregulated. Are you familiar with this issue and do you support biotechnology as 
a means of improving the produc1ivity of the agricullurc sector? Are you aware of 
the uSDA's timelinc for publishing this draft environmcnwl impact statement and, if 
confomcd, would you provide 1hat information to the committee? 

Response: 
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I currently do not know wben !ht: draft t:nvironmcntal impact statc:mcnt will be 
published. I do, however, look fotward to being briefed on it and updating the 
Committee accordingly. I understand that tht:re is a regulatory framework in plact: 10 

ensure that these types of products arc being introduced into the marketplace in an 
orderly and safo fashion. I believe that environmental impact statements should be 
very thorough and scientifically grounded. I also understand that it takes significant 
resources to comply with environmental regulations like the National Environmental 
Protection Act (NEPA). 

Senator Pat Roberts 

1) Question: 

Congress took action in the 2008 Farm Bill t(1 reform certain aspects of the livestock 
industry, particularly in regards to contracts and the enforcement of the Packers and 
Stockyards Act. The agreements reached in the conference report were heavily 
scrutinized and exhaustively dt:batcd. All sides made concessions and the end result 
was a bill that passed by historic margins. I understand some would like the 
administratiQn to ignore these agreements and implement measures that Congress 
either specifically voted down or chose not to include in the Fann Bill. Can you 
a,;surc me that your mission area will follow the will of Congress by honoring the 
commitments made in the 2008 Farm Bill? 

Response: 

I am aware of the changes made to the Packers and Sto<.:kyards Act in the 2008 fann 
bill to address concerns by producers and growers relating to fairness in the 
marketplace, specifically relating to contracts. If confirmed, I will work to advance 
these rules as expeditiously as possible and will keep you updated on this process as 
GIPSA works to carry out the requirements set by Congress. I will also seek your 
input when the rules are published. 

I appreciate that issues relating to the marketplace and enforcement issues can be very 
complex and require needed dialogue across all sectors of the industry. I know that 
there can be strong views on both sides with these issues and T want to have the 
benefit of!eaming as much us 1 can from all perspectives. 

Senator Thad Cochran 
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I) Question: 

Mr. Avalos, the Dcpa1tmcnt of Agriculture is working to finalize a rule allowing for 
the importation of cooked pork skins subject to certain processes to protect public 
health. When do you expect the Department to finalize this important rule? Also, do 
you believe the Department should follow different rules for beef and cooked pork 
skins when approving countries for imports? I ask that you review this issue and work 
to finalize the rule. 

Response: 

Although I do not know when the Department plans to finalize the rule on cooked 
pork skins, if confirmed. I will certainly look into this upon my arrival at USDA and 
sec where the rule is in the process and work to move it along. I understand that the 
Department may receive many requests in any given year for different types of 
animal products to be let into the country, and that these products can be treated or 
handled in a variety of ways to mitigate potential disease risks. If confirmed, I would 
like to have am opportunity to assess and review the process thal is used for 
prioritizing these types of commodity import requests and determine if changes 
should be recommended. 

Senator Charles Gras~lcy 

I) Question: 

Specifically related to Packers and Stockyards Program, how do you intend to make 
sure there is greater enforcement of the competition provisions of the P&S Act? 

Response: 

A fair and competitive marketplace for livestock and poultry is important to me and I 
want to ensure the Packers and Stockyards Act is fully enforced. If confirmed, I will 
work with the Grain Inspection, Packm and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) to 
ensure it is structured and stalled in the most appropriate way to handle competition 
investigations. I also want to do a review of the existing regulations to ensure they 
arc current for today's markc:tplace. 

I am also aware that USDA is undertaking mies to carry out the farm bill's Livestock 
Title, and I will work to move them along as quickly as possible. 

2) Question: 
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One of the. most critical jobs within the MRP mission area is the biotechnology 
approval process at the Animal Plant Health Inspection Service. The U.S. is the 
leader in developing and using biotechnology and it should remain that way. 
1 lowever, over the last decade the time to deregulate these new products has s lowed 
considerably. Will you make deregulation a priority within your mission area and can 
you assure me that these decisions continue 10 be based on science? 

Response: 

Advances over the years for plant biotech have brought significant benefits to 
producers and our food security. If continned, one of my top priorities as Under 
Secretary would be to support and uphold a science-based regulatory process and to 
also ensure that our regulatory process is robust enough to address the evol ving 
nature of biotechnology. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & J:iorestry 
'."-Jomination Hearing 

Questions for the Record 
Commissioner Bart Chilton 

September 30, 2009 

Chair Blanche Lincoln 

1) Question one. On June 3, 2008, the CFTC announced that the Division of 
Enforcement was conducting an investigation of the February/March 2008 price 
run-up in the cotton futures contract. The Commission took the extraordinary step 
of anoounciog an ongoing investigation because of the concerns expressed by 
market participants at the April 2008 agricultural forum. The American Cotton 
Producers of tbe National Cotton Council told the CFTC forum that the cotton 
futures market was totally dysfunctional and that cotton producers were unable to 
hedge their price exposure and tha t their concerns extended to cotton buyers with 
whom growen had contracted new crop sales. It has now been nineteen months 
1'ince the cotton market disruption. Can you provide this Committee with any 
additional informatioo about the Investigation or let us know when we might expect 
to see the official report of the investigation? 

You are correct that the cotton markets became dysfunctional and that cotton producers 
were unable to hedge their price exposure and that their com:ems extended to cotton 
buyers wifh whom growers had contracted new crop sales. I requested an investigation 
(which had not begun) on this matter because of those very concerns. The Commission 
would be pleased to provide you with a comprehensive confidential briefing at your 
convenience on this matter. In addition, 1 have urged that this report be made public as 
soon as possible and that all aspect of the report that can be made public are available to 
ensure optimum transparem:y. It is my hope and expectation that the Commission will be 
able to make its findings public in the near future. 

Senator M11x Raucus 

1) Question one. Under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for 
trading of carbon allowances and carbon allowance de.rivatives are expected to 
develop. If the CITC is granted oversight authority over such markets, please 
provide how the CFTC would ensure the following: (1) the mllrkets are 
transparent; (2) the markets a re Cree from abuse and unfair manipulation; and 
(3) the markets have sufficient liquidity. 

Should the Commission is be given authority over carbon market trading, we will use our 
full authority to ensure transparency and accountability. This would include our complete 
enforcement and surveillance authorities such as large trader reporting and all other 
oversight authorities that are currently applicable to exchange trading of derivatives. In 
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addition, I believe it is imponanl to ensure that there i~ a seamless market for all 
transactions and that can be best achieved through a single agency rcgulalion of both the 
derivative and cash markets. Furthermore, J support ensuring that all significant trades 
related to these markets are done so in a regulated fashion and that any over-the-counter 
(OTC) trading is minimal and docs not have the prospect of influencing the regulated 
price discovery process. Finally, by ensuring safe, sound, secure and transparent markets. 
derivatives industry participants will help create deep and liquid markels. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

1) Question one. What is your definition of"systemic risk'!" Do you belle~·e every 
OTC participant or product creates "systemic risk" to our national e<:onomy? Ir 
so why? lf not, then why should Congress pass legislation that treats all 
participants and products as If they do create a "systemic risk" .as some are 
suggesting? 

Section 3 of the Commodity Exchange Act charges the Commission with protecting 
against syslemic risk, that is, financial system risk ensuing from transactions, series of 
transactions or events that have ripple effects across the broader economy. Certainly, 
every OTC product or participant does not present systemic risk to the financial market 
system, nor do I believe that the Administration's proposal regarding OTC regulatory 
refonn treats them as such. The proposal's two-tiered approach--to bring more consistent 
oversight to standardized OTC products and to enhance pnidential requirements for 
dealers in non-standardized products--is, I believe, a tailored approach to addressing 
potential risks to the financial system in order to avoid another financial market crisis 

2) Question two. This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of 
a systemic risk regulator to call for the imposition of capital requirements for 
participant$ in the OTC derivatives markets. Some view this as creating a 
signitkant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non-financial 
companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to lea,•e 
only a few large market participants, wouldn' t that enhan.ce the possibility of 
systemic risk, rather than lessen it? 

With regard to the creation of a systemic risk regulator, I believe that this is a response to 
findi ng an single entity that can sec aggregate risks common to financial market 
participants in various market sectors, the intent of which is, again, to lessen risks to the 
financial market system. I do not believe that the development of such an oversight 
system would have the perverse effect of creating bt1rriers to entry and therefore 
incret1sing systemic risks. 

Senator Charles E. Grassley 

I) Question one. When testifying before the Agdculture Committee last year, 
Acting Chairman Lukken and Commissioner Chilton discussed several new 
initiatives lo Improve trade collection aod dissemination efforts to bring more 
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transp:uency in the areas of agriculture and energy markets. Do you think the 
step~ taken by the CFTC in recent months go far enough to bring greater 
tran~parency and scrutiny in energy and agricu1turc trades? If not, what 
suggestions can you offer? 

The Commis.~ion, under the leadership of Chairman Gensler, had made significant 
improvements in enhancing transparency in energy and agricultural markets, including 
enhancements to commitment of trader repo1ts and index trading reports, and we've also 
moved forward in the areas of consideration of position limits and hedging exemptions in 
finite commodity markets. As to the latter issues, I believe it is impo1tant that, at the 
same time the Commission considers how to impose reasonable and rational speculative 
position limits in finite commodities, we should be mindful of the OTC regulatory reform 
efforts currently under consideration by Congress, to ensure that our efforts at the CfTC 
do not have perverse consequences of moving currently regulated markets into what are 
now opaque venues. I am by no means advocating that the Commission wait for 
Congress to aet; I am, however, noting chat the Commission should ensure it take this 
dual track of regulatory and legislative efforts into consideration as it moves forwards in 
consideration of establishment of position limits. 

2) In a hearing last year in the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael 
Greenberger, a law professor at the University of Maryland and former head of 
the CFTC's Division of Trading & Markets, suggested that if the CFTC required 
all U.S. crude trades to be subject to CFTC regulation and trading limits, oil 
prices would drop by 25% overnight. At the high, the price of a barrel of oil was 
$147 In the summer of 2008. Now it'!l under $67. Did all these speculators 
suddenly leave the market? Why without CFTC r egulation did the price 
actuaJly drop to less than a 1/2 of the original price? 

Crude oil prices reached their apogee in July 2008, and as you correctly point out, there 
was a great deal of discussion a t that time in Congressional hearings, at the Commission, 
and in the media as to whether speculative position limits should be imposed. It appears 
that, al least in part, these discussions--indicating to some that there was a possibility of 
legislative or regulatory action lo limit speculative activity--did have some effect on 
trader activity, resulting in reduction of speculative long positions. While this certainly 
docs not account for all of the decrease in crude oil prices since the highs of summer 
2008, it appears that it had some effect. As l've said, I do not believe that speculators are 
"price drivers," only that their presence in the markets can have some price effects. 
Moreover, I believe that appropriate speculative trading is a necessary component 10 

deep, liquid, properly functioning future markets. 

Senator Amy T<lobuchar 

1) Question one. In its 35-year history, the. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission has only successfully prosecuted one case of manipulation in the 
futures markets. What tools do you believe the CFTC needs to ensure market 
manipulators are effecth•ely deterred or prosecuted? 
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Thank you for the question, a recent federal court case in Texas exemplifies the need to 
amend our manipulation standard. In 2007, the Cl-TC settled the BP manipulation case 
for an unprecedented amount of $303 million· ·-the largest settlement in the history of the 
CFTC. The Department of Justice (DOJ) followed that case by bringing a criminal case 
against four of the participants in the scheme. Two weeks ago, the Texas judge in that 
case had to lhrow out the manipulation charge against those fo ur, because (although he 
made it clear he didn' t condone their behavior) he said that, in essence, the CFTC 
manipulation standard simply could not b~ met. 

When comparing the CFTC's manipulation standard with that of the SEC, the SEC has a 
much easier legal hurdle to clear. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have standards similar to the SEC's its " !Ob-5 
rule" --which is their manipulation standard. To be more precise, under applicable case 
law the CFTC is required to prove "specific intent" to manipulate. That is a very difficult 
standard to reach, not to mention that ic leaves a lot of space for mischief that is d early 
prohibited by the Act, yet not categorically outlawed. In addition, our case law requires 
that we prove an artificial price exists, that the defendant had market power to move che 
price, and the he or she 11ctually did cause the anificial price. Particularly in today's 
complex markets, proving "artificial price" can be a daunt ing task, which more often than 
not comes down to a "battle of the experts" in court. Because these requirements are so 
onerous, we ofcen end up moving to a less significant charge of"attemptcd 
manipulation," which requires only proving intent and some act showing that intent. This 
is still a high standard, but is much c.asier than proving up a full manipulation case. I'm 
not saying that the answer is wholesale adoption of the SEC manipulation standard, but 
clearly, as Senator Cantwell and others have recently noted, we need to do something 
different at the CFTC'. The status quo simply isn't good enough. 

2) Questi<>n two. How will you ensure that the CFTC employs its authority to 
prosecute market ma nipulators? 

Given current law, (with very rare exceptions) it is an inefficient and in effective use of 
time and taxpayer dollars to prosecute financial crimes under our manipulation standard. 
With a new. more appropriate slandard, we can prosecute and actually deter more 
manipulation events. I will note. however, that while we have: a difficult time 
prosecuting manipulation cases, we are very good at prosecuting attempted manipulation 
cases and other violations of the CEA. In fact, ! our enforcement division is superb. l\t 
any one time, for example, we arc investigating anywhere from 750 to 1,000 individuals 
or entities. We are one of the few government agencies who can say that the am<mnt that 
we assess in fines and penalties could actually pay for our annual budget. 

Senator Maria Cantwell 

1) Que-stion one. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -
trading or ln\·esting in commodities by persons who do oot produce or use the 
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commodity in order to profit fr(lm commodity price changes •• can affect the 
price of commodity futures? Do you believe that speculation In futures markets 
affects the actual cash price of a commodity? 

Yes, 1 believe that the trading strategies of "non-traditional :;pccu lators"··--those entities 
who take long, pa~~ive positions in the futures market and keep them indefinitely--can 
affect futures market prices, and that th is price effect in the futures market can result 
in price changes in the cash commodity markets 

2) Question two. On August 11, the Department of the Treasury submitted to 
Congress Its legislative proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) 
derintives markets. While this proposal is a very important step, there are 
many areas where the proposal can be strengthened and tightened to fully 
protect ou.r economy and prevent a nother financial crisi.$. On August 17, 2009, 
CFTC Chairman Gensler sent a letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee 
recommending specific important cha nges and additions to the Department of 
Treasury's legislative proposal. Dn you support the Department of Treasury's 
OTC legislative proposal? In addition, do you support each recommendation 
included in C hairman Gensler's August 17, 2009, letter to the Senate 
AgricuJture Committee to improve the Department of T reasury's OTC 
legislat ive proposal? 

Yes, I fully support the Administration's proposal to bring needed transparency 
and federal oversight to the currently unregulated OTC. markets. lam supportive of 
Chairman Gensler's additional recommendations included in his August 17, 2009 letter to 
Chaimian Harkin and Ranking Member Chambliss. and I believe they highlight the need 
to address issues in the OTC provi:;ions of the Administrat ion's proposal, particularly the 
foreign ellchange swap issue, the appropriate definition of"standardized" swaps, and 
dual regulation of ''mixed swaps:· 

3) Question three. The CFTC has the authority to establish position limits to 
prevent traders from acquiring large positions that could be used tu manipulate 
the price of commodities traded on futures exchanges a nd to prevent price 
distortions at contract expiration. To protect against excessive speculation, the 
CFTC sets position limits 011 some agricultural commodities, hut does not do so 
for energy products such as oil futures. In la te July and early August , the CFTC 
held hearings 10 address the currenl application of aud exemptions from position 
limits in energy markets. I>o you support Commission-set position limits in 
energy commodities to ensure that excessive levels of speculation, even in the 
absence of manipulation, are not causing "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations 
or unwarranted changes'' in the prices of commodities? 

Yes, f believe that the Commission should address imposition of position limits in 
appropriate circumstances in finite commodities such as energies as metals. These limits 
have worked well in the agricultural arena for decades, and I believe that Commission-set 
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federal limits could bring needed oversight to other finite commodities that are critical to 
the American economy. I believe it is important that, at the same time the Commission 
considers how to impose reasonable and rational speculative posi tion limits in finite 
commodities, we should be mindful of the OTC regulatory reform efforts currently under 
c-0nsidcration by Congress, to ensure that our cffons at the CfTC do not have perverse 
consequences of moving currently regulated markets into what are now opaque venues. 
am by no means advocating that the Commission wait for Congress to act; I am, 
however, noting that the Commission should ensure it take this dual track of regulatory 
and legislative efforts into consideration as it moves forwards in consideration of 
establishment of position limits. 

4) Question four. The CFTC ltas the authority to exempt the applicatiou of 
speculative position limits for bona fide hedging purposes as defined by the 
CFTC. Currently, bona fide hedging includes transactions to hedge agaimt 
exposure a scope or financial activity with no connection to the underlying 
physical commodity or cash markets. These non-traditional hedges are being 
used to manage financial risk where transactions ha,•e nothing to do with 
managing commercial Tisk, allowing speculators seeking to gain price exposure 
in commodity markets. Since 1991, when the CFTC granted its first bona fide 
hedge exemption for a non-commercial hedging transaction, the use of swaps by 
various market participants to hedge price risk has grown substantially. On 
:\<larch 24, 2009, the CFTC published a concept release on eliminating the bona 
fide hedge exemption for swap dealers. The recommendation was part of the 
September 2Q08 "Staff Report on Commodity Swap Dealers and lndu Traders 
with Commission Rec1>mmendatlons" prepared as a result of 
Commission special calls for information from swap dealers and index traders 
issued in June and July 2008. Du you support eliminating the bona fide hedge 
exemption for non-commercial transactions? 

Yes, if it is done properly. I believe we need to both addres.<> the issue of position limits 
and at the same lime review the impon ant issue of addressing our current bona fide hedge 
exemption definition. Moving foiward on the former with no consideration of the latter 
could make our e fforts ineffective and not achi1~ve the objectives that we arc instructed to 
pursue under the Commodity Exchange Act. 

S) Question flve. The CFTC is underfunded in terms of both budget and staff. 
Today, the staff numbers approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from 
earlier in the decade. During this time, markets ha,·e grown exponenliaUy, and 
the issues the CFTC faces have increased in complexity. Fur many years, the 
President's budget has.recommended that Congress impose a user fee on 
commodity market participants to fund part of the CFTC's activities. The 
CFTC is currently the only major U.S. financial regula tor that is not at least 
partially funded through user fees. Do you support the imposition of user fees to 
fund CFfC activities? 
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I support consideration of all appropriate efforts to provide the agency with adequate 
funding to oversee regulated exchanges and market participants. I believe there is a 
public interest in ensuring that these markets operate efficiently and effectively and 
therefore believe that lax dollars should be: used for needed increases in our regulatory 
efforts. That said, the mo~t important thing 10 me is gaining the needed resources. 

6) Question six. Current law makes it very difficu lt for the CFTC to effectively 
meet its mandate to enforce and deter market manipulathm. This is because the 
CFTC must meet a more rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than 
other financial market regulatory agencies such as the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and the Federal 
Trade Commission. The CFTC is curreutly the only major U.S. financial 
regulator that must prove "speciflc intent" to do harm, a much more difficult 
standard to prove than the " recklessness'' standard employed by the SEC, 
FERC, and FTC. As a result, federal courts have recognized that, with the 
CFTC's weaker anti-manipulation staodard, market "maoipulatlon cases 
generally have not fared well.'' In fact, tbe standard Is so weak that in the 
CFTC's JS-year history, it has only successfully prosecuted and won ooe single 
case of manipulation. If the CFTC were granted authority to prosecute 
manipulation cases under the "recklessness" standard instead of the current 
"specific intent" standard, bow would this imprO\'C the Commission's ability to 
prevent, deter, and enforce market maoipulation? Do you support legislation to 
lower the burden of proof the CFI'C most meet in proving manipulation cases? 

I believe that a legislative change to provide the Commission with an "easier to prove" 
manipulation standard is critically important, and I thank you for your leadership on this 
important issue. As you correctly note, the current standard simply is ineffective in 
allowing the agency to detect, deter, and prosecute manipulation in America's commodity 
markets. This is not due to a lack of expertise or effort on the part of our enforcement 
s taff; on the contrary, they do an excellent job, bu! their hands arc tied by the almost 
impossibly high legal s tandard developed under manipulation case law. This is 
evidenced by a recent federal court case in Texas, a DOJ follow-on to CFTC's $303 
million BP civil manipulation settlement in 2007, in which the district court judge noted 
that, while he didn't condone the conduct of the four defendants involved in the scheme, 
he could not find them guilty of manipulation under the onerous commodities 
manipulation standard. A change such as your suggest would improve our ability to 
carry out the mission of the Commodity exchange Act We need a change in our law, 
and I fully and strongly support a legislative change to make that happen. 

7) Question ~even . On September 10, 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory 
Committee (GMAC) announced It would convene a meeting to examine, among 
other issues, the "Treasury Proposal to Regulate OTC Derivatives" and "CFTC 
Legislative Language'' as it relates to this proposal. In reviewing GMAC 
membership as posted on the Commission's website, it appears that the 
committee's membership is comprised of representatives from the nrious U.S. 
exchanges, self-regvlatory orga.nlzations and the financial services industry. 
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While the GMAC's charter requires representation of U.S. and foreign 
exchanges and market participants, it also requires "end users most directly 
Involved in and affected by market globalization." Without end user and 
consumer participation, the committee may also not be "fairly balanced in terms 
of the points of view represented" as required under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act. Before any future meeting of the GMAC is scheduled, will you 
commit to broadening its membership to include end users most directly 
involved in and affected by market globalization to ensure "fairly balanced in 
terms of the points of view represented" as required under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act? 

The GMAC may hold a meeting at the discretion of the Chair, Commissioner Sommers; 
at this point, no firm date has been set for a meeting. With r\:gard to future meetings of 
all agency advisory committees, I have in the past and will continue to fully support 
broad and diverse membership on such committees. In fact, as to the Energy and 
Environmental Market:; Advisory Committee, which I chair, in the past year I 
significantly expanded not only the scope of the committee's mandate, but also the 
representation ou the committee to ensure that consumer groups and others who formerly 
had not had a voice in that venue were included in the membership. I commit to 
Clmtinuing to ensure that membership of any CFTC advisory Committee fully complies 
with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, :'\utrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the Recor<l 

Scott O'Malia 
September 30, 2009 

Senator Charles Grassley 

. J) When testifying before the Agrtculture Committee last year, Acting Chairman 
Lukken and Commissioner Chilton discussed several new initiati\'es tu improve 
trade collection and dissemination efforts to bring more tra ns parency in the areas of 
agricll\ture and ener gy markets. Do you think the steps taken by tM CFTC in 
recent months go far eno11gh to bring greatc1· transparency and scrutiny in energy 
and agriculture trades? If not, what suggestions can you offer? 

Under the leadership of fonner Acting Chaim1an Walt Lukken and Chairman Gary 
Gensler, the CFTC has expanded the coUection of da ta as well as improved the fidel ity of 
this information to better understand what impact non-commercial traders have had on 
the market. I support these efforts to bring transparency to the market and improve the 
quality of the data. If confirmed, I look fon,•ard to cffoctively utilizing this data to make 
informed policy decisions. 

2) In a hearing lu t year in the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael Greenbe rger, a 
law professor at the University of Maryland and fo r mer bead uf the CFTC's 
Di\'ision of Trading & .\1arkets, suggested that if the CFTC required all U.S. crude 
trades to be subject to CFTC regulation and trading limlts, oil prices would drop by 
25% O\'ernight. At the high, the price of a barrel of oil was $147 In the summer of 
20D8. Now it 's under $67. Did all these speculators suddenly leave the market? 
Why without CFTC regulation did tbe price actually drop to less than a J/2 of the 
original price'? 

I believe one of the most significant factors that contributed to the decline in global oil 
price was the drop in global demand which also reduced pressure on our global capacity. 
When the price began to decline speculators and others did leave the market. While 
global demand has declined and prices have fallt:n, nothing has been done to relieve the 
capacity constraints in global markets, which could lead lO price increases in the future. 
believe we will likely to see prices rise significantly in the next ft:w year.; when the U.S. 
and global economies recover. The Department on·rea:>ury has pmposed a financial 
refonn bill that would impose position limit on energy derivatives. This tool has been 
used effectively in agriculture markets for the past 70 years. If applied \(I other 
commodit ies of fini te supply, including energy markets, I do believ~ it could contribute 
to slowing the growth in oil prices, but will not correct the fundamental long tem1 supply 
and demand pressures. 
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Senator Pat Robert~ 

1) Whal is your definition of "systemic risk?" Do you believe every OTC participant or 
product creates "systemic risk" to our national economy? Tf so why? If not, then 
why should Congress pass legisla tion that treats all participants and products as if 
they du create a "systemic r isk" as some are suggesting"! 

Systemic risk is the risk posed to an entire market as opposed to commercial risk posed 
by an individual company. Because of the interconnectedness in many markets, poor 
pcrfotmance of one company can affect the entire market or system, rather than being 
isolated to the company with the poor performance. OTC derivatives are one way this 
interconnectedness proliferates through the system. However, not cv.:ry derivative 
contract presents the same level of cisk or capacity to destabili:i:e markets. The 
Department of Treasury has offered a reform proposal that would regulate standard 
contracts and ~tablish new risk based standards for customized products. If confmncd, 
I am committed 10 working with Congress and the Administration to develop legislative 
or regulatory proposals that strike the appropriate balance to enable commercial entities 
to cost-effectively hedge their risk while helping to avoid a repeat of the current financial 
crisis. 

2) This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of a systemic risk 
regulator to call for the imposition of C2pital requirements fo r partldpants in the 
OTC derh·ath·es markets. Some view this as creating a significant barrier to entry, 
one that could in fact force many non-financial companies out of these mar kets. Ir 
the result of such a requirement was to lc1n·e only a few large market participants, 
wouldn't that enhance the possiblllty of systemic risk, rather than lessen it? 

I believe we must ensure that we have completely transparent marhts that enable all 
commercial participants to cost-effectively hedge their risk. This requires sufficient 
liquidity and an adequate number of counterpartics to enable commercial ent ities to 
hedge their risk. I share your views that we should QQt create barriers to entry that 
prevent commercial interests from accessing these markets, which might leave 
participants vulncrahlc to commodity risk or encourage them to utilize foreign trading 
venues. 

Senator Max Baucus 

I) Under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for trading of carbon 
allowancl'S and carbon allowa.ace derh'atives are exp~cted to develop. If the CFTC 
Is i:u.nted oversight authori~· OYer such markets, please provide how the CFTC 
would ensure the following: (I) the markets are transparent; (2) the markets are 
free from abu§e and unfair manipulation; and (3) the markets have sufficient 
liquidity. 
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I belit:vt: tht: CFTC should bt: given authority over a carbon markt:!, ifCongrt:ss passes a 
cap and trade hill The CFrC already regulates the small, but existing emissions trading 
systems and has the responsibility to oversee futures markets on regulated exchanges just 
like similar commodities. The CfTC also has regulations against manipulation and 
fraud. The Administration has proposed new rules to expand CFI'C's authority over 
OTC markets which would greatly expand transparency in these markets. In order to 
ensurt: there is adequate liquidity, market panicipant must continue to be able to access 
transparent markets wilh low-barriers to entry. In order to carry out this mission, the 
C'FTC will need additional personnel and resources to adequately oversee this potentially 
massive market. 

Senator Amy Klubuchar 

I) In its 35-year history, the commodity futures trading commission has only 
successfully prosecuted one case ot' manipulation in the futures markets. What tools 
do you believe the CFTC needs to ensure market manipulators are effectively 
deterred or prosl'Cuted? 

You are correct; the CFTC has only one successful prosecution. To obtain a conviction, 
the C'FI'C must be able to prove intent and that the defendant created an artificial price. 
The recent decision by the U.S. District Court in U.S. v. Radley highlights the challenges 
in obtaining a criminal conviction for manipulation. If confinnt:d, I will work with the 
Commission, the General Counsel and Division of Enforcement to review these standards 
and to identify approprialt: regulatory reforms and recommend legislation that can 
provide lht: necessary tools in order to provide the CFTC with the necessary legal 
authority to prosecute manipulation in these markets. 

2) How "ill you ensure that the CFTC employs i~ authority to prosecute market 
ma11ipulators? 

If confim1ed, I intend to utilize the existing authorities to prosecute manipulation and 
attempt to manipulate. As l noted in 1he previous question, I will work with the 
Commission experts to determine what additional reforms are necessary. Fu11her, I am 
committed to enforcing all violations of the Commodity Exchange Act. 1-'or these 
markets to work effectively, it is essential that all participants have the confidence that 
these markets are free from fraud and manipulation. 

Senator Maria Cantwell 

1. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets •• trading or 
Investing in commodities by persons who do not produce or use the commodity in 
order lo profit from commodity price changes·· can affect the price of commodity 
futures? Do you believe that speculation in futures markets affects the actual cash 
price of a commodity? 
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Ye8, I agree all trad ing. including speculative trading, can have an impact on the futures 
price. Participants in the cash market often look to the futures for pricing infonnation. 

2. On August 11, lhe Department of the Treasury submitted to Congre8s its lcgislati,•e 
proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. While this 
proposal is a very important step, there are many areas where the proposaJ csn be 
strengthened and tightened to fully protect our economy and prevent another 
financial cr isis. On August 17, 2009, C•'TC Chairman Gensler sent a letter to the 
Senate Agrkulturc Committee recommending specific Important changes and 
additions to the Department of Treasury's legislative proposal. Do you support the 
Department of Treasury's OTC leglslatlw proposal? Jn addition, do you support 
each recommendation included ln Chairman Gensler's August 17, 2009, letter tn the 
Senate Agriculture Committee to improve the Department of Treasury's OTC 
legislative proposal? 

I support the Treasury initialives to bring greater oversight to OTC markets, increase lhe 
utilization of clearing lo enhance tl"dnsparency and reduce systemic risk, and reduce the 
opportunity for abusive trading practices in our markets. ! believe the Treasury proposal 
is a strong step towards appropriate regulation of the OTC markets, but I agree with 
Chairman Gensler that there are improvements that can and should be made. lf 
confirmed, I look for.¥ard to working with Congress and the expert staff at the CFTC to 
ensure appropriate regulation of the OTC markets is enacted as soon as possible. 

3. The CFTC has the authority to e!!tablish position limits to prevent traders from 
acquiring large positions that could be used to manipulate the price of commodities 
traded 01 futures exchanges and to prevent price distortions at contract expiration. 
To protect against excessive speculation, the CFTC sets position limits on some 
agricultural commodities, hut does not do so for energy products such ss oil futures. 
In late July aod early August, the CFTC held hearings to address the current 
application of and exemptions from position limlts in energy markets. Do you 
support Commission-set position limits in energy commodities tu ensure that 
excessh·e levels of specuation, even in the absence of manipulation, are not causin2 
"sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or unwarranted changes" In the prices or 
commodities? Yes, I support the appropriate application of position limits for energy 
commodities. As the process proceeds, we should remain mindful o f the broader goal of 
the Treasury proposal to bring more transactions under the oversight of market 
regulators. We must ensure that any position limit proposal docs not have the e!Te1;t of 
driving transactions fro m curren lly regu lated and transparent markets to less regulated 
and opaque markets. I look forward lo working with the Commission and Congrcs.~ to 
develop a comprehensive position limit regime. 

4. The CFTC has the authority to exempt thl' application of speculative position limits 
for bona fide hedging purposes as defined by the C FTC. Curreutly, hona fide 
hedging includes transactions to hedge against exposure a scope of financial activity 
with no connection to the underlying physical commodity or cash markets. These 
non-traditional hedges are befog used to msnage financial risk where transactions 
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have nothing to do with managing commercial risk, allowing .~peculators seeking to 
gain price exposure in commodity markets. Since 1991, when the CFTC granted its 
first bona fide hedge exemption for a non-commercial hedging transaction, the use 
or swaps by various market participants to hcdge price risk has grown substantially. 
On March 24, 2009, the CFTC published a concept release on eliminating the bona 
fide hedge exemption for swap dealers. The recommendation was part of the 
September 2008 "Staff Report on Commodity Swap Dealers and Jndex Traders with 
Commission Recommendations" prepared as a result of Commission special calls 
for Information from swap dealers and index traders issued in June and July 2008. 
Do you support eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for noo-commercial 
transactions? 

I believe existing hedge exemptions must be reassessed as part of the overall debate on 
position limits. To ensure position limits can be enfo rced across all markets will require 
additional authority from Congress. I am cognizant of the facl that any exemptions or 
loopholes that remain could enable traders to escape oversight using unregulated or 
intemational markets. 

5. The CFTC is underfunded in terms or both budget 1111d staff. Today, the staff 
numbers approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. 
During this time, markets have grown exponentially, and the issues the Cl'TC races 
have i.ncreased In complexity. For man>' years, the President's hudget has 
recommended that Congress impo5e a user rec oo commodicy· market participants to 
fund part of the CFTC's activltics. The CFTC is curr ently the only major U.S. 
financial regula tor that is not at least partially funded through user fees. Do you 
support the imposition of user fees to fund CFTC activities'! 

r agree with >·ou that the CFTC is woefully underfunded. I believe the resources of both 
staff and appropriations arc i n~uffic icnt to properly oversee the incredible growth in these 
markets. 1 am aware of past proposals to fund the CFTC from the collection of fees. I 
strongly support an increase in the CfTC budget, and if this proposal is reconsidered by 
Congress, it is important that the foes do not impose a burden that would discourage the 
commercial risk management strategies, reduce liquidity, or Llrive trades to unregulated 
markets. 

6. Current law makes it very difficult for the CITC to effectively meet its mandate to 
enforce and deler market manipulation. This is because the CFTC must meet a 
more rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than other financial market 
regufatory agencies such as the Securi ties and Exchaoge Commission, the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commusion, and the Federal Trade Commission. The CFTC is 
currenUy the only major U.S. financial regulator that must prov·e " specific intent" 
to do harm, a much more difficult standard to prove than the "recklessness" 
standard employed by the SEC, FERC, and FTC. As a r esult, federal courts have 
recognized that, with the CFTC's weaker anti-manipulation standard, market 
"manipulation cases generally have not fared well." In fact, the standard is so weak 
that in the C~IC's 35-year history, it has only successfully prosecuted and won one 
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single case of manipulation. Ir the CZ.'TC were granted authority to prosecute 
manipulation cases under the "recklessness" standard instead of the curr1.?nt 
"specific intent" standard, bow would this improve the Commission's ability to 
prevent, deter, and enforce market ma11ipulatiot1? Do you support legislation tu 
lower the burden of proof the CFfC must meet In proving manipulation cases? 

I agree with you that the CFTC must achieve a high standard to prove manipulation, 
including proving both intent and an artificial price among others. I also agree that other 
federal agencies do not have the same burden of proof. The recent decision by the U.S. 
District Court in U.S. v. Radley further highlights the challenges in obtaining a criminal 
conviction for manipulation. If confinnt:d, I will work with the Commission, the General 
Coun&el and Division of Enforcement to revit:w these standards and to identify 
appropriate regulatory refom1s and recommend legislation that can provide the necessary 
tools in order to provide the CFT(' with the necessary legal authority to prosecute 
manipulation in these markets. 

7. On September 10, 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory Committee (G::\fAC) 
announced It would convene a meeting to examine, among other issues, the 
"Treasury Proposal to Regulate OTC Derintives" and "CFTC Legislative 
Language" as it relates to this proposal. In reviewing GMAC membership as posted 
on the Commission's website, it appears that the committee's membership is 
comprised of representatives from the various U.S. exchanges, self-regulatory 
organizations and the financial services industry. While the GMAC's charter 
requires representation of U.S. and foreign exchanges and market participants, it 
also requires ''end users most directly involved in and affected by market 
globalization." Without end user and consumer participation, the committee may 
also not be "fairly balanced in terms of the points of view represented" as required 
under the Jiederal Advisory Committee Act. Before any future meeting of the 
GMAC is scheduled, will you commit to broadening its membership to include end 
users most directly involved in and affected by market globalization to ensure 
"fairly balanced in terms of the points of view represented" as required under the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act'! 

I agree with you that tht: committee should include end users and consumers. If 
confirmed, I am committed to ensuring all CFTC committees comply with Federal 
Advisory Committee Act requirements to include a broad and diverse membership. 
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Senate Committee l>n Agriculture, Nutrit ion & Fore~try 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the record 
Harris She1T11an 

September 30, 2009 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

As l mentioned at the hearing, I have been contacted by several constituents about 
your nomination. They raise concerns about your approach to managing federal , state 
and private land. Below is a list of the concerns I have received. Please respond to 
these concerns. 
• Harris Shennan supports the Clinton-Babbitt Roadless rule and has worked in 

Colorado to revert to the Clinton-Babbitt Roadless Rule. 
• He would be a threat to oil and ga.~, mining, coal mining, timber, grazing, gravel 

extraction and recreation and much more. 
• According to residents of Colorado, Shennan used his position to extort or shake 

down money from oil and gas finns to fund his wildlife s tudies in return for his 
office not opposing their pennits. In effect, he set up a "pay to play" approval 
process for oil and gas pennits under the Colorado Dept. of Wildlife. 

• He rewrote important environmental documents with the assistance of 
environmental activist groups negating public meetings and public comment. 

• Environmental groups had special access under Harris not available to the public 
or other land users. 

• He set up rules rhat infiinged on private property. 
• He sec up a system whereby the CO Dept. of Wildlife could interfere with private 

contrac ts between farmers , ram:hcrs and landowners and oil and gas and mining 
comp::mics. He was able to blow up private contracts where he did not want oil 
and gas or mining operations to occur. 

• It is likely he will give environmental groups special control over the US Forest 
Service. His pattern is to feather his own nest and he would likely use the Forest 
Service to do that as he did in Colorado. 

Response: 

I appreciate the opponunity to respond to these issues. r m enclosing for the 
Record, a signed response l prepared in advance of this hearing in order to respond 
specifically to the claims made in the correspondence you have received. 
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2) Question: 

The U.S. Oepartmcnt of Agriculture (USDA) seems to be carefully tracking stimulus 
projects which are supporting the use of wood fiber for lhe production of biomass 
energy. However, despite receiving more than $500 million for hazardous fuels 
reduction projects, it appears that almost none of these projects will produce wood 
fiber that can be used by the traditional sawmill and paper mill industries. Plca.sc tell 
me how many ARRA projects have produced merchantable wood fiber? !low much 
volume in board feet or cubic feet did those produce? Please tell me whether ARRA 
funds have been used to pay for the non-merchantable component of stewardship 
contracts, allowing the commercial component to go forward in down timber 
markets? 

Response: 

While T have not been a part of the team at LSDA implementing this program, l have 
been apprised of facts about the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 
(ARRA). The ARRA provided $1. I 5 billion to the Forest Service for conservation 
work on the nation's forest with a focus on providing and retaining jobs. Of the total, 
Congress appropriated S650 million for Capital Tmproverncnl and Maintenance 
(CTM) projects and SSOO million for Wildland Fire Management (WFM) projects. Of 
the 5500 million for Wildland Fire Management, Congress further directed $250 
mill ion to be used on Federal lands and 5250 million cm Slate and Private lands and 
up to $50 million of the total funding may be used to make wood-to-energy grants to 
promote increased utilization of biomass from Federal, State, and Private lands. 

Again, while I have not been part of the implementation team. l understand that the 
Forest Service treated 68,000 acres of the 393,000 acres projected in planned projects. 
If confirmed, I look forward 10 working on implementation of the ARRA, as it 
provides a wealth of opportunities for n:sources and economic growth. I will study 
this issue more closely and ensure that we are achieving the maximum benefits 
possible with the resources provided fo r this program. 

3) Question: 

Recently, Secn:tary Vilsack announced his vision for the role of USDA in managing 
public and private forests. His " all lands" approach suggests that USDA will take an 
active role in matters affecting private forests, including their participation in climate 
change and energy policies and their role in addressing environmental services, like 
clean water and air and providing wi ldlife habitat. Working forests arc a significant 
part of the jurisdiction of this committee, and we want to make sure that any policies 
affecting working forests are developed with the full participation of private forest 
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owners and this committee. Will you fully involve private fon:st owners in the 
development of USDA policies on working forests? Will you fully involve this 
committee in any policies USOA develops on working forests? Will you commit to 
working with the committee to explore policy opponunities together that wil l 
promote the benefi ts of working forests? 

Response: 

I applaud Secretary Vilsack for articulating a new and clear vision for forestry. Water 
quality and related natural resource issues arc important to me and 1 am enthusiastic 
at the prospect of joining the team at USDA to help guide implement this vision. 
Clearly, it is important to take a collaborative approach in the headwaters, tributaries 
and looking at all of the actions on the land and how those actions interact with water 
quality. Without question, this will mean engaging state and private partners because 
of what is happening in private woodlots and across multi-jurisdictional and lands. 

If confirmed, I look forward to keeping the Committee fully informed about our 
efforts to sustain private forest lands. The position of Under Secretary for Natural 
Resources and Environment affords a tremendous opportunity to work with State 
Forestry Agencies, Tribes, and a diverse range of partners and stakeholders. I am 
enthused about the full range of programs that seek to address forest protection, 
restoration, and management needs across the landscape from urban open space to 
rural headwaters. 

Senator Tom Harkin 

1) Question: 

The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of2008 (FCEA) reflects carefully balanced 
and integrated compromises. Among the most important decisions by Congress was 
the agreement to include some S4 billion in additional funding for conservation 
programs over I 0 years above budget basC?line levels. The policies enacted and 
fonded in the legislati<ln are being effectively used, for example, in the recently
announccd Mississippi River Basin Initiative, which makes extensive use of funding 
from the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) and authority from the 
Cooperative Conservation Partnership Initiative. 

Do you agree that in light of the significant d emands .and need for conservation 
on agricultural land it would be unwise to cut back on the funding committed to 
conservation in the FCEA? 

Response: 
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There is increasing national altention directed to the state of this country's water, air. 
soil and plant and animal lcsourccs. Regional initiatives such as the Chesapeake Bay, 
the Mississippi River Basin Healthy Watersheds, and the Great Lakes Reinvestment 
Act, all serve to highlight the needs for conservation funding. I understand that the 
NRCS has seen continuing substantial backlogs of unfunded applications for EQIP, 
WHIP, FR.l'P, and AMA. Also, the new Conservation Stewardship program has a 
great de.al of interest around the country. Despite the troubled ec<momy, all 
mandatory programs, including the Conservation Security Program, have shown 
healthy sign-ups in FY09. All of these figures demonstrate the growing need for, and 
interest in, rarm Bill Conservation Programs by private landowners and conservation 
partners. If confinned, I look forward to working on Farm Bill implementation and 
specifically identifying ways to best utilize and support the Conservation Title 
investments that the Farm Bi ll provides. 

2) Question: 

fn recent audit~ by the Department of Agriculture Ofticc of Inspector General of the 
Wetlands Reserve PrOb,'l'am and the Conservation Security Program the OIG 
identified failure to ensure compliance with the program requirements. This problem 
traces back, in my view, to insufficient funding being allocated fo r Natural Resourc.:es 
Conservation Service technical assistance personnel and activities so that 
c-0nservationistl; can carry out conservation programs. including necessary 
compliance checks. For instance, the number of acres enrolled in the Wetlands 
Reserve program has continued to increase, and therefore the cost of monitoring and 
enforcing WRP easements has continued to rise, but the technical assistance support 
funding allocated for the program has stayed relatively tlat at around 5 percent of 
total WRP fundi ng. Currently, WRP technical assistance cost for monitoring and 
enforcement arc an estimated $ 12 an acre. but allocated funding for these activit ies 
are only around $6 an acre. 

How will you ensure that sufficient funding is allocated to NRCS technical 
assistance personnel and activities so that conservation programs can be carried 
out and d~Jivered to farmers and ranchers properly, and so Chat NRCS can 
fulfill its core responsibility to enforce the statutory regulatory requirem~nts of 
programs? 

Response: 

I have been briefed in general terms regarding the issue you raised. NRCS is looking 
for ways to increase its efficiency; thereby freeing up staff time to do the kind of 
work referenced in your question. Without question, technical assistance resources 
arc vital to achieving success on all of our natural resources goals. This is true in 
terms of taking an ''all lands" approach. It is true in terms of applying the resources 
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needed to help quantify and verify greenhouse gas mitigation steps. And, it is 
certainly true of effective and accountable implementation of the Farn1 Bill. 

But beyond that, 1 am also interested in supporting the basic conservation 
infrastructure, planning and assistance needed to assist landowners, even in cases 
where no cost share or governmental financial invcsnnent is involved. If confirmed, I 
look fotward to assisting and helping to lead a new budget allocation process with a 
goal of funding the field conservation needs first so that as many financial resources 
as possible can be directed to funding lechnical assistance personnel. 

Senator Max Baucus 

l) Question: 

Congratulations on your nomination to be Undersecretary for Natural Resources and 
the Environment for the Department of Agricuhure. I am pleased that the President 
has chosen someone witll your experience dealing with issues facing the forests, 
prairies and water resources of the West. 

If confirmed, you will oversee programs and implement authorities that have a major 
impact on the economy and natural environment of my state. One authority the 
Forest Service has at its disposal is the ability to enter into ste\Vardship contracts that 
enable it to trade logs and other good~ to help carry out projects that reduce hazardous 
fu els, improve wa1ersheds and other important fores t management goals. 

Stewardship contracting is very popular in Monlana, helping form colll!borative 
partnerships among diverse groups of forest users such as the wood products industry, 
the conservation community and spOltsmen. Stewardship contracting also makes 
good economic sense for the Service. On one ranger district in my state, stewardship 
contracting enabled the ranger to perform nearly$ l million of service work for which 
the district <lid not have appropriated funds. 

While I am pleased that use of stewardship contracting is gradually increasing_. I want 
the Forest Service to do much more. Since the Service was given broader contracting 
authority in 2003, it has completed only 34 contracts in the Northern Region. Most 
other regions have completed even ti:wcr. I would like: to know if you, as 
undersecretary, would work to substontially increase use of stewardship contracting, 
not only in my state, but across the nation. noes the Forest Service need any 
additional authorities to improve and increase the use of stewardship contracting and 
agreements'! 

Response: 
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If confirmed, I would explore the feasibility of increasing the use of siewardship 
1:ontracting. This could become an important part of the US forest ~crvice's tool 
box to achieve restoration work. I understand that the Forest Service is currently 
looking at options to increase the use of stewardship contracting where appropriate, in 
pursuit of the Secretary's forest restoration goals. I also understand that Stewardship 
contracting authority is currently a temporary authority that will expire in 2013. If 
confirmed, I would look closely at this issue and seek to gauge whether broader use 
of this tool could also be facilitated by alleviating constraints associated with the 
current requirement to fully obligate (fund} the cancellation liability at the time of 
contract award. 

2) Question: 

Additionally, some non-profit groups have told me the Forest Service has been 
inflexible in determining matching requirements for stewardship agreements. The 
stewardship authority provides Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management 
personnel the same discretion in establishing matching requirements. Yet, the Forest 
Service requires a 20 percent match from non-profits, while the BLM requires no firm 
match. These non-profits can be valuable partners in stewardship projects and the 
Service should he more creative in evaluating their contributions. I would like to 
know if you will take steps to encourage non-profit participation in stewardship 
agreements. 

Response: 

It is my understanding that current Forest Service policy provides the Regional 
Forester discretion to reduce the level of the required match to as low as 5%. Current 
Forest Service policy also allows the match to be t:ither in 1:ash or in an "in kind" 
contribution. I understand that these are both recent policy changes that seek to 
address the concern expressed by the non-profit partners and ameliorate the 
constraint. If confirmed, I look forward to being more fully briefed on these topics 
and detennining what further action, if any, might be wa1Tanted. 

Senator Debbie Stab£!1..9~ 

I) Question: 

What is your understanding of the authority given to USDA by section 1245 of the 
Fann Hill, and how do you foresee this authority being carried out over the next 
several years? 

Response: 
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The statutory section that you have highlighted in your question, is one that I am 
enthusiast ic to work on, if confirmed. This section of tl1c 2008 Fann Bill, 
"Environmental Services Markets," is intended to aid development of market-based 
approaches for environmental goods and services. The provision requires the 
Secretary of Agriculture to establish technical guidelines for measuring 
cn\'ironmental services from conservation and other land management activities. 
Specifically, I understand that the section requires the Secretary to develop: 

• Standards, guidelines and procedures for measuring environmental 
services benefits; 

• Protocol:; for reporting and verifying these benefits; 
• A registry to collect, record, and maintain information on benefits 

measured. 
• Involve stakeholders 

If confinned, I look forward to being briefed more thoroughly on the work oftlie 
Office of Ecosystem Sen-ices and ~arkets. I also look forward to working on this 
issue closely and promoting the util ization of market based conservation 
opportunities. 

2) Question: 

As Congress continues to debate climate legislation, what can USDA be doing now to 
develop methodologies and standards for GHG emission reductions in agricultural 
and forestry oftSet projects? 

Response: 

I am looking forward to lhe opportunity to work closely on lhe issue of Climate 
Change and greenhouse gas emission reductions. r share the views of Secretary 
Vilsack and the Administrat ion that climate change mitigation provides a wealth of 
opportunities for agriculture and for foresters. Jfconfinned, I would work to better 
bolster and coordinate our ongoing research efforts - both within USDA and 
throughour the scientific community. Some of the work that must be fUrthered in this 
area includes developing practical methods for verifying the results of carbon offset 
land management activities. Research will continue to be needed to reduce the 
uncertainty tha t remains in quantifying the li fe cycle GHG emissions for some 
forestry practices. such as prescribed tire and others. I am also looking forward to 
exploring thework of the Forest Inventory and Analysis and helping to promote 
forest landowner participation in potential offset programs. 

If confirmed, I would also like to build 011 the substantial progress made to date in 
providing opportunities to increase the utilization of biomass to generate renewable 
energy and offset the use of foss il fuels. I helieve that further progress can be made 
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both in our standard programs, but also within special funding and authorities 
provided through the Recovery Act. I look forward to working with you and other 
Members of the Committee in this regard. 

3) Question: 

The President has committed to and Congress is ready to pass over $400 million for 
Great Lakes Restoration projects. Thi:> funding will build upon the work that many 
Great Lakes stakeholders have been working to develop for over 5 years. Given that 
your position with USDA would oversee some of the largest federal conservalion 
programs, how can USDA play a more vital role in Great Lakes restoration process? 

Re.~ponse: 

The Great Lakes Restoration lniliative Action plan is a clear example of great 
potential for the fodera l government to make grea t strides in water quality 
improvements. Led by Lhe Environmental Protection Agency, 15 different federal 
agencies worked together to make the Great Lakes restoration a priority. I understand 
that USDA has worked collaboratively to articulate the most significant ecosystem 
problems and to define efforts to address them. 

Secretary Vilsack has articulated an overarching focus for USDA grounded in 
principals of su~tainability and restoration not only for federal land under USDA 
jurisdiction but all lands. Within this framework, Great Lakes Restoration would be a 
key priority for me. if con finned. 

4) Question: 

Should you be confirmed, how can USDA hetter collaborate with EPA to ensure land 
management programs are more successful in_ the future? 

Response: 

l believe that both NRCS and the Forest Service have a long history of collaborating 
with !!PA on a number of issues such as source water protection, watershed 
restoration, air quality, smart grow·rh and urban land use, and best management 
practices for protection of water quality. If confirmed, I would want 10 further that 
rela tionship, both personally with the leaders of EPA, but also to help establish a 
better working professional relationship between our agencies at all leve l~ . I would 
want to work closely together as we mutually address emerging challenges around 
issues like air quality, wilc.lland fi re and smoke, and watershed management. The 
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Forest Service will continue to provide sound advice to EPA to assure that associated 
regulations achieve their intended purposes without unintended consequences. 

Senator John Barrasso. M .D. 

I) Question: 

ln Wyoming, where more than half of the state is pub,lic land, we are keenly aware of 
the U.S. Forest Service responsibility for management of its lands. Currently, we 
face an unprecedented bark beetle infestation that threatens our forests and 
communities. If confinned, how will you address the following management 
challenges related to this infestation? 

Response: 

I know from my experiences in Colorado, extensive tree mortality from the bark 
beetle epidemic has been devastating my state as well as Wyoming and Montana. 
The area affected (nearly 8 million acres in 2008), the number of species of trees and 
beetles involved, and the diversity of ownerships has presented management 
challenges. Dense and homogeneous stands, combined with drought and wam1er 
temperatures, have favored bark beetle population increases. If confirmed, I would 
work closely with this Committee to identify how resources of our agencies can be 
best applied to meeting these challenges. Or, if the authorities and resources we arc 
currently working within cannot achieve the desired objectives, we will work 
collaboratively with you to detennine how we can fill those gaps. 

a. Qoe~tion: 

Programmatic funding for Regions 2 and 4 of the U.S. Forest Service has historically 
fallen well below need. These regions have been disproponionately deprived of 
management resources. How will you address the funding needs for management of 
the bark beetle outbreak throughout Regions 2 and 4? 

Response: 

From my experiences in Colorado, I understand that throughout much of the Rockies, 
lodgepole pine forests are experiencing a severe and widespread epidemic of 
mountain pine beetle. In addition, national forest~ in the west are experiencing 
numerous major wildland fires. l understand that the agency acknowledges the issues 
and managements challenges created by these forest health challenges. The extent of 
bark beetle infestations, in particular, precludes widespread treatments and I am told 
that the Forest Service and State partners are focusing on treatments in high priority 
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areas. such as the wihlland-urban interface, recreational areas, water sources and 
ecologically significant areas. 

If confirmed, I can commit that I would closely examine the allocation of resources 
among regions for this purpose. and detem1ine what further actions are needed to 
make our hark beetle mitigation and recovery efforts as effective as possible. 

b. Question: 

U.S. Forest Service local managers are facing an unprecedented forest health event. 
What management authorities do you believe need to be adjusted to meet the 
challenges posed by this infestation? Specifically, how will the Department, under 
your direction, address each of those needs? 

Response: 

If confirmed, I would work hard and focus resources on the topic that you have raised 
in this question. In dealing with the suppression of the current infestation and 
prevention activities to reduce the susceptibility to future outbreaks, I would work 
with you and other Members of Congress to dctcm1ine what, if any, additional 
resources or authorities might be needed. 

c. Question: 

Bark beetle infestation spreads beyond political boundaries. We must take a regional 
approach to management of our forests. Specifically, how will you promote regional 
action to regional management of the bark beetle infestation? 

Response: 

I understand that the Forest Service Region 2 has established the Bark Beetle Incident 
Management Team (IMT) to address the impacts of the infestation, and find ways to 
increase clliciencics to treat more acres with current funding. I am told that this IMT 
is coordinating activities among the various agencies affected to reduce hazardous 
fuels, capture the commercial value of trees to the maximum extent possible (i.e., 
timber sales & stewardship contracts), spraying trees in campgrounds, and the 
removal of hazardous trees in developed recreation areas, along roads and trails. 

But the issue and approach raised in your question is an excellent one. h is important 
for leaders to look well beyond existing boundaries and job descriptions to deal with 
important priorities and emerging crises. If confirmed, I assure you that I will work 
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to apply resources to dealing with this problem in a manner that takes a holistic 
approach to the entire area affected. 

2) Question: 

Our forest products industry partners are stmggling in this economy. Many of the 
industry parh1ers who historically helped manage federal forests are no longer in 
business. This increases the burden on federal agencies and weakens our local 
communities. If confinned, how will you promote business friendly practices at U.S. 
Forest Service to sustain and regrow the American forest products industry? 

Response: 

The issue raised in this question is one that I look forward to working on, if 
confirmed. The national economy and with it the forest products market has declined 
over the past several years to an extent that many timber sales throughout the country 
are no longer economic to harvest. This drastic decline in forest products markets is 
now in its third year and is greater in magnitude than a similar decline in the early 
1980's. Timber sale purchasers are faced with great economic losses on existing 
timber sales and. in many case5, can be fac.ed with bankruptcy if forced to log under 
existing contract terms. Secretary Vilsack has made it a priority to help rural 
Americans and build future economic opportunities. I see forests and specifically 
private forest products as a central part nf this effort. Further, to achieve out forest 
restoration goals, we need an infrastructure to maximiz:c investments. I look forward 
to getting in place at the Department, if confinned, and working on an overall strategy 
with my counterparts within the Rurnl Development mission area and other 
colleaguc:s to realize more opportunities for forest products and build the 
infrastructure needed for a restoracion economy. 

3) Questh>n: 

U.S. forest Service recently propo$ed spending $2.8 million of wildland fire 
management funding under PL 111 -5, the ''American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act," in Washington, D.C. Oflhe 5.5 million acres ofwildlands nationwide, as 
defined by the National Interageocy Fire Cemer, Washington, D.C. has none. There 
is no need for wildland fire management funding in the District ofC-0lumbia. While 
the kind of State and Private Forestry projec!s proposed for Washington, D.C. have 
merit, wildland fire management funding should not be diverted for this purpose:. 
U.S. Forest Service must prioritize its limited resources to meet its basic 
responsibilities. Wyoming communities depend upon adequate management of U.S. 
Forest Service lands and we demand that the agency get its priorities straight. If 
confim1ed, how will you direct U.S . Forest Service to prioritiie its wildland fire 
management budget in the future? 
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Response: 

I have not been part of the team at USDA implementing the Recovery Act, although I 
am enthusiastic to assist USDA in this effort. The legislation contains so many 
opportunities for the nation, including helping natural resotirces and making our 
country more resilient to future conservation challenges. 

I have only been briefed on general is.sues that you raise in your question but if 
confirmed, I look forward to working with our professional program staff to gain a 
full understanding of the program funding that has been provided to date and gauge 
the relative merits and priorities for this funding going forward. 

4) Question: 

1 f confinned, will you join Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar in supporting west-wide 
good neighbor authority, that would allow BLM and U.S. rorest Service to enter 
cooperative agreements with the states to implement forest health projects? 

Response: 

Yes, and I further believe national good neighbor authori ty is warranted to help 
address forest health issues chat challenge eastern forests across diverse land 
ownerships. Jn these times of limited resources, it is important to leverage workforce 
and technical capacities, all within existing environmental laws and regulations. 

5) Question: 

U.S. Forest Service renewal of grazing permits is continually backlogged, This is a 
detriment to public land ranchers and to the day-to-day operation of the U.S. Forest 
Service range management. If confirmed, spcci ficall y how will you address the 
pennit backlog and improve the agency's handling of grazing permit renewals? 

Response: 

I am told that the Forest Seivice has developed a schedule, and is vigorously working 
towards completion of NE!' A for all grazing allo tments. If confinned, l will work 
with the Forest Service and Congre~s to find the most expeditious means to complete 
the required NEPA to continue the use of National Forest System grazing allounenl.~. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the e-mail you received from Mr. 
Jerry Peavy of Griffin, GA, concerning my nomination as Under Secretary at 
USDA. 

The e-mail is an amalgam of vague, unspecified charges from unnamed sources 
about alleged actions I have taken fn my capacity as Director of the Colorado 
Natural Resources Department. The claims made are untrue and unfairly malign 
me and my colleagues at the Department of Natural Resources. 

As Director, I oversee Colorado's energy, water, wildlife, parks, and state lands 
programs. I also serve as Co-Chairman of the Governor's Forest Health 
Advisory Committee. The Department of Natural Resources has approximately 
nine divisions. 2,000 employees, and a $200 million plus budget. Our work is 
very diverse and we seek to balance many competing concerns. Resource 
issues are onen contentioos and it is our job to reconcile as many of these 
competing interests/issues as possible while protecting the State's economy and 
environment. 

Colorado is blessed with an unusually diverse and vibrant economy. Agriculture, 
tourism. hunting and fishing, energy, manufacturing, high technology. and 
government sectors are all important cogs in our economic engine. The State 
also has some of America's most beautiful, high quality environments including 
wilderness and roadless areas, national and state parks, valleys and grasslands. 
Blending the economic goals of our State with our desire to protect our 
environment is a primary goal of my department. 

Reading between the lines of Mr. Peavy's e-mail, he appears to be complaining 
about the re<:ent legislation and rule making concerning Colorado's oil and gas 
development. By way of background, since 1999, Colorado has experienced an 
eightfold increase in natural gas permits issued each year by the Oil & Gas 
Commission. Production of this resource often takes place in rural. relatively 
undeveloped areas with high scenic value. Often, these areas that have strong 
tourist. hunting and fishing, agriculture, retirement and second home economies. 
Because of the newness and pace of the oil and gas development, multiple 
concerns were raised by residents regarding protection of drinking and irrigation 
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water, impacts to wildlife, public health and safety issues, air quality, and general 
quality of life considera1ions. 

Our Legislature passed a bill in earry 2007 that expanded the Oil and Gas 
Commission to include not only industry members, bU1 also citizens representing 
farming. mineral property owners, wildlife and local government. A new statutory 
mission was given to the Commission to foster oil and gas production in a 
manner consistent with the protection of the State's environment, wildlife, and 
public health and welfare. The Division of Wildlife and Health Department are 
now required to consult with the Oil and Gas Commission regarding wildlife and 
environment matters. 

Rule-making followed the legislation. It was the most transparent, open and 
comprehensilfe rule-making in the State's history. Ex1ending over 18 months, all 
parties (approximately 85) were given every opportunity to provide input to the 
Oil & Gas Commission. The Commission heard from industry, local 
governments, agriculture, sportsmen, homebuilders, royalty owners, property 
owners, and environmental groups. Every group had access and input into the 
process. No special access was given to any group nor did any group have 
more opportunity for input than anyone else. The process was open and 
transparent. Property rights were respected. The final rule-making was 
balanced and fair; it was unanimously supported by the Oil & Gas Commission 
including its 3 industry representatives. 

Subsequently 1he Colorado Legislature reviewed and approved the rules, as 
required by Colorado law, and the Governor thereafter signed the rule-making 
package into law. Major newspapers throughout Colorado, including the Denver 
Post, Grand Junction Sentinel, and Durango Herald, supported the rules as 
balanced, moderate, and workable. Recently, representatives of the oil & gas 
industry have also pointed to the Colorado rules ·as a responsible way of 
addressing certain issues wi1hout the need for federal intervention in similar 
areas. 

The Oil & Gas Commission is now implementing the new regulatory system. It 
works closely with the Division of Wildlife and Department of Health. As part of 
the process, the Division of Wildlife will meet periodically with operators to 
discuss mitigation of wildlife impacts and work to formulate agreements that can 
be proposed to the Oil and Gas Commission. The Division of Wildlife's views are 
recommendations only and it cannot dictate wildlife terms to any operator. Under 
the new system, landowners must agree to wildlife specifJC terms and conditions 
before they can become part of any permit. 

Recently, Colorado, like other parts of the United States. has elCperienced a 
slowdown in gas production. This slowdown is a result of the drop in natural gas 
prices, the severe credit crunch, and the fact that Colorado's export pipelines are 
at capacity. Governor Ritter and I have repeatedly emphasized that Colorado's 
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natural gas industry is essential to the State's economy and can play a central 
role in dealing with the nation's climate change challenges. There is no reason 
that this industry cannot thrive while at the same time being respectful and 
compatible with the State's environment, public health and safety, and our wildlife 
resources. 

If I am confirmed, I will bring a balanced approach to the Under Secretary's 
position. Recreation, timber, mining, oil and gas, grazing, and other economic 
activities have an important place on our national forest lands. These resources 
can be utilized in a fashion that is consistent with protection of wilderness and 
roadless areas, conservation, and restoration activities within these forest lands. 
My door is always open to any group or individual who wishes to meet and 
discuss these issues. 

/ -· C .. 1:
a~ou, .-· .. · 

' . "",; ,) :;."""" 
RRIS 0. SHERMAN 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the record 
Commissioner Jiii Sommers 

October 6, 2009 

Senator Maria Cantwell 

1. Do you believe that speculation in commodity futures markets -- trading or 
investing in commodities by persons who do not produce or use the commodi ty 
in order to profit from commodity price changes -- can affect the price of 
commodity futures? Do you believe that speculation in futures markets affects 
the actual cash price of a commodity? 

Yes, I believe that speculation can affect the price of commodity futures. 
Hedging, the taking of a position in the futures market opposite the position held 
in the cash market to minimize the risk of loss from an adverse price change, 
may also affect futures prices. Whlle hedgers trade primarily to manage risk they 
also tend to bring a view to the market about where prices may be heading. In 
essence, futures prices are a consensus of the opinions of all who enter the 
market. The futures price of a commodity is linked to its cash price through the 
delivery process. As a result, futures and cash prices tend to move together. 
So, to the extent that speculation or hedging affects futures prices, they may also 
affect cash prices. 

2. On August 11 , lhe Department of the Treasury submitted to Congress its 
legislative proposal to regulate the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. 
While this proposal is a very important step, there are many areas where the 
proposal can be strengthened and tightened to fully protect our economy and 
prevent another financial crisis. On August 17, 2009, CFTC Chairman Gensler 
sent a letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee recommending specific 
important changes and additions to the Department of Treasury's legislative 
proposal. Do you support the Department of Treasury's OTC legislative 
proposal? In addition, do you support each recommendation included in 
Chairman Gensler's August 17, 2009. letter to the Senate Agriculture Committee 
to improve the Department of Treasury's OTC legislative proposal? 

I believe the recommendations that are included in Chairman Gensler's letter add 
significant improvements to Treasury's OTC proposal and are intended to 
enhance the CFTC's ability to implement the much needed comprehensive 
financial market reforms. 
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3. The CFTC tias the authority to establish position limits to prevent traders from 
acquiring large positions that could be used to manipulate the price of 
commodities traded on futures exchanges and to prevent price distortions at 
contract expiration. To protect against excessive speculation, the CFTC sets 
position limits on some agricultural commodities. but does not do so for energy 
products such as oil futures. In late July and early August. the CFTC held 
hearings to address the current application of and exemptions from position limits 
in energy markets. Do you support Commission-set position limits in energy 
commodities to ensure that excessive levels of speculation, even in the absence 
of manipulation, are not causing "sudden or unreasonable fluctuations or 
unwarranted changes" in the prices of commodities? 

I believe that appropriate position limits need to be set consistently across all 
markets in order to effectively address the issue of excessive speculation. 

4. The CFTC has the authority to exempt the application of speculative position 
limits for bona fide hedging purposes as defined by the CFTC. Currently, bona 
fide hedging includes transactions to hedge against exposure a scope of financial 
activity with no connection to the underlying physical commodity or cash markets. 
These non-traditional hedges are being used to manage financial risk where 
transactions have nothing to do with managing commercial risk. allowing 
speculators seeking to gain price exposure in commodity markets. Since 1991, 
when the CFTC granted its first bona fide hedge exemption for a non-commercial 
hedging transaction, the use of swaps by various market participants to hedge 
price risk has grown substantially. On March 24, 2009, the CFTC published a 
concept release on eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for swap dealers. 
The recommendation was part of the September 2008 "Staff Report on 
Commodity Swap Dealers and Index Traders with Commission 
Recommendations" prepared as a result of Commission special calls for 
information from swap dealers and index traders issued in June and July 2008. 
Do you support eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for non-commercial 
transactions? 

The concept release the Commission published in March asked for comment on 
eliminating the bona fide hedge exemption for cettain swap dealers and creating 
a new limited risk management exemption. Commission staff is in the process of 
analyzing the comments received. In addition, the Commission held three days 
of hearings in July and August and heard from a number of different markets 
participants regarding the application of position limits and exemptions. This is a 
complex issue but I believe a possible solution would enable the Commission to 
grant exemptions to only those market participants that can demonstrate a 
commercial risk. 

5. The CFTC is underfunded in terms of both budget and staff. Today, the staff 
numbers approximately 490, a decline of nearly 20% from earlier in the decade. 
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During this time, markets have grown exponentially, and the issues the CFTC 
faces have increased in complexity. For many years, the President's budget has 
recommended that Congress impose a user fee on commodity market 
participants to fund part of the CFTC's activities. The CFTC is currently the only 
major U.S. financial regulator that is not at least partially funded through user 
fees. Do you support the imposition of user fees to fund CFTC activities? 

Yes. 

6. Current law makes it very difficult for the CFTC to effectively meet its mandate to 
enforce and deter market manipulation. This is because the CFTC must meet a 
more rigorous standard to prove market manipulation than other financial market 
regulatory agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and the Federal Trade Commission. 
The CFTC is currently the only major U.S. financial regulator that must prove 
"specific intent" to do harm, a much more difficult standard to prove than the 
"recklessness' standard employed by the SEC, FERC, and FTC. As a result, 
federal courts have recognized that, with the CFTC's weaker anti-manipulation 
standard, market "manipulatlon cases generally have not fared well." In fact, the 
standard is so weak that in the CFTC's 35-year history, it has only successfully 
prosecuted and won one single case of manipulation. If the CFTC were granted 
authority to prosecute manipulation cases under the "recklessness· standard 
instead of the current "specific intent" standard, how would this improve the 
Commission's ability to prevent, deter, and enforce market manipulation? Do 
you support legislation to lower the burden of proof the CFTC must meet in 
proving manipulation cases? 

Under current law. to prove manipulation the Commission must establish that 
the accused: (1) had the ability to affect market prices; (2) specificaJly intended 
to do so; (3) created an artificial price; and (4) caused the artificial price. In 
addition to its general antimanipulation authority, the CEA grants the Commission 
authority to prosecute specific manipulative practices such as the false reporting 
of transactions or market infonnation, exceeding position limits, wash sales. 
accommodation trades. and fictitious sales. 

The CFTC has filed a total of 57 enforcement actions alleging manipulation 
and/or attempted manipulation. Of those cases, 55 were resolved in the 
agency's favor against some or all of the defendants through settlement, default, 
or administrative hearings (one of which was reversed by the Commission on 
appeal}, one was lost after trial, one was won after trial in federal court (currently 
on appeal), and one remains pending. The civil monetary penalties imposed by 
the Commission from these cases total $617, 132,000. 
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The "recklessness" standard employed by the SEC, the FERC. and the FTC was 
a subject of discussion at joint meetings on market regulation harmonization held 
by the CFTC and the SEC on September 2 and 3, 2009. Some panelists 
observed that the types of manipulative schemes that occur in the securities 
markets are often different than the manipulative practices that occur in the 
commodities markets, with "pump and dump" cases being common in the 
securllies markets as opposed to comers or squeezes in the commodities 
markets. The Commission's Office of General Counsel has expressed concern 
that the SEC's "recklessness" standard may not be sufficient to cover market 
power cases involving squeezes and comers in the commodities markets where 
the manipulator's conduct does not involve fraud or deception. 

A recent case decided in the United States District Court for the Southern District 
of Texas, United States v. Radley, {cite], raises other concems regarding the 
Commission's manipulation authority. In Radley the court ruled that the 
manipulation standard under Commodity Exchange Act failed to provide the 
defendants with sufficient notice that their conduct was illegal because it fails to 
define "arllflcial price. n This decision could have far reaching implications for the 
Commission's enforcement program if other courts choose to follow its 
reasoning. 

I believe that a statutory clarification of the Commission 's manipulation authority 
would be prudent and that the precise nature of the clarification must be carefully 
studied and analyzed. 

7. On September 1 O. 2009, the CFTC Global Markets Advisory Committee {GMAC) 
a11nounced ii would convene a meeting to examine, among other issues, the 
"Treasury Proposal to Regulate OTC Derivatives· and "CFTC Legislative 
Language" as it relates to this proposal. In reviewing GMAC membership as 
posted on the Commission's website, it appears that the committee's 
membership is comprised of representatives from the various U.S. exchanges, 
self-regulatory organizations and the financial services industry. While the 
GMAC's charter requires representation of U.S. and foreign exchanges and 
market participants, it also requires "end users most directly involved in and 
affected by market globalization." Wi thout end user and consumer participation, 
the committee may also not be •fairly balanced in terms of the points of view 
represented" as required under ~he Federal Advisory Committee Act. Before any 
future meeting of the GMAC is scheduled, will you commit to broadening its 
membership to include end users most directly involved in and affected by 
market globalization to ensure "fairly balanced in terms of the points of view 
represented" as required under the Federal Advisory Committee Act? 
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Yes. 

Senator Max Baucus 

1. Under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, markets for trading of 
carbon allowances and carbon allowance derivatives are expected to develop. If 
the CFTC is granted oversight authority over such markets, please provide how 
the CFTC would ensure the following: (1) the markets are transparent; (2) the 
markets are free from abuse and unfair manipulation; and (3) the markets have 
sufficient liquidity. 

If the CFTC is granted oversight over carbon allowances and related derivatives 
markets under a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions, the CFTC would 
include these contracts in its ongoing oversight program for regulated U.S. 
futures and options markets. A key goal of this program is to detect and deter 
market manipulation and abusive trading practices. Effective oversight will likely 
help attract liquidity by building confidence in these emerging markets. 

Senator Charles E. Gras5ley 

1. This que.stion is just tor Ms. Sommers and Mr. O'Malia. When testifying before 
the Agriculture Committee last year, Acting Chairman Lukken and Commissioner 
Chilton discussed several new initiatives to improve trade collection and 
dissemination efforts to bring more transparency in the areas of agriculture and 
energy markets. Do you think the steps taken by the CFfC in recent months go 
far enough to bring greater transparency and scrutiny in energy and agriculture 
trades? If not. what suggestions can you offer? 

Transparency is the cornerstone of a well functioning regulatory system. 
Regulators must have sufficient reliable information from the marketplace in 
order to ensure that the exchanges under their oversight are operating in an 
open and competitive manner, free from manipulative influences or other price 
distortions. The markets must also be transparent to market participants and the 
public. 

The CFTC has taken a number of steps in the past year to bring greater 
transparency to the U.S. commodity futures and options markets. In accordance 
with recommendations contained in a September 2008 Staff Report on 
Commodity Swap Dealers and Index Traders, as of September 4, 2009, the 
Commission began publishing a new disaggregated Commitments of Traders 
(COT) report to shed light on the changing composition of large traders in the 
markets. Prior to the new disaggregated report, the Commission separated large 
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trader data into two categories: (1) commercial; and (2) noncommercial. The 
new report separates large trader data into four categories: (1) 
Producer!Merchant!Processqr/User; (2) Swap Dealers; (3) Managed Money; and 
(4) Other Reportables. The Commission intends to also release in the near 
future three years of historical data for the new report. 

In addition to the new disaggregated COT reports, the Commission is working to 
create a new COT report for all the financial markets to improve the transparency 
of those markets. The CFTC is also working on improvements to the agency's 
Form 40 and other methodologies to improve the accuracy of trader 
classifications. 

A/so beginning on September 4, 2009, the CFTC began releasing expanded 
Index Investment Data detailing the notional values of index investment positions 
and the equivalent number of futures contracts for all U.S. markets with more 
than $0.5 billion of reported net notional value in any one quarter. The new Index 
Investment Data is more comprehensive than index data previously released by 
the Commission in that it covers more U.S. markets (not just selected agricultural 
markets) and includes both the gross long and gross short positions. The 
Commission intends to release this data on a quarterly basis with the goal of 
releasing it on a weekly basis In the future. 

Upon announcing the new disaggregated COT reports and Index Investment 
Data, the Commission sought public comment on any possible further 
enhancements. I am hopeful that as the CFTC continues to receive additional 
data from markets and suggestions from the public on how to improve the 
collection and dissemination of this information, we will continue to refine and 
enhance the data we release to the public. 

2. In a hearing last year in the Senate Commerce Committee, Michael 
Greenberger, a law professor at the University of Maryland and former head of 
the CFTC's Division of Trading & Markets, suggested that if the CFTC required 
all U.S. crude trades to be subject to CFTC regulation and trading limits, oil 
prices would drop by 25% overnight. At the high, the price of a barrel of oil was 
$147 in the summer of 2008. Now it's under $67. Did alt these speculators 
suddenly leave the market? Why without CFTC regulation did the price actually 
drop to less than a 1/2 of the original price? 

According to our economists, the CFTC's large trader and index investment data 
seem to show that speculative activity did not decrease significantly during this 
period of price collapse. I cannot determine the precise cause of the decline, but I 
suspect that many factors contributed, both global and domestic. Most oil market 
analysts argue that the extraordinary run up in price was caused by expectations 
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of insufficient supply due to world wide economic growth. These analysts 
typically explain that high prices eventually gave way to weak demand as the 
global economy moved into the current recession. Whatever the cause of the 
volatility of oil prices over the last two years, I support regulatory reform efforts 
that would subject oil trading across all markets to robust regulatory standards. 

Senator Pat Roberts 

1. What is your definition of "systemic risk?" Do you believe every OTC 
participant or product creates "systemic risk" lo our national economy? If so 
why? If not, then why should Congress pass legislation that treats all 
participants and products as if they do create a "systemic risk" as some are 
suggesting? 

In my view, systemic risk is the risk that the default of, or other financial 
difficulty experienced by one or more market participants, results in the 
dislocation or distress of the entire financial market. I do not believe that every 
0 TC market participant or product has the potential to create, or does in fact 
create, systemic risk. Congress may want to consider that a very important 
distinction would be where the line is drawn between those market participants 
and products that are systemically important and those that are not. 

2. This summer the Treasury Department proposed the creation of a 
systemic risk regulator to call for the imposition of capital requirements for 
participants in the OTC derivatives markets. Some view this as creating a 
significant barrier to entry, one that could in fact force many non-financial 
companies out of these markets. If the result of such a requirement was to 
leave only a few large market participants, wouldn't that enhance the possibility 
of systemic risk, rather than lessen it? 

In the specific example that you have outlined, I believe it is important to 
ensure that all OTC derivatives market participants are well capitalized to 
engage in their respective market activities and that capital requirements are 
set on the basis of the risk they pose to the system. This is the underlying 
policy of the CFTC's risk-based regulatory capital regime and it has served us 
well thus far. As Congress reviews the very important issues surrounding the 
implications of insufficient capital requirements there may be alternaUves that 
could accomplish similar objectives. I am hopeful that any solutions that are 
considered will avoid requirements that create significant barriers to entry. 
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Senator Amy Klobuchar 

1. In its 35-year history, the commodity futures trading commission has only 
successfully prosecuted one case of manipulation in the futures markets. In a 
recent speech and in your testimony, you noted that the CFTC has to prove that 
someone "specifically intended" to manipulate prices. As a former prosecutor, I 
know chasing criminals isn't easy, but this standard would seem to make it even 
more difficult to go after criminals. What tools do you believe the CFTC needs to 
ensure market manipulators are effectively deterred or prosecuted? 

Having the resources to hire and retain experienced enforcement staff and 
develop sophisticated information technology that can detect manipulative 
schemes and other trading abuses is the single greatest tool we could ask for to 
ensure the effectiveness of our enforcement efforts. 

2. How will you ensure that the CFTC employs its authority to prosecute market 
manipulators? 

Our Division of Enforcement does an excellent job and I will continue to fully 
support all of its efforls to investigate and prosecute any market manipulation or 
abusive trading practices in the markets we regulate. 

Chairman Blanche Lincoln 

On June 3, 2008, the CFTC announced that the Division of Enforcement was 
conducting an investigation of the February/March 2008 price run-up in the 
cotton futures contract. The Commission took the extraordinary step of 
announcing an ongoing investigation because of the concerns expressed by 
market participants at the April 2008 agricultural forum. The American Cotton 
Producers of the National Cotton Council told the CFTC forum that the cotton 
futures market was totally dysfunctional and that cotton producers were unable to 
hedge their price exposure and that their concerns extended to cotton buyers 
with whom growers had contracted new crop sales. It has now been nineteen 
months since the cotton market disruption. Can you provide this Committee with 
any additional information about the investigation or let us know when we might 
expect to see the official report of the investigation? 

The cotton investigation was a veiy important undertaking for the Commission 
and our Division of Enforcement. I expect to see something publical/y released 
outlining the results of the investigation in the near future. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Nomination Hearing 

Questions for the re1;ord 
Mr. Kenneth Albert Spearman 

September 30, 2009 

Senator Chuck Grasslcy 

I. As you know many in the agriculture sector and in particular livestock producers arc 
struggling to stay afloat. On top of the tough economic times they are facing, now it 
seems as if credit is also drying up. Many banks have looked at their agricultural 
portfolio as a liability and that in rum has added another burden to our producers. What 
do you see as the role of the Farm Credit Adminisiration in working with the farm credit 
system member banks to help these producers through this economically uncenain time? 

Answer: 

The Fann Credit System serves to provide creditworthy farmers, ranchers, their 
cooperatives, and others with access to dependable and competitive credit. This is the 
System's primary mission whether the agricultural economy is prosperous or during an 
economic downturn - similar to what is being experienced today by many in the dairy 
and livestock sectors. 

The Fann Credit Administration's mission is to ensure the System's safocy and soundness 
while also promulgating rules and regulations so that lhe System meets its Congressional 
mission. As a FCA Board Member, I will strive to meet lhe agency's goals of System 
safety and soundness while being mindful of the System' s mission to serve the credit 
needs of America 's farmers and ranchers in good times as well as not so good times . 
And, be especially aware an<l sensitive to the hardships that farmers and ranchers may 
endure duriog cyclical downturns and strive to give them my utmost consideration. 

Senator Tom lfarkin 

I. Mr. Spearman, you serve as an outside board member for the AgFirst Fann Credit Bank, 
and this experience clearly provides you with valuable background and knowledge for 
serving on the board of the Fann Credit Administration (FCA). AgFirst is one of the 
inst itutions of the Fann Credit System {foCS), all of which you will be tasked with 
overseeing as a member of the FCA Board. To be sure, you have pledged that you will if 
confirmed resign from the Agfirst board and comply with the applicable conflict of 
interest aod i:thics requirements. 
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/\s a regulator you will be tasked with ensuring the saft:ty and soundness of the FCS and also 
ensuring that lending by FCS institutions complies with the statutory objectives. 
rc<1uirements, and limitations of the Fann Credit Act of 1971, as amended. The recent 
turmoil in the global financial system obviously underscores the crucial importance of 
enforcing prudent safoty and soundness standards. At the same time, as a board member of 
the FCA, you will have a responsibility to help facilitate FCS institutions in making 
affordable credit available to borrowers who are eligible under the /\cl. 

In the light of your previous posilion on the board of a FCS in~titution, please describe 
carefully the approach you will take and any specific steps involved to make sure that in 
your new position as a member of the board of the FCA you will be truly objective, 
even-banded, and free of pre-determined condusions In handling the variou11 questions 
that will come before you. 

Answer: 

As an independently appointed board member of AgFirst, my role was to sc1ve as an 
external, independent point of view to the Board of Directors As a controller and auditor of 
Florida's Natural Growers, my position was to provide to the business cooperative an 
independent and objective appraisal of its financials and lo i:nsure that it complied with 
applicable accounting practices. 

I believe my education, training and 28 years of experience in accounting and auditing will 
serve me well as a FCA Board Member. Furthermore, I believe my time as an outside 
Director on the AgFirst Board has given me a great appreciation for the vital role the Fann 
Credit System plays in agricultural lending. 

If confinned as a J:o'CA Board Member, my role is tu be an am1s-length regulator of the 
System's safety and soundness so that it may continue to serve its congressional mission to 
meet the needs of America's fam1ers and ranchers with access to competitive credit. 

My career as an auditor has required my objectivity and independence which T believe will 
serve me well as a FCA Board Member. I come to this new endeavor with an open mind, no 
preconceived positions, and a clear understanding of my new role. Lastly, I will strive co be 
fair and thoughtful in all issues that come before the FCA. 

0 
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Senator DURBII'\. Thank you, Chairman Gensler. 
Because they waited patiently for me, I'm going to yield the 

opening round of questions to my colleague, Senator Lautenberg. 
And, then, turn to Senator Moran. 

Bl:SINESS CONDUCT RULES 

Senator LAUTENBERG. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. 
Gensler. 

The growth in your responsibility commensurate with the growth 
in the industry, of course, is quite a change over the years. And a 
lack of regulation in derivatives helped cause the financial crisis 
that we underwent. 

CFTC requesting a sib'llificant budget increase, which some op
pose. Is ii fair 1.o say that if the Congress fails lo provide lhis fund
ing increase, derivatives will remain largely unregulated'? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think, Senator, we will be successful in imple
menting the rules that you all have asked us to do, but I do think, 
just as in my basketball or football analobry if I stretch it, there 
wouldn't be folks to oversee the markets. 

So it would be regulation by rule-we wouldn't be able to really 
do what's necessary to answer people's questions, to have effective 
cops on 1.he beat, and, very importantly, I think, protect the Amer
ican public. 

Senator LACTENRF.RG. An op-ed piece written recently by a de
parting Goldman Sachs employee got a lot of attention, and it sug
gested that the firm may not always deal with its clients in good 
faith. 

The Wall Street Reform Law introduced new business conduct 
standards for swap dealers like Goldman Sachs. What's CFTC 
doing 1.o enforce these standards and ensure fair dealing? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I'm pleased to say that we were able to final
ize the rules in sales practices and business conduct just this past 
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January. I think that as you noted, the financial industry is often 
a counterparty, is often on the other side of the table, from the 
commercial companies in your States. 

And so that's why it's so important, I think, not only to finalize 
the rule, but then also tu have the funding so that we can respond 
to inquiries, whistleblowers, and actually ensure that those sales 
practices are met. 

POSITION LIMITS 

Senator LACTRNHF.RG. There is obviously a real good, big vote of 
thanks, in terms of the President's request for a budget for your 
department. 

And when we see what is involved, position limits, help ensure 
that unscrupulous traders can't manipulate, or will not be able to 
manipulate, oil and gas prices. 

CFTC completed its work on position limits for energy deriva
tives last year, hut they're not yet in effect, correct? 

Mr. GENSLER. That's correct. 
Senator LAUTEN.BERG. Gas prices continue to rise. Why are these 

limits still not in place? 
Mr. GRNSLRR. We were able to finalize our rule writing on posi

tion limits last October, hut there were two additional pieces that 
needed to be done. 

One was that although the Congress laid out a pretty detailed 
definition of "swap'', the Conbtress mandated that we work with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to "further define the 
word 'swap'." 

We wanted to, I think, and the Congress wanted to, make sure 
that we didn't inadvertently bring people in who were using the 
cash markets-transactions called "forwards". I've had a lot of con
versations with Senator Moran about this. 

I think we'll finalize that rule this spring. We need to finalize 
that, and then spot-month limits will go into effect. Second, we also 
needed some additional data. The way we finalized the rule in Oc
tober was to provide that we needed to get at least one-more year's 
data to put in place the second part of the limits. 

t:SER FEES 

Senator LAUTEt\llEltG. There's strong funding for the CFTC over
sight is essential to preventing another financial meltdown. But 
the industry should have to pay its fair share. 

CFTC is the only financial regulator that does not offset a por
tion of its costs through industry user fees. Would collecting user 
fees instead of depending exclusively on taxpayer funding he con
sistent with CFTC's ability to accomplish its mission? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Senator, I look forward to working with the Con
gress in any way you think is most appropriate to help ensure the 
public has a well-funded CFTC. 

I know that President Obama has suggested, I think other Presi
dents in the past of both parties have suggested, possibly having 
fees. My view is whatever the Conbtress wants to do I would work 
with the authorizers and the appropriators to ensure full funding 
of the CFTC. 
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Senator LAUTF.NBERG. Thank you, Mr. Gensler. Senator Muran, 
your turn. And it's not just because you're the remaining member. 
It's that we recognize the quality of information. 

CORE PRINCIPLES 

Senator MORAi'\. You are su kind, Senator. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, let's talk about a couple of issues that we seem 

to talk about regularly. I want to talk about position limits and 
core principles. 

In regard to core principles, what I often hear from the futures 
industry is that they are overwhelmed by the volume, frequency, 
and speed at which CFTC is issuing new regulations. And, regard
less, of your efforts to entertain meetings and round tables, there's 
a sense out there that while you're willing to sit down, you're not 
quite as welling to listen. 

Most observers, I think, would reach the conclusion that during 
the difficulties our country experienced in 2008, regulated ex
changes functioned well, in large part, due to the core-principle re
gime. 

Instead of seizing on the strengths uf the cure-principle regime, 
CFTC under your leadership has systematical1y converted the core
principle regime to une of a prescriptive rule-based regime. 

Why, Mr. Chairman, after the core principles served so we11 dur
ing the financial crisis are you stil1 pursuing these rigid regulations 
that effectively dismantle core principles? 

Mr. GENSLER. I, Senator, actually think that what we're doing is 
building upon what has worked well, as I think we both see in the 
futures world, and extending it to this swaps world. 

Core principles are there for designated contract markets like the 
Kansas City Board of Trade. It's also there for the clearinghouses. 
In the clearinghouse context, we thought it's really critical that 
they do have robust risk management. 

We finalized those rules last October, and we thought guidance, 
frankly, would not be enough because of the significant amount of 
risk being moved into, particularly, in the swaps area. 

We have not yet finalized the ones on the exchanges, and we're 
still taking, even though officially our comment period closed a long 
time ago, we're still taking very much our time on this, taking 
more input on this. 

And I would hope we could actually have additional meetings. If 
there are things in that area that you particularly want us to focus 
on, I'd like to know about that. 

Because what we're trying to do there is really just make sure 
that it's extended to swaps, and that we're embodying in the final 
rules for designated contract markets, the best practices that the 
designated contract markets currently use in the futures market. 

IMPLEMEN'l'A'l'ION 

Senator MORAN. We may have to have those conversations. And 
you've been kind to make that offer in the past, and I welcome that 
opportunity again. 

It strikes me that we may be about to engage in the same back 
and forth that we had a year ago. But the implementation for dis-
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cretionary rulemaking has grown since we talked a year ago. What 
I would call a haphazard nature of rulemaking. 

Since your last appearance before the subcommittee, one of your 
rulemakings has been challenged in court. Published remarks by 
the judge in that court case indicated that it's highly likely that the 
rule implementing position limits will be struck down. 

What will your response be should that rule be rejected by the 
courts? Are you and CFTC slafT planning for that possibility? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. In terms of implementation phasing, I think that 
we very much took your advice and guidance last year. Around 
spring, we actually put out for public response and comment 13 
concepts around implementation phasing. 

Senator MORA!\'. So I'm now responsible for the mosaic. 
Mr. GENSLER. No. I think your advice was about seeking public 

input on implementation phasing. 
Senator Mm~AI\". Okay. 
Mr. GF.l\"SLF.R. The word "mosaic" was something I've used. And 

I will try not to use it again. 
We got a 60-day public comment period and 2 full days of round 

tables: they were very beneficial. We've not finalized our rules in 
the 1 year since the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act. Here we're al
most 2 years out, and we've not finalized. 

We're not trying to do this against a clock-I know when I first 
said that, people didn't believe me-but here we are almost 2 
years, and we're maybe halfway through the final rules. We've got 
a lot still to do, and we're still not trying to do this against a clock. 
We're trying to do it in a balanced way. 

And in terms of phasing, we've even put out some specific rules 
for comment in the fall, in September, about the phasing of the 
clearing mandate and the trading mandate and the like. And that 
has been very beneficial to get that public input. We then phase 
in each of our individual rules. Sometimes we give a year to get 
something in place, 6 months and the like. 

POSTTTO!\' LIMITS 

On position limits more specifically, Senator, the first thing I 
would do is turn to our attorneys and probably personally read 
whatever opinion comes out of the judge to see what they've said. 

It's part of our democratic process that anything that we do, 
somebody could move into a courl. I believe that what we did in 
October, in finalizing the position limits rules, was consistent with 
the congressional mandate, the strong mandate that we move for
ward and implement position limits, not only for futures, but also 
for swaps. 

But, of course, if a judge has a different view on that, then we'll 
take a very close look at what he says. 

Senator MORAi\". When do you expect that decision? 
Mr. GF.NSLF.R. Well, right now, I think we're just awaiting, the 

litigants had a preliminary injunctive motion, and we're waiting to 
see what the judge says on that. 

I'm told, I'm not a lawyer, but I'm told that's generally, a rel
atively short process. So near term what I'm told that we'd hear 
from is just on that preliminary injunctive motion. 
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Senator MORAN. Have you had discussions about what if the rule 
is struck down? What does CFTC do next? I mean, you indicated 
you are going to read the decision by the court, but are you plan
ning al this point if there is an adverse decision, what CFTC 
should do? 

Mr. GENSLER. I don't have a plan yet because it would depend 
on wholly on what does the judge says. 

We think, and I will say lhis personally too, we've followed the 
clear congressional direction on these limits. And what the limits 
are really it's to ensure that there's not concentration. We're not a 
price-setting agency. Some folks have maybe suggested otherwise. 

We're really an agency to ensure that the markets are trans
parent, open and competitive, and that these exchanges work well, 
that the clearinghouses are safe. 

Through the position limits, it's about ensuring that no one spec
ulator has a sorl of large footprint in that marketplace. They've 
been in place in the agricultural markets since the 1940s. Actually, 
working with the exchanges, they were in place in the energy mar
kets in the 1980s and 1990s. 

And I think the Congress really suggested lhat we sorl of bring 
them back, but also extend them to the swaps marketplace. The 
reason we said we needed a delay is to get more information. So 
even in a swaps marketplace, we need that 1 year of data to use 
a percentage of the market formula thal had existed when limits 
applied only to futures. 

I think we first used this percentage of the market formula about 
1980 or so. But, of course, if a judge says that he thinks we should 
do something different, we'd have lo look obviously al whal lhey 
said, and whether to appeal that and so forth. 

Senator MORAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

MARKET IMPACT ON PRICES 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much, Senator Moran. 
Chairman Gensler, in your opening remarks you said, and I 

quote, "CFTC is not a price-setting agency, but rising fuel prices 
make it clear why we need to have cops on the beat." 

I'm trying to reconcile, if I wrote that down properly. I'm trying 
to reconcile that statement. You seem to suggest at the outset that 
what you do has no impact on price, but then go on to say, but be
cause prices are going up, we have to do a better job. 

Mr. GEK8LER. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for that 
question. Because whal we do as an agency, whether prices are low 
or high, is ensure lhe American public thal those prices are arrived 
al where buyers and sellers meet in a transparent marketplace, 
free of fraud and manipulation. 

Position limits assure that no one has sort of a large footprint, 
no speculator, has too large a concentration. I think, in times when 
the public is asking this question, it reminds us why we have to, 
I believe, have a well-funded agency to ensure that these markets 
are free of fraud and manipulation and they're as transparent as 
possible. 

And that buyers and sellers come into that marketplace on a fair 
field of play. 
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Senator DURBIN. So, let me try to get down to some basics here 
so I can understand from a layman's point of view how I would ex
plain this to people. 

Let's assume for a moment we're talking about a futures market 
relative to plywood, which I think at one point was on the Chicago 
Board of Trade. And let's assume there are ten people interested 
who understand that they are talking about the future price of ply
wood and may have to take delivery of what they are buying. 

I would assume that market would he less active, all things 
being equal, than a market with 100 people interested in the same 
issue. Is that a fair conclusion? 

Mr. GENSLER. I think so. 
Senator DURBIN. Now, let's take it to the next step. Let's assume 

it's not 100 people interested in the future price of plywood, but a 
thousand. And of those 1,000, 900 have no interest in plywood. 
They'd just as soon be dealing with apples at the Pip's next door. 

They don't want to ever take delivery. They're never really inter
ested in reaching that point in the transaction. Does that change 
the trade, the volatility of trading, perhaps, the price of plywood? 

Mr. Gt<:NSLF.R. There's been a lot of studies and surveys on the 
role of speculation in these markets. I'm laking 1.hat 1.o he the 900 
that aren't taking delivery, and we actually reviewed them in this 
position limit rule last October. There were about 50 studies that 
were commenters sent in. 

I suspect you'd probably not be surprised, about one-half of them 
said that the role of speculators had an influence on some of the 
things you said, price, and volatility. About half said, no. 

I mean, and so you have the St. Louis Federal Reserve, and you 
have some very esteemed economists on one side saying, yes. And 
you have some other surveys and studies on the other side, sug
gesting, no. 

So, we've summarized all that, and all five of the commissioners, 
you know, have the benefit of a very good chief economist in the 
office that has helped us with this. 

Senator DC.:RBIN. So, if there is a split opinion as to whether or 
not the number of trades, the number of traders, the interest in 
taking possession has any impact on price, let me ask you what the 
empirical evidence is. 

If you're dealing with a commodity 1.hat really, and 1.here are 
some, doesn't engage people as much as some other commodity, 
what is the nature of that market compared to the more active 
market in the next, no longer Pip's probably, but in the next trad
ing theater? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Well, I think that there are two features. If the 
less-active market doesn't have a lot of fundamental research 
around and a lot of transparency around it, that market actually 
sometimes can be more easily manipulated, if there aren't people 
coming in and out. 

But, the second feature, I think to the core of your question, is 
if the market as many of our markets are now 80 to 85 percent fi
nancial actors and speculators, and, you know, a smaller percent 
are the producers and merchants, I think that's part of the reason 
why we want a well-funded CFTC because the nature of the mar
ket is so heavily toward the financial actors and so heavily toward 
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the speculators, that it's that much more critical that we're watch
ing over these markets to prevent manipulation. 

And, second, that we do use position limits that no one specu
lator has such a large position that they start to be sort of the 
trend setter. They start and others sort of follow that lead in a 
pack. 

Senator Dt:RBIN. I have some more questions, hut I'm going to 
yield to my colleague. 

LEGAL SEGHEGA'l'lON WITH OPEHAT!ONAL COJVllt\GLlNG (LSOCJ 

Senator Mm~AK. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, it's my understanding that CFTC recently held a 

roundtable meeting to discuss the possibility of subjecting futures 
to a LSOC model. This sort of regulation, I think, at least appears 
to me, is discretionary as the Dodd-Frank Act only requires that 
you apply the LSOC model to cleared swaps. 

Given that the LSOC for swaps will not come on-line until No
vember of this year, wil1 you comment-I'm sorry-wil1 you commit 
to this subcommittee that you will hold off on pursuing the LSOC 
model for the futures market until the cost-benefit analysis for the 
LSOC for swaps has been fu1ly evaluated over the course of the 
next few years? 

Mr. GENSLER. I want to say we're in complete agreement. It is 
discretionary. It is something that came up actually in January as 
we were completing the new segregation for cleared swaps that a 
number of my fel1ow commissioners said, this is different than 
what we're doing for the futures world and have for some time. 

And so I committed to my fellow commissioners, let's have a 
round table, and let the public tell us. And I think it was very ben
eficial. 

It was also at this round table that people commented on greater 
enhancements to customer protection and different models. Staff's 
evaluating the comments and to the extent that staff puts forward 
a proposal whether it's this legal segregation for futures or other 
recommendations, all five of the Commissioners are weighing in. 

We have a pretty active and busy agenda this spring and sum
mer on the Dodd-Frank Act initiatives. Su it might be dis
appointing fur some that want LSOC for futures early. 

I think it's just inevitable, if nothing else, for capacity reasons, 
that it will wait. And I think you're right, Senator, that because 
we're doing legal segregation for the swaps markets by November 
8, we'll learn a lot from that as well. 

Senator MORAN. So I think what you're te1ling me is we would 
nut expect the LSOC for swaps to occur, if it does at a11, until aft.er 
the LSOC for futures? 

Mr. GENSLER I think that's just absolutely correct because we 
have a very significant agenda that the Congress has mandated for 
us. 

We have enhancements tu customer protection that I think are 
getting some very good input from the futures industry and from 
the exchanges. If there is a true consensus, on LSOC for futures, 
there is not that consensus at this stage. 

Senator MORAN. Thank you for clarifying my misstatement, and 
I appreciate that sentiment, because one of the conversations that 
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you and I've had on an ongoing basis is my belief that you ought 
to focus on lhe things required by the Dodd-Frank Act lhat are 
mandatory as compared to the discretionary opportunities that the 
Dodd-Frank Act has given CFTC and prioritize. 

And I think your answer to my question suggests that in this 
case, that's what you're doing. 

Mr. GENSLER. Yes. I think, generally, that's the case. There are 
some things that are discretionary that we're taking up, I hope, 
soon tu put out a proposed rule on getting more data about who 
owns accounts. 

This is because of all this high-frequency trading, and so forth. 
I mean, su there are probably, I'm going to say, three or four 
things, I don't have the right count in my head, that we do antici
pate in 2012 tu do to enhance our oversight of the markets b>iven 
high-frequency trading. That's actually maybe three. 

And then there may be some things that come out of really 
thoughtful presentations from the futures industry and others on 
how lo helter enhance customer protection around segregated 
funds. And I think that's a critical part of our 2012 agenda. 

AGRICULTURAL SWAPS 

Senator MOllAN. Mr. Chairman, let me raise a recent decision by 
CFTC to prevent clearing houses from self-certifying agricultural 
swaps for clearing. 

As I understand it, rule 35 requires CFTC to treat agricultural 
swaps as they would all other swaps for purposes of self-certifi
cation. 

Can you explain why you've chosen, it appears to circumvent rule 
35, and treat agricultural swaps differently than other forms of 
swaps? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. The Congress gave us authority in the Dodd-Frank 
Act to treat agricultural swaps differently. Then, we went through 
a lot of public comment lo say we would 1.real lhem the same. 
That's where we ended up sometime last year after I think three 
public notices. 

I don't know that we're treating them any differently, but one 
challenge for the whole swaps marketplace, nut just agricultural 
swaps, is that we haven't completed our rules. It may well be that 
what you're referring to is that we haven't finalized some of lhe 
general clearing rules. 

Senator MORAN. So, this process dealing with agricultural swaps 
and nonagricultural swaps, did it slow down the process of final
izing the rule? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLRR. We implemented 29 Dodd-Frank Act rules. We 
have aboul 20 1.o go, roughly. So, you know, maybe we'll finish this 
sometime this summer or fall, but again, it's not against a clock. 

In the terms of agricultural swaps, they're to be treated identical 
tu all the other swaps. There's a little bit of a legacy issue in that 
before the Dodd-Frank Act, agricultural swaps could not be cleared 
unless we did something called a-I think it's called a 4D order, 
hut I apologize if I have the wrong letters. 

And so, it's a little bit of this legacy issue of, I think, somebody 
has filed a petition in the last month or two, and there's a question, 
du they use this 4D order ur do they use this new self-certification. 
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And I was briefed un it in the last day or two in anticipation of 
this hearing, hut I might have just exhausted my knowledge on ii. 

Senator MORAN. Let me try one more time, not because you've 
exhausted your knowledge, hut because I've been inarticulate in 
asking the question. 

I think what I'm interested in knowing is the timeline of the abil
ity to implement self-certification for agricultural swaps. 

Mr. GENSLER. I know that it would most definitely come if we fi
nalized a handful of new rules sometime this spring or summer. 
The other issue that I was briefed on in the last day was, is there 
some way to shorten the time? 

And all I know is that our staffs looking at that to see if there's 
a way to do it. 

Senator MORAN. Thank you for working your way through that 
question. 

Mr. GENSLER. Okay. 

SPECULATION AND PmCING 

Senator Dim.BIN. Chairman Gensler, I'd like to address, as we 
started talking about at the outset, the connection between specu
lation and pricing. 

And you said that the jury is split on that based on what you 
have read. I would say that for at least 20 of my colleab>Ues, they 
have come down on the side that speculation is Jinked to higher 
prices. 

And these colleagues sent you a Jetter, on March 5 of this year, 
cal1ing on you to enact strong position limits to eliminate excessive 
oil speculation. I won't read the whole letter. You've received it. 

Fur the record, I'll put it in the record here. 
fThe information follows: l 

LETTF.R FROM THE CONGRF.88 OF THF. UNITED 8TATF.8 

MARCH 5, Z01'.l. 
Hon. GARY Gi!:N8LJ£R, Chairman. 
Commodity Futures Trading Commissio11, Washington, DC. 
Hon. l\faRK WET.JEI\, Commi!:'sioner, 
Commodity Futures Tn11ling Commis.~ion, Wf1.~hingtun, DC. 
Hon. ScoTI WALLA, Commissioner, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commissio11, Washington, DC. 
Hon. BAHT CllILTON, Commissioner, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commis.~ion, Wa.~hinglcm, DC. 
Hon. JlLL SOMMl!:RS. Commissioner, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commissio11, Washington, DC. 

OF.AR CHATR:\-IAN GF.t\Sl.F.R, AND CO:\-!MTilSIONF.RS CHIT.TO~. WF.T.JF.~, SO:\-!MF.RS, At\D 
O'MALIA: We arc writing to urge you to immediately enact strong position limits to 
eliminate exce!:'sive oil speculation as required by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street He
form and Consumer Prot.eclion Act. of '.lOIO. As you know, I.he Dodd-Frank Act man
dated that your agency promulgat.c and enforce such limits no later than January 
17, 2011. We are disappointed that. more than a year later, the Commission has 
not. fulfilled this imporlanl regulatory dut.y. 

Congress determined that speculative position limits arc an effective and critically 
important tool to addres!:' excessive !:'peculation in America's oil and gasoline mar
kets. 1t is one of your primary duties-indeed. perhaps your mosl imporlanl-t.o en
sure that the prices Americans pay for gasoline and heating oil arc fair, and that 
the markets in which price!:' are discovered operate free from fraud. abuse, and ma
nipulalion. 

There has been a major debate over the last several years as to whether spikes 
in oil prices are cau!:'ed entirely by the fundamental!:' of supply and demand or 
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whether excessive speculation in the oil futures markel is playing a major role. It. 
is clear to us that debate has ended. Exxon Mobil. Goldman Sachs, the Saudi Ara
bian government, the American Trucking Association, Delta Airlines, the Petroleum 
Marketers Association of America, and even a report last year from the St. Louis 
Federal Reserve have all indicated that excessive oil speculation significantly in
creases oil and gasoline prices. According to a 1''ebruary 27, 2012 article in Forbes, 
excessive oil speculation "translates out into a premium for gasoline at the pump 
of $.56 a gallon" based on a recent report from Goldman Sach!:'. 

The facts bear this out. According to the Energy Information Administration, the 
supply of oil and gasoline is higher loday t.han it. was a years ago, when lhe nalional 
average price for a gallon of gasoline was just $1.90. And, while the national aver
age price of gasoline is now over $:~.70 a gallon, lhe demand for oil in the U.S. is 
at its lowest level since April of 1997. Nor is the global supply of oil at issue. Accord
ing to the International Energy Agency, in the last quarter of 2011 the world oil 
supply rose by 1.3 million barrels per day while demand only increased by 0.7 mil
lion barreli:; per day. Yet, during this same leriod, the price of Texas light sweet 
crude ro!:'e by over 12 percent . .Meanwhile, oi speculators now control over 80 per· 
cent of the energy futures market, a figure that has more than doubled over the 
past decade. 

As the cost for American people to fill their gas tanks continues to skyrocket, the 
CFTC conlinues to drag its feet on imposing strict speculation limits lo eliminate, 
prevent, or diminish excessive oil i:;pecL1lation as required by the Dodd-Frank Act. 
Although the CFTC has adopted initial position limits, they are not strong enough 
and not yet in force owing lo industry opposition, delays in swaps oversighl and 
data collection. Thii:; is simply unacceptable and must change. 

We urge you to take immediate action to impose strong and meaningful position 
limils. and to utilize all aulhorities available t.o you to make sure that lhe price of 
oil and gasoline reflects the fundamentals of supply and demand. This coL1ld entail 
promulgation of rules only with regard to the currently regulated exchange markets. 
Swaps rules should also be implemented immediately. but even so, wailing for 
i:;waps rnles to trigger all position limits is simply not adequate to protect con
sumers. We urge you to develop alternative methods of moving forward and to do 
so as swiftly and expeditiously as possible. 

We have a responsibility to eni:;ure that the price of oil is no longer allowed to 
be driven up by the same Wall Street speculators who caused the devastating reces
sion that working families are now experien6ng. That means that t.he CFTC must 
do what the law mandates and end excessive oil speculation once and for all. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. We look forward to receiv
ing your 1·esponse. 

Sincerely, 
Daniel K. Akaka; Mark Begich; Richard Blumenthal; Barbara Boxer; 

Sherrod Brown; Benjamin L. Cardin: Robert. P. Casey, .Jr.: Al 
Franken; .Tohn F. Kerry; Amy Klobuchar; Patrick .J. Leahy; Carl 
Levin; Joe Manchin, III; Robert Menendez: Jeff Merkley; Barbara A. 
Mikulski: Bill Nelson: Mark L. Pryor; ,Jack Reed; ,John D. Rockefeller, 
IV; Bernard Sanders; Tom 1;dall; ,Jim Webb; Sheldon Whitehoui:;e; 
Ron Wyden. 

Gary I.. Ackerman; Tammy Baldwin; Timolhy H. Bishop; Suzanne 
Bonamici; Leonard L. Boswell; Bruce L. Braley; David N. Cicilline; 
Gerald E. "Gerry" Connolly: John Conyers, Jr.; Peter A. DeFazio; 
Rosa L. DeLauro: Lloyd Doggelt: ,Joe Donnelly; Anna G. Eshoo; Bob 
Filner; :.Vlarcia L. Fudge. 

Raul M. Grijalva: Brian Higgins; Maurice D. Hinchey; Mazie K. Hirono; 
Michael :-.-1. Honda: Henry C. ·'Hank" ,Johnson, ,fr.; Marcy Kaplur: 
Dale E. Kildee; Dennis .J. Kucinich; Barabara Lee; Sander M. Levin; 
John Lewis; Zoe Lofgren; Jim McDermott. 

:-..1ichael H. !Vfo~haud; F.leanor Holmes l'\orton; ,John W. Olver; Rill Pas
crell, .Tr.; Chellie Pingree; Mike Quigley; Nick .r. Rahall, II; Lucille 
Roybal-Allard; Bobby L. Rush: Tim Ryan: Janice D. Schakowsky; 
Louise Mdnt.osh Slaughter; Jackie Speier; Fortney Pele St.ark; John 
F. Tierney; PaL1l Tonko; Peter Welch. 

Senator DURBIN. Based on statements made from financial inter
est experts in the field and so forth, the belief is lhat speculation 
has driven up the price of a gallon of gasoline in America as much 
as 56 cents a gallon. That's what I believe Goldman Sachs reported 
in one of their recent reports, February 27 of this year. 
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So there's a bill that's also been filed; are you familiar with it? 
A bill that was filed today in the Senate? 

Mr. GENSLER. As I was coming to this, I was briefed on it, but 
just briefed on it, just in the last 2 hours. 

Senator Dum.HN. Well, I have not seen it myself, so I can't tell 
you exactly what's in the bill. 

Bui I do believe 1.hat it calls on you 1.o use your emergency pow
ers to establish these position limits when it comes to trading in 
terms of oil futures. And I'd Jike to ask you a few questions about 
that. 

li:Mli:RGENCY AUTHORITY 

First, would you tell me what you believe to be your authority 
under those emergency powers, or CFTC's authority I should say, 
when it comes to making that kind of a decision? 

Mr. GENSLER. I 1.hink with only roughly 15 percent of the posi
tions in the oil market or natural gas futures markets being the 
producers, merchants, and end users, and 80 to 85 percent being 
financial actors and speculators, it's kind of unarguable 1.hat finan
cial actors and speculators aren't affecting prices. They are. 

Studies are split on whether at any given time it's higher or 
lower and things like that. That's what they split on. But I think 
it's hard to say that 80 to 85 percent of the market don't influence 
price. They do. And they're part of it. 

In terms of the emergency authorities, as I understand it, we've 
used it a handful of times, maybe four times, in the 1970s and 
early 1980s. There was even a courl case ai the 1.ime 1.hat I have 
not yet read the case, but I need to read it, where somebody chal
lenged our use of it at the time. 

It is about disruption of the forces of supply and demand in a 
particular marketplace, and the statute specifica1ly refers to things 
about governmental actions or foreign governmental actions. So it 
was used, for instance, at that 1.ime, during the grain embargo. 

Senator Dum.HN. I'd like to interrupt you for just a second. This 
isn't a test on the final, so I want to make sure that we share the 
language. 

The law defines emergency as market manipulation, an act of the 
U.S. or foreign government affecting a commodity, or any major 
market disturbance which prevents the market from accurately re
flecting the forces of supply and demand for a commodity. 

Proceed. I'm not correcting you. I just wanted to enter that into 
the record. 

Mr. Gt<:NSLF.R. Nu, you're helping me. You're helping me. As I re
call it that fits the four times we brought emergency actions. 

There was a supply disruption in 1.he one case because of the 
grain embargo related to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. There 
were one or two other instances where a crop-potatoes-literally 
were, had a problem, and so there was a situation in your example 
where you couldn't de1iver the plywood. 

Back to your plywood example. The plywood couldn't be deliv
ered. In 1.hat case, it was potatoes, 1.hat couldn't be delivered. 

It's those types of circumstances. I've asked our general counsel, 
because I know this is a very important matter to many members 
of this body, to brief us at CFTC level, to brief us all on the lebrisla-
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tive history and the legal, what really is the contour of the limits 
of that emergency authority. 

Senator Du1uuN. So, is that authority given to you as chairman, 
or to CFTC? 

Mr. GF.NSLF.R. To the Commission, Sir. 
Senator DURBIN. And so any designation or use of the emergency 

authority would require CFTC action, right? 
Mr. GEN8Lli:R. That's correct. 
Senator DURHII'\. A majority vote by CFTC? 
Mr. GENSLER. That's correct. 
Senator Dum.ul\. All right. And, to your knowledge, does the Con

gress have any authority to order you to exercise that emergency 
power? 

Mr. GENSLER. Not as I understand the statute, but, of course, 
you could change our laws. 

E:\1ERGENCY ACTIONS 

Senator DURRTN. I guess the obvious question that follows once 
we understand the process under the law and the history of the 
law is whether or not you and the commissioners believe that we 
are facing 1 of the a options that would lead to emergency action. 

And let's just suggest that, I guess, market manipulation, could 
be discussed, or more likely, any major market disturbance which 
prevents the market from accurately reflecting the forces of supply 
and demand for a commodity. 

So, are those things, those elements, 2 of the 3 in the law, have 
they been spelled out as it relates to gasoline prices or oil futures, 
to your satisfaction, at this point? 

What I'm asking is, whether or not there's been an analysis done 
by your CFTC staff as to whether or not the current gasoline pric
ing and the oil price future trading would put you in a cir
cumstance where you could logically consider one of these options 
for emergency authority, exercise of emergency authority? 

Mr. GENSLER. I've actually asked for some advice as to what that 
provision means, how we've used it, what that court case in 1979 
said about it, so that we can be best informed as to how narrow 
or broad that authority is. 

As I understand it, we have used it in a very narrow sense when 
there was actual manipulation. 

We've brought 80-plus manipulation cases in the history of our 
agency, and we've only gone and won in court once. I mean, our 
manipulation authority was very narrow, and now the Dodd-Frank 
Act has broadened it. 

But those previous emergency actions were pre-targeted narrow 
provisions, but I've asked our general counsel's office working with 
others at the agency to best inform the five commissioners on that 
provision of the statute. 

Senator DURHTN. I'm asking two questions, and I want tu make 
sure that they're clear each. 

The first, I think you've answered. That you have asked the ap
propriate legal authorities, people with background on the history 
of the agency, to talk about your authority under the law, and how 
it has been exercised in the past. 
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What I'm asking more specifically is whether or not you have 
asked whether or not the current situation with our rising gasoline 
prices and the speculation in the area of oil futures would apply 
to any of these three possible reasons to exercise your authority? 

Mr. Gt<:NSLER. And I think I can best answer the first, but I'm 
limited in answering the second because I'm trying to understand 
the contours from our general counsel and our hardworking, dedi
cated folks at CFTC, how wide or narrow that is, the first before 
trying to answer the second. 

But, I will say, historically, it's been used only in a very targeted 
way. 

Senator DL:1rn1N. So, have you at least started the factual inquiry 
about possible market disruption related to gasoline prices? 

SURVEILLANCE TO DETECT EMERGENCIES 

Mr. GENSL!i:R. We meet as a Commission in a closed-door meet
ing every Friday, and we have for 30-plus years, and we put it in 
the Federal Register, people know we do this, to do surveillance on 
markets, from the grain markets to the interest rate markets to 
the energy markets. 

And we have about 50 to 55 people in a surveillance unit that 
bring information to us in these closed-dour sessions every Friday. 
The energy markets come up, as you would think, as a regular 
basis, as the grains du and the financials. 

The staff is always tasked to come and bring to us matters, if 
they see issues, in these marketplaces. I mean I'm trying to--

Senator DURBIN. I understand the nature of your answer. I think 
you are carefully avoiding saying whether there's been any specific 
factual inquiry on anything until you have satisfied the first ques
tion. 

Don't let me put words in your mouth, stop me at any point here. 
First question, about your authority, historic precedence, before 
you go to the next question, which will be raised by this bill and 
by the letter from the Senators, as to whether or not your authority 
can or should be exercised when it comes to gasoline prices. 

SURVETT ,T ,ANCF. MEETINGS 

Mr. GEl'\SLEK But I want to assure you and the American public, 
our staff, even though it's, I believe, underfunded, our staff every 
day and every week is bringing to the Commission concerns if they 
think they see manipulation in these markets, if they think they 
see something about position limit violations and the like. 

We're not waiting for anybody to say what the limits of emer
gency authority are. I mean, our agency, again, not a pricing agen
cy, it is tu ensure transparent markets, free of fraud and manipula
tion, and the people are following the rules of the road. 

Senator DURHTN. Now, I'm going to ask a question. I already 
know the answer. 

Can you tell me if your staff has produced any information fur 
CFTC to consider at these weekly meetings relative to rising gaso
line prices and the impact of speculation on oil futures? 

Mr. GENSLER. We look at the statistics on a pretty regular basis. 
We actually publish to the market every Friday the size and scope 
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of the nunproducer merchant side, the speculative side, of the mar
kets. 

So we're looking at that, in the natural gas markets, in the heat
ing oil markets, the oil markets, on a very regular basis. 

Senator DURHII\". Are these Commission meetings public? 
Mr. GENSLER. They're closed-door meetings under the Sunshine 

Act, hut we publish, we put in the Federal Register every week, 
that we have these Friday meetings. 

Senator DURHII\". You announce the meetings are taking place? 
Mr. GENSLER. Yes. Oh, absolutely. 
Senator Dum.ul\. But not the substance of your discussions? 
Mr. GENSLER. That's correct, because we're talking about con

fidential information that the Congress has actually directed us 
under Commodity Exchange Acl section 8 not to disclose material, 
about individuals and their transactions. 

POSITIOI\" LIMITS 

Senator DlJR.BII\'. I've gone way over my time. I'm going to yield 
hack to Senator Moran for another round of questions, if he has 
them. 

But the last thing I want tu say is, CFTC has adopted a rule tu 
implement position limits un 28 commodities including oil contracts 
as soon as the joint rule between CFTC and SEC defining swap is 
adopted, the rule-implementing position limits will go into effect? 

Mr. GENSLER. For the spot month limits, that is correct. 
Senator DURBIN. And, can you give me any indication of how 

soon that will occur? 
Mr. GEl\"SLER. We stand ready at CFTC to move forward when

ever the SEC gives us the full document. 
Senator DURBIN. Well, since we fund SEC, we'll tell them, at 

least, I'll tell them, to hurry along. I'm not sure if my colleague 
agrees with that position. 

But I want to do it right. And I understand their work has been 
challenged in court, as yours has been, and most other agencies 
have faced. I want them to do it right, hut I want them to do it 
in a timely way. 

Senator Moran. 

SPECULATION 

Senator Mm~AI\'. Chairman, again, thank you. 
Chairman Gensler, this conversation about speculation in the oil 

market, you indicate that about 85 percent of the crude oil futures 
market is made up of speculators. 

Mr. GEN8Lli:R. Well, financial actors and speculators. 
Senator MORAN. And the difference between financial actors and 

speculators? 
Mr. GF:NSLF.R. Well, people, colloquially, use the word, but some 

swap dealers are part of that 85 percent, and they are helping oth
ers hedge. They have producers and merchants un the other side. 

So the 80 to 85 percent are swap dealers, hedge funds, money 
managers, even pension funds sometimes are investing. And hedg
ers and speculators meet in a marketplace, but some financial ac
tors would prefer not to be called speculators. 
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Senator MORAN. And I think your testimony was an indication 
that with that magnitude of speculation, there is a consequence to 
the price, either up or down, that's what you were indicating in the 
studies is what 1.he consequence is, hut 1.here is a consequence 1.o 
that level of speculation? 

Mr. GENSLER. Well, I think that every participant in a market
place can influence a price. Again, we're not a price-setting agency, 
hut it's critical I think that we have an agency that brings a bright 
sunshine to that market, that it's transparent, free of fraud and 
manipulation. 

We use the position limits to help limit any one sort of specula
tive party's footprint in the market place. 

Senator MORAN. I just would indicate that when we use the word 
"speculation", it seems to have developed a negative connotation. 

Mr. GENSLElt. Not to me. 
Senator MORAN. And you did differentiate between different, 

within that 85 percent, there's different actors. 
Mr. GENSLER. That's correct. 
Senator MOHAN. And I think there's always a suggestion out 

there in today's media world, that speculation is something that 
causes bad things to happen. 

But you just indicated that's not your belief. In fact, speculation, 
what benefits arise from those who speculate in markets, in the oil 
market. 

GENESIS 01•' 'l'HB J\llARKE'l' 

Mr. GENSLER. I'd be glad to answer that. 
I think that going back to the genesis of this market, and it hap

pened in Senator Durhin's Staie, in Chicago, in 1.he 1860s, when a 
wheat farmer or somebody growing corn, they needed to lock in a 
price at harvest time. 

And they wanted to lock in that price so they could focus on what 
they really did well, and tilling the field, and so forth. And so they 
needed somebody on the other side, and the party on the other side 
is what we call a speculator. 

So there's the hedger, the natural hedger, meeting the speculator 
in the marketplace, probably since Roman times. In the 1920s, the 
Congress said we need to regulate so that it's transparent. 

And so we were founded inside the Department of Agriculture, 
and then by the 1970s, we became a Commission and you know the 
history. 

Bui it's still a marketplace where hedgers and speculators meet. 
That 1.he natural hedgers need to meet somebody on the other side. 
But what's critical is that we have clear rules of the road against 
manipulation. 

I believe that the position limit authority is that no one specu
lator sort of has this big footprint, and that we have great trans
parency in the marketplace. 

Senator MORAN. Speculation is useful to the economy including 
in establishing a market for oil and gasoline. And I guess the point 
you make is that you want to be careful about the mab'llitude of 
any one individual's position within that market. 

Mr. GENSLER. That's right. That's right. 
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Senator MORAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I 
need to go to the Department of Homeland Security Appropriations 
Subcommittee hearing. 

FUNDING NEEDED FOR NEW RESPONSIBILITIES 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much, Senator Moran. You've 
been very patient. I thank you for that. 

I want to kind of move into another area here and probably make 
a statement and ask you a question along the way. 

Your current-year appropriation is in the range of $205 million. 
Mr. GENSLER. Yes. 
Senator DUlilllN. The President had requested close to $300 mil

lion, I believe, for this current fiscal year. 
Mr. GRNSLRR. Right. Correct, $308 million. 
Senator DURBIN. And so what you were given is dramatically less 

than the President's budget and less than what the Senate had 
suggested. 

And my feeling is that your agency, based on your testimony and 
the clear evidence we have, needs more resources to deal with the 
challenges that you are facing and that we've given you by law, 
passed by the Congress, signed by the President. 

It isn't as if you're dreaming up new assignments. We're sending 
them your way in volume as we move you from the well-known 
marketplaces like Chicago, which I'm very proud to represent, to 
a new world of swaps and over-the-counter (OTC) trading, that is 
dramatically larger in volume. 

For the record, what is the difference if we can speculate, I guess 
we can do that here, if we can speculate, the difference in size be
tween that regulated marketplace that we can see on the street in 
Chicago and what is going on over the counter? 

What's the difference in size? 
Mr. GENSLER. It's about eight times the size in terms of the ag

gregate dollar amounts. There's $300 trillion notional in swaps, 
which is $20 for every $1 of goods and services produced by Amer
ica. 

Senator Dum.ul\. That is an indication of new assignments com
ing your way, to deal with that market, and to try to have appro
priate oversight. 

And so when the President asks for more resources, it's because 
you have a new and large responsibility coming. 

Mr. GENSL.li:R. That's right. 
Senator DURBIN. Now, I have said to my friends in the industry, 

the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), and others, that I have 
felt their position since I have been a Congressman and Senator, 
has been very clear and concise. 

They believe that their strength in the marketplace is the fact 
that they do follow the rule of law. They are subject to oversight. 
There is transparency, and it is rare, I wouldn't say never, but it 
is rare that an embarrassing situation arises. 

And that marketplace becomes a magnet for people all around 
the world because of those features. And that all depends on appro
priate regulation from my point of view. And I think from theirs 
too. I don't want to put words in their mouth. 
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Now, there are people who argue that if the Congress does not 
give you the resources to do your job, appropriate regulation of not 
only the existing marketplace, but new market responsibilities like 
OTC, that the alternative should be a user fee, a transaction tax, 
mirroring the example of SEC, which generates its annual budget 
through fees collected. 

And now is linked up more closely to the collection lo the actual 
budget that they have to spend. And I, for one, have had mis
givings about that because I question what will that do to the com
petitiveness of the American marketplace or CME, for example, 
against other countries with marketplaces that don't charge the 
same user fee or transaction tax. 

Does it create a competitive disadvantage for the United States 
in what has become a global industry? For the record, would you 
like to tell me your position or your belief about this issue? 

Mr. GENSLER. My position is I would like to work with the Con
gress on whatever helps get the funding, and so, I don't have a 
philosophic bias on this. 

I believe that just as in the securities field, the transaction vol
ume is so significant that it would end up being a very small fee 
if the Congress wanted to move forward on it. 

Senator DURBIN. Well, let me take a step beyond where conversa
tions have been in the past, and ask you, if you included the OTC 
market in this user fee, transaction tax, whatever you want to 
characterize it, what you've said to me is that it is dramatically 
larger than the marketplaces that we're aware of, the exchanges 
we're aware of. 

And that, do you include that in, when you say it would be a 
very small fee? 

Mr. GF.l'\SLF.R. Oh, absolutely. I think that if the Congress were 
to work on this, that it would be appropriate, it would be spread 
across the swaps marketplace if it included futures. 

In this $300 trillion swaps marketplace that we're supposed to 
oversee, we have a $300 million budget, so just the arithmetic, 
that's $1 of budget request, $1 of budget for every $1 million in the 
swaps market, just to give a sense of the scaling. 

Senator DURBIN. What I've said to my colleagues on both sides 
of the Rotunda is that if we do not adequately finance your agency 
to keep up with the responsibilities that have been sent your way, 
and the dramatic increase in the volume of trading in the tradi
tional markets, that there will be growing pressure for some other 
funding source. 

And I hope that we rise tu the occasion. I hope that we find the 
financing and appropriations to meet the President's request in the 
next fiscal year. 

FF.AR OF GROWTH 

The last question is this: There is always a fear, I've served on 
the appropriation committees in the House and the Senate that 
we're giving an agency too much money too fast. And that the net 
result of it will he waste and had decisions. 

To take your budget of $200 million and increase it by 50 percent 
in a 12-month period of time is a pretty daunting assignment. Now, 
you've said, most of it will go to technology, and I'll let you say for 
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the record, how much of that is scheduled, that you can see, it's 
going to happen. 

We are just moving along a path we had already created to cre
ate the technology that we need. But 40-percent-plus will be in new 
hires, and that too, is a challenge, lo come up with the talent you 
need in your agency. I have visited your office in Chicago. I have 
met with your people. 

You have some extraordinarily talented people. The folks who 
would like to get on the floor and kick around Federal employees 
ought to sit down for 5-minutes with your staffers in Chicago and 
tell me that 1.hey can even comprehend what lhey do for a living, 
let alone dismiss it as wasteful bureaucracy. 

So tell me about increasing your budget by 50 percent in 1 year, 
and whether this can he spent in a way 1.hat a year later you could 
come before us and say we saw it coming. We're ready, and will 
spend it well. 

Mr. GENSLER. I thank you for lhose comments, and I'll pass them 
on to the staff, particularly in Chicago. 

I'm very proud of what they've been able to do. I think we can, 
hut just as you worked with us last year, I 1.hink you had been con
scious of that and I think it's called 2-year money, as a term of art 
is not incorrect, but I think that we could work with you. 

And, you know, how to ensure that we just didn't waste any tax
payer dollars. I mean, we're not going to put money to work if we 
can't hire the right people. So to hire 300 people in a year is a sig
nificant endeavor. 

The sooner we would know it, obviously, the better, if we end up 
in a process where this is after October and then continuing resolu
tions, 1.hen we have to he realistic that it would probably be best 
that it's put off into 2013 and 2014. 

But I think the sooner we'd know it, we would work with you to 
make sure we would never waste any taxpayer money 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you, and thanks for your patience. I 
apologize again for being late, and I know we'll continue to work 
with you as we prepare the appropriations hills. 

We have a deeming resolution that has been filed this week in 
the Senate by Senator Conrad of the Senate Budget Committee 
which reflecls 1.he statutory bipartisan agreement on spending lev
els. 

There is some difference of opinion between the House and the 
Senate now as lo whether that is going to he 1.he guiding rule or 
some other effort will be intervening, but I think the Senate is like
ly to proceed based on this bipartisan law signed by the President. 

And I'm hoping 1.hat we can move on it on a 1.imely basis to meet 
your last observation. The later in the process you are given notice, 
the less time you have to make it work right. 

And for your agency, for all those regulated hy ii, and for the tax
payers of this country, we ought to do our best to avoid that prob
lem. Thank you very much for being here. 

Mr. GENSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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St:HCOM:vJIT'I'F.F. RF.CF.SS 

Senator DL"RBIN. I'm going to have the subcommittee stand re
cessed. You may get some written questions. It's infrequent, but if 
you do, and could reply in a timely way, I'd appreciate it. 

Mr. GRNSLRR. Thank you. 
Senator DlJR.BIK. Thanks. 
fWhereupon, at 3:53 p.m., Wednesday, March 21, the hearing 

was concluded, and the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene sub
ject to the call of the Chair.J 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SHELBY 
FROM GARY GENSLER 

Q.1. Chairman Gensler, during the week leading up to the bank
ruptcy of MF Global, how many times did you brief the other Com
missioners on the CFTC's management of the crisis? Please ex
plain. 
A.1. During the week of October, 24, 2011, as MFG's financial con
dition deteriorated, CFTC staff became involved in monitoring the 
firm's financial condition. During that week, the other Commis
sioners and I were briefed by Commission staff about ongoing de
velopments, including during the Commission's senior staff briefing 
on Wednesday and its surveillance meeting on Friday. 
Q.2. Chairman Gensler, during the week leading up to the bank
ruptcy of MF Global, at any time did you indicate to the other 
Commissioners or CFTC staff thal you were concerned about cus
tomer assets at MF Global? Please explain. 
A.2. Yes. During that week and increasingly over the last weekend 
of October, I was involved in discussions with other regulators re
garding the developments. During some of the calls with regulators 
on October 29-30 and into the morning of October 31, MFG rep
resentatives and representatives of a firm considering facilitating 
the transfer of MFG customer positions also participated. As of Oc
tober 28, my understanding from staff at the time was that MFG 
was not reporting a deficiency, under CFTC reb>Ulations, in the cus
tomer funds accounts. Given the firm's deteriorating financial con
dition, however, we requested certain detailed back-up documenta
tion regarding the segregated customer funds under section 4d of 
the Commodity Exchange Act and secured funds under Part 30 of 
the Commission's regulations. We pressed for the information over 
the course of the weekend. Even though the firm had provided 
some summary information, the firm's failure to provide the re
quested detailed supporting information was a source of concern to 
me. My involvement was in furtherance of the CFTC's effort to en
sure to the maximum extent possible the protection of customer 
property thal had been entrusted to MFG. 
Q.3. Chairman Gensler, in an attempt to justify your MF Global 
recusal, you stated that you did not want your relationship with 
MF Global CEO Jon Corzine to "be a distraction." 

• Why were you not concerned that your relationship with Mr. 
Corzine would be a distraction from any previous matter in
volving MF Global? 

• Prior lo the MF Global bankruptcy, Mr. Corzine had met with 
you on matters related to Rule 1.25, which regulates the in
vestment of customer segregated funds. Why did you not 
recuse yourself from those conversations? 

i47) 
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A.3. In keeping with the consistent advice of our General Counsel 
and Alternate Designated Ethics Officer, I participate in all 
rulemakings, including Rule 1.21), as they are maUers of general 
applicability. I was advised by the Commission's General Counsel 
that I was not required to withdraw from participation. However, 
as it turned to a specific enforcement matter lhat could involve not 
just the company but specific individuals, including Jon Corzine, I 
informed the General Counsel of my decision on November 3 that 
I would not participate. My decision was in order to ensure that my 
participation did not serve as a distraction from the Commission's 
important duties lo locate customer funds and conduct an enforce
ment matter. Subsequently, I executed a "Statement of Non-Par
ticipation" to document my decision. 
Q.4. Chairman Gensler, you have stated that you "will not partici
pate in any enforcement-related matters involving MF Global and 
any matter directly related thereto." This language appears to pro
hibit you from participating in any of the CFTC's efforts to develop 
recommendations based on lessons learned from the collapse of MF 
Global. In your absence, who is leading the CFTC's efforts to de
velop recommendations based on lessons learned? 
A.4. I have tremendous confidence in the ability of my fellow Com
missioners and the Commission's dedicated staff to develop appro
priate recommendations based on lessons learned. With respect to 
the matters in which I am not participating, Commissioner Jill 
Sommers is exercising the Commission's executive and administra
tive functions that otherwise would be exercised by the Chairman 
in accordance with section 2(a)(6) of the Commodity Exchange Act. 
In keeping with the consistent advice of our General Counsel and 
Alternate Designated Ethics Officer, I participate in all 
rulemakings, as they are matters of general applicability. 
Q.5. Chairman Gensler, in Chairman Schapiro's written testimony 
from the hearing on May 22, 2012, she said that the SEC will pub
lish an implementation plan for their Dodd-Frank derivatives rules 
and allow lhe public lo comment on il. Will you commit lo pub
lishing the CFTC's implementation plan for the Dodd-Frank de
rivatives rules and allow the public to comment on it'? 
A.5. The Commission has taken a number of actions to facilitate 
implementation of Dodd-Frank regulations. These include: 
March 16, 2011-Implementing the Dodd-Frank Act, FIA's Annual 
International Futures Industry Conference, Boca Raton, Florida. 
Remarks of Chairman Gary Gensler (as posted on CFTC Web site 
and including listing of order in which rules might be considered). 
April 12, 2011-June 10, 2011-Comment period open (292 written 
comments filed); Concepts document published as a guide for com
menters. 
May 2, 2011 and May 3, 2011-CFTC-SEC Staff-led Roundtable 
Discussion on Dodd-Frank Implementation. 
May 4, 2011-Notice published in Federal Register re-opening and 
extending comment periods (through June 30) in order to "provide 
interested parties with an additional opportunity to participate in" 
Dodd-Frank Rulemakings. Also requesting comment on the order 
in which the Commission should consider final rulemakings. 
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June 17, 2011-Commission seeks public comment on proposed 
order to grant exemptive relief from the application of Dodd-Frank 
Act effective dates. 
July 14, 2011-Commission publishes final order providing exemp
tive relief from effective dates of Dodd-Frank Act provisions in 
order to facilitate a smooth transition for market participants (ex
piring on December 30, 2011; extended on Dec. 23, 2011). 
September 8, 2011-0utline published of Dodd-Frank Title VII 
Rules the CFTC May Consider in 2011 and the First Quarter of 
2012. 
September 8, 2011-The Commission sought public comment on 
proposed rules specifically to establish schedules to phase in com
pliance with the swap clearing and trade execution requirement 
provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act. At that meeting, the Commission 
also approved a proposed rule to phase in compliance with pre
viously proposed requirements, including the swap trading rela
tionship documentation requirement and the margin requirements 
for uncleared swaps. 
December 23, 2011-Commission publishes amendment to July 14 
order extending effective date relief through July 16, 2012. 
January 11, 2012-Update of order of consideration of final rules 
posted on Commission Web site. 
July 3, 2012-Commission approves amendment to July 14 order 
extending effective date relief through December 31, 2012. 
July 30, 2012-Final rule published in Federal Register detailed 
phasing of compliance requirements for swaps subject to manda
tory clearing 
Individual proposed rules specifically request public comment re
garding implementation and sequencing. Examples of such rules 
include: Reporting, Recordkeeping and Trading Records require
ments; Real-Time Public Reporting of Swap Transaction Data; Reg
istration of Swap Dealers and Major Swap Participants; and Pro
tection of Collateral of Counterparties to Uncleared Swaps Com
mission staff-along with staff from the SEC and other imple
menting agencies-have conducted a number of roundtables (tran
scripts available on CFTC.gov): 
August 20, 2010-Conflicts of interest in the clearing and listing of 
swaps 
September 14, 2010-Swap Data and Swap Data Repositories 
September 15, 2010-Swap Execution Facilities 
October 22, 2010-Credit Default Swaps 
October 22, 2010-Customer Collateral Protection 
December 2, 2010-Disruptive Trading Practices 
December 12, 2010-Capital and Margin 
June 3, 2011-Protection of Cleared Swaps Customer Co11ateral 
June 8, 2011-Swap Data Recordkeeping and Reporting 
June 16, 2011-Definition of Swap Dealer and Major Swap Partici
pant 
July 6, 2011-Changes related to Commodity Pool Operators and 
Commodity Trading Advisors 
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August 1, 2011-International issues 
January 30, 2012-"Available to Trade" Provision for SEFs and 
DC Ms 

Feb 29 and March I, 2012-Roundtables to discuss additional 
customer collateral protection 

May 31, 2012-The Volcker Rule 
June 5, 2012-Core Principle 9 for Designated Contract Markets 
August 9, 2012-Additional Customer Protections 
Q.6. Chairman Gensler, the Dodd-Frank Act includes indemnifica
tion provisions that make it difficult, if not impossible, for foreign 
regulators to obtain information on swap 1.ransaclions. All five SEC 
Commissioners support repealing the indemnification require
ments. Two CFTC Commissioners agree, saying that the CFTC's 
recent interpretive guidance does not fix 1.he problem. Do you agree 
with the seven SEC and CFTC Commissioners that the indem
nification provisions should be repealed? 
A.6. The CFTC is working 1.o ensure that both domestic and inter
national regulators have access to swap data to support their regu
latory mandates. The CFTC adopted proposed interpretative guid
ance stating the view that foreign regulators seeking access to 
swap data repositories will not be subject to the indemnification 
provisions if the trade repository is regulated by foreign law and 
the data is reported under foreign law. The CFTC requested public 
comment on all aspects of the interpretative guidance. 
Q.7. Chairman Gensler, the SEC's swap entity definition rule
making contains a lengthy discussion of how they determined that 
$8 billion is the appropriate de minim.is level to be reb>Ulated as a 
dealer in the derivatives markets they oversee. 

• How did the CFTC determine 1.hat 1.he same $8 billion figure 
is appropriate for the markets that you oversee'? 

• What credit default swap data did the CFTC use in its anal-
ysis? 

• Whal interest rate swap data did the CFTC use in its analysis? 
• What commodity swap data did the CFTC use in its analysis? 
• What agricultural swap data did the CFTC use in its analysis? 

A.7. After reviewing comments received regarding the CFTC and 
SEC joint proposed rule to further define the terms "swap dealer" 
and "major swap participant," the Commissions arrived at the de
termination that, generally, a $3 billion notional value in swaps ac
tivity over the prior 12 months represented an appropriate dt~ mini
m.is threshold. The amount was based on input from commenters 
and supported by several rationales, including the estimated size 
of the domestic swap market. Commenters who addressed the ques
tion proposed that the standard be set at a level between $200 mil
lion and $3.5 billion in notional amount entered into over a period 
of 12 months. Data and other market descriptions were provided 
through written comments as well as through input in roundtable 
discussions hosted by staffs of the two Commissions, as well as 
index CDS data provided by the SEC and data contained in the 
Quarterly Report on Bank Trading and Derivatives Activities 
issued by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. The Com-
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m1ss10ns also determined it to be appropriate to establish a de 
minimis threshold phase-in period during which higher de minimis 
thresholds would apply. During this phase-in period, the joint final 
rule provides generally for a de minimi.'l level of swap dealing activ
ity over the prior 12 months of a gross notional value of $8 billion. 
The Commissions noted particularly that the implementation of 
swap data reporting under the Dodd-Frank Act may result in new 
data that would be useful in confirming the Commissions' deter
mination to establish the $3 billion threshold which applies after 
the phase-in period. 
Q.8. Chairman Gensler, the Depository Trust and Clearing Cor
poration (DTCC) has made a comprehensive global database of de
tailed credit default swap transaction and position data available 
to regulators for more than a year. It is my understanding that all 
of the financial reb>Ulators, except the CFTC, have made use of this 
data as of the date of the hearing. 

• When the press began to report that JP Morgan's London office 
had taken extremely large positions in credit default swap in
dexes-which fall under the jurisdiction of the CFTC-why 
didn't the CFTC immediately begin examining the DTCC data? 

• If the CFTC had made use of the DTCC data, would you have 
had a better line of sight into the JP Morgan trades that are 
the subject of so much scrutiny? 

A.8. The CFTC's Division of Enforcement has opened an investiga
tion related to credit derivative products traded by JPMorgan 
Chase's CIO. I am unable to provide any specific information about 
a pending investigation. 
Q.9.-1. Chairman Gensler, according to Mr. Corzine's Congres
sional testimony, he met with you on May n, 2010 at the CFTC. 

• What issues were discussed at that meeting? Who else was 
present at that meeting? 

Q.9.-2. Chairman Gensler, on November 17, 2010, MF Global sub
mitted a comment letter on a CFTC regulation. Five days later, you 
were a guest lecturer on Government regulation at Mr. Corzine's 
class at Princeton University. 

• Were any of the issues related to MF Global's comment letter 
discussed at any time while you were at Princeton, inside of 
class or outside of class? Please explain. 

Q.9.-3. Chairman Gensler, according to Mr. Corzine's Congres
sional testimony, he met with you in December 2010 at the CFTC. 

• What issues were discussed at that meeting? Who else was 
present at that meeting? 

A.9.-1.-3. For the convenience of the Committee, I include a docu
ment that will address these questions. The included document is 
a Memorandum detailing my activities prior to my withdrawal 
from participation in the matter. The document includes details, to 
the best of my recollection, of contacts with Mr. Corzine. 

Insert 1 L Confidential Memorandum follows:J 
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U.S. COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 
Tttree Lafayette Centre 

1155 21st Street, NW, Wa6hin9ton. DC20S81 
Telepnone: (202) 41B·S12D 
Facsimile: (202) 418-5524 

CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM 

TO: Chainnan Gensler 

FROM: Dan M. Berkovit ~ ' • 
General Coun!>el ~ Agenc)' Ethics Official 

John P. Dotancff 
CoWJsd 1111d Altc:rnate Designated Agency Ethics Official 

DATE: December 13. 2011 

SUBJECT: Panicip111ion in Matters Conccming MF Global, Inc. 

J, lntrod11ctio11 and Summary 

tNSE.HT I 

P1usuant lo S C.F.R. § 2635.502, rhe Commodi1y Futures Trading Commission (CFTC or 
Commission) designated agency ethics official (DAEO) has undertaken this review of the 
participation of CFTC Chaiman Giil'}' Gensler in cen11in CFTC mancrs regarding MF Globlll, 
Ioc. (MFGI), a futures commission merchant (FCM) registered with the CFTC. During the 1980s 
and 1990s Chairm1111 Gensler and the former Presiden1 Md Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of 
MFOI, Jon Conine, worked together a.nd were panncrs at Goldman Sachs (GS), an invesnnent 
bank.1 

On November 3, 2011, the General Counsel and DAEO provided Chairman Gensler with an oral 
opinion that the Chainnon was not required to withdraw from panicipation in MFGI matters as 11 

result of his prior relationship with Mr. Corzine. On that same date Chainnan Gensler 
nonetheless elected to not participate in enforcement matters relared to MFG!.: Following this 

1 Mr. Conine resigned as President and CEO of MFG! on Friday. November 4. 2011. 
; On November 8, 2011, Chairmon Gensler .:xecuted a "Statement of Non-Porticipation." This 
stetementexplained the Chairman's decision: "With respect to the recent matters involving MF 
Global, the staff at the CFTC is working hard to recover customers' funds and to find out what 
happened to the missing customer money and how it happened. The CFTC has a tremendously 
~apable staff and I do not want my participation to be in any way a distraction in this important 
matter." 
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decision. the General Counsel and DAEO and ADAEO decided to undertake this review to 
determine whether Chairman Gensler's panicipation in matter.; involving MFG! was appropriate. 

Based on the facts and circumstances detailed in this memorandum, and based upon the 
standards set forth in .S C.F.R. § 2635.502. this review concludes that Chairman Gensler was nol 
l"e'luired to withdraw from matters involving MFGI. From a legal and ethical perspective, 
Chairman Gensler's participation in Commission matters involving MFGI was not improper. 

II. Faclual Background 

A. MF Global, Inc. 

Subsidiun• ofMF Global 
MO Global is a financial business comprising a holding c~mnany, MF Global Holdings Ltd., a 
Delaware ooiporation headquartered in New York City, an<! a variery of subsidiaries located in 
the United Slates l!lld other c.ounnies.3 One of the subsidiaries is MFGI, which is an FCM 
registered with the CFTC as well as a securities broker-dealer registered with the SEC.4 

According to th.: Annual Report (SEC Fonn 10-K) filed by MF Glob:il Holdings Ltd. in May 
2011, MF Global is a broker in markets for commodities and listed derivatives l!lld 11 broker
dealer in markets for commodities, fixed income securities, equities, and foreign exchange.' 

MFG/ IJ.m1kr:Y;u£2 
On ~tober 31, 20 I l, the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) filed 1111 application 
for the entry of a protective order in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court placing MFGI in liquidation 
under the Securities Investor Protection Act (SIPA). On that S811le date, "the Commission's 
Division or Enrorccment opened 4ll investigation into whether the Commodity EKchange Act 
(CEA) or Commission regulotions were violated in coMection with MFGI, and the Commission 
( ) authorized the Division to issue subpoenns. "6 

In a (!ling on November 2, the Commission infonncd the Bankruptcy Coun th11t it "intends to 
take all appropriate action, within !he purview of the Bankruptcy Code and the [CEA), to cn.~urc 
that customers maximize their recovery of funds and to discover the reason for the shortfall in 

JMF Global Holdings Ltd. Fonn I 0-K for fiscal year ended March 31, 2011 at I, 
hnp://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1401!06/000lI9~ 12511145663/d!Ok.htm (accessed 
November 6, 2011); see Disclaimer, MF Global Website, hno:/lwww.mfglobal.com/disclaimer 
~accessed November 6, 2011 ). 

Disclaimer, MF Global Website, http://www.mfglobal.com/disclaimer (accessed November 6. 
2011). 
5 MF Global Holdings Ltd. Form IO-K for fiscal year ended March 31, 201 I at 5, 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1401106/0001193125l l l45663/d!Ok.htrn (accessed 
November 6, 20 ll ). 
6 CFTC Press Release. PR6140-1 I, Novembt:r JO. 2011. 
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segregation." 7 

Kev offlcials 
Jon S. Conine was the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of MF Global Holdings Ltd. until 
his recent resignation,8 According 10 the MF Global website, Mr. Corzine also is an operating 
partner at J.C. Flowers & Co. LLC.9 According to the MF Global website, Mr. Corzine joined 
GS as a fixed income trader in I 975 and subsequently served as chief financial officer and as 
choinnan and senior partner from J 994 through 1999.10 

Bradley I. Abelow is the President and Chief Operating Officer of MF Global Holdings Ltd. 11 

According to the MF Gl1>ba.I website, Mr. Abel1>w previously was a partner B.nd managing 
director of OS, where he managed the operations group.12 Earlier he was responsible for GS' s 
operations, technology, risk, and finance functions in Asia..13 He joined GS in 1989.14 

Laurie R. Ferber i~ the General Counsel of MF Global Holdings Ltd. is Accordi?f to the: MF 
Global website, Ms. Ferber worked for GS for over 20 years begirullng in 1987 .1 She held a 
number of different positions including serving as co-general counsel of the Fixed Income. 

1 Statement of Commodity Futures Trading Conunission in Support ofthc Trustee's Emergency 
Motion for an Order Approving the Transfer ofCertai.a Segregated Customer Commodity 
Account:> of MF Globnl Inc. and Related M1trginand Motion for Expedited Hearing, MFGI 
Bankruptcy Case, November 2, 2011. 
•Executive Officers Biography, MF Global Website, 
http:/lwww.mfglobalinvestorreh1tions.com/phocnix.zhtml?<:" 19491 l &p ... irol-sovManage 
~accessed November 6, 20 I I). 

Executive Officers Biography, MF Global Website, 
http:l/www.mfglobnlinvestorrelations.com/phoenix.zhtmlk= 19491 l &p=irol
£!Ov Bio&ID~ 198970 (accessed November 6, 2011 ). 
ro ld. 
11 Executive Officers Biography, MF Global Website, 
http://www.mfglobalinvesto11el11tions.com/phocnix.zhtml?c= l 949 l I &p=irol-govManage 
i11ccc:ssed November 6, 20 I I). 
2 Executive Officers Biography, MF Global Website, 

http://www.mfglobalinvestorrelations.com/phoenix.zhtntl?c= 194911 &p=irol
~ovBio&ID~204097 (accessed November 6, 2011). 

Jd. 
14 /d. 
ts Executive Officers Biography. MF Global Website, 
http://www.mfglobalinvestom:lation&.comlphoenix.zhtml?c: 194911 &p=irol-govMe.nage 
~accessed November 6, 2011). 
6 Executive Officers Biography, MF Global Website, 
http://www.mfglobalinvestorrelations.com/phoenix.zhnnl?c~ 194911 &p~irol
govBio&ID= 186545 (accessed November 6, 2011). 
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Currency and Commodities Division and launching and running the economic derivatives 
business. 17 

], Christopher Flowers is the founder and executive chainnan of J.C. Flowers & Co. LLC, a 
private equity firm. 11 According to press repons, J.C. Flowers & Co. owns preferred stock in 
MF Global that, if convened 10 common stock, would amount to 6% of the total.1P Also 
according to press reports, Mr. Plowers worked with Mr. Conine at OS and later recommended 
that Mr. Corane take over as MF Global's chainm111 and chief executive officer in March 
2010.~0 

B. Relationship Between Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corzine11 

~.l!gjrma11 _~!l!f t.LJ..};!11J!~mni1..!ll..Si§. 
Chainnan Gensler worked at OS from September 1979 until SeBtember 1997, when he left 10 

serve as Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Financial Markets. ln late 1988, when Chairman 
Gensler became n partner in the firm, there were approximately 128 panners at OS, including 
Chairman Gensler 11nd Mr. Corzine.13 

from his lllTivw at GS in 1979 until late 1991 or early 1992. Ch11inm111 Gcmsler worked in the 
Mergers wul Acquisitions (M&A) Department.'-• In late 1991 or early 1992, Chairman Gensler 
ond s tew other junior partners ot the !inn were asked to transfer to other depanments &.'> pan of 
their career development. The transfers were suggested by Mr. Robert Rubin (the co-Chairman 
and Co-Senior Partner of GS at the time) and Mr. Corzine (the co-head of the fixed income 
department (Fl) at the time). Mr. Gensler was asked to ITol!lsfot to Fl lllld agreed. 

Chllinnan Gcnslcr's initial assignment in fl was in the mongage ttading department. In this 
capacity, he reponed to Michael Mo.rtara, who reported to Mr. Corzine and the other co-hcod of 
Fl, Mr. Mark Winkelman. Chainnan Gensler, Mr. Mortara, and Mr. Cort.inc 1111 worked on the 
fixed income trading. tloor. 

"Id. 
11 J.C. Flowers & Co. LLC: Private Company Information- Business Weck, (accessed 
November 6, 2011) http:/finvesting.businessweek.com/rc.~earch 
/stocks/privatelsnapshot.asp'lprivcapld~ I 089967. 
19 JC Flowers Fund Said to See $47.8 Million Loss on MF Global- B\lsinessweek (Novemb~r 2. 
2011), http://www.bu~inessweek.com/news12011-l l-02/jc-flowm-fund-said-to-s~-47-8-
million-Ioss-on·mf-global.html (accessed November 6. 2011 }. 
10 Id. 
21 The facts in this section are based primarily upon an interview with Chainnan Gensler 
conducted on November 4, 2011. 
22 Chainnan Gensler served as Assistant Secretary for Financial Mlllkets from September 1997 
until April 1999, and as Undersecretary ofTrc11Sury for Domestic Finance from April 1999 to 
January 200 I. 
23 By 1997, when Chainnan Gensler left GS, there were approximately 190· 200 partners at GS. 
24 Chairm11n Gensler spent npproximntely 6-12 months during the 1983-1984 time period on the 
equity trading floor as part of a "mobility program." 
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In January 1993, Mr. Corzine requested, and Chairman Gensler agrel:d, that Chairman Gensler 
serve as co-bead of fixed income trading in the GS office in Tokyo, Japan. Chainnan Gensler 
served in this position until late 1994. During this two-year period, Mr. Carone ll!ld Mr. 
Winkelman were Chairman Gensler's direct supervisors. 

In the fall of 1994, Chairman Gensler was osked by Mr. Steve Friedman. who was then co-head 
of OS with Mr. Rubin, to transfer out of Fl to be the bead of the Operations, Technology, and 
Finance Division (OTF) in Asia. Chairman Gensler reported to Mr. Iohn Thain, head of 
worldwide OTF. Shonly thereafter, Mr. Corzine became the Senior Partner of GS and Chairman 
of the Management Comrninee.2' 

Chairman Gensler returned to New York in November 1995 to become co-head of Finance. In 
this position, Chairman Gensler continued to report to Mr. Thain, who continued to report to Mr. 
Conine and Mr. Paulson. As co-head of Finance, Chainnan Gensler served on various 
committees of the flnn, including the Risk Committee. Mr. Corzine also was a member of the 
Risk Committee (which had approximately 10-15 members), and sometimes he panicipated on 
other committees, 100, Chairman Gensler served as co-head of finance until he left GS in 1997 
for the Treasury Department. Prior to leaving OS, Chainnan Gensler visited with Mr. Corzine at 
the latter's apartment to provide departing obscrvations.26 

A,Oer Chairma11 Gmsler J.eft GS 
To the best of his recollection, Chainnan Gensler believes he did not Sf': Mr. Corzine for three 
years after Chairman Gensler left GS. 27 While Chainnan Gensler served at Treasury, the only 
time that he saw Mr. Corzine was in h1te 2000 or early 200 I. Then-Senator·elect Conine hll.d 
come lo the Trew;ury DeplUtment to visit with Secretary of Treasury LKwrcnce Summers, 1111d 
following lhe meeting with SC(rctary Summers, Mr. Corzine stopped by to say hello to then
Undersccrelacy Gensler. 

In early 2002, Chainnan Gensler volunteered to serve 11S WI advisor to Senator Paul Sarbanes on 
legislation that eventually was cmtctcd as the Sarbancs-Oxley Act. Senator Sarbancs was 
Chairman of the Senate Conunittcc on Banking, Housing and Uc ban Affairs and Senator Conine 
was a member of the same Committee. In bis role as advisor to Senator Sarbane~. Chairman 
Gensler occasionally spoke with Senator Corzine about the pending legislation. Chainnan 
Gensler also spoke with Senator Corzine while Chairman Gensler. Senator Sarbanes, and Senator 
Conine were on the Senale floor during Ute consideration of the legislation for final Senate 
passage. 

is Executive fitnclions w~re shared between Mr. Conine and Mr. Henry Paulson, who servt>d as 
Chief Operating Partner and Vice-Chainnan of the Management Committee. Mr. Thain reported 
to Mr. Corzine and Mr. Paulson. 
26 Mr. Corzine subsequently left GS in early 1999. 
21 Chainnan Gensler believes that he may have spoken with Mr. Corzine once or twice by 
telephone while serving at Treasury, but cannot specifically recall any such conversations. 
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In 2003-2004, Chainnan Gensler served as Treasurer of the Maiyland State Democratic Party. 
During the same time, Senator Conine became head of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign 
Committee. Ase result of their fundraising responsibilities, Chairman Gensler saw Senator 
Conine at several political events attended by large numbers of people. This included an event 
to support the campaign of Senator Kerry for President in 2004, which was attended by 
approximately 400 others, including other members of Congress. 

In 2005, Chainnan Gensler was invited to a fundreiser in Washington, DC, for the New Jersey 
State Democratic Party. Approximately IOO people attended, including both Senator Corzine 
and the other Senator from New Jersey, Senator Frank Lautenberg. At the time, Senator Cor:r.ine 
was campaigning 10 be elected Governor of New Jer.rey. As a participanl in the fundraiser, 
Chainnan Gensler contributed $10,000 to the New Jersey State Democratic Party (BS he similarly 
contributed to the State Democratic Party of several other States), which earned him the title of 
being a "host" of the fundraiser. 2" Ch11innu.n Gensler did not see Governor Corzine for another 
lhn:e years. 

During the primary season for the 2008 Presidential campnign, Chairman Gensler first served B) 

an unpaid senior 11dvisor to the campaign of then-Senator Hilary Clinton. Chainnan Gensler 
recalls speaking with Governor Corzine on a e<>uple of octasions to answer Governor Conine's 
questions about Senator Clinton':; posi1io11s on various policy issues. Chairman Gensler recalls 
seeing Governor Corzine at a fundra.ising event in New Jersey in either August or September of 
2008 for 1hen-Scna1or Obama. 

Chairman Gensler 's Tenure at the CtTC 
Chainnan Gensler bc:gan seiving ns Chairman of the CFTC in May 2009. At the time: he joined 
the CFTC, Chairmon Gensler determined not to participate in any CFTC matters involving GS. 

Shortly after joining MFGI in March 20 I 0, Mr. Corzine met with Ch11irman Gensler and the 
Chairman's staff al CFTC he11dqulllters. Mr. Corzine requested the meeting, which Chail'man 
Gensler recalls llS a "meet and greet" end that Mr. Conine did not make any specific requests to 
Chainnan Gensler. 

In November 20 I 0, Mr. Corzine asked Chairman Gensler to spenk at a seminar at Princeton 
University that Mr. Conine was conducting on financial institutions and regulation.29 Mr. 
Andrew Ross Sorkin also spoke at lhis seminar, illld Mr. Corzine introduced both of them. 
Following the seminar, Chainnan Gensler joined Mr. Corzine and approximately 15-20 student~ 
for dinner.36 Chairman Gensler and Mr. Conine did not discuss any issues relating to MFG! 
while Chairman Gensler was at Princeton. 

28 Chairman Gensler's contribution was to the New Jersey State Democratic Party, not dir~dy tn 
Senator Corzine's campaign for Governor. 
29 A copy ofChainnan's Gcnsler's speech can be found at: 
bttp;//www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/SpeechesT estimonv/20 I O/index.hbn. (last visited Nov. 6, 2011}. 
30 Mr. Sorkin was unable to stay for the dinner. 
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In De.cember 2010, Mr. Corzine and Ms. Ferber met wilh Chairman Gensler and other CFTC 
staff. Chainnan Gensler does not recall lhe subject of the meeting or the matters discussed. 

1n June 2011, Chainnan Gensler was the keynote speaker at lunch at a conference sponsored by 
Sandler O'Neill and Partners, an iDvestment bankinc and broker/dealer fum.11 Mr. Corzine was 
seated at the same table as Cbainnan Gensler during the lunch. The invitation did not come from 
Mr. Corzine, BJld Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corzine did not discuss any issues relating to MFG! 
while Chairman Gensler was at the conference. 

In September 2011, Chairman Gensler and Mr. Conine were both wedding guests of mutual 
acquointanccs. Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corzine did not discuss any issues relating to MFGI 
while ottending the wedding. 

Chairman Gensler has been on two i:onference calls with Mr. Corzine during his term as 
Chairman oftheCFTC. The first, on July 20, 2011, was a conference call to discuss topics 
relating to a rulemaking regarding CFTC Rules 1.25 and 30. 7. 31 Second, Chairman Gensler 
participated in e series of conference calls with other regulatory authorities and MFGI during the 
days leading up lo the filing of the MFGI bllllkruptcy proceedings. Chaimum Gensler is aware 
th11l Mr. Corzine WBS on the line for 111 le11sl part of one of these calls, regarding the European 
bond ponfolio. 33 Since becoming Chairman of the CFTC, Chairman Gensler has nol had any 
private telephone conversations with Mr. Conine. JA 

~~ 
Chai1man Gensler worked with Mr. Corzini: during the: last 6 years ol'Chainnan Gensler's tenure 
111 GS. Owing two of those years (1993-1994), Chairman Gensler reported directly lo co·heads 
Messrs. Co1'7.inc and Winkelman; during the other four years, Mr. Corzine was his second·lcvel 
supervisor. Their relationship during this periud was solely professional. Chairman Gensler and 

11 The tirm regularly sponsors such conferences. Su, e.g., 
httns:l/register.sandleroneill.comlconferem:es/ (last visited Nov. 6, 2011 ). 
ll A recard of this call can be found at 
htm:/lwww.cfic.gov/LawRegulatipn/DoddF rankAct/ExtemalMeeting.sldtineeting 072011 928 
(last visited Nov. 7, 201 I). In response to media questions as to whether a delay in consideration 
of this rulemaking showed favoritism to MFGI, Chairman Gensler has stated that he has "been 
consistent on this rule, and I allowed more time for others to continue to look at it." See Silla 
Brush, Bloomberg, "MF Global Didn't Get Preferential Treatment, CFTC's Gensler," Nov. 7. 
201 l. 
~3 lt is possible that Mr. Corzine was on the line during other portions of these conference calls. 
3~ On November&, 2011, BNA reported that Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corzine spoke shortly 
after Mr. Corz.inc resigned from his positions at MF Global. Ste Steven Joyce, BNA, "Gensler 
Says Recu:;al Decision Made Days Before Corzine Re~il?Jlation, Orassley Letter," Nov. 8, 2011. 
This report is not accurate; the reported conversation between Chairman Gensler and Mr. 
Conine did nol occur. 
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Mr. Conine did not socialize or spend time together apart from their mutual professional 
activities.35 

Since the time they worked togelher at GS over 14 years ago, Chainnan Gensler's contacts with 
Mr. Conine have been infrequent Generally, they have met when they both were present at a 
function organized by others. Similarly, Chairman Gensler has not socialized with Mr. Conine 
after his departure from OS, nor have their families socialized with each other. Chainnan 
Gensler and Mr. Corzine do not correspond with each other; Chairman Gensler does not recall 
any emails or other electronic communications between himself and Mr. Corzine for at least as 
far back as ten years. Chainnan Gensler does not carry Mr. Conine's personal phone number in 
his cell phone directory. 

Chainnon Gensler and Mr. Conine have never attended any of each other's major non
professional life-events during the entire time they have known each other. Mr. Corzine did not 
attend Chairman Gensler's wedding (which occuned while Chairman Gensler was at GS), the 
bat-mitzvahs of Chairman Gensler's daughters, or the funeral of Chairmen Oensler's wife. 
Similarly, Chairman Gensler did not attend Governor Corzine's inaugural in 2005 or his wedding 
in2010. 

Chairman Gensler did not ask Mr. CorLine for support of his numination 11s CFTC Chairman. He 
has never 1:ontribu1ed direclly to llllY of Mr. CorLine's clectorril ce.mpaigns. He ha~ raised money 
for several national Democnitic figw-es, but has never solicited a campaign contribution for Mr. 
Corzine. Nor docs he recall ever soliciting a campaign conLribution from Mr. Corzine. 

C. Rel1tion9blp Between Chairm1n Gensler and Other Former GS Officials 
Working For or On Reb11.tror MFGJ3

' 

Certain other current MFGI employees and officials previously worked at GS at the same time as 
Chainnan Gensler. Chairman Gcnsler's relationship with these individuals is as follows: 

BradAbelow 
Mr. Abelow became a partner at GS at ll!'ound the time that Chairman Gensler was leaving GS. 
At some point, Mr. Abelow became head of OTF in Asia, du: position Chairman Gensler hod 
previously occupied. Chairman Gensler recalls that when he was in OTF he and Mr. Abclow 
had a ''weekly to bi-weekly working relationship." 

Jl Chairman Gensler recalls one non-professional interaction that indirectly involved Mr. Corzine 
during his tenure nt GS. In 1991, Chairman Gensler learned that Mr. Cor.zine had registered to 
run in the New York City Marathon that year. Chairman Gensler recalls that he asked Mr. 
Corzine's secretary whether Mr. Corzine actually was going to run the marathon. A few weeks 
later Mr. Corzine' s secretary told Chainnan Gensler that Mr. Con.inc would not run in the race 
and would not use the number he had been provided. Mr. Corzine's secretary gave Mr. 
Corzine's number to Mr. Gensler. who then used Mr. Corzine's bib number in the race. 
l 6 The facts in this section are baSed primarily upon an interview with Chairman Genslec 
conducted on November 4, 2011. 
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After leaving GS, Chainnan Geosler did oot see Mr. Abelow until August or September 2008, at 
a fundraiser for the Presidential campaign of then-Senator Obama. As previously noted, 
Governor Corzine also attended this event. At the time, Mr. Abelow was Governor Corzine's 
Chief of Staff. Chainnnn Gensler recalls speaking to Mr. A below for approximately five to ten 
minutes at this event. 

Chairman Gensler believes it is possible that he may have spoken to Mr. Abelow on one or more 
occasions in hls capacity as Governor Conine's ChiefofStaffto facililllte the discussions with 
Governor Corzine previously noted during the Presidential primary season prior to the 2008 
election. After that, Chairman Gensler did not speak with Mr. Abel ow again until one of the 
multi·party conference calls between regulators and MFGI during the weekend prior to the 
bankruptcy filing ofMFGI. 

Chairman Gensler nnd Mr. Abelow did not have a social relationship apart from their 
profi:ssiomtl relationship 111 GS. 

Christopher Flowers 
Chainnan Gensler began working with Mr. Flowers in the M&A deportment at GS upon bis 
arrivlll ac GS in 1979. They worked 1oge1her in M&A for approximfltcly 12 ycllJ"S-until 
Chairman Gensler was transferred from M&A to fl. While Chainna.n Ge.osier WI.IS in the M&A 
department, he and Mr. flowers frequently discussed M&A issues and strategies, but Chairman 
Gensler and Mr. Flowers specialized in different industries and, lo the best of his recollection, 
did not work together lln any &pecific deals. 

After Ch11innan Gensler left GS, Mr. Flowers visited him once 111 the Tn:asury Department. 
Chainnan Gensler n:c:ills that as part of this visit they may have had lunch together. 

Chainnan Gensler does not recall seeing Mr. Flower& in person since that meeting at the 
Treasury Department. Mi-. Flowers culled Chainnnn Gensler twice at the CFTC. With respect to 
the ftrst call, Chairman Gensler recalls that Mr. Flowers expre.11.~d condolences that his wife had 
passed away, and he provided Chainnan Gensler with !he nam(' of an individual who WllS 

knowledgeable about financial market .rcgulation.37 Mr. Flowers.did not ask for any action by 
Chairman Gensler or the CFTC. 

In coMection with the MFGI matter, Mr. Flowers called Chnim1an Gensler on October 31. 2011. 
before Chainnllfl Gensler arrived at the office. Chainnnn Gensler returned Mr. Flowers' call 
after he arrived at the office. Several other CFTC employees were present in Chairman 
Gensler's office for the call and several individuals were present with Mr. Flowers, including 
Mr. Goldfield, Henri Steenkamp (Chief Financial Officer) and another MFOI ollicial. The 
MFG! officials on the call provided the call participants with infonnation regarding MFGl's 
fillllllcial status. 

31 Chairman Gensler did not contact that individual and does not l'Ccall his or her name. 
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Chainmm Gensler and Mr. Flowers did not have a social relationship apart from their 
professional relationship at GS. 

Laurie Ferber 
At the time that Chainnan Gensler was in fl at GS, Ms. Ferbe1 was a senior compliance 
officer/attorney at the flJlll. Chairman Gensler believes that he may have spoken with Ms. 
Ferber on ont or more compliance maners when he was in Fl, but he does not recall anything 
specific. 

After leaving OS, Chainnan Gensler did not have any contact with Ms. Ferber until he met with 
the Board ofDirecto1s of the Futures Industry Association (FIA} in September 2010. At the 
time, Ms. Ferber represented MFGI on the FIA Board of Directors. Ms. Ferber also anended the 
meeting between Mr. Corzine and CFTC officials, including Chairman Gensler, in December 
2010. Ms. Ferber also was on the July 20, 2011, conference call between MFG! officials 
(including Ml. Corzine) and CFTC officials, including Chairman Gensler, concerning topics 
relating to a CFTC rulernaking regarding Rules 1,25 and 30.7. Chairman Gensler does not 
believe that he met or spoke with Ms. Fetber after that, until she participated in one or more 
mulli-party conference cells between MFGJ and regulators prior to the bankruptcy filing. 

Chairman Gensler a11d Ms. Ferber did not have a social relationship opan from their professional 
n:latiom1hip at GS. 

Jacob Goldfield 
Chaim1an Gensler first mc:t Mr. Goldfield in late 1991 or early 1992, after Chairman Gensler 
begllII working in Fl. Mr. Goldfield also worked in Fl, trading options on the government bond 
desk. 

At the lime th11.t Chairman Gensler wa.~ co-head of fixed income trading in Tokyo, he also had 
co-supervisory responsibility for the trading of Yon currency swaps conducted in Asia. At the 
same time, Mr. Goldfield, who was located in New York, had supervisory responsibility for the 
worldwide GS swap buok. Accordingly, Chainmm Gensler and Mr. Goldfield h11d overlapping 
responsibilities with respect to the GS Yen swap book. Chairman Gensler recalls that he IUld Mr. 
Goldfield also later may have served together on the Risk Committee. 

Mr. (ioldfield visited Chainmm Gensler on one occasion at the CFTC. During the consideration 
of the Dodd-Frank legislation, Mr. Goldfield met with Chainnan Gensler and 111 least one other 
member of the Chsiliman' s :;taff. Mr. Goldfield told the Chairman th11t he was doing good work 
and if be ever needed anything, to give him a call. Ch11innan Gensler does not recall any other 
meetings with Mr. Goldfield since Chairman Gensler left OS. 

On October 30, 2011, Mr. Goldfield e-mailed Chairman Gensler to inform him that he was at 
MF Global "in case there are questions." Mr. Goldfield also infomted Mr. Gensler that he had 
"no financial interest in the: company lllld (was) not looking at it for investment." Mr. Gensler 
asked Mr. Goldfield whether there were "any obseivations you wish to pass along?'' Mr. 
Goldfield replied, "Not as of now, I want only to send along novel insights that are useful." 
Chainnan Gensler responded, "Novel and useful. Now those are limiting conditions, though l 
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would say that most eve.rything you have shared over our long knowing each other has been 
useful." Mr.Goldfield then stated, "Also want to make sure that Jam right before I comment." 
Chainnan Gensler does not recall any funher comments or infonnation from Mr. Goldfield. 

Mr. Goldfield was present at MFGI during one of the conferences call between MFGl and 
regulators on October 30, 20 I I. To the best of his recollection, Mr. Goldfield did not speak on 
the call. A participant from another regulatory agency who was present at MFGJ headquarters in 
New York ond who was on the call relayed to Cho.irmo.n Gensler during the call that Mr. 
Goldfield walked by and requested that he say "hello to Gensler." 

Mr. Goldfield also was present at MFG! during a conference call between MFGI and regulators 
on the morning of October 31, 2011. 

Chainnan Gensler and Mr. Goldfield did not have a social relationship apart from their 
professional relationship at OS. 

W. J.ual Standard 

'Jbe stll!ldard for determining whether an employee may participate in a matter affecting the 
employee's financial interests, or involving persons with whom the employ" has or has had a 
professional, business, economic. or personal relationship, is set forth in 5 C.F.R. § 263S.502. 

Specifically,§ '263S.502(a) provides: 

{a) Consideration of appearances by the employee, Where an employee knows that a 
ptltticular matter involving specific pmtics is likely lo have a dircc1 and predictable effecl 
on lhe financial inlerest of a member of his household, or knows that a person with whom 
he bas a covered relationship is or represents a party to such matter, and when: tht: 
employee determines that the circumstances would caus1: a reasom1ble pi:rson with 
knowledge of the relevant facts to question his impartiality in the mo.tter, the employee 
should not ponicipatc in the matter unlC3s he has infonncd the agency dcsignec of the 
appClll'ance problem and received authorization from the agency designee in accordance 
wilh paragraph (d) of this section. 

(I) ln considering whether a relationship would cause a reasonable person 10 

question his impartiality, an employee may seek the assistance of his supervisor, 
an agency ethics official or the agency designee. 

(2) An empioyce who is concerned that circumstances other than those 
specifically described in this section would raise a question regarding his 
impartiality should use the process described in this section to determine whelhr:r 
he should or should not participa1e in a particular matter. 

With respect to a "covered relationship,"§ 2635.S02(b)(iv) provides that llJI employee has a 
"covered relationship" with any peISon "for whom the employee has, within rhe lrut year, served 
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as officer, director, trustee, general partner, agent, attorney, c:onsultant. contractor or employee ... 
(Emphasis added.) 38 

When the circumstances identified in § 26JS.502{a) are not p!C$ent-i.e., there is no direct and 
predictable effect on the financial interest of a member of his household, and there is no covereJ 
relationship-§ 263S.S02(a)(2) provides that the procedures specified in§ 2635.502 should still 
be followed if a question concerning the employee's impartiality may nevertheless remain.39 

38 S~tion 26JS.S02(b) provides in full that an employee has 11 "covered relationship" with: 

(i) A person, other tlu.tn a prospective employer described in§ 2635.603(cJ, with whom 
the employee. has or seeks a business, contracrual or other financial relationship that 
involves other than a routine co11sw11cr transaction; 

(ii) A person who is a member of the employee's household. or who is 11 relative with 
whom the employee has s close personal relationship; 

(iii) A person for whom tl1e employee's spouse, parent or dependent child is, to the 
employee's knowledge:, serving or seeking to serve as an officer, director, trustee, general 
pattnet, agent. anomey, consultant, contractor or employee; 

(iv) Any person l(1r whum the employee has. within lhe la.~t year. served as otlicer, 
direclor. trustee. general parlller, agent, attorney, consultant, contn1ctor or employee; or 

(v) An organization, other than a political party described in 26 IJ.S.C. 527(e), in which 
the employee is an active participant. Partieiplltion is active if, for example, it involves 
service as an official of the organization or in a capacity similor to that of a committee or 
subcommittee chairperson or spokesperson, or pruticipation in directing the activities of 
the org11nization. In other cases, significant timr devoted to promoting specific prol!l':ims 
of the organization, including coordination of fundraising efforts, is an indication of 
active participation. Payment of dues or the donation or solicitation of financial support 
does nol. in itsell: constitute: active pHrticipalion. 

J
9 Under these circumstances-where no financial interest is affected and no covered relationship 

exists-the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) does not consider the failure to follow these 
procedures to be "an ethical lapse": 

OGE has consistently maintained that, although employees are encouraged to use the 
process provided by section 263S.S02(a)(2), '[tjhc election not rouse that process cannot 
appropriately be considered to be an ethical lapse.' OGE Informal Advisory Lener, 94 x 
10(2); see also OGE 97 x 8 ('obligation' to follow process where covered relationships 
involved, but employees 'encouraged' to use process in other circumstllllces); OGE 95 x 
S ('not required by 5 C.F.R. 2635.502 to use the process described in that section' where 
!here is no covered relationship with person who is a pany or represents a pany ); OGE 94 
x 10(1 ){employee moy 'elect' to use process in section 263S.S02(a)(2). bm 'election not 
to u'!C that process should not be ch111ac.1eri7ed, however, as an 'ethical lap~e'). 
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"For example," the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) explains. "if an employee believes that a 
personal frieodship, or a professional, social, political or other association not specifically tteated 
as a covered relationship, may raise an appearance question, then the employee should use the 
section 2635.502 process to resolve the question."40 

In this eveot, under the § 2635.502 process. the threshold detennination is to "consider whether 
the employee's impartiality would reasonably be questioned if the employee were to participate 
in a particular mane.r involving specific parties where persons, witll certain personal or business 
relationships with the employee are involved."41 If it is detenni.11ed that the employee's 
pllrticipation would "raise a question in tbe mind of a reasonable person about his i.J.opa.rtiwity," 
the agency's designated ethic~ o!Iicial may nonetheless authorize the employee to participate in 
the matter "based on a determination, made in light of all relevant circwnstanccs, that the interest 
of the Govemmenl in the employee's participation outweighs the concern that a reasonable 
person may question the integrity of the agency's programs and operations.'.41 

OGE 0 l x 8, Impani1tlity and Romantic Relationships, August 23, 200 l. OGE has further 
indicated that in such circwnstances, "even if it were now detennined, in hindsight. that a 
reasonable person with knowledge of the circwnstauces would question the [person's) 
impartiality, we cannot say that sh~ violated the impw1ie.lity rule." Id. 
40 OGE, Memorandum dated April 26, 1999, from Stephen D. Potts, Director, to De~ignatcd 
Agency Ethicll Officials, Regarding Rccusal Obligations and Screening Arrangements, 99 x 8. 
Under section 2635.502(11.)(2). 11r1 employee may determine not to participate in a matter due to 
appatrance concerns even if tl1at employee• s withdrawal is not required. Id. 
4 Id.; S C.F.R. § 2635.S02(c). 
41. 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(d). This section provides the following factors that may be considered in 
making thii1 determination: 

(I) The nalllre of the rela1i.011ship involved; 

(2) The effect that rllsolution of the matter would hove upon the fin11ncial interests ofthl' 
person involved in the relationship; 

(3) The nature and impona.nce of the employee's role in the matter, including the extent 
to which the employee is called upon to exercise discretion in the matter; 

(4) lhe sensitivity of the matter; 

(S) The difficulty of reassigning the matter lo another employee; and 

{6) Adjustments that may be made in the employee's duties that would reduce or 
eliminate the likelihood that a reasonable person would question the employee's 
impartiality. 
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IV. Analysis 

Is 1here a financial Interest or "covered relationship"? 
Neither Chainnan Gensler nor any member of his household has a financial interes1 in MFGI, or 
in any commodity or security interest held by MFG!. More broadly, neither Chainnan Gensler 
nor any member of his household has any other financial io1erest that would be predictably or 
directly affected by a CFTC investigation involving MFGI or associated CFfC actions, 
including participation in the MFG! bankruptcy proceedings, and the recovery of customer 
funds. Accordingly, the resolution of the MFGI matter would not have a "direct and predictable" 
effect upon the financial interests of Chairman Gensler or any member of his household. 
Chairman Gensler does not have a "covered relationship" with l'vlFGl or any of its employees, 
officers, directors, or shareholders. Chairman Gensler's partnership with GS, Mr. Corzine, and 
other pnrtners at GS terminated in 1997, more th1111 14 years ago. This is for beyond the one-year 
"cooling off period" provided in § 2635.S02(b)(iv) for a person who was a general partner with 
another person to be considered to have a "covered relationship" with such other person. 0 

ls !here u reasonable ba.~is to guestion tire emplqyee 's impaniullrv? 
The sole tact that Chairman Gensler at one time was a business partner with Mr. Corzine, 
without more, docs not constitute a reasonable basis, within the meaning of§ 2635.502, to 
question Chairman Gcn~ler's impartiality with respect to matters relating to MFGI. 

Once the one· year cool ing·olT period hllS passed, the fact lhlll an employee previously was 
within a covered relationship with respect to another individual, without more, cannot by itself 
be the basis to reasonably question an employee's impartiality. To hold otherwise would, in 
effect, transform the one· year cooling off period into a lifetime prohibition, for in every such 
instance the coveh!d rel11.tionship within the one· year periud could be cited as the basis for 
disqualification beyond the one· year period.44 

The crhics rcgulalions do not require such a result. To the contrary, the procedures in§ 2635.502 
clearly conlemplate that employees who al one time may have had a covered relationship with 
respect to auothcr person or entity, but that no longer have such a covered relationship, may 
panicipate in a matler involving the person or entity that previously was within the covered 
relationship. 

To constitute a reasonable basis to question Chairman Gensler's impartiality, therefore, there 
must be some additional indicia of a rt:lationship between Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corzine, 
GS, or its partners, beyond the factors that would establish a covered relationship-i.e., facls in 

., S C.F.R. § 2635.502(b)(iv). As previously noted, OGE has stated that if no financial interest is 
involved and o covered relationship is not present, a dctennination not to follow the procedures 
in§ 2635.502-and hence to participate in the matter-cannot be considered to be an "ethical 
lapse." Nonetheless. in ac"ordance with OGE recommendations, Chairman Gensler has 
determined to follow the§ 2635.502 process. 
+1 This conclusion is consistent with the OGE position that in circumstances in which no 
financial interest is involved and a covered relationship is not present, a determination not to 
follow the procedures in § 2635.502 cannot be considered to be an "ethical lapse." 
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addition to Chainnm Gensler' s partnership at OS some 14 years ago. However, the facts 
regarding Chainnan Gensler's relationship with Mr. Corzine and others at GS who are now 
associated with MFGI - both during the time that Chairman Gensler worked at GS and 
afterwards •• are insufficient to provide such indicia. 

The record set forth above indicates that at all times, both during their partnership and 
afterwards, the relationship between Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corzine was exclusively a 
professional relationship. Chairman Gensler and Mr. Corr.inc: did nm socialize or meet apart 
from their professional obligations and interests. The record indicates that since Chairman 
Gensler and Mr. Conine left GS in the late 1990s, they have met only infrequently and solely on 
manersofmutual professional interes1. lnJeed, most oftheirenco1.U1ters have occwred when 
they both have been invited to attend an event by others. Although both ChainnM Gensler and 
Mr. Corzine have been involved in political fundraising and electoral campaigning, neither has 
done so on the other's behalf or al the other's l'equest. They have not socialized, and they have 
not been involved in each other's personal Jives. Their infrequent professional contacts, over a 
14-yelll period following their depwture from their plll'lncrship Ill GS. do not constitute a covered 
relationship or a simil1:11 type of rclatiousbip thnt would form s reas<'nable basis under ~ection 
2635.502 to question Chairman Gcnslcr's impartiality with respect to MFOJ. 4s 

Following his depanure from GS, Chairman Gensler's contacts wi1h Mr. Abelow, Mr. Flowers. 
Ms. Ferber, and Mr. Goldfield have been more attenuated than his contacts with Mr. Conine. 
Based on the highly infrequent nature ofChainnan Genslcr's contacts with these individuals 
since he left the GS partncr~hip in 1997. Chuirrnnn Gen~ler's relationships with these 
individuab, bolh individually and colleclively. are insullicient lo constitute a re11.~onable basis 
under section 2635.502 to question ChaiTTnan Gensler's impanialiry with respect to MFGI. 

In sum, this review determines, based un the facts and circumstances s1a1e.d herein, Iha! rhere is 
not a reasonable basis under 5 C.F.R. § 263S.S02 to question Chaimu111 Ge•~~ler's impartiality 
with respect to the Commission's investigation ofMFGI and involvement iu related matters, 
such as the MFG! bankruptcy proceedings. Accordingly, 5 C.F.R. § 263S.502 docs not preclude 
Chairman Gcnsler's participation in these man.:rs, and Chairman Gensler is not required to 
withdraw from plllticipation. from a legal and ethical p.:rspective, Chairman Gensler':1 
panicipalio11 in Conunissil•n mal1ers involving MFGI would not be improper.46 

45 Chairm11.11 Gensler· s c.onlribution 10 the New Jersey State Democratic Pa.rty at the time Mr. 
Corzine was campaigning for Governor of New Jersey is not sufficient to warrant 11 different 
conclusion. During this time period, Chainnan Gensler was an active fundraiscr for and 
contributor LO Democratic candidates for elected office in many state5. Chairman Gensler'i; 
contribution to the New Jen.ey State Democratic Party therefore is not sufficient to establish a 
special relationship between Chairman Gensler and Mr. Conine that would warranc a different 
conclusion. 
46 This review solely addresses maners before the Commission prior to and at the time of the 
Chairman's election not to participate and is based on the facts contained herein. 
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Q.10. Chairman Gensler, according to a March 1, 2011 MF Global 
filing at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the com
pensation committee of MF Global's board "believes that Mr. 
Corzine's leadership improved posture with regulators." 

How did MF Global's posture improve with the CFTC under Mr. 
Corzine's leadership? 
A.10. I have no information regarding the basis of the statement 
in the filing. 
Q.11.-1. Chairman Gensler, according lo Mr. Corzine's Congres
sional testimony, you gave a luncheon speech at a conference spon
sored by the investment firm of Sandler & O'Neill on June 9, 2011. 
During the question and answer session, Mr. Corzine asked you 
about proposed changes to Rule 1.25. 

• What specific question did he ask? What was your answer'? 
• Did you have any other discussions about Rule 1.25 with Mr. 

Corzine? 
Q.11.-2. According to a memo posted on the CFTC's Web site, on 
July 20, 2011, Mr. Corzine called you regarding Rule 1.2!'>. Discus
sion included "MMMFs, asset-backed and issuer-based concentra
tion limits, counterparty concentration limits, in-house transactions 
and repurchase agreements with affiliates." 

• Please provide more details about the discussion. 
• Who else participated on the call? 

A.11.-1.-2. For the convenience of the Committee, I include a docu
ment (Insert 1 previously referenced) that will address a number 
of questions. The included document is a Memorandum detailing 
my activities prior to my withdrawal from participation in the mat
ter. The document includes details, to the best of my recollection, 
of contacts with Mr. Corzine. 
Q.12. Chairman Gensler, according to Mr. Corzine's Congressional 
testimony, you and Mr. Corzine attended a wedding celebration of 
mutual friends on September 14, 2011. 

Please provide the details of any discussions you had with Mr. 
Corzine regarding MF Global or CFTC regulation while attending 
that wedding celebration. 
A.12. For the convenience of the Committee, I include a document 
(Insert 1 previously referenced) that will address a number of ques
tions. The included document is a Memorandum detailing my ac
tivities prior to my withdrawal from participation in the maUer. 
The document includes details, to the best of my recollection, of 
contacts with Mr. Corzine. 
Q.13.-1. Chairman Gensler, when did you first learn that Moody's 
had downgraded MF Global on October 24, 2011? What specific ac
tions did you take based upon the downgrade'? 
Q.13.-2. Did you have direct conversation, or were you part of con
versations, with any firms that were considering buying part or all 
of MF Global's business over the weekend of October 29, 2011 and 
October 30, 2011? If so, what was the nature of those conversa
tions, and who was involved? 
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Q.13.-3. Please provide details (including dates, times, and topics 
discussed) of the communications (e.g., phone calls, emails, text 
messages, etc.) you had with Jon Corzine, or any of his agents or 
representatives, or any senior members of MF Global, or any of 
their agents or representatives, from October 24, 2011 through No
vember 1, 2011. 
A.13.-1.-3. During the week of October 24, 2011, as MFG's finan
cial condition deteriorated, CFTC staff became involved in moni
toring the firm's financial condition. During that week, the other 
Commissioners and I were briefed hy Commission staff about ongo
ing developments, including that the firm had been downgraded by 
Moody's. During that week and increasingly over the last weekend 
of October, I was involved in discussions with other regulators re
garding the developments. During a can with regulators on the 
evening of October 30, representatives of a firm, Interactive Bro
kers, considering facilitating the transfer of MFG customer posi
tions also participated. My involvement was in furtherance of the 
CFTC's effort to ensure to the maximum extent possible the protec
tion of customer property that had been entrusted to MFG. Though 
it was not always apparent which representatives from MFG were 
present on cal1s with regulators over the weekend of October 29-
30 and into the morning of October 31, to the best of my knowledge 
and recol1ection, Mr. Corzine was on the line for at least part of 
one of these calls, and discussed matters regarding MFG's Euro
pean bond positions. 
Q.14. Chairman Gensler, over the weekend of October 29, 2011 and 
October 30, 2011, MF Global employees were trying to reconcile a 
$900 million under segregation figure. When did you first learn 
about it? 
A.14. I first learned in the early morning hours of October 31, 
2011, that the firm was reporting a shortfa11 in the segregated ac
counts under section 4d of the Commodity Exchange Act. 
Q.15. Chairman Schapiro and Chairman Gensler, under your man
agement, the SEC and the CFTC have been in violation of the law 
for failing to meet 73 statutory deadlines for rulemaking set by 
Dodd-Frank. 

Can you assure this Committee that your agencies will be in 
compliance with an applicable Dodd-Frank deadlines that are due 
by the end of this year? If not, please explain why your agencies 
are missing so many statutory deadlines. 
A.15. The Dodd-Frank Act had a deadline of 360 days after enact
ment for completion of the bulk of our rulemakings-July 16, 2011. 
Both the Dodd-Frank Act and the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) 
give the CFTC the flexibility and authority to address the issues 
relating to the effective dates of Title VII. This flexibility has al
lowed us to approach the rulemaking process thoughtfully-not 
against the dock. We have coordinated closely with the SEC on 
these issues. Last year, the CFTC granted temporary relief from 
certain provisions that would otherwise have applied to swaps or 
swap dealers on July 16, 2011. The Commission has extended that 
relief to accommodate its implementation schedule. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SHELBY 
FROM CFTC STAFF 

Q.1. As I mentioned at the hearing, according to the CME's 
timeline, a CFTC employee gave two CME employees a disc con
taining documents to support the October 26, 2011 segregated 
funds statement on the evening of October 30. 

• When did the CFTC receive the disc from MF Global? 
• When did the CFTC begin reviewing the documents on the 

disc? 
• What was the result of the review of these documents? Did it 

show any shortfall? 
• What specific actions did the CFTC take after reviewing the 

documents? 
• Could you provide the Committee with copies of the documents 

on the disc? 
A.1. At some point after 5 p.m. CDT, and possibly at approximately 
5:30 p.m. CDT, on October 28, 2011, MF Global gave a CFTC em
ployee three computer discs. Staff did not at that time undertake 
a comprehensive review of the discs. A subsequent review of a larg
er set of records including the information on the discs reflected a 
shortfall in the customer segregated funds as of Wednesday Octo
ber 26, 2011. 
Q.2. The CFTC had staff onsite at MF Global's Chicago offices the 
weekend before the firm's bankruptcy filing. 

• What specific steps did your agency take to protect customer 
assets prior to learning that customer assets were missing? 

• What date and time did CFTC staff first learn that there was 
a possible shortfall in the customer segregated accounts? How 
did the CFTC staff learn about the possible shortfall? 

• What date and time did CFTC staff first learn that there was 
a definite shortfall in the customer segregated accounts? How 
did the CFTC staff learn about definite shortfall? 

• After you learned of the missing customer assets, what specific 
steps did your staff take to ensure that additional customer 
funds were not improperly transferred? 

A.2. Between 2 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. CDT, Sunday October 30, 2011, 
a CFTC employee and MF Global employee had a brief conversa
tion from which the CFTC employee understood there was a defi
ciency or discrepancy in the segregated account. On October 31, the 
Securities Investors Protection Corporation with the support of the 
CFTC and the consent of MF Global initiated a liquidation pro
ceeding under the Securities Investors Protection Act of 1970 
(SIPA) to protect the customers of MF Global. In FCM bank
ruptcies, commodity customers have, pursuant to section 766(h) of 
the Bankruptcy Code, priority in customer property. If customer 
property is insufficient to satisfy in full all the claims of customers, 
Part 190 of the Commission's regulations allows other property of 
the debtor's estate to be classified as customer property to make up 
any shortfall. 
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Q.3. Who is responsible for the protection of commodity customer 
funds at a futures commission merchant (FCM)? 
A.3. Under the Commodity Exchange Acl, an FCM must treat all 
money, securities and property received from a customer as margin 
for the trades or contracts of that customer as belonging to that 
customer. Furthermore, all customer money, securities, and prop
erty must be separately accounted for and segregated from the 
FCM's proprietary funds. The FCM cannot use funds deposited by 
one customer to margin or secure trades for another customer. 
Commission Regulation 1.20 requires that accounts holding seg
regated funds be titled specifically to identify the contents of the 
account as separate from the ownership of the FCM. In addition, 
FCMs must obtain letters from their depositories acknowled!:,ring 
that the funds deposited in those accounts are customer funds and 
must be treated as such under the CEA-i.e., such depositories are 
prohibited from treating them as belonging to the FCM or any per
son other than the customer. Commission Regulation 1.12 requires 
FCMs to notify the Commission immediately of any occurrence of 
under-segregation. 
Q.4. As I mentioned at the hearing, according to the CME's 
timeline, a CFTC employee gave two CME employees a disc con
taining documents to support the October 26, 2011 segregated 
funds statement on the evening of October 30. 

• When did the CFTC receive the disc from MF Global? 
• When did the CFTC begin reviewing the documents on the 

disc? 
• What was the result of the review of these documents? Did it 

show any shortfall? 
• What specific actions did the CFTC take after reviewing the 

documents? 
• Could you provide the Committee with copies of the documents 

on the disc? 
A.4. At some point after 5 p.m. CDT, and possibly at approximately 
5:30 p.m. CDT, on October 28, 2011, MF Global gave a CFTC em
ployee three computer discs. Staff did not at that time undertake 
a comprehensive review of the discs. A subsequent review of a larg
er set of records including the information on the discs reflected a 
shortfall in the customer segregated funds as of Wednesday Octo
ber 26, 2011. 
Q.5. What authorities does the CFTC have to protect customer seg
regated accounts at a futures commission merchant (FCM) during 
an emergency situation? 
A.5. An FCM is required to hold sufficient funds in segregated ac
counts to meet the aggregate total account balances of each of the 
FCM's customers trading on designated contract markets. When 
the firm does not hold sufficient funds in segregation to meet the 
account balances of each of its customers, the Commission can ini
tiate an enforcement action to freeze the customer segregated ac
counts at the FCM to prevent the FCM from removing funds with
out appropriate court approvals. If the FCM also is undercapital
ized, Commission Regulation 1.17 provides that the FCM must 
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transfer customer accounts to another FCM, and cease operating as 
an FCM. If the FCM can immediately demonstrate to the satisfac
tion of the Commission that it has the ability to come back into 
compliance wilh the minimum capital requirements, lhe Commis
sion may grant the FCM up to a maximum of 10 business days to 
achieve compliance wilhoul having to transfer customer accounts. 
It is often preferred in an emergency situation to transfer customer 
accounts and margin funds from the failing FCM to a financially 
sound FCM. The transfer of the customer accounts and margin 
funds may pose less of a disruption to customers than a court order 
freezing customer accounts. 
Q.6. In May 2011, FINRA determined that MF Global had a capital 
deficiency. MF Global CEO Jon Corzine personally appealed that 
decision to the SEC. The SEC upheld FINRA's determination and 
MF Global publicly reported the deficiency in August 2011. 

• When did the CFTC first learn thal MF Global had a capital 
deficiency? How did the CFTC learn about it? 

• In your view, how effective was the SEC's and CFTC's coordi-
nation of the regulation of MF Global? 

A.6. The CFTC learned that MF Global had a capital deficiency in 
or about late August 2011. In particular, MF Global submitted a 
letter to the Commission dated August 25, 2011 stating that on Au
gust 24, 2011 FINRA had advised the firm that its capital treat
ment of certain repo lo maturity transactions should be modified 
resulting in increased capital requirements under SEC Rule 15ca
l. The leUer further slated that lhe firm had increased its capital 
prior to being advised of lhe increased capital requirement by 
FINRA, and that ils excess nel capital on August 24, 2011 was ap
proximately $113 million aft.er giving effect to the additional cap
ital requirements for the repo to maturity transactions. By letter 
dated August 30, 2011, and received by the Commission on August 
31, 2011, MF Global stated that on August 29, 2011, FINRA had 
directed the firm to restate its July 2011 FOCUS Report with the 
revised capital treatment for the repo to maturity transaction. The 
restated FOCUS Report was filed with the Commission on August 
31, 2011 and showed MF Global to be undercapitalized at the end 
of July 2011. 
Q.7. In December 2009, MF Global settled an enforcement action 
with the CFTC arising from multiple risk supervision failures. 

• Following that enforcement action, what specific steps did you 
take to ensure that MF Global customer assets were not at 
risk of being misappropriated? 

A.7. The Commission's order imposed a $10 million civil monetary 
penalty and required MF Global to comply with several under
takings, including enacting policies and procedures 1.o enhance risk 
monitoring procedures, training, compliance procedures and compli
ance audit procedures. MF Global was also required to undertake 
an independent review and assessment. The assessment, among 
other things, was to review the effectiveness of existing and future 
risk management, supervisory and compliance policies and proce
dure al MF Global. 
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Q.8. MF Global filed its 10-K for the fiscal year ended March 31, 
2011, disclosing detailed information about its exposure to Euro
pean sovereign debt in its repo-to-maturity portfolio. What specific 
actions did the CFTC take based upon the information contained 
in MF Global's 10-K? 
A.8. MF Global was placed on heightened financial surveillance in 
March 2008 by its designated self-regulatory organization, the 
CME. The heightened financial surveillance required MF Global to 
provide the CME, on a daily basis, with a net capital computation 
and computations demonstrating its compliance with its obligation 
to segregate customer funds under Section 4d of the Commodity 
Exchange Act and to set-aside customer funds for trading on non
U .S. contract markets under CFTC Regulation 30.7. MF Global 
also filed copies of its daily capital and customer funds calculations 
with the CFTC. Staff of the CME and CFTC reviewed the daily 
submissions to assess MF Global's compliance with the CFTC's cap
ital and customer funds protection requirements. 
Q.9. On August :n, 2011, MF Global amended its FOCUS report 
for July to report a capital deficiency of $150 million as of July 31, 
2011. What specific actions did the CFTC take based upon the 
amended FOCUS report? 
A.9. The CFTC learned that MF Global had a capital deficiency in 
or about late August 2011. In particular, MF Global submitted a 
letter to the Commission dated August 25, 2011 stating that on Au
gust 24, 2011 FINRA had advised the firm that its capital treat
ment of certain repo lo maturity transactions should be modified 
resulting in increased capital requirements under SEC Rule 15c3-
l. The letter further stated that the firm had increased its capital 
prior to being advised of the increased capital requirement by 
FINRA, and that its excess net capital on August 24, 2011 was ap
proximately $113 million aft.er giving effect to the additional cap
ital requirements for the repo to maturity transactions. By letter 
dated August 30, 2011, and received by the Commission on August 
:n, 2011, MF Global stated that on August 29, 2011, FINRA had 
directed the firm to restate its July 2011 FOCUS Report with the 
revised capital treatment for the repo to maturity transaction. The 
restated FOCUS Report was filed with the Commission on August 
31, 2011 and showed MF Global to be undercapitalized at the end 
of July 2011. 
Q.10. Please provide the details regarding any discussions of MF 
Global at any of the Intermarket Financial Surveillance Group's 
UFSG's) meetings or calls in 2011, including IFSG's annual meet
ing on October 19, 2011. 
A.10. The IFSG is comprised of securities and futures self-regu
latory organizations. Though the CFTC is not a member, CFTC 
staff did attend the meeting on October 19, 2011. The SEC and 
FINRA led the discussion of the topic of European sovereign debt 
and the potential impact on broker-dealers. FINRA discussed how 
it had reviewed the largest broker-dealers and did not identify any 
material exposures to European sovereign debt with the exception 
of MF Global. The SEC also had reviewed the broker-dealers for 
exposure to foreign sovereign debt, and noted no major concerns 
(other than MF Global). FINRA also discussed how FINRA and the 
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SEC had required MF Global to take additional capital charges on 
its European sovereib'll debt positions. The capital charges were 
retroactive to the end of July 2011. MF G1oba1 increased its capital 
in August, when informed of the capital charges. The retroactive 
application of the charges to the end of July 2011, however, caused 
MF Global to be undercapita1ized as of the end of July 2011. 
FINRA discussed how it was going to continue to monitor broker
dealer exposure to foreign sovereign debt on an ongoing basis. 
Q.11. When did you first learn that MF Global had retained 
Evercore to explore se1ling its FCM business? When did you first 
learn that MF Global had instructed Evercore to explore selling the 
entire firm? 
A.11. CFTC staff do not recall any direct interaction with Evercore 
partners. However, often in the case of a failing FCM, a preferred 
option is to accomplish the transfer of customer accounts and mar
gin funds from the failing firm to a financia1ly sound FCM. Such 
a transfer would normally pose less of a disruption to customers. 

Q.12. Over 1.he weekend of Oclober 29, 2011 and October 80, 2011, 
MF Global employees were trying to reconcile a $900 million under 
segregation figure. When did CFTC staff first learn about this rec
onciliation? 
A.12. Between 2 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. CDT, Sunday October 30, 
2011, a CFTC employee and MF Global employee had a brief con
versation from which the CFTC employee understood there was a 
deficiency or discrepancy in the segregated account. 

Q.13. What CFTC staff members were onsite at MF Global on each 
of the following days? 

• Monday, October 24, 2011 
• Tuesday, October 25, 2011 
• Wednesday, October 26, 2011 
• Thursday, October 27, 2011 
• Friday, October 28, 2011 
• Saturday, October 29, 2011 
• Sunday, October 30, 2011 
• Monday, October 31, 2011 

A.13. Roughly, up to seven CFTC staff members were present at 
various limes al MF Glohal's offices in Chicago and New York from 
October 27 to October 30, 2011. 
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Sen ate Agricu It ure Committee tlearing 
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act: i Years Later 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 
Questions for the Record 

Responses of CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler 

Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow 

1) The advent and adoption of high·frequency and algorithmic trading seems to have had a dramatic 

impact on the way markets operate. Have you defined this kind of trading? Have you analyzed closely 
the impact of this trading on markets? Do regulators have enough information to assess that impact? If 
so, what is that impact? 

Response: The Commission has under1akcn sc,·eri1I initii1tivcs in response to the increased 
speed and automation in the markets, including automated trading syscems (ATSs) th11t use 
high-frequenc~· trading strategies. Commission stall arc developing a recommended 
concept release on market safeguards that will address a number of pre-trade ri~k controls, 
post-tl'ade reports and s~·slem safcgu11rds for nchangcs 11nd market participants. The 
measures considered in the ronfcpt release would he designed to reduce the risk of market 
disruption arising from erroneous ord1:rs and trades. improve thf' testi11g 11nd supen·ision 
of ATS, and respond to the increased speed and i1utomi1tion offuturcs markets. The 
i:onc~·pt rflea~c will seek public comment Co inform the Commission regarding nrxt .~tcps. 

The Commission also is rcsenching possible methods of better identifying ti·ading 
algorithms in the rtgulatory trade di11a 1um·id1:d hy exchanges to the Commission dail~·· 
Staffing goals for both the implementation of the Dodd-J.'rank Act and conducting prt'· 
l>odd-Frank mandates indude hiring nc\,. st11ff that possesses broad skills in data 
managm1cnt 11nd data analysis. Such staff wou Id be used to sun'eil tr11ding of A TSs and 
bigh-freque11c~· traders. 

2) Mr. Erickson raised concerns in his testimony that some commercial entities on bo1h the buy and seU 
sides ln certain energy and agricultural markets may be captured by the swap dealer definition. Given 
their lack of experience with regulation, they might opt to leave the market. He stales in his testimony: 
"There wilt be a drying up of liquidity, particularly in smaller, more esoteric markets where the profit 
margi11s are not there for the large banks and the only entities willing to trade are those will\ physical 
market risk. By regulating these entities as Swap Dealers, the cost of hedging in the commercial ~pace 
will go 1Jp." Do you share this concern? 

In Occcmber 2010, the CFTC (jointly with the SF.O issued a propost>d rulemaking lo 
further ddinc the term "swap dealer." The proposal noted that the Dodd-l'rank Art 
ddines a swap dci1lcr in terms of whether a peno11 en2a2es in c:ertain lypi:s of activitit>s 
in\'olving swaps. Specilic:ally, the statutory definition encompasses an entity th11t holds 
itself out as a dealer in swaps, makes a market in swaps, regularly enters inlo swaps with 
rounterparties as an ordina~· cour~c: of business for its own affOUnt. or is commonlr 
known i11 the trade as a dealer or market maker in swaps. 
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Senate Agriculture Committee Hearing 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act: 2 Years later 
Tuesday, July 17. 2012 

Questions for the Record 
Responses of CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler 

The J>odd-1 .. rank Act directs that the Commission enmpt from the definition an~· entity 
that mgai:es in a de minimi.s quantity of swap dealing. The proposed joint rule includl'd a 
d1.>scription of the factors and thresholds proposed tu be u!led for determining th(' de 
mi11imis exemption to the swap dealer definition, and specifically· requested that the public 
pro,·ide comments. Many l'Ommenters that responded to thl' propo5al addreslled tbt' 
fariors and thresholds that should be applil'd, as well as the application of the ~wap dealer 
definition. The Commission spt•cifically requested that commcnten pro,·ide detailed 
information related to the costs of compliancf with rdatl·d rulcmakings. 

On April JI!, 2012. the Commissions acted to approve the final joint rule to further define 
the term "swap dulcr." The number of entities required lo rei:ister is uncertain and will 
depend on the decisions of businessl.'s im·ol\'Cd, The rule generally prm·ides that a rcrson 
shall not be dcem1:d a swar d1:aler if itll swap dealin~ activity over the preceding 12 months 
results in swap positions with an aggregate gross notional amounr of no more than $3 
billion (the joint proposed rule included a threshold of $100 million). The l"Ulc also 
pro\·ides for a llhase-in of tht de minimis threshold to focilitate orderly implem<'ntation of 
swap dealer rcquiremenls. During the phase-in period. the de minimis threshold is 
effecth·el~· $8 billion. 

True to congressional intent, end-usus other than those genuinely making markc·ts in 
swaps won't be required to regisler as swap dealers. The swap dealer definition bmcfited 
from the many comments from md-ust•n who use swaps to hedge their risk. 

Ranking Member Pat Roberts 

1) We understand that some time ago the CFTC's inspector general was asked to issue a report 
reviewing the MF Global matter. Please advise this committee as to whether that report has been issued 
and if so. why not? 

Response: The Offiet• nf the Inspcl'tor General has b"en asked to respond direclly. 

2) Please submit lo the committee CFTC's budgeted (beginning of the year) and actual otiject class 
breakdown for salaries and expenses for each of the past five fiscal years (2007 to 2011). 

hm.·rt I 
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Senate Agriculture Committee Hearing 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act: 2 Years Later 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 
Questions for the Record 
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3) The CFTC's final position limits rule will be effective 60 days after the recently approved final rule 
defining the term "swap" is published in the Federal Register. However, the position limits rule is the 
subject of ongoing litigation. Will the enc require market participants to comply with the final position 
limits rule before the case has been adjudicated? 

Response: The IJ.S. Oislri1tf Court for lhc Oislrit't of Columbia issul'd an order ''acalini? 
the final rule and remanding it to the Commission. 

4) The position limits rule requires monthly reporting of daily cash positions when parties exceed the 
position limits. ls the CFTC willing to consider a "commercial reasonableness" standard to these 
submissions since many of the submitting companies have global operations whose products are in 
commerce around the clock and for which wstems to track and monitor inventories to this degree may 
be difficult to implement within the 60 day window provided? 

5) Would the CFTC consider implementing such a standard by rulemaking on its own or through an 
industry petition? 

Response to questions 4 and S: The Commission receh·ed a p~·tition dated Septemb"r 11, 
20 I 2. rdatrd to the n:portinf' of daily cash po.~itions. In response to the 1•etition anti 
qul'stions from indus111· partkipants related to th(' implementation of Federal position 
limits, Commission staff has begun to denlop appropriate guidance. The t.S. District 
Court for the Disuiet or Columbia issued an order ,·acating thl' final ruh: and remanding ir 
to the Commi~sion. 

6) At the hearing you said that avoiding a cost benefit analysis was not one of your reasons for 
implementing your cross border/extraterritoriality rule as an "interpretative guidance'' as opposed to 
pursuant to a formal rulemaking. Would you be willing to voluntarily undertake a cost-benefit analysis? 

Response: Section 722(d) ot'the Dodd-Frank Act ~tatcs that swaps reforms shall not appl)' 
to acti\'itics outside lhe linikd States unless those actMties haw "a direct and si~nificanl 
connl'ction with activities in, or effect on, commerce or rhc United Stah:s." The 
Commission has re<"ei\•ed numerous requests from market participants with regard 10 Che 
inlet·prt>tation of thi~ pro,·ision. 

The Commission. consulting closely with the SEC, the 1-·ederal Rescrvl' and the Treasu~· 
Department, issued proposed guidance intcrprctin~ this section of the law. The 
Commission also proposed in a separate release phased compliance for foreign ~wap 
dealers (includin~ onrsus affiliates of ll.S. swap dc:th:rs) of certain requiremt'nts or Dodd
Frank swaps market reform. Sucb phased compliance would enable market 11articipan1s 
lo comply with lhe Dodd-t'rank Act in an orderly fashion and allow time for the CFT(: tn 
rtcdve and e,·aluatc public rommcnt nn the cross-border interprerive guidance. The 
Commis~ion's Global Ma1-kt>b Adviso~· Commiltee also addressed these matkn in a 
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recent public meeting_ The Commis•ion looks fonrnrd lo reviewing all comments 
submiltl'd includin~ those relatt>d to costs. 

The Commi~sion takes n•ry seriously the consideration of costs and benefits of lht> rules it 
considers under thi;- Dodd-rrank Art as required under scdion 15(a) of the (:om modi~· 
Exchange Act- The economic costs and bt•ncfits associa1cd with regulations, especially as 
they pertain to commmtcr.s' concerns, are of utmost importance in the Commissinn's 
cMibcratinn and determination of final rules. for rules implementing Uodd-funk reform. 
as well as the Commission's propo.~ed interpretive ::uid:mcc, the requinmcnts of scdinn 
1 ~(a) Wl.'rc applied-

Senator Tom Harkin 

Accountability of Self-Regulatory Organizations 

It is my vnderstanding that a fvtures commission merchant does not have to carry a bond or insurance 
to protect its customers against losses, such as from fraud or malfeasance. An insurer or bond issuer 
would have a financial stake to protect and should therefore be strongly motivated to scrutinize very 
carefully the integrity, performance, and behavior of the firm whose obligations it is insuring or 

guaranteeing. 

ll What does the National Fu1Ures Association and other futures industry self-regulators have at stake, 
financially or otherwis~, in their oversight and enforcement of rules with respect to futures commission 
merchants. brokers, alld other futures industry participants? 

Response: Self-regulatory organizations (SROs) have specific obligations to ensure that 
futures commission merchants (t'CMs) prottct customers ancl their funds. and adhere to 
Commission and SRO regulations. Generally, the National l'utures Association (NFAJ 
ptrforms the financial suncillancc of FCMs that are not direct clearing members of a 
dcrh·ati,•cs elcuing nrganization (UCO) aod clearinghouse SROs pt'rform the financial 
sun·cillancc of FCMs that are dearing member firms of a UCO. 

The Commission on1·sl-CS the SROs (both NfA and SROs 1ha1 are part of designated 
contract markets (l>CMs)) and has the authority lo discipline, ~uspend or rernke a11 SRO's 
registration. This owr~ight .\en·es as an important fheck. The entire purpose of the NFA 
is to hdp ensure that the markets are fair, effirient and safe for all participants- The 
Commission wBrk-~ with SROs and market participant~ in an effort to find the best 
methods to govern thl' futures markfts in way that protcch cu.tnmcrs and instills 
confidence. 
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Exchanges and l>COs have a direct financial stake in ensuring that the clearing mtmbcr
FCMs do not experience finam:ial los~cs from market ('\'Cnts ur utht·r factors. including the 
misappropriatiun of fund~. in proprietary or customer accounts. Such lus.•cs at an t'C:\1 
that exreed the f'CM's rn1>ital and other finandal resources may present a financial risk to 
the DCOs. 

The Commis~ion has recently is$ued proposed rules to enhance the proketiuns affordt·d 
customers that 11ar1ic:ipate in the futures and swaps markets, including the prntrction of 
customer funds held by futures eummission merchants and dcrivath·es clearing 
organizatiuns. The Commis,.ion looks forward lo reviewing public comment on these 
important initiati,·cs. 

2) Does the CFTC have enough power a11d authority to ensure that industry self-regulatory organizations 
fulfill their responsibilities? 

Rtsponsc: The CFTC has rom1>rehensh·c authority rn o\'trsee SRO funl.'tions and to bring 
disciplina~· actiuns. The Commission's authorit)' related to SROs include: 

• l~equirement that FCMs and other intermediaries be registered with the NFA: 
Requirements that the SRO demonstrate that, in r1:gulating the practices of its 
members, it will require adhcl't'nec to regulatory requirements; 

• Cummi~sion authority tu abrugalc assuciation rules or to request tha1 thi': futures 
association alter or supplement its rules: 

• Requirement that the SROs police their m~mbers for fraud and misconduct and 
l':n:~urc 1:ompliancc with rcquircmtnls related to minimum capital le\·els and the 
segregation of customer funds; and 

• Commission authority to suspend or re\'Oke the registration of any ni:istered 
futures associatiun. 

An adeq11atel~· funded CJ'T(' is a 2ood innstment for the Amf'rican public and would 
further en.~ure thr integrity of markets. 

Proposals for an lnsuranc~ Fund to Protect Futures Customers 

It has been suggested that there perhaps ought 10 be an insurance fund for the protection of futures 
customers analogous to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for bank depositors and the 
Securities Investor Protection Corporation for securities customers. 

3) What are the main considerations and perspectives that in yollr view should go into judging whether 
such insurance should be established for futures customers? 
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4 I Has the CfTC examined the proposal for an insurance fund for futures customers, and if not, would 
vou be wilting to undertake an ar>alysis of the proposal? (0510) 

Response to questions 3 and 4: I am certainly open to au insurance fund, but recognize 
that th~ discussion will require a consideration o( costs and benefits. As market 
participants and other stakeholders join Congres!l in considering the matter, I look 
forward to the discussion. In the meantime, I think we have to focus on everything that can 
be done to best proted the public with cur~nt authorities. To that end, the Commission 
looks forward to reviewing public comments on proposed rules to enhance customer 
protcdions. 

Technology 

5) Focusing on technology, what took so long for the National Futures Association, or the CFTC for that 
matter, to switch to electronic monitoring of customer segregated accounts? 

6) It seems that technology sllould have been easily available for some time, so why wasn't this step 
taken sooner? 

Response to questions 5 and 6: The Commission recently proposed amending its 
regulations to require entities holding customer funds to provide read-only direct 
electronic access to the Commission and to the FCMs' designated self-regulatory 
orgaoizatioo. Commission staff are consulting with depository institutions with. regard to 
their abnity to provide direct electronic access, particularly on a real-time basis. The SROs 
are continuing to work toward the goal of having all depositories provide the Commission 
and SROs 111·ith direct electronic access to account balances holding customer funds. 

The Commission will continue lo pursue the use of technology to enhance its oversight of 
how FCMs bold customer funds and comply with Commission segregation Nquiremenh. 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

1) As ttie CFTC prepares to publish an initial list of swaps to be subject to the clearing mandate it 
appears that Europe will not be prepared to have any such clearing mandate in effect until 2013. What 
is the timing in Asia for an enforceable mandatory clearing requirement? What impact do you expect if 
the timing of the mandates is not coordinated? 

Resoonsc: Regulators across the globe continue to work together towards achieving 
common goals including the G-20 agreement of September 2009 that: all standardized 
OTC derivative contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, 
where appropriate, and cleared through central counterparfas by the eod of2012 at the 
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latest: OTC derivath'c contracts should he n·ported to tr.ule repositories: and non
centrall~· cleared contracts should he suhjec:c to higher tapital requirements. 

Thl· Dodd-Frank Al't fulfilled that agrec.>ment by calling for the movement of all 
standardized swaps into central clearing. The Commission has apprond rules prol·iding 
for the proces.~ of approving sw11ps undt·r lhe clearing requirement. The Commission 
n-l·iews the: submission of a derh·ati\·es clearing org:mization (DCO) and determines 
whether the s"'ap. or group, c:atego~·, typl', or dass nfswars described in lhe submission is 
required to be clcued. The Commission has propo.~ed a mandarory cleoring requirement 
under those rules thin would cnnr four classes of interest rate swaps and two classes of 
cn·dit dl'fault swaps. 

The CFTC continues to work closely wi1h the European Union, Asian and Canadian 
jurisdiclions with r<"gard to financial regulatory reform, and in 11ccordanct' with the 
requirements of the Dodd· Frank Act that the Commission consult and coordinate with 
foreign rcgulalory authorilit>s on the cstahlishment of consistent international standards 
with respeft 10 swap market regulation. 

J~cgulators in .Japan adopted legislation in ;\lay 2010 which mandates clearing of certain 
swaps. The Japan Financi11l Serl"iccs Agency (.IFSA) published a cabinet office ordinance, 
taking effect in No\·ember 2012, to require thar certain indcic-bascd CDS 11nd certain ym· 
denominated intcrcsl swaps be subject 10 mandatory ckaring. The JFSA ma~· ei.pand ics 
mandatory clcuing t"on·rage to include U.S. dollar- and euro-denominated interest 1·ate 
swaps, as well as yc·n-denominatt>d inlerest rate swaps referencing TIBOR. 

The Securities and fulures Commission and Hong Kong .\fonetary Authority jointly 
released a ronsultation paper addrcssini: mandatory clearing on October 17, 2011. This 
consultation plan describl·d a phastd implementation approach where tlcaring 
requiremenl~ will initially C'O\"t>r standardized interest nlfe swaps and non-delinrable 
forwards. Hong Kong regulators are working with their legislature ro introduce a bill to 
the legislatin ('Ounl'il in coming months. Their published timetable anticipates that 
legislation will be fully implem.,nted by mid-~ear 2013. 

The Monl'ta~ Authority of Singapore (MAS) r('lt>a~ed a consultation paper addres8ing 
mandato~· dearing on February 13, 2012. Based on a prelimina~· review, the MAS 
expct>ts Singapo1·1: dol111r interest rare swaps, LS. dollar inh:n~st r11tc swaps, and Asian 
curr1:nc:y non-dflin-rable forwards to meet its proposed mandatory clearing 
crilt!ria. Addition:.11 swaps will he ~onsidered for mandalor)· clearing via clearinghouse 
submission or up1m the rniew of MAS. 

According to a .lunt> 15, 2012, progress report issut>d by the l"inancial Stability Boa1·d 
(FSD), "{j)urisdirtions now ha\'P much of the information lhl'y requested in 01·der to make 
inforn1ed dt"cisions on the appropriate legislation and regulations to achien the end-2012 
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('Ommitmenl to centrally clear all slandardised OTC derivatins." The FSB urged all 
jurisdictions lo work foward meeting the (;.20 commilm\·nt to implem~nt mandatory 
clt>aring by the end of2012. 

The Commi~sion is working dili~ently to meet the G-20 commitment and fulfill the 
requirements of the Dodd-l'rank Act. We continue to work with authorities from around 
the glob~ to cnsun that our efforts a re coo rtlinatcd. 

2) Chairman GE'nsler, earlier this mooth the CFTC released its guidance on cross border swaps. It allows 
for '"substituted compliance" -- which seems to mean that US regulators will defer to home country 
regulators for entity-level requirements (like capital, risk management, CCO) where the home 
jurisdiction has comparable reQuirements. At the sanie time, the agency released an exemptive order 
extending the time lor compliance with the entity level rules for 12 months following the registration 
compliance date. This order will evidently allow the CFTC time to determine which countries have 
comparable regulation. This new approach seems to ensure in a detailed way that foreign jurisdictions 
meet our standards for acceptable regulation and supervision. Tllis new approach prompts a number of 
questions: 

a) Is the "substituted compliance" concept essentially just going to require foreign 
jurisdictions to adopt US. rules? 

b) Will countries that follow principals versus a prescriptive approach to regulation be eligible 
for substituted compliance? Could substituted compliance be tantamount to fixing what's 
not broken? 

Response to gue.stions 2(a) and 2(b): l;nder the proposed guidance. the CFTC would 
permit suh,.tituted compli:mce with certain Dodd-Frank requirements for non-LS. swap 
dealers a11d major swap participants. allowing such entiti('S lo conduct business by 
complying with their home country regulations, if the CFTC finds that such requirements 
are comparable to analogous requirements under the Dodd-J•rank Act. The Commission 
would retain discretion in its determination ofwh<'ther to permit "ubditutcd complian<:e 
with foreign ngulalions. The agenry would considn the scope and ohjecti\·es of the 
relevant foreign 1·cgulatory requirements, the comprehensiveness of those requirements, 
the foreign regulator's supervisory romplh1nce program, and the foreig11 regulator's 
authority to oversee the non-U.S. swap dealer or major swap partkipant. The CFTC ma~· 
determine that the obje\·th·cs of any· program elemenls arc met and thus permit compliance 
with the relern11t fortign regulation. notwithstanding thl' Caci lbal tht> foreign r<'quircntcnt 
may nol be identical tll that of lhe Cl-TC. 
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c) How much more wilt it cost to analyze foreign regulatory regimes, and to monitor --as the proposed 

Volcker Rule would require -- trading activities outside the US, including where US taxpayers may not be 
at risk., 

Response: The J>odd-J."rank Act requires that the <:FrC, the .,.cderal Kescn·e Board, the 
Securities and F.xrhange c.'ommission, the Office ohht> Comptroller Currency, and the 
f('deral Deposit Insurance Corporation to wrik regulations that implcmmt the Volcker 
Rule. The CFTC and the other Agencies arc in the process or evaluating and re,·icwing 
each of the commt'nts lhal wen~ rct'civcd on the proposed Vokkt-r Ruk. The CFTC is 
aware of the concerns raised hy commenten that the Volcker Rule may impose additional 
costs related to both (i) analyzing foreign rcgulato~· regimes and (ii) monitoring trading 
acth·itie.• nutside the United Scates. The CFTC and the other Agencies nre dist'ussing these 
ntra-lcrrito1·iality issues, among others, a~ they work toward finalizing the Volcker Rule. 

d) Oo you perceive any unintended consequences-· like a movement of capital markets activity away 
ftom the US. leading to a higher cost of funding for US companies? Or new requirements imposed on 
U.S. ba!lks by foreign countries which could be inco1•sistent with U.S. rules? 

Response: Tht> proposed Volcker Rule asked numerous questions on potential effects, 
induding ih impact on capital markets. In particular, the proposal sough! public comment 
on effecls on liquidity, efficien~-, and price transparency. The CITC and the other 
ag('ncics are in the prnc-ess of e\•alualing and re\'il'wing the comments that wen: rccdnd on 
the proposed rulc. Some rommenters raised lhe concern thal the proposed mle may· resuh 
in unintended cousequcnces, induding the potential migration of capilal markds ac1h·ity 
away frnm the Vnited States. The CITC anti the other ageodcs continue to uamine 
public comments and to consult on the Volcker Rule's poten1ial effec1s on US tapital 
markets a~ we work toward a final rule. 
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SUPPL.1£Ml!:N'l'ARY :\'1A'l'.1£RIAL SUl!MJ'l'Tl!:D Ill HON. CAHY Ci!:NSLER. CHAIRMAN, 
Co:.tMOOJTY Fr.:nrRF.S TRAOJNG Cmnnss10N" 

During the ,July zfi, 20lz hearing entitled, Oversight of the Sump.~ and. Futures 
Markets: Recent Ei,ents and impending Regulatory Reforms, requests for information 
were made to Mr. Gensler. The following arc his information submissions for the 
record. · 

Insert 1 
Mr. COSTA. Do you anticipate being able to coordinate resources with clear

inghouses? You are talking about the timelines in .Japan, lhe t.imelines in Hong 
Kong, and the timclincs for implementation in Europe with those other clear
inghouses lo try to provide a worldwide regulatory framework. 

Mr. GJ£N:,;u:H. I think we are coordinating well but we have diflerent politics 
and different. cultures so there will be di!Ter·ent timelines. In some countries. 
they might be significantly later than us but I am encouraged by Europe and 
.Japan and Canada. 

Mr. COSTA. 1''or yum di.;cus.;ion of those timeline.;, could you provide the Com
mittee, bccaL1sc vou talked about you arc almost at the rulcmaking now, what 
you see the timefine.; out for the next 2 years? Would that be po.;sibfe'~ 

Mr. CEN8LER. I am sorry. Did you say for the next--
Mr. COSTA. Two year.;. 
Mr. Gi!:N8Ll!:R. Two years? I think we can provide something to you in terms 

of the rules that are already finalized when ther·e are compliance dates and 
then second, when we--

Mr. C0:5TA. Mr. Chairman, 1 would like lhat provided to the Committee so 
that we can all have a better understanding of that. 

A core provision of title Vil of the Dodd-Frank Act is the requirement that stand
ardized swaps be centrally cleared. The Act includes an exception for non-financial 
end-users, with the requirement only applying to a transaction where bot.h 
countcrpartics arc su~jcct to it. 

For swaps submitted to t.he Commission for mandatory clearing, the Commission 
will review the submission and determine whether the swap, or group. category, 
type, or class of swaps described in the submission i.; required to be cleared. The 
Commission, generally, is to make its determination within 90 days after a complete 
submission. The Commission recently finalized a mandatory clearing requirement 
that covers .;pecified das.;e.; of interest rate and credit default .;waps. 

Commii:;sion rules regarding the clearing requirement include phased compliance 
for ditlerent categories of market participants. Transactions involving only swap 
dealers will be subject to earlier compliance than those between swap-dealer.; and 
non-swap dcalcri:;. Additional time is provided before compliance is required with re
spect to a transaction that does not have a swap dealer as a counterparty. 

U.S. timing regarding the clearing requirement broadly align.; with both Japan 
and Europe. 

The legislature in Japan adopted legislation in May 2010 which mandates clear· 
ing of certain swaps. Japane.;e regulators recently publi.;hed the requirement that 
certain index-based CDS and certain yen-denominated interest swaps to be SL1bjcct 
to mandatory clearing. In addition, the Japanese Financial Services Agency is con
sidering expanding its mandatory clearing coverage to include U.S. dollar- and euro
dcnominatcd interest rate swapi:;, as well as yen-denominated interest rate swaps 
referencing TIBOR. 

The European Securitie.; and .Markets Authority has published its technical 
standards for clearing, reporting and certain risk mitigation nilei:; for adoption by 
the European Commission. 

The Commis.;ion continues to consult closely with follow regulators in Australia, 
Hong Kong Singapore, and other jurisdictions. 

In June, the Commission-consulting closely with domestic and foreign regu
lator.;-proposed guidance interpreting the cross-border application of the swaps 
market rcformi:; of the Dodd-Frank Act. In a separate release, the Commii:;sion pro
posed phased compliance for foreign swap dealers (including overseas atliliates of 
U.S . .;wap dealers) regarding certain requirements of Dodd-Frank swaps market re
form. 

Such phased compliance would enable market participants to comply with the 
Dodd-J:<'rank Act in an orderly fashion. It would allow time for the CFTC. inter
national regL1lators and market participants to contim1c coordinating on regulation 
of cross-border swaps activity. And it would allow for appropriate implementation 
of substituted compliance, or allowing market participants to comply with Dodd
Frank through comparable and comprehensive foreign rcgL1latory requirements. 
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The CFTC has a consistent record of relying on comparable home country regula
tion where appropriate. We are very much committed to recognition regimes for 
swaps market reforms as well, where there are comparable and comprehensive re
quirements. 

The CFTC also has had a long hi!:'tory of working with international regulators 
to coordinate oversight of cross-border entities. We have done so with regard to 
dearinghou!:'es, futures commi!:'sion merchants and foreign boards of trade. · 

Insert 2 
Mrs. NoJ£M. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. and I appreciate this hearing. It is 

timely given it is the !:'econd anniversary of the Dodd-1''rank and we need to look 
at these reforms and the related rules and sec how they impact people on the 
ground. For example, in Soulh Dakola, wher·e T am from, some businesses and 
producers who are actively investing in the commodity market are still dealing 
with lhe failure of MF Global, so T just. have a couple questions few you. 

Does the CFTC have the power to force a firm into bankruptcy'! 
Mr. GF.:-ISLF:R. We might need to get back to yoL1, hut I am not aware of that. 

Even in this Peregrine situation, we went into court to ask for a receiver to be 
appointed to freeze the ai:;scts, which we do in Ponzi schemes as well. So I think 
that is the route. I believe the an!:'wer is no but we seek a court to appoint a 
receiver. 

Mrs. l\'OE:Yl. Okay. That is the route that is generally followed'~ Well, if there 
is more information on that that you can give me later, I would appreciate that. 
That. would he great .. 

The attached CFTC staff mcmorandL1m discusses the applicable laws that affect 
the insolvency of a futures commi!:'sion merchant that is also a broker dealer. 

A TTACIIMENT 

Menwrandum 
From: Robert B. Wasserman, Chief CoL1nscl, Division of Clearing and Risk 
He: SJPA Proceeding!:' for insolvent 1''C.l\-b · 
Date: April 1, 2012 

Introduction 
The following is an analysis of t.he 6n~umslances where the insolvency of a Fu

tures Commission Merchant that is also a Broker Dealer would proceed under the 
Securities Investors Pr·otection Act, 15 U.S.C. ~ 78aaa, et. seq. <SIP/\) rat.her than 
as a commodity broker bankruptcy under Subchapter IV of Chapter 7 of the Bank
ruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. § 761, el. S<!q. CSubchapter IVi. 

As discussed further below, jurisdiction under SIPA is based on the existence of 
at least one securities customer whose claims may be satisfied by SIPC, rather than 
on the predominance of securities customers vers11s commodity customers. However, 
as also discussed further below, the interests of commodity customers arc not ig
nored under SJPA. 
Discussion 

Futures Commission Merchants ("FCMs") arc the financial intermediaries for fu
tures market transactions. 1 A bankrupt FCM which has a "customer," a!:' that term 
is defined in the Bankruptcy Code, is known as a "commodity brokcr." 2 A com
modity broker· bankruptcy must proceed as a liquidalion under Chapter 7 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, rather than a reorganization under Chapter 11, and the trustee 
has duties spe6fied in SulH~hapt.er IV of Chapter 7.'1 Chief among lhose duties is 
the duty to endeavor to transfer the positions of customers of the FC.M to a solvent 
FC:.\:J.4 The financial intermediaries for sccL1rities arc known as broker dealers 
l"BDs"). and the insolvency of a BD proceeds under SIPA. For the reasons that fol
low, the insolvency of an entity that is both a commodity broker and a BD ia "BD/ 
J<'C.M"l will. so long as there i!:' at least one securities customer, proceed under SIPA. 

Section filai(l) of SIPAf> provides that "[i]f the [SEC] is aware of facts which lead 
it to believe that any broker or dealer subject to its regulation is in or is approach
ing financial difficulty, it shall immediately notify SIPC." 

Sedion 5(a l(3)(/\)(A) provides t.hal SIPC may file an application for a protective 
decree with respect to a member with any (sccm·iticsJ customers if it determines 

1 See goierolly, Commodity E"chang-" A(:t l"CEA"l §§ la!28i, 4d. 7 U.S.C. ~§ lal28J, 6d. 
:J See Bankruptcy Code ihereinafter "Code")§ 101(6\, 11 U.S.C. § 10116). 
"S"'~ Cod~§ to9rd1. §*761 d. 8"q. 
4See 17 CFR 090.021cillJ. 
'•Section 5 of SIPA is codified at Hi U.S.C. ~ 78eee. 
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that the member "has failed or is in danger of failing to meet its obligations to cus
tomers" and one of the conditions specified in § 5(b)i 1 l of 8IPA exists." Those latter 
condilions include <al lhal t.he debt.or is insolvent., or (bl lhat a proceeding is pend
ing before any court or agency of the United States in which a receiver, trustee. or 
liquidator for such debtor has been appointed. or (c) that the debtor is not in compli
~m(:e with the rules of the SEC or an SRO wilh respecl t.o financial responsibility 
or hypothecation of customer securities, or CdJ that the debtor is unable to make 
such computations as may be necessary to establish compliance with such financial 
responsibility or hypothecation rules. 

There is no means for the CFTC to effect the placement of a l:\D/FCM into a 
Chapter 7, Subchapter IV proceeding that avoids SIPA. If the BD/FCM were to file 
for relief under Chapter 7 of the Ilankrnptcy Code, the U.8. Trnstee WOL1ld appoint 
a t.ruslee from among lhe panel of persons eslablished by lhe U.S. Truslee for that 
jurisdiction.7 If the CFTC were to take action to appoint a receiver for an 1''CM with 
the intention that the receiver file for bankruptcy, that would, by assumption. in
volve the appointment of a receiver. In either case, the condition in (b) above would 
be establi1;hed. Moreover, pursuant to § 5( aJ(3}( I:\) of SlPA, "In lo member of SlPC 
that ha1; a cu1;tomer may enter into an insolvency, receivership. or bankruptcy pro
ceeding, under Federal or State law, without the specific consent of SIPC, except 
as provided in title II of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protec
tion Act." 

Accordingly, so long as there is at least one securities customer, the CFTC has 
no way to prevent SIPC from initiating a SIPA proceeding, and SIPA prevents the 
initiation of a Chapter 7, Subchaptcr IV proceeding without 8IPC's specific consent. 

Additionally, once 8IPC initiates a SIPA proceeding, the district COL1rt is, pursuant 
to Seclion 5fb)(2l(Bl(i) of SIPA, obligated to "stay any pending bankrupH:y. morlgage 
foreclosure, equity receivership, or olher pro(:eeding t.o reorganize, ('.Onserve, or liq
uidate the debtor or its property and any other suit against any receiver, conser
vator, or trustee of the debtor or its property, and shall continue such 1;tay upon 
appointment of a ISlPCI tru1;tee." Thus. any Subchapter IV proceeding must be 
stayed by the district court in a Sil'A proceeding. 

Thus, the only effoct that FCM or CFTC action to cause the initiation of a Sub
chapter IV proceeding with respect to a BD/FC:.VI can have is to confuse and com
plicate the insolvency of the BD/FCM. Moreover, the succession of trustees and con
fusion with respect to jurisdiction is likely to delay the circumstances in which the 
commodity customer positions and any available associated collateral arc trans
ferred from the insolvent FCM to other FCMs. 

This does not. mean lhal lhe int.erests of commodity ('.USt.omers are ignored in a 
SIPA proceeding. Specifically, SIPJ\ §7fb)S provides that 

"To the extent consistent with the provisions of this chapter or as otherwise or
dered by the court, a trustee shall be su~ject to the same duties as a trustee in 
a ca.9e under chapter 7 of Title 11, including, if' the debtor i.9 a commodity 
broher, as defined under section 101 of such title, the duties .9peci/led in .mb· 
c:lu1plel' JV of .~ud1 dwplP.r 7, except that a trustee may, but shall have no dL1ty 
to, rcdL1ce to money any securities constituting customer property or in the gen
eral estat.e of lhe debtor." 

Thus, commodity customers in a SIPA proceeding do not, pursuant to SIPA. suffer 
any disadvantage relative to commodity customers in a Subchapter IV proceeding. 

Insert 3 
Mr. STUTZMAN. Seplember I, 2011, MF Global annountes in a public filing 

that it would comply with FlNHA'1; determination and increase its capital. 
Would such a filing trigger any red flags at Cn'C') 

Mr. G.1:::-iSLim. As I am not participating, I don't know what the Commis
sioners or the agency looked at about that September 1st filing. But just as a 
general matter, our examination staff will work with the selt~regulatory organi
zations like FINRA and Chicago Mercantile Exchange and NF A on any filings 
about capital and try to understand what those filings arc. 

Mr. STIJT7.:\IAN. 80 did that happen? Did your agency work with FINRA at all? 

';SIPA ~ 5(tol(3l!Al provide~ lhat no appJil,ation shall be filed by SIPC wilh rcspccl \.o a mcm· 
her. the only cuRtomers of which are persons who.•e claims coulrl not be Rati.•fied by 8!1'C ad
vances pursuant to Sedion 9 of SIPA. MFG did not fall within this ext·eption. 

7 Codl~ ~ 701\;l i< 11. 
"15 l:.S.C. 78fff-11bl. 
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Mr. GENSLEH. Again, I don't know because I haven't gone back and done the 
forensics. T haven't been involved since this whatever-, November 2nd or :~rd pe
riod of time. 

Mr. STIJT7.:\'TAN. Is that something you could find OL1t and notify--
Mr. Gi!:NSLl!M. Our General Counsel, Dan Berkovitz, will follow up with you. 

At the end of August 2011, SEC staff contacted CFTC >:'taff regarding :v.11'' Global'>:' 
repo to maturity transactions. 

On September 19, 2011, CFTC staff held a leleconference wilh FINRA slaff lo ob
tain further information regarding the repo to maturity transactions. 

On Odober· 25, 201 L CFTC st.aff spoke wit.h FJl'\RA sta!T regarding MF Global. 
During this call, FINRA discussed certain additional steps it had taken to monitor 
MF Global. 

On October 27, 2011. staff in the CI<'TC New York Regional office was contacted 
by SEC staff. CFTC staff ultimately joined the SEC staff in a meeting at MF Global 
that was the initiation of an SEC examination of the firm. 

On October 28, 2011, CFTC staff spoke with Fil'\RA staff regarding the status of 
MF Global. 

On October 30, 2011. CFTC and SEC staff participated in a conference call with 
MF Global regarding ::\1F Global's financial slatus and the production of documents 
related to that status. 

Insert 4 
Mr. CONAWAY ... Chairman, one real quick follow-up. Se(~t.ion 722fdl is the 

section you cite that gives you the authority to do the guidance on the 
extraterritorial or cross-border; 722(ci, we think gives the SEC similar author
ity. What is y'all's understanding or can you help. us understand your interpre
tation of those two different sections? 

Mr. GEKSLEn. Section 722(ci would be in the swaps section of the statute. It 
may well that you want to follow up with--

Mr. CO.:-IAWAY. Okay, if you wouldn't mind getting back with us on that be
cause---

Mr. GF.N,.,J.F.R. Jlecause I understood that it. is all in the first parl oft.hat. Title 
VII is swaps, which is the CFTC, and then of course the other section later in 
the chapter is there but 722(cJ, Dan') Maybe we will have to--

Mr. CONAWAY. i\11 righl. We will follow up wilh you cm that if you wouldn't. 
mind. 

Section 722<dl of the Dodd-Frank Act relates to the CFTC's extraterritm·ial juris
diction over >;waps. Subtitle .B of Title VI, >:'ections 761 through 744. applie>:' to secu
rilies-based swaps under the jurisdi(~t.ion of lhe Securities and Exchange Commis
sion. 

SUl!MIITF.D LF.TTF.R TO IION. GARY GF.:-ISLF.R, CHAJRMA:-1, COMMODITY FUTC:RF.8 
THADJNG CO.M:IUSSJON !•'HOM HON. K. MICllAl£L CONAWAY. A Rl!:Pl{i!:Sl!:NTA'l'IVI!: IN 
CoNr.RF.SS FROxt TF.X!\S 1\ND RF.SPOl\"SF. 

August 21. 2012 

Hon. GARY GENSLER, 
Chairman, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
Washington. D.C. 

Dear Chairman Gensler: 
Thank you for your recent testimony before the House Committee on Agriculture 

hearing entitled, Ouer.~ight of llu! S1u1ps and Future.~ Mrirkets: Rt!<:Ntt Event.~ and. 
Impending Regulato1:v Reforms. This letter serves as a follow-up to my questions in
quiring about the coordination between the Commodity l<'utures Trading Commis
sion (CFTC) and the SecL1rities and Exchange Commission (SEC> with respect to the 
extraterritorial application of Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Con>:'umer Protection Act IP.L. 111-203). As you will recall, I asked you during the 
hearing to clari~y why the statL1tory language foL1nd in Section 722!d) of Title VII 
of the Dodd-Frank Act serves as the legal rationale for the CFTC's inability to issue 
a joint rule with the S.l!:C on cross-border jurisdiction. 

As a follow-Lip, could you please explain why Section 722Cd), which governs swaps 
under the CFTC's jurisdiction. and Section 772(cl, which governs security-based 
swaps under the SEC's jurisdiction, prevent>:' the two Commissions from coordi
nating on a single joint rulemaking? 
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As you know, Section 722(dJ of Dodd-Frank provides that Title VII "shall not 
apply to activities outside the United States" unless those activities "have a direct 
and significant connection with activities in, or effect on, commerce of the United 
States" or "contravene such rules or regulations as the Commis>:'ion may prescribe 
or promulgate as are necessary or appropriale to prevent the evasion of any provi
sion of this Act that was enacted by [Title VII]." Similarly, Section 772Cc) of Dodd
Frank provides that "In lo provision of [Title VII I shall apply to any person insofar 
as such person transacts a business in security-based swaps without the jurisdiction 
of the United States, unless such person transacts such business in contravention 
of ISEC rules I." 

My plain-language reading of Sections 7221d} and 772CcJ appears to be a limita
tion cm the ext.raterrit.orial reach of bolh agencies, not a mandate t.hat. prohibits the 
CFTC from engaging with the SEC on a joint rulcmaking. In fact, Sections 712!ai( 1) 
and 7lziall2i of Dodd-Frank both require that the CFTC and SEC ·'consult and co
ordinate ... for the purposes of assuring regulatory consistency and comparability, 
to the extent possible." 

Section 712(aJ(7JlAl further reinforces this point by stating that the CFTC and 
SEC ">;hall treat functionally or economically similar products or entities ... in a 
similar manner." 11.s you well undersland, no joint rulemaking between the CFTC 
and SRC on the extralerritor-ial regulalion of swaps and security-based swaps would 
rcqL1ire that both types of contracts be treated identically by the two agencies. Ra
tionales to provide different regulatory treatment for very specific types of contracts 
would certainly exist within a jointly-written rule. Indeed, Dodd-Frank Section 
712(a)(7J{BJ expressly provides the CFTC and SEC with the flexibility that economi
cally similar products need not be treated in an identical manner. Head together, 
all of the Dodd-Frank sections reforenced above seem to logically point to a thorough 
joinl rulernaking on cross-border regulation from the CFTC and SEC. 

However, I am concerned that the CFTC's proposed cross-border guidance re
leased on .Tune '.l9, 201'.l, is the first action which will ultimately resL1lt in swaps 
and security-based swaps being governed by two very different regulatm·y regimes. 
From a regulatory compliance standpoint, the most-restrictive guidance or rule
making will likely become the de facto standard for the entire swaps and security
based >;waps marketplace. Nevertheless, we mu>:'t avoid the illogical creation of a 
disparate regulalory environment that. would result in the same markel part.i6pant 
being a "U.S. person'' for trading in swaps while simultaneously considering t.hern 
a "non-l;.s_ person" for trading in security-based swaps. 

Finally, Section 752(aJ of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the CFTC and SEC to seek 
harmonization on an international level by consulting and coordinating "with for
eign regulatory authorities on the establishment of consistent international stand
ards" for swaps regulation. Absent con>:'i>:'tent regulatory >:'tandards propo>:'ed by our 
own domestic regulators, effective coordination between U.S. and foreign regulators 
would seem virlually impossible. How does lhe CFTC plan to coordinat.e with inler
national regulators if swaps and security-based swaps arc governed by two different 
extraterritorial regulatory regimes? 

Thank you again for answering the questions above related to the creation of a 
consistent regulatory regime for the swaps and security-based swaps marketplace. 
I look forward to receiving your written response by Friday, September 7. 2012, so 
it can be included in the oflkial Committee hearing record. 

Sincerely, 

K-~~~ 
Hon. K. MTCHAF.l, CO:-IAWAY, 
Chairman, 
Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management. 

October 10, 2012 

Hon. K. ~ICHAI::L CONAWAY, 
Chairma.11, 
Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management, 
House Committee on Agriculture, · 
Washington. D.C. 
Dear Chairman Conaway: 

Thank you for your letter of August 21. 2012. following up on our discussion dur
ing the Committee on Agriculture's hearing of .hily 25, 2012. 
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The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA)-as amended by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer Protection Act-directs the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTCI to implement swaps market reforms, to coordinate closely with 
other domestic regulatory agencies, and to coordinate as well with regulators in for
eign jurisdictions. In addition, in parlicular instances, Congress has directed lhe 
CFTC to conduct nilemakings jointly with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC). The two Commissions worked well and closely together to complete this year 
final joint rules that further define important terms. 

In addition to cooperating on joint rules, the CFTC and the SEC are coordinating 
closely in writing other rules to implement the derivatives provisions of the Dodd
l<'rank Act. We coordinate and consult on each rulemaking, including sharing many 
of our memos, term sheets and draft. work product. This close working relationship 
has benefited the rulemaking process, and will continue throughout completion of 
rulcmaking and implementation. Staffs of the SEC and CFTC have jointly held a 
number of roundtable discussions to obtain the public's views. 

This process of consultation and coordination has been followed with regard to 
considerations of the cross-border application of Dodd-Frank. On August 1, 2011, 
staff.; of the two Commissions hosted a roundtable discussion on international issues 
relating to the implement.ation of t.itle VJT of lhe Dodd-Frank Act. This meeting as 
well as public comments and olher meelings have facilitated the agencies' under
standing of related issL1es as well as helped us to share a common Ltnderstanding 
with regard to the important matters to be addressed by both Commissions in our 
joint and separate rulemaking.;. 

Section 7z2!d) of the Dodd-Frank Act states that swaps market reforms under the 
CEA shall not apply to activities outside the l:nited 8tates unless those activities 
have "a direct and significant connection with activities in. or effect on. commerce 
of the United States." The Commission has received requests from market partici
pant~ _seeking the agency's interpretation of swap market reforms in light of that 
prov1s1on. 

In .June, the Commission-consulting closely with domestic and foreign regu
lators-proposed guidance interpreting the cross-border application of the Dodd
l<'rank Act. In a separate release, the Commission propo.;ed phased compliance for 
foreign swap dealers !including overseas affiliates of U.S. swap dealers) regarding 
certain requirements of Dodd-Frank swaps market reform. 

Such phased compliance would enable market participants to comply with the 
Dodd-Frank Act in an orderly fashion. It would allow time for the CFTC, inter
national regulators and market participants to continue coordinating on regulation 
of cros.;-border swap.; activity. And it would allow for appropriate implementation 
of substituted compliance, or allowing market participants to comply with Dodd
Frank through comparable and comprehensive foreign regulatory requirements. 

The CFTC ha.; a consistent record of relying on comparable home country regula
tion where appropriate. We arc very mL1ch committed to recognition regimes for 
swaps market reforms as well, where there are comparable and comprehensive re
quirements. 

The CFTC also has had a long history of working with international rcgL1lators 
to coordinate oversight of cross-border entities. We have done so with regard to 
dearinghou.;es, futures commission merchant.; and foreign boards of trade. The 
Commission has sought public comment regarding these releases and the Commis
sion staff is closely reviewing that input in preparation for final action. 

A.; the proces.; of .;waps market reform implementation proceeds, the Commission 
will continue to work closely with the SEC and other domestic regulators. The Com
mission is also working closely with regulators in foreign jurisdictions-often shar
ing memos. term .;heets and draft work product a.; we do with other domestic agen
cies. These efforts arc designed to assure regulatory consistency and comparability 
to the extent possible, taking into consideration diflerences in markets and in the 
applicable statutory requirement.;. 

Thank you for yoL1r letter and for your support of the work of the CFTC. If I can 
be of forther assistance, please do not hesitate to let me know. 

Sincerely. 

Hon. GAI<Y Gl!:NSLlm, 
Clwirman, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
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SUBMITTED QUES'l'IONS 

Response from Hon. Gary Gensler, Chairman, Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission 

Q1te,9tions S1tbmitted hy Hon. Frank D. L1tcas, a Representative in Co11~res.9 from 
Oklahoma 

Question 1. Chairman Gensler, I received the following questions on August 2, 
2012, in a letter from the following members of the Florida Congre.;sional delega
tion: Representatives Stearns, Posey, Mica, Nugent. Ross, West, Rivera, Buchanan, 
Ros-Lehtinen, Young, and Miller: 

How has the I LJBORI manipulation aflected the housing market in Florida'! 
Qiiestion 2. With su(~h a large populat,ion of older Americans in Florida, have our 

com;tituents' retirement savings been disproportionately affected compared to the 
rest of the country'! 

Question 3. How has the LIHOH manipulation affected private student loan inter
est rat.es, which according to the Consumer Financial Prole(~t.ion Bureau, has sur
passed credit card debt as the biggest source of unsecured debt for U.S. consumers'f 

Answer 1~'3. The Commis.;ion does not have data on the on the Florida housing 
market or on private student. loans, nor did lhe Commission's order· !ind lhe effed. 
of Barclays actions on LIBOR. The Commission's order stated that Barclays repeat
edly attempted to manipulate and made fabe, misleading or knowingly inaccurate 
submissions conceming LIROR. 

Que.~lion 4. What work is the CFTC doing to aid the Department of ,Justice in 
civilly and criminally charging those involved'! 

Answer. The Commission's Division of Enforcement refer·red the Barclays matter· 
to the Department of ,Justice. That referral culminated in an agreement with the 
Fraud Section of the l:.S. Justice Department's Criminal Division, in which 
Barclays agreed to pay a $160 million penalty and to continue lo (~ooperate with t.he 
Department. 

Question 5. How docs the CFTC plan to help state governments assess the impact 
the LIHOH fraud has had on them as individual .;tates? 

Answer. Tn appropriate circumstances and wit.h appropriate (~ontidentialily agree
ments in place, we can and often do share information with state law enforcement 
authorities. ln fact, the Commis.;ion's Ofllce of Cooperative Enforcement, a unit of 
the Division of F.nfortement, has the goal of ensuring that. enforcement oft.he (~Om
modity futures laws is addressed through civil, criminal, or administrative actions 
by .;tate and l<'ederal agencies or branches of government whenever possible. 

Question Submitted by Hon. K. Mi<'hael Conaway, a Representative in Congress from 
Texas 

Que.~lion. Chairman Gensler, do you have any reason to believe the CFTC would 
have uncovered this fraud sooner had it been tasked with the audit of Peregrine in
stead oft.he l'\F A? If the CFTC had the sole authority to audit. market participants, 
what would you and ym1r staff have done differently? 

Answer. The regulatory system did not adequately protect Peregrine's customers. 
More needs t.o be done t.o protect customers. The Commission is pr·oceeding to con
sider staff recommended proposed rnles that incorporate three key reforms recently 
adopted by the NF A and would require: 

• FCMs to hold sutlicient funds in Part 30 secured accounts (funds held for U.S. 
foreign futures and opt.ions customers trading on foreign (~ontr;l(~t. markets) lo 
meet their total obligations to customers trading on foreign markets compL1ted 
under the net liquidating equity method. FC:.v.Is would no longer be allowed to 
use lhe alternative method. which had allowed them to hold a lower amount 
of funds representing the margin on their foreign futures; 

• FCMs to maintain written policies and procedures governing the maintenance 
of excess funds in cu.;tomer .;egregated and Part 30 secured accounts. With
drawals of 25 percent or more would necessitate pr·e-approval in writing by sen
ior management and must be reported to the designated SRO and the CFTC: 
and 

• FCMs t.o make additional reports available lo the SRO and the CFTC, including 
daily computations of segregated and Part ao secured ammmts. 

Additional reforms in the staff recommendations include requiring that 8ROs and 
the CFTC have direct electronic access to FCMs' bank and custodial accounts for 
customer funds, t.hal acknowledgement letters and confirmation letters come di
rectly to regL1lators from banks and CL1stodians, enhanced risk disclosures to CL1s-
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tomers, setting standards for the SROs' examinations and the annual certified fi
nancial slatement audit.s, including raising minimum standards for independent 
public accountants who audit FCMs and implementing a more effective early warn
ing system for the Commission and the 8ROs that alert them to material events. 

If the Commission approves the staff recommendation!:', further public comment 
will be of great value to the agency in devising final rules that best ensure the pro-
tection of customer funds. · · 

Regarding the Commission's oversight of SROs and intermediaries, though wc'l'C 
making progress through our reor·ganizalion at t.he CFTC and new rules, the r·ecent. 
events at Pcrcgi·inc highlight the necessity of looking at the decades-old system of 
SROs and the Commission's role in over·seeing SROs. 

I have directed the CFTC's staff to do a hlll review of how the agency conducts 
oversight of lhe SROs, as well as limiled scope reviews of FCMs, to determine what 
improvements can and should be made. As part of this review, we have reached out 
to the PL1hlic Company Accounting Oversight Board !PCAOBI, which oversees the 
audit!:' of public companies. The Dodd-Frank Act gave the PCAOB oversight author
ity over the audits of brokers and dealers who arc registered with the Securities Ex
change Commission. The PCAOB has agreed to give 11s the benefit of its insight!:' 
and expertise. 

Questions Submitted by Hon. Scott R. Tipton, a Representative in Congress from Col
urado 

Question 1. The FCS is a government sponsored enterprise <GSEl that is made 
up of 4 Federal Farm Credit Ranks and approximately 80 lending associalions. All 
System entities are jointly and severally liable for the actions of each other compo
nent of the System-in other words, the actions of one FC8 lender L1ltimatdy will 
impact the entire Sy!:'tem. Congres!:' designed it that way. With this system of inter
locking liability in mind. the FCS could be considered a $231 Billion financial serv
ices institution. Did the Chairman consider this fact when he is!:'ued the "Clearing 
Exemption for Certain Swaps Entered into by Cooperatives"? 

Question 2. The central idea advanced by the CFTC in the recently proposed 
"Clearing Exemption for Certain Swaps Entered into by Cooperatives" is that the 
!<'CS banks lend to the !<'CS associations, which lend to farmer!:', and farmers own 
the FCS associations. which own the FCS banks-principally that the Farm Credit 
System is a (~ooperative. CFTC then proposes lhal "cooperalives meeting certain 
conditions are the class of persons that should be exempted from the clearing re
quirement. for certain types of swaps. cooperatives act on behalf of t.heir members 
in certain financial matters. The proposed rule provides for passing through the end 
L1ser exemption available to SL1ch cooperative's members." I find your logic lacking 
here. Why doe!:' who owns an entity make any difference in the regulation of the 
derivatives market? 

Question 3. You observe in the proposed rule: "cooperatives have a member owner
ship struclure in whi(~h t.he (~ooperatives exist. to serve their member owners and not 
act for their own profit. In a real sense the cooperative is not separable from its 
member owners." What is unique about the ownership structure of cooperatives that 
would prevent. a large finarH~ial inslitution like the Farm Credit Syslem from mak
ing stupid, imprudent, wrong, or costly mistakes? Haven't you have been charged 
to regulate the derivatives market to protect the financial system from stupid, im
prudent, wrong and cost.ly mistakes? Doesn't exempting a financial cooperalive wilh 
assets of more than S230 billion from certain derivatives activities expose the entire 
financial system to unintelligent, imprudent, wrong or costly mistakes'' 

J\n.swer 1~'.I. The commenl period for t.he CF'l'C's proposed rule on a "Clearing F.x
cmption for Certain Swaps Entered into by Cooperatives" ended on August 16, 2012. 
In response to this proposal. the CFTC received comment letters from market par
ticipants and interesled members of lhe public. The Commission is reviewing these 
letters and evaluating the various issues raised by commcntcrs. The CFTC will con
sider the issues surrounding the proposed exemption for certain cooperative swaps 
and (~ooperative slru(~t.ure. 

Question Sitbmitted by Hon. Mike Mdn.tyre. a Representative in Congress from. 
North Carolina 

Question. Chairman Gensler, in the proposed rule on Product Definitions you 
asked a number of questions of the electric indu!:'try, and I understand that the elec
tric utilities responded and answered the staffs qL1cstions. As you know, the Prod
ucts Definitions final rule subjected the capacity and transmission contract language 
to further comment. It is my understanding that these transactions-capacity con
tracts, transmission contracts and tolling agreements-arc forwards or forwards 
with embedded options, and not swaps. I ·belleve it was not the intent of Congress 
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to consider such transactions swaps under the Dodd-Frank Act. Would you please 
clarify the C!<'TC'!:' need for further comment on capacity and transmi!:'sion contract!:' 
<used to ensure delivery of electric power to utilities and their consumers) in the 
Products Definition final rule'! 

Answer. Under the Commission'!:' final Product Definition rule, depending on the 
relevant facts and circumstances involved, capacity contracts, tram;mission con
tracts, and tolling agl"Cements may qualify as forwards. The Commission issued in
terpretive guidance in this regard for market participants. 

The Commission also believed that it would benefit from further input about that 
guidance and requested public comment by Oct. 12, 2012. Once this comment period 
has clo!:'ed, the Commission will analyze the i!:'sue!:' rai!:'ed by the commenters. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & ~orestry 
Examining the Futures Markeg: Responding to the Failures of MF Global and Peregrine 

Financial Group 

Questions For The Record 

August l, 2012 
Responses of Chairman Gary Gensler 

Ranking Member Pat Roberts 

l) It is my unc:lerstanc:ling that your staff feels tl'iey have gone as far as they can unc:ler the current 

bankruptcy regime by increasing collateral protection with the LSOC model the Commission adopted 
earlier this year. Is this correct? 

KC?sponse: Section 766(h) of thr Bankruptcy Cude n·quires that customer property be 
distribukd on a pro rata basis, which limits the Commission's ability to provide for the 
indh·idual s1:gnj?ation of customer collakr1d. The Commission cannot adopt regulations 
that wuuld segregate colhlteral on an indi\idual basis. The Commission adopted LSOC 
rarlil.'r this year, which enhanced the a\·ailnble protections for customer collateral for 
~waps. 

The Commission has directed staff to. among otht•r thinl(s. consider the ,·jability of 
ad11pting LSOC for futures customer funds. To that end, staff held a two-day customer 
protrction roundtablc in late 1-"ebruary. At that roundtable, market partic:ipants discusscd 
the benefits and disad\'Hntagcs of ado11ting LSOC for futures. Participant~ largdy 
acknowlcdj?ed th11t the advantagr would be enhanced protection for futures customers, 
while the disad,·antagc would be the risk and 011er:.tting cost~ of :.tdopting LSOC for 
futures, which could be greater in futures than in swaps. Gh·en the issues identified at tbe 
roundtablc, s.1mc markets participants retJuested that the Commission foc:us on 
implementing LSOC for swaps before further considering LSOC for futures. 

The Cummission recrntl~· issued proposed rules to further enh1mce customer protections 
based on staff recommendations. The Commission looks forward to rc\·ifwing public 
tnmments on that rulemakinj?. 

2) We continue to hear from market participants. including NGFA today, that they want to be able tc 
utilize tri-party custody arrangements for the cleared swaps and futures, much like Europe. Would this 
require legislative action, including a change to the Bankruptcy Code7 

Rc~pon~c: As I underst:.tnd it, hecituse of the pro rat:.t distribution requin·mcnts, a tri
pa~· custod~- arrangement that would bt expected to result in indh·idualized protection 
for cu~tomers would not be permitted. 

3) If so, why haven't you asked Congre~s for this? AU I see you doing is approving initiatives the NFA has 
put in front of you. You have told this Committee you are in charge oft he policy response to MF Global, 
despite being recused from the enforcement matters. tfyou are in charge, where is the response? If we 
oeec:I to do something why aren't you asking us? 
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Sen<ite Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & ~orestry 
E.Kamining the Futures Markets: Responding to the Failures of MF Global and Peregrine 

Financial Group 
Questions For The Record 

August 1, 2012 
Responses of Ch;iirma11 Gary Gensler 

Response: The C:ommissivn re ... ently approHd a proposed rulemakin~ with cnham:emmts 
to protcctivns for futuns customers and their funds. This proposal is about ensuring 
customl'rs han ronfidmn· that the funds they post as mai,:in or collateral arc fully 
segregated and proti:ckd. 

It is the direct result vf signili1:i1nt input from the public and market participanu that the 
CFTC: gathered thrvughout :ZOil, working with the futures lndu~try As~ociation. the ~FA 
and the self-regulatory organizations. 

The prnposal, which the CFTC look.~ fon,·ard to finali:r.ing in 2013, would strengthen the 
controls around customer funds at futures commission merch11nts (FC:\1s). It also would 
set new regulatory accounting n:quiremi:nts that would pro"idc stronger protcdionN for 
customer money held by FC\.1.s i1nd would raise minimum standards for independent 
public accountants who audit FC'.\-ls. And it would pro,·ide ngulators with daily dircc:t 
l'lectronie access to FCM.s' bank and custodi11l 11ecounts for customu funds. 

In addition, both the Commission and the relevant self-reitulaiory organizations (SROs: 
tht• f\F A and the CME) have taken steps to improve the protections girnn to futures 
customer funds. These me11sures include impro\'cments to the internal controls and 
transparency associated with customer funds held by futures commission merchants 
IFC'.\.b). Commis~ion staffhoslt-d a public Round1ahle on Februa11· 29 and '.\'larch I, 2012 
to obtain input on customer protection issues from a bro21d cl"fl~s-scction of muket 
participants. FC'.\b, clei1ring orgi1nizations and reitulators. 

The Commission h11s heen working closel~· with industry SROs, such as NFA. to implt-ment 
imprond protections for customer funds held with FCMs. ~FA 's Board of Directors 
appointed a Special Committc•· on the: Protection of Customer Funds (Special Committee) 
10 identifv and recommend to the NFA Ho:1rd rule amendments lo enhance customer 
prntectio~. The Special Committi:e's ~commended amendments to i'OFA rules were 
approved hoth by NFA 's Boi1rd and hy the Commission. 

Spccificall~-, NFA amended its rules regardin~ segregated funds to establish additional 
requirements for l.-"C'.\1s to enhance the safety :md conlrol of futures customer funds. The 
aml'nded rules impo.~e additional financial reporting requin·mcnts on FCMs regarding the 
holding and investment of futuns customer funds. For example, ~FA rules now require 
FC'.\-1s to have writkn policies and procedures rcg:1rding the maintenance of the FC:vl's 
residual interest in its c:ustomer scgregared and Part 30 secured funds ac:counls. The 
FC'.\t's policies and proredurcs must target an amount that the FCM seeks to maintain as 
ils n:sidual inlcrest in lhese accounts and he designed to reasonably ensure that the FC'.\.-1 
remains in tompliancc with segregation and securt'tl amount requirements at all times. 
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St>n<itt> Committl:!e on Aericulture, Nutrition & Forestry 

Examining the Futures Market~: Responding to the Failures of MF Global and Peregrine 
Financial Group 

Questions For The Record 

August 1. 2012 
Responses of Chairman Gary Gensler 

Additionally, :my FCM withdrawals in excess of 25 percent of the e.~ccss segrcgat"d or Part 
30 sernn:d funds that arc not for th" h"nefit or customers must he pre-apprond in writing 
hy the H:M's .• enior m1magement. t'urther, umlcr :-.iFA's :m1l·nded ruks. l'CMs must fil., 
notice with :'\if A of any withdrawal uf 25 l'"rcent or more of the excess segregated nr !'art 
30 seeured amount fund.• that are not for the benefit of customers. 

Senator Kirsten Gillibrand 

1) I know you have used the CFTC's authority to take a number of steps to help improve oversight over 
the flltures markets and customer funds in particular in thi;.> wake of MF Global and Peregrine's issues. 
In addition, to you anticipate making <ecommendations to Congress about more substantial steps that 
should bi;.> taken to address these issues and restore confidence in the futures market? 

Response: The Commission recently appro•·cd a proposed rulemaking with cnhapi:cments 
to protections for fUtUl't'S CUMtOmt'rs and their funds. 

This proposal i.• about ensuring customer.; han confidence that the funds they post u 
margin or collateral are fu 11~· segregated and protci:tcd. 

It is the direct result of signifkant input from the public and market participants that the 
CFTC gathered throughout 2012, working with th11 Futures Industry Association, the '.'\FA 
and the sclf-rcgulato~· o~anir.ations. 

The proposal, which the CFTC looks forward to finalU.ing in 2013, would strengthen the 
controls around customer funds at futures commission merchants (FC:\ts). It also would 
set pew regulalo~· accounting rcquin-ments that would provide stronger prot41ctions for 
customer money held by FC'.\1s and would raise minimum standards for independent 
publit atcountants who audit FC:\ls. And ii would pro,·ide regulators with daily dir4'ct 
drctronit: access tu FCMs' hank and custodial accounts fur custnm"r funds. 

In addition, both the Commi~sion aod the rch:,-.mt self-regulatory organizations (SROs: 
the :'il'A and the CME) have taken steps to improve th" prot41ctions gh·en to future.~ 
t:ustom('r funds. These measures include imprO\'eml·nts to the internal control~ and 
transparency associated with customer funds held by futures commissinn merchants 
(fCMs). Commis.~ion st11ff hoskd a public Roundtablc on February 29 and '.\larch I, 2012 
to obtain input on customer protect inn issues from a broad cross-section of market 
partitipants, FC:\-ts, clearing Ol'l::toilations and regulators. 

The Commission has been working dose)~· with industry SROs, such as :-.iF A, to implement 
imprO\·ed protections fur customer funds held with FC'.\1s. NFA 's Board of Directors 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Exarnining the Futures Markets: Responding to the Failures of MF Global and Peregrine 

Financial Group 
Questions For The Record 

August 1. 2012 
Rt!sponses of Chairman Gary Gensler 

appointl'd a Special Committel' on thl' Proti:ction ofCustom1:r funds (Sricdal Committl'e) 
to identify and ~commend to thl' ~FA Hoard rule amendments to enhance customer 
protedio~. Th.: Sp.:rial Committee's rerommend.:d amendments to ~FA rules wt-re 
appro.-ed both by NFA 's l::loard and by the Commission. 

Spccificall)', NFA am,·nd1:d its ruks regarding segregated funds to establish additional 
rcquir1:ments on FC'.\cts to enhanrc the saf1:ty and control of futures customer funds. Thi.' 
amended rules impose additional financial reporting r1:quiremi:nts on FCMs regnrding tht' 
holding and innstm1:nt of rutures customer funds. For nample. ~FA ruh:s now requin· 
FCMs to ha\'C written policies and procedures regitrding thr maintl'nancc of tht f'C:Vl's 
residual int('m~t in its customer segregated and Part 30 secured funds accounts. The 
}'C'.\t's policies and procedures must target an amount that the FC'.1-1 seeks to maintain as 
its residual int1:rest in these accounts and be designed to reasonabl~· ensure that the FC'.\>I 
rl?mains in compliance with SCf:rcgation and srcurcd amount rtquir(•ments at all times. 
Additionally. any FC:\-1 withdrawals that arc in excess of 25 percent of the excess 
segregaled or Part 30 secured funds that arc not for the ht•netit of customers must he prc
apprond in writing hy thr FC:\'l's senior manal!cmcnt. Further, under NF A's amended 
rules, FC:\1s must tile notice w·ith ~FA of an}· withdritwal of 25 pcrcmt or more of the 
excess segregated or Part '.\O sc£ured amount funds that are not for the benefit or 
cu.~tomers. 

2) In light of the events and MF Glob;il and Peregrine - in particular. what appears to be nearly two 
years of outright fraud at Peregrine-do you believe the CFTC ha$ adequ;ile re$aorces far over$ight to 
police the futures markets? 

Response; Confidence in the futurt'S and swaps markl!ls is d1:pcndent upon a \HU-funded 
regulator and the CFTC is a good im·cstmcnt of taxpayer dollars. Its hardworking staff is 
just 10 percent more than what we had at our peak in the 1990s though the futures market 
has grown fivefold. The CFTC also is now responsible for the swaps market - eight times 
biggrr than the ruturt.• market. 

The Commission's limited rl.'sourccs haw historically not allowed for direct ov·ersight of 
fC:\1s. There are 46 staff members, including 35 audit staff, on the Cf'TC's examinations 
team who oH·rsce four SROs, which in turn have responsibilities fo.- more than .f,341 
registered persons. In addition, agene~· responsibilities arc expanding to include rcvi~w·s of 
many nl.'W markl.'t participants. For instance, there arc currently 115 .-cMs. and staff 
1:stimatcs a similar number of ~"·ap dealers will ultimatl.'ly registl.'r. '.\fore frequent and in
dcpth risk-based, control-oriented examinations are ncc~ssa~· to assure the public that 
firms have adequate cupital, as well :is systems and proccdun~s in place to 1m1tcct tustomcr 
money. c;reater con.·raKr by rc~ulittors - likl.' ha,·ini: mure cops on a b('llt- will impN1,·e 
the intcKrit}· and heighten the deterrent effect of the r1:vicw procrss. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Fore~try 
Examining the Futuri;?s Marki;?ts: Responding to the Failures of MF Global and Peregrine 

Financial Group 

Questions For The Rec:ord 
August l, 2012 

Responses cf Chairman Gary Gensler 

The President·~ FY2013 budget, ronuwing a simil:tr request in 2012. Hkcd for $308 million, 
inn~ting in our tcchnolugy and human resources, to bcth:r protect tht• public. 

Thi.' Dodd-Frank Act sii:nificantl~· expand~ the Commission's responsibilities. Markel 
participants depend on the trcdibiliry and transparcnc~· of wcll-rc~ulatl.'d U.S. futuri:s :md 
swaps markcb. Without sunicicnt funding for tht CFTC. tht: nation cannot be as~urcd that 
the <11;cncy can 11dequ11tel~· o.-enocc these markets. 
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Senate Committee on Agricullure, Nulrition & Forestry 

hamining the Futures Markets: Responding to the Failures of MF Global and Peregrine 
Finandal Group 

Questions For The Record 

August 1, 2012 
Commissioner Jill Sommers 

Ranking Member Pat Roberts 

1) Firms will have lo register as swap dealers in early October. Currently pending are a proposed 
exemptive order and proposed guidance on the cross-border application of the CFTC's rules. with 
comments due by August 13th and 27th, respectively. fven with the exemplive relief, firms are being 
given little cert a intv and time with which to make major deciskm, such as which entity to register and tc 
whom supervisory responsibilities should be assigned. Don't you find this problematic? 

Answer: Commission staff recently issued a Frequenlly l\sked Questions document clarifying that, 
although the swap dealer registration regulations go into effect on October 12, under the final swap 
dealer definitional rule potential swap dealers will have until two months after lhe end of the month in 
which they surpass an $8 billion level of swap dealing to register, This means that the largest swap 
dealers will not have to register until December 31, ilnd smaller swap deillers may have more time. 
Even wilh a December 31 deadline. however, I believe firms will nor have sufficient time in which to 
make decisions regarding which entities to register or how 1hey may have to reorganize their husinesses 
to transfer their swap dealing activity to particular subsidiaries. affiliates, or departments for purposes 
of registra1ion. I also believe it is problematic for firms to make decisions regarding whether to register 
as swap dealers before we have finalized critical rules such as capital and margin. The Commission may 
not complete work on those rules until early 2013. yet we have only extended the registration 
requirement until December 31. 2012. 
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change Act were effective upon enactment, the Commission will 
need to amend certain rules to reflect these statutory changes. The 
issue of how a company would determine whether a shareholder 
qualifies as an accredited investor for purposes of determining the 
number of holders of record is one that the Commission's staff is 
aware of and is carefully considering as it prepares recommenda
tions for the Commission. 
Q.4. Under Title V-Private Company Flexibility and Growth, Sec
tion 502 Employees are family members (including heirs of the em
ployee and trusts established by the employee) included in the defi
nition of persons for purposes of the following: "securities held by 
persons who received the securities pursuant to an employee com
pensation plan in transactions exempted from the registration re
quirements of section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933"? 
A.4. In addition to raising the total assets and shareholder thresh
olds that require registration of a class of security by companies 
other than banks and bank holding companies, Title V of the JOBS 
Act excludes shares held by those who received them pursuant lo 
employee compensation plans from inclusion in the number of hold
ers of record. Title V also requires the Commission to adopt a safe 
harbor for the determination of whether such a holder received the 
securities pursuant to an employee compensation plan that was ex
empt from the registration requirements of Securities Act Section 
5. The issue of transfers among family members as it applies to the 
exclusion of employee compensation plan securities under Section 
12(g) is one that the Commission's staff is aware of and is carefully 
considering as it prepares its recommendations for the Commission. 

RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR CRAPO 
FROM GARY GENSLER 

Q.1. Given how complex it is to determine whether a trade is a 
hedge or a proprietary trade, it appears the real issue is whether 
a trade threatens the safety and soundness of the bank. What 
benchmark does your agency use to determine whether a particular 
activity is or is not "hedging"? How does your agency determine 
whether the trade presents risks to lhe safety and soundness of a 
financial institution? 
A.l. The Dodd-Frank Act requires that the CFTC, the Federal Re
serve Board, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Office 
of the Comptroller Currency, and the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation write regulations that implement the Volcker Rule. 
The CFTC's related Proposed Rule was published on February 14, 
2012, along with request for public comment. The Proposed Rule 
describes seven criteria that a banking entity must meet in order 
to rely on the hedging exemption. Included is a condition that the 
transaction in question hedge or otherwise mitigate one or more 
specific risks, that the transaction be reasonably correlated to the 
risk or risks the transaction is intended to hedge, that the hedging 
transaction not give rise to significant exposures that are not them
selves hedged in a contemporaneous transaction, and other related 
conditions. The CFTC and the other agencies are in the process of 
evaluating and reviewing each of the comments that were received 
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on the proposed Volcker Rule and will address those comments in 
a Final Rule. 
Q.2. Last year the CFTC issued proposed interpretive guidance on 
cross-border application of the swaps provisions of Dodd-Frank, the 
so-called extraterritoriality guidance. This guidance received wide
spread criticism from foreign regulators across the globe for, among 
other things, not conforming to a G20 agreement, being too expan
sive in scope and confusing in application. Recently, the CFTC ap
proved an exemptive order delaying the effective date for some of 
the provisions and issued further cross-border guidance in an at
tempt to clarify the scope and definition of "U.S. person." However, 
at least one foreign regulator (The Financial Services Agency of the 
Government of Japan) sent you a letter stating that the further 
guidance made the definition even less clear. What steps is the 
CFTC taking to address those concerns? 
A.2. The Commission is reviewing, summarizing, and considering 
all comments received as it works toward finalizing the cross-bor
der guidance. We are also working bilaterally with domestic and 
foreign regulators, including the Japanese Financial Services Au
thority (JFSA), to answer any questions and discuss any issues 
they have regarding the CFTC's proposals. 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & .Forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

()uestions for the record 
Chainnan Gensler 
February 27, 2013 

Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow 

I. The Board of the National Futures Association recently accepted 
recommendations provided by the Berkeley Research Group, LLC (BRO). NF A 
asked BRG to examine, in pan, NF A's oversight of Peregrine Financial Group, 
Jnc. before Peregrine's failure. The report discussed the NF A's relationship with 
the CFTC, recommended increased coordination between the NF A and the CFTC, 
and discussed NFA's oversight of market participants. The report highlighted 
what the NF A does wdl, but also made recommendations on how to improve 
NfA'saudits. 

I. Does the CFTC have a written policy that dictates how and Y..iten 
information should be shared between the NF A and the CFTC, 
either at the staff level or otherv.ise? If not, why hasn't this been 
done? If so, please provide that policy to the Committee. 

2. What is the CFTC's role in setting or approving designated self
regulatory organizations' (DSROs') auditing standards? If the 
agency has the authority to dictate auditing standards for DSROs, 
when did the agency la.st use this authority? 

3. Has the agency ever formally examined the auditing standards of 
the NFA? If so, when is the last time this took place? 

4. What is the CFTC's relationship, formal or informal, with the Joint 
Audit Corrunittee (JAC)? 

5. What division at the CFTC is responsible for ensuring that DSROs 
are adequately supervising Futures Commission Merchants 
(fCMs)? What staff resources are dedicated to oversight of the 
selt~regulatory organizations and designated self-regulatory 
organizations'? 

6. What more should the CFTC do to ensure that designated self
rcgulatory organizations are properly supervising market 
participants? 

2. Recently, the SEC approved Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) backed by physical holdings 
of copper (BlackRock's iSharcs Copper Trust and J.P. Morgan's XI' Physical Copper 
Trust). The SEC argued that the fund would not drive copper prices, but ochers have 
concerns that it could. 

a. If your staff or anyone at the Conunission has considered the extent to 
which these types of funds could have an impact on the price of physical 
products like copper or in CFTC-regulated markets, what have they 
concluded? Does the CFTC have sufficient access to data that would draw 
conclusions about this impact'? 
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b. The Dodd-l'rank A1:1 inc\udi:d languag~ that require~ additional 
consultution and coordination between the CFTC and the SEC. In March 
2008, 1he agencies $i1P1ed a Memorandum of Understanding that would 
facilitate more cooperation on issues of mutual interest Given part of the 
CFTC's mission is to preserve the integrity of the price-discovery process 
in the fi.Jtures. ~waps, and options markets, and to protect these markets 
from manipula1ion, does the agency wmcidcr these physkally-backed l:TF 
approvals an o.ren of mutual interest? Did the CFTC have any formal or 
infomial input in the approvals of these F: rFs'/ If the Cl'"lC had input at 
any level, what conununication did che agency have with the SEC or other 
regulators on this subject? 

c. Does the CFTC currently have any authority to directly oversee these 
entities? 

3. In a final position limits ruk published in the Federal Register on November 18, 201 1 (76 
FR 71626), the CFTC discussed the treatment of commodity index funds. That final rule 
referenced a letter that then-Chairman of the Agriculture Committee Sen. Lincoln wrote 
lu Chain nan Gensler on December 16, 20 l 0, that asked the agency to consider the impact 
of position limits on certain types of investment vehicles and classes ofinvestors. Does 
the CFTC intend to propose a new rule on position limits and, if so, VI-ill the CFTC 
consider th.is letter and other comments provided to it at the time of its initial rulcma.king 
on position limits? 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

February 27, 2013 
Questions for the record 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

Chairman Gensler: 

I. In December, Mr. Masarnichi Kono, Vice Commissioner for International Affairs for the 
Financial Services Agency of Japan testified before a House agriculture 
subcommittee. He noted "In Japan, we have so far deliberately refrained.from applying 

our rules to cross-border transactions in anticipation of an international coordination 
arrangement on regulation of cross-border /ran.factions which we strongly hope to be 
developed soon." On February 61h the Japanese Government again noted to you in a letter 
that "We understand that the Commission intends to conduct assessment for substituted 
compliance with foreign regulatory requirements before the expiration date (July 12, 
2013) of the final e:cemptive order. Jf. at rhe expiration date, .fuhstituted compliance with 
the Japane,~e regulatory requirements is not available for Japanese financial institutions 

which registered as swap dealers, they would he subject to the Commission's regulations 

after the expiration date. " 

Are the concerns of Mr. Kono reflective of the concerns other foreign regulators? 

Do you believe that by July 12th you will have cleared all of the issues the Japanese 
Government and other foreign regulators have brought to your attention? 
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Senate Conunittee on Agricultun:, Nutrition & Forestry 

Oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

Questions for the record 

February 27. 2013 

Ranking Member Cochran 

Hon. Gensler: 

I. We continue to see concerns with the CfTC's data reporting requirements that conflict with 
some foreign countries' privacy laws, such as France, Singapore, Spain and Korea, among 
others. Market participants could be put in the difficult situation of failing to comply with 
CFTC regulations or violating another country's laws, subjecting them to criminal or civil 
penalties. Conflicts like these could cause finns in the United States doing business 
internationally to suffer financially. Such regulatory arbitrage would stunt financial growth. 
disrupt the markets, and go against this Administration's pledge to streamline and make 
regulations less burdensome for businesses. Can you outline your plan for resolving this and 
other similar situations where CFTC regulations and foreign country laws are in conflict? 

a. Also, could you please explain how the CFTC has taken into consideration the 
Administration's pledge to streamline regulations like this so that the impact on firms 
is minimal'? 

b. If substituted compliance is not made available to international regulators, will the 
CFTC be extending the time period of its final exemptive rule for international 
entities, and if so. for how long? 

2. How many meetings has the CFTC had with stakeholders, and particularly those involved in 
trading agricultural commodities, about how the Commission's "residual interest" provisions 
contained with your proposed customer protection rule will affect Futures Commission 
Merchants and their customer:;? 

a. What are the changes in margin requirements the Commission is proposing in your 
proposed customer protection rule? 

b. Does the Commodity Exchange Act provide for the CfTC to set margin 
requirements? 

c. What is the statutory authority for the CFTC to mandate these changes? 
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d. While this particular provision in the Commission's rule doesn't include a cost 
analysis, industry estimates indicate that it may result in customers of Futures 
Commission MerchanlS needing to hold an additional$) 00 billion of their own funds 
in their margin acoounts. Will the Commission be issuing a cost/benefit analysis for 
this specific provision of the rule? 

e. Has the Office of Management and Budget indicated that the CFTC' s "customer 
protection" rule will be a major rule? 

3. During the hearing you indicated that the CfTC is actively shelving enforcement 
action(s) due to a lack of resources. Can you please provide a specific number of 
instances where this has occu1Ted'! 

4. Is it the CFTC's position that the industry-specifically members ofa Designated 
Contract Market (DCM) that are not otherwise required to be registered with the 
CFTC-has been required to record and archive instant messages, text messages, and 
other forms of digital illld electronic media based on the "industry guidance" that CFTC 
issued in 2009? lfycs, are you suggesting that CFTC's 2009 "industry guidance" has 
the full force and effect of a regulation? 

a. The expansion in the final rule specifically includes "voicemail" in the category of 
"written communication." Does this mean that the CFTC is taking the position that, 
if a phone call results in a voicemail, once it is recorded as a voicemail it is now a 
"written record" that must be maintained? Please explain the similarities and 
differences between the Securities and Exchange Commission's regulations and the 
CFTC's regulations regarding this topic. 

b. If the appropriate policy regarding members of a DCM-that are not otherwise 
required to be registered with the CFTC-is to not require recording of oral 
communications ri:lated to cash commodity sales, does it make sense to make them 
retain the 21" century analogs for oral conversation, such as text messages and insrant 
messages? What is the policy goal of this distinction? 

c. In order to comply with the final rule as \\Titten, entities may have no choice but to 
avoid text or instant messaging, and simply go back to using the phone, which they 
do not have to record. Is this the intended policy outcome that the CFTC envisioned 
with this final rule? 

d. Would the CFTC be willing to re-open that portion of the final rule on adaptation 
relating to what constitutes a "written record" in order to allow further industry 
comment? 

5. Does the Commission have enough infonnation available to make a finding that position 
limits are necessary and appropriate? 
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6. Does the CFTC believe that the migration from swaps to futures is due to regulatory 
uncer1ainty or does this transition suggest that the Commission's rules are being promulgated 
in the wrong order'? 

7. Hu the CFTC drafted any proposed technical changes or is the CFTC aware of any other 
federal agency that has drafted proposed changes to Title VII of Dodd-Frank? If so, can the 
CFTC please forward a copy of the draft to the Senate Agriculture Committee? 

8. The CFTC's regulation of inter-affiliate trades is also a matter of great concern to companies 
in my state and across the country. Many such companies have established centralized 
treasury units to more efficiently manage their risk mitigation strategies. Is the CFTC 
considering denying end-user companies use of lhe clearing exception simply because they 
have adopted the use of inter-affiliate transactions or centralized treasury units as a type of 
risk mitigation? lf so, can the CFTC fix this problem administratively or does Congress need 
to address this problem? 

a. What is the CFTC's intended use for this captured inter-affiliate transaction data? 

9. Based upon the GAO's January 23, 2013 response regarding the CFTC's reprogramming of 
fonds obtained by eliminating two administrative law judges, two questions remain: 

a. Have you reprogranuned the $800,000 of funding saved from eliminating these jobs, 
and if so, how? Also, have you notified the House and Senate Appropriations 
Committees pursuant to the Act? 

b. What authority allows you to eliminate these positions and contract judges? 
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Senate Committee on Agricultuce, Nutrition & Forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity f'utures Trading Commissiun 

February 27, 2013 
Questions for the record 

Senator Charles .E. Grassley 

Questions for Chairman Gary Gensler 

QUESTION l 

Chairman Gensler, I want to thank you for reaching out to me regarding the manipulation of 
LlBOR. On February 21" in an interview with Bloomberg News, you referenced your concerns 
regarding the integrity of LIBOR saying that some might see the rate as "too big to replace" 
despite concerns about its integrity. 

I am also concerned that some have taken this view of LIBOR. In addition to pegging LIBOR to 
real transactions, what suggestions would you make to create a sustainable benchmark rate that 
would not be so vulnerable to manipulation? 

Are you concerned that we are in dl.lllger of reverting back to LIBOR without any meaningful 
reforms? 

QUESTION 2 

In a recent final rule, the CFTC recogni:red the compliance burden that the oral communications 
recordkeeping would ha\'e on smaller futures businesses, specifically excluding the requirement 
for Introducing !Jrokers that don't exceed a certain revenue threshold. Similarly, commercial 
grain elevators that largely deal in purchasing cash grain, occasionally take an order from a 
customer to hedge in the futures markets. Because they iire technically a brMch operation 
affiliated with a fanner coopl>'rative futures commission mcrchlillt, and not an introducing broker, 
they will have to record all oral phone conversations. Given the low volwne of futures 
transactions handled by these facilities, complying with such oral recording requirements under 
Regulation 1.35 could be difficult both economically and from a technical standpoint. 

Given this situation, would CFTC considi:r treating those branch operations similar to small 
introducing brokers and exclude them from the oral communications recordkeeping 
requirements? 
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OUESTION3 

A lot is being discussed about customer protections in terms of regulations being imph:mcnted 
by the CfTC and some of the Self-Regulatory entities. In addition, customer protections will 
certainly come up during reauthorization of the Commodity Exchange Act. As we all know, the 
issue of customer protections is so prevalent because of the recent failures of Peregrine Financial 
and MF Global. Both of those fLmls are still going through the bankruptcy process. 

It will be good for the Agriculture Committee to carefully consider proper customer protections 
during reauthorization of the Commodity Exchange Act; as the r.mking member on the Judiciary 
Committee I am also interested in whether you think there are areas of the bankruptcy law that 
need to be analyzed as it pertains to protecting customen1 of futures brokerage firms which go 
into bankruptcy? 

QUESTION4 

I suppon some of the recent work the CFTC has done in regards to increasing customer 
protections. That being said, I have heard from fanners and their brokers that they have serious 
concerns y,ith the CFTC"s proposed rule that would require futures brokerages to keep so-called 
residual interest in their accounts at all times to cover customers' margin requirements. Farmers 
are concerned about how this will effect the amount of money they would be required to keep in 
their margin accounts to cover possible moves in the market, whereas currently they provide 
more funds to cover movements in the market at the end of a given day. In addition there is 
concern with the practicality of farmers being able to get funds to their brokers potentially on a 
moment's notice in the middle of the day while they are busy running their farming operations. 

I would like for you to put this proposed rule in the context of the recent collapse of futures 
brokers. In terms of the two biggest failures in the furures industry in recent years, MF Global 
and Peregrine Financial, could you explain if, and how, this so-called "residual interest" rule 
would have helped prevent the failures at MF Global and Peregrine Financial? How would this 
rule have helped protect customer money in those cases? If this proposed rule would not have 
had much affect in protecting customer money in MF Global or Peregrine Financial, could you 
please explain how the CFTC decided this proposed rule was necessary? 
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Senati: Committee on Agricultur~, Nutrition & l'orestry 

Oversight of the Conunodity Futures Trading Commission 
2/27/13 

Questions for the Record 

St:natorTom Harkin 

Questions for Chairman Gensler: 

Question 1: At the request of the National Futures Association the Berkeley Research Group 

recently conducted an independent analysis of the NF As auditing of Peregrine Financial Group, 
Inc. in light of the fraud perpetrated by Peregrine's CEO Russell Wasendorf Sr. The analysis 

included a list of recommendations that NF A has pledged to adopt. 

Do you believe these changes are sufficient or that more needs to be done to ensure that the NFA 

is able to protect customer segregated funds and appropriately regulate the market participants 
that it oversees? If so, what additional steps do you believe need to be taken to fully protect 

customer segregated funds? 

Question 2: One of the striking developments in the financial markets over the last decade is the 

rise of high speed trading. While there are many different views about the role that high speed 
trading plays in the market, in late 2012 CFTC Chief Economist Andrei Kirilenko published a 

study in which he found that High Frequency Traders generate their profits to the detriment of 
typical retail investors. This study followed on the joint report from the CFTC and SEC on the 

so-called "flash crash" that found high speed trading to be one of the causes of this significant 
market disruption that occurred on May 6, 201 Q_ Finally the Financial Times recently noted that 

high speed trading is spreading into markets like bonds, currencies, and derivatives (Markets: In 
Search ofa Fast Buck by Arash Massoudi and Michael Mackeiuie, February 19, 2013). 

In light of these events what do you believe the impact of high speed trading is on the safety and 
soumlne5s of the financial system? Whal do you believe will be the impact of high speed trading 
in the derivatives markets? 

Question 3: Title Vil of the Dodd-frank Act requires the CFTC to publicly report and take steps 
to protect the financial system should swaps that are required to clear not be cleared. As market 
participants are required to begin clearing certain swaps, what steps has the CFTC taken to 

implement the anti-evasion provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act? 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity Futures Tr~ing Commission 

Questions for the record 
Chainnan Gensler 
February 27, 2013 

Senator Patrick Leahy 

Questions for Chairman Gensler 

I am hearing from a number of municipal electric utilities in Vennont, these are small, 
government-owned utilities, that are alarmed about new CFTC regulations they believe are 
preventing them from hedging fuel risks using financially senled contracts. These utilities are 
accountable to the people they serve and deeply invested in keeping their rates low and bills 
affordable to help stimulate the economic prosperity of the communities they serve. 

As you mentioned in your testimony, the Dodd-Frank Act sv.'3ps market reforms were put in 
place to benefit end-users by lowering costs and increasing access to the markets. However I am 
concerned that our country's municipal utilities have been swept up in an unintended 
consequence in these regulations and these true end-users are being excluded from the swaps 
market because any counterparty that does business with them will be labeled a Swap Dealer. 

I have heard from Vermont municipalities that are considered a "special entity" under your 
regulations who believe this has scared off any non-financial counterparty from doing business 
with them. This is limiting the ways they are able to hedge the price of fuel compared to other 
cooperatives or investor-owned utilitie~, which is putting the utilities and the communities they 
serve at a disadvantage. 

The Dodd-Frank Act certainly did not intend for "end-users" such as municipal utilities to be 
frozen out of the swaps market like this. As I understand it there is no provision in that ponion or 
the bill that required any kind of additional protections for special entities, so my question for 
you is how can this be fixed so that we are not unfairly discriminating against our municipal 
utilities? 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

Wednesday, l'ebruary 27, 2013 
Questions for the record 

Senator Thune 

1) On the subject of tne proposed customer-segregation rule, it is intended to prevent 
anotller collapse like MF Global or Peregrine Financial Group in which customer 
segregated funds are at risk. My concern Is that the capital requirements are so 
stringent that smaller brokerages that cater to end-users in states Ii lte mine will not be 
able to survive, or at the very least will drive up costs for end-users like farmers, the 
very people this rule is intending to protect. 

I understand that the comment period on this rule is now closed. Assuming you heard 
from end-users and brokerages concerned about the impact of tnis proposed rule, what 
steps are you taking to ensure tnose concerns are addressed before issuing a final 
rulemaklng? 

2) We've neard U.S. regulators talk about "international harmonization" and the belief that 
the rest of the world will follow, which played a role in the CFTC's delay in compliance 
with some of its cross-border derivatives rules last year. It is difficult to see that there 
will be such harmonization. Will you hit the pause button again as you did in October 
and in December? Isn't the better way to regulate to be clear that these requirements 
will be put on hold until an agreement is reached? 

3) There has been a lot of focus in the industry press about so-called Nfuturization" - that is 
the increased use of futures instead of swamps because of all the uncertainty 
surrounding the swaps rules, particularly in the energy space. It is interesting to see 
futurization being made out to be a bad thing, because the futures are more highly 
regulated. But given the uncertainty with regard to swaps, and the piecemeal approach 
being taken in the implementation of the swaps rule, doesn't it make sense that folks 
would turn toward futures, even though they are more regulated, out of a desire for 
regulatory certainty? 

4) The Commission has said that guarantees of swaps are themselves swaps. In addition to 
creating a great deal of uncertainty in a re as such as cross-border jurisdiction and swap 
dealer and major swap participant calculations, this is directly contrary to what the SEC 
concluded in the same rulemaking, where they said guarantees of security based swaps 
are not themselves security based swaps. How is this consistent with the statutory 
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requirement that the two agencies coordinate their rules, and can you tell me where in 
the swap definition guarantees appear? 

5) Why did the CFTC sav that all options are swaps, Ignoring the fact that Congress 
preserved the CFTC's existing authority over options? Why doesn't the Commission 
tlarify that an option to buy a nonfinancial commoditv - purchased by a commercial 
business that intends to use the product in its business. and not for financial speculation 
of any kind - is completely outside regulation as a swap? 

6) Well before the April 10 reporting deadline, will the CFTC give guidance to end users on 
which volumetric options must be reported as swaps? And will this guidance clarify that 
options in a commercial forward that are used in the ordinary course of business, and 
not for financial speculation, are covered by the forward e><emption? 

7) There has been consider able debate around the intent of Sec. 722 of Dodd· Frank and 
the aggressive approach being taken by the CFTC to apply derivatives rules to U.S. banks 
doing business oversea~ with foreign clients. This approach has been criticized by 
market participants. and, maybe most noteworthy, foreign regulators as missing the 
mark and potentially exacerbating rather than ameliorating the problem. Given that 
foreign regulators have raised concerns about the potential application of Title VII in 
their jurisdictions. I am concerned about similar reciprocal measures being enacted by 
the E.U. or otherforeign regulators in response. Can you please provide the Committee 
with details about how the agency intends to reach an agreement with the key 
European countries to resolve th is dispute? 

8) Given developments late last year-unnecessary disruptions around Oct. 12 deadlines. 
last minute "no-action" letters, reports that foreign banks wouldn't do business with US 
firms, an interim final rule, etc. - why should Congress nave any level of confidence that 
you're moving in the right direction and that markets won't be negatively impacted by 
actions of the CFTC? Also, how do you intend on getting the rest of the world to follow 
the U.S. when the SEC and CFTC rules currently don't align on timing, process or content 
in many areas? What happens later this year if there is still not international 
harmonization or even domestic harmonilation? 

9) Why are such significant reforms - like your cross-border guidance - being made 
through guidante and no·attion letters versus a formal rulemaking process? Is it to avert 
AdminMration Procedures Act {APA) requirements? Wouldn't all parties benefit from 
formally proposed rules? 

10) A purpose of including the formation of Swap Execution Facilities in Dodd-Frank was to 
encourage price transparency, but there is nothing in the statute that directs the 
agencies to require a certain number of trade submissions as a prerequisite to qualify 
for trading as a SEF. In fact, the SE C's proposal does not have this requirement, so th is 
clearly isn't a statutory necessity. But there is significant downside to mandating tnis 
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requirement. Requiring a cenain number would reduce liquidity, increase trading costs 
and actually could Impair transparency. Shouldn't we allow the SEF landscape to 
develop without imposing such inflei<ible requirements? If, as these platforms develop, 
tne agency learns througf'I experience that a minimum requirement is necessary. it can 

always revise the standards. 
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Senate Commitccc on Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

February 27, 2013 
Questions for the Record 
Chairman Gary Gensler 

Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow 

I.) The Board of the National Futures Association recently accepted recommendations provided 
by the Rerkcley Research Group, LLC (BRG). NFA asked BRG to examine, in part. NFA"s 
oversight of Peregrine financial Group, fnc. before Peregrine's failure. The report discussed 
the NFA's relationship with the CFTC, recommended increased coordination between the 
NFA and the CFTC, and discussed NFA 's o\•ersight of market participants. The report 
highlighted what the ~FA does well, but also made recommendations on how to improve 
NF A's audits. 

2.) Does the CFTC have a wrinen policy that dictates how and when information should be 
shared between the NF A and the CFTC, either at the staff level or otherwise? If not. why 
hasn't this been done? If so. please provide that policy to the Committee. 

Reseonse: The CFTC and the DSROs readily share information on firms and engage in 
routine meetings to discuss firms. All examination reports performed by the designated 
self-regulatory organi:i:ations (DSROs) are provided to the CFrC, and the CFrC is in the 
process of obtllining real-time access to the SR Os' financial and compliance cxitminations 

a.) What is the CFTC's role in setting or approving designated self-regulatory 
organizations' (DSROs') auditing standards'! If the agency has the authority to 

dictate auditing standards for DSROs, when did the agency last use this authority'! 

b.) Has the agency ever formally examined thi: auditing standards of the NFA? If so, 
when is the last time this took place? 

R.:sponse to 2Cal and 2Cbl: Last October, the Commission acted to propose new rules that 
arc directed toward enhancing protections afforded customer funds held by Futures 
Commission Merchants and Derivatives Clearing Organizatio11s. The proposal makes a 
number of changes that are designed to ens11re that the Commission does everything within 
its authorities and resources to strengthen oversight programs and the protection of 
customers and their funds. Among the proposed reforms is a provision to set standards for 
the SROs' examinations and the annual certified financial statement audits, including 
raising minimum standards for independent public accountants who audit J."CMs. The 
agency has received public comment regarding the proposed rules and will respond to 
those comments in issuing final rules. 

c.) What is the CFTC s relation~hip, formal or informal, with the Joint Audit 
Committee (JAC)? 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition & Foresny 
Ovcr.~ight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

February 27, 2013 
Questions for the Record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

Response: The CFTC is not a member or the JAC but participates in meetings at times 
dc1xmding on the ogenda. 

d.) What division at the CFTC is responsible for ensuring that OSROs are adequately 
supervising Futures Commission Merchants (FCMs)? What staff resources are 
dedicated to oversight of the ~elf-regulatory organizations and designated sclf
regulatory organizations? 

Response: The Divillion of Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight (DSIO) oversees the 
DSROs and exercises supervision over Futures Commission Merchants (FCMs). DSIO has 
two people dt-dicated full time to overseeing the DSROs. They are supplemented with 
other DSIO staff when the need arises to support an examination uf the DSRO. 

e.) What more should the CFTC do to ensure that designated self-regulatory 
organizations arc properly supervising market participants? 

Response: The CFTC's mission is to ensure the integrity of the futures and swaps markets. 
As part of this, we must do everything within our authorities and resources to strengthen 
oversight programs and the protection of customers and their funds. That's the goal of 
rules proposed by the Commission last year. It's about ensuring customers have confidence 
that the funds they post as margin or collateral are fully segregated and protected. 

CFTC Commissioners and staff reached out broadly on ways to enhance customer 
protections. We hosted two roundtablei< un issues ranging from the segregation of customer 
funds to examining the CFTC's oversight ofself-regulatory organizations (SROs). In July, 
the CFTC approved a National Futures Association (NFA) proposal that stemmed from a 
coordinated effort by the CFTC, the SROs, other financial rf1:ulators, and market 
participants, including from CITC roundtables. 

Tbe CFTC's November 2012 customer protection proposal addresses several 
components of customer protection. including the self-regulatory organization oversight 
program, risk disclosures, financial reporting, and public disclosures. 

With respect to the SRO financial surveillance program, the proposal would require 
SROs that examine FCMs, including the NFA, to establish a supervisory program that, 
among other things, must be based on controls testing as well as substantive testing, and 
must address all areas of risk that the FCM can reasonably foresee. The supervisory 
program also must have standards addressing such issue! as the ethics of the examiner; the 
independence of the examiner; the supervision, review, and quality control of an 
examiner's work product; aod the quality control procedures to ensure that the 
examinations maintain the IC\'el of quality expected. The SROs also would be required to 
en2a2e a rec02nized aceountinll or auditing firm with substantial expertise in the audit of 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition & forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity r:ururcs Trading Commission 

.February 27, 2013 
Questions for the Record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

FCMs, risk assessment, and internal control reviews to evaluate the SROs' supervisory 
program and the application of the of the supervisory progr.tm lit least once enry two 
yean>. 

The Commission received more than 100 comment letters on the proposed customer 
protection rulemaking. Staff is currently reviewing the comments and the Commission will 
respond in a final rule. 

3.) Recently, the SEC approved Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) backed by physical holdings of 
copper (Black Rock's iShares Copper Trust and J.P. Morgan's Xr Physical Copper Trust). 

The SEC argued that the fund would not drive copper prices, but others have concerns that it 
could. 

a.) If your stalT or anyone at the Commission has considered the extent to which these 

types of funds could have an impact on the price of physical products like copper 
or in CFTC-rcgulated markets, what have they concluded'? Does the CFTC have 

suffident access to data that would draw conclusions about this impact? 

b.) The Dodd-Frank Act included language that requires additional 
consultation and coordination between the CFTC and the SEC. In !vfarch 2008, the 

agencies signed a Memorandum of Understanding that would facilitate more 
cooperation on issues ofmutuul interest. Given part of the CFTC's mission is to 

preserve the integrity of the price-discovery process in the futures, swaps, and 
options markets, and to protect these markets from manipulation, does the agency 

consider these physically-backed ETF approvah an area of mutual interest"! Did 
the CFTC have any formal or infonnal input in the approvals of these ETFs? lfthe 

CFTC had input al any level, what communication did the agency have with the 
SEC or other regulators on this subject? 

c.) Docs the CFTC currently have any authority to direc!ly oversee 
these entities? 

Response to (a), (bl. and Cc>: While the CFTC is not a price ~etting agency, the Commission 
has the responsibility for the oversight of commodities trading on regulated markets that 
are subject to the Commission's regime. The Commodity Exchange Act requires the 
registration of Commodity Pool Operators (CPOs) including CPOs that offer commodity 
pools whose shares are publicly offered and listed for trading on a natiomll securities 
exchange. Like ETFs generally, these commodity ETFs may passively seek to track or 
replicate the performance of a specific commodity or commodity index or they may 
actively trade commodity interests. To the extent that such pools are fully regulated by the 
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Senate Committee on Agriculture, ~utrition & forestry 
Oversight of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

February 27, 2013 
Questions for the Record 
Chainnan Gary Gensler 

SEC under the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the CFTC 
has recogni7.ed the SEC regime as providing investor protection and granted relief from 
duplicative requirements such as the manner in which required CPO disclosures are 
provided in connection with investor prospectuses. 

Through its large trader reporting system, the CFTC obtains position information 
for traders whose positions in futures oontracts and in options on futures contracts exceed 
sp«ificd levels. To the extent the ETF, as a commodity pool, has a ~portable position, it is 
subject to the CITC's large trader reporting regime. 

Some ETFs are structured in such a way that their shares may not be securities, but 
ca.4h market transactions. These "physical commodity-based ETFs" hold physical 
commodities, such as gold or silver, rather than futures or commodity options. To date. 
these ETFs have listed their shares on national securities exchangt'S subject to SEC 
regulation. National securities exchange.~ have also elected to list options and s«urity 
futures on such shares; however, to the extent such a product is a commodity options or 
futures contract, it is subject to the CEA's requirement that it be traded on a CITC· 
designated market. The CFTC has provided exemptive relief to such products in 
recognition of the fact that they are subject to the SEC's regime or customer protection. 
Stafffrom the SEC's Division of Trading and -"farkets (T&M) have engaged with the 
CFTC's Division of Market Oversight (DMO) with respect to the various viewpoincs in 
comment letters that were submitted to the SEC on the copper ETF proposals. 

4.) In a final position limits rule published in the Federal Register on November 18, 201 l (76 FR 
71626), the CFTC discussed the treatment of commodity index funds. That final rule 
referenced a letter that then·Chairman of the Agriculture Committee Sen. Lincoln wrote to 
Chairman Gensler on December 16, 2010, that asked the agency to consider the impact of 
position limits on certain types of investment vehicles and classes of investors. Does the 
CFTC intend to propose a new rule on position limits imd, if $0, will the CfTC consider this 
letter and other comments provided to it at the time of its initial rulemaking on position 
limit5? 

Resoonse: The CFTC has appealed tbe September 28, 2012, Order of the District Court 
for the District of Columbia that vacated the position limits final rule. In addition, staff is 
developing a draft of a new proposed rule for consideration by the Commission. The 
Commission will benefit from prior comments, as well as oew comments that may be 
r«eived. 

Ranking Member Thad Cochran 
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February 27, 2013 
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Chairman Gary Gensler 

l.) We continue to see concerns with the CFTC' s data reporting requiremenls that conflict with 
some foreign countries' privacy laws, such as France, Singapore, Spain and Korea, among 
others. Market participants could be put in the difficult situation of failing to comply with 
CFTC regulations or violating another country's laws, subjecting them to criminal or civil 
penalties. Conflicts like these could cause firms in the United States doing business 
internationally to suffer financially. Such regulatory arbitrage would stunt financial grov.1h, 
disrupt the markets. and go against this Administration's pledge to streamline and make 
regulations less burdensome for bu.~incsscs. Can you outline your plan for resolving this and 
other similar situations where CFTC regulations anJ foreign country laws are in conflict? 

a.) Also, could you please explain how lhe CFTC has laken into consideration lhc 
Administration's pledge to streamline regulations like this so that the impact on firms 
is minimal? 

b.) If substituted compliance is not made available to international regulators, will the 
CFTC be extending the time period of its final exemptive rule for intemational 
entities, and if so, for how long? 

Response: In implementing the requirements of the Dodd·Frank Act, the CFTC has 
engaged in discussions with foreign regulatory authorities and market participants to 
coordinate and promote consistent standards wherever possible. enc staff also shared 
drafts of lerm sheets, proposed rulemakings and interpretive guidance, and other rde,,·ant 
working documents with domestic and foreign authorities. CFTC Commissioners and staff 
have also solicited public feedback by conducting meetings, conference calls, roundtables 
and by participating in panels, hearings and other public events. The Commission 
considers such feedback carefully in order to finalize and implement its regulations and 
guidance. The Commission will continu1.1 to engage with foreign regulatory authorities and 
the public. 

With resped to data reporting requirements, in a December 3, 2012 letter, the 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association, lnc., on behalf of its members requested 
targeted relief from certain requirements of the reporting rules. In the letter, ISDA stated 
that there exist potential conOicts between the Commission's reporting rules and the 
privacy laws of certain non-U.S. jurisdictions. ISDA represented that these privacy laws 
may, in certain circumstances, restrict or prohibit the disclosure of a non-reporting party's 
identity information by a reporting party. ISDA further represented that depending on the 
non-U.S. jurisdiction, disclosure or identity information may require non-reporting party 
consent, regulatory authorization, or both. The Division of Market Oversight granted 
JSDA's request for targeted relief from certain reporting obligations. Since then, the 
Commission has continued to engage with authorities and otben and is considering 
whether or not this targeted relkf shoulll be extended. Similar discussions and 
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considerations extend to the duration and substance of the final exemptive order regarding 
compliance with certain swap regulations with respect to cross-border swaps activities. 

2.) How many meetings has the CfTC had with stakeholders, and particularly those involved in 
trading agricultural commodities, about how the Commission's "residual interest" provisions 
contained with your proposed customer protection rule will affect Futures Commission 
Merchants and their customers? 

Response: Commission staff have discussed the potential impact of the residual interest 
provisions with ~prescntatives from a number of o~anizations including the American 
Farm Bureau Federation, the National Grain and Feed Association, the National Council of 
Farmer Cooperative_~, the National Pork Producers Council, the Futures Industry 
Association, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc., and ADM Investor 
Services. In addition, the Commission held a public roundtable on February S, 2013, to 
discuss, among other topics, the proposed residual interest provisions. Participants on the 
residual interest panel included representatives from a clearinghouse, from futures 
commission merchants and from the buy-side, including representatives from RJ O'Brien 
& Associates, Inc., the National Pork Producers Council, the National Grain and Feed 
Association, and the Commodity Customer Coalition. Representatives from the American 
Feed Industry Association, the Commodity Markets Council, and New England Fuel 
Institute were im·ited but unable to participate. 

a.) What are the changes in margin requirements the Commission is proposing in your 
proposed customer protection rule? 

b.) Does the Commodity Exchange Act provide for the CFTC to set margin 
requirements? 

c.) What is the statutory authority for the CFTC to mandate these changes? 

d.) While this panicular provision in the Commission's rule doesn't include a cost 
analysis, industry estimates indicate that it may n:sult in customers of Fucures 
Commission Merchants needing to hold an additional $100 billion of their own funds 
in their margin accounts. Will the Commission be issuing a cost/benefit analysis for 
this specific provision of the rule'? 
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Response to (al. (b). (c) and (d): Section 4d(a)(2) of the Commodity Exchange Act states 
that the money, securities, and property received by a fururcs commission merehant from a 
customer lo margin, guarantee, or secure the trades or contracts of that customer "shall be 
separately accounted for and shall not be commingled with the funds ofsuch commission 
merchant or be used lo margin or guarantee the trades or contracts, or to secure or extend 
the credit, of any customer or person other lhan the one for whom the same are held." 
Similarly section 4d(f)(2) of the Commodity Exchaoge Act prohibits a futures commission 
mcrthant from using the money, securities, and property of a swaps customer to margin, 
guarantee, or secure any trades or contr11cts of "of any customer or person other than lhc 
one for whom the same are held." Finally, Commission regulation 1.22, which has existed 
since the 1980s, states that "No futures commission merchant shall use, or permit the use 
of, the futures customer funds of one futures customer to purchase, margin, or settle the 
trades, contracts, or commodity options of, or to secure or extend the credit of, any person 
other than such futures customer,'' and Commission regulation 22.2(d)(1) slates that "No 
futures commission merchant shall use, or permit the use of, the Cleared Swaps Customer 
Collateral of one Cleared Swaps Customer to purchase, margin, or settle the Cleared 
Swaps or any other trade or contr-.ict of, or to secure or extend the credit of, any pcl'5on 
other than such Cleared Swaps Customer." 

In its recent review of the Commission's customer protection regime, Commission 
staff realized that there were market practices that were in tension with the plain language 
of the Commodity Exchange Act and Commission regulations. As such, the Commission 
proposed a regulation to clarify aC"ceptable pntctices with respecl to these existing sl11tutory 
and regulatory requirements. The Commission bas received public comments r<.-garding 
the proposed rule and will consider and respond to them in connection with the final rule. 

The Commission takes very seriously the consideration of costs and benefits of the 
rules it considers as required under section 15(a) of the Commodity F:xchange Act. The 
economic costs and benefits associated with regulations, especially as they pertain to 
commenters' concerns, are of utmost importance in the Commission's deliberation and 
determination of final rules.. 

e.) Has the Office of Management and Budget indicated that the CFTC's ·'customer 
protection'· rule will be a major rule? 

Response: The OMO determination will be made in connection with the final rule. 

3.) During the hearing you indicated that the CFTC is actively shelving enforc~ment action(s) 
due to a lack of resources. Can you please provide a specific number of instances where this 
has occurred? 
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Response: We are constantly faced, as any law enforcement agency is, with making 
priorities as to which cases to pursue. But whitt we have found, because or the financial 
crisis of2008 and because of the passage ol Dodd-Frank and some of the changes in the 
marketplace, that we're increasingly faced with complex cases, complex investigations, and 
we don't have suflieicnt staff to address them. 

4.) ls it the CFTC's position that the industry-specifically members of a Designated Contract 
Market (DCM) that are not otherwise required to be registered with the CFTC-has been 
required to record and archive install! messages, text messages, and other forms of digital and 
electronic media based on the "industry guidance·· that CFTC issued in 2009? If yes, are you 
suggesting that CFTC's 2009 "industry guidance'' has the full force and effect of a 
regulation? 

Response: In 2009, the Commission's Division of Market Oversight (DMO) issued an 
Advisory 10 clarify certain Commission recordkccping requirements pertaining to futures 
commission merchants (FCMs), introducing brokers (IDs), and members of a designated 
contract market. The Advisory was Co clarify that the individuals and entities subject to 
the Commission's recordkeeping requirements should maintain all electronic forms of 
communications, including email, instant messages, and any other form of rommu nication 
created or transmitted electronically for all trading. Also noted in the Advisory is that 
recordkeeping regulations do not distinguish between methods used to record the 
information covered by the regulations, including emails, instant mel'sages, and any other 
form of communication created or transmitted electronically. The Commission adopted the 
proposed amendment to regulation l.35(a) to clarify that the existing requirement to keep 
written records applies to electronic written communications, such as emails and instant 
m~ssag~. 

a.) The expansion in the final rule specifically includes "voicemail" in the category of 
·•written communication.'' Docs this mean that the CFTC is taking the position that, 
if a phone call results in a voicemail, once it is recorded as a voicemail it is now a 
·'written record'' that must be maintained? Please explain the similarities and 
differences between the Securities and Exchange Commission's regulations and the 
CFTC's regulations regarding this topic. 

Response: The amended regulation provides that among the ~ords required to be kept 
are all oral and written communicittions provided or received concerning quotes, 
solicitations, bids, offers, instructions, trading, and prices that lead to the execution of a 
traftsaction in a commodity interest and related cash or forward transactions, whether 
communicated by telephone, voicemail, facsimile, instant messaging, chat rooms, electronic 
mail, mobile device, or other digital or electronic media. The final rule does not specifically 
include "voicemail" in the category of written communication but provides a list of 
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included modes of communication in the requirement that ''all oral and written 
communications'' be kept. 

b.) If the appropriate policy regarding members of a DCM-that arc not otherwise 
required to be registered with the Cf TC-is to not require recording of oral 
communications related to cash commodity sales, does it make sense to make them 
retain the 21" century analogs for oral conversation, such as text messages and instant 
messages? What is the policy goal of this distinction? 

c.) In order 10 comply with the tinal rule as written, entities may have no choice but to 
avoid text or instant messaging, and simply go back to using the phone, which they 
du not have to record. Js this the intended policy uutcome that the CFTC envisioned 
with this final rule? 

Response lo (b) and (c): The overarching purpose of the Commission's final rule is to 
promote market integrity and protect customers. Requiring the recording and retention of 
oral communications will serve as a disincentive for covered entities to make fraudulent or 
misleading communications. In response to comments asserting that the cost of 
implementing and maintaining an oral communication recording system would be overly 
burdensome for small entities aud the commercial end-user, non-intermediary members or 
a DCM or SEF, the Commission has determined to exclude from the new oral 
communications requirement members th11t are not registered or required to be registered 
with the Commission in any capacity. 

d.) Would the CFTC be willing to re-open that portion of the final rule on adaptation 
relating to what constitutes a "written record" in order lo allow further industry 
comment? 

Response: The Co•nmis~ion is not proceeding at this time to re·opeu the rule. 

S.) Does the Commission have enough infonnation available to make a finding that position 
limits are necessary and appropriate? 

Resoonse: The Commission interprels the meaning ofsection 4a(a) oftbe Commodity 
Exchange Act to mandate that the Commission impose position limits on futures contracts, 
options, and certain swaps in physical commodities. 

6.) Does the CFTC believe that the migration from swaps to futures is due to regulatory 
uncertainty or docs this transition suggest that the Commission·s rules are being promulgated 
in the wrong ordi:!r? 
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Response: The swaps market emerged in the 1980s, but until now, it lacked the benefit of 
futures and securities market rules that have served to promote transparency, lower risk 
and protect investoni. What followed was the 2008 financial crisis, which was caused in 
part by the swaps markets. Eight million American jobs were lost. In contrast, the futures 
market, supported by earlier reforms, weathered the financial crisis. Now that the entire 
derivatives marketplace - both futures and swaps - has comprehensive oversight, it's the 
natural order of things for some realignment to take place. 

The notional open interest of the futures market ranges around $30 trillion. There 
are various estimates for the notional size of the U.S. swaps market, but it r.mges around 
S2SO trillion. Though the futures market trades more actively, just one-ninth or so of the 
combined open interest in the derivatives marketplace is futures. Approximately eight
ninths of the combined derivatives marketplace is swaps, which until recently were 
unregulated. 

Last fall. IntercontinentalExchange converted power and natural gas-related swaps 
into futu~s contracts. Ip addition, the CME Group'it ClearPort products, which were 
cleared as futures, including those that were executed bilaterally as swaps, are now being 
offered for trading on Globe11 or on the trading floor. CMF. also adopted new block trading 
rules for its ClearPort enef!O' contracts, and it began trading a futures contract where the 
underlying product i~ an interest rare swaps contract. 

Whether one calls a product a standardized swap or a future, both markets will now 
benefit from central clearing. In addition, transparency has been a longstanding hallmark 
of the futures market- both pre-trade and post-trade. Now, for the first time, the swaps 
market is benefitting from post-trade transparency, and the Commission has adopted pre
trade transparency rules as well. 

7.) Has the CFTC drafted any proposed technical changes or is the CFTC aware of any other 
federal agency that has drafted proposed changes to Title VII of Dodd-Frank? If so, can the 
CFTC please forward a copy of the draft to the Senate Agriculture Committee'! 

Resoonse: The Commission has not proposed technical changes to date but is always 
available to provide tt-ehnical assistance. 

8.) The CFrc·s regulation of inter-affiliate trades is also a matter of great concern to companies 
in my state and across the country. Many such companies have established centralized 
treasury units to more efficiently m!lllage their risk mitigation strategies. Is the CFTC 
considering denying end-user companies use of the clearing exception simply because they 
have adopted the use of inter-affiliate transactions or centralized treasury units as a type of 
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risk mitigation? If so, can the CFTC fix this problem administratively or does Congress need 
to addn:ss this problem? 

a.) What is the CFTC' s intended use for this captured inter-anil iate transaction data? 

Response: Under the Dodd-Frank Act, an end-user is exempt rrom the clearing 
requirement if it is not a financial entity, and is using swaps to hedge or mitigate 
commercial risk. 

The Commission has approached swaps market reform with an eye towanl ensuring 
a market that works well for end-users, America's job providers. Congress provided in 
Dodd-Frank that end-users should be able to choose whether nr not to cle-.tr swaps that 
hedge or mitigate commercial risks. Last summer, the Commission finalized rules to 
implement this exception. 

The CFTC also finalized a rule to e:11empt swaps between certain affiliated entities 
within a corporate group from the clearing requirement. 

We've received many comments and had many meetings with non-financial end
u5ers that about required clearing if they use a treasury affiliate when entering iuto their 
market facing swaps. 

The stall and Commission are taking a close look at how to appropriately address 
these issues in the context of the Dodd-Ji"rank Ael. 

9.) Based upon the GA O's January 23, 2013 response regarding the CFTC's reprogramming of 
funds obtained by eliminating two administrative Jaw judges, two questions remain: 

a.) Have you reprogrammed the $800,000 of funding saved from eliminating these jobs, 
and if so, how? Also. have you notified 1he House and Senate Appropriations 
Committees pursuant to the Act? 

Resnonse: By letter of April 15, 2013, I notified the Committees on Appropriations that the 
Commission intends to reprogram $755, 109 in savings from the ALJ program for the 
Division of Enforcement's work to prot~t market participants and other members of the 
public from fraud, manipulation and other abusive practices in the commodities, futures 
a11d swaps markets. 

b.) What authority allows you 10 eliminate these positions and contract judges'? 
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Response: The following insert is the memorandum from the agency's General Counsel 
and tbc agency's Chief Human Capital Officer dated August 9, 2011: 
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INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

The Commission 

Dan M. Betkov/ir.n • A 

General Counse~'-' 
CJ~...v~ :... "'W'\~ 

C&theriMMCCOy U . 
Chief Human Capital Officer 

August 9, 2011 

Legal authority to separate Administrative Law Judges by 
Reduction in Force, to remove monetary limit on the Judgment 
Officer's jurisdiction, and to receive services of Administrative Law 
Judges through details from other agencies 

Jonathan Marcus, Deputy General Counsel 
Ralph Avery, Assislallt Oeneral Counsel 
Vivian Jareho, Chief of Workforce Relations 
Lauren Colon, Human Resources Specialist 

In(roductlon 

The legal issues addressed in this memorandum have arisen from a prolonged, s11bstantial 

decrease in the utilization of the agency's two administrative law judges ("ALls"). This has led 

the agency to consider the following options for changing the organizational structure of the 

Office of Proceedings: (I) Reduction in Force ("RIF') with respect to lhe two ALis, eliminate 

the current ceiling of $30,000 on non-consensual use of a Judgment Officer ("JO") to resolve 

reparations cases, and reorganize the Office of Proceedings, as necessary, or (2) RlF with respect 
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to the two ALJs, ~tain the current ceiling of $30,00Q on non-consensual use of the JO to resolve 

reparations cases, and retain outside ALls on an as-needed basis to handle reparations cases 

above $30,000, again reorganizing the Office of Proceedings as necessary. Both options would 

use outside AUs to handle other proceedings, such as enfor<:ement cases, for which AUs are 

cumntJy available. 

This memorandum only addresses the legal aspects of these options. Organizatioltlll and 

cost issues are addressed in a separate memorandum from the agency's Chief Financial Officer. 

Summarv of Legal Cone!u[ons 

The Commission has the legal authority to separate ALJs by RlF due 10 a substantial, 

prolonged dedine in workload. The Commission has statutory discretion to specify which 

reparations cases will be heard by a JO, without regard to monetary amount. The Commission 

also has statutory authority to obtain services of other agencies' AUs through details on an as

needed basis, a practice that is common in the federal government. 

Discusajon 

1. The Reduct.ion in Foree reguladons apply to Administrative Law Judges. 

The appointment and continued employment of ALJs is governed by S CFR § 930, 

Subpart B. AUs generally enjoy substantial additional employment protections, compared to 

non·adjudicatory personnel, to preserve their independence. For example, the hiring process for 

A Us is administered by tbe Office of PersoMel Management ("OPM") rather than individual 

agencies, and AUs do not receive performance evaluations or performance awards. ALJs are, 

however, still subject to many of the personnel regulations applicable to fede1:al employees in 

general. 
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Among the regulations applicable to all employees, including AUs, are those governing 

RlFs at S CPR § 35 I. The employment regulations for A Us explicitly provide for the 

application of the RlF regulations. S CFR § 930.210( a). There are only two significant 

variations from the RIF procedures for AlJs: ( 1) performance 1·atings Ille not considered in 

detennining the retention standing of AUs because they do not receive performance ratings, and 

(2) placement assistance, in addition lo what the agency provides, is given by OPM. Neither of 

these variations diminishes the Commission's authol'ity to implement a RlF. 

2. The Commission is not required to seek tile permission of the Merit Systems 
Pretection Board before proceeding. 

Among the additional protections provided to ALJs is a requirement that most adverse 

persoMel actions be taken only for good cause as determined by the Merit Systems Protection 

Board (''MSPB") after an opportunity for a hearing. 5 CFR § 930.211. However, these 

prooedures do not apply to all personnel actions against AUs. Specifically, the MSPB has 

original jurisdiction over removal, suspension, reduction in grade, reduction in pay, and 
. . 

furloughs of30 days orless. S C.f.R. § 1201.137. RJFs are not covered actions under these 

regulations, and ALJs are not entitled to a pre·RlF hearing and decision from the MSPB. 

Separations from federal service, when effected through RIFs, are appealable to the 

MSPB after the personnel action is taken. S CFR § 1201.3(a)(l0). ALJs possess the same 

appeal rights to the MSPB that apply to all federal employees subject to RIFs. These procedures 

entitle AUs to a de novo review of the RJF, including discovery and a hearing, to ensure that the 

agency conducted the RIF appropriately. 
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3. Tbe Commission bas statutory authority to remove the monetary limit on the 
Judgment Officer's jurisdiction. 

Section l 4(b) of the Commodity Exchange Act ("CEA") authorius the Commission to 

promulgate rules, regulations, and orders as it deems necessary or appropriate for the efficient 

and elCpeditious administration of its reparations program. Rule l2.26(c) currently provides that 

fonnal decisional proceedings are to be conducted by an AU. A formal decisional proceeding is 

held when the amoW1t claimed in damages exceeds $30,000 and the parties have not elected a 

voluntary decisional proceeding under Subpart C oflhe Commission's Part 12 rules. Voluntary 

decisional proceedings are heard by a JO without regard to the amount in controversy under Rule 

l2.26(o). Cases where the amount in controversy is less than $30,000 are conducted as summary 

decisional proceedings by a JO under Subpart D, as provided in Rule 12.26(b). 

The Commission has, from time to time, raised the ceiling for claims eligible to be heard 

as summary proceedings from $2,SOO to $5,000 to $10,000 and then to $30,000. Rules Relating 

to Reparation Proceedings, 59 Fed. Reg. 963 J, 9633 (Mar. I, 1994) (inc1'e8Sing the ceiling lo 

$30,000 and otherwise amending Part 12). There is nothing in lhe CEA requiring any monetary 

limit on the JO's authority, and, as noted above, the JO presently hears disputes involving 

matters in excess ofSJ0,000 with the consent of the parties. The $30,000 limit is, in a certain 

sense, arbitrary, because lhe dollar value of a claim is not a reliable indicator of ils legal or 

factual complexity. 

The Administrative Procedure Act, S U.S.C. § 553, generally requires notice of proposed 

rulcmaking and provides for public participation. Section 553 does, however, exempt from these 

requirements "rules of agency organization, procedure or practice," fo1· which the agency has 

discretion not to provide notice. The Commission could determine that making this change 

effective immediately, without public notice and comment. would promote efficiency lllld 
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facilitate the Commission's core mission without imposing a new bw·den on the public or on 

participants in the reparations program. 

4. AWs may be detailed to the agency a1 needed. 

Section 3344 of Title S of the U.S. Code provides express statutory authority for AUs 

assigned to one agency to provide services to another agency under a detail. See also S C.F.R.. § 

930.208. Authority to reimburse the lending agency for the services of an AU detailed to the 

Commission is found in the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1535. This prKlice is common in the 

federal government, as several agencies, such as the MSPB, the Coast Guard, and the Equal 

Employment Oppoitunity Commission routinely receive AU services under details. Thus, the 

Commission could simply request AUs' services as needed for fonnal decisional pl'Occedings 

conducted pumiant to Rule 12.26(c) as an alternative to removing the monetary limit on the IO's 

jurisdictioll. 

cc: 
Eric Iuzenas, Senior Counsel 
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Senator Patrick Leahy 

I.) I am hearing from a number of municipal electric utilities in Vermont, these are small, 
government-owned utilities. that are alarmed about new CFTC regulations they believe are 
preventing them from hedging fuel risks using financially settled contracts. These utilities are 
accountable to the people they serve and deeply invested in keeping their rates low and bills 
affordable to help stimulate the economic prosperity of the communities they serve. 

2.) As you mentioned in your testimony, the Dodd-Frank Act swaps market reforms were put in 
place to benefit end-users by lowering costs and increasing access to the markets. However I 
am concerned that our country's municipal utilities have been swept up in an unintended 
consequence in these regulations and these true end-users are being excluded from the swaps 
market because any counterparty that does business with them will be labeled a Swap Dealer. 

3.) I have heard from Vennont municipalities that are considered a "special entity" under your 
regulations who believe this has scared off any non-financial countcrparty from doing 
business with them. This is limiting the ways they arc able to hedge the price of fuel 
compared to other cooperatives or investor-owned utilities, which is putting the utilities and 
the communities they serve at a disadvantage. 

4.) The Dodd-Frank Act certainly did not intend for ''end-users" such as municipal utilities to be 
frozen out of the swaps market like this. As ! understand it there is no provision in that 
portion of the bill that required any kind of additional protections for special entities, so my 
question for you is how can this be fixed so that we are not unfairly discriminating against 
our municipal utilities? 

Response: The final rule adopted jointly by the CFTC and the SEC to further define the 
term "swap dealer·• provides that a per5on shall not be deemed a swap dealer if swap 
dealing activity for the preceding 12 months results in swap positions with an aggregate 
gross notional amount of no more than $3 billion, and an aggrt.>gate gross notional amount 
of no more than $25 million with regard to swaps with a "spedal entity" (which includes 
municipalities, other political subdivisions and employee benefit plans). The rule also 
pro\•ides for a phase-in of the de minim is threshold to facilitate orderly implementation of 
swap dealer requirements. During the phase-in period, the de minimis threshold would 
effectively be SS billion (while the $25 million threshold for swaps with special entities 
would apply). 

In developing the rule further defining the term "swap dealer" and other rules 
under the Dodd-Frank Act that may affect municipal utilities, CFTC Commissioners and 
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staff met with municipal utility representatives and their advisors and counterparties 
regarding their concerns. The final joint rule contains a provision that excludes rrom the 
calculation certain swaps entered into for the purpose of hedging physical positions. In 
addition, on October 12, 2012, Commission staff issued no-action relief, which states that 
staff will not recommend enforcement action ifnon-fi11ancial entities enter into swaps as 
part of a swap dealing business with utility special entities (such as municipal utilities) with 
1t notional value of up to $800 million annually without registering as a swap dealer. By its 
terms, the no-1tetion relief will remain in effect until Commission action is completed on a 
petition submitted by public utilitiC$ r<iquesting an amendment to the rule to exclude from 
the special entity de minimis threshold relevant swap contracb relating to utility 
operations. 

Congress also authorized the CFTC to provide relief from the Dodd-Frank Act's 
swaps reforms for certain electricity and electricity-related energy transactions between 
rural electric cooperatives and federal, state, municipal and tribal power authorities. 
Similarly, Congress authorized the CFfC to provide relief for certain transitctions on 
markets administered by regional transmission organizations and independent system 
operators. The recently finalized cxemptive orders related to these transactions, as 
Congress authorized. 

Senator Tom Harkin 

I.) At the request of the National Futures Association the Berkdey Research Group recently 
conducted an independent analysis of the NF As auditing of Peregrine Financial Group, Inc. 

in light of the fraud perpetrated by Percgrine's CEO Russell WascndorfSr. The analysis 
included a list of recommendations that :-/FA has pledged to adopt. 

a.) Do you believe these changes are sufficient or that more needs to be done to ensure 

that the NFA is able to protect customer sesregated funds and appropriately regulate 
the market panicipants that it oversees? lf so, what additional steps do you believe 
need to be taken to fully protect customer segregated funds? 

Response: The Berkeley Research Group (BRG) was retainctl by the National Futures 
Association (NFA) to conduct an independent review of the NFA audit pnictices and 
procedures for futures commission merchants (FCMs), and the execution ofthose 
procedures in the specific instances of Peregrine Financial Group, Inc. (PFG), to assure 
that adequate procedures are in place and that they are being followed properly. BRG 
issued its report on the investigation of NFA audit practices and procedures in .January 
2013. 
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BRG provided 21 recommendations designed to improve the operations of the NF A 
audits based upon the findings set forth in its report. 

In November 2012, the Commission issued for public comment a comprehensive set 
of proposed amendments to its regulations to enhance protections provided to customen. 
The proposed amendments address scvcrul components or customer protection, including 
the self-regulatory organization oversight program, risk disclosures, financial reporting, 
and public disclosures. 

With respect to the self-regulatory organization financial surveillance program, the 
proposal would require self-regulatory organizations that examine FCMs, including the 
;'llFA, to establish a supervisory program that, among other things, must he based on 
controls testing as well as substantive testing, and must address all areas of risk that tbe 
FCM can reasonably foresee. The supervisory program also must have standards 
addressing such issues as the ethics of the examiner; the independence of the examiner; the 
supervision, review, and quality control of an examiner's work product; and the quality 
control procedures to ensure that the examinations maintain the level of quality expected. 
Each se1£-regulatory organization also would be required to engage a recognized 
accounting or auditing firm with substantial expertise in the audit of FCJ\fs, risk 
assessment, and internal control reviews to evaluate the SRO's supervisory program and 
the application orthe ohhe supervisory progr.am at least once every two years. 

The Commission received more than 100 comment letters on the proposed customer 
protection rulemaking. Staff is currently reviewing the comments, and the Commi~~ion 
will respond in a final rule. 

2.) One of the striking developments in the financial market~ over the last decade is the rise of 
high speed trading. While there are many different views about the role chat high speed 

trading plays in the mark.et, in late 2012 CFTC Chief Economist Andrei Kirilenko published 
a study in which he found that High Frequency Traders generate their profits to the detriment 
of typical retail investors. This study followed on the joint report from the CFTC and SEC 
on the so-called ·•flash crash" that found high speed trading to be one of the causes of this 
significant market disruption that occurred on May 6, 2010. Finally the Financial Times 
rc<:ently noted that high speed trading is spreading into markets like bonds, currencies, and 
derivatives (Markets: In Search of a Fast Buck by Arash Massoudi and Michael Mackenzie, 
February 19, 2013). 
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a.) In light of these events what do you believe the impact of high speed trading is on the 

safety and soundness of the financial system? What do you believe will be the impact 

of high speed trading in the derivatives markets? 

Response; One thing we can be quite sure of is that means of communication and 
technology will continue to advance and affect our markets. This was true in the 19th 
century when the telegraph led to the introduction of the ticker tape. This also was true in 
the early 20th century when telephones first allowed a central quote system where market 
participants could get instantaneous bid and ask prices. It was true during the hsst decade 
when the futures markets went from largely open outcry to now approximately 90 percent 
electronically traded. 

Where market makers used to be on the floor of the exchanges, they now often sit at 
computers miles away or even on another continent. While market participants used to be 
involved in each of their trades, they now often rely on algorithms to execute their trades. 
Humans arc much more frequently relying on the judgment programmed into machines to 
initiate and execute their trading strategies. The markets have evolved to where we 
increasingly find machines competing with each other. 

To give hedgers and investors confidence in markets, our regulations have to adapt 
to markets that are increasingly moving from man to machine. Regulators cannot assume 
that the algorithms in the markets are well designed, tested or supervised. Only through 
adaptive regulation can hedgers and investors have confidence in the markets and market 
integrity. The Comrni5sion will continue working to adapt our oversight to changing 
market structure, including emerging trends related to electronic trading. 
The Commission has already taken a number of i\teps, and the CFTC's Technology 
Advisory Committee (TAC) has been helping to inform us as we move forward. As it 
relates to both trading and clearing, the Commission has adopted rules for pre-trade filters 
to protect the markets and the clearing system. This was achieved in the final rules for 
designated contract market~ and risk management for clearing members. 

The Commission also is reviewing a rule on the reporting of ownership and control 
information for trading accounts. These rules would enhance the Commission's 
surveillance capabilities and increase the transparency of trading to the Commission. 

Further, I expt'Ct the Commissio11 to soon consider a draft concept release on risk 
controls and system safeguards for electronic trading platfom1s, automated trading 
systems, clearing firms and other market participants in the evolving market for U.S. 
derivatives trading. The concept release would offer the broader public an opportunity to 
give the Commission advice on technology-driven changes in Commission regulated 
markets. 
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3.) Ti1lc Vil of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the CFTC to publicly report and take steps to 

protect the financial system should swaps that are required to clear not be cleared. As market 
panicipants are required to begin clearing cenain swaps, what steps has the CFTC taken to 

implement the anti-evasion provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act'? 

Response: The Commission issued regulation 50. I 0 to prevent c\•asion of the clearing 
requirement and related provisions a11d abuse of any exemption or exception to the 
clearing requirement under the Dodd-Frank Act. Both cleared and un-cleared swaps are 
required to be reported to Swap Data Repositories. 

Senator Saxby Chambliss 

I.) In December. Mr. Masamichi Kono, Vice Commissioner for International Affairs forthe 

Financial Services Agency of Japan testified before a House agriculture subcommittee. He 
noted "In Japan, we haw so far deliberately r!!.frained from app(ving our rules to cross
border transaction.~ in anticipation <?fan international com·dination arrangement on 
regulation of cross-border transactions which we srrongly hQpe to be dr:ve/opt>d soon." On 
February 6'h the Japanese Government again noted to you in a lertcrthat "We understand that 
the Commission intends 10 conduct assessment for substituted compliance with foreign 
regulatory requirements before the expiratiQn date {July 12, 20 I 3) Qf the final exemptive 
order. If. at the expirarion date, substituted compliance with the Japanese regulamry 
requirm1ents is not m·ai{ablefor .lupam:se finandal imtitutions which ri:gisti:red as swap 
dealers, they would be s11Necl to rhe Commi.uion 's reg11/ations after the expiration date.•· 

Are the concerns of Mr. Kono reflective ofthi: concerns other foreign regulators? 

Do you believe that by July 12th you will have cleared all of the issues the Japanese 
Government and other foreign regulators have brought to your attention? 

Rc.~ponsc: Japan and other jurisdictions have provided comments on the CFTC's 
proposed approach to the regu latioo of cros5-border transactions, and Commissioners and 
staff have met on numerous occasions with foreign regulators to discuss mutual coneerns. 

The enc and the SEC have convened a series of meetings with market regulators 
with primary oversight responsibility for the regulation of OTC derh-atives markets. 
These discussions include, in addition to the US and Japan, the following jurisdictions: 
Australia, Brazil, the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan, Ontario, Quebec, Singapore, 
and Switzerland. 
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Following a meeting of principals in December 2012, the group of foreign regulaton 
prep11red a statement setting forth key understandings with respect to clearing 
determinations; sharing of information and supervisory and enforcement coopel'lltion; 
understanding on timing of application of OTC requirements; and different possible 
approaches to regulating persons, transactions and infrastructures with respect to cross
border activity when more than one set of rules apply. 

In addition, the December 2012 statement included a list of further actions that will 
be taken in 2013. These include options to address identified confiicts, inconsistencies and 
duplicative rules; a review of the basis for determinations of comparability of regulatory 
regimes; informing each other of the plan n('d timing of the finalization and implementation 
of rules and possible transition periods; and development of a consultation procedure in 
making any final determinations regarding which derivatives products will be subject to a 
mandatory clearing requirement. 

The CFTC has registered foreign swap dealers from Australia, Canada, the 
F.uropean Union, Hong Kong, and Switzerland. To facilitate the registration process for 
the non-US swap dealers, in December 2012 the Commission granted time-limited relief 
until July 2013 for non-U.S. swap dealers from certain Dodd-Frank swap requirements. 
Under this relief, foreign swap dealers may phase in compli11.nc~ with certain entity-level 
~quirements. In addition, it provides relief for foreign dealers from specified transaction
level requirements when they transact with oveneas affiliates guaranteed by U.S. entities, 
as well as with foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers. 

The CFTC will continue to engage with domestic and foreign regulators. 

Senator Charles E. Gras.~lev 

1.) Chairman Gensler. I want to thank you for reaching out lo me regarding tho: manipulation of 
LIBOR. On February 21" in an interview with Bloomberg News, you reforcnccd your 
concerns regarding the integrity or LIBOR saying that some might see the rate as "'too big to 
replace'' despite conccms about its integrity. 

a.) I am also concerned that some have taken this view of LIBOR. In addition to 
pegging LIBOR to real transactions, what sugges1io11s would you make to create a 
sustainable benchmark rate that would not be so vulnerable to manipulation? 

b.) Are you concerned that we are in danger of reverting back to LIBOR without any 
meaningful refonns? 
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Response: I believe that continuing to reference benchmark rates such as LIBOR and 
Euribor is unsustainable in the long run. These benchmarks basically have not adapt(.-d to 
the significant chang~ in the market. Thus, the challenge we face is bow the financial 
system adapts to this significant shift. 

International regulators and market participants have begun to discuss transition. 
The CFTC and the FSA arc co-chairing the IOSCO Task Foree on 1'"inancial Market 
Benchmarks. 

One of the key questions in the consultation with the public is: How do we address 
transition when a benchmark is no longer tied to sufficient transactions and may have 
become unreliable or obsolete? 

Without transactions, the situation is similar to trying to buy a house, when the 
realtor cannot provide comparable transaction prices in the neighborhood - because no 
houses were sold in the neighborhood in years. 

'.\ofoving on rrom LJBOR and Euribor may he challenging. Today, LIBOR is the 
reference rate for 70 percent of the C.S. futures market, most of the swaps market aod 
nearly half of U.S. adjustable rate mortgages. But a reference rate has to be based on facts, 
not fiction. 

While ongoing international efforts targeting benchmarks have focused on 
go,·ernance principles, these efforts cannot address the central vulnerability ofLIBOR, 
Euribor and similar interest rate bench mar.ks: the lack of transactions in the underlying 
market. 

Given the known issues with these benchmarks, their scale and effect on market 
integrity, it is critical that international regulators work with market participants to 
promptly identify alternative interest rate benchmarks anchored in observable 
transactions with appropriate governance, as well as determine how to best smoothly 
transition to $uch alternatives. 

2.) In a recent final rule, the CFTC recognized the compliance burden that the oral 
communications recordkeeping would have on smaller futures businesses, specifically 
excluding the requirement for Introducing Brokers that don't exceed a certain revenue 
threshold. Similarly, commercial b'l'ain elevators that largely deal in purchasing cash grain, 
occasionally take an order from a cus1om1:r to hedge in lhe futures markets. Because they arc 
technically a branch operation affiliated with a farmer cooperative futures commission 
merchant, and not an introducing broker, they will have to record all oral phone 
conversations. Given the low volume of futures transactions handled by these facilities, 
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complying with such oral recording requirements under Regulation 1.35 could be difficult 
both economically and from a technical standpoint. 

a.) Given this situation, would CFTC consider treating those branch operations similar to 
small introducing brokers and exclude them from the oral communications 
recordkeeping requirements'? 

Response: Under the Commission's final rule, the requirement to record oral 
romm1micatioos does not apply 10 an introducing broker that has generated over the 
preceding three years SS million or less in aggregate gross revenues from its activities as an 
introducing broker. In establishing this exception, the Commission noted in the preamble, 
"notwithstanding the important policy [to promote market integrity and protect 
customers) and practical reasons for the final rules, the Commission shares many of the 
commenten' concerns regarding costs and the availability of relevant technology" for 
recording oral communications. Regarding introducing brokers in particular, the 
Commission noted that, "while a Small 18 takes customer orders, they generally do not 
execute those orders, meaning that they lack a direct market interface that could affect 
market integrity. Funher, as defined herein, a Small ID is unlikely to generate the volume 
of market activity that the Commission would expect could affect the integrity of the 
markets." 

3.) A lot is being discussed about customer protections in terms of regulations being 
implemented by the CFTC and some of the Self-Regulatory entities. In addition, customer 
protections will certainly come up during reauthorization of the Commodity Exchange Act. 
As we all know, the issue of customer protections is so prevalent bccau,;e of the recent 
failures of Peregrine Financial and MF Global. Both of those firms are still going through 
the bankruptcy process. 

a.) It will be good for the Agriculture Committee to carefully consider proper customer 
protections during reauthorization of the Commodity Exchange Act; as the ranking 
member on the Judiciary Committee 1 am also interested in whether you think there 
are areas of the bankruptcy law that need to be analyzed as it pertains to prot~cting 
customers of futures bn:>kerage firms which go into bankruptcy? 

Response: The commodity broker liquidation provisions in Chapter 7 ofthe Bankruptcy 
Code are a key component or customer protection. The Commission has commodity 
broker bankruptcy rules in place today to assist bankruptcy courts in resolving 
commodity-related cases. 

In the course of roundtables hosted by Commission staff, participants have 
generally discussed bankruptcy code modifications. 
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4.) l support some of the recent work the CFTC. has done in regards to increasing cuslomer 
protections. That being said, I have heard from farmers and their brokers that they have 
serious concerns with the CFTC's proposed rule that would require futures brokerages to 
keep so-ca lied residual interest in their accounts at all times to cover customers' margin 
requirements. farmers are concerned about how this will effect the amount of money they 
would be required to keep in their margin accounts to cover possible moves in the market, 
whereas currently they provide more funds to cover mo\'ements in the market at the end of a 
given day. In addition there is concern with the practicality of farmers being able to get 
funds to their brokers pokntially on a moment"s notice in the middle of the day while they 
are busy running their farming operations. 

a.) I would like for you co put this proposed rule in che context of the recent collapse of 
fucures brokers. In terms of the two biggest failures in the futures industry in recent 
years. MF Global and Peregrine Financial, could you explain if, and how, this so
called "residual interest., rule would have helped prevent the failures at MF Global 
and Peregrine financial? How would this rnle have helped protect customer money 
in those cases? If this proposed rule would not have had much affect in protecting 
customer money in MF Global or Peregrine Financial, could you please explain how 
the CFTC decided this proposed rule was necessary? 

Response: The Dodd-Frank Act included provisions directing the CFTC to enhance 1he 
protection or swaps customer funds. While it was nol a requirement of the Dodd-Frank 
Act, in 2009 the CMC also reviewed and updated customer protection r11les for £utures 
market customers. 

Market events have further highlighted that the Commission must do everything 
within our authorities and resources to strengthen oversight programs and the protection 
of customers and their fonds. 

In the fall of 2012. the Commission sought public comment on a proposal that would 
strengthen the controls around customer funds at FCMs. lt would set new reguli1tory 
accounting requirement!I and would raise minimum standards for independent public 
accountants who audit FCMs. And it would provide regulators with daily direet electronic 
access to the FCMs' bank and custodial accounts for customer fuods. 

The proposal includes a provision on residual intcrest to ensure that the assets of 
ooe customer are not used to cover the positions of another customer. We are considering 
the comments that have been filed on this and plan to finalize the proposal consistent with 
rhc Commodity Exchange Act and the overall goal of protecting customers. 

Senator John Thune 
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I.) On the subject of the proposed customer-segregation rule, it is intended to prevent another 
collapse like MF Global or Peregrine Finandal Group in which customer ~egrcgated funds 
are at risk. My concern is that the capital requirements are so stringent that smaller 
brokerages that cater to end-users in slates like mine will not be able 10 survive, or at the very 
least will drive up costs for end-users like farmers, the very people this rule is intending lo 

protect. 
a.) I understand that the comment period on this rule is now closed. Assuming you heard 

from end-users and brokerages concerned about the impact of this proposed rule, 
what steps are you taking to ensure those concerns arc addressed before issuing a 
final rulcmaking'? 

Response: The Commission's proposed rule to enhance protections afforded customers 
and customer funds was publish1.-d in the Federal Register on November 14, 2012, with a 60 
day comment period. The Commission apprond a 30-day extension to that comment 
period. During the extended period, CfTC staff hosted a public roundtable during which 
public parricipants shared their views and expertise. 

The Commission received a number of comments on the proposed rule, including 
some related to FCM capital provisions, and will consider aod respond to each of the 
comments in issuing a final regulation. 

2.) We've heard U.S. regulators talk about ''intemational harmonization" and the belief that the 
rest of the world will follow. which played a role in the Cr:TC's delay in compliance with 
some ofits cross-border derivatives rules last year. It is difficult to :;ce that there will be such 
harmoni?.ation. Will you hil the pause button again as you did in October and in December? 
Isn't the better way to regulate to be clear that these rcquiremc111s will be put on hold until an 
agreement is reached? 

Response: Foreign jurisdictions have provided comments on the CFTC's propo~cd 
approach to the regulation of cross-border transactions and Commissioners and staff have 
met on numerous occasions with foreign regulators to discuss mutual concerns 

The CFfC and the SEC have convened a series of meetings with market regulators 
\Vith primary oversight responsibility for the regulation of OTC derivatives markets. 
These discussions include, in addition to the US and Japan, the following jurisdictions: 
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Australia, Brazil, the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan, Ontario, Quebec, Singi1pore, 
and Switzerland. 

Following a meeting of principals in December 2012, the group of foreign regulators 
prepared a statement setting forth key understandings with rcs~t to clearing 
determinations; sharing of information and supcn•isory and enforcement cooperation: 
understanding on timing or application of OTC requirements; and different possible 
approaches to regulating persons, transactions and infrastructures with respect to cross
border acth'ity when more than one set of rules apply. 

111 addition, the December 2012 statement included a list of further actions that will 
be taken in 2013. These include options to addrl!Ss identified eonnicts, inconsistencies and 
duplicati'l:e rules; a review of the basis for determinations of comparability of regulatory 
regimes; informing ea<'h other of the planned timing of the finali7.i1tion and implementation 
of rules and possible transition periods; and development of a consultation procedu~ in 
making any final determinations regarding which derivatives products will be subject to a 
mandatory clearing requirement. 

The CFIC has registered foreign ~wap dealers from Australia, Canada, the 
European Union, Hong Kong, and Swit.r.erland. To facilitate the registration process for 
the non-US swap dealers, in December 2012 the Commission granted time-limited relief 
until July 2013 for non-U.S. swap dealers from certi1in Dodd-Frank swap requirements. 
Under this time-limited relier, foreign swap dealers may phase in compliance with certain 
entity-level requirements. In addition, it provides relief for foreign dealers from specified 
transadion-lcvcl requirements when they transact with overseas affilii1tes guaranteed by 
U.S. entities, as well as with foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers. 

The CFfC will continue to engage with domestic and for(:ign regulators. 

3.) There has been a lot of focus in the industry press about so-called "futurization" - that is the 
increased use of futures instead of swamps because of all the uncertainty surrounding the 
swaps rules, panicularly in the energy space. h is interesting tu see futurization being made 
out to be a bad thing, because the futures are more highly regulated. But given the 
uncenainty with regard to swaps, and the piecemeal approach being taken in the 
implementation of the swaps rule, doesn't it make sense that folks would tum toward futures, 
even though they are more regulated, out of a desire for regulatory cenainty? 

Response: The swaps market emerged in the 1980s, but until now, it lacked the benefit of 
futures and securities market rules that have served to promote transparency, lower risk 
and protect investors. What followed was the 2008 financial crisis. Eight million American 
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jobs we.re lost. In contrast, the rutures market, supported by earlier reforms, weathered the 
financial cris is. Now that the entire derivatives marketplace -- both ru turcs and swaps -
has comprehensive oversight, it's the natural order of things for some realignment 10 take 
place. 

The notional open interest of the futures market ranges around S30 trillion. There 
arc various estimates for the notional size of the U.S. swaps market, but it ranges around 
$250 trillion. Though the futures market t rades more actively, just one-ninth or S-O of the 
com bined open interest in the derivatives marketplace is futures. Approximately elght
ninths of the combined deri\·atins marketplact' is swaps, which until recently were 
unregulated. 

Last fall, ln ten:ontinentaIExchange converted power and natu ral gas-related swaps 
into futu res contracts. In addition, the CME Group's ClearPort prod ucts, which were 
cleared as futures, including those that were executed bilaterally as swaps, are now being 
offered fo r trading on Globex or on the trading noor. C ME also adopted new block trading 
rules fo r its ClearPort energy contracts, and it began trading a futures contract where the 
underlying product is an interest rate swaps contract. 

It's important to nole that whether one calls a product a standardized swap or a 
future, both markets will now henefit from central clearing. In addition, transparency has 
been a longstanding hallmark of the futures market - both pre-trade and post-trade. Now, 
for the first time, the swaps market is bcnefirtlng from post-trade transparency, and the 
Commission has adopted pre-trade tl"2nsparelK}' rules as well. 

4.) The Commi~sion has said that guarantees of swaps are themseh•es swaps. ln addition to 

creating a great deal of uncertainty in areas such as cross-border jurisdiction and swap dealer 
and major swap participant calculations, this is directly contrary to what the SEC concluded 
in the tiame rulemaking, where they said guarllll tec.s of securi1y based switps ure not 
themselves security based swap~. How is this consistent with the statutory requirement that 
the two agencies coordinate their rules, and can you tell me where in the swap definition 
guarantees appear? 

Responst': The final rule further defining the term "swap" that was adopted jointly by the 
CFTC and the SEC, provides that " ·hen a swap has the benefit of a guarantte where the 
counterparty \\'ould have ncourse to the guarantor in connection with the position, the 
guarantee is price fo rm ing and an integra l part of that swap. That is, when a swap has the 
benefit of a guarantee with recourse, the guarantee and related guarant~d swap mus t be 
analyzed together. The Commission a lso explained the interplay with the definitions of the 
terms "swap dealer" and "major swap participant" in the joint final rule by noting that if a 
U.S. entity that operates with a parent or hold in it company guarantee is already subject to 
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capital regulation by the CITC. the Commission will not deem the guarantor to be a swap 
dealer or major swap participant. 

The Dodd-Frank Act provides that, while the CFTC and SEC are to treat 
functionally or economically similar products similarly, they need not be treated in an 
ide11tical manner. The SEC has a statutory basis for not adopting an interpretation that a 
guarantee of a security-based swap is part of the security-based swap. In the release of the 
final rule, the SEC noted that security-based swaps are included in the definition of 
'security' contained in the securities statutes. I:nder the securities act!, a guarantee of a 
security is also a security and subject to Federal securities law regulation. 

5.) Why did the CFTC say that all options are swaps, ignoring the fact that Congress preserved 
the CFTC's existing authority over options? Why doesn't the Commission clarify that an 
option to buy a nonfinancial commodity- purchased by a commercial business that intends 
to use the product in its business, and not for financial speculation of any kind - is 
completely outside regulation as a swap'! 

6.) Well before the April I 0 reponing deadline, will the CFTC give guidance to end users on 
which volumetric options must be reported as swaps? And will this guidance clarify that 
options in a commercial forward that are used in the ordinary course of business, and not for 
financial speculation, are covered by the forward exemption? 

Response to questions 5 and 6: The final rule further defining the term "~wap" that was 
adopted jointly by the CFTC and the SEC. notes that the statutory definition of the term 
"swap" enacted in the Dodd-Frank Act explicitly provides that commodity options are 
swaps. The statutory swap definition includes agreements, contritcts, or transactions to 
include any put, call, cap, floor, collar, or .similar option of any kind that is for the 
purchase or sole, or based on the value, of I or more interest or other rates, currencies, 
commodities, securities, instruments of indebtedness, indices, quantitath·e measures, or 
other financial or economic interests or property of any kind. The statutory definition 
encompasses options on both financial and nonfinancial commodities. 

The Dodd-Frank Act did not amend Section 4c(b) of the CEA, which bans options 
other than pursuant to such terms and conditions as the Commission shall pre8Cribe. The 
Commission exercised this authority to issue its trade option exemption. Under that rule, 
trade option counlerparties and other trade option-related service providers are exempt 
from much of the swap regulatory scheme, subject to certain conditions intended to limit 
the trade option exemption lo commercial businesses. 
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After issuing the rule further defining the term "swap" and the trade option 
exemption, the CFIC received comment letters from, and starr met frequently with, end 
users and their representatives and advisors to hear their roncerns. On April S, 2013, 
CFTC staff issued a no-action letter, which provided further relief to entities that are 
neither swap dealers nor major swap participants with respect to the reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements relating to trade options. Transactions with volumetric 
optionality that are not forward contracts under the interpretation in the release are 
eligible for the trade option cxemp1ion and the trade option reporting and recordkceping 
no-action relief. 

7.) There has been considerable debate around the intent of Sec. 722 of Dodd-Frank and the 

aggressive approach being caken by the CFTC to apply derivatives rules to U.S. banks doing 

business overseas with foreign clients. This approach has been criticized by market 
participants, and, maybe most noteworthy, foreign regulators as missing the mark and 

potentially exacerbating rather than ameliorating the problem. Given that foreign regulators 
have raised concerns about the potential application of Title VII in their jurisdictions, 1 am 

concerned about similar reciprocal measures being enacted by the E.U. or other foreign 
regulators in response. Can you please provide the Committee with details about how the 

agency intends to reach an agreement with the key European countries to resolve this 

dispute? 

8.) Given developments late last year- unnecessary disruptions around Oct. 12 deadlines, last 

minute "no-action" letters, reports that foreign banks wouldn't do business with US finns. an 
interim final rule, etc. - why should Congress have any level of confidence that you're 
moving in the right direction and that markets won't be negatively impacted by actions of the 

CFTC? Also, how do you intend on getting the rest of the world to follow the U.S. when the 
SEC and CFTC rules currently don't align on timing, process or content in many areas? 

What happens later this year if there is still not international hannonization or even domestic 

hannonization? 

Response to (7) and (8): Foreign jurisdictions have provided comments on the CFTC's 
proposed approach to the regulalion of cross-border transactions and Commissioners and 
staff have met on numerous occasions with foreign regulators to discuss mutual concerns 

The CFIC and the SEC have convened a series of meetings with market regulators 
with primary oversight responsibility for the regulation of OTC derh'ativcs markels. 
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These discussions include, in addition to the US and Japan, the following jurisdictions: 
Australia, Brazil, the European Union, Hung Kong, Japan, Ontario, Quebec, Singapore, 
and Switzerland. 

Following a meeting of principals in 01.'Cember 2012, the group of foreign regulators 
prepared a statement setting forth key undentandings with respect to clearing 
determinations, sharing of information and supervisory and enforcement cooperation, 
understanding on timing of application of OTC requirements and different possible 
approaches to regulating persons, transactions and infn1structures with respect to cross
border activity when mure than one set of ruler. apply. 

In addition, the December 2012 included a list of further actions that will be taken 
in 2013. These include options to address identified connicts, inconsistencies and 
duplicative rules; a review of the basis for determinations of comparability of regulatory 
regimes; informing each other of the planned timing of the finalization and implementation 
of rules and possible transition periods; and development of a consultation procedure in 
making any final determinations regarding which derivatives products will be subject to a 
mandatory clearing requirement. 

The CFTC has registered foreign swap dealers from Australia, Canada, the 
European Union, Hong Kong, and Switzerland. To facilitate the registration process for 
the non-US swap dealers. in December 2012 the Commission granted time-limited relief 
until July 2013 for non-U.S. swap dealers from certain Dodd-Frank swap requirements. 
Under this time-limited relief, foreign swap dealers may phase in compliance with certain 
entity-level requirements. In addition, it provides relief for foreign dealers from specified 
transaction-level requirements when they transact with overseas affiliates guaranteed by 
U.S. entities, as well as with foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers. 

The CFIC will continue to engage with domestic and foreign regulators. 

9.) Why are such significant reforms - like your cross-border guidance - being made through 
guidance and no-action letters versus a fonnal rulcmaking process? ls it to avert 
Administration Procedures Act (APA) requirements? Wouldn't all parties benefit from 
formally proposed rules? 

Response: Section 722(d) of the Dodd-Frank ACI states that swaps reforms shall not apply 
to activities oulside the United States unless those activities have "a direct and significant 
connection with activities in, or effect on, comm~rce of the United States." The 
Commission has received numerous requests from market participants with regard to the 
interpretation of this provision. 
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The Commission, consulting closely with the SEC, the Feder.ii Reserve and the 
Treasury Department, issued proposed guidance interpreting this section of the law. To 
facilitate the registration process for the non-US swap dealers, in December 2012 the 
Commission granted time-limited relief until .July 2013 for non-U.S. swap dealers from 
certain Dodd-Frank swap requirements. Under this time-limited relier, foreign swap 
dealers may phase in compliance·with certain entity·le"cl requirements. In addition, it 
provides relief for foreign dealers from specified transaction-level requirements when they 
transact with overM:as affiliates guaranteed by U.S. entities, as well as with foreign 
branches of U.S. swap dealers. Such phased compliance will enable market participants to 
comply with the Dodd-Frank Act in an orderly rashion and allow time for the CFTC to 
receive and evaluate public comment on the cross-border interpretive guidance. The 
Commission's Global Markets Advisory Committee also addressed these matters in a 
public meeting. The Commission is carefully reviewing all comments submitted in 
connection with the proposed guidance. 

Market participants have requested that Commission staff issue no-action relief 
from certain swap provisioni; of the CEA or swap rules that have been adopted by the 
Commission. After careful consideration of the issues raised, the staff, in appropriate 
circumstances, has granted such relief and agreed not to recommend an enforcement 
action lo the Commission, provided that any appropriate conditions are satisfied. 

10.) A purpose of including the formation of Swap Execution Facilities in Dodd-Frank was to 
encourage price transparency, but there is nothing in the statute that directs the agencies to 
require a certain number oflradc submissions as a prerequisite to qualify for trading as a 
SEF. In fact, the SEC's proposal does not have this requirement. so this clearly isn't a 
statutory nece.s.sity. But there is significant downside to mandating this requirement. 
Requiring a cenain number would reduce I iquidity, increase trading costs and actually could 
impair transparency. Shouldn't we allow the SEF landscape to develop without imposing 
su1:h inflexible requiremenis? If, as these platforms develop, the agency learns through 
experience that a minimum requirement is necessary, it can always revise the standards. 

Response: On May 16, 2013, tbe Commission approved the final rulemaking on swap 
execution facilities (SEFs). This rule is key to rulfilling transparency reforms that Congress 
mandated in the Dodd-Frank Act. 

The Dodd-Frank Act included a trade execution re<Juiremcnt for swaps. Swaps 
subject to mandatory clearing and made available to trade were to move to transparent 
trading platforms. Market participants will benefit from the price competition that comes 
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from trading platforms ·where multiple participants have the ability to trade swaps by 
accepting bids and offers made by multiple participants. Congress also said that the 
market participants must have impartial access to these platforms. 

Farmers, ranchers, producers and commercial companies that want to hedge a risk 
by locking in a future price or rate will get the benefit ofthe competition and transparency 
that truding platforms, both SEFs and designated contract markets (DCMs), will provide. 

These transparent platforms will gh•e everyone looking to compete in the 
marketplace the ability to see the price.s of available bids and off en prior to making a 
decision on a transaction. By the end of this year, a signitkant portion or interest rate and 
credit derivative index swaps will be in full view to the marketplace before transactions 
occur. This is a significant shift toward market transpanncy from the status quo. 

Such common-sense transparency has existed in the securities and futures markets 
since the historic nforms of the 1930s. Transparency lowers costs for investors, businesses 
and consumers, as it shifts information from dealers to the broader public. It promot~ 
competition and increases liquidity. 

As Congress made clear in the law, trading on SEFs and DC~ would be required 
only when financial institutions transact with financial institutions. End-users would 
benefit from acce.~s 10 the information on these platforms, but would not be required to use 
them. 

Further, companies would be able to continue relying on customized transactions -
those not required to be cleared - to meet their particular needs, as well as to enter into 
large block trades. 

Consistent with Congress' directive that multiple parties have the ability to trade 
'vith multiple parties on these transparent platforms, these reforms require that market 
participants trade through an order book, and provide the flexibility as well to seek 
requests for quotes. 

To be a registered SEF, the trading platform will be required to provide an order 
book to all its market participants. This is significant, as for the first time, the broad public 
will be able to gain acces~ and compete in this market with the assurance that their bids or 
offers will be communicated to the rest of the market. This pro'l'ision alone will 
significantly enhance transparency and competition in the market. 

SEFs also will have the flexibility to offer trading through requests for quotes. The 
rule provides that such requests will have to go out to a minimum of three unaffiliated 
market participants before a swap that is cleared. made available to trade and less than a 
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block could be executed. There will be an initial phase-in period with a minimum of two 
participants to smooth the transition. 

As long as the minimum functionality is met, as detailed in the rule, and the SEF 
complies with these rules and the core principles, the SEF can conduct busine5s through 
any means of interstate commerce, such as the Internet, telephone or even the mail. In this 
way, the rule is technoloey neutral. 

Under these transparency reforms coupled with the Commission's rule on making 
swaps available for trading, the trade execution requirement will be phased in for market 
participants, giving them time to comply. 

These reforms beneliled from extensive public comments. Moving forward, the 
CFTC will work with SEF applicants on implementation. 

0 
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The subcommittee met at 3:11 p.m., in room SD-138, Dirksen 

Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Udall (chairman) presiding. 
Present: Senators Udall, Coons, Johanns, and Moran. 

COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY GENSLER, CHAIRMAN 

OPF:NTNG STATF.MF.NT OF SF.NATOR TOM UDALL 

Senator UDALL. We are going to bring the subcommittee to order. 
I am pleased to convene this hearing of the Financial Services and 
General Government subcommittee to consider the fiscal year 2014 
funding request fur two key Federal regulatory agencies, the Com
modity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC). 

I welcome my distinguished ranking member, Senator Mike 
Johanns, and our colleagues here today with us, and others who 
also may arrive in a little bit. 

Joining us today are the Honorable Gary Gensler, the Chairman 
of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and the Honorable 
Mary .Jo White, the Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Com
mission. They will discuss the critical work of their agencies, share 
how they have used the resources provided over the past couple of 
years, and explain the details of their budgetary needs for fiscal 
year 2014. 

The subcommittee has received a statement fur the record from 
Colleen Kelley, President of the National Treasury Employees 
Union, regarding the funding for the FCC. If there's no objection, 
I'd ask it be included in the record of these proceedings. Great. It 
will be included in the record. 

LThe statement follows:J 

P.HEPAKBD STATE:.1ENT OF THE N ... TlONAL TKl!:A8U.HY E:.1PLOYBE8 U.:-110N 

Chairman l:dall, Ranking Member Johanns and members of the Subcommitt.ee on 
l<'inancial Services and General Government Appropriations, thank you for the op· 
portunity to pr·esent this statement on behalf of lhe National Treasury Employees 
Union !NTEUi. Our union is proud to represent the bargaining unit staff at the Se
curities and Exchange Commission (SECJ. 

(l) 
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What is the status and forecast for republishing the position on 
that rule? 

Mr. GENSLER. Mr. Chair, I do think it's important as we have, 
as we sought the appellate court's guidance on this. Because I 
would speak just as one Commissioner. I think Congress was quite 
clear that we were tu do these rules. And I've had very lively dis
cussions with Senator Moran, I see, on that. 

And of course, one district court said, "Well, maybe not." So we 
simultaneously are looking, as you said, to following the guidance 
from that district court to move forward, and also reissue that rule. 
And if I can borrow from Chair White's answer to the crowdfunding 
question, it's a very high priority. It's a document that is coming 
together. And I hope would he in front of the Commissioners this 
summer. That will give a little bit of sense of timing. 

Senator UDALL. Great. Thank you very much. 
Senator Moran, do you want to go for another round, or shall we 

close up here? 
Senator Mm~AK. Mr. Chairman, I'm satisfied for the moment. 
Senator UDALL. Okay. Thank you very much. 
And let me thank all who participated in preparing for this hear

ing. I appreciate the discussion with the top officials of these two 
pivotal agencies about their funding needs. 

Today's discussion, I think, has been very helpful, with valuable 
insights into the agency's operations and challenges. This informa
tion will be instructive as we further consider the budget proposals 
and as we develop our fiscal year 2014 hill over the coming weeks. 

t\DDJTIOKAL COM~1ITT!i:li: 4UE8TIOK8 

The hearing record will remain open until next Tuesday, July 2, 
at 12 noon, for subcommittee members to submit statements and/ 
ur questions to be submitted tu witnesses for the record. 

fThe following questions were not asked at the hearing, hut were 
submitted to the agencies for response subsequent to the hearing: l 

QUF.STIONS Sl'll:\>1JTIJW TO GARY GF.)ISLF.R 

QIJJ::Sl'IONS 8L:BMl'l'T.1£D BY 8.1£NATO!t TOM CUALL 

P08JTIO.:-I LIMIT8 AND R~Dl!CJNG ~XC1£881VI:: 8Pl£CULATIO.:-I 

Question. The enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act included several provisions de
signed to immlate commodity prices from the impact of excessive .;peculation and 
manipulation. For example. under section 737, the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission !CFTC) was directed to establish position limits-a cap on the size of 
the beto;-for both swaps and futures. 

In Odober· 2011, the CFTC approved and published final rules establishing posi
tion limits for 28 different commodities. The position limit rule, which would have 
taken effect in October 2012-60 days following the August 13 issuance of a final 
rule defining "swaps"-was issued in r·esponse to Congress' CO•H~ern that no single 
trader be permitted to obtain too large a share of the market, and that derivatives 
markets remain fair and competitive. 

On September· 28, 2012, a Federal court struck down the CFTC's efforts to impose 
speculative position limits because the CFTC did not explicitly demonstrate that its 
rules were "neceso;ary and appropriate." The court vacated and remanded the rule 
to t.he CFTC. The CFTC appealed the ruling, and t.here may be action underway 
to reissue the rule. 

What i.; the statu.; and forecao;t for republishing the po.;ition limit rule'~ 
Answer. Staff is preparing a revised not.i(~e of proposed rulemaking, taking int.o 

account matters addressed in the court decision. The staff recommendation is ex· 
pected to be available for consideration by the Commi.;sion in the near future. 
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Qim;tion. When it comes lo speculation, is it relatively easy to differentiate be
tween normal speculation, excessive speculation, and manipulation? 

Answer. Farmers, ranchers, producers, processors and packers all rely on futures 
and swaps markets to lock in the price of a commodity and manage risk. The fu
tures and swaps markets help them to focus on what they do best-producing food 
and fiber and other products for the Nation. The Commodity Exchange Act includes 
the finding that exces>:'ive speculation causing >:'udden or unrea>:'onable fluctuations 
or· unwarranted changes in the price of a commodity is an undue and unnecessary 
burden on interstate commerce. Jn setting position limits generally. the agency 
SOL1ght to ensure that the markets were made up of a broad group of participants 
with a diversity of views. At the core of our obligations is promoting market integ
rity, which the agency has historically interpreted to include ensuring that markets 
do not be<~ome too <~oncentrated. The acl directs that lhe Commission set position 
limits at levels that would serve to the maximum extent possible to diminish, or 
prevent excessive speculation; deter and prevent market manipulation, squeezes, 
and <~orners; ensure sufficient market liquidity for bona fide hedgers: and ensure 
that the price discovery function of the underlying market is not disrupted. 

The Commission's rule implementing the Dodd-Frank Act's anti-manipulation pro
vision sets in place a broad new ability t.o effectively combat fraud and manipula
tion. The Commission can explicitly act against fraud-based manipulation. Congress 
also gave the Commission authority to prohibit trading practices that are disruptive 
of fair and equitable trading. With adequate resources, t.hese and other authorities 
arc available to be used by the Commission to promote and ensure fair and m·dcrly 
trading, free from fraud, manipulation and other abuses. 

Qim;tion. Has lhe CFTC <~onducted studies on the imp;u~t. of position limit.s on ex
cessive speculation'! If so, what have those studies concluded'! 

Answer. As part of rule-making regarding Position Limits for Futures and Swaps, 
the Commission reviewed over 50 studies by institutional. academic, and industry 
professionals that were cit-cd by commenters. Some were supportive of positions lim
its. some were opposed. and many expressed no view on position limits. Thirty-eight 
of these studies were focused on lhe impact of speculative <l<~t.ivit.y in futures mar
kets and did not address position limits. The other 14 studies mentioned position 
limits, but did so only as part of a broader discussion of the role of speculation. 
!\"one addressed t.he question of how t.he Commission should specifically implement 
the required limits to advance the o~jcctivcs set forth in the Commodity Exchange 
Act. 

Qim;tion. What. are the key pieces of dat.a that lhe CFTC currenlly analyzes t.o 
determine whether forces other than supply and demand arc impacting the futures 
price of a particular commodity'! 

Answer. Commission per·sonnel examine trading activity and positions. 
Question. What arc the "tests" for discerning the legitimate from the question· 

able'! 
Answer. The CFTC analyzes the data it gather·s t.o detect trade pracli<~e violations, 

disruptive trading practices, and concentrations of positions indicative of market 
power. The CFTC depends on experienced surveillance staff using both regular tests 
and ad ho<~ reviews of the data. 

EKFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES 

Question. Detecting and deterring against illegitimate market forces requires the 
CFTC's steady vigilance and swift. r·esponse. :-.farket. users and ot.hers musl be pro
tected from possible wrongdoing that may affect or tend to affect the integrity of 
the market>:'. 

One oft.he CFTC's five strategic goals is lo ensure that firms and individuals who 
come to the marketplace to fulfill their business and trading needs arc in compli
ance with applicable laws and regulation>:'. CFTC's most recent Performance Heport 
describing the CFTC's accomplishments during fiscal year 2012 highlight some com
mendable results: 

-102 enforcement actions, the highe>:'t in the agency's history. 
-Opening of more lhan :350 new invesligalions-among the highest annual 

counts. 
-He>:'olution of a landmark case against Barclays PLC and two afllliate>:' for ma

nipulations and false reporting concerning LTROR and other global herH~hrnark 
interest rates-resulting in a $200 million fine, the largest penalty ever imposed 
by the CFTC. 

Let me preface by saying lhal these a<~complishmenls are impressive. 
Do the significant increases in the caseload suggest that there is more illicit activ· 

ity occurring or is it because the CFTC i>:' becoming more adept at rooting it out? 
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How rapidly is the CFTC able lo (~ollect restitulion. disgor·gement of ill-gotlen gains, 
and civil monetary penallies imposed against violations of lhe Federal commodities 
laws? What is lhe recovery rale? Are lhere any statutory or administrative impedi
ments that prevent the CFTC from doing more to combat fraud') What tools do you 
lack? 

Answer. A combination of factors has contributed to increased enforcement activ
ity by the Commission in recent years, but our ability to pursue actions is highly 
dependent on the availability of resources. \\1hen resources permitted, the Division 
of Enforcement hired additional staff attorneys and investigators to keep up with 
the demands of the docket. As a result, the number of investigations opened in
creased. Ali:;o contributing ii:; the fact that the Commii:;sion has been granted new 
overi:;ight authority. The Dodd-Frank mandate cloi:;ed a significant gap ·in the agen
cy's enforcement authorilies by exlending lhe enforcement reach to swaps and pro
hibiting the re(~kless use of manipulative or deceptive schemes. In addition, the 
CFTC will be overseeing a host of new market parli6pants. 

However, the Division currently has a staff of 156--about the o;ame size ao; it wao; 
in 2002. 

The following table demonstrates the Commission's results regarding penalties 
imposed and those collected through the first fow months of fiscal year 2013. 

1994 

CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 
[Fiscal Year 199·1 Fiscal Year 2013] 

1995 ... """" ...... "' """" ...... "' """" ...... "' "" ......... """" ...... "' """" ...... " 
1996 
1997 

1998 ... """" ...... "' """" ...... "' """" ...... "' "" ......... """" ...... "' """" ...... " 
1999 
?000 
2001 
2002 
?003 

~M----------------------------- .. 
2005 
?006 

2007 ... """" ...... "' """" ...... "' """" ...... "' "" ......... """" ...... "' """" ...... " 
2008 
?009 

~00----------------------------- .. 
2011 
?017 

2013 ... """" ...... "' """" ...... "' """" ...... "' "" ......... """" ...... "' """" ...... " 
1 lrc1t1d~s $30.QC·5 t·3' ci·.·il IT•Oneta(Y pe11al:ies imP·3Sed ir P'i·3' yea,s. 
'h·clud~s $Gl7.40~ for c •iii 1na1·etar~ penal! es i1wosed n prior ~ws. 
J Ci:·lle~tions as <1r f :m:1I year 2oJJ 2. 

Pena ties lrnpc·s~d 

$4.IP,407 
l 1.20LIOO 
1.m.000 
4.rn.ooo 

132.62l75G 
85.863,311 

179.81 l,'.J6? 
16.876 335 
9,942,382 

110)64,93? 
302.0'19 939 

76.672,758 
19?,9?1,794 
3,15.614139 
234,835, 121 
99.489,609 

136.0,1076·1 
316.682,679 
475.360,9?'.J 

l.326.6'15157 

Pen a I: ies C<1 I er I ed 

$3.134,?66 
9 '130,239 
1,526,000 
l,75?,636 

125 803,781 
22.165,368 
3)99,36? 
ll7o.m 

: 5,922,387 
87.699,077 

122 .'168,925 
i 34,163,077 

17.364,509 
12137,8,18 

140.745,252 
17.367,486 
75111.675 
11.343,236 

:• 7:i7,'.J6?,359 
1.031806,815 

lh~ <11screpJOC)' toet·1,een th~ amoun: 1Jf ci·y1 per a ties 1m:;1>se<1 ard the amoun: co lecteel 1s accoun:~tl 1or 1:1~· the t1>llow1ng factors· \ D 
~,·hen rnurls order the defe11danh to bolt1 pay ri:-sliLLLio11 lo ·1ii:I rns and a i:i\1 I rno11i:-lary penally to tl·e Co111niss 011, es:a)lish~d Conrnission 
po icy directs ava1 able tunds to satisfy rest1:u:ior o~l1lati~rs tirst: (2i 1n traud acMns. t is not unconm~n tha: tre ~roceeds ~f :he fraud 
haY'f )~n d ssipaled and/or :hal tl·e pe11ally 1ar exceeds tl·e defendants ri:-pri:-serled rinanc al abilit\' lo pa\•: f3: delirque11<:ies assi:-ssed in 
Cletault proce-e<11ngs against res:;i>nden:s .,,~Q are no li>nger n business and ~'·ho canni>t ~ located or are ircarc~rated: ·:4J pena ties uno1Jsed 
i:·n l ~·~ar ma·,· rm1 )i:t<lrlf dLe .and }ayable Lnlil tl·e 11~xl ·,-ear; (~:· a pi:-n.ally rna~· be sla·,·i:-d by appeal; f6: some penall es ~al for insl.all 
ment pa·inients tha: riay span ri~re than I year: U) penalt es ra·,e been referred :~ :he ~:torney General for coll~cti~r: and (8! c~llectron 
slill n process irternall~·. 

The President's budget for fiscal year 2014 includes an estimate of $57.7 million 
and 213 1'vl'Es for enforcement. 

A full increase for enforcement means more investigationo; and cases that the 
agency can pursue lo protecl t.he public. A less lhan full increase means that the 
CFTC will be faced with difficult choices. We could maintain lhe current volume and 
type~ of cai:;ei:;, but we would have to i:;hift rei:;m1rce~ from fotures ca~es to ~wapi:; 
cases or not cover all of the swaps market. Flat fonding means not only that the 
Commission's enforcement volume likely would shrink, but parts of the markets 
would be left with little enforcement oversight. 
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ANNlJJ\T, F.XAMS 

Que.~lion. The CFTC regulates the activities of nearly 6a,ooo registrants who han
dle customer funds, solicit or accept orders, or give trained advice.' Among these reg
istrants arc commodity pool operators, foturcs commission merchants, floor brokers, 
floor traders. and salespersons. C1''TC delegates over.;ight authority to the National 
Futures Association, a self-regulatory organization <SROi. 

The CF'l'C is conslrained through limited resources from conducting reviews of 
CFTC registrants. more frequently than once every 3 years. Because of the triennial 
cycle, the ability t.o check compliance is diluted. The CFTC also would prefer· t.o per
form regular and direct reviews of all exchanges and intermediaries and to assess 
their compliarH~e with the Commodity F.xchange Acl (CEA) rather than r·elying on 
Designated 8elf~Regulatory Organizations for these reviews. 

What would he the advantages of performing more frequent reviews of registered 
entities (e.g., annual rather than trienniall? To what extent do you believe there is 
a risk that an ineffective sclf-regL1latory program may go undetected or a systemic 
ri.;k may not be identified if frequency of reviews remains triennial? Would more 
frequent reviews require adding staff with expertise in trading and build CFTC's 
knowledge base of how exchange.;' various electronic trading platforms operate and 
how violations may occur on and across electronically traded markets'! 

Answer. Annual F.xams: Examinations are lhe CF'l'C's tool lo check for compli
ance with laws that protect the public and to ensure the protection of customer 
funds. The Presidenl's budget requesl for fiscal year 2014 would provide $'1'1.3 mil
lion and 185 FTEs for examinations, an increase of $25.6 million and 104 FTEs over 
current levels. The CFTC woL1ld more than double our current allocation for this 
mission because the number of entities we examine is expected to more than double. 

This is an area where the agency has fallen short of our goals in .i>erformancc re
views. For intermediaries .;uch as futures commis.;ion merchants (1''C.:v.lsl and swap 
dealers, the CFTC relics on what arc known as self-regulatory organizations (SROs) 
to be the primary examiners. Given our lack of resources, we're only able to double 
check the SROs' work on a limited number of FC:.Vls each year, and the agency can 
spend lilt.le lime onsile at the firms. Our budget also doesn't allow us to review (~Om
modity pool operatm·s or commodity trading advisors. 

On top of the current lack of staff for examinations, our responsibilities in 201'1 
will expand to include reviews of many new market participants. For instance. there 
are (~urrently 106 FCMs, 82 swap dealers and two major swap participants have 
provisionally registered, and more are expected to do so. More frequent and in-depth 
examinations arc necessary to assL1re the public that firms have adequate capital, 
as well as systems and procedures in place to protect customer money. Reviews are 
critical to ensuring the financial soundnes.; of clearinghouses, and ensuring trans
parency and competition in the trading markets. 

The President's budget for fiscal year 2014 would provide the funding estimated 
to be necessary for more thorough reviews. 1''ully funding the increase for examina
tions means the Commission can move toward annual reviews of all significant 
clearinghouses and trading platforms and adequate reviews of other market partici
pants. A partial increase for examinations mean.; cutting back our monitoring plans 
for new market participants and more in-depth risk reviews. Flat funding means we 
will continue lacking the ability to assure the public that the CFTC's registrants are 
financially sound and in compliance with regulatory protections. 

~ut::::iTtoN::i SuuMnTi,;u TO :.vlAHY Jo W111T.t:: 

Qui::8TION8 St..:HMl'l"l'Im HY St::NATOR To:M l:D.,,LL 

:1-IARKF.T MIJTUA!, FC:ND RF.GULATION8 

Qiiestion.. As you know, I have wrilten lo t.he Securities and F.xchange Commis
sion (SECJ with some concerns about the future of market mutual funds (Ml\:IFsJ. 
Given the role that market mutual funds play in .;hort-term financing for State and 
local governments, I have been contacted by (~onstit.uents who share my concerns 
that a floating Net Asset Value (NAVJ will alter the nature of :.VIMFs and tighten 
capital availability and rai.;e costs. 

Has the SEC reached out to local governments to learn more aboul t.heir con
cerns'f 

Answer. ln crafting the proposal, the Commi.;sion and its staff engaged in a delib
er·ative process that included reaching out lo many int.erested parties, including rep
resentatives of State and local governments. For example, I understand that in 
March of this year. Commission staff met with representatives from the l\'ational 
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